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4-5 George V. Alphabetical Index to Sessional Papers. A. 1914

ALPHABETICAL INDEX

TO THE

SESSIONAL PAPERS
OF THE

PARLIAMEiNT OF CANADA

THIRD SESSION, TWELFTH PARLIAMENT, 19U.

Auditor General for year ended March
31, 1913, Vol. I, Pts. A to J ; Vol.
II, Pts. K to U, and Vol. Ill, Pts.
V to Y 1

Agriculture, Report of Minister of,

ended Marcli 31, 1914 15
Agriculture, Dept. of; number of lec-

turers, inspectors, &c.. belonging to,

in I'rovince of Nova Scotia, &c. . . . 253
Agriculture, Dept. of; correspondence

with je importation of pure bred ani-
mals into Canada 260

Agricultural Instruction Act : copy of

all arrangements between Govt, and
Provinces under 298

Aldtr.shot Camp, N.S., re supply of ice

for season of 1914, &c 256a
Aldersliot Camp, N..S., accounts re sup-

plies for summer and autumn drill

at, 1913 256
Antigonish Harbour, correspondence re

dredging of, &c 232r-

Antigonish Co., N.S., Blue Rock Break-
water in, re expenditures on in 1913,

&c 2321'

Archives: Documents re Constitutional

Jlistory ol' Canada. 1791 ISIS. &c . .
29c'

Arithat, N.S., re Public Building at,

expciiditurfs on, &c 232(2m)
Arinslroiir. David, mail carrier of

city ol' .Shcibrooke, re diHmissal, &c. 70(2'''>

Afilatics: Immigration of, &<,. In re-

lation to O. in C. passed Dec. 19,

1913, roHtricting such Into B.C. ,. 261

App<'l"l"'cntH ;

—

or the MooHi'jaw I'ost Ofllco em-
idoyeiH, Halary, &c 77

Of Mr. I'ltiTi' Cournoyi'i', I'owtmaH-

Icr at St. Pierre de Sorcl, County
of Ulclielleu, &c 77ii

A
Appointments :

—

Continued.
Of Public Officers in city of Quebec, •

Depts. of Inland Revenue, Rys.,
Customs, Immigration, Marine, &c.,
since Oct. 1, 1911, to April 14.

1913 ; names, duties, &c 776
' H. P. Duchemin re copy of instruc-

tions issued to, on appt. as Com-
missioner in N.S., &c 77e

Of Train or Ticket Agents on I.C.Ry.
and P.E.I.Ry., amts. rec'd, re-

sults, &c 77c

Of J. Ci. H. Bergeron as Commis-
sioner ; date of, number of inves-
tigations held, &c 77rf

Of F\ Roy as Postmaster of St. Phil-

lipe de Nery, I'rovince of Quebec. 77/

Of Mr. J. G. H. Bergeron as Com-
missioner, &c 77j;

Of Mr. T. J. Oliver, of Humboldt.
Sask., to present position ; also
appt. of successor at 77A

Of successor to \V. S. MoKeohiiie.
l>om. Lands Agent, Prince Albert.

Sasli, &c :7«

or Jos. l.,emi< ux, I'os mister at Mont
L<oui.s, County of Uuspi^. &o. . .. 77^

Of successor to C. A. H. Disjardins.
Postmaster at St. Anilr* do Ka-
niuuru.ska, &c 78

Of for year 1913. of Captains, Ilrst

and sicond l':n.i?lnoora for Dredges
1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6. 7. S. 9. 10 (uul U.
Dopt, of Marine, below Montreal:
Ap!>t>lntmeiit of Captains and Mn-
Mlnrtrs fur I9i:i for Tugs ' C.ir-

moUa.' 'Chaiiibly.' • Controi«eur,'

•Do I.<^vlH,' • Km Ha." ' lberviU«>.'

•Ja». llowilon.' 'Jesse Huinc.' &o. 77*
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A
Of number of additional employees
added to Customs Dept., city of

Halifax, since Oct 10. 1011.. 77<

Of correspondence re appt. of ( "are-

takers of Post Offlce at Rigaud,
&c 77m

Of Morrison, Allan. St. Peter's. X.S.,

Inspector of dwelliners in Gregory
Island, N.S., 1912-1913 77n

Of names, length of f-ervice of all

employees, Dept. Interior, in out-
aide service since Jan. 1, 1912, to

Dpc. 31. 1913 770
Of number of appointments made in

Customs at Montreal since Oct. 1,

1911, names, salaries, &c 77p
Of number of Kngineers, Asst. En-

gineers. OlorUs, Divers. Dopt. of

Public Works, in Co. Bonaventure,
since Oct. 1, 1911 77q[

Of showing whotlier Ijouis P. Thi-
bault, Alphonse Poirier, J. A.

Morin, C. F. Rioux, and others.

were appointed by Postmaster
General 77r

Of correspondence re appointment of
present Collector of Customs at

Antigonish 77s

Of correspondenec re appointment of

present Collector of Customs at
Antigonish lit

B
B^langf-r. Capt. of .Stnir. ' Rur.ka '

:

correspondonre betwern, and Dtpt.
>Iarine ami Fisli<M-ie.s, year 1912 .. 249

Binders, Reap -rs ^I )Wers, &c., export-
ed to Canada, values, &c., in 1910,
1911. 1912, 1913 184

Bonav»nture Co.. Que., expenditure in-
currf>rl since Oct. 1, 1911, re investi-
gations held in 93c

Boring Mill at Lethbridge. Alta., cor-
respondence in Dept. of Customs re-
lating to 213

Banks. Shareholders in Chartered, of
the Dominion of Canada, to Dec. 31,
1913 6

Banks, unclaimed balances, &c., in . . 7

Bane. Etienne, Tnideau, .los., of muni-
cipality of Chamlily Basin, rr iioti-

tion of. to Miiiistor of Justice. ... 214
Bergeron, J. C. H., Inquiring Commis-

sioner—Report made by, re Dr. .1.

D. Pagf, Quol.oc. yo:ir 191.1 60
Bergeron. J. G. H.. return showing date

of appointment, salary, travelling
expenses, number of Investigations,
*c 7;rt

B.rtrind. Mrs. C. F., Dionne. ArhtO-
ir.s.'. rr purfh:is of land from, con-
nciiion with works. &c 2321/

Boanls of Conciliation. Report of for
y<>ar 1918 36o

J- •curitles. Statrmtnt of all

.1912 n9
1! •• Co.. Que, Expenditure of

public moneys In. since Oct., 1911, to
Fob. 1914 23 2(2»

Bl.'il". M C.. Dooimenfs rr resignation
frdiii 'lovt. ynnis at St. Jf)soi>h 'b-

S'orol. and appolnlinrnt of sui-i-essor. 1 If.

Bourinot. John C. Seizures made by,
as Preventive Officer and Collector
of at Port Hawkesbury. N.S.. &c. .. 49a

Bourinot. John C. Return re telegrams,
letters. &c.. received- or sent to, by
Dept. Customs, during years 1895-
6-7 49

Boutillier's Island, Lunenburg Co.,

X.S.. correspondence re tenders, ac-
counts. &c.. connected with 168

Branch Ldnes of Ry. of J.C.Ry. re con-
struction of into Co. of Guysbor-
ough. &c 860

Branch Lines Ry. of I.C.Ry re docu-
ments respecting question of actjuir-

ing any or all of. also running rights
over I.C.Ry 117

Branch Lines of Ry. of I.C.R.. Orange-
dale to Cheticanip, in Inverness Co.,

N.S.. Documents referr ng to 117c
Bruce. Jas., re all documents connected

with entry and cancellation of home-
stead entry of llOe

British Columbia. Indian Lands in. in-

quiry of N. W. ^Tiite during 1912-

1913 as Commissioner 130
Breakwater at Green Point. Glouces-

ter Co.. N.B.. re construftion of a... 165
Breakwater at Goulman's Pont, Guys-

borough Co.. N.S.. corresi ondence
re 232/

Br-akwater at Blue Rock. Antigonish.

N.S 232u
Breakwater at Meat Cove. N.S.. &c.

1

White Point. N.S.. &c.
Mill's Harbour. N.S..

&c
" McT^eod's. Ingonish,

&c \- 271
Br.non Cove. N.S. . .

I.iittle Bras d'Or. N.S.
" Cape Dauphin, N.S...
" Point Anconi. N.S. .

" .Tame.«!ville, N.S J

at the Graff. Halifax,
N.S 232 (2»)

Bhwagan Singh, a .'^Jikh Priest, cor-
respondence re the deportation of,

&c 267

Campbell. .Tohn, and Albert E. Mllli-
gan, correspondence re expropriation
of lands of .. 232f2fc)

Canadian National Bureau of Breed-
ing. Ltd.. (late of incorporation of,
name.<s. &c.. of members of 289

Chateauguay PJver, re damming of,
number of employees on. w.iges, &c. 2327

Ooal lands situated in 28-19, 27-18,
27-17 and 28-18, west of the Fourth
Meridian no*

Coal in Can.) da, Report of Conservation
Commission on conservation of. . . . 210o

Customs. Report of Departmc>nt of,

year ended March 31, 1913 n
Canadian Northern Railway Co. :

—

No. 1. Copy of trust deed, date 30th
June, 1903, between, and Briti.<*h

Empire Trust Co, &c 269
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C
No. 2. Copy of trust deed, date 6th
May, 1910, between, and British Em-
pire Trust Co., &c 26 9o

No. 3. Copy of trust deed, date 19th
Nov., 1913, between Mackenzie,
Mann, Ltd., and British Empire
Trust Co., &c 269&

No. 4. Statement of floating liabilities

of Ry. Co.s in general title of Cana-
dian Northern Ry. System 269c

No. 5. Statement of securities pledged
as collateral to Temporary. Loans of
Canadian Northern Ry. System . . 269c£

No. 6. Statement of Engineer's Esti-
mate of cost of completing Cana-
dian Northern Ry. Sj^stem 2G9e

Statement of Capital Stock authorized
and issued of Companies set out in

first schedule 269/
Approximate estimate of betterments

for six years of Canadian Northern
Ry. System 269^

Statement bearing on financing of
Canadian Northern Ry. System to
Dec. 31, 1913 269ft

Papers and Statements re Canadian
Northern Ry. System, &c 269i

Copy of trust deed dated Oct. 4, 1911,
Canadian Northern Ry. to Guardian
Trust Co., Limited, &c 269;

List of Companies whose total stock is

owned by Canadian Northern Ry.
Co.. &c 269fc

Further Statements bearing on financ-
ing of Canadian Northern Ry. Sys-
tem 269t

Correspondence, telegrams, &c., from
Premiers of Provinces of N.S., B.C.,
Alberta and Sask. re matter of aid. 269m

Copy of trust deed, Dec. 28, 1903, Lake
Superior Terminals Co., Ltd., &c. . 269n

Colonels, Honorary do, Lieut, do, re

return showing number appointed by
Minister of Militia since Oct. 11, to

March 31, 1914 218
Return re number of Honorary ap-

pointments to Military rank made
by Minister of Militia, &c 218n

Canal Statistics, season of Navigation,
1913 20a

Canadian Forestry Association, Com-
munications made by, to the Govt.,
&c 45

Canadian Pacific Railway Strikes, Re-
turn re application for Board of
Conciliation, &c 62

Canadian I'aoiflc Railway Coy, re

lands sold by, year ended Oct. 1,

1013 107
Canadian Pacific Railway, Copy of all

contracts with Dcpt. Rys. with rr

joint station at the I'alais, Quebec
city \\\0

Chesley, Village of, South Bruce, re

installation of letter boxes in. &c. . . 209
Civil Servici- Insurance Act, Statement

re, for year ending March 31. 1913. 51

Civil Si'rvlce, Supeianiiualion and Ue-
tlrltig Allowances in. during year
ending Dec. 31, 1913, &c 52

Civil Service, Inside, Number of per-
HOM.s u|ipr>inted, not passln"? oxama.,
held I.I May and November each
your 104''

fl:{4n;{--l,'.

Civil Service, for each Dept. of Civil
Service, names, salaries, &c., of em-
ployees ; also names, &c., not in
Service, employed in any Dept., .since

Oct. 10, 1911 ; also names removed
from office, &c Idig

Civil Service, Number of Certificates
asked from Civil Service Commission
since March 31, 1913 ; number re-
fused, and reason for, &c 104ft

Civil Service, List for 1913 30
Civil Service Commission, Report of,

for year 1913 31
Commissioners appointed by Govt.

since Oct. 10, 1911, Number of;
names, amount paid, number still

under pay 115
Commissions created since Oct. 10,

1911, Return asking for copy of;
copy of evidence taken, report, &c., 9ia

Commissions created since Oct. 12,

1911, Names and members of, pur-
poses, salaries, &c 91

Country Harbour, Guysborough, Co.,
N.S., Sur\'ey of line of Ry. from, to
Cape George, N.S 86

Conference of Representatives of the
Provinces held Oct., 1913, Minutes
of, &c 119a

Criminal Statistics, year ended Sept.
30, 1912 (Appendix to Report of
Minister of Trade and Commerce for
year 1912) i;

Cruiser, D.G., 'Margaret,' re the build-
ing of ; contract price, names of
tenderers, &c 215

Criminals released from parole from
Penitentiaries, &c., year ended Mar.
31, 1913, &c 274

Car Ferry Service between Mainland
and P. E. Island, Correspondence,
&c., re i2ia

Canadian Contracting Coy, showing
names of promoters and powers
given to Company, by letters patent. 194

I ""ape Breton Railway, re purchasing of
by Govt., and building line from St.

Peter's to Sydney and Louisbourg. 171

''.inal, Soulanges, Names of employees
on, salary, date of hiring. &c. . . . 127

Central Ry. Co. of Canada, re applica-
tion of, for change of route, to

Dept. of Rys. and Canals S2
! 'ontral Ry. Co. of Canada, Annual
Report by, to the Railway Dept... 136

imon, Hon. Mr. Justice, re amount of

money received by, from IS'.tO to

r.il3, during time of connection with
Kamouraska 2S0

riiiutered Banks In Canada In liijui-

dation since Confeileration, Number
of; date in each case, &o ISS

<'ltizi'ns of the United States, how
many employed by Govt, since Nov.
I. 1911 94

I'liemlcal Manure. r»- report of ileo.

l.ifontahu' ris|u"cting manufactur-
ing of. during fiscal year 223

I'liinamen. NumluT of entering Can-
ada In years 1911. 1912 and 1913... 196

I'olpllts, Gu.stavus A.. »v detention at
l{lnu>nskl on Htei\mshl|> In Sept .

1911. by otllciTH of Govt.. &o. . ,. 195

;i
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O
Combines Investigation Act, Board

ai)i)t. under, to investiRate United
Shoe Machinery Co., Report 154

Commissions, re each Issued by Govt,
since Oct. 10, 1911; Coi>y of Evi-
dence, &c 916

CommissioiKs formed by Oovt. since
Oct., r.Ul: name^?, occupations of
Commis.«ioners, &c 9ic

Commission for purpose of beautify-
ing Ottawa city and vicinity, Cor-
re.spondonce re, &c 91d

Commi.ssion.s created by legislation or
Orders in Council since Oct. 12,

1911. Members of. &c 9ie
Commission of N. W. White to inquire

into Indian I>ands in British Colum-
bia 130

Commission to investigate the cost of
living, copy of O.C. appointing same. 132

Commissions appointed under Inquir-
ies Act ; number of since Oct. 1,

1911: nam<'S of Commissioners. &c. 91/
Constitutional Hi.story of Can:ida. 1791-

1818, Documents re, &c 29c
Coteau Landing. Names of wharfing-

ers at ; number of vessels moored
at, &c 250

Customs Tariff Act, &c.. Correspond-
ence re temporary suspension of, re
wire rods, &c 116

Customs Act, Copy of Orders in Cotm-
cil since June, 1014, altering rates
of duties existing under, &c 156

Customs Building in Village of Chps-
ley. South Bruce, Documents re, &c. 232 (2ft)

D
Dairy and Cold Storage, Report of
Commissioner of, for year ending
March 31. 1913 15rt

Di.stillerl Water, &c.. Amount paid for.
in Ottawa by Govt, since Jan. 1,

1912, to March 1, 1914, also cost per
''"y 247

Dominion Lands, Order in Council re,

between Oct., 1912, and Nov. 30,
1913. Forest Reserves Park Art. ... 110

Dominion Lands. Orders in Council re,
between Oct. 1, 1912, and Nov. 30
iJ^s noc

Dominion Lands Regulations re dis-
position of, from Oct., 1911, to Jan
1912, &c 43

Dominion Police Force, Average num-
bf r of men employed on ; travelling
exfienses. &c J12

Dorchester Pmitentiary, re vacancy of
Deputy W.nrden. and appt. of succes-
sor to Mr. A. B. Pipes, &c 174

Drrdtring operations in British Colum-
''i'> 101

Drv-dcing at Bathurst Harbour, N.B.,
relating to, done on bar, seasons of
1910. 1911, 1912. 1913 170

Drodglng at Bnthurst Harbour, N.B..
»'• all tenders for, and contracts
awarded 170rt

Dr«'diHng at Bathurst Harbour. N.B.,
r-firroapondence rr deposit of s:ind,

d Into S.W. channel., .

.' 1796
I' ' Bon.-ivenf urc River, all

,
&c., rnimected with.. .. 232c

Dredging, Nova Scotia Dredging Co.,
re dredging performed by, or other
companies, at Jeddore, N.S 232/

Dredging in Harbour of St. John. N.B.,
or tributaries. Number of firms or
persons engaged in, since Oct. 1,

1911 232n
Dredging in Harbour and River, St.

John, N.B., Number of tug boats en-
gaged in connection with, since
Sept. 21, 1911 232P

Dredging of Des Prairies River, all

documents re, &c 232(2a)
Dredging operations carried on in
Bonaventure Co. in 1913 232(2i7)

Dredging operations at Port Elgin,
N.B.. all documents relating to, &c. 232 (2p)

riredging. Surrender of contract for. in

Miratiiichi Bay, N.B., by A. & R.
Loggie 232(2f)

Dry-Docl<, Specifications, tenders, &c.,
re proposed, at Lauzon, Que 232d

' Destructive Insect and Pest Act,'
Regulations under 65

Desjardins. C. A. R., Postmaster at
St. Andr^ de Kamouraska, re resig-
nation of. &c 78

Demera, Eugene, and Jos. Olivier,

Claims of, against the I.C Ry, &c. . 856
Deputy Ministers, Number of em-

ployees under each. &c., also salary
of C\istoms Commi.<:slnner &c.. 104<

Dog-Fish Reduction Works at Clark's
Harbour. N.S., Cost of maintenance,
receipts. &c., years 1910, 1911. 1912. 67

Duties, Remission and refimd of, un-
der section 92, Audit Act 66

Dubi.sson, Arthur, re employment of, as
Immigration Agent at Gravelburg,
Sask 77u

Duchemin. H. P.. Return re date of
appointment, number of investiga-
tions held since. &c 93/

Puchemin, H. P., Return re expendi-
tures bv T C.Rv. in connection with
Inquiries held by 33J7

Dismissals :

—

Return re dismissal of Horace Rin-
drcss. Quarantine Medical Officer,
North Sydney, N.S 44

Rolurn rr dismissal of A. T. Dou-
coft, T'ostmnster and Collector of
Cu.stoms at Salmon River. Digby
Co., N.S 44a

Return re dismissal of Alex. Bour-
que. Storm Signal Agent at Bona-
venture. Que 446

Return re dismissal of Patk. Con-
way. TJghtkeeper, White Head Is-
land, N.S 44c

Return re dismissal of Capt. Wm.
Smith, Coxswain. Lifeboat at Shel

-

burne, Co., N..S na
Return re dismissal from Public

Offices. Co. of Kings. N.S., since
Oi-t, 11. 1911 4,(0

I lot urn re dismiss.'xl of .Tos. E. A.
Landry, Lighthouse keeper, St.

Omer, Que., Cojiy of charges
against 44/

Rettirn re dlsmi.-<sal of Colin Mc-
Isaac. Preventive Ofllcer at Port

^

Hood, N.S 4ig
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D
Return re dismissal of Mr. Pesha,
Postmaster at Kent Bridge, Ont. iih

Return re dismissal of John F.
Reeves, Postmaster at Mulgrave,
N.S Hi

Return re dismissal of Havelock Mc-
Leod, Postmaster at Big Intervale,
Inverness Co., N.S 44./

Return re dismissal of S. Lapointe,
Postmaster, St. Eloi, Temiscouata
Co., Que 44fc

Return re dismissal of Wm. Bow,
Postmaster at Winchester Village,

Dundas Co., Ont 441

Return re dismissal of Mrs. Ellen
O'Neill, Postmistress at O'Neill's

P.O., Westmorland Co., N.B . . . . 44m
Return re dismissal of Alex. Labil-

lois. Postmaster at Miguasha. .. 44n
Return re dismissal of Madame Z.

Narcotte, Postmistress, Nouvelle
West, Bonaventure Co., Que. ... 44o

Return re dismissal of Jos. Venault,
Postmaster at Quay, Co. of L^vis,

Que 44p
Return re dismissal of Postmaster

at Osage, Saslc, and appointment
Of successor, &c 44g

Return re dismissal of Geo. Taylor,
Postmaster at Bickerton, N.S . . 44r

Return re dism'ssal of Mile Paul-
hus, Postmistress, Point St. Vic-
toire. Que 4Ss

Return re dismissal of Perker S.

Hartt, Postmaster at South Man-
chester, N.S 44t

Return re dismissal of Chas. L.

Gass, Postmaster at Bayfield, N.S.,

also copy of evidence, &c 44u
Return re dismissal of Madame Bel-

zil. Postmistress at St. Octave,
Co. of Rimouski, Que 44v

Return re dismissal of John McDon-
nell, Postmaster at Essex, Inver-
ness Co., N.S 44to

Return re Jas. Bain, Postmaster of

Ninga P.O., Ninga Manitoba.. .. 44a;

Return re dismissal of Wm. McKin-
non. Postmaster at Erinville,

Guysborough, N.S 44y
Return re dismissal of J. N. Clou-

tier, I'ostmaster at St. Benoit
Lake, Beauce Co., Que 44»

Return re dismissal of Mrs. Weave,
Postmistress at Coal Creek,
Queen's Co.. N.B 44(2<i)

Return re dismissal of Postmasters
in Bonaventure Co., by present
Government, &c 44(2*>)

Return re dismissal of Alex. Fraser,
I'OHtmasler at Fra.ser's Grant, An-
tigonlsh Co., N.S 44(2t;)

Return re dlRmissal of all public oili-

r(TH by prt'.sftU (^ovt-intnent in

the district of I'ortmuf, ^tc. .. 44 (2i')

Return re dismissal of the Po.stnia.Ht-

ter.s In Co. of Two Mountains, &c. 44(2')

Return re dismissal of ThoH. Chalm-
ers Mcl.iean, I'oHtmaster at Ivoru,

North Cape Bnton and Victoria.

N.S 44(2/)

Riturti re dlsmlsiial of (". 1*. Hlan-

chard, PoBMUister ut Truro, N.a. 44 (2<;)

D
Return re dismissal of Samuel At-
wood, Atwood's Brook, Shelburne
Co., N.S 44(2/1)

Return re dismissal of Postmasters
in Co. of Eerthier, since 21st Sep-
tember, 1911, &c 44(2»)

Return re dismissal of Wilfrid Pelle-
marre, Postmaster at Hervey
Junction, County of Portneuf .. 44(2j)

Return I'e ddsmissal of Rufus D. Cor-
rigan. Postmaster at Sand Point,
Guysborough Co., N.S. . . . . . .. 44(2fc)

Return re dismissal of Daniel Dun-
lop, Postmaster at New Campbell-
ton, North Cape Breton, N.S.. .. 44(20

Return re dismissal of Duncan Cam-
eron, Postmaster, Craigmore, In-
verness Co., N.S 44 (2m)

Return re dismissal of Angus Cam-
eron, Postmaster at Fairlight,

Sask 44 (2n)
Return re ddsmissal of iL Sauriol,
Postmaster, Port Janvier, Co. of
Terrebonne 44(2o)

Ret'TTi '' rVsmissal of Donakl John-
ston, Postmaster, Leitche's Creek ;

changes made in names of
Leitche's Creek, &c 44(2p)

Return re dismissal of Jas. McLees,
Postmaster at Bishop's Mills,

Grenville Co., Ont., &c 44(2<2)

Return re dismissal of Mrs Sara C.
Rankin, Postmstress at S. W.
Ridge, Mabou, N.S 44(2r)

Return re number of dismissals
from public sersice in County of
Cumberland, N.S., from June 23,

1896, to September 21, 1911. &-c. . 44(2»)
Return re dismissal of all employees

in Co. of Three Rivers, and St.

Maurice, since Oct. 15, 1911, to

April, 1913 44(20
Return re number of dismissals by

present Govt, in constituency of
Regina. up to Dec. 10. 1912.. .. 44(2ii)

Return re dismis.«al of all public offl-

cers by present Govt, in Co. of
Kamouraska, names, duties, &o. 44 (2t')

Return re dismissal of all public oifl-

cers by present Govt, in Co. of
Prince. P.E.I., up to Feb. 10,

1913, &c 44(2tr)

Return re dismissal of all pub'io offi-

cers by present Govt, in Strath-
rr.n:> Ridintr, to Df-c. 1 f>. 1<)i2 . 44C.'x>

Return re dismissal of all public otll-

cers by present Govt, in .Saltcoats

Rldinp. to Dec. 10. 1912 44(2y)
Return re dismissal of all public olH-

cer.s by present Govt. In Co. of
Champlain since Oct. 15. 1911. to

April, 1913 44. •.•.•»

Ho4urn r*> dl8ml.><8al of all public ottl-

ciTs by present Govt. In Co, of
Cumberland. N.S,. a'nce Oct. H.
1911. to March 3. 1913 44(S«n

lleturn re dlsinl.ssal of nil public ottt-

ci-VH by present Govt. In Co of
Wf.stniorland, N H.. since Ov't.

1911. to I«Vl). 3. 1913 ««tS»)
Ketuin rr dlsini.s.Hal of all public Ottl-

(ITS by prestnt Govt. In Co of
.•\iinapollM. N.S, since Cot., 1911.
to Mar. 3. 1913 44(Sr)
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D
Return re dismissal of all public offi-

cers by present Govt, in Co. of

Nicolet since Oct., 1911, to April

28. 1913 44(3d)

Return re dismissal of all public offi-

cers in constituency of Victoria.

Alta.. to 29th Jan., ISl."!. &c. . .. 44(3e)

Return re dismis.sal of all public offi-

cers by present '*ovt. in Co. of

Shelburne and Queens. N.S. . .. 44(3/)

Return re number of Postmasters
dismissed in County of Antigon-

Ish. N.S 44(3(7 1

Return re dismissal of Dr. Free -nan

O'N'eill. T'ort Physician, Louis-

burB. C.B., X..S 44(3^1)

Return re dismissal from public offi-

ces by present Govt, in County of

Dipbv. N.S.. since Oct. 11. 1911,

to Mar. 3. 1913 44 (3i)

Return re dismissals from public

offif^f^ bv pr .<!.^nt Govt, in Co of

Queens-Shelburne, N.S., since Oct
11. It'll, to late 44 (3J)

Return re dismissals from public

offices by pre.sent Govt, in city of

Quebec. Dept. of Rys. and Canals

and others 44(3fc)

Return re dismissals from public

offices by present Govt, in Co. of

L'Assomption. Que.. &c 44(30
Return re dismissals from public

offices by present Govt, from each

Pept.. names. P.O. address, since

Oct. 11. 1911 44(3»i)

Return re dismissals from public

offices by present Govt, in Co. of

Dipbv. X.S.. since Oct. 11. 1911.

to Mar. 3. 1913 44 (3n)

Return re dismissal of Phileas Ha-
bel. LiKhtUeeper, St. Louis de Lot-
binAre. Co. of T.otbini&re. Que... 44(3o)

Return rr dismissal of Fishery Over-

seer MicneauU at Seven Islands,

and appt. of Klz(^ar Tjevesque .. 44(3P)
Return re dismissals from public

offices by present Go\'t. in Co. of

M:iskinonK<^ since Oct. 11, 1911, to

April 2S, 1913 44(37)
Return rr dismi?=sals from public

offices by present Govt, in Co. of

KinKS. N S.. since Oct. 11. 1911. to

Mar. 1913 44(3?)

Return re dismissals from public

offices by present Govt, in Co. of

Colchester. N.S., since Oct. 11,

1911. to Mnr. 3, 1913 44 (3s)

Return rr dismissals from public
officfs by T>resent Govt, in Co. of

Hants. N.S., since Oct. 11, 1911.

to M.Tr. 3. 1913 44(30
Return re dismis.-vil of Miss Kuprenie

Porion from oHice of P. O. Inspec-
tor. Quebor. &r 44 (3u)

Return re (li<*misRal of .Tas, R. T^alng',

T'ostm.nst'T. T..iscombe. N.S.. &c. 44 (3v)

Rettirn rr dismissal of A. Ij. DesCve.
Officer in rh:irpe of Fish Hatch-
ery. Macop. Que.. &c 4 1(3tc)

Return rr dismissal of .Tas. T. Rich-
ardson. Sub-Golloctor of Customs.
Il\inil.f.l.lt. Snsk 4m-'-)

I{<'tMrii I ' (1; -ivw^als from public
olViifs in lori.vtituency of Replna.
nnmcn. &c.. to Dec. 10. 1912.. .. 44 nv)

D
Return re dismissal of Mr. Hicks
from Customs Service, Bridge-
town, N.S.. &c 44(32)

Return re dismissal of Ralph Har-
ris. Sub-Collector of Customs at

Pelee Island. Ont •-. 44 (4a)

Return re dismiss.il of Aylmer Orton,

Customs Officer at Windsor. Ont. 44 (4b)

Return re dismissal of Fredk. Fors-
ter. Sub-Collector of Customs,
Klngsville. Ont 44(4c)

Return re dismissal of Andrew Dar-
ragh. Immigration Officer at

Windsor, Ont., &c 4 4Md)
Return re dismissal of John H.il-

stead, Immigration Officer at

Windsor. Ont.. &c 4 1(4'')

Return re dismissal of Napol§on
Daigle, Lightkecper at Barre-A-
Boulard, St. Louis de Lotbini^re.

Que 44(4/)

Return re dismissals from public
offices by present Govt, in Co. of
Cumberland, N.S., from June 23,

1896. to Sept.. 1911 44(4j7)

Return rr dismissal of Jas. H. Smart.
Postmaster at Kingsville. Ont.. &c. 44(4'*)

Return re dismissal of John A. Roy.
Postmaster at Maitland, Co. of

Hants. N.S 44 (4i)

Return re dismissal of Thomas Nel-
son, Po.stmaster at Scotch Village,

Co. of Hants, N.S 44(4;)

Return re dismissal of Albert Mc-
HcPfey, Postmaster, Shubenaca-
die. N.S 44 (4A:)

Return re dismissal of C. Stewart,
MrPhee. Postmaster at Enfield.

Hants Co.. N.S 44(40
Return re dismissals from public

offices by present Govt, in West-
morland Co.. N.B.. since Feb. 1,

1913, to Fob. 2, 1914 44(4m)
Return re dismissal of D. Dishaw.
employee of Marine Shipyard at
Prescott, Ont 44 (4n)

Return re dismissal of A. Michael
Russell, caretaker drill hall,

Windsor N.S 44(40)
Return re dismissal of Mr. A.

Goyette. Postmaster at .St. A'ale-

rien de Milton, Shefford. Que., &c. 44 (4p)
Return relating to investigation re

charges against P. D. Bourdage.
Lightkeeper, Bonaventure Point,

Que., &c 44(4(7)

Return relating to investigation re

charges against Louis Bujold.
LigiUkoeper. Carleton Pt.. by W.
S. Montgomery and others 44(4r)

Return re di.smissal of Mr. Shinbine,
Caretaker Immigration Hall, Ed-
monton, &c 44(4a)

Return re dismissal of M' Webster,
Immigration Agent at Edmonton,
&c 44(4f)

Return re dismissal of Jacob Mohr,
Inten)reter at Immigration
Agency, lOdmonton 44(4u)

Return re dismissal of P. Tompkins,
Dominion Lands Agent at Gir-

ouard, &c., also name of succes-

sor 44(4v)

U
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D
Return re dismissals of Inland Rev-
enue Dept., Bonaventure Co., since

Jan. 1, 1913, to Feb. 3, 1914, also
appointments 44(4m7)

Return re dismissal of Mr. Arthur
Dupuis, Postmaster at Pontbriand,
Megantic Co., &c 44(4x)

Return re di.smissal of Jos. Serguis
ArchambauU, Postmaster of Town
of Terrebonne, also appt. of suc-
cessor ^.^.^^y)

Return re dismissal of Martin Lani-
gan, Postmaster, Sexton, Co. of

Kent, X.B., minutes of evidence
re 44 (4«)

Return re dismissal of Felix Ray-
mond, Postmaster, Ste. Scholas-
tique Village, Que 44(5"

Return re Sub-Lands Agency at

Gravelbourg, Saskatchewan .. .. 44(56)
Return re dismissal of all public offi-

cials by present Govt, in Co. of

Kings, N.S., &c 44(5c)

Return re dismissal of Postmaster
at Ainslie Green, Inverness Co.,

N.S., and appt. of successor.. .. 44 (5d)

Return re appointment of a Post-
master at Upper Ohio, Shelbume
Co., N.S., &c 44(.5e)

Return re dismissal of Jos. H. Le-
febvre. Postmaster, Howick Sta-
tion, Chateauguay Co 44(3/)

Return re dismissal of Postmaster at
Alexander, Inverness Co., and
appt. of successor, &c 45(5')

Return re dismissal of N. H. Mc-
Leod, N. East Margaree, N.S., offi-

cial of Geological Survey, &c. .. 44(^.5/n

Return re dismissal of M. Barry
from Marine Dept. at Prescott,

Ont 44(51)
Return re dismissal of W. Granton,
Marine Dept. at Prescott, Ont. .. 44(5;)

Return re dismissal of Postmaster
at Fletwode, Sask., also changing
of said P.O 44 (uA.)

Return re dismissal of all Postmast-
ers and Postmistresses in the Co.

of Westmorland, N.B., since Feb.

1, 1913, to Feb. 1, 1914, &c.. .. 44f3/)
Return re dismissal of Postmaster

of .St. Henri de Lauzon, County
of Ld'vis, &c 4 1 (.'".'

.

Return re dismissal of Geo. Skates,
Postmaster at Appin, Ont., &c. . 44(5»n

Return re dismissal of Geo. J. Ryan
and Chas. Hamlin, Canadian Cus-
toms Service, Newport, Vermont,
U.S 44(r,»i

Return re dismis.sal of J. Sliavcr.

employee of Marine Shipyanl,
Prescott, Ont 44(r.;'i

Return re dl.smiKsal of R. Lunay,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(f><i)

Rotuin re tlisnils.sal of J. Slattery,

employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44 i ...

Ruturn re dismlHsal of J. W'alHh,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prtaeott, Ont 44 i;..-*

Return rv. iliHmlH.Hal of VV. tJerta.

crniiloyio of Marina .Slilpyard,

1'r. M. ell, < )iit 44i . 1

D
Return re dismissal of D. Boivard,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(5!i)

iieturn re dismissal of G. Scott, em-
ployee of Marine Shipyard, Pres-
cott, Ont 44(5t;)

Iieturn re dismissal of J. Offspring,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont » . 44(5m7)

Return re dismissal of J. Hayes, em-
ployee of Marine Shipyard, Pres-
cott, Ont 44(5x)

Retu)-n re dismissal of P. Belanger,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44i5y)

Return re dismissal of L. Place, em-
ployee* of Marine Shipj-ard, Pres-
cott, Ont 44(5«)

Return re dismissal of C. Kavanagh,
employee of Alarine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(6a)

Return re dismissal of J. Roche,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(66)

Return re dismissal of J. Mclnnis,
employee of Marine .Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(60

Return re dismissal of E. Scott, em-
ployee of Marine Shipyard, Pres-
cott, Ont 44 (6d)

Return re dismissal of C. Wright.
emiiloyee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(6e)

Return re dismissal of L. Lalonde,
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44(6/)

Return re dismissal of H. Birks, em-
ployee of Marine Shipyard, Pres-
cott, Ont 44i 6<7)

Return re dismissal of W. Jarvis.

employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44i6A)

Return re dismissal of J. McDerniott.
employee of Marine Shipyard,
Prescott, Ont 44<6i)

Return re dismissal of Geo. L«

Brown, Lightkeeper. Prescott De-
pot, Ont., &c 44(6/)

Return re dismissal of J. Lane, em-
ployee Marine Shipyard, Pre.<?cott.

Ont 44(6*)
Return re dismissal of D. Perrin, em-

ployee Marine Shipyard, Prescott.
Ont 44 (6J)

l^t'turn re dismissal of J. A. Mundle,
employee Marine Shipyard, Pres-
cott. Ont 44(6w)

Keturn re dismissal of Postm:»jrt*r

of Parish of St. Lambert, County
of L6vl8. Ac 44(«*»

Return re dismissal of Postm.Astera
In Bonuventuri' Co.. from Jan. 1,

1913. to Feb 1, 1!»14, Ac 44^6«>)

Return re dlsmlsa.xl of Customs ottt-

ciala In Boiiiivetiture Co. frtim

Jun. 1. I'.Ha. to Fob. 1, mil. Jto 44 ^6»)
Ki'tnni re dlsnxl.ssal of PoslnKistora

In Albert Co. .\.B,. sliuf v>i't 1.

19U, to Foil. J. 1914 44<6f)
IN'turn rv dl.slnlii^«,tl of public om>

flaJM by pri'Mi-nt Govt. In Que^ma.
Sli.lburn.-, U.t. U. ItUl. to Mt»r

.

I'll". 4< . <' )
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D
Keturn re dismissal of iiublic offi-

cials by present Govt, in District

of Kamouraska, &c 44 ( f."^

Iteturn re dismissal of W. H. Mc-
Kechnie, Dominion Lands Agent,

I'rince Albert, Sask.. &c 77i

Iteturn re names, salaries, &c., of

persons removed from different

Depts. since Oct. 10, 1911, &c... lO-H*

Iteturn re dismissal of Postmaster,

Parish Notre Dame de Charny,
Co. of L6vis, Correspondence, &<;.,

re 44(.Cf )

lleturn re dismissal of Chas. S. M6-
lanson. Postmaster of Corberrie,

DiKby Co., N.S 44(6m)

Return re dismissal of Gordon Mc-
Donald, Homestead Inspector,

Grouard Land Agency, &c 44 (6r')

Return re dismissal of W. F. Slack,

documents re suspension and re-

instating of, &c 44(6to)

Return i< dismissal of Wm. Bru-

nelle, LiRhtkeeper at Point il Cit-

rouille, Cliamplain Co., Que., &c., 44 (6x)

Return re dismissal of Arthur Le-

veque, Lightkeeper at Orosse Isle,

Que., Documents re, &c 44(61/)

Return re dismissal of L. Phillipe

Carignan, Lightkeeper, Cham-
plain, Co. of Champlain, &c. . .. 44 (C:)

Return re dismissal of Dominique
Levesque, Lightkeeper at Riviere

Quelle Wharf, Co. of Kamour-
aska. &c 44(70)

Return re number of dismissals by
Govt, in Co. of Shefford, since

Qct. 1, 1911. to Feb. 2, 1914, &c. 44 (7b)

Return re dismissal of all public

officers by present Govt, in Dis-

trict of Portneuf, &c 44 (7c)

Return re dismissal of Alex. W. Fin-

lavson, Lightkeeper, St. Esprit Is-

land, Co. Richmond, N.S., <S:c. .
44(7d)

Return re dismissal of Lightkeeper
of Cape Cove, County of Gasp6,
investigation against, In 1911 .. 44 (7e)

Return re dlsmi.s.v-al of Dan. Cormier,
officer in the Life Saving Station

at Eastern Harbour, N.S 44(/)

Return re dismissal of Ben. V. Wil-
let, Lightkeeper at Point Duthie,
Que , and appt. of successor . . 44(7(7)

Return re dismissal of Postmasters
In the Co. of L^'vis since Sept.,

1911. number reinstated who were
dismissed by late Govt 44(7/i)

Return re d4smlssal of John A. Mc-
Lollan, Lightkeeper at Fish la-

land. P.E.I 44 (7i)

Return re dismissal of Thos. Le-
Blanc, Postmaster of Allard,
Bonaventure Co., &c 44(7;)

Return rr di.smtssal of Wm. E. Ehler,
LlMhtlueper, (iucensi)orl. N.S., ex-
pensis rr Investigation, &c . . .. 44(7fc)

Return rr dismissal of Samuel Dick-
son. Postmnster at R^aforth, Ont.,
re InvcMligatlon held. &c 44(7J)

Roluin re dismissal of Chas. Mc-
Phorson. T'o'»tmaslfr. North Rivi-r-

Ide, Uuysborough Co., N.S., &c. . . 44(7»i)

D
lleturn re dismissal of Christian Ij.

Ehler, Postmaster at Queensport,
N.S., apponimcnt of successor, &c. 44(7»»)

Iteturn re dismissal of Christian L.

JOhler, Postmaster at Queensport,
&.C 44(70)

Keturn re dismissal of Jas. White,
Postmaster at Sydney, B.C., re in-

vestigation held. &c 44 (7P)
lieturn re dismissal of Postmaster

at Mount St. I'atrick. South Ren-
frew ; change in location of Post
Office in 44 (7q)

lleturn re dismissal of Edwd. Dca,
officer in charge of Lobster Hatch-
ery. Port Daniel West, Que., &c.. 44 (7»")

lleturn re dismissal of A. C. Cam-
eron, Mail Contractor of Fairlight,

Sask., correspondence re 44(7s)

Return re dismissal of Geo. F.

Payne, Postmaster at (iranby.
Que., appt. of successor, &c. .. 44(70

Return re dismissal of Postmasters
in Co. of Portneuf, names of. num-
ber of investigations. &c 44(7ti)

Return re dismissal of Postmaster
at Havre Boucher. N.S., corre-

spondence re, and appointment of
successor.. 44 (7v)

Return re dismissal of Wm. Camp-
bell. Lightkeeper, wharf at New
Richmond, and appt. of succes-
sor «.. 44(7W7)

Return re number of dismissals of
public employees in Co. of W'est-
morland. N.K.. since Feb. 1, 1913,

to Feb. 2, 1914 44 (7X)
Return re number of dismissals from

Dept. Marine ami Fisheries from
Dec. 5, 1912. to April 14. 191.1 .. 44(7V)

Return re dismissal of J. R. Dcni-
son. Postmaster of Richmond,
Que., and appt. of successor.. .. 44(7«)

Return re dismissal of Arthur B
Caldwell, Asst. Inspector Weights
and MeiLSures, Dist. of Quebec. 44(Sa)

Return re dismissal of public offi-

cials in Co. of Annapolis, N.S.,

since Oct. 11, 1911, to March 3.

1913 44(8b)
Return re dismissal of public offi-

cials in Prov. of P.E.I, by Govt.,

since Oct. 10, 1911, number of,

&c. , 44 (8c)

Return re dismissal of Capt. .1. Dc-
coste. Mate and Craneman on
dredge No. 6, during season of

1912 44(8<')

E
Estimates of sums reciuired, for year
ending March 31, 1915 3

Estimates, Supplemcntarj', for year
ending March 31, 1914 3i

l'>tim:ites. Supplementary, for year
ending March 31, 1915 .. 4

fOlectioiis. <;rn'ral. &c., Resum<^ of, for

1896, 1900. 1904, 1908, 1911. and .

By-e'cctlona between July 11, 1S96,
and January 1, 1914 18

Elections, By. &c.. for House of Com-
mons, for ye.ar 1913 18c»

Elmira Branch Ily.. P.E.I. . Total cost

of, &c 84

8
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Employees of Depts. at Ottawa, and
in all Provinces and Territories, in-

side and outside serrice, who have
left their employment since Oct. 1,

irai, up to Jiin. 10, 1912, names,
&c 104

104O
104J>

104C

Exchequer Court of Canada, General
Rules and Orders of, made on Sept.

24 and Dec. 13, 1913 64

Express Statistics of Canada, year
ended June 30, 1913 20e

Expenditure to June 4. 1913, by pre-

sent Govt, into alleged partizan

conduct of officials, &c' 93a

Experimental P'arms, Report of Direc-

tor and Officers of year ending Mar.
31, 1913 16

Experimental Farm at Ste. Anne de la

Pocati^re, Number of employees at,

in years 1912, 1913, &c 221

Experimental. Farm in Prov. of Que-
bec, re purchase of horses, cattle,

&c., during 1913, expenses, &c. . .. 297

External Affairs, Report of 29e

Edmonton Power Co.. re lease of power
on Saskatchewan River, at Rocky
Rapids, Alberta, &c 80d

P

Flour and Grain, Quantities of, ship-

ped from Fort William to Port Ar-
thur by vessel, 1912, &c 46

Farm labourers and servants respec-
tively, placed by Govt. Agents in

1912, 1913 ; where placed, &c 182
Falmouth, Township Dyke, Hants Co.,

Expenditures, pay-lists, &c., on.. 2321

Fair, Mrs. Marguerite, Postmistress of

Black Cape, Que., Copy of charges
against, &c 207

Fairen, Frank, Evidence taken before
Commissioner to inquire into charges
aerainst, of partisanship 211

Falardeau, A. O., and Falardeau, C.

N., Document re withdrav^'al of ap-
peal in case of, in Supreme Court. -238

Farmers Bank, Correspondence re ap-
pointing Sir Wm. Meredith, Commis-
sioner ; letters re relief of share-
holders, &c 272

Ferry Service, Steam, between New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia and P. E.

Island, all correspondence apper-
taining to the proposed, for all sea-

sons of the year 121

Ferry Service, Car, between Mainland
and P. 11 Island, all documents, &c.,

re 12la

Fenian Raid Volunteer Bounty, Report
of Bo:ird of Inquiry re claims for

Bounty in Province of Nova Scotia. 188
Feniiin Raid Volunteer Bounty. IJst of

applicants in N.S. wlios(> claims are
approved list of, in N.S. not yet vtm-

Bld.-r.-d. &c 188<i

FerKUsiiM, John M., Correspondence re

Bolzuri' of 11 horscH belonging to, &c. 216

Fisher. Ward, of Slii'lburne, N.S.. In-

spector, re amounts paid to, tor m\\-

ary. oxpeMaes. &c ,
1912-1913 .... ITiO

Fishery Hatchery at Port Daniel West,
Report of operations at, for year
1913 151

Fishing Pond at Margaree, Corre-
spondence re men appointed at. &c. 164

Fish exported from Canada to United
States, months of Oct., Nov. and
Dec, 1613, and Jan., 1914, also 1912,
1913 186

Fish, Transportation of, from Mari-
time Provinces to U.S., documents
received by Dept. since Jan. 1, 1914, 264

Forestry Association, Canadian, Do-
cuments, re *j

Fraser, Jos., re purchase of lands
from, in connection with works at
Cariboo Island, Pictou Co 248

Friar's Head Boat Harbour, re expen-
diture of money at, by Simon P.

Doucet, in 1912-13, and 1913-14 .. 232(26)

G
Geographic Board, Report of .'

Gold River, Lunenburg Co., N.S., Cor-
respondence re tenders, contracts,
&c., for wharf at. .

Governor General's Warrants issued
since last session of I'arliaraent on
acct. 1913-14

Government Public Buildings at Lunen-
burg, N.S., re supply of coal for, &c.

Government of Can? da, showing cash
on deposit to credit of, in last day
of each month between April 1, 1913,

and Dec. 31, 1913
Government of Canada Loans placed-

by on London market in years 1912,

1913 : date, copy of prospectus,

price, &c
Grazing Leases, Regulations re, of

vacant Dominion Lands, &c
Gravelburg, Immigration Hall at, do-

cuments re, since Jan., 1912
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Co. :

—

Copy of prot«s:s of, against changes
in grades from Winnipeg east-

ward, terminals at Quebec, &c. .

Showing who were from incorpora-

tion, and who are the officers and
directors of, amt. of capital stock.

Aic

Estimates of cost re construetion of

Mountain Section of, &c
Grain Commission, Copy of rules, re-

gulations, «iL\. II- hauling of t;r;iin,

innde by Commission to March 2.

1914
<;uysborouKh Co., N.S.. re statement of

salary and expenses of Commis-
sioner Duchemin re li>vesrtiKtHioi>3

In

}{

iliifbour CommisslontMs of Montreal.

l)ocumfnl8 >»• proposed advanies to.

for 1914. 1915. 1916. 1917

Harbour Comnd.s.HloniTJi of Qufbtv,

Miino. of proposed Improvomoiils for

ru I out of ttdviinies to, Ac
Ilurliour Connnlsslonfrs of Quebec. r«

. oii^trnctlon l>v them of line of Ry.

to conuwt TninH. Ky. wUh Union
Station lit the Puliila. .

25tt

167

50

169

ISO

ISl

149

232r

134

1S7

29 3

93t<

16"

158

ITS
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H
Halifax Ocean Terminals, Names of

owiu-ra from whom land has been
exproi)riatccl for 172

Halifax Cic-eun Ti-rminals, construction
of I{y- from Bedford Basin to Hali-
fax Harbour, in connection with
Terminals I72a

Hantsiiorl, N.S.. re erection of public

buildinK at 232(2>
Hernia I'ubiishing Co. of Halifax, re

amounts paid by Govt, to, since

Oot. 11. l&ll 8ie

Hudson Bay Railway, re provisions,

supplies forwarded to Port Nelson
durinK 1".M3 by Oovt. connection
with Terminals at 201

Hydrojsraphic Survey. 1911-1912 25/

Inland Revenue, Reports. Returns and
Statistics for year ended March 31,

1913 :—
Tart I—Excise 12

H—Inspection of Weights
and Measures 13

III—Adulteration of Food.. 14

Imlian Ue.serve at Sydney, N.S.. re

sale and transfer of, and removal of

Indians therefrom 198o
Indian Titles, Report re presented to

Superintendent (leneral Indian Af-
fairs, Auk. 20. 1909 47

Immiprants. J)ocuments re mental,
moral and physical inspection of all

enterinK Canada 228
Internal Economy Commission, Report

of, for 1912-1913 109
Interprovincial Conference, Copy of

proceedings and resolutions adopted
at last 119

Interprovincial Conference. Minutes of

proceedings in Conference of Repre-
sentatives of 1190

International Convention for safety of
human life at sea. Copy of _ 129

Imperial Naturalization. Correspond-
ence between Imperial Govt, and
Govt, of Canada Ill

Imperial Naturalization. Documents re

passing of an Act in Great Britain
.'ind Pominions providing for .. .. Ilia

Indian Affairs. Report of 27
Inspectors of Agents, Reports made

by, rr placing farm labourers, do-
mestic servants. &c.. In years 1012-
13 290

Industrial niyputes of. 1913, between
operators and employees in Coal
Mines on Vancouver Island, also be-
fore or since 1913 1476

International Conference on .«?afety of
life at Sea. O.C. appointing repre-
sentatives of Canada on. &<• 129<J

Imlustrial r>isput«>s of 1913. between
operators and emi)loyees In Coal
Mines on Vancouver Island, also be-
fore or since 1913 ] t7

Irish. Kred. R., Postmaster at Afton,
N.S.. Correspondence re ch.irges
against 1%n

International Purity Congress. Report
of Delegates appt. by Govt, of Can-
ada to attend in November, 1913.. 281

Intercolonial Railway;

—

Return »"f amounts of receipts and
expenditures on, during montha
of April, May and June, 1913, also

same re corresponding months of

1912; also working expenses, &c.,

for same periods 126

Total revenue of, during fiscal year
l'.tlL'-1913. revenue east and west
of Campbellton. N.B 126a

Names of persons from whom land
has been expropriated, in connec-
tion with Dartmouth and Dean
Settlement branch of 128

Documents re claim for damages
from lire in Village of Hopewell,

Plctou Co., N.S 85C

Electrical Branch at Monoton, con-
duct of John \V. Gaskin and
others, cost of inquiry into, &c. . 93<

Documents re loss of horse killed on
Sept. 10, 1913. property of John
Roy, of Aniqui 152

Re increase of freight on live stock
carried over; tariff of May 1.

1913, compared tariff April, 1909. 133
Agreement, Copy of, between Cana-

dian Govt. Rys. and C.P.Ry. Co.
re freight and passengers between
Halifax and St. John over I.C.Ry.,

making Halifax terminal port. &c. 155
lie any arrangement between, and

C.I'.Ry. in 1913. re hauling C.P.

freight and passenger transit be-

tween St. John and Halifax . . . . 173
Re local minimum rate of freight,

sm.all parcels on, prior to Oct. 10,

1911, also present rate on same to

Feb. 12. 1914 189
Rr papers, plans, &c., re shortening

of distance between Pictou and
Port Mulgrave and bridge connec-
tion 197

Re purchase of quantity of coal for,

in Ignited States within past few
months 199

Rr time when I.C.Ry. called last for
fenders for coal supply, also P.E.I.

Ry. ; number received, &c 199*
Rr freight rates on flour, hay, oats,

lumber, &c.. between Bathurst,
N.B.. and Nepisiguit Junction, and
other places. &c 200

Re purchase of property in Moncton
owned by l.ate P. S. Archibald,
now occupied by General Supt . . . 202

Supplcmoiit.ary rp property in Monc-
ton ownec; by late P. S. Archibald,
now occupied by Gencal Supt. . . 202a

Freight rates under old tariff on
fresh, dried and cured flsh. molas-
ses, &c., from Gloucester Jet. and
Bathurst to St. John 208

Copy of all documents. &c., re pro-
I)ospd diversion of, from Dinwood
Station, through T^inwood. Cape
Jack, &c 117*

Names of contractors, &c., for
double-tracking, from Chaudii^re'
Gurve to St. Romuald, Que., from
Nelson to D. Junction, N.B. . .. 117«

Rr elimination of present grades, re-
placing light bridges with heavier,
mid all reports thereon by F. P.
Gutelius 117/

10
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I

Re total earnings on Division 3, in

connection with passenger traffic,

years 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913.. .. 126b
lie purchase of property in Monc-

ton, N.B., formerly owned by late

P. S. Archibald, &c 2026
Re retirement of Amasa E. Killam,

an official of 229
Number of engineers employed at
Moncton, and names of ; number
of formerly in employ of C.P.R.,
&c " 235

Rules, regulations re employees on
IC.R. and P.E.I.Ry 242

All documents re refusal of Dept. to
permit employees of Ry. to attend
IMilitia Camp last year 270

Bringing of, to ballast ground at
Sydney, N.S., wharf at Sydney
Mines, &c 271

Number of passengers, tons of
freight, total earnings, number of
cars. &c., carried by C.P.Ry. over
I.C.Ry. under agreement between
said Rys., from Nov. 13. 1913, to
March 31, 1914, &c 283

Showing number of cars purchased
in past six months, quantity, price,

&c 199&
Ice-breaker, Documents, &c., re con-

struction of, by Canadian Vickers
Co., of Montreal 301

Immigration :

—

Reports re, made by C. P. McKin-
non, F. A. McEchen, John A. Mc-
Dougall, J. jM. McDonald, Wm.
Walkins, S. P. Fream and J. J.

Walker, Special Agents, from
Nova Scotia 244

Names, duties, &c., of officials in

both inside and outside services

of, in 1911 and 1913 42

Jackson, Mr. J. S., Correspondence,
&c., re appt. of, Supt. of Govt.
Shipyards at St. Joseph de Sorel. 09

Judges, Number of, retired since 1880,

names, salaries, reasons for, &c. . . 284
Justice, Dept. of. Names of lawyers

representing, in Dist. of Quebec
since Sept. 21, IDll, &c 237

Justice, Report of Minister of, for year
ended March 31, 1913 34

K
Karluk, Documents containing all in-

formation re charter, outfit, in-

structions, &c., of the stmr. . . . 191

Kelly, Will. J., all documents re im-
prisonment and proposed libera-

tion of, &c 302

Kingspoit Pier, Kings Co., N.S., re

amount of money spent on, during
year 1913 231 (2c)

Kitsllaiio Indian Reserve, re purclmse
of, l)y (iovt. from Province of

Rrillsh Columbia, &c 219

Kraut I'yjnt Wharf, Lunenburg Co.,

N.S., re construction of, Ac. .. 231 (.'<')

1

L
Lachine Canal, re cancellation of

leases of water lots by Govt., dates
of, names of lessees, &c 80a

Lachine Canal, re cancellation of
leases of water lots by Govt., length
of time said leases were in force,

&c 80c

Labour, Report of Department of . . . . 36
Land, Purchases of, made by Dom-

inion of Canada since Confedera-
tion, &c 90

Land, Purchases of, made by Domin-
ion of Canada since supplementary
return 90a

Loans, Dominion, showing rates of in-

terest paid on all, from 1890 to 1914. 225
Long Sault Development Co., re appli-

cation of, to dam St. Lawrence
River, &c 79

Long Sault Development Co., Corre-
spondence re application made by,
&c 79a

Lobster Fishery Regulations, New, by
O. in C. of Mar. 25, 1914, in lieu of
those of Sept. 30, 1910 234

Long Beacli, St. Marys, Digby Co.,

N.S., Correspondence, &c., re pur-
chase of property for Lobster Pond,
at 95

Levis Co., Fees and disbursements paid
to witnesses in, summoned by Com-
missioners in, &c 93

Levis, Quarantine Station at. con-
tracts, &c., re purchase by Govt..
July 29. 1913 265

Leroux, Pacifique, re application for
damages sustained by removal of
bridges on Sou'anges Canal 120

Lingan Beach, South Cape Breton,
N.S., re work done on, under H. D.
McLean 166

Liquor, Relating to, brought from out-
side of Canada into Territories by
special permission, &c. . 105

Library of Parliament, Report of Joint
Committee on 33

Lighthouse at Red Cape, ^Margaree
Harbour, N.S., Correspondence re... 2Z'2o

Lingan Bar. N.S., Names of all em-
ployees on. wages, &c 232fc

Life-saving station at Cheticamp.
N..S.. document.s. pay-rolls re, &c. . 232'n

I.,ighthouse at Grand Anse. Gloucester
Co., N.B., re tenders received for . . 232x

l.,ive Stock, re purchase of, by Howard
Corning, of Yarmouth, N.S.. in the

Maritime Provinces, &e 2"'5

M
Magdalen Lslaiuls, |)oi'Uiiu'iU.>» rr latest

changes in I..obster Fishing Regula-
tions at, &c 205

Manitoba Water-powers 85«
Marine and Fisheries:

—

Keiiort of Dept of, year 1912-1913
(Marine) 21

Ueport of Dept of, year 1912-1013
( Fl.slierlea) 22

Sujiplcnu'iit to Foriy-flfHi Report of

I>i'pt. of (Steamboat Inspection)... 23

MarKaree H«rbour, .\.S., rf repairs to

pl.r at. Xm- 2aiJf
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M
Margaree, N.S., Correspondence re sup-

lilyiiig of coal to Lobster Hatcliery
at, years 1910-11. 1911-12, 1912-13.
1913-14 206

Margaree. N.S., Correspondence re

Sheer Dams on Margaree River,
1911-12. 1912-13 232(2v)

Mi'ritlian. Demarcation of, 141st degree
of West Longitude. Joint Ueport
Commissioners, &c 106

Metapcdia Uoail Cos. of Uimouski and
Uon.iventure, Documents re repair-
ing of .. 2320

Mfilical Inspection of Immigrants at

port of entry In Canada 98

Masin:\sin, Province of Alberta, docu-
ments, re loc:ition of I'.O. in, 72

Miscellaneous Unforeseen Expenses,
from April 1, 1913, to January 14,

1914, &c 54

Militia :

—

Copies of General Orders promul-
gated to. period from Nov. 18.

1912. to Nov. 2-.. 1913 59
Names, addrosse.s. rank or occupa-

tion of p. rs ns accompanying Min-
ister of. to Old Country and
Europe in 1913 143

Re tr.nnsfer of lands by. to Harbour
Commissioners of Montreal, &c . . 239

Total amount paid for pensions by
Dept. of. for year ending March
31. 1913. &c. 257

Correspon<lence between Dept. of,

and Messrs. Macdonald and Mont-
petit re organization of 33rd Hus-
sars 258

Correspondence re land In Farnham,
Que., for Military Cnmp pround.. 259

Militia, Sydney, N.S.. Documents re

transportation of. over I.C.Ky. In

year 1912 97

Militia Council. Report of 35
Moosejaw. City of, re purchase of lots

1 and 2, Ulock \2'>, F'lan 96, in, for
warehouse, by Government 232 (2«)

Moiitagnais Band of Indians, re ad-
vancfs made to. through Agency of
Seven Islands. Que 287

-Mira. Co. of C.-ipe Breton, re petitions,

&c., for subsidies for wharfs. Ac, at. 96
Moravian Indians of the Thames, and

Regulations of the Abenakis Indians
of St. Kr.mcis. approver! of by Govt..
«:c.. on March 27, 1913, and April 21.

1913 63
" Monlforl." .'^tmr.. Report re ground-

ing of April 28. 1914 278
Municipalities of I'ictou. Guysborough

:ind St. Mary's, Claim for refund of
monies, &c fS

Mails, IT contract for carrying between
Sherlirookc, Guysborough Co., N.S.,

nnd Moser's River. Halifax Co.. N.S. 70
Mall Contract between Scotsburn Sta-

tion and West Branch. River John.
I'ictou Co.. N.S.. year 1912 70o

Mall Contra'-t between Scotsburn .'Sta-

tion and West Branch. River John,
ricfou Co.. N.S.. since Oct. 1. 1911. 70l>

Mail Contract, each one awar<led.
names and figures of tenderer, since
Oct. 15, 1911. 4c 70O

M
Mail Carriers, showing contracts can-

celled or renewed by present Govt,
in Co. of Two Mountains 70d

.Mail Contracts made between P. O.
Dept. and party or parties, and can-
celled before maturity, from Dct. 15,

1911. to Nov. 15, 1912 70e
.Mail Contract between Back Shore and

I'ictou. Co. of Pictou. N.S.. since
death of late contractor, D. G. Mc-
Kay, in 1912 70/

Uail Contract between P. O. Dept
and N. LeBlanc, for carrying of. be-
tween Carleton Centre and Carleton,
&c 70i;

.Mail Contract, re from Noel to Wal-
ton. Hants Co., N.S., during 1913.. 70/t

Mails, Correspondence re carrying of,

between Warkworth and Colborne,
County of Northumberland 70i

.Mails, Correspondence re carrying of,

between St. Frangois Xavier de
Brompton and Windsor Mills. Que. 70;

Mail Contracts cancelled In Nova
Scotia since Oct. 10, 1911, names of

contractors. &c 70fc

.Mail Contracts cancelled in Co. of Pic-
tou, N.S., since Oct. 1, 1911, names
of contractors, &c 701

Mall Contracts, Documents re, between
Tatamagouche and Brul6 Shore,
Colchester, N.S., during 1913.. .. 70»n

Uail Contracts and tenders received
for carrying of, between Antigonish
and Livingstone Cove, N.S 70n

-Mails. Correspondence on file re ser-

vice of. and tenders received, be-
tween Antigonish and Livingstone
Cove. N.S 70O

Mails. Correspondence. &c., re service
between Bridgetown. I'ort Lome and
Hampton, Parker's Cove, Annapolis
Cove, N.S 70p

-Mails. Correspondence. &c.. re con-
tracts for carrying of. between An-
tigonish and Livingstone Cove, N.S.,

&c 70q
Mails, names, amounts, to whom given

of all tenders, in 1913. for mail
routes in Co. of SheU)urne. N..S.. &c. 70r

.Mails. l>ocuments re contracts of, be-
tween Bridgetown and Port Lome,
Hampton and Parker's Cove. 1912.. 703

Alalls, Copy of Contract for carrying
of, between North Lochaber ;ind Col-
legeville, for 1913 70f

Mails, re tenders received for carrying
of. between Merigonish and Malig-
nant Cove 70«*

Mails, number of Contracts cancelled
in County of Inverness since Sept. 1.

1911. to Mar. 19, 1914 70u
Malls. Documents re renewal of con-

tract with ("Jeo. A. Stewart for carry-
ing, between N. Lochabi-r and West
Lochaber 70w

M.nlls, Documents re Increased mall
subsidy agreed upon by Postmaster
General and various Ry. Companies.. 70x

IMalls. N:\m<'s of S2 ti-iidercrs for carry-
ing of, bt-tween Bale St. Paul and
Murray Bay, Co. of Charlevoix . . 701/

Mall Contract between Pictou Post
Olllco and Ry. Station, between Dept.
and Peter Foley 70*

12
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M
Mftil Contract awarded to Christophe
Leveque of St. Eleuth^re, for car-
riasie of, between St. Eleuth^re and
Sully 70(2tt)

Mail lock patent, No. 151043, corre-

spondence, application. &c., for .... 746
Pural Mail service in Parish of Ste.

Marguerite de Blairfindie, Co. of St.

Johns and Iberville 141c
Rural Mail service in Co. of Quebec,
what Parishes of said County, &c. . 141d

Rural Mail route from New Glasgow,
throucrh Mount TVilliam, Granton
and Ambercrombie, N.S 14le

Rural Mail service in Parish of St.

Theodore d'Acton, Que 141/
Mail carriage between Canadian and
European Ports, Agreement between
Govt, and Stmr. Co.'s re 282

Mail carriage from Port Hood to S.

West Port Hood, &c 70 (2c)

Mail Contracts cancelled in Counties
of Westmorland, Albert, King's, and
Kent, N.B., since Oct. 9, 1911.. .. 70(2d)

Rural Mail Routes in Pictou Co., N.S.,

re establishment of, also number of

P.O. closed 141<7

Melville, Sask., re applications to Govt.
for Post Office Building at 292

Montreal, re buildings, offices, &c., oc-

cupied by Govt., rented or otherwise. 291

Mc

•McDougall, H. F., of Grand Narrows,
N.S., Claim of, against the I.C.Ry. 85a

McGillis, Jos., re suspension of, from
Dept. of Customs, Ottawa 220

N
Newspapers in Canada. List of re ad-

vertisements in, by Govt., or Minis-
ter, Officer, or Dept., between Oct.

10, 1911, and April 28, 1913 81

Newspapers in Canada, List of re ad-
vertisements in, by Govt., Oct. 10,

1906, ot Oct. 10, 1907, up to Oct. 10,

1911 81«
Newspapers in Canada, List of re ad-

vertisements in, by Govt., between
Oct. 10. 1906. and Oct. 10, 1907, and
years up to 1911 81b

Newspapers in Canaxla, List of re ad-

vertisements in, by Govt., bt-tw^en

Oct. 10, 1911, and Aiu-il 28, 1913.

amount paid Sic
Newsiiaii.-rs in Oan:i<la, l.iist of rr ad-

vertisements in, by Govt., between
Oct. 10, 1906, and 1907, and years

up to 1911 81<t

Newspapers In Nova Scotia, Moneys
paid to, d\iriMg years 1912. 1913.

and nature of service 81/

NewMii.ipers In Canada, T..lst of ad-
vortlHomfnts In, by Govt., l)ctween

Oct. 10. 1911, and April 28, 1913.. Sly
New Konilr.M Itranili of P.l-M. Hall-

way, re copy of contracts, tentlers.

In connection with proposed 179

N
New Carlisle, Bonaventure Co., re non-

erection of public buildings in, &c. 232/
Navy, Royal Canadian, Pensions or

Gratuities to Officers of, &c., Copy of
Order in Council re 48

Navy, Royal Canadian, Documents,
&c., re death and burial at Montreal
of Jos. LeBlanc, sailor on D.G.S.
Canada 144

Naval Affairs, Correspondence respect-
ing requests that vessels belonging
to Navy be present at regattas or
celebrations in 1912-1913 227

Naval Service, Report of Dept. of, for
year 1913 38

yiobe. Cruiser, Number of men on
duty on, &c 41

Natural Resources, certain portions of
King's Dominions, Interim Report of
Royal Commission on 135

National Drop Fo^ge Co., Ltd., show-
ing names of promoters, powers held
by, given by letters patent 193

National Battlefields Commission, Re-
ceipts and Expenditures of, to March
31, 1914 268

Northeast J 22-11-5-W. 3 M., Copy of
all papers in connection with.. .. 110ft

Northeast I 22-11-5-W. 3 M, Supple-
mentary papers in connection with. 110/

Northwest i Section 20-4, Range 16,

W^est of 2nd Meridian 1101

North 1 1-3-16-W-2-M., Copy of all

papers in possession of Dept. re. . l\Om
North Cape Breton and Victoria,
South Cape Breton, Antigonish and
Inverness, Names of witnesses in

connection with investigations held
by H. P. Duchemin in Counties of &c. 936

North Cape Breton and Victoria,
South Cape Breton, Antigonish and
Inverness, Names of witnesses in

connection with investigations held
by H. P. Duchemin in Counties of,

&c.. Supplementary re 93e

North Cape Breton and Victoria,
South Cape Breton, Antigonish and
Inverness, Names of witnesses in

connection with investigations held
by H. P. Duchemin in Counties of,

&c.. Supplementary re 93ft

North Cape Breton and Victoria. Ry.
extension into. Breakwaters, Wharfs,
openin.g of Harbours in, &c 271

\^oi thuinbrrland, Drediie, Number of
men employed on, at Pictou, in Jan.,

Feb. and March. 1913, &c 2JS
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick ami P. E.

Island, Memoranda re claims to rep-
resentation, &c llSo

Ontario Eciulpnioiit Co, re Order of
the House for production of sain-
plo of patent lock and key sold by,

to P. O, Dept .'. 74
Onlor.s In i'oun<!l, Coplea of nil, re-

liulrcil by lloii.st> iindt-r Resolution
passi'd on February 20, 18S2. aince
dati' of last Roturn untliT Resolu-
tion UW«

i;{
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O
Orders in Council, Return re those

publislied in Canada Gazette between
Oct. 1. 1912, and Nov. 30, 1913, in

accordance with Dominion Landa
Survey Act, Sec. 5, Chap. 21. 7-8

Edward VII 110a

Orders in Council, Return re those

published in Canada Gazette between
Oct.. 1912, and Nov. 30, 11>13, in

accordance with Sec. 77 of Dominion
Act, Chap. 20, Statutes of Canada,
190S 110b

Orders In Council under a Resolution
passed on Feb. 20, 1882 since the

date of Inst Return and Re.solution. llOd

order in Council. Copy of. No. P.C.

976 re UcRulations proveming the en-

try of Naval Cadets 266

Order in Council, dated TSIay 18, 1914,

re the orpanization of a Naval Vol-
unteer Korrc 266o

Ottawa Impiovement Commission, Re-
ceipts and Expenditures of, to March
31, 1913 53

Ottawa City, Commission appointed
for boautifyinK of, and vicinity, cor-

respondence, &C., re 91d

Ottawa City, Correspondence between
and Govt, re pure water supply for

city and Govt, buildings 175

Ouellette, Ars^ne, re death of, at Trois

Pistoles, I.C.Ry., &c 88

Public Accounts of Canada for year
ended March 31. 1913 2

Public Works. Report of Minister of,

year ended March 31, 1913 (2 Vols.) 19

Public Health Service, Several
Branches of: P. S. engaged in.. .. 99

Public Printing and Stationery. Total
number of emi)Ioyees in, on Feb. 1,

1914, Increased wages, 1913 104rf

Public Land of Dominion, Number of

acres of, given to Ry. Cos. by Govt,
from 187S to March, 1914, &c . . .. 275

I'atrol Boat Davia and Lobster Hatch-
ery. Charges incurred by, season of

1912 40

Parcel Boxes re Rural Boxes, Con-
tracts for. &c 224

Parcel Post Service, Regulations relat-

ing to 108

Petroleum and Natural Gas rights,

DIspo.sal of. in Manitoba, Saskatche-
wan. Alberta. N. W. Territories.

Yukon. &c 148

Penitentiaries. Report of Royal Com-
mission on, ICvidence taken, &c. . . . 252

Public Printing and Stationery, Report
of 1913 32

Private S-^cretaries of Members of
Liberal Govt., names, salaries,

gradfs. on Oct. Tl. 1911 139

Prince Edward Island, Memo, of spe-
cial claim of, re representation in

Ifou.«e of Gommons 118

Prince I'Mward Ishind, Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick, Memo, re

claims of 118a

Provident Fund Board of the I.C.Ry.

and P.E.I.Uy's employees, Return re

proceedings of, from Jan. 1, 1912, to

Feb. 2, 1914 1250
Pure Bred Animals, re names and 'ad-

dresses of persons with whom pure
bred animals have been placed . . . . 294

Pure Bred Stallions or Bulls, Number
of, purchased by Govt, for settlers in

Man., Sask., and Alta., since Jan. 1,

1912 296

Post Offices :

—

Masinasin P.O., Province of Alberta,
re change in location. &c 72

Moulin Basinet P.O., St. Jean de
Matha, Co. of Joliette, re closing

of 73
Post OfRce Dept., regarding return

for production of one sample of

patented lock and key, &c 74

Post Ofhce Dept.. Correspondence be-
tween, and Alleyn Taschereau,
avocat. re locks for mail l>ags . . 74a

Post OfTice Dept.. Correspondence be-

tween, and Messrs. A. de Macdon-
ald. Elz^ar Montpetit and others. 75

Do.?uments re changes in Postmas-
tership of Port Daniel Centre.
Avignon. New Richmond, Black
Cape, Que.. &c 75o

Documents re removal of the Post
Olfice from store of Alex. Robert-
son. Red Point, P.E.I. &c. . .. 75*

Documents re complaints against
John A. Campbell. Postmaster,
New Richmond, Que.. &c 75c

Correspondence between P.O. Dept.,

P.O. Inspector, St. John. N.B.,
and Postmaster at Kouchibougac,
N.B., re sale of stamps, &c. . .. 76

Re new Post Offices m.ade in Co. of
L'Islet, names of Postmasters, re-

venues .and expenses, &c 142
.\ppt. of Caretakers of P.O. at

Rigaud. Que.. &c 77m
Xumbor of persons appointed to In-

side Ser\-ice of. by present Govt.,

names, salaries, &c 104/
Documents re opening of Post OfRce,
named Giasson. Parish of St. Au-
bert. Co. of L'Islet 142a

Huilding in SnsUatoon, re purchase
of a site for 232ft

Building in Halifax, Purchase of
site for. on Gottingen Street. . . . 232tt

Post OfTice at Canning, N.S., re pur-
chase of site for 232w

Post OfTice in Village of Eganville,
Correspondence re location and
erection of 232*

Post Ollice in Village of lOganville,
Supplementary 232(2/)

Post Office in Village of Eganville,
re further supplementary, &c. . . 232(24)

Postmaster General, Report of, for
year ended March 31, 1913 24

I'ointc Cascades, re tearing down of
houses and dependencies erected on
(Jovt. grounds at, the property of
L. A. Sauvf- 176

Population of Canada. Provinces and
Territories, years 1871. 1881. 1891,
1901 :ind I'.tll, &c 133

14
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Potatoes, Quantities and values of, im-
ported monthly during years 1911,
1912, 1913 ; countries from which
imported 217

Potatoes, Quantities and values ex-
ported monthly from Provinces, from
Sept. 1, 1911, to Jan. 1, 1914, &c. 217a

Pictou Bank, Documents re incorpora-
tion and licensing of, also re wind-
ing up of business of, &c 243&

Plaunte, Arthur, Copy of O.C. appoint-
ing Commissioner re claims Atlantic
Lake Superior Ry., &c 279

Plaunte, Arthur, Supplementary Re-
turn relating to, appointment of. &c. 279a

Privy Council, Judicial Committee of.

Documents generally respecting pro-
posed changes of 245

Public Works :—
Return re amount of expenditure in

Counties of Rimouski ami Gaspe
since Oct. 11, 1911, &c 232

Return re amount of expenditure in

Antigonish Co. since Oct. 11, 1911,

&c 232a
Return re documents concerning

proposed building and purchase
of site for, at Bear River, N.S.. 232b

Return re expenditure on Mabou
Harbour, in years 1911-12, 1912-
13 232c

Return re specifications, tenders,

&c., connected with proposed dry-
dock at Lauzon, Que 232tt

Public Building at Gravelburg, all

documents in connection with.
since Jan. 1, 1912 232(2c)

Public Building at Brantford, re all

specifications and tenders pertain-
ing to 232(2d)

' Public Works in Richmond Co., N.S.,

all documents received from J. A.

Gillies re 232(2e)

Post Office at Eganville, Renfrew
Co., re location and erection of. . 232/

Public Works in Co. of Bonaventure
since Oct. 10, 1911, to Feb. 2,

1914 2320

Q

Quebec Oriental Ry. and Atlantic,

Quebec and Western Ry., Corre-
spondence, re acquisition of, by Govt,
as branch lines of I.C.Ry., &c. . .. 117o

Quebec Harbour Commission, re con-
struction of a, line of Ry. to connect
Trans. Ry. with Union Station at
the I'alais 178

Quebec Harbour Commissioners, Board
of, re purchase of stone quarry by,

at St. Nicholas, Que 263

Railway Statistics of Canada, year
ended June 30, 1913 20t>

Railway Commissioners, Board of,

Report, year imling March 31, 1913. 20c
Railway Commissioners, Board of,

appeals from ruling, decisions, find-

IngH. &c., and airtloii of I'.C 83

Railway Commissioners, Board of.
Copy of all decisions of, made on or
after Oct. 10, 1911, re appeals from,
&c 124

Railway Belt in B.C., Sale by Govt, of
following lands in : Townships 23-24,
R. 18 ; T. 23-24, R. 19 ; T. 24-25, R.
20, &c iiofc

Rainy River Navigation Co., Claim of,

against Govt. 7e operation of boats,
season of 1911, &c 68

Uadio-Telegraphy, Copy of Regula-
tions governing, under Radio-Tele-
graph Act, 1913 300a

lladio-Telegraphy, Copy of Order in
Council, No. P.C. 1386, re Regula-
tions governing, &c 300

liestigouche River re projected Rail-
way or Highway bridge over, at
Campbellton, N.B., and Quebec. .. 103

Uideau Canal, re permits to Clubs to
erect boat houses on, between Lau-
rier Ave., Bridge and Hartwell's
Locks sob

Rifie Range, near Souris, P.E.I., all
documents connected with purchase
of 255

Royal Society of Canada, Statement
of affairs of, for year ended April
30, 1913 55

Iloyal Mail Steam Packet Co., Agree-
ment between Govt, of Canada and,
re British W. L service 113

Royal Northwest Mounted Police, Re-
port of 28

Royal Northwest Mounted Police, Re-
port of Magisterial cases entered
by 28a

Ross, Jean, or Joseph, of Amqui,
Rimouski Co., re claim of, against
I.C.R., for accident to horse, &c. . . 131

Rowell. Newton W., re sums of money
paid to, for legal services during
past fifteen years 22Sa

Rowell, Newton W., re payments made
by Govt, to, for legal services, &c. . 2S8

Roy, Hon. Judge, travelling expenses
of, during years 1912, 1913 and 1914. 23t;

Roy, Mrs. Marcelline, Complaints
against, investigation into conduct
of, &c 71

Railways and Canals, RciKjrt of Dept.
of, for year ending March 31, 1913. 20

Rural Mails, &c. :

—

Routes established in Co. of Bona-
venture from Oct. 1911, to Feb. 2.

1914, &c 141
Tabulated Statement of Rural Mail

Routes opened since 1911, number
of boxes used, delivery, contr-acts,

&c 14la
Number of Rural Mail Routes estab-

lished in N.S., names. &c I4lft

S

ShareholdtMs in Chartered Hanks to
December 31. 1913

Seizures made by John C. Hourinot, a.s

acting Preventive OtlU-er and I'ollec-

tor of Customs for Port HtiwUe.xbury.
N.S.. froni ISS4 tn issd. anil from
lS«?t; to l-^iis'. also rriMii 1S?S to

i:"i2
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S

Section 36, East i of, in Township 6,

Kange 8, West of Fourth Meriilian,
Correspondence, &c., re . . .... .. 61

Section 8-49-23-4, and S.W. J of 7-49-

28-4, Documents, &c., in Dept. of
Interior re. 61o

Sbelburne, N.S., Reports, &c., re mail
serivce from, to Jordan Bay and
Jordan Ferry since Oct. 1, 1911 .. 208

Shareholders Montreal City and Dis-
trict Savings Banl? and La Caisse
d'Economie de Notre-Dame de Que-
bec, Statement of, as on December
31. 1913 58

Socles, G. R., re contract entered into
by, for comjiletion of Atlantic and
Lake Superior Ky 87

S.E. 1 Section 16, Township 25, Range
5. West Fil'tli Meridian, Papers con-
nected with, &c 110/

S.W. i 23-16-12, W. 3 M., Papers con-
nected with, &c llOf;

Secretary of Stale, Report of 29
Skinner's Pond, I'roposed Harbour at.

Surveys made for 100
Skinner's Cove, N.S., Documents re

payments made for, purchase of land
at, year 1913 230

Steamboat Inspection, Report of Dept.
of Marine on, for fiscal year 1912-13 23

Steamship Service between Canada
and West Indies, all documents re

between May 1, 1913, to Dec, 1913. 286
Strikes in British Columbia coal mines.

Correspondence re, also copy of all

Orders in Council. &c 147a
Stream Measurements, Report of.. .. 25c
Sackvllle. N.B., re proposal to have
spur line to connect public wharf at,

with I.C.Ry., &c 117b
Salisbury and Albert Railway, Annual

Rejjort made by, to the Ry. Dept. . 137
Salmon Hatchery, Nepisiguit River,

N.B., Copy of tenders for construc-
tion received, and contracts let. . . . 145

Salmon Fishing in St. John River
above tide water. Orders in Council,
Documents re, &c 163

Saturnia Stmr., Report of Commis-
sioner on grounding of, April 28,

1914 277
Senate, Opinion of Deputy Minister of

Justice on increased representation
in, of the Western Provinces . . . . 212

Senate, Copy of Resolution of Assem-
bly of B.C.. re increased number of
Senators from said Province 212a

Senate. Increased )-epresentation in.

Copy of Assistant Deputy Minister
on subject of 212&

Senati's or L'pper Chambers in Brit-
ish lCmr>ire, or foreign countries. In-
formation respecting constitution of. 246

Senates or Upper Chambers In Brit-

ish Kmpire, or foreign countries.
Supplementary Return re 246a

Smelt Fi.shing licenses issued in Co. of
Pictou, N.S., during past season, all

correspondence, re 204
Smelt Fishing licenses issued in Co. of

IMctou, N.S., during past season, all

corre.spondence re 204o
Southampton Ry. Co., N.B.. all docu-

ment."*. *c.. relating to. Reports of
Engineers, &c. 285

S

South Lake, Lakeville, Antigonish Co.,
re expenditures in 1913, at 232(2«)

Steamship Service between St. John,
N.B., and Bear River, N.S., during
1912, 1913, Memo, re, &c. . .:.... 159

Smith, B. F., re cutting lumber on To-
bique Indian Reserve, N.B., also
amts. paid since Jan. 1, 1912.. .. 198

Strikes and Lockouts from 1901 to
1912 366

' Stevens Dam,' acros.s River Trent,
Documents connected with power
privileges relating to 262

Stellarton, Town of, re purchase of
site for public building in, &c. . . . 232a

.Steamer Canada, Memo, of subsidy
paid to, and copy of reports made
by proprietors of, season of 1913.. 160

St. Peter's Indian Reserve, Instruc-
tions issued to C. P. Fullerton and
Fawcett Taylor in reference to. . . . 19Sb

St. Lin des Laurentides, re public
building authorized in Estimates of
1911-12 232i

St. Jean, Bank of, Banque Ville Marie,
Banciue Jacques Cartier, &c., re in-

corpor.ition :ind licensinu: of 243
.St. Phillipe East and St. Phillipe West,

re expenses of, since June 1, 1?12,

to Feb. 2. 1914 276

Trade and Commerce, Reiiort of, year
ended March 31, 1913:

(Part I—Canadian Trade) 10
(Part II—Canadian Trade with (1)
France, (2) Germany, (3) United
Kingdom, and (4) United States) lOo

(I'art III—Canadian Trade with for-
eign countries, except France,
Germany, the United Kingdom,
and United States) 10ft

(Part IV—Miscellaneous informa-
tion) lOo

(Part V—Report of Grain Commis-
sioners for Canada) lOd

(Part VI—Subsidized Steamship
Services, Statistics, TrafHc, &c.,

to Doc. 31, 19i:!. and E.stimates
for fiscal year 1911-1915 lOe

Part VII—Trade of Foreign Coun-
tries, Treaties and Conventions) . . 10/

Treasury Bills discounted since March
31, 1913 57

'I'lade Unions, Return respecting. &c. . 89
Telegraph or Telephone line from Bad-

deck, N.S., to Margaree, N.S., re

construction of, by Govt 232*

Telegraph Statistics of Canada, year
ended June :{0, 1913 20/

Telephone Statistics of Canada, year
ended June 30, 1913 20d

Tcmjiorary Loans, Statement of. since

March 31, 1913 56

Temporary Loans, re total liability of,

betwocii May 1, 1913. and Dec. 31, .

1913, rates of interest i)ald. &r. . . . 122
Temi>nrary Clerks, re niunbor employed

In Library in Sessions of 1911-12.

and 19r.;-13. names, "alnry. ^.-r.. .. 162
Three Rivers. Return re Investigations

hcM in District of, since Oct. 15,

1911, to April, 1913 92

16
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T
Transcontinental Railway :

—

lieturn re changes made in original
scheme for terminals at city of
Quebec, &c 114

Return re correspondence between N.
T.Ry. Commissioner and Minister
of Rys., and between N.T.Ry.
Commissioner and C.P.R. re term-
inals, &c H4a

Report of Royal Commission ap-
pointed to investigate construction
of, eivdence and exhibits, &c 123

Copy of assignment by M. P. and
J. T. Davis in Sept., 1909, of con-
tracts Nos. 16 and 17 on, to
O'Brien, Fowler & McDougall . . 123a

Copy of contract with Jos. Gosselin,
Locomotive and Car Shops at St.

Malo, correspondence between De-
partment and W. J. Press, M.E.,
or Chief Engineer re charge of
price for excaavtion, &c 123b

Copy of original contract and
amended one of Mr. Jos. Gosselin
re car shops at St. Malo, Que. . 123c

Copy of correspondence re appoint-
ment of Messrs. Lynch-Staunton
and Gutelius as Commissioner re. 123*

Copy of Report of Geo. S. Hodgins,
of New York, re Transcona Shops
of N.T. Railway, of June 10, 1912. 1236

Copy of documents submitted to Sir

Wm. White by Govt re Com.n.o-
sion investigating Transcontinen-
tal Ry 138

Copy of agreements between, and
the Canadian Northern Ry. for use
of line by trains of Trans. Ry. to

St. Malo 177
Copy of all documents re the in-

tended construction of, from
Pointe St. Claire, east of Quebe(;
Bridge, &c 123/

Return re choice of site for station
at Village of St. Eleuthere, on
N.T.Ry., Ac 123f;

Return re Coaling Plants on N.T.Ry.,
number of, where constructed,
names of tenderers. &c 123^

Report of Commissioners of, for
1913 37

Interim Rejiort of, for 1913 37a
Taschereau, Alleyn, Que., Correspond-

ence between, and P. O. Dept. re

purchase of locks for mail bags. . . . 74rt

Toronto Harbour Works, re letting

construction of, &c 232(2n)
Towns in Prov. of Ontario having a
population larger than town of Chcs-
ley, S. Bruce, number of, having
letter boxes, &c 192

Trent Valley Canal, Cori-cspondence »'p

investigation by Mr. Ferguson con-
cerning affairs of 190

Tri'nl Watershed .Survey, Report of
Commission of Conservation of Can-
ada on 210

Trawling, Steam, ooi'respondence since

Oct., 1011, between Govt, of Canada
and Govt, of TTnlted States 22(1

U
Unclaiiiii-il Halarici's, dl vidfiids un-

paid. K<- 7

634r53—

2

1

u
United Shoe Machinery Coy, Report

of Board appt. to investigate mat-
ters of 154

United States, Citizens of, employed by
Government since October 11, 1911. 94

Veterinary Director General, Report
of, year ended March 31, 1913.. .. 15&

Veterinary Inspectors employed by
Govt, in slaughter houses, amt. of
expenses of that branch of Dept... 222

Wharfs :

—

Expenditure of Govt, for Wharf at
Whycocomagh 231

lie expenditure on Wharf at Feltzen
South, Lunenburg, N.S., &c 23ia

Re expenditure on Wharf at South
Gut, Victoria Co., by Govt, dur-
ing summer of 1913 231&

Re expenditure on Wharfs, Break-
waters, &c., in Co. of Yarmouth,
N.S., since Oct., 1911 23ic

Re expenditure on Englishtown
Wharf, Co. of Victoria, 1913.. .. 231d

Re expenditure on extension of
Wharf at Finlay Point,, Mabou,
Inverness Co., year 1910-11.. .. 23ie

Re expenditure on Wharf at Port
Clyde, Shelburne, N.S 231/

Re expenditure on construction of
wharf at Finlay Point, Inverness
Co., N.S 231j;

Re expenditure on construction of
Wharf in Town of L'Assomption,
Que 2Zlh

Re expenditure on construction of
Wharf at Bear River, N.S., &c 231*

Re expenditure for Public Wharf at
Centreville, Shelburne Co., N.S... 231/

Re expenditure for Public Wharf at
Sainte Croix, Lotbini^re Co., Que. 23lfc

Relating to proposed Wharf at
Little Cape and Great Shemogue
Harbour, N.B 23lJ

Relating to construction of Wharf in

Town of L'Assomption, Petitions
for and against, &c 231w

Relating to exi)enditure on Wharf at
Arichat, N.S., since Oct. 11, 1911. 23in

Relating to expenditure on Govt.
Wharf at Croft's Cove, N.S., in
1911 2310

Relating to claim re Wharf at Bona-
vcnture River, Bonavonture Co... 231P

Relating to completion of Wharf at
Ste. Croix, since Sept. 21, 1911. to
March. 1914 231«

Relating to purchase of site for
Wharf at Bear liiver. N.S. . .. 2Sir

Relating to expenditure on Hall's
Harbour Wliarf, N.S.. 1913.. .. 2:Ua

Relating to expondlture. &c,, on
Wharf at L'lle Verte, Co. of Te-
mlsi'ouatit 2;>lf

Kolntlng (o i-opy of pixy-llst of eni-
ploN'oi's on Wharf to west of
Ulvli"'re Virte, Tnnlsiou.'U!* . . .. 231M

[{••hiting to loinpletlon of Wharf at
Salrite Croix, Co. of I.otblnl«^rt», . SSlf
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w
Relating to construction of Wharf

at Cole Harbour. N.S 231tc

Relating to repairs on I'ier at Mar-
garee Harbour, N.S 231Jf

Relating to construction of Feltzen
South Wharf. N.S 231V

Relating to buililing and repairing

Wharf at Port Hoofl. N.S 23is

Relating to expenditure of $500 on
Finlay Point Wharf. M.S., during
1913 231(2«)

Relating to expenditure on Wharf at

Arichat. N.S.. for use of stmr.
Magdalen 231 (2b)

Wheat, Quantities of, by grades re-

ceived at elevators at Fort William. 102

Wheat. Quantities of, by grades re-

ceived at elevators at Fort William
and Port Arthur, lOlO-ll. 1011-12.. 240

Wheat. Freight charges on. from Fort
Williajn or Port Arthur to Canadian
Lake Ports, by C. 1'. stmrs. and
other lines, year 1912 254

Winnipeg River, re leases of water-
powers granted on, dates, to whom,
&c SO

\7

Wire Rods, Temporary suspension of,

Dumping Clause of Act respecting,
correspondence, &c 116

Woollen Industries, Number of, op-
erated in the country, &c 140

Wright Co., Que., Memo, re sums of
money spent in, by Govt, since Sept.,

1911, &c 161
Wreck Commissioner, Dominion. Report

'"e stmr. Hatumia grounding of,

April 27, 1913 277
Wreck Commissioner, Dominion. Report

'e stmr. Montfort, grounding of,

April 28, 1914 278

Y
Varmouth, Bank of. Documents '"e in-

corporating and licensing of, also re

winding up 243rt

Yarmouth Harl)our, N.S., re removal
of ii'e in, by C.(J.S. Stanley, in Feb.,

1914 251
YarnK)uth, North, re Postmaster of,

selling stamps out of jurisdiction. . 273
Young. Captain Munlock. investigation

held against, by Mr. Wilson, B.C.. HHa

18
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See also Alphabetical List. Page 1.

LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS

Arrangea in Numerical Order, with their titles ai full length; the dates when Ordered

and when Presented to the Houses of Parlia)ment; the Names of the Senator or

Member who moved for each Sessional Paper, and whether it is ordered to he

Printed or Not Printdd.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

(This volume is bound in three parts.)

1. Report of the Auditor General for the year ended March 31, 1913. VolumeT, Parts A to J,

and Volume TI, Parts K to U. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, January 28, 1914.
Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

1. Report of the Auditor General for the year ended March 31, 1913, Volume III, Parts V to Y.
Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914.

Printed for distj-iiution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. The Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended March 31, 1913. Presented by
Hon. Mr. White, Jianuary 19, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

3. Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year ending March 31,

1915. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 29, 1914.
Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

3tt. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year
ending- March 31, 1914. Presented by Hon. Mr. AVhite, March 20, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

4. Supplementary Estimates of sums required for the service of the Dominion for the year end-
ing March 31, 191.5. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, May 28, 1914.

Printed for distHbution and sessio^ial papers.

5. Fuither Supplementary Estimates of sums reciuired for the service of the Dominion for the
year ending March 31, 1915. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, June 9, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3.

6. List of Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada as on December 31.

1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914.
Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4.

T. Report on dividends remaining unpaid, unclaimed balances and unpaid drafts and bills of

exchange in Chartered Banks of the Dominion of Canada, for five years and upwards
prior to December 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. White. March Hi, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.

(Tliis volume Ks bound in two pitrts.)

8. Report of Superintendent of Insurance for year ended 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Wliite, June 2. 1914.

Printed for dixitribution and srssionnt popera.

9. Ab.strai-t of Statement of liiHurancc ('ompaiiif.s in Canada for tlu' your onded IKvi'mlii-r jI,

1913. l're.H(!iitod by lion. Mr. Wlilte, Juno 2. 1914.
Piinttid for distribution atul sritsionol papers.

Or?W3—3i 19
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 6.

10. Report of the Department of Tra.le and Commerce for the Hsca! year ended March 31. 1913.

I> rt I —Canadian Trade. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster. April lo, 1914.

I'lintcd for distribution and sessional papers.

10« Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the year ended March 31, 1913:

I'art II—Canadian Trade with (1) France, (2) Germany. (3) United Kingdom, and (4)

United States. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, January 22. 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7.

lOb. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1913- Part III. Canadian Trade with Foreign Countries (except France. Germany,

the Un ted Kingdom and United States). Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, April 15.1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

lOe. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1913: Part IV.—Miscellaneous Information. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster. April 27.

jgj^
'

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

IQd. Keport of the Board of Grain Commissioners for Canada. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster.

June 4, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.

lOf- Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fis al year ending March 31.

1913: Part VI.—Subsidized Steamship Services, with Statistics showing Steamship

Traflic to December 31, 1913, and Estimates for fiscal year 1914-1915. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Foster, March 25, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10/- Report of Trade and Commerce for fiscal year ended March 31. 1913: Part VII.—Trade of

Foreign Countries, Treaties and Conventions. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster. 1914.

Printed for disti-ibudon and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

11. Report of the Department of Customs for the year ended March 31, 1913. Presented by

Hon. Mr. Reid, January 22. 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.

12. Reports, Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues for the Dominion of Canada, for

the year ended March 31. 1913. Part I.—Excise. Presented by Hon. Mr. Nantel,

January 19. 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

13. Part II.—rlnspection of Weights and Measures. Gas and Electricity. Presented by Hon.
Mr. Nantel. January 19. 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

14. Reports. Returns and Statistics of the Inland Revenues for the Dominion of Canada for the

year ended March 31.1913. Part III.—Adulteration of Food. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Nantel, February 11, 1914 Printed for distributioti and sessional papers.

15. Report of the Minister of Agriculture for the Doniin'on of Canada, for the year ended
March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, January 22. 1914 .

Print'd for distribnfion and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 11.

15<». Report of the Dairy and Cold Storage Commissioner for the fiscal year ended March 31,

1913. (Dairying, Fruit, Extension of Markets and Cold Storage.) Presented by Hon.
Mr. Burrell, May 5. 1914 ' Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

l.'jb. Rejtort of the Veterinary Director General for the year ending March 31, 1913. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Burrell. February 2. 1914.. Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

10. Report of the Director and Officers of the Exiv-rimental Farms for the years ending March
31. 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Burrell, "April 7. 1914.

Printed for distribiUion and xfssional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

17. Criminal Statistics for the year ended September 30, 1912. (Apiiendix to the Reiiort of the
Minister of Trade and Commerce, for the year ]912.) Prfscnted by Hon. Mr. Foster.

February 20, 1914 Printed for distribution ami sessional papers.

20
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18. R4sum§ of General Elections of 1896, 1900, 1904, 1908 and 1911, and of By-Elections held
between July 11, 1896 and January 1, 1914. Presented by Hon. r. Coderre, January
27, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

18«- Return of By-elections for the House of Commons of Canada, held during the year 1913.
Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, January 27, 1914.

Printed for distribution ajui sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.

19. Reiort of the Minister of Public "Works on the works under his control for the
fiscal year ended March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Rogers, January 19, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 14.

20. Report of the Department of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal period from April 1, 1912,
to March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Reid, March 20, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20«. Canal Statistics for the season of Navigation, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Reid, March
12, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20b. Railway Statistics of the Dominion of Canada for the year ended June 30, 1913. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, January 29, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 15.

20c. Eighth Report of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, for the year ending
March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, January 22. 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20''- Telephone Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended June 30, 1913. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, February 10, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20e. Express Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended June 30, 1913. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, February 20, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

20/. Telegraph Statistics of the Dominion of Canada, for the year ended June 30. 1913. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, February 10, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 16.

21. Forty-sixth Annual Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, for the year 1912-
1913.—Marine. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, February 2, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

Zlb. List of Shipping issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries, being a list of vessels

on the Registry Books of the Dominion of Canada, on December 31. 1913. Presented

by Hon. Mr. Hazen, May 1, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 17.

22. Forty-sixth Annual Report of the Departn-.ent of Marine and Fisheries, 1912-13.—Fisheries.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 19, 1914.
Printed for distribution ana sessional papers.

23. Supplement to the Forty-sixth Annual R 'port of the Department of Marine and Fisheries
for the flsral year 1912-13.—Steamboat Inspection Report. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Hazen, March 27, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 18.

24. Report of the Postmaster (Uiieral, tor the year ended Marcl* 31. 1913, Presented by Hon.
Mr. I'elk'tler, March 12, 1914 Printed for distribution atul sessional papt i s.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 19.

(This volume is bound in two parts.)

25. Aniiuil Iti port of tlio Depariment of the Interior, for the ILsciU your endins March 31. 1913.
— Volume I. Presented by lion. -Mr. Itoilie., Fibruaiy 23, 1911,

Printtd for distribution and sessional papera.

21
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25. Annuril Ueport of the Department of tlie Interior, for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1913.

—Volume II. Presented by Hon. MrVfloche, March 9. 1914.

/'rintctl for dustribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 20.

25c. Report of Progress of Stream Measurements, for the calendar year 1913, prepared under

the direction of F. U. Peters, C.K., Commissioner of Irrigation. Presented by Hon.

Mr. Ro.he. March 26, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional jtapcrs.

25d- Twelfth Heport of the Geographic Board of Canada, for the year ending June 30. 1913.

1 'resented by Hon. Mr. Roche, February 2, 1914.
I'riitird for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 21.

25''. Manitoba Water-powers,

25/- Railway Belt Hydrographic .Survey for 1911-1012. ITesentetl, 1914.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 22.

26. Summary Report of the Geological Survey. Department of Mines, for the calendar year

1912. I'resented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, 1914.
Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

26n. Summary Report of the Mines Branch for the calendar year 1912. Presented 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessioTial papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 23.

27. Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for the year ended March 31, 1913. Presented
by Hon. Mr. Roche, January 27, 1914 Printed for distribution aitd sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 24.

28. Report of the Royal Northwest Mounted I'olice. 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden,
January 19, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

28"- Statement of Magisterial cases entered, and convictions obtained by the Royal Northwest
Mounted Polii-e in the Provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan, the Yul<on Territory
and a portion of Manitoba, during the years 1909 to 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Borden, February 16, 1914 Not printed.

29.- Report of the Secretary of State of Canada for the year ended March 31, 1913. Presented
by Hon. Mr. Coderre, February 9, 1914. . . .Prtnicri for distribution and sessio^ial papers.

29". Report of the Secretary of State for External Affairs for the year ended March 31, 1913.
Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, January 19, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 25.

29'"- Documents re Constitutional History of Canada.— (Senate).
Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

29f- Public Archives.—Documents relating to the Constitutional History of Canada, 1791-1818,
selected and edited witli notes by Arthur (i. Doughty and Duncan A. McArthur. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mi-. Coderre, March 27, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessio7ial papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 26.

30. The Civil Service List of Caii.iila, i:iI3. PnsfiUeil, I'jM.
Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

31. Fifth Annual Report of the Civil Service Commission of Canada for the year ended August
ni, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, March 18. 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

32. Annual Report of the Department of Public Printing and Stationery for the fiscal year
ended March 31, 1913. Prcsentcfl by Hon. Mr. Coderre, March 11, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 27.

33. The Report of the Joint Librarians of Parliament. Presented bv the Hon The Speaker
January 15, 1914 • '

_ _j^„t printed.

34. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries of Canada, for the fiscal year ended
March .11. 1913 Printed for distribution and scssioant papers.
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35. Report of the Militia Council for the Dominion of Canada, for the fiscal year ending March
31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hughes, March 9, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36. Report of the Department of Labour for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1913. Presented
by Hon. Mr. Crothers, January 19, 1914. . . .Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36a. Sixth Report of the Registrar of Boards of Conciliation and Investigation of the proceed-
ings under "The Industrial Disputes Investigation Act, 1907," for the flscal year ending
March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Crothers, January 19, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

36b. Report on Strikes and Lockouts in Canada, from 1901 to 1912. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Crothers, January 19, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

37. Ninth Annual Report of the Commissioners of the Transcontinental Railway, for the year
ended March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, January 22, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

37a. Interim Report of the Commissioners of the Transcontinental Railway, for the nine
months ended December 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, February 18, 1914.

Not printed.

38. Report of the Department of the Naval Service, for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1913.
Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, January 22, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papeis.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 28.

39. A detailed statement of all bonds or securities registered in the Department of the Secretarj-
of State of Canada, since last return (4th December, 1912) submitted to the Parliament
of Canada under Section 32 of Chapter 19, of the Revrsed Statutes of Canada. 1906.
Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre, January 22, 1914 Kot pri7ited.

40. Return to an Order of the House of April 7, 1913, for a copy of all accounts, vouchers and
charges incurred by and relating to the Lobster Hatchery and Patrol Boat Davis dur-
ing the sea.son of 1912, to December 31. 1912, with the names of the officers and crews,
and the wages paid to each. Presented January 19, 1914.^

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

41. Return to an Order of the House April 21, 1913, for a Return showing the names and the
respective ranks and positions of the officers now on duty on the Niobe at Halifax,
under the Department of Naval Affairs; the number of men now on duty as seamen or
other like positions on the Niobe ; the number of men droppetl from the service on tha
Niobe since July 1, 1912; and if any efforts have been made to recruit men for the
Niobe since July 1, 1912. Presented January 19, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald.. .Not printed.

42. Return to an Order of the House of May 12, 1913.—1. For a Return showing the respective
names, duties and salaries of Officials of the Immigration Department of both Inside and
Outside Service on March 31, 1911.

2. The respective names, duties and salaries of Officials of the Immigration Department of
both InsitTe and Outside Service on March 31, 1913. Presented January 19, 1914.

—

Mr.
Oliver xot printed.

43. Return to an Order of the House of February 24, 1913, for a copy of all regulations relat-
ing to the disposition of Dominion Lands made by the Minister of the Interior from
Octolier 12, 1911, to January 1, 1912, and of the regulations for the vilacing of half-
breed scrip on homestead or other lands, made by the Minister of the Interior from
October 12, 1«11, to January 1, 1912. Presented January 19, 1914.

—

.Mr. Oliver.

Not printed.

44. Return to an Order of the House of January 15. 1913, for a copy of all charges, correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams nd other documents relative to the dismissal of Iloraoo Uind-
ress, Quaiantine Medical Ollictr at North Sydney, in tlio IJidiiig of North Cape Hreton
and Victoria, and of the evidence taken and I'cport of investiKatlon held b>- 11. V. l^n^•\\e-

min, in I'egard to same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investiKation.
Presented January 19, 1914.

—

Mr. McKenzie So( printed.

44a- .Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of Oeoomber 11, 1912. for a copy of all

papers, documents and corresjiondenco relating to the dismissal of A. T. Douoet. Post-
master and Collector of Customs at Salmon River, Digby County. N.S. Presented
January 19, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclran (Jldlifaa) Not printed.

44''. Ri'tui II to an Ordci' of tlu- House of April 21. 1913, foi- a lopy of the charges nindo asnlnst
Alexis Houi-iiuf, Storm Signal Agent at Hona vcnlurc, on which he was dismissed by th(»

Minister of Marine ami I'Mshi'iles, and a copy of all l<>Ui'rs ami other doounients lu-arlMff

on the appointment of his successor. Presented January 23. 19H.

—

Mr. Marcil {Homx-
vctilurc) Sot printfil.
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44f- Return to an Order of the House of January 29. 1913. for a copy of all letters, petitions,

teieKram^, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and dpeuments in the posses-

sion of tlie Department of Marine and Fisheries, or any Department of the Government,
relating to the dismissal of I'atrick Conway, Li(?htkeeper at White Head Island, N.S.,

an. I if there was an investigation the names of the witnesses, a copy of the evidence,

an 1 a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented January 21,

191 1.— iVr. Sinclair Not printed.

44rf- Return to an Order of the House of May 7, 1913. for a copy of all papers, documents, tele-

grama and correspondence in connection wifli the dismissal of Captain Wm. Smith,

Coxswain, of tlio lifeboat at Blanche, Shelburne County, N.S. Presented January 21,

1914.—afr. Law Not prmted.

44''. Return to an Order of the House of March 3. 1913. for a Return showing in detail the
niiMilier of di-smis^als from public oMiccs and positions of employment by the jiresent

Government since the Uth day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County of King's,

Prov nee of Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the Departments of the public ser-

vice, not including cases in which orders have already passed ; together with the names
of th>' dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their respective dismissals, the

complaints or charges against them, and liy whom m.ade ; tou:ether with a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each such
case of dismissal, and of all miiiutes of evidence of investig.^tions, where any such were
held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any of the

Departments of the (lOvernment, also the names of all parties appointed to fill the

vacincifs laused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom the same
have bat-n respectively recommended for appointment ; together with a detailed state-

ment of all amounts and expenses paid, or to be paUl, by any Department in connection

with the said dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Presented January
21, 191 1. -3/r. McKenzie Not printed.

44/. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Srd April, 1913. for a copy of the charges made
by McsB's. J. A. Mousseau. A. Godbout and J. Hlondin. against Jos. K. A. Jjandry,
keeper of the lighthouse at St. Omer. Quebec, on which he was disi^iissed for alleged
political partisanship. Presented January 21. 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventnrc)

.

Not printed.

44i7. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913, for a copy of all charges, cor-

respondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of Colin
Mi-I.«aac. preventive officer at I'ort Hood. Inverness County. N.S. Presented January
21, 1914.

—

^fr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

44/» Iteturn to an Order of the House of the 19th May. 1913. for a copy of all petitions and
correspondence/ relating to the dismissal of Mr. I'esha, postmaster at Kent Bridge,

Ontario. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Sir W. Laurier Not printed.

4^. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913. for a copy of all letters, peti-
tions, telegrams, comjilaints. evidence, reports and other papers and documents in the
possession of thi Post Ollice Department or any depa-tment of the Government, relating
to the dismissal of John V. Reeves, postmaster at Mulgrave, N.S., and if there was an
Inve.'^tigation, the names of all witnesses examined, a copy of the evidence, and a
detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

44;- Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913, for a copy of all charges, corre-
spondence, Iett>-rs, teUgr.ims and other documents relating to the dismissal of Havelock
M( Leod, postmaster at Big Intervale. Noith Kast Margaree, Inverness County, Nova
Scotia. Presented January 22, 1914.— ,Uc. Chishohn (Invernes.'i) Not printed.

44'f. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of all documents, peti-

tions, correspondence, mess.ages. inquiries, reports. &c.. relating tc- the dismissal of S.

Lapointc. postmaster of St. Kloi, County of Temiscouata, and to the appointment of his
successor. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Oauvrcan Not printed.

44<. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February. 1913. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of William Bow,
postmaster at Winchester Village, County of Dundas, and of all recommendations for
the appointment of his successor. I'reeented J.inuary 22, 1914.

—

Mr. MncNutt.
Not printed.

44"». Return to an Order of the House of the 2Gth March. 191.1. for a copy of all charges, cor-
respondence, letters, telegrams, petitions and other documents relating to the dismissal
Of Mrs. I'^l'n O'Neil. postmistress at O'.N'eil's post oMice. Parish of Moncton. County of
Westmorland. New Brunswick, and of all evidence, if any, taken in regard to 'the same,
and of all reports concerning s-ame ; and also a copy of all recommendations, correspond-
#nce. letters, telegrams, petitions and other documents relating to the appointment of a
Buecessor, or of Robert C. Kelly as postmaster of or at the said O .Neil post otiioe. and
of all reports, if any. as to the proper location of Ihi- odico. Presented January 22. 1911.
— Mr. Emmerson Not printed.
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44". Heturn to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of the charges made
asainst Alex. Labillois, postmaster of Miguasha, on which his dismissal took place, and
of all letters and documents regarding the appointment of John Caissy in his place.
Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) Xot printed.

44o- Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of all letters and
other documents containing evidence or charges against Madame Z. Marcotte, post-
mistress of Nouvelle West, Bonaventure County, on which the Postmaster General acted
In removing her from office, and also of letters ajid other documents regarding the
appointment of Mr. Lazare Fallu in her stead. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr.
Marcil (Bonaventure) Kot printed.

44P- Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a copy of all complaints,
accusations, correspondence, petitions, and telegram.^ respecting the dismissal of Joseph
Verault, postmaster at Cuay, County of L€vis, of the evidence and report made follow-
ing the inquiries held by the inquiring Commissioner Smith and the inquiring Commis-
sioner Jolicceur in this matter ; also the names of the witnesses summoned and heard,
with a copy of the evidence heard at each inquiry, the names of those who represented
the Government at these inquiries, and a detailed statement of the expenses caused by
these inquiries, with a copy of all docum.ents respecting the appointment of his successor,

such as petitions, letters of recommendation, &c. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr.
Bourassa Not printed.

44<7- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June, 1913, for a copy of all telegrams, papers
and correspondence in the possession of the Post Office Department, or with any of the
officials thereof, regarding the removal from office of the postmaster of Osage,
Saskatchewan, and of the appointment of a successor thereto ; and of all correspondence
bearing upon the said removal or appointment with the post office inspector for that por-
tion of the province of Saskatchewan, and of all other letters and documents with
respect thereto. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell Not priiUed.

44»"- Retu n to .in Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in the
possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the Government, relating

to the dismissal of George Taylor, postmaster at Bickerton, N.S., and if there was an
investigation, the names of all witnesses examined, a copy of the evidence and a detailed

statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr.
Sinclair Not printed.

44s. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of all correspondence,
telegrams, complaints, affidavits, reports, recommendations, requests, certificates and
oiher documents, relating to the dismissal of Mademoiselle Paul Hus. as postmistress of

the Parish Ste. Victoire, County of Richelieu, and the appointment of Mr. Paul Bardier,

of the same place, as postmaster. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Cardin.
Not printel.

44*. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913. for a copy of all charges, corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of I'arker

S. Hart, postmaster at South Manehester, Guysborough County, N.S.. and of all evidence
taken and report of investigation held by H. P. Duchemin in regard to the same, and
also a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented January 22,

1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

44m. Iteturn to an Order of the House of the- 17th I<"ebruary, 1913, for a copy of all complaints
an 1 charges made against Charlos L. Gass, late postmaster at Bayfield, Antigonlsh
County, of the evidence taken, if any, before Commissioner Duchemin, and of h's report

thei eon, and of all letters, telegrams and documents of eveiy kind relating to his dis-

missal :ind the appointment of his successor. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. Chis-

holvi < A ntigonifh ) Not printeiL

44v. Return to an Order of the Iloviso of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all documonts,
corresi)ondcnce, letters, r.^ports, &c., relating to the dismissal of Maihiine Belsll. post-

mistress at St. Octave, County of Ulmouskl, atid the appointment of her successor. Pre-
sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapoiute (Kamouruuku) .Vof printed.

44m;. Return to an Order of the Housi* of the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of all charKes. corre-
spnndencc, telegrams and oth«r documents relating to the dismissal of John MeOonnell,
1 osliiiasttr at lOssex, Inverness County, Nova Scotia. Presentetl January 22. 1914 —
Mr. Chishol-ni (Invernenn) Not printed.

44af. Return to an Order of tlie House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams itnd dwuments In coiinfcllon with the dainlssal of James Bain, from the post-
masttjrahlp of NInga post olttce. Nlnga, Manitoba. Presented January 22, 19H .Mr.

Turriff Not priniid.
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44y. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April. 1913, for a copy of all letters, petitions,

telegrams, complaints, reports and other papers and documents in the possession of the

Post Office Prpartment. relating to the dismissal of William McKinnon, postmaster at

ErinvlUc, Ouyshorough County. N.S., and the appointment of Danie] Kenny as suc-

cessor ; and if there was an investigation in connection with the dismissal of the said

Will am McKinnon. the names of all witnesses examined, a copy of the evidence and

report of the commissioner, and a detailed stntement of the expenses of such mvestiga-

tion. Presented January 22, 1914.—Jfr. Sinclair !<ot printed.

445. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May. 1913. for a copy of all correspondence,

evidence and reports in connection with the dismissal of J. N. Cloutier, postmaster at

St. Benoit Labre. County of Beauce. Quebec. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Rrland.
Not printed.

44 <2a). Return to an Order of the House of the I2th February. 1013. for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, papers and documents relative to the dismissal of Mrs. Weave, postmistress

at Coal Creek, Queens County, N.B.. and of the appointment of Michael L. Kno::. Pre-

sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. McLean (Sunburp) Not printed.

44 <2b). Return to an Order of the House of the 26th May, 1913. for a copy of all correspond-

ence and documents of any kind whatsoever relating to the dismissal of postmasters

in Konaventure County, by the present administration, not already ordered and brought

down. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonavcnture) Not printed.

44 (2c). Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913. for a copy of all petitions,

complaint-s. and correspondence containing any charges against Alexander Fraser. post-

master at Fraser's Grant, Antigonish County. N.S., and of all other documents and
correspondence on the file in relation thereto. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chis-

holm {A7iti(jonish) Wot printed.

44 <2d). Partial return to an Order of the House of the 10th December. 1912. for a return show-

ing all public ofliccrs removed by the present Government in the District of Portneuf,

together with the name and duties of each person, the reasons for their dismissal, the

natu e of the complaints brought against them, also a copy of all correspondence relat-

ing thereto and reports of inquiries incases where such were held. Presented January

22, 1914.

—

Mr. Dclisle ^'Ot printed.

44 (2c). Return to an Order of the House of the ].5th January. 1913. for a return showing a
list of the postmasters dismissed or removed by the present (jovernment in the County
of Two Mountains, the names of such persons, the reason for their dismissal, the nature
of the comi)laints brought aginst Ihern, and a copy of all correspondence and petitions
relating thereto, and reports of inquiry in the cases wheie such have been held ; also the
names of their successors. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Ethier....Not printed.

44 (2/). Keturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all charges,
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of
Thomas Chalmer Mcl^ean. postmaster at Ivera, Middle River, Riding of North Cape
Breton and Victoria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and rejjorts of investigation held by
H. P. Duchemin in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such
investigation. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. McKensie Not printed.

44 (2.';). i:etu!n to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, reports and other documents relative to the dismissal of C. P. Blanchard,
pos'.master at Truro. Nova Scotia, and the appointment of his successor. Presented
January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

44 (2/1). Pactum to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913, for a copy of all papers,
documents, evidence, reports, letters, correspondence, &c., relating to the dismissal of
S:imuel Atwood, Atwood's Brook, Shelburne County, N.S. I'resented January 22,
1914.

—

Mr. Law Not printed.

44 f2»). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1013. for a return showing the
nam'-s of tlie jiostmastcrs in the County of Berthier dismissed since the 21st September,
1911; their respective parishes, the date of their dismissals and the reason alleged; if

an inqiiiry was held in each case; on whose recommendation were these dismissals
made; the n.'imes of those appointed as their successors .and on whose recommendation
were they appointed. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Bilatid Not printed.

44 (2>). Itcturn to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all Qomplaints,
nccuBatlons. correspondence, petitions and telegrams, resjiecting the dismissal of Wilfrid
Pellfinarrc. i)08tmastcr at Hervey Junction. County of Portneuf. and of all documents
respeftlnK the appointment of liis .successor, such as petitions. letters of recommenda-
tion. &(•., ar.d also of the evidence and reports made after the inquiry held by the
Inquir.ng commissioner; together with a ileta'lcd stnt'-ment of the e\penses caused by
thi.s Inquiry. Presented January 22, 191 I.— .Ur. l)i lislr Not printed.
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44 <2k). Return to an Order of the House of the ICth February, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in
the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the Government,
relating to the dismissal of Rufus D. Carrigan, postmaster at Sand Point, Guysborough
County, N.S., and if there was an investigation, the names of all witnesses examined,
and a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation. Presented January 22,
1914.- -lur. Sinclair . ,• Not pritited.

44 (21). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913. for a copy of all charges,
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the dismissal of
Daniel Dunlop, postmaster at New Campbellton, Riding of North Cape Breton and Vic-
toria, N.S., and of the evidence taken and reports of the investigation held by H .P.

Duchemin in regard to the same, and a detailed statement of the expenses of such
investigation. Presented Januarj' 22, 1914.

—

Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

44 (2m). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913. for a copy of all charges, corre-
spondence, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of Duncan Cameron,
postmaster at Craigmore, Inverness County, Nova Scotia. Presented January 22, 1914.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

44 (.2n). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams, reports, charges and other documents relating to the dismissal of Angus
Cameron, late postmaster at Fairlight, Sask., and of the evidence taken at the investi-
gation held by Mr. Dorsett. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Turriff ... .Not printed.

44 (2o). Return to an Order of the House of the 1.3th January, 1913, for a copy of all docu-
ments, correspondence, petitions and telegrams respecting the dismissal of M. Sauriol,
postmaster of St. Janvier, County of Terrebonne, and the appointment of his successor.
Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Ethier Not printed.

44 (2p.) Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June, 1913, for a copy of all petitions,
letters, telegrams and resolutions in connection with the changes made in the names of
the post offices at Letches Creek Crossing and Letches Creek, North Cape Breton, N.S.,
the dismissal of Donald Johnston, the former postmaster at Letches Creek, and the
appointment of his successor. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. McKenzie.
Not printed.

44 (2q). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913. for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, corresnondence and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of James McLees, postmaster at Bishop Mills. County of Grenville.
Province of Ontario, and the appointment of his successor. Presented January 22, 1914.—Mr. Pronlx Not printed.

44 (2)). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of all charges,
correspondence, telegrams and ether documents relating to the dismissal of Mrs. Sarah
C. Rankin, postmi.stress at S. W. Ridge Mabou, Inverness County, Nova Scotia. Pre-
sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

44 (2s). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a Return show-
ing In det.ail the number of dismissals from the public service during the period from
June 23, 1890, to September 21, 1911, in the County of Cumberland, Nova Scotia, in
connection with any department of the public service ; together with the names of the
dismissed officials or employees, their ages at the time of entering the public service,
the length of their period of service with dates, the amount of their remuneration, the
reason for their respective dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by
whom made ; together with a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other
communication with respect to each such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evi-
dence on investigation, where any such were held, and of all reports relating to such
di.^missals now in the possession of any of the departments of the government : also the
names of all persons appointed to fill vacancies caused by such dismissals, their ages
at the date of ajipointnient. the amount of their remuneration, and the names of the
persons b.v whom the same have been respectively recommended for appointment :

togftlKM' with a detailed statement of all amounts and expenses iKiid b.v any department
in connection with said dismissals and investigations or removal from otrioe. Presented
January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Rhodes Sot printed.

44 (20- Paitial Return to an Order of the House of the 29th April. 1913, for a Return show-
ing all emi)loyoeH of the Dominion dismissed in the County of Throe Rivers .-ind St.

Maurice since October l.'i, 1911, to date, the date of dismissal, the emplo.xinent of each
man, the salary he was receiving at tl'.e time of his dismissal, the reason for dismissal,
wliether there has been an investigation or not, with the names and phu-es of residence
of the men aiipolnted to replace them. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Burrati.
Sot printed.

44 (2w). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912. for a return
showing tlio number of dismissalR from public ottlces by the present (Invernment to this
date In the const itnency of Riglna, tojjethor with the names of the dlsmlssotl otllclals,

tln> leasons for tlieii' dismlssal.s, the complaints against siieh otlU-lal.s, and a coi»y of all

coirespojiilinco relating thereto and rejwrts of JMnulrlts In cases where such have been
held In respect of the same. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

.Mr. .Martin {Rr-pina).
Sot prinleA,
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44 (2v). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a return showing

all the public officers disinissed by the present Government in the electoral district of

Kamouiaska. with the names and duties of such persons respectively, the reason for

their dismissal, the nature of the complaints brought against them, also of all corre-

spondence relating thereto and reports of inquiries in cases where such have been held.

Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (.Kamouraska) Not printed.

44 (2tc). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 10th February, 1913, for a return

showing in detail the number of dismissals from public offices by the present Govern-

ment to this date in the County of Prince. Prince Edward Island, giving the names of

the dismissed officials, th^ reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such

officials and a copy of all the correspondence with respect to the same and of all notes

of evidence and reports of investigations where such were held ; also the names of all

parties appointed to fill the vacancies cause<l by such dismissals and the names of the

persons bv whom the same have been recommended for appointment. Presented

January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Richards Not printed.

44 (2x). Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a return showing

the detail and number of dismissals from public offices by thb present Government to

this date In the riding of Strathcona, together with the names of the dismissed occu-

pants, the reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such officials, and a copy

of all correspondence with respect to the same, and of all reports of investigations,

where such were held. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Douglas Not printed.

44 (2l/). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912. for a return

showing the detail and number of dismissals from public otUces by the present Govern-
ment to this date in the riding of Saltcoats, Sask., together with the names of the dis-

missed occupants, the reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such officials,

and a copy of all correspondence witii respect to the same, and all repoi ts of investi-

gations, in cases where such were held. Presente<l January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. MacNutt.
Not printed.

44 (2r). Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a return showing all

employees dismissed In the County of Champlain since October 15, 1911, to date, the

employment of each man, the salary each was receiving at the time of his dismissal,

the reasons for dismissals, whether there has been any investigation or not. with the

names and places of residence of the men appointed to replace them. Presented

Januai\y 22, 1914.

—

.Mr. Bureau Not printed.

44 (3a). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March. 1913. for a return showing in

detail the number of dismissals from public oflices and position of employment, by the

present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County of

Cumberland, Nova Scotia, not including those for which returns have already been
ordef-ed. In connection with any of the departments of the public service; together with

the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their respective dis-

missals, the comiilalnts or charges against t'hem, and by whom made ; together with a
co;iy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to

each such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any
8u<h were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of

any of the departments of the government ; also the names of all parties appointed to

fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom the

same have been respectively recommended for ap]iointment ; together with a detailed

stiitement of all amounts and expenses paid by any department In connection with the

said dismissals and investigations or removal from office. Presented January 22, 1914.—Mr. Kyte Not printed.

44 (3b). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913, for a return showing in

detail the number of disml.ssals from public offices and positions of employment, by the
present CJovernmcnt since the flist day of October, 1911, to this date. In the County of
Westmorland, New Brunswick, in connection with any of the departments of the public
service; together with the names of the dismissed officials or employees, thq. reason for

their re.«pcctlve dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made,
save and except the case of (Jeorge H. f'o<-hrane. Collector of Customs at Moncton (the

paiiers for which have been already moved for) ; together with a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each such case
of (llsmissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any such were held,

and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any of the
dipartm'-nts of Koverninent, or of the (Sovernment Railways Managing Bo;ird, or of
the officials of the Intercolonial an<l the Prince Kdward Isl.-ind Railway ; also the names
of all jiarties appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names
of the per.'^ons by whom the same have been resiiecitvely recommended for apjiointment

;

together w th a detailed statement of all amounts ;ind expenses paul by any department
In conne( tlfin with the said distnissals and investigations or removals from office. Pre-
sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Kmmrr.tun A'of printed.
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44 (3c). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a return showing
in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employment by
the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County
of Aniiiipols, Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of the public ser-
vice, but not including cases in which orders have already passed together with the
names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their respective dismissals,
the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made ; together with a copy of
all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each
such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any such
were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any
of the departments of the Government ; also the names of all parties appointed to fill

vacancies caused by such dismissals ,and the names of the persons by whom the same
have been respectively recommended for appointment ; together with a detailed state-
ment of all amounts and expenses paid by any department in connection with the said
dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chishohn (Antir/onisli) i^'ot printed.

44 (3d). Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1913, for a return showing all
employees dismissed in the County of Nicolet since October 15, 1911, to date, the date
of dismissal, the employment of each man, the salary he was receiving at the time of
his dismissal, the reasons for dismissal, whether there has been an investigation or not,
with the names and places of residence of the men appointed to replace them. Pre-
sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Bureau Not printed.

44 (3e). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return showing in
detail the number of dismissals from public offices by the present Government to this
date in the constituency of Victoria, Alberta, together with the names of the dismissed
officials, the reason of their dismissal, the complaints against such officials, and a copy
of all correspondence with respect to the same and of all notes of evidence and of the
reports of investigations where such were held ; also the names of all parties appointed
to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals and the names of the persons by whom
the same have been recommended for appointment. Presented January 22, l&i4.

—

Mr.
White (Alberta) '

. . ,Not printed.

44 (3/). Officials dismissed in the constituency of Shelburne and Queens, N.S.— (Senate).
Not printed.

44 (Sfir). Postmasters dismissed in the County of Antigonish, N.S.— (Senate) Not printed.

44 (3/1). Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all charges,
co.respondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relating to the dismissal of
Dr. Freeman O'Neil, from the office of port physician at Louisburg. Cape Breton South,
Nova Scotia, and of the evidence taken and reports of investigation held by H. P.
Duchemin in regard to the same. Presented January 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair.

Not printed,

44 (30- Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a return showing
in detail the number of d;smis.sals from public offices and positions of employment by
the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County
of Digby, Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of the public ser-
vice, but not including cases in which orders have already pa.^sed ; together with the
names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reasons for their respective dismissals
the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made ; together with a copy of
all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each
such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any siich
were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any
of the departments of the Government; also the names of all parties appointed to' fill

the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom the
same have been respectively recommended for appointment : together with a detailed
statement of all accounts and expenses paid by any department in connection with the
said dismis.sals and investigations or removals from office. And also—Supplementary
return to an Order of the House of the 3r(l March. liM3, for .i return showiug in detail
the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employment by the pre-
sent Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County of
Digby, Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departmeiit.s of the piibli.- service,
but not including cases in which orders have already passed; together with the names
of the dism'.ssod officials or employees, the reiisons for their respective dismissjils the
complaliit.s or charges against them, and by whom made; together with a copy of all
corres|)oivdeiice, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each such
case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evideme of iiuestigations, where any such were
held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now In the possession of any of Iho
departments of the Government; also the names of all parties appointed to till the
vacancies caused by such dismi.s.sals. and the names of the persons by whom the SLiine
have been respectively recommended for apiiointment ; tugcther with a detaiUvl state-
ment of all accounts and expenses paid by any deparlnicnt in connection with the iiald
dismissals .and investigations or removals from olllce. Presented Janaury 22, 1914.—
Mr. Sinclair Not pr.n.'cd.
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44 (3;). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a return showing

in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employment by

the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the con-

stituency of Queen's, Shelburne. Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments

of the public service, not including cases in which orders have already been passed ;

together with the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their

respective dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made

:

together with a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications

with respect to each such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investi-

gations, where any such were held and of all reports relating to such dismissals now
in the possession of any of the departments of the Government, also the names of all

parties appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the

persons by whom the same have been respectively recommended for appointment

;

together with a detailed statement of all amounts and expenses paid by any department

in connection with the said dismissals and investigations of removals from office. Pre-

sented January 27. 1914.—ilfr. Law Not prinied.

44 (3A:). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913. for a list of publii:

officers employed in the city of Quebec, in the Departments of Inlan(i Revenue. Rail-

ways and Canals, the Transcontinental Railway. Customs, Immigration. Marine and
Fisheries. Public Works and Militia, the names and duties of such persons, the reason

for their dismissal, the nature of the complaints brought against them, also a copy of

all correspondence relating thereto, and of reports of inquiry in the cases where such

inquiries were held. Presented January 26. 1914.

—

Mr. Lachance Not printed.

44 I 30- Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January. 1913. for a return showing all

the public officers removed by the present Government in the District of L'Assomption,
to:?ether with the names and duties of such persons, the reasons for their dismissal, the

nature of the complaints brought against them ; also a copy of all correspondence relat-

ing thereto and reports of inquiries in cases where such were held, with the names of

the successors of the dismissed officers. Presented January 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Seguin.
Not printed.

44 (3m). Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 7th February. 1912.

for a return showing for each department of the Government the names, post office

addresses, offices, employment, and salaries of all persons employed either in the inside

or outside service thereof, and of such persons not in the Civil Service, employed by the

Government in any department, on the tenth day of October, 1911, who have been

removed from office or employment by dismissal ; specifying in each case the manner
of and grounds of such dismissals and the length of notice given to the persons removed,

and also indicating in each case whether an inquiry was or was not neld prior to such

dismissal. Presented January 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

44 (3w). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913. for a return

showing in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employ-
m'-nt by the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in

the County of Digby. Xova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of the

public service, but not including cases in whicli or.lors have already passed ; togeaher

with the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reasons for their respective

dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made; together with

a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect

to each such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where
any .«uch were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession

of any of the dei)artments of the Government ; also tlie names of all parties appointed

to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom
the same have been re.spectively recommended for appointment ; together with a detailed

statement of all accounts and expenses paid by any department in connection with the

said dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Presented January 28, 1914.
—Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

44 <Zo). Return to an Order of the House of the 26th May, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, inquiries and reports respecting the dismissal of Philias Hable, light-

keeper at St. I..ouis de Lotbinidre, County of LotbiniSre, Quebec. Presented February

4, 1914.

—

Mr. Fortier Not printed.

44 <3p). Itelurn to .in Order of the House of the 19th May, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-
fn^e, complaints, petitions and reports connected with the dismissal of Fishery Overseer
MiRnnault at Seven Islands, and the appointment in his place of Blzear Levesque. Pre-
sented February 10. 1914.

—

Mr. Beland Not printed.

44 (3«). Return to an Order of the House of the 28tli April, 1913, for a return showing all

employees <lismissed in tlie County of Maskinonge, since October 15, IMl, to date, the

d-Tte of dismissal, the employment of each man, the salary ho was receiving at the time
of his dismissal, the reasons for dismissal, whether there has been investigation or not,

and the nam*.-* and places of residence of the men appointed to replace them. Presented
February 10, 191 1.— .Vr. Bureau Not printed.
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44 (3r). Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a return showing
in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employment by
the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County
of King's, Province of Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of the
public service, not including cases in which orders have already passed ; together with
the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their respective dis-
missals, the complaints. or charges against them, and by whom made; together with a
copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to
each such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any
such were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of
any of the departments of the Government, also the names of all parties appointed to
fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom the
same have been respectively recommended for appointment ; together with a detailed
statement of all amounts and expenses paid, or to be paid, by any department in con-
nection with the said dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Presented
February 10, 1914.

—

Mr. McKenzie
, Kot printed.

14 (3s). Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913. for a return showing in
detail the number of dismissals from public office and positions of employment by the
present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County of
Colchester, Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of the public "ser-
vice ; together with the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reasons for
their respective dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made

;

together with a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications
with respect to each such case of dismissal, and of minutes of evidence of investigations,
where any such were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the
possession of any of the departments of the Government ; also the names of all parties
appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons
by whom the same have been respectively recommended for appointment ; together with
a detailed statement of all amounts and expenses paid by any department in connection
with the said dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Presented
February 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald .Vof printed.

44 (30- Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a return showing in
detail the number of dismissals from public crffices and positions of employment by tha
present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in the County of
Hants, Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of the public service.
not including cases in which orders have already passed ; together with the name of the
dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their respective dismissals, the com-
plaints or charges against them, and by whom made ; together with a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each such case
of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any such were held,
and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any of the depart-
ments of the Government ; also of the names of all parties appointed to fill the vacancies
caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom the same have been
respectively recommended for appointment ; together with a detailed statement of all

amounts and expenses paid by any department in connection with the said dismissals
and investigations or removals from office. Presented February 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Chis-
holm (Inverness) 2iot printed.

44 (3f). Retuin to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, documents, recommendations, and reports concerning the dismissal of Miss
Eugenie Dorion, an employee in the office of the post office inspector at Quebec ; tha

reasons for her dismissal, the nature of the complaints brought against her, if any. th«

names of the persons who brought these complaints, also a copy of all corrospnodeno«
relating thereto, and the report of inquriy, if there was one held. Presented February
20, 1914.

—

Mr. Wilson (Laval) Not pritUed.

44 (3f). Return to Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all charjjos,
correspondence, letters, telegram.s and other dooumont.s in the possession of the Post
Office Dei>artmont, relating to the dismissal of James It. Laing, postmaster at Liscombei,
N.S., and of the fai-ts taken, ami report of inve^stigation in regard to the same. If any.
a detailed statement of the expenses of such investigation, together with a copy of all

recommendations, letters, telegrams, and other papers relating to the apviointment of

his successor. Presentetl February 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Sot printid.

44 (3u)). Return to an Order of the House of the Tith June, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, papers, &c., in conne<^tlon with the ilismis.sal of .Vtr. A. L. Oest've, otlU-er In ch:vrK«

of the flsher.v hatchery at Magog, (Juebec, and the appointment of Mr. 1*. A. Audet to

the said i-ositlon. Presented February 23, 1914.— ^'^^ H'. Laurifr Sot printM.

44 (3x). Ueiurn to an Order of the Hou.se of the 9th February, 1914, for a lopy of all lorn*-

Hponilt'iice. iilcgraniH and othor doiiunenls itMaiing to the removal of Ja.s. T, Kichard-
son as Hul)-('c>lle(ti)r of Custums at 1 liimboldl, .Sa.skatchowan, and the appointment of t\

muce.s.sor. Prtsenleil February ::;t. 1911 Mr. .V.«/y Sot pnntfiL
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44 <3j/). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a
retu n showini? the number of dismissals from public offices by the present Government
to this date in the constituency of Regina, toRCther with the names of the dismissed

otflcials. the reasons for their dismissals, the complaints against such officials, and a

copy of all correspondence with respect to the same, and of all reports of any investi-

gations held in respect of the same. Presented February 24, 1914.—3/?-. Martin
(Reffina) Not printed.

44 iSa). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February. 1914, for a copy of all papers,

documents, correspondence, &c., in connection with the ' <missal of Mr. Hicks, of Bridge-

town, N.S.. from the customs service in 1013. Presented February 24, 1914.

—

Mr. Muc-
lean ( Halifax )

Not prrntcd.

44 (4«). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in

the possession of the Customs Department, relating to the dismissal of Ralph Harris,

sub-collector of customs at Pelee Island, Ont., and if there was an investigation, the

names of all the witnesses, and a copy of the evidence ; and also of all the papers con-

nected with the appointment of his successor. Presented February 26. 1914.

—

Mr.
Clarke ( K.tsrx) Not printed.

44 (ib). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in

the possession of the Customs Department, relating to the dismissal of Aylmer Orton,

customs officer at Windsor, Ont., and if there was an investigation, the names of all the

witnesses, and a copy of the evidence ; and also of all the papers connected with the

appointment of his successor. Presented February 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Clarke {Essex).
Not printed.

44 (4c). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in

the jiossession of the Customs Department, relating to the dismissal of Frederick For-
ster, sub-collector of customs at Kingsville, Ont.. and if there was an investigation, the

names of all the witnesses, and a copy of the evidence ; and also of all the papers con-

nected with the appointment of his successor. Presented February 26, 1914.

—

Mr.
Clarke (Essex) Not printed.

44 (4d). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in

the possession of the Interior Department, relating to the dismissal of Andrew Darragh,
immigration officer at Windsor, Ont., and if there was an investigation, the names of

all the witnesses, and a copy of the evidence ; and also of all the papers connected with

the appointment of his successor. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Clarke (Essex).
Not printed.

44 (4c). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in

the possession of the Interior Department, relating to the dismissal of John Halstoad,
immigration officer at Windsor, Ont., and if there was an investigation, the names of

all the witnesses, and a copy of the evidence : and also of all the papers connected with
the appointment of his successor. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Clarke (Essex).
Not printed.

44 (4/). Return to an Order of the House of the 2fith May, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams, inquiries, and reports, respecting the dismissal of Napoleon Daigle,
lighthouse keeper at Barre ft Boulard, Parish of St. Louis de Lotbini^re, Quebec. "Pre-

sented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Fortier Not printed.

44 (4i;). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1913, for a return
showing in decail the number of dismissals from the public service during the period
from June 23, 1S96, to Septtmber 21, 1911, in the County of Cumberland, Nova Scotia,
In coimection with any department of the public service ; together with the names of
the dismissed officials or employees, their ages at the time of entering the public ser-
vice, the length of their period of service with dates, the amount of their remuneration,
the i-t-ason for their respective dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and
by whom m:idc ; together with a copy of all correspoiidcnce, letters, telegrams and other
communications with respect to each such case of dismissals, and of all minutes of evi-

den e on investigation, where any such were held, and of all reports relating to such
dismissals now in the possession of any of the departments of the government ; also the
names of all persons appointed to fill vacancies caused by such dismissals, their ages
at the date of appointment, the amount of their remuneration, and the names of the
persons by whom the s.nme have been respectively recommended for appointment;
together with a delaiU"! statement of all amounts and expenses jiaid by any department
In connection with said dismissals and Investigations or removal from office. Presented
March 2, 1914.— JV/r. Rhodes Not print, d.
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44 (ih). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
petitions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports and other papers and documents in
the possession of the Department of the Postmaster General, relating to the dismissal
of James H. Smart, postmaster at Kingsville, Ont, and if there was an investigation,
the names of all the witnesses and a copy of the evidence ; and also of all the papers
connected with the appointment of his successor. Presented March 2, 1914. Mr.
Clarke ( Essex) ^ot p^rinted.

44 (4t). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters and documents of every kind relating to the dismissal of Jphn A. Roy from the
position of postmaster at Maitland, County of Hants. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr.
Macdonald Not printed.

44 (4;). Return to an Order of the House of the llth February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters and doc*jments of every kind relating to the dismissal of Thomas Nelson, frorn
the position of postmaster at Scotch Village, County of Hants. Presented March 2,

1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald ' 2^ot printed.

44 (4/c). Return to an Order of the House of the llth February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters and documents of every kind relating to the dismissal of Albert McHeffey from
the position of postmaster at Shubenacadie, County of Hants. Presented March 2, 1914.—Mr. Macdonald i^ot prititcd.

44 (40- Return to an Order of the House of the llth February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters and documents of every kind relating to the dismissal of C. Stewart McPhee from
the position of postmaster at Enfield, County of Hants. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

44 (4>H). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing in
detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employment by the
present Government since the first day of February, 1913, to date, in the County of
Westmorland, New Brunswick, in connection with any of the departments of the public
service, except the Post Office Department; together with the names of the dismissed
officials or employees, the reasons for their respective dismissal, the complaints or
charges against them, and by whom made ; together with a copy of all correspondence,
letteis, telegrams and other communications with respect to each such case of dismissal,
and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where any such were held, and of all
reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any of the departments of
the government, or of the Government Railway Managing Board, or of the officials of
the Intercolonial and the Prince Edward Island Railways ; also the names of all parties
appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the persons
by whom the same have been respectively recommended for appointment ; together with
a detailed statement of all amounts and expenses paid by any department in connection
with the said dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Presented March
3, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

44 (4m). Return to an Order of the House of the 1.5th January, 1913. for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relating
to the dismissal of D. Dishaw, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott. Ontario
Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Turriff " Not pr:nted.

44 (40). Return to an Order of the House of the llth February, 1914. for a copy of all papers,
letters and documents of every kind relative to the dismissal of A. Michael Russell froni
the posiiion of caretaker of the drill hall at Windsor, County of Hants. Presented
March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

44 (42J)- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, lor a copy of all charges,
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dismissal of Mr.
A. Coyette. postmaster at St. Valerien de Milton, Shefford County, Quebec, and of the
evidence taken, and of the reports of investigation held by Dr. W. L. Shurtleff in regard
to the same. Presented March 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Boivin \ot printed,

44 <4'/). Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of the evidence
and report in the investigaUon held by Mr. W. A. E. Flynn. in the cuso of P. D. Hour-
dagi-.s, keeper of the lighthouso at Honavontuie Point, Quebec, of the i-harKos nuide
against tlie said Uoiirdages by Ovitle Houidages, Raymoiul Hourdages, Pierre Henry,
J. A. Mous.stau ;ind D. Cliami)Oux. Presented Marcli 5, 1914.

—

.Mr. Murcit (lionav, n-
turc) ... ..Yof p,iMf<<l.

44 (4r). Return to an Older of tlio Ifouso of the 21st April. 1913. for n copy of the charges
niad(! by Mrssr.s. W. S. Montgomery. J. \. Roudreau. N. Hourg. J. A. Mousaetui, N. Rouil-
reau. againHl T.iOula Bujold. keeper of ttio lighthouso at Carleton Point, Quebec, Pre-
sented March 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (lionaventurv) \ot printtd.

44 (4.S).' Return to an Order of the House of the llth February. 1914, for n return eiltowlnir

reasouH lor thi- diMnilsMal i>( Mr. Sliiiibine, inretaker oi' the ItuniJKratitin Hall a». IMinon-
toii, till) (late of his iippolnlment and of ili.smlasal, and salary nt tin>e of dlstulssul ; also
Uic name of curelaker appointed in his place, with date of nppolntniont. auli»r.\ ami
iiiiiliniallonH. Prosentcd March «. 1914. .Ur, Oliver \ot prlNfcil.

G;n:i;! ;j 'M
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44 MO- Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914. for a return showing th*

reasons for the dismissal of Mr. Webster, immigration agent at Edmonton ; the date of

his appointment and of dismissal, and salary at time of dismissal ; also the name of

the agent appointed in his place, with date of appointment, salary "and qualifications?

Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

44 (4iO. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a return showing
reasons for '.he dismissal of Jacob Mohr, interpreter for the immigration agency at

Edmonton ; trie date of his appointment and of dismissal, and salary at time of dis-

mis.'^al ; also the name of the interpreter appointed in his place with date of appoint-

ment, salary and qualifications. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Olivtrr Not piinted.

44 i:r). Return to an Order of the Houe of the 11th February, 1914, for a return showing
reasons for the dismissal of Mr. P. Tomkins, Dominion Lands Agent at Grouard, the

date of h-s appointment and of dismissal, and salary at time of dismissal ; also the

name of agent appointed in his place, with date of appointment and salary. Presented
March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

44 (4tt'). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all docu-
ments bearing upon dismissals and appointments of officials of the Inland Revenue
Department in Bonaventure County since January 1, 1913, to date; together with
a statement showing the salaries, emoluments and amounts paid to the new appointees
since appointment, compared with amounts paid officials for corresponding periods in

1911 and 1912. Presented March 6,1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) ... .Not printed.

44 (4x). Return to an Oi-der of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all

charges, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Mr. Arthur Dupuis. postmaster at Pontbriand. County of Mogantic, Quebec,
and of the evidence taken and of the reports of investigation held by Dr. W. L. Shurt-
leff in regard to the same. Presented March 6, 1914.. .ikfr. Pacaud Not printed.

44 (41/). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, tele.grams, petitions and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Jos. Scrguis Archambault, as postmaster of the town of Terrebonne, and to

the appointment of George Beausoldeil, as his successor. Presented March 6, 1914.

Mr. Seguin Not printed.

44 (4:). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams, reports and all other papers relating to the dis-

m ss:il of Martin Lanigan, postmaster at Sexton, County of Kent, New Brunswick, and
of the minutes of evidence of any investigation or inquiry held relating to the said

dismissal, and of all and any charges and recommendations connected therewith ; also

a copy of all letters written to the Postmaster General or to any official of the Post
Office Department, by F. J. Robidoux, M.P., or by any other person relating to the said

dsmissal. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson A'of printed.

44 (5(1). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all docu-
ments. Utters, correspondence and petitions asking for the dismissal of Mr. Felix Ray-
mond, postmaster at Rte. Scholastique Village, County of Two Mountains, together with
everything in connection with such dismissal. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Ethicr.
Not printed.

44 (ob). Return to an Order of the House ~bt the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all

papers in connection with the sub-lands agency in Gravelburg, Saskatchewan. Pre-
sented March 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Knowles Not printed.

44 (5r). Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913,
for a return showing in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and
positions of employment by the present Government since the 11th of October, 1911, to

this date. In the County of King's, Province of Nova Scotia, in connection with any of
th • departments of the public service, not including cases in which orders have already
passed; together with the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the teason for
their respective dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made;
tog 'tlier with a copy of all corresijondciue, letters, telegrams and other communications
with respect to eacli such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investi-

gations, where any such were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now
in the possession of any of the departments of the Government, also the names of all

parties appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names of the
pel sons by whom the same have been respectively recommended for appointment

;

together with a detailed statement of all amounts and oxpf-nses paid, or to be paid, by
a'ny department in connection with the s.aid dismissals and investigations pr removal*
from office. Presented March 10, 1914.

—

Mr. McKcnzir Not printed.

44 (5'0- Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a copy of all

papers, telegrams, correspondence and petitions In any way referring to the dismissal
of the postmaster at Ainslic Glen, Inverness County, and the appointment of Nell
McKlnnon to said otfice. Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm {.Inverness).

Not printed.

24.
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44 (5e). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all
papers, documents, correspondence, letters, &c., since October 1, 1911, relating to the
appointment of a postmaster at Upper Ohio, Shelburne County, N.S. Presented March
12, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

44 (5/). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all
papers, documents, correspondence, letters and telegrams, relating to the dismissal of
Jos. H. Lefebvre, postmaster at Howick Station, County of Chateauguay, and the
appointment of his successor. Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Robb Kot printed

44 (5f7). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a copy of all
correspondence, letters, telegrams, petitions and other documents in any way connected
with the dismissal of the postmaster at Alexander, Inverness County, and the appoint-
ment of a successor. Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm {Inverness).
Not printed,

44 (5/1). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all

correspondence, letters, telegrams and documents of all kinds in possession of the
Government or any department thereof, in any way relating to the employment of and
dismissal from the Geological Survey of Canada of N. H. McLeod, North East Margaree,
Inverness County, N.S. Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness).
Not printed.

44 (oi). Return to an Order of the House of the loth January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way relating
to the dismissal of M. Barrj', from the service of the Marine Department at Prescott,
Ontario. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Leniieux Not printed.

44 (5;). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all
letters, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence and recommendations in any way
relating to the dismissal of W. Granton, from the service of the Marine Department at
Prescott, Ontario. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Thomson (Qu'Appelle).
Not printed.

44 (ok). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
and telegrams in connection with the dismissal of the postmaster at Fletwode,
Saskatchewan, and the changing of the location of the said post ofHce. Presented
March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Turriff A^ot printed.

44 (50- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing in
detail the number of dismissals or removals from office from 1st February, 1913, of
postmasters in the County of Westmorland, New Brunswick ; together with" the names
of the dismissed postmasters, or postmistresses, the reason of their dismissal, and a copy
of the charges or complaints against such officials respectively, and of all correspondence
with respect to the same ; and of all correspondence, recommendations, petitions, pro-
tests and other documents, and of all notes of evidence and of the reports of investiga-
tions, where such were held, relating thereto, or to the appointment of successors to fill

such offices respectively ; and also the names of all persons appointed to fill the vacancies
caused by such dismissals, and of the persons by whom the same respectively were
recommended for appointment. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson.
Not printed.

44 (5m). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914. for a return show-
ing the name of the postmaster of the Parish of St. Henri de Lauzon, County of Lfvis,
who, it is said, was dismissed from office since September. W)ll, the reasons for such
dismissal, the nature of the complaints made against him, the names of the parties who
made those complaints, together with a copy of all correspondence and telegrams relat-
ing thereto, the name of the incjuiring commissioner, and report of investigation, if any.
and of all evidence taken at the investigation, the names of those who reoommonded the
successor, names of the parties by whom the Government was represented at such
investigation, with a detailed statement of all the accounts paid or to be paid by any
department in connection with the aforesaid dismissal and investigation, the names of
the parties who received any money or filed their accounts in connection with said
investigation, and the amount awarded to or claimed by each of them. Presented
March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. lionrassu Not printfif.

44 (5n). Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February. 1914, for a copy of all letters.
petitions, ti!l<grams, evidence, reports, papers and documents, in the possession of the
Post Office Department, or any other dejiartment, relating to the dismissal of Geo.
Skates, postmaster at Appin, Ontario; and if there wa.s an InvestiKation. the nanie of
tlie investlKulor and witnesses, a cojiy of the evidence and of letters, papers, petitions,
recommendations and other documents connected with the appointment of Mr. Skates"
successor. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

.Mr. Itoss .Vof primed.

44 (f>o). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, lOH, for a copy of all oharK*^''.
corie.spondince, letters, telegrams and other ilocuinents relating to the dismissal of Geo.
J. Ityan and f'liarles llamlln from the Canadian customs service at Newport. Vermont,
and of the .ippolntment of Cliarles A. HorlflU and Frank S. Baker to the sitUi po.siuoiui.

Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. lii)ivin \of printtd.
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44 (5p). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

dovuments, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations, In any way rolat-

inp to the dismissal of J. Shaver, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.

Presented March 20, 191 1.

—

Mr. Law Not printed.

44 (5<7). R turn to an Order of the House of the 15th January. 1913. for a copy of all letters,

document.*!, telegrams, rejiorts, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to tlie dismissal of R. I^unay, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott. Ontario.

Presented March 20. 1914.—.Vr. Carroll Not printed.

44 (5r). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January. 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, rejiorts, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to tlie dismissal of J. Slattery, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.

Presented March 20, 1914.- -J/r. Bclnnd Not printed.

44 (5«). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of *all letters,

do uments, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of J. Walsh, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.

Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Chi^holm (Inverness) Not printed.

44 (50- Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January. 1913. for a copy of all

letter.?, documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way
relating to the dismissal of W. Gerts, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott,

Ontario. Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Wilson (Laval) Not printed.

44 (5iO- Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January. 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of D. Boivard, emp'nyee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott. Ontario.

Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

44 (Sr). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January. 1913. for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of G. Scott, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott. Ontario.

Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Nesbitt Not printed.

44 (5w). R.Hurn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of J. Offspring, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott

Ontario. Presented March 20. 1914.

—

.Mr. Warnock Not printed.

44 (5x). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of J. Hayes, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.

Presentetl March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Turriff Not printed.

44 (By). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913. for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, coriespondence. and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of P. Belangei-, from the service of the Marine Depai-tment at Pres-
cott. Ontario. Presented March 20. 1914.

—

Mr. Proulx Not printed.

44 (5«). Return to an Order of the House of the 15lh January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, t orrespondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the di.-imissal of L. Place, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.
I'risented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Pacand Not printed.

44 (6a). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January. 1913. for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of C. Kavanagh, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott,

Ontario. Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. CurvcU Not printed.

44 (6b). Return to an Order of the House of the l.'ith January, 1913, for a cojjy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, corresnondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of J. Itoche, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.

I'resented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

44 (6c). Rfturn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to tl!e dismissal of J. MoTnnis. employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott. Ontario.
I'rcsinted March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. McCoig Not printed.

44 (6<i). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

doiument.s, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way rolat-

inu to the dismiHsal of E. Scott, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott. Ontario.

Prfsented March 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Dcmers Not printed.

44 (Cc). Rt-turn to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismissal of C. Wright, employee of the Marine sliipyard at Prescott, Ontario.
Presented March 20, 1914.— J/r. Clark (Red Deer) Not prin'ed.

44 (6/). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913. for a copy of all letters,

doi uments, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and reconimendations in any way relat-

ing to the dismis-sal of L. Ij.'ilonde. omployeo of the Marine shipyard at Presi^ott,

Ontario. Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Bureau Nut printed.
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44 (6r7). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th JJanuary, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of H. Birks, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.
Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Charlton Not printed.

44 (6/i). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913. for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of W. Jarvis, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.
Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Gauvrcau xot printed.

44 (6i). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of J. McDermott, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott,
Ontario. Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Devlin '
. . . .j^ot printed.

44 (6j). Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of George L. Brown, officer in charge of the Dominion lighthouse,
Prescott Depot, Ontario, and the appointment of his successor. Presented March 23,
1914.

—

Mr. Proulx Not printed.

44 (6fc). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of J. Lane, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.
Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mf. MacNutt Not printed.

44 (6i). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing to the dismissal of D. Perrin, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott, Ontario.
Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

44 (6m). Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters,
documents, telegrams, reports, correspondence, and recommendations in any way relat-
ing lo the dismissal of J. A. Mundle, employee of the Marine shipyard at Prescott,
Ontario. Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (.Halifax) Not printed.

44 (6n). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a return showing
the name of the postmaster of the Parish of St. Lambert, County of L€vis, who, it is

stated, was dismissed from office since September, 1911, the reasons for such dismissal,
the nature of the complaints made against him, the names of the parties who made
those complaints, together with a copy of all correspondence and telegrams relating
thereto, the name of the inquiring commissioner, an 1 report of investigation, if any,
and of all evidence taken at the investigation, tl-.e names of those who recommended the
successor, names of the parties by whom the Government was represented at such
investigation, with a detailed statement of all the accounts paid or to be paid by any
department in connection with the aforesaid dismissal and investigation, the names of
the parties who received any money or filed their accounts in connection with said
investig;ition. and the amount awarded to or claimed by each of them. Presented
March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Bourassa Not pr ntcd.

44 (Co). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showinu the
changes in postmasterships in Bonaventure County from January 1, 1913, to date, with
a li. t of dismissals, and leasons therefor, and of new appointments, also a copy of all

reports, correspondence, petitions and documents generally bearing on this subjeot

;

together with a list of post office contracts cancelled in said constituency, with reasons
therefor, if any, and of now contracts awarded, with the old rate and the new. and
whether tenders were called for, in each case, and whether contracts were awarded to
lowest tenderer or not. Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (BotMveiUurt)

.

Not printciL

44 (6/)). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd Februaj-y, 1914, for a return of all

leports, memorials, correspondence and documents genei-ally, bearing on the dismissal
of lustoms officials in Bonaventure county from January 1, 1913. to date, together with
a Htatemeiit of salaries paid to old and new officials, and a i-opy of recommendations on
which new officials were appointed, if any. I'rcsented March 25, 1914.

—

.\tr. Mmcit
(Dunaventuri ) .Vaf pnnfi d.

44 (6'/). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a return showing in
detiil the number of di.smis8ala from office since October 1, 1911, not alreaily brouRbt
down, of pdstmasterH In the County of Albert, New Brunswick, touether with the names"
of the disinis.sc-d poslmasters, the reason of their dismissal, and a copy of the char^^^
or complaints UKaiii.sl Hiieli officials re.si)ectively, also a copy of all correspoiidenco
recommeiidation.s, petitions, protests and other doi-uments, anil of all notes of ovldencp
and of the reportH of Investigations, where such were held with respect to the same i>r

relating thereto, or to the apixiliUment of sueeessoi.s to till such offices reapectivoly.
Anil al.s(j the nannin of all perHnna appointed Id till ihe vacancies caused by such d s-

nu.i.vuls, and the naine.s of the persons by wlimn the sam«> were respectively mom-
in»>n({-*d for apijOlnlment. Presented March 25, 1914. .Ur. Kmoitrsoit .\'i>f priiKtil.

a?
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44 (6r). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 3rcl March, 1D13, for a return

showing in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employ-

ment by the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in

the constituency of Queen's. Shclburne, Nova Scotia, in connection, with any of the

departments of the public service, not including cases in which orders have already

breii passed ; together with the names of the dismissed oflicials or employees, the rea-

son for their respective dismissals, the complaints or charges against them, and by
whom made ; together with a copy of all correspondence, letters,, telegrams and other

communications with respect to each such case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evi-

dence of investigations, where any such were hold and of all reports relating to such

dismissals now in the possession of any of the deiiartments of the Government, also the

n:\mes of all parties appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the

names of the persons by whom the same may have been respectively recommended for

appointment ; together with a detailed statement of all amounts and expenses paid by

any department in connection with the said dismissals and investigations or removals

from oHice. Presented March 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Law Xot printed.

44 (6s). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December. 1912, for a

return showing all the public oflicers dismissed by the present Government in the elec-

toral district of Kamouraska, with the names and duties of such persons respectively,

the reason for their dismissal, the nature of the complaints brought against them, also

of all correspondence relating thereto and reports of inquiries in cases where such have

been held. Presented March 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraslia.) Not printed.

44 (60- R' turn to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a return showing the

name of the iio-tmaster of the Parish of Notre Dame de Charny, County of Lfvis. who,

it is stated, was dismissed from office since September, 1911, the reasons for such dis-

missal, the nature of the complaints made against him, the names of the parties who
made those complaints, together with a copy of all correspondence and telegrams relat-

ing thereto, the name of the inquiring commissioner, and report of investigation, if any,

and of all evidence taken at the investigation, the names of those who recommended the

successor, names of the parties by whom the Government was represented at such inves-

tigation, with a detailed statement of all the accounts paid or to be paid by any depart-

ment in connection with the aforesaid dismissal and investigation, tlie names of the

parlies who received any money or filed their accounts in connection with said investi-

gation, and the amount awarded to or claimed by each of them. Presented March 31.

1914.

—

Mr. Bournssa J^ot printed.

44 f6u). Return to an Order of the House of the Ifith March, 1914. for a copy of all telegrams,

letters and correspondence in connection with the dismissal of Charles S. Melanson,
postmaster of Corberrie, Digby County, N.S. Presented April 1, 1914.

—

Mr. Latv .

Not printed.

44 (6v). Return to an Order of the House of the nth February,, 1914, for a return showing
reasfuis for the dismissal of Gordon McDonald, homestead inspector in the Grouard Land
Agency, the date of his appointment and of dismissal, and salary at time of dismissal ;

also the names of insjiector appointed in his place, with date of appointment and salary.

Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

44 (<yw). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 17th Feb-
ruary, 1913. for a copy of all letters, papers and documents relating to the appointment
of W. F. Slark as clerk of works in the Department of Public Works at Ottawa ; a

copy of the charges against the said \V. F. Slack, which were investigated by Honour-
able F. D. Monk, and of all the letters suspending and )e-instating tlie said W. F. Slack ;

of the employees memorial, dated May 11. 1912, and addressed to Honourable F. D.

Monk ; praying for the retention in office of the said W. F. Slack ; a copy of the charges
investigated by Commissioner R. V. Sinclair, of the evidence taken and the reports made
by the said commissioner : and also of all correspondence, requests, recommendations
and orders in council relating to the dismis.sal of the said W. F. Slack. Presented April

2, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not piinted.

44 (dx) Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1913. for a copy of all correspond-
enrc, memoranda, reports, telegrams, and of all documents whatsoever, in connection
with and having relation to the dismissal of William Rrunelle. lightliouse keeper at

I'ointe a Citrouille, County of Champlain, Province of Quebec. Presented April 2, 1914.—Mr. Bureau Not printed.

44 (6V). Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all documents,
crrespondence. petitions, recommendations. &c.. in connection with the dismissal of
Arthur I^evesque, light keeper at Grosse Isle, Kamouraska, and with the appointment
of his successor? Presented April 7. 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) . .Not printed.

44 (6«). Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1913. for a coi>y of ail correspond-
ence, m:-mor.anila. reports, telegram.s and all other documents whatsoever having refer-
ence to the di.sml.ssal of Tj. 1 hilippe Carignan, '.igluliouse keeper at Champlain, County
of Champlain. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Bureau Not printed.

3-8
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44 (7a). Return to an Order oft he House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all documents,
petitions, correspondence, recommendations, investigations, &c., in connection with the
dismissal of Dominique Levesque. lightkeeper at Riviere Quelle wharf. County of
Knmouraska, and with the appointment of his successor. Presented At>ril 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamoxiraska)
, . . .Not printed.

44 (7b). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914 ,for a return showing in
detail the number of dismissals from public offices by the present Government in the
electoral district of Shefford from the 1st of October, 1911, not already brought down
to the iiresent date ; together with the names of the dismissed officers, the reasons for
their dismi.«-sal, the complaints against such officials, names of the complainants in each
case, and the names of their successors in office. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Boivin.
Not printed.

44 (7c). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912. for a
return showing all public officers removed by the present Government in the District of
Portneuf, together with the names and duties of each person, the reasons for their dis-
missal, the nature of the complaints brought against them, also a copy of all correspond-
ence relating thereto and reports of inquiries in cases where such were held. Pre-
sented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Delislo Not printed.

44 (7d). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th February, 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondence relative to the dismissal of Alex. W. Finlayson, keeper of light on St. Esprit
Island, Richmond County, N.S., and to his resignation and the appointment of a suc-
cessor. Presented April 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

44 (7e). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a copy of all papers, evi-
dence, &c., in connection with' the investigation held by the Department of Marine and
Fisheries against the light keeper of Cape Cove, County of Gaspe, in 1911. Presented
April 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

44 (.If). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all tele-
grams, correspondence and documents of all kinds in any way relating to the dismissal
or .susjiension from duty of Dan Cormier, an officer in the life-saving station at Eastern
Harbour, Inverness County, Nova Scotia. Presented April 21, 1914.

—

Mr. Ciiisholm
(Inverness) Not printed.

44 (7.'/). Return to Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all documents
bearing on the appointment and dismissal of Ben. V. Willett, as light keeper at Point
Duthie, Quebec, and of the appointment of James Doddi'idge as his successor, as well
as of those bearing on the contemplated removal of that light to Mari-a wharf. Pre-
sented April 21, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil {Bonavenlure) Not printed.

44 (7/0- Return to an Order of the House of the 12th Februarj-, 1914, for a return showing the
names of the postmasters who have been dismissed in the County of L4vis since the
montli of September, 1911 ; the number of the dismissed postmasters, since the month
of September, 1911, who have been appointed in the place of postmasters dismissed
under the late administratioVi ; and the names of the postmasters who were dismissed
undt-r the late administration. Presented April 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Bourassn . .Not printtd.

44 (7i). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, papers, documents, evidence, reports, telegrams, &c., relating to the dismissal of
John A. L. McLellan, late I^ight keeper at Fish Island, Prince Edward Island. I'lesented
April 28, 1914.

—

Mr. ITuyhrs (Kings, P.E.I.) Not printed.

44 (77). Rotuin to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of all documents
bearing on the dismissal of Thomas Le Blanc, as postmaster of Allard. Bonavonture
County, and the appointment of liis successor. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. .Vnrcil

( Bonavcnture) Not printfd,

44 (7/c). Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a copy of all lettom, tele-
grams, petitions, complaints, evidence, reports and other documents relating to the dis-
missal of William 10. Eliler, Ijlghtkoepw, Quoensport, N.S., al.so a detailed .statement of
the oxponses connected with the Investigation, distinguishing the allowance paid tha
commls.sioner from travelling expenses and witneaa fees; nnd of nil papers connected
with tlio appointment of Mr. Rhler's succcs.sor. Prtvsontod Ma,\ 5, 1014.

—

Mr. Sinc',t\\v.

Not printed.

44 (7/). IJitiirn to an Order of the House of the 2nd Man-li, 19M, for a i-opy of nil letters.
pelillonn, K'Icgram.H, evidence, reports, pai>ers iiml ditcununts in the pos.><t>.ssion of th«
J^)Ht <)lllc« Department, or any other DopHrtnunl. relating to tlie dismissal of Samuel
Dickson, postmnstur at Sonl'orth, Ontario, nr.d If there wn.s nn Investigation, th«» namea
of the Invest Igator and witnesses, with a copy of the evidence atid of all letters, papers,
pttlllonN, riMomniendallons, or other iloi-unients cimnccied with tlie appointment of Mr.
Dlek.'-^on'H .sui'ce.s.'Jiir. 1 're.seiiteit M;i\ S, I'.i 14 Mr. tioss Sot (HiH.'tfl.
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44 (7m). Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of all petitions,

letters, complaints and other documents relating to the dismissal of Charles McPherson,

postmaster at North Riverside. County of OuysborouBh, N.S., and of all recommenda-
tions' and correspondence relating to the appointment of his successor-; also a copy of

all evidence and of the report of the investigation, if any, and a statement of the

expenses of said investigation. Presented May 8, 1914.

—

Mt: Sinclair Not printed.

44 (7n). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, petitions, notes of evidence, charges, if any, and other papers and documents
relating to the dismissal of Christian L. Ehler, postmaster at Queen.sport, N.S., and of

ail correspondence, petitions and other papers and documents relating to the appoint-

mf-nt of his successor, with a detailed statement of the expenses of the said investiga-

tion, if any. Presented May 11. 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

44 (7o). Return to an Order of the House of the 12th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. Whether Christian L. Ehler, postmaster at Queensport, N.S., has been dismissed ;

and if so. when?
2. Whether the charges against this postmaster were in writing, and by whom the

said charges were signed?
3. What the charges were?
4. WHio conducted the investigation, if any?
,5. Whether the inve-stigation took place after the dismissal or before?
6. Whether the commissioner recommended the dismissal of this postmaster?
7. The names of tlie witnesses examined?
8. The expense of the investigation in detail?

9. If the Postmaster General is of the opinion that the evidence taken at the
Investigation justifleci this dismissal? Presented May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. SiJiclair.

Not printed.

44 (7p). Return to an Order of the House of the 19th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters,

petitions, telegrams, complaints, findings, reports and other papeis in the possession of
the Post Office Department, or any Department of the (government, relatin.;? to the dis-

missal or discharge of James White, postmaster at Sidney. British Columb'a, and if

there was an investigation, the names of the witnesses examined and a detailed state-

ment of the expenses of such investigation ; also of all letters, telegiams, recommenda-
t ons and other papers connected with the appointment of his successor. Presented
May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

44 '7<7). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a copy of the petition,

recommendations and other correspondence relating to the change in the location of the

poFt oinoe at Mount St. Patriclc in South Renfrew, and the dismissal of the i)0stmaster.

Presented May 11, 1914.— Jl/r. Graham Not printed.

44 (7r). Return to an Order of tho House of the 16th February. 1914. for a copy of all docu-
ments bearing on the dismissal of the olficer in charge of the Port Daniel West, Quebec,
lob-ter hatchery. Kdward Dea. and on the appointment of his successor. Presented

May 15, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventurc) Not prin'cd.

44 ("s). Return to an Order of the House of the 20th ApiU, 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence in connection with the dismissal of A. C. Cameron of Fairlight, Saskatchewan,
from his position as mail contractor. Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Turriff.

Not prif.lc'l.

44 (70. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all charges,
CO respondence, letters, petitions, telegrams and other documents relating to the dis-

missal of Mr. Geo. F. Payne, postmaster at Oranby, Shefford County. Quebec, and of

the appointment of his successor, Mr. J. li. Dozois N.P., and also of the transfer of the

said office from the one to tho other, together with a copy of the evidence taken at

all investigations held in connection with the said dismissal, appointment and transfer,

and of -the reports of said investigations. Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Boivin.
Not printed.

44 (7u). Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914. for a return showing the

names of the postmasters who have been dismissed from the office since 1900. in the

County of Portneuf, the number of Investigations and the names of those whose cases

were investigated. Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Dclisle Not printed.

44 (7t;). Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

t<i^ef;rams, corresjiondence, complaints and protests on file, reefrring to the dismissal of

the lato postmaster at Havre Roucher, N.S.. arid to the appointment of a successor.

Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antif/onish) Not printed.

44 (7u>). Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of all documents,
Investig.itions, reports and letters, concerning the dismissal of William Campbell, light
ke«*i)er on the wharf at New Richmoml. tjuobec. and the appointment of James Robert-
son as his 8»iccessor ; together with a copy of recommendations and the letters respect-
ing the appointment, if any. Presented May 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventurc).
Not printed.
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44 (Txy. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a
return showing in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of
employment by the present Government since the first day of February, 1913, to date,
in the County of Westmorland, Xew Brunswick, in connection with any of the Depart-
ments of the Public Service, except the Post Office Department, together with the
names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reasons for their respective dismissal,
the complaints or charges against them, and by whom made ; together with a copy of all
correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications with respect to each such
case of dismissal and of all minutes of evidence of investigations where any such were
held and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession of any of the
departments of the Government, or of the Government Railway Managing Board, or of
the offic'als of the Intercolonial and the Prince Edward Island Railways : also the names
of all parties appointed to fill the vacancies caused by such dismissals, and the names
of the persons by whom the same have been respectively recommended for appointment

;

to-jother witli a detailed statement of all amounts and expenses paid by any department
in connection with the said dismissals and investigations or removals from office. Pre-
sented June 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Xot printed.

44 (7j/). Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1913, for a return showing the
detail and number of dismissals from public offices in the Department of Marine and
Fisheries fiom December 5, 1912, to this date, in the County of Bonaventure. the names
of the dismissed occupants, the reasons for their dismissal, the complaints against such
officials, and a copy of all correspondence with respect to the same, and of all reports
of investigations, where such were held ; as well as a list of the new appointments made
by the department, with names, residence, salaries and duties, and a copy of all recom-
mendations of such appointments. Presented June 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Boyiaventure).
Not printed.

44 (7«). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th May, 1014, for a copy of all complaints
and otler documents bearing upon the dismissal of J. K. Dnison as postmaster of Rich-
mond, Quebec, and the appointment of his successor. Presented June 2, 1914.

—

Mr.
Tobin .Vof printed.

44 (8«). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th May, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence exchanged by and with the Department of Inland Revenue and the late J. G.
Mousseau and A. M. Coldwell, Xew Carli.sle, Quebec, and David Champoux, Campbell-
ton, N.B., or Restigouche, Quebec, in connection with the dismissal of Arthur B. Cald-
well, Assistant Inspector of Weights and Measures, District of Quebec. Presented June
8, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil Xot printed.

44 (8&). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March. 1913, for a return
showing in detail the number of dismissals from public offices and positions of employ-
ment by the present Government since the 11th day of October, 1911, to this date, in
the County of Annapolis, Nova Scotia, in connection with any of the departments of
the public service, but not including cases in which orders have already passed together
with the names of the dismissed officials or employees, the reason for their respective
dismissals, the complaints or cliarges against them, and by whom made ; together with
a copy of all corre.spondence, letters, telegrams and other ccmmuiiiiations with respect
to each suclj case of dismissal, and of all minutes of evidence of investigations, where
any such were held, and of all reports relating to such dismissals now in the possession
Of any of the departments of the government ; also the names of all parties appointed
to fill vacancies caused by sucli dismissals, and the names of the persons by whom the
same have been respectively recommended for appointment ; together with a detailed
statement of all amounts and expenses paid by any department in connection with the
said dismissals and investigations oi' removals- from office. Presented June S, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antif/onish) Sot printed.

44 (8c). Partial P.eturn to an Order of the House of tlie ISth February, 1914. for a copy of all

charges, complaints, memorials, coiiespondence and telegrams, not already produced,
relating to otiicials in any department of the Government since October 10, 1911, the
number of otiicials dismissed, rcpoi'ts of investigations held in respect of such charges.
Items of expenditure and cost of each investigation, the naiuts of persons appointed to
office in the place of dismissed officials, and of all recommendations received in behalf
of per.sons so appointed in the Province of Prince Kilward Island. Presented June 12.
1914.— J/r. IJuahea (Kinya, P.E.I.) Yof printed,

44 (8</). Return to an Order of the House of the 1st June, 1914, for a copy of all chaigts and
cnmiiliilntH, letters, telegrams and corre.spondince respecting the dismissal of «.'aptain
Jerenilah Decosti-, mate and craneman, enU'loyed on dri'dge -Vo. <; im '•• •...i,,,, n..,

Gills (luting the season of 1912, and of all representations mad.
had with the Department of Public \\'orKH, or any olHcer th.

re-lnstalemeiit. Presented June 12, 1914. -.1/i'. Chinholiii i .intiintiiish ) . .V.-r ;j ,m,'ii/.

46. Retuiri to an Order of the House of the I2tli May, 1913. for a cojiy of all cnnununlcatlona
mi.'kIi; by the Canadian l'"oresti-y AsHOcintlon tu the «;ov<Minnfnt between .March 31.PM2,
anil Marih 31, 1913, with the replies made thereto. Presented January I'.i, 1".»H. .Wr.
Oliver ,Vc.f priHtrd.

II
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46. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th January. 1913, for a return showing the num-
ber of bushels of grain and sacks or barrels of flour which were shipped from Fort
William and Port Arthur by vessel during 1912, and the different kinds of grain respec-

tively ; to what points were the same shipped in Canada and the United States giving

(:uantities and kinds respectively, and at what points in Canada was grain or flour

received by vessel from the United States, giving the quantities and kinds respectively.

Presented January 19. 1914.

—

Mr. Bennett {Simcoe) Not printed.

47. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a copy of the report concerning
Indian Titles which was presented to the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs

under date of August 20, 1909. Presented January 19, 1914.

—

Mr. Thompson (Yukon).
Not printed.

48. Copy of Order in Council No. P. C. 3002, dated 29th November. 1913, in respect to Pensions
or Gratuities to officers of the Royal Canadian Navy, in accordance with section 47 of

the Naval Service Act, 1910. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen. January 19, 1913.
Not printed.

49. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th May, 1913, for a copy of all telegrams, letters.

&c.. from the Department of Customs sent to or received from John C. Bourinot. Port
Hawkesburj-, customs officer, during the years 1S95-6-7. Presented January 19. 1914.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

49a. .Return to an Order of the House of the 26th May, 1913, for a return showing a complete
I'St of the seizures made by John C. Bourinot, during his incumbency as acting jireven-

tive ofllicer from lSS4tolSS6; also during his term of office as Collector of Customs for
the port of Hawkesbury from 1886 to 1S98. also during his term of office of special
officer of customs from 1898 to 1912 ; with the date of each seizure, number of each
seizure, name of party from whom seizure was made, in case of vessels, the names of
the vessels ; also the name-s of the owners of such vessels, the amount of each seizure,
name of port where seizure was made, and the amount of the seizures made by him
from 1884 to May 1. 1912. for the whole Province of Nova Scotia.' Presented January
19, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not pi-hited.

50. Statement of Governor General's Warrants issued since the last session of parliament on
account of 1913-14. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

51. Statement in pursuance of Section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the year ending
March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

52. Statement of Superannuation and Retiring Allowances in the Civil Service during the year
ending December 31, 1913, showing name, rank, salary, service, allowance and cause of

rftirement of each person sui)erannuated or retired, also whether vacancy is filled by
promotion or by appointment, and salary of any new appointee. Presented by Hon.
Mr. White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

53. Statement of Receipts and Expenditures of the Ottawa Improvement Commission to March
31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

54. Statement of expenditure on account of " Miscellanoous Unforeseen Expenses." from the 1st
April, 1913, to the 14th January, 1914, in accordance with the Appropriation Act of
1912. Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

55. .'-tatement of the affairs of the Royal Society of Canada, for the year ended April 30. 1913.
Presented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

56. Statement of Temporary Loans since March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. White,
January 19, 1914 Not printed.

57. Statrment of Treasury Bills discounted since March 31, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr.
White, January 19, 1914 Not printed.

58. Certified I.ii.'st of Shareholders of the Montreal City and District Savings Bank, and La
Caisse D'JCconomie de Notre Dame de Quebec, as on the 31st December, 1913. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. White, January 19. 1914 Not printed.

69. Copies of General Orders promulgated to the militia for the period between November 18.

1912. and November 25, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hughes. January 19. 1914.
Not printed.

60. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1913, for a copy of the report made by
the Inquiring Commissioner, Mr. J. H. Bergeron, in the inquiry lately held by him, at
Quebec, re Doctor J. D. Page, of Quebec ,and of the reports made by the advocate of

the complainant and defendant in the same cause at the request of the Inquiring Com-
mlssoner. Presented January 20, 1914.

—

Mr. lioulay Not printed.

61. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th March, 1913, for a copy of all petitions,

reports, recommendations, correspondence, letters, telegrams and other communications
ccnc^rnir.g the east half o!" section 36. in townshij) 6, range 8, west of the fourth meri-
dian. Presented January 20, 1914.

—

Mr. linchnnan Not printed.
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Gia. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th Februarj', 1913, for a copy of all memoranda,
letters, papers, or other documents in the possession of the Department of the Interior
relating to the X.W. J of 8-49-23-4, and the S.W. J of 7-49-2S-4. Presented January
20, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

62. Return to an Order of the House of the 22nd January, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, &c., exchanged between the Minister of Labour and the Canadian Pacific Railway
strikers on their application for a Board of Conciliation and Investigation. Presented
January 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Xot printed.

63. By-laws of the Moravian Indians of the Thames and Regulations of the Abenakis Indians
of St. Francis, approved by His Excellency the Administrator in Council on the 2Tth
March, 1913, and the 21st April, 1913, respectively. Presented by Hon. !Mr. Coderre.
January 20, 1914 Xot printed.

64. General Rules and Orders of the Exchequer Court of Canada made, respectively, on the 24th
September, 1913, and the 13th December. 1913, Presented by Hon. Mr. Coderre.

January 20, 1914 Xot printed.

65. Regulations under " The Destructive Insect and Pest Act."

—

(Senate) Xot printed.

66. Remission of Duties and refund under Section 92, Audit Act.— (Senate) Not printed.

67. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th May, 1913. for a return showing a compar-
ative and detailed statement of costs of production, maintenance, operation, and man-
agement, and receipts of the Dog Fish Reduction Works at Clark's Harbour, N.S.. for

the years 1910, 1911 and 1912. Presented January 21, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax).
Xot printed.

68. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st May, 1913, for a copy of all papers, letters,

documents, contracts, settlements, records of settlements, and all other papers and docu-
ments in any way relating to the claim of the Rainy River Navigation Company against
the Government, arising out of a subsidj' agreement for the operation of certain boats
between Fort Frances and Kenora for the season of 1911, or in connection with the
settlement of the said claim, or of the said subsidy. Presented January 21, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean ( York) Not printed.

69. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all correspondence,
letters, telegrams, reports, recommendations, certificates, and of all other documents
relating to the appointment of Mr. J. S. Jackson as superintendent of the Government
shipyards at St. Joseph de Sorel. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Cardin.
Xot printed.

70. Pveturn to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters, peti-
tioiiS, telegrams, complaints, reports, bonds of indemnity, and all other papers and docu-
ments in the possession of the Post Office Department, or any department of the Gov-
ernment, relating to the letting of a contract for ciirrying the mails between Sherbrooke.
County of Guysborough, N.S., and Moser's River, County of Halifax, N.S., during the
years 1911 and 1912. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Xot printed.

70"- Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters, and
other documents relating to the mail contract between Scotsburn Station and West
Branch, River .John, County of Pictou, in the year 1912. Presehted January 22, 1914.—Mr. Macdonald Xot pritttcd.

70b- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1913, for a copy of all corresiK)ndenee,
reports and other documents relative to the mail contract between Scotsburn and West
Branch, River John, Pictou County, since October 1, 1911. Presented January 22. 1914.—Mr. Macdonald Xot printed.

70c. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th December, 1912, for a return showing lo)

each mail contract awarded since the 15th of October, 1911; (b) the name of the

tenderer in each case; (c) the figures of each tender; and (d) the name of each

party to whom such contract has been awarded. I'resented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr.
Lemieux Not printed.

70'' Return to an Order of the House of the ir.th January, 1913, for a return showing a Hat of

the mail cairiers wliose contracts liave been cancelled or renewed by the pre-

sent Government in the County of Two Mountains, the names of suoh persons, the
reasons for cancelling or renewing the said contracts, the former price and the pre-

sent price of the said contr.tcta; also a copy of all correspondence relating to the sniil

mall carriers. Presented J.inuary 22, 1914. -itfr. Kthivr Not prinlrd.

70'' Return lo lui Order of the House of the 9tli 1 >ccfml>er, 1912. for n return showing all the

mull conttacls made between the Post Olllce DepartiiK'nt of Canaila and any party or

Iiarliis, an<l cancelled before the maturity thereof from October ID. 1911. to the 15th i>f

Noviinber, 1912, designating such cancelled mail contracts by glvhiK the name of Ih*

contractor, the amount of the contract, the perlo»l of the unexpired service, the name
or till- diMtrlit or dlMtilit.s, and the county and province wherein the service was por-

fornie I, together with the reason.-* for such cancellatloM. Presented February 12, \'}\i.

— Mr. Miul'iin i //<i(i/(ij) Not printtA,
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70/- Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all papers, and
documents of every nature and kind relating to a certain mail contract between Back
Shore ai-.d r'ictou, County of IMctou, since the death of the late contractor D. G. McKay,
in 1912. Presented February 20, 1914.—Jlfr. Macdonald .Not printed.

70a- Return to an Order of the House of the 14th April, 1913, for a copy of the contract
between the Post Office Department and Napoleon Le Blanc, for the carrying of the

mails b tween Carleton Centre and Carleton. Quebec, Railway Station, and of all

coifespondcnoe. petitions, and other letters bearing on the cancelling of that contract

and the awarding of a new one, with a copy of said new contract. Presented February
23, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Donavcnture) Not printed.

70''- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1913, for a copy of all papers relating

to the mail contract from Not-l to Walton, County of Hants, during the present year.

Prcsenteil February 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

70" Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1913, for a copy of all tenders for, and
correspondence relating to, the awarding of the contract for the carrjing of His

Majesty's mail between Warkworth and Colborne, County of Northumberland. Pre-

sented February 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

70J Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May. 1913, for a copy of all correspondence,

papers, &c., in connection with the carrying of the mail between St. Francois Xavier de

Biompton and Windsor Mills, Quebec. Presented February 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Tobin.
Not printed.

70k. Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a return showing the
number of mail contracts cancelled in the Province of Nova Scotia since October 10,

J 911, the names of the contractors, the prices paid to them, the reason for the can-
cellation in each case, and a copy of any investigations and reports had into the causes
of .=uch cancellations, the names of the new contractors and the prices paid to them in

each case. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

70'- Return to an Order of the House of the 4th December, 1912, for a return showing the
number of mail contiitcts cancelled in the County of Pictou since the 1st of October,
1911 ; the names of the contractors, the prices paid to them, the reason for the can-
relation in each case ; and a copy of any investigations and reports had into the causes
of such cancellations, the names of the new contractors and the prices paid to thrm in

each case. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

70'"- Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all tenders
receive! and of all letters, telegrams, papers and other documents relating to the mail
contrnf't between Tatamagcuche and Brul6 Shore, Colchester County, during the pre-

sent year. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

70n. Return to an JOrder of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams :ind correspondence referring to the tenders received and the contracts awarded,
if any. for the carrying of the mails between Antigonish and Livingstone Cove. Pre-
sented March 5, 1914.

—

Mr. ChishoUn (Antifjotiish) Not printed.

70o. Return to an Order of the" House of the 19th May, 1913, for a copy of all telegrams and
correspondence on file relating to the mail service between Antigonish and Livingstone
Cove, and of the tenders received, and the contract entered into for this service. Pre-
s nted March 12, 1914.

—

.Mr. Chishohn (Antiijonish) Not printed.

70P- Return to an Address to His Excellency the Administrator of the 28th April, 1913, for a
copy of all documents, tenders, contacts, correspondence, orders in council. &c.. in

reference to the mail service between Bridgetown, I'ort Lome and Hampton, Parker's
Cove, Annapolis County, N.S., for which service tenders were recently solicited. Pre-
sented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

70n- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of the advertise-
ment for tender.^, and of the tenders received, and of the contract awarded last year,

lor the lai-rying of the mails between Antigoni.sh and Livingstone Cove, and of all

letters, te.egrams, correspondence and documents in any way relating thereto. Pre-
sented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholin (.Antigonish) Not printed.

IQr. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showin.g the
names of all persons tendering, the amount of tender, and to whom awarded in 1913,
fo • the <arriage of mails covering the following mail routes in Slielburne County, Nova
Scotia ; Slielburne to Jordan Bay and Jordan Ferry and return ; Clyde River to I'piier

(Myde and return; liower Woods Harbour to Charlesville and return; I'ort Le Herbert
to Sable River. Presented Marcli 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

70*' Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all tenders, con-
tracts, docununts. papers and correspondence in connection with tenders and contracts
for the carriage of mails between Bridgetown and Port T.,orne, Hampton and Parker's
Cove, In 1912. Presented March 20, 1.11.— J/r. Maclean I Halifax) Not printed.

U
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70t- Return to an OrcU'r of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of the contract
entered into last year for the carrying of the mails between North Lochaber and Col-
legeville, and of all letters, telegrams, and correspondence referring to said service and
the awarding of said contract. Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish).
Not printed.

70m. Return to an Order of the House of the Sth February, 1914, for a copy of the advertise-
ment for tenders, and of the tenders received last year for the carrying of the mails
between Merigomish and Malignant Cove, and of all letters, telegrams and correspond-
ei'.ce and documents in any way relating thereto. Presented March 25, 1914.

—

Mr.
Chisholm {Antigonish) iVot printed.

70v. Return to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1914, for a return showing how many
mail contracts have been cancelled in the County of Inverness from September, 1911,
up to date.

2. The route of each contract, the name of the contractor, and the amount of each
contract.

3. The reasons for cancelling the several contracts. Presented April 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) ^ot printed.

70v^. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-
grams, correspondence, guarantee bonds, and other documents and security relating to
the renewal of the contract with George A. Stewart for carrying mail between North
Lochabr and West Lochaber, in or about the month of May, 1913, of the subsequent
cancellation of said renewal contract, and of the contract made with Hugh D. Cameron
for said sei-vice. Presented April 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antigonish) . .Not printed.

tOx. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a copy of all correspondence,
telegrams and papers generally concerning the increased railway mail subsidy recently
agreed upon by the Postmaster General and the various railway companies. Presented
April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

lOy. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th May, 1914, for a return showing the names
of the 82 tenderers for the carrying of the mails between Bale St. Paul and Murray
Bay, County of Charlevoix, and the amount of the tender in each case. Presented May
8, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux. Not pnnted.

TOs:. Retun to an Order of the House of the 20th April, 1914, for a copy of all letters, papers,
contracts, memoranda and other documents relative to the mail contract between
Pictou iJOst office and railway station, between the Post Office Department and Peter
Foley. Presented May 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

70 (2a. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all documents,
letters, recommendations, &c., in connection with a jc'ontract awarded to Christophe
Lavesque, of St. Eleuthdre, for the conveyance of the mail bet\Tieen St. Eleuthere and
Sully. Presented May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Lrapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

70 (2b). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th May. 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. Whether Mr. David Armstrong, mail carrier of the City of Sherbrooke, has
been dismissed. If so, for what cause?

2. -Whether an investigation was held at which he was given an opportunity of
meeting his accusers and being heard in his own defence?

3. How many years Mr. Armstrong has been in the service?
4. What remuneration he was receiving for his services?
5. Whether a successor has been appointed? If so, what his name is, who reooin-

mended him and what remuneration he received. I'resented May 28, 1914.

—

Mr.
McCrca Not printed.

70 (2c). Return to an Order of the House of the ISth May, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, papers, tenders and othci' docuinonl.s in any way referring to the ti'ansfer from
•T. A. Campbell to Alexander Macdonnell of the contract for carrying the mail from
Port Hood to South West Port Hood. I'reaented June 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Ch-ishohft (/iiitc-
ncas) Not printed.

70 (-'')• Return to an Order of the House of the 17th February, 1913, for a return in duplicate
showing the number of mail contracts cancelled in tlie Counties of Westmorland, Albert,
K ngs and Kent, I'rovince of New Brunswick, since Octobt'r 9. 1911. the names of tho
conli actors, tlie prices paid to them, tho rea.son for the cuncollalion In each case, and
a copy of any investigations and leports had into tho causes of such cancellations, tho
names of tho new contractors, and the piices paid to tlu in in each case ; ami In cases
whore tenders won^ asked and received prrlimiiiaiy to siicli new contracts, a statentant
in diipliciite Khowing names of the teiidireis, with the oilers made by each, tho nan>e
of the successful tenderer, anil the amount or pilce. fur wliicli contract was executed in

eacli case ; together with a cojiy In duplicate of all letters, correspondence and othor
coniniunicHtions relating to each such cani-ellalion and the Kiving of uny now contract,
I'rcst ntod JuiU) 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Kinintrsun Not priHtfd,

•15
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71. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June. 1913, for a copy of all correspondence
and telegrams relating to complaints, political or otherwise, made against Mrs. Mar-
celline Roy. postmistress at Elm Tree. Gloucester County, N.B., which led the depart-
ment to issue an order for an investigation, and the said postmistress to tender her
resignation, and to the appointment of her successor. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. Turffeon Not printed.

72. Return to an Order of the House, of the 26th March, 1913. for a copy of all petitions

recommtndations. corresi)ondence, letters, telegrams and other communications concern-
ing the change in location of the post oflice known as Masinasin. Province of Alberta.

Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not piintrd.

73. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913. for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and petitions concerning tlie closing of the Moulin Basinet post ofTice. Parish of

St. Jean de Matha, County of Joliette. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemicux.
Not printed.

74. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for the production of one sample of

a patented lock and key sold by the Ontario ISquipment Company of Ottawa to the Post
Office Department. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Verville Not printed.

74a. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1913. for a copy of all correspondence
between the Post Office Department and Alleyn Taschereau. advocate of Quebec, con-
cerning the purchase of new locks for the mail bags. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell " Not printed.

74b. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a copy of the application,

correspondence and papers generally concerning mail lock patent No. 151043. Pre-
sented May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemicux Not printed.

75. Return to an Order of the House of the 10th February, 1913, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and other correspondence exchanged between the Post Office Department and
Messrs. A. de Macdonald, Elzear Monpetit and all others, relating to the change of the

postmasters at He Perrot North and He Perrot South, Vaudreuil Station, Roquebrune,
St. Lazare Village, Mount Oscar and Pte. Fortune, and of the report of the inquiring

commi.«sioner in each of the cases in which an inquiry was held ; of the correspondence
exchanged between the parties above named relative to the new post office building at

Rigaud and of correspondence exchanged between the parties above mentioned, relating

to the post offices lately named Choisy and Demartigny. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Bayer Not printed.

75a. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of all documents bear-

ing on changes asked for in the postmastership of Port Daniel Centre, Avignon. New
Richmond and Black Cape, Bonaventure County ; and of all documents bearing on the

closing of Black Cape East post office. Bonaventure County. Presented January 22,

1914.

—

Mr. Marcil Not printed.

75b. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd Februarj', 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, papers, and other documents connected with the removal of the post office from
the store of Alexander Robertson at Red Point, P.E.I., to the store of J. E. Robertson
of the same place. Presented February 20, 1914.

—

Mr. Hughes (P.E.I.) . .Not pritUed.

75c. Return to P.n Order of the House of the 16th February. 1914. for a copy of any complaints
made again.st John A. Campbell, postmaster of New Richmond, Quebec, and of all corre-

si)ondenne bearing on any change called for in that office. Presented March 17. 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventtire) Not printed.

76. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May. 1913, for a copy of all correspondence and
telegrams exchanged between the Post Office Department, the Government or any mem-
ber thereof, the post office in.spcctor at St. John, N.B., or any official of the Post Office

Department at St. John, N.B., on the one hand, and the postmaster at Kouchibouguac,

Kent County, N.B., Mr. Cliff Atkinson, or any other person, corporation or firms, relating

to the sale or non-purchase of postage stamps, or the mailing of letters, delivery of

mail, &c., at the said post office ; together with a copy of all correspondence, reports

and other papers and documents in any wise relating thereto, on file in the Post Olfice

Department at Ottawa, or in the office of the post office inspector at St. John. N.B. ;

also a copy of all regulations or orders of the Post Office Department relating to the

sale of vo.'Jtage st.imps, or the mailing of letters, or the delivery of mails, or generally

as to the use of post oflice by residents and non-residents. Presented January 22,

1914.

—

Mr. Kmmcrson Not printed.

77. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June. 1913, for a return showing the names,
dale.s of appointment and salary respectively, of the employees of the Moosejaw post

office. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Knowles Not printed.

77a. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913. for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, recommendations, petitions and documents, relating to the appointment of

Mr. Pierre Cournoyer as po.«tniaster at St. Pierre de Sorel, County of Richelieu. Pre-

sented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. Cnrdin Not printed.
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77^- Iteturn to an Order of the House of the l4th April, 1913, for a return showing what public
officers have been appointed in the City of Qubeec, in the Departments of Inland Revenue,
Post Office, Railways and the Transcontinental, Customs, Immigration, Marine and Fish-
eries, Public Works and Militia, since the 1st October, 1911, up to this date; together
with the names and duties of these persons, the dates of their appointment, the salary
paid in each case and the increases granted since ; also the date of these increases, and
which ones of these officers have passed the Civil Service examinations required for the
positions which they occupy, and on what dates they passed such examinations ; and
also a copy of all correspondence, requests, recommendations and reports relating to

the appointment of these officers. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lachance.
A'ot printed.

77c. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters, peti-

tions, telegrams, complaints, evidence, reports a-nd other papers and documents in the
possession of the Department of Railways and Canals, or of the Intercolonial Railway,
or of the Government Railways Managing Board, relating or in any manner appertain-
ing to the appointment and employment of train or ticket agents on the Intercolonial
Railway and Prince Edward Island Railway, together with a copy of all statements
showing the amounts received by said agent, in cash and tickets, on the trains of the
respective divisions of said railways ; and also showing the amounts received during
corresponding periods for the past two years, in cash and tickets, on the same trains
on the said respective divisions by the conductors of said trains, when no train or

ticket agents were employed thereon, either before or since the employment of such
agents on the respective trains and also a copy of all statements showing the results of

the experiment in employing such ticket agents. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr.
Emmerson Not printed.

'Jtd. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing
when Mr. J. G. H. Bergeron was appointed commissioner to hold investigations, the
number of investigations held since his appointment, salary received in each case and
the amount paid for travelling expenses in each case. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Sir. Lemieitx Not printed.

77e. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 29th January,
1913, for a copy of all orders in council, memoranda or instructions issued to or written
to H. P. Duchemin in connection with his appointment as a commissioner to coHduct
investigations regarding political partisanship in the Province of Nova Scotia ; also a
copy of all letters received by any department of the Government from the said H. P.

Duchemin relating to such investigations since the date of his appointment as such
commissioner, and all instructions of whatever nature at any time issued to him relat-

yig to such investigations. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemxeux . . . .Not printed.

77/. Ai>pointment of P. Roy, as postmaster of St. Phillipe de Nery. &c.. Province of Quebec,
Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamonraska) Not printed.

TJg. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return
showing when Mr. J. G. H. Bergeron was appointed commissioner to hold investigations,
the number of investigations held since his appointment, salary received in each case
and the amount paid for travelling expenses in each case. Presented February 23, 1914.—Mr. Leynieux Not printed.

77h. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams, and other documents, relating to the removal of T. J. Oliver, as
Dominion Lands Agent at Humboldt, Saskatchewan, his appointment to his present jiosi-

tion, and the appointment of his successor at Humboldt. Presented March 6. 1914.

—

Mr. Neely Not printed.

77i. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February. 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams, letters of in.structions, or other documents relating to the removal of

W. S. McKechnie. as Dominion Lands Agent at Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, and th«
appointment of his successor. I'resented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Nccly Not printed.

71) Return to an Order of tlie House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams and papers generally in coimection with the lippointment of Joseph
Lemieux as postmaster at Mont Louis, County of Gaspf. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

77^'- Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April. 1913. for a copy of all oorr.'j'pondenoa,
lelcgrams, petitions, allldavits, complaints, cerlittcates. rei-oininendations, reports and
Oilier documents relating to the engagemunt and appointment for the year 191S, of the
caiitalns and first and second engineers for dredging ninchlnes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6. 7, S,

», 10 and 11 of the Dopftrtment of Marine and Fisheries, under the control of tlie !>Keno3r

at Sorel, and tmpiuycd in the deopenlng of the St. I^tiwieiice below ^' rn
to !iii Order of tlie Houmc* of tlie 7tli .\pril, l'.U:i, for a cniiy of uM co- u-

gramH. petltion.s, allldaviiH, i oinpl.-i ints, cert iflcates, recDivnuMuliitions. 'iT
docunients, rehillng to the onKai;un»ent and appointment of the oaptztins iiml enKUic<«ra

for the voar llilS, for the tug.s CnrnivUa, C/i<ii/ibJy. CoHtrtH'oeur ,De I.i*vi4t, Hmiha. IbtT-
villi', J(tiitrs llowdtni. Jonar lliiinr, Lnc St. I'triyi', I.aHoraif, Lotbink-re, Pitrlnen/,

Vannnci <in(l Vrnlimn, of tli«i Dciiartmeiit of Marine and I'M.slierleji undor tho cuntrol

of (lie Muiii v at Sorcl. I're,siiii.<l ,\tanli 23, 1914 - .Mr. CiiiHin Sot printfiL

17
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111. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many additional employees have been added to the Customs Department
in the City of Halifax, since October 10, 1911.

2. Their names and salaries at the time of their appointment, their respective
salaries at present, and also their respective ages at the time of appointment.

3. Whether all of them passed the necessary Civil Service examinations for the
Customs service.

4. How many temporary clerks there are upon the said Customs staff, who they
are, and the dates of their appointment. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean {Hali-
fax) Not prititcd.

77m. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a copy of all letters and
telegrams exchanged between the Government and Messrs. Arch. Macdonald, Elz. Mon-
pe.it and others, on the subject of the appointment of caretakers of the post ofTice at
Rig:iud, Messrs. Jean Baptiste Charlebois and Napoleon Valine. Presented April 2, 1914.—Mr. Boycr Not printed.

77n. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, recommendations, &c., relating to the appointment of Allan Morrison. St. Peter's,
N.S., :is inspector of dwellings ei-ectwl on Cregory Island, Richmond County, N.S.. in

1912-1913, and of all accounts, charges, vouchers, &c., rendered to the Department of
Marine :ind Fisheries by the said Allan Morrison as such inspector. Presented April 7,

1914.— -Ifr. Kyte Not printed.

77o- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a return showing the
names, date of appointment, length of service, remuneration and ofTice held by each of
all the employees of the Department of the Interior in the outside service since January
1. 1912. to December 31, 1913, not given in the Civil Service list of 1912 or 1913. Pre-
sented April 21, 1914.— 3/)-. Neely Not printed.

77P. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th April, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many appointments have been made in the Customs Department at Mont-
real since the 1st of October, 1911.

2. Tl;e names of the persons so appointed, and the dates of their respective appoint-
ments.

3. After what recommendations have they been appointed.
4. The salary of each of th'ese new employees.
5. What increases of salaries have been granted in the same department since the

same date, and to whom, and why. Presented April 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Proulx.
Not printed.

tlQ- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
number of engineers, assistant engineers, draftsmen, clerks, divers, and students in

engineering or surveying, or other parties employed by the Depai'tment of Public Works
in the constituency of Bonaventure, from October 11, 1911, to date, with their names,
residences, salaries, nature of their work, time employed, and on whose recommendation,
togtther with a copy of all correspondence, and reports bearing on such employment,
and of reports made to the said ipepartment of Public Works in that constituency from
January, 1913, to date. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure).
Not piinted.

77''- Return to .m Order of the House of the I2th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. Whether I.,ouis Philippe Thibault, Alphonse Poirier, J. A. Morin, C. F. Rioux,
Thomas Thibault and Adjutor Demers, of L6vis, have been appointed to positions under
the control of the Postmastei General of Canada.

:'. If irO, to what posil:ons they ii?vo been a'.>i)Ointed, what their duties are, when
they Were :ii);ioiate(l and their salaries, respectively.

3. The names of the olficers who have been dismissed and replaced by the above.
4. The total amount of the annual salaries of said dismissed oflicers. Presented

May 4, 1914.

—

Mr. Bonrassa Not printed.

77s. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy'of all recommenda-
tions, protests, petitions, and representations received by the Government or any
Department or Minister thereof, regarling the ajipointinent of the present collector of
eusioms at Anligonish, and of all the letters, telegrams and correspondence relating
thcjrito. Presented May 15, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

77'- Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all recommenda-
tions, j)rotests, petitions, and representations received by the CJovornmest or any Depart-
ment or Minister thereof, regarding the appointment of the present collector of customs
at Antigonlsh, and of all the letters, telegrams and correspondence relating thereto.
Pre.senti'd May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antiponish) Not printed.

77**- Return to an Order of the House of tho 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers In
rotino tirin with the employment of Arthur Dubisson as immigiation agent at (Jravel-
burg. .SasU , and all papci-s In coiif.et tion with the said Dubisson, showing the moneys
paid to him and the work performed by him. I'rcsented May 30, 1914.— .Ur. Knowles.

Not printed.
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78. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th April, 1913, for a copy of all documents, recom-
mendations and correspondence relating to the resignation of C. A. R. Desjardins, as
posiniaster af St. Andre de Kamouraska, and the appointment of his successor. Pre-
.sented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

78«- Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a copy of all complaints or
chai-ges against Fred. R. Irish, postmaster at Afton, Antigonish County, N.S., and of
all correspondence on file in reference thereto. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chis-
holm (Antigonish ) Xot printed.

79. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, pape:s, &c., concerning the application made by the Long Sault Development Com-
p.my. v.ith a view to dam the St. Lawrence river above the T*ong Sault rapids from the
American to the Canadian side. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux.
Not printed.

79a. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a copy of
all corresiiondence, papers, &c., concerning the application made by the Long Sault
Develoi ment Company, with a view to dam the St. Lawrence river above the Long
Sault rapids from the American to the Canadian side. Presented February 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

80. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st April, 1913, for a return showing all leases
of water powers granted on the Winnipeg river, the dates of such leases, to whom
granted, and the location of the water powers covered by each ; together with a copy
of all correspondence passing between the Government, or any member thereof and any
person or persons, with respect to such leases. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr.
Martin (Rnjina ) Not piinted.

80«- Return to an Order of the Hou.se of the 2nd April, 1913, for a return showing whether the
Covernmtiit cancelled any water lot leases on the Lachine Canal and, if so, the- dates
of such cancellation; the names of the lessees; length of time the cancelled leases were
in force, and the rental paid in each case ; the names of the lessees whose water lot
leases on the said canal have not been cancelled, and the rental paid by each ; the
basi.s on which rental has been calculated and the method to be followed in future ; the
reasons wiiy some leases were cancelled and others allowed to remain in force ; and if

tenders are to be invited through the press for such water lot leases in future. Pre-
sentt^d January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

80&. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1913, for a return showing all leases
or permits granted to clubs or individuals to erect or maintain boat houses on the
Rideau canal between Laurier avenue bridge and Hartwells Locks, the date of such
leases or permits, to whom granted, and the rental in each case ; together with a copy
of all correspondence between the (lOvernment, or any member thereof, and any person
or persons with respect to such leases or permits and the cancellation thereof. Pre-
sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not printed.

80c. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1913, for a return show-
ing whether the (jovernment cancelled any water lot leases on the Lachine canal and,
if so, the date of such cancellation ; the names of the lessees ; length of time the can-
celed leases were in force, and the rental paid in each case ; the names of the lessees
whose water lot leases on the said canal have not been cancelled, and the rental paid
by each ; the basis on which rental has been calculated and the method to be followed
in future ; the reasons why some leases were cancelled and others allowed to remain
in foice ; and if tenders are to be invited through the press for such water lot leases in
future. Presented March* 13, 1914.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

80''- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of the agreement for
a lease of water power on the Saskatchewan river at Rocky Rapids. Alberta, made with
the Edmonton Power Company, with Information in detail as to the operations carried
on by the company to date. Presented April 21, 1914.

—

.Mr. Oliver Not printed.

81. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1913, for a return showing a list of all
the new.spapers in Canada in which advertisements have lit-in inserted by the Uovern-
nxnt, or any minister, ollicer or department thereof, between October 10, I'.lll, and fho
presiiit date, together with a statement of the gross amount paid therefor between the
above dates to each of said newspapers or to the proprietors of the same. Presented
January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed,

Sla. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 30lh April. 1913. for a return showing Ji

list of all newspapers in Canada in which advortisenienfs have been inserted by the
Covi I nmtnt, or any minister, ollicer or departmiMit thereof, between the lOth day of
Octohor, 190(5. and lOlh Oitober, 1907, and between said dales in each of the years fol-
lowing up to the 10th of Dctober, 1911, together with a statement of the gross nmonnt
paid lh<ril'<ir fur tin- years mentioned, to each of lli« said newspapers or the propi i.in' <i

of tlio same. I'resented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr. Thornton Sot priiUid.
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81^- SuiM'lementary Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1913, for a return show-
ing a list of all the newspapers in Canada in which advertisements have been inserted

l)v the Government, or any minister. olTlrer or department thereof, between the 10th

day of October, 1906, and 10th October. 1907, and between said dates in each of the

years fo.lowing up to the lnth of October, 1911, together with a statement of the gross

amount paid therefor for the years mentioned, to each of the said newspapers or the

proprietors of the same. Presented April 1. 1914.

—

Mr. Thornton Not printed.

81<^- Fu. ther Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a

return showing a list of all the newspapers in Canada in which advertisements have
been in.so! ted by the Government, or any minister, officer or department thereof, between
Octoper 10. 1911, and the present date, together with a statement of the gross amount
paid therefor between the above dales to each of said newspapers or to the proprietors

of the same. I'resented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

81rf. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 30th April, 1913. for a Return
showing a list of all the newspapers in Canada in which advertisements have been
inserted by the Government, or any minister, officer or department thereof, between the

10th day of October, lOOC. and 10th October, 1907, and between said dates in each of

the years following up to the 10th of October, 1911 ; together with a statement of the

gross amount paid therefor for the years mentioned, to each of the said newspapers or

the proprietors of the same. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Thornton. .. .Not printed.

81^- Retuin to an Order of the House of the liith April, 1914, for a return showing how much
money has been paid by the Government, or any department thereof, since October 10,

1911, to the Herald Publishing Company of Halifax, N.S., for advertising, printing and
lithographing. Presented April 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

81/- lUiurn to an Order of the House of the 4th February, 1914, for a return showing the
names of all printing and publishing companies, and newspapers in Nova Scotia to

whom any sum of money has been paid respectively, by any department of Government,
during the calendar years 1912 and 1913 respectively, and the nature of the service

rendered therefor. Presented April 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) ... .Not printed.

81g. Su!>plomentary Return to an Order of the House of the 2Sth April, 1913, for a return
showing a list of all the newspapers in Canad.a in which advertisements have been
inserted by the Government, or any minister, officer or department thereof, bftween
October 10. 1911, and the present date, together with a statement of the gross amount
paid therefor between the above dates to each of said newspapers or to the proprietors

of the same. Presented May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

82. Reti rn to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1913. for a copy of all letters, cor-
i-espondence, reports and other documents in the possession of the Department of Rail-
ways and Canals relating to an application by the Central Railway Company of Can-
ada to the Honour.ible Minister of Railways and Canals for the ajiproval of their pro-
posed route between HawUesbury and S^outli Indian. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr.
I'roulx Not printed.

83. Retu -n to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a copy of all documents,
papers, memoranda, rulings, findings, appeals and correspondence relating to any appeal
asserted from any decision, ruling or finding of the Board of Railway Commissioners of
Canada to the Privy Council of Canada, and tlie action taken by the I'rivy Council
thereon. Presented .January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. MaclfHin ( Halifax) Not printed.

84. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a return showing the total cost
of the Elmira Branch Railway in Prince Edward Island ; the total amounts paid the
contractors. Whitehead Brothers ; the total amount paid by the Government after taking
the work off the contractor's hands, and showing the amount paid in wages each month,
the names of the men to whom it was paid, the positions the.v held, and the wages per
day to each ; also showing what n^aterials were used, each kind and class, with the
cost of each, fiom whom purchased, and when, and the quantities left over, if any.
Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Hughes (P.E.I.) Not printed.

85. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th January, 1913, for a copy of all letters, tele-
grams, correspondence and documents referring in any way to the claim of the muni-
cli)alities of I'ictou, Antigonish. Guyshoro and St. Mary's for payment or refund to
them of the monies paid by said municipalities for the right of way of tliat part of the
Intercolonial Railway running through the Counties of Pictou, Antigonish and Guys-
boro. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antiponish) Not printed.

85n- Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1913, for a copy of all claims made by
H. F. McDougall, of Grand Narrows, N.S., against the Intercolonial Railway, and of all
letter.s, telegrams and other documents In connection with the said claim or claims

;

togfther with the particulars of said claims; the amount or amounts paid upon said
claim or claims; the particular Items of the claim or claims upon which payments. If

any, were made; the date of the filing of the claims and of the payment or payments
made thereon ; and the total amount paid on said claims or upon any other claims made
by the said H. F. McDougall a.gainst the sai<l Intercolonial Railway or the Government
of Canada. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.
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85&- Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all documents,
let.ers, petitions, tele^ams and evidence heard, reports, &c., in connection with the
claims of Eugene Deniers and Joseph Olivier, of the parish of St. Nicholas, County of
Ijfvis, for damages arising out of flres caused by the Intercolonial Railway's locomo-
tives ; and, if investigations have been held, a copy of all evidence and documents relat-
ing thereto. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Bourassa Not printed.

85c- Return to an Order of the House of the 27th April, 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-
grams, reports, correspondence and documents relative to the claims made for damages
from a fire in the village of Hopewell, County of Pictou. which was occasioned by
sparks from a locomotive on the Intercolnial Railway. Presented May 13, 1914.

—

Mr.
Macdonald Not printed.

66. Return to an Order of the House of the 14th May, 191.3, for a copy of all reports, corre-
spondence and other documents on file in the Department of Raiwlays and Canals, relat-
ing in any way to a suggested survey and construction of a line of railways from
Country Harbour, Guysborough County, N.S., to Cape George, N.S., or any other point
in Antigonish County. Presentecf January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Chishohn (Antiffonish).
Not printed.

86a. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1912, for a copy of all letters,
written to the Right Honourable the Prime Minister, the Honourable the Minister of
Railways and Canals, or any other member of the Government since October 10, 1911,
by S. R. Griffin, Goldboro, N.S., John S. Wells, White Head, N.S., and G. A. R. Row-
lings, Sydney, X.S., relating to the construction of a branch line of the Intercolonial
Railway into the County of Guysboro, N.S., also of the replies to the same. Pre-
sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Si^iclair Not printed.

87. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th January, 1913, for a copy of the contract
entered into by C. R. Scoles, New Carlisle, Quebec, with the Department of Railways
and Canals for the completion of the Atlantic and Lake Superior Flailway between
Caplin and Paspebiac, and of the report of the engineers on such work, of details of
payments, and of all documents bearing on such matter. Presented January 22, 1914.—Mr. Marcil Not printed.

88. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st May, 1913, for a copy of all documents, corre-
spondence, reports and inquiries, relating to an accident which occurred at Trois Pis-
toles, Intercolonial Railway on 10th September, 1912, respecting the death of Ars^ne
Ouellet, and the wounds inflicted on Joseph Gagnon, at the time that these two men
wore struck by train No. 150 on the above date. Presented January 22. 1914.

—

Mr.
Boulay ' Not printed.

89. Annual Return respecting Trade Unions under Chapter l25, R.S.C., 1906. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Coderre, January 22, 1914 Not printed.

90. Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return showing:

—

1. What purchases of land have been made by the Dominion of Canada since Con-
federation?

2. The amount of money paid for same?
3. The approximate area of land so purchased?
4. In what provinces the said land is now situated?
5. The approximate area in each province?
6. The acreage of school lands set aside by the Government for the Provinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta?
7. The present approximate value of the said school lands so set aside in each of

the said Provinces?
8. Tlie number of acres of the said school lands already sold in each of the said

I'rovinces, and the proceeds of such sales, deducting expenses?
9. The acrenge of lands set apart at any time by the Government as an endowment

to any university, the name of the university, and the I'lovince in which the lands are
situated?

10. The number of acres of swamp lands transferred to the Province of Manitoba
under the provisions of Cliapter r.O of the Acts if 1S85 and amendments thereto?

11. The Kross amount of cash allowance made at any time by the KtHleral tlovern-
mfiit to each or any I'rovlnce of Canada, to assist in the construction of necessary
public builtlings?

12. The approximate value of the railway, public works and other nssets of each
o" (he Provinces of Canada, taken over by the Kederal Government at the time th.ut

earh Province entered the union?
13. The annual compensation madi? to tin- I'rovlnce of Manitoba. Saskittohewnn and

Alberta, by reason of the fact that llu-y an- lU-prlviMl of the |)ublio lands as a source of
revenue?

II. The debt allowance to any time plact-d to the credit of each of the Provinces of
• "uiada by the Pederal Governiiicnt. Presented January 22. 19H.— .Wr. SiMc/uir,

Not pi-intcd,
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90o- Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 29th January, 1913, for a return

showing :

—

1. What purchases of land have been made by the Dominion of Canada since Con-

federat'.on?

2. The amount of money paid for same?
3. The approximate area of land so purchased?
4. In what I'rovinccs the said land is now situated?

5. The approximate urea in each Province?
6. The acreage of school lands set aside by the Government for the Trovinces of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta?
7. The present approximate value of the said school lands so set aside in each of

the said Provinces?
8. The number of acres of the said school lands already sold in each of the said

Provinces, and the vroceeds of such s.-Ues, deducting expenses.

9. The acreage of lands set apart at any time by the Government as an endow-
ment to any university, the name of the university, and the Province in which the lands

are situated?
10. The number of acres of swamp lands transferred to the Province of Manitoba

under the provisions of Chapter 50 of the Acts of ISS.') and amendments thereto?

11. The gioss amount of cash allowance made at any time by the Federal Govern-

ment to each or any Province of Canada, to assist in the construction of necessary

public buildings?
12. The approximate value of the railway, public works and other assets of each

of the Provinces of Canada, taken over by the Federal Government at the time that

each Province entered the union?
13. The annual compensation made to the Provinces of Manitoba. .Saskatchewan

and Alberta, by reason of the fact that they are deprived of the public lands as a
source of revenue?

14. The debt allowance to any t me placed to the credit of each of the Provinces

of Canada by the Federal Government. Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair.

Nol printed.

01. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May. 1913. for a return show ng the
names and purposes of the several Commissions created by legislation or Orders in

Council since October 12, 1911 ; the names of the members of the several commissioners,
with their respective salaries and remuneration ; the names of commissions still in

existence: and the names of commissions created since October 12, 1911, which have
ceased to exist. Presented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not prir.rd.

91a. Partial Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th
December. 1912. for a copy of each Commission issued by the Government since October
10, 1911, directing an investigation to be held ; and also for a copy of the evidence
taken and the report made in each case that has been concluded. Presented Jianuar.v

22, 1914.—Jlfr. Murphy Not printed.

91b. Further Supplementary Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General
of the 4th December, 1912, for a cony of each Commission issued by the Government
since October 10, 1911, directing an investigation to be held; and also for a copy of the
evidence taken and the report made in each case that has been concluded. Presented
February 9, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy '. .Not printed.

91c Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing the
number of Commissions formed b.v the Goveinmem s'nce September 21, 1912. the names
and the occupations of the Commissioners appointed, their duties, the duration of their
services, and their remuneration. Presented February 12, 1914.— Jlfr. Devlin.

Not printed.

Bid. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th February,
1914, for a copy of the Order in Council appointing a Comm ssion for the purpose of
beautifying the city of Ottawa and vicintiy, of all correspondence with regard to the
same, and of all reports made by the commission up to date. Presented March fi, 191 I.—Sir W. Laurier Not printed.

91e. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1913, for a return show-
ing ihf nartii's and purposes of the several Commissions crcate<1 by legislation or Orders
In Council since October 12, 1911 ; the names of the members of the several commis-
sionf'is, with their respective salaries and remuneration ; the names of commissions still

In existence; and the names of commissions created since October 12, 1911, which have
ceaat'd to exist. Presented March 9, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

91A Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a return showing the num-
ber and particuhu-H of Commissions ii.pi>piiitc(l or issued under the ln<|u rics Act since
October 1. 1911. the purpose or object thereof, the name of the Commissioner or t^ommis-
orvrs. and the cost of each to the present time. Presented May 29. 1914.

—

.Mr. Mmlian
iUul./ax) Not printed.
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92. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 28th April, 1913, for a return showing all

those who have been holding investigations within the judicial district of Three Rivers,

since October 15, 1911. to date, in reference to the conduct of men holding offices, from
the Dominion Government, the place where each investigation was held, the amount
paid to each investigator in each case ; the names of the solicitors employed in each
case, the post office addresses, and th« amount paid in each case to the solicitor. Pre-

sented January 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Bureau Not prmted.

93. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th March, 1913, for a return showing whether
the Government paid or intends to pay fees and disbursements of the witnesses sum-
moned by the commissioners appointed by it in the County of L.4vis, to hold inquiries

on the conduct of public officers whose dismissal had been requested ; the amounts
which have been paid and to whom, and the sum remaining to be paid for the same
purpose. Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Bourassa Not printed.

93a. Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 4th June, 1913, for a return showing the

total expenditure to date by the present administration in connection with the investi-

gation of charged partisan conduct against officials. Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr.
Sinclair Not printed.

93&' Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a return showing in

deaail the names of witnesses summoned by Commissioner H. P. Duchemin in connection
with all investigations held by him in the counties of North Cape Breton and Victoria,

South Cape Breton, Inverness and Antigonish, Nova Scotia, and the amounts paid in

each such case. Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Carroll Not printed.

93c. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913, for a return showing in detail the
expenditure incurred since October 11, 1911, in connection with investigations held in

Bonaventure County by commissioners appointed by the Departments of the Post Office,

Customs, and Marine and Fisheries into charges made against employees of said depart-
ments of offensive political partisanship, together with the names and amounts paid to

each of said commissioners in each investigation, as well ps details of amounts paid to

witnesses and others. Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil Not printed.

93rf. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1913, for a copy of all statements
of account for salary or remuneration to the commissioner, and his expenses for wit-
ness fees, and all other expenses in cojmectoin with the investigation by Commissioner
Duchemin, of the following, persons in the Ciunty of Guysboro, Nova Scotia namely :

—

H. L. Tory, fishery officer, Guysboro.
John W. Davis, fishery officer, Guysboro.
Patrick Shea, postmaster, Tompkinsville.
John M. Rogers, postmaster. East Roman Valley.
.Tames Bowles, postmaster, Alder River.
Abner M. Carr, postmaster, St. Francois Harbour.
Everett Hadley, postmaster, Oyster Ponds.
Parker S. Hart, postmaster. Lower Manchester.
S. M. Ferguson, preventive otficer. Oyster Pond.
Rotjert Hendsbee, postmaster, Half Island Cove.
A. B. Cox, Manager Reduction Works, Canso.
Edward Kelly, engineer. Reduction Worlds, Canso.
D. S. Hendsbee, weigher, Reduction Works, Canso.
Al fx. Roberts, jjostmaster, Canso.
David Sutherland, caretaker, Canso.
Henry Han'.on, chief engineer, Hatchery, Canso.
Tlios. Sullivan, assistant engineer. Canso.
W. tj. Matthew, cockswain life-boat, Canso.
Patrick Kyan, assistant cockswain life-boat, CansO.
M. McCutcheon, postmaster, .Sonora.
Stanley McCutcheon, i)reventive olllcer, Sonora.
Freeman Pride, llghtkceper, Sonora.
David Reid. fishery olficcr, Port Illlford.

L M. I'ye, customs oilicer, hlsionih.
Stmley Henilow, llKhtkeeper, l.iscomb.
W. II. Il<ni|(yw. keeper storm druin. l.iscotni,.

R. Conroy, postmaster. Country Harliour.
John Milwurd, postmaster, Slormoiit.
A. W. Salsmaii, postmuHter, Lower t'ouritiv llailxitir.

W. B. Harris, iio.stmaHter, Whiteh<'ad.
10. I-. Muiiro, custum.s oilicer, Whitehcail
W. L. Munio, llghtkeeper, Whiteheml.
Patrick ("onway, iightkeeper, Whitfhea.l
11. V. iMunri), co. k.swain lltV boat, Wliii. I.i lul.

Ijivl Miiiiid, liaibour inaMt.r, Whld-ln-ad.
William McKiiinuii, |ii)Mliii:i«li-r, lOrinv llliv
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J. H. McMillan, manager hatchery. Isaac's Harbour.

Sanford Langley. postmaster. Isaac's Harbour North.

Fred. E. Cox, engineer lobster hatchery. Isaac's Harbour.

Simon Hodgson, assistant engineer. Isaac's Harbour.

Archiba'd Brass, postmaster. I.,. New Harbour.

Parker Sangster, postmaster. New Harbour West
William Gerrior. customs officer, Larry's River.

James M. Webber, lightkeeper. Torbay Point.

W. A. Hattie. preventive officer. Mulgrave.

.7. F. Reeves, postmaster. Mulgrave.
John P. Meagher, foreman deck-hand, Mulgrave.
I'hllip H. Ryan, Intercolonial Railway employee, Mulgrave.

" Alex. Wilkinson. Intercolonial Railway employee. Mulgrave.

Al.x. Mclnnis. car inspector. Mulgrave.

Frank Fougere, postmaster, Port Felix.

Sam. Smith, postmaster. Port Felix, West.

Captain Freem.an Myers, postmaster. Cole Harbour.

George Taylor, postmaster, Beckerton.
Stephen C. Richard, lightkeeper, Charlo's Cove. Presented January 26. 1914.—Jfr.

Sin lair ^^o' printed.

93r. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May. 1913. for a return show-

ing in detail the names of witnesses summoned by Commissioner H P. Duchemin in con-

nection with all investigations held by him in the Counties of North Cape Breton and

Victoria. South Cape Breton. Inverness and Antigonish, Nova Scotia, and the amounts
paid in each such case. Presented February 10. 1914.—Mr. Carroll Not printed.

93/. l;eturn to an Order of the House of the 9th December. 1912, for a return showing when
H. P. Duchemin. of Sydney. Nova Scotia, was appointed commissioner to hold investi-

gations, the number of investigations held since his appointment, names of offlcials

investigated, if evidence and report in each investigation has been forwarded by Mr.

Duchemin to the department interested, if not. in what cases has no evidence and report

been submitted, salary or remuneration received in each case, and amount paid for

traveling expenses in each case. Presented February 10. 1914.

—

Mr. Carroll.

Not printed.

93J7. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February. 1914. for a return showing the

expenditures by the Intercolonial Railway in connection with all the inquiries and
investigations hell by H. P. Duchemin, concerning any and all employees of the Depart-

ment i>f Railways and Canals, or of the Intercolonail Railway, for any cause whatever,

and relating to any complaints or charges, or to any matter of whatsoever nature.

giving in detail the items of all accounts or bills of or payments to the said H. P.

Duchemin in conne'.tion wiih same, during the years 1912. 1913, and for the year 1914

to date ; together with a statement showing the total amounts paid in each specified

investigation and the total paid in each year, for the whole period to the said H. P.

Duchemin. Presented March 5. 1914.

—

Mr. Emmcrson Not printed.

93fc. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913. for a return show-
ing irdetail the names of witnesses summone<l by Commissioner H. P. Duchemin in con-

nection with all investigations held by him in the Counties of North Cape Breton and
\'l toria. South Cape Breton. Inverness and Antigonish. Nova Scotia, and the amounts
paid in each Kuch case. Presented March 17. 1914.

—

Mr. Carroll Not printed.

93i. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March. 1914. for a return showing in detail

the expenses and cost of an inquiry or investigation held by Commissioner Adair, under
the authority of the Department of Railways and Canals, into the affairs of the Elec-

trical Branch of the Intercolonial Railway at Moncton. and the conduct of .Tohn W.
Gaskin and otl^ers, in relation to tlieir services in said branch or otherwise, held during
ihfc ye.ir 1912; together with the names of the commissioner, the agents, attorneys,

counsel, ronstables. police officers, detectives, witnesses or other persons in connection
with .'^aid inquiry ; the number of days consumed and paid for in the conduct thereof,

and the services lendered by each person in connection therewith; and a detailed state-

ment of the sum or sums of money paid to each party therefor, at what rate and the

nmo ints pall to each witness sworn and in atten<lance or otherwise, together with a
copy o' all bills, claims or accounts rendered in connection with said inquiry, and of
all vouchers for moneys paid, by whom paid and to whom ; with a copy of all letters or

Other correspondence relating to the appointment of a commissioner, and of counsel to

be engaged or other officers employed, and relating to the compen.sation to be paid for

BCiviceH. and in connection with any of said bills, aecoimts. payments ami vouchers, with
n statement or summary of the total cost of said inve.stig.ition, showing the number of
ralway employees called .is witnesses, the witness fees allowed and paid them, and the
cases In which their time respectively was not allowed them while absent to give such
evii'once. and the cases to wliich such time was allowrd and no deduction ni.ade from
their wages or salaries for the period of tlieir absence in attendance at such mquiry as
u' li witnessea respectively. Presented May 13. 1914.

—

.Mr. IJvimcrson. . . .Not prrnte/l.
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94. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing how
many citizens of the United States have been employed by the Government since Xovem-
bar 1, 1911, in what department employed, their names and occupations and salary paid
to each, and also, the number appointed under section 21 of the Civil Service Act. Pre-
sented January 24, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy is!ot printed.

95. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd April, 1913, for a copy of all letters, telegrams,
papers and documents in any way relating to the purchase of property at Long Beach
St. Mary-'s, Digby County, X.S., for a lobster pond. Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr.
Laic Kot printed.

96. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th February, 1913, for a copy of all requests,
petitions, &c., made to the Government, or any department thereof, by the residents of
Mira, County of Cape Breton, for subsidies for boats, wharf accommodations, or in-

creased facilities on the Mira river. Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Carroll.

Xot printed.

97. Return to an Order of the House of the 7th May, 1913, for a copy of all reports, corre-
spondence, telegrams and other documents in the custody or control of the Militia
Department or the Railway Department, concerning matters brought to the attention
of the Mil tia Department by B. A. Ingraham, of Sydney, N.S., with reference to the
transportation of the Sydney militia over the Intercolonial Railway in the year 1912.
Presented January 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Carroll Not priyited.

98. Medical inspection of immigrants at port of entry in Canada.— (Senate Xot printed.

99- Pubi;c health service, several branches of R.S. engaged in.— (Senate) Not printed.

100. I'ioposed harbour at Skinner's Pond—Surveys made for, &c.— (Senate) Not printed.

101. Investigation held in 1912 re dredging operations in British Columbia.— iSenate).
Not printed.

101«- Investigation held by Mr. Wilson, B.C., against Captain Murdock Young.— (Senate).
Not printed.

102. Quantities of wheat by grades received at elevators at Fort William.— (Senate).
Not printed.

103. Projected railway or highway bridge over the Restigouche River, N.B. Presented
January 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil Not printed.

104. Relating to the employees of the different departments at Ottawa, the provinces, and
territories, &c. Presented January 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Wilson (Laval) Not printed.

104«- Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December. 1912, for a return showing for
each department of the Civil Service, the names, ages, ollices and salaries of such per-
sons employed either in the inside or outside divisions thereof, and of such persons not
in the Civil Service employed by the Government in any department since the 10th
October, 1911 ; and in cases where no commission of investigation was appointed, as
have been removed from office by dismissal, superannuation oi' otherwise, specifying in
each case the manner of, and grounds for such removal, and the length of notice given
to the person removed, and the amount of superannuation or gratuity granted, if any ;

also showing the name, age, office and salary or remuneration of any and every person
appointed to the Civil Service in the place of, or as a consequence of any such removal.
Presented January 26, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not printed.

104&- Partial Return to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912. for a return show-
ing for each department of the Civil Service, the names, ages, offices and salaries of
such persons employed either in the inside or outside divisions thereof, and of such per-
sons not in the Civil Service employed by the Government in any department since the
10th October, 1911 ; and in cases where no commission of investigaiion was appointed,
as have been removed from othce by dismissal, superannuation or otherwise, specifying
in each case the manner of, and grounds for such removal, and the length of notice
given to the person removed, and the amount of suporannuation or gratuity granted,
if any ; also showing the name, age, ollice and salary or remuner:ition of any and every
person appointed to the Civil Service in the place of, or as a eonsetiuence of any such
removal. Presented February 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not printed.

104f- I'urther Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the llth December. 1912, for
a return showing for each department of the Civil S< rvice. the name.s. hkcs, otiicts am!
salaries of such persons employed eitlier in the insid.- or outside divisions thereof, and
of .sudi iieiHons not in tlie Civil Service employetl by tlie GovernnuiU in any dopartmont
since the 10th October. 1911; and in cases where no commission of Inveatifjation wua
niipolntod, as have been removed fiom ofllce by dismissal, NU|)erannu!\tlon or otherwis<>.
sjiecifying in each case the manner of. and grounds for siu-li removal, and tho len.tith

of notire given to the person removed, and the aniouni of superannuation or gratuity
granted, if any; alwo Hhowing the name, aK«\ office and salary or remunorntlo- of any
and every person appointed to the Civil Servli-e In the place of, or as a consemiencc" of
any audi removal. Presented March 10, 19H.

—

Mr. .Murphy Not printfd.
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104,(1. Return to an Order of the House of the 23r<l February, 1914, for a return showing the

total number of ollicials and emi)loyees in the Department of Tublic Printing and
Stationery on February 1, 1914 ; and the increase in wages granted to tlie several

groups of employees during the year 1913. Presented March IS, 1914.—.1/r. Murphy.
Not printed.

lO^c. Return to an Order of the House of the 2Srd February. 1914, for a return showing how
many persons have been appointed to positions in the inside Civil Service since October

10. 1911, wliohnd not passed the public competitive examination held by the Civil Ser-

vice Commission in May and November of each year.

2. How many of such persons were appointed in each department. Presented

March 23. 1914.

—

Mr. Mw'phy "Not printed.

104/. Return to an order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a return show ng how many
persons have been appointed to the Inside Service of the Post Offlce Department by the

present Government, with the names of the appointees, the grade each of them was
appointed to, and the salary in each case ; how many of these appointees passed the

Cv 1 Service examination, and how many did not do so. with the names in each case.

Presented April 1, 1914.

—

Mr. Proulx Not printed.

104£7- Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the Hou.se of 11th December. 1912, for a
return showing for each department of the Civil Service, the names, ages. olTices ana
salar es of such persons employed either in the inside or outside divisions thereof, and
of 5uch p rsons not in the Civil Service employed by the Government in any department
since the I'Hh October, 1911 ; and in cases where no commission of investigation was
appoint >'. ns have been removed from oflice by dismissal, superannuation or otherwise,

specifying n i ach case the manner of, and grounds for such removal, and the length

of notice given to the per-son removed, and the amount of superannuation cr gratuity

granted, if any ; also showing the name, age. office and salary or remuneration of any
and every person appointed to the Civil Service In the place of, or as a consequence of

any such removal. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not printed.

104''- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd April, 1914. for a return showing how mnay
certifl-ates for promotion have been asked from the Civil Service Commissioners since

the 31st Ma-ch, 1913; how many of such certificates have been refused, and to whom,
and the reasons given in each case for such refusal. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

M*"
Carroll Not printed.

104'- Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914, for a return showing the salary

of each deputy minister ; the number of clerks or employees under each of the deputy
ministers, or over whose work the deputy is supposed to exercise sui)ervision ; the salary

of the Customs Commissioner, and length of time employed. Presented April 23, 1914.—Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

105. Return called for by Section 88, of Chapter 62. Revised Statutes of Canada, requiring
that the Minister of the Interior shall lay before Parliament, each year, a return of

liquor brought from any place out of Canada into the Territories by special permission

in writing of the Commissioner of the Northwest Territories. Presented by Hon. Mr.

Roche, January 27, 1914 Not printed.

106. '"opy of the Seventh Joint Report of the Commissioners for the Demarcation of the Meri-
dian of the 141st Degree of West Longitude. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche. January
28, 1913 Not printed.

107. Return showing lands sold by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company during the year
which ended on the 1st October, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche. January 28, 1914.

Not printed.

108. Itegulations relating to the Parcel Post Service, 1914. Presented by Hon. Mr. Pelletier,

January 28. 1914 Not printed.

109. Report of the proceedings of the Commisloners of Internal Economy of the House of Com-
mons for 1912-1913, pursuant to Itule 9. Presented by Mis Honour the Speaker.
February 2, 1913 Not printed.

no. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Ciiuada Oozettc between
the 1st October, 1912, and 30th November, 19\?,, in accOnlancc witli the provisions of

"The Forest Reserves and I'ark Act," Section 19, of Chapter 10, 1-2 George V. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Roche. February 2, 1914 Not printed.

110<'- Return of Orders In Council which have been jiublishcd in the Canada Gazette, between
the 1st October. 1912, and 30th November, 191.'<, in ai(>ordancc witli the provisions of
Section 5 of "The Dominion Lands Survey Act," Chapter 21, 7-8 Kdward V'll.

Not printed.

IIO''- Return of Orders in Council whit-h have been published in the Canada Ga-.ette, between
let October, 1912, and 30th November. 1913. in accordance with the provisions of Sec-
tion 77 of "The Dominion Lands Act." Chapter 20 of the Statutes of Canada, inos.

Not printed.
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llOc. Return of Orders in Council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and in the
British Columbia Gazette, between 1st October, 1912, and 30th November, 1913, in
accordimce with provisions of subsection id) of Section 38 of the regulations for the
survey, administration, disposal and management of Dominion lands within the 40-mile
railway belt in the Province of British Columbia. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche,
February 2, 1914 Not printed.

llQd. Return of copies of all Orders in Council, plans, papers and correspondence which are
required to be presented to the House of Commons, under a resolution passed on the
20th February, 1882, since the date of the last return, under such resolution. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Roche, January 28, 1914 Kot printed.

llOe. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

papers, homestead inspector's reports, declarations and of all other documents connected
in any way with the entry and cancellation proceedings against the homestead entry
of .James Bruce for the southeast quarter section 36, in townshpi 49, range 27, 'VS'est

se: ond meridian. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Neely Not printed.

110/. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers in

connection with the disposition of the S.E. J, section 16, township 25, range 5, West fifth

meridian. Presented March 10, 1914.--J/r. Oliver Not printed.

llOr?. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers
in connection with the S.W. J, 23-16-12 W, 3 M. Presented March 10. 1914.

—

Mr.
Knowles Not printed.

llO'i. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of aH papers in

connection with the N.E. i-22-ll-5-W. 3 M. Presented March 23, 1914.

—

Mr. KnoioJes.
Not printed.

llOi-Retilrn to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams and papers concerning coal lands situate in 28-19, 27-18, 27-17 and 28-18 West
of the fourth meridian. Presented April 21, 1914.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

110;. Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy
of all papers in connection with the N.E. *-22-ll-5 W. 3 M. Presented May 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Knoioles Not printed.

IIO''^'- Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 20th April,
1911, for a copy of all documents, letters, telegrams, papers, Orders in Council and
agreements of sale. In connection with the sale by the Government of Canada of the
following lands in the railway belt in British Columbia, viz.: Townships 23 and 24,

range IS; townships 23 and 24, range 19; townships 24 and 25, range 20; townships
25, 26 and 27, range 21 ; townships 26 and 27, range 22, all West of the fifth meridian.
Presented May 18, 1914.

—

Mr. Buchanan Not printed.

1101- Return to an Order of the House of the 27th April, 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, &c., in the Department of the Interior in connection with the N.W. \ section
20-4, range 16 west of the second meridian. Presented May 18, 1914.-^.Vr. Turriff.

Not printed.

110»n. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th April, 1914, for a copy of all papers, letters,

telegrams, &c., in possession of the Department of the Interior in connection with the

N-J-1-3-16-W. 2-M. Presented May 18, 1914.

—

Mr. Turriff Not printed.

111. Corresiondence between the Imperial Government and the Government of Canada, and
othi r documents, relating to Imperial Naturalization. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty,
February 4, 1914 Not piintcd.

Ilia. Return to an Oder of the House of the 2nd February. 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence and documents, or other information, as to the passage of an .\ot in Great Britain
and the different Dominions, providing for uniformity of tlio Naturalization Law. Pre-
sented February 18, 1914.

—

Mr. .Macdonald Not printetL

112. Account of the average numlior of men employed on the l^ominioii I'olice Foroo durinfr
eacli motitli of the year 1913, and of their pay and travelling e.xponses, pursuant to

Cliaptcr 92, section C, subsection 2, of the Itevised Statutes of I'linachi. I'roseiiteil by
Hon. Mr. Doherty. February 5, 1914 S'ot printed.

113. Copy of Agreement between the Government of Canada and the Royal Mail Steam Packet
Company, for a steamship servieo between Canaila and the British West Indies. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Foster, February 9, 1914 Not printed.

114. Return to an Oidei- of the House of the 2nd Fobruary. 1914, for a rt»tiiri\ showing what
changf.s have been made In the original scheme for tormlnUs of tin- Transcontinental
Railway at the city of tjui'licc ; tlie estli>iated cost of the former; the estimated co.st of

the Kald turnilnals under the present scheme. Presented February 10, lt>H .Wr.

OruUain S'ot printfd.
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114". Keturn to nn Address to His )ioyal Hisliiit-ss the Governor General of the 23rd February,

1014, for a copy of all correspondence between the National Transcontinental RniUvar

Commissioner and the Minister of Railways, and between the National Transcontinental

Railway Commissioner and the Canadian Pacific Railway regarding. the Joint Terminals

ixt Quebec ; also a copy of the Order in Council regarding joint terminals at Quebec,

and of the final agreernent regarding same. Presented March 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Grahinn.
Not printed.

114b. Return to an Order of the House of the l6th March, 1914. for a copy of all contracts by
the Department of Railways or tbe Transcontinental Railway Commission with the

Can.Tdlr.n Pacific Railwjay Company with regard to the establishment of a joint station

at the Palais, city of Quebec, and of all correspondence with regard to the same. Pre-

sented March 20, 1914.

—

Sir Wilfrid Lauricr Not printed.

115. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th December, 1912, for a return showing the

number of commissioners appointed by the Government since October 10, 1911, to hold
investigations, giving their names, the amount paid to each commissioner up to Novem-
ber 21, 1912, the number of the said commissioners still under pay, with their names.
Presented February 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not printed.

116. Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all papers, docu-
ments, correspondence, &c., relating to requests for the temporary suspension of the

application of the dumping clause of the Customs Tariff Act in reference to wire rods

or any other products or articles, made to Department of Customs, or the Department
of Finance, since November 1,1911. Presented February 10,1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Hali-

fax )
Not pi'intcd.

117. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th January, 1913, for a copy of all proposals,
offers, agreements, reports, estimates, letters, telegrams and of all other communications
or documents in the possession of the Department of Railways and Canals, or of the
I'rime Minister of Canada, or of any other depai'ment of the Government, filed with
fcaiil department or any of them, since the first day of January, 1910, relating to or in

finy way appertaining to the question or proiiosal of acquiiing any or all, or any one of

the lines of railways connecting with the Intercolonial Railway along its line, and
Serving as a feeder or feeders of said railway, either by lease, purchase or otherwise,

also of all proposals, offers, requests, applications, petitions, memorials, or other docu-
ments, and of all letters, telegrams and other communications and correspondence, relat-

ing to or in any manner appertaining to the acquisition by any Railway comjiany of

running rights, so called, or the securing of a leasehold or other interest involving the
rights by any Railway company to operate its trains over the rails of the Intercolonial

Itailway, together with a copy of all answers, letters, telegrams, correspondence and
reiiorts relating thereto, on the files of the Department of Railways and Canals, or of

the Prime Minister, or of any Department of the Government. Presented February 10

191 1.

—

Mr. Emmcrson Not printed.

117a- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, memorials, petitions, engineers' reports and other documents exchanged by or on
behalf of the proprietors of the Quebec Oriental Jiailway and the Atlantic, Quebec and
AVestern Railway, and the Department of Railways and Canals, since last session, with
the view of the acquisition by the Government of these roads as branch lines or feeders
of the Intercolonial Railway. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Maicil (Bonavvnttire).
Not printed.

117b. Return to an Order of the House of the 0th February. 1914, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, petitions, reports, cvorrespondence and other documents on file in any Depart-
ment of the Government, or in the possession of any member of the Government, relat-

ing to, or in any manner connecteil with, the proposal to have a spur line or siding to

connect the new public wharf at Sackville, N.B., with the Intercolonial Railway at that
place, and of all letters, telegrams and other correspondence passed between any person
or persons and any member of the Government. Presented March 11, 1914.

—

Mr.
Emmcrson Not printed.

117c. Return to an Order of tbe House of December 9, 1912, for a copy of the report made by
Mr. To38ier to the Department of Railways and Canals on a proposed line of railway
from Orangedale to Chetioamp in the County of Inverness, N.S. ; and also all petitions,
meniorials and correspondojice referring to the proposed line of railway. Presented
March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Antigoniah) Not pri7itcd.

117''. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1014, for a copy of all petitions,
correspondence, engineers' reports of surveys and of all other reports on file, referring to

a iMopnscd diversion of the lntoicoloni.il Railway from, at or near Uinwood .Station,
through the districts of Linwood, Cape .lack and to village of Harbour au Bouchf ;

and more particularly of the petitions and reports relating to such diversion filed in or
about the years 1887 and 1891. Presented April 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Chiaholm (Antiffonvih).
Not printed.
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1176- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a return showing the
names of the suoccssful contractors, with the particulars of their schedule prices respec-
tively, on the contracts awarded by the Intercolonial Railway for the work of double
tracking from Chaudiere Curve to St. Romuald, Quebec, and the division line from
Nelson to Derby Junction, New Brunswick, and the division or spur line from North
Sidney to Leitche's Creek, Nova Scotia, with a copy of the reports, correspondence and
recommendations relating- to the awarding of said tenders or contracts respectively,
and also showing the estimate of cost of said works respectively. Presented April 1-5,

1914.

—

M7\ Emvicrson .Kot printed.

117A Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all memoranda,
instructions and authorizations issued by the Minister of Railways and Canals since
October 11, 1911, relating to the eliminating of the present grades and replacing the
light bridges with heavier steel structure on the Intercolonial Railway ; and of all memor-
anda, recommendations and reports made by Mr. F. P. Gutelius or the Board of Manage-
ment of the Intercolonial Railway thereon. Presented May 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte.
Not printed.

118. Memorandum of special claim on behalf of Prince Edward Island in respect to representa-
tion in the House of Commons. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, February 10, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

118o- Memorandum on behalf of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
claiming the right to have their original representation in the House of Commons
restored. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, February 10, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

119. Copy of the proceedings and resolutions adopted at the last Interprovincial Conference. Pre-
sented by Hon. Mr. Foster, February 10, 1914.

Pri7ited for distribiition and sessional papers.

119«. Minutes of the Proceedings in Conference of the representatives of the Provinces, Octo-
ber, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, March 11, 1914 Not printed.

120. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd June, 1913, for a copy of the application of
I'acifique Leroux for damages sustained by removal of a bridge on the Soulanges Canal,
and of all reports and corre.spondence on the same. Presented February 12, 1914.

—

Sir
Wilfrid Lauricr

, ^ot printed.

121. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th January, 1913, for a copy of all plans, pro-
p;sals, diagrams, specifications, reports, surveys, requests, correspondence, letters, tele-
grams and of all other communications and documents in possession of the Department
of Railways and Canals, relating or in any wise appertaining to the proposed steam
ferry service for ajl seasons of the year between the mainland of New Brunswick, or
of Nova Scoiia. and I'rince Edward Island, wliereby a connection could be made
b 'tween the Intercolonial Railway and the Prince Edward Island Railway, by the
transfer of railway cars over and across the waters of the Straits of NorthumberlanJ
by means of said proposed ferry, together with a statement of all estimates and figurea
as to the total cost of the installation of such ferry, and the items of said estimate or
estimates in detail. Presented February 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

121a- Rc'luin to an Order of the House of the 11th December, 1912, for a. copy of all letters,
telegrams and other docunv.nts relative to the establishment of a car ferry between
I'rince Edward Island and tlie mainland, of the report or reports of any engineers or
cxpeits in legard to the said proposal, and of their estimates of the cost thereof, the
advertisement calling for tenders therefor, and a copy of any plans, conditions or pro-
Ijosed specifications therefor, or in regard thereto, and of any tenders receiveil in

response to said advei-tisement, of the reports, if any, of any officials in regard theieto,
and of all data in possession of the Depai-tment in respect of said project. Presontod
February 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

122. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a return showing the
tut.il amount of liability in the form of temporary loMn.s on tlio la.st day of each nioiult
(luring the period between the 1st day of IMay. 1913, and I>eotnibi"r 31, 1913, togetl>er
with. In each case, the rate of interest paid upon .said amounts during the same periols.
I'resented February 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

123. i;< port of the l{oyal Commission appointed to investigate the construction of the National
'i'ransconlincntal Railway, together with the evidence taken and e.xhibits fllod beiora
the said cuiumisslon. I'resente<l by Hon. Mr. Cochrane, February 12. 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional paper.i.

123a. Ueturn to an Older of the House of the 23r(l Fobruary, 1914. for a copy of the n.sslRn-
nienl by M. P. and J. T. Davi.s In Septeiulicr, 1909. of contracts numluMs IG «nd 17 on
Iho National TranscoiUhu'ntal Railway to t)'Hrien. Fowler and MoDougall, and of tho
Tian.Hiontinental Comml.s.sioner'M approval thereof, In the Huid month of September. l;>o9,

I'reHontod Maii'li 4, 1914.—Mr, tlruhmn Sof prinltii,
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123l>. Return to an Order of the House of the ISth February. 1914, for a copy of the contract
with Mr. Joseph Uosselin for the locomotive and car shops at St. Malo, and of all

telegrams, letters and correspondence between the Department and Mr. W. J. Press,

mechanical engineer, or the chief engineer, with regard to change of the price of 85

cents per cubic yard for common excavation to the price of $2.30 per cubic yard for

frozen earth. Presented March 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

123<^- Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 16th February,
1914. for a copy of all papers in any way relating to the tender, original contract, ana
amended conti-act of Mr. Joseph Gosselin for the locomotive and car shops at St. Malo,
Quebec, together with a copy of the advertisements for tenders, the specifications, the
contract, the amendefl contract, reports of engineers, recommendations to Council. Orders
in Council, letters, telegrams, minutes or reports of interviews, and of all other docu-
ments referrin,? in any way to the said contract or the amendment thereof. Presented
March 11. 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

123d- Relurn to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 23rd Feb-
ruavy. 1914, for a copy of all correspondence in connection with the appointment of

Messrs. Ijynch-Staunton and Gutelius as commissioners to investigate the cost of con-

struction of the Eastern division of the National Transcontinental Ra Iway. and also of

the Order in Council appointing them. Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham.
Not printed.

123c. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February. 1914, for a copy of the report of

(jCO. S. Hodgins. of New York, regarding the Transcona shops of the Transcontinental
Railway, dated June 10, 1912. Presented March 19, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham. .Not printed.

123/- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all plans and
profiles deslgne'" by the engineers. In connection with the intended construction of the
Transcontinental Railway from a point called Ste. Claire. County of Dorchester, between
the twentieth and thirtieth miles, east of the Quebec Bridge, going through the parishes
of St. Malachie. Standon, C: anbourne , Ste. Germaine and Ste. Justine, passing
through the towuships of Panet, Rolette and Valois, towards Ste. Perpetue, on the 105th
mile east of the Quebec bridge, and of all the information and reports on the nature
of land, timber and minerals of the places through which the engineers have been,
showing also how much the railway would have cost per mile had it been built in that

part of the country. Presented April 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Seviffny Not printed.

123<7. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, messages, netitions, and other documents in connection with the choice of a site

intended for the construction of a station at the village of St. Eleuthere, on the

National Transcontinental Railway. Presented April 15, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamour-
aska) Not printed.

123't- Return to an Order of the House for a return showing.

—

1. What kind of coaling plants have been provided on the National Transcontinental
Railway?

2. How many have been provided?
3. Where they have been constructed?
4. If any tenders were called for them?
5. The name and address^ of the lowest tenderer.
fi. From whom thny were obtained and at what price? Presented April 15, 1914.—Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

124. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of the 2nd February,
1914, for a copy of all decisions of the Board of Railway Commisioners made on or
after the 10th of October, 1911, on which appeals have been taken to the Governor in

Council, and of all decisions given by the Governor in Council on such appeals. Pre-
sented February 13, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

125. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all rules and
regulations made and ]>asseil bv the Board, with the approval of the Minister, under
the provisions of the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island Railways Ervployees"
I'rovident Fund Act, pursuant to section eight of said Act. Presented February 13,
1914.

—

Mr. Emmeraon Not printed.

125a- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a ii'turn showing in
detail the transactions and t)roceedings of tlio so-called Provident Fund Board from the
1st day of January. A.D.. 1912, to date, with the names of applicants and their addresses
and the nature of their employment, for retirement under the provisions of The Inter-
colonial and Prince Edward Island Railways lOmployees" Provident Funil Act, and a
statement of the namrs so retired duiing that iieriod. showing the amount of t heir
respective retiring .allowances, their res|ii'Ctivf terms of service, their respective ages,
and Uie total of the fixed yearly charges upon the said fund made thereby ; together
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with a copy of all correspondence, letters, documents and other communications relat-
ing to such applications and retirements on file in the Railway Department either at
Moncton or at Ottawa, and of all correspondence, letters, petitions or other communica-
tions addressed to and rsceived by the Minister of Railways and Canals, the Depart-
ment, or any official thereof, or any member of the Government from any member of
Parliament, or other person charged with the responsibility of directing Government or
railway patronage, or from any person or persons, club or association assuming to
advise or direct with respect to any such patronage, and of all replies made to any
such letters, petitions or other communications. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

3Ir.
Emmerson Xot printed.

126. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
amounts of receipts and expenditures on the Intercolonial Railway during the months
of April, May and June, of 1913, respectively, giving separately the revenue from
passenger trains, freight traffic, mails and express and miscellaneous revenue, respecti-
vely, with the total thereof during that period ; also the same information respecting
the corresponding months of 1912, with the total thereof for that period. Also a state-
ment showing the working expenses or expenditure during months of April, May and
June of 1913, respectively, giving separately the working expenses or expenditure on
maintenance of way and structures, maintenance of equipment, traffic expenses, trans-
portation expenses and general expenses ; with the total thereof during that period ;

and also the same information respecting the corresponding months of 1912. with the
total thereof for the same period ; also a statement showing the cost of transporting
freight per ton mile during the period named in the years 1912 and 1913. Presented
February 13, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

126a- Retu n to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a return showing the total

revenue of the Intercolonial Puiilway during the fiscal year 1912-1913, and the revenue
f;om Campbellton and all stations east of Campbellton, and from those west thereof as
far as Halifax, on the main line, including the branches east of Campbellton, Prince
Edward Island Railway excluded. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Boulay.
Xot printed.

1266- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd Februarj-, 1914, for a return showing the
total earnings of the Intercolonial Railway on Division 3 in connection with passenger
traffic for the calendar years 1910, 1911, 1912 and 1913 respectively, and the monthly
pa-Benger traffic earnings for each of the said years; the total expenses or expendi-
tures connectel with the said passenger traffic on said division during the said years
respectively ; together with a statement showing the monthly passenger traffic expenses
or expenditures connected with said passenger traffic for each of the months during the
said years ; and showing, in addition, the loss and surplus for each of said years and
the months thereof respectively, in connection with the passenger traffic on said division
3 between .'^t. Joim and Halifax ; also a statement of the revenue and expenditures
on the transactions connected with said passenger traffic over said division during the
months of December, 1913, and January, 1914, separately ; and also a statement show-
ing the gross passenger earnings for December, 1912, and January. 1914, respectively,

and the gross expenditures with the passenger traffic for the said months respectively ;

together with a copy of all reports, returns, letters and correspondence relating to the

earnings, expenditures or losses or suriJluses on said division either in connection with
freight or passenger traffic. Presented April 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson. .. .Sot printtd.

127. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a return showing the

names of the employees of all kinds on the Soulangcs Canal in the section exten^l.ns

from the foot of the canal to the first bridge ; with the functions of each of them. th«

salary thereto attached and the date of their hiring during the season of navigation.

Presented February 13, 1914.—J/r. Buyer Sot priml.d.

128. Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd February, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. The names of all persons from whom land or property has been expropriated for

right of w ly and station puiposes in connection with the Dartmouth to Dean Settlement
Branch of the Intercolonial Railway of Canada.

2. The quuitity of land or i)roi)erly so expropriated.

3. The amount paid or offered to suc-h persoti or pei-soiis for such l«nd or property.

In case.s wheie payment or an offer has bi-en made. Presented KiIimi.u \ IJ. 1914.^
Mr. Macleun (Halifax) v<i» pHNffd.

129. <'opy of the International Convention for the safety of human life a; ... rre««n(eit by

Hon. Mr. Ilaztii. February 1(J, 1U14 1'imttd for disli-ibution and sttaiOMal pii|it ra.

120«. K'tuin to an AiUln-SH to His Koyal lliKhius.s the Govi-i iioi tNiic-i.il of i' \.

I'.HI. f<-r a fopy of all c-orrespondeiwe with th.- lnip<-nal uu'.lu'i it its, . .1

bi)di«H, on the Hubji-ct of .Safely of Life at ,Sia ; ami nf thr nnU i In t v
. . ^

ri'pi'i Hciilativi-H iif I'aiiaila on tlx- liitiiiial onal Conference on Stifely of Uilr si «>aA.

I'rcHeMlod February ZO, l^H.-Hir Wilfrid Luurier N*t ^Hnl<Nt.
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130. Return to an Orrlcr of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all accounts.

bills, receipts and vouchers in connection with the services of N. W. White, during 1912

and 1913, as commissioner to inquire into Indian lands in the Province of British Colum-
bia. Presented February 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

131. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all documents
whatsoever relatiuR to the investifjation of a claim of Jean Ross or Joseph Koss, of

Aniiui, County of Rimouski, I'rovince of Quebec, against the Intercolonial Railway,

following an accident to a horse, which occurred on the 10th of December, 1906. Pre-

sented February 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed.

132. Copy of the Order in Council appointing a commission to investigate tJie cost of living.

Presented February 17, 1914.

—

Sir Wilfrid Lauricr Not printed.

133. Statement of the population of Canada and its Provinces and Territories in the years

1871. 18S1, 1S91, 1901 and 1911. according to the census returns. Presented by Hon.

Mr. Borden, February 17, 1914 Not printed.

134. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all protests, if

any, by the Orand Trunk Pacific Railway Company, against changes in grades of the

National Transcontinental Railway from Winnipeg eastward, and terminal facilities at

Qufbec ; of all subsequent approvals of such changes, if any, by the Grand Trunk Paci-

fic Railway Company, and of all correspondence on the above subject. Presented

February 18, 1914.

—

Sir W. Lattrier Not printed.

135. Copy of Second Interim Report of the Royal Commission on the natural resources, trade

and legislation of certain portions of His Majestys Dominions, together with the

Minutes of ICvidence taken in Austialia and New Zealand in 1913, in connection there-

with. Presented by Hon. Mr. Foster, February 18. 1914 Not printed.

136. Return to an Order of the Senate dated 27th January, 1914. for a copy of the Annual
Report made in January. 1913, by the Central Railway Company to the Railway Depart-

ment.— (Senate) Not printed.

137. Return to an Order of the Senate dated 27th January, 1914, for a copy of the Annual
Report made by the Salisbury and Albert Railway Company to the Railway Depart-

ment.— (Senate) Not printed.

138. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-

ence and documents in reference to the matter submitted to Sir William WHiyte by the

Government, the Transcontinental Commission or the commission appointed to investi-

gate the construction of the National Transcontinental Railway, between the Govern-

ment or any member or official thereof, and any official of the (Jrand Trunk Pacific

Railway Company ; and also of all correspondence between any member or official of

either the above named commissions and the Justice Department, concerning the said

matter. I'resented February 19, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

139. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a return showing the

names, salaries and grades of the private secretaries of the members of the Liberal

Government on October, 1911 ; the names of the private secretaries employed from

time to time by the members of the present (^.overnment, and the salary and grade of

each. Presented February 19, 1914.

—

Mr. Murphy Not printed.

140. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February. 1914. for a return showing how
many woollen industries are operated in the country ; where situated, in which prov-

ince, and in what city, town or village ; the number of hands employed in each, and

the output for each during 1913. Presented February 19. 1914.

—

Mr. Vcri'illc.

Not printed.

141. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the

number, location, and mileage of rural mail routes established in Bonaventure County
from flotober, 1911. to date, if any ; together with a copy of all applications, memorials,

reports and correspondence generally on this matter. Presented February 23. 1914.^
Mr. Marcil ( lionavcntnre) Not printed.

141o. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a return showing a

tabulated statement of the number of rural mail delivery routes opened since 1911,

including the number of boxes used ; al.so the new mail delivery contracts necessitated

by the establishment of said routes in each county, not already moved for. Pre-

sented February 23. 1914.

—

Mr. Lcmicux Not piHnted.

141b. Return to an Order of the House of the 19lh February. 1914. for a return showing the

number of rural mall delivery routes which havi- bein established in Nova Scotia, and

their names : and if any of the routes are provided with a daily service. Presented

March 2, 1914.— Vr. .^inrUiir Not printed.
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141c. Return to an Order of the House of the ISth February, 1914, for a copy of all docu-

ments, petitions, letters, telegrams, &c., exchanged between any one and the Post Office
Department, in connection with the establishing of a rural mail service in the Parish
of Ste. Marguerite de Blairfindie, County of St. Johns and Iberville, and of all docu-
ments, letters and telegrams, &c., relating to the contracts for the conveyance of rural
mail in said parish. Presented April 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Demers Not printed.

141d. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th April, 1914. for a return showing:

—

1. Whether the rural postal delivery service has been started in the County of
Quebec? If so, when and in what parishes of said county?

2. Whether public tenders have been advertised for such ser^'ice? If so, when,
how many were received and from whom, the amount of each tender, and what tender
was accepted?

3. The price of the accepted tender, the name of the tenderer, the condition or
conditions of payment, and the length of the contract. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Lachance xot printed.

141''. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of all letters, peti-
tions and documents relative to the establishment of a rural mail delivery route from
New Glasgow through Mount "V\^illiam, Granton and Absrcrombie, County of Pictou,
Presented May 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald S'of printed.

141/. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams, petition, recommendation and other documents relating to the estab-
listment of the rural mail service in the parish of St. Theodore d'Acton. Presented
May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) Not printed.

141 (g). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a copy of all peti-
tions, letters, telegrams and other papers relative to the establishment of rural mail
delivery routes in the County of Pictou since January 1. 1912, together with the num
bc-r of said routes, the carriers on each route, the tenders received in each case for
the se"vice, a copy of the correspondence in relation to said tenders and their accept-
ance, and the post offices closed or to be closed as the result of the establishment of
said routes. Presented June 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

142. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing what
new post offices have been established in the County of L'Islet since 1911 ; the names
of the officer in charge of each of them ; the revenue brought ; the expenses incurred
by these offices, including the salary and fees of the postmaster and charges for the
conveyance of the mails ; if these officers have been a.sl;ed for by opetitions of the
interested ratepayers, and if so, by whom ; the quantity of letters and other postal
matteis that have passed through each of these offices since they have been established.
Presented February 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Lupointe (Kamoiraska) Not printed.

142a. R turn to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914. for a copy of all documents.
papers, petitions, correspondence, reports, &c., in connection with the opening of a i>ost
office under the name of Giasson in the parish of St. Aubert, County of L'Islet. Pre-
sented April 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Lnpointe (Kamonraska) .Yor printed.

143. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a return showinir the
names and addresses, witli rank or occupation, of all persons who accoi'

Minister of Milita and Defence to the Old country and Kurope during tht ;

1913, and whose expenses were paid wholly or in part by the Dominion v,v ,..,,;., .:t,

or who were paid salary or allowance during such time, with the amount paid to cmh
person. Presented February 23, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printtd.

144. R- turn to an Order of the House of the 11th February. 1914. for a copy of all corre-
spondence, telegrams and other i)apers to be found In the Department of •' ^ nl

Service In connection with the death and burial, at Montreal, of Jost-ph i

.sailor on D.G.S. Cuniid<t. Presented February 23, 1914.

—

Mr. HincUiir. ..\ \

145. ii' turn to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a co\\y of ail tttndt'r!)

rt" eived for the construction of a salmon hatchery on NlplsslKuit i

County, N.B.. and of the contract awarded. Presented February 23,

'jion

14G. !; luin to an Ordrr of the Houne of th<» ;ttli April, 101.1, for a copy of all iy»rr««»von(I^R,'v.

ti-lcgraiiiK, p«;tilloii.H, utIldavltH, ceitiflfatc.s. i

'
'

" .,

feliitiiiK to llic itsinnatlon of Mr. M. C llln. r

Marino and l-'i.slifrlcM from the c.ovirnmint .'•'

tlw aiipolritiiKiit of Mr. F. P. VanaSHo to thla ultlo«>. l'ic»kciilvU Kolituary ^.i, i '

Ur. Curdin Kot |i -

ll.-i
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147. Itetiirn to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
en.e, letters, telegrams, and other documents relating to industrial disputes during the
y.ar 1913, between the operators and employees of any of the companies operating coal
mines on Vancouver Island, and disturbances arising out of the same ; and of any cor-
respondence, either before or since the year 1913, with respect to any of the said dis-
putes. And in particular of all correspondence, letteis, teU-grams, and other documents
to or from the Prime Minister, the Honourable the Minister of Labour or any of the
officers of the Department of Labour, respecting attempts at conciliation in connection
with these disjiutcs, and to or from the Honourable the Minister of Militia, or any offi-

cers of the Department of Militia and the Honourable the Minister of Justice, or any
olRoers of the Department of Justice, respecting the calling out and services of the
militia in connection .with said disputes; and a statement of the arrests made and of
convictifins, if any, for infringement of the laws. Also a copy of the evidence taken
and reports of investigations made by the Honourable the Minister of Labour, Jlr.

Samufl Price, Commissioner appointed b.v the Department of Labour, and of the Deputy
Minister of Labour; together with a detailed statement of the expenses of all such
investigations and expenses otherwise incurred by any of the Departments of the Gov-
ernment in consequence of said disputes or difTiculties arising out of same. Presented
February 23, 1914.

—

Sir W. Laurier Not printed.

147a- Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 2nd February,
1914, for a copy of all correspondence, letters, telegrams and reports that have been
exchanged between the Government and the strikers and operators of coal mines in

British Columbia since the beginning of the strike until the present ; also a copy of all

Orders in Council in connection with said strike. I'resented February 23, 1914.— .1/r.

Verville Not printed.

147b- Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy
of all correspondence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relating to industrial
disputes during the year 1913, between the operators and employees of any of the
companies operating coal mines on Vancouver Island, and disturbances arising out of
the same; and of any correspondence, either before or since the year 1913 with resjject

to any of the said disputes. And in particular of all correspondence, letters, telegrams,
and other documents to or from the Prime Minister, the Honourable the Minister of
Labour or any of, the officers of the Department of Labour, respecting attempts at con-
ciliation in connection with these disputes, and to or from t)ie Honourable the Minister
of Militia, or any officers of the Department of Militia and the Honourable the Minister
of Justice, or any officers of the Department of Justice, respecting the calling out and
services of the militia in connection with said disputes; and a statement of the arrests
made and of convictions if any, for infringement of the laws. Also a copy of the evi-

dence taken and reports of investigations made by the Honourable the Minister of

Labour, Mr. Samuel Price, Commissioner appointed by the Department of Labour, and
of the Deputy Minister of Labour ; to.gether with a detailed statement of the expenses
of all such investigations and expenses otherwise incurred by any of the Departments
of the Government in consequence of said disputes or diiriculties arising out of same.
Presented February 24, 1914.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

148. Regulations, approved by Order in Council .dated the 19th day of January, 1914, for the
disposal of petroleum and natural ga.s rights, the property of the Crown in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan, Alberta, the Northwest Territories, the Yukon Territory, the Railway
fielt in the Province of British Columbia, and within the tract containing three and
one-half (3J) million acres of land acquired by the Dominion Goveinment from the
Province of British Columbia, and referred to in subsection (b) of section 3 of the
Dominion Lands Act. Presented by Hon. Mr. Roche, February 23, 1914.

Not printed.

149.Regulations in regard to grazing leases of vacant Dominion lands, &c. Presented by Hon.
Mr. Roche, February 23, 1914 Not printed.

150. P^eturn to an Order of the House of the 9th February. 1914, for a return showing the
amounts in detail paid to Ward Fisher, of Shelburne, N.S., fishery inspectoi-, for the years
1912 and 1913 for salary, olTlce expenses, travelling expenses, and all other expenses.
I'resented February 24, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

151. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of the report of
oiierationa at the fishery hatchery at Port Daniel West, for the year 1913. Presented
February 24, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventiirc) Not printed.

152. Return to an Order of the House of tlie 18th February, 1914. for a copy of all corre-
si)ondehce, investigations or other documents respecting the loss of a horse killed on
the Intercolonial, on the 10th of September last, the property of Johnny Roy, of
Amqui. Presented February 24, 1914.

—

.Mr. Uoulay Not printed.
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153. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a return showing the
increase in freight rates on live-stock, including horses, carried over the Intercolonial
Railway, by the tariff effective May 1, 1913, as compared with the tariff effective
April 15, 1909, for the following distances, respectively:

—

Over 5 and not over 10 miles.
" 10 " •• 15
" If.

" •' 20
" 20 " " 25
" JS " •- 30
" 30 " " 40
" 40 " " .'iO

" 50 " •' 60 "
" 60 " •' 70
" 70 " *• 80
" SO " •• 90 "
" 90 " " 100
•' 100 " " 110
" 110 " " 120
" 120 ' " 120
" 130 " '• 140 "
" 140 " " 150
" 150 " " 160 "

Presented February 24, 1914.^2fr. Kyic Not printed.

154. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the report and recommenda-
tions of the Board appointed under the Combines Investigation Act to investigate the
methods adopted by the United Shoe Machinery Company. Presented February 24.

1914.

—

Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

155. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 2nd February,
191 J, for a copy of memorandum of agreement between the Canadian Government rail-
ways and the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, covering the transportation of freigrt
and passengers between Halifax and St. John over the Intercolonial Railway, in con-
nection with the Canadian Pacific and Allan Line Steamships, carrying British mails,
making Halifax the teiminal port ; also of all agi-eements. Orders in Council, petitions,
memorials, regulations or oiders of the Department of liiiilways and Canals, or of
any officer or officers of the Intercolonial Railway ; of letters or other correspondence,
interviews with the Prime Minister and other member or members of the Government,
and representations to the Prime Minister, or other member or members of the Govern-
ment, in any manner relating to the said memorandum of agreement ; and of all tele-

grams and letters received by the Government, or any member thereof, or sent by
them, either in reply or otherwise ; also of all letters, telegrams, representations or other
documents relating to the said agreement or in any way connected therewith, received
by F. I'. Gutelius, the General Manager of the Intercolonial Railway, from the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, or from any coi-poration, persons or body, or sent by him, in

reply thereto or otherwise, to the said Canadian Pacific Railway or to any other cor-

poration, body or person. Presented February 24, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmcrson. .Not printed.

156. Return to an Address to H>b Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th February.
1914, for a copy of all Orders in Council since the 1st of June last in any way altering
the rates of duties existing under the Customs Act. Presented February 24. 1914.

—

Kir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

157. Correspondence, statements, &c., in respect to certain proposed advances to the Harbour
Commissioners of Montreal, for expenditure during tlie years 1914, 1915, 1916 and 1917.

T'resented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, February 27. 1914 Not printed.

158. Memorandum of proposed harbour improvements to he made by the Harbour Commls-
Hioneis of Quebec during 1914, out of certain proposed advances to be made to the said

commission. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, February 27, 1914 Not printed.

159. Return to an Order of the Hou.sr of the 2nd Fibru.iiy, 1 ',i
1

i ..^^

correKpomlence, to'.eprani.s, &i- , bitwet-n tlit> 1 )ii>;ii tiiiiiii .,ml

any person or persona, companies oi corporations. In th.^ \
, i-t-

lug a sleam.ship servi<-'e between St. John, N.B . and Hear liiver, N.H., an .»t«

points, and the matter of the piyment of a subsidy therefor. Preaeni«d " 'H.—Mr. Maclean (Halifax) \ ,r j. Hift-il.

160. Return to an prder of the Hoiiiie of the 2nd F«bruary, 1914 for s ooj.y of the reports

made by the proprietors of the «li amer Canudit, on wlil. " 1 lo

them for the season nt 1913, for the servlie hctwifii «" >P^,

Que. ; together with a copy of all lonipli'hUs renardiiiK th< i e-

Hpondenre, reporUi and documents In tlie posBfS.slon of thr l>r|>ai tmriit t\A

Commerce In that connection In Iho said year, Presciitt-U .Marfh 2. 191 i ,tl

( l{iiHav<nturi) \.^ f .inl.

Q-MXl 5 «5
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161. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th February. 1914, for a return showing what
sum or sums of money, if any, have been expended by the Government since the 21st

of September, 1911, in the County of Wright, Quebec, and how such money has been
expended. Presented March 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Devlin Not printed.

162. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many temporary clerks were employed in the Library of Parliament during
the Sessions of 1911-1912 and 1912-1913, their names and the salary paid to each for

such seivice. and the total so paid?
2. How many temporary clerks are at present so employed, their names and salaries

respectively?
3. If any temporary clerks were employed in said library, during the Session of

1910-1911 ; if so, how many?
4. What was the then number of permanent clerks in the library, and the present

number of temporary clerks employed in said library?
r>. Why temporary clerks are employed in said library In positions superior to and

at higher pay than that paid to permanent clerks? Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr.
Turgeon Not printed.

163. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the (lovernor General of the 2nd February,
1914, for a copy of all correspondence, telegramS. memoranda. Orders in Council,
instructions to officers, regulations and other papers and documents relating to a change
in the regulations governing the fishing of salmon in the St. John River, above tidal

water. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

164. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and correspondence in any way relating to the appointment of men in any way
connected with the salmon fishing pond at Margaree during the year 1913. Presented
March 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

165. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a copy of all tenders

received in 1912 for the construction of a breakwater at Green Point. Gloucester County.

N.B., and of all correspondence, letters and telegrams showing why the contract was
not awarded to lowest tenderer. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Turgeon. .Not printed.

166. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond'
ence. letters, telegrams. &c., touching in any v^ay the work done on Lingan Beach,
South Cape Breton, under Superintendent H. D. McLean. Presented March 3, 1914.—

•

Mr. Carroll Not printed,

167. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a copy of all papers.

advertisements, tenders, bids, contracts, reports, vouchers, accounts, receipts, correspond-

ence, &c.. in connection with a wharf recently constructed at Gold River, Lunenburg
County, N.S. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Macle-an (Halifax) Not printed.

168. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of the 9th February.
1914, for a copy of all documents, Orders in Council, correspondence, telegrams, tenders,

accounts, vouchers, part, &c., in connection with the construction of a bridge or work be-

tween the mainland and an island, known as Boutilier's island, at South West Cove,

I^unenburg County, N.S. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax)..Not printed.

169. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all advertise-

ments, tenders, contracts, documents, letters and correspondence relating to the supply

of coal for the Government public buildings at Lunenburg, N.S. Presented March 3,

1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

170. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a comparative statement
of the (luantity of cubic yards of dredging done by the Restigouchc. or dredge No. S,

on the outside bar of Bathurst Harbour, during the seasons of 1910, 1911, 1912 and
1913. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

170a- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all tenders
received for the dredging in Bathurst Harbour, and of the contract awarded. Presented
March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

170''- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters and telegrams relating to the deposit of sand and mud dumped into the

southwestern channel by the contractors of dredging in Bathurst Harbour. Presented
March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Turgeon Not piHnted.

171. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th February,

1914, for a copy of all correspondence, telegrams, petitions and memorials received by
the Right Honourable R, L. Borden, Premier of Canada, or the Minister of Railways
and Canals, from J. A. Gillies, Ksq., Sydney. N.S.. or from any resident of the County
of Richmond, N.S.. relative to the purchasing of the Cape Breton Railway by the Gov-
ernment and the building of a line of railway from St. Peters to Sydney and Louisburg,

and of replies thereto. Presented March 3, 1914.—Mr. A'ytc Not printed.

66
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172. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing:
1. The names of all proprietors from whom land and property have been expro-

priated for the purpose of the Halifax Ocean Terminals between Three Mile House and
the proposed site of the railway and shipping terminals?

2. The price or amount of damages paid therefor, or the amount offeerd and
accepted in the case of each proprietor?

3. The amount offered or tendered each proprietor for damages and which has not
been accepted.

4. The quantity of land and nature of property so expropriated from each pro-
prietor. Presented March 3, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (.Halifax) Not printed.

172a. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all advertise-
ments, tenders, papers, documents, letters and correspondence relating to the construc-
tion of the railway from Three Mile House at Bedford Basin to Halifax Harbour, and
also to the piers or wharfs and sea walls in connection with the proposed Halifax Ocean
Terminals. Presented March 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean {Halifax) Xot printed.

173. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd Februar>-, 1914, for a copy of all agreements.
correspondence, papers and documents referring to any arrangement made between the
Intercolonial Railway of Canada and the Canadian Pacific Railway in the year 1913.
relating to the hauling of Canadian Pacific Railway freight and passenger trains be-
tween St. John and Halifax, connecting with any transatlantic steamship lines at Hali-
fax, during the winter season of 1913-14. Presented March 4, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halv-
fax) Xot printed.

174. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th January, 1913, for a copy of all recommenda-
tions, correspondence, letters, telegrams and reports now on file in the Department of
Justice, relating to the vacancj' in the office of deputy warden of the Dorchester peni-
tentiary, and the appointment of a successor to Mr. A. B. Pipes, who was promoted from
the position of deputy warden of Dorchester penitentiary to that of warden. Presented
March 4, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

175. Correspondence between the City of Ottawa and the Oovernment, on the subject of a pure
water supply for the city and Government buildings. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden.
March 4, 1914 Not printed.

176. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a copy of all letters, corre-
spondence, telegrams and all other documents between the Department of Railways
and Canals and Archer, Macdonald, E. Montpetit, C. A. Harwood. and A. Marceau. local
engineer, St. Amour, Supeiintendent of the Canal of Soulanges, Ij. A. Sauve. and others,
respecting the tearing down of several houses and dependencies erected on the Govern-
ment grounds at Pointe Cascades, the property of the said L. A. Sauv§. Presented March
5, 1914.

—

Mr. Bayer Not printed.

177. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all agreements
between the Transcontinental Railway Commission and the Canadian Northern Railway
for the use of the line of the said company by the trains of the Transcontinental Rail-
way from Cap Rouge to the shops at St. Malo. Presented March 5, 1914.

—

Sir Wilfrid
Lauricr Not printed.

178. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all oorre.spond-
ence between the Minister of Railways or the Transcontinental Railway Comin s-; o-;

and the Quebec Harbour Commission, with regard to the construction by the said li >

Ijour Commission of a line of railway to coniiecl the said Trans«^'Ontineiital Hailwav t

Champlain Market with the proposed Union Station at the Palais, and of all com
by the said Harboui' Commission towards that end. Presented March 5, 19H ^.

Wilfrid Laurier Xot pnnftd.

179. Return to an Order of the Hou.se of the 9th February. 1914, for a copy of all mlvertisA-
nients, tenders, contracts and correspondence In connection with the proitosed New
London Branch of the Prince Edward Island Riillway. Preaonted March :>, 19H — Mr.
Graham .Vof printfA

180. Return to an (Jrder of tlie Hou.se of the 4lh February, 1914. for n return sthowint; t).. !,«;.it

amount of available cash on deposit to the credit of the Governinent of Car .

hist day of each nioiitli between A|>rll 1, 1913, i\\\<\ December 31. 1913

Manli r., 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) .Nn; ji im.<.i

181. U'tiirii to an Order of the IIouhc of the tlli Ffbruary, 19H. for a return showing thi«

lollowiiig partliulniM roMpi'ctiv«-l.v, of all louns plaiid or i\t< nde.l hy |h^ <;• i

of Can;ida, ui)on tho London uiarket durliiK thf luliMnliii yrars I'U-' and I

datf^ and copy of pro.s))e<'tUH ;
pru e In |iroapectu8 itnd price realucd ; dute on >v

inadircH; rati- pt-r I'ent ; total Imhmu : ninuuiit leulised; charucH litrlii.hiii: >t

Imnii-diati- payiiient.s, Me. ; ii<<t uiuuunt of v.xnh rrallsi'U : itnd Oio aniiutil rn< <

ol' liitereai per unit. Pr»neMled M;trch fi, 19N. Mr. .Mmlran Kllalifujr\....\.>i i^'tnitd

634;W—5i «7
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182. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a return showing the
number of farm labourers and public servants respectively, placed by the Government
employment agents during the years 1912 and 1913 ; also the counties where placed and
amount of bonus paid. Presented March 6, 1914.—Jlfr. Sutherland Not printed.

183. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. What chartered banks in Canada have gone into liquidation since Confederation,
and at what date in each case ;

2. The loss in each case to the depositors, the note holders and the stockholders
respectively

;

3. What relief, if any, was given in each case by the Government to any of the
parties suffering loss. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Neely Not printed.

184. Retuin to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a return showing the
number of binders, reapers, mowers. i)lough9, seeders, and cultivators exported from
and imported to Canada, with their value respectively, in each of the years 1910, 1911,
1912 and 1913. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Xccly Not prinf^d.

185. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a return showing the
number of cattle exported from Canada to the United States in the months of October,
Xovember and December, 1913, and January, 1914, and for the corresponding months
in 1912 and 1913. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) ... .Not printed.

186. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a return showing the
quantities and varieties of fish exported from Canada to the United States in the months
of October, November and December, 1913, and Januaiy, 1914, and for the correspond-
ing months in 1912 and 1913. Presented March 6. 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax).
Not printed.

187. Return to an Order of the House of the 2eth February, 1914, for a return showing:—

.

1. Who were, from incorporation, and who are, the officers and directors of the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway Company ;

2. The amount of capital stock of said company, the amount paid up, and who are

the holilers of such paid up stock, and the amount held, and still held, by each;
3. If this company, or a subsidiary company, has contracted to build any portion

of the National Transcontinental Railway ; and, if so, the total amount of their con-
tracts for such work ;

4. What portion of such contracts or work was sublet, and on such sublet contracts
what profit was made by the said company. Presented March 6, 1914.

—

Mr. Middlcbro.
Not printed.

188. Report of the Board of Inriuiry appointed to investigate and verify the claims of appli-
cants for Fenian Raid Volunteer Bounty in the Province of Nova Scotia. Presented by
Hon. Mr. Hughes. March 9, 1914 Not printed.

188" I-iist of applicants, in Nova Scotia, for the Fenian Raid Volunteer Bounty whose claims
have been anproved.—List of Fenian Raid Volunteer Bounty applicants, in Nova Scotia,

received to December 31. 1913, but not yet considered. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hughes,
March 9. 1914 Not printed

189. Return to an Order of the House of Uie 12th February, 1914. for a return showing what
was the local minimum rate of fi'eight on small parcels on the Intercolonial Railway
l)rior to October 10, 1911, and also the present rate on the same. I'resentwl March 9,

^914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

190. Return to an Order of the House for a copy of all correspondence, reports, evidence taken,

and of all other papers in the possession of the Minister of Railways and Canals, relat-

ing to the investigation recently held by Mr. Ferguson. M.L.A.. concerning the affairs

of the Trent Valley Canal. Presented March 9. 1914.—.Vr. Durnham.
Rtport only printed for distribution and sessional papers.

191. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February. 1914. for a copy of all papers
neces.'sary to convey full information as to the charter, outfit and instructions of the
Karbik and auxiliary vessels; the nan-.es, rank, pay and teinis of engagement of their

oilicei's and crew.s ; and of all communications received fi-om Mr. V. Steffansson, or any
other per.son who has received such a communication, written after the expedition

sailed for the Arctic Ocean. Presented March 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

192. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for a return showing the
number of towns in the Province of Ontario which have a population larger than the
town of Chesley, South Riding of Bruce, which was 1,734, according to the last census;
also the number of such towns served by letter boxes on the street. Presented March
10, 1914.

—

Mr. McCramy Not printed.

193. R'tuin to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
n.imos of the promoters of the National Drop l-'orge Company, limited, and tlie powers
asked by and given to said company by letters i)atent. Presented March 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Leinieux Not printed.

an
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194. Return to an Order of the House of the 2ncl February, 1914, for a return showing the

names of the promoters of the Canadian Contracting Company, and the powers asked
by and given to said company by letters patent. Presented March 10, 1914.

—

Mr.
Lemieux Vof priiUed.

195. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters, telegrams, reports, inquiries and documents or other communications had with
any of the Departments of the Government, particularly with the Interior, Customs and
Marine and Fisheries Departments, relating to Gustavas A. Colpitts, a Canadian citizen
returning as a passenger on the Royal Mail Steamship Empress of Britain, in September,
1911, who alleged that he was not allowed by officers of the Government to disembark
at Rimouski from said steamship. Also a copy of all letters, correspondence or other
communications received by any members of the Government, particularly by the
Minister of Marine and Fisheries, and by any Department of the Government, "from the
said Gustavas A. Colpitts, who was at the time a student at Mount Allison University,
Sackville, New Brunswick, and of all letters or other communications sent in reply
thereto. Presented March 10, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not printed.

196. Numl^er of Chinamen entering Canada during years 1911-12-13, &c.— (Senate.).
Not printed.

197. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
papers, plans, correspondence, memoranda and other documents relative to the shorten-
in:.? of (Jistances on the Intercolonial Railway between Pictou and Port Mulgrave. and
to the construction of a new bridge at Pictou In connection therewith. Presented
March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

198. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams, corre.spondence, leases and other documents relating to the cutting of lumber
by Mr. B. F. Smith from the so-called Tobicjue Indian reserve, in the Province of New
Brunswick, and of all recommendations with reference thereto, made by the Indian
agent for that portion of the Province, or any other official of the Department in the
said Province ; together with a statement of the lumber cut by said Smith from said
reserve, with the rates of stumpage charged and amounts paid since January 1, 1912.
Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

198«. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams, memorials, petitions, &c., relating to the sale or transfer
of the Indian reserve at Sydney, N.S., and the removal of the Indians therefrom. Pre-
sented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

198?'- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all the instruc-
tions issued to C. P. Fullerton and Fawcett Taylor, or either of them, in reference to
the St. Peter's In*dian reserve. Presented April 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Not printed.

199. Return to an Order of the Hou.se of the 11th February, 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams and other documents relative to the purchase for the Inter-
colonial Railway of a (luantity of coal in the United States, within the past few months.
Presented March 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

199«- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing:
1. When the Intercolonial Railway and the Prince Edward Island Raliway last

called for tenders for its coal supply, and when the tenders were returnable.*
2. The number of tenders received, the names of the tenderers, and their respec-

tive prices?
3. The date of the last contract or contracts for coal for the Intercolonial Riiilway,

and who was the contractor or contractors respectively?
4. The names of the .successful tenderers, as the result of the last call for tem^ersi.

and their prices respectively?
5. Till- amount in ton.s of the contra«'t made with each, and at what prices per ton

respectively?
6. If any coal was purc-hased for the (Jovernment aysleni of railways In tho Tnlted

States since March 31, 1913? If ho, by wliom. from whom, and through whom it was
l)U)'chased, and at what price, the co.st per ton delivered, inclusive of conunitulona lo th«»

railways. Presented March 18, 1914.

—

.Mr. Enitneraon Sot itriHtfd.

199b. lutuin lo iin Older of the House for a return showing whtther the tinveriiiiuni
chased any coal, fri-lKlit or paHsenger cars during the past six nidiiths for

colonial liailway ; If mo. from whom ami In what iiuantlt.v ; the piii-c jiaiil In i

If any tfnder.s were called for the same; who the t<'nderera were und the uiuuuiit of
each tender. Presented April 6. 1914.- .Ur. .Uix i/(iii<i{(< S'ol pt-tHlnf.

200. Itfluin lo an Order of the Houhb of the 4lh March, 19N, for a return Hhuwlne iho rr<-.Kh<

ratCH on Hour, hay, oats, lunilicr and firewood per lUO lbs. or |>«'r Iimi, tvftwren Itatliuiiil.

N.M.. and NcplMlKuif Junction, Ui-d I'ine, Hui tilioKUe, H<m\ ' and Iw-tw.-fn

liatluiiMt, Hcrn-Ml'ord, I'ctlt llO( lu-r and Mellfdiine, |n>ror«- the ide In .\UBiiitt,

1913, and llio frrlKht rates on the same article.-*, between llu , .•.nts. undfi tl»o

Dew HcheduUi of rales. rresehtcd March 1(1,1914,—i/r, Turgeon Sot primirH.

US)
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201. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914. for a copy of all contracts,

a?counis, bills, niemoranrla. letters, corresponrlence, receipts, vouchers, bills of lading.

&c., referring to all materi.^.ls, provisions, supplies and goods of eyery description pur-

chased and forwarded to Port NeLson during the year 1913, by any Department of the

Government of Canada, and agreements for employment of workmen in connection with

the construction of the Hudson Bay Railway terminals at Port Nelson. Presented March

18, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

202. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,

letters or other correspondence, instructions, reports, valuations, appointment of

valuators, or appraisers, appraisements, abstracts of titles, deeds or other conveyances,

in any Department of the (Jovernment or in the railway offices at Moncton, relating to.

or in any manner connected with, the purchase by the Intercolonial Railway of a prop-

erty in Moncton. X.K., at the corner of Archibald and Main streets in said city, form-

erly owned in his lifetime by the late P. S. Archibald. C.E., and now occupied by the

General Superintendent of the Intercolonial Railway, F. P. Brady, as a residence

;

together with a copy of all bills, accounts and statement of expenditures for repairs

marie on the buildings of said property ; and also of accounts, commissions and bills

paid to solicitors, attorneys or other agents, for searches, conveyances, and a statement

of all moneys paid for charges and expenses in connection with such purchase or the

procuring of a deed of said property? Presented March 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Einmerson.
\ot 2'rintcd.

202o- Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a
copy of all papers, letters or other correspondence, instructions, reports, valuations,

appointment of valuators, or appraisers, appraisements, abstracts of titles, deeds or

other conveyances in any department of the Government or in the railway offices at

Moncton, relating to. or in any manner connected with, the purchase by the Inter-

colonial Railway of a property in Moncton, N.B., at the corner of Archibald and Main
streets in said city, formerly owned in his lifetime by the late P. S. Archibald, C.E.,

and now occupied by the General Sui>erintendent of the Intercolonial Railway, F. P.

Brady, as a residence ; together with a copy of all bills, accounts and statement of

expenditures for repairs made on the buildings of said property ; and also of accounts,

commissions and bills paid to solicitors, attorneys or other agents, for searches, con-

veyances, and a statement of all monies paid for charges and expenses in connection

with sui-h purchase or the procuring of a deed of said property. Presented March 26,

1914.

—

Mr. Emmerson Not prinird.

202f'. Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914. for a
copy of all papers, letters or other correspondence, instructions, reports, valuations,
appointment of valuators, or appraisers, appraisements, aljstracts of titles, deeds or

other conveyances in any department of the Government or in the railway offices at

Moncton. relating to, or in any manner connected with, the purchase by the Inter-

colonial Railway of a property in Moncton. N.B., at the corner of Archibald and Main
streets in said city, formerly owned in his lifetime by the late P. S Aichibald, C.E.,

and now occupied by the General Superintendent of the Intercolonial Railway, F. P.

Biady. as a residence; together with a copy of all bills, accounts and statement of
expenditures for repairs made on the buildings of said property ; and also of accounts,
cojumissions and bills paid to solicitors, attorneys or other agents, for searches, con-
veyances, and a statement of all monies paid for charges and exjienses in connection
with such purchase or the procuring of a deed of said property. Presented April 1.

1914.

—

Mr. Euimerson Not printid.

203. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1911. for a return showing the freight

rates under the old tariff of the Intercolonial Railway, per 100 lbs. or per ton. on fresh,

dried and cured fish, molasses, coal oil, nails, hardware and anthracite coal from Glou-
cester Junction and Bathurst station to and from St. John, and the present rates for

the same articles between the same points. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Turrjron.
Not printed.

204. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a return showing all

smelt fishing licenses issued in the County of Pictou during the past sea.son, and of all

correispondence In reference to the same. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald.
Not py-rnttd.

204"- Supplementary Iteturn to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a return
showing all smelt fishing licenses issued In the County ot Pictou during tjie past sea.son,

and of all correspondence In reference to the same. Presented April 17. 1914.

—

Mr.
Macdonald Not printed.

205. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914. for a copy of all documents
concerning the latest changes in the lobster fishing regulations at Magdalen Islands.

Presented March 17, 19H.

—

Mr. Lcmicux Not printed.
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206. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, telegrams, tenders and documents connected in any way with the supplying of

coal to the lobster hatchery at Margaree during the years 1910-1911, 1911-1912, 1912-
1913 and 1913-1914. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (AntigoTiish).
Not printed.

207. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of the charges
made against Mrs. Marguerite Fair, postmistress of Black Cape, Quebec, on which Mr.
Louis Tach§ of Rimouski, was authorized to hold an investigation, together with the
appear of said investigation, if any was held. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil
iBonaventure) Not printed.

208. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, papers, documents, reports, &c., in connection with the proposed increase of mall
service from Shelburne, N.S., to Jordan Bay and Jordan Ferry and return since Octo-
ber 1, 1911. Presented March 17, 1914.

—

3Ir. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

209. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence between the Post Office Department, or any official thereof, and any person or
persons, concerning the installation of street letter boxes in the village of Chesley, in

the reeling of South Bruce. Presented March 17, 1912.

—

Mr. Graham. . . .Not printed.

210. Report of the Commission of Conservation of Canada on the Trent "Watershed Survey, a
reconnaissance by C. D. Howe, Ph.D., and J. H. White, B.A., B.Sc. F., with an intro-
ductory discussion by B E. Fernow, LL.D Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, March 19,

1914 Not printed.

210a. Conservation of coal in Canada. Report of Commission of Conservation.— (Senate).
Not printed.

211. Copy of evidence taken before Mr. William Henry Moore, the commissioner appointed to

inquire into certain charges against Mr. Frank Fairen, store keeper on the Trent Canal,
sentation in the Senate, of the Western provinces of Canada. Presented by Hon. Mr.
March 19, 1914 Not printed.

212. Copy of the opinion of the Deputy Minister of Justice on the subject of increased repre-
sentation in the Senate, of ahe Western provinces of Canada. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Borden, March 19, 1914 Not printed.

212«- Copy of a resolution of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of British Columbia,
approved by His Honour the Lieutenant Governor in Council, in which application is

made to the Federal Government to increase the number of. senators for the said
province. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, March 19, 1914 Not printed.

212&- Copy of opinion of the Assistant Deputy Minister of Justice on the subject of increased
representation in the Senate, of the prairie provinces of Canada. Presented by Hon.
Mr. Borden, March 23, 1914 Not printed.

213. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1014, for a copy of all papers and
correspondence in the Depaitmcnt of Customs regarding the entry of a boring mill at
Lethbridge, Alberta, sliipped in AiiK'"^t. 1913, by John Stirk and Company, and billed

to the Letlibridge Iron Works. Presented March 20, 1914.

—

Mr. BuchatKiH .

Not printed.

214. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of a petition dated
the 9th of July, 1911, signed by Etienne Barre, Joseph Trudeau and others, taxpayers
of the municipality of Chambly Basin, and addressed to tlie Minister of Justice, toKether

with a copy of all documents and vouchers attached to said petition, and of all corre-

spondence and other documents relating thereto. Presented March 23. 1914.

—

Mr.
Lamarche Not printrd.

215. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914. for a return showlnj; wher*
the n.G. cruiser Marijarel was built; the names of tlie builders: the contrnot prlc«

;

whether the contract was awarded to the lowest tenderer ; the naino and address of

each tenderer and aniouiit of each tender; If the Government or any department thereof

has contracted far any other vessel or vessels during the past eighteen months: and If

BO, the nundier of such vessels, the names and addresses of the contractois, thi? rtoss

tonnage of each and the contract price, and the servicit for which they wor* Intended.

Presented March 23, 1914.—Mr. iHnvluir .V«>r priHfr.l.

210. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March. 1014. for i\ copy of sU letlors. tel*-

giams or other correHjiondence In connection with tlu> Belnure of eleven tin liorses bo-

longing to Mr. John M. Ferguson, Kalelda, Manilohu, on or about th* 2Sth day of

March, 1912. Presented March 24, 1914.— Mr. Turriff S%tt priMr<>4.

217. Return to an Ortler of tlie Hous« of the 4tl< l''el«ninry, 1914. for a return showlne lh«

(lUiintltie.s and vahies of |)otatoe» lni|'or»eil moiilhly Into Canada ilurlni; tho yeais t>MI.

1912 and 1913, and lli» couiiIiIcm from which such potatoort were inH>oi'to«t- I'reaentfil

March 25, 1914. il'r. Iluijht-.i {Ktnijx. I' HI.) Sot prmtt4.
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217"- Return to an Order of the House of the 2n(l February, 1914. for a return showing the
quantities and values of potatoes exported monthly from each province of Canada, from
September 1, 1911, to January 1, 1914. and the countries to which the same were
exported. Presented March 25, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

218. Return to an Order of the House of the 12th March, 1914, for a return showinp how
many colone's, honorary colonels, lieut.-colonels, honorary lieut. -colonels, and other
officers, honorary and otherwise, have been appointed by the Minister of Militia and
Defence from October, 1911, to the present time. Presented March 23. 1914.

—

Mr.
Hughes (Kings, P.R.I.) Xot printed.

218«- Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a return .showinp; the
number of honourary appointments to military rank which have been made by, or with
the approval of, the present Minister of Militia and Defence since he assumed office,

Kivinpr the names of the persons so appointed, and the rank of each. Presented April

1, 1914.

—

Mr. .Murphy Not printed.

219. Kitsilano Indian reserve—relating to the purchase of by the Government of the Dominion
of Canada from the Province of British Columbia.— (Senate) Not printed.

220. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th March. 1914,

for a copy of all papers, documents, Orders in Council, correspondence, &c., in refer-

ence to the suspension of Mr. Joseph MctJillis of the Department of Customs,
Ottawa. I'resented March 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

221. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
names of all parties who have been employed at the Experimental Farm at Ste. Anne
de la PocatiSre during the years 1912 and 1913, and the salary and fees paid to each of
them. Presented March .30, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe ( Kamoitraska) Not printed.

222. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th F^ebruary, 1914, for a return showing the
total number of veterinary inspectors employed by the Government in the slaughter
houses of the country ; how they are distributed in each Province ; the names of the
establishments they are connected with, and the number of officers in each of them ; if

the Government employ some others to supervise the health of tho herds on the farms
besides the veterinary insi^ectoi's connected with the slaughter houses ; the number of
them, and how they are distributed in each Prov'nce ; the number of herds of both
cattle and hogs that have been submitted to inspectioti during the years 1911. 1912 and
1913 ; the number of animals in each Province slaughtered .after tuberculosi.'i \vr\s

found in them ; if the Government paid indemnities to the owners on account of such
slaughtering, and if so, the amount in each Province ; the respective salaries of the
veterinary inspectors employed in the slaughter houses ; the working hours of those
otlicers ; the respective salaries paid to the veterinary inspector.s employed for other
purposes ; the amount of the expenses of that branch of the Department of Agriculture
for the years 1911, 1912 and 1913 for inteinal managmcent. such as salaries, and the
salaries and expenses for each of the Provinces. Presented March 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Boyer.
Not printed.

223. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February. 1914, for a copy of the report of
George I.,afontaine, received by the Department of Agriculture during the present fiscal

year, relating to the manufacture of chemical manure. Presented March 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed.

224. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a return showing.

—

1. Whether the Postmaster General has given a contract for rural parcel boxes;
and, if so, to whom?

2. Whether tenders for the boxes were asked?
3. From whom tenders were received?
4. The piice, if any, of the different tenders?
.S. How many boxes were ordered, and at what price?
6. Whether the Postmaster General, since he came into office, hi\s ni:uic a contract

for rural mail boxes, and, if so, when?
7. The amount of the contract?
8. Who the tenderers were, and the price, if any, of the different tenders?
9. Who received the contract, and the price paid per box?

10. How many boxes, if any, were ordered? Presented March 31, 1914.—.Wr.

Nc.tbitt Not printed.

225. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a return showing the
rates of intt-rest paid on all Dominion loans from 1890 to 1914. Presented March
31, 1914.— .l/r. Pardee ^:of printed.

226. Return to an Addreiis to His Royal Highness the (Jovernor General, of the 9th March.
1914, for a copy of all correspondence since October, 1911. between the Government
of Canada, represented by tho Department of Marine and Fisheries, of the one part,
and the Goverment of the Ignited Kingdom, the Government of the United States, or
any other Government, of the other pait, relating to steam trawling in Atlantic
w.i.ei:. Presented March 31. 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.
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227. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams, and written requests during the years 1912 and 1913, addressed to the
Department of Marine and Fisheries, or the Department of Naval Affairs, or any
officer of either Department, or Marine branches of said department, or any officer or
persons of either branch, by any person or persons, relating to proposals or requests
that the vessels or any vessel under the control of the Naval Branch of said Depart-
ment, should be present at any regatta or celebration of any description held any-
where on the Atlantic or I'acific Coasts of Canada during said years ; also of all

replies to such letters, telegrams and written requests. Presented March 31. 1914.

—

Mr. Law Not printed.

228. Return to ^n Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, memoranda and other documents relating to the moral, mental and physical
inspection of all immigrants entering Canada. Presented April 1, 1914.

—

Mr. Paqxiet.

Not printed.

229. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all orders,
reports, applications, letters, telegrams and other documents connected with or in any
manner relating to the retirement of Amasa E. Killam, an official of the Intercolonial
Railway, from the employment of the said railway, and to his claim for a retiring

allowance, under the provisions of the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island Rail-
way Employees" Provident Fund Act ; and also of all letters showing the date of his

beginning work in the service of the said railway and of his appointment to a posi-

tion in the employ of said railway on the first of April, 1897, or at any other date.

Also a copy of all instructions and letters from the then Minister of Railways to the
general manager or to any other official of the Intercolonial, relating to engagement
or employment of the said Amasa E. Killam, and of all letters, correspondence, instruc-

tions, reports, or other documents in any way relating thereto and to the engagement
of the said Amasa E. Killam, during the month of March, 1S97, to take the position

of bridge and building inspector on the Intercolonial Railway, to commence work on
the first day of April, 1897. Presented April 1, 1914.

—

Mr. F.mtnerson. . .Not printed.

230. Retuin to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

papers and other documents relating to the payments made at Skinners Cove, Pictou
County, for purchase of land or other rights in the year 1913. Presented April 2,

1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

231. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
correspondence, telegrams, letters, pay rolls, accounts and vouchers in any way
referring to the expenditure of money by this Government for the public wharf at

Whycocomagh. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean {Halifax) Not printed.

231«. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,

advertisements, tenders, bids, contracts, reports, vouchers, accounts, receipts, corre-

spondence, &c., in connection with the construction of a wharf at Feltzen South,

Lunenburg County, N.S., now under construction or recently completed. Presented
April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

231^- Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1014, for a return showing:

—

1. How much money was expended on the repairs to the wharf at South Out,

Victoria County, during the summer of 1913?
2. How much on labour and how much on material, respectively?

3. Who was the foreman, by whom recommended, and his rate of wages per day?

4. How many days he vva.s employed a.s foreman?
5. How many men he hiul working for him on the wharf each day, and the wagea

paid each man?
6. How much was paid for material for the repairs, and where it was obtainod'.

7. From whom the material was purchased, the nature of it, and the price paiil

per foot?
8 Who was the paymaster on this work and when the men were paid

.
I re-

sented April 2, 1914.—3/r. McKrnzie A'of pimr.-.J,

231'-. lUtmii to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914. l«)r a return showiUR the

amoiiiil expended by the (Jovernment on wharfs, brfaUwatrrs, public works ami
drcilgiiiK in the County of Yarmouth since October 11. 1911; ami to whom t»io

amouMtH so expended were paid. Presented April 2. 1914.— .Vr. Law Not pnHttd,

231''. R'turii to an Order of the House of the 4th March. 1914. for a return showlns : -

1. I low much money was i-xpiiidtd on repairs to the i:nKlishiown wharf, County

of Victoria. In the sunimer of 19i:r.'

2. How much on labour and how luuch on materliil. respfitlv««ly

?

3. Who was the foreman, by whom he was recommeiuUMl, luid his rato of waKt>a

per day?
4. I low inimv davH he was employed as foreman?

U llipw many men li-- I' "I u.nKlim for hiii» on thu wharf each day. luul the w;>Bf«

paid eai'h man?
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B. From whom the material was purchased, of what it consisted, and the price

paid per foot?
7. Who was the paymaster on this work, and when the men- were paid?

S. When the work was begun and when completed? Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. 3/c/vcnrie ^ot printed.

231e. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February. 1913, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, correspondence, pay-rolls, vouchers and documents of all kinds connected

in any wav with repairs or extension of wharf at Finlay Point, Mabou, Inverness

County during the year 3 910-1911. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm {Inver-

ness)
"

^ot printed.

231/. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March. 1914, for a return showing the

amount of timber used and the price paid for same in renewing and repairing the

wharf at Port Clyde. Sheibourne County. N.S. ; the amount of wages paid on same,

and to whom : and the number and price of ballast poles used in the above work. Pre-

sented April 2. 1914.—ilir. L(t%c -^'of printed.

aSlr/- Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May. 1913. for a copy of all papers, tele-

grams, documents, reports, correspondence, &c., in any way relating to a proposed

extension of a wharf or the construction of a new wharf at Finlay Point, Inverness

County, N.S. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

aSl''- Return to an Order of the House of the 26th May, 1913, for a copy of all papers, letters

and documents relating to the building of a wharf in the town of L'Assomption. Pre-

sented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Scguin Not printed.

231<- Return to an Address of the 19th May. 1913, to His Excellency the Administrator for a

copy of all papers, tenders, contracts, accounts, and Orders in Council, between the

Department of Public Works and any other person or persons, relating to the pur-

chase of a site for the public wharf being erected or recently erected at Bear River,

N.S., and also relating to the construction of said wharf, and anything in connection

therewith. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

231;- Return to an Order of the House of the 31st March, 1913, for a copy of all papers,

documents, correspondence. &c., relating to the purchase of a property at Centreville,

Shelburne County, Nova Scotia, as a site for a public wharf, and in connection with

any monies expended on the McGray property at Centreville, upon the public wharf.

Presented April 2, 1914.—.l/r. Kyte Not pnnted.

231^- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams, notes, requests, &c., addressed to the Department or the

Minister of Public Works, directly or indirectly, in connection with the work necessary
for the completion of the wharf at Sainte Croix, County of Lotbinidre, since the 21st

of September, 1911, to date. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Fortier Not printed.

231?- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, petitions, memorials, letters, reports, and telegrams, in the Department of Public

Works, or in any of the Departments of the Government, relating to a proposed wharf
or breakwater at Little Cape, and Great Shemogue Harbour, Westmorland County. N.B. ;

also of all correspondence, letters and telegrams exchanged between any member of the
Government and M. G. Siddal. or any other per.sons or corporations, relating to a pro-

posal or application to construct a wharf or breakwater at Little Cape or Great She-
mogue Harbour in Westmorland County, N.B., or in connection with having a survey
made in connection with any such proposal. Presented April 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Enuner-
son Not printed.

231 "1- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914. for a copy of all reports,

memoranda, correspondence and documents of every nature, relating to the construction

of a wharf in the town of L'Assomption, and of all petitions and corrcsjiondence in

favour or against such construction to date, and the reasons why the construction of

such wharf, authoiizod in the estimates of 1911-1912, has not been proceeded with.

Presented April 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Seguin Not printed.

231w- Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy ol all accounts,
vouchers, pay-rolls, instructions, correspondence and recommendations relating to the
expenditure on the public wharf at Arichat, N.S., since the 11th day of October, 1911.
Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte Not printed.

231o. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all tenders,
contracts, memorandums. i»ay-rolls, accounts, vouchers, correspondence, papers and
documents, &c., in connection with work pcrformeKl upon the Government wharf at
Croft's Cove, Lunenburg County, in 1912. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclrnn
( Halifax) Not printed.

231P- lieturn to an Order of the House of the 9th March. 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telfegrams, petitions and otln'r documents relating to the claim of the Bona-
venture and Gloucester Interprovincial Company, I.,imileii, in connection wtih a wharf
on Bonaventure river, Bonaventure County. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Sevirjnj/.

Not printed.
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231(7. Suppltmentary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a copy of all
correspondence, letters, telegrams, notes, requests, &c., addressed to the Department or
the Minister of Public Works, directly or indirectlj-, in connection with the work neces-
sary for the completion of the wharf at Sainte Croix, County of Lotbinigre since the
21st September, 1911, to date. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Fortier Xot printed.
231r. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914, for" a copy of all tenders,

contracts, pay rolls, vouchers, documents, correspondence, &c., in connection with the
purchase of a site for the Government wharf at Bear River, X.S., and the construction
of the said wharf. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) . .Not printed.
231s. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a return showing:

1. How much was spent upon Hall's Harbour wharf. Kings County, N.S., in 1913?
2. The name of the commissioner or foreman, by whom he was recommended, and

his remuneration?
3. How much lumber was used upon the said wharf during 1913, from whom the

same was purchased, and the price paid *for the various forins thereof. Presented
April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) j^Qf printed.
231<^. Return to an Order of the House of the l<5th February, 1914, for a copy of the pay-list,

including the names and residences, of all those who have worked at the wharf ofL'Ile
Verte, County of Temiscouata

; the number of days of employment of each of them :

the amount received by each of them ; who has or have signed the receipt or receipts
for said amounts, in connection with the v\-orks which have been going on during the
summer of 1912 and during the summer of 1913. Presented April 30 1914 Ifr
Ganvreau isrot printed.

231". Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of the pay-list,
including the names and residences, of the men who have worked on the wharf to the
west of Riviere-Verte, Temiscouata ; the number of days' work of each of them ; the
amount of money received bj- each of them : who has or have signed the receipt or
receipts for said amounts on said pay-list or otherwise, the whole for: (lo) 1912; (2o)
1913. Presented May 4, 1914.

—

Mr. Gauvre<iu Not printed.

231^'. Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 9th Mr^ch, 1914, for a
copy of all correspondence letters, telegrams, notes, requests. &c., addressed to the
Department or the Minister of Public Works, directly or indirectly, in connection with
the work necessary for the completion of the v.harf at Sainte Croix, County of Lot-
biniSre, since the 21st of September, 1911, to date. Presented May 4, 1914.

—

Mr.
Fortier '

. .Xot printed.

23lM^- Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914, for a copy of all letters and
telegrams addressed by G. A. R. Rowlings and J. S. Wells to the Department of Public
Works, or the Minister, since October 1, 1911, relating to the construction of a public
wharf at Cole Hqrbour, Guysborough County, N.S., and of all replies thereto. Pre-
sented M-iy 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

231a:'. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams and correspondence of all kinds in any way relating to repairs required on
the pier at Margaree Harbour, Inverness County, received in 1912-1913 and 1913-1914.
Presented May 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Xot printed,

2312/. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th April, 1914. for a copy of all correspondence,
pay-rolls, accounts, receipts, vouchers and papers relating to the construction of Feltzen
South wharf, Lunenburg County, N.S. Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean {Ilali-
/"^) Not printed.

231-. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
correspondence, telegrams, letters, pay-rolls, accounts and vouchers in any way referring
to the expenditure of money by this Government for the building and repair of the pub-
lic wharf at Port Hood. Presented ^[ay 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Cliisholm ( Inierntss)
Not printed.

231 (2a). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th May. 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegrams, complaints, i)ay-rolls, vouchers and all other documents in any way
connected with the expenditure of $.')(i0 during the year 1913 on Finhiy Point wharf.
Inverness County. Presented May 16, 1911.

—

.Mr. ChixhoUn ^ Inverntss) . .Not printtd.

231 Cifj). Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April. 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams, |)etitions and recommendations relatini; to the wharf at Arichat.
N.S., to be used by SS. Matjdulln. Presented May 29, 1914.— .Ur. Kvtt\ . . .Not printfd,

231 (2c). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March. 1914. for a return Hhowins :

1. How much money was spent upon KIngsport Pier, KInKS County. N.S., durInK
the year 1913?

2. The name of the foreman or commlsaloner, by whom he waa reoomn)end«Hl. nnd
the remuneration paid him?

:i. How much lunilier was purchased and usetl for aald pier. fron» whom It was pur-
clia.Hi'd, aiKl the parlii-ulars of the prices paid therefor?

1. What was (hiiie with the lundier or pIlluK taken out of M»hl pier, nnd If theaiam«
waH Hold, to whom and at what price? PrusenteU May 29. 1914.—Mr, ilnclt^tn ( /ftiK*
/"*) Not piHmird,
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231 (2<0- Return to an Order of the House of the 27th April, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, pay-rolls, accounts, receipts, vouchers and papers relating to the construction of
Kraut Point wharf, Lunenburg County, N.S. Presented June 12,- 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean
{Halifax) Not printed.

232. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How much money has been expended in public works in the Counties of
Rimouski and Gasp^, respectively, since October 11, 1911.

2. How much of the money so expended was provided for in the estimates of 1911-
1912?

3. What amount was expended on the works for which money was not included in

the estimates of 1911-1912? Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Maicil (Bonavciiture).
Not printed.

232<i- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a return showing how
mu h money has been expended on public works in Antigonish County since October 11,

1911.
2. How much of the amount so expended was provided in the estimates for 1911-

1912?
3. What amount, not included in the estimates for 1911-1912, was expended on

public works in said county? Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisfiolm (Antigonish).

232b- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
reports, documents, correspondence, plans, &c., in reference to a proposed Government
public building at Bear River, N.S., and the purchase of a site for the same. Presented
April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Not printed.

232<^- Return to an Order of the House of the 9th April, 1913, for a copy of all charges, corre-

spondence, pay-rolls, telegrams and other documents relating in any way to the expen-
diture of money oii the hai bour improvements at Mabou Harbour by the Department of

Public Works, "during the years 1911-12, 1912-13. I'resented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Chis-
holm (Inverness) Not printed.

Z3Zd. Return to an Order of the House of the 28th May, 1913. was issued to the proper officer

- for a copy of the specifications and tenders for materials to he used in connection with
the proposed dry dock at Lauzon, Quebec. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Lcmieux.
Not printed.

232^- Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March, 1913, for a copy of all documents,
letters, reports of engineers and statements of detailed expenditure in connection with
dredging at Bonaventure River, Quebec. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil ( Bona-
vcnture) Not printed.

232/- Return to an Order of the House of the 3rd March. 1913. for a copy of all petitions, corre-

spondence, reports or other papers or documents in the Department of Public Works
relating to the building of a breakwater at Goulmans Point, Half Island Cove, Guys-
boro' County, N.S. Presented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

2329- Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

telegrams, correspondence and documents of all kinds in any way relating to a light-

house to be built at Red Cape, Margaree Harbour, Inverness County. I'resented

April 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm (Inverness) Not printed.

232A. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
documents, telegrams, correspondence, &c., in reference to the purchase of a site in

Saskatoon for a post office building. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. McCrancy.
Not printed.

232i. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, reports, petitions and documents exchanged by and with the Department of Public
Works .since the 1st of September, 1911, to date, with the reasons why the construction
of the public building, authorized in the town of St. Lin Des Laurentides, County of
I.,'Assomi)tion, as per the estimates of 1911-1912, has not been proceeded with. Pre-
sented April 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Seguin Not printed.

232>- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for all correspondence, reports

and documents exchanged by and with the Deiiartmeiit of Public WoiUs from October,
1911, to date, regarding the non-erection of the public building authorized to be erected
at New Carlisle, the county seat of Bonaventure County, in the estimates of 1911-1912.
Presented April 17, 1914.

—

Mr. Mareil (Bonaventure) -.Not printed.

232k. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
names of all persons who worked on LIngan Bar, South Cape Breton, under Superin-
tendent H. D. McLean, the wages j}aid to eadi per diem, the amount paid each or pay-
able to each, <and showing generally how the amount voted for such work was expended,
and the amount received by H. D. McLean in connection with said work. Presented
April 17, 1914.—Afr. Carroll Not printed.
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232'- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
advertisements, tenders, contracts, papers, telegrams, correspondence, returns, reports,
accounts, vouchers, i-eceipts, &c., in connection with any dredging performed by the
Nova Scotia Dredging Company, or any other company, corporation or individuals,
at Jeddore, Halifax County, N.S., in the years 1912 and 1913. Presented April 17, 1914.—Mr. Maclean (Halifax') Not printed.

232"i- Return to an Order of the House of the 12th May, 1913, for a copy of all papers, tele-

grams, documents, reports, correspondence, pay-rolls, &c., in any way relating to a life-

saving station which was constructed at Cheticamp, during 1912. Presented April 2S,

1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm {Inverness) Not printed.

232"- Return to an Order of the House of the 12th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. What firms or persons are or have been engaged in dredging for the Government
in the harbour of St. John and upon the St. John river and its tributaries since Octo-
ber 1, 1911.

2. What amount has been paid to each firm or person for this work from October 1,

1911, to the present time?
3. Who are the otficers. president, manager and secretary of each of these corpor-

ations? Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell Not printed.

2320. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all documents
bearing on the repairing and improvement of the Metapedia Road in the Counties of
Rimouski and Bonaventure. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcll (Bonaventure).
Not printed.

232P- Return to an Order of the House of the I2th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. What tug boats, steam or gasoline tenders, have been emyloyed by the Govern-
ment since September 21, 1911, in connection with the dredging operations in St. John
harbour and in the River St. John and its tr butaries?

2. Who are the registered owners of these boats and from whom each is hired?
3. Tlie sum paid per day for each tug boat or tender and how many days each has

worked in tlie period referred to.

4. What amount of money has been paid for the service of each boat in the period
referred to and to whom it has been paid. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell.

Not printed.

232(2- Iteturn to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a return showing the details

as to the nature of the work concerning the damming of the Chateauguay river, the
number of men employed, their names, the wages paid in each case and the period of
their employment during the calendar year 1913. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr.
Lcinieux Not printed.

232'". Return to an Order of the House of the 16th Maich, i914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, correspondence, reports, petitions, and communications filed in the Department of

Public Works since 1910. relating to the dredging of Antigonish harbour, or the straight-

ening or widening of the channel, or other improvements proposed to be made there.

Presented April 30, 1914.—Afr. Chisholm (Anti(/omsh) Not printed.

232s. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a cooy of all letters, papers
and other documents relative to the purchase of a lot of land in the town of Stellarton,

for a public building. Presented April 30, 1914.

—

Mr. Mucdonald Not printtd.

232^ Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,

corie.spondence, telegrams, letters, pay-rolls, accounts, and vouchers in any way rei'er-

ling to tlie expenditure of money by this Government in the constriictioii of the new
telegraph or telephone line from Baddeck. Victoria County, N.S. ,to North Kast M (i -

garee, Inverness County, N.S., thence to Big Intervale, Inverness County. N.S., i\i.

in connection with the lines from South West Margaree to Loch Bun. and from .--

ville to Whycocomagh, all in Inverness County, N.S. Presented May 4. 1914.

—

.Mr. < /i:>

holm (Antigonish) Sot printed.

232". Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914. for u copy of all p . -

documents, telegrams, correspondence, &c., in reference to the pui-clmse of n pi i';

or site on Gottingen street, Halifax, for the erection of a post otilce buUdiitR. i

n

aented May 4, 1914.

—

Mr. Marlean (llali/aa) Not printmt.

232i Utturn to an Order of the House of the ICth March, 1914. for a return show;- "

meiils made in the year 1913 in connection with repairs done to, or inoiie\

on. the Hhic ItocU bieaUwater In AiitiKoni.sh County, with the nanus of ihi

whom such payments were nia«lo. the amount paiil ti> each, and what such ai

were for. Presented May 4, 1914.

—

.Mr. Chishohn { .{iitiijuttiith) Not j>

232if' Hiturn to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1911, for a copy of all papfrs,

mints, coireHpondeni-e, &c., from any piisdn or iuthous In conne«-tlon with the pn

of the site for the post olllce at CunMlhK. N.S. Presented May 4, 1914.— A/r. .1/

HluHjuX) , .VoC p
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232a-. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all tenders

received for the. construction of a lighthouse at Grand Anse, Gloucester County, N.B.,

and of the contract awarded. Presented May 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Turgeon Not printed.

2321/- Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,

letters, telegrams, reports, deeds, fees paid to lawyers, and other documents relative to

the purchasing of land from Mrs. G. F. Bertrand and Arthemise Dionne. in connection

with the works on the southwest side of Rivi^re-Verte, I'lslet, County of T^miscouata.

Presented May .'>, 1914.

—

Mr. Gauvreau Not printed.

2322- Return to an Order of the House of the 20th April. 1914, for a copy of all correspond-

ence between the Minister of Public Works, the Minister of Justice, or any other mem-
ber of the Government, and any person or persons, relating to the location and erection

of the new post office in the village of Eganville, County of Renfrew. Presented May
5, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

232 (2a). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all corre-

spondence, documents, recommendations and reports, respecting the dredging of Dea
Prairies river, the work done, depth, length and width of channel dredged, the list of

men employed to perform that work, their salaries respectively, and the amount of

money spent on that work since the 22nd of November, 1912, up to the 2nd of February,
1914. Presented May 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Wilsoti (Laial) Not printed.

232 (2b). Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, correspondence, complaints, bills, accounts, vouchers, receipts and any docu-
ments in any way connected with the expenditure of money at Friar's Head Boat Har-
bour by Simon P. Doucet, during the years 1912-13, 1913-14. Presented May 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Chishobn (Inverness) Not printed.

232 (2c). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers
in connection with the public building at Gravelburg, from and since January 1. 1912.

Presented May 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Kuoicles Not printed.

232 (2d). Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1911, for a copy of all specfl-

cations and of all tenders pertaining to the Brantford publTc building now being erected,

and of the contract awarded, and of all correspondence, whether by letter or telegram,

with reference thereto. Presented May 7, 1914.

—

Mr. Nesbitt Not printed.

232 (2e). Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th

February, 1014, for a copy of all correspondence, telegrams. i)etitions and memoiials
received by the Right Honourable R. L. Borden, Premier of Canada, or any other Min-
ister of the Crown since the first day of October, 1911, from J. A. Gillies, Esq., N.S., or

any resident of the County of Richmond, N.S., relative to expenditure of public money
on public works in the said County of Richmond. Presented May 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte.
Not printed.

232 (2/). Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 20th April, 1914, for a copy
of all correspondence betewen the Minister of Public Works, the Minister of Justice or

any other member of the Government, and any person or persons, relating to the loca-

tion and erection of the new post office in the village of Eganville, County of Renfrew.
Presented May 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

232 (.iff)- Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing
the dredging operations carried on in Bonaventure County in 1913, together with a
copy of estimates, reports, and correspondence. Presented May 11, 1914.

—

^[r. Marcil.
Not printed.

232 (2h). Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondence and other documents in reference to the erect'on of a customs building in the

village of Chesley, Riding of South Bruce. Presented May 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Truax.
Not printed.

232 (2i). Return to an Order of the House of the fith April. 1914, for a copy of all accounts
and vouchers covering the expenditure during the calendar year 1913 at South Lake,
I..akevale, Antigonish County, and showing in detail, the persons to whom suth pay-
ments were made, what such payments were for, the number of day labourers
employed, and the rate of wages, the quantity of material used and the price paid
therefor, the quantity of material hauled to the work and not used, and the persons
supplying such material. Presented May 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Chisholm ( Antiijonish).

Not printed.

232 (2>). Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, l5l4, for a copy of all

letters, papers, telegrams, vahiations, ;ipprais;iis and other documents relative to the
obtaining of a site tor a public building at Hantsjiort, Nova Scotia. Pi-esented May
12, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonnid Not printed.

232 (2fc). Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February. 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondence, letters, telegrams, reports, appraisals and other documents relative to the
expropriation of the lands of John Campbell and Albert 10. Mdligan, in connection with
the improvements on the East River at Pictou. Presented May 12, 1914.

—

Mr. .\(ac-

donald Not pr.nlcd.
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232 (2/). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters and other documents, including pay-lists relating to the expenditure of moneys
by the Public Works Department on Falmouth Township Dyke, Hants County, in 1913.
Presented May 12, 1914.

—

3Ir. ilacdonald y'ot printed.

232 (2?n). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all accounts,
vouchers, pay-rolls, instructions, correspondence and recommendations relating to the
expenditure on the public building at Arichat, N.S., since the 11th day of October, 1911.
Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Kyte A^of printed.

232 (2/1). Return to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondence and other documents in connection with the letting of the construction for
the Toronto harbour works. Presented May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Pardee Xot printed.

232 (2o). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
nature and cost of works carried on in the County of Bonaventure by the Department
of Public Works since October 10, 1911, to date, together with a copy of all reports,
estimates, payclists, and correspondence in connection therewith. Presented May 27,
1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonaventure) j^ot printed.

232 (2p). Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all corre-
spondenpe, documents, recommendations and reports respecting the dredging at Port
Elgin, Westmorland County, N.B., with the names of men employed to perform that
work, their salaries, respectively, and the amount of money spent on the same from
January 1, 1901, to January 1, 1914. Presented May 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Robidoiuc.
Not printed.

232 (2f/). Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 20th April, 1914, for
a copy of all correspondence between the Minister of Public Works, the Minister of
Justice, or any other member of the Government, and any person or persons, relating to
the location and erection of the new post office in the village of Eganville, County of
Renfrew. Presented May 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Graham Not printed.

232 (2r). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February, 1914, for a copy of all papers
in connection with the Immigration Hall at Gravelburg, Sask., from and since the
1st January, 1912. Presented June 1, 1914.

—

Mr. Knowles Xot printed.

232 (2s). Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all adver-
tisements, tenders, accounts, vouchers, letters, documents and correspondence relating to
the construction of a breakwater at The Graff, Halifax County, N.S. Presented June
2, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Xot printed.

232 (20- Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd February, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams, correspondence, contracts and documents relating to the surrender of a con-
tract for dredging in Miramichi Bay, N.B., by Messrs. A. and R. Loggie, and also with
reference to the letting of a contract for the same, or any portion of said work, to the
Northern Dredging Company ; together with a copy of all notices for tenders, tenders
and contracts in connection therewith. Presented June 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Carvell.
Not printed.

232 (2u). Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams, documents, papers, &c., in connection with the purchase by the Government
of lots 1 and 2, block 125, plan 96, in the city of Moosejaw, for an examining warehouse
site. Presented June 2, 1914.

—

Mr. Knowles Not printed.

232 (2v). Return to an Order of the House of the 16th February. 1914, for a copy of all letters,
telegrams, correspondence of all kinds, pay-rolls, vouchers, &c., in any way reforrins to
the expenditure of moneys on sheer dams on the Margaree river, at Margaree and
North East Margaree, during 1911-1912 and 1912-1913. Presented June 2. 1914.

—

Mr.
Chisholm (Inverness) Not printtd,

233. Return to an Order of the House of the 24th April, 1913, for a return showing what ottioera

ami men were employed on the dredge Surthu)iiberhind at I'ii-lou In the month* of
January, February and March, 1913. and the salaries and wages paid to them rfspeoti-
vely ; the amounts paid for reijairs and supplies respectively, for said dretl^e during
said months and to whom paid respectively. I'resented April 2, 1914.

—

Mr. .U.u ./.Ki.iJd.

Not printed.

234> New Lobster Fishery Regulations established by Order In Council of the 25tli Muroh. 1914.
in lieu of those establisliod by Onltr in Council of the 30th September. 1910. and ull

amendments thert.to, by virtue of the provisions of Section r«4 of the Kisheiies .\ot.

chapter 45 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. 1906. I'resented by Hon Mr. Hnxen.
April 7. 1914 .Vo( printed.

235. Uetuin to an tinier of the House of the 23rd March. 1914, for a return showinsr:

—

1. How many fngineers there are in the employ of the Intercolonial Itallwuy At

Moni^ton and at other points on that ra'lway, and their inune.s.'

2. How many were toiinerly in the employ of the I'lumillan I'ttolrto Kallxvay Com-
pany?

3. Whether .Marlln Minphy. CIO. Ih employed hi the Hi'rvlcu of that rnllwRy, If

so, when he was cinployeil and what his URe Ih? I'reaented April 7, 1914.— .Wr. Kmm^r'
son Nat |*r<N(<Ht.
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236. Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914, for a return showing the travel-
ling expenses paid by the Government to the Honourable Rodolphe Roy. Jud^o of the
Superior Court at Rimouski. during the years 1912-1913 and 1914, fortrips from Quebec
to Rimouski and return. Presented April S, 1914.

—

Mr. Boulay Not printed.

237. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. The names of the lawyers who represented the Department of Justice in the
district of Quebec, since the 21st September. 1911.

2. The amount of money paid to each of them. Presented April 8, 1914.

—

Mr.
Lapcmte {Kamouraska) Not prin'ed.

238. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th February, 1914. for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and documents generally concerning the withdrawal of an appeal in the Supreme
Court of Canada, in the case of His Majesty the King, appellant, and Alfred Olivier
Falardeau and Constant Napoleon Falardeau, respondents. Presented April 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Lettiieux Not printed.

239. Return to an Order of the House of the 16th March, 1914, for a copy of all transfers of
lands by the Militia Department to t!ie Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, and of all

correspondence with regard to the same. I'resented April 15, 1914.

—

Mr. CarvcU.
Not printed.

240. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. The quantities of wheat, by grade, received into the terminal elevators at Fort
Williatn and Port Arthur, from the date of the weigh-up in 1910, to date of weigh-up
in 1911, the same for 1911-1912, and the same for 1912-1913.

2. The quantities, by grade, delivered by each of the said elevators during the same
periods.

3. The average or shortage, as the case may be, of each grade in each of the said
elevators, as shown by the said weigh-ups in each of those above mentioned periods.

4. The date of the weigh-up in each case. Presented April 15, 1914.

—

Mr. Neely.
Not printed.

241. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914, for a copy of all rules, orders
and regulations, &c., affecting the handling of grain made by the Grain Commission to

date, and of any changes made in elevator charges and terms, if any. Presented April

15, 1914.

—

Mr. Neely Not printed.

242. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a copy of the new rules and
regulations in regard to employees of the Intercolonial Railway and Prince Edward
Island Railways. Presented April 15, 1914.

—

Mr. Macdonald Not printed.

243. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor (leneral of the 30th March,
1914, for a copy of all correspondence, petitions, lists of shareholders, Orders in Council,

licenses, certificates and other papers and documents, and of all renewals thereof, relat-

ing to the incori)oration and licensing of the Banque St. Jean, the Banque Ville Marie
and the Bancjue Jacques Cartier, all in the Province of Quebec. Presented April 1 6,

1914.

—

Mr. Demers Not priyited.

243a- Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 23rd March,
1914, for a copy of all correspondence, petitions, lists of shareholdres. Orders in Council,

licenses, certificates and other papers and documents and all renewals thereof, relating

to the incorporation and licensing of the Bank of Yarmouth, and of all papers and
documents relating to the winding up of the business of the said bank. Presented
April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Law Not prntcd.

243 '> Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General, of the 16th March,
1914, for a copy of all correspondence, petitions, lists of sharcho'.dres. Orders in Council,
licenses, certificates and other jiaiiers and documents and all renewals thereof, relating

to tie incorporation and licensing of the Pictou Bank, nnd of all jiapers and documents
relating to the winding up of the business of the said bank. Presented April SO. 1914.
—Mr. MacdontiUl Not printed.

244. Rfturn to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a cpoy of the reports made
by Colin F. McKinnon, of Taylor's Road, Antigonish County. Frank A. McIOchen, of

Inverness. N.S., John A. McDougall of Glace Bay, C.B., J. M. McDonald, of Christmas
Island, C.B., William Watkins of Cobourg Road, Halifax. S. P. Fream, of Brighton,

Digby County, and J. J. Walker of Truro, N..S., special immigration agents appointed

from the Province of Nova Scotia. I'resented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Cliisfiolm {Anti-
(jonish ) Not printed.

245. r.euirn to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th February,
1'J14, for .a copy of .all corres|iondenco and papers generally concerning the proposed
changes of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

ilr. Lcmieux Not printed.
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246. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914, for a return giving the follow-
ing information, as far as may be available, respecting the constitution of Upper Cham-
bers or Senates within the British Empire and in foreign countries, and especially such
informat on in respect of the self-governing Dominions and of foreign countries possess-
ing a federal system of Government :

—

1. As to the method of appointment, whether by executive authority or by election
by the people, or otherwise.

2. As to the term of appointment, whether for life or for a term of years, or toher-
. wise.

3. As to a re-appointment or re-election, and generally as to the filling of vacancies
« occasioned by death or otherwise.

4. As to qual fications, whether by age, residence, possession of real or personal
property or otherwise.

5. As to limitation of the membership, and as to the numerical relation of the
membership to that of the Lower House.

6. As to provisions for dissolution, appeal to the electoiate, conferences or a ddi-
tional appointments in case of disagreement between the Upper and Lower House.

7. As to the operation of the various systems in the several Dominions and coun-
tries mentioned, and in what respect defects or difficulties have made themselves mani-
fest.

S. All other relevant information respecting the constitution and status of such
Upper Chambers. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Middlehro.
Printed for sessioiuil papers only.

246<'- Further Supplementary Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914, for a
return giving the following information, as far as may be available, respecting the
constitution of Upper Chambers or Senates within the British Empire and in foreign
countries, and especially such information in respect of the self-governing Domin'ons
and of foreign countries possessing a federal system of Government :—

-

1. As to the method of appointment, whether by executive authority or by election
by the people, or otherwise.

2. As to the term of appointment, whether for life or for a term of years, or other
wise.

3. As to a re-appointment or re-election, and generally as to the filling of vacancies
occasioned by death or otherwise.

4. As to qualifications, whether by age, residence, possession of real or personal
property or otherwise.

5. As to limitation of the membership, and as to the numerical relation of the
membership to that of the Lowei- House.

6. As to provisions for dissolution, appeal to the electorate, conferences or addi-
tional appointments in case of disagreement between the Upper and Lower Houses.

7. As to the operation of the various systems in the several Dominions and coun-
ti-ies mentioned, and in what respect defects or difliculties have made themselves mani-
fest.

8. AH other relevant information respecting the constitution and status of such
Upper Chambers. Presented June lO, 1914.

—

Mr. Middlebro. . . .

Printed for sessional papers only.

247. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. Wl\at it has cost the Government for bottled and distilled water in Ottawa since
January 1, 1912, to March 1, 1914?

2. What it is costing the Government per day now foi' bottled and distilled water?
Presented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Sexsmith \ot printed.

248. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th February. 1914, for a copy of all papers,
letters, telegrams, reports and other documents relative to the purchase of land from
Joseph Eraser, in connection with the works at Cariboo Island, Pictou County, in the
Public Works Department. Presented April 16, 1914.

—

.Mr. .^fa^dona1d . . . .Not priHtfd.

249. Return to an Order of the House of the 21st May. 1913. for a copy of all corresiiondenc*
exchanged during the year 1!>12, between Captain Helanger, connnaiichuit of th*
Eureka and the Department of Maiine and Fisheries, botli at Quelx'c and i^tiawa. Pre-

sented April 16, 1914.

—

Mr. lionlay \ot printed.

250. lUturn to an Order of the Hou.se of the 2;!id .March, 1914. for a roturn showing: -

1. The names of the wharfingers at Coteau Landing from 1900 to 19H.
2. The names of the vessels which moored there durinn that period

3. What wharfage each of tho.se vessels paid during that timt*"

4. What wharfage a coaler palil for unloading between 1900 and P.> 1 2 .' Pre»«*nl*d

April 17, 19 14." •!/'. Paquet Sot printed.

'/i51. K'luiii Id an Older of the Houhc of the 4tl> .Maieli, 1914. for a copy of all eorrespondenc*.

letters, ulegrams and document.s In connection with the removal of Ice In YarniouDt,

N.H., iinrlioiu, by C.(3.s. titanUy In Februar.v, 1914. PreHenled April 21, 1!»14.— i/r.

Jmw ^«>' printed

W.W.V.', i\ 81
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252. Report of the Royal Commission on Penitentiaries, together with the evidence taken and
exhibits filed before the said commission. Presented by Hon. Mr. Doherty, April 22,
1914. (Report only) Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

253. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many professors, lecturers and inspectors the Department of Agriculture
has in the Province of Prince Edward Island?

2. Their names, the salaries they receive, and the travelling expenses of each.
3. The duties of these professors, lecturers and inspectors?
4. How many meetings were held or demonstrations given by each of these pro-

fessors, lecturers and inspectors during the months of March, April, May, June, July,
August. September and October last year?

5. Where each meeting was held or demonstration given, and how each was adver-
tised?

6. How many boxes, baskets and barrels of fruit were inspected last season, and
the kinds of fruit so inspected?

7. When and where the inspection took place and how many boxes, baskets and
barrels were found to be improperly or falsely marked?

8. Whether the Department received a resolution or petition from the Fruit
Growers' Association of Prince Edward Island.

9. If so, what prayer or request the said resolution or petition contained, and what
the Department has decided to do in regard to the matter?

10. How many cheese and butter factories were operated in each of the counties
of Prince Edward Island in the year 1910 and how many in the year 1913. Presented
April 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Hughes (P.E.I.) Not printed.

254. Return to an Order of the House of the 26th February, for a return f^iiowing :—The freisrht

rates charged during the years 1912 and 1913 on wheat from Fort William or Port
Arthur to ports on the Georgian Bay and Canadian ports on Lake Huron and Lake Erie,

by the Canadian Pacific Steamship Line, the Northern Navigation Company, the Mer-
chnnfs Mutual Line, Inland Lines, and the Canadian Lake Line. Presented April 24,

l&l 1.

—

Mr. Aikins Not printed.

255. Return to an Order of the House of the 23rd March, 1914, for a copy of all letters,

papers, telegrams, recommendations and documents of every kind in connection with the
purchase of a Rifle Range near Souris, Prince Edward Island. Presented April 27. 1914.—Mr. Iltiohcs (P.E.r.) Not printed.

256. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers.

advertisements, tenders, bids, contracts, telegrams, correspondence, accounts, receipts,

vouchers, &c.. in reference to the supply of meats, hay, oats, and all other supplies for

the 1913 summer and autumn drill at Aldershot Camp, Nova Scotia. Presented April

27, 1914.

—

Mr. MacleaJi (Halifax) Not printed.

256"- Return to an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914, for a copy of all advertise-

ments, tenders, contracts, documents, papers, &c., relative to the supply of ice for the

Aldershot Military Camp, N.S., for the season of 1914. Presented May 29, 1914.

—

Mr.
Maclean ( Halifax) Not printed.

257. Return to an Order of the House of the 1st April, 1914. for a Return showing:

—

1. The total amount paid for pensions by the Department of Militia and Defence
for the year ending March 31, 1913.

2. The number of militia offioers at present on the pay-roll of the permanent corps.

3. How many private soldiers are at present on the pay-roll of the permanent force?

4. How many private soldiers joined the force during 1913?

5. How many deserted during 1913?
6. The gross amount expended by the Department of Militia and Defence for the

salaries of officers and officials of every kind in the employ of the Department at Ottawa
or elsewhere during the fiscal year 1912-1913.

7. The gross amount paid out for services to the private soldiers of the permanent
corps during the said year 1912-1913. Presented April 27, 1914.—3fr. Sinclair.

Not printed.

258. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th February. 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, &c., exchanged between the Department of Militia and Messrs. A. TBIacdonald, E.

Montpetit and others, in connection w'th the organization of the 33rd Hussars, at Vaud-
reuil and Soulanges. Presented April 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Boycr Not printed.

259. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914. for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams, rrports, and other correspondence, in possession of the Department of Militia

and Defence, relating to the purchase of land in Farnham, Quebec, for a military camp
ground. Presented April 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Kay '.
. Not printed.

260. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-

ence between the Department of Agriculture or the Department of Customs and C. S.

Campbell. Elsq., K.C., relating to the importation of piire-hred animals into Canada.
Presented April 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Kay Not printed.
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261. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, letters, telegrams, and other documents relative to the immigration of Asiatics,
including Hindus, Japanese and Chinese, which have a bearing either directly or
Indirectly upon the Order in Council passed by the Government during December, 1913,
restricting immigration into the Province of British Columbia. Presented April 2T,
1914.

—

Mr. Oliver Xot printed.

262. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 30th March.
1914. for a copy in duplicate of all leases, agreements, correspondence. Orders in

Council and other documents relating to the water-power or privileges connected with
the Stevens Dam, so called, that had been constructed across the River Trent at the
village of Campbellford, together with a copy in duplicate of a license in connection
with said dam, granted to the Honourable James Cockburn and others under date Decem-
ber 9, 1S69, and of all correspondence with, and opinions of, the Minister of Justice at
the time of the granting of said license and since that date; also a duplicate copy of all

papers, correspondence, Orders in Council and other documents relating to or connectt 1

with the cancellation, termination and revocation of such license on the 12th of August,
1911, and of all correspondence, propositions, agreements or other documents had and
made by, to or with the Trent Valley Woollen Manufacturing Company, Limited, and
of all correspondence with the Department of Justice and opinions thereof relating
thereto ; also a duplicate copy of all correspondence, reports. Orders in Council and other
documents referred to or mentioned in an Order in Council of date August 25, 1913, set
forth on page W 398, in the third volume of the Auditor General's Report, 1913, and of
all correspondence with the Auditor General and by and between the Auditor General
and any department of Government relating thereto or connected therewith. Presented
April 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Emmcrso-n .Vof printed.

263. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers.
deeds, contracts, &c., in connection with the purchase by the Board of Harbour Com-
missioners of Quebec, 'of a stone quarry at St. Nicholas, Que. Presented April 28, 1914.—Mr. Lemieux Not printed.

264> Return to an Order of the House of the 6tli April, 1914, for a copy of all petitions, corre-

_, spondence, telegrams and other papers and documents received by the Department of
Marine and Fisheries since January 1, 1914, relating to the transportation of fish from
the Maritime Provinces to the United States, and of all replies thereto. I'resented
April 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair ^'of pj-inted.

265. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of all papers,
deeds and contracts in connection with the purchase by the Department of Agriculture
of a quarantine station at L^vis, Que., on or about July 29, 1913. Presented April 29.

1914.

—

Mr. Lemieux Sot printed.

266. Copy of Order in Council No. P. C. 976. dated 18th April. 1914. "Revised Regulations
governing the entry of Naval Cadets." Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazt'n, April 30, 1914.

Not printed.

266^'. <'oiy of Order in Council dated 18th May. 1914, concerning the organization of a Naval
Voiunteer Force. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen, May 23, 1914 Not printed.

267. Iteturn to an Order of the House of the 4th March, 1914. for a copy of all papers, corre-

.=pondence and telegrams concerning tlie deportation of Bhwagan Singh, a Sikh priest.

in defiance of a wiit of Habeas C^orpus. Presented April 30, 1914.—.Wr. Lemieux.
Not printed.

268. .*<tatement of receipts and expenditures of the National Battlefields Commission to 31st

March, 1914, as required by 7-8 Edward VII. chapter 57, section 12. Presented by
Hon. Mr. White, May 4, 1914 Sot printed.

269. Copy of the trust deed, dated 30th June, 1903, bttwetn the Canadian Xorth*»rii

Company and the British l':nii)ire Trust Company and tin- National Trust '

Limited. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden. May i. 1914 .Vu. ,

269". Copy of the trust deed, dated 6th May, 1910, between the Canadian Northern Rrt lw«y
Co iipany and the British Empire Trust Comi'any and the National Trust Company.
Limited. Presented by Hon. Mr. BordiMi, May 4. 19 U .Vof prtHteit,

269'' (^'opy of the trust deed, dated 19tli November. 1913. het\vt«'ii the Canadian .N'orthern Hall-

way <'oni|.aiiy, MacUeiizif, Mann & Co., Linillfd, and Ihc British Kiuplrt- Trust Com-
pany, and the .\atlonai Ti usl Company. I.imltod. I'resentid by Hon .Mr. Bonlen. May
4 1914 1'riitted for dintrtbulion und aeaaiunul |Kijir'»,

269'. Statement bIiowImk the fioallnK llabllltieH of the railway oonipHiil^s enOna.eU In l>««« n^n-

••ral tltlt^ of the Canadian N<nthfrn Railway Syntem. I'resented by Hon. Mr Bortlr-n

May 4,1914 >>'"' H'^"'' •'

269'' Stateiinni of Mecnrllli-H plfdt;<*d ixa tollut«'rul to t>>niporury luaim of the CaiuAdlHU Northern

Sysniii. I'r.'S.nted by lion .Mr. Bor.leii. .M.i> 4, 19H .V"' f» fnlr*!.
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269c. statement showing the engineer's estimate of the cost of completing the Canadian Nor-
thern Railway System. Piesented by Hon. Mr. Borden, May 4, 1914 Not printed.

269/. Statement of capital stock authorized and issued, of the companies set out in the first

schedule. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, May 6, 1914 - Not printed.

269.'/. Appro.\imate estimate of betterments foreix years of the lines of the Canadian Northern
Railway System. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, May 6, 1914 Not printed.

269''. Statements as on 31st December, 1913, bearing on the financing of the Canadian Nor-
thern Railway System. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden. May 6. 1914 Not printed.

269i. Papers and statements in. respect to the Canadian Northern Railway System:

—

1. Correspondence, including oflicial application for aid.

2. Detailed statements showing particulars of capitalization, earnings, cost to com-
plete, &c. Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden. May 6, 1914.

Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

269/. Copy of trust deed dated October 4, 1911.—The Canadian Northern Railway to the Guar-
dian Trust Company, Limited, and the British Empire Trust Company. Limited, and
His Majesty the King and the Canadian Northern Railway Company. IVesented by
Hon. Mr. Borden, May 7, 1914 Printed for distribution and sessional papers.

269'''. List of companies whose total issued stock is owned by the Canadian Northern Railway
Company ; also, list of companies whose total issued stock is to be transferred to The
Canadian Northern Railway Company : and also, list of companies in which the con-
troUin.? interest is to be transferred to The Canadian Northern Railway Company. Pre-
sented by Kon. Mr. Borden, May 7, 1914 Not printed.

269'. Further statements bearing on the financing of the Canadian Northern Railway System.
Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, May 7, 1914.

Printed for disti'ibtttion and sessional papers.

269"t. Correspondence and telegrams received from the premiers of the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, British Columbia, Alberta, and the Acting Premier of Saskatchewan, in regard
to the granting of aid to the Canadian Northern Railway System. Presented by Hon.
Mr. Borden, May 7, 1914 Printed for dislribiUion and sessional papers.

269)(. Copy of trust deed dated 28th December, 1903.—The Lake Superior Terminals Company,
Limited, and the National Trust Company, Limited, and the Canadian Northern Rail-
way Company. Presented by Hon. Mr. Boiden, May 11, 1914 Not printed.

270. Return to an Order of the House of the 20th .\pril. 1914, for a copy of all letters, tele-

grams and other documents relating to the refusal of the Railway Department, or any
offlcial of the Intercolonial Railway to iiermit employees of the railway at Moncton to

attend the militia camp in the last year. Piesented May 6, 1914.

—

Mr. ^faedonald.
Not printed.

271. Return to an Order of the House of the 2:{rd March. 1914. for a copy of all correspondence
received by the Government since October 1, 1911, to date, fi-om .Tohn M. Cormick, of
Sydney Mines, N.S., in reference to the following matters in the Riding of North Cape
Breton and Victori.i :—Railway extension into the Riding of North Cape Breton and
Victoria; the opening of the harbour at Dingwall, Aspey Bay, C.B. ; the breakwater at

Meat Cove in the said Riding; the boat harbour at Bay St. Lawrence; the breakwater
at White I'oiiit : the breakwater at Neil's Harbour ; the breakwater at McLeod's.
Tngonish ; in respect to Ingonish Harbour; the breakwater at Breton Cove; the
breakwater at Little Bras d'Or ; the breakwater at Cape Dauphin ; the breakwater
at Point Aconi ; the proposed wharf at North Sydney the pioposed extension of the
l>reakwater at North Sydney ; the bringing of the Intercolonial Railway to the ballast
ground at North Sydney ; the wharf at Sydney Mines ; the wharf at Leitches Creek ; the
repairs to the wharf at Groves Point; the rebuilding of the wharf at Boisdale ; the
breakwater at Jamesville ; the wharf at Castle Bay, and the proposed wharf at
Shenacadie. Presented May 7, 1914.—Mr. McKenzie Not printed.

272. Copy of all letters, documents and correspondence relating to action by the Government
in regard to the relief of the shareholders and dei)ositors of the Farmers Bank, and of
the Oi'der in Council appointing Sir William Meredith as Commissioner, and all corre-
spondence in relation thereto. And also. Statement of Affair."?, &c.. relating to the
Farmers Bank of Canada. I'resented by Hon. Mr. White, May S, 1914.... iVof printeil.

273. Return to an Order of the House of the 6th April, 1914, for a-copy of all letters, telegrams
and corre.Hiiondence received by the Postmaster General in connection with complaint.s

made that the postmaster at Yarmouth North, N.S., had been or is selling stamps out

side his jurisdiction. I'resented May S, 1914.

—

Mr. Law Not printed.

274. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February. 1914. for a return showing the
number of criminalH released on parole from the various penitentiaries of the Oominlan
for the year ending March 31, 191.'t ; the offence for which each prisoner so released was
convicted, and showing at the same lime whether such offence was a first, second, or

^ ubsetnicnt offence. Presenled .May 8, 19H.— .Ur. Sinclair Not printed.
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275. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many acres of public lan-l have been given to railway companies in tl'-

Dominion of Canada by the Fedei-al Government from 1878, to the present time?
2. How many acres were granted in each year during the above period of t'l-ie

Presented May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Tobin ^Tot pvUurd.

276. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February, 1914, for a return showing the
receipts and expenses of the post office at St. Philippe. East, and of the post office at
St. Philippe, West, in the parish of St. Philippe de Neri, since the first of June, 1912.
to date. Presented May 11, 1914.

—

Mr. Lapointe (Kamouraska) Not printed.

277. Report of the Dominion Wreck Commissioner in the matter of a formal investigation iiuo
the causes which led to the British steamer Saturniu touching the ground in the Lower
Traverse, River St. Lawrence, on Tuesday, April 28, 1914. Presented by Hon. Mr.
Hazen, May 12, 1914 Printed for sessional papers only

278. Report of the Dominion Wreck Commissioner in the matter of a formal investiagtion intO'

the causes which led to the stranding of the British steamship Montfort, on Beauport
Bank, River St. Lawrence, on Tuesday, April 28, 1914. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen.
May 12, 1914 Printed for sessional papers only.

279. Return to an Address to Hs Royal Highness the Governor General of the 2nd February.
1914, for a copy of the Order in Council appointing Arthur Plaunte, Esq., a Commis-
sioner to receive claims against the Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway, the Baie de^
Chaleurs Railway and the Quebec Oriental Railway, and of the report of said Com-
missioner and of the statement of claims accepted and those rejected by him, with the
reasons therefor, as well as of all correspondence, memorials, petitions and documents,
generally bearing on said subject. Presented May 12, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil (Bonavcn-
ture) Xot printed.

279«- Supplementary Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of
the 2nd February, 1914, for a copy of the Order in Council appointing Arthur Plaunte.
Esq., a. Commissioner to receive claims against the Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway,
the Bale des Chaleurs Railway and the Quebec Oriental Railway and of the report of
said Commissioner and of the statement of claims accepted and those rejected by him.
with the reasons therefor, as well as of all correspondence, memorials, petitions and
documents, generally bearing on said subject. Presented May 22, 1914.

—

Mr. Marcil
( Bonaventnre) Xot printed.

280 Return to an Order of the House of the 6th Apri.l 1914. for a copy of all correspondence,
accounts, indemnities, travelling expenses, &c., from Fraserville to Quebec, and of all

other documents relating to the amount of money received each year by His Honoui-

Mr. Justice Ernest Cimon, from 1890 to 1913. as Judge of the Superior Court sitting at

Quebec, during the time he was connected with the District of Kamouraska. Presented
May 16, 1914.

—

Mr. Gauvreau Xot printed.

281. Report of the delegates appo'nted by the Government of Canada to attend the " Interna-
tional Purity Congress,'' held in the city of Minneapolis, Minn., November 7-12. 191.1.

Presented by Hon. Mr. Borden, May 10, 1914 Xot printed.

282. Agreement between the Government and steamship companies for mail carriage between
Canadian and European ports.— (Senate) Xot printed.

283. Return to an Order of the House of the 15th April, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many passengers have been carried over the Intercolon al Railway fiom

St. John to Halifax, and from Halifax to St. John, respectively, under the agreement

made on the 30th September, 1913, between the Canadian Government Railways by K.

P. Gutelius, General Manager and the Canadian I'acifle Railway Comapny, by G. M.

Bosworth, General Trallic Manager, from the If.th "November, 1913, when the said agree-

ment went into effect, to the 31st March last?

2. How many tons of freight of each of the classes mentioned in -said agreement

have been carried each way over the Intercolonial Railway between St. John and Hali-

fax, under said agreement duiing said period'.'

3. What have been the total earnings by the Intercolonial Railway under said

agreement up to the 31st March last, for passengera and freight carried, respectively '

4. What amount has been paid to or earned by the Canadian Paoiflc Railway for

car hire under said agreement?
f). What numlKi of empty cars of the Canadian Pacific Railway Con>p"i».v hi«v^

been hauled by the Intercolonial Railway free under said agreement, and what h!»s b«««-n

thu co.sl of .such haulage?
C. What would have, been the total amount paid by the Canadian Paclflv- Rallw iV

Company to the Inten %lonlal Rjillway, under the tariff prevailing at thf thne of tli<'

making of nald agreeiuenl, for the pasH.ngiM.s and the freight so carried. respectlvel\

7. Whether the "aid agietintiit has been Hiibmltlcd. as prondsr.l li> the (".kv.'m

riiint, lo the Board of Hallway Coninili-sion<rM by the .Mmlstrr of Railways fur iIm' •".

pose of having the Boanl determine a.s to wlu-lhor or not Haiti aKreenjent l» t)UoriiiiiUA>

loiy against lll«- port of St. John. If not. why wi«h it not no siilin\ltte<r'

AS
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8. If it is the intention of the Minister of Rxiilways to renew the said apreenoent.

or to put in force a similar aKreement. during the next Winter Port season.

9. "VNtiat apreement the Government intends to make as to the Atlantic termini of

the fast Atlantic mail steamers for the winter of 1914-1915. Presented May 22, 1914.

—

Mr. I'tipshy ' Sot print'-d.

284. Return to an Order of the Senate dated 15th May. 1914:

—

l7 How many Judges ha\ e been retired since 1S80?
2. What are their names?
3. What .salary did they receive in each case?
4. How m.any years did they serve in each case?
5. What was the reason given for their retirement?
6. How much did they receive for retirement allowance each year in each case?

Ordered, that the sanie <lo lie on the table, and it is .as follows.— (Senate).
Xot printed.

285. lieturn to an .\ddress to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th March.
1?14, for a copy of .all petitions, letters, telegrrams and documents by any and all parties

to and by the Department of Railways and Canals, or any other Department of the

Government, with reference to the Southampton Railway Company, also of all reports

of ewgineers and recommendations regarding a subsidy to the said railway, and of all

Orders in Council granting same, and of all other documents and memoranda in the
possession of the Department of Railways and Canals or other Departments of the
Government regarding the said railway. Presented May 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Cari^ell.

Sot printed.

286. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd February. 1914. for a copy of all correspond-
ence, papers, documents, contracts, &c., between the Government of Canada and any
company, firm or individuals from May 1, 1913. to December 1, 1913, referring to the

establ siiment of a subsidized steamship service between Canada and the British West
Indies. Presented May 27, 1914.

—

Mr. Maclean (Halifax) Sot printed.

287. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th May, 1914, for a copy of all papers, letters.

telegrams, accounts and receipts concerning advances made to the Montagnais B;)nd of

Indians th:^)ugh the agency of Seven Islands. Quebec. Presented May 29. 1914.

—

Mr.
Letnieux Sot printed.

288. Return to an Order of the House of the 11th May, 1914, for a copy of all papers, letters,

telegrams, accounts and receipts, concerning advances or payments made by the Govern-
ment to Newton Wesley Rowell, K.C., for legal siervices in connection with the Oko
Indian litigation. Presented May 29, 1914.

—

Mr. Sharpe {Ontario) Sot printed.

288" Return to an Order of the House of the 6th May, 1914. for a return showing:

—

1. Whether the Government paid Newton Wesley Rowell. K.C.. any sums of money
for legal services during the past fifteen years?

2. If so, the amounts and when?
3. Whether the Government paid the firm of which Mr. Rowell is the senior partner

any sums of money for legal services?

4. If so. the amounts and in what years? Presented May 29. 1914.

—

Mr. Shurpe
( Ontario) Sot printed.

289 Return to an Order of the House of the 20th April. 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. The date of the incorporation of the Canadian National Bureau of Breeding,
Limited, with the names, addresses and occupations of the charter members of said
Company.

2. The amount of capital of the Company and the number of shares into which it

is divided.
3. The number of shares taken from the commencement of the Company up to the

ilate of the return.
4. The amount of calls made on each share, the total amount of calls received, the

total amount of calls unpaid, and the total number of shares forfeited.

.">. The names, addresses and occupations of the persons who have ceased to be

members within the twelve months next preceding, and the number of shares held by
each of them.

fi. The amount of money paid to said Company by the Government in each year
since incorporation. Presented May 29. 1914.

—

Mr. Sutherland Sot printed.

290. Return to an Order of the Hou.«!e of the 9th February. 1914. for a copy of all reports made
by the inspectors of agents for placing farm labourers and domestic servants in Canaila

during the calend.nr years 1912 and 1913. Presented May 29, 1914.—.Vr. Sutherland.
Sot printed.

291. Return to an Order of the House of the 2nd March, 1914. for a return showing all the

buildings, houses, ofllces and immoveables, occupied by the Federal (lovernmeni in

Montrea!, for the use of the various Departments and services of each branch of the

ndministrat;on. together with the following information in each case; for what Dppart-
mcnt and for what service; where situated, street and number thereof: whether fJovern-

nient property or under lease ; in the latter case, the length of lease, the rent per .annum
nnd alFO the other charges that may be imposed unon the Governmfnt. Presented June
i. 5914. -.U>-. Wil.tnn (Laval) .Xot printed.
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292. Return to an Order of the House of the 4th May, 1914, for a copy ot all correspondence
exchanged by and with the Department of Public Works or the Post Office Department,
relating to an application or applications for a post office building at the town of Mel-
ville, Province of Saskatchewan. Presented June 4. 1914.

—

Mr. MacNutt.
Not printed.

293. Memoi-andum, correspondence, estimates of cost, &c., in connection with the construction
of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway—Mountain Section. Presented by Hon. Mi.
Borden, June 4, 1914 Not printed.

294. Return to an Order of the. House of the 4th February, 1914, for a return showing the
names and addresses of the people with whom pure bred animals have been placed by
the Department of Agr-culture, the breed in each case, and the conditions on which
these animals were placed. Presented June 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Kay Not printed.

295. Return to'an Order of the House of the 30th March, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-
ence, telegram.s, instructions, accounts, vouchers and other papers and documents relat-

ing to the purchase of live stock in the Maritime Provinces by one Howard Corning of

Yarmouth, N.S., during the period of his emploj-ment ; also a copy of the appointment
of the said Howard Corning and of all correspondence, compla'nts and other documents
relating to the dismissal of the said Howard Corning, if he has been dismissed or retired

from the service, together with a copy of all recommendations, correspondence and other
papers relating to the appointment of the said Howard Coming's successor. Presented
June 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Sinclair Not printed.

296. I'eturn to an Order of the House of the 19th March, 1914, for a return showing:

—

1. How many pure bred stallions and bulls have been purchased by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for the use of settlers in the Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan
and Alberta since the firbt of January, 1912, to date.?

2. Where these animals were purchased, and from whom; and also the price paid
for them respectively. Presented June 5, 1914.

—

Mr. Douglas Not printed.

297. Return to an Order of the House of the 9th February, 1914, for a copy of all correspond-

ence, including letters, telegrams and accounts, regarding the purchase and disposal

during year 1913, of all horses, cattle, sheep and swine for the Department of Agricul-

ture, Province of Quebec f9r Experimental Farms, or for the improvement of stock,

together with a return showing the commission and fees paid, and to whom paid, for

and on account of said purchases. Presented June 8, 1914.

—

Mr. Robb.. . .Not printed.

298. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 9th February,

1914, for a copy of all arrangements made between the Government and the various

Provinces under the Agricultural Instruction Act. Presented June 10,1914.—Sir Wilfrid

Laurier Not printed.

299. Partial Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Governor General of the 4th

March, 1914, for a copy of all correspondence, telegrams, petitions. Orders in Council,

and other papers and documents, relating to subventions or assistance given, or to be

given, by the Department of Marine and Fisheries or the Department of Agriculture to

firms or joint stock companies, or persons operating cold storage plants for the preser-

vation of fish products in Nova Scotia during the years 190S, 19o9, 1910, 1911, 1912

and 1913, excluding such correspondence, &c., as relates to companies known as Fisher-

men s Bait Association. Presented June 10, 1914.

—

.Mr. Sincluir Not printed.

300. Copy of Order in Council No. P.C. 1386, of the 29th May. 1914. concerning the regulations

governing the Radiotelegraph administration. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen. June 11.

1914 Not printed.

300"- Copy of regulations governing Radiotelegraphy promulgated under section 11. Radiotele-

graph Act, 1913. Presented by Hon. Mr. Hazen. June 11, 1911 Not printed.

301. Return to an Order of the House of the 27th April, 1914. for a copy of all letters, tenders.

telegrams, plans, specifications and other documents In regard to the construction of the

new ice breaker by the Canadian Vickers Company of .Montreal. Presented June U.
1914.—Mr. Mucdunuld ^'*»' P''»»'«-«*-

302. Return to an Address to His Royal Highness the Govi-rnor »ien«Miil of the Uih March.

1914, lor a copy of all i)ctltlons, Utter.s, utlldavlts. l.Ugiiinis uiid docuMKHts to und by

the Department of Ju.stice, or any oaher I teparlnxiit of Ciovernment. on luluilf of or in

refeience to Wm. J. Kelley. a prisoner In the United Slates federal prison at Atlanta.

C.a.. and of all the letterB, telegrams and other memorunda between the l>eparin\ent of

JuKtie, or any other- I >e|iartMient of the i ;overnMient. and the Hrltlah Anilmssadur at

WaHhlngton. or the i lovermn.nt of the I'nited Stalis, reKurtllnK the imprisonment and

proponed liberation of the .said Wni. I Kelley. I'leseiited June IJ. 19H Ml C.irefU
Sol primtrd.

87
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To Field Mcrshal, His Royal. Highness Prince Arthur William Patrick Albert, Dulce

of Connaught and of Strathearn, E.G., K.T., K.P., etc., etc., etc.. Governor

General and Commander in Chief of the Dominion of Canada.

Max it Pucase Yolk Roval ITioiiness,—

The undersigned has the honour to hiy before Your Royal Highness—in com-

pliance with 6-7 Edward VII, chapter 29, section 18—the Summary Report of the

oi)erations of the Geological Survey during the calendar year 1913.

(Signed) LOUIS CODERRE,
Minister of Mines.
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To the Hon. Louis Codkrrk, M.P.,

Minister of Mines,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit, herewith, my summary report of the opera-

tions of the Geological Survey for the calendar year 1913, which includes the reports

of the various officials on the work accomplished hy them.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) R. W. BROCK.
Dcpiiiy Minister, Department of Mines.
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CHANGES IX PERSONXEL.

The Survey sustained a severe loss in the death of W. W. Leach, geologist. Mr.

Leach was for many years engaged in work for the department in British Columbia
and Alberta, particularly in reference to coal.

The following additions have been made to the staff during the past yeai

Geological Division: C. W. Drj'sdale, J. J. O'Xcill, junior geologists; L. D. Burling,

paheontologist ; £. Poitevin, assistant mineralogist; G. F. Sternberg, preparator

and collector, vertebrate palaeontologj' ; E. J. Whittaker, preparator and collector,

invertebrate palaeontology. Topographical Division : B. R. Maclvay, F. S. Falconer,

A. G. Haultain, D. A. Nichols, junior topographers. Biological Division: Zoology,

R. M. Anderson, mammalogist; Clyde Patch, preparator and collector. Anthropolunical

Division: Ethnology, F. W. Waugh, preparator and collector; Archaeology, "Wm. J.

Wintemberg, preparator and collector. Draughting and lUustrating Division: Alex.

Braidwood, draughtsman. Photographic Division : Dry Plate Subdivision, Lillian A.

Salt. Stenographers: Minnie B. Holcomb, Eva M. Liddle, Clara A. McConnell,

Martha McKenna, Gladys L. Robertson.

ORGAN IZA'I'ION.

The organization of the Geological Survey is at present as follows:—

Dircclor.

A (hni IIIsi rat ion :

(JcMcral: Sccnhirv ; 5 stent)grapliors.

Dislrihiitidii : Cliici"; pulilicatiim rltrU ; dislributinn fU-rk.

Stationery : 1 cli-rk.

(Jabinet-inakcr : 1.

Mcssongors : 1 niiil clnk; 1 tncsseugiM'd.
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Geological Division:

1 geologist in charge of field work; 1 geologist in charge of office work;

11 geologists; 10 junior geologists; 4 palaeontologists; 2 preparators;

1 clerk; 1 stenographer; 1 mineralogist; 1 assistant; -1 collector; 1

stenographer.

Topographical Divisio}i:

Chief topographer; 1 triangulator; 7 junior topograploers ; 1 modeller; 1

custodian of instruments.

Biological Division:

Botany: 1 botanist; 1 assistant botanist; 1 'stcnogrnpher.

Zoology: 2 zoologists; 3 preparators and collectors; 1 stenographer.

A « til ropological Division

:

1 chief; 1 junior ethnologist; 1 preparntor and collector; 1 stenographer; 1

arcluTologist; 1 preparntor and collector; 1 stenographer.

Draughiing and Illustrating Division:

1 chief draughtsman and geographer; 11 draughtsmen; 1 clerk.

Photographic Division:

1 chief photographer; 1 assistant.

Library

:

1 assistant librarian; 1 cataloguer; 1 stenographer.

In addition, a number of temporary officials, labourers, etc., are employed.

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS.

The Twelfth International Geological Congress met in Canada during the past

summer, at the invitation of the Dominion Government. The Ontario Government,

the Royal Society of Canada, and the Canadian ^Mining Institute joined in the invita-

tion. The session was held at the University of Toronto, Toronto, from August 7

to August 14, under the presidency of Dr. F. D. Adams, Dean of the Faculty of

Applied Science, McGill University. Practically all countries were officially repre-

sented, as were the leading universities, geological and mining societies of the world.

Nearly 500 delegates and members were in attendance, and the total membership

numbered nearly one thou.sand.

The executive committee of the Congress consisted of: President, F. D. Adams,

McGill University, Montreal; General Secretary and Treasunr. R. W. Brock,

Geological Survey, Ottawa; A. E. Barlow, Montreal; A. P. Coleman, University of

Ti>ronto, Toronto; T. C. Denis, Mines Branch, Quebec; O. E. LeRoy, Geological

Sinvey, Ottawa; G. G. S. Lindeey, Toronto; W. A. Parks, University of Toronto,

Toronto; J. B. Tyrrell, Toronto.
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The main feature of the Congress was, however, not the session but the excnr-

sions, on which members became personally acquainted with the country from Sydney,

N.S., to Victoria, B.C., and from the International Boundary north to Mount St.

Elias and Dawson, Y.T. In all, there were over 25,000 miles of officially-gxiided

excursions, which began on July 13 and ended on October 5. While the Business

Secretary of the Congress, Mr. W. S. Lecky, the Chairman of the Finance Committee

and of the Coal Resources Committee, Mr. G. G. S. Lindsey, the President of the

Congress, the Executive Committee, the interested college professors, provincial min-

ing officials, and the officers and members of the Canadian Mining Institute were

unsparing in their assistance, without which this vast undertaking could not have been

successfully carried out, and while Dr. W. G. Miller and his assistants of the Ontario

Department of Mines edited and published two of the guide books and directed the

major excursions in Ontario, the heaviest part of the work in connexion with the

Congress naturally fell upon the staff of the Geological Survey. From the Director,

who was General Secretary of the Congress, down, almost every member of the staff

performed important duties writing guide books, editing publications, planning and

supervising the details of excursions and acting as guides and leaders, attending to

the manifold duties connected with the meetings, etc. Credit cannot be given to

each individually for his share in the success of the undertaking, but special mention

might perhaps be made of Mr. O. E. LeRoy, in connexion with the excursions; of Mr.

G. A. Young, in connexion with the Maritime Provinces guide books and excursion

and the meeting in Toronto; of Mr. C. Camsell, in editing the guide books; of Mr.

A. Dickison, in preparing the special maps; of Mr. W. Mclnnes and his associates,

Mr. D. B. Dowling and Mr. W. W. Leach, in editing the Coal Resources of the World,

and of Mr. W. H. Collins, in editing the papers for the Transactions. The Coal

Resources of the World consists of three quarto volumes and a large atlas; the Trans-

actions will occupy about 1,200 pages. The guide books consist of thirteen w^ll-

illustrated volumes, of which two were issued by the Ontario Department of Mines, and

eleven by the Geological Survey. For these the Draughting Division of the Survey,

under Mr. C. O. Senecal and Mr. Dickison, prepared about one hundred and fifty

special maps. The Department of Public Printing, Ottawa, deserve the highest crovlit

not only for the excellent printing but also for filling, in the short time at their disposal,

a rush order of this magnitude.

While for the past two years the Congress has been a heavy tax upon the resources

of the Survey, it has been well worth the effort. It was perliaps the most suciH^ssful

international gathering yot convened. The most distinguislu'd goologists, frotigraphers.

iind mining engineers of the world were present. The views and suggestions of these

exjjnrts regarding Canadian problems will prove helpful and stiniulating. The gooloj»y

and resources of Canada were unknown to most of tluin. They are now inten'steil in

lluni and will elosi'ly follmv their develojjment. Speeiniens of rtii-ks and on*s were

(cilleeted and will now be found in all the inipiutant inu><eunis. The photographs and

Holes taken throughout the country will he used in leeturt>^, papers, and text hooks,

bringing such Canadian material for the first time into the authoritntivo litoruturt>

of the world. The geological work doiii' and pulilieal ions issued fur the Congress havo

long been needed for general use in Cunaihi, and this want is now supplitnl.

20 -li
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riELD WORK.

GEomOlCAL DIVISION.

Although tlic majority of the officers were employed as leaders and guides on the

Congress excursions, a fair amount of important work was accomplislied in the field.

Mr. D. D. Cairnes coiulucted a geologiciil reconnaissance along the Alaskan-Yukon

boundary line in the Upper White River district, where native copper occurs

in economic imi)ortance at one point. During the season the Chisana placer

gold district in the adjoining portion of Alaska attracted attention; as the

conditions are similar on both sides of the line, it is hoped that placers may be

located on the Canadian side. On his way to the Yukon, Mr. Cairnes spent a

few days on Quadra island, where a number of copper claims have been takm
lip. Mr. Cairnes is of the opinion that this mineralized belt is worthy of

extensive exploration.

Mr. L. D. Burling was engaged in pala'ontological Held work along the Yukon-Alaska

boundary north of the Yukon river in the immediate vicinity of the Tutonduk.

He also visited some localities in British Coluniltia.

Mr. It. G. McConnell examined the liainy Hollow mineral area in the northwest angle

of British Columbia. He reports several promising surface showings of copi)er

and lead ores. He also examined the Granby mine at Anyox, Observatory inlet,

and the Britannia mine at Howe sound.

Mr. J. D. MacKenzie investigated the coal fields (»f (jiraham island, Queen Charlotte

group.

Mr. C. H. Clapp and Mr. II. C. Cooke geologically mapped a portion of the Duncan

map-area, south of Ladysmith, Vancouver island. Copper deposits occur within

this district. Mr. Cooke also made a special exami nation of the East Sooke

peninsula.

Mr. Chas. Camsell made a geological recoiniaissance of the Similkameen district,

British Columbia.

Mr. Chas. W. Drysdale completed the detailed investigation of the geology and ore

deposits of Rossland, commenced some years ago by R. W. Brock and G. A.

Young.

Mr. S. J. Schofield completed his reconnaissance of East Kootenay. He was fortunate

enough to discover a fossiliferous horizon that definitely establislies the age

of tlie rocks as Middle Cambrian. This is of prime importance in the elucida-

tion of the geology of this region.

!Mr. I). H. Uowling visited the Flathead coal ana in southeastern Briti-li Columbia,

wliere .'.everal commercial seams occur, and also the Xortli Saskatcliewan coal

areas, Alberta, which a branch line of the (Canadian Xorthern railway is tipeuing
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up. He also made a reconnaissance of the Sheep River area, near Calgary,

which has attracted some attention as a possible gas and oil field. A well at

Black Diamond, located on a small anticline, encountered a good flow of gas,

rich in gasoline, and a little deeper some " white oil," also very rich in gasoline.

Mr. J. S. Stewart commenced the areal mapping and structural investigation of the

coal measvires and associated formation of the Racehorse area, Crowsnest pass.

Alberta.

Mr. J. A. Allan spent his field season largely in work in the Rockies required in

connexion with the Congress excursions, but also in connexion with a popular

geological guide to the national parks.

Mr. C. H. Sternberg, assisted by Messrs. George and Charles Sternberg, collected

vertebrate fossils from the rich bone beds of the Red Deer river. Alberta,

securing specimens of almost priceless >value.

Mr. Bruce -Rose made a general geological examination of the coal-bearing rocks in

southern Saskatchewan, south of the main line of the Canadian Pacific rail-

way, and east of the third meridian. His work shows this region to be abund-

antly supplied with lignite and clays of economic importance.

Mr. E. M. Kindle examined important geological sections along the Hudson Bay

railway east of Le Pas in northern Manitoba.

Messrs. A. H. MacLean and R. C. Wallace were engaged in central ^Manitoba, making

a special study of the gypsum and salt horizons.

Mr. W. A. Johnston spent the field season studying and mapping the supei-fioial

deposits between Rainy lake and Lake of the Woods. These calcareous drift

deposits are of exceptional value for agricultural purposes, and this study,

while of great scientific interest, is also the cheapest and most reliable method

of delimiting these available new and rich farming lands.

Mr. W. L. Uglow was engaged for a short time during' the season in field work on the

Canadian Northern railway west of Port Arthur, in preparation for the Congreisa

excursion.

Mr. W. U. Collins .•iiiiiplftcd tlie gcologirai niapi.ing of llio Onaping niai»-area to llio

north of Siidl»ury, Out., and began a revision of tlie Sudbury shtvt. A pni.-tic-

ally continuous Wiw of exploration has now been made between the Cobalt .nul

Sudbury distri<'ts, an eviiit of considt'rabk' importance in tlie eiludy ol ilio

geology of these groat mining districts.

JVlr. M. Y. Williams' liold woiU was in southwestiTU Onliirio, maluu^; a vleiaiUd riiuiy

of the Niagara escarpmciil to corrolale and iletcrmiiie tlie areal eMent ol tlid

variou.s divisions of llie SihiriaU ro.lv>. many of wlucli aro of eoouonuc iutoi\>«tt
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^Fr. A. E. Barlow spent a few weeks in the vicinity of Craigmont, securing the infor-

mation necesssary to complete his memoir on the corundum deposits of central

Ontario.

Mr. L. Reinecke was engaged for a few weeks in a survey of a mica mine at Mooso

lake, Quebec, and for the balance of the season until the middle of November

upon an examination of materials available for roadmaking in Ontario, furnish-

ing a report on this subject to the Ontario Highway Commission.

Mr. M. Tv Wilson began a geological investigation of a region north of the Ottawa

river in Ottawa county. Que., important from the occurrence therein of deposits

of graphite, mica, apatite, and other minerals, and also in connexion with

prohlcms^of Pre-Cambrian rocks which cover over one-half of the Dominion.

Mr. J. Stansfield spent a portion of the field season in an investigation of the super-

ficial deposits of the island of Montreal, to furnish information regarding

sources of material for local clay industries, and also regarding conditions

affecting building operations in the city of Montreal and environs.

!Mr. Ivolx'rt llarvie completed his reconnaissance of the serpentine (asbestos-bearing)

belt of southern Quebec, and continued his detailed examinations of a

geological section crossing the Sutton anticline. This section is hoped to

elucidate many problems concerning the general economic geology of the

Eastern Townships.

Mr, A. Mailhiot commenced a study of the granite areas of the Eastern Townships,

in which are situated important stone quarries.

!Mr. J. Keele investigated the clay and shale deposits between Montreal and Quebec,

to determine their industrial value.

Mr. P. E. Raymond continued for a short time his study of the stratigraphy in the

neighbourhood of Quebec city.

^Mr. W. .r. Wright was occupied during the gr(>at(r part of tlie season in geologically

surveying the Moncton map-area, New Brunswick, in which occur important

gypsum and oil-shale deposits and an oil and gas Held. His investigations

indicate a large body of oil-shales at Albert mines that would seem to be

capable of being worked by open quarry. He also spent a few weeks in the

study of ore deposits of Clyburn valley. Cape Breton, where a vein of auriferous

pyrite has been somewhat extensively prospected.

Mr. A. O. Jlajes connnenced the geological mapping of the St. John City map-area,

New Brunswick. His work has developed a luiinlier of problems the solution of

which will be of prime importance in the general interpretation of the geology

of New Brunswick.
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^It. W. a. Bell commenced the areal mapping and a structural and palseontological

investigation of the Windsor and Horton series of rocks, within the Windsor

special map-area, Nova Scotia. Of the total area, 240 square miles, one-

quarter was covered this season, and the whole can be completed in one more

season.

Mr. J. E. Hyde spent a portion of the field season examining the Carboniferous section

along the north shore of the Strait of Canso, between Port Hastings and Port

Hawkesbury.

Mr. J. W. Goldthwait commenced a study of the surficial geology of Xova Scotia in

order to prepare a memoir presenting in simple language a description of the

scenery and an explanation of the surface features of the province. This pro-

posed memoir should be of interest to students and general readers as well as to

scientists.

Mr. E. R. Earibault continued his investigation of the gold-bearing rocks of Xova

Scotia and his mapping in the southern portion of Queens and Lunenburg

counties.

In addition to the above, geological field work is being conducted, along with other

scientific investigations, by ofiicers of the Survey who accompanied the Canadian

Arctic Expedition, which is referred to at the close of this summary of regular field

work undertaken by the various divisions of the Survey.

TOPOGRAPHICAL DmSIOX.

Mr. W. E. Lawson topographically mapped the White River district, Yukon Territory.

Mr. E. E. Frecland completed the Bridge River map-area, Lillooet district, British

Columbia.

Mr. F. S. Falconer mapped the East Sooke peninsula, Vancouver island, and the Flat-

liead coal basin, British Columbia.

'Mv. A. G. ITaultain completed the Windermere map-area, British Columbia.

Mr. A. C. T. Sheppard was in charge of the topographical niapj)iug of the Crowsnost

map-area, British Columbia and Alberta.

Mr. D. A. Nichols began the topographical mapping of the Tlu'tford-Black Lake

district, Quebec.

Mr. I!. \l. .Maclvay had charge of the work in tho New (Ih»>tr.i\v area. Ni>va Si«oti«.

Mr. S. C. McLean was engaged in triaugulati(»n for control of the Now Gla:igow and

Thetfurd-Bhiek Lake areas and in triaiij^ulatioii in the Similkauieen di.<triel,

British Columbia.

in addition, two ge(igra|tliers are serving mi the Canadian Aretio Kx^Hiiition.
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ANTIIROrOLOOICAL DIVISION.

Etlinohjfjy and Lmguintics.

^fr. E. Sapir oontinuod his field work with the Xootka Indians of Vanoouver island.

^Ir. J. A. Mason undcrtouk a prrliniinary reconnaissance of some of the Indians of

the Upper ^laekenzii^ Iviver valley.

Mr. P. Radin continned his stndies among the Ojibwa of southwestern Ontario,

visiting also Minnesota and Wiseon^in and northwestern Onfario for eompara-

tive studies.

Mr. F. W. Waiigh spent some time with the Iroquois of the Six Nations reserve,

Ontario.

Mr. A. A. Golden woiser continued his investigations among the same Iroquois.

]Mr. W. H. Meehling prosecuted his work among the .Malecites and Micmaes of Now
Brunswick.

Arclnrolofiy.

Mr. H. I. Smith was engaged in arclia?ologieal reconnaissance near Banff, Alberta, and

in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, to determine the most promising localities

for intensive work.

]^Ir. \V. B. Nickerson spent his field season in intensive exploration of mounds and

other archaeological remains in the vicinity of Souvisford, southwestern Mani-

toba.

Mr. W. J. Wintoniberg conducted a reconnaissance in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

and Prince Edward Island, and did intensive exploration at Mahone Bay, N.S,

BTOLOGK \L DIVISION.

Bolanii.

Mr. John ^facoun continued collecting the flora of southeastern Vancouver island.

Mr. .lames Macouii ci.lleeted in ihe vi<iiiity of Ottawa, to complete the information

for a flora of this region.

Zoology.

Mr. Taverner with ^fr. Patch and Mr. Young, were engaged in field work in south-

western Ontario, to secure nniterial for a nniseum group to rei)resent the jipcnliar

southern flora and fanini of this district. One geologist is serving on the

Canadian Arctic Expedition.
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CANADIAN ARCTIC EXPEDITION.

Last spring the National Geographical Society and the American Museum of Natural

History commissioned Mr. Y. Stefansson to explore the Beaufort sea north, of Herschel

ishind and west of Prince Patrick Land, for the large island or continent which the

tidal observations of the IJnited States Coast and Geodetic Survey had indicated to be

there. The Canadian Geological Survey was invited to co-operate in the expedition

as it had done in the previous Stefansson expedition to the Coppermine river and

Victoria Land, and from which it had secured valuable results. The Canadian Gov-

ernment decided that the expedition having for its main object the discovery of new

land to the north of known Canadian territory, should preferably be wholly under

Canadian control. The National Geographical Society and the American Museum
generously transferred their interests in the expedition, which was placed under the

general direction of the Department of Naval Affairs. Scientific work within the

scope of the Geological Survey was placed under the jurisdiction of the Survey. The

expedition was divided into two parties, the northern exploration party under Mr.

V. Stefansson, the leader of the expedition, and a southern scientific party under Dr.

R. M. Anderson of the Geological Survey, whose field of operations was to be in the

neighbourhood of Coronation gulf, Coppermine river, and Victoria Land. Mr. George

Malloch of the Survey was detailed to the northern party as geologist and geographer.

On the southern party are the following officials of the Survey: R. M. Anderson, in

charge, zoologist; J. J. O'Neill, geologist; K. G. Chipman, geographer; J. R. Cox,

assistant geographer ; D. Jenness, ethnologist; H. Beuchat, ethnologist. The scientific

equipment for this regular work and salaries, together with expenses in joining the

expedition, are borne by the Survey. Expenses in the field and instruments required

for special services are being furnished by the Expedition. The officers of the Survey

are working under the direction of and reporting to the Geological Survey. Owing

to the unusually unfavourable ice conditions last summer, no boats were able to get as

far as Herschel island. The Mary Sachs and the Alaska, with the southern party,

reached Collinson point, Alaska, a short distance west of Demarkation point. The
Kaiiuh, with the northern party and Messrs. Jenness and Beuchat of the southern

party, was caught in the ice not far from the same place, apparently frozen in for the

winter. Mr. V. Stefansson, with Mr. Jenness and two other men, left for a trip ashore,

vvIk 11 a storm arose, preventing their return to the ship and setting tlio k'arliik eitlier

free or drifting, and no word has been received from her since. As she is under tlie

capable cuninuuid of Capt. Robert Bartlctt, has men, both white and Kskinio. accus-

lonied to i«c tdiidilions, and is well equipped with skin boats, sleds, ilogs. winter

<•!(. tiling, iiiul several years' provisions, they are, so far as is hummily i)i>ssible. well al>lo

to look after themselves.^

Tlic last mail received (vt>u\ llic southern party sliowed all to be \\\W with them.

They were wintering eoniforlably, and had been able to secure soini" vahiable seientitie

resnltK. Ah soon as davlijilit permitted, Messrs. Cliipman and Cox were t^oiiiL-- to sm-v.v

' SiiHfs llu- aliDve wfin wiitli-n wt>i<l luis ln'.^n rcicivid I'roiu I'ltjit. Hartlitt. Irmii .St. Mliiiatls.

AliiHkn, tliat llx- Kdvhil: was ciusIkuI and humU luur Hfialil Islniul, Aritii- oi-oun. and that tliit

rrow ar« Hal'"', mosl nl' llifiu mi \\'iaiiK''M l.slaml.
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the Arctic coast from Demarkation point to Hersehell island and the mouth of the

^far-kenzic, tying in this section with the determined position of Demarkation point,

while ^Ir. O'Neill intended to make a geological reconnaissance extending inland,

from the Alaskan boundary to the Mackenzie. Thus, though unable this year to carry

out their original plans, tlie time of the southern party is not lost, as they are securing

important information and filling a gap in the geographical and geological map of

Canada.

PROGRESS OF DIVISIONS.

PHhlirafinn Division.—The Distribution Division sent out to libraries and institu-

tions on the exchange list, 17,300 publications, and in response to written or verbal

requests, 33,812; making a total distribution of 51,112 copies of publications.

Geological Division.—This division has been strengthened by the addition of

six oflScers.

The memoirs are unduly delayed in itrinting, keeping back from the public

information that is of great value if promptly issued but that loses much of its value

if delayed. These reports are not like ordinary Government blue-books—of value

merely as records—but are essentially tools required by one of the country's foremost

industries. Nothing should prevent their speedy publication. A new arrangement to

this end is being effected by the Department of Public Printing.

Topographical Divi.sioii.—This division has been strengthened by the appointment

of four junior topographers and now consists of one chief topographer, one triangulator

and computer, and seven junior topographers.

Although the division has been completing maps at a rapid rate, little progress

has been made in having them reproduced. The same argument used in connexion

with the memoirs holds with regard to the publication of these maps. The situation

is becoming desperate, and some more effective arrangement with regard to publication

must be made.

Photographic Division.—This division has been strengthened by tlie appointment

of an assistant photographer. Its usefulness has been lessened by the failure to com-

plete the necessary equipment, the responsibility for which lies outside this depart-

ment, s

The following work has been done during the past year:

—

Contact prints (Vandyke and black and white), size 4 X 5 to 36X48. 13,719

Bromide cntarRcments, size ."i X 7 to 40x72 894

Films and i>lates developed, size 3iX4i to 6iX8J 3.492

Dry plate negatives, size 4X5 to 11X14 976

Wet plate negatives, size 8X10 to 11X14 122

Photostat copies, size 7X11 to 11X14 956

Lantein slldc«, size 3i X 4 J 309

Pholograph.s and titles mounted l.iii'O

Museum.—Considerable progress has Ikhmi in:idi> with the museum, both in securing

important acquisitions and in tlie preparation of cxliibits for the jjublic halls. The

staff now includes skilled preparatory in each division of the museum, and the exhibits
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now being prepared will be unexcelled by those of the same kind in any of the great

museums of the world. The department having been supplied ,with cases for the

Anthropological Hall, ethnological and archaeological collections, representing the

native races of Canada, have been installed. Unfortunately, lack of space prevents

a complete exhibit of the now rich collections belonging to our National Museum.

The herbarium, which is unusually full and complete, has been completely classified.

Practically everything known in Canadian flora is represented in this collection.

Large additions have been made to the zoological collections. Good progress was

made on the group exhibit representing Atlantic coast life, and upon the group

representing the southern flora and fauna of the southwestern peninsida of Ontario.

The most notable additions have, however, been made in vertebrate palaeontology.

Mr. C. H. Sternberg, assisted by his sons, has succeeded in recovering from the

Edmonton and Belly River beds of Red Deer river a priceless collection of the extinct

monsters that formerly inhabited this region. This material is rich, not only in new

species tut in new genera, and many of the specimens are, therefore, type specimens.

Several striking mounts of these animals have been prepared and are on exhibition,

and good progress has been made on others which will prove of exceptional interest

and valuCi.

In addition to the regular staif, the advice and assistance of specialists in other

departments of the Government service, and in private life, are being secured by

appointing them honorary curators. Mr. J. H. Fleming, Toronto, has been appointed

Ho)iorary Curator of Ornithology, and several other appointments are jiending.

The museum work is severely handicapped by the delay in providing the depart-

ment with the necessary equipment of exhibition cases, storage cases, workrooms, and

accommodation. Collections that cannot be replaced are deteriorating and may be

lost if these wants are not supplied, and much interesting material that is of value

for exhibition or scientific purposes is for tliis reason at present inaccessible to public

or student. It is most discouraging to zealous officials to be unable to perform their

necessary duties on account of the lack of the essential tools and facilities.
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GEOLOGICAL DIVISION.

UPPEK WHITE KIVER DISTRICT, YUKON,

(D. D. Cainies.)

Introduction.

After completing the examination of the mineral properties distributed through-

out the lime belt of Quadra island, British Columbia,^ during the early part of the

summer of 1913, the writer proceeded to Upper White River district, Yukon, and

arrived at the mouth of Beaver creek on July 3. The probable occurrence of native

copper along the upper portion of White river has long been surmised, and as early

as 1891 when this district is believed to have been first penetrated by an exploring

party of white men, fabulous accounts of the enormous quantities of native copper

found in Upper White River district were told to members of the expedition. From
1898 onward, prospectors in search of gold and copper have kept going into the region,

induced so to do, partly or entirely as a result of Indian stories which had invested

the Upper White River belt of both Yukon and Alaska with mineral wealth propor-

tionate to its remoteness and inaccessibility.

Greatly exaggerated as were these early accounts concerning the mineral wealth

of Upper Wliite River district, they nevertheless contained some truth. Native copper

occurs at different points, individual masses of which have been found, 'weighing

several hundred pounds each, and one large slab was seen by the writer that is

estimated to weigh approximately three tons. Quartz veins also occur in several local-

ities, some of which contain encouraging amounts of gold, and recently placer gold

has been discovered in economically important amounts on several of the streams

draining into Upper White river and its tributaries.

This district lying along the landward edge of the St. Elias range, and including

a jiortion of the Nutzotin mountains, has been known for some years to be geologically

and topographically favourably situated for the occurrence of mineral deposits, and

would have been mapped and investigated by the Canadian Geological Survey at least

two or three years ago, except for a series of unavoidable delays. The writer was,

however, last spring (1913) instructed to geologically map and explore this area, and
reached there several weeks before the stampede commenced to the neighbouring

Chisana gold fields,^ across the International Boundary line. 30 miles to the west.

Geological formations and iconditions similar to those in Chisana district occur in

Upper White River district, Yukon, and this winter (1913-14) several hundred men
are prospecting the gravels of this district, and gold is reported to have already been

found in paying quantities on several of the streams within tlie area.

Mr. F. J. Barlow acted as the writers geological assistant in Ui)per White River

district. Mr. Barlow reached the mouth of Beaver creek about three weeks before

the writer arrived, and continued the field work until September 4. On August 8 the

» For descriptions of these properties see pages 58-75 of this Summary Report,

'On account of tlie Rimil.-irity, KColOBlcaUy, between llic riiis;in.i Rold flolils and portions of
Ilplier White River district, Yul<on, a brief description of tlie preiieral Kcology and gold-
bearing gravf'lH of tlie portion of <'liisan:i district thiit has been found to contain valiial)lo

deposits of placer gold, is included in the writer's memoir on Upi'ci" AVliitc Uiver district, wliich

is expected to be published shortly.
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writer had to start for Vancouver to act as guide on C8 and C9 excursions of the

International Geologrical Congress, leaving Mr. Barlow to proceed with the geological

<^^ff \or /i Ia ska

Geological Survey, \paneda.

I'lji'. 1. Index showing location of uv)p:r Whitt- Itiver district.

work. Thus the writer was unable to devote more than about one month to the

actual field work in Tppcr White IJiver district. Mr. Barlow pi.;:ormed all the duties

assigned to him in a very wiliiuy ;ind painstaking manner.

Location and Area.

The portion of Yukon Territory, along Wliite river, which was mapped and
investigated during the past summer (1913), and which is here designated as Uj^per

White Kiver district, is about 55 miles long, from north to south, and from VI to 'I'i

mile.s wide. This area lies to the east of and adjoins the 1-Ust meridian, the Yukiux-

Alaska international boundary; exlt-nd^^ to the north to about latitude Gw" ;50'. si> as

to include tlie nioiitli of Beaver cr«.H>k ; reach-es to the south to about latitude til*'

42', or to alxiut 3 miles south of tht; crossing of White river by the boundary liiu-;

and Ktret<-ii('s to the east to include White river (Fig. 1).

This particular area was selected for mapping and investigation as it was eou-

feidered to be, geologically, one of tlie most promising sections of this part of Yukon
for the occurrence of mineral deposits and because a number of discoveries of ore

material had been reported from this vicinity. The mapping was extended so as to

incliuic, in the one season, as much as possibb ui tlie better minerali/ed pi)rtions of tliu

di«lvjcrt.
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Routes.

Fpper White River district has, in the past, been considered to be one of the more

difficultly accessible portions of Yukon, and very little authentic information has been

available concerning the routes and methods of travel thereto. It was generally

understood that White river was practically unnavigable for steam craft, and in fact

for all ordinary types of power boats, although it was known that small, specially

built gasoline launches could, with considerable difficulty, and during favourable

stages of water, get a few miles up this stream. It was thus only possible to economic-

ally get freight and outfits into the district by sledding such in over the ice and snow

during the winter months. The only alternative plan was to pole up White river

during the summer, which required considerable time and was very expensive; and

further, for this work, thoroughly experienced polers and river men were necessary,

and were not always available.

Since the discovery of placer gold in Chisana district, Alaska, within 30 miles

of Upper White River district, the routes to this locality have become much better

known. The Yukon Government has also built good pack trails to the district, and

White river has become much better understood than formerly. In fact, last autumn,

all manner of river craft including canoes, row-boats, i)oling boats, gasoline launches,

and steamboats were to be seen working their way upstream at various points on the

river. Some light-draiight steamers reached the mouth of Donjek river, and others

m-.m:i:Ced to get within a few miles of this point. One small specially designed

gasoline boat, however, managed to get to the mouth of Beaver creek, and is reported

to have accomplished the journey from the mouth of White river to the Beaver in

four days. This winter (1913-14) a number of steam and gasoline boats are being

built for use on White river next season (1914), and will take freight and passengers

to Beaver creek, so that undoubtedly freight will next summer be taken to White River

district by boat for a fraction of what it has formerly cost to take it over the ice or

snow in the winter. Thus, from now on, it will be possible to reach White River

district, or Chisana, with comparative ease and safety.

The majority of persons who have gone into Upper White River district, have

followed one of three main routes which pass through Yukon, and may tluis be con-

sidernd as Yukon or Canadian routes. These three principal lines of travel may be

designated as the White River, Coffee Creek Trail, and Kluane routes. Tliree more
or less important Alaskan routes have also been followed to a considerable extent,

mainly by persons going only to Chisana, but may also be used to reach Upper White
River district. These may be termed the Tanana River, Russell Glacier (Skolai pass),

and Xizina-Chisana Glacier routes: of these the glacier routes are very dangerous

and the Tanana River route is only available to persons commencing their journey

from Fairbanks or some nearby point in central Alaska. In addition to these more
important routes, others less available or convenient, or possibly less well knovm,
have been followed by a few persons. Three of the most tri;»velled of these less-

favoured routes may be termed the Chitina-Copper River, the Valdez-Copper River,

and the Boundary routes.

In any case, irrespective as to which of these routes* is intended to be followed,

persons travelling to Upper White River or Chisana districts direct, from practically

all points not actually within Yukon, Alaska, or adjoining districts, go via either

Skagway or Cordova, or possibly via Valdcz, three ports situated on the southern
coast of Alaska. Commodious steamers make regular and frequent trips from
Vancouver or Seattle to these points, Skagway being distant about S70 and 1,000

miles from Vancouver and Seattle, respectively, and Cordova and Valdcez being about

' Detailed descriptions of all these routes are included in the writer's memoir on Upper
White River district, which is also accompanied by a map showing the Canadian routes to

Upi'cr White River district, Yukon, and to Chisana district, Alaska.
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],G15 and 1,TU5 miles respectively from Seattle, measured along the inland Coast
p.issage followed by the regular steamers. From Skagway and Cordova, short railway
lines proceed toward the interior.

All the Canadian routes proceed from tidewater at Skagway over the White
Pass and Yukon railway to Whitehorse, a distance of 110 miles. From Whitehorse,
w!:ich is situated at the head of navigation on the Yukon and its principal tributary,
Lewes river, the various Canadian routes diverge.

Climate.

The climate of Tipper White Eiver district is that of southern Yukon, as modified
by the altitude and mountainous nature of the area. Being situated north of the 61st

parallel of latitude, the district, as is to be expected, is during the winter months
subjected to somewhat low temperatures; and separated as it is from the Pacific by a
broad belt of mountains, the region does not come within the immediate influence of
the ocean, with its tendency to increase precipitation and minimize the variations in
temperature. jSTevertheless, the climate of southern Yukon in general has been, and
by many still is thought to be, much more severe than it really is.

The summer months in most parts of southern Yukon are particularly delightful,

as, on account of the somewhat northern latitude there is almost continuous daylight
during June and July, and for four months, typical warm, summer weather is generally
experirnced. The winters, although cold, are not so extreme as might be supposed.
For instance, horses winter out safely in Upper White Eiver district, without artificial

shelter and without being fed, provided they are in fairly good condition when turned
out in the autumn, and provided also that they are placed on bars along White river

or elsewhere where food is plentiful. For several years past, numbers of horses have
so wintered in different parts of the district, and in most cases have been found in good
condition in the spring.

The amount of precipitation in southern Yukon varies considerably with the

altitude and proximity to mountain ranges or groups. In Upper White River district,

during most years, the amount of rain is moderate, and the snowfall is very light,

snow rarely accumulating to a thickness of more than 12 inches on the level along
the river flats or in other lower portions of the district. Good sledding also rarely

commences, except on the river or lake ice. before December 1.

Ice commences to run thickly on the White about September 30, and the river

freezes over, during most years, between Xovombcr 10 and 15. The White generally

opens in the spring below Beaver creek between May 25 and June 5, and above Beaver
creek to Canyon City, opens about June 12.

As concerns mining operations, due to the almost continuous daylight during

part of the summer, work can be conducted by night almost as well as by day, without

the aid of artificial light. Also at least five months in each year are suitable for

surface working and for the necessary outside operations contingent upon mining
and similar industries. The ground is perpetually fro/en to varying depths, but this

does not interfere with mining operations, except while being condui-ted at or near

tlie surface, and is of great value and assistance in placer mining in places, as the

gravels, where deep, can be worked by drifting without liaving to timber, on account

of their firm frozen condition. Hydraulicking, sluicing, and all washing op^^rations

connected with placer mining can be coinnienced si>n>e time in ^lay and oouducteil until

well on ill ScptfUibfr.

Vegetation.

Ui)per White Kiver district, us a whole, is only sparsely for»*sted. and nowhere
do the dense trcjwlh^ of liuiher occur sueh as ehaiaeieri/e |(.irl imi., ..f Hritif^h Cohuuhia
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and other localities to the south aud southeast. Trees nevertheless grow on mostly

all the valley floors up to an elevation ranging from 3.500 to 4.000 feet above sea-level,

and on the mountain sides to practically the same height. Timber-line is, however,

fharacteristieally lower at the lower ends of the valleys than at the upper ends, and

in places does not reach above 3,000 feet.

Four principal forest members occur that attain the dimensions of trees, and a

number of varieties of shrubs were noted. The four main varieties of trees are white

spruce (Picea alha), aspen poplar {Popnlus tremuloides), balsam poplar (Populus

hahaniifera), and nortliern canoe birch (Betula resini fera or B. ala-thana) ; and tlie

more important shrubs include juniper, several species of willow (Salix), alder, dwarf

birch {Bcinla glandulosa), wild rose {Rosa acicularis Liiull.), and " Seapollali " (Shep-

herdia canadensis Nutt).

Several varieties of wild fruits were also noted in this district. Of these, crow

or heather berries (Empelrum nigrum), blueberries (bog bilberry, Varrinium uligmo-

sum L.), high-bush cranberries (Viburnum pauciflorum Pylaie), and northern cran-

berry or foxberry (Vaccinium VHis-Idaea L.), were quite plentiful; and black currants

(Rihes Hudsonianum, Eich.), red currants (Rihes ruhrum L.), gooseberries, straw-

berries, and raspberries occur in places.

Grass for horses is available in favourable localities throughout the entire year,

and commencing in the latter part of May or early in June, becomes quite plentiful.

From June until October, pack-horses, if well cared for and not worked too hard will,

in most parts of the area, subsist on what natural fodder is available. As mentioned

previously, in describing the climate of White River district, horses will winter oxit

safely in this district if they are strong and in good condition when winter sets in,

and if they are left in suitable localities.

Game.

Game is plentiful throughout most parts of Upper White Kivcr district, sheep,

moose, and caribou being particularly numerous. In fact, were this locality only

slightly more accessible and somewhat better known, few places on the continent

would be more attractive to the sport-loving hunter.

The sheep are the white Alaskan variety {Oris Dalli) : these feed during the

winter months in the main valleys, but with the approach of sunnncr they work

farther and farther back into the higher mountains, and choose especially the lofty,

rugged, craggy summits, and are frequently found in the vicinitj' of glaciers. They

larely return to the valleys during the summer, except in crossing from one mountain

to another. The writer, one day in July of last season, counted over 400 sheep, all

of which were plainly in sight at one time on the hills to the southwest of Rabbit

mountain.

The moose are the large giant moose (Alecs gigas). These magnificent animals

range the lowlands in considerable numbers and are particularly plentiful in the tlats

bordering White river. Caribou are also somewhat numerous, and are fretiuently

seen on the low open hills in different parts of the district. They are, when

seen, the least difficult of any game to procure, as their curiosity is greater than their

fear, and they will follow a horse or watch a man until scent gives tliem warning.

Black and grizzly bear are sufficiently numerous to make it unsafe to leave a cache

unprotected for more than a daj' or two, and they have been known to disturb i>rovi-

sions in the presence of the owner. Rabbits also abound througliout the district. Lynx,

mink, nuirtin, wolverine, and red fox«s are fairly niuncrous, and cross, silver, and

black foxes are occasionally found.

The chief game birds noted are rock ptarmigan (Lagopus rupestris nipestrix,

(iniclin), willow })tarmigan (Lagopus lagopus), Alaska spruce part-idge (CanachH(

s

canadensis osgoodi, Bishop), fodl hens or Franklin grouse (Canachiles frankiinii).
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willow grouse or Oregon ruifed grouse (Bonasa umbellus sabini), and several varieties

t'f ducks and geese. The rock ptarmigan are found above timber line, and during tbe

s-uimner months live mainly on the highest, often snow-capped summits; the willow

ptarmigan live during the summer season at above timber line. Both varieties are

very plentiful in White River district as well as in adjoining portions of Ynkon and

Alaska. These birds are A-ery easily obtained, and can often be secured with sticks

or stones. Consequently, many a stampeder to Chisana last autumn dependei^l on
them partly or entirely for subsistence, and in some cases lived entirely on ptarmigan

for days or even weeks at a time after his other provisions became exhausted. The
spruce pfirtridge, fool hens, and ruffed grouse are much less plentiful than the

ptarmigan, but still are quite frequently seen.

The streams and small lakes are generally well supplied with fish, chiefly grayling

( Til y mallus s ig n ifi er).

Topography.

Yukon Territory may be, for the greater part, divided into three broad physio-

graijhic provinces which persist to the southeast through British Columbia and to the

westward through Alaska. Named in order from southwest to northeast these

provinces are, the Coastal system, the Interior system, and the Eocky Mountain
system. These terranes constitute the Cordillera of northwestern North America, and
follow in a general way the peculiar concave contour of the Pacific coast line. In
Yukon and Alaska, the Interior system is comprised entirely of the most northerly

of its larger divisions, the Yukon plateau, and in the vicinity of the 141st meridian

—

the Yukon-Alaska International Boundary—the Coastal system is composed of the St.

Elias range and the Nutzotiu mountains, of which the latter are the more northerly

and adjoin the Yukon plateau on the south, the St. Elias range extending from the

Nutzotin mountains to the Pacific ocean.

Upper White River district includes a north-south section across the eastern

or southeastern end of the Nutzotin mountains, and extends to the south part way
aci'oss the broad valley separating these mountains from the Skolai-Natazhat group,

a northern fork of tl>c St. Klias range. To the north this district reaches sliglitly into

the Yukon plateau region, biit does not continue sufliciently far to embrace any of the

typical plateau renuiants which characterize this physiographic province.

Upper White River district is thus composed for the greater part of an eastern

portion of the Nutzotin mountains whose higher summits within the district rise

to elevations of from 6,500 to 7,200 feet above sea-level. This mountain belt is

hounded on the north by a broad easterly trending flat some 30 miles or more in width,

which really constitutes a southerly portion of the Yukon plateau, and throughout

which occasional knobs, hills, and mountain masses rise, in places, rather abruptly.

To the south of the Nutzotin mountains, and sci)arated from them by White River

valley, the lofty snow-capped mountains of the Skolai-Natazhat group constitute in

that direction an apparently impassable alpine barrier.

All the more prominent uplands within Upper White River district thus consti-

tute portions of the Nutzotin mountains, although occasional smaller mountain

masses are included in the wide d(i)russit)n to the north. The Nutzotin mountains

within liie district, llieniselves enbraco two genetically distinct tyjK's- those residtinv;'

from differiiit ial erosion, and those produex'd domiiiantly by accunuilation. The
moiintiiiiis III' ciMsiiJii licluug to that class of the earth's features whii-h are the result

of dilTcieulial < rusidii in regions of def()rniat ion anil uplift. They enibraeo all the

uplands lo I lie uortli and northeast of Lake Tehawsalnuon valley, and also iueJude tho

caHterii aud Udrlliern portions of the ffidup lo tlie west miuI southwest of (his depres-

Hion. FarlhiT west, howevtir, tbe older rocks and former topography have Itreouie

deeply liuried under accunuilat ions of lava and accoiupauviug fragnieiital roi-ks whi>h

lit;- li
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now compose all the higher, more prominent portions of this mountain group to the

west of Lake Tchawsahmoii valley.

The typical Nutzotiu mountains of erosion are notably irregular in form, being

composed of geological formations which lack in most places any prominent members

f.r structures which might control and give a more marked or regular expression to

the topographic features. The mountains of accumulation to the west and southwest

are composed of lavas and accompanying fragmental rocks which have piled up as a

scries of superimposed sheets lying nearly horizontal in most places, the entire volcanic

accumulation having the aspect of even, stratified beds.

This group of mountains to the west of Lake Tchawsahmon valley thus constitutes

a decided transition fi'om the typical Nutzotin mountains of erosion to the Wrangell

mountains of accumulation to the west and southwest where floods of lava are

claimed to have obliterated an ancient topography whose relief exceeded 3,000 feet.

fpper White River district is drained by White river and its tributaries, of

which the Generc is much the largest member, being comparable in size to the White
above their confluence. A great part of the area is, however, drained by Beaver creek,

a much smaller tributary than the Generc.

Wliite River valley from the source of this stream in the northern lobe of Russell

glacier, to Yukon river, has a length of about 180 miles, and throughout its course thie

river is a turbid, swift flowing, shallow stream, with numerous channels traversing its

wide flood-plain which is studded with constantly, shifting bars and islands. Like

all glacial streams, White river also varies greatly as to the amount of water it carries,

rising and falling rapidly, not only with daily and seasonal variation, but also under

the influence of irregularities of precipitation, moisture, and temperature.

A great part of the lowlands, which comprise about one-half of the entire district,

are very imperfectly drained, and are dotted with small, often entirely unconnected

lakes or ponds. In fact, these lowlands or flats throughout Upper White River

di>trict are dominantly very wet, and, with the exception of the flood-plains of the

master streams, are characterized by muskegs and " niggcrheads."

A number of important changes in drainage have occurred in this district and

adjoining areas, as is evidenced by several old broad valleys whose former relationship

is not now understood, and also by the rock-walled canyons along White river. A
great amount of study will still be necessary, however, before the drainage changes

in the district are understood, and this former stream system is established.

General Geology.

GENERAL ST.\TEMENT.

The geological formations of Upper White River district embrace both igneous

and sedimentary members, and include rocks ranging in age from Carboniferous to

Recent. What appear to be the oldest rocks exposed in the district consist of a series

of limestones, cherts, and shales which contain Carboniferous fossils. Apparently

more recent than these rocks, but also of Carboniferous age, is a thick series

of shales, sandstones, conglomerates, and limestones which contain Pennsylvanian

or Gtschelian fossils. Overlying, conformably, the Carboniferous beds is a thick

eerios of shales, greywackes, sandstones, and conglomerates, which contain Mesozoic

fossils. These Carboniferous and Mesozoic beds are ejitensively invaded and intimately

associated with a group of volcanic rocks consisting mainly of andesites, diabases,

basjilts, and related pyroclastics. These volcanic^ appear to be • the result of

intermittent volcanism extending from Carboniferous to at least Cretaceous time.

In late Jurassic or Cretaceous time the older rofks were invaded by a group of

intrusive plutonic rocks of granitic habit, which range in character from granites to

gabbros, or even in places to hornblendites. Overlying all these rocks, there occur
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in a few places, some loosely consolidated, lignite-bearing conglomerates, sandstones,

shales, and clays which are believed to be, dominantly at least, of Eocene age. Com-
mencing about Eocene time, also, volcanism again became active and in the Wrangell

mountains to the west and southwest, has persisted to the present time. Basalts,

diabases, andesites, and related rocks pierced the older formations, and lavas poured
over the surface accompanied by showers of ashes and fragmental materials. These
volcanic materials accumulated in places to a thickness of several thousand feet. In

late Tertiary or early Pleistocene time, the district was also invaded by a group of

latites, rhyolites, and related rocks which cut the older formations and in places flowed

out over the surface. Overlying all these rocks are the unconsolidated Pleistocene and
Recent accumulations which constitute a mantle of greatly varying thickness, obscur-

ing the underlying bedrock throughout a great part of the district. These piaterials

consist mainly of gravels, sands, silts, boulder clays, soils, peat, ground-ice, and
volcanic ash, vast quantities of which have not only spread over the valley floors and
have accumulated in the various depressions throughout the district, but extend as

well over a great portion of the uplands.

Table of Formalions.

Quaternary Recent and Pleistocene Superficial deposits.—Gravels, sands, boulder clays,
silts, volcanic ash, peat, soil, and ground-ice.
Dominantly glacial and glacio-fluvial deposits
which are still accumulating.

Rhyolites, latites, and related volcanics.

Post-Eocene Newer Volcanics —Mainly augite andesites and
ba.?alts, dominanth- amyg^daloidal or pumiceous,
with related pyroclastic rocks. Not perceptibly
disturbed.

Tertiary E(xene, possibly in j)art, Oli- Conglomerates, sandstones, and shales, loosely eon-
gocene. sulidated in most places. CJontains seams of

lignite.

Cretaceous or Jurassic Intrusive plutonic rocks, ranging in character from
granites to gabbros or even hornbl^ndites.
Apparently represent outlying portions of the
Coast Range batholith.

Mesozoic Cret^'ceous, possibly in part, Shales, ^and.-itones, conglomerates, and related setli-

older. ments, considerably deformed and induratetl.
Only Cretaceous fossilb were found, but Jurassic
or even Triassic members may be present

.

Cretacwjus, possibly in part, Older Volcanics.— Andesites, diabases, basalt,*, and
older. related rocks with their accompanying tuf.ict-ous

types. These are intimately associated with th«j

Mesozoic and Carbon iffroi is sediments and are,

in part, contem})oraneou8 with them.

P:ilie(j'zoic Carboniferous Penns/ilvanian.— Shales.sanJstones,conglomerates,
and occasional beds of limestone, cimsiderably
deformed, indurated, and, in pliioes, metamor-
phosed.

Massive linn<stone with st>mn astHX-iated charts,
oonsiderably inetumori)hose<i.

DESCRIPTIONS OF KUIIMATIONS.

Carboniferous SediynnUs.

Wlint appear to bo the oldest rocks exposed in Upper Wliito Rivor district, cuni-

prisc a scries of scdiincut.H consisting iniiinly of linu'stimcs. but inchuliufr also soiuo

20—2 i
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cherts and shales, which are here for convenience in description referred to as tlie

limestone-chert series. The limestones are dominantly grey in colour, massive and

crystaUine in structure, and have a thickness of at least 500 feet. Un^lerlying these

limestones are some irregular, much altered, mashed and distorted, dark cherts and

shales, which have an aggregate thickness of 100 feet or more. These limestone-chert

beds were identified at only a few points, and in each case the exposures are small.

They are overlain, wherever noted, by volcanic rocks, and nowhere were the lowermost

beds of the series observed. Fossils collected from the limestone members at different

points prove to be of Carboniferous and probably of Gschelian or Pennsylvanian age.

In addition to these rocks, a series comprised mainly of shales, sandstones,

conglomerates, and limestones, containing Upper Carboniferous fossils, is also exten-

sively developed throughout the district. For various reasons, these beds are believed

to be more recent than the limestone-chert sediments and for the purpose of distinction

are here designated as members of the shale-limestone series. These shale-limestone

beds have an aggregate thickness of at least 1,500 feet and probably are nearer twice

this thickness. However, due to the fact that they are in places much folded and

distorted, and owing also to the fact that nowhere were the lowermost beds of the

series observed, the total thickness of these sediments remains rather uncertain.

At a f^w points, also, some more or less schistose rocks are exposed, which are

considered by Mr. Barlow, who examined them, to be the locally metamorphosed

equivalents of certain of the arenaceous and argillaceous members of the Carboniferous

series.

The attitude of these rocks is extremely variable, but still, in a general way,

they strike in a northwesterly direction parallel to the trend of the main Nutzotin

range, and dip prevailingly to the north. The structure is dominantly characterized

by closed folds, the deformation being somewhat typically Appalachian. In places,

these rocks are extremely and intricately folded, several closed or even reversed

eynclines and anticlines being often seen within a distance of 100 feet or even less.

Fossils were collected from both of these series at a number of points, and have

been examined by Dr. George H. Girty of the United States Geological Survey, who

refers them all to the Carboniferous. Dr. Girty, however, divides these remains

provisionally into an upper and a lower group, both of which he considers belong to

the Upper Carboniferous or Pennsylvanian. These fossil remains are found to

correspond with Russian rather than with American facics, and should thus probably

be referred to the Artinskian and Gschelian or entirely to the Gschelian. The group-

ing of the fossils does not entirely correspond to the stratigraphic divisions as

indicated in this report, but agrees in a general way, the apparent discrepancies being

probably due to the uncertain and indefinite character of the invertebrate remains.

The shale-limestone series of Upper Wliite River district resembles very closely,

atratigraphically, lithologically, and iialiContok>gically, the Nation River series along

Yukon river,^ and thus, evidently either entirely corresponds to. this formation or is

included by it. The limestone-chert beds may also be included in the Nation River

series, but would appear rather to represent a horizon just below it, and corresponding

to the lower Pennsylvanian.

Similar Carboniferous sediments have been described by other writers in districts

neighbouring Upper White River district. Brooks includes these beds in his Nutzotin

8eri(*- which, however, embraces Mesozoic beds as well. !Moffit and Knopf have also

described similar rocks in the nearby Nabesna-White River district, under the general

term " Carboniferous rocks."^

'Brooks, A. H., and Kindle, E. M., " Palaeozoic and asi^ociated rocks of the Upper Yukon,
Alaskii"; Bull. Ceol. .Soo. Amer., vol. 19, 190S. pp. 291-304.

"Brooks, A. H., "A reconnaissance from Tyrainid harbour to Kagle City. Alaska"; U.S.

Geol. Surv.. 21st Ann. Kept., pt. 2. 1899-1900. pp. 359-300.

'Mofflt, F. H.. and Knopf, Adolph, Op. cit., pp 17-27.
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Mesozoic Sediments, ^

The ^lesozoic sediments have a somewhat extensive development in Upper White

Kiver district, and with the Carboniferous beds compose the great part of the main
Xiitzotin range. They are also lithologically very similar to certain of the arenaceous

and argillaceous members of the Carboniferous shale-limestone series, and it was not

always possible to distinguish these two formations; however, the Mesozoic beds were

identified at numerous points not only throughout the Nutzotin mountains to the

north of Lake Tchawsahmon valley, but also along the northern and northeastern

portions of the raouutain group immediately to the south of Tchawsahmon ridge and
Lake Tchawsahmon valley.

The Mesozoic sediments consist dominantly of shales, greywackes, sandstones, and
conglomerates, and have an aggregate thickness of apparently about 1,000 feet. How-
ever, neither the uppermost nor lowest beds of this formation have been identified.

Fossils were collected from these beds at a number of points, but in each case

only a single species was obtained. These remains have been examined by Dr. T. W.
Stanton of the United States Geological Suiwey, who considers them to indicate that

the beds from which they came are of Lower Cretaceous age.

Similar appearing Mesozoic beds occurring in the Xabesna-AVliite River district,

Alaska, a few miles to the west of Upper White Eiver district, Yukon, have been

described by Moffit and Knopf.^ From these rocks, fossils have been collected repre-

senting both the Jurassic and Triassic periods, and some remains were found which

are thought to be possibly of Cretaceous age. Therefore, as these rocks resemble

lithologically the Mesozoic beds in Upper White River district, and occur constituting

in both areas a correspondingly prominent part of the Nutzotin mountains, and since

in Upper White River district these beds overlie Upper Carboniferous sediments, it

would seem altogether probable that in LTpper White River district, these Mesozoic

beds include not only Cretaceous but also Jurassic and even possibly Triassic members,
but that unfortunately fossil remains were obtained from only the Cretaceous horizons.

These Mesozoic beds in Upper White River district, also appear to correspond

verj' closely with the Laberge series- of other portions of southern Yukon and of

northern British Columbia, which have been considered to be of Jura-Cretaceous age.

Older Volcanics.

Associated with the Carboniferous and Mesozoic sediments of Upper White River

district is an extensively developed group of basic or semi-basic volcanic rocks which

for convenience in description are in this report designated as the " older volcanics.''

Tliese include mainly augite andosites, hornblende andesites, mica andesitcs, augite

diorite porphyrites, basalts and diabases, as well as their accompanying and related

tuffs and breccias. These rocks vary considerably in general appearance due to their

possessing a somewhat wide range of colour, texture, structure, and niinoralogii-al

composition. They are dominantly fresh appearing rocks, but in places are consider-

ably distorted, fractured, and veined with calcite and tiiiartz. At a few points, also,

these volcanics have become locally metamorphosed and given a laminated or oven
a schistose structure.

They are eharaeterislically i'( ilull subdued colours, of which dark shades of groi-u

prevail, but browns and even reda also occur. In texture, these volcanics range from

» Momt, V. H , and Knopf. Adolpli. Oi). olt., pp. 27-32.

»Calrn<\s, D. D., " rreliinlnary memoir on t)»<j Lewes ami NonU-nsklfMil Ulvers Coal illstriot,

YuUcjii 'rcnlioiy "
; Ucol, .Siiiv., I'aii., Memoir No. r», I'JlO, pp. lioaj.

" Wluiilon illHtikt, VuUoM Ttnitoiy "
; ( i»ol.-Sur.. Van., Memoir No. 31, ll>12. pp. 5S-i7.

" ToilionH of Atlin Mlnlnx diMtriot. Hritisli »*«hin\bi«, wilh siiccial reference to lode niln-

InK "
; tieol. 8urv., ("an., Memoir No. 37, IIUH, i>p. o'.i 03.
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homogeneous appearirtg rocks in wliich none of the component minerals are discernible

with the naked eye, to much more coarsely grained rocks containing large, well defined

phenocrysts embedded in a groundmass which, in some cases, may also be seen to be

crystalline without the aid of a lens. The phenocrysts are dominantly plagioclase,

iiornhlende. and pyroxene, of which the hornblende and pyroxene are black or nearly so,

and the plagioclase ranges from light grey to pale greenish in colour. In places, also,

these rocks are notably amygdaloidal ; the aniygdules range in size from microscopic

to an inch or more, but are dominantly, however, less than one-quarter inch in

diameter. These amygdaloidal cavities which-, during the time the lavas were cooling,

were occupied by gases or vapours, are now for the greater part filled with secondary

minerals, mainly zeolites, calcite, chlorite, epidote, and chalcedonic quartz, the

zeolites and calcite predominating in most places. It is in certain of these reddish

amygdaloidal flows that the native copper of White River district of both Yukon
and Alaska occurs. Native copper has only been found in these rocks in Upper
White River district, in the vicinity of the Upper canyon on White river, but similar,

reddish, amygdaloidal volcanics are typically and somewhat extensively developed on

Cottonwood mountain, Miles ridge, and elsewhere throughout the area.

Thus many of these rocks have quite a mottled appearance, due either to large,

light-coloured feldspar phenocrysts distributed throughout a finely textured, dark

groundmass, or owing to the white zeolites, calcite. or quartz amygdule fillings being

scattered throughout an otherwise dark greenish, reddish, or brownish rock. Such types

are thus quite contrasted in appearance with other dull, dark, dense rocks in which

none of the mineral constituents are discernible without artificial means.

The tuffs and breccias that occur occasionally associated with these various

volcanic types, range from dense, finely-textured ash rocks to massive, coarse, breccias

having somewhat the appearance of conglomerates. These breccias differ from

conglomerates, however, in that they are composed mainly or entirely of igneous

material, and the cemented rock fragments in addition exhibit little if any eroding

action.

These older volcanics in Upper White River district at least, are dominantly of

local origin. In the main Nutzotin range to the north and northeast of Lake

Tchawsahmon valley, they are extensively developed, but are prevailingly intrusive into

the surrnuTiding rocks and occur in them in the form of dykes and irregular masses

in the position in which they originally cooled below the former land surface. Along

the eastern edge of the mounUiin group to the southwest of Lake Tchawsahmon,

and in places on the hills on the northeastern side of this broad depression,

these volcanics, however, occur in the form of flows associated with occasional tuffs

and breccias, the flow structure being in places still quite apparent. These lavas

appear to have come to the surface along certain fractures in the older rocks, and to

have poured out over them from these long, incision-like vents.

The only direct available evidence concerning the age of these volcanics, is that

obtained by a study of the relation of these rocks to sediments of known age. In

Upper White River district wherever these volcanics were observed in contact with

the Cretaceous-Carboniferous sediments, they cut or everlie them. It is thus evident

that some of these volcanics are more recent than the Cretaceous beds, and in the

short time available in the field, it was not possible to subdivide them into age groups,

even if some of these rocks are older than Cretaceous.

However, in the Nabesna-White River district, Alaska, to tlie west, considerable

evidence has been obtained indicating that the copper bearing volcanics tliere, which

appear to be the same as those in Upper White River district, are of Upper Carbonif-

erous age. Thus either tliese volcanics on the Yukon side of the boundary line include

rocks of both Carboniferous "and Mesozoic age, or these volcanics are of different age

from tliose described in Alaska, or the Alaskan geologists have come to wrong conclu-
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sions concerning the volcanics in the Nabesna-White River district. From the

evidence cited by ^foffit and Knopf/ it would hardly seem possible that they could be

mistaken. Furthermore, the writer investigated these volcanics on both side? of the

line and they appear to be almost undoubtedly the same. It would thus seem probable

that in Upper White River district, these older volcanics include members ranging in

age from Pennsylvanian to Cretaceous, and thus represent a long intermittent period of

volcanism similar to that, giving rise to the Wrangell lavas, which commenced about
Eocene time and is still in progress.

Granitic Inti-usives.

At a number of points in Tipper White River district, intrusive plutonic rocks

occur which have characteristically a granitic habit, and are here for convenience in

description, designated as granitic intrusives. These rocks constitute a number of

isolated, irregularly-shaped bodies that occur as stocks or batbolithic masses of no
great size.

These intrusives vary in composition from that of an acid granite to a basic

gabbro or even a hornblendite, and in general are some shade of grey, but possess quito

a wide range of colour. The more acid varieties are almost white or light grey, but

with increasing basicity, the colour becomes darker, the homblendites being quite

black. The granites and granodiorites have in places a pink or reddish hue, due to

the colour of the prevailing alkali feldspar they contain; while greenish tints charac-

terize some of the more basic rocks due to the development of chlorite, epidote. or

related minerals. These intrusives are also remarkably uniform in texture, being

dominantly coarse grained rocks. Medium textured facies, however, are developed

and in places these intrusives are decidedly porphyritic. They are characterized

nearly everywhere by a typical granitic appearance, and are thus commonly spoken of

as granites, which term, however, is, strictly speaking, applicable to only a small

percentage of these rocks.

Certain of the early Mesozoic conglomerates of this district contain granitic

pebbles apparently derived from these intrusives, and at the same time the granitic

rocks cut the early Mesozoic sediments at different points. This evidence corresponds

exactly with that found to obtain for the Coast Range intrusives in southern Yukon
and northern British Columbia,^ where the early Jura-Cretaceous beds contain

granitic pebbles and boulders evidently derived from these intrusives, but the

intrusives themselves cut these same beds which are in part derived from them.

Thus, it is seen that these Coast Range intrusives represent a long intermittent period

of igneous activity extending possibly from early Jurassic well into Cretaceous time.

After portions of the granitic batholith had cooled and been eroded, giving rise to

various sediments, igneous activity continued or again broke forth, and granitic

intrusives litliologieally almost identical with the earlier members, invaded the sedi-

ments produced from them. The granitic intrusives in Upper White River district

correspond litliologieally with these Coast Range intrusives and appear to be undoubt-
edly closely connected, genetically, with the great Coast Range batholith, an<l possibly

represent outlying portions of this vast geological terrane.

Tertiary Sediments.

Tertiary sediments have a relatively slight areal devi-lopnu'nt in Ijijilt Wliito

River district and coniprise, mainly, loosely or only partly oonsulidated sandstont-s,

slial<«, and oluy-<. TIk^ saiidstoneft are prevailingly greyish \o yellowish and brown in

Colour, and the shales and clays are dominantly soiiit- liiiht sluule of trrev. i;rtHMi, or

> Mofflt. V. H.. nnrt Knopf. Adolph. Op, Pit., pp. 17-27
•Cairiu'H. D. D.. "Portions of Atlln dlHtrlot. Rrltlsh CoIuimIiIh, with sp. .iiU r(<r<.ic>iu

lodo mlnlnK "
; (Juol. Surv.. dm., Memoir No. 37, lUia, pp, [>7-5lt.
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blue, but some quite black strata also occur. All the beds are soft and decrepitate

readily to form saud and clay beds. Some thin seams of lignite and a considerable

amount of fossil wood were also found associated with these sediments in places.

These rocks are prevailingly nearly flat lying-, and in most places have been only

t^lightly disturbed by earth movements. They have, however, been extensively invaded

by more recent volcanios. including members of both the rhyolite-latite group and the

newer volcanics, which pierce or overlie the beds wherever they are exposed.

These Tertiary beds appear to correspond to the members of the Kenai series'

which includes the oldest known Tertiary sediments in Yukon and Alaska, and which

is generally referred to upper Eocene. Since, however, Kenai beds in places rest con-

formably upon the Upper Cretaceous, and form with it a continuous series without any

perceptible stratigraphical break, it is possible that the Kenai series includes some

lower Eocene. Since, also, the Kenai beds contain seams of lignite, it is customary

t(i include in that formation all Tertiary beds contaning coal. It would thus seem

possible that rocks more recent than Eocene have been in places included in the Kenai,

just as has happened at times in connexion with cer4^ain lignite-bearing Cretaceous

beds.

These beds in Upper White River district are thought to correspond to the members

of the Kenai series because they lithologically closely resemble the rocks of this

formation seen in other localities, and because of the fossil wood and lignite which

they contain, the wood being somewhat indefinite but indicating at least a Tertiary

period of deposition.

Newer Volcanics.

An important group of volcanic rocks which are dominantly at least of post-

Eocene age and are extensively developed in Upper White River district are here for

convenience designated as the " newer volcanics." These are confined practically

entirely to the southwestern corner of the area, and are exposed mainly along the

higher or southwestern portion of the mountain grou]) which lio> to the west and

southwest of Lake Tchawsahmon valley.

These newer volcanics present, characteristically, a bright, fresh ai)pearance and

are contrasted in this respect with the dominantly dull-appearing, older volcanics of

the district. Black and grey tones predominate, but lavender, and dark bluish slate

colours occur, as well as various shades of pink and red which are very striking, the

reds ranging from a dull brick colour to a bright vermilion hue. The tuffs and

breccias are prevailingly lighter in appearance than the lavas with which they are

interbedded, being generally ash coloured or some shade of grey, or yellow. These

lavas and accompanying fragmental rocks have a maximum thickness in Upper White

River district of about 3,000 feet, and are piled up as a series of superimposed sheots

lying in most places nearly horizontal. They, however, dip gently away from the

extrusive vents, and the lower beds and flows naturally conform to the topographic

features over which they have accumulated. Particularly where considerable sections

of these rocks are exposed, the entire volcanic group or series has a general stratified

aspect, and the alternating grey, green, black, yellow, and red shades present a bright,

vari-coloured appearance which constitutes one of the most striking pictorial features

of the district. The lavas have also a characteristically well-marked columnar structure

and the tuffs and breccias weather in many places to form tall, irregular, craggy

pillars or " hoodoos " which are as much as 50 feet in height, corresponding to the

thickness of the beds from which they were derived.

» Collier. A. J., " The coal resourcee of the Yukon, Alaska " : U.S. Geol. Surv.. Bull. No.
218, 1903. pp. 17-19.

Brooks. A. 11.. " The geography and geology of .\laska "
: U.S. deol. Surv., Prof, p.nper.

No. 4."), 1906, pp. 237-244.

Cairnes, D. D., "The Yukon coal fields": Trans. Can. MIn. Inst., vol. xv, 1912, pp. 365-3C7.
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These extrusive lavas are fur the greater part porphyritic rocks of medium

coarseness, containing phenocrysts of the intermediate feldspars, basaltic hornblende,

pyroxene, biotite, or olivine. The feldspars are generally present and in many speci-

mens, two or three of the bisilicates occur together. These volcanics are mainly

augite andesites, diabase, or basalts, although there appears to be a practically com-

I)lete series of transitional forms from fairlj^ acidic andesites to olivine basalts. In

texture, these rocks range from glassy to holocrystalline, and from extremely pumiceous

to c[uite dense. They are, in addition, dominantly amygdaloidal, the amygdules beiug

in most cases empty, although in some of the older members, they are partly or entirely

filled mainly with calcite, zeolites, epidote, or clilorite. These newer volcanics thus

differ from the amygdaloids of the older volcanic group, in which the amygdules are

prevailingly occupied by secondary minerals.

In addition to these extrusive facies, dykes and other intrusive forms pierce not

only the rocks older than the lavas themselves, but in addition cut the earlier members
of this group. These intrusives are dominantly dense, dark, greyish green to nearly

black rocks having a marked basaltic habit.

These lavas in Upper White River district, cut and overlie the Tertiary sediments

;ind arc thus at least post-Eocene in age. Xo evidence was obtained, however, indicat-

ing that any of these rocks have been extruded in recent times, as in the Wrangell

mountains. These lavas, also, as mentioned before, corresijond with similar volcanics

to the west and southwest where they have been studied in detail by Mendenhall, who
named them the Wrangell lavas, and who considers them to range in age from about

Eocene time to the present. He states :
'" These floAvs, therefore, instead of preceding

the deformation of the early Tertiary plain are later than the dissection which fol-

lowed its uplift, and are to be regarded a« very recent indeed."^

BlnjoUte-Latite Volcanics.

Certain rhyolites, latites, and related rocks which occur in Upper White River

district, are here for convenience in description, designated as the rhyolitc-latite

volcanics. These rocks are restricted in their occurrence practically entirely to the

mountainous area lyin.g north of White river and southwest of Lake Tchawsahmon
valley, and even there, they have only a relatively slight arcal development. Through-

out this area, narrow dykes of these rocks are somewhat plentifully distributed, and

at a few points, surface flows or larger intrusive bodies occur.

The members of this rhyolite-latite group consist of certain light-colouivd

porphyritic rocks ranging from nearly white, liglit grey, or yellowish, to pale lavender

or darker greoni.sh grey shades. The groundmass is invariably cryptocrystalline or too

finely textured for the component minerals to be discernible with the unaided eye,

iind the pheufX^rysts include mainly feldspars, hornblende, and biotite.

These rocks are in places pumiceous or amygdaloidal, and are all notably rough

to the touch, the lighter coloured varieties in particular having often somewhat the

ajtpearance of brick on a fresh fracture.

These volcanics cut the newer volcanics wherever members o( the two groups eoino

ill contact, showing that the rhyolite-latite volcanics are at least of late Tertiary and

possibly early IMeistoeene age. They have in phu'cs also ilowed over the pre>;i'nt land

surface since it has become uplifted and eroded to nearly its present form, only

glacial action and recent erosion having since altered the topogrnpliie features.

Snpel final Jh'posits.

The Buperficial deposits of Upper White IJiver district inehule mainly gra\»>1s,

ids, silts, boulder «'lays<, nuie!<. soil, ground-ice, jind volcanic ash, some v( which areBUI

»MoiitleiiliiiU, W <". Op. clt., p. 67.
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of glaciiJ origin, some are the result of volcanism, and other members again have been

produced ly ordinarv subaerial destructive agencies. The great mass of all these

Quaternary accumulations are, however, due either directly or indirectly, to ice action,

but ordinary eroding and disintegrating processes have produced a certain minor
iunount of recent detrital materials which constitute a thin mantle covering the land

surface nearly everywhere. The volcanic ash is a very notable feature of the district,

but was oTily noted to the south of White river. The ground-ice, as in most parts of

this northern region, rcfliains in most places throughout the entire year, and occurs
just below the surface vegetation.

Mineral Resources.

Upper White River district constitutes a portion of a well-mineralized region,

and possesses itself a considerable degree of mineralization. The more promising of

the mineral deposits that have been discovered, are those containing copper and gold,

both of which metals either in this di-trict or in adjoining portions of Yukon, are

found not only in their bedrock sources, but occur as well in the form of placer

deposits. The district as a whole, however, has been only slightly explored, and
although promising prospects have been located, it has not yet been demonstrated,
except possibly in the ease of the gold-bearing gravels," that a single mineral deposit

can be profitably exploited.

A considerable portion of this district is not only mountainous, but is somewhat
rugged in character, and can be more easily prospected than many portions of western

Canada, due to the relative abundance of bedrock exposures and also owing to the

fact that little or no timber occurs in most places, the country being prevailingly quite

open. Extensive valley or lowland tracts, however, also occur, tliroughout which
superficial detrital accumulations, dominantly of glacial origin, have deeply buried

whatever minerals the underlying bedrock includes.

The placer gold deposits had been only slightly prospected until during the past

winter, when as a result of the Chisana discovery, a considerable number of men are

reported to have been investigating tlie gravels of this district. As yet, however, the

writer has been unable to obtain any definite and reliable information concerning these

recent developments, other than to the effect that placer gold in encouraging amounts
has been discovered on several creeks. Since the general geologicsd conditions in

portions of this area are very similar to those in Chisana district, Alaska, it is hoped
that valuable deposits of placer gold will yet also be found across the line in Upper
White River district.

Vein quartz is somewhat extensively developed in portions of this area and in

places contains gold and even occasioanlly copper as well. The individual quartz veins

and masses that have been discovered, although in places quite large and persistent, are

nevertheless only very sparsely mineralized. It is quite possible, however, that deposits

of similar extent and size may yet be discovered containing gold either alone or

associated witli other minerals in suflficient amount to allow of their being worked at

a profit.

Native copper has long been known to occur in the AVhite Rive* basin, and it was
tlie greatly exaggerated reports concerning the abundance of this metal that origin-

ally drew prospectors into this region. This metal, however, so far as is known, has

been found in Tljiper White River district in economically important quantities on
only one property, which is known as Discovery copper grant.

Discovery copper grant is located on the right or southeast side of the White
about H miles iipstream from Canyon City, the workings on this i>roperty being
mostly situated on the steep valley wall from 100 to 200 feet aliove the river. Copper
is believed to have been first discovered liere by Solonion Albert, in Jlay, 1905, when
three copper grants were staked l)y the discoverer and liis two i)artners, Josepli P.
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Slajrgard and M. C. Harris, who still hold this ground. Practically all the development

W07 k has been performed on the first-located grant which is known as " Discovery "

and on which the greater part of all the copper occurs that has as yet been found in

tliis vicinity.

The geological formation on this property, where exposed, consists dominantly of

grei-nish to reddish andesitic volcanics similar to those which are so- extensively

exposed to the west in Alaska, and with which are there associated most of the copper

deposits of the White-Xabesna district. At Discovery, the copper occurs mainly in

a finely-textured, massive, reddish amygdaloid, the amygdules of which are filled with

a dark green secondary mineral apparently epidote. Bedrock is here, however, for

the greater part covered with superficial deposits which add much to the difficulties

and uncertainties of prospecting. The geological conditions are consequently some-
what obscure, and no definite flows could be detected to the west where in many
places extensive sections of the copper-containing lavas are exposed.

On Discovery property three adits have been driven distances respectively of 30,

2'». and 20 feet; in addition, a certain amount of surface work has been performetl

mainly in the shape of open-cuts and trenches. This development has shown that the

volcanic country rock is traversed by numerous irregular fractures, some of which
exhibit pronounced slickensiding. These seams in places contain native copper, a

number of slabs of which have either weathered out or have been dug up, which weigh
as much as several hundred pounds each, and one particularly large tabular mass which
was measured by the writer is about 8 feet long, 3 feet 6 inches wide, and 4i inches

thick, and is estimated to weigh about 6,000 pounds.

Narrow caleite veins containing chalcocite (copper glance) as well as stringers

of cuprite and disseminated native copper also traverse these rocks in places. In addi-

tion, in one of the adits the dark green volcanic country rock contains occasional

veinlets of chalcocite, which mineral is also disseminated through the rock in places.

In the bottom of the cuts, chalcocite also begins to appear, and in places specimens
were obtained showing the chalcocite partly oxidized to the native state. It is thus

perfectly evident that the native copper is a surface oxidation product and is derived

directly from the chalcocite. Further, as occasional particles of chalcopyrite (copper

pyrites) occur in places disseminated through the amygdaloid?, it would seem probable

that with greater depth this will prove to be the primary copper mineral.

The native copper cannot, therefore, be expected to continue more than a few
feet below the surface, except possibly along well-defined fissures where there is a ready

circulation. Thus, although there appears to be a considerable aggregate amount of

coi)per in this vicinity, it is problematical whether or not, except very near the surface.

it i-i anywhere sufiiciently concentrated to constitute workable ore bodies. Such will

liave 1o be determined by future mining operations. There is, however, enough copper

in sifiht to warrant further development, and as bedrock is in most jdai-es covered

with .superficial dej)osits, there is no reason to suppose that the best deposits Ijave first

b(!('n discovered. On the other hand it is quite possible that underlying this mantio

of dctitra! material, copper deposits much more valuable tb;in tho.-e -o far unco
may yc^t be found in this vicinity. However, unless the primary sulphides them-
when reafhed, are sufH«;iently concentrated to pay for exploitation, the marketnblo
ore will comprise for tlie greater part at least, only the occasional bunches, slabs, and
mas-ics of native copper at the surface, which would not seem to be sufficient in amount
to ali'mvl niore than limited and very uncertain output. In any case, until a railway is

coil tinit((l into the district the shipping facilities will not permit of tiie nulling «>t"

<()|i|). r |)r()|)crties in this vicinity.

Ill addition to the bedrock source of co[)pcr in I hi-; district, placer c.i|ipi>r occurs
n t'l'W miles to iIk; .south of White river, iissoi-iatcd with the gravels of Klctsan cri'ck.

a Hniall stream which heads in Nata/hat glacier and tlows northwanl into the White.
Tlu!He Kletsan Creek nuggets constituted llie unlive copper in which the Indians
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carried on quite a traffic until quite recently. In fact Kletsan creek is thought to be

the original source of the native copper which has been popularly known to occur

somewhere in White River basin for the past twenty-five years at least. The placer

coi)pcr appears to occur only near the head of the creek, and the nuggets which have

been found range in weight from a few ounces to 5 or 10 pounds. In 1902, Mr. James

Lindsay investigated these deposits for the purpose of determining their copper

liossibilities. It is believed, however, that due to ice and snow in the high ranges near

tlie head of the creek, and other adverse conditions, that he arrived at unfavourable

conclusions.

Considering, however,- all the difTereut finds that have been made, as well as the

general mineralization of the district, further prospecting and development are

recommended, in the hopes not only of finding other deposits of economic minerals,

but also of determining the importance of those already discovered, very little being

as yet really known concerning the mineral possibilities of this district. Important

fiiuk and develojiments are, therefore, expected to result from tlie discovery of gold at

Chisana, as hundreds of keen prospectors have since been scouring Upper White lliver

district and adjoining areas as never before. It is thus quite possible or even probable

that tliis prospecting, which is really an outcome of the Chisana discovery, will result

in finds being made in other nearby portions of Yukon and Alaska which will greatly

exceed in importance the placer deposits of the original Chisana area.
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EAIXY HOLLOW MINERAL AREA, B.C.

(R. G. McConnell)

Situation.

The Eaiiiy Hollow mineral area is situated in the mountainous coast belt on the

headwaters of the Klehina river, a branch of the C-hilcat. It is connected with Haines,

Alaska, on Lynn canal, by a wagon road about 55 miles in length. The wagon road

from Haines to the crossing of Jarvis creek, a distance of 45 miles, is in Alaskan

territory, and was built by the L^nited States Government. The 10-mile stretch from

Jarvis creek at the Internatitonal Boundary- to the camp, was built by the British

Columbia Government. The road follows the valleys of the Chilcat and Klehina rivers

and is in fair condition except that the bridge over Jarvis creek has been carried away
and the one over the Klehina river is unsafe.

Topography.

The upper Klehina river, with its spreading eastern branches, may be considered

as separating the Fairweather or southeastern portion of St. Elias range from the

Coast range. The region southwest of the Klehina is exceedingly rugged and difficult

of access. The mountains are high, are largely snow-covered throughout the year,

and glaciers stream down all the principal valleys. Mount Fairweather near the coast

is the culminating point of the range. Xortheast of tlie Klehina a broken upland

dominated by Mineral mountain, a long iron-stained ridge about 5,700 feet high, and

Copper butte, a low rounded dome, extends nortln?astward to Granite creek, a distance

of 7 miles. The elevation of the plateau ranges from 3,000 to 3,500 feet. Beyond
Granite creek is a group of granite mountains similar in character to the Coast range,

but separated from that range by the wide valley of Bear creek, a branch of the Chilcat.

Three prominent peaks in this group are known as the Three Guardsmen. They over-

look to the northwest a desolate irregular granite plain, representing a wide pre-

Glacial valley of erosion. The old Dalton trail ascended Granite creek and followed

this plain to the head of Bear creek.

A prominent feature of the topography southwest of the Klehina are the number
of largo glaciers which descend from the Fairweather range. One of these, called

locally the Sullivan glacier, terminating in the Klehina river, advanced in the summer
of 1910 for a distance of fully half a mile. Since then, according to the statements

of local observers, there has been a slight retreat. Sudden advances of glaciers after

remaining stationary or slowly retreating for years have been frequently noted

througliout the St. Elias range, and are generally attributed to earthquake shocks.

The mountains bordering the glaciers are usually wlioUy or partially covered with

finow and ire fields aiul with steeply hanging tributary glaciers. Tlieso are broken
np by the shocks and sliowt;red down on the main ice stream, increasing its volume
and necessarily accelerating its rate of How. Abnormal lonil precipitation in the
region I'loin wliidi tlie g]u<*ier draws its sui>i)lie.s, may uUo be a factor.

Geology.

'I lie rocUh of I lie Rainy Hollow di.-^liiel collsi^l o( granodinrileH and a t'"*'^'P ^f

altered seilinientary rocks bordering tbeni mi ibe southwest.
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The grnnodiorites occur as an irregular spur to the southwest from the main Coast

range batholithic mass. They are greyish, medium-grained, granitic rofks made up

of a plagioclase feldspar usually andesine, quartz, some orthoclase and biotite. They

show a gneissic structure in most of the sections examined, the direction of schistosity

iisually trending to the northwest. Inclusions of the sedimentarics occur in places.

The granodiorites intrude dark argillites, alternating in places with baiuls of

limestones, from a few feet to 300 feet in width. The limestones are greyish in colour

and usually rather coarsely crystalline, especially near the intrusive. They occur as a

rule in short bands or leases seldom traceable for more than a few hundred yards.

No fossils were found in them, but a less altered variety occurring on Porcupine creek

southwest of the International Boundary and evidently belonging to the same series,

has yielded specimens of a Carboniferous fauna.^

The argillites like the limestones, show considerable alteration. Ordinarily, they

are dark, rather coarsely bedded rocks seldom strongly cleaved. In some areas

considerable mica is developed and they pass into schists. Striped, greyish quartzitic

bands resembling gneisses in hand specimens, alternate in places with the dark variety.

These rocks apparently represent highly silicified argillites probably originally some-

what calcareous. In places, they consist mainly of mica, quartz, and garnet in thin

alternating layers. Bands of greenish chloritic schists occur occasionally with the

argillites.

The structure of the sedimentary series has not been worked out. In Mineral

mountain the argillites and associated beds occur in a flat syncline interrupted by a

number of subordinate folds. In other parts of the area they are inclined at steep,

in places, almost vertical attitudes.

The sedimentarics are cut by occasional dark basic dykes and by a younger set

of porphyritic dykes.

Economic Geology.

The Rainy Hollow mineral deposits occur in two areas, one in the vicinity of

Mineral mountain and Copper butte, and the other 6 miles to the east on the eastern

slope of the Three Guardsmen range.

The rocks in the Mineral Mountain area consist mainly of argillites with some

limestones occupying an embayment about 4 miles wide projecting into the grano-

diorites of the Coast Range batholith. The deposits occur mainly as replacements

in limestone, and arc referred to the contact metamorphic group, but possess some

peculiarities. They occur in places near the batholithic granodiorite contact but also

at some distance from it, and the most persistent bodies liave tlie linear shape of veins

and have formed between limestone and altered argillite. The principal metallic

minerals in the deposits are bornite, chalcopyritc, galena, splialcrite, pyrrhotite, and

pyrite. The accompanying non-metallie secondary minerals include gai-net, epidote,

diopside, calcite, and quartz.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTIES.

Maid of Erin.—The showing on the Maid of Erin is the most important so far

discovered in the camp. The claim is situated on a high bench between the Klehina

river and the southern end of Mineral mountain at a distance of about 2* miles in a

straight line from the end of the wagon road. The elevation is approximately 3,400

feet above sea-level.

The rocks here consist of a band of light-coloured coarse crystalline limestone

intruded on the west by granodiorites and overlain on the east by altered argillites.

' Bulletin 236, U.S. Geol. Surv.
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The limestones are mineralized along an irregular zone about 450 feet in length

and nearly 100 feet wide at one point. The mineralized area, as is usually the case

in contact metaniorphic deposits, is irregular in outline and in degree of mineralization.

The main bodies of commercial ore occur in two lenticular areas, the largest of which
has a length of 175 feet and a maximum exposed width of 80 feet. The smaller area

has a width of about 50 feet. Bornite is the principal, practically the only, copper

mineral present. It occurs in grains, small bunches, and stringers scattered irregularly

through the crystalline limestone. Copper carbonates due to surface alteration, are

conspicuous in places but occur only in thin films.

The workings consist of trenches, shallow pits, and shafts,- none more than a few
feet in depth. These serve to outline the surface extent of the deposit, but so far no
attempt has been made to explore it in depth.

The percentage of bornite present is high in some areas and low in others. Xo
definite estimate was made of the average copper tenor. A shipment of 37 tons of

selected ore made some years ago, is stated to have yielded 55-67 ounces of silver per

ton and 32-83 per cent of copper.

The Maid of Erin surface showing is an unusually good one and the deposit is

well worth a considerable expenditure for further exploration in depth.

FAise.—The Elise claim is situated immediately east of the Maid of Erin. A
band of altered rocks enters it from the latter and crosses it in an easterly direction.

Some bornite occurs in this at a number of points, but so far no large body has been
found.

Hibernian.—The Hibernian is situated south of the Maid of Erin, close to the

valley of the Klehina river. The showing consists of a mineralized band of limestones,

bordered by altered argillites. It has been opened up by tw9 parallel trenches 50 feet

apart. The lower trench shows mineralization for a width of 60 feet. The limestones

in this zone have been almost completely replaced by metallic and non-metallic

secondary minerals, mostly pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, and galena in a gangue
of garnet, actinolite, quartz, and calcite. In the upper trench the mineralized zone has
an exposed width of 20 feet.

The percentage of chalcopyrite and galena, the two minerals of possible economic
value, is small in the sections exposed along the trenches.

Victoria.—The Victoria is situated near the edge of the plateau rising up towards

Mineral mountain at an elevation of 2,600 feet above the sea. The main showing is

exposed in two cross trenches about 60 feet apart and consists of a lens-shaped mass
of secondary minerals, 22 feet wide at one point. This is made up of sphalerite,

galena, and occasional grains of chalcopyrite enclosed in a gangue of garnet, tromolite,

quirt/, and calcite. A short tunnel driven from the sloping hillside toward tlie len^i

has not been carried far enough to prove the downward extension of the ore body. An
assay of the ore furnished by the owners shows 19 per cent lead. 37 per cent zinc, and
4-S ounces silver per ton. This represents selected ore.

Fairfield and Montana.—These claims are staked on a rounded knob known as

Copper biittc. The southern iJortion of the butte is built of crystalline limestone and

the northern portion of altered argiUitea. Small bornite ore bodie.<« have formed in

places in the limestone at or near its contact with the argillites. Tunnels have btvn

driven along the contact for considerable distances on both claims, but the develop-

ment work tailed to open uj» any ore bodies of workable size. The cropping!? on the

hillKidc lodkcii vciy proniisinL;', but the Nmiscs lacked persisteni'i*.

Majestic.—'Vhv cropping on this claim is exposed in the steep eastern b.\nk of a

cvi't'k iiciiding near ('i>iii"T luillc and consists of a lens of pyrvliotitc about S ftvt

wide. The li'us occurs in a band of limcslonc and is cut by a dioritc porphyry dyke.

GraiiLs of chalcopyrite occur scatlered through the pyrrhotilo
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Wonderful.—The . Wonderful is situated ou the southern slope of the Mineral

Mountiiin plateau a short distance south of the Majestic. A band of crj'stalline lime-

stone about 300 feet wi.de, bordered on both sides by altered argillites, occurs at this

point. The showing consists of a pyrrhotite lens trending to the northeast along the

western limestone-argil' ite contact. A tunnel has been driven along the contact for a

t!i>taiice of 135 feet. This pierced solid pyrrhotite for some distance then passed

through lightly mineralized country to the face. The pyrrhotite carries some chal-

copyrite but not enough to constitute copper ore.

Custer.—The limestone band which crosses the Wonderful extends in a north-

easterly direction into the adjoining claim, the Custer, and through it into the Adams.

On the Custer it is mineralized in places along both contacts with the enclosing

altered argillites. An oxidized zone on the western contact about 15 feet wide, has

been opened up by a small cut. Pyrrhotite, carrying a small percentage of chah'opyr-

ite, is the principal mineral present. On the eastern contact the limestone is irre-

gularly mineralized at one point for a width of 50 feet. The mineralized zone is cut

by a dioritic dyke about 15 feet wide and contains numerous unreplaced cores of

limestone. A short tunnel driven into it, shows at the face a 4-foot band made \ip

mostly of sphalerite with some galena and chalcopyrite.

Adams.—On the Adams claim the limestone band has a width of about 3U0 feet.

On the southeastern side it is bordered by an important mineralized zone traceable

on the surface for over 400 feet. !No work has been done on this except to trench

across it at several points. Two hundred and fifty feet from the boundary line, the

zone has an exposed width of 28 feet and, 150 feet farther on, of 19 feet. The principal

metallic minerals present are sphalerite and galena. A general sample from the lO-foot

cut, collected by the writer and assayed in the laboratory of the Mines Branch, yielded

11-57 per cent zinc and 7-57 per cent lead. It contained no gold or silver. A sample

from the 28-foot cut would probably give about the same result.

The Adams mineralized zone is well worth some development work. At present

even its surface extent is unknown and it may continue northeastward for a consider-

able distance beyond the portion opened up by the cross trenches.

A number of claims, including the Arizona, Chilcat, Crackerjack, etc., have been

staked northeast from the Adams. The showings on those examined consisted mostly

of pyrrhotite lenses carrying small quantities of chalcopyrite.

Chuardsmen Group.—The Guardsmen group of claims is situated about 5 miles

east of those in the vicinity of Copper hutte. The principal rocks here are granite

gneisses, holding a long narrow inclusion of limestone and altered argillite. The
inclusion widens to the south and in its northern extension bends to the northeast,

crosses the deep valley of Clayton creek, and continues across the mountains separating

Clayton creek from Bear creek. It is exposed in the upper slopes of the valley, but

not in the lower, and probably tenuiiiates in depth before the level of the valley floor

is reached.

The inclusion shows some mineralization near its contact with tlie granite gneisses

along the greater part of its course. Twelve claims have been staked ou it, some on

both sides of Clayton Creek valley. Very little work has been done on any of the

claims, not enough to demonstrate workable values. Small veinlets of chalcocite have

been found on the Canadian Verdi situated near the southern end of the tier of claims.

The Mildred, north of the Canadian Verdi, has been explored by a short tunnel.

Bunches of chalcoi)yrite occur near the end of the tunnel. The min(,>ralized zone is

wide at this point, hut the average tenor in coppi-r has not been ascertained. Some
surface work has also been done on tlie Lucy and Kagle, north of Clayton creek. A
wide zone, irregularly mineralized with iron and copper sulphides, crosses both claims.

The sulphides exposed at the surface are all more or h'ss oxidi/.i'cl, Miid average values

cau only be determined by long tunnels or bore-holes.
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COXCLL"SIGNS.

The net result of the exploration so far done in the Eainy Hollow mineral district

has been to disclose tuo xerj promising surface showings, the Maid of Erin and the

Adams, and to prove the presence of copper and lead minerals in some quantity on a
number of other claims. Development at present is practically at a standstill except
for necessary assessment work, and has been for some years. The claim holders are
hoping for a railway, but until more work is done and some of the ore bodies proved
to persist, there is little inducement to build one. At present, supplies and machinery
can be brought in over the wagon road, at a reasonable expense, and the cost of develop-
ment work ought not to be unduly high.

2G 3
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SOUXn-CEXTRAL GRAHAM ISLAND. RC.

(J. D. MacKenzie.)

Introduction.

GENERAL STATEMKN'T AND ACKXCWLEDGMEXTS.

During the field season of 1913 the writer was engaged in the detailed topographic

and geologic mapping of a portion of south-central Graham island. Owing to the

increasing demand for coal and coke on the Pacific coast, the known deposits of coal

on Graham island are being actively prospected by several companies, and a particular

object of the investigation now reported on, was to ascertain the extent, structure, and

economic value of such coal basins as were already known to exist, or that might be

discovered during the progress of the examination.

Field work was carried on for three months, from June 22 to September 20.

The various openings on the coal seams were carefully examined, and the district from

Skidegate inlet to Camp Wilson supposed to be underlain by Cretaceous rocks was

mapped in detail. A short reconnaissance was made north of Yakoun lake and west of

the Yakoun river.

Assistance and information has been afforded the writer by the Graham Island

Collieries Co., the Graham Island Coal and Timber Syndicate, the British Pacific

Coal Co., the B.C. Oil Fields, Ltd., and by many individuals resident on

or interested in Graham island. Particular acknowledgments are due to Mr. W.
Fleet Robertson, Provincial Mineralogist, and to Mr. J. II. Dawson, Surveyor General

of British Columbia ; to Mr. E. M. Sandilands, Government Agent at Queen Cluirlotte

city, and to Mr. Milnor Roberts, Dean of the College of ]\Iines. University of Wash-
ington.

As no reliable maps of the district to be investigated were at our disposal, all

trails and the larger creeks were traversed with the telemeter and aneroid, tied in and
checked by the township posts of the Provincial Land Surveys. Tlie Admiralty

cnart of Skidegate inlet, No. 48, served excellently for the coast line of that portion of

the area. Pace and compass surveys were made of all streams showing exposures

of rocks, and the rare outcrops occurring outside of the streams were located either

by telemeter or by pace and compass traverses. All traverses were plotted as they were
completed, and an outcrop map was continually kept up to date.

The writer was very ably assisted by Messrs. S. E. Slipper and C E. Cairnes.

LOCATION AND AREA.

Graham island, the largest of the Queen Charlotte group, is about 2,.500 square

miles in area, and, with tlie exception of North island, it is the northernmost of the

group. The area covered by this season's work consists of a strip of varying width

up to 11 miles, extending north from Skidegate inlet about 15 miles to a short distance

beyond Camp Wilson, and containing about 100 square miles. The portions of this

area underlain by coal measures were examined in detail, and outside of the coal basins

suflicient work was done to determine the structure of the underlying rocks and the

absence of coal measures with as much certaintj' as the outcrops would permit
Traverses were made up Hidden creek for about 5 miles from its junction with the

Yakoun river, and up Spirit river (west branch Yakuuu river) for about G miles from
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its month. In addition to the above work on Graham island, the numerous small

islands in Skidcgate inlet, and the north shore of Moresby island, from the Deena
river to a mile east of Alliford bay, were also studied in detail.

Communication with Graham island may be had by direct weekly steamer from
Victoria and Vancouver, or by weekly steamer from Prince Rupert.

From Queen Charlotte city a good horse trail leads west about 2-J miles

TO the mouth of the Honna river, from here a trail, passable for horses after long

continued dry weather, runs up the Honna for 4 miles to the so-called Fourmile camp

)

near the junction of Sadie creek (west branch Honna river). Here the trail forks,

cne branch going northwest over a very rough country, following a quite unnecessarily

hilly route, for 5 miles, to Camp Robertson. The other branch runs almost due north

for 5 miles to the Junction, where it is met by a trail coming northwest some 3 miles

from Camp Robertson. The trail then continues north and northwesterly about 9

miles to Camp Wilson. From Camp Wilson a trail follows down Wilson creek about

three-fourths of a mile to the Yakoun river. Another trail runs northeasterly about

2 miles to where it meets the skid road of the Graham Island Coal and Timber
Syndicate, which follows a roundabout route, said to be about 30 miles long, to

Queenstown, on Massett inlet. Shorter trails than this, however, are available for

reaching Queenstown.

From Camp Robertson a trail leads west about 3 miles to Yakoun lake. Canoes
en this lake serve for transportation to the opposite side, whence a trail leads to Rennel
.«^ound; and to the north end, from where a trail runs about 2 miles due north to

Hidden creek, and continues due north from there about 2 miles to the edge of the
valley of Ghost river, where it turns east for some 600 yards to the Yakoun river.

There is also a trail for several miles up Hidden creek to some survey camps. Except
the trail from the mouth of the Honna to Camp Robertson, none of them are passable
for pack animals, and virtually continuous corduroying will be necessary to make
them so.

Owing to the thick wet moss and dead vegetation covering the soil, these trails

are seldom in good condition. Underbrush and weeds spring up rapidly, and the

pathway is soon obscured. The soft and insecure footing, the roots, snags, and bogholes
make rapid travelling an impossibility. The distance from Camp Wilson to the

mouth of the Honna, for instance, about 18 miles by the trail, is seldom made under
seven hours without packs, and packers carrying 40 to 50 pounds require two days to

m;ike the trip. These conditions make surveying or prospecting slow and costly.

The Yakoun river is navigable at most stage." of water for canoes and light-

draught boats, to a short distance below Camp Wilson. About a mile below Wilson
creek a log jam obstructs the river, and about 2 miles above Wilson creek are two other
large jams. Above here, however, the river is almost free from logs, and could readily
be made navigable for poling boats in times of high water. There are no serious
rapids between Yakoun lake and Masset inlet.

PREVIOUS WORK.

Previous work in parts of the district examined has been summarized by C. 11.

Cla})]), in tlie Summary Report of the Geological Surviy for lltll*. Dr. Clapp's

investigation, there reported on, was of a reconnaissance natun-. and tlu' information
he gathered during his brief stay was of great value to the present writer.

Summary and Conclusions.

(iKNKRAl. (;i;()l.(HiV.

The oldest formations exposed on Ciraiuini ishmd are a series of nietamorphie.
volcanie. and ^etlinientary roeks, which have been consideralily det'ornied in gencrul

20 :!4
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and are often extremely contorted in detail. These rocks, whidi are of Jurassic aud

perhaps Triassic age, have been intruded by stocks of diorite and granodiorite, in

areas not investigated by the present writer. Fossils are abundant in the meta-

morphosed sediments, and the rocks are correlated with the Vancouver group. The

intrusive rm^ks probably are satellites of the great Coast Range batholith, supposed

to be of upper Jurassic age.

On the rough, denuded surface of these older metamorphic and igneous rocks,

a series of cougloracratc*;, sandstones, and shales were laid down tniconformably.

These sediments are called the Queen Charlotte series, and in their lower portion

contain a coal-bearing horizon. The date of their deposition is placed in the Upper

Cretaceous. The surface on which they were deposited was hilly, and often very

uneven in detail. The general topographic conditions surrounding the basin probably

resembled to some extent those found in the vicinity of Skidegate inlet to-day.

After, and perhaps to some extent during, the deposition of the Queen Charlotte

eeries, they were intruded by dykes and sills of volcanic rocks. These dykes and sills

are up to 50 feet in thickness and occur abundantly in many localities. After the

deformation and partial erosion of the Cretaceous rocks, extensive flows of volcanic

rocks, probably coincident with the later phases of dyke and sill intrusion, covered

part of the area now reported on. With these volcauics, which are presumably of

Tertiary age, are intercalated sediments, seen only at one locality, the southeast slope

of Mount Kahgan. Tertiary sediments occur in the northeastern part of Graham
island, in places carrj-ing lignite. The Tertiary volcanics have been removed from the

larger portion of the area examined this year, and in fact it is uncertain as yet just

how far they ever extended over it. Erosion and denudation have greatly affected the

slightly resistant rocks of tlie Queen Charlotte series, which now lie in several basins

separated by ridges of the pre-Cretaceous metamorphic aud volcanic rocks.

During the Glacial period, the Queen Charlotte range was occupied by an ice-cap,

from which valley glaciers flowed, scouring out the present fiords which are so

characteristic a feature of the Queen Charlotte group. The large amount of glacial

till in south-central Graham island indicates that piedmont glaciers at one time

o<'cupied tlii:^ area, while the occasional deposits of well stratified sands, gravels, and

clays show that there was considerable deposition in lakes or estuaries of g\acia]

origin.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

Coal.

Coal is the principal mineral resource of the area examined, but deposits of gold,

clay, building stone, and, possibly, oil also occur. Coal occurs at one fairly well-

defined horizon in the lowest member of the Queen Charlotte series, of Cretaceous age.

This Cretaceous coal is found in two separate and well-defined basins, which may be

termed the Honna basin and the Yakoun basin, each named from rivers that drain

the area underlain by them.

The Ilonna basin in the southern part of the area, contains the exposures at

Cowgitz, and Slate Chuck creek on Skidegate inlet; Camps Kobertson and Anthracite

in the interior; and Camp Trilby and another small opening near Yakoun lake. These

are all different exposures of what is with little doubt the same horizon, repeated by

folding. The exposures of the coal at Cowgitz, Slate Chuck, and Yakoun lake show

it to have been locally metamorphosed into a substance in appearance like a high grade

of anthracite. At Camps Robertson and Anthracite the seam is about 7 feet in thick-

ness, but contains many shale and bone partings, so that the total coal does not exceed

4 feet. It is a bituminous coal, hi-gh in ash.
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The Yakouu basin friuges the north side of the highlands between Camps Robert-
sou and Wilson, which consist of pre-Cretaeeous rocks, with at least one small ba=in

of Lower Cretaceous measures. The extent of the Yakoun basin northward toward
MassQt inlet is at present miknown. Camp Wilson in section 25, township 7, is the only
locality where coal has been found in the Yakoiin basin. At this place three openings
show a seam ranging from 4 to 18 feet in thickness, and containing up to 16 feet of coal.

This coal is of bituminous quality, and samples carefully taken by the wrriter show it

'to be higher in ash than has heretofore been supposed. It is free-burning, the asli is

very light, and it makes excellent coke.

Gold.

Gold is found on the Southeasterly claim, northeast of Skidegate Indian village.

The deposit is a quartz vein averaging 9 feet thick, and is apparently a quartz replace-

ment of a shear zone in breccias of the Yakoun volcanics. The metallic minerals with
•which the gold is associated are sulphides, and are irregularly distributed in masses,
through the quartz gangue.

Oil.

In some of the pre-Cretaceous rocks, oil showings, consisting of coatings of black
sticky tar on joint seams, are found, and some oil lands have been taken up on the
strength of these appearances.

General Character of District.

TOPOGRAPHY.

Regional.

The Queen Charlotte islands form a part of one of the outer, largely submerged
rangv's of the northwestern Cordillera, and are generally considered to be the northern

continuation of the Vancouver range. The group is separated from the main land

by Hecate strait, 30 miles wide at its northern end, and widening to SO miles at the

south. The islands form a slightly curved triangle, with its apex at the south, its

length in a northwesterly direction being about 190 mile?, and the width of its buse,

the northern coast of Graham island, being about 60 miles. The eastern side of

Graham island is low and comparatively straight, but thti southern islands of the

group are high and rugged, with an irregular deeply indented fiord coast line. The
southern islands are wholly in the Queen Charlotte range. They are separated from
Graham island by Skidegate channel, a narrow fiord running east and west, widening
in its eastern portion into Skidegate inlet.

Local.

Graham island may be divided into three topographic provinces, each well detined,

but gradational into the adjoining ones. The Queen Charlott^^ range, fomiing the

•weBtern mountainous portion of the island, may be taken as the first of tliose provinces.

It couHists of a series of rugged, often serrate peaks and ridges, with steep, soinetiines

glaciated slojx's. A distinctive feature of the range is the euesta-shaped peaks,

especially prominent in th<' northern itortion, and probably <MUsed by gently north-

westward dipping sheets of Tertiary volcanic ro<-ks. Thi' (^ueeii Charlotte range id

partly cut across by sevend of the west coast llords, and also by the valh-ys of Yakoun
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lake, Canyon river, Hidden ereek, and Spirit river. The northern portion of the ranp:e

is lower, probably not exceeding 2,000 feet, and apparently nowhere on Graham island

is the elevation greater than 4,000 feet.

The seoond division, termed the plateau province, adjoins the Queen Charlotte

range on the cast and northeast, and has a rather sharply gradational contact with it

This boundary runs from the mouth of Slate Chuck creek in an irregular.

th(,ugh generally northerly direction, through Stanley and Yakoun lakes

to the southern expansion of Masset inlet. Its position north of here is at present
'

unknown to the writer. The eastern boundary of the plateau province runs from

Lawn hill, north of the entrance to Skidcgate inlet, in a direction west of north, to

Masset inlet, probably at the point where the inlet widens into the southern expansion.

Eastward of this line, the country is low and flat, forming the third province, which

may be termed the northeastern lowland. This plain has not been visited by the writer,

but is described by Clapp^ as being underlain by flat lying unconsolidated sediments,

recently uplifted 100 to 200 feet above sea-level, and surmounted by a few, conspicuous

flat topped mesas, composed of the younger volcanic rocks.

Most of the field work done during the past season lay in the plateau province

The name is given because this part of the island—in brief, the south central part

—

is characterized by a number of hills with a general accordance of summit level from

1.000 to 1.500 feet, some of them flat-topped ridges, others plateau-like. These higher

lands are composed of the pre-Cretaceous rocks, or the more resistant of the Cretaceous

rocks, while the valleys are underlain by the softer Cretaceous sediments. The Honna
river flows due south in a rather narrow trench from 50 to 150 feet deep, in a much
wider, shallow valley. Sadie creek, the western branch of the ITouna, flows eastward

from Lake Stanley, a small nearly filled glacial lake which, like Yakoun lake, lies on the

boundary between the mountain and the plateau province. Skowkona creek, a large

eastern branch of the Honna, cuts across the eastern highlands of the plateau province

The headwaters of the main Honna are rather sluggish creeks which are separated

from Yakoun River drainage by a rather low divide. The eastern boundary of the

Honna valley is a ridge of pre-Cretaceous volcanic rocks, extending north from Skide-

gate inlet, where they form the 1,200-foot hills behind Queen Charlotte city, and

which gradually rise, until east of Camp Wilson the hills are about 1,S00 feet high.

This ridge, about 9 miles from the inlet, widens towards the west, and forms the marked

highlands extending to the Yakoun river, and separating the Honna coal basin from

the Yakoun coal basin. In the vicinity of Camp llobertson, hills to 1,000 feet high

are formed of massive sandstones of the upixu- Ilaida member of the Queen Charlotte

series, and south of here Conglomerate peak, about 2,000 feet high, is capped by

Cretaceous conglomerate. From Camp Robertson the hills rapidly drop away west-

ward into the valleys of Etheline creek, Baddcck river, and Yakoun lake, and north

and eastward into the wide valley of Survey creek.

Between the Honna geologic and topographic basin, and the lowland underlaia

by the Cretaceous rocks of the Yakoun basin (this lowland extending to Masset inlet,

and merging into the great northeastern lowland) is a distinct highland of pre-

Cretaceous rocks. These highlands begin north of Survey creek, and extend from

here northeastward around Sue lake, which has an elevation of 500 feet, thence swing-

ing east and south, joining the highlands east of the Honna. The highlands extend

northward and northwestward to the valley of Wilson creek, which in its upj)er part

flows steeply from their nortiiwestern slopes. The monadiiock east of Camp Wilson,

referred to by Clapp,- is the culmination of these highlands which have here been
nhouti to t'iinii n virtually continuous range from Skidegat* inlet to this vicinity.

Clapi), C. H. Sum. Rept. Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, p. 17.

"Clapp, C. H. Sum. Rept. Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, p. 17.
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The Yakouii river, draining Yakoun lake and flowing into Masset inlet, main-

tains a direct northerly course for 7 or 8 miles from the lake, where it swings north-

easterly, and has not been surveyed by us beyond this point. It flows iij a deep valley

of varying width, and its upper reaches, in the vicinity of Yakoun lake, have been

modified by glacial action. The river has cut its valley across several low ridges of

Cretaceous sandstone and older rocks, and on it are occasional small gorges with banks

in one case up to 50 feet high.

CLIMATE.

The climate of Graham island is on the whole rather constant, in that extremes

of heat and cold are seldom or never experienced. Like many localities on the north

Pacific coast, places only a few miles apart may vary considerably in the amounts

of sunshine and rain that they receive. The south-central part of the island has a

cool summer season with considerable rain, but abundant fine weather as well. The
climate of the northeast lowland is said on good authority to be warmer and with a

higher percentage of fine clear weather than in the interior, while the climate of the

west coast is said to be not so agreeable. The winters are reported to be mild, and
several residents of Queen Charlotte city stated that overcoats were seldom worn.

VEGETATION.

Graham island, except for the higher and more rugged peaks, is covered with,

a

heavy growth of timber. The equable and moist climate is conducive to a rapid growth

of vegetation, and many of the lower areas are choked with huckleberry, salmonberry.

devils club, and other rank growths. Salal does not grow abundantly except up the

east coast, and on some parts of the west coast. The underbrush, though unquestion-

ably difficult to traverse, is not the " impenetrable jungle " that it has been described.

On the ujjlands, the woods are often remarkably free from thickets of underbrush,

the usual growth being the high-bush huckleberry. What does cause difficulty and
delay in travelling, even on the trails, is the thick covering of decayed moss, and the

very uneven, hummocky nature of the ground, due to tlie growth, fall, and decay in

situ of many generations of trees. Forest fires of any magnitude are unknown, and
the whole surface is covered, even on steep slopes, with a thick mat of moss and
decayed vegetation.

The principal forest tree is hemlock, followed" by cedar (yellow and red), spruce,

alder, yew, mountain hemlock, and jack pine, the latter two growing on the higher hills.

COMMERCIAL POSSIBILITIES.

Coal, at the present time, is the chief asset of Graham island. Timber is of

value, but probably can not yet enter the market except with the aid and devolopnient

that an operating coal mine would bring. Large quantities of clays exist suitable for

tlu; lower grades of clay products, such as bricks, drain tile, and earthenware, and it ia

j)()ssible that clays of higher grade may be discovered. Oil is as yet an unprovoax

resource.

In regard to agriculture, much has been written, unfortunately not always of a

rcsijonsible nature. Graham island, in common with nuich of the Ciinadian west, has

sutl'ered at the hands of unscrupulous real estate boomers, whoso niisrei)resentatious

have a tendency to bring tlu* island into disri'pute as a farming centre. There are,

in the nurtimastxMn portion of the island, large areas of level or gently sloping land
which are underlain hy partially coiA^olidaled sands anil gravels of IMeistocene or
'J'ertiary age I'aiis nf this area support a ilenso forest growth, and tho rest ia

covered with a surracc tl.pnsit of decajicil vegetation soaktvl with water, termed
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muskeg. There seems no good reason why, once this area is cleared and drained,

it should not support agriculture on a considerable scale. It may be that local condi-

tions will have to be carefully studied and crops suited to the environment selected,

but the facts remain, that the land and the climate are there ready to be utilized.

It is not probable that agriculture will flourish in the plateau and mouutaiu regions

for some time to come.

General Geology.

Tahlr of Formations.

Pleistocene and Recent Superficial deposits.

Upper Miocene or Pliocene and i)robably
Eocene Etheline volcanics ( with intercalated pediments).

Cretaceous Queen Charlotte series.

Slvidegate sandstones and shale.^.

Honna conj^loniorate and sandstone.
Haida sandstones and shales.

Upper Jurassic (?) Batholithic ( ?) intrusives.

Jurassic-Triassic Vancouver grroup.

fakoun volcanics (Middle Jurassic).
Maude argillites (Lowtr Jurassic-Trias-

sic [?]).

DESCRIPTION OF FOKM.VTION.S.

Vancouver Group.

The Vancouver group consists of a series of metamorphic sedimentary and

altered volcanic rocks of Jurassic and perhaps Triassic age.^ Fossils from these rocks

on Graham island have been studied by Dr. T. W. Stanton, and their age is stated

on the basis of his determinations.

Maude Argillites.—Forming the lower member of the Vancouver group on Graham
island, and in the vicinity of Skidegate inlet, are fine-grained, remarkably well-

Btratiticd and banded rocks named the Maude argillites, from their typical occurrence

on the south shore of Maude island, in Skidegate inlet. These rocks are similar to,

but less metamorphosed than, some members of the Sicker series* of Vancouver
island.

Beside the type locality on Maude island, outcrops of the argillites are occasion-

ally found over a strip of country several miles wide, running northwest from Skide-

gate inlet.

The lowest of the Maude argillites exposed arc dark coloured, very line-drained

locks, remarkable for their excellent ribbon-like banding. These rocks are often

carbonaceous, and in places they split in paper-thin sheets, these thin layers often

being characterized by abundant flattened ammonites. Most of the layers give oflF

a foetid odour when struck or rubbed, and it is not uncommon to And films of tar on

the joints and bedding planes. As one approaches the top of the formation, the ro<'ks

become coarser and thicker bedded, and calcareous layers are not uncommon. These
eoar.ser sandstones and (juartizites gradually and unmistakably ])ass into the tufaceous

sandstones of the lower Yakoun volcanics.

'Dawson, G. M. Kept. Geol. Surv.. Can.. 1886. p. 10 B.

Clapp. C. H. Memoir No. 13, Geol Surv.. Can., p. 44.

•Clapp, C. H. Memoir Geol. Surv., Can.. No. 13, 1912, p. 71.
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The Maude argillites, origiiiallj' a well-laiuinated series of argillaceous feldspathio

shales and sandstones, have been strongly regionally metamorphosed, so that they now
present a series of refractory slaty argillites and quartzites. In places, and usually

over rather narrow areas which seem to have been the loci of relief of stress, they are

highly mashed, folded, contorted, and faulted, while in other places they are apparently

only slightly disturbed. They are strongly jointed, and often seamed with ramifying

lenticular veins of calcitc, and, more rarely, quartz.

It has been stated above that these rocks grade into the overlying Yakoun
volcanics. This relationship is well seen on the south shore of Maude island, and also in

Moresby island, west of Alliford bay. In both these places the conformable change
from argillaceous through arenaceous (and in part calcareous) to tufaceous sediments
is distinct as far as structural relations show. Fossil evidence agrees with thig

conclusion.

Yahoun Volcanics.—The upper member of the Vancouver group is a series of

uietatinorphosed, largely pyroclastic rocks, called the Yakoun volcanics, taking the
name from Yakoun lake.

The Yakoun volcanics are well exposed in many localities around Skidegate inlet,

and form the larger part of tlie highlands east of the Honna, and between Camp
Kobertson and Cam}) Wilson. They are also typically exposed in the vicinity of

Yakoun lake.

These rocks are dominantly tuffs and agglomerates, with a few intercalated Hows
or sills, and probably some dykes. Conglomerates are also found interbedded with the

more angular types of sediment. Many of the beds, especially in the lower portion,

are well sorted and stratified, others are very heterogeneous breccias with angular
fragments of all shapes and sizes up to several feet in an uneven-grained matrix.

The rocks are usually dark coloured, purplish or greenish, and the texture is sometimes
not at once apparent owing to the similarity between the matrix and the fragme'uts.

The magmas from which the pyroelastics were derived were evidently basic, basalts,

or andesites. Secondary minei-als as chlorite, serpentine, calcite, epidote, etc., are
common. Pyrite is universally present in small amounts, and some of the shear
zones have been more extensively mineralized, as is the case at the Southeasterly claim,

northeast of Skidegate Indian village. The Yakoun volcanics are metamorphosed and
indurated, and are broken by innumerable joint planes and shear zones. They lie

gradationally coiiformably on the Maude argillites. and are unconformably overlain

by the Queen Cliarlotte series.

The structure of the Vancouver group as a whole is that of a broad antiL-liuc.

doubtless complicated by minor folds. The axis of the anticline strikes about
X. ;'()" W. from Skidegate inlet, passing east of Yakoun lake.

The fossils collected from the rocks ot' the Van.ouvrr grimp, as iletrrmincd by
Dr. T. \V. Stanton, are as follows:

—

)'ul,-oi(ii i'olfunics.

Rrachiopods.

—

Jiliijnchonclla? sp.

'I\irhi(ilula sicidi iidlcu.sis W'hiti'aves?

Pclccypods.

—

[*(iclenf sp.

Ncnwiluiif Hp.

Thracia? sp.

J'll()l()tl()llil/a':' sp.
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Aricula? sp.

Ostrea? sp.

Lima, sp. cf. L. grgantea (Soworby).

Trigonia sp. cf. T. dawsoni Whitcavea.

Pleuromya Icrvigtata Whiteaves.

Plcuromya carlottcnsis Whiteaves.

Thracia semiplanata Wliiteaves.

Cephalopods.

—

Stcphanoceras sp. a.

Steplianoceras sp. b.

Maude Argillites.

Brachiopods.-

Rhynchonclla maudensis Whiteaves?
Ehynchonella? sp.

Discina semipolita Whiteaves.

Pelecypods.

—

Pecten carlottensis Wliiteaves.

Avicula, sp. cf. A. Whiteavesi Stanton.

Cardium iumidtUum Whiteaves.

Ostreaf sp.

Gastropods.

—

Several genera, undetermined,

Cephalopods.

—

Schloenhachia propinqua Whiteaves'

Arniotites? sp.

Liparoceras? sp.

Harpoceras? sp.

BathoUthic (?) Intntsivs.

At several localities along South bay, on the north shore of Moresby island, and

on South island, is found a greenish to greyish medium even-grained rock, consider-

ably altered, which the microscope shows to be a coarse diabi.se. This diabase is

intrusive into the Maude argillites and perhaps is to be correlated with some facies

of the Coast Range batholith, generally supposed to be of upper Jurassic age. North-

east of the area examined are said to be considerable areas of granodiorite, probably

fllso intrusive into the Vancouver group.

Queen Charlotte Series.

Tlie Queen Charlotte series consists of unmetamorphoscd sediments lying uncon

formably on the rocks of the Vancouver group. The lowest member of the series

contains coal, at what is thought to be a single horizon. Since the time of Dawson's'

examination of Skide^ate inlet, there has been some confusion of the relative ages

of the pre-Cretaceous and Cretaceous rocks; due probably, as Dowling^ suggested.

1 Dawson, G. M. Rept. of Trcgress : tleol. Surv., Can., 1878-7D.

•Dowllng, D. U. BuU. Geol. See. America, No. 17, 1906, pp. 298-299.
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to the fact that the fossils ou whicli the determinations are based are from both o'

these formations. Clapp' gives a more detailed account of the difficulty, so it need not

be gone into here.

The Queen Charlotte series has been subdivided on lithoiogic grounds into three

members, as given in the table of foi'mations. Clapp" considered that there was a

fourth, the Image basal conglomerate, but more detailed work has shown that what he

supposed was basal Cretaceous is more probably conglomerate members of the Yakoun
volcanics.

Haida Formation.—The Haida formation is the lowest member of the Queen
Charlotte series, and contains the coal horizon. It is also the thickest, and most

extensive areally of the Cretaceous sediments. The Haida formation outcrops on

most of the islands of Skidegate inlet, and extends along the shore of Bearskin bay from
Haida point to the Narrows. It also occurs on the western limb of the syncline into

which the Queen Charlotte series is folded, at Shoal bay, and other points in the west-

ern part of Skidegate inlet. , Inland, the Haida formation underlies the Honna valley,

and most of the country between the headwaters of the Honna on the east, Yakoun
lake on the west, and from the hills south of Camp Robertson to the highlands north

of Cascade creek. This formation also occurs in several smaller synclines between the

Honna and the Yakoun basins. The Yakoun basin, containing the coal seam at Camp
Wilson, is a narrow area in the valley of Wilson creek lying between highlands of

pre-Cretaceous rocks, and widening to the north and northeast. Its extent in this

direction is unknown, but it may underlie the country as far as Masset inlet.

Lithologically the Haida formation is largely composed of sandstones and shales,

the proportion varying in different districts. In general, the rocks are coarser near the

base, angular grits and arkoses predominating. In the vicinity of Skidegate inlet,

the formation as a whole is fine-grained, well laminated, and highly fossiliferous.

Sandy shales are the characteristic rock here, of a distinctly green colour, though

yellowish and greyish rocks are found. Concretions, and calcareous and siliceous bands

are common. On Maude and Lina islands, there are very thick massive beds of fine

green sandstone in the upper two-thirds of the formation. About Camp Robertson

the rocks are on the whole coarser, and here are divisible into two well-marked mem-
bers, a division which is not so distinct around Skidegate inlet. The lower member
is variable in its character, consisting of rapidly alternating bands of sandstones.

shales, and coarse, angular greenish grits. The upper portion of this lower member
is finer, characterized by grey shales, and it is here, about 2,500 feet above the base.

lliat the coal seam at Camp Robertson is found. The upper Haida is almost wholly

composed of fine, even-grained, strikingly homogeneous, thinly-laminated, grey and
greenish grey sandstones, with occasional thin interbeds of shales or grits. In the
vicinity of Camp Wilson the beds are coarser and characterized near the base by
arknsic tufaceous rocks, greatly resembling, and difficult to separate from, tlie under-

lying Yakoun Vdlcanics.

Ill I hifkiit-s, the llnida formation varies. At Skidegate inlet, it is from J.iUUl lo

IS.rdM! or 1,(HJ() Icct, whih; near ('amp Robertson it is not I'ar sbort of .">.r>lK) i'oet. Ih'ie.

tlu* lower nicnibor is from 2,r)00 to .'{,000 feet thick, and the upper massive sandstones

lire about 2,.'}U0 feet. The coal soam hero m-curs nboiit -00 ft-rt bt'low tlu' base of tbo

upper mussive sandstones.

'Clapp. C. II. Simi U.pl <!eol. Surv.. riiii.. 1012, pp. 20-26.
'Clapp, ('. II. Sum. Itipt. (icol. Surv.. Caw.. 1!M2, p. 21.
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TToiiiia Formalion.—The llonua formatiou, largely composed of conglomerate, is

conformable on the Haida formation, and outcrops on Maude island, Nose point, and

iii;iny of the islets in Waterfowl bay. It also is exposed in a horseshoe-shaped ridge,

the eastern leg of which runs north from the Narrows, parallel to the Ilonua river and

west of it, and, swinging westward north of Sadie creek, caps the high hills east of

Mount Ethelinc and soiith of Camp Robertson. The western outcrop of the horscshoe-

sliaped syncline is largely covered by Tertiary volcanics, but is exposed on the shore

from the mouth of the Slate Chuck to Steep point.

The Honna formation consists of two bands of conglomerate, one at the base, the

otlier at the top, separated by coarse, cross-bedded sandstones and some grey shales.

The conglomerates are well bedded, the pebbles are excellently rounded, and form 30

to 60 per cent of the rock. They range in size up to 3 feet in diameter at the base,

but average much less, and many beds do not contain a pebble over 1 inch in diameter.

The materials of the pebbles are various, consisting of diorites, granodiorite and

other plutonic rocks, quartzites, argillites and slates, cherts, quartz, and rarely pebbles

of the Yakouu volcanics. The Honna conglomerate has a sharply gradational contact

with the underlying Haida sandstones where exposed at the Narrows, and the contact

•with the overlying Skidcgate sandstones is also rather abrupt. The thickness of the

Honna conglomerate is about 2,000 feet.

Skidegate Formation.—Conformable on the Honna conglomerate, is the Skidegate

formation, almost altogether made up of shales and sandstones. The Skidegate

formation is exposed along the north shore of Skidegate inlet; also on Nose point.

Kortliward these rocks underlie the district between Skidegate inlet and the con-

glomerate hills south of Camp Robertson, and are partly concealed by the overlying

Tertiary volcanics.

The rocks are very largely fine grey to black slightly carbonaceous shales, with

thin interbeds of sandstone, and siliceous, ferruginous, and calcareous concretions.

'J'liese concretionary beds weather to a light buflf colour, and stand out in relief above

the softer shales. Fossils are occasionally found in the Skidegate beds. The top of

the formation is not exposed, but the visible thickness is about 2,000 feet.

Structure of the Queen Charlotte Series.—Under preceding headings it has been

brought out that the sediments of the Queen Charlotte series occur as separated

synclinal basins over a large area in south-central Graham island. It seems reasonable

to suppose that these now separate basins were formerly part of a small geosyncline

of Cretaceous sediments, occupying the area in central Graham island between Skide-

gate and Masset inlets, and perhaps having an even wider extension.

The stirface on which the Queen Charlotte series was deposited, as evidenced

by the variable thickness of the Haida member, was one of considerable relief, and it

is possible that some of the present highlands of pre-Cretaccous rocks remained out of

water during the depositional period, as suggested by Clapp.* However, owing to the

frequency with which small basins of Cretaceous rocks dot the pre-Cretaceous hills,

and on account of the large amount of erosion which has taken place, it seems more

probable to the writer that the area was wholly submerged during the later period of

deposition at least. Post-Cretaceous folding has elevated this area and denudation

has stripped nuich of the sedimentary veneer from the pre-Cretaceous basement, leav-

ing the Queen Charlotte series in the now localized basins. The structure of these

basins can best be discussed individually.

The structure of the smaller basins may here be dismissed by saying that they are

of no great thickness, none of them probably containing the coal horizon, and they

are of a general synclinal form.

« Claiip. C. H. Summ. Rept, Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, p. 24.
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The Houna-Skidegate Inlet basin is the largest and most complicated of the

synclines. It is roughly pear-shaped, with a north-south axis of 12 to 13 miles, and an

east-west axis at Skidegate inlet of about 10 miles, narrowing at Camp Robertson to

about 5 miles. This syncline is complicated by numerous minor folds, such as those

southeast of Yakoun lake, and at Camp Robertson. Many minor twists and
contortions occur, as is to be expected in the somewhat severe folding of softer sedi-

ments between ridges of resistant rocks.

Faulting is not pronounced. The largest fault detected is one which runs from the

mouth of Long arm, a little north of east, through Anchor cove to the Xarrows. A
smaller fault runs nearly north and south through the channel between Nose point

and Maude and South islands, while the Haida formation is brought sharply against

the Maude argillit^s on the southeast end of South island by another nearly east-west

fault. Minor overthrust faults are not uncommon, and one of these repeats the coal

seam in the tunnel at Camp Robertson. The coal seams at Cowgitz are also doubtless

affected by faulting.

The Yakoun basin has a general synclinal form, i)itching and widening to the

north and probably to the east. It lies in the depression between the highlands east

and southwest of Camp Wilson, and the basal beds fringe these hills. It is complicated

by minor folds, and the coal seam at Camp Wilson is broken by several small slips,

only one of which deserves to be termed a fault.

Intrusive into the Queen Charlotte series, especially into the lower Haida member,
are numerous dykes and sills doubtless largely of Tertiary age. These bodies range
\\p to 50 feet in thickness, and cut the sediments in all directions. Some of them have
been faulted, and the intrusive period probably covered a long interval.

Correlation of the Queen Charlotte Series.—It has been already mentioned that

there has been some doubt regarding the age and relationship of the Queen Charlotte

series, owing to the uncertainty in respect to some of the fossils previously collected

from this vicinity. Full collections were made during the work now reported on, and
have been examined by Dr. T. W. Stanton. He states that there are a few very
imperfectly-preserved specimens or single species that may be Jurassic, but most of the
fossils are certainly Cretaceous and, judging from European standards, not older than
Gault. The single species said to be probably of Jurassic age was not found in place,

though in an area underlain by sediments of the lower Haida formation. The occur-

ence of the Inoceramus, closely resembling if not identical with /. labiatus Schlothoim,

is said by Doctor Stanton to suggest a higher horizon, represented by the Benton sliale

of the Rocky mountains and the Turonian of Europe.

It is perhaps worth while to indicate the relation between the various formations
of Skidegate inlet as now determined on structural and fossil evidence, and as Dawsou
determined them.

Present subdivision.

Ski'lc^'it'" formation, 'j

Honna n \ V[>[>tir CretttOAOiu.

Haida .. J

Unoonforni'ty.

Yakoun volcanicH. / Middle Jurassic.

Muude argillilcH. | Lower Jurusxiu.

Dawson's subdivision.^

I A. I \i\H-v iiluilt-s and :>;iud&tont>s.

I h. C'oarsi- cunKKiUiumtes.Cretaceous, i JJ- V'"*"
>"•

S"".«'
j
C. Lower hlial< s.

I

I). .•\gj,'loiiniatt'!<.

I.K. Lower sandstouos.

*l)aw«on, (}.M. H<«|)1. of Progress, Oeol. Surv., Can., 1878-7(». pp. JiS B »il B.
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The fossils of the Queen Charlotte aeries, determmed by Dr. T. W. Stanton,

follow :

—

Skidegate Formation.

Pelecypods.

—

Inoccraimis sp. cf. I. lahinius Schlotheim.

(From the uppermost beds exposed.)

Flonna Formation.

Pelecypods.

—

Inoceramus sp. cf. /• lahiatus Schlotheim.

Haida Formalioiu

Plants.—

Fern pinnule.

Echinoids.

—

Spines with imprint of fragment of test.

Brachiopods.

—

Rhynchonella? sp.

Pelecypods.

—

Trigonia diversicostata Whiteaves?

Trigonia maudensis Whiteaves?

Cytherea suUrigona Whiteaves.

Thetis affinis Whiteaves.

Inoceramus sulcalus Parkinson.

Inoceramus moreshyen^is Whiteaves

Inoceramus sp. cf. L quatsivoensis Whiteaves.

Inoceramus sp. cf. lahiatus Schlotheim.

Anomia linensis Whiteaves.

Pecten (Entolium) lenticulans 'Whiteaves

<

Tellina skidegatensis Whiteaves.

Nucvla (AcUa) turncata Gabb?

Thracia? sp.

Nemodon sp.

Pecten sp.

Cuculloea sp.

Kucula sp.

Trigonia sp.

Cyprina sp.

Teredo? si).

Corhula? sp.

Aslarte'i sp.

Pleuromya? sp.

Cytherea? sp.

Undetermined pelecypods.

Gastropods.

—

Atnanrnpsis tcnui.strKiln Whiteaves.

Undetermined gastropod.
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Cephalopods.

—

Desmoceras (Puzozia) planulatum? Sowerbv, as identified by Whiteaves,

Desmoceras (Puzozia) perezianum Whiteaves.

Lytoceras (Tetragonites) timotheanum (Mayer),
Lytoceras sacya (Forbes).

Perislhincies skidegatensis Whiteaves?
Desmoceras sp.

Belemnites sp.

Undetermined ammonites, one possibly Prionatropis.

Etheh'ne Volcanics.

The Etheline volcanics consist of dykes, sills, and flows, the two former intrusive

into, and the latter unconformably o\erlying all the formations hertofore described.

In the area studied this year, the flows are found on the summit of Movmts Etheline
and Genevieve, and forming an extensive volcanic cap in the area occupied by the

Slate Chuck range, ext-ending from the vicinity of Skidegate inlet to Yakoun lake.

They were also found about 4 miles up Hidden creek, again overlying the Cretaceous

rocks.

The volcanics of the flow type are usually dark bluish or greenish grey, dense
tn finely crystalline, fresh looking rocks. Columnar structures, flow breccias, flow

lines, and amygdaloids are frequently found, and most of the formation consists of

frflusive types. Under the microscope the flows are seen to be basalts. Accompanying
these effusive types are many dykes and sills, in some instances basalt, but usually
dacite or andesite porphyrite. These dykes acted in part at least, as feeders for the
effusive volcanics.

Interbedded with the volcanics have been found some beds of bright red argilla-

ceous sediments, well stratified, and perhaps representing local lake beds. These do
not appear to be of very great extent.

The Etheline volcanics were intruded and erupted during a considerable interval,

probably beginning during the deformation of the Queen Charlotte series. Clapp'
<?onsiders some of the basalts of northern Graham i.sland to be virtually contempor-
aneous with the Tertiary sediments, and hence late Ifiocene or Pliocene or yoimger.

Superficial Deposits.

Pleistocene.—Deposits of the Glacial period are frequently exposed in the area
examined, and are probably widely distributed over Graham island. Two tyi)es have
bfcii distinguished, tlie till, and the stratified clays, sands, and gravels. No attomp>t

was made to map the relative distribution of these deposits.

Recent.—Virtually the whole surface of the south-central part of the island ia

covered with a layer of decayed moss and other vegetation. In poorly-drained nreaa.

ns on some of the plateaus and flat-topped ridges, this decayed organic matter becomes
saturated with water and accumulates to form the ojhmi nu-adows or nuiskogs, so

'•liaracteristic of the country. These water-soaked muskegs are frequi-ntly found on
<(l<)pe8 as high as 10 degrees.

Economic Geolog;y.

Coal is tilt' priiiiMpal ccoiKiniic re.-ioun-e of tin- \listrict cxnuiiiu-d. Hesiiles coal,

Ifo'.d, clay, building stone, and limestone ocoiir, and po.ssibly oil.

't'lajiii, (;. II. Sumiii. IJeid., Ceol. Surv., I'uii., lUl'J. p. 2...
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COAL.

Coal is found at a single horizon iu the Haida formation of the Queen Charlotte

series, of Lower Cretaeeous age. The. coal-bearing horizon is at a variable distance

up to 2,500 feet above the base of the formation. Iu the vicinity of Camp Robertson,

a good horizon marker is the base of a massive band of sandstone composing the

upi)er Ilaida, about 200 feet below which the coal seam occurs. At Cowgitz the coal

apparently rests on the Yakoun volcanic?, but here it is almost certainly faulted,

and at Slate Chuck creek, a short distance northeast, a considerable thickne^ of

shales intervenes between the coal and the underlying volcanic rocks. The coal has

been exposed at several localities, and the seams show considerable variation, due

probably to original diflferences of deposition as well as to later changes.

The openings examined this year are at Cowgitz, Slate Chuck creek. Camp
Robertson, Camp Anthracite, southeast of Yakoun lake, and at Camp Wilson. Of
these, all, excepting probably the last, are different outcroppings of the same seam

or of different seams at the same horizon. So far as the surface exposures give

evidence, there is on Graham island just one horizon in the Cretaceous at which

favourable conditions for coal formation occurred, although it is not impossible that

others may be found.

Cowgitz and Vicinity.—Coal was discovered at Cowgitz, near the headwaters of

Hooper creek, in 1S59, and in 186.5 a company was formed in Victoria to exploit the

deposit. A description of the workings has been given by Richardson^ and Dawson".

The workings are at present wholly caved and covered up by undergrowth, so that little

is to be learned at this locality. It is evident, however, that the coal is near the under-

lying volcanics, and this is probably due to faulting, as nowhere else has the coal

been found near the base of the measures. The seams at this place are said to be

vertical, and the rocks disturbed. The coal is lenticular in its occurrence, and

Dawson concludes that only one seam exists, repeated by folding or faulting. The
more extensive field work of the present season supports this conclusion. The
greatest thickness observed was 6 feet, and this seam contained ''two veins of pure

coal, averaging 3 feet, and 1 foot 3 inches in thickness respectively, but separated

by a shaly midrib of about 6 inches."

Specimens seen on the old dumps give the appearance of a bright semi-anthracite,

and are apparently quite unaffected by their forty years' exposure to the atmosphere.

On King creek, about a quarter of a mile northeast of the openings on Hooper
creek, a coal seam was found this summer. The seam is at least 5 feet thick, though

not wholly exposed, and is fairly clean. The coal is anthracitic in appearance, quite

like that at the other workings, and there is little doubt that it is the continuation

of the same seam. The dip is high, and the apparent roof is a black shale. This

outcrop is directly on the line of strike between Cowgitz and the openings on Slate

Chuck creek. Outcrops of black shale farther up the creek show that the seam here

is at least 500 feet above the base of the measures, and on Coal creek, farther north,

the distance is still greater.

Slate Chuck Creek.—In the Slate Chuck valley, two exposures of the coal horizon

have been prospected. On Coal creek, a small tributary of Slate Chuck creek from
the west, the ooal is exiwscd in the stream bed about half a mile above the junction

of the creeks. Here an adit across the measures has been driven for a distance of

7.'»7 feet by the British Pacific Coal Company. This adit cuts three coal scams
which, according to Clapp^ arc involved in several sn\al] folds. Thi? adit was not

» Richardaon, James. Rept. of Progress, Geol. Surv., Can., 1878-79. pp. 57-60.

* Dawson, G. M. Rept. of Propressi, Geol. Rurv., Can., 1878-79, pp. 71 B-77 B.

•Clapp, C. H. Summ. Rept., Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, p. 30.
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entered by the present writer ou account of its gassy condition. Descriptions and
analyses of the coal £|re given in Clapp's report.^ About three-quarters of a mile
northwest of this locality the coal is again exposed in a small prospect adit on the
riglit bank of Slate Chuck creek. Here a seam, said to be 6 feet thick, was found.
The coal ou the dump is similar in appearance to that at the adit ou Coal creek.

Specimens on the dump at Coal creek show the coal to be a brilliant, hard, rather
heavy substance, greatly resembling high grade anthracite in appearance. It occurs
in streaks and lenticles in a soft black carbonaceous shale. Analyses of the material
resemble those of a semi-anthracite, high in ash and water. The cause for its

anthracitic nature is thought to be due in part at least to some metamorphosing
action of the Etheline volcanics, dykes and sills of which are found cutting the coal

seams, and thick flows are at no great distance even at the present time.

Analyses of Coal from Cowgiiz and Slate Child- Valley.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Water
Volatile matter

1-60

502
83 09
8-76
1-53

1-89
4-77
85-76
6-69
0-89

100-00

3 61(a)l 6-68 G-85 6-(i9

8-14
i 6 2> 543 658

6-60 6-45

4 15
63 60
25 80
0-45

6-75
4-25

65 -.50

23-50
0*34

6-77
4-23
35-48
3-52
n 49

2 3
38

Fixed carbon
Ash

74 09 68-49 66 32 57 23 68 17

1416 18-55 21-40 29 491 21 28
90 8
3 1

Sulphur 0-20 30 043
1

100 00 10000 ilOO-00, 100-20
1 •

100-30

86-72

100-43 100-45 100-34jlOO-42 100

Coke Noncohereut 88-2o 1 87-04i 87'72
1

I

1

(a) Loss at 105°C.

1. Six-foot seam at Cowitz.
2. Two-foot five-inch seam at Cowgitz. Collector, J. Richardson ; analyst, B J. Harrington,

Geol. Surv., Can., Rept. of Progress, 1872-73, p. 81.

3. Five-foot seam on King creek. Collector, J. D. MacKenzie ; analyst, F. G. Wait, Mines
Branch.

4. 5, and 6. Tunnel, British Pacific Coal Co., Coal creek. Collector, C. H. Clapp ; analyst, F. G.
Walt, Geol. Surv., Can., Summ. Rept, 1912, p. 31.

4. Coal from A seam.
5. " " B "

6. " " C "

7. 8, 9, and 10. Different l>enches from B seam, tunnel of British Pacific Coal Co. Collector.
Alexander Faulds ; analyst. Noble E. Perrie, Geol. Surv., Can., Summ. Rept., 1912, p. 31.

11. Picked sample, best clean bright coal, British Pacific Coal Co., tunnel. Collector, J. D. Mac-
Kenzie

; analyst, Edgar Stansfleld, Mines Branch.

lahoun Lake.—Two openings on coal seams have been made near Yakouu lake,

one les.s than a quarter of a mile from the southeast corner of the lake, the other.
Camp Trilljy, nearly 2 miles southeast of this. The Hrst is on the southwest limb
of a narrow syncline striking about N. 25° W.. and the second is on the northeast
limb. Roth scams dip at high angles. At the lucality nearer the lake, an adit has
been driven S. 60° E. for 50 feet across the measures. Exposed in this oiH'ning are
several thin seams uf coaly material, none seen over .'} inches tJiitU. Apix'araneivs
here resemble the exposures at Slate Chuck, but the coal is coked, ratluT than changed
to antiiracitic material. It is very light, and often shows colnmiuir strueturt\s. tJu'

individiiMi colnnms being arrangwl perpendicnhir to the bedding, and t.ften no
larger than the lend in a pencil. Mr. Slipper, who visited Camp Trilby, states that
the occurrence there is similar to that just deseribeil.

' Loc. rit.

L'(i--4
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There appears little doubt that these Yakoun Lake exposures are a coutiuuatiuu of

the horizon found near Skidegate inlet, and that in both cases later volcanic rocks have

changed the character of the seams.

Camp Robertson.—A large amount of prospecting work has been done at Camp

Eobertson since 1892, when these outcrops first attracted attention, and a number of

shafts and other openings have been made. Through the co-operation of Dean Milnor

Roberts, who was examining the property here aJid at Camp Wilson, at the time of the

writers visit, opportunity was given to make a thorough study of the various exposures

of the coal.

Robertson creek, on which the coal was discovered and opened, flows along the

axis of a small anticlinal fold. Minor wrinkles and small faults further complicate

the locality, so it has generally been supposed that there are two coal seams at this

camp. This is not the case. There is one seam, but it is folded and faulted, so that

previous investigators have been misled.

The outcrop of this seam has been traced along the eastern limb of the anticline

for a distance of about 1,500 feet south from the most northerly opening. At this

most southerly exposure, the so-called Nutter mine, it is not certain that the same

seam as farther north has been encountered, as only thin coaly streaks are found in

place, though a large amount of blossom occurs. East of Camp Robertson, the rocks

are folded in a narrow canoe-shaped syncline, with a north-south axis probably about

a mile in length, the width probably not exceeding 300 yards east and west. West-

ward, however, the coal seam, though not certainly exposed in this immediate vicinity,

underlies a large extent of country, between Canipe Robertson. Anthracite, Mount

Etheline, and the Baddeek river, and judging from surface exposures, is lying rather

flat or is gently rolling. In much of this area, the depth of the seam probably does

not exceed l,.50O feet, and a considerable portion of it is not deeper than l.ODO feet.

The coal seam itself at Camp Robertson has a maximum thickness of 8 feet 9i

inches, and the greatest amount of coal found is 3 feet 10^ inches. This occurs in

several different bands up to 25 inches thick, varying somewhat in their character, and

separated by thin bands of shale and bone. The coal resembles the bituminous variety,

and is hard, dense, and rather heavy. This seam was carefully sampled and the

results of'the analyses follow, as well as other available analyses:

—

Analyses of Coals from Camp lioberlson.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Water
Volatile tnatter

yixf-d carbon
Afth

(a)

1 28
25 99
."^2 -58

2015

(h)

30
27-73
52-18
19-82

(«)

2 12
24-60
38-56

34 72

(6)

64
26-27

44 44
28 65

92

(a)

1 76
2;«-66

41 12
27-46

100 00

(M
42

2729
46 -09
26-20

60

(a)

1 61
24 19
43 85
30-35

ib)

47
25-81

45 r.3

28 29

(a)

1 09
13 92
41-83
43-16

54

0-80

23 27
51-39

24 54

1-33
35-25
42-57

20 85

1 20
29- 13

47 52
22 15

Sulphur 0-88| 54

100 GO 100 91 100-00 100 92 100 50 100 00100-64 100 54 100 00 100-00 100 00

Coke ... 72-7;i|

cohorent
but tPiuier

73-28
firm

68-58
coherent

74 20,

cohereutj

(a) JyfiBs at 105°C. (b) Air dried.

1. Lowermost 7i Inches from drift from No. 1 shaft. Collector, J. D. MacKenzie ; analyst, P.

G. Walt, Mines Branch.

2. Same as No. 1. clui)licate sample. Collector, Milnor Roberts; analyst, C. R. Corey, University

of Washington.

3 Thirty-three inches of upper bench, slope at end of tunnel, northwest wall. 14 feet from face of

slope Collector, J. D. MacKenzie; analyst, F. G. Walt, Mines Branch.
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Collector, Milnor Roberts ; analyst, C. R Corey, Univer-

Collector, J.

4. Same as No. 3, duplicate sample.
sity of Washington.

5. Same location as 3 and 4, sample of 23 inches beginning 12 inches below roof.
D. MacKenzie ; analyst, F. G. Wait, Mines Branch.

6. Same as No. 5, duplicate sample. Collector, Milnor Roberts ; analyst, C. R. Corey, University
of Washington.

7. Lowermost S inches best coal on southeast wall, 5 feet in from turn of tunnel. Collector, J. D.
MacKenzie; analyst, F. G. Wait, Mines Branch.

8. Same as No. 7, duplicate sample. Collector, Milnor Roberts ; analyst, C. R. Corey, University
of Washington.

9. Eight-inch seam. Nutter opening, lower tunnel. Collector, Milnor Roberts ; analyst, C. R.
Corey, University of Washington.

10. Collector, W. A. Robertson ; analyst, G. C. Hoffman, Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept, vol. VI,
1895, p. 12 R.

11. Collector, R, W. Ells ; analyst, J. T. Donald, Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., vol. XVI, 1906, p.

43 B.

12. Collector, R. W. Ells; analyst, M. F. Connor, Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept., vol. XVI, 1906, p.

44 B.

The writer is indebted to Dean Milnor Roberts for permission to publish analyses

2, 4, 6, 8, and 9.

Camp Anthracite.—The coal from this opening, which is clearly on the so-called

Robertson seam, has been called anthracite probably on the strength of the analyses

2 and 3 quoted below. It does not, however, resemble anthracite in any way, and has

a great likeness to the Robertson seam. This similarity is all the more striking when
the variable character of the mea.sures is recalled, and it strengthens the probability

that the Robertson seam is of considerable extent.

The coal, exposed in an adit across the seam, from which a drift runs along it for

30 feet, is 9 feet tliick where measured, containing 4 feet 5 inches of rather slaty,

crushed coal in several bands separated by shale and bone. The seam is doubtless

thickened by minor faults and slips. The thickness and general appearance of the
Boam resembles the oecixrrences at Camp Robertson.

Where opened, the seam strikes N. 32° W. and dips 85° S.W., but this high
altitude is only local, as up Anthracite creek, on which the opening is located, the

massive overlying sandstone is rather flat and regular.

Analyses of the coal are quoted below :

—

Analyses of Coal from Camp AntJiracite.

1 2 3

Water
Volatile matter.

5G9
7-83

42 10
44-38

1 52
8 -(59

80 07
9 72

2-85
7-59
G8 2o

Ash 21-31

100 00 10000 100 00

Coke
86-48
Noncoherent.

1. Tunnel. 20 fed In from mouth. Collector. J. D. MacKenzie; analyst. P. O. Walt. Mtnets
nran<h.

2. and 3. Collictor, W. A. Robertson; analyst, G. C. Hoffmann, Geol. Surv.. dm., Vol. VI. lS'.>r., p.

13 K.

Camp W llson. (.\u\i\) WiLsun is loi^ated in the N.W. ] si-i-tioii -J."!, tcwiisliip 7.

At this phico throe opcningH have been nmde on a single coal seam, varving froju 4 ti»

18 feet thick, and containing up to 1(5 foet of coal.

The coal Hv.nu\ ociiupies thf i-eiitral porlioii of a imrrnw sviuliiial bjisiii. wliii'h is

couiplii^ated l)y otlirr Idbh, Inil which ha.s a gcurral pilcli to the iiordi :iiul northeast.

20—4 i
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It is possible that the extent of this syncline northward and northeastward may be

considerable, and if the pitch is sufficient, a considerable body of coal may underlie

this area.

The measures of this syncline, the so-called Yakouu basin, differ from the rocks

in the Honua basin in being much coarser and less sorted, and there is a noticeable

lack of the dykes and sills so prevalent farther south. The Wilson seam is nearer the

base of the Haida than is the coal at Camp Robertson. It is probable that the seam
is less than 1,000 feet from the base.

The opening showing the largest body of coal is on the right bank of Wilson
creek, about half a mile, from the Yakoun river, and consists of an adit on the seam,

from which a winze gives access to a drift at a lower level. Th«» scam at this place

strikes from north-south to N. 23° W., and dips from 60° N.E. to vertical. In the

face of the adit, 50 feet from the portal, the seam is cut off by a vertical strike

fault, which brings the floor and roof of the seam together. From the drift, 11 feet

10 inches below the adit, a narrow cross-cut has been driven through the seam,

showing it to have a thickness of 18 feet 1^ inches. The seam is divided by 5 inches

of whitish grey sandstone into two benches, the upper about 12 feet, and the lower

about 5 feet thick. There are a few other thin partings in the seam, but on tlie

whole it is clean, and much more so than the coal at Camp Robertson. Xot all the

coal, however, is of the same quality, and the upper 3 feet or so of the upi>er bench

is distinctly inferior. In appearance the coal is bright and clean, and much broken

by fractures in several directions, although it may well become more solid at drpth.

Contrasting with the coal at Camp Robertson, the Wilson coal is light in weight.

The seam is broken by several smaller faults, in addition to the one appearing in

the upper level.

Analyses of Coal from Camp Wilson.

- 1 2(c) 3 4 5 6 7 8 ? 10 11 12 13

Water ] s
{b)

1 22
(a)

2 2
.30 1

38 3
29-4

ib)
1-82

(b)

2 02
(a)

16
29 -!t

.SI -8

36 7

ib)

1 33
30 4a
:n-i7
3/- 10

1 20

(a)

2-3

61
74 1

17 5

2 4-1

35 itfi

48 61
12-!l(i

0-80

2-65
.38- 19

.53 73
5 43

106
43-48

46 01

9 45

2-47

35 25
59 3t;

2 92

I 'A

Volatile matter.
Fixed carbon. .

.

Ash
Sulphur

35-2 3fi-20

40 -4 4(5 4S

IG 61G 10

.... 100

30-81 .%-21
40 S4 50-51
2(; 53 8-26

50 '

:^5 24
59 39
3 46

100 0,101 00 100 0100 50100 00
1 1

1000 101-20 1000ll00-80 10000 100 00 100 00 100 00

Coke barely
cokes.

Firm barely
CO- cokes

.

herent

barely
cokes.

61 60
Firm
co-

herent

Firm. Co
herent

X.m-
friable

(a) Total moi.sture. (6) Air dried, (c) B.T.U. 11,235.

1. Upper bench, No. 1 opening. Collector, J. D. MacKenzie ; analyst, Kdgar .Stansfleld.

2. Same as No. 1. Collector, Milnor Roberts; analyst. C. R. Corey, University of Washington.
3. Uower bench, No. 1 opening. Collector, J. D. MacKenzie ; analyst, Edgar Stansfleld.

4. Same as No. 3. Collector, Milnor Roberts; analyst, C. R. Corey, University of Washingtoji.
5. Same as No. 2. specimen sample. Collector, Milnor Roberts ; analyst, C. R. Corey, University

of Washington.
6. Sample of IS-inch coal, beginning 27 inches below roof. No. 1 opening. Collector, J. D.

MacKenzie ; analyst, F. G. Wait.
7. Same as No. •'. Collector. Milnor Roberts; ;ijialyst. C R. Corey. Univcisity of Washington.
8. Coke, upper bench, No. 1 opening. Collector, J. D. MacKenzie ; analyst, Edgar Stansfleld.

9. Collector, C. H. Clapp ; analyst, F. (J. Wait. C.eol. Surv., Can.. Sumni. Kept., 1912, p. 3fi.

10. (I. C. Hoffmnnn, analyst. Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Itept, vol. Ill, 1S87-J>, p. 17 T.

11. Collector, W. A. Robertson ; analyst, G. C. Hoffmann, Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rept, vol. ^^,
1892-3, p. 12 R

12. Collf<-tor, R. W. Ells; analyst, J. T. Donald, Geol. Surv., Can.. Ann. Itept.. vol. XVI, 1904, p.

4 B.
13. Collector, R. W. Ells; analyst, M. E. Connor, Geol. Surv., Can., vol. VI. li'OI. p. 44 B.
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The coking qualities are excellent. Tests of a jKJund or so of the coal as it came
from the seam, without selecting the best parts, crushed and coked in a tin by
means of a slow coal fire, gave bright, shiny, hard coke.

A shaft and drift at 310 feet in a direct line southeast up Wilson creek, on
the left bank, shows the seam to have a thickness of 9 feet 5 inches, containing 6

feet '1 inches of coal, in appearance like that already described. It is here evidently
faulted to some extent.

About 75 feet northeast of the first opening, the seam is cut by an adit. When
first encountered it is lying rather flat, suggesting, as do other facts, that the
measures are involved in a minor anticline. Farther in, the seam steepens rapidly,

and in the end of the workings, which follow the seam, it is dipping 45° X.E. The
greatest thickness of coal exposed in thi-s oi)ening is 3 feet 6 inches, but it is not
certain that the whole seam is exposed here. In appearance the coal is like that at

the other openings.

From the foregoing descriptions it will be seen that the seam where at present
exposed is of a distinctly lenticular nature, and this fact, together with the known
variable character of the sediments, forces one to the conclusion that the seam is

apt to be uneven in its thickness. The great mass of coal in the first opening
described, although somewhat faulted, and doubtless slightly thickened by this agency,
is on the whole well bedded, and the unusual thickness is probably due to original

^deposition. Until the seam is exposed at several other localities, little can be said

regarding its probable character from the miner's point of view. The fact that there

is known to be a rather widespread coal-bearing horizon at about this place in the

measures, together with the occurrence of a distinct seam of good coal of workable
size, ix)ints to the conclusion that there is every probability of finding workable coal

north of Camp Wilson. The extent and value of this coal can only be determined
by careful prospecting directed by a competent geologist. Haphazard boring opera-

tions are of little value, and even if a coal seam is encountered by them, a drill core

tells very little about the structure, and virtually nothing about the extent of a

seam.

UOLD.

Gold is found on the Southeast and Beaconsfield mining claims, situated about

a mile northeast of Skidegate Indian village. Through the courtesy of John Mno-
Clellan, Esq., part owner, the writer had the opportunity of visiting the property, and

the following information was largely obtained from ^Ir. MacClellan :

—

The deposit consists of a vein averaging 9 feet thick, striking X. 40° W. and with

a vertical dip. The vein is slightly irregular, and apparently faulted off at the south-

east end. The vein material is almost wholly milky quartz, occurring as a replaoeniiMit

of a brecciated zone in the Yakoun volcanics. Irregularly distributed through the vela

are bunches of sulphides, containing galena, sphalerite, pyrite, and chaleopyrite. The
gold occurs in the galena, which carries up to 30 ounces in silver, and also with an

unknown yellow mineral encrusting some of the specimens in thin films. Ocoasionally.

free gold may b<! si-en with the naked eye, but usually it cannot be thus made o>it.

Specimens of galena gave assays as high as $i\tt()0 to the ton, but the bunchy natiiro

of the ore necessitates thorough prospecting before the value of the property can be

definitely established.

CI,.\Y.

But few outcrojis of chiy were seen, altliough a lurgi' part of the upper TTonna

valley, and tin; Yakoun valley below Camp Wilson are underliiin by stratified olaT4

and Hands. Most of tlie elay >vr\\ was a liluisli grey, line grained highly pla^lio
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variety, often witli a thin film of fine sand on the heddinp: ph\ne3. It would doubtless

make common brick and perhaps the lower grades of earthenware, and its consistency

was such as to render its flowage through a die probable.

BlH.niXG STOXE.

Should a demand for building stone arise in this section it is probable that quarries

in the massive Haida sandstone on Maude island would repay working.

LIMESTONE.

On the southeast end of South island is a large body of wha't is a )arently rather

pure, partly crystalline, bituminous limestone, capable of furnishing lime for plaster

or cement.

OIL.

The Maude argillites, wherever they occur, are strongly bituminous, and films of

black, sticky tar are often found on joint and bedding planes. On Hidden creek, about

a mile up from the Takoun river the tar accumulations are especially plentiful, here

occurring in veins of calcite that cut the argillites as well as on joint and bedding

planes.

In view of the severe folding which the argillites have undergone, and tlieir

greatly fractured condition, prospectors should proceed with caution and not undertake

extensive boriug operations until advised to do so by a competent authority.
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entirely obscured by the repeated nietamorphisin of the region. It is made up mostly

of chlorite and other micaceous minerals, with quartz, a little feldspar, and sulphides.

Tremolite and actinolite are also occasionally present. It is strongly schistose as

a rule in and near the ore body, and only slightly a short distance away.

The following partial analyses of cores from the two ore bodies, furnished by

the mine management, show considerable differences in chemical composition. The

mineralized rocks of the first ore body carry less silica, alumina, and magnesia than

those of the second ore body, and more iron, lime, and sulphur.

First ore Ixidy.

Formi'd in argillites.

Second ore.body.
Formed in chloritic schists.

Silica 24-8

267
5 2
281
6-4
1-7

.S3 3

24 3
3 3

Sulphur 160
11 4

Majjne.sia 4-4

Analyses of Altered ArgUlies and Green ScJiists Outside the Mineralized Area.

Arpillites.

Near first ore body.
Green chlorit-c sthist*.

Near second ore body.

Silica

Iron

69-2
5-5
3-6

2 9
9-8

2 9

48-4

9
4 9
5

181
97

These analyses show the rocks to be fairly typical examples of their respective

classes. In the mineralized rocks the iron and sulphur content is greatly increased

and the relative amount of silica present is necessarily much smaller.

The second sulphide mass, as developed on the S50-foot level, is elliptical in shape,

the long diameter having a length of S80 feet, and the short one of about 240 feet.

The strike is to the northwest and the pitch of the ore body is in the same direction

or nearly at right angles to that of the first ore body. The sulphides in the south-

eastern portion of the mass are lean iu cojtper, but toward the northwestern end

they become richer, and a large area of commercial ore measuring about 400 feet in

length and 200 feet in width has been outlined. This ore mass extends to the sur-

face, a distance of about 400 feet, and is opened up on several levels above the 530-

foot. It has also been proved by bore-holes to descend for a considerable distance.

A long tunnel to intercept it at the 385-foot level was nearly completed at the time

of my visit. Thi.s is intended to be the main working level of the mine.

In addition. to the two large suli)hide masses descrilxxl, a third area, about 120

feet across, has been pierced in the extension of the workings on the 530-foot level

west of the second ore body. Development work to ascertain its size and quality is

now in progress.

The tot.al tonnage of commercial ore practically in sight at the mine, is now
reported at nearly 9,000,000 tons. A large portion of this is actually blocked out

and ready for mining.

A smelter with a capacity of 2,000 tons per day. is under constniction and will

be completed early in the present year, and ample sup|)lies of ore are ensured from

the Hidden Creek mine alone to keep it running for many years. Other buildings
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ill course of construction by the company include substantial office buildings, a large

hotel, a hospital, and vrorkmen's cottages and boarding-houses, both at the beach

and the mine.

BOXAXZA MINE.

Pyritized areas, bearing a general surface resemblance to the Hidden Creek area,

occur at a nunibr-r of points in the same inclusion in the Coast Range batholith.

An occurrence on Bonanza creek, a small stream emptying into Granby bay,

has been held under bond for some time by the Granby Company, and
a number of bore-holes have been put down. The conditions found proved some-
what peculiar. The country rocks are green chloritic schists cut by pegmatite dykes
and a larer set of dark dykes mostly diabasic in character. The former are older

and the latter younger than the mineralization of the region. The schists are

mineralized at the surface with iron sulphides, associated with chalcopyrite in places,

over an area about 400 feet wide, extending from Bonanza creek southward up the

slope of the valley for a distance of nearly 500 feet. The extensive cropping?

apparently indicated a great deposit, rivalling that at Hidden creek in size, but bore-

holes put down at various points have shown that the mineralization is confined to

a zone in the schists from 20 to 50 feet thick only. The zone dips with the schists

toward the creek at an angle of 15 degrees, and this happens to coincide with the slope

of the lower part of the valley. The croppings, therefore, represent not a section across
the pyritized mass, but a section along it. Bore-holes put down up the southern
slope of Bonanza Creek valley south of the point at which the pyritized zone dis-

appears under the schist covering, proves its continuation for some distance at least

in that direction. Its northern extension along its dip north of Bonanza creek has
not been investigated.

The pyritized zone as a whole is lean in copper, but certain areas contain sufficient

chalcopyrite to constitute ore. A considerable tonnage has been determined by the
diamond drill examination.
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THE LIME BELT, QUADRA (SOUTH VALDES) ISLAND, B.C.

(D. D. Caimes.)

Introduction.

GENERAL STATEMENT AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

A few days in May (1913) were spent in examining and sampling the ore deposits

of Quadra island, British Columbia. It was reported that nickel in economically
important amounts had been found to occur associated with the copper ores of this

area, thus the examination was considered somewhat urgent, and the writer was
accordingly instructed to visit this locality before proceeding to Yukon to com-
mence his regular field work for the season. In connexion with this work on Quadra
island the writer wishes to express his appreciation of the numerous courtesies

extended, and of the assistance and hearty co-operation afforded him, by the various

claim o\viiers in the district, particular thanks being due ^Ir. James Deans and also

Messrs. William Stramberg, C. E. Lynn, Thomas Iloleman, Robert Sharp, T. Bachus,
P. W. Hall, Fox Bros., and others.

LOCATION AND ACCESSIBILITY.

The name Valdes was for many years applied to what was supposed to be one

island situated on the west coast of British Columbia between Vancouver island

and the mainland, and separated from Vancouver island by Discovery passage. The
island was first chartered by Captain George Vancouver, in 1792, but more recent

explorations and surveys have shown that the supposedly single island is really a

group of three main islands which are separated by narrow intricate salt-water passages

through which the high tides "Vush with great violence. The southernmost of these

three islands has been named Quadra island, and Granite bay, which is at the western

end of the lime belt of this island, is about 135 miles from Vancouver, measured

along the steamer route. The lime belt itself is so called because limestone outcrops

conspicuously within this area, and is of rare occurrence, not only in the remaining

portions of the island, but also on the other islands and along the coast of the main-

land, at least between the Strait of Georgia and Queen Charlotte sound. This lime

belt extends in a northwesterly direction from Open bay on the eastern side of the

island, toward Granite bay, and reaches to within about a mile of Discovery passage,

on the western side of the island, a distance of approximately 10 miles, and through-

out its length, the belt has an average width of from 1 to 2 miles.

The lime belt may be most conveniently reached by means of one of the regular

steamers which run several times a week from Vancouver to Granite bay whore

there is a ix)st-ofRce, store, school-house, and a few other buildings—the post-office

being named Granite Bay. From this point the ILxstings Sawmill Company has

constructed a logging railway about 6 miles in length for bringing logs from the

interior of the island to tidewater; and it fortunately happens that the railway

follows the lime belt practically throughout its length, the lime belt being marked

topographically by a heavily timberetl, irregular depression, or more or less connected

series of depressions. Thus the mineral claims are nearly all readily accessible either

directly from the shore of the island or from the railway, which runs t-o the beach.
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PREVIOUS WORK.

In 1S85, Dr. Dawson made a systematic examination of part of the coast of

British Columbia, including the shores of Quadra island', and described the general

geology of this portion of the coast of British Columbia. Practically the only knovvn

published reports concerning the ore deposits of the lime belt, however, are included

in a memoir written by Dr. Bancroft' for this department, and in two reports of

the Provincial A-ssayer of British Columbia" made on behalf of the provincial Bureau
of Mines.

Summary and Conclusions.

The consolidated geological formations exposed in the vicinity of the ore deposits

in the lime belt belong, dominantly at least, to three rock groups, viz., the Marble Bay

(?) formation, the Valdes formation, and the Coast Eange intnisives. The Marble

Bay ( ?) formation consists entirely of limestone beds which are thought to be of

Jurassic or Triassic age. These beds have been invaded and overlain by the members

of the Valdes formation which consists mainly of andesites, volcanic breccias, and

tuffs. The members of both of these formations have been intruded and intensely

invaded by the intrusives of the Coast Eange batholith, and now occur throughout the

lime bolt mainly as remnant? of what once, apparently, constituted portions of the

roof of this batholith which is considered to be, for the greater part at least, of

Jurassic age.

The ore deposits developed within the lime belt are all included within the contact

aureole of the Coast Range batholith, and dominantly belong to the contact meta-

morphic type of deposit. Occasional veins also occur, however, and in places various

transitional forms are also developed, ranging in character from ordinary fissure

veins to typical contact raetamorphic deposits.

The contact metamorphic deposits are extensively developed throughout the lime

bolt of Quadra island, and consist mainly of pyrrhotite, magnetite, chalcopyrite,

pyrito, arsenopyrit«, molybdenite, quartz, ealcite, epidote, garnets, amphibole and other

complex silicates. These deposits occur everywhere either in or near the limestones

in the proximity of the granitic intrusives. They may thus occur along the contact

between the granites and limestones, or along the contacts between any two of the

throe main groups of rocks developed in this area, or they may follow fault planes, or

shear zones, traversing these rocks. The ore deposits of this type range from a few
incho^s or less up to 10 or 12 feet in thickness, but in most places do not exceed G feet

in this dimension. Certain members can be traced for several h\indred feet along the

surface, but in most instances the individual deposits do not appear to persist so far.

The only minerals of economic importance discovered in these ores are gold and
minerals containing gold or copper. The copper content of the deposits as shown by
tlie samples taken by the writer, varies from 0-07 per cent to 4-13 per cent, the greater

mnnber of the samples containing less than 1 per cent. The only average samples
that contained more than traces of gold were obtained from the Lucky Jim property,
these sam|dcs containing from 0-10 to 0-24 ounces per ton.

In addition to tlus typical contact metamorphic dejiosits, there are also developeil
within the lime belt, certain veins or vein-like deposits whii-h are intimately associated
with the metamorphic dejjosits. but whiiili have the general appearance of gold-copper
veins. TheBO consist mainly of cpiartz. calcitc, (hahopyrilc. pyrite. and pyrrhotite, of

> DnwHon, (). M, "Report on a Beolosrloal exainiimtlon of the northeni imrt of Vancouver
iHluiid iiiid adja.int i-oaHlH": Ceol. uiiil Nut. Illst., .Sinv. of t'an.. Ann. Uopt., vol. II. 1SS6. pt. B.

'•' MaiiciDn, .1. A. "(UhjIdk.v oI' llu- iiuLst ami iMlaiul.s helwi'iMi the Strall of ilooiKlii anil
QiH'cn CliarloUi! houikI, HrltlMli ("oliiinJilu "

: ticiil. Smv., ("an., M.'miilr .Niv L'3, i>i>. i:!:MS:>.
'Aim. Unpt., IVliiil.Mlcr ul' MliioH, HiIiIhIi I'olunibia, I'.MIS, pp. MS II'.) l'.»IO, pp. liS-ltiO.
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^•lutli the uietiillie minerals niiiy occur as only scattered particles distributed through

the quartz and calcite, or may exceed these gangue minerals in amount.

At a few points, also, gold-tellurium veins occur. These are composed dominautly

of quartz with some associated calcite, through which gangue minerals there are

distributed occasional particles of native gold, tellurides, and perhaps also of pyrite,

pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite. These deposits have been only slightly explored, and are

not known to possess any actual economic value. "With further development, however,

they may prove to be of considerable importance.

The outcrops of a few of the deposits in the lime belt are considerably oxidized

and somewhat porous, showing that a certain amount of leaching action has occurred.

It is quite possible that in such cases an enrichment in copper is to be expected at the

permanent ground-water level.

Therefore, though none of the properties within the lime belt of Quadra island

have been proved to contain any considerable amount of ore, i.e., material that can

tinder existing conditions be mined and treated at a profit, nevertheless the entire belt

shows great general mineralization, and on one property at least, the ore material

contains gold and copper in sufficient amounts to warrant further exploration. It

would appear, therefore, as quite possible that other deposits of greater economic value

than those already found, may yet be discovered within this area, and that, with

further development, richer places or chutes may be found within the deposits already

known. When the somewhat rugged character of the district is considered, and when

it is remembered that the consolidated rock formations throughout the greater part of

the br-lt are covered with superficial deposits in which is rooted a dense vegetation,

it is somewhat surprising that so much mineral has already be<?n discovered, and there

is no reason to suppose that the best has been first found. Great credit is thus due

the few men w-ho have, up to the present, devoted so much of their time and energy

to the exploration of this area which is readily accessible and is still well worthy the

attention of the miner and prospector.

General Character of the District.'

Quadra island forms the most southerly of three islands which were fonuerly

supposed to constitute an insular unit known as Valdes island; and tlie three mem-
bers of this group are all quite typical of the islands of the fiord-indented, island-

strewn coast of British Columbia. These islands are all topographically moun-
tainous, and Sonora island, the most northerly of the three, is verj' rugged and rises

in places to over 3,000 feet above the surrounding salt water. Quadra island is the

least rugged of the group, and contains in the interior, several lakes lying in low,

inegular, rocky basins. Nevertheless, even this island rinses to elevations of a]iproxi-

mately 2,000 feet above the sea. The shore-lines are characteristically bold, an<l in

some i)laces are so steep as to be inacces^sible.

From Granite bay, quite a broad, somewhat low-lying, inhabitable, depression or

succession of more or less connected depressions, extends in a southeasterly direction

to Open bay, this belt being bordered on the south, in parallel fashion, by a rugged

range of hills. This low-lying tract marks approximately, the axis of the lime belt.

Thus, the greater number of the ore deposits within this belt are conveniently situated

in comparatively accessible portions of the island. Nearly everywhere, however, the

surface is deeply covered with superficial detrital deposits which support a luxuriant

growth of vegetation, and it so happens that some of the best and most accessible

* Since this report is primarily concerned witli the ore deposits of the lime belt, no detailed

descriptions, topoBr.iphic or otherwise, are here Riven concerninp this area, except where such

have a flirtct relation to tlie economic BeoloKy. For a description of the general characteristics

of Quadra island and adjoininK portions of the coast of British Columbia, see Bancroft's report,

to which reference has been made, pp. 11-60.
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timber on Quadra island is or was contained within the lime belt. Consequently, a

logging railway has been constructed from Granite bay for a distance of about 6

miles, through this belt, and the fallen trunks, tops, and branches left by the loggers

make it now diiScult to travel for some distance on either side of the railway. In
addition, fires have swept portions of the belt, and have burned only sufficiently in

many places to kiU the trees, so that in such localities the surface is thickly and
deeply strewn with charred and fallen timber which entirely obscures the surface in

many places and makes walking in such places almost impossible. Thus, considering
the fact that the district is somewhat rugged, that so much of the surface is covered
with thick detrital deposits which support a heavy and often dense vegetation, and
that, in addition, fires and loggers have littered the surface with fallen timber and
brush, effective prospecting for mineral deposits has been attended with many diffi-

culties, and the discoveries that have been made, have been largely more or less

accidental.

General Geology.

GENERAL STATEMENT.

The consolidated geological formation-s withiu the lime belt appear to be all of

Mesozoic age and include rocks of both sedimentary and igneous origin. The oldest

rocks comprise the Marble Bay ( ?) formation which consists of limestones that are

thought to be of Jurassic or Triassic age. These are in places overlain by the mem-
bers of the Open Bay group which includes argillites, tuffs, cherty beds, schisrs, and
intercalated sheets of diabase. These older formations have been invaded and over-

lain by the members of the Valdes formation which consists mainly of andesites,

volcanic breccias, and tuffs. All these formations have been intruded and intensely

invaded by the intrusives of the Coast Kange batholith, and now occur throughout
the Lime Belt mainly as remnants of what once, apparently, constituted portions of

the roof of this batholith. All the consolidated rock formations are overlain by a

mantle of detrital deposits which obscure the bedrock in most places.

In the portions of the lime belt examined by the writer, which include only
those areas in which the principal ore deposits have been discovered, representatives

of only three of the consolidated rock formations just mentioned, were noted. These
are the Marble Bay (?) formation, the Valdes form:^.tion, and the Tosat Range intru-

sives, all three of which occur intimately associated and irregularly distributed, and
comprise really a sedimentary-igneous rock complex. The limestones have been
invaded and intruded and overlain by the members of the Valdes formation, and
complex masses of the two rock groups occur as isolated bodies surrounded and inter-

sected by the Coast Range intrusives. These isolated bodies appear to be really roof

])endants of the Coast Range batholith and thus constitute iK>rtions of what was
formerly in all jiroljability a oontiinidu-; roof over this great igneo\is mass.

Tahh' of Fonnalions.

Kf'ciiii 1111(1 Pli irttocerip Suporticial ileposits Chi»'rty sjiiuU, jriiiv**!.*, cluy:<, and *.nl.

d'i-tacoouH or JiiraHnii; Coaat Raii(f» iutrusivea Ignt'ous loi-ks of gruiiitio lialiit nu;fing in
('iiii|H>sitiiit) fnmi uoiii gntiuttvi to

Vald(<H furuiutiuu Amli'MitcH, v. Icaiiic lutiriiis, luul Uitfs.

0|i«'ii Buy groU|j .\ivillittn, (|vi:ut/.it«-.s, ilu-rtn. tuffs, tidiista,

iiittTvalaifil riliit'tM iif (liubtiNt*.

I'l'dliiilily .liii'HHnii: or TrituthiL' ('')Miii'IjIi' 15iiy fonii.itior. (T> . Liiiit>i.ii.iii h.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF FORMATIONS.

Marble Bay (?) Formation.

The Marble Bay (?) formation of Quadra island is practically limited in its

occurrence to the lime belt; in fact but few other developments of these beds or

similar limestones are known to occur on the islands of the coast of British Columbia

or along the mainland, at least between the Straits of Georgia and Queen Charlotte

sound. Throughout the lime belt these limestone beds occur in the form of more

or less connected, irregularly-^^liaped masses, ranging in size from only a few inches

or less to a mile or possibly more in length. Tliis formation consists entirely of

limestones which occur in beds usually from 1 to 6 feet in thickness; these rocks are

typically finely-textured, compact, and bluish grey in colour, but in many places have

become so altered as to have become crystalline or semi-crystalline in structure, and

occasionally have been changed into marble.

Xo fossils have been found in these limestones on Quadra island, but Bancroft,

upon lithological evidence, has correlated them with the ^farble Bay formation^ of

Texada island, which has, in the past, been thought to be of Carboniferous or Devonian

age. However, _ a few imperfect fossil remains were collected from these beds on

Texada island by ^Ir. Walter Harvey some years ago, and were sent to the Geological

Survey for identification. Dr. Kinlle has quite recently examined these forms and

reports them to be of Jurassic or Triassic age.

The members of the Open Bay group, according to Bancroft, occur in certain

portions of the lime belt and are typically developed along Open bay. The writer,

however, made no attempt to study the general geology of this belt except in the

immediate vicinity of the ore deposits examined, and as a consequence did not

encounter any of the recognizable members of this group. The rocks according to

Bancroft's descriptions consist mainly of argillites, quartzites, cherty beds, tuffs,

schists, and intercalated sheets of diabase.

Valdes Formation.

The Valdes formation extends over the greater part of Quadra island to the south

of the lime belt, and throughout the lime belt itself is irregularly and extensively

developed. This formation occurs nearly everywhere intimately associated with the

Warble Bay (?) limestones, the two formations constituting irregularly-shaped rock

masses which have been extensively intruded, invaded, and metamorphosed by the

Coast Range intrusives.

The Valdes group includes, mainly, a series of volcanic rorks, but in places, accord-

ing to Bancroft, also embraces a few intercalated beds of limestone. The volcanic

rocks include mainly andcsites, volcanic breccias and tuffs, which have extensively

invaded, intruded, and overlain the members of the ^larble Bay (?) formation; thus

the two formations have become very intimately associated, and within the lime belt,

it would be difficult to map them separately.

Coast Range Intrusives.

The Coast Range intrusives which occur on Quadra island, constitute a peripheral

portion of the Great Coast Range batholith which is the master geological feature of

the coastal belt of British Columbia. This huge batholith extends in a northwesterly

direction from southern British Columbia to Lake Kluane, in Yukon, a distance of over

' Le Roy. O. E. "Preliminary report on a portion of the main coast of British Columbia
and adjacent islands Included in New Westminster and Nanaimo districts "

: Geol. Surv., Can.,
1908, p. 16.
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1,000 miles, throughout which distance the batholith is from 30 to 100 miles broad.

The Coast Range intrusives are conspicuous throughout the lime belt, and are exten-

sively developed on Quadra island to the north of this area.

These intrusives vary in composition from that of an acid granite to a basic

gabbro or even a hornblendite, and have dominantly a typical granitic habit. In

general, they are some shade of grey, but srtill possess quite a wide range of colour.

The more acid varieties are almost white, but with increasing basicity the colour

becomes darker, the hornblendites being quite black. The granites and granodiorites

have in places a pink or reddish hue, due to the colour of the prevailing alkali feldspar

they contain, while greenish tints characterize some of the more basic rocks due to

the development of chlorite, epidote, or related minerals. These intrusives ore remark-

ably uniform in texture, being dominantly coarsely textured. Medium-textured faoies,

however, are developed, and in places these rocks are decidedly porphyritic. On
account of their characteristic granitic appearance, these intrusives are commonly
spoken of as granites, which- term, however, is, strictly speaking, applicable to only a

small portion of the rocks of this terrane.

The intrusives have invaded, intruded, and greatly metamorphosed the older rocks

with which they have come in contact, and within the lime belt the masses of older

formations exposed appear to constitute isolated roof pendants, distributed over this

portion of the batholith. Accordingly, all settling or other movements in the batholith.

due to readjustment during or after cooling, as a result of shrinkage from crystalliza-

tion and other causes, have caused fissures to occur and shear zones to be produced in

the older overlying rocks; and it is in and adjoining these fissures and fracture zones

in the older rocks, as well as in similar spaces in the adjacent portions of the batholith

itself, that the ore deposits prevailingly occur, the fault planes and fracture zones

having afforded a ready passage for the escape of the mineralizing gases and vapours

from the heated granitic mass. Some of the ore deposits, however, have be*^n formed
along the contact between the granitic intrusives and the older overlying formations.

Superficial Deposits.

Overlying all the older consolidated rock formations, there occurs a mantle of

Recent and Pleistocene deposits which obscure in most places the bedrock structures

beneath. These overlying deposits embrace all the Glacial and post-Glacial debris,

and thus include all sands, gravels, silts, clays, peat, muck, aad soil, some of which are

nearly everywhere in evidence.

Economic Geology.

Genkhal St.vtkmknt.

From the standpoint of economic geology, the lime bolt of Quadra island is of

interest mainly or entirely for its ore deposits, which are sonu-what extensively

developed throughout the area. A considerable number of mineral claims have been
located covering these dejjosits, and on some of these quite an amount of development
work lias been performed. The greater number of tliese clnims which are still in f^rce

were located within the past five years. The Lucky .lini. however, was staked about
eight years ago, thus being one of the first locations in the lime belt.

No attempt was made by tlu' writer to examine every claim located williin this

area, but all those clainLS were visited on which any promising ore deposits were
rtjported to occur, as well as all claims on which any work other than the regulation
afl.si'ssmeiit duties liad been performed. In describing these properti«'s they are hen»
considered in order, beginniMg at tlic nortliwest and proceeding toward tlie southeast.
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On the map accompanying this report, the different claims or groups of claims

which were examined are indicated. No great accuracy, however, is claimed for the

positions of these properties as shown, such having been estimated from points along

the railway, the distance of wliich from the beach was known.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORE DEPOSITS.

Types.

The ore deposits of the lime belt all occur within the contact aureole of the Coast

Range batholith, and dominantly belong to the contact nietamorphic typo of deposit.

At a few points, however, typical veins also occur, and in places deposits are developed

that are transitional in character between veins and deposits of contact metaniorphic

origin.

The contact metaniorphic deposits are characterized mainly by the presence of

the oxides and sulphides of iron, chalcopyrite, garnet, aniphibole, epidote, and related

complex silicates. The decided veins, however, are dominantly composed of quartz

and calcite, associated with which gangue minerals there occur in most places, only

occasional particles of native gold and tellurides, with perhaps also some pyrite,

pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite. These are thus typical gold-tellurium veins. At other

points, vein-like deposits occur which contain mainly quartz, calcite, chalcopyrite,

pyrrhotite, and pyrite. there being every transition from a deposit or portion of a

deposit composed practically entirely of quartz and calcite, to one comprised almost

wholly of the three just-mentioned metallic sulphides. Since these deposits contain

more or less gold they might thus, in part at least, be appropriately termed gold-copper

veins. Associated with these veins or vein-like deposits, there occur locally some of

the garnet-aniphibole-epidote minerals, and with the gradual increase of these silicates.

and the introduction in places of magnetite, the deposits become less tabular and

regular in form, and may within a few feet assume all the diagnostic features of a

contact metaniorphic deposit. Most of the ore deposits within the lime belt, however,

belong decidedly to the contact metaniorphic type, and it is these deposits that have

been found to be of most economic importance.

DISTRIBUTION.

The lime belt is a highly mineralized area, throughout which deposits containing

ore mineralsj are plentifully distributed. Typical contact nietamorphic deposits

characterize the entire belt, and veins of different types also occur at a few points.

The principal ore bodies that have been discovered on the Magnet claim, the Nickel

group, the Lucky Jim group, the Sunrise group, the Cormorant group, and the Contact

claim, are typical contact nietamorphic deposits. Cold tellurium veins or masses of

vein quartz, were noted mainly on the Geilcr and the (lold Thread claims, but small

representatives of this class of veins also occur on the Hook claim, on the Lucky Jim
group, and elsewhere. On tho YZ, the Hook, and the Gold Exrhange claims, veins are

developed which though closely related to contact metaniorphic deposits in origin,

nevertheless much more resemble copper-gold veins in character. On the Lucky Jim
group and elsewhere, deposits were noted which in part resemble quartz veins and are

in part of contact nietamorphic origin, showing how closely related, genetically, are

these two types of deposits.

ASSOCIATED GEOI.OCICAI, FORMATIONS.

The term contact metaniorphic as applied to ore doposits fs to a certain extent a

misnomer, as deposits of this type do not neces.sarily follow contacts between different
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ruck formations. The contact nictaniorijliic deposits in tlie lime belt, however, invari-

ably occur in close proximity to the limestone, and are developed dominantly along
certain fracture zones which are very numerous, and which trend in various directions,

no particular strike or strikes having been found to pertain througliout tlie area.

These ore deposits may thus occur either in the limestones, in the volcanies, or in the

granitic intrusives, or they may be developed along the contact between the members
of any two of these formations. Individual deposits occur which follow a line or zone
of fissuring trending across a contact between the members of two of tliese rock groups.

Such deposits are partly in one formation and partly in the other, and for a certain

distance follow the contact between the two rock groups.

The only gold-tellurium veins which were examined by the writer occur entirely

within the andcsitic volcanies, but it is to be expected that similar veins may be foiind

in the granitic intrusives or even in the limestone. The gold-copper veins which occur
within the lime belt are very closely related to the contact rnetamorphic deposits and,
like them, may be developed either in any of the three groups of rocks, or may even
occur along the contacts between these different formations. Like the gold-tellurium

veins, however, they appear to dominantly occur in the andesitic volcanies.

:mixeralogy.

The contact rnetamorphic ore deposits consist mainly of pyrrhotite, ehalcopyrite,

magnetite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, azurite, malachite, molybdenite, quartz, ealcite, horn-
blende, epidote, and garnets. In places, these deposits consist almost eniireiy of pyrr-

hotite with more or less ehalcopyrite; in other places, magnetite with a small per-

centage of ehalcopyrite comprise the deposits. ^Molybdenite was noted on only one
property, and occurs there in the form of occasional flakes. In some portions of the

lime belt the deposits contain little or none of the metallic minerals, and consist

entirely of the siliceous minerals with some ealcite, the garnets, epidote, and horn-
blende being generally conspicuous ; in fact, throughout the belt, wherever the epidote-

garnet-hornblonde minerals are at all extensively developed, the copper as well, gener-
ally, as the iron minerals, fails. The amount of quartz in these rnetamorphic deposits

varies greatly, there being apparently every gradation from a quartz vein containing
practically no metallic constituents, to a deposit composed entirely of the metallic

oxides and sulphides with their oxidation products.

The gold-tellurium veins consist dominantly of quartz, with which is associated

more or less ealcite. Throughout these gangue minerals, occasional particles of pyrite,

native gold, and sylvanite occur.

SHAPES AND DIMF.XSIONS.

("ontact metamor])hic ore deposits comprise a type of deposit that is extensively

developed in many parts of the world, and particularly along the western portion of

tliis Continent; and these deposits inclu<le a great nunibi'r of important ore producers.

Nevertheless, as is to be expected from their form of origin, these ore bodies are char-

ac1( ri>li<iill.v inciiiilai' in sha^x^ and thus dilfer fundamentally from the omparatively
uuil'oiin tnl)ular v'\n deposits which are so well known, and consequently their sueeess-

liil developnieiit ncpiires much greater skill and experience.

Within the lime belt of Quadra island, the contact metaniorpliie deposn-* .iro, as

ehcwliei-e, very irregular in <*()ntonr, and occur as lenses, nu>ss«'s, impregnations, and
various ramifying forms. They, however, apjicar to iloininantly follow along certain

contact, fru't\ire, or other delinite lii>'s. and ilominanlly occur in (c/ic/o/i. as a seritvs

of ninre or less connected smaller individual masses, rather than as single i-aore per-

si-l( 111 iiodies. Tliey may thus terminate vry al>ruptly. either along their strikes or

(lips, an<l in llicir .levclopinent il i^ never safe to postulate far p ist tluir actual

L'(i :>
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exposures. It can never be inferred, for instance, as is commonly done in the case of

fissure veins, because ore has been found at a number of points more or less in align-

ment on the surface, that ore persists between these exposures.

The members of those contact nietamorphic deposits, which are conspicuous on
account of the iron and copi)cr minerals whicli they contain, and which are thus to

be regarded as constituting the ore deposits of the area, range from a few inches or

less up to 10 or 12 feet in thickness, but in most places do not exceed 6 feet in this

dimension. They can in places, also, be traced for several hundred feet along the

surface, but in most cases the individual deposit does not appear to persist so far.

The gold-copper veins and others of the more tabular vein-like deposits may be

expected to be more regular than the typical contact metamorphic deposits, both along

their dip and strike. These veins range from a few inches or less up to about 5 feet

in thickness, but were, wherever seen, exposed for only a few feet, the remaining
I<ortions of their outcrops being hidden from view by superficial deposits. It is thus

not known how far these deposits persist.

The gold-tellurium veins are dominantly stringers only a few inches, at most, in

thickness. On the Geiler claim, however, vein quartz in addition to occurring aa

veinlets, is also distributed throughout a much-fractured zone, 20 to 30 feet in width,

and with the broken and comminuted andesitic rock fragments, really constitutes a

brecciated vein deposit.

ASSAY VALUES.

Average samples were taken from all the more promising deposits examined, and

these have been tested and assayed in the laboratories of the Department of Mines,

Ottawa; and although nickel had been reported to occur in these ores, no trace of

this metal was found in any of the samples obtained, although all were tested by the

most refined known methods. The only metals of present economic importance dis-

covered in these ores are copper and gold. The copper content of the ores as shown

by these samples, runs from 0-07 per cent to 4-13 per cent, the greater number of the

samples containing less than 1 per cent. The only averoge samples which contained

more than traces of gold were obtained from the Lucky Jim property, these samples

containing from 0-16 to 0-24 ounces per ton. It is quite possible, however, that other

deposits actually contain gold in appreciable amounts, but as only a limited number
of samples were taken, its presence was not detected.

OXIDATION, LEACIIIXG, ANp KNIHfllMENT.

Some of the ore deposits within the lime belt have been considerably oxidized on

tIh' surface, the iron-ore minerals having been altered to limonite, giving the ores a

reddish appearance. The chalcopyrite has been more affected even than the iron-ore

minerals, and has been oxidized, and more or less entirely leached out of the upper
portions of the ore deposits. It is to bo expected that the copper which was
thus removed by solution, has been partly, at least, redeposited lower down in the oro

bodies, particularly whore these ai'e situated on comparatively flat or gently undulating

ground, such as characterizes much of the lime belt. In such places the surface drain-

age is not so perfect and rapid as to carry off these copjier-be^iring solutions and thus

prevent their descending along or through the deposits themselves.

Most of the ore deposits within the lime belt are, however, comparatively slightly

oxidized, and show little evidence of leaching. Tliis is probably due to the fact that

the hind surface has been heavily and decjily eroded during the Glacial period, and
conse(|Ucntly any upjier oxidized portions of these deposits which tlien existed, have

been removed, and snfHcient time has not sincv? lapsed for the eroded surfaces of these

deposits to become greatly oxidized. On a few properties, however, as on tlie Lucky
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Jini, the surface ores are in places conspicuously oxidized and exhibit the results of

leaching action. On such properties, therefore, where the surface ores are oxidized

and porous, an enrichment in copper is to be expected at the permanent water level.

The amount of this enrichment will be governed by a number of factors, but will be

proportional to the amoiii;t of leaching the surface ores have suffered, and will, of

course, be entirely controlled by the amounts of copper present in the unleached

primary ore.

GENESIS AND AGE.

In studying the genesis of the contact metamorphic deposits, a number of striking

and definite points have been noted. In the first place, the minerals constituting the

ore-bodies are chiefly, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, magnetite, pyrite, arsenopyrite, molyb-

denite, garnets, epidote, hornblende and other complex silicates, as well as quartz

and calcite. This combination of magnetite with sulphides is very characteristic of

contact metamorphic deposits, and is practically unknown in fissure veins. Further,

when these iron sulphides and this iron oxide occur with garnets and related silicates,

an association is produced which is diagnostic of contact metamorphism. In addition,

these ore-minerals occur only along or in the vicinity of the contact between the

granitic intrusives and the limestones. There thus appears to be little or no doubt,

but that these ore deposits owe their origin to the granitic intrusives, and that the

materials comprising them were derived from the parent magma of these granitic

rocks, as neither these nor the limestones appear to contain the necessary iron, copper,

and sulphur for their production.

As to the cause of contact metamorphism,^ geologists who have made a special

fctudy of this subject agree that this phenomenon is due to the heat of the molten

magma combined with the action of water which it contains. In many cases, no

perceptible accessions of substance from the magma have taken place, while in perhaps

as many others, important additions have been received. The amount of material

that is derived from the intrusive body appears to be due mainly to two circumstances,

the amount of water-gas in the molten igneous body, and the susceptibility of the

invaded rock. In many intrusives, there may be present only a very small amount of

water-gas, and thus the accession of material to the invaded formation may be slight,

and the contact phenomena mostly due to the heat of the rock; if, however, the water
vapour is abundant, the amount of material given off may be very great. Magmatic
waters also vary widely; some contain large amounts of boron, fluorine, chlorine, etc.,

while others hold none of these, and possess chiefly sulphur, copper, iron, and related

minerals. Thus, a wonderful variety of contact metamorphic deposits are found.
The contact metamorphic ore materials in the lime belt are, therefore, in all

pri)l)ability due to magmatic vapours rich in iron, copper, and sulphur, which were
derived from the granitic intrusives. If this is true, the ore deposits were formed
during the <-ooling period of the granitic batholith, which is thought to liave occurred
in Jurassic and probably latQ -Jurassic time.

Tliese dei)osits would ai)i)ear to be clo&ely related to the gold-cojipcr veins and
also to the gold-tellurium veins; thc^e veins, however, have been apparently formed
either somewhat later than tlie metamorphic deposits or were dojiosite*! higher up or
farther from the seat of the igneous heat, but in either case apparently resuittHl from
cool 8(jlutions rather than heated vapours and gases, the mineral ingredients, as in the

' LiiulKifn, VVal(l.-mar. " Tho character and k«musIs of icrtain lontait lU-i'osits " • T -\ I
M.i;., vol. xxxl. 1901, pp. 226-2H.

'

Liri(lKiL-ii, WaliU-mar, " ("onluct di^po.sitB" : Mlii. Sel. Press, vol. iMll .Nov 25 1911 imi
67S WAX.

' "'
Hiuroll, Jo.s<'iili. " l'li.v.sltal idlVct.s of coiituil-iiu'luinoiphi.sin "

: Am.r, Jour, of .Sol 4tlt
Hfiii H, vol. XUI, lltOL', ]ip. -.iTO-aaG.

20 -r. J
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case of the contact metamorphic deposits, beiug, however, derived from the granitic

intrusive body.

DESCRIPTIONS OF MINERAL PROPERTIES.

Magnet Claim.

The Magiiet chiim is owned by ^Irs. Polly Fux and Mr. Arthur Prichard. On
this property two main deposits of ore minerals have been discoveretl, which, altliuugli

within close proximity to each other, do not appear to be connected; the one is

dominantly a pyrrhotite deposit and the other a deposit of magnetite. Limestones,

andcsitic volcanics, and granitic intrusives are all exposed on this claim in the vicinity

of the ore bodies.

Tlie pyrrhotite deposit strikes approximately X. 75° W.,^ and where crosscut, is

about 6 feet in thickness. The dip of this deposit is peculiar in that the ore material

extends over the surface, blanket fashion, for 50 feet or more and then suddenly

inclines downward almost vertically. This deposit occurs in a greyish to dark greenish

volcanic rock of andesitic apixjarance, near its contact with the granitic intrusives.

A crosscut tunnel 130 feet long has been driven, which cuts this ore material at a

distance from the surface of approximately 100 feet. There the deposit has a thick-

ness of 6 feet and consists dominantly of pyrrhotite, with some disseminated chalco-

pyrite, and aLo includes small amounts of quartz and some garnet, epidote, horn-

blende, and associated silicates, as well as numerous small included masses and

particles of more or less replaced andcsitic rock. This tunnel, with a number of small

pits, cuts, and trenches constitutes the development work on this pyrrhotite body.

Two samples were taken from this deposit. No. 1 is an average sample from
across the ore material in the tunnel, and No. 2 is a sample taken of the exposed

material on the dump at the mouth of the tunnel. These samples were assayed- and

proved to contain:

—

Gold. Silver. Cojjper.

No. 1 Trace None

Per cent.

0-61

No. 2 Trace None 47

The magnetite deposit is only slightly exposed, but appears to have a thickness

of from 1 to 6 feet. This deposit is composed mainly of magnetite with which is

associated considerable epidote and related silicate.^ as well as some quartz and cal-

cite. In places, included particles of andesite were noted which were almost entirely

replaced by these minerals.

Nicl-cl Plate Group.

The Nickel Plate group consists of three claims, the Nickel Plate, the Last

Chance, and the Stemwinder, which are owned by Messrs. B. S. Bachus and T. Bachus.

On the Nickel Plate claim, several open-cuts, small pits, and trenches have been

dug which constitute the development work on this proi)erty, and have exposed at a

' AU dii of'tions piven In tliis report, unless otherwise mentioned, are magnetic, the magnetic
declination beiiiK approxiniafcly 2r>" O' K.

* All the samples taken by tlie writer from the lime belt were assayed in the laboratory of
the Mines Urancli, Department of Mines, Ottawa.
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mimber of points a typical coutact metamorphic zone. In places, this metamorphic
zone is composed mainly of garnet, epidote, hornblende, and related silicates, but at

cei'tain points includes more or less pyrrliotite with some chalcopyrite and pyrite. At
the main showing on this claim an open-cut has been run, which crosscuts a meta-

morphic zone over 20 feet in width, on both sides of which the rock formation is a

greenish, dense, finely-textured andesite. Limestone also outcrops at a distance ,of

about 50 feet, and the andesite at the entrance to the cut is intruded by a narrow band
of granitic rock.

!Most of the rock exposed in the open-cut is very hard and dense, is either greenish

or reddish in colour, and consists mainly of garnet, epidote, chlorite, am.phibole, and
related silicates. Ore minerals have, however, a considerable development throughout
a portion of this metamorphic material exposed in the open-cut. These are chietly

limited to a band about 6 feet in width, and include mainly pyrrhotite with also

some chalcopyrite and pyrite. This ore material occurs irregularly distributed

throughout the metamorphic zone and occurs in particles, lenses, and masses, which
follow in a general way certain fracture lines, the ore material being somewhat wider
or more extensive at the surface than at the bottom of the cut, 10 feet lower down.

An average sample was taken across G feet of this zone exposed in the open-cut.

in which the ore minerals are most abundantly developed. This sample was assayed

and proved to contain: gold, a trace; silver, none; copper, 0-07 per cent.

At other points on this claim, extending in a general direction naving a trend
of about N. 50° W., similar metamorphic deposits are developed, and in most places
pyrrhotite is conspicuous and generally contains some chalcopyrite. At one point

Bome magnetite also occurs.

On the Last Chance claim, a heavy contact metamorphic zone is expo-.?ed at

several points, but where noted is composed dominantly of the garnet-epidote-amphi-

bole minerals, no point being noted where ore minerals were developed in any con-
siderable amount.

On the Stemwinder claim, a band of ore material occurs at one point between
limestone and a finely textured andesite, the ore material with associated metamorphic
silicates being domed or arched over an underlying small core of limestone, and
overlain by the andesite. About 12 inches of this contact material consists dominantly
of pyrrhotite, overlying w^hich is a layer or band of 18 to 24 inches in thickness,

•which is composed mainly of the metamorphic silicates with some quartz and cak-ite,

and also includes some of the ore minerals. This contact ore material is only
exijosed for a distance of 10 to 15 feet along the surface.

On this group of claims, as elsewhere in the vicinity, the bedrock is nearly
everywhere covered with superficial geological accumulations, in which is rooted a
dense vegetation, thus rendering prospecting in this locality very ditfioult and
arduous. Therefore, although the ore material so far found on these claims does

not appear to be of economic importance, the area is evidently highly minerali/od

and one in which valuable ore deposits may occur. Farther prospecting is thus
warranted, and it is quite i^o^sible that valuable deposits of ore may yet l»e dis-

covored in the vicinity.

jALclcy Jim Group}

The Lucky Jim group consists of three claims, tlie Kisiug Sun, tlie Saxoti, and
till! Lucky Jim, whi<;h are reported to be owned by Mr. Alexander !^^l•Nair of Van-
ciiMVcr. 'i'ljc main wurkings on this projierty are situated dose to the llastin.yrs Snw-
niill (.'(unpany'rf railway tracks, about 3 miles from Granite bay.

'Notes by Provincial AsRayer : Report of the Minister of Minei, British Columbia, 1908, p.
lis; lit 10, pp. 1 1^8-1 r.9.

Biiiicroi't, J, A.. Op. ell., iiji. i:: 113j.
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The Tock formation on these claims consists mainly of limestone and volcanic

rocks, the volcanics inclnding mainly greyish to dark greenish andesites, and some

related finely-textured tuffs and breccias, which are more recent than the limestone.

The limestone beds are less extensively developed than the andesitic rocks, and

occur mainly as more or less connected lenses or small irregular masses mcluded in

or surrounded by the volcanics.

Deposits of ore material are exposed at a number of points on these claims,

nearly all of which deposits are included in an area not exceeding a few hundred

feet in diameter. This ore material occurs either along the contacts between the lime-

stone and volcanics, or follows fracture lines or shear zones traversing these for-

mations. The ore deposits are characteristically very irregular in form, and only one

of these deposits has been actually traced for more than a few yards. This par-

ticular deposit, considered the main deposit on the Lucky Lini group, has been

definitely followed for approximately 200 feet.

Considerable money has been expended in developing these claims and, con-

sequently, quite an amount of work has been performed. A shaft, 115 feet deep,

has been sunk, from which drifts have been, driven. In addition, a tunnel reported

to be 150 feet in length has also been driven. A number of trenches, pits, and open-

cuts were also noted. A number of cabins have been built, and a commotlious sheet-

metal engine house has been constructed. The machinery equipment includes a

small boiler and hoist, a larger boiler and eight-drill Eand compressor and pumps,

all being installed in a very substantial manner.

On the Rising Sun claim a trench and open-cut, at the edge of a small lake or

pond, have exposed a deposit which strikes N. 15° E., and is composed mainly of

pynhotite and accompanying metamorphic silicates. This deposit has a width of 5 to

6 f< et, and follows a well-defined fracture zone in greenish finely-textured andesitic

rocks. Associated with the pyrrhotite are certain minor amounts of pyrite and chal-

oopyrite, the accompanying silicates being mainly epidote, garnet, and amphibole.

This metamorphic deposit is notably irregular in form, and the ore minerals are very

xinevenly distributed. A band or zone about 12 inches in thickness, is, however,

exposed for a few feet, which is composed almost entirely of pyrrhotite with more or

loss included chalcopyrite and pyrite, this band being considerably the best mineralized

portion of this deposit.

An average sample taken across the 12-inch pyrrhotite band was assayed and

proved to contain": gold, 0-lG ounces per ton; silver, none; copper, 0-S6 per cent.

The main, or at least what appears to be the most important ore deposit on the

Lucky Jim group, outcrops near the engine house, and on this deposit the 115-foot

shaft has been sunk. This deposit has a varying strike of from N. 52" W., to N. 69°

W., and dips to the southwest at an average angle of about 80 degrees. The ore

material, for the greater part of the distance throughout which it has been traced,

follows a prominent line of faulting which traverses the andesitic rocks, but near the

shaft the ore material lies along the contact between the andesitic rocks and limestone.

As in the case of all the ore deposits on this property, this deposit is everywhere in the

close vicinity of limestone.

This ore material, where exposed near the top of the shaft, consists almost entirely

of pyrrhotite with some chalcojjyrite and i)yrite. At other points along its strike, this

deposit includes more quartz, epidote, garnet, and other silicates, and to the southeast

of the shaft a mass of magnetite is exposed which is, at least approximately, on the

strike of this deposit. Where composed dominantly of pyrrhotite, tliis ore material on

tlie surface has much the appearance of very rusty pig iron. The writer was unable

to get down the shaft on account of water, but on the surface near the shaft this ore

material lies blanket fashion with an almost flat dip for 15 feet or more, and thim

pudilenly i)itchcs downward at an angle of about 80 degrees. This deposit, here, has a

thi< kness of 18 to .'30 inches and is composed almost entirely of the metallic ore

minerals.
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An average surface sample wae taken across this ore deposit at a point where it

was 20 inches thick, and proved to contain: gold, 0-24 ounces per ton; silver, none;

copper, 4-13 per cent.

In places in this deposit, particles of native gold as well as of black lustrous

telluride have also been found.

The Provincial Assayer of British Columbia, in reporting on this property in

1910, states:^ "The management stated that there was good ore for the entire depth

of the shaft, and that 184 tons, tiiken from about 75 feet do\vn, gave $22 in gold, 8

per cent copper, and 3^ ounces of silver per ton, and at the bottom of the shaft the ore

was even of a higher grade: an examination of the ore on the dump would seem to

confirm the above statement."

Along the short spur of the railway running to the shaft, and midway to the shaft,

a deposit occurs which is interesting as exhibiting the close relationship which exists

between the ore materials and the limestone. There, the ore minerals encase on two

sides, at least, a mass of limestones, the ore turning at an angle of about 90 degrees in

conforming to the shape of the central limestone mass. From 6 to 8 inches of this

ore material is composed almost entirely of pyrrhotite which has the appearance of

a metal shell partly enclosing the limestone. Adjoining the pyrrhotite is a layer of

quartz 2 to 3 feet in thickness which is very sparsely mineralized, the quartz and
pyrrhotite being overlain by andesite.

To the northwest of the shaft, and some 200 to 300 feet distant, a very irregular

deposit occurs which where exposed is anticlinal in form, overlying a core of some
much altered and replaced rock. This deposit has an average thickness of about 3

feet, strikes approximately N. IS'' E., and is composed mainly of pyrrhotite with which
is associated varying amounts of chalcopyrite, pyrite, quartz, epidote, and garnet.

An average surface sample taken across this deposit was assayed and proved to

contain: gold, 0-20 ounces per ton; silver, none; copper, 1-52 per cent.

The samples taken by the writer from this group of claims, upon being assayed,

showed the presence of more gold and copper than in the case of any other property in

the lime belt, and on the whole these claims show possibly greater mineralization than
any other property examined by the writer in this area. The management also claim to

have obtained considerably higher assay returns than those given in this report, par-

ticularly encouraging assays being reported from the ore in the shaft. It would thus

Beem that further prospecting and exploration were quite warranted in this vicinity.

Ilooh Claim.

The Hook claim is owned by Mr. Edward Hamilton, and is located along thq
south side of the railway track, about 3i miles from the beach. A pit about ^ feet

deep has been sunk on this property, in which quartz and cak-ite, carrying more or
less disseminated pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. oceur irregularly distributinl in lime-

stone bordering, but not closely following, granitic intrusives. The ore materials

occur as bunches, lenses, or vein-like masses, as much as 2 to 3 feet in thickness. A
sample was taken across the ore material in the bottom of the shaft, whieh has thor»»

a total width of about 4 foot. This was submitted to assay and proved to contain:
(.'old, a trace; silver, none; copper, 0-13 per cent.

On the surface within a few feet of the shaft, a mass of ore material about o foot

\vi(l(' was also noted whioli consists dominantly of pyrrhotite.

Nuiiicrous quartz stringers also occur on this claim in phuvs. which are as nuich
as 3 or 4 inches in thickness and are reported to contain occasioiuil particles of nativn
gMld.

'Report of the Minister of MliiOR, British Columbia, 1910, p. IRS
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Gold Thread Claim.

The Gold Thread mineral claim is owned by William S. Morrin and Andrew
Law. On this property there occurs a quartz vein in a tissure in andesite, wliicn

strikes N. 25^ W., and dips to the northeast at an angle of 70 degrees. This vein forks or

branches in pUccs, and has an average width for the 8 or 10 feet throughout which

it is exposed, of from 1 to 8 inches. This vein also consists doniinantly of quartz

which is very sjiarsely mineralized, but exhibits occasional particles of chalcopyrite,

pyrrhotitc, pyrite, native gold, and a black lustrous tclluride which has been carctuUy

examined by ^Ir. H. A. A. Johnston, of this Department, and found to be sylvanite.

Sutirise Group}

The Sunrise group is situated along the railway track about 3 miles from the

beach, and consists of the Geiler, the White Swan, the Mystic Cave, and the Sunrise

claims, which are owned by Messrs. W. Stramberg and W. L. Cameron.

On the Geiler claim the geological formation consists of a complex of the Coast

Range intrusivcs. andesitic rocks, and limestone. The andesitic rocks range from

greyish to light green, decidedly porphyritic members exhibiting large, wcll-dciined

feldspar phenocrysts, to dark gr'^cn, dense volcanics exhibiting either no phenocrysts

which are visible to the naked eye, or containing only phenocrysts of the fcrro-magno-

sian minerals.

On this property, contact metamorphic deposits are typically developed, and in

addition, mineralized vein quartz also occurs and is exposed both in the form of veins

or stringers, and as a breccia cement distributed throughout a well-defined brecciated

zone.

Two shallow pits, about 100 feet apart, have been dug on th's claim, in which are

shown masses of ore material from to 10 feet in width, consisting doniinantly of

pyrrhotite with some disseminated chalcopyrite. The strike of the ore material in

each of these pits appears to be the same, about N. 75° E., which would indicate that

possibly these two e^iposures constitute portions of a single deposit, persisting between

the two pits. Further development work will, however, quickly decide this question.

An average sample was taken across this ore material in one of the pits whore

it was about 6 feet in width. This sample was assayed and proved to contain: gold,

a trace; silver, none; copper, 0-12 per cent.

Two shafts, known as No. 1 and No. 2 shafts, wliicli are 30 and IS feet deep,

respectively, have also been sunk on this claim. No. 1 shaft was sunk along the

volcanic-limestone contact, and shows a contact metamorphic zone composed mainly

of garnets, amphibole, epidote, quartz, and calcite, throughout which are sparsely

disseminated some pyrite, arsenopyrite, and chalcopyrite. Occasional particles of

native gold also occur. No. 2 shaft was sunk on a fractured zone in volcanics and

exposed a somewhat irregular vein-like deposit of quartz and calcite ranging, where

visible, from 1' to 18 inches in thickness, although it is claimed to be as much as 3

feet thick lower down. Tlie quartz and calcite are sparsely mineralized witli dissem-

inated chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite. and i)yrite.

At one point on top of the hill above the shafts on this claim, some chloritic

schist is exposed, which appears to be an altered phase of the volcanics. This schistose

rock is in places heavily impregnated with pyrite, arsenopyrite, and pyrrhotite, with

wliich is also associated some disseminated chalcopyrite.

In addition to these somewhat typical contact metamoriihic deposits, there is also

exposed at one i)oint on this claim, in the vicinity of the pyrrhotite dt^posits, a quartz

stringer about 6 inches in thickness, which is higlily niinernlizcd with cha-lcopyrite.

* Notes by Provincial Assayer ; Report of the Minister of Mines. British Columbia. 1910, pp.

159, 160.
Bancroft, J. A., op. tit., p. 131.
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Tlierc also occurs a well-defined breceiated zone traversing tlie andesitie volcanlcs

which is at least 20 to 30 feet wide, and is traceable for a distance of over 500 feet to

wliere the rock surface becomes obscured by superficial deposits. Throughout this

zone the volcanics are extremely broken and shattered, and the rock fragments have
become cemented mainly by quartz which, in addition to playing this role of binder,

also occurs as veinlets and stringers prevailingly from 1 to 6 inches in thickness, cut-

ting the volcanic rocks. To so great an extent has this secondary quartz been intro-

duced into this association with the volcanics along this fracture zone, that it appears

in places to constitute as much as one-half of the bulk of the entire rock mass. The
quartz is but sparsely mineralized, and shows only occasional particles of pyrite, native

gold, and a dark lustrous telluride which has been carefully examined by Mr. K. A. A.
Johnston, of this Department, and found to be sylvanite.

This quartz has been only slightly prospected, due to the fact that it is so sparsely

mineralized, and was not, until recently, known to contain native gold and sylvanite,

and because also the rock surface is in most places covered with superficial deposits.

It would appear, however, as quite possible that, with further exploration and
development, this and similar veins or mineralized fractured zones in the lime
belt, maj^ prove to be of importance as a source of gold ore.

On the White Swan claim, more development work has been performed than on
most of the other properties within the lime belt. An 11 by S^-foot shaft has been
sunk for 50 feet, and from the bottom of the shaft 100 feet or more of drifts have
been driven. In addition, considerable surface work in the shape of pits, trenches,

and open-cuts, has been performed.

A large pit about 14 feet deep has exposed three parallel mineralized fracture
zones which strike about N. 72° E., all of wliieh are included within a width of 18
feet. The larger central zone is about 4 feet thick, and the smaller deposits on eithe?

side range from 2 to 18 inches in thickness. These mineralized zones or deposits
are composed mainly of pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, pyrite,- quartz, garnets,

and epidote, the better ore material consisting mainlj' of quartz, pyrrhotite, and
chalcopyrite. An average sample was taken across the central deposit; 4 feet from the
surface. This was assayed and proved to contain: gold, a trace; silver, none;
copper, 0-62 per cent.

The shaft on the White Swan claim was filled with water to within 12 feet of
the surface, so nothing was seen by the writer below this depth. Furthermore, timbering
(jbscured the walls of the shaft to near the water level, and the surface of the bed-
rock is all covered in the vicinity of the top of the shaft. Thus no evidence could
be obtained as concerns dip, strike, and general characteristics of this deposit. How-
ever, just below the timbering in the shaft, a mass of pyrrhotite ore is slightly

exposed which appears to be about 12 feet thick. An average sample was taken
across this 12 feet, which was assayed and proved to contain: gold, a trace; silver,

noiK'; copi)cr, O-TO per cent.

A number of other smaller deposits of this typical pyrrliotitic ore occur o\\ thi^

projicrty.

Cormorant (Iroitjt.

Th(! Conmirant group is owned by Messrs. C E. I.yun. Ivobort Shari>, Thomas
Tlolniaii, and .Mcxander McNuir. The main showing on this group is on the Ecliran

(laiui, where an ore depo.slt is exposed practically continuously for about (U)0 feet.

This deposit I'ollows a well-defined fault zone which strikes N, 55° W., iunl is included,

"loininantly at Icasl, in finely-textured, gret'iiish. andesitie rocks. Irregular bunches
iiml lenses of limestone occur, however, in the vicinity of the ore material. The oro
deposit consists prevailingly of j)yrrhotite. but contains also some chalcopyrite,

<iuail/., ealeite, epidote, garnet, and aniphibolc. i-'ine particles of native goKl are also
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reported to have been found associated with these minerals. The more northerly

exposed 300 feet of this deposit has an average width of only a few inches, but
tliruugrhout the more southerly 300 fe«t the deposit is from 1 to 6 feet in width, or

may in places be even still wider.

Three samples were taken from this deposit. No. 1 is an average across the

deposit at a point near its mo-st southerly exposure, where the ore material is about

3 feet in thickness. No. 2 is an average across 12 inches of practically solid pyrrhotite

with some disseminated chalcopyrite, occurring midway between the extreme northern

and southern exposures of this deposit. No. 3 is an average across the deposit at

practically its most northerly exposure where the ore material is about 18 inches in

width. These samples were assayed and proved to contain:

—

Gold. Silver. Ci)i'p<^i"-

No. 1 Tiace .

'1 racH.

.

None

Per cent.

178
^•o. 2 Xoiie .

.

50
No.;; 'I'ruce None Ool

Contact Claim.

The Contact claim is also owned by Messrs. C. E. Lynn, Robert Sharp, Thomas
Holman, and Alexander McNair, and adjoijis the Pelican claim on the south. On
this claim, the granitic intrusives and limestones are both extensively developed,

the contact between these formations being well defined for 1.000 feet or more,

throughout which it has a general strike of N. 35° AV. Along this contact and in

its vicinity, ore minerals are developed at n number of points, and the ore masses

or bodies including these, resemble very closely the deposit on the Pelican claim

which is described in this report. On the Contact claim, however, garnet, epidoto,

hornblende, and related silicates have a greater development than on the Pelican.

The ore material on the Contact claim, consisting as it does, dominantly of pyrrhotite

with some quartz and chalcopyrite, was nowhere observed to exceed 3 feet in thick-

ness, and in most places ranges from 1 to 3 feet. At one point, -four typical narrow
parallel mineralized bands or zones were noted, all of which occur within a thickness

of 15 feet. Three of these bands average each about G inches in thickness, and the

other is about 12 inches thick.

Condor Group.

The Condor group consists of seven claims and a fraction, all of which are

owned by Messrs. Alexander McNair, Thomas Holman, Robert Sliarp, and C. E.

Lynn. This group lies to the south or southeast of and adjoins the Contact claim.

On the Sea CJull claim which is at the northern end of this group, an irregular

mass of (piartz, apparently several feet in width, is developed along the contact

between the granitic intrusive and limestone. This quartz cont4iins some dis-

seminated ])yrrhotite and chalcop.vrite. and also includes occasional flakes of molyb-

denite.

On the Anaconda claim, a fractured mineralized zone, 15 to 20 feet in width,

occurs approximately along the contact between limestone and finely textured,

greenisli andesitic rocks, the contact having a general strike of about N. 55° W.
Tliroughout tills zone, the volcanic rocks are much altered and iron-stained, and

include in places some disseminated pyrrhotite. chalcopyrite, garnet, epidote, and
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other silicates. Quartz also occui-s in places within this zone, either irre^ilarly dis-

tributed or in the form of narrow veinlets up to 6 or 8 inches in thickness, the quartz

of the veinlets being characterized by long, interlacing, interlocking crystals. The
owners of this group claim to have obtained very high gold assays from this fracture

zone.

At a number of other jwints on tlie Condor group, small deposits of pyrrhotite

and related minerals occur, and quartz stringers, prevailingly very sparsely mineral-

ized, are plentiful in different places.

GoM Exchange Claim.

The Gold Excliange is owned by Messrs. B. S. and T. Bachus. Three prospect

pits, 8 to 12 feet deep, have been sunk on this claim, at points along the contact
between granitic intrusives and limestone. This contact strikes N. 55° W., and is

more rir less mineralized where exposed, there being in the vicinity of the shafts from
1 to 18 inches of quartz which is sparsely mineralized with pyrrhotite, pyrite, and
chalcopyrite.

Xear these shafts, and at the back of an open-cut, there is also developed a vein-

like deposit in a fissure in limestone in the close vicinity of both andesitic

volcanics and granitic intrusives. This deposit is about 4 feet in width, strikes X.
5° W., and dips at high angles to the east. About 1 foot of this deposit lying next
the foot-wall, is composed dominantly of pyrrhotite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite, with
which is associated some quartz. The overlying 3 feet, however, is composed mainly
of quartz which is only sparsely mineralized, principally with the three metal minerals
just mentioned. '

YZ Claim.

The YZ claim is owned by Mr. P. W. Ilall, and on this property a somewhat
irregular, but generally tabular vein-like deposit is exposed in two prospect pits

which are only a few feet apart, and each of which is about 20 feet deep. This*

deposit follows a well-defined fracture zone which strikes N. 23° W., and dips at about

GO degrees to the southeast. This zone of fracturing traverses both limestone and
andesitic volcanics, and thus the ore deposit may be entirely in limestone or entirely

in the volcanics, and for a few feet follows the contact between these formations.

The deposit ranges from 1 to 5 feet in thickness, and consists mainly of quartz,

chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite. The metallic minerals arc irregularly distributed

tliroughout the quartz and appear to compose from 20 per cent to 30 per cent by
vohunc of the total mass of the deposit.

An average sample was taken across this deposit at a point where it is about

3 feet in thickness. This sample was assayed and proved to coiitain: gold, a trace;

silver, none; copper, 2 09 per cent.
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BRITAXXIA :MIXE, HOWE SOUND, B.C.

(B. G. McConnell)

Situation.

The group of mineral claims owned by the Britannia Mining and Smelting
Company, and known as the Britannia mine, is situated in the Coast range, east of

Howe sound, about 20 miles directly north of Vancouver and 28 miles following tlie

steamer route along the coast. Howe sound is an irregular fiord, cutting well bark
into the Coast range, and is bordered along its whole length by rugged mountains
and high ridges. The claims now being worked are situated on a steep ridge, about

4,300 feet in height, separating Britannia creek from Furry creek. The principal

workings are in the north slope of the ridge at a distance of Z\ miles from the coast

and at an elevation of 3,275 feet to 3,775 feet above sea-level.

Rocks.

The Coast range is built predominantly of granitoid rocks, mostly coarse quartz

diorites or granodiorites, but contains at various points a number of inclusions of the

older rocks invaded by the granitic magma. These vary in size from small angular

fragments, a few feet across, to wide bands extending along the range for miles. The
mineralized zone at the Britannia mine occurs in an inclusion or undestroyed area

of the intruded rocks, from 1 to 2 miles in width and running southeasterly from
Howe sound for a distance of over 7 miles.

The rocks in the inclusion consist largely of slate, alternating with a dark basic

eruptive U:=ually crushed and altered into greenish chloritic schists.

The slaty rocks, when unaltered, are dark in colour and contain considerable

carbonaceous matter. They are seldom regularly cleaved, except for short distances,

and in places pass into fine-grained quartz biotite schists. A hard quartzitic variety

due to silicification is common and alteration into greyish and silvery white (luartz

scricite schist-; occurs at a number of points.

The crusliL'd eruptive is economicallj' the most imiwrtant rock in the group. It

forms the country at the Britannia mine and is also heavily mineralized at other

points. It alternates with the slates and their altered equivalents the scricite schists,

in bands and lenti<ndar areas, ranging from a few feet to over 1,000 feet in widtli.

Like the slates, it exhibits varying degrees of alteration, often passing in a short

distance from a hard, irrt'gularly-jointcd rock to a soft, greenish, well-foliated,

micaceous si-li'st.

Tlie niiis-ive varieties show considerable alteration in thin sections. They consist

mostly of clduded phenocrysts of plagioclase in a groundmass of de<^omposition pro-

ducts and small feldspar laths and might be classed either as porphyritcs or andesit^s.

The origimd ferro-magnesian minerals have entirely disappeared. Amygdules filled

with chliirite or calcite or a mixture of both occur in some of the sections.

.\ light green variety of the crushed eruptive, blotched conspicuously with dark

green chloriti<! films and irregular jilales, often half an inch or more in length, forma

the i)rincii:al ••ountry along the mineralized zone of the Britannia mine. The origin

of the dark green areas has not been definitely determined. The fact that the porphyr-

ite is vesicular in places, makes it probable that they represent crushed chlorite-tilled
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amygdules rather than altered ferro-maguesian phenocrysts or fragments of included

slate. The close connexion between the spotted schists and the ore may have a genetic

ba<is if this assumption is correct, as the vesicular bands would furnish the easiest

channels for the ascending sulphide-bearing solutions.

Dykes genetically connected with the surrounding Coast Kange batholithic rocks,

usually abundant in inclusions, are rare in the Britannia area, except near the contact.

An excellent section of the alternating slates and crushed intrusives is afforded

by a tunnel driven from Britannia creek at an elevation of 2,100 feet above sea-level,

southwards across the strike of the rocks, for a distance of 4,200 feet.

Mineralization.

Mineralization at the Britannia mine is on an extensive scale. The deposits are

of the replacement type and formed along wide, irregularly-fissured zones, enclosed

in and striking with the greenstone schists. The most conspicuous croppings occur

in the Jane and adjoining claim to the east, and consist of two high-stained bluffs,

about 1,000 feet apart, facing each other across the drift-covered bottom of Jane
Creek valley. The mineralized zone exposed in the two bluffs consists of silicified

schists impregnated with iron, copper, and zinc sulphides, and has a width in the

eastern or Mammoth bluff, of fully 200 feet. It undoubtedly extends across the con-

cealed iut<3rval separating the two bluffs and may be considered to have a proved

minimum length of 2,000 feet.

East of the Bluff mineral zone a number of disconnected croppings occur in the

steep mountain slope covered hj the Fairview claim. A tunnel driven under these

from the- Mammoth Bluff at a depth of about 1,000 feet below the crest of the ridge

resulted in the opening up of a second important mineral zone, practically a con-

tinuation of Bluff zone, but separated from it by a short lean stretch. The strike

is also more to the south. Development work on the second, or Fairview zone, is

still in progress and its full dimensions have not been ascertained. The work done
up to the present, has shown it to have a minimum width of fullj- 500 feet, made up
of bands of commercial ore, separated by barren, or nearly barren, schists. Drifts

have been carried along the zone for a distance of 1,200 feet.

MINKHM-S.

The metallic minerals in the Britannia ore bodies consist of pyrite. clialcopyrite,

considerable zinc blend in certain areas, and rarely some galena. Small quantities of

black oxide of copper and bornite occur as alteration products, but are nowhere
abundant. The gangue is principally the greenstone schists forming the country,

more or less silicified. Small quartz veins, generally following closely the direction

of the schi.-tosity, but freipiently cutting directly across it, are numerous. Cak-ite

in very small quantities is occasionally present and some fluorspar has been fo\ind.

OUKS AM) <)l!i: BoDIKS.

TiiL' widi; Hliifi niincral zone originally worked, is practically a low grade copiH?r

deposit throughout its whole extent. Pyrite in masses and dissi'niinatctl in grains

and vcinlets through the silicified country ganguo, is tlu- most abunvlant mineral
present. Chalcopyrito in small lenses, veinle's, and scattered grains occurs with tJio

pyrite, but in niucii snialli-r quantities aiul in places a notable iiercentage of blende

is present. No mining is at present being done on this zone. A considerable tonnngo
was niincil and concentrated before the dix'overy nf tin- Fairview /.one. but the ven-

ture was not commercially .'ui'<'cssl'ul. Since then transportation Inis been improved,
IkMi T nicliic,(l< (if treatment, largely incrca-ing tlie rcdvery, have Ix'en adopted, and
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the ores could probably now be mined and treated at a fair profit. The average tenor

in copper is about 1^ per cent and, in addition, the ores carry one-half to one ounce
in silver and in the western portion of the zone, 40 cents in gold per ton.

The character and distribution of the ores in the Fairview zone differ markedly

from that in the Bluff zone. The chalcopyrite, the principal valuable mineral present,

in place of being disseminated more or less irregularly through the whole width of

the zone, is concentrated along certain lines in fairly definite ore bodies, ranging in

width from a few feet to 30 feet or more, which have proved very persistent. The
ore bodies are not confined between walls and are marked only by a cessation of tbo

mineralization, both metallic and non-metallic. They are approximately parallel, but

occasionally diverge or unite at a low angle. The dip is to the west, at an angle ol

about 70 degrees, and is conformable or nearly so, to that of the enclosing schists. Six

ore chutes have been encountered in the present workings and followed for varying

distances up to 1,000 feet. The vertical range has been proved for .500 feet.

The chalcopyrite in the ore bodies occurs characteristically in fairly large nearly

pure aggregates, usually as short lenses occasionally a foot or more across, in stringers

interleaved with or cutting the schists at a low angle and in reticulating veinlets,

penetrating the silicified schists in all directions. Only a small percentage occurs

in disseminated grains. The quantity present varies iii the different ore bodies and

along the dip and strike of the same ore body. The general average tenor in copper

of the whole system of leads is given at 2^ per cent. The silver contents are small,

amounting only to about four-tenths of an ounce per ton, and gold occurs only in

traces.

The proportion of pyrite present is much smaller than in the Bluff zone, and zino

blende, prominent in the latter, is absent.

The production in 1912, according to published statement, amounted to 193,000

tons, yielding 14,300,000 pounds of copper and 76,500 ounces of silver. The present

production is approximately GOO tons per day, the full capacity of the transportation

facilities from the mine to the beach.

DKVEI.Ol'MEXT.

The Fairview mineral zone has been opened up by five levels, at elevations of l,Or)0,

8,50, 70\), 6€0, and 500 feet below the summit of the ridge into which they are driven.

The levels, with numerous crosscuts and upraises following the ore bodies, serve to

explore the zone for a distance of 1,200 feet along the strike and 500 feet along tbo

dip. A long tunnel at a depth of 1,200 feet below the present lowest level, starting

from Britannia creek, is now completed to a point beneath, and a short distance west

of, the ore bodies worked. This will be connected in the near future with the upper

workings by a large, three-compartment shaft and an ore chute. The extension down-

wards of tbe ore bodies, below the 1,050-foot level, can be reached from the shaft by

short drifts.

GKM:n\I. TIJEATMKNT OF ORK.

The chalcopyrite in the Fairview ore bodies occurs, as a rule, in fairly large

aggregates, usually separated by considerable waste, and the material mined is con-

cetitraled before shipment. The ore is crushcsl at the mine and transported to the

concentrating mill at the beach by an aerial tram built in two sections, with a daily

capar-ity of about 600 tons. At tbe mill, it is first washed in a 4 by 8-foot trommel

with li-inch perforations. The oversize discharges on to a sorting belt, and about

50 tons of 12 per cent ore and 150 tons of waste are picked out daily from the 600 tons

received. The milling ore, except the undersize, from the washing tromnu'l, passes

from the conveyor to a Blake crusher, and then through several sets of Oaetz spring
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rolls, wliich reduce it gradually to the size required, about 2m., for treatment in

I [auc'ock jig\s. The greater part of the sulphides are separated in these machines.

The tailings and the undersize, from l^m. trommels, are ground in Hardinge pebble

mills to a 40-mesh, or smaller size, and subjected to the mineral separation flotation

process, the details of which are still kept secret. The Hancock jigs used are of the

Anaconda type, and the separation of the sulphides by them, followed by the use of

the minerals separation process on the finer material, has given excellent results, only

a very small percentage of the sulphides escaping. The concentration is in the ratio of

4 to 1.

EQUIP:NrEKT.

The present equipment is inadequate to the needs of the mine, and extensive

improvements and enlargeihents are under way. A new concentrating mill with a

daily capacity of 2,000 tons is contemplated, and work is in progress on a system of

transportation of the ores from the mine to the coast, which involves the construction

of a double-track gravity tram line, a mile in length, with an average grade of 15

l)er cent ; a switch-back track, 5 miles in length, on a 3 per cent grade, on which gasoline

locomotives will be used: a 9 by 13-foot tunnel, 3,600 feet in length, at an elevation

of 2,100 feet, and a 1,200-foot vertical chute, connecting the tunnel with the present

workings.

Water-power furnished by Britannia creek is largely used to operate the mill,

compressors, and other portions of the extensive plant; 1,800 horse-power has been

developed, and this, with a G50 horse-power obtained from steam, is ample for present

requirements.
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SHARP POINT HOT SPRING, VANCOUVER ISI.AND, B.C.

(C. H. Clapp.)

On the west side of Sharp point, a narrow headland of the " west coast " of

Vancouver ishind, hetween Sidney inlet to the east and Refuge cove to the west, is a

hot spring issuing from a sheared diorite, and containing predominant sodium chloride

and silica. This spring has been known for a long time, and it is reported that for

several years sailors have bathed in its waters. In 1898, ]Mr. W. M. Brewer, a well-

known mining engineer of Victoria, controlled the water rights of the spring and

sent a sample to the Geological Survey for analysis. On learning from the analysis,

made by ^Ir. F. G. Wait and publislied by Dr. Hoffmann in the Annual Report of the

Geological Survey of Canada for 1899, vol. xii, pp. 55 R-5G R, that the spring water

apparently had no medicinal or therapeutic properties, Mr. Brewer allowed his claim

to lapse, but recently another application for the water rights has been made by Mr.

Wallace Rhodes. The writer first learned of the occurrence of the hot spring on his

trip to Kyuquot sound and visited it on his return. A small sample was collected,

insufficient for a complete analysis, but sufficiently large so that a comparison of the

present character of the w^ater can be made with the character of the water in 1898

when Mr. Brewer collected his sample. As the spring is the best known of the very

few hot springs known to occur on Vancouver island (the writer has heard of the

occurrence of only one other hot spring on the island, a mile from the head of Fair

harbour, Kyuquot sound), a description of the general features of the spring and a

rei^etition of the analysis seem advisable.

The spring is situated 150 feet from the west shore of Sharp point, about 1,000

feet from the outer end, and about 60 feet above liigh tide level. In calm we;rt-her

a landing can be made from a small boat at the spring, and at all times the spring

may be reached by a trail, somewhat over a mile in length from the first protected

bay indenting the east shore of Refuge cove.

Sharp point is a rather rough, narrow headland over 2 miles long and from 1,000

to 4,000 feet in width. It i-s composed of granitic rocks which form large, glacially-

rounded ledges, which attain an elevation of 200 to 400 feet above sea-level. As the

rainfall of the region is heavy, about 120 inches a year, the headland, like the rest

of the region, is covered by a heavy forest growth and tliick underbrush. The outer

end of the headland is composed of a medium-grainc d, somewhat gneissic diorite

composed essentially of andesine feldspar and hornblende with accessory magnetite

and apatite. The rock is moderately altered to uralite. chlorite, a little epidote,

sericite, and kaolin. The diorite is evidently a marginal facies of the granodiorite,

which forms the middle and inner portions of the headland. The grano-

diorite is typical of the principal granodiorite of Vancouver island, the Saanich type,

and is a light grey, me<lium-grained rock of subhedral texture, composed of well-

formed grains of andesine-oligoclase feldspar, which has a pronounced zonal growth

and ranges from ca. Ab. 05 An. 35 to ca. Ab. 85 An. 15, and hornl)l('ndo, with inter-

stitial quartz and orthoclase, flakes of biotite, and accessory magnetite. The rock is

only slightly altered to kaolin, sericite, uralite, and chlorite. The granodiorite is the

younger rock and is intrusive into the diorite, which is similar litliologically to and is

correlated with the Beale diorite.^

^ Sec Mumoir No. 13, Ocol. Surv., Can.. 1912. pp. Jt'J-101.
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The water issues from a shear zone 6 inches wide, striking about X. 7u° W. in

the diorite. The writer estimated the flow to be about 100 gallons per minute and
the temperature at the orifice to be about 125° F. (52° C.)- ^r. Brewer, presumably
from measurement, reports the rate of flow in 1S98 to have been 100,000 gallons per
day (70 gallons per minute) and the temperature 124° F. (51° C).

The analysis of the 1898 sample made by F. G. Wait, recalculated to the ionic

form of statement recommended by Clarke,'^ is given below with a statement of the

amounts of the hypothetical salts present as calculated by Hoffmann.^

Potassium (K) . .

Sodium (Na)
Calcium (Ca)
Magnesium (Mg)
Chloride (CI)

Sulphate (SOJ
Silica (SiO,)
Organic matter

Salinity parts per million.
Specific gravity at 15'5'C.

Parts per million

0-4 KCl 3
28-4 NaCl 348
4 1 CaClo 2
0-2 MgCL 5

44» CaSO^ 66
9-8
12-2 SiOa 59
trace Organic matter trace.

100 483
480

1,000-5

Hoffmann states that the 1898 sample contained a very trifling amount of white,

flocculent matter in suspension, which was removed by filtration, and that the

filtered water was colourless, odourless, and devoid of any marked ta^te, and that

the reaction was neutral. The white flocculent matter apparently separates from the

water after cooling, and has been deposited on the banks of the small stream issuing

from the spring and on the rocks and fragments of wood in the stream. The flocculent

matter was not particularly examined by the writer, but was thought to be sulphur,

and at the spring the water has a fairly strong odour of hydrogen sulphide, although

no hydrogen sulphide was detected by the chemist, Mr. H. A. Leverin, in the sample

collected by the writer after it had reached Ottawa. At the spring the water had a

rather disagreeable taste, due largely to the sodium chloride and the hydrogen sul-

phide.

A comparison of the 1898 sample with that collected by the writer has been made
by Mr. H. A. Leverin of the J\rines Branch, and is given below:

—

1S9S 1913
Sample. Sample.

Specific gravity at 15.5 C 1,000.5 1,000.5
SOj, parts per million 47 35
Salinity, parts per million 480 504

As shown by the analysis, the water of the Sharp Point spring is classed, according

to the cUi'-silication proposed by Lindgren," with the warm, asc«Miding sodium chloride

and silica waters occurring in igneous rocks. As Lindgren states,"* there is strong

reason to suspect that such waters are in part of juvenile origin, that is, that the

Avater is being given ofl" from a cooling magma, and that it is reaching the earth's

surface for the first time. However, as Lindgren also points out, the criteria ior tlio

distinction between juvenile and meteoric waters are not definite, and the distinction

in the case; of the Sharp Point waters is doubly difticult because of the situation of the

Hpriug, within a few I'cict of the ocean, for, as is well known,* wells and springs along

' Diita of (JeochemlBtry Bull. 491, U.S. Geol. Surv.. 1911. p. 57.

-(Jeol. Suiv., Canada, Ann. ne|)t.. xll, 1899, p. 5(5 1!.

"WaldcMuar l.lndKrt'U, Mineral DeposllH. 1913. pp. -ll-ii-l.

« Op. ,U., pp. 90-91.

' Walilimar Ulndgicn, op. oil., p. 40.

2li U
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sea coasts usually contain a higher percentage of sodium chloride than those farther

inland, presumably caused either by infiltration of sea waters into the rocks or by

winds carrying finely divided salt from the spray of the ocean. That the Sharp Point

water comes from considerable depths is amply testified by its high temperature, copious

flow, which is much greater than could be accounted for by the shallow circulation of

meteoric waters through the dense crystalline rocks forming the narrow headland, and

by its comparative constancy in amount of flow, temperature, and salinity, as shown

by the two analyses and observations by Mr. Brewer and by the writer. The granitic

rocks from which the spring issues are of upper Jurassic age, and they have doubtless

lost, even to very great depths, the greater part of their initial heat. No recent

volcanic or other igneous rocks are known in the vicinity, although the discovery of

evidence of comparatively recent volcanism would not be surprising. It is probable

that the granitic rocks have been heated by comparatively late shearing, during which

the shear zone from which tlie spring issues may possibly have been formed. The
water may be entirely meteoric and in part derived from the ocean, or may be in part

magmatic. In this instauce it is interesting to compare the water in the manner
suggested by Palmer' with the average analysis of sea-water, as calculated by Dittmar

and recalculated by Palmer, and with an analysis by W. Skey. quoted by Clarke', of

the water from the jiink terrace, Kotorua geysers. New Zealand, that more closely

approaches the analysis of the Sharp Point water than any other cited by Clarke.

Sharp Point
hot spring.

Ocean water.
Pink terrace,

R<jtoi'ua geysers.

Base analj'ses.

Radicles

—

Soflivim(Na).^
Potassium I K)
Calcium (Ca)
Magnesium (Mg)
Sulphate (SO4)

Chloride (CD
Carbonate (CO;)
Bromide (Br)

Colloids-
Silica (SiOj)

Alumina (AljOs)
Ferric oxide (Fe.jOs)

Total dissolved solids

Parts per
million.

i;>7
o

20
1

47
217

Parts per
million.

10,710
."90

4--'0

1,300

2,700
19,350

70
60

Parts jjer

million.

662
10
71
5

1.36

1,026

59 815
10

trace.

483 35,000 2,735

Reacting values.

Rafl itles —
r Na.

.

r K . .

.

r Ca . .

.

rMg..
r SO^

.

rCl. .

rNOi.
rCO.

Concentration value.

For-
mula.

42'00
0-36

7 04
0-58
6-89

4313

100

Mg per
litre.

5-960
C51
098
0.S2

0-978
6-125

14-194

For-
mula.

38-49
0-82

1-77
8-92
4-62

45-15

07
016

100.0

Mg per
litre.

466 021
10-015

21 -203

107-268

66 099
540-583

0-739

2 086

For-
mula.

42-94
0-41

5-62
0-65

4-49

45-89

1,209-014
,
100-0

I

Mg \>er

litre.

2703
26

3 54
0-41
2-83

28-95

63 02

1 Chase Palmer, Geochemical Interpretation of Water Analyses. Bull. 479, U.S. Geol. Surv.

1911.

»F. W. Clarke. Data of Geochemistry. Bull. 491 U.S. Geol. Surv.. 1911, p. 1 85.
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Groups.

Alkalies
Earths
Hydrogen . .

.

Strong acids.

Weak acids.

.

ConcentrativS value.

Per Mg per Per Mg per Per
cent. litre. cent. litre. cent.

42-36 6 Oil 39-31 476 036 43-35
7-62 1 080 10-09 128-471 6-27
0-0 0-0 0-0 0-0

50-02 7 103 49-84 602-421 50-38
0-0 00 0-16 2 086 0-0

100-0 14 194 100 1,209014 lijO-O

Mgper
litre.

27-29
3-95

31 78

63 02

Properties.

Primary salinity

Secondary salinity ...

Tertiary salinity (acidity).

Primary alkalinity

Secondary alkalinity

84-7

15 3

00

IW

78-6
21-1

00
0-3

86-7
12-5

8

0.0

1000 1000

It is seen from the above table that the Sharp Point water is similar to sea-

water in regard to the proportion of sodivun chloride present, but differs radically

from sea-water in that the relative proportions of mag:nesium and calcium are reversed,

and in the presence of silica. It is also similar to sea-water in that it is neutral,

having no alkalinity such as surface, lake, and river waters usually possess, and no

acidity as is common in the case of mine waters and of waters of volcanic origins.'

However, the presence of hydrogen sulphide in the water at the spring indicates that

as it issues from the rock the water is slightly acid. On the other hand, except for it-s

much smaller amount of total dissolved solids and somewhat smaller percentage

amount of silica, the Sharp Point water is very similar to the Rotorua geyser water,

which is-oues from Tertiary and recent volcanic rocks, and which is probably in part

of juvenile origin. If the spring were not situated so near the ocean, its com-
Ijarative constancy of flow, temperature, salinity, composition of the water, which
although traversing granitic rocks is rich in sodium chlorite and lacking in car-

bonates, similarity of the water to that of the Rotorua geysers, and the geological

occurrence of the spring would all indicate that the water was at least in part juvenile.

Under the circumstances, however, it is possible that the sodium chloride is derived

from sea-water which is able to penetrate the sheared diorite to such depths that it

becomes relatively hot, and that the hot water on its journey to the surface gathers

its load of silica and calcium; but the presence of a larger percentage of sulphate

than occurs in sea-water and of hydrogen sulphide is of very difficult explanation

according to this hypothesis of the origin of the waters.

The prospective value of hot mineral waters apiK\u-s to be as speculative as the

location of a popular pleasure resort. The Sharp Point water is apparently lacking,

or nearly so, in most of those minor coiii^tituents like bromine, iodine, sulphur, lithium,

barium, strontium, and iron, to which the therapeutic value of mineral waters is com-

monly ascribed;- but, as mentioned, the water is similar in its i)ercentage composition

to the Rotorua geyser waters, which are supposed to liave great liealing qualities.

I'lxcept for tlie wet climate, the Sharp Point spring is api)arently favourably loonte<i

for a summer resort, which would certainly \io. cool and alTord a variety of oooan ami

mountain scenery and an abundance of out-of-door activities.

Geochemleal Interpretation of Water Analyses. Bull. 479, U.S. QeoU

IVUl. p. 173.

'Chase Palmer.
Surv., 1911, p. 14.

» P. W. Clarke, Data of Gt-ochcmlslry. Bull. 4;(1 U..S. lU-ol. Surv

20—04
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GEOLOGY OF A PORTION OF THE DUNCAN MAP-AREA, VANCOUVER
ISLAND, B.C.

(C. H. Clapp and H. 0. Cooke.)

Introduction.

The greater part of the field seasou of 1913 was spent by thfe -writers and their

assistants in a geological examination of the central and southern portions of the

Duncan map-area of southern Vancouver island. The geology was plotted on the

Duncan topographical map, prepared in 1910 under the direction of R. H. Chapman.

This map consists of a thirty-minute sheet, mapped on a scale of 1:96,000 (1 inch=
8,000 feet) for publication at about 2 miles to 1 inch, with topograpliy shown by

contours at an interval of 100 feet. The total land area on Vancouver island and

adjacent islands represented by the map is about 000 square miles. This includes

that portion of Vancouver island between the forty-ninth parallel, which passes through

the northern part of the town of Ladysmith, and the 48° 30' parallel, which crosses

Vancouver island near the pronounced valley occupied by the Leech and Jordan rivers

and their tributaries, and between longitudes 123° SO' and 124 degrees ; also several small

islands off the east coast of Vancouver island, and portions of Salt.spring and Galiano

islands. The geological mapping of the Duncan map-area and the Sooke map-area,

the adjoining map-area to the south, was commenced in 1912,^ and the entire Sooke

map-area, except the East Sooke peninsula and the southern portion of the Rocky

Point peninsula, and the greater part of a strip of 5 to 10 miles wide, extending across

the southern part of the Duncan map-area, was completed. During 1913 the geological

mapping of the rest of the Duncan map-area, about 550 square miles, was finished, as

well as the uncompleted portions of the Sooke map-area, about 10 square miles.

The field work, although under the supervision of C. li. Clapp, was largely under

the immediate direction of H. C. Cooke. The assistants were those employed during

1912, Victor Dolmage and Angus McLeod, and to their effective co-operation is due

the successful prosecution of the summer's work.

Previous Work.

In 1908, 1909, and 1910, C. H. Clapp made reconnaissances over the southern part

of Vancouver island, including the entire area mapped during the field season of 1913,

and more detailed work was done in tlie vicinity of Mount Sicker in 1908 by C. H.

Clapp, and in the vicinity of Mount Ricliards, Maple bay, and Southern Saltspring

island in 1909 by .1. A. Allan. The results of Clapp and Allan's work are presented

in considerable detail by Clapp in Memoir No. 13, Geological Survey, Canada, 1912,

with a reconnaissance geological map of southern Vancouver island. Previous to the

work done under Mr. Clapp's direction, the only work that had been done was that of

.liinics Ki<-h:irdsfin. during the seventies, on the Cretaceous coal measures of the

northeastern part of the map-area, and that of the Provincial Department of Minea

and a few mining engineers on the mining districts of the area, especially that of

Mount Sicker. As is true of much of Vancouver island, considerable private but

unpublished work had been done by the late Mr. W. J. Sutton.

• C. H. Clapp. r,eolo&>' of portions of the Sooke and Duncan map-areas, Vancouver island,

British Columbia. Sum. Rep., 1912, Geol. Surv., Can., p. 41.
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Since the area is treated rather fully in Memoir No. 13, as well as in the Summary
Ecports for 1908, 1909, and 1912, many of the subjects will be treated only briefly in

this report, especial emphasis, however, being laid on those results obtained during

1913, which confute or support Clapp's previous conclusions.

Summary and Conclusions.

GENERAL GEOLOGy. ^

The oldest rocks of the Duncan map-area are a series of greatly deformed and

partly schistose sedimentary and volcanic rocks, the Leech Eiver formation and the

Malahat volcanics. They are more metamorphosed and, therefore, apparently older

than the rocks of the Vancouver group, and are assigned provisionally to the Car-

boniferous.

The lower Mesozoic rocks, constituting the Vancouver group, consist of the

Vancouver volcanics and the Sutton formation and the Sicker series. The Vancouver

volcanics are chiefly meta-andesites and intercalated in them; but also qccurring as

isolated lentils in the intrusive granitic rocks, are the contemporaneous crystalline

limestones of the Sutton formation. The Sicker series consists of closely folded and
greatly metamorphosed, chiefly schistose sedimentary, although probably tufaceous,

rocks and volcanic rocks, almost exclusively porphyritic andesites. The relations

of the Sicker rocks with the Vancouver volcanics are indefinite.

Intrusive into the rocks of the Vancouver group are batholiths and stocks of

granitic rocks, and injected into the Sicker series are sills, dykes, and larger irregular

masses of acid and basic porphyrites. The granitic rocks and also the porphyrites

were irrupted during one general period of intrusion, during and following the deforma-

tion of the older rocks, probably in upper Jurassic time, and they are, therefore, cor-

related with the Coast Range batholith of British Columbia. Considered in detail,

the granitic rocks are subdivided into three types, which were ii'ruptcd in a definite

sequence as follows : Wark gabbro-diorite gneiss, Colquitz quartz diorite gneiss, and
Saanich granodiorite. The first two types form virtually a single batholith and have
been dynamo-metamorphosed, but their gneissic structure is considered to be a primary
feature. Before the irruption of the Saanich granodiorite the Sicker series were
iiij(ct<^'il first by sills and masses of the Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrites. and later

by sills, dykes, and larger irregular masses of the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrite.

During and following the injection of the porphyrites the Sicker series and intruded

"porphyrites were closely folded, converting all the less competent formations into

schists. Lat<^r all the rocks were intruded by the Saanich granodiorite.

A long period of erosion followed the irruption of the granitic rocks and porphyrites

unroofing them and cutting deep broad valleys in the " stratified " or surface-formed

rocks, those traversing the deformed Sicker series apparently having been developed

along anticlines. However, the metaniorphie and granitic rocks were not pcneplaned
but retained a relief of one or two thousand feet when submergence began and the

deposition of the Nanaimo series, conglomerates, sandstones, and shales was initiatetl

in Upper Cretaceous time. As is shown bj' its fauna the Nanaimo series is partly of

marine origin, probably estuarine since it was deposited on a surface of oonsiderablo

relief, and as the character of its sediments indicates a very rapid aecumulation and
deposition in relatively small basins. As the series also contains land plants and some
coal, mo,-t probably of fresh-water accumulation, terrestial conditions must liave

altc-niated with marine conditions. It seems as if the sediments were first deposited
in a marine basin between Vancouver island and tbe mainland. During the dejHisitii>n

the sedimentation progressed inland, at tirst filling thi' valleys in the pre-Upper
('n.'tiK'cous iTosion surfacte, ami then, since rtnuiants of the Nanaimo series have been
found oil iiioiiiitaiii sidi's at elevations of L',5U() feet, possibly covering even the higher
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residual elevations. The niaxinuim thickness of the Nanaimo series was, towards

the close of its deposition, at least 10,000 feet.

The Nanaimo series was moderately deformed, presumably in post-Eocene time,

since upper Eocene sediments and volcanics to the south were similarly deformed.

In the northeastern part of the map-area the series, which there forms a part of the

Nanaimo basin, was deformed into broad open folds, the axes of folding having a

general northwest-southeast strike, and the prevailing dip being to the northeast. In

the central part of the map-araa the series, which there forms the Cowichan basin.

has been deformed into closed folds, striking about N. 70° W.. and slightly overturned

to the southwest, so that most of the rocks dip steeply to the north.

Mantling the hard rocks are superficial deposits of various kinds, which, although

deposited by river, lake, marine, and glacial agencies, are composed largely of glacial

detritus. They were deposited during the Admiralty and the Vashon glaciation and
<1 ling the Pnyalliip intirglaeial cpi'ch. Since the last .glacial epoch, the deiiosit^

have been uplifted, terraced along the larger valleys, in places covered by recent

alluvium, and retrograded along the shore.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

Gold occurs in the gravels of the streams which have cut into the Leech Kiver

formation, having been derived from small and very low grade quartz veins. The gravels,

while of a fair grade, occur only in small amounts and, within the map-area examined
during 1913, only in the extreme western part, in the vicinity of San Juan river and

Meadow and Floodwood creeks.

Copper occurs in contact deposits; impregnated and replaced shear zones with

accompanying quartz veins; in quartz veins; and in a lens-like body in a syncline of

the Sicker schists, called the Tyee type. The Tyee ore body has been productive in

the past but is now largely worked out. Development work is being done on the

King Solomon claim, the mineral body of which is a modification of the contact and
the impregnated and replaced shear zone types. Few of the other deposits are

api)arently of any commcrcLal value, although some of the impregnated and replaced

shear zones, especially within the Sicker series, may be of prospective interest.

Iron claims have been taken up on certain magnetite bearing schists of the

Sicker sediments, but the known deposits are apparently too small to warrant mining.

Coal and oil have been sought for in the Nanaimo series, but no persistent coal

seams are known, and since the defonnation of the series is considerable, the geological

conditions for the occurrence of commercial coal are not favourable. Whereas the

structural conditions for the accumulation of oil are favourable there are no rich

bituminous beds in the Nanaimo series, nor have any important seepages of oil ever

been found in the Nanaimo series, either at outcrops or during tlie extensive boring

for coal.

The crystalline limestones of the Sutton formation furnish excellent material

f(ir the manufacture of lime and Portland cement and for fluxing. Lime has been

manufactured on the west shore of Saanich inlet and at present the limestone at this

locality is being used for the manufacture of Portland cement on a fairly large scale.

The "shale" which is mixed with the limestone in the manufacture of the cement
is obtained from one of the slaty tuffs of the Malahat volcanics from the west shore

of Kinlayson arm.

The clays of the superficial deposits are suitable for common brick and drain

tile but are used at present only at Somenos for the manufacture of common brick.

Some of the shales of the Nanaimo series are possible sources of shale "clay which
could be used for the manufacture of brick and various kinds of semi-porous ware
and stoneware. These shales are similar to those being used in the vicinity of

Nanaimo and on North Pender island, but are not at present being utilized within the

Duncan map-area.
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Sand and gravel are obtained from the superficial deposits for use in concrete

construction and for road ballast.

The sandstones of the Nanaimo series have been quarried for building stone on

Saltspring island and northwest of Cowichan, and furnish a material of fair grade,

but of rather dull colour. They have not been quarried for several years.

General Character of the District.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The greater part of the area represented by the northern portion of the Duncan
sheet is a part of the mountainous, plateau-like region of southern Vancouver island,

composed of resistant metamorphic and crystalline rocks, which have apparently

been reduced to a nearly smooth surface, surmounted, however, by a few hills of

especially resistant rocks, then uplifted, considerably dissected, and later glaciated.

The even sky-line of the dissected plateau, or upland plain, broken only by the few
rounded hills which surmount the general level of the plateau, and by deep and, in

places, very steep walled valleys, is the most characteristic feature of the topography.

The elevation of this upland plain is almost 1,800 feet in^the extreme southeastern

part of the Duncan map-area, but increases to the northwest to 2,500 feet, and in the

western part of the map-area to over 3,000 feet. The upland attains a maximum
elevation in the northwestern part of the area of 3,500 to nearly 4,000 feet, althou,;i:h

in this region the plain was apparently never well developed, but the region retained

before uplift, considerable relief. The conspicuous rounded hills, which surmount the

upland, resemble low cones with rounded apexes, and are from 200 to 600 feet higher
than the upland.

They range in elevation from 1,977 feet (Mount Wood on !Malahat ridge) and
2,400 feet (Mount Bruce on Saltspring island), in the- eastern part of the map-area,

to 3,140 feet (Mount Tod) and 3,427 feet (Waterloo mountain), in the western part

of the area, attaining a maximum elevation of 3,931 feet (Mount Brenton) and 4,263

feet (Mount Hall and Coronation mountain) in the northwestern part of the map-area,
•where, as mentioned, the region probably retained considerable relief before uplift.

The upland is separated into a northern and southern portion by a wide, deep
valley, having a general S. 70° E. trend, which crosses the map-area near its middle.

It is from 2 to 6 miles wide, and attains a maximum elevation of 500 feet in its

western part, while the eastern end is submerged below sea-level. It is called the
Cowichan valley, since it is occupied by the Cowichan river, which drains Cowichan
hike, a large lake in a glacially over-deepened portion of the valley, west of the map-
area, and flows southeastward, emptying into Cowichan bay, formed by the submorgiHl
eastern end of the valley. For the greater part of its 20-inile course, the river meanders
in tli(! flat floor of the valley between cut banks of sand and gravel 10 to 200 feet high.

It seems, therefore, as if the river had been revived by a recent uplift, which has atfocted

Vancouver island, and had been entrenched in its own fooil-plain. The uplift was not
Kufficient, however, to revive the submerged eastern end, where during the present
cycle the Cowichan river is building an extensive delta.

The other valleys which dissect the upland are rather irrit;ul:irly pattorncil,

although a great number of the larger valleys have a general north-south trend, eor-

rcNiJonding with the general movement of the glaciers wiiich overrode Vaneo\iver
islninl. Tht'sc ghiciers scoured out tlie pre-Clacial valleys, notahly the north-south
valleys and the Cowichan valh-y, widening tlu-ni. steeiu'ning their sides, but witliin the
niMi)-area, apparently not deepening them greatly. A few small lakes oe.-ur in somo
of the valley.s, but most of these have been formed by dams of glacial drift. The
«•ast,elllnlo^^ n(»rlh-south valley ha-, however, heen severely Klaeinle.i. It is now helow
sea-level, and forms a fiord like passage, called Sansimi narrows, separating the
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southern, upland portion of Saltspring island from the upland of Vancouver ipland

north of the Cowichan valley. The southward continuation of this submerged,

glaciated, north-south valley is the wide Saanich inlet, the southern portion of which,

called Finlayson arm, is, however, narrow and fiord-like.

The northeastern iwrtion of the map-area is a part of the east coast lowland of

Vancouver island that has been formed by the rapid erosion of the less resistant

sedimentary rocks, fringing the east coast and lying on the more resistant metamorphic

and crystalline rocks which form the upland axis of the island. Since the sedimentary

rocks underlying the lowland are varyingl.y resistant, as well as moderately disturbed,

their strike being northwest and their dip northeast, the lowland has considerable

relief, extensive valleys having boon developed in belts of soft rocks between ridges

composed of more resistant beds. The hard rock ridges are of the cucsta type, with

very steep, in places nearly vortical, front slopes, and gentle dip or back slopes. It

appears as if most of the lowland portion of the Duncan map-area had been 'depressed

sufficiently to drown the valleys, forming the long, wide channels, passes, and harbours

of the region, while the hard rock ridges remained above sea-level as long points and
islands, which are characteristically long and occur in chains.

CLnrATE AND VEGETATION'.

Near sea-level the temperature of the region is uniform and temperate throughout

the year, the average being near 40° F. in winter, and from 55° to 00° F. in summer.

On the upland the differences iji temperature are, of course, much greater. Tlie

amount of rainfall varies considerably in different parts of the area. On the lowland

of the eastern part, in the lea of the upland, the rainfall is about 35 inches a year,

while on the upland the rainfall varies from 60 inches, in the eastern part of the map-
area, to about 90 inches in the western part. The greater part of the rain falls during

the winter months, while the summer is usually dry.

With the exception of the cleared land, virtually the entire area is heavily

forested. The principal forest trees are Douglas fir, red cedar, hemlock, and spruce,

with some yellow cedar, balsam, and pine. Where the f(irest i* thick, the uniK^rbrush

is usually not very abundant, but in the outer and more open areas it is extremely

thick, and is a great hindrance to travel. It consists of dense shrubs, such as salal.

salmon and huckleberry, and varieties of maple and alder. In the poorlj* drained

glaciated valleys, high, broad-leafed ferns and devil's club abound.

Considerable land has been cleared for cultivation in the drift-covered Cowichan

valley and in the lowland and island region of the northeastern portion of the map-area,

but the \ii)land, except where logged and burnt, is still mantled with its original forest

growth. The chief agricultural products are garden vegetables, fruit, and grain.

MEANS OF ACCESS.

The lower, eastern portions of the map-area and the Cowichan valley are readily

accessible, but the upland regions are traversed by only a few trails, which, with one

or two exceptions, are not suitable for pack animals. The upland is. therefore,

reached and examined only by packing trips of several days duration. The eastern

portion of the map-area and the Cowichan valle.y are traversed l\v excellent trunk

roads and numerous branch roads. The Esquimalt and Jsanaimo railway crosses the

eastern part and follows fairly closely the east shore of Vaiu'ouver island. A branch

line extends from Duncan, near the east end of the Cowichan valley, westward along

the northern side of the valley to Cowichan lake. The grade of tlie Vancouver Island

line of the Canadian Northern system crosses the southern part of the area a few
miles to the west of the Escjuimalt and Nanaimo railway, following a narrow glaciated

valley leading into Cowichan valley and then following the southern side of Cowichan
valley to Cowichan lake.
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General Geology.

Table of Formations.

Quaternary. . . .Recent Beach, valley, and swamp alluvium.
Glacial Colwood sands and gravels. Stage of glacial

retreat.

Vashon drift. Stage of glacial occupation.
Puyallup clays, sands, and gravels. Intergla-

cial deposits.
Admiralty till. Earlier glacial epoch.

Mesozoic r'pper Cretaceous Nanaimo series.

Upper Jurassic (and possibly Batholithic and minor intrusives.
Lower Cretaceous.) Saanicii granodiorite.

Sicker gatabro-diorite porphyrite.
Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrite.
Colquitz quartz diorite gneiss.
"Wark gabbro-diorite gneiss.

Jurassic and Triassic Vancouver group.
Sicker series. Relative age doubtful. Cherts,

states, and schists ; prophyritic andesites.
Sutton formation. Lower Jurassic and may

include Triassic. Lentils of crj^stalline

limestone.
Vancouver volcanics. Lower Jurassic and

probably Triassic. Chiefly massive and
porphyritic andesites.

Palaeozoic Carboniferous (?) Malahat volcanics. Massive and schistose meta-
dacites and meta-andesites, tuffs, and fine-

grained cherty rocks.
Leech River formation. Slates, slaty and

quartzose schists, micaceous quartzites,

amphiboHtes, and chloritic schists.

GEXKRAT. DKSCRIPTIOX OF FORMATION'S.

Leech River Formation.

Apparently the oldest rocks, not only of the Duncan map-area, but of southern

Vancouver island as well, are a series of motaniorphic. fine-grainod sedimentary rocks.

with some frag-mental volcanics that have been called the Leech River formation.^ Only
the western jiart of the belt of these rocks which extends across the southwestern

portion of the Duncan map-area, was examined during 1913. The lithology and
structure of the formation in this part are virtually the same as to the east, so that the

description given for the eastern portion is applicable to the western, and the follow-

ing is taken from the Summary Report for 1012, page 46:

—

" The metamorphic sediments consist chiefl.y of carbonaeeous, slaty schists, with

some true slates and micaceous and quartzose schists, and even micaceous quartzites.

There are in places, especially along the northern boundary of the belt, some metamor-
phic volcanic rocks, now converted to ami)hibolite and chlorite sdiists. Some of the

quartz-biotite schists are probably of volcanic origin. The rocks are greatly deformed
and have a general strike i)arallel to the trend of the belt which the formation underlies.

The dips are stei-p, ranging chiefly from (JO degrees to 90 degrees, the prevailing dip

being to the north. Sbeared and slickensided rocks are common, and doubtless numy
faults occur. Non-persistent veins and lenses of quartz are exceedingly numerous,
and carry snndl values in gold. Along the northern boundary of the belt the nietamor-
phi(! sedinicnts of the Leech River formation are transitional into the metanuirpbie
Malahat volcanics. The two forni;itions arc cDnrorm.ihle, but their eoutaet is fairly

definite."

»£rca Mamoir No. 13, Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, pp. 35-44; and Sum. Rep., Cieol. Surv., Can.
11»12. p. IC.
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In the extreme western part of the map-area, north of Meadow creek and San

Juan river, the Leech River rocks are separated from the younger Vancouver volcanica

to the north by a profound fault, that appears to extend some 30 miles to the west,

following the San Juan valley to the west coast. The age of the Leech River forma-

tion is doubtful, but ha? been considered provisionally to be Carboniferous.^

Malahat Volcanics.

To the north of the Leech River formation, and conformable with it, is a series

of schistose and chiefly fragmcntal volcanics, largely of the composition of a dacite,

that has been called the ^lalahat volcanic^.* Only the western portion of the belt of

these rocks, which lies to the north of the Leech River formation, was examined during

1913. The rocks of the western portion are similar to those of the east, and the descrip-

tion of the eastern portion from the Summary Report for 1912, page 46, will suffice

here :

—

" The rocks consist chiefly of dacite tuffs, varying from fine-grained carbonace-

ous and argillaceous tuffs to coarse-grained, sandy tuffs and breccia. There are also

some flow rocks, both daeites and andesitcs. The reeks are prevailingly schistose,

and many of the fine-grained tuffs arc cherty. The rocks have been greatly deformed,

having an altitude confonnable with the Leech River sediments. They are sheared

and slickensided. and cut by small veins and lenses of quartz."

The southern boundary of the Malahat volcanics is irregular, and is formed by tlie

Vancouver volcanics and the intrusive Wark gabbro-diorite gneisss. In the extreme

western part the boundary betAveen the Malahat and the younger and less deformed

Vancouver volcanics is the eastward extension of the fault separating the Leech River

formation and the Vancouver volcanics. The greater part of the contact between

the Malahat and the Vancouver volcanics is, however, concealed, and its nature is

not known. Since the Malahat volcanics are Conformable with the Leech River

sediments, they are considered to be of the same age, that is, provisionally Carbon-

iferous.

VANCOUVER GROUP.

The Vancouver group consists of the pre-batholithic rocks of Vancouver island,

which are either known or are thought to be lower ^lesozoic, Jurassic, and Tria^sic,

in age; and they comprise the larger part of Vancouver island. Those rocks of the

Duncan map-area that are assigned to the Vancouver group are the Vancouver meta-

volcanics, the intimately associated and contemporaneous Sutton limestones, and the

Sicker series.

Vancoiiver Volcanics and Sufton Limestones.

The Vancouver volcanics consist of metamorphic, basic volcanic rocks, principally

meta-andesites, with both flow and fragmental types, the flow types predominating.

They occur along the southern part of the area surveyed during 1913, south of

Cowiehan valley, underlying a belt 2 to 13 miles wide, that widens to the west, and

extends from the Saanich inlet across the entire map-area. Associat<^d with the

Vancouver volcanics are beds of chort-like tuffs, similar to those associated witli the

!Metcho&in volcanics' and with the Sicker series. These are in places interbedded

with flow rocks whore fragmcntal material appears to be absent, and may be chemical

precipitates.

•Memoir No. 13. Geol. Surv., Can., 1912. pp. 43-44.
» Sum. Rep., Geol. Surv., Can., 1012. p. 4G.

•Sum. Rep.. Geol. Surv., Can., 1012. p. 48.
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The Suttoii limestones occur chiefly as lentils of dark-coloured, fine-grained,

crystalline limestones, or light-coloured marbles, intercalated with the meta-volcanics.

Several of these lentils, up to nearly a mile in length and 1,000 feet in width, occur

with the Vancouver volcanics. The Vancouver volcanics and Sutton limestones are

in g-eneral contemporaneous and conformable, the limestones probably having been

built by marine organisms that lived on the shores of the volcanic islands formed

during the eruption of the Vancouver volcanics. However, the actual contact between

the two formations is intrusive, the volcanics cutting the limestones. At one place,

2 miles south of Cowichan valley, near the western border of the map-area, is a

comj)lox or breccia of chert and limestone, whose origin is obscure. On the north bank

of Koksilah river, at the crossing of the Canadian Northern railway grade, is a breccia

consisting of angular fragments of what appear to be Vancouver meta-volcanics in a

matrix of fossiliferous limestone. This breccia has apparently been formed by

fragments of the volcanics, which had been blown into the air by an eruption, falling

into the beds of marine organisms, chiefly corals or crinoids, that were lying on the

-liores of what was possibly an island volcano. The age of some of the Vancouver

volcanics and Sutton limestones is lowermost Jurassic, but they doubtless include some

Triassic rocks.^

The Vancouver volcanics and Sutton limestones are deformed, although not

nearly to such an extent as are the Malahat volcanics, or even as much as the Sicker

series is in places. The prevailing strike is about N. 60° W., and the dip averages about

30 degrees to 45 degrees, and is chiefly to the south. They are also intruded by the

batholithic rocks, along the southern boundary of the belt by the Wark and Colquitz

gneisses, and along the northern boundary of the belt, by the Saanich granodiorite.

Small isolated stocks of these intrusive rocks are also found at some distance from the

main contacts. South of Cowichan valley in the western portion of the belt, and on
Vi'aterloo mountain, the Vancouver volcanics ai'e cut by dykes of augite-hornblende

porphyry resembling that of the Sicker series.

Sicker Series.

The Sicker series, consisting of a series of interbedded metamorphic

volcanic and sedimentary rocks, underlies the northern third of the Duncan map-area.

The series was first met with in 1908, and in Clapp's first long report on southern

Vancouver island,^ the series was described and mapped as including the intrusive

porphyrites, since enough detailed work was not done to map the intrusive porphyrites

separately. In 1909, J. A. Allan described a portion of the Sicker series as the

Sai;=^um formation.^ This formation embraced the less metamorphosed rocks of the

Sicker series, chiefly the fragmental rocks lying to the south of the more schistose

nuiubers, chiefly volcanic and intrusive, and apparently included some unmetanior-

jihosed .sediments, chiefly .shales, which have since been proved to be of Upper Creta-

ceous age, and members of the Nanaimo series. For this reason, and because tlie

identity of the les« metamorphosed rocks with the more metaniorpliosod rocks of the

Sicker series was proved, the Sansum formation was not described nor mapped

separately in Memoir No. 13. In 1910, Clapp mapped the Sicker .series of a portion

of southern Saltspring island and of Portland and Moresby islands in the

iiniilici!! )iart of the Saanieh map-area, in coiisideralijo detail (for jnib-

licaliiMi on a .scale 1:02,500) ;• and subdivided them into the Sicker volcanic-; and

tlie Sicker scliists—also recognizing and mapping separately the porphyrites intr\isive

' Miinoir No. 13, fleol. Surv., Cnn., 1!)12, pp. (IS-Vl.

" McniDir No. 13, Geol. Surv., Can., I'Ji::.

•Sum. Hep., I'JOO. (Jeol. Surv., Can., ItUO, p. i>ii.

* Bt!o Ctology of Suiinich and Vl-toilu map in .a.s, .M.iiioir .No. an. Ceol. Surv.. I'an.. lyU.
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into the Sicker series, describing them as granodiorite porphyrites and Sicker gabbro-

diorite porphyrites. The term "Sicker series" was, however, limited to the "strati-

fied
'' or surface-formed rocks, the Sicker volcanics and schists, the intrusive por-

j)hyrites being described and in general correlated -with the batholithic and minor

intrusive rocks of probably upper Jurassic age, which are correlated with the Coast

Range batholith. It did not seem to Clapp, nor does it to the present writers after

their work of last summer, that the Sansuni formation is a distinct unit, and hence

the term was not employed in Memoir No. 36, nor is it employed in the present report,

and its further use is di.scouraged. The two subdivisions of the Sicker series, as

determined in the Saanieh map-area, were found during 1913 by the writers (Cooke

had charge of virtually all the field work in connexion with the mapping of the Sicker

series) to be distinguishable throughout the Duncan map-area, the Sicker series being

subdivided into the Sicker volcanics and the Sicker sediments, the latter term being

preferable to Sicker schists. The intrusive porphyrites were, of course, also recognized,

and were mapped, and are described under the batholithic and minor intrusives as the

Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites and the Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrites.

Sicker volcanics: PoRnivRiTic andesites.—As the basement on which the Sicker

series was laid down is not exposed in the area studied, it is impossible at tliis time

to state with certainty whether the basal members of the series are the volcanics, which

fire porphyritic andesites, or the sediments. The nearest approach to a basal stratum

discovered is a great flow of hornblende porphyry in the northern part of the map-area.

This flow is intruded by a large batliolith of granodiorite, and dips gently southward

away from it. Upon the amygdaloidal surface of this flow, or series of flows, the

sediments lie with apparent conformity. This flow diifers somewhat from the

ordinary porphyritic andesite of the Sicker series in that it is freslier and lees deformed,

probably because its folding was not extreme as in the case of the other types; its

porphyritic texture is more strongly developed, and hornblende phenocrysts locally

attain diameters of half an inch or more over areas of several square rods; breccias

and amygdaloidal phases are very common, and the nodular phase of the ordinary

lava, presently to be described, is entirely absent. However, in the opinion of the

writers, the two are of similar age and origin, as their composition is virtually

identical, and their relations to the sediments similar.

The ordinary porphyritic andesites of the serie*!, typically developed on !^^ount

Kicliards. Mount Maple, Saltspring island, and in Coronation canyon, are clearly inter-

bedded with the sediments. They are lavas of an olive green colour, the groundmass
fine-grained, and containing in the more massive forms numerous phenocrysts of

hornblende, up to 3 or 4 mm. in diameter. Where not too greatly altered, as in

Coronation canyon, amygdaloidal upper surfaces may be observed. Fragmental
varieties are rare, and only one doubtful occurrence was observed. The massive
porphyritic phases grade into finer-grained forms, usually much more schistose, in

which phenocrysts are entirely absent, or almost so. As this change goes on, another
in the reverse direction accompanies it. Nodules and strings of greenish material,

seen under the microscope to be mainly epidote (pistacite), with about 35 per cent of

quartz, appear, and increase in size and number as the rock becomes finer grained and
less pori)hyritic. They are of all sizes to 3 and 4 inches in diameter. The nodules
may contain phenocrysts of hornblende where the rock in which they occur is por-

phyritic; but the phenocrysts in such cases appear to be fewer and smaller in the
nodules than in the surrounding lava.

SicKKU SEDIMENTS.—The sedimcnts with which the porphyries are interbedded

are an interesting set of rocks grading from green, white, red, or black cherty rocks to

black slates. Between these extremes lie a number of varieties whose exact pctro-

prajihir- nature has yet to be determined. Macroscopically, they are greenish, tuflF-like

rocks, of about the b-ardness of slates.
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Bedding in these sediments is rarely seen except in the hard cherts, which have

not been rendered schistose by deformation. In these, the bedding is indicated princi-

pally by colour differences ; the beds are one-half to 4 inches in thickness, very uniform,

and may be traced for considerable distances. Evidently they have been laid down in

quiet water. The softer sediments have all been converted to true slates and schists;

in them the bedding can only be seen when the beds differ notably in colour. The
strike of the bedding varies from N. 45° to 65° W. in the majority of the cases; that

of the schistosity is usually about N. 55° "W., or approximately parallel to the axes of

folding.

Structural relatioxs.—As already mentioned, the Sicker series has been intruded

by the Tyee quartz-feldspar poi-phyrites and by the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites.

The quartz-feldspar porphyrites form large sills and irregular masses, and v.'erf»

apparently intruded before the deformation of the Sicker series, since, as described in

the following i)aragraph, they have been greatly deformed, and in places converted into

schists. The Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites form sills, dykes, and large irregular

masses, and were also intruded to some extent before the deformation of the Sicker

series, since they have been somewhat deformed. The Sicker series is also intruded

by stocks and batholitlis of the Saanich granodiorite.

The Sicker series and the intrusive quartz-feldspar porphyrites have been closely

folded and the crests of the anticlines removed by erosion. The remaining syuclines

outcrop in a series of parallel belts, of which there are three in the map area; the

belts are separated by pre-Cretaceous valleys, now filled with Nanaimo sediments.

The axes of the synclines strike about N. 65° W., and plunge toward the west at

low angles, generally from 10 degrees to 15 degrees.

The areal relations illustrate this well: the belts comparatively narrow toward

the east, widen gradually toward the west. The strikes of the rocks are in all cases

approximately parallel to the strike of the axes of the folding, varying from N. 45^

to 65° W. The dips are nearly all steep, rarely lower than 50 degrees, although in one

ease on the east slope of Mount Brenton, dips as low as 20 degrees were observed, llinor

folds can rarely be noted, except where hard, thin-bedded cherts are found. In the other

thin-bedded, less-competent formations, the bedding has, in most cases, been entirely

obliterated by subsequent deformation, which has converted them into schists. During

this folding the harder beds of cherts, and the intrusive gabbro-diorite porphyrites,

acted as competent units and suffered very little, except for zones a few feet in width

at their edge. The more incompetent layers, however, which included the softer

tufaceous beds, the porphyritic tindesites, and the tliiuner sills of intrusive quartz-

fel(Lsi)ar porphyritc, were greatly iloformed, and in places were converted into slates,

chlorite schists, and sericite schists, respectively.

Age and correlatiox.—The Sicker series has been considered by Clapp to bo ono

of the members of the Vancouver group, which includes all the pre-batholithic rocks

of Vancouver island, which arc known to be or probably are of lower Mesozoic,

Triassie, or Jurassic age, and to be in general conformable with the Vancouver vol-

canics.^ It was suggested by him that the Sicker scries oceurrtnl near the uppor \M\rt

of the Vancouver group and overlay the Vancouver volcanies, altiiough certain objoc-

ti(jiis to this conclusion were advanced.'- No dctinito evidence as to tlie relation of

tlic) Sicker series with the Vancouver volcunics was obtain«'il last year. Only at two

places were the rocks of the Sicker scries found in contact with those of the Vancouver

volcanies. (1) On Mount Waterloo, dykes of augito porphyry were noted cutting tho

undesites. These dykes, on account of their pctrograpliic roi^emblanoe to tlie Siokor

'Memoir No. 13, Oi'ol. Surv., Ciin.. T.M2, pj). s:)-85.

Mi'iiiolr No. a(i, ilool. .Surv., Can.. lUH, p. 28.

•Minioir No. 13. (iLol, Siuv., I'aii., 1*.»12, j). 83.
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porphyritic andesites, were tentatively correlated with them. If the microscopic

study of the two rocks confirms the field determination, it will suggest the conclusion

that the Sicker series is younger than the Vancouver volcanioA. Sucli evidence at

host, however, is of only moderate value. (2) Cherts, slates, and hornblende porphyry

of the Sicker series were found on the south side of the Cowichan valley, in the bed

of a small creek near the western boundary of the map-area. These arc well bedded,

and dip to the southwes^t toward the Vancouver volcanies. This structure might seem

to indicate that the Sicker series passes beneath the Vancouver volcanics, and henc«»

is probably the older. Unfortunately, intrusions of the Tyee quartz-feldspar por-

phyrite and the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrite have been injected between the older

series, so that it is now impossible to draw witli certainty any conclusion as to their

relations. However, since the external structural relations of the Sicker series are

tlie same as those of the rest of the rocks of the Vancouver group, the Sicker series ar«

considered as members of the Vancouver group, and in general conformable with thp

Vancouver volcanics.

BATITOLITTIIC AND MINOR INTRUSIVES.

Intrusive into all the formations described above are batholiths and stocks of

plutonic (granitic) rocks and smaller masses of injected rocks. The plutonic or

batliolithie rocks were irrupted during one general period of intrusion, during and
following the deformation of the older rocks, probably in upper Jurassic time, and
are, therefore, correlated with the Coast Range bntholitli of British Columbia.' Con-
sidered in more detail, however, the granite rocks may be divided into three types,

which were irrupted in a definite sequence as follows: Wark gabbro-diorit^j gneiss,

Colq\iitz quartz diorite gneiss, and Saanich granodiorite. The smaller masses of

injected rocks were probably irrupted during the same general period and consist of

acid and basic porphyrites, which are classified as quartz-feldspar porphyrites and
gabbro-diorite porphyrites, these last being injected into the Sicker series only, having
been called the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites.^ Within the limits of the Duncan
map-area tbe quartz-feldspar porphyrites are also virtually confined to tbe Sicker

series, and have been given the distinctive name of Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrites.

Warh and Colqnitz Gneisses.—No new material concerning the Wark and Cohpiitz

gneisses was obtained during 1913, and the following description is condensed from the

Summary' Report for 1912. The Wark gabbro-diorite gneiss and the Colquitz quartz

diorite gneiss are very intimately related, and form virtually a single batholith that

extends almost entirely across the southern part of the Duncan map-area. The older

type, the Wark gabbro-diorite gneiss, is a fairly typical fine to coarse-grained gabbro-

diorite, composed chiefly of plagioclase feldspar and hornblende, with more or less

biotite. Although large masses of the typical gabbro-diorite occur, it is nearly every-

where cut by numerous apophyses of quartz diorite and quartz-feldspar gneisses, and
frequently a complex of the gabbro-diorite and tbe qiuirtz diorite gneisses has been
forme<l, in which the two tjT^es cannot be mapped separately. The Colquitz quartz

diorite gneiss forms also large lenticular masses, which are intrusive into the gabbro-

diorite gneiss. The Wark and Colquitz gneisses have been dynamo-metamorphosed by
movements after their intrusion, but most of their gneissic, and in some places,

banded structure, apiwars to be primarily due to ly.ovements during their intrusion,

or before they became completely crystallized. They are also considerably altered

and fractured.

'Memoir No 13, Geol. Surv., Can.. 1912. pp. 112-113.
» Memoir No. 36, Surv.. Can., 1914, p. 80.
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Saanich Granodiorite.—The youngest batholitliic rock, the Saanich granodorite,

forms several small batholiths and much smaller stocks that are intrusive into the

Vancouver volcanics and the Sicker series, including the Tyee quartz-feldspar por-

phyrites and possibly the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites, which are both intrusive

iuto the Sicker series. However, as stated below, the granodiorite masses intrusive

iuto both the Sicker series and its associated porphyrites may be younger than the

typical Saanich granodiorite. Those intrusive into the Vancouver volcanics occur in

the southern part of the area surveyed in 1913, and consist of two batholiths, 6 or 7

miles in diameter, one in the eastern i>art of the map-area bordering Saanich inlet,

and the other south of the middle portion of Cowichan valley. Besides these there

are several small stocks, which are apparently protuberances of a much larger

batholith, which may underlie the Vancouver volcanics at no great depth.

Evidence of this is given by the occurrence of granodiorite in the stream

bottoms, notably along the lower jwrtions of the Koksilah river, while the upland on

either side is capped with the Vancouver volcanics. With one exception,^the batho-

liths and stocks intrusive into the Sicker series are rather small, and elongate in the

general direction of the foliation of the Sicker series, that is about N. 65° W. The
larger masses occur on Saltspring island, Maple mountain. Mount Brenton, and on the

Tidge north of the Cowichan valley near the western boundary of the max>-area. The
largest batholith of the map-area, intrusive inte the Sicker series, is in the north-

we.-^tem part of the map-area, west of Laciysmith. It is 7 miles long and at least 4

miles in width.

The Saanich granodiorite is a light-coloured, fine to rather coarse-grained,

granodiorite, typical of the batholith of the coast region of British Columbia. It

consists essentially of feldspar, orthoclase and andesite, quartz, accessory hornblende,

and usually biotite. It contains also numerous small rounded segregations, darker

coloured than the normal rock, and consisting chiefly of plagioclase and hornblende.

The granodiorite. although less metamorphosed than the Wark and Colquitz gneisses,

is considerably altered, greatly fractured, and in places, especially south of Cowichan
valley and west of Ladysmith, somewhat gneissic. At the contacts wdth the intruded

rocks, contact shatter breccias have been developed and apophyses of a lighter coloured

and more felsic (salic) rock cut not only the intruded rock but the normal grano-

diorite

Most of the masses intrusive into the Sicker series are composed of a granodi-irite

which diiTers from the typical Saanich granod'orite in that it is less altered and
contains more of the potash feldspar, and a more sodic plagioclase; and more biotite.

This type has been previously considered by Clapp' to be a phase (the Ladysmith
phase) of the Saanich granodiorite, but it is possible that it is a younger rock,

intruded separately after the irruption of the typical Saanich granodiorite.

Tyee Quartz-feldspar Porphyrite.—The Tyoe quartz-feldspar porphyrite forms

sills and irregular masses that are intrusive into the Sicker series, and is given the

distinctive geographic name, Tyee, since the copper deposits of the region, of which

the Tyee is the bast known, are found closely related to the porphyrite. The Tock

varies greatly in composition from alaskitic or felsic porphyrite. with nunierous

lilH-nocrystsi of quartz, up to 4 or 5 mm. in diameter, to a much more basic rock in

•vliif li i)henocrysts of quartz are absent or nearly so. and tlieir jilnce taken by minu'r-

iis pbenocrysts of white feldspar. Further description tvf tlie petrography of this

fdrmalion is deferred until tlie microscopic work ha.-^ biH.Mi coniploted. The feldspar

IKiipliyritf is fcononiically the most important forniatiou of the district, sim-i' in it

• re round the fopper deposits, described briefly below.

deology of the Nanalmo innp-area. Memoir No. 51, Oeol. 8urv., Canndn. 1914.
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The quartz-feldspar porphyrite has been intruded by the Saanich grancnliorite,

and has suffered greatly from the effect-s of metamorphism during the deformation

of the Sicker series, and with the exception of the thick mass on Saltspring island,

it has been converted to schists. These are sericitic schists of varying degrees

of acidity, corresponding to the degree of acidity of the porphyrite from which they

were formed. Such schists are difficult to distinguish in the field from the sericitic

schists which have resulted from the alteration of some of the softer cherty sedi-

ments of the Sicker series, but the distinction can usually be made by examining the

weathered surface for phenocrj'sts of quartz or feldspar, many of which resist the

deformation even when it is extreme, and through the easier weathering of the sur-

rounding sericitic groundmass, stand out on the weathered surface.

Sicl-er Gahhro-dioritc Porphyrites.—The Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites form

large irregular masses, dykes, and sills, which are intrusive only into the Sicker

series. They vary from rocks of the composition of a diorite to those of a basi<'

gabbro. They are characterized in the more typical forms by a porphyritic texture,

with phenoeryst-s of white feldspar. Rarely these phenocrysts are arranged in a star-

shaped form, giving rise to the rosette texture described by Clapp.^

The relations of the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrite and the Saanich granodinrii.

are rather indefinite, since no contacts of the two rocks were found exposed. At the

only points where the two rocks must be in contact, namely, on the summit of Mount

Brenton, and to the north of Coronation canyon, the outcrops are heavily covered with

drifts, and no contacts were seen. The granodiorite, which at these places is the

Ladysmith phase, is, however, considered younger than the gabbro-diorite porphyrite

for three reasons: (1) three inclusions were found at as many places

in the granodiorite, of rock petrographically similar to the gabbro-diorite

porphyrite. One of these inclusions, which was small, contained phenocrysts

of feldspar with a sub-radialarrangcment, '• rosette tendency." (2) The granodiorite

is not deformed, even where it is in contact with hard, competent cherts, as greatly as

the gabbro-diorite porphyrite, which, although also competent, is in places converted

into schists at its edges. (3) The mass of granodiorite on the summit of Mount
Brenton appears to cut directly across the strike of the intruded rocks, and to break

through both the gabbro-diorite porphyrite and an intercalated band of cherts. The
areal relations of this mass would seem to show decisively that the granodiorite came
into place after the intrusion of the gabbro-diorite porphyrite into the cherts.

NANAIirO SERIES.

The unmetamorphosed sedimentary rocks of southern Vancouver island, supposed

to be of Mesozoic (largely Upper Cretaceous, Nanaimo) age and possibly of lower

Cenozoic (Eocene) age, were previously grouped together by Clapp and called the

Cowichan group,''' since the setliments could not be definitely subdivided and were
supposed to consist of two or more unconformable formations. It was found, however,

during the detailed work of 1910 and 1911 m the Saanich and Nanaimo map-areas that

all the sediments of the so-called Cowichan group were conforniable, and largely, if

not entirely, of Upper Cretaceous age and members of the Nanaimo series or forma-
tion, so named and described by Richardson,-' Whiteavcs,"* and Dawson.'* Since the

probability of there being any Eocene members in the conformable series of sediments

'Memoir No. 13, Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, p. 80.

'Memoir No. 13. Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, p. 124 and pp. 131-136.

* James Richardson, litport on the Coal Fields of Nanaimo, Comox. Cowichan, Burrard inlet,
and Sooke. Hritish Columbia, Geol. Surv., Can., Kep. of I'rogress, 1876-77, pp. 160-192.

< J. F. Whitcaves Me.'-ozolc Fossils, vol. 1, part II, Geol. Surv., Can., 1S79, pp. 93-96.
*G. M. Dawson. The Nanaimo Group. Am. Jour. Sci.. vol. xxxix, 1S90, pp. 180-183.
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is very slight, the name Xanaimo was extended to embrace the entire conformable

scries, which in the Xanaimo map-area has been definitely subdivided into various

members or formations. It was found during 1913 by Cooke that the transition sup-

posed by Clapp^ to occur along the Chemainus river between the unmetamorphosed
ro('k> of the Cowichan group and the metamorphic rocks of the Sicker series does not

exist, but that the supposed transition is in reality a transition between somewhat

metamorphosed conglomerates and sandstones and conformably overlying unmeta-
mori)]iosed sandstones and shales, and that the metamori^hosed conglomerates rest

unconformably upon the schistose Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrites (sericitic schists),

intrusive into the Sicker series. The proofs of unconformity found by Cooke

are as follows: (1) the conglomerate and the Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrite

schists have similar strikes and are of somewhat similar colour, but the con-

glomerate dii)s about 00° S., while the Tyee schists dip about 65° N. (2)

There is no gradation but a definite contact between conglomerate and the schists

at the base of the former. (3) The conglomerate contains pebbles which clearly,

liave been derived from the underlying Sicker series and the intrusive Tyee
porphyrites, slates, cherts, and sericitic schists, some of which have a porphyritic

texture. (4) The sericitic schists, which, as mentioned, have residted from the

metamorphism of the Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrites intrusive into the Sicker

series, are cut by two quartz veins, each about 5 inches in width and striking

almost north and south, and these veins are cut off squarely against the base of the

overlying conglomerates. It was also supposed by Clapp that the steply-dipping sand-

stones and shales exposed along the Chemainus river and forming the base of Mount
Prevost were unconformably overlain by the gently dipping conglomerates forming the

top of Mount Prevost.- The discordance of dip is now explained more satisfactorily

in some other way than by an unconformity, since farther west the lower shales are

(.'onformably overlain by sandstones and finally by conglomerates, a sequence which
is also exposed along the Chemainus river south of Mount Sicker, i^nd since there

is no suggestion elsewhere of an unconformity in the setlimentary series. The dis-

cordance may be due to the crumpling and nearly isoclinal folding, during the

deformation of the sedimentary series, of the weak shales beneath the more competent

conglomerates, which were deformed only into broad open *olds. It is also possible

that some thrust faulting has occurred along the contact of the shales and conglomer-

ates. It is thus fairly certain that all of the sediments previously mapped as the

Cowichan group are conformable and, since they contain in places fossils of Nanaimo
age, are all members of the Nanaimo series. The term Cowichan group will, therefore

be used no longer by the present writers and its further use by anyone is discouraged.

The rocks of the Nanaimo series occur in two prineipal areas or basins, one in

tlic iiortliea.-itern part of the map-area, being a portion oi the southeastward exten-
sidu of the Nanaimo basin, and the other extending across the central portion of the
map-area calh'd the Cowichan basin. The portion of the Nanaimo basin within the

IJuiicnii map-area Iriiif^c^ (lie east eoast of N'aneoiiver ishuitl from l.ady>niith ti>

(h-ot'toii, and its rocks form the nortliern part of Saltspring inland ami all tlie snuiller

islands of the northeastern ])art of the niap-ari'a. The Cowichan basin is sei»arated

from tiic .Nanaimo basin by a narrow axis of the crystalline rocks (if the Sii-ker

series and their intrnsiv<' i»orphyrltes, occurring to the south of Crofton. an\l exti'uds

from the ciisl coasi of N'aneouver island entirely aero-- tlii' map-area. It has a

maximum widlli of nearly Id miles, Iml in its eastern lutrtion it is broken by a narrow

' Mfinolr No. 13, <!eol. Kurv., Ciin., I'.'ll-', pp. S4-8r).

' Mciiioh- Nu. U, tieol. Wurv., run,, iltu', pp. i;U-13-'.
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axis of crystalline rocks of the Sicker series and in its western part it is divided

into three elongate basins, which apparently fill anticlinal valleys in the Sicker

series. The southern and largest of the three basins, between the Sicker series on

the north and the Vancouver volcanics on the south, forms the Cowichan valley. A
very small outlier of the Nanaimo series occurs near the first forks of the Koksilah

river.

The rocks of the Xanainio series consist of conglomerates, sandstones, and shales,

with, in places, thin coaly streaks and lenses associated with carbonaceous shales.

The conglomerates usually consist of rather small, fairly well rounded pebbles, chietly

of quartz and quartzose rocks, although the basal conglomerates contain much larger

fragments of the underlying schists, meta-volcanics, and granitic rocks. The sand-

stones are commonly medium to coarse grained, yellowish or brownish grey to

greenish grey in colour, although some in the northwestern part of the map-area are

greyish white. They are composed chiefly of angular to sub-rounded grains of quartz,

with fairly numerous grains of feldspar and of ^-ock fragments, in an argillaceous

matrix and cemented with calcite. They are commonly concretionary and some of

them cross-bedded, but sun cracks, ripple marks, or other surface markings are rarely

seen. The shales are virtually all sandy and many are carbonaceous, varying from

olive grey to dark grey or black in colour. They are composed chiefly of small

angular quartz grains in an argillaceous and carbonaceous matrix. - Calcite is

frequently present although rarely in large amounts. The shales are usually rather

massive and weather concentrically.

The thickness of the Nanaimo series Avithin the Duncan map-area is rather

indefinite, but in the northeastern portion of the map-area is at least 10,000 feet in

places, and may be more. The thickness of the sediments in the Cowichan basin is

presumably at least .5,000 feet. As mentioned, within the Nanaimo map-area the

series were subdivided on a lithological and stratigraphical basis into eleven forma-

tions,^ and it was hoped that these formations could be recognized within the Duncan

map-area and the series thus subdivided and correlated with the type section at

Kanaimo. It was found, however, owing to the change in lithological character of

til"* sediments, more especially to their rapid vertical and lateral gradation, to the

absence of horizon markers, to their deformed character, and to the poor and scattered

outcrops, in places, as in the northeastern part of the map-area, the greatly deformed

riicks being separated by wide stretches of water, that the recognition of all the

Nanaimo formations was impossible, and it may be found, after a more careful study

of all the data availalile, that the Nanaimo series within the Duncan map-area can-

not be definitely subdivided.

The rocks of the Nanaimo basin may, however, be provisionally subdivided into

various formations. At the base is a formation composed largely of shales, which in

I)laces is separated from the \mderlying crystallines by a basal conglomerate and a

thin horizon of sandstones. It is of varying thickness, but with a maximum tliiok-

uess of at least 1,5(X) feet; it may be correlated with considerable certainty with the

Haslam formation. Above this is a series of thick-bedded conglomerates and sand-

stones, but with some thin-bedded sandstones' and shales, with a thickness of 500 to

1,000 feet. This may pos\sihly be correlated with the Extension formation. In places,

a:^ on Saltspring island, apparently this formation rests directly upon the underlying

crystalline rocks, the conglomerates being coarse basal conglomerates. Above this is

a series, 2,000 to 3,000 feet in thickness, which is composed largely of shales with numer-

ou.^ thin sandstone interbeds. In jdaccs the sandstones attain a considerable thick-

ness and on the .shore at Ladysmith and on some of the Shoal islands between

Sum. Uep. for 1911, Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, pp. 95-101.
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Cheinaiiius and Crofton the thick sandstones closely resemble the white weathering

sandstones of the Protection formation. It is probable that this series, which can-

not be further definitely subdivided, should be correlated with the Cranberry, New-
castle, Protection, and Cedar District formations. Overlying this is a formation
3,000 to 1,600 feet thick, composed chiefly of thick-bedded, in places concretionary

and cross-bedded, sandstones, and even fine conglomerates, with some thin-bedded

sandstones and sandy shales. This is rather definitely correlated with the De Courcy
formation. Overlying it is the Xorthumberland formation, 1,200 to 1,600 feet thick,

composed of -sandstones virtually identical with the De Courcy sandstones, but these

are associated with coarse conglomerates and thick interbeds of sandy shales. These
two formations compose the larger portion of northern Saltspring island and the

other small islands of the map-area with the exception of the previously mentioned
Shoal islands and the northeasternmost island of the map area, Galiano island. Galiano

island is composed of the highest formation of the series, the Gabriola formation,

which in the Duncan map-area is composed almost entirely of thin to thick-bedded,

rather coarse-grained sandstones.

Although the rocks of the Xanaimo basin may be presumably fairly definitely

subdivided, this has not been found to be possible of the rocks of the Cowichan basin.

They may, however, be roughly subdivided into three formations, which may cor-

respond with the three lowest subdivisions of the rocks of the Xanaimo basin. In

places, as south of Mount Sicker, the lowest rocks of the basin are apparently sandy

shales and sandstones, separated from the underlying crj-stallines by a thin basal

conglomerate and a thin horizon of sandstones, and these shales and sandstones may
be correlated with the Ilaslam formation. Above them is a series of conglomerates

imd sandstones which form the top of !Mount Prevost and two other hills to the west,

and in places along the south side of the Cowichan valley and on Mount Tzuhalem
apparently this formation rests directly upon the crystalline rocks. It seems probable

that this formation corresponds with the formation of the Xanaimo basin provisionally

correlated with the Extension formation. The conglomerates and sandstone of the

middle formation grade upward into a series of alternating sandstones and shales,

the sandstones predominating near the coast and the shales in the interior, and in

the upper portion of the formation.

The structure of the rocks in the two basins is quite distinct and will, therefore, be

described separately. The rocks of the Nanaimo basin have a general northwest-

southeast strike and a prevailing dip to the northeast. They are, however, involved

in a few large open folds and several minor ones. The southwesternmost large fold

is the southeastward continuation of the Kulleet syndine,^ and its axis extends across

the map-area to the southwest of Kuper and Thetis islands and crosses Saltspring

island near the southern end of St. ^lary lake. The corresponding anticline crosses

Thetis and Kuper islands and follows the northeastern shore of Saltspring island.

Ai! ithcr syuclino i^nd anticline cross th,- nirthcistorn ciivner of the niap-aren

between Norway, Secretary, and Wallace islands to the southwest, and Keid, Hall, and
Galiano islands to the northeast. The anticline is the southeastward continuation of

tiic Triiicomali anticline.- Only the De Courcy and Xorthunilierland torniatitins

arc involved at the surface in these folds. The limbs of the folds dip at angles varying

from 5 degrees to 60 degrees, averaging about 20 degrees. To the southeast of the folds

the rocks, except fur niinnr wrinkles in the weaker rocks, dip uniforndy to the northeast

at angles varying lidui ir> degrees to 90 degnv's, averaging about ;{.") 'degrees. Minor
faults, Seldom iiicne tiian sliiirp rolls, are eonnnon. but so far as known there are no
larger faults in the Nanaimo basin.

' Soc fJeoIoKy. lln? Naiutiino inHp-aifit, iMi'iiiuIr .No. .M, .Smv.. c'lm., li'll.

' Loe. ult.
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The structure of the Cowit-hau badii has already been described in considerable

detail.' Tho rock.^ as a whole have a general N. 60° to 70° W. strike and steep dips of 30

degrees to 80 degrees to the north. Apparently the eastern portion of the basin has been

foM,-l into two closely folded synclines. >lightly overturned to the southwest, and the

northern limb of each syucline has been broken by a fault, which brings the underly-

ing crystalline rocks against the rocks of the Xanaimo series. The southern syncline

extends across the map-area and is followed by the Cowichan valley, and apparently

preserves its structure, since a similar faulted syncline is observed west of the map-

area at Cowichan lake. "Whether the fault extends across the map-area is problematical,

but owing to the lack of outcrops, its existence cannot be proved or disproved. That

it extends west beyond Quamichan lake is proved by a small outcrop of the Sicker

Bchists southwest of the lake. Xo other outcrop of the Sicker series occurs for 7 miles

farther west, but throughout the whole width of the valley are scattered outcrops of the

Xanaimo sediments, chiefly shale. That the two rather closely-folded and overturned

synclines are preserved is, however, very probable, and since there is no repetition

of the conglomerates of the middle formation in what would be the north side of the

southern syncline, it is possible that the fault does extend across the map-area, with,

however, insufficient throw to bring the underlying Sicker series and their intrusive

porphyrites to the surface. The conglomerates of the northern syncline are appar-

ently those capping Mount Prevost, the lower shales, as mentioned, apparently being

squeezed into a closed isoclinal fold beneath the more gently warped conglomerates.

The fault, which at Maple bay separates the upper shales from the Sicker series to

the north, apparently dies out to the west, for along the Chemainus river, as already

described, the lower shales grade downward into a rather metamorphic sandstone and

schistose basal conglomerate, which rests directly upon the Tj'ce quartz-feldspar

porphyrite schist.

In the western part of the Cowichan basin the rocks occur, as already described,

in three basins between wide axes of the Sicker series and their intrusive porphyrites.

The southern and larger basin, that forming Cowichan valley, is jirobably, as already

described, a closely folded syncline, overturned so that the rocks all dip to the north,

and possibly broken by a fault along the northern boundary of the basin. The other

two basins are apparently rather closely folded synclines also, the southern of the

two, which is followed by Chemainus river, striking about X. Q!i° W., and the

northern, which crosses the south slope of Coronation mountain, striking about N.
55° W. , It is doubtful whether any of the contacts of these two basins with the

underlying rocks are persistent faults, but considerable minor faulting has taken

place along the contacts.

Besides the larger folds there are rather n\nnerous smaller, more open folds, and

doubtless there are also many smaller faults.

As in other parts of Vancouver island, the Xanaimo series re>«ts uiHtn an erosion

surface of consideraVde relief, perhaps of 1.000 to 2.000 feet.- That this is true in tlie

Duncan map-area is indicated by small irregularities directly observed in exposed

unconformities, by the over-lapping of the conglomerates and sandstones of the middle

formation so that they rest in places directly upon the underlying crystalline rocks,

and by the restric.-tions of the narrow western basins of the Cowichan basin to narrow,

apparently anticlinal valleys in the Sicker series.

Superficial Deposits.— .\ large part of the area is coviTcd by superficial deposits

of various kinds. These have been classitied, as shown in the table of formations.

'Memoir No. 13, Geol. Surv.. Can., 1912, pp. 129-133.

'Memoir No. 13. C,eo\. Surv., Can., 1912. p. l.'^S.

Memoir No. .")!, Ool. Suiv., Can., 1912.
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but the various kinds were not mapped separately during IDl-i.^ They were deposited

l>y different agencies during the various stages of glacial occupation and retreat, the

map-area liaving been twice over-ridden by glaciers. Little remains of the Admiralty

till dep(3sited by the earlier glaciers. On the retreat of the earlier glaciers the

Puyallup interglacial deposits were formed in part below sea-level, but since the

region has been recently uplifted they now occur below elevations of 300 to 400

feet. They consist of stratified clays, sands, and gravels, in general the clays occur-

ring near the ba~e of the deposits. The interglacial « deposits were partially eroded

during the later but less intense period of glaciation, the Yaslion. During this

period the Yashon drift was formed, largely by ice alone, but in part by water. The
Vashon drift is ordinarily an unsorted till, but in places is rudely stratified. It

forms a mantle a few feet thick covering the hard rocks and interglacial deposits, and

is the most extensive of the superficial deixj-its. During the retreat of the Vashon
glaciers, deposits of coarse sand and gravel, the Colwood sands and gravels, were

deposited by the streams issuing from the larger retreating valley glaciers, filling

the larger valleys to a depth of 100 to 300 feet witli these deposits. Since the recent

uplift of Vancouver island the revived larger rivers, such a^ the Cowiehan and
Koksilah rivers, have terraced the Colwood sands and gravels and have built an
extensive delta at the head of Cowiehan bay. Alluvium has been deposited also in

the lakes and swami)s which formed in the poorly drained hollows of the drift mantle

and in dammed glaciated valleys.

Economic Geology.

The mineral resources of the area have already been fully described- and only

need to be briefly summarized here, especially since little field work was done on

them during 1913, and since, with the exception of the work done on the King
Solomon claims, little development has been done since Clapp's previous examina-

tion.

GOLD.

Gold occurs in the gravels of the streams which drain the area underlain by

the Leech River formation, having l>een derived from the very low grade quartz

veins which traverse that formation. The gold-bearing gravels are usually a fair

grade but occur only in small amounts. The gravels of Floodwood and Mead-i\v

creeks and of the San Juan river were worked during the late sixties after the

deposits in the Leech and Jordan rivers were discovered and worked. Withiu the

area examined during 1913 no recent attempts have been made to work these gravels.

Some of the quartz-feldspar veins which were formed during the intrusion of

the granitic rocks have been prospected for gold entirely without success, and it is

not jiriiliabh- that they (•(lutain gold in connnorcial qnantitit-s.

tOl'l'KR.

Tlic copper deposits of the region may be subdivided into four types : et)ntaet ileposita,

iiM|tn'guate(l and re|ila<'e(| shear zones with aceonipanyiiig tpiartz veins, (|UHrtz veins,

an<i thi' Tyee type. The contact deixjsits are develupc<l ehielly in tlie nu'taiuorplu)-e«I

Sutton limestono-s near the eonta«'t with the intruLive granitic rocks. No typical

deposits of tljis type occur witliin the area examineil duriuK 1913, but on the Sterling

'Fov a comiJicte description of the doposltM see (UoloKy of ttie \'lctorin and Saanlih niap-
HiiiiH, MiiiKilr No. :{(j, <!imj1. Suiv.. Can., t!tH.

-AlLinolr No. 13, (Jeol. Surv., Can., I'Jii.
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and Glen Apa claims on the upper Koksilah river and on the King Solomon and
adjoininc: claims about 3i miles ¥:onthwest of Cowichan, the deposits partake partly

of the nature of contact deposits and partly of the nature of impregnated and replaced

shear zones. At both place&^the country rock is chiefly a dense silicified pock, closely

associated, especially on the King Solomon claims, with the Vancouver mcta-

audesites. The silieified rock is apparently either original chert in the volcanics nr

the result of silicification of the volcanics during contact metamorphism. At both

places, however, small lentils of Sutton limestone occur in tlie volcanics in the

immediate vicinity and calcite or dolomite are gangue minerals; and to the cast of

the King Solomon claim the ore minerals occur disseminated through a garnet-

diopside-qua:ftz-calcite rock, which 'looks as if it were the result of the contact

metamorphism of limestone. No granitic rocks outcrop within a half a mile of the

deposit on the Glen Apa and Sterling claims, but several bosses of Wark gabbro-

diorite occur within a mile, and the large batholith of Wark gal)bro-diorite occurs a

mile to the southeast. Although not in contact with the mineral deptwit there arc

several small stocks of Saanich granodiorite in the vicinity of the King Solomon
c^Tiiir;, and in r-onta^t with the ore body is a dyke-like nnss of a nuart'. boirintr.

foldspathic gabbro which is apparently closely related to the Saanich granodiorite.

It looks, therefore, as if in both deposits the granitic rocks underlay them at no great

depth. '1 he metallic minerals are chiefly pyrite and chalcopyrite, with some sphale-

rite, galena, and, in the King Solomon deposit, tetrahedrite. Jn one of the small

deposits in the vicinity of the King Solomon arsenopyrite and native arsenic are

reported to occur. The metallic minerals occur chiefly as impregnations and replace-

ments of the sheared metamorphic rocks chiefly along well delined, although rather

irregular, shear zones. On the King Solomon claim the ore minerals form at least

one fairly distinct lens, which is the only metallic deposit in the region examined

that is being developed at present, in a shear zone striking ca. N. 40° E. and dipping

ca. 4.J degrees to the southeast. The richer portion of the lens in contact with the quartz

bearing feldspathic gabbro, which forms the hanging wall, is said to contain from

4 to 5 per cent of copper, and 303 tons of picked ore from the outcrop, shipped in

the autumn of 11)12, contained an average of over 5 per cent copiicr. The ricb.er portion

of the lens is about 20 to 30 feet wide with an outer and lower grade zone, 15 to 20

feet wide, avenvging about 2 per cent copper, the foot-wall of the deposit being rather

indefinite. The exposed length of the lens i-^ about 200 feet, but its true length .may

be greater.

At several widely distributed places in the Vancouver volcanics, Sicker series,

and closely associated schistose Tyee quartz-felds])ar porphyrite, are schistose or

sheared zonas, more or less mineralized. Pyrite and chalcopyrite are the principal

minerals, with, in places, pyrrhotite and magnetite, and more rarely, especially in

the deposits occurring in the Tyee quartz-feldspar porphyrites, bornite and chalcocite

A-;-ociat<xl with the mineralized shear zones are small veins and lenses of quartz,

which frequently contain chalcopyrite and the other metallic minerals. Most of the

deposits occur in the schistose rocks of the Sicker series, largely in the schistose

Tvec porjihyrite, the principal deposits occurring on Blount Richards. Mount Sicker,

and Mount Brenton. Doubtless many of the deposits are clos(dy related to the batho-

lithic granitic rocks, although those occurring in the Sicker and 'iyee schists are

more closely associated with the intrusive Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrite, which

it-clf contains in places finely disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite.

Snudl mineralized .shear zones occur in the Saanich granodiorite also, although

tlic-e arc seldom or never extensive, and the metallic mineral is chiefly pyrite.

Traversing the Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrite and the Saanich granodiorite

are in places quartz veins from a few inches to 2 or 3 feet in width and from

a few feet to H>0 or 200 feet in Iciigtli. Those associated with the gabbro-
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diorite porphyrite are ako found cutting the Sicker series in tlie vicinity of tlie

intrusive masses of porphyrite. Some of these quartz veins contain chalcopyrite,

pyrite, and pyrrhotite, and in places, some bomite. A few prospects have been

located on these veins, especially in the vicinity of Mount Brenton and Coronation

mountain. There can be little question but that these veins are closely associated

with the intrusion of the granodiorite and the gabbro-diorite porphyrite, and those

occurring in the Saanich granodiorite, chiefly to the west of Ladysmith, are closely

related to aplite veins.

The only known deposit of the Tyee type occurs at Mount wSicker and consists

of a single lens of ore extending through three claims, from east to west. Richard

III, Tyee, and Lenora. The lens occurs in a synclinal trough of the quartz sericite,

quartz talc, and graphitic schists of the Sicker sediments and Tyee porphyrites, which

in the vicinity of the lens are cut by a large dyke of Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrite.

The ore is chalcopyrite, associated with pyrite, sphalerite, and some galena, in a

^angue consisting chiefly of barite with some quartz and calcite. The production

from the deposit has been large, and during its activity from 1{>03 to 1907 the Tyee

mine was the most important copper producer of the coast region of British Columbia.

At present most of the ore has been worked out and the mines are shut down.

IRON.

Iron claims have been taken up on certain magnetite bearing jaspery schists of the

Sicker sediments, near contacts with the intrusive gabbro-diorite porphyrite on the

west slope of Mount Bruce, Saltspring island, one-half mile from the east shore of

Sansum narrows, and on the northeast sloi>e of Mount Brenton. The deposit on

Saltspring island, although furnishing material which could be easily concentrated

to a high grade product, is hardly large enough to warrant any attempts at mining.

The deposit on the northeast slope of ilount Brenton has not been examined, little or

no development work having been done on the deposit, which is probably not large.

If fairly large deposits of this type are discovered, they will be of great prosjioetive

value.

FUEL : COAL AND OILS.

The Nanaimo series of the map-area has been considered as a possible source of

coal, on account of the frequent indications of coal which have been found, and

because the Nanaimo series in the vicinity of Nanaimo and Comox contain commercial

coal seams. Although the rocks of the Nanaimo series within the map-area are fairly

well exposed, no thick or extensive coal seams are known, although small lens-liko

seams are exposed in the northeastern part of the map-area and in the eastern part

of the Cowithan basin. Tliese lenses are rarely more than a foot tliick, altliough beds

of impure sandy and shaly coal occur from 3 to 6 feet thick. Although some of the

formations of the Nanaimo series in the map-area are doubtless to bo correlated with
tlio coai hearing forinatidus, tlic lithological character of the !'i>-niaii. n< i> cnt'-. !v

different, and no indications of persistent coarsearas occur at those horizons at which
<()iil occurs in tlio Nanaimo district. In the Nanaimo district the coal seams occur
fairly near the base of the Naiuiimo series (within 2.000 fvct) and on aci-ount of the

folding which has occurred within the Duncan maji-arca. these horizons, except near
llieir outcrops, o<-cur only at great deptlis. Tlie I'oldiiig aiul faulting of the ilistriet

also increases the difficulty of prospecting, aiul in the Cowichan basin aiul in much of
tlie Nanaimo basin it is so great as to almost pn-chule minijig. unless especial^' thick
niul pure cnal scjinis ure fminil. Thus the geological conditions for the ».i-currenci' of
commercial coal within the Duncan map-area an- nut favourable.
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The Xanainio serif? has been considered as a source of oil also. The structnral

conditions in the northeastern part of the map-area, where the series has been folded

into rather broad, open iields of considerable len{?th and breadth, are perhaps favour-

able to the accunuilation of oil. However, there are no known bitiiniiuous beds in the

Nanainio series from which oil may liave been derived in larire quantities. In addition,

no sipniticant seepages of oil have ever been discovered in the Nanaimo series and

no flow of oil has ever been obtained durinp: the extensive borin? carried on while

prospecting- for coal. It does not seem j)robable, therefore, that oil will be found in

great quantities in tlie Xanaimo series.

I.IMK. ( K.MKNT, AND KMXKS.

The Sutton limestones furnisli excellent material for the manufacture of lime and

Portland cement and for fluxinjr. They are, as a rule, pure, low in magnesia and

soluble material, and virtually free from phosphorus. Sulphur in the form of pyrit^?

is present in variable amounts, but in the less altered varieties is u.^ually low. Lime-

stones have been quarried for the manufacture of lime at three or four places in the

southern part of the Duncan map-area, but within the area examined during 191o only

on the west shore of Saanich inlet about 5 miles south of Mill bay. At the present

time in this locality the limestone is being utilized by the Associated Cement Co.

of Canada for the manufacture of Portland cement. The " shale" which is mixed with

the limestone is obtained from one of the slaty tuffs of the Malahat volcanics from

the west shore of Finlayson arm. The cement plant has been in operation since March,

1913, and the capacity of the jdant is about 2r),000 barrels per day.

CI.AVS.

The clays of the superticial depo>its oic\irriug in the Piiyallup interglacial

deposits and in the Colwood sands and gravels are suitable for the manufacture of

common brick. The clays occur in beds up to 10 to 20 feet thick. They are chiefly

sandy, and the interglacial clays contain numerous pebbles; however, they are of fai;-

plasticity and of low air shrinkage. They burn hard and red at a low temperature

and are of low fusibility. They are at present used for the manufacture of common
brick only at Somenos.

Some of the shales of the Nanaimo series are sources of shale-clay which may be

used for the manufacture of brick and various kinds of semi-porous ware and stone-

ware, either by the dry press or stilf-mud process; but most of the Naiuiimo shales

are too sandy and of too low plasticity to be of value. Even the best of tlie shale clays

are of low jdasticity and of low fusibility. Within the map-area the shale clays are

not at present utilized although similar shale clays are being quarried, largely for the

manufacture of brick, to the north of the map-area on Gabriola island and at East

Wellington and to the soutlieast on Pender island.

SAND AND CHWICL.

The sands and gravels of the siiiMTticiiil deposits, especjiilly nf the Colwood

^ands an<l gravels, arc of fair (iiialitv ami very abundant in the lowland portions of

the map-area, that is, the ('owi<'han valley and the luuthcast lowland befween Eady-

sniith and Crofton. At present they arc (juarried on the west shore of Saanich inlet

for use in concrete construction, and locally and at several places within the Cowichnn

valley for road ballast.
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STOXE.

The fractured and sheared character of the rock?, with the exception of the less

folded and fractured of the l^anaimo sandstones, renders them unfit for building

])ur])oso5. Tlie Nanairao sandstones have been quarried on Saltspring island to the

northwest and southeast of Vesuvius bay and about a mile northwest of Cowichan

near the Esquimalt and Nanaimo railway. The sandstones are thick-bedded and

not grcatlj^ or regularly jointed, so that fairly large blocks may be obtained. Tliey

are rather coarse-grained, yellowish or brownish grey, fairly strong, and although

soft directly after quai-rying, harden with seasoning. Tlieir chief disadvantages are

their dull colour, lack of regular jointing or decided grain or rift, and their steep

dip, which makes the quarrying difiicult, and causes great variation in the expo'.ied

stone. The sandstones of the map-area have not been quarried recently.
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GEOLOGY OF THE SOOKE SPECIAL MAP AREA, VANCOUVER
ISLAND, B.C.

(H. C. Cool-e.)

Introduction.

The Sooke special map-area lies about 25 miles to the west of the citj- of Victoria,

B.C.. along the south coast of Vancouver island. It covers only the Kast S(i....i'

jjeninsula, an area about 6 miles in lenjrth by 3 miles in width. Copper deposits

discovered here some years ago were brieily studied by C. H. Clapp in 1912, and

reported by him to be of prospective importance. Accordingly, a detailed examination

of the district was considered desirable to secure more definite information as to its

economic ix)ssibilitie?. It was mapped topographically in the early summer by F.

S. Falconer, on a scale of 2,000 feet to 1 inch, with a 20-foot contour interval.

Later in the season the writer and his assistants, V. Dolmage and A. ^IcLeod, spent

four weeks examining the geology.

Summary.

The Sooke gabbro, which underlies the greater part of the sheet, is an intrusive

stock or laccolith of probably Oligocene age. It has undergone very great differen-

tiation, partially in place, but mainly before intrusion. The result of this differentia-

tion has been to produce an unusually large number of rock types, varying in com-

position from aplites to hornblendites. In general, the rocks are massive and

unshearcd. Some movement occurred before consolidation, locally producing original

gneissic textures; but little after consolidation. Faulting has taken place to a

small extent. l)ut displacements have probably not been great. The faults are con-

fined principally to large, previously formed veins of hornblendite, which were appar-

ently less competent to resist stress than the normal unaltered gabbro ; and through

the fissures so produced moved the solutions which carried and deposited the ores.

General Character of the District.

The district is roughly dome-shaped, with two main domes, peaks of about GOO

feet in height toward the east and west ends of the district respectively, from which

the land slopes away fairly uniformly to the sea. Outcrops of rock are very numer-

ous, owing to the recent glaciation, which has removed all the soil from the surface

and left only patches of stony drift. As might be expected from this, the area is

very dry, without permanent streams. Even from wells it is difficult in places to

get a continuous supi)ly of water all the year. Tiinlx^r is not heavy, except in soil-HUtnl

gulches wliere the moisture is held, and near the coast. The salal bush, however,

grows luxuriantly wherever there is soil, to a height of 3 to feet, and is a great

impediment to travel.

The peninsula is easily accessible from Victoria, either by launch or by road.

Koads are unusually good except with reganl to the matter of grade. Many steep

hills niialit havu W-n avoided had the builder- i)aid only slight attention to the

topography.
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General Geology.

The principal formation of the peninsula is the Sooke gabbro. The nature of the

mass, whether stock or laccolith, is unknown, since bedding is diflicult to determine

in the intruded basalt flows, and since erosion has removed all the basalt above sea-

level, with the exception of a few small isolated patches along the shore. As it stands

to-day, the gabbro mass resembles a shelled nut, with a few shreds of the baSiilt shell

still adherent. It is overlain unconformably by the Sooke formation, a series of

slightly consolidated sandstones and conglomerates, which are found underlying a

small area along the southeast shore and filling isolated wave-built chasms. These
sediments are of late Miocene age,' and the gabbro is, therefore, pre-upper Miocene.

The intrusive cuts the Metchosin basalts of Eocene age,- and is, therefore, post-Eocene.

A long period of erosion must have ensued, after the intrusion of the gabbro, before the

deposition of the Sooke formation, since the cover of Metchosin basalt was entirely

removed and the gabbro itself laid bare. Its age is, therefore, tentatively placed as

Oligocene or early Miocene.

As already mentioned, the gabbro has differentiated into a wide variety of rock

types, but the areal distribution of any one of these is so small that it was found
imijossible to map them separately. The work was thus limited to outlining the

boundaries of the area of rock and drift, and to making as thorough a study as

possible of the different rock types and their relations to one another. Description of

the?e must necessarily be deferred until the microscopic examination of the specimens
will have been completed.

Economic Geology.

Along certain zones, the gabbro has been converted into hornblcndite. This altera-

tion has taken place along joint fissures, by the action of solutions which replaced the

origiii;'l feldspar and hornblende with large crystals of long-bladed hornblende. The
hornblcndite zones may be of any width from one-fourth of an inch to 100

feet. They are plainly replacement veins; they have no definite wall, but grade out
into the unaltered wall rock; the replacement is always more complete nearer the

central fissure; the width of any one vein of hornblcndite may vary from a few inches to

several feet within a short distance along the strike. None of the hornblcndite zones,

when . unaffected by later fracturing, contain pyrite, chalcopyrite, or otlVer ore

niinerals. The larger of them appear, however, to have acted as planes of weakness

in the gabbro stock, since stresses affecting the mass were relieved by faulting along

thcf-e /ones. Eittlo or no movement appears to have taken place along any other belt,

although the rock is very thoroughly broken by jointing. Movement along the fault

planes has been horizontal as shown by the striie on slickensidcd surfaces. Owing, to

the hu'k of good horizon markers, the amounts of tlie disphu-ements cannot be dotor-

niiiH'd, but they wen; not large, since the surrounding "shell" of Metdiosiu basalt

was nor faulted down into the mass.

Only where the liornblendite zones were broken by iV.ulliiig are any ore deposits

found. The ores characteristically fill small fissures in the lu)rnl>leudit(> and are clearly

(.f !:it(r flatc tli;in lli>' faulting, since they fill tissures witli -ilii-ken.Niilcvl walls and.

in iMi'c (MM's, (Mil iinlMiikcu across a sHckensidcd plane The ore Sfcuis to have been
(K'posilCil in Itodies of somewhat irregular si/e ami shape. .\t one point, it will form
a ricii slioot, L'O to 100 feet or more in width, while a few luiudred feet along the strike

of I hi' \rin I he shoot will have bcfouu uarinw aud inK.r.

'cliiiiii. (". II. rjeol, Sinv,. Can., Memoir No. i;{, p. HI. liif.'.

''CliiiiiJ, C. II. (icol. Surv., ran.. Snn\. U<'|' . I '.>"-. |>. IS,
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The writer can see no reason why the ore bodies shuuld not continue to considerable

depth. It is a fact well known to miners that there is a rou{;li equality between the

lenjjth of a tissure and its depth. The larger fault zones, here, through wkieh the

solutions evidently moved, are strong fissures several thousand feet in length. It

seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that they may be expected to continue to

der.ths of at least 1,000 or 2,(MX) feet. It is also probable that" ore will be found
at depths in these fissures. .Similar deposits in other localities have been shown to

have been formed by the agency of upward-moving solutions, and a like origin for these

may be postulated. If so, deposition of ore must have beecn more or less continuous,

vertically, and the ore bodies probably extend downward to considerable depths.

Only two properties of prospective value were noted. The first and largest of

these is situated near the centre of the peninsula ; the second, about a mile to the

northwest of Mount Maguire. A third claim on which cunsiedrable work has been

done for iron, is on Iron mountain, near the southw(^~t corner of the peninsula. No
decisive statement can be made of the value of any of these, owing to the almost

absolute lack of development, even of surface strippiui:.

The minerals of these deposits are principally pyrite with suliordinate chalcojiyrite.

Where the ore is massive, the copper present will amount to 18 or 20 per cent, but in

the average good body of ore the sulphides are disseminated through hornblendite

and the percentage of copper sinks to 5 or 6 per cent, or less. Some magnetite and
jtyrrhotite are also present; the gangue minerals are hornblende, chlorite, feldspar, and
quartz. Practically no gossan is present; weathering, except to a small extent along

joint cracks, does not extend more than a foot in depth.
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THE GEOLOGY OF THE ALUXITE AXD PYEOPHYLLITE EOCKS OF
KYUQUOT SOUND, VANCOUVEE ISLAND.

{Charles H. Clapp.)

Introduction.

In the southwestern part of Kyuquot sound, which is one of the large fiords

indenting the west coast of Vancouver island, the metamorphie volcanic rocks, which
comprise the greater part of Vancouver island, have been peculiarly altered to rocks

containing large amounts of alunite and pyroi^hyllite. These deposits of alunite and
pyrophyllite, which are the only deposits of their kind known in Canada, were

"staked" in 1908, and during the last few years the pyrophyllite rock has been

quarried by the British Columbia Pottery Company as a "fireclay," and by the San
Juan Mining and Manufacturing Company as a base of a powdered "household

cleanser.'' Of late j'ears alunite has attracted considerable attention as a possible source

of "potash," as well as a source of alum, so that the writer was directed to make an
examination of the Kyuquot deposits during the summer of 1913. Accordingly, he

spent four days during July examining the deposits and in making a reconnaissance

in a launch of the neighbouring shores. He was accompanied throughout the examina-
tion by the late Mr. William J. Sutton, of Victoria, at the time geologist for the

Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir) Company, and one of the best-informed men concern-

ing the natural resources of Vancouver island, by Mr. Wally, chemist of the San
Juan Mining and Manufacturing Company, and J. L. Hangi of the British Columbia
Pottery Company.

The principal alunite and pyrophyllite deposits are situated on a small peninsula

in the northwestern part of Kyuquot sound between Kokshittle arm and a small inlet

called Easy creek. The peninsula has a general northwest trend and is slightly over

2 miles in length and from 1,500 to 3,000 feet in width. The deposits occur in the

outer northwestern portion within an area of somewhat more than 1 square mile.

Kyuquot sound is reached by the C.P.K. steamer Princess Maquinna, which plies

between Victoria and the ports of the west coast of Vancouver island. It touches

at Kyuquot village at the entrance to Kyuquot sound twice a month, and if there is

freight calls at the (juarries of the British Columbia Pottery Company and of the

San Juan Mining and Manufacturing Company in the pyrophyllite and alunite

deposits. Other coasting vessels occasionally call at Kyuquot sound, and the de{H>sits

may be safely reached during the greater part of the year by launches from Alhorni

or Clayoquot sound.

I'UKMOIS WdKK.

No geological work had been done in the vicinity of the deposits previous to

the writer's cxaininatioii ; nor have descriptions of the deposits been lieretofore pub-

lished. Dr. Dawson's work in ISS.""* on Vancouver island did not extend as far south

ns lvvu(iiiot soiiihl, and tli(> writer's work on the island during l!*OS to \\H'2 did tint

extend as (av norlli. However, witli tlie cxceplion of the peculiar alteration of the

metanioriiliii- volcanies resulting in llie t'oriiiMlion of ilie py ropliyllite and alnnite

deposits, tile get)logy is similar to that of ilie re->t of \ nneouver island. The general

geology of the island is best siinunari/ed in the following publleatitms: ~
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Report on a geological exniniiiatioii of the northern part of Vancouver
island and adjiioent coasts, b.v G. M, Dawson. Ann. Kep., 18S6, Geol. Surv..

Can., pp. 1 B-107 B.

Southern Vancouver island, by ( hnrles IT. Clapp, Memoir No. I'-i, Cunt].

Surv., Can., 1012.

Summary and Conclusions.

The rocks in the vicinity of the alunite and pyrophyllite deposits of Kyuquot

sound are chiefly the Vancouver volcanics of Triassic and lower Jurassic age. Tliey

consist of amygdaloidal, po.rphyritic, and fragmental feldspathic andesites and dacites,

which have a general east-west strike and southerly dip of 20 degrees to 40 degrees. They
have been intruded by a feld^liathic quartz diorite. which appears to be the peripheral

phase of a large granodiorite batholith of the Saanich type and consequently of upper

Jurassic age. They are cut also by a few dykes of quartz bearing diorite porphyrite

which seems to be an apophysal phase of the quartz diorite. and by numerous dykes of

andesite porphyrite, some of which are clearly later than the quartz diorite, but some

of which appear to be injected equivalents of the effusive volcanics.

The volcanics. especially the fragmcntal varieties, have been metasomatically

replaced by certain secondary minerals resulting in four different types of altered

rooks: (1) quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks; (2) quartz-sericite rocks; (3) quartz-

pyrophyllite rocks; and (4) quartz-alunite rocks. These occur in separate, well defined

masses. All of the altered rocks contain more or less pyrite, but it appears as if the

alunitization and pyrophyllitization and part of the silicitication and sericitization

of the original volcanics had taken place before the introduction of the pyrite.

From a consideration of tlie chemical and mineral changes and the geological

relations it appears as if the alunitization nd pyrophyllitization were caused by hot

sulphuric acid solutions of volcanic origin, which acted chiefly on the fragmental

volcanics during their accumulation and before they were buried under the 4,500

feet or more of volcanic rocks which have been stripped away by erosion. The volcanic

rocks? were still further altered, pyritized, and silicified, under deep-seated conditions,

during and following the intrusion of the granodiorite batholith with its marginal

fafics of feldspathic qi;art'< diorite and accompanying minor intrusives. The pyro-

phyllite and alunite rocks have undergone still further alteration during the present

erosion cycle, by descending meteoric waters; so that above ground-water level they

are reddisli to white rocks containing no pyrite but instead, limonite and kaolin, the

oxidized alunite rocks containing also some sulphur. The rocks at or below ground-

water level are commonly bluish grey, with a small |wrcentage of pyrite.

Several claims have been taken up on the pyritized and altered rocks, which have

been considered to be of value for gold and copper, for alunite or alum, and for pyro-

]>liviit('. IV'Cu the most liiiihly mineralized dejiosits. the jnetallic min(>ral consisting

almost entirely of chalcopyrite and pyrite, arc too small and too low grade to be

considered as possible sources of copper ore. Xeither are the gold and silver values,

ranging from $0.,30 to $1.10 in gold and about 20 eents in silver, sufficient to encourage

any considerable development.

The alunite in the Kyuquot Sound deposits is the sodic variety, natronlunite, and

it occurs, mixed with quartz, diaspore, sericite, and other minerals, in masses of

quartz-alunite rock, of which the alunite forms from 20 to 4.') per cent. As yet the

Smu Juan Mining and JMnnufacturing Company, wlio own the alunite deposits, have
not used the alunite rock, althougli they have announced their intention of manufac-
turing alum." Alunite is at present considered to I)i' of value not only for alum, which
is now extracted from it. but also as a source of "potash salts" for fertilizers, and
as a possible source of aluminium ore. Since the Kyuquot Sound deposits contain a

large percentage of impurities, and since the alunite is of the sodic variety, they
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are not very promising as a source of alum or other potash salts. It is, however, to he

hoped, considering the large quantities of alunite available, that some use for it may
be found.

The compact variety of pyrophyllite is found in the Kyuquot Sound deposits

mixed with 20 to 50 per cent of quartz and a little sericite. The quartz-pyrophyllite

rock has been used successfully by the British Columbia Pottery Company as a "fire-

clay "' to mix with surface clays and Cretaceous shales to increase the refractiveness of

the mixture, which is used to manufacture sewer-pipe and fireproofing. It has also

been used by the San Juan Mining and Manufacturing Compaay, who have

taken advantage of the extremely fine-grained character and slipperiness of the rock

to manufacture a powdered " household cleanser," a metal polish, and a mechanic's

soap. It is probable that the pyrophyllite rock might be employed as a substitute for

powdered massive talc in other uses. It is to be hoped that an increasing use for the

material may be found; and although the deposits are not large, they are doubtless

large enough to meet any demand that is likely to be put upon them for a great many
years.

General Character of the District.

TOPOCRAPHY.

Kyuquot sound is one of the six large inlets or fiords which indent the west or

southwest coast of Vancouver island and afford access into the heart of the Vancouver
range. It is situated in the northern part of the island, between the northernmost

fiord, Quatsino sound, and Esperanza inlet. Kokshittle arm is the northwestern of

the several straight, narrow, deep arms which lead into the open, islanded portion of

Kyuquot sound. It trends about S. 15° E., and is about 9 miles in length, and from
200 yards to 2 miles in width. Entering Kokshittle arm from the west near its outer

portion, is a small inlet called Easy creek, trending and opening to the northwest,

about 2 miles loag and from less than 1,000 feet to 2,000 feet in width. Between
Easy creek and Kokshittle arm is a small peninsula. 1.500 to 3,000 feer wide, and, as

already stated, it is on this peninsula, more especially in the outer northwestern portion,

that the deposits of alunite and pyrophyllite rock occur.

The elevation of the plateau portion of the Vancouver range in the vicinity of

Kyuquot sound varies from about 2,500 to 3,000 feet near the ocean to about 3,500

to 4,000 feet near the inner portion of the sound. Surmounting the general plate^iu

surface are numerous rounded summits, many of them characteristiclly cone-shaped,

that attain elevations of 4,000 to 4,500 feet above sea-level. Only the higher moun-
tains, more especially the Garibaldi peaks to the uortlieast of Kokshittle arm, have
serrated summits. In the immediate vicinity of the sound the dissection of the
plateau has been sufficient to entirely de^stroy it and to reduee the area to a large

number of diversely arranged hills and ridges of unequal height, which have been
smoothed and rounded by glaciatiun. ^lost of the larger hills are between 1,000 and
2,500 feet in height, but a few are over 3,000 feet. The four or five rounded hills and
ridges wliieh compose the ^niall ptiiiii-iula hetween Kuksliittle arm and Easy creek are
o.ily from 250 to 5(K) feet in iieight and are arranged along tlu^ axis of the peninsula
in such a manner that the northeast slope to Kokshittle arm i^ soim-what gentler than
the slope to Easy ereek.

The run-oif is largely accomplished by numerous snudl. inegularly-patteriuxl

Htreanis, most of which, ou aoeount of the abundant rainfall and the heavy vt>getntion

of th(i region, How continuourtly throughout the year. A few larger streims. that in

several iiislancis have their sources in glacial la!a>s, drain the larger ghicijitisl valley-,

which in tlieir outer i)ortion3 are fiordrt. small inlets, or bays.
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CM.MATK AND VKGr.TATlON.

In common ^vitll the rt<t <>f the we*;t. coast of Vancouver island, the rainfall is

large, from 90 to 100 inches a year, although the summer months, c-^pecially July and
August, are comparatively dry. The temperature is remarkably uniform and temperate
throughout the year, averaging about 40" F. in winter and 55° F. in summer. At sea-

level the snowfall is light and the snow remains on the ground only a few days at a

time. Even at a thousand feet above sea-level the snowfall is much heavier and the

snow remains much longer, virtually the entire winter, and in protected places above
elevations of 4,000 feet, the snow renu\ins most of the year, although the actual snow-
line is about 5,000 feet above sea-level.

General Geology.

CKNERAI. STATKMKNT.

The principal rocks of the area are a series of intcrhedded flow and fragniental

volcanics which are similar to most of the other volcanic rocks of Vancouver island,

hence they are doubtless of Triassic and lower Jurassic age and members of the Van-
couver volcanics. These have been deformed and intruded by a fcldspathic (piartz

diorite which is a periplieral phase of a large granodiorite batholith that is correlated

with the Saanich granodiorite, and hence is considered to bo of upper Jurassic age.

The volcanics have been intruded also by two series of dykes—one set of quartz-bear-

ing diorite porphyrite, which appears to be an apophysal phase of the quartz diorite;

and another set of fcldspathic andcsite porphyrites. which appears to be in part

injected phases of the effusive volcanics.

In places near the intrusive fcldspathic (juartz diorite the Vancouver volcanic-

have been metasomatically replaced by quartz. scricit(\ chlorite, pyrophyllite, alunitc,

and diaspore, giving rise to altered rocks of four different types, which are calle<l

:

(1) quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks; (2) quartz-sericite rocks; (3) quartz-pyrophyllite

rocks; (4) (luartz-alunite rocks.

Table of Formations.

Upper .Jurassic and possibly

Lower Cretaceous.

Batholithic and minor intrusives :

—

Ffldspathic andesite i>orphyrite Dykes.
(Position doubtful; may be in i''. . injected

phases of Vancouver volcaiiK-'.

Quartz bearing diorite p()rj)hyritf'. Dykes.
Feldspathic quartz diorite (Saauicli type). Peripheral facies of

Lower .Jurassic and Triassic Saanich pranodio-

Vancouver volcanics. rite batholith.

Altered or motasouiatic rocks :

—

Quartz -alunite rocks; 'quartz- pyr iphyllite

rocks ; quartz-sericite rocks
;

quartz -

serieitc-cfilorite rocka.

Unaltered rocks:

—

Flow and fr.aguient^ii,

Feldspathic andesitcs and dncites. cfTusive volcanic
rooks and i)robivbly

some dykes.

VANCOUVEH \01.l AMC'S.

Tlic unreplaccd or comparatively slightly altered volcanics form the larger iiarl

of the ix-ninsula between Kokshittle arm and Easy crock, on which the alunitc and

pyroi)hyllito rw'ks occur. The inner, southern portion of the peninsula is almost

entirely compf)sed of slightly-altered volcanics. and anotlicr area, 500 to 1,500 feet

wide, extends across the northern portion of the ]ieninsula and separates the altered

rocks into two n)asses.
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The Vancouver volcauics are feldspathic andesites and dacites, and include botli

flow and fragmental types, and the flow types are both amygdaloidal and porphyritic.

However, in spite of their differences in composition and texture, all the volcanics

have a very simiUir general appearance. They are most commonly deiise, dark reddish

rocks, although some are grey or greenish grey. The fragmental rocks range from
dense rocks, resulting from the induration of very fine tuffs, to rather coarse breccias

or agglomerates, with angular fragments up to 4 inches in diameter.

On microscopic examination the volcanics are seen to be essentially feldspathic.

Consisting largely of albite-oligoclase, ca. Ab. 85 An. 15. Doubtless they originally

contained hornblende, but this has been completely altered to chlorite, epidote, and
calcite. The rocks are, therefore, classed as feldspathic andesites although some varie-

ties which contain essential quartz are, of course, classed as dacites. The mineral and

chemical composition of a fragmental dacite, the chief volcanic rock to have been
replaced by aliniite and pyrophyllite, is given in the table on page 118.

ALTERED VOLCANICS.

The quartz-sericite-ehlorite rocks are the most abundant of the altered types.

They occur surrounding the other altered rocks, thus forming wide transition zones

between the comparatively imaltered volcanics and those most completely replaced.

On the peninsula between Kokshittle arm and Easy creek, the quartz-sericite-ehlorite

rocks form the larger part of the southern area of altered rocks, which extends from
Monteith bay to the southwest side of the peninsula and is from 200 to nearly 1,000

feet in width. They also form most of the northern area of altered rocks which is a

rudely triangular-shaped area over 2,000 feet long and 1,500 feet wide. The quartz-

sericite-ehlorite rocks also form smaller masses, replacing shear zones in the normal
dacites and andesites.

The quartz-sericite-ehlorite rocks are chiefly dense, light to dark greenish rocks

which retain the porphyritic, amygdaloidal, or fragmental .texture of the primary
dacites and andesites. They consist of an irregular but extremely fine-grained

(0 005 to 0-2 mm.) intergrowth of secondary minerals chiefly (piartz, sericite, and
chlorite, and almost invariably they contain finelv granular pyrito and chalcopyrite.

The quartz-sericite rocks occur intimately associated with the quartz-pyrophyl-

lite rocks of the Monteith claim and on the west side of the peninsula on the Deertrail

claim; and occur also in fairly large masses composed almost entirely of the quartz-

sericite rocks. One of these masses occurs on the east side of the peninsula and forms

a part of the southern area of altered rocks..

The quartz-sericite rocks are dense and in places cherty, light bluish grey to flesh

coloured, and, owing to the ahnost universal presence of pyrite, are stained with

hydrous iron oxides on their weathered surfaces. Besides quartz and sericite the only

otlier minerals present are pyrito, limonite, kaolin, and in some phiees probably

alunite, and in other places possibly pyrophyllite. The rocks are of fine but irregular

grniii varyiii;; Irimi (l(l(H to O-l mm. 'I'lic i>yritt' ncciirs in small regular crystals and
is apinirciitly i(|)lacing the quartz and scriciti', and appears, therefore, to be of later

formal ioii.

A partial clniuifal analysis and the mineral compo>itiou of a tyiiii-al tpiartz-

Kcricitc rock arc gi\cn in the table on page 118.

'i'hc (juartz-pyrophyllite rocks are more restricted in tlicir occurriMue than tlie

allrrcd types jireviously described, and except for a small area on tlu* SocUt-yc claim

on the south shore of Kasy creek, about 1^ milc>* south of the end of the puiiu-iula

between Kasy creek and Kokshittle arm, they are re-lrieled in the peiiinsida. Tlierc

they are fonuil nn ilir l)(.itrail claim on llie ue>t side of the pi-ninsuhi, ami on

the ]Vront<'itli ehiim on llie ea-l side of the peninsula, forming compact masses,

composed almost entirely of the qiiartz-py roiihyllite rock, of .'» aere^ ami I acre

L't; S
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in extent, respectively. Small amounts of the pyrophyllit-e rock are found

associated with the quartz-alunite rock, and some alunite is found in the masses of

net\rly pure quartz-pyrophyllite rock, but for the greater part the two rocks form

separate and fairly pure mr>i'.ses.

The quartz-])yropliyllite rocks are all dense, and usually have a pronounced greasy

or soapy feel. The rock is easily crushed to a very fine, smooth powder and its use

as a clay and " household cleanser " is dependent upon this property. Much of the

quartz-pyrophyllite rock contains disseminated small grains of pyrite or small masses

of finely granular pyrite, and these varieties are invariably light grey to rather dark

bluish-grey in colour. These rocks are not only stained yellowish or reddish brown on

exposed surfaces, but pass into reddish, pinkish, or cream coloured rocks, which have

apparently been leached of pyrite. -Another variety, which is light greyish to cream

coloured and weathers white, appeai-s never to have contained any pyrite. The quartz-

pyrophyllite rock has been more or less sheared, producing in places shear zones filled

with a soft gouge, composed largely of quartz, pyrophyllitc. and kaolin, and in other

places resulting in a fault breccia, consisting of angular fragments of the quartz-

pyrophyllite rock, cemented by a reddish matrix of quartz, pyrophyllite. kaolin, and

iron oxides.

The minerals of the rocks are seen microscopically to be essentially quartz and

pyrophyllite, with accessory sericite and small amounts of pyrite, limonite, and

kaolin. Since the analysis shows the presence of almost as much soda as potash, it is

probable that the rocks contain a small amount of unreplaced or secondary feldspar.

Most of the rocks show that they have resulted from the metasomatic replacement,

chiefly of fragmental, but in some instances of porphyritic and even amygdaloidal

volcanics. The rocks are very fine-grained and some of the quartz is so fine-grained

that it is microphanitic, that*is, its crystalline character is doubtful; and it is possible

tliat some of the secondary silica occurs in the form of opal.' The pyrophyllite occurs

in small flakes, averaging about 001 mm. in diameter, that are rather irregular in

outline and roughly equidimensional, and hence are easily distinguished from the

flakes of sericite, which usually have a pronounced elongation. The pyrite usually

occurs in small euhedral grains, which have apparently replaced the metasomatic rock.

The pinkish and cream-coloured rocks contain no pyrite. but contain a little limonite,

and also a dense, white, opaque substance, presumably kaolin. This supposed kaolin

occurs in small, regularly shaped patches which arc apparently pseudomorphs after

pyrite, and in the greyish rocks the kaolin and pyrite occur together in such a manner

that the kaolin appears to be replacing the pyrite.

The chemical and mineral composition of two typical quartz-pyrophyllite rocks

are given in the table on page 118.

The quartz-alunite rocks form, at the extreme northwestern point of the peninsula

l)etween Koksliittle arm and Easy creek, on the Morris claim, a large mass, about

44 acres in area, and another much smaller mass occurs along the shore to the east

on the Snowstorm claim.

The alunite rocks are extrem.ely fine-grained, dense, and in places porcelain-like

rocks, possessing a hackly fracture and a harsh to a hard, finely gritty feel, and a few

of the rocks are foliated. They vary in colour in much the same way as the q\iartz-

pyrophyllite rocks from a light to dark bluish grey through reddish and pinkish colours

to cream and white. The bluish grey rocks almost invariably contain more or less

pyrite. either as minute disseminated grains, or in small, very finely graniilar masses.

The red, junk, cream coloured, and white rocks are almost free from pyrite. although

with the exception of some white, porcelain-like varieties, all the rcwks are stained

red, yellow, or brown on their weathered surfaces with iron oxides. The greyish-blue

» Cf. Alunite rocks In Snn Cristobal Quadrangle, Colorado. Larsen, E. S.. Bull. U. S. Geol.

Surv., No. 530-F. 1912, pp. 5-C.
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ruck is fuund chieily uear sea-level, that is, near or below ground-water level, while

above the ground-water level, the rock is chiefly of the pink or cream coloured variety.

These latter rocks frequently contain cores a few inches in thickness of the bluish

grey rock. It thus appears that the reddish to pink and cream to white rocks have
been formed during the present cycle by the partial to total leaching and oxidation of

the pyrite (iron sulphide), by descending meteoric waters; and doubtless below the

present ground-water level the greyish blue rock would predominate. The ability

of these waters to leach the alunite rocks of iron is strikingly shown by the cementing

of the beach detritus fringing the alunite deposit, with limonite, a process still in

vigorous action.

The alunite rocks consist essentially of quartz and alunite, with, in places, acces-

sory diaspore and sericite. Pyrite, as mentioned, is accessory in the bluish grey rocks.

The only other minerals noted are kaolin, sulphur, and limonite, but these have prob-

ably been the result of recent surface alteration. Since the analyses of the quartz-

alunite rocks show more than suj6B.cient alkalis to combine with alumina to form

alunite and sericite, it is probable that some undecomposed or secondary feldspar

occurs in the rocks. The large percentage of water suggests the presence of hydrar-

gillite also, but neither of these minerals was detected. The quartz-alunite rocks are

clearly seen to have resulted from the metasomatic replacement of fragmental and
occasionally porphyritic volcanics. They are fine-grained, the alunite varying from
"005 to 0'3 mm. in diameter, and the quartz from 0*005 mm. to almost sub-micro-

scopic in size. The alunite, which occurs in irregular,, but roughly equidimensional

grains, is readily distinguished by its moderate birefringence, basal cleavage, parallel

extinction, and positive, uniaxial character. The diaspore occurs in well-

defined lath-shaped to acicular grains, which are usually diversely arranged, but

which in some rocks have either a sub-parallel or radial arrangement. As in the

quartz-pyrophyllite rocks, pyrite occurs in small grains, many of which have regular

crystal outlines and have apparently replaced the alunitized rock.

The chemical and approximate mineral composition of two typical rocks are gives

in the table on page 118. It is found that the alunite contains a large amount of

soda, hut alunite of this character is not uncommon and is properly called natroa-

Innite.^

BATHOLITHIC AND MINOR rSTRLSIVES.

The feldspathic quartz diorites are found only in the vicinty of the northern part

of Kokshittle arm, 2 miles north of the alunite and pyrophyllit^ deposits. They are

phanocrystalline, rather fine to medium-grained rocks, with a sub-porphyritic texture,

and consist of rectangular reddish feldspars, oligoclaso-andesine, ca. Ab. 50 An. 50 to
Ah. 75 An. 25, in a fine-grained, rather dark greyish green groundmass. The ground-

mass consists largely of oligoclase-andesine, with hornblende, a little biotito, quartz,

and orthoclase. Magnetite is virtually the only accessory. The rocks are moderately
to con^^ideiably :ilt<'rcd to uralile, chlorite, epidote, sericite, and calcite.

Cutting the Vancouver volcanics and the qnartz-sericite-chlorite rooks, arc n few
rather largo dykes which are apparently closely related to the f<'ldspathio quartz
diniite. The dyke rocks are dark, fine-grained rocks with a few medium sized, whitish

wciithering feldspar phenocrysts, shown microscopically to be oligoclaso-rtudosino.

Ab. CtO An. 40 to Ab. 75 An. 25. The groundmass consists of snniU laths of oligodase-
ajulcsine feldspar with interstitial secondary fcrroniagncsinn niineriils. pn»bably after

both Imrnblcnde and aiigite, and (iiuirtz. Magnetite is the only a<'cessory. Tlie rocks
nro greatly altered to chhirite. serpentine, epidnte. sericite, quartz, pyrite, and limonite.

' HlUebrand. W. P. and Penfleltl. S. L. Some mlilltloiis to tl>.< AhimtH-Jurojilt** rronp of
mlnernls In Hull r..S. Ct-ol. .Smv,, No. LMiU, lOOr. : pp :!7 II

20—8 J
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Cutting the normal Vancouver volcauics and some of the altered rocks are

numerous small dykes of fine-grained and dense feldspathic andesite or diorite por-

ph.vrite. Similar dykes cut the feldspathic quartz diorite, and hence all the dykes may
be later than the quartz diorite and related to it; but in their lithological characters,

the dyke rocks are similar to the effusive andesites of the Vancouver volcauics. For
this reason and in order to distinguish them from those coarse-grained, quartz bearing,

diorite porphyrite dykes which are quite clearly related to the quarts diorite^. the finor-

graincd dyke rocks are called andesite porphyrites. They are dark groenisli grey,

weathering to a lighter greyish green, very fine-grained to dense rocks, with numerous

small, lath-shaped feldspar phenocrysts, seen microscopically to be oligoclase or oligo-

clase-albite, ca. Ah. 75 An. 25 to Ab. 90 An. 10. They are set in a groundraass con-

sisting of smaller laths or microlites of oligoclase in a chloritic matrix formed by the

replacement of primary interstitial hornblende. Magnetite is accessory. The rocks

arc greatly altered, and besides chlorite the secondary minerals are sericite, caleite,

and quartz.

Structural Geology.

The Vancouver volc^nics, although involved in several minor folds, have a general

east-west strilie and a southerly dip of 20 degrees to 40 degrees. They are broken by

small normal faults and also by rather numerous shear zones. The shear zones are

larger and more numerous near the various altered rocks derived by the metasomatism

of the volcauics. The masses of altered rocks, with the exception of the quartz-sericite

rock masses, are very greatly fractured and sheared, and have been brecciated in

places by faulting. The voleanics are broken also by numerous irregular fracturt'S

and, in a few place?, exhibit regular columnar jointing.

As noted, the altered rocks are confined to the neighbourhood of the feldspathic

quartz diorite, and a zone of the pyritized quartz-sericite-chlorite rock, one-quarter

to one mile wide, separates the relatively unaltered voleanics from the main mass of the

fc'ldsiiathic <iuai-tz diorite. The contact of the feldspathic quartz diorite and the

quartz-sericite-chlorite rock is not actually exposed, but there is no doubt that the

feldspatliic (luartz dioriti" is intrusive into the quartz-sericite-chlorito rock. In

fact this rock appears to be partly the result of the contact metamorphism of the

Vancouver voleanics. The intrusive character of the feldspathic quartz diorite is

indicated also by the contact shatter breccia exposed along the shores of Kokshittle

arm, consisting of numerous angular inclusions of dense, dark weathering rocks,

])r(-sumably altered volcauics, in the feldspathic (juartz diorite.

The dykes of quartz bearing diorite porjihyrites are apparently related to the

ft'ldspathic quartz diorites and may be considered apophysal phases. Oidy a few of

these dykes are known, and they occur cutting the normal andesites and dacites of

the Vancouver voleanics and more characteristically cutting the quartz-sericite-chlorite

rocks. The dykes of andesite porphyrite are numerous and cut all the voleanie rocks

and their altered equivalents. Similar dykes, not examined microscopically, cut the

feldspathic quartz diorite and the contact shatter breccia. Some of the dykes are so

similar in character to the voleanics and are apparently so closely associated with

them, nccurrintr 7 miU>s from the feldspathic quartz diorite ami even 5 miles from

any of the altered rocks, that they are perhaps best correlated with the voleanics and

considered injected equivalents of them. However, there are, of course, at least some

of the dykes which are younger than the batholithic rocks.

As a rule, the various altered rocks form separate masses, especially the quartz-

alunite rocks, but the quartz-pyrophyllite rocks are closely associated with quartz-

sericite rocks. These latter occur, in the northwestern deposit on the Deertrail claim,

as irregular streaks through the dojiosit and apparently follow shear zones. In the

deposit on the Monteitli claim a cherty phase of flic (juarlz-sericite rock occurs inter-
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bedded with the quartz-pyrophyllite rock in such a manner that it appears as if some of

the beds of the originally thin-bedded and southerly dipping volcanics had been replaced

by quartz and sericite, and other beds by quartz and pyrophyllite. As noted, the

quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks represent the less completely replaced volcanics, and they

occur surrounding the other more completely replaced types. Shear zones in the

quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks are frequently more highly altered, consisting almost

entirely of quartz and metallic minerals, chiefly pyrite and chalcopyrite.

Alteration of the Volcanics,

Since the original textures of the volcanic rocks are preserved in the various

altered rocks, it is clear that the Kyuquot Sound alunite and pyro-

phyllite deposits have been formed by the metasomatic replacement of the

Vancouver volcanics, chiefly the fragmental varieties. As the altered rock

masses show no evidence that either swelling or contraction took place

during the replacement of the volcanics, it is supposed that the replace-

ment took place without change in the total bulk of the original volcanics.*

However, the altered rocks are slightly more porous than the volcanics indicating that

a slight reduction in volume has tiken place.^ As shown by a comparison of the specific

gravities and porosities of the altered rocks with the specific gravity and porosity of

the original fragmental dacite, indicated in the following table, the increase in the

porosity of the altered rocks is not sufficient to offset their increase of density; so that

in all cases the fragmental dacite has not only gained slightly in weight, from 1-9 to

7-8 per cent, but, even considering equal bulk volumes of the fresh and altered rocks,

there has been a slight addition of material, from 0-4 to 7-5 per cent.

The chemical and mineralogical changes undergone during the metasomatism of

the fragmental dacite, resulting in the quartz-sericite, quartz-pyrophyllite, and quartz-

alunite rocks, are shown by the accompanying table. It does not seem as if the

chemical change resulting in the quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks with more or less

undecomposed feldspar is very marked.

It is seen that the quartz-alunite rocks have increased in pyrite, sulphur, and
sulphuric anhydride, and that all the rocks have increased in water, the quartz-

sericite rocks to a much less extent than the other two types. AU of the rocks have
lost iron oxide, magnesia, arid lime. It does not seem, however, as if relative loss of

these constituents in the different rocks is significant. All of the rocks have

lost soda, but in this case the relative loss is undoubtedly significant. The quartz-

Rcrioite rocks have lost the most and the qiuirtz-alunite rocks the least, owing to the

development of soda alunite. The other oxides, silica, alumina, and potash have
increased in some rocks and decreased or remained nearly constant in others. It

thus appears as if during alteration there was a rearrangement and slight transfer of

these constituents, although they were not removed from the zone of alteration. The
quartz-alunite rocks have lost some siliea wliile the quartz-sericite rooks have pained
a corrc'.spon<ling amount. In the quartz-pyrophyllite rocks silica has either remaiiud
constant or has increased slightly. As would be expected tlio tiuartz-pyroi»l»yllito

rocks have gained in aliiiiiiiux while the quartz-sericite rtn-ks have lust. The rooks
containing about 45 per cent of alunite have also gained in alumina, but those con-

taining a smaller amount, about 20 per cent, may have lost some alumina. The
change in potash is especially cha^acteriv^tic, as it has increased in tlu^ quartz-alunite

rocks, decreased in the quartz-pyrophyllite rocks, and nuiained nearly eonst^xnt in

the quartz-sericite rocks.

' Cf. Alunite rotk formed by replnoemcnt of dncite. Rnnsome, F. L , iitoloRy u»il or«
dcpOHltu of Uoldflold, NuViula. Prof. I'iiper, I,' S. ileol. Surv., No. CG. IStOJ), p. 180.
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Table ShoiL'ing Character of the Alteration of Dacite Tuff.

Silica (SlOo)
Aluniina^AljOa)
Ferric oxide (Kf._,Oj)

Ferrous acid (FeU)
Pyrite(FeS„)
Mapno.sia (MgO)
Linic (CaO)
S()da(Na.,0)
Potash (K.,0)
Wat.r(H;0)
Titanium oxide (TiOn) . . .

.

Phosphoric acid (PO^)
Manganese oxifie ( .NFiiO). .

.

Sulphuric anhydride (.SO3).

Sulphur (S)

73-22
13 46

•2 33
9(;

0-42
1-50

b-AC,

1-74

0()2
28

0-10

trace

trace

87 80
5)08
0-40

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

02
170
104

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

trace

81-94
Ifi 29

11

n.d.

n.d.

nd.
0-40

50
2 40

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

trace

71-88
23-.56

14

trace

0-21

00
36

0-43
3-24

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

trace

48-82

I'J 08
007

n.d.

n.d.
n.d.
2-74
4 40
700

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.

17 32(a)
57{a)

62 70
12 «8
1-40

trace
2 09
005
0-20

1 09
2 10
7 15

n.d.

n.d.

n.d.
7 -06(a)

2-88(n)

Specific gavity of non-porous rock
Specific gravity of porous rock ,

I'orosity, per cent
Number of grains of non-jiorous rock, derived from

100 gm. of non-porous fresh rock
Nuinlier of grains of porous altered rock, derived

from 100 xm. of porous fresh rock

100 09

2 70
2-68

67

100.04

2-75
2-70
1-8

101-9

100-7

100 64

2 76
2-73
1-2

102 2

101-9

99-88

2-91
2-88

10

107-8

107-5

100-00

2-75

2 69
2-1

101-9

100-4

100 00

2-84
2-79
1-8

105 2

104-1

Mineral comjwsition.

Quartz
Fi-ldspar

Sericite
Kaolin
l'yro))hyllite

A [unite
Diasjhire
Magnetite and ilmf>nite..

Pyrite
Hematite and leucoxene.
Liinonite
Sulphur
Epidoto and clilorito

Talc
Calcite

30
60
2

S2

14
3

50

)
7-8

20 36

18-3

58

10 3

12

1 , 2 2

0-7
0-1

100 1(;0 lot) 100

45 20
4 5

2-;

01
6

16
2 9

100 100

(a) The sulphur and sulphuric anhydride were not determined directly. Both were esti-

mated togetlier as SO,, and relative amounts of S and SO3 arrived at by calculation.

No. 1—Dacite tuff, 1 mile southeast of Monteith hay.

No. 2—Cherty quartz-serioite rook, quarry of British Columbia Pottery Co., Monteith claim.

No. 3—Pink to white, quartz-pyrophyllite rock, quarry of British Columl)ia Pottery Co.,

Monteith cljaim.

No. 4—White to greyish, quartz-pyrophyllite rock, quarry of San Juan Min. and Mfg. Co.,

Deertrail claim.

No. 5— rink to while, quartz-alunite rock, Morris claim.

No. 6—Bluish grey, quartz-alunite rock, Morris claim.

All rocks are from Kyuquot sound and analysed by N. Ij. Turner of Department of Mines,

Mines Branch, Ottawa.

The original quartz in the dacite has not suffered any hiss except in (Hie doubt-

ful f'ase, the quartz-pyrophyllite rock containing 71 per cent of pyrophyllite. In

this ca.se the a|)parent loss may be partly accounted for by the conspicuous addition

of material, chiefly jilumina. Tt is probal)lo that the original quartz has not been

greatly affected by tlie alteration. On the other hand the original ferromatrucsinn
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or mafic minerals, now represented in the dacites by the secondary minerals, chlorite,

epidote, hematite, and so forth, have been entirely decomposed and most of their

constituents removed. It is clear that the alteration of the feldspar has resulted in

the secondary quartz, sericite, pyrophyllite, alunite, diaspore, and kaolin, making up
most of the altered rocks. Pyrite, with its alteration products, limonite, and sul-

phur, seems to have been introduced, as will be presently described, after the forma-
tion of most of the other minerals.

In addition to the facts given above the following are significant as indicating

the nature of the alteration. The altered rocks are cut by dykes of quartz bearing

diorite porphyrite, and of andesite porphyrite, which although similar in character

to the original volcanics are not nearly so greatly altered as the volcanics, nor are

they altered in the same manner. Hence it seems clear the alunitization and pyrophyl-

litization of the volcanics took place before the injection of the dykes. It appears

from a microscopic examination of their texture that the altered rocks were impreg-

nated and partially replaced by pyrite after the alunitization and pyrophyllitization.

The alunite and pyrophyllite rocks are localized in their occurrence, for although

similar and pyritized volcanics occur in great profusion over Vancouver island,

many of them highly altered, no other alunite or pyrophyllite rocks are known. Not
only are such rocks unknown in other portions of Vancouver island, but even at

K.vuquot sound the deposits appear to be restrict^ to the vicinity of the intrusive

feldspathic quartz-diorite. It is thus assured that the solutions causing the alunitiza-

tion and pyrophyllitization were of local origin and were not descending oxidizing

waters of meteoric origin.

On the other hand the difference between the surface rocks from those found
near or below ground-v\'ater level indicates that descending oxidizing solutions have

been effective in forming limonite, sulphur, and kaolin, which are to some extent

clearly pseudomorphic after pyrite. Both the limonite and sulphur have apparently

been derived by the breaking up and oxidation of the pyrite, although sulphur occurs

only in the alunite rocks. The kaolin has probably formed by the action of sulphuric

acid derived by the oxidation of the pyrite. In addition, it appears, from the analyses

of the samples collected by the writer, as if the surface rocks contain more alunite

than the rocks at a below ground-water level ; and it is possible that the additional

alunite was also the result of the action of sulphuric acid in the descending meteoric

waters. However, Mr. Wally, chemist of the San Juan Mining and ^fanufacturing
Coinpany, states that his investigations indicate that the lower, blujsh grey n1;inito

rocks contain more alunite than the surface reddish to white rocks; and he bolievtv?

that alunite as well as pyrite has been leached from the surface rocks.

The apparent restriction of the altered rocks to the vicinity of the intrusive felds-

l)athic quartz diorite and the very gre^it erosion that the volcanic rocks, associnte^l

with the alunite and pj'ropliyllite deposits, have suffered, at least 4.5(>() feet, suggests

tliat the alteration was caused by hot, ascending, sulphuric acid solutions of deep-

seated origin, which emanated from the intrusive bntholith. However, iti view oi the

fact that geologists do not generally admit tlie presence of such sohitions.' the eviilenee

in tlie Kyutpiot Sound district is not strong enough to sup])ort the view that all the

altf^ration took jdace in this manner; but there can be little question but tliat the

ro(!ks were somewlint altered following the intrusion of the feldspathic quarts, diorite.

Tlie zone of (piartz-sericite-chlorite rock in contact with the iiuartz diorite suggests

that It and similar rocks were developed at that time. It is probable that at the same
time tlic pyriti/iition and possildy some of tlie silicitication of the volcanii's took place,

jinwcvcr, as not/cd, the jjyriti/.ation ai)i"areiitly followed tlie ahiiiiti/atioii and pyro-

jilivllitizatioii. In addition it is certain that the idmiiti/.ation and pyrophyllitization

followed the injection of the dykes of quartz bearing diorite porphyrite. which is con-

' LiuMiii, K. S. Alwiiilt' ill Sun Crlslobiil cjniiilraiiKlu, Oolo
, Hull. IVS. iJeol. Siirv.. No.

G:tO K, I!) 12, p. 7.
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sidered to be an apophysal phase of the feldspathic quartz diorito, and of andesite

porphyrite. As already mentioned, the origin and time of the injection of the andesite

porphyrite dykes is doubtful, but apparently some of the dykes are related to the

volcanics and may be considered as injected equivalents. If this is true, the

alunitization and pyrophyllitization and part of the silicificatioji and sericitization

was ac'-omplished by !?olfataric action during the eruption of the volcanics. Since

alunite and pyrophyllite are probably developed only under moderate conditions of

I>ressure and temperature, such as exist ne^ir the surface, although alunite may form

tlirough a vortical range of at least several hundred feet,' the alunitization and pyro-

phyllitization of the volcanics doubtless took place before the volcanics were buried

by the 4,500 feet or more of volcanics, which have been stripped away by erosion,

re-exposing the alunitized and pyrophyllitized volcanics. That the alunite and pyro-

phyllite were formed near the surface is indicated also by the extremely fine-grained

and even microcryptocrystalline, opal-like character of the associated quartz, a feature

which is characteristic of deposits formed near the surface."

It is doubtful whether the sulphuric acid which was added to the volcanics was

derived by oxidation, near the surface, of hydrogen sulphide, or was contained in the

ascending hot waters. The deposits are not exposed through a great enough vertical

range to indicate whether or not they change rapidly within a shallow vertical

range. In either''caso the deposits were formed near the surface during the eruption

of the volcanics, and it is doubtful if, during eruption, the volcanic rocks suflFered any

great amount of oxidation and weathering by descending, oxidizing, meteoric waters

;

at least no other possible occurrences of such rocks are known in the Vancouver vol-

canics. Neither are the altered rocks as porous as they probably would be if they

had been altered by descending acid solutions. It is, therefore, assumed that the

deposits were formed, as most alunite deposits in the United States are believed to

have been formed, by hot ascending acid solutions of volcanic origin and that at least

those solutions causing alunitization carried free sulphuric acid.

The occurrence in separate masses of the three different types of altered rocks,

quartz-alunite, quartz-pyrophyllite, and quartz-sericite rocks, that are all believed to

have been formed by hot, ascending, acid solutions may be explained in several ways,

all of which may have been effective; by a variation in the character of the ascending

solutions, during different stages of solfataric action, or perhaps caused by oxidation

near the surface; by slight differences in either the chemical or physical character of

the replaced volcanics; or by the loss of free sulphuric acid during the alunitization

of a portion of the volcanics and the subsequent pyrophyllitization and sericitization

of the volcanics somewhat farther away from the source of the solutions or from their

main channels of circulation. However, as previously noted, there seems to have been

a rather free interchange and transfer of materials throughout the altered zone. Since

the three types of altered rocks are surrounded by quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks, it

seems as if these were partly the result of the alteration of the volacnics at some

distance from the channels of circulation by the somewhat cooler and less active solu-

tions. However, as noted, the quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks are in part the residt of

alteration iinder deep-seated conditions following the intrusion of the granodiorite

batholith and its attendant periiiheral phases and minor intrusives. The occurrence

of some of the quart/.-sericite-chlorite rocks suggests that the deep-seated solutions which

emanated from the intrusives followed the zones of previous alteration, as is indicated

also by the more general pyritization of the altere<l rocks than of the comparatively

fresh volcanics. As noted the altered rocks were still further altered by. descending,

oxidizing, meteoric solutions.

> Butler, B. S. nnd G.ile. H. S.. Alunite, a nowly-disoovered deposit near Maryvalc, Utah,

Bull. U.S. Geol. .«^urv , No. r.lt, 1912, p. 37.

» Lindgren, Waldcm.ir. Mineral Deposit.^, 1013, p. 134.
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Economic Geology.

GENERAL STATEMENT.

Several claims have been taken up in the pyritized and altered voleanics. The
deposits have been considered to be of value for gold and copper, for alunite or alum,

and for pyrophyllite, wliich has been used as a fireclay and as the base of a powdered

"household cleanser." Several claims have been staked for gold and copper at various

times, but most of these claims have been allowed to laps^. Dr. F. \Y. Morris, of

Victoria, claims to have accidentally discovered the alunite deposit on

the Morris claim, in 1008, by throwing a piece of the quartz-alunite rock

that had been roasted in his camp fire into a can of water and noticing

that after two or three days' immersion the rock had been partially disintegrated,

lie evaporated the water and obtained almost a pound of alum. Dr. Morris also

staked the adjoining deposit of pyrophyllite on the Deertrail claim. Shortly after

the deposit of quartz-pyrophyllite rock on the Monteith claim was staked by Mr.

J. L. Hangi for the British Columbia Pottery Company. Since that time, Mr.
Hangi, wlio is in charge of the British Columbia Pottery Company's' deposits and
interests in the vicinity of Kyuquot sound, has staked the other claims now held

by the British Columbia Pottery Company. The Morris, Snowstorm, and Deertrail

I'laims are held by the San Juan Mining and Manufacturing Company, and the

Monteith and Joseph Hunter claims aiid the J. D. Hunter and J. L. Hangi fractions

are held by the British Columbia Pottery Company. The latter company controls also

two claims on the southwest side of Easj' creek, the Soekeye and Curtis, and the Gold

Bug claims farther north, on the shore of Kokshittle arm.

GOLD AND COPPER.

The deposits that have been developed for gold and copper consist of the mineral-

ized altered voleanics, especially the quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks. The metallic

minerals are chiefly pyrite and chalcopyrite, and although they occur sparingly dis-

seminated throughout the altered rocks, they are confined chiefly to shear zones of vary-

ing width in the altered rocks. Even in the shear zones the mineralization is not great

and only small masses, a few inches or less in diameter, of finely granular sulphides,

have been developed. These are, of course, of no value as sources of copper ore. The

gold and silver values, even in the most highly-mineralized deposits, are low, from

$0.30 to $1.70 in gold and about 20 cents in silver, and many of the mineralized rocks

carry only a trace of these metals. Considering the small extent of the mineralization

and the spotted occurrence of the values, these deposits are very doubtful sources of

gold or silver.-

ALLNITE.

Gcitcnd lidailons and Size of Deposits.

Alunite is a hydrous sulphate of aluminum and iH)tassiuni having the formula

KjO, ;5AI.,()„ 4SO,„ (ill.O. When pure it contains ll-l per cent of potash Ov..O\
;!7-() per t<'nt nf jilmninii, Al.O,, and 3H. fi per cent of water. Uowover. alunite is

UHUidly found in nature in an impure state, nii.xed with (lunrtz, diaspure. serieite, and
other minorals and i-onlaining more or less ferric o.xiile ( Ke^OJ and soda (.Nal)).

The 8(jdie variety, whlcli is tlie variety found in the Kyutpuit Sound deposits, isi

properly called iiatroiduiiito.^ Alunito occurs in a rather eoarso-graiiUHl crystallino

' IllUcliiiniil, W. ]<'. iiml I'lMitlold, S. L. Somo luhlltlon.s In ilic Ahm to .laiosUt kiouji of
iiiluiialH In Hull. U. H. (iuol. Umv.. No. 28J. Ht05. i>p. 31-il.
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form, but more commonly, as at Kyuquot sound, as a fine-grained to dense, massive

variety.

A detailed description of the liyuquot Sound alunite deposits and of the physical

and chemical character of the alunite rocks has already been given. The alunite

mixed with (Hiartz and other minerals occurs in masses of (luartz-alunite rocks, whieli

have resulted from the jnetasomatic replacement of chiefly fragmental volcanic rocks,

(la.*'tes, and feldspatliic jindesiti's. Only one large depos^it is known ; it occurs on the

Morris claim, and is about 4J acres in area. This deposit extends to and below sea-

level and contains above sea-level about 600,000 tons. Another much smaller deposit

occurs along the shore' to the east on the Snowstorm claim. As presented under a

previous section, it is believed that the alunite deposits have been formed by uprising

ihernial waters, so that it is probable that the deposits extend below sea-level for an
indefinite distance, which, however, is probably not more than a few hundred feet.

Alunite forms frum 20 to at least 45 per cent of the alunite rocks and is mixed
chiefly with quartz varying from 40 to 50 per cent, sericite varying from virtually

nothing to 14 per cent, a little diaspore, and usually pyrite. The pyritiferous alunite

rocks are bluish grey in colour and are found chiefly near sea-level, at or below the

present ground-water level, or as small cores in reddish to white rocks which occur

above ground-water level and have been leached of their pyrite by descending rain

waters. A part of the iron of the pyrite has been removed by the waters and has

cemented the beach rubble fringing the alunite deposit, into a fairly firm rock. The
remaining iron of the pyrite has been oxidized to limonite, which gives the surface

rocks their reddish colour. Free sulphur has also resulted from the oxidation of the

pyrite, and occurs mixed with the limonite and with kaolin. According to the analysis

of the samples collected by the writer, it appears as if the reddish to white surface

rocks contain more alunite than the bluish grey, unoxidizod rooks; it thus appearing

as if part of the alunite in the surface rocks were the result of the oxidation of sul-

phur in the pyrite and its reaction with the alumina and alkalies remaining from the

original volcanics. However, Mr. Wally, chemist of the San Juan Mining and

Manufacturing Company, who has tested the deposit carefully, claims that the bluish

grey rocks contain on the whole more alunite than the reddish to white rocks, and

he believes that alunite as well as pyrite has been leached from the latter rocks.

Development and Uses.

As vet the San Juan Mining and Manufacturing Company, who own the alunite

deposits on the Morris and Snowstorm claims, have not used the alunfte rock for any

purpose, although they have announced their intention of manufacturing alum. How-

ever, they have stripped portions of the deposit and have oi>ened up small quarries

or prospect pits showing the continuity and extent of the deposit.

Fuiure Possibilities.^

Alunite has been mined for alum and aluminium sidphates at several localities

in other continents, chiefly at Tolfa, Italy, about 35 miles northwest of Rome, and

near the village of Bulla Delah. New South Wales. Australia. At present

nn use lias been made of the several deposits of alunite known in the Un'tcd

States, although tlicy have lately attracted considerable interest on account of the

increased drmaiid for potash salts, which are used chiefly and very extensively in

the manufacture of fertilizers. The United States Geological Survey has also

' The commercial availability of alunite. Its oocurrence In the United States and elsewhere,

and llu' i)riK(HH <inpIoycd In tlic niiimifivctiire of alum .'uvl aluminum sulphates from alunite are

excellenlly and conci.soly summarized by B. .S. Hutlor ami H. R. Hale in Bull. U.S. C.eol. Surv..

No. 511, 1912, pp. 38-64, tuid tlie following material has been largely taken from this publica-

tion.
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di'iiwn attention to the possibility of using alunite not only as a source of alum and
of other potash salts, but as a source of alumina. This suggestion is based on the
results of the laboratory experiments on fairly pure alunite by W. T. Schaller, who
has made the following observations:

—

" Laboratory experiments showed that on igniting the powdered alunite all of

tl.o water and three-quarters of the sulphuric acid are volatilized. On leaching the

residue with water the potassium sulphate is dissolved, leaving the insoluble aluminum
oxide behind.

" The average amount of potassium sulphate leached from the ignited mineral

powder is 17 9 per cent of the original material used. As the coarsely crystallized

alunite was found to contain 19*4 i>er cent of potassium sulphate, 92 per cent of the

total potash present was obtained by simple ignition and subsequent leaching.

" It is worth noting that, according to the laboratory experiments, 32 -7 per cent

of the ignited alunite consists of available potassium sulphate, which can be extracted

by simple water leaching and evaporation. The remaining 67 '3 per cent consists of

nearly i^ure aluminum oxide."

It is suggested that in commercial practice the potassium in the alunite be

utilized in the form of the simple sulphate instead of alum, thus leaving as a by-

product the insoluble and nearly pure aluminum oxide, which might possibly be

used as a substitute for the mineral bayxite in the manufacture of metallic aluminum.

Since the Kyuquot Sound deposits certainly do not contain on the average more

than 45 per cent of alunite, and since the alunite is the sodic variety (natroalunite),

tl'.e deposits, to judge from the fact that all the alunite rock in the Bulla Delali

(M'posits carrying over 10 per cent of silica is discarded,' are not very promising as a

commercial source of alum or other potash salts, unless the alunite rock might also be

used as an ore for aluminum or for some other use. Whether or not the alunite rock

might be used as an aluminum ore is questionable since as yet no attempt has been

made to produce aluminum from alunite. Considering the relatively large quantities

of alunite in the Kyuquot deposits, it is greatly to be hoped that some use for it may
be found.

1»YR0PHYLLITE.

General Relaiions and Size of Deposits.

Pyruphyllite is a hydrous silicate of aluinina. ILO, Al..();„ 4SiO;. that occurs in

two varieties, as a foliated and often radiated mineral, and as a compact massive

mini'ral with a soapy feel, frequently calleil againiatolite. This compact variety is

the variety found in the Kyutjuot Sound de])osits, although, as already described, it

occurs mixed with considerable quartz, from 20 to 50 per cent, and nu>re or less seri-

eite, from virtually nothing to H per cent. Tliere arc two dejx.sits of the fairly pure

(|uartz-pyroi)hyllite roek, one of about 3 acres in area on the l)cfHiail claim extending

e:i>t to tlie Morris claim, and the otlier about 1 acre in an-a on the Monteith clain».

Th( drposits, as shown by the (juarries already t)piMU'd up in tlieui and by their out-

cidps, fxicnd 1(1 sca-lcvcl, and the tonnage in each of the deposits above sea-level is

ill) >iit lOO.DOO tons ill till- DetTlrail claim deposit and lOO.OKO tons in the Monteitli

chiiiii deposit. It is liclicvcd. as indicated undn- the previous section i>n thi« alteration

' l.of. c'lt. p. 60. Quotation from ritninn. R.P. Alunite or (iluniHtono In Now South Wal«a,
Kopl. I ;ool. Surv., Now South Wales, I "MM, i>|). 4

1
'.>--l-;>.
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of the volcanics, that the pyrophyllite deposits have been formed by uprising hot

waters. Hence, it is probable that the pyrophyllite deposits extend for an indeiinite,

but probably not a very great distance below sea-level. It is also believed tliat the

quartz-pyrophyllite rock was pyritized following the pyrophyllitization and that subse-

quent downward leaching by rain waters has resulted in the partial removal of the

pyrite above sea-level and the formation of the pinkish and whitish rocks, free from

pyrite, but containing some limonite and kaolin. It should also be noted, as described

under structural geologj-, that mixed with the quartz-pyrophyllite rocks are rocks of

the quartz-sericite type. On the Deertrail claim deposit these latter occur as irregular

streaks and in the Monteith claim deposit they occur as thin intcrbeds, as if some beds of

the originally thin-bc-ddcd and southerly dipping volcanics had been replaced by quartz

and sericite, while other beds were replaced by quartz and pyrophyllite. These quartz-

sericite rocks thus cut down the available tonnage of the pyrophHlite deposits.

Development and Uses.

So far as known to the writer, pyroplijdlite is not used very extensively, and the

only uses to which pyropliyllite has been put are, as listed in the various books on

mineralogy, for slate pencils, French chalk, and as an easily carved ornamental stone,

the Orientals using it to carve images and small ornaments. It is also used as a sub-

stitute for talc and is usually sold under that name. Pyrophyllite is, however, lees

valuable than true talc, although it is claimed that for bleaching cotton cloth, pyro-

phyllite is better than talc.^ Thus the uses to which the Kyuquot pyrophyllite has

been put, as a lircclay and as a " household cleanser " are rather unique. The British

Columbia Pottery Company have been quarrying the deposit on the Monteith claim

since 1910 to obtain a refractory material, virtually a fireclay, to mix with the surface

clays dug near their plant in Victoria West, and with the Cretaceous shales from

Comox, in order to increase the refractiveness of the mixture. The mixture has been

used successfully for the manufacture of sewer-pipe and fireproofing. By itself, even

the most highly weathered of the quartz-pyrophyllite rock, that rock containing the

most kaolin, is of poor plasticity. Ries and Keele' give the following results of

laboratory tests made on a sample taken from ijie stock pile at the British Columbia

Pottery Company's factory:

—

" It was worked up with 20 per cent of water and had an air shrinkage of 3 per

cent, with a tensile strength of 84 pounds per square inch.

" The burning tests were carried out in some detail because of the refractory

character of the material.

Cone. Fire shrinkage. Absorption

.

Colour.

010 l\742^Y) Slitrlitlv swelled
1^

15 .W (Salmon.

OS l\W4°V) 14 22
11-7
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7- 92

I'ink.

1 (2102"'F)
6

"

y^'.'.'.'.'. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
...f) (224f> ?") Drab.

C^'Mt F) -17 Grev.
1.3 {'2.'M"V) Not vitrified
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'' It burns steel hard at come 1, and shows good refractiveness; iu fact, there are

few more refractory clays thus far known in the western provinces."

> Diller. J. S. Talc and Soapstone in Mineral Resources of the United States for 1912, part

11, 1913 ; pp. 1139-1143.
» Uie.M, H. and Keele, J., Clay and shale deposits of the western provinces. Memoir No.

24, Geol. Surv., Can., 1912, pp. 148-150.
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The San Juan Mining and Manvifacturing Company lias taken advantage of the

fact that the quartz-pyrophyllite rock breaks up into an extremely fine powder, which,

for the greater part, contains no grit coarse enough to feel between the fingers or the

teeth, to use the powdered rock as a polishing powder and as a base for a " house-

hold cleanser,"' a metal polish, and a mechanic's soap. Since pyrophyllite has a hard-

ness of only 1 to 2, it is of no value in itself as a polishing powder, but the Kyuquot
pyrophyllite is, as described, mixed with 20 to 50 per cent of quartz, which occurs

in very fine grains, averaging less than 0-001 mm. in diameter, and this quartz serves

as the abrading substance. The pyrophyllite on" account of its softness and slipperi-

ness is, however, probably of value in the polishing powder, serving to keep the quartz

from scratching. The softness and soapy feel of the pyrophyllite, like that of talc,

makes the material of value as a base for soap, although for this use, except for the

lower gra'des of -soap, the quartz seems undesirable. The chief difiiculty experienced

in the manufacture of these products is in getting rid of the coarser grains of quartz;

but if this is done satisfactorily the resulting products would seem to be of fairly

good grade. As yet the San Juan Mining and Manufacturing Company have opened

up only a small quarry in the Deertrail claim dei)osit and have been manufacturing

their products spasmodically since 1911 in their factory in Esquimalt, west of Vic-

toria.

Future Possibilities.

As described, the quartz-i^yrophyllite rock fulfils the uses to which it has been

put satisfactorily; and while the demand for the rock for these uses is somewhat
limited, the demand will probably have a slow but fairly constant increase. As to the

other uses to which the material may be put, it must be as a substitute for powdered
massive talc, it being entirely unsuited to replace foliated talc, or on account of its

fractured character, as soapstone. The uses to which powdered massive talc have

been put are varied,^ chiefly as a filler for pajier, although for this use foliated talc

is desired, in sizing and bleaching cotton cloth, as a heat and electric insulator, and

a refractory material, for foundry facings in casting iron, for dressing skins and

leather, and in the manufacture of rubber, shade-cloths and curtains, soaps, lubri-

cators, toilet powders, and paints, particularly waterproof paints. Of these uses the

quartz-pyrophyllite rocks of the Kyuquot dcjwsits is only suitable for those purposes

not requiring the purest material, and besides those uses to which it is now put, it

might be used in sizing and bleaching cotton cloth, as a heat and electric insulator,

and in the manufacture of soaps, lubricators, and cheap paints. Owing to the pre-

sence of even the finest quartz it is not suitable for toilet powders nor for pencils

or French chalk. At present, so far as can be learned, pyrophyllite is mined in North

America only in the eastern part of North Carolina in Alleghany and Moore coun-

ties, where in 1912, 1,969 tuns of massive pyroi»liyllite were protluced. valueJ at

$1:^,851, and usc<l for pencils, sizing and bleaching cotton cloth, and presumably for

(itln-r uses." Whereas the Kyu<iuot deposits are not large compantl to other talc

and i)yrophyllite deposits, yet considering the annual i)riiduction of i»yrtipliyllito from

North Carolina, and of tab- from Canada, S.270 tons in 1912 valuc<l at $2^"5,l;^2.' they

are large enough to meet any demand tliat is likely to be put ui>on them for n gn-at

many years. It is int«'re-iting to note here that Diller* states, that the uses of talc

may be extended with advantage to both producer and consumer.

> Sfc Uses of Talc, Diller. J. S., Mineral Resources of the U.S. for I'M., p.vn 11. 191S. pp.

1140-1142.

-0|.. cit. p. 1142 and pp. ll&3-nr.4.

^ .Mi-LeUh, .lolin, Mliiciul I'rothu'lion of Canaila iluniit; I'.'l-, .Minos Mr.-nu-h, Ut'pHrtnu-iit of

MlntH. Otluwa, I'uljlliatluii .No. 262. IIMI, p. 27t».

«Op. (It., p. IHO.
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PROSPECTING FOR ALUNITE AXD PYTIOPHYLUTE.

Little can be said to those desiring to prospect on Vancouver island for deposits
similar to the Kyiiqiiot alunite and pyrophyllite deposits. The writer has examined the
Vancouver volcanics, in which the alunite and pyrophyllite dejKcsits occur, over a
large part of Vancouver island, and he has never seen any other deposits in the
Volcanics similar to those of Kyuquot sound. However, where the Vancouver vol-

canics are found to be altered in the ordinary manner, chiefly to rocks resembling
the quartz-sericite-chlorite rocks previously described, it is well to examine the areas
of altered rocks very carefully for light coloured, dense, porcelain-like rocks giving
a test for sulphate, and for light-coloured soft rocks with a soapy feel. The change
near the surface of bluish grey, pyrite bearing rocks to pinkish or white rocks with-
out p.vrite, but with cores of the bluish grey, pyrite bearing rocks, seems to be
characteristic.

The following field test for alunite has been suggested by W. T. Schaller^ :

—

" Boil the powdered sample with water or with hydrochloi'ic acid for several

minutes; after allowing the powder to settle pour off the li(iuid and repeat the opera-

tion to insure the removal of all soluble sulphates. Dry the powder and heat to a dull

red. Again boil in water and, after settling, pour off some of the clear liquid. To
this add a small fragment or a solution of barium chloride. If the mineral is alunite,

a heavy white precipitate will form. To be sure that the water used in this test does

not contain sulphates in solution, it should be tested with barium chloride, and if it

gives a marked precipitate, it cannot be used. For this test all that is required that is

not included in a miner's or prospector's outfit is a little barium chloride, which can
be carried in a small bottle or cartridge."

Since the Vancouver volcanics or the quartz-alunite rocks do not contain any
soluble sulphates, the following test used by Mr. Wally while examining the Kyuquot
deposits for the San Juan !^^ining and Manufacturing Company, may be used with
less trouble and greater rapidity. Heat a fragment of the sample to a dull red, place

in a vessel containing dilute hydrochloric (muriatic) acid, and after the residue is

settled and the liquid clear, add a few drops of a ? .liition of barium chloride. If the

mineral is alunite, a heavy white precipitate will form.

* Butler, B. S. and Gale. H. S.. Alunite. a newly-discovered deposit near Marvsvale. Utah,
Bull. U.S. Ceol. Surv.. No. .011, 1912. j). G3.
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XOTES ON MINING DEVELOPMENTS IN SIMILKAMEEN DISTEICT, B.C.,

AND ON A REPORTED OCCURRENCE OF OIL AT EIELOWNA, B.C.

(Charles Camsell.)

During 1913, the greater part of the season usually devoted to field work was
Bpent on work in connexion with the Twelfth International Geological Congress.

This work included the preparation of the guide books for the various excursions,

attendance at the session in Toronto, and participation as guide on Excursion C2 to

the Pacific coast and return.

In consequence of this, it was the middle of September before regular field work
was begun in southwestern British Columbia, and only six weeks was devoted to it,

including the time spent in travelling to and from the field. The work included the

collecting of soils from Enderby, Kelowna, and Peachland, in Okanagan valley, for the

Agrogeological Congress to be held in St. Petersburg, Russia, in the summer of 1914:;

the examination of a reported occurrence of oil at Kelowna, and a general reconnais-

sance of the Similkamecn district to outline the area in which future topographic and
geological work should be carried out, and to keep in touch with the progre.-^s of

mil ling development there.

Keloivna.—The reported discovery of oil within the limits of the town of Kelo\vna

proved to be of no consequence and, although about a dozen locations were made, they

were all thrown up as soon as it was seen that the oil was merely a thin film of vege-

table oil on the surface of a swamp.

Iledlay.—At Hedley, little has been done during the past year on any mineral
claims other than those owned by the Hedley Gold Mining Company. A group of

claims, however, lying in the northwestern part of the camp, has been bonded by a

syndicate composed of a few, members of the Hedley Gold ]\Iining Company, and two
diamond drills were being used throughout the summer to test the beds of the Nickel

Plate formation on the Red Mountain claim. The Nickel Plate formation is hot-e

covered by the Red Mountain formation, and where drilling was being done lies about
400 feet vertically below the surface. The slope of the mountain is here very steep

and water had to be pumped over the top of Nickel Plate mountain and more than
1,000 feet down the western side, so that the difficulties of establishing a camp mid
carrying on the work were very great. On account of these difficulties, the work can
only be carried on during the summer months.

On the property owned by the Hedley Gold Mining Company, all work has been
discontinued on the three Sunnyside mines and all the ore mined is now being drawu
from No. ;{ and No. 4 tunnels of the Nickel Plato mine. On the exhaustion of the

main ore body above the level of No. iJ tunnel—an event which is not far distant— the

mine will be worked with No. 4 tunnel as the main entry. Two ore bodies are now
biing mined. The upper or original Nickel Plate ore body which lies on a footwall of

l)oi|)liyritic gabbro and has been shown to have a length of about l.UX) foot fnun tl>o

outcrop, has' been sloped out for almost its entire length. The lower ore body lies

(lii(<-tly uudiTiiciitli the gabbro footwall of the njiper ore boily ami has lH>en proven
for iilioul ('.DO lift, 'i'his ore body, known ;is I lie No. r> ore body, dips about .'10 degrees

to tli(! norliiwest. It extends below the level oi" No. 4 tunnel and is being mined by an
ineliiK* from that tunnel. Otln-r ore l)o<lies have been proved by diamond drilling to

lio below the No. T) orn body and these nre to be worked by a main iueline fnun No. 4
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tunnel. Diamond drilling has also proved the existence of a body of ore of unknown
extent to the north of the main incline. Enough ore remains in the ore bodies now
being worked to keep the reduction plant working to its capacity for some years, and
the discoveries made within the last two years have extended the life of the mine
several years beyond this period. Altogether there is good reason to expect a continu-

ance of mining on this property for several years to come, and if prospecting is actively

and intelligently prosecuted on this and adjoining property, there should be no fear

of the exhaustion of the lledloy camp for many years to come.

The production from the lledley camp has been entirely in gold and all of it has

come from the mines owned by the Hedley Gold Mining Company. In the guide book

prepared for the International Geological Congress (Guide Book No. 9, p. 115) it was
stated that the total production to the end of 1912 was about $3,250,000. Although
these figures were obtained from the Hedley Gold Mining Company in lledley, by some
chance a mistake was made and the corrected total, since given by the company,
should have been $4,237,459.68.

Copper Mountain.—At Copper mountain, 12 miles south of Princeton, prospecting

of the copper deposits is being actively carried on by the British Columbia Copper

Company, with a staff of about 100 men and five diamond drills. The company has

options on eleven mineral claims, but most of the work was being done during the

summer on the Sun&et, Helen IT. Gardner, and Princess ^lay mineral claims, where a

considerable tonnage of low grade copper ore carrying a small amount of gold and
silver, has been outlined.

Coahnont.—After meeting with a good deal of discouragement due to local

crushing and disturbance of the coal seams, development in the Tulameen coal basin

at Coalmont ceased early in 1913, and the property was sold to another company. The
old company had attempted to mine the coal from a point on the north side of the

basin where the outcrop approached nearest to the Tulameen river and the railway line.

Unfortunat-ely, the seams at this point have been disturbed by a strong strike fault

which left them in a very much shattered condition and rendered the coal unfit for

use. The new company proposes to mine the coal from the south side of the basin

where the seams outcrop on the north fork of Granite creek. The seams here have

proved to be more regular in dip and strike and have already been prospected by a

number of adit tunnels, the longest of which is nearly 1,000 feet in length. This
point, however, is nearly 3 miles in a direct line from the Great Northern Railway line

in Tulameen valley and this distance will have to be overcome by a tramwny.
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EOvSSLAND MINIXG CAMP, B.C.

(Chas. W. Drysdale.)

Durino- the past field season (1913), the writer was eugaged in a detailed investi-

gation of the geology and ore deposits of RosslandJ B.C. The time occupied was from
May 22 until December 1, with the exception of one month spent on International

Geological Congress business.

Able assistance in the field was rendered by Mr. E. L. Bruce from June until

September, and Dr. B. Rose during October and November. The writer feels greatly
indebted to the mine managers, superintendents, engineers, and others connected with
Rossland for many courtesies rendered and for their hearty co-operation and interest
in the work.

The Rossland ore consists mainly of pyrrhotite, pyrite. and chaleopyrite in a

gangue of altered country rock containing some quartz and locally a little calcite.

The values are largely gold with copper and a little silver. The main country rocks
of the mines are augite-porphyrite, diorite porphyrite, grauodiorite, and monzonite,
and many of the largest and richest ore shoots occur on formational contacts.

All the ore is shipped to the Trail smelter for treatment. The total production
from 1894 to 191.3, inclusive, according to the Provincial Bureau of Mines, amounts to

4,358,098 tons, containing 2,154,666 ounces of gold, 3,493,536 ounces of silver, and
89,380,731 pounds of copper. The gross value is placed at $58,846,616. The chief

mines at present being worked are the Le Roi, Centre Star, and Josie groups, the
former two owned and operated by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company,
and the latter by the Le Roi jS'o. 2 Company.

The field work was the continuation of that previously carried on by Mr. R. W.
Brock' and Dr. G. A. Young. The geological field data and the plans, structiire sec-

tions, and illustrations necessary for the writing of the final report were completed
before leaving the field. The areal work comprised an examination of the various

geological units present, with particular reference to their age, their relationships

to one another, and to the ore deposits. A short time was spent in the study of land
forms and superficial deposits in and around the district, with the view of determining
the recent geological or physiographic history of this section of the Cordillera, ^kfost

of the field season, however, was devoted to detailed geological work underground in

tbe mines of the present operating companies as well as in the accessible workings of

outside properties at present not in operation.

An endeavour was made to correlate the numerous veins, faults, dykes, and country

rocks of the ore-producing belt in order to find out their structural relations to the

ore bodies. Mucli time was spent in mapping the various rock formations present

in the mines witli the view of determining whether such a detailed study and separa-

tion of the diiTcrcnt country rock formations might not throw some light on such
(M-ouomic problems as the localization of the ore shoots, control of fissuriug systems,

persistence of ore in (le|)th, and distribution of goKl and copper values within the

veins. Tt is hoped that the inferences drawn from the nndergnuind data collei'tt\l.

!n;iy aid in future development work.

The results of the alx)ve invtwtigatiou and conclusions derive*! from this and

previous geological examinations of tlu- Rossland di>tricl will appear in a memoir
now in course of preparation.

' l'r<'llinlriiny Itcixnt on llu- Uii.s.H)aiiil, H.<.".. .Miiiiiin I'isirlit. tJeol, Siirv., I'nn., .No. i'jj,

I'.km;.

I'd I)
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RECONNAISSANCE IN EAST KOOTENAY. B.C.

(Stuart J. Schofield.)

Introduction.

The writer spent the greater part of the field season of 1913 in studying the strati-

grai)hic relations of the Purcell series of the Purcell range, with those of the Rocky

mountains to the east, and of the Selkirk series of the Purcell range on the west.

:Messrs. T. L. Tanton, M. F. Bancroft, and G. Hanson rendered efficient assistance

in the Held work.

The rapidity of the work was greatly increased by the action of the province of

British Columbia in causing the trunk trails to be cleared out across the Purcell

range.

Summary and Conclusions.

Tlie relationship of the Purcell series of the Purcell range to the Pala?ozoic series

of the Rocky mountains to the east, was definitely determined. ;Middle Cambrian

fossils, which were identified by Mr. Burling of the Geological Survey, were found iu

the Burton shales which rest upon the Roosville formation with an apparent con-

formity. Further collections of the Cambrian fossils were made by ^Ir. Burling, who

will publish a more detailed report on the fauna at an early date. Following Walcott,

this would place the whole of the Purcell and Galton series^ in the Pre-Cambrian,

since the Burton shale evidently corresponds to the Flathead sandstone. According

to Daly, the Purcell series and Galton series may still be, in great part, Cambrian.

The Selkirk series which occur on the western slope of the Purcell range, are

equivalent in part to the Purcell series, sinc^the Selkirk series rest conformably upon

the Creston formation of the Purcell series. In contrast to the Purcell, the Selkirk

series have suffered very strong regional metamorplusm with the development of

schists which predominate in the litliology of the Selkirk series.

The study of the Pleistocene deposits occupying the Rocky Mountain trench,

revealed the presence of Pleistocene lake beds which contain abundant plant remains.

The name St. Eugene silts is proposed for these lake beds. These beds are overlain

unconformably by till, called the Wycliffe drift, and underlain by stratified gravels

which rest unconformably upon the bedrock series. The stratigfraphy of the Plelst»-

cene in this region suggests an interglacial origin for the St. Eugene silts, although

the non-appearance of an older drift leaves it an open question.

The silver-lead deposits which occur in the Selkirk series W(>re found to be asso-

ciated with a very siliceous limestone which has a linear length within the region of

about 15 miles.

General Geology.

The following table of formations is a composite one. including members of both

the Galton and Purcell scrips, which, according tn Daly." are stratigrajihically equiva-

lent. The writer identified the Gateway formation in both series, and has used this

as a horizon marker. Daly used the (Jateway formation and the Purcell lava, the

latter being the most valuable member for the purpose of correlation.

» D.-xly, R. A., Geol. Surv., Can., Memoir No. 38. p. 97.

' Daly, R. A., Geol. Surv., Can., Memoir No. 38, p. 119 and table vlll.
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Table of Formations.

Post Glacial Stratified clays and sands.

Intorglncial ?

Unconformity.

St. Eugene silts

.

Kootenay granite.J urns SIC
"'

Unconformity.

^Ii.ssi.st*i|)')ian

Devonian Jefiferson formation.
Ordovician and Silurian?. . .

.

Klko formation.
Midole Cambrian

Beltian

Unconfoimity.

Burton formation.

Roosville formation.
Phillips formation.
Gateway formation.
Purcell Lava and Purcyll Sills.

Siyeh formation.
Kitchener formation.
Crest,m formation.
Aldridge formation.

A description of tlie Aldridge, Creston, Kitchener, Siyeh, Purcell Lava, Gateway,
Phillips, and Roosville formation has been given in the Summary Report for 1912,*

Burton Formation.—The Burton formation, named after Burton creek, rests con-

formably on the underlying Roosville siliceous metargillites, and consists in great
part of greenish black, calcareous shales. Separating the Burton formation from the
underlying Roosville is a conglomerate 8 inches thick, the pebbles one-half inch in

diameter, being composed of hematite with a matrix of hematite. A detailed section

of the Burton formation at Elko is as follows :

—

Elko limestone

—

Burton formation.

Feet. Inches.
Greenish black shales with limestone interbands 60_4_
Sandy limestone 10
(ireenish black shales 4

Calcareous srit 3

Hematite conglomerate 8 10
Roosville formation.

The Burton shales are marine in origin and have not suffered metaraorpliism to

any extent. In contrast to this, the Roosville siliceous metargillites are considered to

be a continental deposit exhibiting on the l>edding planes abundant mud cracks. They
have also suffered great metamorphism. The above facts point to a great change in

tlie phj"sical conditions in this region just before Middle Cambrian time.

Elko Formation.—The Elko formation, named after the town of Elko, rests con-

formaldy upon the Burton shale and consists of massive sandy limestone at the base,

grading upwards into massive, heavy-bedded, sandy dolomite. The age of the Elko
formation in wliich no diagnostic fossils were found, cannot be detinitcly deti'rmined,

but as tlie Jefferson limestone rests conformalily upon it, it is oldi-r than the Devouinn
and, since it rests on tlie Burton formation, it is y<iunger than MiddK- t'anibrian.

lience the Elko formation nuiy include Pi)per Cambrian. Ordovician, and Silurian

horizons. 'I'bc Klko fornuition i)ossibly includes the (luartzite described by Daly' ns«

occurring beneath the Jefferson limestone at the International Boundary line.

' Schondd, S. J., Geol. Surv.. Can.. Sum,. Hep., 11I12, p. 224.
' Daly. It. A., (itol. Surv, ("iiii.. Memoir No. as. p. 111.

26—(H
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Jefferson Limestone.—The Jetferson liiuestoue resto couforniably on the Elko

formation. Dr. Kindle, of the Geological Survey of Caniida, reports as follow^ f.n the

small collection of fossils submitted:

—

Lot 2. " The preceding numbers are represented only by fragments of corals in

a black dolomite, too poorly preserved to permit determination. They appear, how-

ever, to resemble and are probably identical with one or tw^o species which character-

ize the Jetferson limestone of Mantana."

Lot 3. " Contains the following species :

—

Atnjpa reticularis.

A trypa cf. missouriensis.

Spirifcr englemanni.

Stropho.styJus sp.

Lot 4. " Two species as represented in this list, viz :^

Stropheodonta deniissa

Schizophoria n. sp.

Spirifer strialula.

" Lots 3 and 4 are of Ikliddle or Upiier Devonian age. The fauna of lot 3, though

a small one for purposes of close correlation, is believed to represent the fauna of the

Jefferson limestone of Montana. Lot 4 probably represents the same fauna."

^Vardner Formation.—The Wardner formation rests conformably upon tlie

Devonian limestone and consists essentially of limestone, in places somewhat siliceous,

and shaly limestones. A list of fossils found in this formation, was given in the

Summary Report of 1912/

Kootenai/ Granite.—A description of this granite has been given in the Summary

Report of 1912.^

Pleistocene Deposits.—The Pleistocene deposits in the neighbourhood of the Rocky

Mountain trench (Kootenay River valley) can be classified under two main heads, viz.,

the Wycliffe drift, named from the town of Wycliffe, near where it is exposed, and the

St. Eugene silts, named after the St. Eugene Mission, near where these silts are to be

found. A detailed section measured on the east banks of the St. ^Mary river, about 3

miles east of WyclilVc, gave the following result:

—

lOrosion surface. Feet.

A. Stratified sand 15

Unconformity.
B. Till 3^ Wycliffe drift.

C. Stratiflerl silt -;

D. Sti-atifled Rravel ^

;

R Stratified silt •

F. Unstralified coarse gravil (till?) 2.. y St. Rupcne silts.

('.. Stiiitified sandy clay 60

JMant rem.nns.

H. Stratified gravels, lignite 60 J

Base unexposed.

Member A of the series consists of stratified, argilhiccous sands which were

deposited in quiet water which tilled the depressions in tl)(> underlying glacial drift.

The maximum thickness of this member is l.'i feet.

' Schofleld, S. J., Geol. Surv.. Can.. Sum. Rep.. 1912. p. 226.

•Schofleld, S. J., Geol. Surv., Can., Sum. Itcp., 1912, j). 226.
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Membex" B is true till and is uustratificd. The most strikiug cliaracteristic when
a section is viewed at a distance, is its dark grey colour, which is in marked contrast

to the underlying and overlying creamy white silts. The boulders in the till, composed

of gabbro and quartzite, were as large as 2J feet in diameter. Member B rested with

an irregular surface contact of the stratified silts.

Member C consists of creamy white silts, very finely stratified^ and, in general,

entirely free from i^ebbles.

Member D is composed of boulders of quartzite and diorite and is plainly strati-

fied, although very little sandy material is in evidence.

^lember E very closely resembles member (3, as it consists of finely stratified

creamy white silts.

Member F, 25 feet thick, consists of unstratified, very coarse gravel, which
strongly resembles till. The boulders, which are as large as 2| feet in diameter,
consist of gabbro and quartzite. The structure, character of the pebbles, and composi-
tion of the material, characterize it as true till, but on the examination of sections

of the same Pleistocene material li miles east of this locality, this member was
absent in the series. Whether this member represents a regional deposit of till, can
only be decided by further work in the Kootenay Eiver valley, where the Pleistocene
is well exposed in the river banks.

Member G consists mainly of finely-stratified silts and clay, with some gravel.

The more clayey members near the base contain, between the laminie, numerous well-
preserved plant remains of the Pleistocene.

Member H consi.st« mainly of stratified gravel chiefly composed of quartzite, but
some pebbles of diorite occilr. The exposed surface of the gravels has a rusty appear-
ance and appears older than the gravels in the upper part of the section. Small seams
of lignite and pieces of lignitized wood occur in the gravels. The lower part of these
gravels was unexposed in this section, but 3i miles west on St. Mary river, these gravels
rest upon the eroded surface of the bedrock.

The possibility that the silts which underlie the Wycliffe drift are interglacial
must be considered, but its final proof rests with the discovery of a lower till.

A Pieiiminary Eeport by Mr. Arthur Hollock of the New York Botanical Garden,

upon the Plants from the Pleistocene Deposits.

The matrix in which the plant remains are contained is a light grey, friable,

sandy clay, requiring considerable c-are in handling.

The specimens are, for the most part, coinparativi-ly well preserved, althuugli a
nuijority are fragmentary.

The species represented are few in number as compared with the number of
siieciinens, even if the unidentitiable fragments are includeil as distinct sinvies; and
two genera, Fagus and Platamis, are so numerously repivsenteil that togetlier they

cdiK-.titute about a third of the entire collection.

A systematic arrangement of the material identitied is as follows:

—

ANGIOSl'KKMAK.

MonocoiiiJiuloiiii-.

Fraguu'iit til' a hirge leal, with nh-fiirc |iarallel nerval inn. (,I;>1..")

l-'ragnicut of a stem, with wcll-delined longitutlinal striatinn. l,4."»!v.)

I')()th of tliese fragments are cviili'utl.v luiinm-ol.vli'dnndus. Iml tluy are too indetl-

iiite t'lir cither generic or rauiily ident ilieal icu. Tiie leaf is st>nie\vhat suggostive of
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a palm or a Tucca, and the other fragment has some resemblance to the petiole of a

palm, but the characters are too superficial to be of any diagnostic value.

Juglandaceae.

Hicoria n. sp. ? (43A, 43P in part.)

This is a leaf which is hardly to be distinguished from those of one or another

of our living hickories, especially certain forms of //. glahra (Mill.) Britton. On
general principles, however, we should probably be better justified in considering it

as representing an extinct species.

Salicaceae.

Fragment of the lower part of a large leaf with well-defined lateral primaries,

provisionally identified as belonging to the genus Populus. (43 O.)

Betulaceae.

Ah,,i.<i n. sp. ? (43 G.)

This leaf is suggestive of the more orbicular Icnf forms of Alniift rngosa (Du Kni)

K. Koch.

Fagaceae.

Fagus n. sp. (43 F, 43 R.)

This species is represented in the collection by a nnmbor of specimens. The

leaves are of large size and are well preserved.

Fagvs n. sp. ? (43 P in part.)

A much smaller leaf than the latter and hardly distinguishable from the living

Fagus Americana Sweet.

Artocarpaceae.

Ficus n. sp. (leaf). (43 E.)

Ficns n. sp. (fruit). (43 M.)

The latter specimen is the most interesting and remarkable in the entire collec-

tion. It consists of a long, slender branch, on which the sessile fruit is arranged in

pairs and larger clusters. Their reference to the genus Ficus can hardly be ques-

tioned, and the probability is that the fruiting branch and the leaf belong to a single

species, but as they are not associated together in the same piece of matrix it seems

best to consider them as specifically different and, in the event of describing them,

to give to each a distinct sjjccific name.

Ulmacefie.

Ulmus n. sp. ? (43 Q.)

A single fragment of the base of a leaf, evidently an Ulmus, which might be

more or less satisfactorily compared with leaf forms of certain living and fossil

species, but not enough of the leaf is preserved for accurate comparison.

M enispermaceae.

Cehaiha (Cocculus) n. sp. (43 B, 43 C, 43 D.)

These three specimens differ, between themselves, more or less, in nutline and

nervation, ami it is possible that more than one si>ecies may lie r(>i)r('sented by them;
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but, if the characteristic heterophylly of the genus be taken into consideration, they
may well be regarded as all belonging to one and the same species.

C issampelos ? (43 N.)

Fragment of a leaf, which presents some of the features characteristic of the
genus, but only enough for provisional determination.

I^latanaceae.

PJatanus n. sp. (4.3 H, 43 J.)

This si)ecies is very extensively represented in the collection. Many of the
specimens are very large, approximately 9 inches in width by 7 or more in length and,
except for their size, are hardly to be distinguished from the deeply-lobed leaf forms
of the living Platanus occidentalis L., or the extinct P. aceroides Goepp.

Vitaceae.

Vitis n. sp. ? (43 I.)

'This leaf is hardly to be distinguished from certain leaf forms often seen on
our living Vitis labrusca L., and V. riparia Michx. ; but it is considerably larger
than the normal size of the leaves in either of these species.

An analysis of these identifications indicates that at least a warm, temperate
climate must have prevailed in the Kootenay valley at the time when this flora was
living there. The presence of the genus Ficus alone is sufficient evidence on this

point, inasmuch as .this genus is tropical, for the most part, in its distribution, and
only three species range as far north as the southern United States. The other
genera are so widely distributed, north and south, that, regarded by themselves they
would have but little significance as climatic indices. The prevailingly large size

of the leaves, however, indicates a luxuriant growth such as would probably obtain
only in a climate milder than that of the middle United States, and is corroborative
of the evidence furnished by the genus Ficus in this respect.

The Selkirk Series.

The Selkirk Series was first outlined by Dawson^ in a traverse across the Sel-

kirk range in the vicinity of the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway. Although
without fossil evidence, he placed the Selkirk series in the Cambrian, correlating them
on lithological and structural bases with the fossiliferous Castle Mountain group of

the Rocky Mountain system.

McConnell- identified the sedimentary rocks on the western slope of the Puroell
range in the neighbourhood of LaFrance and Lockliart creeks as belonging to the
Selkirk series and mapped tliem as such on the West Kootenay geological sheet.

A proliniinary study of the series was made this year and it was found to con-
sist almost entirely of sedimentary rocks, now for the most part altered to micaceous
schists. In this scries occur limestones, conglomerates, and quartzites. which serve

II- IniportMiit horizon markers in the delineation of the structure and stratigraplty.

As the study, this season, was purely preliminary, the series is not described in detail.

The structure of the Selkirk series, as it consists mainly of northerly-striking
anticlines and synclines, shows that the region between Kootenay h\k«» and Kootenay
river belongs to one orogenic unit, since it has Invn slutwn^ that the l^urivU seri»\3

wliieh forms the eastern half of the Pureell range has n similar structure.

' DavvBon, ii. M., (ieol. Surv., Can.. Ar.ii. K<>|>., vol. Iv, ISitO, p. •.';) H. Hull. C,fo\. Soe. Am
vol. II, isiii, |). in.'i.

' M.Comiill, U. (5.. nool. .Surv., Can.. Ann. lU'i't.. vol. x, 1S'.»T. i>. 31 A.
» Stliud.l.l, .S. J., Canudu, Geol. Surv., Hum. Kept.. I\.n2, p. :!:;i5.
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RELATION' OF THE SELKlItK SEUIES TO THE PURCELL SERIES IN THE PUUCELL RANGE.

The St. ]^Iary valU-y in the vicinity of St. ^lary lake cuts across a huge north-

south striking anticline of Aldridge quartzites, the oldest known member of the

Purcell series. On the western limb of this anticline, there is passed over to the

west in ascending order, the sheared and metamorphosed upper- parts of the Aldridjre

and Creston formations. The overlying Kitchener formation can hardly be recognized,

while the series overlying the Kitchener conformably in this section, can not be

identified with any of the Purcell series, due not only to shearing but also to a varia-

tion in lithology. It is this sheared series that has been identified as Selkirk seri^-s

by Mr. McCoJinell. Therefore, tlie Selkirk series is in part equivalent to the Purcell

series.

Shuswap Series.

In the neighbourhood of Crawford bay on the Kootenay lake is mapped an area of

Shuswap r<K'ks on the West Kootenay map sheet. This area of Shuswap was origin-

ally defined by Dawson* and this determination was followed by Brock and !^^cCon-

nell in their work of 1900.

These rocks consist of a series of crystalline limestones, schists, gneisses, and

quartzites, intruded by numerous unmetamorphosed pegmatite dykes. This whole

series dips on an average of 45 degrees to the west.

RELATION OF SHUSWAP SERIES TO THE SELKIRK SERIES IN THE PI RCELL RANGE.

The stratigraphic relations of these two series were only studied in one sectiuu

on Crawford creek. At this point, the Selkirk series appear to pass conformably,

underneath the Shuswap Series. If this be true, this area of so-called Shuswap rocks

does not belong to the pre-Beltian but is a metamorphosed division of the Selkirk

serieo. The abundant sills of pegmatite in the Shuswap series are unmetamoq)hosed,

while the series itself consists entirely of highly metamorphosed rocks. The^e peg-

matites, becoming more numerous as the batholith is approached, are provisionally

placed as genetically related to the West Kootenay granite batholith of probable

Jurassic age. The contact of the Shuswap and the Selkirk series has evidently been

placed where the pegmatite sills cease to appear in the associated schists. From the

above, it can be seen that these sills cannot be used in determining or delimiting

the age or stratigraphic relationships of the Shuswap and Selkirk series.

Further work on these two scries must be done before any definite statement can

be made as to their rclationshij)s and stratigraphic position.

Economic Geology.

Buyion Group.—The Burton group of claims is situated on the western slope of

the Kocky .Mountain system about 4 miles northwest of Flko. The coimtry rocks in

the neighbourhood consist of the upper members of the " Galton series" of Pre-Cain-

brian age and the lower Pabuozic formation, all of which strike N. 40° AV. with a dip

of 45 degrees to the east.

For a detailed description of the formations, the reader is referred to a preceding

paragraph.

The vein wliiih is 2 to 4 feet wide, occurs in a fissure in the Koosville siliceous

nictargillites. There has been a vertical displacement along the fissure of 4 feet.

The vein which strikes X. 50° E. and dips 85 degrees to the north, consists of i)yrite and

•Dawson, G. M., Geol. Surv., Can., Ann. Rep., vol. Iv, 1888-9. p. 29 B.
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cluilcopyrite in a gangue of (juartz. The values sought after are copper and gt.ld.

A tumid about 400 feet long has been driven along the strike' of the vein to the

* tioosville^

ScsJe of feet
lOO O 'OO 4-00 Soo

Fig. 2. Cross section of B\.iton mine.

contact of the Eoosville and Burton formations. The possibility of this vein extend-

ing farther into the hill v^'ill depend upon the ability of the Burton shales to carry a

well-defined fissure. It must be borne in mind that shales, as a rule, are not favourable

ioY well-defined fissures.

Silver Hill.—The Silver Hill mine is situated on a branch of Crawford creek at

an elevation of 5,800 feet above sea-level, or about 4.000 feet above Ivootenay lake.

The mine is connected with Crawford bay on Kootenay lake, by a wagon road 9

miles long on Crawford creek. From here, a trail about 3 miles long, reaches the

mine. An aerial tram, now in a state of disrepair, built at a cost of $15,000, connects

the road with the mine.

The country rocks belong to the Selkirk series which here strike X. 35° E., with

varying di))s from degrees to 25 degrees to the northwe-^t. The rocks in the immediate
vicinity of the deposit consist of calcareous sericitic ([uartzitcs, calcareous sandstones,

and dark sericitic quartz schists.

The veins which are three in luinilicr and uliich v.iry in thickness from S im-hes

to 2 feet, are true veins forin(Ml between tlie beds of the enclosing sedimentary rocks,

and since tliey approximate horii'.ontality over a considerable portion of the deposit,

they are locally known as blanket leads. The veins are separatcii from cacli other by

about 50 feet of country rock.

The vein filling consists of quartz with varying amounts of coarsc-giaiiu'd gah'nti,

zin<; blende, cui>riferons pyrite, and argentiferous tetrabetlrite.
.

Tb(! deposit is opened up by a number of short tunnels and o|>en-eutvS along the

onterdps of the veins which are exposed over a linear ilishuice of 2,SOO f,',>t.

JjiiFiaiict Crcik Miiiiiin Coinpanji.— 'I'lie elaini> of the LaKraiice Crei'k Mining
(vonipany arc situaled at tla^ bead of i.aFrain-e creek. !• miles east of Kootenay lake,

at iiii ileviitluii (if ;il)()Ul 7,sen feet (1m roniel I'ie ) above >ea l»>vel, or almnt 0,(UH» fet't

ai)o\c Kuolcn.iN' lake.
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The country rocks in -the neighhourhood consist of highly-jcontorted members of

the Selkirk series, which consist of dark grey, sericitic argillites, siliceous limestones,

argillaceous quartzites, and altered greenstones, the latter probably sheared diabase.

The veins occur in a very siliceous, white limestone having a buflF colour on the

weathered surface. This limestone strikes about north and south with a dip of 35

degrees to the east. The veins are two in number, one striking ;$.")") degrees with a dip

of 85 degrees to the east, the other striking 320 degrees and dipping bO degrees to the

east. The ore mineral consists of argentiferous galena, zinc blende, with some
chalcopyrite and cupriferous pyrite.

The deposit is opened by three tunnels, the upi>er one 130 feet long, with a winze

67-3 feet deep, 125 feet from the portal; The intermediate tunnel, 332 feet long with

two cross-cuts, is driven 130 feet below the portal of the upper tunnel. The lower

tunnel, G52 feet long, is about 240 feet below the intermediate tunnel. Prosix*cting

is being pursued at present to open up stoping ground in the deposit.

Although mineralization in these siliceous limestones is (luite extensive, and the

limestones can be traced north and south of the LaFrance creek for several miles,

the deposits as far as known are not very large. The claims located in the White

Grouse mountain, in Harris basin, and on Iloojier Creek summit, are all associated

with bands of siliceous limestone which vary from 8 to 100 feet in width.

i
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COAL AKEAS IN FLATHEAD VALLEY. B.C.

(D. B. DoH'Iiurj.)

The upper waters of the Flathead river drain from the southern part of the large

coal area called the Crowsnest coal field. To the east and south, three small blocks of

the coal-bearing rocks are found in the valley, apparently isolated within fault blocks

consisting mainly of Devono-Carboniferous limestones. The first area is about due
south of Corbin at the mouth of Squavp creek, and just west of Xorth Kootenay pass.

The Flathead here turns almost at right angles and seems to be following, in its upper

course, a structural valley formed by an east and west fault with downthrow on the

south side. The downtilted block is of Carboniferous limestone with reddish tinted

upper beds that may be Permian and Triassic in the higher members. At the point

of lowest depression near the fault line, a remnant of Cretaceous has been found.

This contains several coal seams that may be of economic value. Considerable pros-

pecting has been carried on and several seams exposed. The block near the fault

line has been somewhat deformed so that the exposures give the impression that it is

bent up in trough form near the fault. These exposures were examined by ~Mt. ^Y. F.

Rol)ortson, provincial mineralogist, while freshly made, and the following notes were

published in the Report of the Minister of Mines, British Columbia, for 1909, page

175:—

'' The work done during 1909 consisted chiefly in proving the continuity of the

coal seams by means of tunnels and incline shafts. There are four seams of bitum-

inous coal on this property. No. 1 seam, 6 feet thick, has been opened by tunnels

and incline shafts at six different points, one tunnel being run in on the coal for

nearly 200 feet. Seam No. 2, 8 feet thick, has one tunnel run in on the coal for

about 75 feet. Seam No. 3, 10 feet 3 inches thick, is the best seam on the property,

Ihe coal being exceptionally clean, with a high percentage of fixed carbon; one tun-

nel was run in on thi.s seam for about 70 feet, at which point an incline ?'haft was

sunk on tho coal for 40 foot, where the coal is hard and firm; about 700 yards from

fliis point an incline shaft was sunk on the same seam for a depth of 50 feet, show-

/iig the quality and thickness of the seam to be the same as in the original location.

Seam No. 4, 16 feet thick, has been opened in several places with oixmi cutv^, and an

incline run down on the coal for 50 feet, where the coal is hard and firm. Tho
distance jjctween each of the seams is about 300 feet; the coal soanis trend I'ast by

north, west V),v south, and pitch north at an angle of 40 degrees."

'I'lu' area is restricted to a narrow slrij) running westward from the North Imoh-

nii.v pn'-s; its western extremity has not Ikh-u ilctcrniincd. but it i^s not far past S<|uaw

(n'.l..

!''l;il l.rad liver here lunis southward and follows a proliablc lino of fractures or

Hhnrii rolls. About 5 miles south of this bond on tho west side of tliis valh-y. n block

of (^rctaccoUH rocks is found standing on odgo, whether a faidt hloeU or a downwanl

benil ill tlie bods was not loarneil. in this, tho ox|>o<od rucks »'on>i>t»'d of a rid>r«» of

coiiclMiiui-.itc striking about imrlh niiii south. West of this, by tronoluujf. sovonil

seMiis of coal have heeu fouiKL The extent of the block is at lonst 9 milt>H nlonjj

the striUe of thi' roeks, .\t Donald Cate's loealion lh»' coal soams, wt»st of tho oon-

glomerate, probably occur in doseendiug order, in a group about ..'.(^ foot fn«in tho
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conglomerate, and consist of two 6-foot seams and a 4-foot scam, tlieu a large 40-foot

seam and two others between 6 and 10 feet thick. The trencliing had not been deep
enough to iJcnetrate the weatliercd coal so that it was all quite disintegrated and
its character could nut be judged.

Howell and Caliin Creek coal areas are of larger proportions and are farther

down the Flathead, S and (J miles respectively, north of the boundary line.

Fig. 3. Index showing the location of tli>' Flathead co»l oiitcroi>s.

The valley here is wide and floored with river and glacial debris, lying on the

planed surface of late Tertiary beds with, which the valley was partially lillcd. On
the east, these deposits are lying against the flanks of Cambrian and Pre-Cambrian

rocks. On the west, Dcvono-Carboniferous rocks protrude in bare ridges near the

boundary line and again north of Howell creek. Between, there is an area occupied

by wooded hills rising 1,000 feet above the river plain. These show along the eastern

escarpment sandstones and other soft rock' of Cretaceous age. Coal seams have been

found at two localities on the face of these hills in apparently advantageous places

for mining. The one examine<l at our visit was near Howell creek, a _w(>stern branch

of the Flathead. 'Jhe wooded hill which here forms the western edge of the valley,

rises steeply for nearly TUO feet and, in a slight gully on its face, ^fr. Butts, who was

in cliarge of the prosix^cting. has constructed several short tunnels into the various
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seams exposed. The measures here strike nearly east and west and dip 25 degrees south.

Six large seams have been exposed and some excavation done on each. No. 1 seam,
near the top of the g'ully, is reported as being- not far below the conglomerate and
is 25 feet thick. No. 2 has 31 feet of solid clean-looking coal between the walls. This
is probably the finest-appearing seam in the southern part of the mountains and
should mine a large percentage of lump coal. Xo. 2 seam is 16 feet thick, No. 4, 10
feet, and No. 5, the big seam, is somewhere near 50 feet thick, but where opened
appeared quite friable and easily crushed. This seam is near the bottom of the hill

and probably easy of access, but seam No. 2 will probably be first mined, from its

apparent good quality.

At the foot of the hill another seam was found, but from its position it was
suspected that there had been a slide and that it was displaced. This one was about
11 feet in thickness.

The river flat appeared favourable for the construction of a railway, but to gain
connexion' with other Canadian lines a summit must be climbed.
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GEOLOGICAL NOTES ON TTTE SHEEP RIYEK GAS AND OIL FIELD.

ALBERTA.

(D. B. Dou'ling.)

Introduction.

The western ed^e of the great syncline which runs north and soutli through Albert:i

and crosses obliquely the fifth initial meridian, is for a short distance bent over into

anticlinal form. West of this, which is the region commonly called the- foot-hill

country, the rocks are faulted and folded, and exposures of the lower series of rocks

are to be found on many of the streams. AVherc the above-mentioned anticline crosses

Sheep river the rocks exposed by the erosion of the crest of the anticline are Fn)er
Cretaceous shales. These, on the south branch of Sheep river, are well exposed beneath

sandstones which appear to belong to the coal-bearing Edmonton series of northern

Alberta or the St. ^lary River beds of southern Alberta. In the middle of the anticline,

sandstones and shales of the base of the Bearpaw or top of the Belly River formation

appear, and in these, near the south branch of Sheep river, a leakage of strongly-

smelling gas has been known for years at the apex of the anticline.

Recent boring operations in this vicinity disclosed the presence of gas in the upper
beds of the Belly River formation and, at a depth of a little over 1.550 feet, a small

amount of light oil (about 90 per cent gasoline) was found. This stimulated the

belief that oil was to be found in commercial quantities in this region, and many
companies were formed with the object of drilling for oif. Assuming that oil is to be

found in the rocks of the Belly River, or those at a lower horizon, it would be essential

to success that drilling should be started: (1) at a locality where oil and gas might
be expected to accumulate; and (2) where it could be reached at reasonable depths.

The Sheep Creek anticline offers, as far as structure goes, an opportunity of

piercing these rocks at a moderate depth. To the west, in the faulted zone of the

foot-hills, these lower rocks are again brought to the surface, and there may be areas

there where oil may have accumulated, but the broken nature of the country would
argue against any very large reservoirs.

The most striking feature illustrated by the section here is the apparent great

depth at which the Cretaceous rocks are buried at points to the east of the Sheep River
anticline, and, therefore, all drilling in the Tertiary areas must depend for a possible

sujijily of oil or gas on the rocks forming the Tertiary beds. Up to the present a small
flow of gas has been obtained at several points, but this has been without much odour,

and the only oil found in Alberta in beds near this horizon is to the north, near
Edmonton, in surface showings which have a possible origin in drift material brought
from the Athabaska.

Extended notes on the geology of the foot-hill area southwest of Calgary will be

found in a rejiort ])y Afr. D. D. Cairnes on Moose Mountain region. Geological Survey
Publication Xo. 9GS. Information of a more general nature on the geology of the

nortliwcst provinces is contained in Memoir No. 29 by Wyatt Malcolm, entitled Oil

and Gas Prospects of the Northwest Provinces of Canada, The following notes arc

intended to supplement the information therein given in regard to the possibilities of

oil being found in the Cretaceous rocks. To the description of each formation is added
a note regarding its oil-bearing character in the United States, especially in Wyoming
and Colorado. The intervening state of Montana has not so far appeared to have an
oil field.
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The field work on which this report is based, was performed during a visit in

October, 1913. The age of the shales in the section west of the Sheep Eiver anticline

rtHiuires careful investigation as the recognition of the several shale horizons is

difficult and the position assigned in the sketch section first published is only pro-
visional.

Summary and Conclusions.

The boring on Sheep river has demonstrated the presence of small quantities of oil

in the Belly Kiver rocks, and there is a trace of oil in the weathered face of these
sandstones in outcrops on the stream nearer the mountains.

Gas has been obtained at a number of localities in the Belly Eiver formation.
The Cardium sandstone, which seems to represent the top of the Xiobrara, is

exposed on Sheep river to the west of the Sheep Eiver anticline, and paraffin and oil

have been obtained from hand specimens by treatment with chloroform. This horizon
is probably the source of much of the gas in the shallow wells at ^Medicine Hat.

The Dakota sandstone is in places, especially to the east where it is superposed
on the Devonian, impregnated with bitumen and hea-v-y oils.

The above three formations contain many sandstone beds which, where porous, may
serve as reservoirs for the accumulation of oil or gas, but their accumulation in

quantity depends partly on the structural form and mainly on the character of

the surrounding shales. Traces of oil, it appears, can be found in many of the dark
shales of the Cretaceous, and in the oil fields of the western states, such as Wyoming
and Colorado, the finding of oil at the several horizons in the Cretaceous depends
greatb' on the presence of sandy, porous beds in which it can accumulate. The anti-

clinal form is, in the majority of cases, necessary for the concentration of the oil into

pools, but in very dry beds such as in the Florence field, Colorado, the oil acts as the
heavier liquids and collects in the bottom of the basins or synclines.

The Sheep Eiver anticline would seem to be a, favourable situation for the con-

centration of any oil or gas in the rocks beneath, and by deep drilling the horizons

which present possibilities, namely, the Belly Eiver, the Cardium sandstone, the Dakota,
and the Lower Cretaceous sandstones beneath, may be* reached. The anticline in the

first fault block to the west, namely, the one passing near Lineham, aflfords a chance to

reach the Dakota at a comparatively shallow depth.

General Description of Geology.

The Macleod branch of the Canadian Pacific railway skirts the eastern edge of a

belt of hilly country which lies to the east of the foot-hills proper. The rocks in these

hills are of early Tertiary age and consist of light-coloured sandstones and clays that

are exposed in the vicinity of Calgary and westward, on the Bow river. In the district

under discussion these beds are found in the hills west of Okotoks, and are there seen

lying almost horizontally. To the west, up Sheep river, there are occasional exposures,

and near the forks of the river the dip of the strata is to the east, thus showing the

approach to the western edge of the syncliue. The rocks beneath the heavy-bt\lded

sandstones such as are occasionally seen cropping on the sides of the hills, are appar-

ently varicoloured shales and sandstones dipping eastward and are in evidence on the

banks of the stream north of the post-office at Black Diamond. Frnni bcuciith these

comes a thick aeries of sandstones which, u short distance farther west, are tilted at

liiglier angles, and as coal seams are found with them they may be pnivisi»)nally corre-

lated with the Edmonton beds. As these latter sandstones are of a harder nature than
tlie rocks above and below, their presence is indicated hy a line of hills crossing the
river valley, and through which the two branehes of Siiecp river have cut ehannels.
Tliis line of hills inaiks the ea.slern sidr of a long fold running parallel to the ui'.inntains
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and, at a short distance west, a similar ridge seems to be formed by the westerly-dippin?

beds of the same series, thus indicating an anticline. The rocks exposed across this

portion between the hills are dark coloured marine shales representing the Bearpaw or

upper portion of the Pierre-Foxhill formations. The intercalated fresh and brackish

water member, tlie Iklly Kiwr series, comes very near the surface in the middle of the

anticline. The presence of a sandstone with markings resembling jjlants indicates a

change in condition of deposition, but, according to the record of drilling operations

on this anticline, shales continued for nearly 300 feet before the sandstone series was

reached. Westward of the sandstone rib on the west side of this anticline, a decided

break or fault is indicated, and lower beds have been brought up. These, both in thick-

ness and composition, resemble the Bearpaw shales. The axis of this anticline passes

just to the west of Liheham ford. For some distance west, the shales continue with

moderate westerly dips, but a broken zone is reached near the easterji boundary of sec-

tion 33, in which there is considerable folding, and the thin sandstones included in this

shale series are repeated several times. This sandstone is probalily the series called by

Mr. Cairnes the Cardium sandstone, and it is expected that in places some oil may be

obtained from it. The outcrops in places are stained with paraffin which can be

detected only by treatment with a solvent such as chloroform, and in this way a trace

of a heavy oil can also be obtained. A band of- steeply-inclined beds of Belly River

sandstone is found just above the mouth of Macabee creek, and in these there are two

horizons similarly stained with.paraffin. One at about the centre is supposed to repre-

sent the beds from which some oil was obtained in the well being drilled on section fi,

township 20, range ii. Tlie shales to the east of this series of sandstones may possibly

be the Claggett, but as their thickness is considerable and the snudstones at the base

resemble the top of the Belly River series rather than the Cardium sandstones, they

are provisionally called Bearpaw.

Description of Geological Formations.

The rocks exposed in the district, including also some of those found in the foot-

hills to the west, are discussed in the general order of the following table:

—

liable of Forinations.

Tertiary Paskapoo series of Northern Alberta, or rorcnpinc Hill beds of southern Allierta.

Cretaceous Edmonton series of noithern Alberta or St. Mary River beds of southern Alberta.

Bearpaw shales, the equivalent of the Pierre shales described east of the Alberta syncline.

Belly River series.

Claggett shales, the equivalent of the Lower Dark Shales of southern Alberta, or the

lower part of the Pierre.

Cardium sandstones.

Niobrara-Benton shales.

Dakota sandstones.

Kootenay formation.

.Jurassic Femie shales.

Pal.i'ozoic.

TKKTIARY.

Pa.shapoo Series.—Tht' rocks of this series as exposed in i\orthern Alberta are thus

described:^ " The beds consist of more or less hard, light grey or yellowish, brownish-

weathering sandstone, usually thick-bedded but often showing false bedding; also of

liglit bluish-grey and olive sandy shales, often interstratified with bands of hard, lamel-

lar ferruginous sandstone, and sometimes with bands of concretionary blue limestone."

The thickness in the outer edge of the foot-hills on Little Red Deer river was

determined as being at least 5,700 feet.

J. IJ. Tyrrell, (Jeol. .Surv., Can., Ar.-.i. Rep., vol. ii. 1RS6, p. ISfiE.
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In soutliern Alberta the saudstoues are comparatively soft, with intercalated grey-

ish and blackish shales, the lower beds (Willow Creek of Dawson) having a pronounced
reddish or purplish tint.. The series is so far found to be entirely of fresh-water origin.

A few coal seams in the lower part are found in the country between Calgary and
Edmonton. Xo authentic records of oil having been found in rocks of this division are

known, though there are unconfirmed rumours of oil being found in the country west
of Red Deer. Small flows of gas have occasionally been found as instanced in the gas.

well at High river.

In the valley of Sheep river these sandstones are exposed in horizontal beds in Wil-
son coulee, near Sandstone station, and in the hiUs bordering the valley west of the

forks. Xear Black Diamond post-office a heavy bed of sandstone outcrops near the south

branch in section 16, and west of this, exposures of the variegated shales and sands of
the base of the formation are seen with an eastern dip. The thickness of the formation
here has not yet been measured but seems to be very great. East of the hill country the

beds that are at the surface should be those of the lower and more shaly part.

The late Tertiary rocks of Texas produce, in some of the domes, both gas and oil.

Veins of gilsonite, a hardened bitumen, are found in Tertiary rocks of Middle Park,

Colorado, and in the Green River formation in Utah. The great oil fields of California

are mainly in late Tertiary rocks. The Tertiary rocks of Wyoming, the lower part of

the Wasatch formation in Carbon county, contains sandstones that yield 8 per cent of

oil with an asphaltic base.

CRETACEOUS.

Edmonton Series.—In the vicinity of Sheep river the series of sands and clays

which form the base of the Paskapoo, merge into grey clays and sandstones in which
one seam of coal is known, and these are succeeded by more sandy beds. The base of

the formation is distinctly a sandstone which is exposed on each side of the anticline

and, being more resistant to erosion, is marked in the topography by a series of long,

narrow hills. The thickness of the sandstone rib is probably over 1,000 feet. In the

foot-hills a second coal horizon is found near the base, though on Sheep river none was
noted. The upper coal seam at Black Diamond and south near Tongue creek, is

repeated on the west side of the anticline in the McDougall mine near Lineham post-

office. Coal reported near the surface at the McDougall-Seger well may possibly have
been from the lower coal horizon in the Edmonton.

Bituminous sands covered by boulder clay have been found at several places north

of Edmonton. The origin of these sands is doubtful, and there is a possibility that in

some piirts of the series a small amount of oil has been formed which has been colleotod

in sands beneath the somewhat dense boulder clay. The possibility, however, of masses

of the tar sands having been transported from the Athabaska country by the Keewatiu
glacier, is not to be lost sight of. Drilling at these localities has been very expensive

and has not proved the supposition that the oil found its way upward from the Dakota
beds below. These pools of oil have, moreover, little value except when near enough the

surface so that the containing bed can be removed by excavating. The localities so far

n'liortcd arc: near Egg lake, tuwnship 50, range xxv, west 4th; section 2tS, township 50,

range; ii, west 5th; at Legal in township 57, range xxv, west 4th; and north of the Atha-

baska on Ereeman river, 1;^ miles above its mouth. Otlier localities whose positions are

not definitely known, arc reported near the east end of Lesser Slave lake.

Bcailiuw Shales.
—

'JMiesc nnirine shales occupy a iwsition above tJie Hillv River, and
are the eciuivaleuts of the Pierre-Eoxhill of the plains of Alberta. The latter formation.

UH now understood, embraces also shales below the Belly River fornuitiini, and heui-e

iii<li\ idiial iKiMics arc rctjiiind fur (he twu divlsiuns respectively above and bi-low the

Jielly Kiv<r.

LMv 10
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In the foot-hill country near the mountains, the thickness is found to be 650 feet.

In the Calgary borehole, shales amounting to 530 feet are taken as representing this

formation. At Kipp, borings show a thickness of 615 feet of shale above the Belly River

coal seam. On the Red Deer river, east of Calgary, the thickness is about 750 feet. East

of Edmonton it is about 800 feet and on the north slope of the Cypress hills, ^McGon-

ncll found its thickness to be 900 feet. On Sheep river between the limbs of the

anticline, there is, east of the apex, two apparently unbroken series of shales with iron-

stone nodules and tliin, hardened streaks of sandy ironstone, separated by a very narrow

band of shales with a discordant dip. This series each contains a section of shales, the

eastern one nearly 1,200 feet and the western one 800 feet in thickness. At first view

this would give a thickness of 2,000 feet, but as this does not seem warranted by the

evident thickness elsewhere, the presumption that there is a repetition somewhere in

this section is warranted. The crumpled beds bettveen the above-mentioned blocks are

taken to represent a line of weakness, and a possible normal fault is there assumed.

Other faults may be present but were not detected, and as a preliminary it is assumed

that there is a thicknt^s of 1,200 feet of shales as shown in what ajipears to be one block.

In Alberta and, probably, also Montana, these upper shales do not seem to contain

oil. In Texas, the beds representing the top of the Cretaceous contain oil in the Corsi-

cana field and are supposed to have supplied the oil found in the Tertiary rocks at

Beaumont.

Belly River Fonnatioii.—This is a brackish and fresh-water formation consisting

of sandstones, shales, and a few coal seams. It very closely resembk^ the Edmonton
formation and only by its position below the dark Bearpaw shales is its identity defin-

itely known. According to Mr. Cairnes (Moose Mountain Report, No. 908, page 27) the

maximum thickness in the vicinity of the mountains is 1,025 feet. On Sheep river

above the mouth of the Macabee creek, where these beds are marked on the Moose

^Nfountain map, there seems to be a greater thickness than the above. In these beds

signs of paraffin were detected on the outcrops in two places and these may correspond

to the horizons at which oil was found in the well on section 6, township 20, range ii,

west of the 5th meridian. Gas has been obtained from this formation in several places

in Alberta beside the above-mentioned well.

Claggett Shales.—The shales below the Belly River rocks are marine and, although

very similar to the Benton, contain fossils that would place them higher in the series.

They correapond in position to the Lower Dark Shales found by Dr. Dawson on Milk

river, near Lake Pakowki. These latter are classed by Stanton as being of Pierre age

and representing the lower part of the Pierre shales as found in South Dakota. These

beds are not found in any very great thickness in the foot-hills (150 to 300 feet), and

consist of dark shales with bands of ironstone similar to the shales above and below.

In Canada no reference has been made to the finding of oil or gas in these or in

the lower Pierre shales, but in Wyoming some oil has been found in sandstones of the

lower part of the Pierre, in the Powder River oil field, and also in the Salt Creek field in

Natrona county. In Colorado, oil which is supposed to have come up from the Niobrara

and Benton, is found in the lower part of the Pierre in the Boulder and Florence fields.

Tliis horizon may correspond to the Claggett of Alberta.

Cardium Sandstones.—This division, which seems to represent shore and possibly

land deposits formed at about the period represented farther ea.-^t by the calcareous

shales of the Niobrara formation, consists of coarse sandstones and black shales which

have a thickness of about 50 to 100 feet. Those are described by Mr. Cairnes and

correlated with part of the Eagle sandstone of Montana. They are exp<)sed on Sheep

river as a narrow crumpled band at several localities west of Lineham post-ofiice. The

interest in this connexion lies in the fact that several samples treated with chloroform

imparted a decided brown-yellow colour to this licpiid. One sample so treated in the

office at Ottawa, on evaporation left dark bruwn, oily markings on the test tube and a
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larye number of small needle-like particles, suggesting crystals of a white paraffin.

This sandstone is a possible receptacle for oil that may come from the Benton shales

beneath.

Niohrara-Bentoti Shales.—The upper part of this series may contain deposits of

the same age as the Niobrara formation, but as these shales possess none of the Niobrara
characteristics they are generally considered under the caption of Benton shales. This
is also the case in Montana where the formation derives it'^ name. At the town of Fort
Benton there is no limestone corresponding to the Niobrara, and as there is no erosion

interval or unconformity, the Niobrara is probably also represented by shales or sand-
stones, and in this particular the Benton shales of Montana and Alberta no doubt
embrace more than the formation known by the same name in Nebraska.

In the eastern exposures of the Cretaceous in Manitoba and also at various places
along the northern face of the Cretaceous plateau, calcareous shales are found beneath
the Pierre which seem to be of Niobrara age, and at several localities these have a

strong odour of petroleum and are often so impregnated that the shales will burn.
Petroleum may be obtained from them by distillation.

These bituminous shales are exposed in the valley of the Pembina river south of

Manitou in Manitoba, and on the face of the Pasquia hills in eastern Saskatchewan
and, as before remarked, the Cardium sandstones which represent a contemporary
deposit in the foot-hills seem to have contained petroleum in some of their exposures.

South of the International Boundary, the oil in the Salt Creek field of Wyoming
is supposed to coine from the Niobrara, but it is found in sandy beds at the base of the
Pierre. In Colorado the oil of the Eangel.y oil district is procured from the central

part of the Mancos shale, and as this formation includes Pierre and Niobrara-Bewton,
the horizon at which the oil is found may correspond to the Niobrara. In the Niobrara
of tb.e Florence tield the rocks of the Apishapa and Timpas divisions contain in the
pores and small joints much solid hitumen. None is found in the loj'ger joints.

In Cnnada no mention is made of oil or bitumen as having been found in the
Bentf>n >^;iles. In Manitoba they evidently contain much carbonaceous matter, but in

the foot-hills the characteristic intense black colour is not so prominent and the shales

are more rusty in appearance and may be described as dark grey, rusty shales with
many thin bands of ironstone and rusty sandstone.

Oil is found in the Benton in Wyoming and Colorado. In the Wyoming fields of
Unita county, oil is obtained in the Aspen formation northeast of Spring Valley, and
in the Bear River formation near Spring Valley. Near Bonanza, oil is found in the
Wall Creek sandstone near the base of the Benton. The upper part of the Benton in

the Douglas field, Converse county, contains a very thick oil, while that from the
lower part is much lighter in colour. In the Colorado oil fields, the Carlisle shale in
the upper part of the Bonton contains oil in the Florence field, while in the Boulder
field it is thouglit that some oil obtained in higher measures has worked upward from
the IJciitoii.

/>rt/.-o/a.—The thickness of the Dakota in the foot-hills is from 900 to 1,700 feet.

Kocks \ery siniilar to those of the Dakota formation and probably of the same age, are
I'iiiiihI III llic ii.ol bills region and will, i)robably, be p(>netratod in some of the tleepor

boring-;. Ill the foot-hill exposures these rocks are sandstones of a general greenish
lint. Dark shale beds are fdund in the lower part of the series, ami the tlivision betwivn
tlie Dakota and the Kootenay series below is not well marked and has been here assiuned
as a heavy conglomerate bed which serves as a horizon marker for the top of the coal-

bearing rocks beneath. This series of sandstones is an intportant gas reservoir in the
aiilicliiic wliicli passes north. through the plains region betwi'cn l?o\v Island aiul Medi-
ciiK' ilal. The great pressure of the gas and its (•(•(•noniic value has until lati'ly satistuni

the conipanits drilling so that the origin of the gas has not \»'rn deterniined. It is wiJl
known, however, that where these beds rest on the Devonian meks of tiie AthnJ>ask«

2(1- -10.

^
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river they are impregnated with a heavy oil which on weathered outcrops is thickened

to a bitumen. The origin lias been ascribed to the Devonian beneath, and in this con-

nexion it may be mentioned that these oils and tars are found over a large area in

isolated exposures. The tar spring on Tar island, Peace river, and others in the country

at the head of the Wahiskaw river, although found in rocks above the Dakota, probably

derive their oil from the Dakota. The suggestion that this sand formation acts as a

reservoir for oil extracted from Devonian rocks is quite probable, since in the basin

drained by the Mackenzie, where a wide area of these rocks occurs, many instances of

tar springs in the Devonian are known. Thus on Slave river, below Fort Smith, and at

several points on the west shore of Great Slave lake, there are evidences of petroliferous

shales and tar springs. Others are to be found on the banks of the Mackenzie near Fort

Good Hope and below Fort Wriglcy.

The sandstones of the formation discussed under the name Dakota no doubt under-

lie a great part of the area occupied by the Cretaceous plateau, and the question of its

oil or gas-bearing qualities depends in great measure on whether the underlying strata

are capable, of producing oil or not. It is not expected that the Devonian is in imme-

diate contact with the Dakota over the whole area now covered by the Cretaceous, since

the contact is one of unconformity and in the exposures of the lower rocks in the moun-
tains a great thickness of Carboniferous limestones and shales as well as later beds are

there found between the Dakota and the Devonian. It may be that some of these inter-

vening beds are themselves petroliferous or gas-producing, in which case the Dakota

may have enriched zones which would in a general manner be aligned with the moun-
tains and would also follow the structure lines or flexures on the plains.

The nearest of the foreign oil fields developed in this horizon is that of Wyoming.
In several of the areas there prospected, the Dakota formation is credited with contain-

ing bitumen and heavy oil.

In the Powder River field some oil is found in sandstone doubtfully called Dakota,

but which may be of earlier age. Dutton and Rattlesnake fields also credit some

oil to the Dakota. In the Oil Mountain field there is one spring on Oil mountain in

Benton shales, but the oil probably comes up through a fault from the Dakota. In

several fields in Unita county, small amounts of oil are obtained from the lower part

of the Benton or Dakota.

In Crook county a heavy lubricating oil is obtained from the Dakota. Some oil has

been got from near the outcrop of the top of the Dakota in the Newcastle field of

Weston county. In Converse county, oil that is found in the lower part of the Benton

or top of the Dakota is lighter than that found in tlie upper Benton of the Douglas field.

A very light oil has been found in the lower part of the Dakota in the Shoshone field

of Fremont county.

In Colorado, solid bitumen is found in the Dakota, and in the states to the south

the origin of oil in the Trinity sands (probably of this horizon) is generally ascribed

to the underlying Palicozoic limestones and shales.

Kootenay.—This formation, wliich is generally very rich in coal deposits in the

exposures in the Rocky mountains thins out towards the east so that its presence

beneath the Dakota can only be expected in the western and i)erhaps southwestern por-

tion of the Cretaceous area. The rocks are brownisli sandstone and shales with abund-

ant plant renuiins, and coal seams may be expected in the foot-hills area. This

formation is found in Montana, and thin deposits of about this horizon occur as far east

as the Black hills. In the oil fields of Wyoming some oil is credited to sandstones at

the base of the Cretaceous which may be of this age, such as in Fremont county and
certain sandstones in the Douglas field of Converse coimty.

JUK.XSSIC.

Fernie Shales.—In the foot-liills a thin series of l)hi<-k shah's which vary in thick-

ness from 100 to 250 feet is correlated with the Fernie shales of tlie mountain areas.
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The formatiou has thinned so much to the east that very little of it may be expected
even in boreholes in the outer foot-hills. As an oil-producing stratum it seems of

rather small moment and oil, although found in rocks credited to this age in the
Powder River field, Wyoming, and in the Florence field of Colorado, is found only in

small quantities and is very heavy and black.

PALEOZOIC.

It is quite certain that the floor on which the above-described ^Mesozoic deposits

were laid down, consists of a series of limestones of which the western portion is

formed of Carboniferous rocks with possibly some Triassic and Permian sediments
lying here and there upon them. It is possible that these Triassic and Permian sedi-

ments and some of the Upper Carboniferous which is found to be oil-bearing in some
of the Wyoming fields, may be oil-bearing in places beneath this mass of Cretaceous,

and if so possibly may have enriched overlying beds that can be reached by the drilling

from the surface. The eastern arid northern part of the Cretaceous area is underlain
by Devonian limestones and it is already demonstrated that the Devonian, in its

northern portion at least, is fairly rich in bitumen and is there the source of the oil

found in the Dakota sandstones.

Occurrences of Oil and Gas in General Region.

Gas.—In Alberta, small quantities of gas are to be found in the sandstones of the

Paskapoo and Edmonton formations. As these formations contain abundant evidence

of plant life both in the form of scattered material and in coal seams, the presence of

gas may be expected, but as the beds are generally quite porous and are not capped by

clo=er-grained beds than the occasional clay deposits, therefore the gas is probably to be
obtained oulj- in small amounts and at low pressure.

In the Belly River rocks which have a general resemblance to the Edmonton, the

accumulation of gas is helped by the cover of close-grained Bearpaw shales which
overlie them, and although no great accumulations have yet been found in the prairie

country, a very fair flow of gas was obtained in drilling on the Sheep River anticline.

The gas was strong smelling and was evidently associated with a volatile oil.

Gas has also been obtained from rocks at about the horizon of the Xiobrara at

Medicine Hat and in southern Manitoba.

The great flows of gas at Bow island and at Pelican rapids on the Athabaska are

believed to come from rocks at the horizon of the Dakota.

Oil.—The Devonian rocks of the Mackenzie basin have long been known to con-

tain bituminous shales and they are also supposed to have originally contained

the oil f(jund in the tar sand on the Athabaska. Small amounts of oil are known
to e.xist in certain of the beds of the Niobrara as exposed in southern Manitoba and
northern Saskatchewan. The percentage is low, however, and the oil could only be

obtained by distillation. The value of those beds as sources of gas or oil depends
mainly <>n the presence of ixtruus material above it, at the base of the Pierre, to act as

a retainer. As remarked above, small flows of gas from tliis formation liave been found
near Treherne, ^lan.

In the foot-hills a sandy doimsit at about the horizon of the Niobrara has been

folind in outcrop samples to contain paraffin and some oil, and it is expeett^l that oil

nniy lie found at this horizon in the Sheep River borings.

'IMie presence of oil in the Helly River formation at tlie well on Sheep river is tlio

i'n>l inlimation tinit the formation might be a source of oil, but an examination of tlie

outcrops near Maeahee creek reveale*! the presence of small tra»'es of o\\ in thi«se rocks,

so that the theory that tiiiy oil came u|) through faults or cracks at a rtvent datv from
liclow i^ not necessary.
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KORTH SASKATCHEWAN RIVER COAL AREAS, ALBERTA.

(D. B. Dowlmg.)

A branch railway has just been put in operation by the Canadian Northern Rail-

way Oompany and runs frotn Stettler westward to the mountains, crossing the North

Saskatchewan river at Rocky Mountain House, and following the north bank to just

west of the Brazeau hills. This is to be operated primarily for coal haulngo, a mine
being now opened on the Shunda Creek area. Notice of the discovery of this area

was published in the Summary Report of this department for 1909, page 147. Coal

seams were discovered in 1911 by private prospectors, and an area leasod. Since

then, the construction of the railway branch and the opening of the mine have been

in progress. Other small mines for domestic coal may possibly also be opened in the

vicinity of the Saskatchewan river, coal seams having been found in the Upper

Cretaceous rocks exposed in the river banks.

From Rocky Mountain House westward to the Brazeau hills, the underlying rocks

consist of the Cretaceous sandstones and shales of the Edmonton formation with

probably some beds of the lower part of the Paskapoo, of Tertiary age. These form

the western limb of the broad Alberta anticline and are here almost horizontal, a few

bends showing the approach to the zone of disturbance in the foot-hills. At the

Brazeau hills, the first of the regular fault block hills are met. The Devono-Carboni-

ferous rocks are exposed to the west of the fault or broken overturned anticline which

runs along their eastern face. These hills show the maximum uplift of the eastern

edge of this block to be, at the Saskatchewan, decreasing to north and south. The
limestones are cxposetl north of the Saskatchewan in three hills and to the south to

probably past the gap of Ram creek. The rocks of the western surface of this uplifted

block consist of Cretaceous sediments, and a great thickness has been removed by

erosion. The coal-bearing lower series, the Kootenay, still remains and a large block

is above the general surface and behind the Brazeau hills. These beds probably "form a

continuous trough along the western depressed edge of the block and abut against the

front of the Bighorn hills. In the portion elevated above the general level, the largest

portion of which lies between Shunda creek and the Saskatchewan river, several coal

seams have been found, two of which will be mined at once. The measures remaining

on this part are evidently the lower part of the Kootonay formation, the section secured

by the excavations as given by the engineer's measurements, is as follows, in descending

order:

—

Barren measures
Coal seam No. 5

Barren measures
Coal seam No. 4

Barren seam
Coal seam No. 3

Bai'ren measures
Coal seam No. 2

Barren measures
Coal scam No. 1

Black shales and sandstones, about

Five seams with an aggregate thickness of 37 feet C inches of coal in O.U feet 6 inche.''

of measures.

Feet. Inches.

60
7 2

120
2 6

lOG
ir. 11

12;?

7

s.-,

4 2

100

631 6
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Seam Xo. 1 (4 feet 2 inches) was not considered of sufficiently high grade coal to

warrant its present exploitation.

Seam Xo. 2 (7 feet 9 inches), has a roof of shale in thick benches and is of satis-

factorj' strength. In the tunnel, the coal is found to be very friable and as the surface

burden is light for a long distance, the surface water is draining through the seam
and the coal is very much damaged thereby. A higher grade coal may be obtained at a

greater distance from the surface. At a distance of 135 feet from the mouth of the

tunnel the coal was still friable and would produce a large percentage of small coal.

An analysis by the Milton Hersey Company, of a sample taken across the full seam
at 135 feet in the tunnel, gave:

—

Moisture 0-44

Volatile combustible matter 17-01
Fixed carbon 6912
Ash 13 43

100.00

Coke dull but firm; heating value, 13,202 B.T.U.; sulphur, 0-49.

Seam Xo. 3 (15 feet 11 inches) is usually accompanied by a band of shale

commonly found within a foot or so of the roof. It occasionally disappears and again
is found with greater thickness. The lower part is the best coal, and may be separated
from the upper shaly part. Of this, samples across a thickness of 13 feet 6 inches from
the floor are as follows :

—

Upper 6 feet 6 inches Lower 7 feet t) inches
which is below to floor

shale band. of seam.
Moisture 0-63 0-45
Volatile combustible matter 17-97 17.63
Fixed carbon 66-00 69-92

Ash 15.40 12-00

100.00 100-00
Sulphur 0-55 0-49
Calorific value r 12.834 B.T.U. 13.426 B.T.U.
Coke Dull but firm. Dull but firm.

Seam Xo. 4 (2 feet 6 inches). This seam is considered too thin to l>e worked at
present.

Seam Xo. 5 (7 feet 2 inches). The coal in this seam proved very high in ash,

consequently very little excavation was made on it.

^fining is confined to seams Nos. 3 and 2, and as the railway has only recently
rea<hed the property, a temporary plant is installed.

Several coal seams in the Edmonton rocks are expostnl in the vicinity of the rail-

way betweei'U Rocky Sloiintain House and tlie Brazeau liills and if mined will produce
coal of a bituiiiinuus cliaracter suited to domestic use. The principal exposure is of a
10-foot seam, discovered in a small gully near the western edge of township 40, range
xii, west of fitli meridian. This is brought up in n slight anticline in the hinls and will

probably be found over a considerable area. The discovery point was at a consiilcrably

lower elevation than the railw;,. tracks and a mine there would reipiire the installation

of a linisting plant. The seanj may possibly be traced to a position more nearly on a
lescl with the railway.

A few snmll scams were also found on tbc north liaiik of tlie S;i>k;itelie\van river

iHiir the iiioiitb of Ujim creek wbivh «Miters from the south. The beds hero for a short
distiuict! have a westerly dip anl ajjparently the coal horizon shown in tlio anticlino
to till- wfst again comes to tiie surface. Instead of a 10-foot seam, several thin oiu*a

arc foiiiiil i|uitc close together, but they arc only about 2J fct>t tlii.k and, tlu'refon»,
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hardly workable, the largest, which is mostly shale, is reported as being 8 feet between

walls. During the construction of the railway, a steam shovel was supplied with coal

from a 2-foot 6-inch seam which was mined only for this purpose. The coal is sub-

bituminous of fair grade, giving on analysis:

—

Per cent.

Moisture ^-^^

Volatile combustible matter 37-70

Fixed carbon 41.68

Ash 14.52

At Rocky ^lountain House, small seams have been known for some time. As

reported by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell in Annual Report, Geological Survey, Vol. II, 1886, page

101 E, the section exposed 2 miles below the mouth of Clearwater river was as follows :

—

Feet. Inches.

Light-srcy clay-shale containing obscure fragments of plants

and numerous erect silicified stumps of trees, some of

which, however, are turned into coal for a couple of

inches around the outside 3

Coal 5

Grey clay-shale S

Coal (at water's edge) reported about 2

6 1

''This is undoubtedly the same seam as that seen in the cliff at the mouth of the

Clearwater. Coal was formerly obtained from this place by the servants of the Hudson's

Bay Company, and used by them at the forge at Rocky Mountain House. It is a coal

very similar to that obtained at Lethbridge on the Belly river, and will keep for a

length of time exposed to the air without crumbling, as large masses of it scattered

along the banks of the river for many miles below its outcrop, and in some cases

rounded off by the actio nof the water, retain all their firmness.'

"The following is Dr. Harrington's report on specimens brought from this seam

by Dr. Selwyn in 1S73:

—

''A bright black coal, breaking with angular fracture and giving a brick-red ash.

Two proximate analyses by slow and fast coking gave:

—

Slow coking. Fast coking.

Water
Volatile combustible matter
Fixed carbon
Ash _

100.00 100.00

"Specimens from the same seam were collected by the writer (J. B. Tyrrell) in

1886, and analysed by Mr. Hoffmann, with the following results:

—

Hygroscopic water >'• ,\
Volatile combustible matter

rn qj
Fixed carbon '^^2
Ash

'

100.00

7.82 7.82

31.35 38.00

54.97 42.25
5.86 5.93
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AVILLOWBUXCH QOAL AEEA, SASKATCHEWAN.

(Bruce Rose.)

Introduction.

General Statement.—The field season of 1913 was spent in a general geological

examination of the coal-bearing rocks and associated formations in Saskatchewan,
south of the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway and east of the third meridian.
With the exception of a few side trips, work was confined to the area of the Willow-
bunch sheet of the Topographic Surveys Branch, Department of the Interior, and the
sectional map on 3 miles to 1 inch scale, was used as a base map. Particular atten-

tion was given to the area included in townships 1 to 7, ranges xxi to xxx, west of the

second meridian, of which the accompanying map of coal outcrops has been prepared.

A period of three months from June 23 to September 23 was occupied in field work.
Mr. A. E. Cameron gave most efiicient and satisfactory assistance throughout the sea-

son. Two weeks in August were occupied by a trip to Kamloops, B.C., in connexion
witli the excursions of the Twelfth International Geological Congress, during which
time Mr. Cameron conducted the field operations.

On account of the extent of territory covered, work was necessarily of the recon-

naissance type and consisted largely in the measurement and sampling of coal and clay

outcrops, the location of these on the township plans, and the correlation of strata.

Previous Work.—A previous report on the geology of the area was made by Dr. G.

M. Dawson, who was attached to the British North American Boundary Commission
in 1873-74^. Dr. Eobert Bell, of the Survey, made a trip from the Dirt hills to Wood
mountain across the northwestern corner of this area in 1873, of which a brief account
is given in his report for that year. These are the only previous reports bearing directly

on the area, but reports on the surrounding areas are contained in the accounts of the

early explorations of Sir James Hector and of IL Y. Hind in the northwest, in the
reports of tbe Ilnyden survey of the territories, in various reports of both the United
States Geological Survey and the North Dakota Geological Survey on areas to the

south, and in reports of the Geological Survey of Canada on neighbouring areas. The
latter are contained in the works of Sehvyn, McConnoU, Dowling, Tyrrell, Rics. and
Keele.

Summary and Conclusions.

The investigation of tlii>-- area shows that it is abundantly supplied with lignites

and clays. 'J'he lignites occur in such quantity that they form a fuel and puwer n^erve

that is hard to estimate, in a region where there is practically no timber and where
water-power is unattainable.

The clay suj)i)ly is inexhaustible. Here again tiie scari-ity of tinilur for building

is offset by the case with which bricks can be made from the days. The tests of the

<'hiy>^ show I hat there is not only an abundance suitable for coninion brii-k. but also

there are more refractory clays suitable for sewi-r-pipe ami lire-brick, etc., of which
Canada imports annually a eonsiderahle (piantily.

Th(! close association (jf the lignite uiul clays is very fortunate. In ea>es where it

might not be i)rofituble to work either one singly, the combined working of clay aud

' (-JcoloKy iiiid Itt'HOiirrcH of tlu» I'Virty-iiliilli i)ai:illil. 1S7D.
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coal seams should be considered. In any case the working of the clays will be greatly

facilitated by the ease with which a nearby cheap fuel supply may be had.

With the opening up of the Canadian west and the increasing demand for fuel and

building material, along with the increasing facilities for railway transportation, it is

to be oxi)ected tliat the working of the associated lignites and clays of southern Sas-

katchewan will soon form a considerable industry.

General Character of the District.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The Willowbunch area lies near the eastern border of the third prairie steppe just

to the west of the Coteau du Missouri and to the east of the Wood Mountain area. It

forms, with the Wood Mountain and surrounding areas, an elevated residual of nearly

horizontal Tertiary strata on a base of flat-lying Cretaceous strata.

The topography is in general that of the Great Plains, or what is here more popu-

larly called " the prairies." This consists of a plain developed on nearly flat-lying strata,

where for great areas the level of the plain corresponds to the level of the strata, but

which considered as a whole is seen to bevel the strata at small angles. The origin of

this plain is then in part structural and in part erosional. It was formed in pre-Glacial

time and its surface was somewhat modified by glacial scour and deposition.

In detail, two special phases of topography are exhibited. The southern part of the

area is cut up by numerous small ramifying coulees, and where the vegetation is scanty,

approaches bad land topography. The coulees are all tributary to the Missouri River

system. The northern part of the area is a region of undulating prairie with numerous

small depressions occupied by sloughs and lakes, and with an absence of any connected

drainage system. The surface deposits are here morainic material or the outwash and

lake deposits formed during the retreat of the last continental glacier. During this

period the rise of the Coteau du Missouri doubtless formed a barrier at the front of

tlie ice sheet and hence much morainic material was deposited here.

Although very irregularly distributed, there is a certain amount of parallelism of

the morainic ridges in an ea?t and west direction. Furthermore the morainic ridges

occur in zones. A zone of hilly country several miles wide is followed by a depression

of corresponding width. This suggests that there was a cyclic change of climate greater

than tliat accompanying the seasonal retreat of the ice sheet, giving times of rapid

retro;) t which are marked by the depressed areas with less morainic material. These

dei)ivssions may, liowevcr, be valleys cut by Glacial or pre-Glacial streams, but no

evidence of fluvial action remains. The railways and main roads follow these depres-

sions.

Cutting across the area and roughly dividing the coulee country from the lake and

plf»\igh country, is a large coulee known as Big !Muddy valley. This valley is occupied at

several points along its source by lakes and intermittent streams, and is tributary to

the ^Missouri river although there is at present no through flowing stream. It is cut to

an average depth of about 2^>0 feet below the prairie level and has a widtli varying from

] to 1\ miles. It was excavated when the climate was much more humid tlian at pres-

ent. It probably represents the work of a large stream during the rctj-eat of the con-

tinental glacier.

A line of terraces about 200 feet above the valley bottom marks a break between

a mature upper valley and the main younger valley, so there were at least two stages in

its development.

The present relief is then a function not oidy of (Jhieial but also of pre-Glacial

topograpliie forms and has undergDue small ehang(> since glaciation.
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CLIMATE AND AGRICULTURE.

Tlie climate is very similar to that of the opeu treeless prairie in general. It may
])e described as a typical steppe climate.

V/inds and scarcity of moisture prevent the growth of trees except along stream
courses or in the protected hollows of coulees. The vegetation is mostly of grasses,

which grow abundantly during 3 wet spring season and cure to a natural hay during the
l;;te summer, thus making it a good grazing country.

The precipitation is about 14 inches per year, of which about 8 inches fall during
the months of May, June, and July, when it is most beneficial to the growing crops.

The winters are cold and the summers hot. The range of temperature is large,

from —40° F. in winter to 90° F. in summer, with an approximate average of 10° for

tlic months from November to March and of 52° for the months from April to October.
The yield of grair.s is above the average for the prairie provinces, and although

tl'.e area has been known and settled, particularly about the village of Willowbunch, for
years, it is only since the coming of the r;-ilways into the northern part of the area
within the last five years that there has been an inrush of settlers, and now practically
i'.ll the best agricultural land is occupied.

The broken coulee areas which are too rough for grain growing are admirably
suited for grazing. Numerous springs supply abundant good water.

TRANSPORTATION AND COiniERClAL POSSIBILITIES.

On account of the open-plains nature of the topography, the Willowbunch area has
always been easily accessible and has been connected by wagon road to Moosejaw and
surrounding towns for many years, but it is only within the last five years that it has
liad railway connexion. The Weyburn-Lethbridge branch of the Canadian Pacific

railway now cuts across the northern part of the area and the Radville branch of the
Canadian Northern railway reaches as far as the town of Bengough. The coming of
these railways has caused the area to fill with settlei*s, and grain growing has become
general, but the area to the south along the International Boundary is still in need of
railway connexion. It is, however, admirably suited for ranching, for which close

railway accommodation is not so necessary as for grain growing.

The development of coal mining and the manufacture of clay products now only

await the attracting of investors. Development up to date has been confined to the

mining of coal for local use at various localities and to the establishment of a brick-

yard at Claysite, in the Dirt hills. Some of the clays here are very refractory and it !s

the intention to manufacture a variety of products, from common brick to fire-brick.

Similar deposits of clays, shales, and coal beds are successfully worktHl in Xorth
l):ikota and fire-brick are shipped into Canada.

One drawback to coal mining is that the lignites slack and crumble on exposure to

air and so it is necessary to have mining just equal to the consumption. Kxperimeuts

me being made on briqiietting the lignites and if successful the ilitliculty of storijig will

l;c overcome. Mining can then progress at a steady rate and the hri(iuettes i-an be stored

until needed.

General Geology.

The only rocks exposed in the area examined, other than the surface deposits of

I'l. i-li.ccne and Recent accumulation, are tht> clays, slialtvs, sands, and coal ht\ls of tlio

Korl Union formation. The geological maps pulilislied by the C:!nadi:ui Crt>ologie!»l

S\irve.y IiaV(; not assigned to the Fort Uni(Ui formation a separate colouring, but it has
licen included with tlie strat igraphieall.v I'onl'ormalile formations from the top of the

I'ierre-Foxhill to llie nneotil'orniity below the Oligocene, under thi» term " Liiraiuie."
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FORT UNION FORMATION.

The Fort Fnion is a fresh-water formation made up of a succession of almost

h(irizontal strata of clays, clay shales, sands, and li^ites with a small amount of sand-

stone. In general, it is quite uniform in appearance. The colours of the clays, shales,

and sands range from yellowish-grey through drab and grey nearly to white. None of

the members are greatly indurated except the sandstone and it forms a very small part

of any section and is not continuous for any great distance.

Sandstone and clay-ironstone concretions are common in the beds. The clay-

ironstone concretions are concentrated along certain strata and in places form an
almost continuous band of from 1 to 3 inches thickness. Gypsum in the form of

selenite often occurs as a parting between strata.

The succession of strata varies greatly from place to place and although a particular

member may in places be traced for several miles the sections are so different at

different points that no correlation can be made. The deposits really consist of a

series of broad, thin, interfingering lenses of clays, sands, and lignites, and the

variability in succession is due to the changing circumstances of deposition. The
beds are a series of shallow-water lake deposits. This is evinced by the variability in

character of the lens-shaped beds, the cross-bedding particularly in the sands, the

general arenaceous character of the deposits, the gypsum between strata, the lignite

beds, and a continental fossil flora and fauna.

The following section exposed on the south shore of Big Muddy lake in section

26, township 2, range xxii, west of the 2nd meridian, illustrates the character and
variability of the strata :

—

Blue-grey clay with clay-ironstone band
(Jrey s md
Shaly blue clay
Lignite
Grey clay
Lignite
Grey clay
Dark grey shale
Blue grey clay with clay-ironstone Viantls

Lignite—very small.
Grey clay
Lignite
Grey clay
Lignite
Sandy grey clay
Shaly and woody clay
Sandy grey clay
Clay and lignite

Lignite
Woody clay with gypsum
Lignite
Yellow-grey sand
Lignite
Shaly grey-white clay
L gnite
Grey clay
Lignite (worked for local use by farmers)
Sandy grey clay with sandstone concretions
Yfllow-grey shale with fossil leaves
Sandy yellow-grey clay
Lignite
Sandy grey clay
Lignite
Groy clay
I^ignite . ._^

Grey clay
Lignite
Sandy grey clay
Lignite at waters edge.

Feet. Inches.

11

6

9
5 6
1

10
1 6

21

3

6

6

1

10

6
24

9

1 6

6

1

2

2

2

2

10 6
6 fe

7

1

r
6

2

3 1

4

2

1 3

1 9

1

17

203 4
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A couspicuous feature is the presence of red beds and clinkers produced by the

burning of lignite beds. The beds above the burned seam are the ones which show the

most marked effects. These are commonly baked and changed in colour, some to cream
and buff colours, but most conspicuous are those changed to pink and red. In one

locality considerable slag of a red colour has been produced by the fusion of the

overlying beds. The burned seam in this case is represented less than 1 mile away
by an 18-foot seam of lignite.

SUPERFICUL DEPOSITS.

Gravels, sands, and boulder clays mantle the surface except on the steep sides of

coulees or stream courses. These are the morainic and outwash deposits from the

continental glacier. They are thickest in the north part of the area close to the

Coteau du Missouri. Large areas of level prairie such as that about Bengough, where

the soil is uniformly fine, with occasional knolls and small ridges of gravel, represent

outwash lake deposits. Similar fine soil on the broad, flat bottom of Big Muddy valley

is thought to represent the aggradational material of the silting up of this valley

during the last stages of the old stream which at one time occupied it. To this may
be added the smaller amount of more recent silts brought in by the spring freshets

from the side coulees.

The Recent deposits are so small as to be almost negligible. The deposits from

spring freshets just mentioned, the filling in of sloughs with plant remains and
blown material, and a slight rearrangement of surface material are all that is of

inii)ortance.

Economic Geology.

COAL.

Lignite has been mined for local use only at a few localities. The mines or pits

are in all cases located on the sides of coulees where coal outcrops occur, and no develop-

ment work or prospecting has been done other than the actual mining. This has

necessarily been confined to the southern coulee district, where outcrops are easily

found, although coal has been reported from well borings at several localities in the

northern drift-covered district.

The first mining is in most cases done by the open-pit method. This is commonly

used by the farmers who go to the nearest coal outcrop, strip off the overlying strata

and dig out the lignite. Mining by this method cannot extend far, for the sides of the

coulees are usually so steep that after digging a few feet into the bank the thickness

of the overburden becomes so gresit that the expense of removing it is greater tliau

the value of the coal.

in a few localities underground mining is carried on. Timbering is used for a

main tunnel and the coal is extracted by the room and pillar nu'lhud. The scarcity

of trees on the prairie and the conse<iuent high cost of timber nnist be taken into

account in the consideration of any mining operations.

The analysis of the coal shows it to be a true lignite. It is very black for lignito

iiiid when ireslily dug is coinpat-t aiul breaks with a hackly fracture into massive lumps.

On exposure ti) the air, however, a gri'at deal of the moisture evaporates and it sbu-ks

iihiiiisl lo a iiowdir. It is advisable tlirii to mine thi> coiil only as needed or to keep it

slieJlcntl ill t i^lilly-l'ix'ked pih"^.

'I'lie follciwiii;' analyses, ucetions, and lirit I deseript ion;> >uniniari/.e the Woik on

tlie li(j,nite.
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West of the 2nd meridian.

No. Moisture.
Volatile
matter.

Fixed
carbon.

A.sh.

Section. Township. Range.

32 71 17 3 21 9 1 41-2 17

2 2 4 2.3 8 1 38 2 42 3 11 4

3 3 6 23 8 8 39 6 38 8 12 8
4 28 1 24 8 1 3(; 9 39 8 15
5 30 2 2") 8 1 40 8 39 1 12
6 32 3 2(5 8 5 39 5 35 4 16 6

7 3.5 5 2r. 7 4 34-6 34 3 23 7

8 27 7 27 8 2 40 fi .3.5 6 15 6
9 11 3 19 7 3 38-4 36-2 181

These analyses show considerably smaller perccntap:es of moisture and hifiher

percentages of a^;h than most of the publislied analyses of the lignite of southern

Saskatchewan. The small percentages of moisture are accounted for by thorough air

drying. The samples stood for several months after collecting in a room heated to

60° F. or more.

The percentages of ash are thought to be representative. Care was taken in

sampling to get average samples across the seams from freshly-opened workings, while

it appears that many of the published analyses are from picked samples.

No. 1 is from a small mine operated by Mr. Richard Appleby, Roanmine, Sask.,

on the west side of Roan Mare coulee. Seven feet of workable lignite is overlain by 1

foot of bituminous clay shale which makes a good roof. Above this lies 3 feet of clean

building sand and then a succession of clays, shales, and small lignite seams. The
coulee sides are here quite grass-covered but the bod is thought to be of consideralile

extent. The mine is located well up a side coulee giving easy drainage and the seam is

horizontal, so that mining is carried on at small cost. At the time of visiting only
one tunnel had been driven.

No. 2 is from an open pit operated by Mr. W. II. Treleaven, Waniska, Sask. The
pit is in a steep-walled coulee or amphitheatre on the east side of Bender's coulee, at
the foot of a bold hill called Eagle butte. The strata is well exposed in the neighbour-
hood, and the following section was obtained :

—

Feet. Inches.

Sandy clay, with concretions, grass-covered.
Lignite
Grey clay
Shaly sandstone
Yellowish grey clay—sandy streaks
Lignite
Orey clay
Lignite
Sand
Blue clav
Lignite
Hill., cl.iy

Lignite
Blue clay
Sandy, yellow-grey clay
Lignite
Sand
Banded clay and lignite

2

9

9

17
4 G

7

6

6

1

1

1

6
1

10
4

.3

11 6
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Selenite crystals.
Sandy grey clay with concretions
Lijmite with bands of clay and sand
Grey sanding grading to clay at bottom
Lignite
Compact, yellow-grey, limy sand contains bands of clay-iron-

stone and sandstone concretions .*

Lignite—upper part shaly
Limy sand with clay-ironstone concretions
Clay shale
Lignite—2-inch clay parting, 16 inches from the top. This is

the seam which is mined and of which No. 2 is an analysis.

Clay shale
Lignite—reported from boring
From here to bottom of main coulee is clay with some lignite

indications mostly grass-covered 50

Feet. Inches.

15 6

6

25
3 9

20 6

4

15
2

6

3

5

277

No. 3 is from an abandoned mine at Coal Mine lake, 6 miles southeast of Bengough.

A 5-foot seam has been exposed by trenching for one-quarter mile along the east side of

the lake and has been worked by tunnels at three points. But these had caved before

the time of visiting, and it was impossible to go more than 50 feet into one of the

tunnels, from where the sample analysed was collected.

No. 4 is from an open pit worked by the farmers of the district. A seam 4 to 5

feet thick is exposed on an open hill and is followed both above and below by clay.

The slope of the hill is small and open-pit mining by stripping the clay overburden

can be carried on for a number of years if the lignite is used only for local use.

No. 5 is from a mine operated by ^Ir. Olaf H. Person, Eddyside, Sask. There is

an 11-foot seam of lignite with a clay parting at 3 feet from the bottom, and the upper

2 feet is banded with clay. Above is a bed of clay shale with fossil leaves, followed

by fine yellow-grey sand.

The bottom 6 feet of lignite is worked by undercutting on the clay parting at 3

feet, picking down the upper 3 feet and then raising the lower 3 feet. The mine is well

located on the side of a coulee where the coal can be dumped into wagons at the

tunnel entrance. It is worked by the room and pillar system.

No. 6 is from a mine operated by Mr. C. H. Waldon, Hart, Sask. Seven feet of

lignite from the bottom of an 18-foot seam is worked. The succession of strata here

is the same as that at the mine operated by Mr. Person in section 30, township 2,

range xxv (No. 5), and is thought to represent the same horizon. The clay parting is

thicker and is located above the worked portion, so that tliere are really two seams of

lignite. An old tunnel on the upper jjart was driven to 75 feet, while the tunnel on

the lower part at present being worked was driven to 80 feet at tlie time of visiting the

mine.

It was noted tliat the same succession of strata (lignite followed upwards by clay

witli fossil plants and then fine sand) occurs at various locations throughout the south-

westi-rn portion of the area, and that the thickness of lignitt? is in each case greater

than tlie average for lignite seams in southern Saskatchewan. It is concluded that

tlicy are all contemporaneous deposits and, wliiU^ iliere nuiy not be a co-extonsivo seam,

the various outcrops are at least at the same horizon. The only analyses from this

seam are Nos. 5 and 0, but the following are a few of the localltie-; where it outcrops:

—
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Section. Township.
Range, west

of 2nd meridian.
Thickness.

12 2 23 9 feet.

35 2 24 3i „

No. 5. SO 2 25 11 u

IG o Ti 16 ,.

Well-l)orinff. 28 3 26 22
21) 3 26 21

No. G. 32 3 26 IS

, 32 1 28 11

13 !} 28 14

4 1 29 8

Also south of the International Boundary, reported by Dr. G. M. Dawson,' thickness. .18 feet.

No. 7 is from a mine south of the town of Viceroy along Willowbuueh lake. A
tunnel is in more than 200 feet on a seam 5 to G feet thick. The quality of the

coal is uniform throughout. It is overlain by a bed of clay or clay shale which is used

as a roof. The seam outcrops at several points, but the sides of the coulee in which the

lake lies are grass-covered, and no section was obtained.

No. 8 is from a mine operated by Mr. A. Caillet, Rcadlyn, Sask. The lignite is

intcrbanded with clay as follows:

—

Clay

—

Lignite 2 feet.

Clay with fossil plants 6 inches.

Lignite 1 foot.

Clay 6 inches.

Lignite 2 feet.

The thickness of the individual beds varies. The bands of clay are in places 1 foot

thick or pinch to nearly nothing, and the coal is then correspondingly thicker.

Just acra>s a coulee, to the north from tliis mine, are the caved workings of another

mine. It is at a considerably lower level than the seam worked by Mr. Caillet.

No. 9 is from a mine operated by Eidsness Bros., Gladman, Sask. A 7-foot seam
of lignite is overlain by clean building sand similar to that at lioanmine, Snsk. (No.

1). The upper part of the seam is here also a bituminous clay; 4J feet are worked,

leaving a roof to support the sand. A 2-inch clay parting about 2 feet from the bottom
is picked out in mining.

A second mine on the same seam, also in section 11, township 3, range ix. is

operated by Mr. Bundgard. The room and pillar system is used in both mines and
each is provided with an air shaft.

Lignite Occurrences Outside the Map-area.

At Brooking, Sask., lignite is reported to be common in well borings, in a coulee

bottom which the Canadian Northern railway crosses near the station, 4 miles north

of the village, where it is dug from the hill sides and in the hills to the soutli. The
last (X'curreiice includes the lignite at Gladmar (No. 9).

At Ceylon, lignite is reported from the Canadian Northern lliiilway well borings.

The following information about lignite in sot-tion 22, township 4. rnnge xvi,

west of the 2nd meridian, was given by Mr. Dowling of the Survey:

—

Section :

—

Lignite
Clays, etc

Upper seam—Lignite, clay parting.
Yellow sand
Lower seam—L'gnite

Clay
Lignite

3 feet.

r.7 "

7 "

5 "

3
"

1 foot 4 inches.
4 feet.

»Op. clt, pp. 97-100.
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Analysis of the 7-foot seaiu by F. G. Wait, Mines Branch:

—

Per cent.

Water 24.10

Volatile matter 2.J-9S

Fixed carbon 4 2-31

Ash "-61

West of Avonlea, a T-foot seam is reported from a well boring at a depth of 70

feet in section 24, township 12, range XXIV, west of 2nd meridian. Again in section 26,

township 12, range XXIV, west of 2ud meridian, a seam 2 to 3 feet thick has been dug for

local use. This is just at the escarpment of the Coteau du Missouri, where the Dirt

hills face the level prairie to the east. Small seams of lignite are reported to be com-

mon in the disturbed strata of the escarpment. Farther west and well within the

area of the Dirt hills in section 29, to^vnship 11, range XXV, west of 2nd meridian, a

3-foot seam outcrops in a small coulee.

Near Grace, Sask., in section 36, township 10, range XXVIII, west of 2nd meridian, the

Consumers Coal Co. of Moosejaw, Sask., have carried on the largest mining operations

of any place visited. Here a 7-foot seam outcrops in the coulee occupied by Lake
of the Rivers. It rests on clay and is followed upwards by a series of clays and thin

lignite seams. Several hundreds of tons were mined and used locally. Then a fault

was encountered and mining ceased. Borings have since proved the seam on the

other side of the fault. The faulted ijortion is only a block which has slidden into the

coulee, and mining was carried on in the slumped portion.

A 10-ton lot of lignite from the Consumers Coal Company's mine was tested at

the fuel testing plant of the Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Ottawa, and it was

concluded that this lignite may be pronounced as an excellent fuel for the production

of power when utilized in a producer gas power plant.^ A proximate analysis of the

coal is as follows :

—

Moisture 3242 per cent
Volatile combust'ble matter 28-29 "

Fixed carbon 31-32

Ash 7.97 "

Other outcrops and reports of borings show that the area about the forks of the

Lake of the Rivers contains a considerable quantity of lignite. This is associated

with clays suitable for both common brick and for tire-brick. The location, only 40

miles from Moosejaw and close to railways, makes it a very attractive area for further

investigation.

The lignite area described in this report is only a small part of a much larger

field.' That mining of the lignite is a profitable industry is shown by the production

of the mines in the same formation in the Souris River coal-field and in North Dakota.

CLAY.

Samples of clay were collected from the most likely beds at various localities and

.sent to Air. J. Keele of the Survey for physical tests. The results show that wliile

some of the clays have serious defects, most of them are suitable for the mauufacture
of common brick, two are semi-refractory, and one which softeniHl only at cone 27

(1670° (>'.) may be classed as a second-class fireclay.

Sui'h a large proportion of the strata consists of i-lay that tlie few samples tested

give a very restricted idea of their real importance. Tliis is cspix-ially true for the

refrai'tory clays. Fircrlays arc known and worked in the same formation in Nortl»

Dakota and in the Dirt Hills area where the Saskatchewan Clay Products Co, Ltd.,

have recently opened a plant.

' Siiiuin. Itt'it., of ilie .Mliii'H Hiutiili. l>.-iiiirtuuiit nf Miiics, ivfj. p 37.

2<; 1 !
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List of Clays Tested.

Location.

Laboratory number. Field
immber.

Section

.

Township. Range, We.st of 2nd

.

170 A. 1 3 5 XXTII
17!) 2 3 5 XXIII
179 B. 1 and 2 3 5 XXIII
170 5 30 6 XVIII
171 14 9 1 XXII
172 21 31 3 XXIV
176 R. 22 31 3 XXIV
17r> A. 23 31 3 XXIV
17:5 26 12 6 XXX
174 27 6 6 XXIX
175 31 28 7 X.WII
176 33 5 7 XXVII
177 35 35 5 XXVI
178 38 14 11 XXVIII

The following descriptions are taken largely from Mr. Keele's report of the physical

tests :-^—

Lah. No. 170A.—Grey shaly clay, in a 2-foot seam below the coal at Coal ^line

lake. A highly plastic, stiff and sticky mass when wet, will probably crack on drying.

Burns to hard red body at cone 06, with a total shrinkage of 12 per cent, which is

excessive. The burned body is badly scummed. This clay is of little value and is not

recommended for brickmaking purposes.

Lab. No. 170.—Sandy clay underlying 179A, really a yellowish-coloured silt.

When tempered with 25 per cent of water, it forms a body of rather low
plasticity, which is short in texture. The drying shrinkage is 6 per cent. It probably

dries safely without cracking.

Burning tests: cone, 06; percentage fire shrinkage, 0; percentage absorption, 19:0;

colour, light red.

It appears to be suitable for the manufacture of common brick. The drying

qiialities would have to be tested on a large scale.

Lab. No. noli.—A mixture of equal parts of 179A and 179 was made up by the

dry pressed process. This burned to a light red, very porous, and rather weak body at

cone 06, but will give a better product at cone 03.

Lah. No. 170.—A 2-foot seam of greyish-white clay shale outcrops in a coulee at

Brooking, Sa.sk. It was thought that it might be a fireclay.

When tempered with 21 per cent of water, it forms a very plastic, good working

body. Its drying shrinkage is 5 per cent and it will probably dry intact when made
into full-sized wares.

This clay burns to a cream-coloured body at all temperatures up to cone 5

(1230° C), and the body remains porous and open, behaving so far like a fireclay. The
body is grey in colour and vitrified at cone 10 (1330° C), but numerous dark fu.>?cd

s])ots appear on the surfaces. It fuses at cone 20 (1530° C), so that it is not a fireclay

[fireclay is required to stand up to cone 27 (1<170° C.)].

Although this is not a refraetory material it is nevertheless a Viihiahle liigh grade

clay. It can be used for a high-class face brick, aiitl it" mixed witli good red-burning

clay, for sewer-pipe and firi-prooting.
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Lah. No. 111.—Four feet of hard grey clay shale above a 3-foot seam near Big
Muddy post-office. Requires 31 per cent of water for tempering, is very plastic,

smooth, and sticky. Its drying shrinkage is 8 per cent. The small test pieces did not
crack, but it is probable that full-sized bricks would check in drying.

It burns to a light red colour at cone 06,* the fire shrinkage is 1 per cent, and the
absorption is rather high. It fuses to a slag at cone 3.

The drying qualities of this clay shoiild be tested on a large scale. If it dries

intact it might be used for common brick, but the high shrinkage would have to be
reduced by the addition of sand.

Lab. No. 172.—A grey-white gritty clay outcrops for several miles along Big
Muddy valley, and is in places over 20 feet thick. It is easily recognized on account
of being much lighter in colour than any other bed.

It requires 24 per cent of water for tempering and is very plastic, stiff, and pasty
in the wet state. It dries slowly and exudes soluble salts. The test pieces did not
crack in drying and the shrinkage was 7 per cent.

This clay burns to a pink colour at all temperatures up to cone 5 (1230° C).
The body is vitrified, develops fused iron spots, and becomes slightly vesicular at cone
10 (1330° C). It fuses at cone 20, therefore it is not a fireclay, but like Xo. 170 may
be classed as semi-refractory, a bastard fireclay, and is suitable for high-class face
brick, sewer-pipe and fireproofing.

A sample dry pressed bricklet is light buff in colour at cone 03 and its absorption

is 12 per cent. It ought to give good results for face brick if burned harder.

Lah. No. 176B.—A grey clay shale containing bands of clay-ironstone concretions

in a 43-foot bed above No. 172. It makes a stiff sticky paste when tempered with 30

per cent of water. The test pieces cracked so badly in drying that they could not be
tested further. The clay appears to be useless in the raw state, but the preheating
treatment may render it workable if economic conditions ever allow the extra
expense necessary for this purpose. The addition of sand will not cure the defects

of this clay.

Tjah. No. 176A.—A grey sandy clay in a 34-foot bed in section above Xos. 172 and
176B. When mixed with 30 per cent of water it becomes fairly plastic and rather
sticky, but the small test pieces moulded from it cracked in drying and were not
thoroughly dry in six days. It burns to a rather porous weak body at cone 06, and is

useless for the manufacture of clay products.

Lah. No. 173.—A light yellow-grey silt clay in a 10-foot bed above a coal seam.
It is one of the few clays in the region which has a noticeable lime content. It requires

25 per cent of water for tempering and is fairly plastic, but ratlier tl.ibhy owing to its

silty character. It will stand fast drying with artifii-ial heat. The drying shrinkage
is 5-5 per cent. It burns to a porous, pale red or salmon colour at cone 06, and fuses
10 a slag at cone f).

It is suitable for tlic iiiaiiiifacture of cuuinion ^uilding brirk.

Lab. No. 17Jf.—A dark grey day shale above a coal seam. It ro«]uires the
extraordiiniry amount of 44 per cent of water for tempering and forms a highly plastic,

fitifT, pasty mass which is very hard to work. Its drying siirinkage is 10 pvr ivnt,
which is excessive. It burns to a red body, hard and dense at cono 0(?. with a tire

slirinkage of 3 j)er cent.

'J'his <day has several serious d«'feets, such as oxcossivo shrinkage, eraekim; in

drying, ami had working (|ualities. Jt also contains a certain amount ot" caihonai-i'ous
matter which causes swelling in hurning. except when tired very sh.wly. It is not
reconiniciidi'd lor ihe niaiinlaci ni'c ol' clay produci--.

26-11.',
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Lab. No. 175.—A grey clay shale overlying a coal seam. It is very similar to No.

174 iu appearance and under treatment, so is not recommended.

Lah. No. 116.—A 15-foot bed of grey sandy clay shale along the Canadian Pacific

railway, west of Verwood, Sask.

When tempered with 44 per cent of water this clay forms- a highly plastic, stiff

and sticky mass which is exceedingly hard to work. It is rather soapy to the touch and

evidently contains considerable collodal matter.

It cracked so badly in drying that even the small test pieces could not be dried

safely in the room-temperature of 05° F. It burns to a hard, red body at cone 00

and fuses at cone 5. It is useless for the manufacture of clay products.

Lab. No. 177.—A massive grey clay shale overlying the coal seam along Willow-

bunch lake, south of the town of Viceroy.

It requires 36 per cent of water for teniiu'ring and works into a very

plastic, sticky mass. It will probably crack in drying when made up into large-

sized wares, but the small test pieces did not crack. Its drying shrinkage is 9-5 per

cent.

It burns to a steel-hard light red body at cone OG with a fire shrinkage of 2 per

cent; the absorption is 15 per cent.

The clay is vitrified at cone 3, but the shrinkage at this temperature is abnorniiil,

being 10 per cent. This gives a total shrinkage of 19-5 per cent.

When made up by the dry pressed process this clay burns to a fair red colour aiitl

hard body at cone 00, and the shrinkage is within practical limits. If burned to cone

03 the dry pressed body is almost impervious, but the shrinkage is too great.

The shrinkage of this clay is too high, otherwise it is one of the best red-burning

clays of the series.

Lah. No. nS.—A white sandy clay from the west arm of Lake of the Rivers, south

of Expanse, Sask.

This is a soft clay consisting essentially of fine quartz grains in a matrix of white

plastic clay. It requires 20 per cent of water for tempering, and its plasticity is good.

Its drying shrinkage is 5 per cent and fast drying of full-sized wares can probably be

accomplished with safety. It burns to an open, cream-coloured body, at all tempera-

tures up to cone 5 (1230° C). When burned to cone 10 the body is grey in colour

and contains small black specks. The fire shrinkage at this temperature is 2 per cent

and the absorption is 6-4 per cent.

The clay softens at cone 27 (1670° C), so that it falls slightly short of the require-

ments of a fireclay. It may, however, be classed as a second-class fireclay as it can be

used for many purposes where refractoriness up to a certain point is essentiaL
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GYPSUM AND SALT IX MANITOBA.

(A. MacLean and R. C. Wallace.)

STONEWALL SERIES AND UNDERLYLN^G BEDS.

The season's work consisted of an examination of central Manitoba, with special

reference to the gypsum and salt horizons.

West of the Eed river and of Lake Winnipeg, an almost continuoxis section of the

Palaeozoic in Manitoba can now be obtained from the exposures due to quarrying

operations, and from core drills. The lowest horizon examined during the summer
was that shown by a core section taken from a depth of about 400 feet at well No. -i

of the city of Winnipeg, immediately north of the northwest limits of the city. The
stone is a mottled limestone, resembling very closely the stone of the Tyudall quarries,

but probably representing the Lower Mottled Limestone (Ordovician) of Dowling.

From a depth of 200 feet to the surface, a fairly continuous section is obtained at

well No. 24, 3 miles southeast of Stony Mountain station. These cores are valuable

because they give a complete section of the beds between the Upper Mottled Limestone

horizon and the base of the red shale of the Stony Mountain group—a section not

heretofore obtained in the province. The Upper Mottled Limestone passes, through

an impure reddish argillaceous limestone, into the red shales exposed at Stony moun-
tain.

At Stony mountain the upper beds of the Ordovician appear. They fall into the

following three groups, in ascending order : (1) a reddish shale interbedded with thin

bands of limestone, 12 feet; (2) a fairly compact calcareous shale, 15 feet; (3) 14 to

16 feet of magnesian limestone, all of which, except the upper foot or two, is shown at

the quarry face. The highest beds are seen at several exposures on the east arm of the

hill.

Well-drillers in the Stonewall district recognize as Stony ^Mountain rock the beds

which they reach after passing through the known Stonewall beds. The actual contact

between Ordovician and Silurian is nowhere seen, but a freestone exposed at one of the

quarries of the Winnipeg Supply Co. at Stonewall may probably be taken as the basal

bed of the Silurian. The following continuous section (in ascending order) appears

at the (juarry : (1) grey to greenish freestone; (2) red shale; (3) harsh, porous

dolomitic limestone; (4) thin bed of red shale; (5) tine-grained, well-bedded, white

dolomite. The freestone, as it is locally named, is an unfossiliferous siliceous ro('k

with a calcareous matrix. The total thickness is about 7 feet. !Mud cracks and ripple

markings on the surface of the beds seem to indicate that the beds were exposed,

occasionally at least, above low-water level. For this Teasun the freestone may
probably be taken to in<li('ate, not only the beginning of the Stonewall perioil. but
also the elevation marking the transition from Ordovician to Silurian times. The red
shale is 8 to 9 feet thick, with a capping of a few inches of greiuish shale. It is

unfossiliferous, homogeneous, and very plastic when disintegrated. The harsh
niiignesian limestone which overlies the .shale carries few fossils, and has everywhere
a porous op»'n texture. It is (J feet thick. Separated from this by a few inches of
shale arc the quarry beds, 12 feet thick. These re|)resent the top beds at Stonewall.
'J'hey are conij)act, rather tliin-heilded magnesian limestones, in fact, almost dolomites
in <!omposition. and are relatively unfossilif<T<ius. Winit are prohaMy ratlior higher
beds ol tile Sf^.ncwiill series are exposed at the qiiairif^ at (innton. ! J miles north of
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Stonewall. Some exposures farther north would seem to represent, on purely litho-

logical grounds, horizons still higher than those of Gunton. These occur in townships

24 and 25, ranges I east and I west of the 1st meridian; and in township 23. range II

west. In one locality an escarpment of limestone rises 70 feet above the level of the

plain, though only the upper 20 feet are actually exposed. A very fine-grained, almost

lithographic limestone, which has not been remarked at Stonewall or Gunton, is found
in this horizon. One bed of this stone is well exposed, and is 5 to 6 feet thick.

These beds, from the freestone at Stonewall to the most northerly exposures

referred to above, may be considered to constitute tlie Stonewall series as defined by

Kindle, in so far as exposures in the southern part of the province are concerned. On
this lies the gypsum horizon.

GYPSUM BEDS.

Gypsum of Silurian age appears at the surface, so far as yet known, only in the

Gypsumvillo district, north and northwest of Lake St. Martin. Exposures are found in

four townships, townships 32 and 33, ranges VIII and IX west. The aggregate area of

outcrop is probably 5i square miles. The beds on which this horizon rests are seemingly

not exposed, but consist—from the evidence of a bore section—of reddish argillaceous

limestone. At the quarry of the Manitoba Gypsum Co., the following section is

exposed :

—

Surface capping (gypsite and soil) 1—3 feet.

Upper red gypsum 29 "

Foliated gypsum 75
"

British-grey anhydrite. 25 "

Hard reddish gypseous rock 5
"

The beds dip sharply toward the north, and the contact between the anhydrite and

the gypsum can be observed only for a short distance. Wliile the upper beds of the

anhydrite are gradually going over into gypsum, it is improbable that much of the gyp-

sum has been formed in this way. The evidence points to a period of precipitation from

inland basins, the character of the precipitate depending to some extent on the temper-

ature of the solution. Vant's Hoff has shown that at temperatures above 30° C. anhydrite

is deposited if the calcium sulphate solution is also practically saturated with sodium

chloride. That the waters were rich in sodium salts is shown by the presence of

glnulierite (CaS04 Na2S04), which was identified from one of the cores. There is

some likelihood that if a complete core section were available, several of the more com-

plex salts would be obtained. There is no direct evidence of sodium chloride, however,

in the Gypsumville district.

Massive gypsum, selenite, fibrous gypsum and gyjisile are all found in this locality;

but only the massive variety occurs in quantity. It is so finely crystalline as to appear

dull and amorphous. The colour is a dead white. Selenite is found in considerable

masses at F^lephant hill, 4 mles northeast of Gypsumville station. It appears to be

underlaid and overlaid by massive gypsum. The crystals, which have developed at all

angles to tire bedding pianos, are of considerable dimensions. Cleavage plates a foot

square are not very uncommon.
In some ways the anhydrite is the most interesting mineral .in the district. While

the relationships at the quarry are as indicated, isolated aroiV'^ of anhydrite are found

elsewhere. Southeast of Gypsum lake, for instance, an uninterrupted section of -nnhyd-

ritc was obtained at one locality from the surface to a depth of 100 feet. The trans-

formation from anhydrite to gypsum is clearly a very slow process.

A i)rominent feature of the topography of the Gypsumville district is the system

of hills of gypsiim. whic-h are fre<iuently elongated in a north and soutli direction.

and between which are undrained or blind valleys, with occasionally a considerable
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depth of stagnant water. The surface has no doubt been affected by solution, but the

linear character of ridge and valley suggests that the passage of the ice has left a per-

manent mark on the topography of the gypsum exposures. The ridges are pitted by

circular depressions, frequently 15 to 20 feet deep, and partially filled with gypsite and

soil. Boulders are sometimes found at the base of the depressions. While it is clear,

from the sections at the quarry, that the depressions have been enlarged owing to the

solvent action of surface water, they may have been originally formed as pot-holes

during the passage of the ice over this district.

Of the other gypsum occurrences, those near Dominion City and near St. Pierre,

both on the east side of the R^d river, are probably of upper Silurian age. The gyi>-

sum occurs at depths of 325 to 450 feet, and iUO to 500 feet respectively, but not in

continuous section. Anhydrite is not known to occur in association with the gypsum
in either case. The records of boring are not yet, however, sufficiently conclusive with
reference to the horizon of the beds in question.

Overlying the gypsum horizon occur the highest beds of the Silurian in Mani-
toba. They appear east of Gypsum lake in close association with the gypsum, at Davis
point, between Davis point and Gypsumville, and at various places along the Can-
adian Xorthern Eailway line between Ashern and Fairford. They are thin-bedded,
rather reddish dolomites, which, in the vicinity of the gypsum outcrops at least, con-
tain traces of sulphates. They are evidently partially due to chemical precipitation.

Fossils occur sparingly, but on account of the comparatively numerous occurrences of

the ostracod Leperditia hisingeri, the beds have been designated by Kindle the Leper-
ditia hisingeri horizon. Some interesting igneous outcrops occur in close proximity to

the dolomites of this horizon east of Gypsum lake. These are outliers of Pre-Cambrian
age, and indicate that a ridge of considerable elevation above the Pre-Cambrian pene-
plain extends in a northwesterly direction from the narrows of Lake St. Martin. The
rocks are a rather remarkable association of conglomerates and jasperized amygdaloids,
to which no rocks yet found east of Lake Winnipeg bear any resemblance.

The salt springs reach the surface in argillaceous limestone of upper
Devonian age. According to Kindle, the lowest Devonian beds in the
neighl)ourhood of lake Manitoba and lake Winnipegosis—those at Elm p>oint on lake

Manitoba—are of middle Devonian age. They are almost pure limestones. On them
lie the lower beds of the Winnipegosan dolomite, which is well exposed on the east

side, and some of the islands, of Dawson bay. Succeeding these are the pure limestones
of the Manitoba formation, which are seen at many points along lake Winnipegosis,
and the highest beds of which are exposed at point Wilkins on Dawson bay, and on
the Red Deer river. These limestones are characterizod by an abundance of a large

variety of Alrypa reticularis. At or near the base of the Atr^vpa zone the salt springs

come to the surface.

SALT IIORIZOK.

Salt springs are found in greatest numbers along the west side of Dawson bay, but
extend in a fairly continuous line suiitliward along the west side of Lake Winnipegosis,
the west 3id(> of Lake Manitoba, to the mouth of La Salle on the Ked river. In adilition,

practically all tin; deep borings that have been made have penetrated horizons from
which considerable llinvs of salt water have issued. A large number of springs wt>ro

(examined during the month of September, when, after an uiuisually dry season, the

ilow was considerably below normal, and much below the estimates made by Tyrrell
twenty-four years ago. The sjirings on the w<'st side of Like Winnipegosis sei'ui to issuo

fi-oiii a liniestoni! near the lia>e of the .Manitoba limestone. In many eases, however.
llie absence of good e.xposures renders the exact horizon uneirtain. The Mowing wells

on tluj west side of Lake Manitoba, nt'ar the south end of the lake, an* i)ro!)ul>ly .mIso

ubsociuted with the upper Uevoniun. In fuel, the fairly ii-ular grouping of all the
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brine .-prings in the province on a line parallel to the long axes of the lakt-s would
indirate that the horizon is the same throughout. However, the evidence already

colltx-ted from borings shows that salt water occurs in at least two otlier horizons, e.g.,

the Winnipeg sandstone, which immediately overlies the Pre-Cambrian, and the

Dakota sandstone, at the base of the Cretaceous.

The detennination of the horizon in which the brines appear at the surface does
not, of course, solve the problem of the origin of the salt. The average temperature of

a series of brines on the west side of Lake Winnipegosis was found to be 44° F. The
average annual temperature in this district is about 31-5° F. The temperature of a

water which has ascended from a depth of 20 feet to the surface would be .32° or 33° F.

It would thus appear that the brines rise from a depth of at least GOO feet, on the

assumption of a temperature gradient of 1° F. per 60 feet. The percentage of potash
salts in the brines is unusually high—a fact that would sugg'est that tlie brines repre-

sent the mother liquors left after long-continued preci])itation of sulphates. It may be

that the brines are genetically connected with the gypsum horizon of the Silurian,

that precipitation of chlorides took place as a final stage of the evaporation, and that

wherever the gypsum horizon is exposed to-day, all traces of such soluble salts have
disappeared, ^fuch more detailed investigation must be carried out on the iinder-

ground waters of the province before definite conclusions can be reached.

Gypsum occurs in an ui)i)er Devonian horizon on the west side of Lake Manitoba.

In the Leifur district, and in a northwesterly direction from that district, thin beds

are found near the surface. The gypsum found in the bore at Vern^ilion river was
considered by Tyrrell to be of Devonian age. The extent of this formation is not yet

fully determined. There are no indications of it in the fairly complete exposure of

the upper Devonian at Dawson bny, but the gypsum obtained in the bores at Neepawa
and Kathwell is probably from this horizon.

SURFICIAL DEPOSITS.

The upper beds of the upper Devonian are the latest rocks of Pahcozoic age in tiie

district. The glacial deposits, which are widely distributed, and through which only

CHJcasional outcrops of rock appear, are of irregular thickness, but are deepest in the

southern part of the province, where thicknesses of over 200 feet have been recorded.

Work has not been don? specifically on the glacial drift. On the ice till in the south-

ern ))art of the province, lie the stratified clays which were deiM)sited under Lake
Agassiz. Wherever rivers emptied into the glacial lake, these clays are interbedded

with layers of siind. In the ancient delta of the Assiniboine, in particular, the per-

centage of sand in the clays is high.

The character of the soil varies with tliat of the innnediatcly underlying glacial

nuiterial. Where it rests on till, it is similar to the soil in the southwestern peninsula

of Ontario, being in each case formed from disintegrated Pre-Cambrian and Palaeozoic

rocks. When, however, it rests directly on the sediments dejjosited by Lake Agassiz.

it is of a heavy, tenacious waxy type, similar to the gumbo of Alberta and Saskatche-

wan. When it is considered that at the time of the sedimentation of Lake Agassiz, the

rivers of the west, operating on tlie freslily-exposed Cretacnnis shales, nuist have poured

vast quantities of silt through the various gaps of the escarpment into the waters of

the lake, it is to be expected that sediment of Cretaceous origin should be greatly in

excess of that of Pre-Cambrian and Palajozoic. Hence the fertile soils of this part of

Manitoba resemble those farther west which overlie the Cretaceous. The soils

that overlie the delta deposits contain a greater ])r()portioii of sand.

CiVI'-SlM.

The exposures in the (lyiisumville district cover a total area of about oA square

miles. Judged by the test pits distril)uted over the field, tlic average depth is at least

20 feet. If one-third of this volume be taken to be anliydrite, there is, on a conserva-
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tive cstiuiato, 130 million tons of gypsum in the Gypsumville district alone. The
production is less than 100,000 tons per year. Even allowing, then, for a great expan-
sion in the output as the western provinces develop, there is sufficient material—at the
surface—in this district for several hundreds of years to come. Two companies—the
^lanitoba Gypsum Company and the Dominion Gypsum Company—are operating, but
at present only one quarry—that of the Manitoba Gypsum Company—is being worked.
The gypsum is very pure, and is utilized for plaster of Paris, dental plaster, several

grades of wall plaster, plasterboard, and asbestos plaster; while unburnt gypsum is

supplied to the cement mills of Manitoba and Alberta. The mills of both companies
are located in West Winnipeg.

The extent of the beds which occur at considerable depths in the southern part of
the province and w.est of Lake Manitoba, has not yet been definitely ascertained. They
have been found near Dominion City, St. Pierre, Eathwell, Xeepawa, Gladstone,
Vermilion river, and near Leifur. They are consequently of widespread occurrence.
Owing to the large amount of gypsum available at the surface, these beds are of no
great economic importance at the present time.

The anhydrite which occurs at the "anhydrite quarry"' southeast of Gypsum lake
is a hard variety of the mineral, and takes on a gootl polish. The colour is bluish grey,

with irregular streaks of brownish red. The polished rock has a very pleasing appear-
ance, and may yet find a use as an inside decorative stone.

SALT.

Sufficient data have not yet been collected to arrive at an estimate of the total

amount of salt which is carried to the surface by the brine springs each year. It is,

however, very large—so large as to suggest that it is derived from beds of rock-salt.

Such beds have not been found; but the use of the churn drill instead of the core drill

—for instance, at Neepawa—precludes the possibility of obtaining information which
would be very valuable in this connexion. As a rule the brines are weak, and are weaker
in the southern part of the province than around Dawson bay; the total solid matter
varies from o per cent to 9 per cent. At Neepawa, however, at a depth of 1,180 feet, a
very strong solution is obtained. It is quite probable that this brine will be found to

be associated with salt beds. During the greater part of last cfentury, salt was manu-
factured from several springs on the west side of Lake Winnipegosis and Dawson bav.

Under present conditions the majority of the springs are probably too weak to be worked
profitably for salt alone. The percentage of potash in the total solids is, however,
unusually high—much higher than in most of the waters which have been investigated

for potash on this continent. The fact that a powerful monopoly has been establislu^l

in the potash industry renders it difficult to forecast the success of a venture in this

field; but there are at least possibilities, so far as the stnniger brines are concerned,

that a salt and potash industry might be successfully combined.

At Winnijjeg the salt water obtained from the Winnipeg sandstone, at a ilepth of

.jrjO feet, is utilizi'd for niedicinnl jnirposes at the Elniwoinl sanitarium.

l.lMKSKiM;.

Tlic liniestonc- of the Onhivit-ian, Silurian, and Devonian formalions in the

piDviiii-c conlaiii, as a rule, considerable percentages of magnesia. Tiiey are utilizinl

as (llMitiisiun .stone (at 'J'yndall), as building material such as rubble, foundation stone,

etc. (at llecla island, LaUe Winnipeg, at Stony Mountain, Stojiewall. and (iunton). and
lor the inanufai'lure of lime. Certain fine-grained linu-stones may be utilized for

iiitciior (li'coralive purposes. Non luagncsian limestones are f<uin(l in tlie l>ev inian at

Stecprofk point, east of Moosclioru, at Winnipegosis, Snake islnutl. and, in fact, at

many points on tlu* west side of Lake Winnipegosis and Dawson bav. Some of (heso

limestones will he ulili/ed in the near I'uture lor purposi«s of I'ortljind eeinent.

The i'reesione at the hase of the Stonewall serii's nniy In- utilized in the future as a»i

easily wdikeil luiililing stone.
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THE CALCAREOUS DRIFT AXD LACUSTRINE DEPOSITS IN RAINT
RIVER DISTRICT, ONTARIO

(W. A. Johnston.)

Introduction.

Duiiiiii' the p;ii?t field season the writer spent nearly two months rtiakins an invesU-

pation of tlie Pleistocene drift deposits of Rainy River district, Ontario. The remain-

der of the field season was occupied hy the meetinirs and excursions of the Twelfth

International Geolofrieal Concrress. Assistance in the field work was well rendered hy

J. K. Knox and T. T. K. Crossfield Avho also carried on tlie work during the writers

absence from the field. A few days in the latter part of July and again in September

were also spent in company with Mr. Frank Leverett of the United States Geological

Survey, in an examination of the features of the drift in Rainy River district and in

northern ^Minnesota.

It has long been known that a considerable part of the Rainy River district is

covered by calcareous drift deposits, similar to those found in ]\fanitoba and northern

Minnesota, and that these deposits form soils which are of exceptional productiveness

for agriculture. Lacustrine sediments, laid down in the waters of Lake Agassiz, which

was formed in front of the retreating ic€ sheet at the close of the Olacial period, and
covered a great portion of the area, are also of wide extent and add to the fertility of

the soil.

The main object of the field work in the district was to determine the limits of

the calcareous drift and to map its various phases from the standpoint of its economic

value for agriculture. The character and origin of the calcareous drift and the extent

of glacial Lake Agassiz in the district were also matters of interest and scientific im-

portance.

Data for a map on the scale of 2 miles to 1 inch was secured for a considerable

portion of the area.

Location and Area.

The area mapped lies between Rainy lake and Lake of the Woods and just north

of Rainy river which connects the lakes and, throughout its course of 80 miles, forms

a portion of the International Boundary between Canada and the United States. The

northern border of the area is from 5 to 20 miles north of the river and the area includes

about 1,000 square miles. The main line of the Canadian Northern railway

traverses the southern part for .').') miles, from Fort Frances in the east to Rainy river

in the west, where it crossses into ^linnesota.

The results of previous work in the district may be briefly summarized as follows:

—

J. J. Bigsby in three papers published in the Journal of the Geological Society.

T/<.ndon, 18.51-2 and lS,54r, gave results of an examination made of Rainy lake

and Lake of the Woods in 1823-4,

II. Y. Hind in the "Report on the Exploration of the Country between Lake

Sui)erior and the Red River Settlement," 1S.')S, devotes a chapter to a. description of

Rainy lake and river.

G. M. Dawson in his rei)ort on the "Geology and Resources of the JOth Parallel,"

gives an a<-c(iunt of the soutliern jK.rtion of the Lake of the Woods and devotes

considerable .space to the geology of the superficial deposits of this portion of the

region.
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A. C. Lawson in his two reports on the " Geology of the Lake of the Woods
Koiiion and Rainy River Region," jmblished by the Geological and Natural History

Survey of Canada in 1885 and 1888, summarizes the Glacial geology of the district and
more particularly describes the "alluvial plain or river country" bordering the

Rainy river.

Accessibility.

At the time of Dr. Lawson's field vrork in the district, which was the last explora-

tory work done previous to the past year, the interior of the country lying to the'

north of Rainy river was, for the most part, inaccessible on account of its densely

wooded and swampy or muskeg character and the general absence of lakes and navigable

strciims. Since that time the construction of the Canadian Northern railway, and the

settlement of a considerable portion of the southern part of the district, have served

to open up the country and provide better means of access and communication. During
the past year, a number of highways were also constructed by the Provincial Govern-
ment, which have furnished further means of travel, but a considerable portion of the

northern part of the district is still nearly inaccessible, except in winter time or in

exceptionally dry seasons.

Physiographic Features.

The general character of the surface of the greater part of the Rainy River

district is that of a nearly flat, well-wooded plain, the materials of which are mainly

of glacial and lacustrine origin. The plain extends from the southwest corner of

Rainy lake to Lake of the Woods and forms the easterly limit of the extension of the

wooded portion of the prairie plains of Manitoba and northern Minnesota into the

province of Ontario. The topographical expression of the plain is varied, however,

because of the fact that the superficial deposits overlie Pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks.

In general, the glacial and lacustrine deposits are of sufficient thickness to conceal the

irregularities of the surface of the underlying rocks, but frequently knobs or ridges

of rock protrude through these deposits, or by their nearness to the surface give a

gently undulating or rolling character to the topography. In some cases also, the rock

ridges apparently formed nuclei for accumulations of boulders and till, but woll-

dovolopcd morainic ridges are generally ab.'^ent over the greater portion of the district.

Where till occupies the surface the relief is generally small and presents only a gently

rolling appearance.

Well records show that the superficial deposits at some points in the district have
a maximum thickness of about 350 feet and rocky knobs rise to a maximum altitude

of about 100 feet above the general surface of the lacustrine plain. This amount of

relief corresponds in general with that of the rock surface in adjacent areas whei-e

there is very little drift covering. The extension of this surface, whidi is essentially

that of a plain, with many small but few large irregularities beneath the drift deposits,

is a function of the ijrescut plain, as well as the deposition of the glacial and lacustrine

Bediiiicnts. Wave action during the lifetime of Lake Agassiz was also instrumental,

to some extent, in producing the plain surfaw?. The rock surface which underlies the

eedinients slopes gently toward the southwest and, in general, the rock exposures beconio

fewer and tlic drift deposits thicker in tliat direction. Drainage of tlie area is

elTcctcd ni:iiiily liy Rainy river and its tril)utaries frmn the north. A cousidcrablo
portion, liiiwcvcr, drains toward flu- noitli. The divide, wliich is generally low and
swampy in character, is highest in tlir .tiitra! norlhcastcrn portion, when' it attains

a nia.\iniuni altitude of nearly 100 feet above Itainy lake. N'ortliWvst ward, toward
Lake of (lie Woods, the level of which is 50 feet bi'low that of Kainy lake, tlu' diviile is

niii'li lower and is ocnipii'd j.y cxlensivr >wani|is and nui-^kcgs.
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The most notable features iu the character of the surface of the plaiu are the

general absence of lakes, due mainly to the evenly aggraded surface of the lacustrine

deposits, and the undrained character of much of the surface. The undrained areas,

which are extensive and occupy over one-half of the whole district, consist of muck
s\vanii)s, peat bogs, and muskegs or quaking bogs, and are due mainly to low-surface

gradients, the impervious character of the subsoil, and the rank growth of vegetation

wliich holds the rainfall like a great sponge, so that the run-off is for the most part by

ground water and eonse<iuently extremely slow. In many cases, also, the undrained

areas are shallow depressions partially enclosed by sand and gravel ridges which are

Aumerous in the district and mark successive shore-lines of glacial marginal Lake

Agassiz, the water of which at its maximum extension covered the whole district to a

considerable extent.

General Geology.

THE SOLID ItOCKS.

Although the solid rocks which underlie the district are, for the most part, con-

cealed by a thick covering of drift deposits, sufficient exposures occur to make it fairly

certain that Pre-Cambrian rocks underlie the greater portion of the area. The great

abundance of upper Ordovician limestone in the drift deposits, the nearest known

exijosure of which in i)lace is in ilanitoba and is distant nearly 200 miles, suggests

the possibility that outliers of the limestone may occur in the district, but no direct

evidence was fmind that such is the case. The Pre-Cambrian rocks of the region need

niit be further rcfen-ed to here as they have been described by Dr. A. C. Lawson in tho

above-mentioned report.

PLE1ST0( CXE AND KECENT.

CaJrareous Drift.

Almost the entire thickness of superficial dei)osit^ of the district is made up of

calcareous drift containing a large percentage of limestone similar to that which

outcrops a few miles north of AVinnipeg in Manitoba. North of the central portion

of l^ake of the Woods and of a line drawn thence .southeastward to a point on Rainy

lake near its outlet, the limestone drift is almost entirely absent. The calcareous

deposits consist nnlinly of till and bedded sands and clays derived from the till or

directly from the ice sheet and deposited in water. The till where it forms the

surface, which it does oidy in small areas, is generally disposed iu the form of ground

moraine and has little relief. Drumlins, kames or eskcrs associated with this till

sheet were not noted in the district. That the calcareous drift was brought in by ice

sheets advancing from the northwest is shown by the southeastward and eastward

bearing stria' which occur at several points around the southern portion of Lake of the

Woods and also iu the Rainy River district, at several places, as far eastward as the

vicinity of Fort Frances. The calcareous till is known to extend southeastward into

the neifihbouring state of Miiuiesota a considerable distance, and southeastwanl

bearing stria- have been found at many places in that state by Mr. Frank Leverett and

fithers. These stria' in the soutiicrn i)ar,t of the district were found, in some cases,

to cross southwesterly bearing stria^ but were not observed to be themselves crossed

by later stria\ The easterly bearing stria* were not .seen outside, the area in which

the calcareous drift occurs. In the northern portion of the Lake "of the Woods,

southwesterly bearing stria- are crossed by others which bear more nearly .south. In

» few places near the northern border of the calcareous drift these latter stria; were

observed to cross easterly bearing striic. Along the line marking the uortliwestward
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extension of the calcareous or grey drift, there is a zone of varying width in which

there is considerable mingling of the calcareous or grey drift and the red drift derived

from the northeast. Near the central part of Lake of the Woods a remarkable

deposit of boulders derived from Pre-Cambrian rocks, occurs. The deposit can be

traced for a considerable distance along the shores of the islands, in a southeasterly

direction, and appears to mark a marginal deposit of an ice lobe advancing from a

direction a few degrees east of north. At some places in the northern portion of the

Rainy River district the grey drift is overlain by large numbers of boulders derived

from the crystalline rocks, and at one place near the centre of Carpenter township a

section was seen which showed severaF feet of red drift overlying grey drift, the upper
portion of which consists of a foot or so of limestone gravel. On adjacent rock surfaces

which underlie the red drift, well marked striae bear in a southwesterly direction.

Calcareous Till. .

The calcareous till or boulder clay consists of two different portions, a yellow-

ish somewhat oxidized till, which varies considerably in thickness, and a bluish-

grey unoxidized till. The yellow till is well exposed in numerous sections along

the lower portion of Rainy river, where it is seen to consist of yellowish compact
unstratified clay containing numerous small fragments of limestone but comparatively
few large boulders. Most of the large boulders are of crystalline rock, but at least

75 per cent of the smaller stones and pebbles are of the yellow limestone, from which
fossils of upper Ordovician (Richmond) age have been obtained. The bluish till is

best exposed in sections along the upper portion of Rainy river, where it is generally

overlain by lacustrine deposits. In composition, it appears to be similar to the upper

yellowish till, and on exposure to the atmosphere for some time assumes much the

same colour.

Lacustrine and Fhiviatile Sediments.

Lacustrine and fluviatile sediments occupy the surface of by far the greater portion

of the district, and frequently have considerable thickness. They also consist of two dis-

similar portions. Li the vicinity of Lake of the Woods, horizontally bedded, finely

laminated, yellowish-grey, silty clay occurs which in places occupies the surface up to

a height of 15 or 20 feet above the lake and unconformably overlies yellow till or

bluish laminated stony clay. In some sections it is seen to have a thickness of 8 or 10
feet. Fresh-water shells are numerous in the deposit. Similar clays interlaminated
with sand and limestone gravel also occur along Rainy river at several places as far

east as Fort Frances up to an altitude of 00 feet above Lake of the Woods.
The bulk of the lacustrine sediments, however, are of somewhat different

character and origin. They appear to have been laid down in standing water in

close proximity to an ice margin of one of the lobes of the cuutiiiental glacier. They
consist generally of horizontally-bedded, stony clays which are generally bluish-grey

in colour. Bluish-black clays of similar eharacter also occur in the upper part

(if some of the sections. Their stony character is the most striking feature of. these

clays. The stones are generally small and are sometimes glaciated. Xo shells were
noted in these deposits. As stated above, llic ujipcr clays are sc«'u in m:uiy sections to

nnconfornuibly overlie till or bluish laminated stony clay. This unciint\>rinity is well

t-liowu ill numerous sections exposed around the southern portion of Laki' of the Woods.

A Fossil Sliorc-liiif.

(liiT recession of tlic present shor«'-lliif by wave action aroiiiul the southern
|i,irlitiii of Lake of the Woods, has exposed sections at a niiinl>er of places showiiiir a

fciiiiicr wave ciil iiliilloriii ami l>eacii, Imricil ln-inalli l.icii-l riue -.cilinu'iit-. The \va\i'-
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cut platform can be readily seen in section for several miles along the southern shore

of the lake on Long point and again on Buffalo point on the west shore. At several

places buried gravel beach ridges at the base of the wave-cut platform were also seen

in section. A good exposure of one of these beach ridges occurs on the south side of

Buffalo point, and behind the beach there is also a buried sand deposit containing

water-worn chips and fragments of wood. Along the southern portion of the lake,

the old wave-cut platform is seen to be cut in the stony laminated clays and in yellow

calcareous till, and 'is overlain in most sections by 6 to 10 feet of lacustrine clays of

the character as described above. Its heiglit is from 2 to 4 feet, and that of the gravel

beaches from 7 to 8 feet above the present liigh-water level of the lake. The plane of

the old lake corresponded closely with that of the present lake in an east and west

direction. In a northeasterly direction it is probable that it did not, judging from

the fact that the beaches of Lake Agassiz in the district are known to rise differen-

tially in that direction, but no trace of the fossil beach was found near the north end

of the lake. At the southern portion of the lake, it is evident that the water of the

lake stood at a height of 4 or 5 feet above the present high-water level. Then followed

« rise of lake level, probably consequent upon an advance of the ice, which nxre

effectually dammed on the north the ice marginal lake waters. The question arises

whether the existence of this lake at near the present level of Like

of the Woods and the subsequent rise of the water were merely episodes

in the general recession of the waters of Lake Agassiz, which at its maximum
extension in the district stood at an altitude of some 300 feet above the present level

of the lake, or whether its existence did not really mark the beginning of Lake Agassiz

in the district. Sufficient field work has not been done to determine which was the

case, but there are certain points which seem to suggest that the latter was more

probable.

The lacustrine sediments which are seen to unconformnbly rest upon the wave-cut

surface form a considerable proportion of the total thickness in the district of the

lacustrine sediments as distinguished from the glacio-lacustrine deposits so far as

seen.

The presence of shells in these deposits and in many of the beach ridges in the

district up to an altitude of at least 140 feet above the lake suggests a correla-

tion in time and that different conditions existed at the time of the dei)osition of the

lacustrine cloys than when the glacio-lacustrine dcposit-s were laid down.

The fossil gravel beaches are much older in appearance than the higher but more

recent beaches. They contain no shells and the gravel is sometimes partially cemented

by deposition of carbonate of lime. The leaching of the till is very diflScult to explain

on the supposition that the till was laid down in the waters of Lake Agassiz, wlion it

is considered that many of the beaches of the lake contain well-preserved fossil shells,

so that very little leaching has taken place ovon in the loose gravel beaches. Very

little leaching of the till could have taken place beneath the waters of the lake, and

that it should have taken place since the disappearance of the lake seoms equally

impossible.

At any rate, it seems certain that the waters of glacial marginal Lake Agassiz in

Rainy River and Lake of the Woods districts rose to a considerable height subsequently

to the formation of the fossil shore-line, a few feet above the present level of lake of the

Wood?, and that these waters were connected with the main body of water in Red

River valley, since the lacustrine clays occur at higher altitudes than the divide.

Hence it is evident that the life history of Lake Agassiz was not so simple as lias been

generally sujiposed, and its records are comi>licatcd by the possibility that beaches

were formed during the rise of the water as well as during the final recession. In

this connexion it may be noted that several of tlie gravel ridges in the district were

found to be partially eroded as if by wave action and in some cases covered with a

foot or so of clay.
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Records of Lake Agassiz.

Little has been known concerning the extent of glacial-marginal Lake Agassiz in
the region beyond the fact that the sediments of the plain were long ago recognized as
being lacustrine in character, and the altitude of beach ridges, etc., in adjoining regions
showed that the greater part of the district must have been submerged. In his report
on Glacial Lake Agassiz in Manitoba, Mr. L^pham states (page 13 E) :

" The general
level of the country adjoining Eainy lake and Lake of the Woods is 50 to 150 feet
below the highest stage of Lake Agassiz ; but the northern and eastern part of this

district may have been still covered by the waning ice sheet when the lake stood at
that height. On account of the impracticability of tracing the shores of Lake Agassiz
through the wooded and uninh:ibited region, the northeastern limits of thig glacial
lake where the shore in its successive stages passed from the land surface to the
barrier of the receding ice-sheet remain undetermined." Recent work by Mr. Frank
Leverett in northern Minnesota has shown that the highest shore line of Lake Agassiz
in that di4rict has an elevation of about 1,350 feet. This would give, by extending
the up-warped plane northward, an altitude of possibly 1,450 or 1,500 feet for the
highest shore-line in the Rainy Lake district. No shore-lines have been found, how-
ever, in that district at or near this altitude, probably because little search has bee-.i

made for them and partly because on account of the bare rocky character of* much of

the surface, conditions were unfavourable for the development of shore features; or

it may be that the highest shore-lines were not developed in the district.

Following is a list of localities and elevations of abandoned beach ridges of Lake
Agassiz found during the past season in Rainy River district and levelled with pocket
spirit level and rod, the levels being based on the United States Geological Survey
precise levelling done in northern Minnesota. The elevation of Lake of the Woods in

July of tlie past season as detei mined from the United States Geological Survey
bench-marks was 1,061, and that of Rainy lake, 1,109.

Three miles below Fort Frances near north bank of Rainy river, crest

of gravel beach ridge 1,131
Eight miles below Fort Frances near Rainy river, crest of gi-avel

beach ridge 1,141
Section 3 sp. Crozier, 6 miles southwest of Fort Frances, crest of

gravel beach ridge 1.1 15

One-half mile north of Devlin station, 13 miles west of Fort Frances,
crest of gravel beach ridge 1,200

One mile east of ICmo .station, 20 miles west of Fort Frances, crest of
gravel beach ridge 1.140

One and a half miles northwest of Emo, 20 miles west of Fort
Frances 1.141

One mile west of Barwick station, 27 miles west of Fort Frances. .. . 1.140
One and a half miles west of Stratton station, 35 miles west of Fort

Frances 1,139 and 1.177
Se:tion 33, Dilke township, near Pinewood, 42 miles west of Fort

Frances 1,1 46 and 1,133
One and a half miles southwest of Sleeman station, 4S miles west of

Fort Frances 1,116
Two and a half miles northwest of Rainy Itiver station, 55 miles

west of Fort Frances 1.117

'J'lie beaches are generally of considerable strength, ami tin- intervnhs between
bea<'hes are marked and frequently show little trace of wave aetioii. t>veii in exposed

positions and where the material was easily crodable.

The isohases api)ear to run in a dire(;tioi\ a few deurees north ft' west. Then" is

insiillieient data to determine tlie rate of warping of the ditTerent luMcht's in the

district.

From the W(jrk of Messrs. Uphaiii and Lcverctt in .M.initnha and nurthiin .\linne-

8(jta, it is kniiwn thai, thi- heaehes in these districts rise dilTerentinlly in a north-

oasterly direct inn and that tlie high«>st beaches have n higher rate of warpir.g than tlio

lower ones. Il is prohahh) that this liolds true also for Lh»' Kainy Iviver distrii-t.
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It has been claimed by some geologists that this earth warping has continued into

recent or historical time and that it has affected more particularly the northern part

of the Great Lakes region and the area lying to the north. With this in mind a search

for evidence was made around the shores of Lake of the Woods.

Recent Earth Warpiiuj.

Around Lake of the Woods there is little or no evidence of wave action up to a

height of 15 or 20 feet abov-e the present level of the lake, other than the fossil beach

which generally shows only in section, and that as>^ociated with nearly the present

level of the lake.

The lake has a maximum length in a north and suuth direction of about 70 miles

and has its outlet at the north end. The outflow is over hard crystalline rocks, and

as the water is almost entirely free of sediment it is probable that little erosion has

taken place of the outlet in historical time. If differential upwarping has continued

into recent time, resulting in the relative raising of the northern end or outlet of the

lake, it follows that the water surface would have maintained the same relation

to the land at the northern end of the lake but would have submerged and overflowed

the shores of the southern portion. A comparison of the height of beach ridges near

the two »nds of the lake, coupled with the age of the beach ridges at the southern end,

would form an approximate measure of the rate of warping. It was found that gravel

beach ridges occur near the south end of the lake, which are well forested and have

growing on them oak trees 14 or 15 inches in diameter and partially decayed stumps

of trees of similar size, so that these beach ridges are at least 1(N) years old and are

possibly much older. It was also found that their crests have very nearly the same
altitude as the average altitude of those near the north end of the lake. In one case

in the northern portion of the lake a well-forested beach was found which was nearly

a foot higher, but the average was found to be about the same. In making the*e

measurements a rod and level were uspd in determining the height above the surface

of the lake, the elevation of which was obtained from daily gauge readings made at

several points on the lake, the zeros of the gauge readings boing correlated and
referred to a bench-mark. Another line of evidence is that derived from measure-

ments -of the altitude of a high-water mark which exists on the rocks of the shores of

the lake. It is stated to have been in existence over twenty-five years, and eighteen

years ago was marked by a number of panels cut in the rock at the level of tihe mark
at several places around the shores of the lake. Its altitude was determined in the

same way at various points in the lake, and was not found to vary in altitude, other-

wise than might be accounted for by the somewhat indefinite character of the mark.

The height of the mark could generally be deterniined within a limit of one-tenth c.f

a foot, and for a distance of 40 miles in a north and south direction no difference

in altitude of the mark was detected, taking this into account. It, therefore, seems
that if differential warjjiiig has gdiie on in the past 100 years it has been too small to be

measured by such crude methods.

The Ecd Drift.

The term red drift has been used to designate the drift which was derived from
Pre-Cambrian areas and brougyt in by ice-sheets advancing from the northeast. It

sometiines (jverlics calcareous or grey drift in the northern i)art of the district, but

iiot abuudantly. Ilcd drift is also seen in some sections to underlie the grey drift.

Boulder clay ridges occasionally occur in tlie district, overlain by a few feet of cal-

careous till or lacustrine sediment, and considerable deposits of cross-bedded sands

and gravels, in the form of kames. associated with an advance of the ice-.sheet from
the nortlieast are also seen at a few points in the district, (lood sections, showinp
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the character of these kanie-like deposits, may be seen in the gravel pit about 3 miles
west of Fort Frances. The lower portion shows horizontally—and cross-bedded sands

and gravels wrapped around and built in the lee of a knob of crystalline rock heavily

ghiciated in a southwesterly direction. The sands and gravels contain no limestone,

so far as could be seen. They are overlain by a few feet of bluish-grey laminated
clays containing limestone pebbles, which are in turn overlain in some places by 6 or

8 feet of calcareous till. About 2 miles west of this locality, eastward-bearing stria)

were found crossing other earlier striaj having a southwestward bearing.

In the northern portion of Lake of the Woods and eastward to Rainy lake the

crystalline rocks which occupy the surface are, over wide areas, almost entirely free

from drift covering, even boulders being scarce in some localities. The greater

portion of the areas now occupied by the calcareous drift was, prior to its deposition,

possibly almost as bare, which would account to some extent for the great preponder-
ance of limestone in the drift brought in from the northwest, although the ice-sheet

advanced for over a hiuadred miles across a region occupied almost exclusively by
Pre-Cambrian rocks.

2fi 12
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STKATIGRAPnr OF THE NIAGARA ESCARPMENT OF SOUTHWESTERN
ONTARIO.

(M. Y. Williams.)

Introduction.

During tho field season of 1913, the writer was engaged in a detailed study of the

stratigraphy of the Niagara escarpment of southwestern Ontario. In order to corre-

late the formations of Ontario with those of New York state, the writer accompanied

Dr. E. M. Kindle of this Survey on a six days' study of the sections exposed at

Clinton, Rochester, Albion, Lockport, and Niagara Falls. N.Y. Following up this

preliminary work. Dr. Kindle, Mr. H, V. Ellsworth, and the writer made a reconnais-

sance trip along the escarpment as far north as Collingwood, examining sections at

Thorold, Grimsby, Stony Creek, Hamilton, Ancaster, Credit Forks, Guclph, and

Collingwood. Then followed the detailed work of the season, during which twenty-

three important sections were measured, and numerous partial sections were studied.

Along with the stratigraphic studies a careful pala^ontological examination of the

formations was made and much important material was collected for laboratory exam-

ination. Note was also made of materials that might be valuable for building stone,

road metal, lime, and brick manufacture.

In order that the information gathered might be used in the future for geological

mapping, the most important section.s were carefully located in reference to fixed

points, and in several cases local maps were made. For mapping and measuring

sections the telemeter was used at a number of localities. At other places tho hand

level was found best suited for measuring sections, and the more northerly localities

were mapped by compass and ]iacing.

From August 15 to 22, the writer accompanied Professor Charles Schuchert of

Yale University on a trip over most of the sections previously visited between Lime-

house, Ont., and Lockport, N.Y. At this time a number of special problems were

carefully investigated and considerable new information was gained.

The writer was assisted in the field by ^Fr. TI. V. Ellsworth, who rendered effi-

cient service in the various phases of the work.

Field work was begun on June 6 and ended October 2.3. Mr. Ell'^worth was

occupied with business relating to tho Twelfth International Congress of Geologists

on July IS and 19, and he and the writer were both engaged with (^ongress business

from August 1 to 11, and attended the Congress meetings in Toronto. August 7 to 1.5.

Mr. Ellsworth went on Congress Excursion C 5 and was consoquontly not engaged in

field work from August 15 to 24. He left the field to resume college work on Septem-

ber 25, the writer continuing the work until October 23.

Location and Extent of Area.

The area studied in detail extends along the Niagara escarpment from Niagara

Falls to the end of the Bruce peninsula, a distance of more than 230 miles. T1)0

whole Bruce peninsula furnishes good exposures and was studied in considerable

detail; northern New York state and the region about Guelph were investigated for

correlation purposes.
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Previous Work

The older reports dealing with the Silurian stratigraphy of Ontario are those by
Alexander Murray^ and Sir William Logrn.- A. W. Grabau has more recently dealt

with the Silurian stratigraphy along the Niagara river^ and has generalized on the

geology farther north.* Various parts of the Niagara escarpment are described by
W. A. Parks and others in the Guide Books^ of the Twelfth International Congress
of Geologists. Finally, the Niagara Folio, by E. M. Kindle and Frank B. Taylor,

gives the report of recent field work done by them along the Niagara river.®

For the palaeontology of the lower part of the Ontario Silurian the reader is

referred to the works o£ James Hall,^ E. Billings,^ Henry Alleyne Nicholson,® and
J. F. Whiteaves.^"

Object and Progress of the Investigation.

As a result of the field work done during 1912 in preparation for the Geological

Congress excursions, especially that by J. Stansfield and the writer, important ques-

tions of stratigraphy were raised that demanded, for settlement, a careful revision of

the lower formations of the Silurian system of Ontario. The whole Medina-Clinton
question raised by Charles Schuchert at the 1912 meeting of the Geological Society

of America had to be investigated if the stratigraphy of Ontario was to be cleared of

errors in correlation that had from early days been associated with it.

As a result of the field work of the past two seasons, a final report covering the

stratigraphy and paleontology of the Niagara escarpment is now being prepared.

Summary and Conclusions.

The Silurian formations of Ontario are continuous with those of New York
state, but vaiy with the distance from the sources of clastic deposits. Thus while the

sequence of the well-known formations at Niagara Falls is ^ledina, Clinton. Niagara
(including Rochester and Lockport), at Credit Forks, only 70 odd miles to the north-

west, the deposits forming the Clinton and Rochester are entirely absent. Likewise
at Credit Forks the upper firm, sandy portion of the Medina has disappeared, but the

Cataract formation is well developed, including 20 feet of sandstone. 40 feet of lime-

stone and calcareous shale, and more than 100 feet of grey and red shale. The condi-

tions at Credit Forks extend with variations to the end of the Bruce peninsula. The
most marked change is the disappearance of the Whirlpool sandstone from the base of

the Cataract formation. This member, which is nearly 20 feet thick at Credit

Forks, gradually thins nortJiward and disappears south of Collingwood.

An interesting outcome of the season's work is the finding of an area of undoubted
Guelph strata extending over the northwest corner of the Bruce peninsula from Stokes

buy northeastward some distance beyond Tobermory.

From the date of the early settlement of the country, the Niagara escarpment

has furnislu'd building stone and material for the manufacture of quicklime and road

metal. Fornuirly, in the Niagara peninsula, a bed of argillaceous limestone at the

base of the Lockport dolomite was used extensively for the manufacture of rock

' Report of I'lOKrcs.s of the Oeol. Surv. of Can. for 1S43. 1847-S. and 1850-51.
• Iteport of ProBrtss of the Oeol. Surv. of Can. for 18J3 and 1S63.
' Hulltlin of tlK- N<\v York Stalf Mustum, No. i:>.

« I'ali'ozolc Delta I><-po.Mits of North America. Bull. Cool. .Soo. Am., vol. Zi, No 3. S<-pt,. l^ll.

•Sim- fiuiilcs to Kxciir«ioii8 All;. B3, B4, and CO.
• ir S. (ieol. Surv.. l-'ollo No. 190.
T I'.ilii-ontolopy of N.'W York, vol. II, 1852.
• Canadhin Koaslls fioiii tho n^port of tho tieol. Surv. of fan.. 1S57.
• l'alifOiiloloK> of tho piovini'i- of Ontario. Toronto, 1S74.
'° I'ala ozolc Ko.H.sllH, (U«ol. Surv. of Cjin., 1SS4, vol. Ill, partB I, II, Iv.
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cement. However, with the advent of newer methods of cement manufacture the old

workings have been abandoned. Building-stone and road-metal quarries are being

actively developed along many parts of the peniusula, and limekilns are rumiing at

a number of localities. From Credit Forks south, where the overburden is not too

great, the Whirlpool sandstone is quarried extensively and yields" an excellent building

stone. Lockport dolomite is generally serviceable for road metal and is easily o' taincd

almost everywhere alonj; the escarpment. It is also goutrally used for quicklime

manufacture and, where not too massive, is serviceable for dimension stone.

General Character of Area.

The formations studied outcrop along a remarkable cliff front, known as the

Niagara escarpment. This well-defined topographic feature crosses, at Niagara Falls,

from northern New York state into Canada. It continues in a general westerly direc-

tion through the Niagara peninsula to Hamilton, and thence northward with numerous

sinuosities to Collingwood. From this town westward, the escarpment is roughly

parallel to the south shore of Georgian bay, but is at some places several miles inland.

At Owen Sound, the escarpment consists of two distinct declivities and is close to the

bay. Along the east side of Bruce peninsula, the escarpment is generally close to the

shore, but is some distance inland on the larger promontories such as Cape C'roker.

The Pala?ozoic formations of southwestern Ontario dip, in general, at low angle?

to the southwest and awny from the Pre-Cambrian rocks upon which they rest. During

the long cycles of erosion which have reduced the earth's surface to its present relief,

the hard Lockport dolomite has suffered less than the underlying formations and,

being modified chiefly by cliff recession, has assumed the form of a prominent ridge

with steep declivities toward the east and north, and a gently-sloping surface toward

the south and west. The escarpment is a fine example of the physiographic furm

known as a " cuesta."
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General Geology.

Everywliere on the mainland of Ontario, the Queenston shales underlie the forma-
tions of the Niagara escarpment. They are of an iron red colour and are generally
soft and friable. At the top of the Queenston are 4 or 5 feet of shales of a green
colour, the discoloration being apparently due to leaching and deoxidation by water
which, coming from the strata above, seeps out through the upper part of the shale.

Wherever examined, the top of the Queenstou shale shows mud cracking, casts of

the original spaces being well preserved in sandstone where the Whirlpool is the
overlying member.

Detroit
GeoJojiica/ .Survey, Can^a

Fig. 4. Index showing Niagara escarpment and location of line of section.

In 1905, Grabau* suggested the probability of tlic Richmond age of the Queenston
shales. Later, Grabau and others have confirmed that conclusion and have placed the
Ordovician-Silurian boundary at Niagara Falls at the top of the Queenston. Quito
recently E. 0. Ulrich has raised the question of the Ordovician-Silurian boundary,
and advanced reasons for placing it at the base rather than at the s\iiumit of the
Richiiioud." The <|ucstion is still uiuler discussion.

As will be set-n from the accompanying sections, the Whirlpool saiidstone rests

directly upon tlu- Queenston shale in the southern i)art of the provinee, but from a
short distance^ south of (.'ollingwood, west and north, the Manitoulin dolomite rests

on the hliale. Tims a distinct overlap i* indicated, since the dolomite rests on tlie

Bandstone wherever the latter is present.

The Silurian section as studied is incomplete at the toj). thf (luclph forming the
highest beds observed. IMristocene deposits along the esearpmeiit are of much
interest, but were not considrrcd in the piTscnt involigntion.

• Sclftnce, New Series, vol. xxli, litofi, pp. M:8-fi3&.

"The (litloviilan-HiUiiiiin Hoiiinlaiy. Ailviince I'opy -Congi^s Ot^oloKiipio Intornatlonal,
1 loii'/.l^ini' .schmIoh, Canada, 1913.
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Description of Formations.

NOMENCLATURE.

In discussing the various divisions of the Silurian system of Ontario and New
York, great difficulty is met in finding a suitable nomenclature For several years

Scale bf^tweeo centres of sections
to 9 to so too
t-'-l—I ii . It t_i 1 1 Miles

Fig. 5. Geological sections alouc^ the Niagara escarpiiii'iit of sroiithwestern Ontario. '

back, almost every article on the subject appearing in print has either proposed new

names for the whole or parts of formations, or else has redefined old terms. An attempt

is here made to use as far as possible the names already best known ; but in order to

complete the subdivision of formations, already begun, it has been necessary to intro-

duce some additional names. These will be dealt with in their appropriate places.

MEDINA FORMATIOX.

Medina is used in the sense in which Grahau^ has redefined the term, that is to

include the beds above the Queenston shale and below the Clinton formation. It is

extended, however, laterally to include the Cataract formation as defined by Schuchert.

At Niitgara river it is the equivalent of the Albion .sandstone of Kindl* .-

Tbe term Cafaracl'' formation as proposed and defined by Schucbert at the \iU2

meeting of the Geological Society of America, includes the Wliirlpool sandstone,

Manitoulin beds, and Cabot Head shale of the Medina formation.

' Science, New Series, vol. xxix, 1909, p. 356.

'U.S. r.fol. Surv.. Folic No. 190. p. 6. (Niav^ara Folio). This term has recently been
abandoncfl by Kindle. Science, N.S., vol. 39, 1914.

^Ottawa Njluriilist, vol. xxvli. June July, 1913. pp. 37-38. Twelfth International Congress,
Guide Book No. 5, p. 91. Williams, M. Y., Summ. Kept., Geol. .^urv.. Can., 1912.
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Whirlpool Member.—The oldest member of the Medina formation is the Whirlpool

sandstone. This is commonly almost white in colour (although some red beds occur)

and is composed of medium-sized, white quartz grains. The beds are, as a rule,

thicker near the base and generally show cross-bedding. At the top a single specimen

of Pleurotomaria of. littorea was found by Mr. Ellsworth in Niagara gorge. The sand-

stone, which is 25 feet thick at Niagara gorge, thins rather gradually to the north-

west, being last observed at Glen Huron (about 12 miles south of Collingwood) where
it is 4 feet thick. Here it is" slightly micaceous. At Lockport, N.Y., the Whirlpool

sandstone, as measured by the writer, is 17 feet thick, and is similar in character to

the beds at Niagara gorge.

The Whirlpool sandstone rests on Queenston shale, the upper few feet of which
are deoxidized to a light green colour. At the contact, mud-cracking appears to be

universal and is preserved by consolidated sand casts projecting downwards from the

sandstone beds. There is no indication of any transition. Upward, the sandstone

generally grades into the overlying shale; but where dolomite overlies, the contact is

generally sharp, or else a few inches of shale intervene between sandstone and dolo-

mite.

ManitouUn Member.—The dolomite of the Manitoulin member is fine-grained,

hard, and of a light blue-grey colour, weathering grey and buff. The beds are generally

less than 10 inches thick, the thickness of the member varying from 50 feet on Mani-
toulin island and 40 feet at Credit Forks (with lesser thicknesses between), to 8 feet

at Stony creek. Farther south, the dolomite is represented by calcareous shales,

which measure 25 feet in thickness at Niagara gorge, and have a 3-foot bed of arena-

ceous limestone, or calcareous sandstone at the top. From Collingwood. west and
north, the dolomite rests on Queenston shale with a sharp even contact. To the south-

west, it rests on Whirlpool sandstone, with a sharp contact except at a few localities,

where shale intervenes. Upwards the dolomite tends to become shaly and grades

into the overlying shale.

For the fossils of the Manitoulin dolomite as far as the collections are worked
up, reference should be.made to the 1912 Summary Report of this Survey, and the
Guide Books of the International Congress already referred to.

Fossils were collected this summer from the 3^-foot bed of arenaceous limestone
which overlies 22 feet of grey shale at Niagara gorge, the shale and limestone being
considered by the writer the equivalent in age of the Manitoulin dolomite. The fossils

are: Lingttla cuneata, Whitfieldella oblata, W. cf. cylindrica, W. intermedia? . Bucania
irilobata, Euconia? pervetusta, and unidentified Lamellibranch and Orthoceratite.

Cabot TJoad Member.—For the shale above the Manitoulin beds the writer recently
proposed the name Kagawong.- This name was preoccupied by A. F. Foerste'' who
applied it to an upper Richmond member. Cabot Head was proposed by Grabau* for
tlic sliiile under discussion and it is here accepted. The writer, however, wishes to
draw attention to the fact that the measurements and description of the section at
Cahot Head wliich were taken from Logan' are seriously in error, duo to the Inilure,

on the y)art of former workers (and the writer also upon a previous occasion), to
rccogni/.e a structural disturbance, whioh repeats much of the section. A section
beautifully exposed along the shore about 2 miles west of Cabot Head includes 14 feet
of Manitoulin dolomite resting upon Queenston shale nt an elevati»»n of about 40 foot
above the level of Georgian bay; the dorornite is succeeded hy 37 feet of prey shale,
8 feet of limestone, and 3 feet of grey shale. The last is overlain by 10 ft«et of platy

' Ottawa Naturaliat, Ibid.

•ntlawn N<itnr<iUst. ibid.

»<)lii(> XiiliinilisI, Dec. l!»12. p. 46.
« Mull (icol. Sdc. Am., vol. 24. No. 3, S.pt . i ;i i 1 |i

' (ii-ol.ij^y of Caiiiidii, ISCa. p. 31».
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dolomite wliioh, on lithological grounds, is included in the Lockport dolomite Slabs

of red sandstone near Cabot Head, which contain remains of Helopora frayilis, would

indicate: the presence of a red horizon in the section there, which does not occur at

the exposure farther west. From Owen Sound, east and south, red sandy beds occur

in the upper half of the Cabot Head shale. These are dense and heavy, suggesting an

iron ore. They usually contain bryozoa, one of the commonest species being Uelopora

fragilis. The grey portion of the member varies from firm sliale to shale of a clay

consistency. From Hamilton, south, the upper beds are sandy. sandsto;ie and shale

being commonly interbedded. At Niagara gorge about 4 feet of firm grey shales are

referred to the Cabot Head tnember.

Upward, the Cabot Head shales, from Niagara gorge to Dundas, pass with litho-

logical changes only into the overlying sandstones, which appear to be an inshore

phase of the upper beds of the shales which accumulated farther north. From Water-

down to Limehouse the shales support the lower member of the Clinton formation.

and farther north they lie directly beneath the Lockport.

Grimshy Member.—For the sake of completeness and convenience in description.

it has seemed best to give a separate name to that part of the Medina formation whic-li

lies below the " Grey band " or Thorold sandstone, and above the Cabot Head shale,

as it occurs in the Ningara peninsula. Because of the good exposures along the east

side of the gorge at (irimsby. the name of that town is proposed for the sandstone in

question. The section consists of 12 feet of thick-bedded, .
mottled (pcd and grey)

sandstone and 6 feet of grey shale which lies innnediately beneath the Thorold sand-

stone. The underlying strata are red Cabot Head shales. An excellent section is

also exposed at Niagara gorge above Lewiston (on the New York Central and Hudson

River railway), where red and grey sandstone and shale grade upward into hard red

sandstone, the total thickness being over 50 feet.

Fossils are found in this .section in a thin bed of red shale about 10 feet above

the base of the member. They include: Modiolopsis primigeiiiu, TeUinomya marhaeri-

formis? T. elliptica? Higher up Lingula cuneaia occurs.

The Grimsby sandstone is seen as far west as Dundas, where it is not easily differ-

entiated from the lower shales but is about 14 feet thick. Southward it increases in

thickness, being, as above stated, 50 feet at the American line. In Canada this

member rests upon the Cabot Head shale, and is doubtless the inshore equivalent of

the upper beds of that shale as seen north of Dundas. As far north as Stony creek

the Grimsby sandstone is overlain by the Thorold quartzite. Whether the upper grey

shales and sandstones at Hamilton arc to be included with the Grimsby or the Thorold,

is not easy to decide, but on the evidence of pillow structure which is not reported in

the Thorold but is well known in the Grimsby, the lower bods are referred to the

latter member. That the upper thin grey sandstones and shales are a facies of the

TJiorold is probable.

Thorold Memhcr?—1\\e Thorold sandstone (quartzite) is the eqnivalent of the

Medina grey band, which includes the upper grey san(!stoiie beds of the Medina forma-

tion. The sandstone is liglit grey, thin to thick-bedded, and at Thorold is indurated,

approaching quartzite. It is often cross-bedded and contains at som<? localities,

Daedalus archimedes Ringueberg, and Arthrophyctis harlani Hall.

At Niagara gorge the Thorold sandstone is 7 feet thick; it reaches a thickness

of about 12 feet near De Cew falls, thins to' 6 feet at Stony creek, and at Hamilton

and northward is not differentiated, if present, from the (Jrimsby sandstone and

shale. The lower contact of this member is marked by little more than a lithologic

change from the Grimsby sandstone below. The upper contact is dearly defircd. being

at the top of a thick bed of sandstone. However, the succeeding Clinton beds are

arenaceous at some places.

>Grabau, A. W. Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 24, No. 3, p. 460.
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CI.INTOX FOR.MATIOX.

The Clinton formation, as it occurs in Ontario, includes four members, the
generally accepted nomenclature being followed. They are the Sodus shale, the WoT
cott limestone, the Williamson shale, and the Jrondcquoit limestone.

Sodus Member.—The colour of the Sodus shale is dark grey, weathering lighter,

with blue or green shades. It is of tine, even grain, and is verj' thinly laminated.
At the Niagara gorge the Sodus shale is 4 feet thick. Westward, it is not seen

again, unless about 1 foot of shale holding its horizon at De Cew falls and Grimsby
may represent it. The shale is separated by sharp contacts from the membere above
and below it.

The following fossils occur in the Sodus shale at Niagara gorge: Rhynchotreta
cuneata var. americana, Pterinea emacerata,? Tellinomya ellipticaj Conularia sp.

^yolcott Member.—The Wolcott is the lower limestone member of the Clinton
formation. It is dark grey in colour, hard and compact, and is rather thin-bedded.
A few characteristic fossils are contained in it. Hyattella congesta i. found near the
base at Niagara gorge, and Pentamerus ohlongus is common in a bed .about li feet

above the base of the limestone west and north of Niagara. At Niagara gorge the
following occur: Leptaena rhomboidalis, Eliync'iotrela cuneata var. americanaj
Camarotoechia sp., Atrypa reticularis, A. nodostriata, Spirifer niagarensis, Homoeo-
spira sp., Hyattella congesta, Whitfieldella nitida? Pentamerus has not been reported
except in a single instance from Niagara gorge, although it occurs to the east and
west.

From 12 feet at Ningara river this member thickens to 14 feet at De Cew falls,

and thins northward to 8 and finally 6 feet at Limehouse, where it is last recognized.
The Wolcott rests, successively, from south to north, upon Sodus shale, Thorold sand-
stone, and Cabot Head shale. The contact is always sharp, but the basal limestone
is arenaceous at some places where resting on sandstone.

Williamson Member.—At Niagara river and De Cew falls a few inches of shale

separate the Wolcott from the overlying Irondequoit limestone. This shale holds the
position and is suggestive of the Williamson inhale of New York .state. Northward to

Watei'down, the Irondequoit limestone rests directly on the Wolcott, and at Kelso and
Limehouse the Lockport is the overlying member.

Irondequoit Member.—The upper member of the Clinton, the Irondequoit lime-

stone, is of ci-ystalliiie texture and is generally mas^L-ive. In colour it is light grey,

here and there showing pink or other shades. This limestone is orinoidal and in shaly

beds near the top contains many fossils, which are mostly of species common to the
everlying Rochester shale. The following occur at Niagara gorge: Ii/ntiichotr, fa

cuiieala var. am'^ricana, Atrypa rdicalaris, Atrypa nodostriata, Spirifer niagarensis,

Whilfieldella oblata?, Sirophonellaf patentaf Lenses of dense, amorphou> ri«.-k occur

at some localities in the Irondecpioit limestone, and in jilaces extend up into the

Itochestcr ^-liale. They may be a score of feet across and several fet-t in thickness,

and appear to npresent reefs composed mostly of liryozou but including other marine
forms.

Tlic lidudiMiuoil rests in general upon the Wolcott limestone, being .separati\l

fioni it between Niagara river and De ('ew falls by a few inches of grey shale. Tp-
vvard it paswes from nhnly limestone to the soft grey shale of the Hochester.

MACAU A KtilC.M MIUV.

Pile .Niagarn, aei-niding tu the u?age nt tlie (ieuiegieal Sur\«y, rnchideji the
I{ciclie>ter iind l.ucUport.
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Eochestcr Member.—The Rochester is essentially shale, although toward the top

some of the beds appear calcareous. The shale is dark grey in colour, is soft and

thinly laminated.

The fossils found at Niagara gorge include: Enterolasma . calicitl-a, Lichenalra

concent rica, Leptaena rhomhoidalis, Plectamhonites tranversalis, Dalmanella eleqan-

tula. Rhynchofreta ciineata var. americana, Schuchertella hydraulica, Atrypa reticu-

laris, A. nodosfriata. Spirifer radiafns, S. niagarensis, S. crispus?, WhitfieJdella

nitida.

At Niagara river, the Rochester is somewhat more than 60 feet thick; it thins

toward Thorold. thickens to nearly 70 feet at De Cew falls, and thins northward

to 2i feet at Waterdown, beyond which it has not be«n observed. Everywhere the

Rochester rests conformably upon the Irondequoit limestone, the two disappearing

together between Waterdown and Kelso. From Niagara river as far west as Ham-
ilton, the Roche^ster is succeeded above by the amorphous De Cew limestone. From
ITamilton. north, crystalline Lockport dolomite rests upon the Rochester shale. The

character of the npjier contact will be dealt with inider the Lockport member.

Lock-port Mmiher.—According to generally accepted usage, the Lockport includes

the calc^ireous deposits between the top of the Rochester shale and the base of the

Guelph dolomite.

In general, the Lockport consists of thin to thick-bedded or massive dolomite,

dark grey-blue on fresh fracture but weathering white. Fossils are not very plentiful

in these dolomites, but compound corals are well distributed, and sponges, brachiopods,

and other forms are plentiful at some localities. Especially along Georgian bsy,

crinoid columns are' widely distributed. At Niagara river the Ivockport-Onelph

contact is not well defined. At Ancaster the Lockport as delimited is 10.') feet thick.

and at Cabot Head the thickness is at least 240 feet.

Included in the Lockport are several horizons of more or less local development.

Thase will be described below.

De Cew Limestone.—In the Niagara peninsula, a fine-grained, dark grey, argilla-

ceous limestone occurs at the base of the Lockport. It is especially well exposed at

De Cew falls, and for it the name De Cew limestone is proposed. Formerly this rock

was mined and manufactured on a considerable scale into natural cement.

At Niagara river the De Cew limestone is about J) feet thick, and it retains a

thickness of 8 feet as far north as Grimsby. From Grimsby north it thins out, being

last recognized at Hamilton where it is al>out 2 feet thick.

The relationships of the De Cew limestone are of considerable importance, and
the following characters bear upon the subject. The top and bottom contacts of the

limestone are clearly defined, although lithnlogically the limestone is with difficulty

separated from limy beds occurring in places at the top of the Rochester shale. The
thickness of the member is almost constant to within a few miles of its northern limit.

At some localities the De Cew limestone shows on weathered surfaces, cross-bedding,

and remarkable, churned structure, some of the material showing evidt?nce of having been
worked over more than once; where these disturbed conditions exist the even-bedded

Rochester shales below are channelled out parallel to the limestone cross-bedding, and
the dolomite above rests on the uneven be<^lding or in small chanJiels cut somcwliat
into the limestone. These ch.Tiinels are generally lesvj tluin T foot deep and may be
seen best alonff the New York Central and Hudson River railway in- the Niagara
gorge Jiear Ningarn University. Similar disturl>ances, but of less development, have
been observed in the bedding of the Lockport dolomite a few feet above the De Cew
limestone. Grabau has ascribed the above conditions to the result of diagenetiG-

changes in the rocks.' To the writer the evidence points to disturbed water con-

»Bun. Geol. Soc. Am., vol. 24, No. 3, Sept., 1913. p. 471.
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ditions during the deposition of the limestone. The material of the beds suggests

reworked Rochester shales to which lime has been added. The effects of wave action

at the bottom of a shallow sea which wa5 already floored with mud, might give the

required conditions. If the above explanations be accepted, no hiatus or unconformity,

in the sense of an emergent, erosion interval need be postulated between Kochester

and Lockport sedimentation. This is in accord with Grabau's conclusion. Changing
conditions of sedimentation are, however, indicated.

Because the De Cew limestone has been previously included in the Lockport
formation, and because it is even more distinctly separated by channelling, etc., from
the Rochester than from the Lockport, it has seemed best to include it with the Lock-

port. If the conclusions of the writer be correct, it might be considere^d transitional.

Gasport Limestone.—The 9 to 20 feet of Lockport strata above the De Cew lime-

stone, have been called, by Kindle,^ the Gasport limestone.

This is a grey to white, semicrystall ine, crinoidal limestone. At Lockport, X.Y.,

Kindle states it is nearly pure limestone, becoming more magnesian farther west. He
assigns to the Gasport an average of 9 and a maximum thickness of 20 feet on the

east side of the Niagara river, but only 7 feet on the Canadian side. In the opinion

of the writer, 14 feet of strata on the Canadian side should be included in this horizon.

Westward, the crinoidal beds vary in thickness from 20 to 28 feet, containing ct

Thorold, bryozoan Teefs similar to those described by Kindle as occurring in the

Niagara gorge. At De Cew falls, the typical Gasport characters appear to be lacking,

but iiearb.y, at the St. Catharines Power Company plant, nearly 23 feet of Gasport

was identified. At Grimsby, the Gasport is probably 12 to 14 feet thick, but at Stony

creek only about 7 feet of rock could be referred to this member, on the evidence of

crinoids which were found at one horizon about 4 feet up. At Hamilton about 5 feet

of strata may be included in the Gasport. At Ancaster, 15 feet of strata appear to

have the characters of the Gasport, and at Dundas, 13 feet of similar beds occur.

Beyond this point, the term Gasport does not seem applicable as crinoidal beds occur

northward, throughout the member, the 70 feet of Lockport at Kelso appearing quite

uniformly crinoidal.

The following fossils were collected from the reef horizon of the Gasport lime-

stone near Thorold, Ont. : Zaphi-entis turbinafa, Cyathophyllum hydraulicum,

Diphyphylhim muUicaule, D. caespitosum, Favosites gothlandicusf, F. hisingeri, F.

parasitirus, Halysites catenulatus, Plasmopora follisf, Helinonites elegans, Leptaena

rhomhoidalis, Platystrophia hiforata, DalmaneUa eleganhtla, Bilohites hilohus, Ehipi-

donu'Jla hyhrida, RhipidomclJa circulus, Atrypa nodostriafa, Spirifer crispusfySpirifer

radiatus, Spirifer eiulora, Whitfieldella laevis, Diaphorostoma niagarenas is, Eucahipto-

critiits decorus, Ichthyocrinus laevis, and various bryozoa.

Remcuining Lockport Horizons.—Excluding the De Cew and Gasport limestones

as dosf;ribcd below, the Lockport member consists mainly of thin to thick-l>eddoil

dolomites, dark grey-blue on fresh fracture and weathering white or buff. There are a

number of variations in the characters of the rooks of wliich the chert beds are a good

example.

Tlie«e beds consist of dense dolomite which contains nodules of chert generally

less than 2 iliches in diameter. These nodules frequently contain fossil si>onges. |H>r-

tions of orthoceras, etc. At Niagara Falls, 30 feet of tliin to massive dolomito separ-

ates the chert beds, which arc only a few feet thick, from the Ga.^port limestone beh>w.

At Stony creek, ITaniilton, and Ancaster, the chert beds rest directly uv)on Gasport

limestone and at the lust two localities are ir> feet thick. Tliin beds of I'hert were

observed at Owen Sound, fi feet above tl»e bas4> of the Lockport: at Lli.n Head, ihiy

occur 12 feet above the baho; and at Cabot Head. S feet above the base.

'Niagara Polio, U.S. Ool. Suiv.. Folio No. 190. p. 7.
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Another series of beds consisting of thin- to thick-bedded dolomite, with inter-

bedded shale (in part bituminous) is locally known in the vicinity of Hamilton as the
" Barton beds.'' As measured at Ancaster ,they are about 10 feet thick, and rest directly

upon the chert beds. At the top, the rock is thin-bedded and bituminous and appears

to be equivalent to similar beds lying below tlie Guelph dolomites at Guelph, Ont.

On the Bruce. i)eninsula, beds of thin bituminous character underlie Guelph strata, and
it seems probable that such beds are characteristic of the top of the Lookport mem-
ber upon which the Guelph dolomites rest.

Pe/itamerm Beds.—At Owen Sound, Pcntamcius ohlongus occus in large numbers

packed into a 5-foot bed of dense dolomite, the base being 1^ feet above the base of the

Lockport. In the upper 1-foot of Pentamerus beds, Lockport corals occur, increasing

in numbers upward. The same general conditions hold on Bruce peninsula, and on

Manitoulin island. On the northern part of the peninsula, however, and on ^Nfani-

toulin, several feet (8 to 10) of thin-bedded dolomites lie below the Pentamerus beds.

A second Pentamerus zone occurs on Manitoulin about 180 feet above the base of the

Lockport.

Peniamcriis ohlonyns thus furnishes an example of a recurring species. Alakiug

its first appearance in the lower Clinton limestone of New York and southern Ontario,

it is not known in the upper Clinton^ or Rochester beds, but occurs at two horizcnis

in the Lockport of the Georgian Bay region.

GL'ELIMI FORMATION.

The typical fauna of the Guelph formation as long known in the vicinity of

Guelph and Gait, was discovered this past summer at various places between Cape

llurd and Stokes bay. Megalomus canadensis occurs in abundance and gastropods

and cephalopods, etc., of Guelph types, are numerous. At the " Zinc prospect," near

Wiarton, described in the Summary Report for 1912, Pijcnosti/hts (juelphcnsis, and

P. eleganus were found, showing that the strata are of Guelph age and are to be corre-

lated with the Guelph rather than the Lockport horizon at Racine. "Wis.

The dolomite is light coloured, porous, and is usually thick-bedded to massive,

although thin beds occur.

Because of the difficulty of making vertical measurements on the wide extent of

\mdulating but nearly flat-lying beds, the thickness of the Guelph formation was not

determined.

The field work of the past summer dealt only incidentally with the Guelph forma-

tion and stopped sliort of its upper boundary. The ])roblems of correlation nnd classi-

fication of the Guc^lph are, therefore, not dealt with in the present report.

> One occuiience reported by Grabau, N.Y. Museum, Bull. No. 45, p. 191.
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GEOLOGY OF A POETION OF SUDBURY MAP-AEEA, SOUTH OF WAXA-
PITEI LAKE, OxVTAKlO.

(W. H. Collins.)

Outline of Field Work.

In the summer of 1913 the geological mapping of Ouaping map-area (sheet No.
139, Ontario series), which has heen under exploration since 1910, was completed and
a revision was begun of the Sudbury sheet (No. 130, Ontario series), the present
edition of which has been in print since 1891 and is now somewhat obsolete. Each
of these sheets represents an area 72 miles long from east to west, and 48 miles wide.

The town of Sudbury lies almost at the centre of the Sudbury map-area and the
Onaping map-area is contiguous on the north, hence the positions of both can readily

be determined.

The part of Onaping map-area left over from 1912 and finished in 1913 comprises

about 400 square miles in the west end of the area. This part was found to be vmder-
lain by granite and gneiss with small included remnants of older schists and is not,

therefore, of particular interest, -so nothing further need be said about it here.

The work done in the Sudbury map-area covers the townships of Mackelcan, Mc-
Carthy, Kelly, Falconbridge, Street, Dryden, and parts of Scaddiaig and MacLennan, all

south or east of Wanapitei lake. This work is of more interest, for it substantiates one of

the chief conclusions reached in 1912. In that year, after completing the eastern part

of Onaping map-area, a less thorough exploration was extended southwestward by
way of Wanapitei lake and Wanapitei river to the Sudbury district mapped by Pro-
fessor Coleman.^ This made a practically continuous exploration between Cobalt and
Sudbury districts, and on the strength of it the geological succession given by Cole-

man for Sudbury district was correlated with that formulated for Cobalt and neigh-

bouring districts by W. G. Miller." A classification of the rocks of the region based
on this correlation was stated in the Summary Report of this Department for 1912,

pages 307-309. The work upon which this correlation was based was wcake-st in the

country south of Wanapitei lake, for that locality is unusually swampy, soil-covered,

and hard to explore geologically, and it had been examined only along the principal

canoe route. So in 1913 this weak link of the exploratory chain comiecting Cobalt
and Sudbury was strengthened by examining it more thoroughly, more particularly

in the area represented on the accompanying map. The present report is restricted

to describing this mapped area.

The writer was in the field only from ^lay 21 to June 1, and from Soptembor 11

to September 29. During that time the area shown on the accompanying map was
investigated. In the interval between -luiie 1 ;Miil Septi'n<ber 11 lie was engagOil with
International Geological (congress work, and the remainder of the work in Sudlniry

map-area, and all of that, in ()nai)inti' niap-ar»'a, was ilnnr l>y Messrs. .1. R. Afarshall,

A. (
'. I la/en, and ('. \V. Hdliiuson, iindir the direction of Mr. Mar-hall.

Geological Succession.

A tabular statement of t)ie geological succession foniul in the area shuwn on tho

accompanying map is given below. Tho evideneo npen whii'h this ehxssilitvatien i,>»

based and the descriptions of ea«'h ro<k-group follow.

' Thu Nickel IiiduBtry, PublU-Atioii No. 170. Mines Branch, Department of Mines, Canuda.
'Aim. ltd). Uurerui of MIuoh. Ontario. 1007; vol xvl. iinrt II.
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Quaternary Pleistocene Glacial.

C
Keweenawan Dykeb and sills of quartz-norite, olivine-diabase

and nickel-bearing intrusive.

Whitewater series Chelmsford sandstone (not represented).
Onwatin shale (not represented).
Onaping; t>itf.

Trout Lake ajnglomerate.
Cobalt series Quartzite.

Pre-Cambrian -{ Greywacke and limestone.
Conglomerate.

Batholithic intrusives Granite and gneiss and associated inclusions o!

older formstjons.
Sudbury series Copper Cliff arkose.

McKim greywat-ke (not represented).
.Keewatin Basic igneous complex.

KEEWATIN.

The oldest group of rocks in the area may be called Keewatin. It consists essen-

tially of an igneous—chiefly volcanic—complex, which has been schistified and, along

its contact with the younger granite and gneiss, rendered especially crystalline by con-

tact metamorphism. There are two areas of these rocks, one in Falconbridge town-
ship, the other in Street.

The Falconbridge area is not accurately defined on the north, for the schists

underlying it are so cut to pieces by apophyses of granite that a boundary between
these rock-groups can be drawn only arbitrarily. There is no doubt, along this con-

tact, of the intrusive relation of the granite. The Keewatin is made up of compara-
tively massive hornblende—and other basic schist-s probably of igneous derivation but

now wholly recrystallized.

The area in Street contains a somewhat difi"erent assemblage of rocks, and their

schistosity is notably strong and uniform compared with the chaotic structure of the

Falconbridge area. Along the contact with the younger granite and gneiss to the south

the Keewatin consists of coar.<ely crystalline, frequently garnetiferous hornblende-gneiss.

This gneiss is very well foliated, its angle of dip is 70 degrees to 90 degrees, strike

To degrees to 80 degrees, and it is invaded along the strike by bands of granite, pegma-
tite, and quartz, all derivatives of the batholithic granite mass. The exact contact

line between Keewatin and granite-gneiss cannot be drawn. Half a mile north of th©

line reprej^enting it on the map the contact-metaniorphic effects of the granite die out

and the cparsely crystalline hornblende-gneiss gives place to a variety of finer-grained

Keewatin rocks in which schistosity is less uniform and less pronounced. This i)art

of the complex was examined hurriedly, but even casual inspection indicates that it is

not entirely igneous. One highly schistose, light grey formation, that outcrops along

the Canadian Northern Ontario railway in the northeast corner of Street, looks much
like a well-stratified, feldspathic quartzite. This opinion, however, has not yet been

supjiorted by microsopic study. It is proposed to investigate this locality more

thoroughly and, if sediments do occur in the complex, to ascertain what relation,

if any, they bear to certain para-gneisses that are mingled with the batholithic

granite gneiss.

SUDBURY SERIES.

The Sudbury series is represented in this area by the Copper Cliff arkose mem-
ber only. The arkose is remarkably uniform in character over tlie whole area.

Usually, as in Falconbridge. it is a ner.rly white, hard, feldspathic (lunrtzite. the up-

turned beds of which are 1 to 6 feet thick, and show cross-bedding frequently and

distinctly. Much less often it consists of layers of this arkose 6 to 12 inches thick,
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alternating with softer, more greywacke-like layers 2 to 6 inches thick, that weather

into grooves, so that on exposed hillsides the stratification of the almost vertical for-

mation is very conspicuous. This phase is well shown near Wanapitei village and at

a portage on Wanapitei river on the eastern boundary of Dryden. The general

strike of the Copper Cliff formation ranges from 20 degrees to 65 degrees, with angles

of dips of 50 degrees to 90 degrees. The formation is 5 miles wide in places and it is

evident in traversing it across the strike that its thickness is to be estimated in

thousands of feet. There are, however, several lines of crush-breccia in it that were

probably caused by faulting, and there is more indisputable evidence of faulting

along its contact with the batholithic gneiss in Dryden; consequently the thickness

cannot be calculated directly from its known width, dip, and strike, and must be

estimated only approximately as thousands of feet.

The Copper Cliff arkose is intruded by the granite and is, therefore, older than it.

But the arkose has not been found in immediate contact with the Keewatin, so its

age relations to that complex cannot be positively stated. It seems, at least, to be

distinct in age from the Keewatin, for throughout the map area it contains no

eruptivfe matter except the much younger Keweenawan diabase ; and it is unlikely that

the change from varied, and probably intense, vulcanism to undisturbed sedimenta-

tion, or vice versa, took place suddenly. It is, therefore, distinctly older or distinctly

younger than the Keewatin. And that the Keewatin is the older of the two is sug-

gested by the general structure of the district. The arkose area that extends from

southwest to northeast across the area is probably down-folded between the granite-

gneiss areas on the northwest and southeast, and as the Keewatin occurs only along the

I)eriphery of the arkose the Keewatin must be beneath the arkose and, therefore, older

than it.

The greater metamorphism of the Keewatin might also be advanced as an argu-

ment in favour of its greater age. It seems reasonable, at first sight, that the older of

the two rocks in the same locality should endure a greater amount of the geological

stress that causes metamorphism and should consequently be more altered or meta-

morj)hosed. But in the present instance even if the Copper Cliff arkose were older

than the Keewatin, it might be much less metamorphosed, for it resists metamor-

phism much more effectually than the unstable basic rocks of the Keewatin complex.

This is demonstrated along the contact with the granite batholith, where the Kee-

watin has a reerystallized contact zone half a mile wide, while the arkose is little

changed a few yards away from the invading granite. The greater metamorphism

of the Keewatin schists south of Wanapitei lake is extremely unreliable proof of their

greater age than the Copper Cliff arkose.

B.\TII0LIT1IIC INTRUSIVES.

Two areas of granite and gnei.ss appear on the map, one in Faleonbridge and

'MacLennan, the other in Awrey and Dryden. Both are small parts of great batho-

lithic bodies that extend far to the north and south respectively. These great intru-

sive masses bear identical relations to the other rocks of the district, but the muterials

(•oni|)osing them are so unlike that they are des(.Tibb<l indepcntU'ntly. Kach hatho-

lilliic mass is composed of intrusive granite and vestiges oi otlu-r, older niiiterial.>«

wlii(.-h were mingled with the granite and partly assimilated by it. The two coin-

])(isito mas.ses differ mainly in the character of these older inchuKvl materials.

The granite ot" tiie FalconbridgcMaeLrnnan batholith is a pale grey variety,

very pocir in dark niiiicral.s. In lot (>, i-oiifession XI, Mai'l^Miiian, stringers of this

granite! were luiiiid invading Copix-r ClilT arkose, without altering the arkose notioc-

n\>\y, and fartiier out in the ^'ranile there are a few incluiled fragments of the arkose,

as well as others of hoiiihlende-schist or gnoi.ss. In Kaltonhritl;;!' tlu" ;iranile pone-
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trates the Keewatin rocks in the same manner and contains a great quantity of horn-

blciulc-ricli inchisinns de/ivcd from the Keewatin. These inclusions, especially the

larger ones, are not so strikingly foliated as they are in the batholith to the southeast.

This is true of the complex as a whole. The granite and included materials are also

cut by dykes and small irregular masses of the younger diabase So that the whole is

a chaotic mixture of granite and gneiss, Keewatin and Sudbury inclusions, luid

diabase intrusives, with granite and gneiss predominating.

The intrusive portion of the Awrey-Drydeu batholithic mass is also a granite,

but with more biotite and often with red feldspar. Associated with the granite,

apparently as acid diiferentiates, are pegmatites, "quartz veins, and gradations from

one of these types to the other. These different phases can be seen very well just south

of Wanapitei railway station, where they reticulate through an older garnetiferous

gneiss. Mingled with this distinctly igneous portion of the complex are bands of

highly foliated, hornblendic gneisses and other materials, which appear to be highly

metamorphosed inclusions of Keewatin and other formations older than the

granite. Unlike the inclusions in the Falconbridge-MacLeunan batholith those in

Awrey and Dryden are highly foliated and give the whole complex a notably gneissic

structure. A large part of the included material is a glistening Ijiornblende-gneiss

like that found about the contacts between Keewatin and intrusive batholithic areas.

The actual transition from continuous, undoubted Keewatin to a mixture of horn-

blende-gneiss and intrusive granite-gneiss is observed in the northeastern part of

Street township, so there seems good reason to regard the hornl^lende-gneiss there

and farther out in the batholith as derived from the basic volcanics of the Keewatin.

But some other included materials may have had a different sotirce. Professor

Coleman has described a patch of crystalline limestone surrounded and intruded by

the granite, in lot 12, concession I, Clelaud township, 8 miles southwest of Wanapitei

village. Quartzite intruded by granite occurs in the same locality. Feldspathic

quartzite containing occasional highly micaceous layers that suggest the greywacke

layers on the Copper Cliff arkose, intruded by pegmatitic granite, was found just

south of Wanapitei station. A little east of the station the ordinary intrusive gneiss

alternates with highly foliated garnet- and kyanite-bearing hornblende-biotite-gneiss.

The limestone and quartzite are certainly sedimentary and some of the gneisses are

probably of the same origin.

The source and age of these sedimentary vestiges are rather obscure. The
Keewatin complex does not usually contain notable amounts of- sediments and seems

an unlikely source. The Sudbury series may have supplied the feldsjiathic quartzite

inclusion.s, and perhaps even material for some of the hornblende-gneisses, but no

limestone is known to occur in it. Professor Coleman has called attention to the

similarity of these rocks to the Grenville series of southeastern Ontario and has

aj)plied that name to them, regarding them as of the same age as the Keewatin or

older.

The relation of the granite to the Copper Cliff arkose in the area here described,

is obscured by the covering of soil. Along the entire line of contact across Dryden,

Awrey, and Street the two formations were found close to each other in very few

places and the actual contact was seen at only one point. There the arkose, greatly

schistified parallel to the contact but showing no contact-metamorphic recrystalliz-

ation. is in immediate contact with a gneiss consisting of alternating light and dark

hornblendic bands, the strike of which is inclined 10 degrees to GO degrees to that of

the arkose. From this exposure alone it cannot be satisfactorily decided. whether the

arkose lies upon an older gneiss surfafc, or whether it has been faulted against the

gneiss, which miglit then be older or younger. The age relations are more definitely

expressed, however, in lot 5, concession I, of the adjacent township of Neelon, where

the Toronto branch of the Canadian Pacific railway crosses the contact. There thick
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apopliyses of coarse, reddish, biotite-granite cut the vertical Copper Cliff arkose, and

render it slightly micaceous and more crystalline. There seems no doubt that the

granite is the younger. This being the case, the line of contact across Dryden, Awrey,

and part of Street must be a fault line.

COBALT SERIES.

The _ Cobalt series has been traced continuously from Gowganda district into

Palconbridge township and there can be little or no doubt that it corresponds to the

sedimentary series in Cobalt district to which the name Cobalt series was first applied.

In the present map-area, it has been eroded quite thin and only its basal conglomerate

is left in most places ; but there are a few places where the series has been more closely

folded than usual, and there the succession is more complete. Thus in lot 5, conces-

sion II, Falconbridge, the basal conglomerate passes upward into greywacke. The
greywacke contains a layer of impure, sandy limestone 10 to 15 feet thick and grades

higher up, into a better stratified greywacke phase which, in its turn, grades into

feldspathic quartz ite. The quartzite appears as layers that are at first only a few

inches thick, but these become thicker and more numerous and in a vertical range

of 50 feet completely take the place of the greywacke. The series is so crumpled,

however, that thicknesses cannot satisfactorily be determined. Another section is

afforded on the Canadian Northern Ontario railway just west of Wanapitei river.

There a conglomerate, whose base is not visible, grades upward into greywacke, and the

greywacke into quartzite. The rocks dip about 45 degrees uorthwei^t and present a total

thickness of perhaps 2,000 feet. The limestone band was not seen in this section, but
it is exposed in the river, a quarter of a mile away. The greywacke in this section is

not so finely stratified in its upper portion as in the first locality and merges imper-

ceptibly into quartzite instead of showing alternating layers of those materials. The
work in McCarthy, Kelly, and Mackelcan townships farther northeast also indicates

the general upward succession of formations in the Cobalt scries to be conglomerate,

greywacke with finely banded phases, and quartzite; the limestone band in tlie grey-

wacke may be present but have escaped observation as it weathers easily and is

usually soil covered.

There is satisfactory evidence in the district that the Cobalt series is younger
than the Sudbury series and rests unconformably upon it. Contacts between the basal

conglomerate and the arkose may be seen on the Canadian Northern Ontario railway
• in lot 7, concession V, Street, and in many jilaces along the Wiinapitei Lake road in

Drydeu and Falcunbridge. At all these the relations are the same. The conglomerate

rests upon an irregidar surface of Copper Cliff arkose and the line of separation is

always conspicuous, and knife-sharp in most eases. The arkose dips at 70 degrees to

90 degrees, but the conglomerate, unfortunately, is not stratified; consequently the

structural evidence of unconformity is not apparent in detail. But for the district

as a whole structural unconformity is quite clear. If the two formations were con-

formable the conglomerate wonld necessarily appear as long narrow bands standing

on edge like the arkose and striking in the same northeast-soutliwest direction. l>ut,

as may be seen by consulting the map, siu-h is not the i-ase. Tlie actual aieal arrange-

ment shown on the map can result only from unconformity. Tlu' slight tendency of

tliu conglomerate in soutliwestern falconbridge to finger out in the direction of strike

of the arkose, appears to be due not to any conformity between the two formations

but to the fact that the arkose surface was eroded into ridges and troughs along t)»o

strike of its edgewise beds before the Cobalt series was laid down, and the troughs

now protect from erosion vestiges of conglomerate that was deposited in tliein.

Two small patches of iiongloiuoratf oci-ur in the graiiito aron of Mael.ennan

towjisliip. Mr. Marslniil, wh" fmnMl them, did nut ob->frv. iluii' .-.Miiacts with the
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granite, but found in them no evidence of contact metamorphism. They are almost

certainly younger than the granite, and the fact that conglomerate overlies both

granite and Sudbuiy series is a further structural indication of unconformity.

The congloraernte also contains pebbles of arkose and quartzite like that com-

posing the Copper Clitf formation; also pebbles of hornblende-sohist and other rocks

that are found in the Keewatin along its metamorphosed contacts with the granite.

As these mctiimorphic materials resulted from the granite intrusion, the Cobalt con-

glomerate would ajipear, from this evidence also, to be younger than both Sudbury

series and batholithic intrusives.

Although arkose pebbles occur in the Cobalt conglomerate, they are surprisingly

infrequent. The mineral compositions of the conglomerate and of the underlying arkose

are also strikingly unlike. The latter is a white rock composed entirely of quartz and

feldspar, while the cement of the conglomerate is dark grey or green and contains an

alnmdance of dark, iron-bearing minerals. It is clear that a very small frnction of

the conglomerate materials was derived from the arkose and that the greater part

was transported from a considerable distance. One of the granite boulders in the

conglomerate meas-urod G3 inches in diameter on its exposed surface. These facts

are no doubt significant of the mode of deposition of the conglomerate.

WHITEWATEU SERIES.

Although this series of sediments and volcanic tuff occurs in the western part of

MacLennan, ,it was not studied by the writer or his party, the information lor its

mapping as well as that of the nickel-eruptive being taken from Professor Coleman's

map. A description of the series is given in " The Nickel Industry," Publication

No. 170, Mines Branch, Ottawa, under the name Animikie.

KEWEENAWAN.

The various intrusives grouped in the Keweenawan were determined in the field

to be quartz-norite or diabase, and are all ver^' similar in appearance. They occur as

dykes and larger bodies, probably sills, that intrude the granite, Copper Cliff arkose,

Keewatin, and, in one or two observed instances, the Cobalt conglomerate. The last-

mentioned relation can be seen on the Canadian Northern Ontario railway in lot 7,

concession V, of Street, where a dyke of olivine-diabase cuts the conglomerate.

No attempt is made here to describe the nickel-bearing eruptive in Falconbridgv

and MacLennan, as an excellent account of it has already been given by Professor

Coleman.

PLEISTOCENE.

Deposits of sand, gravel, and other Pleistocense deposits are abundant in this map-
area. The most interesting exjjosures occur in the recent cuttings of the Canadian
Northern Ontario railway and in the banks of Wanapitei river. One mile northea.st

of Wanapitei River crossing the railway has cut througli a tough boulder clay carry-

ing very large boulders. Near Boland bay, on Wanapitei lake, fi rather steep-sided

hill has also been partly removed for ballast, and in the face so exposed the whole

hill ciui be seen to consist of strongly cross-bedded gravel and coarse sand, dejiosited

presumably by a glacial stream. Coleman has also described a kettle lake 165 feet

deep in Falcoiibridge township. There is present, therefore, a considerable amount
of material deposited by the ice-sheet or by wati-rs from the melting ice.

Associated with these are other deposits that appear to have been haid down in

lakes or by Wanapitei river. The Canadian Northern Ontario railway has made
cuttings through horizontal, stratified clay at several places near Wanapitei River
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LTossiiig-. That exposed half a mile east of the bridge is finely laminated and contains
occasional boulders that must have dropped from blocks of ice floating on the water
in which the clay was deposited. At least, no alternative explanation occurs to the
writer. Two of these boulders, G and 15 inches in diameter, were noticed. This
stratified clay rests on boulder clay about 850 to 875 feet above sea-level at the few
places where its bottom could be seen. It appears to be part of a post-Glaeial lake
deposit of which little is yet known.

In lots 4, 5, and 6, concession V, of Street, the railway traverses a flat plain of
line gravel and sand about 840 feet above sea-level. The cuttings, which are not over
15 feet deep, show fine gravel and sand composed of well-sorted, rounded pebbles.

The gravel and sand are well stratified and show comparatively little cross-bedding.
A terrace of coarser gravel conceals the southeast corner of the nickel-eruptive in
Falconbridge at an undetermined elevation. These lower-level stratified gravels and
sand are at about the same level as similar lake deposits near Sudbury which are
regarded by Coleman as representing a former level of the Great Lakes (Lake
Algonquin).

The deep rock valley occupied by Wanapitei river contains stratified gravel and
clay deposits at a number of different levels. A comparatively flat-topped terrace at

about 830 feet above sea-level can be seen from the Canadian Northern Ontario Rail-

way bridge. Near Wanapitei village, also, the river traverses a flat plain of small
extent, at about 750 feet above the sea. Banks of stratified clay at higher elevations

were observed farther up the river. These probably represent a time when the waters
of the Great Lakes extended up this valley.

2(1 Ul
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SOUTHEASTERN PORTIOX OF BUCKINGHAM MAP-AREA, QUEBEC.

(-¥. E. M'ilson.)

General Statement and Acknowledgments.

During the past field season, the writer commenced the geoloiirical investigation

of a region lying to the northeastward of the city of Ottawa, in Ottawa county,

Quebec.

In connexion with this investigation, it is proposed that a regional map of a

rectangular area (approximately loO square miles) extending from the village of East

Templeton northward to High Falls on the Lievre river (24 miles") and from the

Gatincivu river eastward to a point 2 miles beyond the town of Buckingham (l^

miles) be prepared. This map, which is to be known as the Buckinizham sheet, will

be published on the scale of 1 mile to 1 inch. It will include the whole of Portland

township, the larger part of Templeton, Buckingham, and Derry townships and por-

tions of Hull, Wakefield, and Dcnholra townships.

In addition to this areal map a number of small local maps of areas adjacent to

some of the mineral deposits of the district, are being prepared for publication on

scales ranging from 100 to 500 feet to 1 inch. On these maps, it will be possible to

indicate the distribution of the mineral occurrences and the areal and structural

relationships of the various rock types in much greater detail than could be attempted

on the general sheet.

In the compilation of the Buckingham sheet, the following surveys and maps are

being used, supplemented by surveys made by the writer and his assistants: town-

ship surveys by Crown Lands Department of Quebec; mining and topographical map
of the Lit'vre river and Templeton phosphate di.-trict; sheets 1 and 2 by James White,

Geological Survey, 1891; Thurso sheet. Department of Militia, 1008.

Owing to my absence from the field from July 20. to September 7, on work in

connexion with the meeting of tke International Geological Congress, the time spent

on the Buckingham map-area in 1913 was somewhat curtailed. The mapping of the

southeastern part of the sheet (approximately the township of Buckingham), how-

ever, Avas completed and small detailed maps of areas in the vicinity of the following

mines were prepared: Dominion graphite mine. Walker griphite mine. Emerald

phosphate mine. Little Rapid mica-phosphate mine. Poujiore mica mine.

The assistance rendered during the course of the work by those interested in the

development of mining in the region was most hearty and general. The thanks of

the survey are especially due to Mr. H. P. II. Brumell, to Mr. A. Geister, manager

of the Quebec graphite mine, to IMr. C. Kendall, manager of the Bell graphite mine,

to Mr. B. Winning, manager for O'Brien and Fowler, and Mr. E. Wallingford, mana-

ger of the Wallingford ^lica and Mining company.

I was assisted in 1913 by Messrs. F. J. Alcock and S. Brnnton. both of whom,

during my absence on the work of the International Geological Congress, were

engaged in preparing detailed maps, the former at the Little Rapid mine and the

latter at the Dominion Graphite mine.

Previous Work.

The region included in the Buckingham sheet, because of its numerous occur-

rences of lidtli rare and cfonctniic^- minerals and because of its peculiar and comple.x
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geology, has beeu of interest to the Geological Survey almost from the time of the

Survey's inception, but the geological work carried on in the district has been for the

most part either of a general character, or very local, having reference to particular

mines. It is not proposed to review all the voluminous literature having reference to

the district, but the most important geological work and the principal publications,

in which the geologj- and economic resources of the district are described, may be

mentioned.

Reference to the production of economic minerals from the area is to be found
in the reports of the Mines Branch of thB Department of Colonization, Mines, and
Fisheries for Quebec", and in the statistical reports of the Geological Survey and the

Mines Branch of the Department of Mines. A number of special bulletins and
reports having reference to minerals occurring in the district have also been pub-

lished from time to time by the Geological Survey and the Mines Branch of the

Department of Mines. These include a report on the mineral resources of the pro-

vince of Quebec by E. "W. Ells, published by the Geological Survey in 1S90; bulletin

on graphite, apatite, and mica by E. W. Ells, published by the Geological Survey
in 1904; reports on mica and graphite by Fritz Cirkel, published by the Mines Branch
of the Department of Mines in 1905 and 1907, respectively; and a second edition of

the report on mica by H. S. de Schmid, published by the Mines Branch of the

Department of Mines in 1912.

The earliest geological work carried on Avithin the area included in the Bucking-
ham sheet, was an examination of the southeastern part of the district by Sir "Wil-

liam Logan, in 1812, for, in that year, Logan studied the geology along the Ottawa
river between Montreal and Ottawa (then known as Bytown). As a result of this

investigation, Logan was able to separate the Palaeozoic sediments from the Pre-

Cambrian " metamorphic complex " in that region, the position of the contact between
which he described briefly in the report of the Geological Survey of Canada for that

year, and, more minutely, in his account of the geology along the Ottawa river, pub-
lished in the Eeport of Progress of the Geological Survey for 1845-6, and, again,

later, in the Geology of Canada, published in 1863,

In 1866, Mr. James Lowe visited several occurrences of iron and graphite in the

southern part of Templeton, Buckingham, and Lochaber townships for the Geological

Survey, also a graphite mill recently erected by the Lochaber Plumbago company
near the Blanche river, on lot 28, range X, Lochaber. Lowe's description of these

deposits and of the milling process in operation at the Plumbago mill is outlined by
Sir William Logan in the Eeport of Progress of the Geological Survey for 1863-6.

In the autumn of 1873, Mr. 11. G. Vennor spent a short time in making an
examination of the graphite deposits of the district and described them in the Report
of Progress of the Geological Survey for 1873-4.

In 1876, Vennor again spent part of a field season in the region and prepared a

geological map of the southwestern part of Ottawa county, and a report on tlie

apatite and plumbago deposits of the district, both of wliich were published in the

Report of Progress of tlie Geological Survey for 1876-7.

In 1883, Mr. J. Eraser Torrance visited some of the principal apatite mines of

the distriet, whicli lie described in the Report of Progress of the Geological Survey for
1882-3-4.

In ls!)S. Mr. V.. 1). Tngall published a paper in the Canadian Jitconl of Science,
entitled '* Some Preliminary Notes on the Limestones of the Lnurentian System."
This pap(n' was based on observations made by ^J.r. Ingall in the course of surveys
carried on in association with Mr. James White in 1SS7-8.

During the iield season of lS'.)2-3 and 4, Dr. R. W. Ells was engaged in geological

work in the Buekingluun district and vicinity, this work being carried on partly in

the course of tin- prepnratinn of the Greiiville map (known as sheet nuniln-r 121 in
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tlie series published by the Geological Survey on the scale of 4 miles to 1 iuch) and

p;utly in the course of the preparation of the map of the city of Ottawa and vicinity.

The geology of the region included in these two sheets was discussed by Dr. Ells in

reports published by the Geological Survey and in numerous pai>ers contributed to

magazines and to the transactions and bulletins of various scientific societies.

Subsequent to his earlier work, Dr. Ells visited the Buckingham region on two

occasions (October, 1902, and April, 190S) to report on landslide^ occurring along the

Lievre river. The first of these—the Poupore landslide—was described by Dr. Ells

in the Summary Report of the Geological Survey for ltK)2, and the second—the

Salette landslide—in a report entitled " Landslide at Notre Dame de la Salette " pub-

lished in 190S.

Dr. C. IT. Gordon has published several papers with regard to the character and

origin of the rocks occurring at the High Rock Phosphate mines on the Lievre river,

the most important of these was that on " Syenite Gneiss (Icoipard rock) from thc^

Apatite Region of Ottawa County, Canada," presented at the meeting of the Geological

Society of America in August, 1895.

In the autumn of 1897, Mr. A. A. Cole made a preliminary study of the graphite

deposits of the Buckingham district and published his results in the mineral statistics

section of the annual report of the Geological Survey for that year.

In 1899, Dr. O. Osnnn made a series of geological excursions extending over five

weeks, into the region northeast of the city of Ottawa, during which he examined the

geology in the vicinity of several of the most important graphite, apatite, and mica

mines of the district. Dr. Osann's report entitled, " Notes on Certain Archa?an Rocks

of the Ottawa Valley" is contained in the annual report of the Geological Survey for

1899. With the exception of Dr. Gordon's investigation of the rocks occurring at

the High Rock mine, this was the first petrographical study of the rocks of the area.

In the Summary Report of the Geological Survey for 1904, the geology of the

northern sheet, or sheet number 2, of the map of the " Lievre River and Templeton

Phosphate District," prepared by Mr. James White, is described by !Mr. J. F. E.

Johnston v;ho spent the field season of 1904 in examining the rocks of tliat area.

'S\r. E. Haycock was also engaged in mapping the geology of the southern sheet

of the map of Lievre river and Temp.eton phosphate district in 1904, and continued

the work during the summer of 1905 and 1900. Reports regarding this work are given

by ^rr. Haycock in the Summary Reports of the Survey for 1904 and 1905.

During the field season of 1911, Mr. J. Stansfield examined and mapped a num-

ber of local areas in the district including some of those reported on by 'Mr. Osann.

The results of this work were published in the Summary Report of the Geological

Survey for 1911, and in Guide Book Number 3. prepared by the Geological Survey

in connexion with the excursions of tlie International Geological Congress in 1913.

A number of papers by Mr. H. P. H. Brumell have appeared, durinir recent years,

in the Journal of the Canad'mn Minintj Institute, in the Canadian }[ini7ig Journal.

and in the Engineerinrj and Mining Journal, in which the mode of occurrence of the

graphite deposits of the Buckingham region and the milling methods employed in

the district, are described. These publications embody the results of Mr. Brumell's

observations in the course of several years' experience in graphite minuig in the

Buckingham district.

Topography.

The area included in the Buckingham sheet lies acro5s the boiuulary between

two physiographic provinces—the St. Lawrence lowlands and the Laurentian plateau

—

but for the purpose of local description it may be more conveniently divided into two

somewhat different divisions, namely—the marine flats and terraces, and the Lauren-

tian uplands. To the first of these divisions belong all those portions of the region
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underlain by post-Glacial stratified marine clay and sand. To the second division

belong, on the other hand, all those portions of the region, which, because of their

elevation, stood above the highest limit of marine deposition and consequently retain

all the typical topographic features which characterize the Laurentian plateau.

In the. upper part of the Lievre River valley, the surface of the stratified marine

clay and sand has an elevation, of approximately 460 feet above sea-level, although in

places cross-bedded sand and gravel (beach-deposits) occur at an elevation about 20

feet higher, or 480 feet above sea-level. From the Lievre Eiver flat southward to the

Ottawa river, the marine clay and sand occurs in a succession of terraces having the

following elevations.
Above sea-level.

Li6vrp River flat 460 feet.

Buckingham terrace 43-5

u / ;j

35U •

aoo "

Masson terrace 200 "
150 "

Some of these have a very local extent. Others, hov/ever, such as the 300-foot

terrace, are continuous for many miles.

With regard to the origin of these terraces, two possibilities suggest themselves.

They might be (1) river terraces formed by the Ottawa river in cutting its way
through the marine clay and sand to its present level; or (2) wave-cut terraces formed

by the Pleistocene sea during periods of still-stand as it withdrew from the St. Law-
rence embayment. The investigation of this problem has not yet been completed

for the larger part of the Buckingham sheet, but such evidence as was obtained during

the past field season, on the whole seemed to favour the second hypothesis, as regards

at least the upper terraces.

General Geology.

The rocks occurring in Buckingham township when classified according to age
and structure, all into four well defined groups:

—

d) The metamorphic complex or Laurentian of Logan, consisting of crystalline

limestone, pyroxenite, banded gneisses, and pegmatite.

(2) Late Pre-Cambrian (or possibly early Cambrian) intrusions of diabase and
lamprophyre.

(3) Potsdam sandstone and Beekmantown limestone.

(4) L^nconsolidated glacial drift and stratified marine clay and sand.

Table of Formations.

The succession of formations arranged in descending order is as follows:

—

Quaternary Pfist-(Jlacial Marine clay ami sand.
Glacial Hoiikltr claj', gravel, and xand.

Palaeozoic Beekmantown Liiuf-stone.

Potsdam Wliite, pelthly sandstone.
Late Pre-Canibrian ? Lampropliyre.

Diahaso.
Karly Pre-Caml>rian. . . Ba^al complex (7) Pt-gmatite.

(<») liiiitite ^'r-anito gneiss.

(5) Pyro.venite.

(4) Buck inijh<i III series : jiymxene granite, jtyr-

oxi'iio granite giit-lKs, biotitt- pyi\>\fne
granite, biotile-pyrnxjii.- gniiiit«< gneiss,
uyriixencsytiiitf, pyrxivent- sy«-iiit«' gnc.sa,
biutitepyrtixene syt-nite, l'ii>tite pyro\«'nt»
syenite gn«'iss. f;al>l.r\>, galibn* gn«is.H, bio-
til.' galilir»>, liuitite gabl.ixi gneiss, ptri-
d^'tite ami pyroM-nito.

(3) .Silliinaiiite g giioiiis arnet
(2) (.^nari/. ri>ck.

(1) CryHtullino limc.stniif.
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BASAL COMPLEX.

General Statement.

The oldest of the four great groups into which the rocks of the BuckiiighaKi dis-

trict have hecn divided—tlie basal complex—is composed of a heterogeneous assemblage

oi rock types, the larger part of which have been so greatly deformed and metamor-
phosed that their original character and relationships to one another are now a matter

of conjecture. They thus present a striking contrast to the rocks that succeed them,

in that the latter are only slightly metamorphosed and retain all. the characteristic

features which they originally possessed.

The most abundant of the rocks of the complex belong to a genetically related

group of banded gneisses, the meml)ers of which constitute a gradational series ranging

in composition, from a pyroxene granite to peridotite and pyroxenite. This group

will be referred to as the Buckingham series.

Locally throughout the southern portion of the area examined, and throughout

the northern portion generally, the rocks of the Buckingham series arc interbanded

with a sillimanite garnet mica gneiss and a highly quartzose rock. The last-men-

tioned rock has been generally called quartzite by previous workers in the district,

but as this name implies a sedimentary origin—an assumption that might possibly

be wrong— it will be referred to as " quartz rock."

All of the foregoing rocks, but more especially the rocks of the Buckingham series,

contain numerous irregular included masses of crystalline limestone or dolomite.

These masses are nowhere continuous arcally for more than a few hundred feet, but

are very numerous throughout wide zones, the zones having a more or less northeasterly-

southwesterly trend.

In addition to the fine-grained dark ])yroxeiiito which belongs to the Buckingham

series, large masses of a coarsely crystallized light green pyroxenite occur here and

there throughout the region. These masses are very similar to the masses of crystal-

line lime ?tone in their mode of occurrence, and like the crystalline limestone, contain

numerous inclusions of foreign rocks. It is with this pyroxoiite that most of the

most important de])osits of mica in the region, are associated.

Throughout the northern ranges of Buckingham township the rocks of the Buck-

ingham series, the garnet gneiss, the quartz rock, and the pyroxenite, are all intruded

by numerous dykes of a biotite granite gneiss. This rock, although evidently consider-

ably younger than the rocks which it intrudes, has suffered considerable metamorphism

and for that reason is regarded as belonging essentially to the basal gneissic complex.

Very commonly the banded gneissic complex is intruded (generally transversely")

by large irregular dykes of coarse pegmatite. These intrusions have been faulted in

places along the planes of foliation of the gneisses and locally have been slightly

mashed. On this account and because of their lithological similarity and possible

genetic relationship to some of the basement rocks they have been placed in the basal

complex.

Detailed Description.

Crystalline Limestone.—The crystalline limestone of the basal complex corresponds

in its character and geological relations to the limestone which in other districts has

been referred to the Grenville series. No chemical analyses of the rock occurring in

the Buckingham district have been made, but analyses of the Grenville limestone found

in adjoining roijions have shown that it generally contains magnesia, and in some

localities has the composition of a dolomite. It is probable, therefore, that the lime-

stone in this region also contains considerable magnesia.
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In the Buckingham district, the Grenville limestone occurs in small scattered
irregular outcrops and contains numerous more or less rounded inclusions of rocks
belonging to the Buckingham series. The matrix enclosing the included rock masses
consists of a coarsely crystalline grey to white (presumably) magnesian, lime car-
bonate, and a number of other accessory minerals in variable proportions, such as,

pyroxene (generally altered to serpentine), phlogopite, biotite, graphite,- sphene,
apatite, microcline, and orthoclase. The accessory minerals. do not occur evenly dis-

seminated through the limestone but concentrated along parallel lines so that the
rock has a banded appearance. These bands are generally intensely folded and
minutely crenulated, features which have evidently originated as the result of pro-
found deformational movements.

SilUmanite Garnet Gneiss.—The Sillimanite garnet gneiss occurs chiefly in
bands and lenticular masses interlaminated with quartz rock and the gneisses of the
Buckingham series. Like the quartz rock, it is found much more extensively in the
northern part of Buckingham township than in the south.

This gneiss is generally a moderately fine-grained rock, containing an abun-
dance of garnet, quartz or feldspar, and pyrite in scattered grains. Owing to the
occurrence of the common mineral constituents in aggregates, the rock generally pre-

sents a variegated appearance—the garnets being red, the biotite black, and the
feldspar and quartz rusty yellow. Examined under the microscope the garnet gneiss

is seen to consist of garnet, deep brown mica, sillimanite, feldspar—chiefly orthoclase

—quartz, rutile, and pyrite. The relative proportions of these minerals in various

occurrences of the rock are, however, very different. In some thin sections examined,
the garnet was very abundant and the sillimanite entirely absent, while in others the

sillimanite made up a large part of the rock and the garnet was absent. Similarly in

some thin sections, the quartz composed a large part of the rock and the feldspar was
lacking, or, on the other hand, the feldspar was a common constituent and the quartz

was lacking. The texture of the rock is granular, the quartz, feldspar, and mica form-
ing a mosaic in \Yhich sillimanite prisms are embedded.

Quartz Rod:—The quartz rock is very similar in its mode of occurrence and
rcliitioii?hips, to the garnet gneiss, occurring as crumpled masses and bands ass'X?iated

with the garnet gneiss and the rocks of the Buckingham series. It has its greatest

development in the northern part of Buckingham township where it occurs in

numerous bands having a uniform strike and dip over wide areas.

On the freshly-broken surface, the quartz rock can be seen to consist of blue, granu-

lar semitranslucent quartz containing scattered aggregates of feldspar and ferromagne-

siau minerals. On the weathered surface, the rock is generally white in colour and
presents a characteristic pitted appearance due to the weathering out of the included

fcrromngursian aggregates. When examined in thin section under the niicroscojx'.

it is seen that the quartz contains numerous dark, needle-like inclusions from 0-2

mm. to 2 nun. in length. These lie in every direction and are evidently not oriented

parallel any of the crystallogarphic .planes of the quartz, for they cut across the con-

tacts of adjacent grains. The aggregates of feldspar and ferroniagnesian minerals vary

greatly in composition in different localities. In some thin sections examined they

consisted entirely of biotite or of biotite and garnet and in others of pyroxene and
feldspar or of biotite pyroxene and feldspar. The mineral constituents present in the

aggregates are thus very similar to those of the garnet gneiss or the rocks of tlie

Buckingham series. Very commonly the aggregates are strung out linearly and the

(|uartz throughout the /.one in which they occur is niudi finer grained than in other

parts of the rock, a relatioiisliip which indicates they are distributed ahuig r.onon of

(Irfonnatifui.
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Buckingham Series.

General Statement.—This group is composed of a series of rocks, which, although

rangiug in composition from a pyroxene granite to peridotite and pyroxenite, have

so many features in common as to indicate that they are genetically related to one

another. They are remarkablj^ similar lithologically to the Charnockite series of

India described by Holland' and the Cortlandt series of New York State, described

by G. H. "Williams.- In consideration of their wide extent, their peculiar mineralo-

gical composition, their evident genetic relationship to one another, and their probable

approximate contemporaneity in age, it has been deemed advisable to group them

together and to refer to them under a local name—the Buckingham series.

Distrihitiion.—The rocks of the Buckingham series are found in all parts of the

district examined during the field season of 1013, but are most extensively developed

in the southern part of the district, where they occur, for the most part, in large,

irregular-shnpcd masses. The areal extent of these rocks outside the Buckingham
district is not even approximately known. To the east of the Buckingham map-area,

similar rocks have been descx-ibed by Adams (pyroxene granulites) in the region

north of ^lontreaP and by Osann* (hypersthene gabbro) at Cote St. Pierre. To the

west of the Buckingham region, pyroxene rocks similar to those of the Buckingham
series have been observed by the writer in the vicinity of the Gatineau river at Kirk

Ferry and in the area of Pre-Cambrian rocks which occurs in the township of South

March about 15 miles to the west of the city of Ottawa. The series is thus known
to occur throughout a region extending over 100 miles from east to west and 50 miles

from north to south, that is, throughout ah area of at least 5,000 square miles. This

is probably much less than their actual extent, however.

Lithological Character.—They are generally blue grey to bhick rocks of medium
texture, and in most places, are much foliated, although in a few localities they are

quite massive. The massive types are usually miiform in character throughout con-

siderable areas, whereas the foliated types are banded, the banding being due either

to the alternation of bands of entirely different rock types or to the alternation of bands

of the same rock in which the proportion of minerals present is slightly different.

On the basis of their mineralogical comiwsition as determined in thin section

under the microscope, the rocks of the Buckingham series may be classified as

follows :

—

Class 1.—Rocks in which quartz and potash feldspar are the principal salic con-

stituents.

(1) Pyroxene grnnite.

(2) Biotite pyroxene gr.inite.

(3) Granite pegmatite and iiplite.

Class 2.—Books in which potash feldsjiar is the principal salic constituent.

(Shonkinite type.)

(1) Pyroxene variety.

(2) Biotite pyroxene variety.

(3) Pegmatite and aplitic varieties.

'Memoirs, Geol. Rurv.. India, vol. 28, pp. 119-249. 1900.

= Amer. .lour. Sci., vol. .^l.pp. 26-41. 1SS6: vol. 33. i)p. 13.'.-144. pp. 197-199, 1887; vol. 35, pp.
438-44S. 1888; vol. Sfi, pp. 254-2.'".9, 1889.

> Annual Kept., Gcol. .Sniv.. C.-\n., vol. ATI!, p.irt J. 1895.
Annual Kci)t., Geol. Surv., C.in., vol. XII, part O. 1899.
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Class 3.—Eocks iu which albite is the principal salic constituent.

(1) Pyroxene variety.

(2) Biotite pyroxene variety.

(3) Pegmatite and aplitic varieties.

Class 4.—Rocks iu which oligoclase and andesine are the principal salic con-
stituents.

(1) Pyroxene variety.

(2) Biotite pyroxene variety.

Class 5.—Eocks in which labradorite is the principal salic constituent.

(1) Pyroxene variety.

(2) Biotite pyroxene variety.

Class 6.—Eocks in which salic minerals are very subordinate or entirely absent.

(Peridotites and pyroxenites.)

(1) Variety consisting essentially of pyroxene and olivine. (Harzbur-
gite or wehrlite.)

(2) Variety consisting entirely of pyroxene (pyroxenite).

In addition to the principal mineral constituents—quartz, feldspar, pyroxene,
biotite, and olivine, which were used as a basis for the foregoing classitication, all of the
various members of the series generally contain an abundance of apatite and consider-
able titanite and pyrite or pyrrhotite. In some localities graphite is also a common
constituent, notably so in the vicinity of included masses of crystalline limestone.

The most noteworthy characteristics of the rocks of the Buckingham series, as

seen under the microscope, are their granular texture, the needle-like acicular
inclusions contained in the quartz and feldspars, and the microperthitic intergrowths
of the feldspars with one another. The pyroxene contained in the rocks of the series

is a pink to pale green variety which is commonly altered along its fracture planes

or around its margin to a compact, olive green or brown uralite. It has been stated

generally by those who have studied the rocks of the Buckingham series microscopi-

cally that they contained two pyroxenes, a pink or red pleocheoric rhombic type and
a pale green monocline variety. In all the thin sections examined by the writer, how-
ever, the difference in colour appeared to be due either to the plane in which the
individual mineral grains happened to be cut or to incipient uralitization, the first

stage of this alteration being indicated by a loss of the pink colour. Moreover, the
pink pyroxene had inclined extinction in sections showing prismatic cleavage and the
birefringence was considerably higher than that of hypersthene (about 0-025). It

feems evident, therefore, that if two variteies of pyroxene are present in these rocks

they are both monocline.

]'/iroxenit(>.—The rocks of this class are found chiefly as large irregular masses
elongated in the direction of the strike of the quartz rock, garnet gneiss, syenito, and
other rocks of the banded complex which encloses them. The principal masses of tho

rock oliscrvod during the i)ast field season were those occurring in the southern part
of lot 25, range Xll, Buckingham township; in the vicinity of the Little Kapid mine;
iit tlir Pfjupore mine (lot 1, range I, Portland East township) ; at the Cameron mine
(lot 5, range I, Derry township); and at the Dai&y mine (lot 0, range I. IVrry town-

Khi|»).

As seen in these localities the pyroxenite is composed ehietly of a pale green,

coarsely crystalline or granular i)yro.\ene, and thro\igliiiul the rock o<\«ur scattered

irregular masses of n^-ks beldugiug to the l>uckingliain series and of

pcgnuitite. A large number of minerals occur associated with the pyroxene, tlio

most ni)undant of which iii'c calcitc, iililogi)|)ite. and «i)ntite; the less connuon
minerals observed were scapulilr, pule gri-m ainpliibole. tourmaline, fluorite, (puirt/.,
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pyrite, and chalcopyrite. The apatite and phlogopite contained in the pyroxenite,

occur partly in scattered crj'stals and aggregates and partly in very irregular veins

generally accompanied in the case of the phlogopite, by an abundance of pink calcite.

The scapolite is a massive, pale yellow variety and occurs around the margin of

included masses of pyroxene syenite gneiss. All of the other less common minerals

are found in the rock either along fracture planes as vein deposits or along the walls

of cavities, ^^^^ether these cavities were originally geodal or were originally filled

with calcite since dissolved away, has not yet been positively determined.

Biolitc Granite Gneiss.—This rock was observed in places througliout the northern

ranges of Buckingham township and in the adjacent portions of Portland East town-

ship. It occurs as narrow dykes varying in width from a fraction of a foot to 50

feet. These are, for the most part, roughly parallel the strike of the banded complex

which they intrude, but here and there they cut across the bands of quartz rock and
garnet gneiss, etc., obliquely. They are excedingly variable in width in the direction

of the strike, swelling out into large lenticular masses in short intervals. Numerous
exam]iles of this feature may be seen in the area mapped in detail, in the vicinity of

the Little Tinpid mine.

Lithologioally, the biotite granite gneiss is a fine-grained grey to pink foliated

rock which under the microscope is seen to consist chiefly of fine, granular microcline

and quartz. Throughout this material there are aggregates of a deep brown, partly

chloritized biotite, and scattered grains of apatite, titanite. and iron oxide. The
proportion of biotite in the rock is so small that it might possibly be better described

as a foliated granite aplite, but further study of theso dyke r<~ir'ks is necessary before

a definite conclusion can be reached with regard to their original character.

Pegmatite.—Throughout nearly every part of the Buckingham region the rocks

of the basal complex previously described, are intruded by irresiiilar masses and dykes

of pegmatite. These are generally exceedingly variable in width from point to point

and are usually not continuous for long distances. In many places they are broken

by faults. They consist chiefly of coarse pink feldspar and quartz, but also contain

crystals of muscovite and large crystal aggregates of tourmaline. In a few dykes,

giirnet was also present.

LATE PRli-CAMBUIAN INTHl sl\ l.S.

The pegmatite intrusives described in the last section of the report constitute

thr youngest nieiuber of the basal (Archaean of the geologists of T'^uited States) com-

plex of this portion of the Canadian Pre-Cambrian shield. There are some younger

intrusive rocks in the district, however, which have been classed as late Pre-Cambvian.

These are lithologically distinct from all the rocks of the complex and unlike the

rocks of the < ;)mplex have not been greatly deformed or otherwise metamorphosed.

On the other hand, no rocks of similar composition have anywhere been observed to

intrude the Palicozoic sediments which overlap the Pre-Cambrian complex at the

Bouth end of Buckingham township. They are, therefore, presumably not only

younger than the basal complex but also older than the Potsdam or Upper Cambrian,

ana are, thus, probably late Pre-Cambrian or early Cambrian in age. They rnciude

two difTerent varieties of rock: (1) diabase and (2) lamprophyre.

Diahasp.—This rock occurs in numerous parallel dykes from 3v) to 150 feet in

width trending approximately in an east-west direction. Some of these dykes have

been traced continuously for many miles. The diabase is a typical medium-grained

variety which under the microscope is seen to consist of laths of labnidorite, augite,

and scattored grnins of ilmenite. The texture of tho rock is definitely ophitic, the

augite filling th(^ interspaces between the feldspar crystals.
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Lamprophyre.—The rock of this class was obsei'ved to intrude the basal complex

in the southern part of Buckingham township. It occurs partly as dykes but has its

greatest development in an elliptical-shaped mass about three-quarters of a mile in

width and 2 miles long, situated in ranges lY and Y of Buckingham township, a short

distance to the east of the town of Buckingham.
The lamprophyre, both in the dykes and throughout nearly the whole of the larger

mass, is an exceedingly fine-grained, black, aphanitic rock with a well developed

triangular jointage. When examined under the microscope, the finer-grained iwrtions.

of the rock are seen to consist of small i)henocrysts of plagioclase in a dusty crypto-

crystalline groundmass. In its coarser phases, however, it is seen to consist of crystals

of albite about 0-07 mm. in width and 0-4 mm. in length, enclosed in a matrix of blue

hornblende (riebeckite), biotite, and quartz, with scattered grains and . apatite,

ilmenite, and pyrite. The rock thus has the composition of a riebeckite kersantite.

In the first paragraph of the description of the late Pre-Cambrian intrusives, it

was stated that similar rocks were not known to intrude the Palasozoic sediments at

the south end of Buckingham township. On the Island of ^VEontreal and in the eastern

townships of Quebec, however, the Palaeozoic sediments are intruded by masses of

alkalic rocks which stand up prominently about the St. Lawrence lowland forming
what is known as the Monteregian hills. It might be possible that the mass of

riebeckite kersantite to the east of Buckingham corresponds in age to these intrusives.

The reasons for placing it in the Pre-Cambrian are the following:

—

(1) The rocks composing the Monteregian hills are characteristically rich in

potash, while the riebeckite kersantite from its mineralogical composition is probably

a soda rich rock.

(2) The Monteregian hills all stand up as to.pographic prominences, whereas the
riebeckite kersanite mass has been reduced to the same elevation as the pre-Pala?ozoic

base level.

These reasons can scarcely be considered conclusive, however, and the classifica-

tion of the riebeckite kersantite as Pre-Cambrian must for the present be regarded
as provisional.

PAL.E020IC SEDIMEXTS.

The whole of the southern part of the Buckingham map-area is underlain by Palieo-

zoic sediments which rest on thfe truncated surface of the Pre-Cambrian complex and
have a regional dip toward the south so that the various formations outcrop in sueoess-

sive eastwest trending bands. In Buckingham township, only the Potsdam or Upper
Cambrian is exposed although the Beekmantown limestone is also probably prQsont.

The Potsdam occurs in numerous scattered outcrops, but is best exposed on the Lievre

river at Masson or Buckingham station. At this point, the crystalline limestone and
pyroxene gneisses of the Buckingham series _are overlapped by a bed of coarse con-
glomerate 3 feet in thickness which in its turn is overlain by cross-bedded, pebbly

sandstone having a maximum vertical thickness of 20 feet.

QUATEHXARY.

Glacial.—As elsewhere throughout the region covcrcil by the I.ahradorian conti-

nental ice-sheet, the surface of the solid ruck in this district is strewn with glacial

debris, hut thick deposits of these materials an- uncomuKui. Tlicy con>sist hirgi-ly of

scattered boulders and a few local areas of boulder clay.

Marinv Clan ""'^ Sand.—Througliout all the lower portions of the Buekinglnun
distritl up tu an elevation of HlO feet above sea-level, the jfl^ciul and ohler d<>posits
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are hidden beneath Pleistocene stratified clay and sand containing: marine sheik. The

greatest vertical thickness of these dei)osits observed was 110 feet. They vary greatly

in character from point to point, but in general the clay beds predominate at the bot-

tom and the sand at the top. The clay occurs generally in thin uniform beds, whereas

the sand commonly contains scattered pebbles and is cross-bedded and ripple marked.

In the vicinity of the town of Buckingham, those marine sands in places have an

undulating dune-like surface.

Economic Geology.

The mineral deposits of economic value in the Buckingham di.^trict, belong

entirely to the non-metallic class, but are nevertheless important. The principal

minerals of this class occurring in the district are mica, graphite, apatite, feldspar,

and quartz. All of these with the exception of the feldspar were being mined in the

area mapped during the past season.

MICA-APATITE.

The mica and apatite found in the Buckingham district are so generally asso-

ciated and are so evidently genetically related that the deposits in which they occur

must be regarded as forming a single class. Only a few deposits of those minerals

were encountered during the field season of 1913, so that no final statement with

regard to them can be made at this stage of the investigation, but of the deposits

oxnmined two definite types were observed: (1) irregular veins in the rocks of the

Buckingham series; (20 scattered crystals and aggregates and irregular veins in

pyroxenite.

The deposits of the first class consist chiefly of pyroxene, iipatite, and calcite.

Thoy are most irregular, but generally trend across the foliation of the gneisses com-

prising the Buckingham series. The most typical examples of this type of deposit

arc the veins occurring at the Emerald mine. A description of the deposits of the

second variety has already been given in the section of the report in which the pyrox-

enite member of the basal complex is described. They are exemplified by such occur-

rences of pyroxenite as those at the Little Rapid, the Poupore, and the Daisy mine.

In the district mapped in 1913 (Buckingham township, range I, Portland East,

and range I, Derry township) mica and apatite wore being mined by O'Brien and

Fowler at the Little Rapid mine, by Mr. E. Wallingford at the Poupore mine, and

by Mr. W. L. Parker at the Cameron mine.

GRAPHITE.

The graphite deposits of the Buckinglinm district are among the oldest known

mineral deposits of Canada and have boon mined at intervals in different localities

for over fifty years. They occur chiefly in the south and eastern parts of Bucking-

ham township, in an area underlain for the most part by the pyroxenic gneisses of

the Buckingham series and crystalline limestone.

The deposits are of two types: (1) the disseminated and (2) the aggregated.

The first arc much the more important.

The grapliite of the disseminated type of deposit occurs, for the most part,

scattered through limestone or the pyroxene gneisses of the Buckingham series, less

commonly, di.sseminated in garnet gneiss or pegmatite. The disseminated deposits

of sufficient graphite content to be commercially valuable, are generally found along

the contact of the pyroxene gneisses and limestone or at least in the vicinity of such

a contact. The microscopic- cxaniiiuition of the gr:ii)hito ore from this type of deposit
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shows that it varies greatly in different localities. In some places, as at the Bell

fjraphite mine, the ore appears to be a contact type between a pyroxene syenite and
limestone consisting of carbonate, pyroxene, orthoclase, sphene, and graphite. At the
Quebec mine, the ore at one point was a graphite pyroxene granite. At the North
American mine (lot 28, Buckingham township) on the other hand, the ore consisted

entirely of pyroxene and graphite. The graphite very commonly occurs along the
contact of the mineral grains or along their clevage planes.

The aggregate types of graphite deposits are aggregates of graphite either in
pegmatite or veins. The veins occur chiefly in the pyroxene gneisses or the limestone,

but may also cut the pegmatit-*. They are generally not over a few inches in width,

are very irregular or branching, and while affording good specimens of graphite, have
nowhere been found to be of sufficient extent to be of economic importance.

During the past summer a Krupp milling plant was installed on the property of

the Quebec Graphite Company, lot 5, range IV, Buckingham township, under the

management of Mr. A. Geister, and was in operation at the time the writer left the

field in October. This is the only pro^^erty in the district where graphite is being

mined at present.
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THE DRIFT ON THE ISLAND OF MONTREAL.

{John Slans/icld.)

During the broken field season of 1913 the writer has been engaged in the areal

mapping of the drift of the Ishmd of Montreal, and simultaneously, infornuUiuu ha*

been gathered, where possible, as to the depth of bedrock from the surface within the

cities of Montreal, Westmount, Outrenient, and Maisonneuve, such information to

form the nucleus for a more extended series of notes which will make possible the

construction of a bedrock contour map.

The ehftracters of the drift are well known and need not be discussed at any
length here. The three main lithological types are: Saxicava sand; Leda clay;

boulder clay.

The boulder clay occupies the greater part of the surface of the island, covering

more especially the higher part of the island, which runs down its middle, with the

exception of the actual vicinity of Mount Royal itself.

The Leda clay occupies the flat just above xiver level around the nose of the

northern end of the island, extending from Bas au Sault, by way of Bout de I'lsle to

Pare Lafontaine, to the south of which, within the city, it has only small exposures.

Another area extends, from the Blue Bonnets race track to Montreal "West, having a

maximum width of li miles. Leda clay extends from Dorval west through Lakeside

to beyond Beacon field station, the maximum width from the shore of Lake St. Louis

being 2i miles. The uneven surface of boulder clay on which the Leda clay was
deposited, is best illustrated to the north of Strathmore station. Leda clay. extends

from the St. Charles road along the St. Marie road to the western tip of the island

at Senneville, the more westerly part being overlain by sand, which is true of another

small area south and east of Baie d'Urfe station. There are a few other small areas

of Leda clay along the bank of Riviere des Prairies between Senneville and St.

Genevieve.

The Saxicava sands and gravels arc practically confined to an area described l\v

the following limits: Montreal West, Villeray, Maisonneuve, and Dorchester street.

Outside of .this, the two areas north and south of the Canadian Pacific and Grand
TT\mk railways in the vicinity of Baie d'Urfe, have been mentioned above. Other
deposits of sand occur at the Dorval race track and just east of Dorval station, on the

southeast side of the Lachino canal, and in Maisonneuve at the crossing of Pie IX
and St. Catherine streets. The deposit at the latter locality is certainly river sand

and it is probable that the others are also.

On the north side of the island, coarse river gravel extends along the bank of

Riviere des Prairies from lA miles above Carticrville to li miles below Bas au Sault.

It can be seen unconformably overlying the Leda clay at several points. The upper
surface of the Leda clay in these cases shows uneven erosion.

To the north of Mount Royal, the Saxicava sand is' developod in a series

of liiore or less sharply-defined and distinct beach Icvols. preserved only in

oertain parts of the city, and being thus eeparated from each other, were

formed at different levels. On the southern slopes of Blount Royal* and West-

mount, however, this separation does not occur. The shell-bearing gravels can be

followed with only one break from the highest point on Mount Royal (in the Roman
Catholic cemetery), to the" lowest point at Montreal Junction station, and again with-

out a break from the highest beach on Westmount to Montreal .Junction. There are
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several other seiparate beaches in Mount Royal park and the Protestant cemeter^s

some of which have recently been described and discussed by Goldthwait.^ The beach

described by Sir Charles Lyell" has been re-exposed during the last year in a cut made
for road widening on Cote des Neiges road at the end of Westmount boulevard, and dis-

plays essentially the features as described by Lyell. Excluding the possibility that the

material above the Saxicava gravel may be made ground—there is no evidence in favour

of a made-ground explanation—any of the following explanations might be appKed :

.

(1) that the material is true boulder clay, and the gravel is inteyglacial, as supposed

by Lyell; (2) that it represents talus and wash which has been swept down from

the slope to the north; (3) that it is a deposit of drift ice along shore; (4) that

the gravel was accumulated at the edge of a small cliff of boulder clay, which later

collapsed and covered the gravel. Each of the three latter explanations carry equal

weight with the writer, but he would be loth to subscribe to the first in the absence

of a larger amount of similar evidence.

Determinations of the levels at which beaches have been formed at various points

in the city and on the mountains, have been made by means of the hand level, using

as reference points, either city bench-marks of Montreal, Westmount, Outremont, or

Maisonneuve, such as have been recently determined, or railway elevations or bench-

marks, and finally one or two elevations supplied by the Sewer Department of the

city of Montreal. The determinations can, therefore, be taken as correct to the nearest

foot. Some forty-seven of these determinations were made. They indicate that beach

building has taken place at twenty-six distinct altitudes, and that of these twenty-five

may bp said to represent important general levels.

The discovery of a new upper limit of submergence on Mount Eoyal is a matter

of considerable scientific interest and importance, as it bears directly upon the deter-

mination of the amount of warping or inequality of uplift which the region of the

lower St. Lawrence has undergone in geologically recent times. The accepted highest

beach of Goldthwait (loc. cit.), is given by him as 568 feet above sea-level. De Gear's

highest beach (625 to 615 feet barometer elevation) appears not to have been accepted

as such by Goldthwait. Critical examinations and re-examinations of this beach by

the writer have led him to accept this as a true beach, though lacking some of the

more obvious features of such deposits. The highest point of this beach as deter-

mined by the hand level is 585 feet above sea-level. The subsequent discovery of

shell-bearing gravel running up to an even greater altitude in the Eoman Catholic

cemetery (617 feet) confirmed this acceptance.

Whilst the boulder clay and Leda clay have fairly constant characters, they show-

local variations which sometimes necessitate close attention in order that the varie-

ties may be correctly referred to the one or other type. The most important of these

variations is the development of quicksands. It is well known that the upper part

of the Leda clay often passes gradually into the Saxicava sand. The lower part of

the Leda clay is also locally sandy, the strata being composed of a mixture of very

fine sand and clay. The mixture is capable of retaining moisture and when wot will

run under the; slightest pressure. It is incapable of standing by itself and in excava-

tions rna(l(! within it, the work done on one day will be conqWetely counteracted over-

night l»y th(! oozing in of the quicksand, even when tlie exeavatii>n is heavily tiin-

b(;red and only the smallest cracks are left between neighbouring planks. Leda elav

of this nature haa been met with on Cote St. Luc road, lA miles north of Montreal

Juncti<jn station, and at the southwest corner of St. Catlierino and Hi^hop streets.

The matrix of the boulder clay is usually a stiff clay without sandy admixture,

but locally the matrix is a mixture of exceedingly tine sand with clay, and with the

'Xll Intfrnutloiml Cool. CoiiK-. »iulde Book 3, p, U'l!.

"Tiiivcls In Noilli Aincrlcu, 1845, Vol. 2. p. IIU.
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loss of boulders this takes on the characters of a quicksand. Such a quicksand when

dry is very hard, and would make an excellent foundation, if it could be kept dry.

When wet, however, it runs easily under its own weight. Such a development of the

boulder clay has been met with at the filtration plant in course of erection at Verdun

and in the new trunk sewer at Montreal West, betwen the Canadian Pacific railway

and the Upper Lachine road.

Deposits of marl and peat have long been known in the southwest part of the

city of Montreal. The delimitation of the area in which these deposits occur has

been partially completed, but will finally be completed only after excavations have made

the necessary observations possible. Marl has been met with at the intersection of

Lusignan and St. James streets, near that of Atwater and St. James streets, and has

been followed as a broad area from Cote St. Paul to Montreal West. This is the largest

of the drained lakes of the island and might be called the Turcot lake. Other small

deposits of marl and peat occur along the aqueduct; a small drained lake occurs at Cote

des Neiges village. Molson creek flows through a flat which is the filled-in and drained

floor of a lake. Another is to be found north of the village of Cote St. Michel. In all

of these, marl is found to be overlain by peat, and in some of them lake clays are

found. The marl" is composed of the shells of recent fresh-water gasteropods with

occasional fresh-water lamellibranch shells.

The economic geology of the drift falls into two sharply-defined divisions: (1)

the utilization of the Leda clay for structural products and cement; (2) the com-

position and depth of the drift within the city and its bearing on foundation con-

struction.

The Leda clay is utilized for making bricks by the soft mud process at two points

in the city of Montreal, viz., near Davidson and Iberville streets, at the edge of the

Sherbrooke Street terrace. The Saxicava sand is locally fine enough for sanding the

moulds and for mixing with the clay, and has been stripped off the clay for these

purposes.

At Lakeside the Leda clay is utilized by the Terra Cotta Lumber Company of

Montreal in the production of their hollow tiles for structural purposes. Tlie output

of the yard is considerable. This represents the most important usage of the Leda

clay for structural materials on the island.

At Longue-Pointe the plants of the Canada Cement Company utilize the Leda clay

which is found alongside the Trenton limestone to give the silicate admixture neces-

sary in the manufacture of cement.

The advance in constructional engineering and the erection of large structures,

along with the deterioration which has overtaken many buildings not sufficiently

safeguarded in their foundations, have made it imperative to investigate the depth

and character of the drift before making foundations for any structure of importance.

In the lower part of the city, say below Sherbrooke street, be<lrock may be from 20 to

75 or more feet from the surface. But a sufficiently safe foundation is afforded by

the boulder clay, so long as it does not contain a development of quicksand. The

Leda clay cannot be depended on for a foundation at all. If the boulder clay reaches

the surface, e.g.. at the corner of Dorchester and Metcalfe streets, an excellent foun-

dation is obtainable at whatever depth it may be desired.

Where Leda clay or gravel overlies the boulder clay, it is necessary to drive wood

or concrete piles at least into the boulder clay, or more preferably, as far as they can

be driven. Another practice is the construction of concrete piles with spread foot-

ings.

When the boulder clay contains quicksand variations it becomes necessary to

sink caissons using air at the pressure requinvl to keep the quicksand from running

into the cai.sson, until bwliork is reached. The foundation can then be .placed directly

upon it.
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MARINE SUBMERGENCE AT MONTREAL, COYEY HILL, AND RIGAUD

MOUNTAIN.

(J. W. Goldthwait.)

The preliminary examination of the route of Excursion AlO of the Congress

afforded new information concerning the amount of post-Glacial elevation of the

region around Montreal and Ottawa.

On Mount Royal, the reopening of a ditch near the park ranger's house furnished a

large number of shells of Saxicava rugosa and a few specimens of Tellina groenlandica.

This, which is Sir William Dawson's highest shell locality, stands 575 feet above

sea-level. Water-washed gravels were seen farther up the slope, to a height of about

625 feet; but their marine origin was not regarded as demonstrated. The subsequent

important discovery by Mr. Stansfield of marine shells at a height of 617 feet near

this locality, as reported in his summary of field work in this volume, seems to justify

raising the upper marine limit to 625 feet, or as far as the water-worn gravels extend

beyond the well-formed beach ridges.

At Rigaud mountain, the famous " devil's garden " was visited and found to

consist of a very deep deposit of wave-rolled boulders piled in parallel beach ridges

over an area of many acres, largely without vegetation. The uppermost of the twenty-

five or thirty beach ridges is not far from 600 feet above sea-level, agreeing roughly

with the highest marine beach at Montreah No shells have been found in the beaches

on this mountain, although the gravels at the lower levels are sufficiently earthy in

texture to give promise of their discovery. The boulder beaches above must have been

utterly inhospitable to life. In size of boulders and in the extent and number of beach

ridges the display at Rigaud is unequalled, so far as known, on this continent,

surpassing even the well-known locality at Cobblestone Hill in New York.

A re-examination of the district near Covey Hill confirmed my opinion that the

highest marine beach at that place is 525 feet above sea-level, ^[arine shells were

found at several places between 250 and 300 feet ; from which point wave-washed slopes

extend up to 525 feet, culminating in a closely-set and very beautifully-built series of

rocky beaches ranging from 450 to 525 feet. Above this mark, on the other hand, there

appears to be no distinct nor continuous mark of wave work to an altitude of over

700 feet, although the slope and the structure of the ground are as favourable for such

records above the 525-foot level as below it. At the 750-foot contour, extensive sandy

deposits have been noted by previous workers. These seem to me to lack the sharpness

characteristic of shore features in this district, and to be best interpreted not as

marine shore-line deposits, but as ice-border deposits somewhat worked over by waves
in a high level lake, previous to tlie opening of tlie Chanipliiiu vnlU'V tn the sea. as

Professor J. R. Woodworth has concluded iu his report to the Xi-w York State

Geological Survey.

26 Iti
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GEOLOGY OF ORFORD MAP-AREA, AXD THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE
"SERPENTINE BELT," POTTON TOWNSHIP, QUEBEC.

(Robert Ilarvic.)

Introductory.

During the past season the field work of the mapping and geological examination
of the serpentine belt of southern Quebec was completed with the examination of

Potton township, Brome county. Work was commenced at Potton Springs oa May 22

and completed at Sugar Loaf pond on August 27. The remainder of the season, until

October 13, was spent in detailed structural work near West Brome, continuing an
examination of the general structure across the Sutton anticline, begun in 1912. !Mr.

R. M. Asselstine proved a very capable assistant.

Location.

The serpentine belt lies in that part of the province of Quebec southeast of the

River St. Lawrence, and runs in a northeasterly direction approximately parallel to

that river fjom within Vermont to Gaspe. Potton township adjoins the state of

Vermont immediately west of Lake Memphremagog.

General Statement.

The examination of the serpentine belt which, as stated, has been proceeding for

several seasons, is being undertaken witli a view to obtaining a general, modern inter-

pretation of the petrography and mode of intrusion of this group of rocks, all leading

up to a detailed study of the important asbestos-producing district of Thetford-Black

Lake. Previous work had only dealt with the serpentine belt as one issue incidentally

met with in areal mapping, and the petrographic details given are meagre, as the work

was done before the great recent advances in microscopical examination.

General Geology.

The district lie? just within the western border of the Appalachian folding and

chiefly on the Sutton mountain or westernmost of the throe principal anticlines which

are the striking feature of the geological structure of this portion of the province.

The axis of the anticline in this district is composed of Pre-Cambrian sediments and

is flanked on either side by Cambrian, Ordovieian, and Silurian. The serpentine belt

comprises a series of intrusives occurring chiefly in tlic Ordovieian slates along the

eastern limb of the anticline.

Table of Formations.

QuaU-ni.Try Sand, gravol, and clay.

Palieoxoiu Devonian Igneous alkalinu rocks of the ^foIlte^eKi.in tyj>e

;

geiiprally considered to be of Devonian age.

Linicstoiif.

Middle Silurian Shale and limestone.

Ordovieian Ijitrnsive set |>entine, diabase, etc
TrenU^n grn)>hitic slateH.

Cambrian Schis'ose grey and white quartziles.

Doloniitic «|uart/.ose innrble.

Kxtrn^ive jjorphyrirs and ^'reenstones.

Pre-Cambrian Sutton Mountain Recrystalli/.ed arkoses and grey wirckeii.
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UESCUIPTIUN OF FOIIMATIOXS.

Pre-Camhrian.

Structural work at present in progress shows the presence in this district of a

very thick series ot eedimentary crystalline schists of the general composition of

arkoses and greywackes. The thickness of the series cannot be measured with any
accuracy on account of the crumpling to which the rocks have been subjected, but it

is estimated, however, that in Bolton pass there is a continuous succession of the order

of 10,000 feet in thickness, without the base being seen. These rocks form in this

district, the core of the Sutton anticline. The age of these rocks is established by
the fact that they are intruded by igneous rocks of Cambrian age.

Cambrian.

The Cambrian consists chiefly of a series of volcanics—probably chiefly extrusivea

overlain in conformable succession by quartzite, limestone, and impure slate- The
volcanics were probably originally of the diabase group, but are now altered

to chlorite and epidote schists usually still showing abundant amygdules. They
are intrusive into the Pre-Cambrian schists of the Sutton anticline, and extrusive

and partly interbedded with the lower portion of the Cambrian quartzite member.

Xear the top the volcanics commonly contain an interbedded layer of quartzose dolo-

mitic marble. This produces a strong, characteristic outcrop and has been mapped
for many miles along its strike by Sir Wm. Logan and affords an extremely valuable

key to the structure.

The quartzite is usually chloritic and highly schistose. The limestone and slate

may be traced along the strike into the lower limestone and Georgia slates of Walcott's

section at Georgia, Vermont. In Canada, heretofore, these slates have been con-

sidered to be of Trenton age on account of the presence of fossiliferous Trenton out-

crops within the main area of slates. It is now recognized that the Trenton was

brought into this relation by an overthrust fault with a measured throw of 11 miles.

Trenton.

The series of black slates occurring above the Cambrian quartzite east of the

Sutton anticline, and beneath the middle Silurian, appear to be of about Trenton age.

In most places the metamorphism has been sufficient to remove nearly all truces of

bedding and it is only by the presence of occasional more sandy la.vers that it can be

recognized that the slates are closely folded in all places across their breadth. The

slates are somewhat infolded with the Cambrian quartzite, but that they are younger

than Cambrian is shown by the discovery near their base of fossil forms referiible to

the Orthoeeratites, a group of forms which is not known to occur as early as the

Cambrian. The graptolites of Castle brook, on which the detorniination of the Trenton

age is based, occur near tlie top of the slates, and since there are no signs of other

divisions of the Ordovician sudi as the Chazy and Cak-iferous, the presumption is

probably justified that this whole series is of Trenton age.

SUitr'utn.

The Silurian is repivscntt'd by two synclinal troughs, in one of which lies the

norlhcrn porlion ol' Lake Mciiiphrcniagog, and in tlu> other Sargent hay. The age

of these rocks has been (letcrniined from fossils collected near Knowlton l.jinding as

detailctl in the Suninuiry Report for lUll.
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The western limb of the Sargent Bay syncline shows a thickness, above the con-

glomerate at t}ie base, of 2,500 feet. The lower 1,500 feet is composed of a dark,

bull-weathering, calcareous slate, while the upper 1,000 feet is chiefly a limestone,

generally weathering blue, although in seme portions, notably along the axis of the

syncline, it is somewhat brownish in colour. A minute examination of the section

showed no sufficient or even probable field evidence for the assumption of the pres-

ence of Devonian beds in this section. Further, the discovery in 1911 of fossili-

ferous beds yielding a much more abundant fauna than heretofore obtained, estab-

lishes the general age as middle Silurian. Therefore, in view of this weightier evi-

dence, the previous determination as Devonian, based as it was. solely on the some-

what vague fossil, Taonin^us, should be revised.

Underlying the calcareous slate is a definite belt of 15 to 20 feet of a light grey

conglomerate composed chiefly of quartz pebbles. Search was made for diabase

pebbles, but none could be found.

Underlying the quartz conglomerate is found what appears to be an agglomerate

consisting of angular fragments of diabase, greywacke, and argillite in a matrix of

smaller portions of the same materials and grading down to single grains of quartz

and feldspar and argillaceous material. The fragments measure as much as 1 foot

across. In most places this agglomerate appears to be a characteristic basal conglo-

merate and as such would establish an upward limit to the age of the diabase. In

other places the diabase appears to intrude the agglomerate and until this doubt in

the interpretation of the field relations has been cleared up, the evidence oifered by

the basal conglomerate cannot be safely used as a determination of the age of the

diabase, even though it is confirmed by the following general evidence given by the

quartz conglomerate.

In a number of places the quartz conglomerate is in contact with the diabase of

the serpentine series, but nowhere is there any sign of the diabase intruding the con-

glomerate. The general mapping also shows numerous instances of the diabase occur-

ing close to, but never within the limits of the base of the Silurian. The conclusion

is, therefore, reached that in this vicinity all of the serpentine rocks are pre-middle

Silurian. In view of this fact it is necessary to correct the numerous references in

the literature to this locality as indicating the age of the serpentine belt intrusives

to be post-Devonian. These intrusives are at least as early in age as pre-middle

Silurian.

As already described by Marsters^ numerous dykes of the camptonite group are

foufnd cutting the middle Silurian rocks on the shore of Lake ^Icmphremagog.

Devonian.

Close to the site of the old Mountain House on the Momphremagog Lake side of

the base of Owl head, a triangular area of rocks consisting of limestone apparently

lying on black graphitic shales, is found in faulted contact with the igneous rocks of

the mountain. The igneous rock is sheared and somewhat metamorjihnsed near the

contact, but there is no positive indication one way or the otlier of the relative ages

of the two. From the relations of similar igneous rocks to the middle Silurian near
Knowlton Landing, the presumption is that the igneous rock here also is older than
the limestone, which is Devonian.

A collection of fossils from the limestone was cxainiued by Mr. E. ^f. Kindle
who reports as follows:

—

» Mnrsters, V. F. Camptonites and other intrusives of Lalie Mcmpliremngog, Am. Geol., vol.

XTi, 1895. p. 25.
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"The collection includes the following species: Crinoid st-ems, Favosites cf.

hasaltica. Favorites sp., Zaphrentis sp., Spirifer of., arrectus, Actinopteriaf, Panenca

. . . . ?, Proetiis. . . .sp.

" The deformation and partial metamorphism of all of the material render any

determinations beyond generic, highly problematic except in the case of one of the

two species of Favosites which is either identical with or closely related to F. hasaltica.

The very poor state of preservation of the fauna prevents close comparison with other

faunas and the most that can be said regarding its correlation is that it is highly

probable but not entirely certain that the fauna is of middle or lower Devonian age."

The Serpentine Belt.

In this district the serpentine belt is represented almost solely by diabase or

closely related rock types; serpentine is present only as a few dykes.

Diabase.—A quartz diabase is much the most abundant rock and composes the

greater portion of the rugged hills so prominent locally. Commonly the diabase is

very much decomposed so that its recognition is in many cases a matter of comparison

with determinable fresher specimens. The diabase in these hills is usually fine grained,

whilst the smaller dyke-like bodies frequently contain coarse-grained material. A
very notable feature of all these hills, as well as of a number of the smaller bodies, is the

widespread occurrence of pillow structure. So widespread and striking is this struc-

ture that it suggests the possibility of the diabase having been cooled under surface

conditions; however, there is much evidence against this possibility and only this one

fact in favour of it, so that this hypothesis need not be entertained at present. The
rock showing pillow structure is much finer grained than typical diabase and

ordinarily shows an abundance of amygdules just within the boundaries of the pillows.

Whilst in itself not a true diabase, this rock grades into a normal diabase and cannot

be separated in mapping.

In the section on the Silurian mention is made of the evidence as to the age of the

diabase and it is shown that it is pre-middle Silurian.

Associated with the diabase are found deposits of copper of economic importance,

amongst which may be mentioned the following mines and prospects: the Ives,

Bolton, and Huntingdon near Eastman, the Parker-Cromwell, and Davis-Smith near

South Bolton, and the Memphremagog near Knowlton Landing. All of these are

situated on the west or foot-wall side of the diabase and, except the Memphremagog,
they are associated with what is probably one long, nearly-continuous dyke.

Serpentine.—The serjientine is found in what appears to form one or more parallel

dykes, with nearly continuous outcrops in the valley of the Missisquoi from Eastman
southwards to the Vermont boundary, a distance of 21 miles. For about half of tliis

distance the dyke is not over 100 feet wide, but it broadens in a few places to as much
as 500 feet. It is in these wider portions that there are found the Pharoah asbestos

prospect near ilansonville, a chrome prospect near South Bolton, and the Clark
jisbestos prc»spects near Trouserleg lake.

Alkaline Rucks.

A iiimiber of dykes of alkaline rocks related to the intrusions on the St. LawrtMice

jdaiii, known as the Moiitercginn hills, are found witliin the district. A small area
containing such varieties as camptonite, nonlniarkite. and mon/.oiute. is found in a
cutting on the (laiuuiian Pacific railway al>out '2 miles east of Eastman. At the lliiii-

tingdotn mine two cainptonit*' dykes are found cutting both the serpentine and the ore-

bearing schistose diabase. In a cut on llic railway three-iiuarters of a n»ilo sonth of
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Bolton Centre, a deeply weathered dyke of tinguaite cuts the Cambrian schists. On
the east side of Georges pond outcrops of an augite camptonite are found within an

area of diabase outcrops occurring in the Trenton slates. No rock contacts were found,

but the presumption is that the camptouite intrudes the diabase. Numerous dykes

of this class are found on the shores of Lake Memphremagog, some of them cutting the

Silurian. Many of these have been described by Marsters. The alkaline rocks have

not been found in contact with the Devonian, so that it can only be said that tbey aro

younger than middle-Silurian.
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GRANITES OF THE EASTERN TOWNSHIPS OF QUEBEC.

(A. Mailhiot.)

General Statement and Acknowledgments.

Coincident with the recent great industrial development of Canada tliere liaa

arisen a corresponding increased demand for building materials. Amongst othir

materials, granite bviilding stone has shared this increase, the most imjKjrtant granite-

producing district being found in Stanstead county in the southeastern portion of the

province of Quebec. The stimulus to production is reflected by the figures for the

value of the product, which have risen from $149,000 in 190D to $4S2,0OO in 1913.

A detailed study of the deposits was started by the writer during the past season
and the months of June and September were devoted to field work in the Stanstead

area. In this work the writer was assisted by Mr. C. B. Hamil, who rendered efficient

and intelligent assistance. He wishes also to thank Mr. J. Mcintosh, manager of the

Stanstead Granite Compain% for much valuable information on- the exploitation ("'f

granite quarries, and Mr. A. Perron, of the Coaticook Marble and Granite Works,
for many points of local information.

General Character of the District.

The district including the occurrences of granite is one of rounded hills of about
200 feet relief. The granite is found to occupy the hills, whereas the sediments have
been deeply eroded to form the valleys, very few localities being met where the sedi-

mentary rocks have been spared by this erosion.

General Geology.

The granites of the areas under consideration have been referred to in several

previous reports of the Geological Survej'. Logan mentioned them for the first time
in his report of 1847-8. Later they were located and partly studied by R. W. Ells,

who gave a summary description of them in his report of 1866.^

The granites are generally grey in colour. They consist mostly of quartz, ortho-

clase, and biotite and may be classed as biotite granite. In addition to these more
important constituent minerals, others are frequently present in lesser and microscopic
quantities, namely, zircon, apatite, muscovite, garnet, and a little pyrite, the latter

being detected with the unaided eye by the occasional rusty spots and stains to which
it gives rise on weathering. The intrusive character of the granite is clearly indi-

cated by its metamorphic action on the sedimentary rocks witli wliich it is in contact;

also by the fact that numerous pegmatite dykes related to the granite penetrate tho

fiurrouuding sedimentary rocks with ramifications in all directions. The sediments
have hfcn altered to andalusite staurolite, anil rhiastolite mica se-hists. The andahisite

is Konietimes completely altered to muscovite. In i)lace.-< where the contact aetimi of

the igneous rock has been less strong the schists are only " spotted." I'pon the sand-

stone the metamorphism is hardly visible.

Pegnnitite dykes cut through the granite and al^o iwuetrate the si-hists in the

vicinity of the contact. Tho mineral constitmiits of tliese pegnuitites- are gencriilly

' Geology of a portion of the Euaiern Townships—Annual report, Qeol, Surv. of Can.. 1S6<,
part J.
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coarse-grained quartz, feldspar, and mica. In the pegmatites which cut through the

granite, the biotite is sometimes replaced hj a mica approaching muscovite in com-

position and several other minerals make their appearance in small quantities, namely,

garnet, beryl, and tourmaline. In the pegmatites which penetrate the schists the garnet

and beryl are generally lacking, but on the other hand the tourmaline increases in

quantity to such an extent as to become an essential mineral.

Economic Geology.

The granite is worked for building stone and the quality of the material pro-

duced in the neighbourhood of Graniteville is such as to allow it to compete with

etones produced in the adjacent state of Vermont.

The three principal quarries at Graniteville are those of the Stanstead Granite

Company, Samuel B. Norton, and James Brodie; other quarries of less importance

are those of David Moore, George Somerville, M. Boulet, C. E. Haselton, W. Haselton,

and Parmenter's.

At Stanhope, township of Barnston, the C'oaticook Marble and Granite Works
is working a quarry on the slope of a mountain one-quarter of a mile from the Grand
Trunk railway.

The granite extracted from these quarries is shipped to all parts of Canada from

St. John, N.B., to Calgary, Alberta, and some firms compete with the American granites

in their own market.
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THE SUCCESSION OF FAUNAS AT LEVIS, QUEBEC.

(P. E. Raymond.)

During each of the field seasons of 1911, 1912, and 1913, the writer has spent a
few days in collecting fossils at Levis, with the hope of getting some definite clue to

the rather complicated stratigraphy. Fossils are not especially uncommon in the
debri.s at the foot of the clitf, but until the last season, I was not able to get enough
material in place to arrive at any definite results. The incomplete collections of the
earlier visits did, in fact, lead to wrong correlations, which caused me to make cer-

tain erroneous statements in the Guide Book No. 1, of the International Geological

Congress, which may now be corrected.

In spite of the fact that Point Levis is the typical locality for the cosmopolitan
and widely-known early Ordovician (Canadian) graptolites, the distribution of the

species and the succession of faunas at that locality lui- remained entirely unknown.
The description of the graptolites collected by James Richardson in 1854 and the two
following years was entrusted by Sir William Logan to James Hall. Hall described

the species, first without figures, in the Report of Progress of the Geological Survey
of Canada for 1857 (1858), and later with very full and beautiful illustrations in a

Decade of the Survey in 1865. Many of the species there described have since been

found to have a world-wide distribution, and, thanks to the labours of distinguished

British and Scandinavian palaeontologists, very orderly successions of graptolite

faunas have been worked out for Great Britain, Scandinavia, and Australia.

The best section at Levis is in the bluff which faces up the river about one-half

mile below the station at the point where the street car line climbs to the upper level.

It is known locally as Begins hill. On this bluff about 300 feet of strata are exposed,

all dipping steeply to the southwest. The following is the sectioij, beginning at a

layer of conglomerate exposed in the river at low tide.

Section at Begins Hill.

1. Massive conn:lomerate with larpe pebbles of limestone an'! saii'lstone. The matrix Feet
is largely limestone, but with abundant rounded sand grains. The whole mass
weathers to a rusty yellow colour 12 feet= 12

2. Shale, mostly coufcajed by the river and railway tracks About 100 h =112
'.>,. I l;ird, dark prey to black shale, some bands of which weather to a rusty yellow. ... GO <, =172
I. 'riiin-bedded rather iilacker phales with fr.ifrnients of graptolites all throuph. (Jixxl

Hp<-ciniens of Duli/iiioijraplus nitidus and tjthcrs have been fnuiul 7 feet below the
top 43 I. =221

5. Tliin-iiedded limestone with shale partings. Didj/iKOf/raptui siinifis and niinute
trilobitos and ostracods 11 ,, =232

fi. Hard, dark gieen clay shale. Xo fossils s'ien 9 u =241
7. I'anded green and grey shale witli very numerous graptolites and brachiojwds. The

best layer is 17 feet above the top of No. 5. Lowest bed with Diili/moi/ra/jtiit

hifiilus ....". 1!) „ =260
H. Hard grey shalrMiand 6 u =2ti6
y. Similar shale, weatlieiing yf^llow. Contains graptolites, Didi/inOi/rnptiig biHdits (Wf

variety) and /'hi/Uoi/raptvs antia being moat characteristic 3 h =2t>9
10. I )ark grey shale i.

- "J7S

11. Similar shale weathering yellow. Grajitolite.s present. Top of r:iiige of /). f>i'/i(/u8 . 4 « - 'JS'J

12. .Mternatiiig l)!inds of shale which weatliHiTS grey or yellow. No fossils seen &l . ='i'Vi

13. Limestone conglomerat(« 4 inches
14. Dark hhale above, and y(fllow woathering shale with Tetrai/riipt ti s scrra htilow . .. 12fe««t-34R
15. liimt stone coiiglomeinte with 4 inches quartz Band at top < 4 h =849
1(>. Dark grey siiale 80 „ -879
17. Thinliedded blue limnHtono, without fossils 3 . —389
IK. hark gruy shale 12 „ =894
1!) Thin beilded limestone with a b<>il of conglomerato at t«)p ami bottom, /one of

Sh iiin/trdin (jritnulona and Diplnijritptuit drntitliis 14 •< - 4(W
20. I )iirk shale, weathering yellow 11 „ 42J

T..pof bluir.
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In the luwer layers of the above section, below the street, no fossils have so far

been found. Above the street, the lower strata, No. 4, are verj- thin bedded,

break into small pieces, and though graptolites are present, as is shown by

frairnients, it has not so far boon possible to collect them. The really fossili-

forous part of the section begins, therefore, about 215 feet above the base. Throughout

the next 57 feet fossils are fairly abundant, extremely so in zone No. 7. This entire

thirkiicf^s is characterized particularly by species of Didyvxograptus, the lower 24 feet

by the '' horizontal " types {D. n-itidus, etc.), and the upper 33 feet by a "dependent"

species (D. hifiJus) as well as many of the larger " horizontal " species. Brachiopods

are exceedingly abundant, and the originals of Elhania desiderata (Billings), Acro-

fliele levi.sensi.s (Walcott), and Lingulella irene (BiUings), undoubtedly came from

this zone.

Above this zone the strata appear to be almost barren until the limestone at the

top of the bluff is reached. This limestone is exceedingly fossiliferous, in certain

layers, and about forty species have been identified, one-half of them graptolites, the

remainder brachiopods and trilobites. The most diagnostic graptolite is Diplograptus

dcnlaius (Brongniart), but the most abundant ones are species of Dictyoncma. The
striking trilobites are t^humardia granulosa, Endymionia meeAn and Holometopus

angelini, all of which were described by Billings from this locality and horizon. This

layer was designated by the late T. C. Weston the '' Shumardia limestone," a name
which it well deserves.

About half-way between Begins hill and the railway station at Levis there is a

flight of steps by which one may ascend to the upper part of the town. At the base

of these steps, at the right hand side of them as one faces the bluff, one may see

thin-bedded, light grey limestone, and at the left hard green shale with thin black

Beams. The limestone contains Shumardia granulosa and the shale above it is full of

Diplograpttis dentatus, Climacograptus, etc., showing that these are the same strata

as those at the top of the bluff at Begins hill, and not, as stated in the Guide Book
referred to above, the equivalent of the thin-bedded limestone (No. 5) in the middle
of the section. These strata can be traced in the face of the bluff into the well-known
anticline on Davidson street, where one finds the following section, showing the
strata above the top of the section on Begins hill:—

Section Above Anticline on Davidson Street. (Numbers and measurements continuoiis

with the preceding.)

Feet
i;i. Tliin-li<d(led limestone, some conglomerate and shale partings. Shumardia granu-

losa, and othiT eharacteri.stic fossils present 30 feet
20. Int<TstratiHed limestone and shale, the shale carrying graptolitt;8 ; Diplograptus

dciUatus being abundant and characteristic

21. Hard black and grey shale

22. Concealed
2^. }{<'(] aii'l gieeii shale

24. Limestone conglomerate with large limestone pebbles, " A " of Guide Book 10
2D. Red sh.'de 15

From this point the section is concealed for a short distance, then follow dark
grey shales in which the dip reverses, indicating the middle of the syncline.

These two sections combined include all the strata at Levis which can at present
bo definitely placed. The heavy conglomerates west of the cemetery at St. Joseph de
Levis are now thought to belong lower in the section, but the structure is so obscure
that it is not possible to be certain until an accurate topographic map i^ available for
plotting the outcrops.

It will be noted that the lower part of the section at' Begins liill is concealed by
the river and the railway. It is possible, however, to trace tlie rusty conglomerate,
which in this .m-ction is numbered 1 (" C '' of Guide Book), for a half-mile north along

49 . =457
80 . =537
20 . =557
10 . =.567
10 . =577
15 > =592
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the railway to a small cutting, -whicli may easily be xecogtiized as it is the only one

in this vicinity in which there is shale on both sides of the track. The rusty con-

glomerate is not continuous through this half-mile, but is, as explained by the writer

in Guide Book 'No. 1, of Excursion Al of the Twelfth International Geological

Congress, twice faulted and pushed to the south. That it is the same conglomerate
seems, however, to be quite certain, as it has peculiar lithological characters not
shared by the other conglomerates of the region.

In the small cutting above referred to, and about 20 feet above the rusty con-

glomerate, is a fine-grained black shale which contains many beautifully preserved
specimens of a few species of graptolites. Clonograptus flexilis and C. rigidus are the

most important species. About 30 feet higher in the section is a hard dark grey shale,

in which the long form of Phyllograptus typus is particularly abundant (zone B).
Only a few other species have been found in this zone.

In the guide book referred to above, the writer has stated that the lower of these
graptolite zones is about 100 feet below the conglomerate, which in the section on
Begins hill is Xo. 15. This is its actual field position, but now t-hat the measured
section has been compiled, it becomes evident that the faulting has obscured the real

relations. The cross faults above referred to have carried the rusty conglomerate
farther than the conglomerates above, thus mashing it into the shales and greatly

shortening the section. The true position of the zone with Clonograptus rigidus,

•which may be called A, is probably nearly 200 feet below the thin-bedded limestone
which forms zone 5 of the Begins Hill section. Unfortunately this is the only outcrop

of the Clonograptus beds now known, and its location with regard to the D. hifidas

zone will have to remain a matter of estimate for the present. The Clonograptus zone

is, however, considerably below that of Didymograptus hifidus.

The sections given above show that fossils are distributed through a thickness of

nearly 500 feet of strata at Levis, and that four faunas may be recognized, the lower

two confined apparently to a very narrow vertical range, and the upper two range

through a (relatively) considerable thickness of strata and are capable of division into

faunuies. The faunas may be designated A, B, C, D.

A is the lowest zone. The graptolites are in a black, very fine-grained shale, which

is more or less faulted, and does not appear to be more than 3 to 5 feet thick. Grap-

tolites are exceedingly abundant, but only a few species seem to be present, and whole

slabs are covered by great numbers of one species. Clonograptus flexilis, C. rigidus,

and Te-tragraptus quadrihrachiatus, are the most common species and a ''horizontal"

species of Didymograptus is present. Dr. Ami imported Goniograptus tfiureo'ui

(McCoy) from this zone.

B is the next higher zone, and the strata are hard dark grey sandy shale about oO

feet above A. PJiyllograptuft typus is very abundant, and other species like Tctra-

graptuH quadrihrachiatus and Dicltograptus octohrachiatus are rare and the specimens

usually poorly preserved. These fossils have bcL-n found to range through only about

4 feet of shale.

C is the zone in whidi the various species of Didymograptus roach their greatest

development. It includes the zones 5 to 11, and the upper part of 4, 57 feet in all.

Tn the lower sub-zone C 1, most of the Didymograptids are of the *' horizoiital'' typo,

thnugli one delicate '' dependent " form, D. indentus, is present. C 1, includes the upper

l)art (if /.(tuis 4, 5. and G. C 2 is the sub-zone in which D. bifulus is very abundant, other

common species being Didymograptus exlcnsus, P. penn-nlatus, Pliyltograptus ilu-ifo-

lius, 'J'hainnagraptus antta, and the brachiopods, Klhaiiia dfsidi-rata, LinguehUa ireuf,

and Arrolhdc levisensis. C 2 in(;hidi'S the zones 7 to 11. Within C 2 is another sub-

faunuK', in zone 9, chararli-rized by I'hyllvgraptus anna and that variety nf Ihdyino'

graptus biftdus in which the branches diverge at an angle of about 1K> iK'grees.
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D includes zones 19 and 20 and the fauna is large. The lower part. D 1, is prin-

cipally limestone, but it contains twenty or more species of graptolites and a con-

siderable number of species of trilobites and brachiopods. The trilobites are mostly

small, and the brachiopods with few exceptions, inarticulates. Some of the more

important species are: Diplograptus dentatiis, Dictyonema of several species, Trigo-

nograptus ensiformis. Agnosias orion, A. sidenhladhi, Shumardia granulosa, S.

pusilla, Endymionia meeki, Ilolometopus angelini, Si/mphysurus elongatits, Triar-

thrus, and undescribed species of Acrotreta, Lingulella, and Paterula. An unexpected

find was a cystid column of large dimensions. The zone is from 15 to 70 feet thick,

varying rapidly from place to place.

D 2 contains both shale and limestone, but the fossils are all from the shale. The

specimens are abundant, but usually rather poorly preserved. Common species are:

Diplograptus dentatus, Cryptograptu-s antennarius, CUmacograptus pungens, Tetra-

graptus headi. and small specimens of Loganograptus logani. The strata coutaiuiug

this fauna are about 50 feet thick.
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GEOLOGY OF THE MONCTON MAP-AREA, NEW BRUNSWICK

(W. J. Wright.)

Location of Moncton Sheet.

The Moncton map-area includes about 300 square miles lying in the basin of the

Petitcodiac river. The northern boundary passes just north of Moncton, while the

southern passes about 5 miles south of Hillsborough- The eastern boundary lies 2

miles east of Hillsborough, and the western crosses the Petitcodiac river about 5 miles

west of Moncton and through the head-waters of the west branch of Turtle creek in

the south. The Petitcodiac river enters the northeast corner, 6 miles from the

northern part of the sheet, runs diagonally across the sheet, and passes out at Big
cape about 1 mile below Hillsborough.

Object and Extent of the Work.

Field instructions were to begin the areal mapping of the Moncton map-area

giving special attention to the gypsum and manganese deposits, the oil shales, and
petroleum-bearing rocks.

The work was confined to about 60 square miles in the southeast corner of the

Moncton map-area, including the gypsum deposits in the vicinity of Hillsborough

and Demoiselle creek, and the oil-shales at Albert Mines. In this area, the areal and

structural geology were mapped on the recently-completed topographic ^heei.. on a

Bcale of 4,000 feet to 1 inch. In view of the renewed interest in the oil-shales of

Albert Mines, a telemeter survey was made of that area and the results plotted on a

scale of 200 feet to 1 inch, showing the location and extent of the abandoned workings

of the albertite vein and the structure of the rocks.

Conclusions.

(1) A preliminary subdivision was made of the Carboniferous rocks, but it

seems advisable not to publish this until it is seen how it holds for the whole sheet.

(2) The oil-shales at Albert Mines cover a relatively large area, but they are so con-

torted that it is impossible to predict their extent in depth from structure alone.

However, judging from information obtained concerning the workings of the alber-

tite, the shale over part of tbe area extends to a great depth, and a few bore-holea

would prove the remainder of the area.
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It does not seem neco,H.sary at tliis stag:e of tbe work lo go into details coiuH?rning

till! great amount of litemture bearing on tl»« area under consideration. Most of it

has been publisbed \>y tbe (je<)logi<>al Survey and tho Mines Hraiicb under the niuiK«

of L. W. Bailey, R. W. EIIh. Sir William Dawaon, (1. F. Matthew. L. U. Colo. W. .1.

.Teunison, II. I'^.. Kranini. and C A. Ymmg. In the disr\ission of Albert Mines, the

references Lo KUfl are from a report by K. W. Ells on bituuiinivus shales, published

jointly by the Minos IJranch and tlie IJoological Survey of Caiuula in 1910.
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Oil-Shale, Albert Mines.

Interest in the Albert Klines was first aroused in 1849 by the discovery of a vein

of solid hydrocarbon called albertite. After a great amount of legal dispute, the

mining operations on the albertite vein settled down to an economic basis, and for

almost thirty years the company continued to grow rich. At the end of that time the

vein was mined to its limit, operations ceased, and the property was bought for the

timber. In the last twenty-five years, interest has been aroused from time to time in

the oil-shale, sev(>ral men of note examined the property, extensive experiments were

made on shale shipped to the Scottish retorts, showing tlie shale to be of good value,

the property changed hands several times, but as yet no one attempted any develop-

ment. The trouble seems to be that at best the oil-shale industry yields only a narrow

margin of profit, and financial interests hesitate to invest the money necessary to build

a retorting plant yielding products which in part have to compete with the products

of other already well-organized industries. During the summer of 1013 interest was
again aroused when the property was examined by engineer.s representing an English

syndicate. They sent samples of the oil-shale to the Mines Branch, Ottawa, for

analyses, and shipped 40 tons of oil-shales to Scotland for experimental purposes. But
as yet no active operations have been started on the property.

QUALITY OF OIL-SIIALE.

The following is a list of analyses made on oil-shale from the Albert Mines. The
samples by Ells are copied from his report on the " Bituminous or Oil Shales " in

1910. The samples by Simpson and Burls were taken in 1913 by Messrs. Louis

Simpson of Ottawa and H. F. Burls of We^^tmiiister, England. The analyses were
made by H. A. Leverin in the laboratory of the Department of Mines, Ottawa:

—

Sample by Ells.
Sample hv Simpson

and Burls.

Variety of shale.

Locality
(See Fig.)

Cruie oil,

Imp. gallon,

per
long tun.

Sp. gr. of

crude oil.

.\mnionium
sulphate,
pounds per
long ton.

Crude oil.

Imp. gallon,

per
long ton.

Ammonium
sulphate,

pounds per
long ton.

A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
(i.

H. -1

I. /

.1.

41
43
52

89
Curly 48 5

, 38 9

45 5
43 5
27

0-898

892
891
89<)

os;)5

82 S

60 3
48
5« 8
49 1

92

Massive
73

Paper
42
32
34
42
47

52
38

40 8 oy92 410 1
38
38
45

Another set of three samples was sent in by Simpson and Burl.s to determine the

amount of lime and magnesia in the spent shale.

Sample.
Volatile

comhustibl'j

matter.
Lime. Magnesia.

Rock shale . .

I'.'iper Khale

Shale fnim dump at pump shaft

3^ 35
33 10

17 80

11 CO
9 92
4 82

3-57

1 84
1 92
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The general run of Scotch oil-shale yiel'ds from 20 to 35 gallons of oil and 12 to
"5 pounds of sulphate of ammonia per ton (See "Oil Shales, of the Lothians," pub-
lished by the Geological Survey of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1912). Comparing these
figures we see that, on the surface at least, the oil-shales of Albert ^Mines are much
richer than the Scotch oil-shales. But it is not known whether the richness of the
shale at Albert Ifines will decrease with depth or not.

QUANTITY OF OIL-SHALE.

As yet no writer has coinmitted himself as to the amount of shale in this locality.

Ells says there are six well developed beds of massive and curly shale opened along
Frederick brook, varying in thickness from 3 feet 6 inches to 7 feet, and an immense
amount of paper shale.

Under favourable conditions the probable extent of the shale in depth would be
largely a question of thickness of the beds and the structure of the rock. But in this

area it is soon seen why a person should hesitate to predict the probable extent from
a structural standpoint. In general, the distortion of the rocks is so complex that it

is impossible to work out the general structure with any degree of accuracy, and the
only way of predicting the extent in depth is by underground exploration.

Excellent evidence as to the underground extent of the shale could be obtained from
a knowledge of the workings of the albertite vein, but, unfortunately, the records are
lost, and knowledge of these workings is confined to the memory of men who worked
in the mines. The following details are based chietly on the observations of J.

Kobertson, who worked in the mine most of the time it was in operation, checked as
far as possible by personal observations of the writer. To make the discussion clear
reference may be made to figure 6.

In the area outlined (see Fig. 6) there is very little glacial drift and the shallow
soil cover consists chiefly of fragments of the underlying rocks. In addition, there are

almost continuous outcrops along the stream beds. As far as can be seen under these
conditions, all the rocks north of the band of sandstone and barren shales are good grade
oil-shale with occasional bands of iron stone up to 4 or 5 inches thick.

Coming up Frederick brook as far as the lower tunnel, are the curly and
massive oil-shale mentioned by Ells, all dipping at low angles. South of the band of
sandstone we find interbedded paper oil-shale, and barren shale, dipping regularly to

the south at steep angles. Over the remainder of the area the strata are so highly
contorted that it is impossible to make out the general structure, and the contortions
shown in the solid rock of the tunnels are much greater than one would judge fnan
surface outcrops.

Cutting througli this contorted belt there is the gash frniu which the albertite

was worked at an average depth of 1,300 feet, the main shaft of the Albert mines
1,400 feet deep, with a drift north from the 1,200-foot level for r)00 feet, Victoria shaft
and East shaft 1,000 feet deep rcspectivelj', and in addition, several shallower shafts
and tunnels as shown on the plan. The tunnels are in good grade paper shale, higlily
contorted. All the other workings with tlie exception of the upper tiO feet of the n>ain
ahaft and the ui)i)er 20 feet of East shaft, are said to be in gund grade oil-sliale, and tlie

reports arc substantiated by the fact that the material in tlie dunips is nearly all oil-
shalo of good grade. If tliese facts mean anything, they show lu-rc a luiit body of uil-

>hal(! at least 1,000 yards l)y 350 yards, which have been jwirtially proveil to bo of great
l"ptli. But it would be unfair to conclude that tlie depth of the oil-shale is as great
mor tin; whole area. The strata on the lower part of Frederick brook are dipping at
1<.,' angles and may be shallow. But it would be relatively a simple matter to strip
off the thin cover of soil and sink a few bore-holes and i»r«)ve the whole area. If the
results were favourable w<' at once see that in all probability here is suftieient oil-shalo
to last a good-si/ed ritorting plant for upwanls of 200 ^^t'ars.

20-15 u-H;
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TnAXSPOUTATIOX.

There is one important problem which will have to be solved before starting

operations on the shale, and that is the question of transportation. If transportation

is entrusted to railways, the problem is simple, for the Salisbury and Albert railway,

giving direct connexion with the Intercolonial, passes right by the property. But if

the oil is piped to tank steamers, the nearest point which could be developed to a

deep-water harbour is said to be Alma, located on the Bay of Fundy, about 25 milea

south of Albert Mines.

2(; ir.,j
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GEOLOGY OF THE ST. JOTIX MAl'-AKEA, NEW BRUNSWICK.

(Albert 0. Hayts.)

Introduction.

Thr> solution of some geological problems in the vicinity of St. Jolm, N.B., will

furni;?li a ba^^is for correct interpretations over a much wider field. Alany varieties

of rock?, representing witli few exceptions the geological cohunn from Pre-Cambrian

to Carboniferous, are met with in this district. All of these have been much disturbed

by structural movements, and it has been only by long study and keen perception that

their history has been read.

Fortunately, the sedimentary rocks from the Cambrian upwards contain many

fossils. Eminent palaeontologists have studied these records of life, and ditfering

interpretations have led to more determined efforts to read their record correctly.

Thus the work of G. F. Matthew on the St. John group has revealed the succession of

the faunal horizons at St. John. A somewhat different interpretation of the range of

certain faunas by C. D. Walcott, has led to wider study in other fields holding similar

fossils. J. W. Dawson studied the flora of the Little Kiver group, considering it to

be Devonian. G. F. Matthew later thought it to be still older, while Dr. Robert Kidsou,

Dr. David White, Dr. Mary Stopes, and ifr. W. J. Wilson, to-day place it in the ^fiddle

Carboniferous.

The age of the ]\Iispeck group is doubtful, that of the Red Head formation

has been only roughly determined as Lower Carboniferous. The best stratigraphical

interpretation in a country so shattered, can be made only with the help of a topo-

graphical map. Hence to aid in the solution of the geological problems in this area

an accurate topographical map was prepared for the Survey in 1912-13 by Mr. A. C. T.

Sheppard. The writer received instructions to commence mapping the areal geology

during the summer of 1913. ^Fr. C. L. Cumming and Mr. F. H. McLearn were

appointed assistants and carried on their work in an able and enthusiastic manner.

The season's work consisted chieflj" in a delineation of the geological boundaries,

and such preliminary study of the other geological features as could be accomplished.

As this was the writer's fir^t season in Maritime Province work, it has taken consider-

able time for him to become familiar with the district and, as yet, the larger relations

outside thi« area have not been seen. Hence no definite conclusions may be reached

whicli dcjx'ud in any way on larger field relations than occur in the map-area.

In former classifications, names or numbers have been assigned to certain rock

series and since, in a number of instances, geologists have differed in their interpreta-

tions of age relations, and occasionally in lithological identifications also, the writer,

in order to avoid confusion, does not employ the designations previously used. A
tentative classification will be given in which the intrusive rocks arc grouped

separately. While the various series are placed in order of their respective ages as far

as possible, in many instances the age relations are very imcortain, and hence the

numbers given arc emjdoycd only for brevitj* and clearness in this summaiy report and

not to indicate stratigrai>hi<'al s\iccession, or to be considered as a permanent classifica-

tion. It is hoped that further work "may make it possilile for a more definite succession

to be established.

On behalf of the Geological Survey, 1 tak<' pleasure in thanking tlie citizens of

St. John wlio aided in our work. Dr. G. F. Mattliew walked over tlie St. John City
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section of the Cambriau with the writer, and kindly pointed out many important

features, !^[r. "VVm. Mcintosh, curator of the Natural History Museum of St. John,

placed the resources of the Museum at our disposal and gave unsparingly of his time

on many occasions. To IMr. Wm. Murdock, city engineer, the writer is also indebted

for many courtesies. The Citizens' Committee in preparing for the excursion of the

International Geological Congress, and by their hearty personal co-operation, enabled

the plans for that occasion to be carried out satisfactorily, and provided also a greatly

appreciated and abundant hospitality.

Extent of Map-Area.

The St. John sheet covers a rectangular area of about ISO square miles. The city

of St. John is in its central southern part. It is about 12 miles wide east and west,

and 15 miles long north and south. The southern boundary reaches from Cape Spencer
on the east coast of St. John harbour to Xegro head on the west coast, and the northern
limit extends along a line from a point about 1* miles southeast from Quispamis,
westward across Kennebecasis bay between Long island and Mather island to Long
Kcach, at a point about 1 mile north of Purdy lake. The southern part of Keune-
becasis bay and the St. John river traverse the area, and the waters of the St. John
harbour cover its southern portion.

The St. John sheet forms part of the geological map No. 1, southeast of southern
New Brunswick, published in 1880, on a scale of 4 miles to 1 inch.

Previous Work.

Investigations in the vicinity of St. John, N.B., have been carried on almost
continuously for seventy-five years by many geologists, and the literature pertaining
to this field is voluminous and scattered. The earliest geological observiitions were
n)ade by Abraham Gesner and published in 1838-43. These were followed by the

publications of James Robb, J. W. Dawson, C. F. Hartt, G. F. Matthew, and L. W.
Bailey, up to 1871. In 1878, J. W. Dawson gave, in his third edition of Acadian
Geology, the geological knowledge to this time, except for the observations of Bailey,

Matthew, and Ells, puplished in a report of the Geological Survey, Canada, 1ST7-S.

G. F. Matthew of St. John, N.B., has spent many years studying the geology and
palaeontology of this district and the results of his work are published by i number of

scientific organizations, and for the most part in the Proceedings of the Royal Society
of Canada, from vol. i, 1882-3, onward.

A complete review of the literature pertaining to the geology of New Brunswick,
nmch of which deals in part at least with St. John and vicinity, is given in a report

of the Geological Survey on tlie geology and mineral resources of Now Brunswick,
by K. W. Ells in 1907.

A description of tlie geology in the vicinity of St. John is given by G. A. Young
in Guide Book No. 1, part II, of the Twelfth International Geological Congress, and
various views held regarding the age of the foruu\tions are presmtcd.

The other more important publications are:

—

Bailey, L. B., Matthew, G. F., and Ells, B. W.. luiu.rt of the Gool. Surv.,

Canada, on the Geology of Southern New Brunswick, 1S77-7S.

Robert ('halmcrs, " Rejjort on Surface Geology of Southern Now Brunswi»'k."
isyd, (jfol. Surv., Canada.

Walcott, C. I)., Wash. Acad. Sci.. IJKIO. p. ;\0\, "On Cambrian at St. John.''
Wah'off, C. 1).. Moiin-iMph I.I, r. S. (i.ol. Surv.
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Physiog^rapliy.

The nuip-arca lii-^ wilhin tlio Xfw Brunswick higliliinds, winch extend along the

western shore of the Bay of Fundy. Wliile this tract of ron.ah hilly country attains

elevations of from 1,000 to 1.200 feet, northeast of St. John, it does not rise above GOO

feet in the map-area. We?t of the New Brunswick hinrhlands, the greater portion of

the^southeru half of Xew Brunswick is comparatively level, rising to elevations of

from 200 to "<X) feet. This is the C'arhoniferous lowland.

R. A. Daly' described Acadian land forms in terms of two topographic facets,

each a nearly perfect plane of denudation. interrui)ted liy incised valleys and sur-

mounted by residual hills. The older peneplain is thought to have been completed at

the close of the Cretaceous or duriiig the early Tertiary, the younger in late Tertiary

time.

The Cretaceous peneplain is thought to be rejjresented in Xew Brunswick by the

Xew Brunswick highlands, and the Tertiary peneplain by the Carboniferous lowland.

According to tliis view the St. John mnp-area uuiy be considered as a much

dissected portion of the 'Xew Brunswick highlands including small tracts of the

Carboniferous lowland. The larger rivers have become deeply entrenched and their

lower reaches tire partially drowned.

Subsidence took place in post-Glacial time as shown by marine deposits of sands,

clays, and gravels, at least 200 feet above the present sea-level. A final emergence has

exposed the-e post-(»lacial deposits.

Topography,

The district is everywhere broken by valleys of varying size and character, and

the occurrence of marine tidal waters furnishes a long and varied coa.-t line. About

one-third of the area is covered by water. The deepest valleys are now flooded by the

waters of Kennebecasis bay and the St. John river, while the highest elevation is

attained by the hills between Milkish inlet and the St. John river to the we.-tward.

These summits rise to 5S0 feet above mean sea-level.

The larger groups of surface features conform to the general uorth-nurtheast

trend exhibited throughout the Atlantic coast region.

On the Kingston peninsula, the hills east aiul west of the Milkish river are elon-

gated in a nortli-south direction and the southern part of the ^lilkish valley holds

this direction. This orientation is coincident with tlie general direction of elongated

areas and dykes of diabase which intrude the Kingston series in this locality.

The broad neck of the peninsula of ^lilkish head and the northern part of Kenne-

becasis island are flat and low-lying coni]nired to their adjacent southern extremities.

This difference is apparently due to unequal degrees of erosion, since soft Carboni-

ferous rocks floor the lower land and resistant granite forms the hills. Similar varia-

tions are found to the south ()f Kennebecasis bay. An interrupted, rough highland

runs paralli'l to the shore of this bay northwards as far a- Rothesay, i'liis is com-

posed in large measure of resistant plutouic rocks. To the southeast, the valley of

Marsh creek and the lower land on which the city of St. John is built, are underlain

by the softer slates of Cambro-Ordovieian age. In the extreme southeastern part of

tiie nmp-area. an upland country is found where much marshy land occurs and many

small lakes abound. It maintains an elevation of about HOO feet, to within about 1

mile of Ct.urtenay bay, where steep slopes seawanl are found, ending in cliffs which

frequently rise 100 feet above the water.

' D.'ily. U. A. " Physiography of Acadia "
; Bull. ^Fus. Comp. Zool., vol. xxxviii. 1900-3, Gool.

Series, vol. v.
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The Mispeck river lias eutreuehed itself deeply in these rocks and near its mouth
a dam has been built forming a narrow lake about half a mile long, 80 feet above sea-

le\el. From this reservoir, the water falls precipitously over cliffs of purple and green
conglomerate and empties into a bay, the upper half-mile of which is left drj- at low
tide. Immediately west of the Mispeck river, the highest hill in the map-area, south of
Kennebecasis bay, is found reaching an elevation of 450 feet.

In the northeastern part of the map-area, east of Rothesay, a rolling, drift-covered
country stands at elevations of less than 300 feet. Southwest of Carleton, between
South bay of the St. John river and the Bay of Fundy. a large tract of country is

covered by marine sands and clays, the highest elevation reached being 200 feet.

As suggested by Robert Chalmers,^ the St. John river may have had an outlet by way
of South bay and Mill cove east of Piasarinco and perhaps also by way of FairviUe and
Manawagonish cove. These lowlands were filled up in post-Glacial time with the
marine sand and gravel now covering them.

The smoothing action of glacial ice has rounded the rock outcrops and roches
moutonnees forms are frequently met with. The movement of the ice has been con-
trolled by the topography, its general direction being southwards with local variations
to the east and west.

General Geology.

A ridge of gneiss (No. 6 in table on next page), crystalline limestone, dolomite,

and quartzit^ (7), together with plutonic rocks, ranging from gabbro to granite (1 and
2), form the ceiitral portion of the map-area and extend in a broken ridge about 3

niiles in width, northeastwards along the southern shore of Kennebecasis bay.

The rocks have been called the Portland group, formerly placed in the Laurentian.
This correlation is now questioned. The age of the plutonic intrusives (1 and 2), is

uncertain, but is younger than the Pre-Cambriau series 7, and older than the

Carboniferous, as represented by series 13.

In the northeast quarter of the area, north of Kennebecasis bay, is found series S.

forming a portion of the extensive Kingston group. The rocks extend in a north-

easterly direction in a strip about 5 miles wide and about 70 miles long.- Their age
is uncertain but they are considered to be pre-Silurian by Professor Bailey.^

Succeeding the crystalline rocks and gneisses to the south, sexies 9 (Coldbrook
of Matthew) of volcanic and pyroclastic rocks is found. These were formerly
thought to be of Iluronian age, but in Cape Breton, rocks correlated with them
by G. R IMatthcw, occur with sediments holding fossils referred to the Lower Cambrian
by G. F. Matthew,'* and to the Middle Cambrian by C. D. Walcott.^ Xo fossils have
been found in these rocks in New Brunswick, and their age and correlation have not
been established. They underlie series 10a (Etcheminian).

The rocks of series 10 (Etcheminian and St. John group') cover a relatively

fimall area, but have furnished a large fauna and served as a basis for the division of

the system into several horizons. No faunas have been discovered older than the
Protolenus found on Long island. The highest measures are represented by the
graptolite and dictyonema beds on Navy island and the graptolite bods near the
Suspension bridge.

Scries 11 is found south of St. John city, in faultivj c-ontaet with the Cambrian.
A large number of genera an<l specie.^ of plants has been ooUected from these

rocks at a locality on the coant west of ('arleton, at Soasitle jiark, i-alled the Fern
Ledges, and at Duck cove, about half a mile farther west, and those aro the only

I Surface (ioology of Southern New Hrun.swiek, 1S90. Oool. Surv., Ciiiuuln.
»Mattliew. W. D. N.Y.A. .S<l.. vol. xiv. 1!>3.

>TraiiM Roy. Soc, Can., 18Sil. nei-. 4. |>. 8.

< " lU'poil <>i> tlio Oamhrlan Hocks of l'a|>« Breton"; iJeol. Suiv.. Canniht. 190S.
• Muiiogrupli IjI, U.S. Oeol. Surv.
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Table of Fonnalious.

BEDDED, SEDIMENTAKV, VOLCANIC, AND METAMORPHIC ROCKS.

Series

No.
Age.

Recent
Pleistocene . .

.

Carboniferous

Cambro-Ordovician

Cambrian

Cambrian ? May be
Pre-Canibrian.

Called Pre-Siliirian

by I'rof. Hailey.
May be Pre-Cam-
brian.

Pre- Cambrian
Age uncertain, older
than U.

Cliaracter of rocks.
Nan;e jirevioiisly

given.

.Alluvium, marsh deposits, (;rave].

Stratified sand and clay, boulder clay and till.

Thick-bedded, coai"se purple conglomerate cominxscd largely
of pebbles of white limestone, red and grey granite, etc.;
coaise arkose holding drifted fragments of Icpidodendron
tiee.s and other Hora. Thinner beds of jnirple sandstone
and sandy shale and green shale holding plants and Es-
thcria ef. diwavni.

Volcanic flows, coarse agglomerates, thin-bi-dded conglo-
merates composed mostly of quartz pebl)les, green and
purple sands-tones, tiiinbedded siliceous linastone, shall-,

and ash roclcs all highly sheared across the bedding.
Thin-bedded, fine-grained conglomerates composed largely

of q lariz pebbles with olive green and rusty red sand-
stones and sandy shales. Graphitic and sandy shales
holding a lartre flora.

(c) Thin-bedded, fissile, black carbonaceous shales. Grap-
tolites, trilobites, brachiopods.

(rf) Dark green shales with fine-grained quartzitic sand-
stone. Trails and lingula.

(c) Alternating betls of fine-grained, green and grey quartz-
itic sandstone and prey green shales. Protolenus and
Paradoxides fauna.

(h) Coarse, white quartzitic sandstone. No fossils.

(n) ]''ine-grained, purple conglomerate and purple sand-
stone. No fossils.

Amygdaloids, green and purple volcanics, with bedded green
and purple pyroclastic breccias and ash rocks.

Fine-grained, feldspathic i>iiik and grey gneiss with pj'ro-

clastic breccias and amygdaloiilal volcanics, all intruded
by diabase in the form of dykes and larger mas-ses

Interbedded limestone, dolomitt, and quartzite | Portland.
Coarse grey and reddish gneiss 'Portland.

Red Head.

Misjieck.

Bloomsburj- and
Little River.

St. John Group
Div. C 3.

:St. John Group
I Div. C2.

1 I St. John Group
I

Div. C 1.

I'^itcheininian.

I

Coldbrook^

Kingston.

IGNEOUS INTRLblVE DYKES.

6 Intrudes 11 !^fiv.ss^ve and amygdaloidal diabase.

4 IPost-Cambrian, I Diabase, augite pcrphyrile.

. I may be earlier in

part.
_

I _
_

3 Age uncertain, older Pink felsite and acid granite.

than 13.

PLUTONIC ROCKS.

Age uncertain, older
than 13.

Grey and pink biotite and hornblende granite, <piartz dio-

riu^ and diorite.

Age uncertain, older Gabbro
than 13.

Portland

.

Portland

.
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ciitL-ria of their aye at present available. While considered of Devonian age by J. W.
Dawson and of Silurian age by G. F. Mattliew, Drs. White and Kidson have referred
them to the Carboniferous, and Dr. ]\rary Stopes,Jn an unpublished report, correlates
them with the Westphalian of Europe.

In the southeastern quarter of the area, series 12 (Mi speck) is found. These
rocks have been considered to overlie 11 (the Bloomsbury and Little River series).

The rocks have a much more altered appearance than those of series 13.

Series 13 (Red Head) covers considerable country along the shores and islands of
Iveniicbecasis bay and outcrops also along the coast of Courtenay bay and at Red Head.
These rocks are of Carboniferous age and contain a flora which is thought to be early
Carboniferous. They overlie the rocks of series 1, 2, 6, and 7, unconformably. Some
fossils found in this series on the south shore of Milkish head between Milkish river

and Svimmerville have been reported on by Dr. Kindle as follows:

—

"The specimens arc all referable to a single species, Estheria cf. dawsoni. This
fossil has been reported from the Ilorton series of Nova Scotia, and the Lower Carbon-
iferous of Scotland. Its recorded range is confined to the Lower Carboniferous. Its

occurrence near St. John, therefore, appears to indicate a Carboniferous horizon below
the limits of the Coal Measures."

A great unconformity occurs between the Carboniferous and Pleistocene rocks
(14). The Pleistocene stratified sands and gravels are found at elevations up to
r.bout 200 feet above sea-level.

The dyke rocks (3), appear to be genetically related to the granitic rocks, prob-
ably as the latest intrusions from the same magma. The diabase (4), is very generallv

distributed, cutting all but series 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15. Only a few dykes are found
cutting rocks younger than the Cambrian. Those listed under 5 cut series 11.

Structural Geology.

Earth movements in this district are recorded by the rocks of every geological
age. The Pre-Cambrian rocks suffered intense deformation before the close of that
era and Avere subsequently folded and faulted during later periods of diastrophism
until it is impossble to read the full record of their complicated history. ThL^ Cam-
brian beds arc isoclinally folded, and exhibit intense pre-Glacial and slight post-

Cliicial overthrusts, due to compressioiud movements acting from the southeast
towards the northwest. The rocks of series 11 and 12 are much indurated and have a
cleavage at various angles to the bedding. The Carboniferous rocks of series 13 are
nimh folded and many thrusts of considerable magnitude indicate that intense dis-

jiijtlions occurred between the time of their deposition and the Glacial epoch.

With very few exceptions, the contacts between the various rock formations aro
marked by faults or thrusts parallel to their extension in a general north-northeast
direction. The contact between series 8 and the Carboniferous series 13 on the nortli

shon; of Keunebecasis bay, is a good examidc of this, the contact being marked by n
scarp facing tlu? bay to the southeast and extending across and beyond tlie map-area.

iJicaks aUo occur jilong lines approximately at right angles to this direction.
sometimes acconipanicnl by horizontal movements «tf considerable dimensions. About
4 miles northeast of St. Jolm, faidting in both these direi-tions m-curs, whereby the
Caniliriau measures are brokr-n along their strike (o the imrlhrast and across their strike
nearly at riKhl. angles.

'I'wo itriiicipal tyi)e> ,,1' iimvcnu nl appear to have taken place, one consisting of
nearly vertical lireaks i\\t<\\^ a iiorl li iiorl lieasi directiou in whieh the northern bhu-k

v^us rieipieiitiy uplillid, rclali\c |(. ijie suulliern. This is se(>n especially in seiliineu-
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tarj- rocks. The plutouic rocks iippear to have been usually uplifted as units formiui,'

horsts. The other type of movement has resulted in overthrusts from the southeast

combined with cross faulting: parallel with the direction of movement.

Post-Glacial movement.-! have taken place in the form of many small overthrusts

in the Upper Cambriaii measures in St. John city alone; the sout.h side of City ror.d

just west of the city hospital. City road follows a valley, the hilUido to the south of

which at this point reveals a glaciated surface with glacial .strite well preserved in the

slaty shales and tine-grained quartzitic sandstones. The direction of the striae is S.^

.")'' W.. at Kock street about halfway bctwcLMi City road and the top of the slope.

The overthrusts are along planes approximately parallel to the bedding of the rocks

which strike N. 65° E. and dip 50" S. The movements have caused the southerly

beds to be raised relative to the adjacent northerly beds. In an exposed area measur-

ing 30 feet across the strike, thirty overthrusts were counted with throws varying

fvom one-quarter of an inch to 3 inches.

Dr. G. F. Matthew observed these and other post-Glacial movement-; in this

vicinity in 1803, and the results of his detailed observations are given in the Bulletin

of the Natural History Society, of New Brun-wick. volume iii, irages .")4 to ii.

Description of Series.

Si'i-ies 6, Gnrisx.—Several varieties of gneiss are found, varying in colour from

reddish grey to light and dark grey accordiirg- to the varieties of feldspar and bisili-

catcs tuntaiued. They consist mainly of quartz, feldspar, and usually mica with

decomposition products. They occur intermittently in narrow belts, the widest of

whicii is 4,0i>0 feet, from south of Green head on the west side of St. John river t i a

point about 1 mile cast of Rothesay, crossing the Intercolonial railway just soi\th

of Brookville station. In a number of in-tanfcs. granitic rocks (3) have intruded

them, but usually their contacts arc faulted. Tlicir origin is uncertain.

Thev have been considered as highly metamorphosed sediments, and if true, condi-

tion's approachijig the plutonic must have been reache.l to give them their present

coarsely crystalline texture. Many of them resemble granitic rocks so closely in

mineral content and texture, that only a rearrangement of the minerals would suffice

to produce such.

.Series 1, Limestonc-qnartzile Series.—This is a much more extensive series wiiich

occurs in two principal bands, one averaging about 100 yards wide reaching from the

falls of the St.- John river through Kockwood park north of the city. The other

forms Green head and extends southwest lieyond the map-area and northeast as far

as Riverside. About 1 mile southwest of Drury cove this band has a width of 1*

miles. On Green head, the limestone is interbcdded with a fine-grained dark colonreil

quartzite, in thin beds. Quartzite of varying character occurs frequently with the

limestone generally having an attitude indicative of an interbcdded series.

Dolomite also forms an integral part of the limestone series. It occurs in beds

varying in thickness from a few inches to several feet and occasionally a l>;iud includes

strata of dolomite 100 feet or more thick.

Wliilc the limestone is usually recrystallized it is occasionally only slightly

altered. On the north side of Green head the so-called fyssil Archa-ozoon Acadienso

occurs in the limestone. Cross-bedding in the quartzite is frequently well preserved.

The colour (if the limestone varies ficui blue to white, and is generally finely

banded blue and white giving a greyish blue. The dolomite is usually yellowsh white

weathering to a darker butT.
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Peculiar dark-coloured areas are found with both the limestone and quartzite,

the origin of which has proved puzzling. They are frequently pyritiferous and prob-

ably owe their origin to alterations caused by intrusive diabase.

Diabase dykes are everywhere to be found cutting these »;>'?ks.

Series 1, Gahhro.—Among the oldest of a series of plutonie rocks is a gabbro first

described by W. D. Matthew^ from a small exposure at Indiantown. It is more
widely spread in two exposure-s, one about 1 mile and the other about 2 miles east of

Ri\erside. The rock varies in texture from fine and even-grained to extremely coarse

and porphyritic. W. D. Matthew- pointed out that some of the massive crystalline

rocks previously considered as highly metamorphosed sedimentary gneisses, were
really plutonie granitic rocks intru.-^ive into the limestone series.

Series 2, Granite.—A pink granite is intrusive into the gabbro nt Indiantown.
Dyki's of pegmatitic material probably from the granite magma, cut the gabbro iiea;-

Iiivcrside, and the gneiss in Rockwood park and elsewhere. Other acid plutonics and
rehited dyke rocks (series 3) are frequently met with intruded into and faulted in

with the gneiss and limestone quartzite series in the highly disturbed belt to the south
of, and forming the islands and shores of K^mebecasis bay. These rocks vary greatly in

( haraeter. A typical biotite granite occurs on Milkish head and Kennebecasis island,

intruded by a more acid rock having the appearance of quartz porphyry (series 3). In
a large area extending through Lovett point, Indiantown, Rockwood park, and farther

northeastward, hornblende granite with porphyritic pink feldspar and diorite of vary-
ing appearance are found. A number of inclusions of limestone and quartzite su sue '-its

that the present surface is near the top of a plutonie intrusion, and while the overlying
rocks have been removed, little of the granitic rock itself has disappeared. On the
nortli side of Lovett point, where there is an unfaulted contact between the granite
and limestone, a splendid development of garnets has formed in the limestone, while
at the transition point a band of greenish yellow epidotic material about 2 inches thick
has formed, due to contact metamorphism. In Rockwood park, a beautiful development
of tremolite has grown along a similar contact, thus proving beyond doubt the
intrusive nature of the granite.

Many diabase dykes (series 4), similar to those cutting the older rocks. h;ive
also invaded these plutonie intrusions.

Series 8, Volcanic and Pyroclastic Rocks (Kingston).—Series S consists of volcanic
breccia, amj'gdaloids, gneissic, and schistose feldspathic material, all of which have
been invaded by diabase in the form of dykes and elongated masses (series -i) orienre<l

in a north-south direction. As stated above, the age of this group is uncertain, but
is placed -as pre-Siltirian by Professor Bailey. No comparative petrographic study of
the dii^.base dykes with those cutting series 1, 2, and 7, has yet been made, but
inacroscopically they appear very similar. It is probable that the local -sources of tluv^tJ

dykes are represented by the larger areas.

Series (C'oZ(/6;«o/,'^— Si-ries 9 consists also of volcanic brect-ia. amygdaloidal
and line-grained f<>lsitic volcaiiics. Tln'se underlie the iOa measures and extend
thniiigh the nortliern part of St. John city in a belt about r>00 feet wide. About '\

miles northeast of St. .Tohu city the belt suddenly widens to 2 miles and continue.-*

to cover a eonsiderable area farther east.

( '(iiisidcraljlc diabase, apparently intrusive, is ((IuihI closi'ly assoeiatrd with tho
anr-fidaloiihil, volcnnic. and i)yro('liist ic rocks, near tlu- i.'t'nruiatory, ;ui I witli the
reddish and greenish sandstones of series 12 near tin- :iIni<liousc. M.'diinn-j;raino»l

' N. Y. A. S.. xlll, |>. 1»7.
•J N. y. A. ('.. xlll, 18!M. p. 1S7.
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non-iiiiiygcliiloidal, diabase occurs al=o with the volcanic rocks in Carleton. It is

probably of later age than the volcanic rocks and intrusive into them. Its relations

to the <;iinUt.,ii<-. of .-erics li' are not clear, but it is probable that the contacts are

faulted.

Series lUa (Etchetninian).—Series 10a consists of purple conglomerates, sand-

ptimes, and sandy shale, and overlies series 9, north of the city of St. .Inhn. They form

the Etchcminian of G. F. Matthew, who considers them to be Lowef Cambrian, while

C. D. Walcott places them in the Middle Cambrian age. They appear to consist of

the worked-over material of series 9.

Series lOh, 10c, lOd, lOe (St. John Group).—St John group consists of fine-

grained quartzitic sandstone and shales of vai-ying light to dark green colour and

coarse to tine texture. Divisions Cl, C2, and C3 as worked out by G. F. ^Matthew are

found overlying series 30a (the Etcheminian rocks) from Seeley street, soutliwards to

Meadow street, St. John city, forming the northern limb of au isoclinally folded

synclinal. Division C 1 does not appear to the south of Seeley street, but the higher

beds are found overturned on Canterbury street and elsewhere on the peninsula.

These rocks extend from Carleton northeastward in a band about 2 miles in width, until

Euddenly narrowed and possibly entirely cut off by the Coldbrook rocks, about 3 miles

nortlieast of {St. John city. The Cambrian rocks appear again farther east and are

found in more, open folds beyond the map-area. Kocks holding a fauna belonging to

tlie middle of ]^liittliew's division C 1, and also an agnostus horizon not yet identified,

occur on the soutli sliore of Long island. Other small outcrops of Cambrian beds are

found on the north side of ^Milkish head, the north side of Kennebecasis island, at

Sandy point, and in a small bay about one-half mile north of Drury cove. Fossils

have been collected from some of these localities but have not yet been identified. In

some places the Cambrian rocks are cut by diabase dykes which resemble those intru-

Bive into the Pre-Cambrian.

Scries 11 (BJoomshury and Little Eiver).—A series of reddish, purple, and light

and dark green conglomerates, sandstones, and shales, succeeds the St. John group to

the southeast. They are faulted against the black slates of the Cambrian on the shore

of Courtenay bay south of the almshouse, and outcrop again along the coast south of

Little river. They form the southern extremity of the peninsula of St. John city

and appear again on the coast west of Carleton, from Seaside park to Duck cove. The
rocks dip to the southwest at angles varying from 30 to 80 degrees. Intrusive diabase

oiitcrojis between tliese rocks and the Cambrian slates on tlio peninsula of St. John city

and is intrusive into series 11 south of the almshouse and in Carleton.

The rocks are considerably indurated and many quartz veins occur along fault

cracks.

Series 12 (Mispeck).—These rocks consist of a series of interbcdded volcanic flows,

purple and green conglomerates, agglomerates, sandy shales, sandstones, and siliceous

limestones. The agglomerate and shale beds have the ajipearanee of water-sorted

pyxodastic rocks, consisting of breccia and volcanic ashes. They blanket the

Foutheastern part of the map-area, and continue wes'tward along the coast

of Courtenay bay to within about 1 mile of Ilcd Head. The rocks of this

teries outcrop northwards to the glacial drift which covers a strip about 1 mile wide

between the Loch Lomond road and a branch road abo\it 1 mile to the .south. They

are probably separated from the rocks of series to the north of the Loch Lomond
road by a narrow belt of Cambrian rocks hidden by glacial drift. To the westward

they skirt the northern side of Ked Head extending along the iilack River road to

within about 1 mile of Little river. The rocks dip northwestwards for tin* most part
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at varying angles nniially 15 to 20 degrees. Anticlinal, synclinal, and monoclinal folds

occur, and along the Black River road near the eastern edge of the map-area, the

rocks are flat lying.

The rocks have been highly cleaved and many quartz veins fill fault cracks.

Volcanic flows with bedded ash rocks are found at Carleton and along the coast

at Sheldon point, Manawagouish beach, at Pisarinco, on ilanawagonish and Partridge

islands, forming Shag Rocks west of Partridge island and covering about 1 square

mile of country east of Red Head. While these last-named occurrences appear to

have had a very similar origin to the rocks north of St. John city, they are composed
of more ash and amygdaloid and less breccia. They are characterized by many quartz

veinlets frequently cari-ying specular iron, and highly ferruginous felsitic beds also

occur in them. These rocks are described by W. D. Matthew under the name
Coastal,^ as foUows :

" Overlying the Coldbrook is another series of rocks, more altered

in its typical exposures than the lower group. Its lower part (as defined by Professor

Bailey in the rejiort for 1877-8) is made up of volcanic rocks entirely similar to those

of the Coldbrook, from which the writer has not been able to distinguish it." They
have been found by the present writer to be interbedded with the upper measures of

scries 12.

Series 13 {Red Head).-—Series 13 consists of coarse purplish-red conglomerates,

coarse arkose, sandstones with sandy shale, the last varying in colour from purplish

red to olive green. South of St. John city this series is found at Red Head about

2 miles southeast of Little river. A similar series occurs much more extensively on

the shores and islands of Kennebecasis bay. An area reaching from Boars head on

the St. John river to the Sandy Point road is about 1 mile wide and 3 miles long. The
greater part of Long island, the northern portions of Milkish head and Kenne-
lieeasis island, together form an interrupted area ncm-ly 10 miles long by about 1

mile in width.

The Red Head occurrence is apparently faulted against a series of volcanic rocks

to the southwest, while to the north it is dvift covered. The measures here strike

S. 37° W. to S. 55° W. and dip 30° to 40° X.W. Tl:c relatively large area of

I\ennebecasis bay is widely separated from series 11 and 12. The attitude of the

small outlier at Red Head does not suggest conformity with any of the other forma-

tions. Tjie cnnglcmerate is made up mostly of pebbles of red and grey granites

closely resembling the plutonic rocks north of St. John city, and greyish white cryst il-

line limestone with a few pebbles of red limestone (some of which at a locality on the

( (jurtenay Bay const near Red Head, Imld an unidentified fainia of brachiopods and
trilobites'), quartzitic sandstone, shales, etc. The sorites does not appear to be as

greatly altered as any of those already described and lithologically appears younger.

Series Ih-—An interval of erosion is represented by the absence of sedimentary

rocks between those of the Carboniferous age and (Hacial periods.

Glacial till is found in all parts of the map-arcn. and some 'sijlendidly-prescrvod

moraines testify as to the manner of its deposition. Xt-ar the south shore ot Alilki>h

bead, overlying the Carboniferous lowland, a scries of terminal moraines indicate the

iiiial retreat of the ice northeastwards. The country east o( Ivothcsay is so eomplettly

covered by drift that no rofk outcrops were found within an area of about 10 squ;»re

miles. Similar conditions occur south of Tvoch Lomond road in the vioiuity of tlie

lakes used for water Mq-jily by St. John city. Boulder .lay is conunonly foujul in the

(h-ift.

Over the mantle ul' diil't is fmuul a stnititied .scries of {{ravels ami sands inter-

liedded with elay. These are found principally along the eoast where they l»ave ae»-u-

miilnled ill lower elevations and the waters of tlie b.iy have sinee e\po>eil then» to

'TirtiiH. .N.V. A. ad. Scl., XV, 1896, p. 193.
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view. Examples may be fuiind on Cuurtenay bay, soutliwet^t of Red Head, where a thick-

ness of 00 feet is exposed liaviiig boulder clay in its lower part and &tratitied gravel and
sand in its upper part. An area thickly covered by marine sediments ncciirs between
Seaside park and Duck cove. Here, biulder clay is overlaid by marine clay followed

by stratified sand and gravel. To the west of Carleton between South bay and Mana-
wagonish beach, the surface is thickly covered by Glacial and post-Glacial material.

West of Sheld;)n point a thickue.-s of about IDO feet is exposed consistiuu of gravels

iu its lower part followed by stratified clay and ct)vered by sand.

Economic Geology.

),i>ti:sToM-. VI \i!iui;s.

The quarrying and burninti' of limestone and dolomite provide? an important

industry at St. John. All of th-^ quarries are in the belt of Pro-Oambrinn limestones

and dolomites extending from Green head to Torryburn. Tiio general strike of the

series is north-northea.st. and beds suitable for quarrying may occasionally be traced

for several hundred yards. Six quarries in operatioii and three that were idle, were
examined last summer. Representative samples were taken from the working face

of each quarry, and analyses of these have been made by ^\\\ H. A. Leverin, chemist,

of the Department of "Mines. The resnlts of these analyses are tabulated on page 241.

et seq., and the.>e are referred to by number in the text descriptive of each quarry.

Samples of different varieties of linu'stone and dolomite were also taken and the

results'of analyses of these throw some light on the ((uestioii of origin of the dolomite.

The fine-grained, .rellowish-white magnesian limestone weathering to a typical

dirt.v yellow or buff, contains from 10 per cent to 40 jier cent mignesian carbontite.

and the blue limestone from 0-27 per cent to about ."> per cent, and has also been found
to hold as high as 12 per cent magnesian carbonate in one instaiu-e. The yellow-white

magnesian limestone is frequently f')uud intorbedded with blue liniestone in an
alternation of thin beds, and bolts comi)rising a number of thii-k beds of d'^loniite

sometimes occur in the series, and in these the dcdomite quarries have been opened up.

Diabase dykes cutting the blue limestone are usuall.v bordered by a fringe of

white limestone presenting a striking example of alteration resulting from igneous

intrusion. The altered zones accompanying thin dyke-< are usually nnudi larger and
more marked than those associated with thick dykes. Tims a dyke half an inch thick

may have altered the blue limestone to white through about 2 inches, while a dyke of

G inches up to 2 feet or more thick usually has a fringe of half an ineli or less, and
sometimes no distinct border of the metamorphosed material.

The fact that the dolomite has a white colour somewhat similar to this altered

zone and also occurs intimately associated with the blue limestone suggests that the

intrusive diabase ma.v have aided in the dolomitization of the limestone. The results

obtained from chemical analyses of the limestone altered by the dia&ase indicate,

however, that no increase in magiu^sian content can be traced to this source.

Analysis l:U ( ptige 241) is of the white metamorphoscil limestone from n limestone

quarry on the northwest coast of Green head. The content of 0-4.'> per cent ^fgO is

less in this ease than the average content of MgO in tlie unaltered limestone.

Uandnlph ami liukfr Qitanieft.—Three quarries are being worked oji Green head.

No. 1 in dolomite and Nos. 2 and 3 in limestone. A Ixdt of dolomite is interbedded

with limestone and crosses the south central higldaiid part of tlie peninsida of (ireen

head. It has thus been possible to open quarries of botli limestone and dolomite at

cither end of this belt on a sloping surface. The two northeastern quarries lie close

together nnd the dolomite quarry on the northwest >ide will be referred to as No. 1,

and the limestone quarry 100 feet to the south will be referred to as No. 2.
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About 50 feet of strata in the limestone and 80 feet in the dolomite have been
opened up. The limestone varies in colour from dark blue to white. Two diabase dykes
c-ut the limestone and some, of the white polour appears to be due to contact metamor-
pliism. Analysis 152 is from the unaltered limestone and analysis 149D from the
white metamorphosed limestone, .showing that while the unaltered rock holds 12-12

per cent IMgCOa, the white holds less, 9-45 per cent MgC0..3. The dolomite of quarry
'No. 1 is a fine-grained yellow-white rock, and very little diabase occurs with it.

Analysis 132 is of an average sample from 80 feet of strata across the working face
of quarrj'- No. 1.

The quarries on the southwest side of the hill, about half a mile distant from the

nortlieast quarries, have been taken from about the same stratigraphical horizon. The
limestone and dolomite appear to be of equal purity to those of the northeast quarries,

but more disturbed by faulting. While this has not had any detrimental effect on the
lim.estone, the more brittle dolomite has been so shattered that it crumbles and chokes
the kiln, rendering it unsuitable for burning.

Limestone quarry Xo. 3 at the southwest side of Green head was carefully sampled
and analysis 144 represents the composition of the rock from the working face.

An alternation of blue limestone with yellow-white rock in bands up to about
1 foot in thickness occurs on the north side of quarry Xo. 3. ISTo diabase occurs at
this point, and the yellow-white and blue bands were sampled separately. Analysis
143DB is of the blue rock, showing 4-70 per cent :MgCO,, and 143DW the yellow-white
rock, showing a higher content of 10-40 per cent MgCO..

Two kilns are operated by Randolph and Baker, one for lime, the other for
magnesia.

Charles Miller Quarry.—This quarry is located on the north side of St. John river,

opposite the southern part of Green head and about 1 mile above Indiantown. There
are extensive old workings since the quarry has been operated for about thirty years.
In the northern part of the quarry, the normal blue limestone has been quarried out
from between masses of a yellow, apparently iron-stained limestone which is not
burned for lime. A diabase dyke also cuts across this space. This part of the quarry
is not being worked at present. Analysis 17A shows the composition of the yellow
limestone. At the southern side, where quarrying is now being carried on, the lime-
stone appears to be of excellent quality and free from diabase. Analysis 6 is of a
representative sample from the working face. One kiln is supplied with material
from this quarry.

Quarries Operated hy Slelson and Cutler, and Purdy and Green.

Tiicso firms each operate a largo i|iiarry locatcil about 1 mile north of Indian-
town. 'I'he quarries join along the strike of tlie liniestone so that the same strati-

graiiliical horizon is being vvorkod in each case. In the Purdy and (nven quarry to

the southwest, the beds .strike N. 40° K. and dip 40^ S.K.. while 250 feet to the

nortlieast in tlie Stetson and Cutler quarry the strike i.'* more to the east, Inuni;

N. 7<>" V... liip I" S.. with local variations. The linu'stone is ooar.soly crystalline

and the coluiir varies tiuiii laminated blue and white, to white. Superior lime is

olilaiiii'il iind lliiic is ample room for expansion to tin- north in h..th quarries.

Purdy and (Ireen Quarry. -One hiiinlred and M'veiily feet of strata have been cut
across, in two h'V(>ls, and one kiln i-^ -upplied from eaeli level. A diabase dyke extends
tho h^igth of the (piarry and has foruied a natural division tor worUinu each l«>vel.

'i'he lloor of the iiortheriv li:ilf of the <|U:iri> worUin;vs st;inds at ."t't I'eet aho\eat floor of
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the southerly workings, thus providing a large reserve for quarrying eaeh level fartlur

northwards. Anl>ly^iis 1CM3 is of a representative sample from the lower level and 10TB

cf a sample from the upper level where out by a diabase dyke.

Stetson and Cutler Quarry Opened in 1900, more roek appears to have bteii

removed from this quarry than from any other during this period of time. A diabase

dyke cuts across the northwest portion of the quarry, but the east and northeast parts,

where future work will be done, are free from this intrusive. Analyses 47, 51, and

5r> are of representative samples from the working face.

Stetson and ("utler have also operated a dolomite quarry located abnut lialf a mile

udrtli of liuliantown. but this has been idle for some time. A greater demand for

maguesia. however, might be a suiiicient reason for reopening. A thickness of about

50 feet of strata has been cut across, which is free from diabase for about 200 feet

along the strike. Analysis 116A is of an average sample from these beds. The dolo-

mite is light yellow to white, and although considerably faulted does not appeAr to

crumble. A number of diabase dykes occur in it, but a large portion is free from them

and could be very easily quarried. Two kilns were supplied with material from this

qUiU'ry.

Drurii Cove Quarries.—Two limestone quarries, tngetlur with three kiln?, were

recently operated by ^Ir. L. Kokes, but have lately been sold and are not worked at

present. One of the quarries is on the south side of the ei.ve, the other on the nortli

side. The south quarry, No. 2, is in blue limestone which rises steeply from the shore.

A width varying from 100 feet at the opening to 2.5 feet at th.e face, has been taken out

along the strike for a distance of about 300 feet. The rock- ri'^e from to 100 feet at

the face. They strike N. 70° K. and dip 30° S. A 7a>uv ,>i .liabase dykes cut-

across the strata at irregular intervals in the western l.Mt feet of the cut, and would

necessitate a large amount of rock sorting in this part of the quarry. The ea-teru

portion is free from dykes, but a much sniiillcr amount of roek is av.iilablc.

Analyses have been made of two sets of samples, onr^ (analysis ITMC), representative

of the limestone where cut at intervals of about 10 feet by diabase dykes, each about »'•

inches thick, the other (analysis 179E), from the ijovtion of the quarry free from

diabase, and from 25 to 50 feet distant from a dyke.

The content of MgO in the normal li-mestone away from the diabase dykes is 0-25

per cent (analysis 1T9E), while within the zone of tlie dyke the limestone holds only

013 per cent ^fgO. There is, therefore, no increase in magnesium due to the diabase

intrusion. Similar results were obtained from analyses of the limestones of Green

hea«l. and the writer considers this eonfirniatory evidcnc*- frcni localities sevei'al miles

apart to be conclusive.

Quarry No. 1. nn the north side of Drury cove, is about 200 feet long by about

1(»0 feet wid(\ and may be enlarged to the east, north, and wc.-t. The north face is

about 30 feet high, while the east and west faces slope from the floor to 30 feet,

averaging 15 feet.

Tiie limestone is coarsely crystalline, usually linely huninated blue and white,

with some interbedded pure white strata. Some diabase occurs in the east portion

of the north face, but otherwise it is free from objection.able material. Analysis 1(540

is of a representative sample. Fuel for burning has to be hauled to the kilns, Drury
<uve is iil)ont 4 mill's north of St. .Tohu, and about one-half mile we-t from the statioji

of Brookvillc on the Intercolonial railway of Canada.

Fuel Supply for Kilns.—It is worthy ()f note that with the exceptiou. of the Drury
Cove and the Purdy and Creen kilns all of ihc above mentioned secure their fuel supply

from the waste lumber of saw-mills near which the kiln- are built.
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Analysts.

Sample No.
Insoluble
mattei'.

Fe,03 +
AI0O3. CaCOs. MgCOj.

!

CaO. MgO.

6 2 56 31 93-75 3-34 52 -50 1-60
17A 15 46 2 00 78-93 411 44-20 1 97
47 200 0-40 95-89 1-25 53-70 66
51 2 04 0-40 94-46 1 75 52-90 84
55 0% 0-26 96-78 1-17 54 20 56

loi; 0-44 010 98-75 0-90 55-30 40
107 B 0-20 14 98-21 1-32 55 00 63
110 A 2-88 1-26 56-43 40 00 31-60 19 14
132 f.2 50 57-59 40 96 32-25 19 60
134 0-84 50 97 14 0-94 54-40 45
143 C 1116 2-80 78-98 6-60 44-20 3 16
143 DB 3-40 0-58 90-53 4-70 50-70 2 25
143 D\V 3-52 0-30 82-32 10-40 40 10 4 98
144 3-20 24 90-44 436 50 05 2 09
140 D 6 16 0-26 83-50 9-46 46-f-O 4 53
152 3-32 30 84 10 12 12 47-10 5 70
164 C f 2-20 0-24 96-60 98 54-10 47
179 C 200 0-24 97-68 0-27 54-70 13
179 E 1-86 0-28 95 69 0-52 54 15 0-25

References to Analyses.

Sample No. Character. Quarry obtained from.

6
17A

Blue limestone
Yellow limestone

Chas. Miller, St. John, N.B.

47
51

Blue limestone Stetson & Cutler, St. John, N.B.

55
106

M II cut by diabase dyke.

.

Purdy & Green, St. John, N.B.

Stetson & Cutler, St. John, N.B.
107B
116A

II II cut by diabase
White dolomite

132 Randolph & Baker, No. 1, St. John, N.B.
(ireen Head.
Kamlolph &. Baker, No. 3, St. John. N.B.

134
143C
1431jr,

H3DW
144

White limestone altered by diabase.

.

Yellow limestone
Blui? limestone
White limestone near dyke
Blue lime.stone

149D White linuistone near dyke No. 2
152 Blue limestone
164C
17'JC „ ,1 near dyke

Drury Cove, No. 1.

II M .,
•>

179E II II away from dyke II II II 2.

HHAi) .\ii;tai..

At lilt: L-asL (11(1 of Rocklaiitl .street in tlu' northern part uf the eity of Si. John,
the volcanic roek of series 9 is being (inarried for roixd metal. This appears to be
largely a fel^iitie rock of the nature of trachyte. It is somewhat soft for heavy tralllc.

but has fair cementing qualities and is very conveniently obtained.

Trap roclis are much moro satisfactory than felsitic rock.-; for nearly all grades
of tiallic. These occur (piito plentifully in and about St. .lohn. In nearly all the

liiiKtslouc (|uarries, diabast; dykes occur. The.s(> are detrimental to tlu> lime iiulusiry

but mak(! the very best of road mclal. The diabase is left standing in the «piarrios

ill such attitudes that very cheap (piarrying c.uild be done, yet since it is dead wt.rk

lliese walls of "whin rock" are left frcipu-utly covering up much ijood liine rmlv,

um; 10
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If this could be removed and used for road metal both the roadinaking and lime

industries would benefit. Diabase or trap also occurs in fairly large areas in Car-

leton, East St. John, where it lias been used in tlie construction of the new break-

water, and elsewhere.

GRAPHITE.

Graphite occurs on the northeast shore of the St. John river at the falls. Tt may
be seen outcropping at intervals from the shore a few hundred feet north of the rail-

way bridge, northerly for about 500 yards along a small valley, to a point east of

Murray and Gregory's saw-mill. Near the saw-mill, an old dump of considerable

size has been taken from a shaft, and other old workings are found in the valley. A
section across ttie occurrence may he seen at its southern extremity near the rivor,

where a small tunnel 20 feet long has been driven.

Here the graphite occurs in a vertical fault zone mixed with dark-coloured pyriti-

ferous shales much reddened with iron oxide. The country rock to the east of the

fault zone is dark blue limestone and in order from east to west, the following sec-

tion was measured:

—

2 feet graphitic shale with calcite.

3 ' green shale somewhat graphitic.

6 " shaly graphite.

6 " green limestone.
8 " hard graphitic shale.

6 " green earthy rock which docs not effervesce with acid.

No work has been done on this property for a number of years.

INFUSORIAL EARTH.

About Y miles northeasterly from St. John city and 1 mile south of the Loch

Lomond road, in a portion of a small depression covering about 50 acres and marking

the site of a former glacial lake,, a deposit of infusorial earth occurs. An attempt

has been made to market this material for use as a polish, but nothing is being done

at present with the property. No detailed examination was made.

CLAY. SAXD^ AND GRAVEL.

There is an abundance of these raw building materials in the vicinity of St.

John in the Pleistocene deposits. No detailed examination has yet been made by the

writer, but sections exposed along both the east and west shores of St. John harbour

give promise of supplying them in abundance. Clay suitable for brickmaking is also

to be found in land basins up to elevations of about 200 feet above sea-level. Superior

brick and tile are now manufactured from such clay deposits in East St. John, and

by careful testing other localities will doubtless be discovered.

No attempt was made last season to make a general study of these deposits, but

an examination of two samples taken from surface deposits has been made by ^fr. J.

Keele and his report will be given.

Sample 2o6A.—Taken from a point about three-quarters of a mile southwest of

Milidgeville, 200 yards southeast of Mr. John iraniinh's farmhouse, and about 50

yards east of the wagon road near a small westerly-flowing stream. Clay underlies an

area of 50 acres or more lying at an elevation of about 75 feet. Its thickness was not

measured. The sample was taken at a depth of 22 inches, and is reported on by Mr.

Kcele as follows:

—
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" Sample 255A, Lab. No. ISJfA.—A reddish, very gritty clay, probably a river silt-

It required 35 per cent of water for tempering, works up to a flabby mass with low

plasticitj'. The drying shrinkage is 6-5 per cent.

" It burns to a light red porous body at cone 010. The brick is very weak and use-

less for structural purposes when burned at this temperature. When burned to cone

03 (2,000° F.) a fairly good red-coloured brick is produced, but it is too porous.

" This material is not recommended for brick or tile making."

Sample 255E.—Taken from the surface of a shallow basin at the extreme westerly

portion of the peninsula immediately east of Boars head, at an elevation of 125

feet. An area of 5 acres or more appears to be underlain by the clay. The sample

was taken at a depth of 15 inches. Mr. Keele gives the following report:

—

" Sample 255E, Lab. No. Wlt-B.—I'his is a reddish non-calcareous clay, apparently

the usual marine clay, which occurs at various localities in New Brunswick.
" It works up into a good plastic body with 23 per cent of water. The working

and drying properties are good. The drying shrinkage is 5 '5 per cent.
'' It burns to a good hard light red body at cone 010, with an absorption of 18 per

cent, and no fire shrinkage. Burned to cone 06, the body is denser and the colour

better than at 010. It burns to a steel hard, dark red body, almost vitrified at cone 03,

but the fire shrinkage of 7 per cent is high.

" This is a good material for the manufacture of building brick, either by the wire-

cut or soft-mud process. It will also make good field drain tile.

" It is not suitable for the manufacture of vitrified wares as the shrinkage is too

great, and the fusing point too low. A small portion of the silt (164a) might be mixed
in with this clay in order to reduce the shrinkage and assist in faster drying."

OTHER MATERIALS.

Chalcocite and malachite occur in the limestone on the most southern of the

islands near Millidgeville in Kennebeeasis bay. These are found in quantities too

small to be of economic value. A small specimen of bornite with malachite was found

in the east dolomite quarry on Green head.

A small specimen of fiuorite with calcite was found in the limestone quarry of

Stetson and Cutler.

20 ir.i
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PHYSIOGRAPHY AND SURFICIAL GEOLOGY OF NOVA SCOTIA.

(J. \Y. Goldthwait.)

Introduction.

During the summer of 1913 I spent approximately three months in the Maritime
Provinces. Two months were devoted to a study of the surfieial {jeology of Nova
Scotia, particularly its glacial features. The rest of the time was used in preparing

the route for Excursion AlO of the International Geological Congress (Marine sub-

mergence at Montreal, Covey Hill, and Ottawa), in participation in Excursion Al
(the .Maritime Provinces), in guiding Excursion AlO, and in attendance at the

Toronto meetings.

The work in Nova Scotia, to which it has been planned to devote the greater part

of two field seasons, consists in the investigation of the topography, drainage, shore-

line, and other surface features of the province, the aim being to prepare a memoir
on Nova Scotia which will present in simple language an explanation of the scenery

and of smaller surfieial features such as glacial deposits and groovings, that are of

interest to the general reader as well as to the scientific man. While this first season

was given up largely to reconnaissance, in seeing the relations of upland and lowland

belts to geologic structure and physiographic history, and in discovering what small

features of topography and drainage characterize the several physiograpliic provinces,

attention was given primarily to the glacial phenomena of the peninsula and of

neighbouring land areas such as Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton, and the Mag-
dalens, inasmuch as previous workers in this field have disagreed fundamentally as

regards its glacial history. The collecting of new observations of striae, dispersal of

drift boulders, drumlins, and other records of the Glacial period, at localities widely

distributed over Nova Scotia and Cape Breton island during the past season goes far

towards demonstrating the nature of the ice movement in this district, as well as on

the neighbouring islands and shoals of the St. Lawrence; and when supplemented by

similar observations next season will settle some, at least, of the problems which have

been raised by the conflicting reports of earlier observers. Until a rational interju-eta-

tion of the glacial history of Nova Scotia can be worked out, the larger task which has

been undertaken would, of course, be incomplete.

In this work I was ably assisted, during the whole season, by Mr. Philip P. Baily.

Glaciation of Nova Scotia.

INTUODLCTION.

Three conflicting views are current in regard to the glaciation of the peninsula

of Nova Scotia. Dr. Chalmers, of all glacialists the most familiar with the Geld, lield

positively the t'icw tli;;t Xova Scotia had its own centre of glaciation during the

climax of the last Glacial epoch, shedding ice both southeastward into the Atlantic

and northwestward into the Bay of Fundy. He further insisted upon a local move-

ment outwards from the Cobequid mountains over the isthmus of Chignecto. Professor

L. W. Bailey, on the contrary, whose observations of glacial phenomena in southwestern

Nova Scotia have been extensive and very reliable, holds the view that the great

ice movement was a southeastward advance from New Brunswick across tin? Bay of
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Fuudy and the peninsula ; although he also found reason to think that at the close of
the last Glacial epoch there wa.s a slight spreading of ice from a local centre over the
interior of Nova Scotia. A view more recently advanced by Dr. J. H. Wilson, whose
book on " The Glacial History of Nantucket and Cape Cod '' aroused interest in the
Mucstion of local centres of ice dispersion in this region, conceives of the peninsula of
Nova Scotia as covered by ice which moved southwestward from Newfoundland to
the banks and islands off southern New England.

Briefly, the evidence gathered last summer seems to show that the last and most
clearly-recorded giaciation of Nova Scotia consisted in a southeasterly movement
from New Brunswick, with a southward tendency near Yarmouth county and an
eastward tendency in Cumberland and Pictou counties. Prince Edward Island, Cape
Breton, and the Magdalen islands seem to have been glaciated by ice moving eastward
and northeastward.

STRIiE.

The observations of striae in Nova Scotia recorded in the maps and reports of Mr.
Faribault and Prof. Bailey form a great body of evidence in support of the view
of a southeastward movement of the ice-sheet. A large part of this evidence was
already published when Dr. Wilson presented his theory of a southwestward movement
through this district, and was easily sufficient to disprove a movement from Newfound-
land like that which he postulated. Nevertheless care was taken last summer to test

the possibility of a southwestward movement, and the accuracy of the observation
of the Canadian geologists, by securing new and independent measurements of stria
at scores of places, covering all parts of the province except Guysborough and Anti-
gonish counties. In all jjlaces where a southeastward or a southward movement of the
ice had been reported this was found to be correct; and in not a single locality was
there found evidence of the southwestward movement to which Dr. Wilson attaches
so much importance. Indeed, on Cape Breton island the striae near Sydney and
Louisburg indicate a movement from southwest to northeast, almost directly towards
Newfoundland. It will be possible, after next season's work, to present a map of
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton showing stria; in all parts of the province. This will
make evident a main movement toward the southeast from New Brunswick, diverging
toward the south over Yarmouth and Shelburne counties, and toward the east over
Cumberhmd and Pictou counties, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton.

Attention was given particularly to reports of previous observers regarding small
local centres of movement, from which the ice is supposed to have radiated at the close

of the last Glacial epoch. The discordant striae reported in such cases, wherever seen,

were found to be erroneous, or of questionable value. For instance, stria' at Rawdon
gold mines, reported by Mr. Faribault to run westward, were not seen; but on the

ledges indicated- on his map stria) were found which run southeastward. Seareli at

localities in Cumberland and Pictou counties, where Dr. Chalmers reported two or three

sets ul' stria' (.11 Ihc ^anilstunc, rfvealed llic t"at-t that in nu^st cases tlio striated surface

was the face of a small boulder rather than bedrock. !Many of tiie localities are
explicitly given as furnishing stria) on " a boulder in situ.'' The acceptance of such
uncertain evidence accounts in large measure for the dilliculty which that obsejver

experienced in woi'king out a rational explanation of the ice niitveinents on the isthmus

of Chignecto. Out of the luindreils of t)bservations of criss-cross striu> which ho

records on llie sandstone lowhuul, there arc some cases, however, of true exjiosuri'S of

bcdroik. At Pugwash Junction, for instance, the sandstone bears groovt\s winch
indicate a noilbwnrd movement followed by an eastward one; and at Hardwooil hill,

near Picloii, (he ledges are distinctly grooveil by movements successively in tlio diriv-

tions of N. 15" K., duo east, and S. 35° E. The exact bearing of tliese earlier uiove-

ni( 111-, (ill llic i|iie>lion of IiumI centres in Nova Scotia cannot lie clearly seen until wo
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secure more facts; but it is clear that whatever outward movements from these local

centres there may have been, their records have been generally concealed and erased by

the last great advance of ice from New Brunswick. I have seen no reason, as yet, to

suppose, as others have done, that local movements occurred in Nova Scotia at the

close of the last Glacial epoch.

DISPERSAL OF THE DRIFT.

In some respects the direction of movement of the ice-sheet can be more satis-

factorily worked out by a study of the patlis taken by the stones of the drift, in their

journey from known outcrops to their tinal resting places, than by a study of the

directions of striae. While the grooves and scratches in most cases record the direc-

tion of movement at the very close of the active advance of the ice, this final scour-

ing having removed all earlier marks, the erratic stones in the drift, shifted to right

(I.- K-l't by varying currents in the ice-sheet during a long journey, afford the means of

obtaining an average direction of glacial movement during the epoch which they

represent. Indeed, since the drift of one Glacial epoch may be picked up and redis-

tributed by a second ice advance, the dispersal of stones expresses in some measure

the net direction of movement for the entire period of glaciation. Recognizing, there-

fore, that while in general a study of the lithological consitution of the drift would

support the evidence of eastward or southeastward movement which the striae record,

I have been prepared to find more or less disagreement between the two sets of pheno-

mena and to seek a definite explanation for them.

An interesting and hitherto unrecognized proof of the movement of ice from New
]?ri;n>v,-iok sniitheastAYard across the Bay of lundy is found in the occurrence on

North mountain and the western part of the Annapolis valley, of pebbles of red and

green conglomerates foreign to Nova Scotia. Their foreign derivation, indeed, was

the occasion of comment by Prof. Bailey ; but their evident source in the " Redhead
''

formation of the St. John district was not made known by him. Boulders composed

of identically the same material are large and numerous around St. John, appearing

conspicuously on the beaches where till cliffs are being cut back by the waves. On
the Nova Scotia side of the bay, particularly in the district around Digby, the con-

glomerate stones are small and constitute only 2 or 3 per cent of the total stony

material of the drift; yet this percentage is remarkably constant. The rock is easily

distinguished from those types of conglomerate which occur in Nova Scotia; and its

derivation from New Brunswick can hardly be questioned. In the district, also, the

drift contains 4 or 5 per cent of granites and syenites which presumably come from

I'.' cryst 'lline areas of southern New Brunswick, rather tban fnun tlie granite area

of South mountain in Nova Scotia. A few felsites and pink quartzitcs seem likewise

to have come southeastward into Nova Scotia.

Of the stones from sources in Nova Scotia, which have been widely distributed

by ice movement, the most significant is the trap and amygdaloid of North mountain.

Tiic excellence of this rock as an index to the ice movement lies largely in these facts:

(1) the limits of the exposure of the rock are known and well defined; (2) it out-

crops in a high, steep-sided moiintain trending across the direction of the ice advance,

affording ample opportunity for the plucking of joint blocks by the glacier; (3) it

is i)re-eminently tough and hard, enduring the wear and tear of transportation better

than any other rock, even granite; and (4) it is one of the yo\ingest rocks of the

province, and fragments of it have not found their way in earlier geological periods

int(» fluviatile or marine conglomerates, to be subsecpiently released by weathering

and incorporated into the drift at a point far from the original source. These trap

boulders not only constitute the great bulk of the stone on the fioor of the Annapolis

valley, but form a considerable i)art of the drift on the rocky slopes of the " South
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Mountain" granite upland. A few, in fact, appear to have travelled completely

across the peninsula to the Atlantic coast, as Prof. Bailey has reported.

In the Annapolis valley, where the red sandstones and shales of the Triassic

system occur beneath the drift, traps from North mountain form from 80 to 95 per

cent of the stones by actual count. Along the southeast side of the valley, at certain

points where Palaeozoic quartzites outcrop between the Triassic and the granite

interior, the local supply of quartzite reduces the percentage of traps to from 35 to

50 per cent. Farther southeast, on the granite area, one finds within 2 or 3 miles of

its border a rapid decline in the percentage of' traps as the plentiful supply of granite

boulders appears, so that ordinarily at a distance of 10 miles over the granite the

traps will be found to constitute only 10 per cent and the granites 80, with a scat-

tering of other types. For instance, near Vaughan, in Hants county, 26 miles from
North mountain, traps form from 6 to 12 per cent ; at Maitland in southern Annapolis

county, 26 miles from North mountain, traps form 6 per cent; and at New Germany
in Lunenburg county, 37 miles from North mountain, they constitute 4 per cent.

When one sees how prolific the granite ledges must have been in furnishing fragments
of -ail sizes and of good quality, it is indeed surprising that the North Jiloiintain traps

are not completely lost sight of after a mile or two of passage across the granite area.

Possibly an explanation of their persistence in the drift of this district lies in the

fact that since they we-e picked up by the ice where it crossed high ground, the trap

fragments overrode the local drift during the ascent of the '' South Mountain " hills,

and thus in time were the last to be set down upon the ground. Three or four per

cent of the stones in the drift at localities as far away as southern Yarmouth and
Shelburne counties are of trap; and they occur sparingly at Chester and Halifax.

While some of these must come from the trap dykes which are known to occur in

some places east of the granite area, the amygdaloidal structure in others betrays

their origin in the North Mountain trap sheet.

A map of Nova Scotia showing the occurrence of trap fragments in the drift

would display a well-defined boundary on the northeast side of the trail, which, start-

ing near Parrsboro, passes southeastward through Rawdon to the vicinity of Lawrence-

town on the shore east of Halifax, nearly parallel to the prevailing direction of

strife. The occurrence of red boulder clay in the district around Halifax, in contrast

to the ordinary grey, bufi'-weathcring boulder clay of the rest of the southern shore

of the peninsula, is in itself an indication that the main movement of the ice during

the last Glacial epoch was southeastward; for near Halifax alone is there a gap in

the exposure of the granite axis, over which the red drift of the Triassic area streamed
without alteration of colour by the admixture of grey and buff rock debris.

Although the southeastward drift of debris in the ice-sheet is thus conspicuously

shown both by the colour of the boulder clay and by the dispersal of trap and foreign

boulders, there is, as others have reported, some indication that a slight transporta-

tion of material outward from the granite area of tlic interior took place during the

Glacial period. The evidence referred to is the presence of granite boulders in con-

siderable number at certain points in the Annapolis valley a little distance north

of the area where granite outcrops. As already suggested, the 5 per cent of granite
and syenite stones in the drift at Digbv ami Nfidillcton is satisfaotcrily oxiilaiiu i

by the southeastward transportation of those rocks from the crystalline areas of New
Brunswick, together with the boulders of red conglojuorate. Loi-ally, however, granite

boulders are so minierous in the Annapolis valley as to attract attention, as. for

instance, along tlie line of 'tlu! Dominion Atlantic railway between Lawrencetown and
Annapolis. In some cases, doubtless, these bonlder belts are iliie to the existence of

granite ledges beneath the surface; for it ia known that here and there tl»e granite

descends to the floor of the valley. The porphyritie texture of the roek. and its com-
position leave no doubt tliat tlie bouldera came from the South .Mountain batholith.
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One of the localities where a northward movement of the granite fragments seems

sxirelj' to have occurred is Bridgetown. On the summit of the hills that constitute

" South mountain," 3 miles south of this town, and 2 miles within the granite area,

the drift contains granites 89 per cent, traps 10 per cent, and. quartzites 1 per cent.

Two miles farther north, but still presumably within the granite area and 200 feet

above the floes* of the Annapolis valley, the drift contains: granites 56 per cent, traps

43 per cent, and quartzites 1 per cent. A quarter of a mile beyond here, and probably

outside of the granite area the proportion is: granites 21 per cent, traps 75 per

cent, and quartzites and argillites 4 per cent. Granite boulders are rather plentiful

on the surface of the ground as far north as the middle of the valley, and

occur sparingly even on the slopes at the base of North mountain. Nearly 200

feet above the valley, on the south slope of North Mountain, the drift contains:

95 per cent traps, 2 per cent granites and syenites, and 3 per cent quartzites

and felsites. The granite pebbles here seem most naturally to have come from
New Brunswick; but the occurrence of so many granite boulders within the

first mile north of the South mountain cannot be explained by the general

southeastward drift which scattered the trai>s. The stria^ in this district, so

far as I have observed, register only the southeastward movement. The low relief

of the hills of the granite upland seems utterly inadequate to account for a local per-

sistence of ice during the melting away of the sheet from Nova Scotia, especially in

view of the fact that even the highest mountains in northeastern North America,

the WTiite mountains of New Hampshire, did not possess significant snowfields or

local glaciers during the disappearance of the continental ice-sheet from New England.

The working hypothesis which seems to promise most in solving the problem is that

a northward movement of granite fragments from South mountain took place before

the last ice advance, either in the form of glacial transportation in an earlier epoch

or of floating ice during a stage when the Annapolis valley was submerged. Once
carried northward, these granite boulders might not all be picked up and carried back

by the southeastward drift of the ice-sheet, but might be left mingled with the newly

accumulated debris in the shelter of North mountain.

A somewhat similar condition of things is seen near Pictou, as Sir "William Dawson

has stated. Although the only granite area witliin 50 miles of Pictou is the Cobequid

Mountain area on the south and southwest, granite and granodiorit<i boulders compose

about 40 per cent of the stony part of the drift at that locality. According

to the striae preserved on Hardwood hill, as mentioned on an earlier page, the

last movement was eastward and southward, in harmony with the drift on Prince

Edward Island. The nearest source of granite boulders to the west, so far as

is known, is in the hills of Albert county, New Brunswick, nearly 100 miles

away; and there is no such profusion of granite boulders in the wide space

between the source in question and Pictou as the theory would require. Fnless

there is a small and as yet unknown local source for the granites of this district,

therefore, it seems necessary to believe that they came northward from the

Cobequid range. It is interesting in this connexion to remember that the ledges

on Hardwood hill bear distinct grooves of earlier date which run N. 15° E.

Moreover, at the foot of the hill on its south side a shallow section shows a reddish-

brown boulder clay coveriug a grey boulder clay, as if to record a movement northward

from the granite area followed by a movement eastward and southeastward from the

areas of red sandstone. Strangely enough, however, tliere does not seem to be any
evidence of a similar northward transportation of rocks fruui tli(> ('(ibcciuid farther

west, at Sprlnghill and Oxford Junetiou.

DIUMI.INS AND DUT M l.INuin Illl.I.S.

In distri-jts where sliales and limestones are widely exposed, as near Windsor, the

hills present long, smoothly-rounded forms very much like drumlins. Although very
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deceptive at first sight these are found to be less symmetrical than true drumlins, and
to trend parallel to the strike of the rocks rather than to the direction of glaciation.

In many of them the decayed shale or limestone has been exposed at no great depth

below the surface by artificial sections. The ice-sheet seems to have moulded these

non-resistant rocks into a semblance of drumlin form.

There is, however, at least one great area of true drumlins, in Queens and
Lunenburg counties. The well-known lake district near Caledonia lies in the heart

of it. From the top of a hill at Caledonia one can count as many as seventy-five

drumlins which rise to accordant heights on every hand. Inasmuch a-s this drumlin
district extends southward to Liverpool and Bridgewater, and seems to be limited only

by the occurrence of slate as the prevailing rock, it is probable that it covers a few
hundred square miles and contains several thousand drumlins. Groups of drumlins

occur also at Chester, Halifax, and Yarmouth. Perhaps the most significant thing

about th£ drumlins of the Caledonia district is the fact that they occur almost in the

centre of the peninsula, v/here Dr. Chalmers suipposed the centre of the ice-sheet to

have been. Inasmuch as drumlins are now recognized as deposits formed not far back
from the margin of the ice-sheet, their occurrence at this place supports the evidence

of striae and of drift dispersal that the ice moved across Nova Scotia from New
Brunswick toward the southeast. The drumlins in this large area all trend parallel

to the striie, southeastward.

MORAINES.

Although terminal or recessional moraines would not occasion surprise, if found
along the Atlantic coast beyond the drumlin area just described, I have not as yet se?n

examples of them. Mr. Faribault's maps indicate the occurrence of such moraines east

of Halifax, at localities not yet visited. A gravelly ridge near Liverpool, mapped by
him as a " lateral moraine," seems to me rather to be an esker or " hogback " like those

described by Dr. Chalmers and other writers, which are somewhat common in Nova
Scotia.

POST-GLACIAL SUBMEROENCi: AND EI.i:\ ATIOX.

Around the Bay of Fundy the marks of wave action at levels now above the sea

are strangely indistinct. Possibly this is due in large part to the effacement of strand

lines by high tidal range. At any rate, the raised beaches here lack the sharp definition

wliich they present in some localities on the shore of the " Cliamplain " sea. At St.

-lohn, stratified gravels carrying marine shells occur at the top of the sea cliffs near

Negrotown point and extend inland on rising ground to some weakly-built gravel

heaches near the ]\lartello tower, at an altitiule of aiiproximately 1^0 feet. This seeuH.

therefore, to be the upper limit of marine submergence at St. John. On the orpo>ite

shore, near Digby, the upper marine limit is perhaps marked by a certain ill-defined

beach at Point Prim, 75 feet above the sea, and by the uppermost river terrace at the

mouths of rivers like the Bear and the Sissiboo rivers, whose height is 05 to 75 feet.

At Truro an extensive outwash deposit which appears to be an estuarine plain, at an

;iltitu(ie of (50 feet, is the only index to the amount of post-(ilaeial marine submergemv

and re-elevation.

Along the south coast of the peninsula, and on Cape Breton u<hiud. no signs

of post-Claeial elevation whatever were found. If any movement lias taken place hero

since the withdrawal of the ice, it api)ears to have been a subsidi-m-e. At Arisaig on

tlio north sliore, a brief visit in company with the nuMubers of Kxeursion Al of tlui

(Jongresa did not eonvineo mo as to the wave-cut character of certain terraces which

Dr. Twenliofel lins cU'Scribed as raised beadies. While tht> lowest of llie-^e. whicli staiuN

some i!0 or 25 feet above tlie sea, has a veneer of watrrwuiii >eilinicnt>< and tinds exteii-
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sion up the mouths of creek valleys in old stream terraces, the higher terraces seem

to have surfaces of glacial boulder clay, to lack uniformity of leveJ, and to disappear

entirely in the re-entrant places along the slope, where a fully-matured sea cliff would

give way to an equally distinct beach ridge. As suggested by other members of the

party, these upper terraces may prove on further study to be wave-cut terraces of an

early date, overridden but not entirely obscured by the last ice advance. This hypo-

thesis calls to mind certain hitrh-level terraces found a few years ago on the Gaspe

peninsula which seemed explicable only as records of marine submergence of an inter-

glacial or pre-Glacial eipoch. It is hoped that next season's work will shed light on the

question.

Glaciation of the Magdalen Islands.

A brief visit to the northern peninsula of Cape Breton island disclosed the fact

that it, like the northern part of the peninsula of Nova Scotia, had been glaciated

by ice moving eastward. This led to the expectation that a study of the Magdalen
islands, which Wo not far to the north of Cape Breton, would show that the ice-sheet

had covered them, also, particularly since the Avater which surrounds the Magdalens

and separates them from the glaciated islands already mentioned is only about 30

fathoms deep, and thus quite insufficient to float an ice-sheet of moderate thickness.

A hurried trip was, therefore, made to the Magdalens on the Lady Sybil, giving oppor-

tunity to go ashore at four of the islands. On Amherst island, the first one visited,

a sheet of boulder clay containing foreign stones and striated till pebbles of local

volcanic rock was found. It is not less than 12 feet thick, and lacks stratification.

I do not think it likely that such a deposit marks simply the action of sea ice during

a stage of submergence; but on the contrary am inclined to regard it as proof of the

extension of the New Brunswick ice sheet across this part of the submerged plain of

the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Striated stones were found also on Alright island; and

stones from foreign sources on all the islands touched. Although the general cover-

ing of the islands is residual in character, as others have pointed out, the occur-

rence of these glacial miaterials seems to require that the .Ma'jrdalens were glaciatt^d.

Detailed study will be required to show to what extent and diiring which of the

Glacial epochs this took place. Hitherto the islands have been regarded as quite

unglaciated.
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GEOLOGY OF THE PORT MOUTOX IMAP-AREA, QUEENS COUXTY, NOYA
SCOTIA.

(£". R. Faribault.)

Introduction.

The writer's field work in Xova Scotia during the season of 1913, was the con-
tinuation of the mapping of the western part of Queens county. It consisted in the
topographical and geological survey of the Port Mouton map-area covered by sheet
Xo. 92 and the revision of the geological structure of the western part of the New
Germany map-area covered by sheet No. 95. This completes the field work necessary
to finish these two sheets.

In the New Germany area are situated the gold-mining districts of Brookfield
and of Pleasant Eiver Barrens. A detailed survey of Pleasant River Barrens was
made and a plan published on the scale of 500 feet to 1 inch, and an accompanying
report is iiicluded in this volume. A plan of the Brookfield gold district was pub-
lished in 1908 on the scale of 250 feet to 1 inch.

'The writer was_ again assisted in the field by J. McG. Cruickshank and R. A.
Tapley for the whole season, and by W. P. Crowe and J. C. Hanson for parts of the
season. 'J'he long experience of Mr. Cruickshank in the Gold-bearing series was
especially valuable in working out the detailed structure of the rocks, while Messrs.

Tapley and Crowe proved most efficient in the topographical surveys. Field work
commenced on May 21 and continued until the end of November.

Location and Physical Features.

The Port Mouton map-area, covered by the Nova Scotia serial sheet No. 92 and
including the small land area comprised in sheet No. 91, lies on the Atlantic coast,

at the southern extremity of Queens county. The southern limit of the map-area
fronts on the Atlantic and extends from Liverpool bay westward to Port Hebert;
the northern boundary lies just south of the town of Liverpool, while the western

boundary passes 3 miles east of First lake, and crosses Broad river at the foot of Long
Point Stillwater.

The surface is drained for the most i)art by Broad and Five rivers and tlieir

triliutaries, and also by a few smaller streams, flowing southerly to the Atlantie.

The whole surface of the area of the (Jold-bearing series bordering {\\o Atlantic

ha.s been subjected to extensive erosion, and all that remains of what was once a highly-

elevated mountain system is a plateau reduced nearly to sea-level. The plateau lias a

gcucral southerly slope toward the Atlantic, and its elevation scldiMU exceeds more
than 200 or 300 feet above sea-level.

The hills and valleys have a general southeasterly tr»iul. aud in the inunedinto
vicinity of the shore they are more marked liian in the interior where the surfaeo

is generally level and occupied by large swanijis. hay marsln's. and peat bogs draincil

by a succession of sluggish streams and small lakes, with but few rapids or falls.

Mn<li tA the lowland is made up of coarse sandy material and loose pieces of rock
with clay alluvium deposits along the depressions, while the hills aro largely composed
o. iliick (le|»t)siLs of b(ud(l*'r-cla.v aud rock debris carried fioni tlu' nortli l>y glaciation.
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Alifiig ihe foot-hills and the edge of the tlat iutervals, the surface is often strewn with

large angular blocks of weathered rocks detached from the thick beds of quartzite of

the region.

Ill the interior, rock exposures are scarce, but the bedrock is generally well

expusi'd along the sea-shore and along the rapid parts of Broad river and some of the

other streams.

The greater part of the area has been burnt over repeatedly, and is either barren

or covered with young growth. A few small patches of spruce and pine timber, partly

culled, are still to be found in the northern part of the map-area. A certain amouift

of logs are driven down Broad river every year and cut at Leslie Brothers' saw-mill

at tile head of tidewatei'. The land affords very little good soil for agricultural

purposes and the interior is altogether uninhabited and not even traversed by a

public road, (iood coarse hay grows naturallj' on many of the large marshes of the

interior, and much is cut annually for cattle.

All the habitations are confined to the sea-shore where several small settlements

are scattered along the head of harbours, coves, and bays. On some of the long convex

hills of glacial drift a few farms and gardens are cultivated successfully by the use

of an abundant supply of fish refuse and sea-weeds as fertilizers. Cranberry-vine is

cultivated on a small scale on a marsh at Southwest Port Mouton. The most important

eettlenients along the coast are Western Head, Hunt Point, Port Mouton, Port Joli,

and Port llrbert.

Most of the inhabitants are engaged in fishing for cod, haddock, herring, mackerel,

lobster, and eels. At the mouth of Port Joli lobsters are trapped in winter and
exported to the Boston market at a good profit. Eels are exported alive in barrels.

The recent introduction of motor boats for fishing and of cold-storage boats to collect

and ship fresh fish, has done much to facilitate and promote the fishing industry along

the Atlantic coast.

Port Mouton affords a good anchorage inside of ^louton island for the refuge of

large and small vessels. Port Joli and Port Hebert are long, narrow inlets with

shallow, muddy, and grassy bottoms, affording good feeding grounds for wild geese

and ducks which flock here in large number during the winter months.

One of the remarkable features of the coast is the great number of beautiful

white crescent-shaped sand beaches fringing the heads of coves and bays facing the

broad Atlantic. The largest .sand beaches are those of White point, Summerville,

Southwest Port !Mouton, Little Joli bay, Cadden bay, and Sandy cove. They generally

consists of sand bars enclosing saltwater ponds and marshes, and on some of these

the action of the wind has developed prominent sand dunes, those of Port Mouton
being especially remarkable for their altitude and their glistening whiteness.

The line of the Halifax and South Western railway runs through the district

along the sea-coast, and gives daily communication with Halifax and Yarmouth from
Port Mouton, which is the most important centre. One highway also runs westward
from Liverpool toward Yarmouth, touching the head of Port Mouton, Port Joli, and
Port Hebert, with local branch roads to the settlements on the sea-shore, but no road

runs north into the interior.

Geology.

The Port Mouton map-area is wholly underlaid by the Gold-bearing scries, which

occupies the whole of the southern half of the province along the Atlantic, from

Canso to Yarmouth. The series consists of a great thickness of more or less meta-

morphosed qiTartzites and slates, estimated at 30,048 feet, together with intrusions of

granite and dykes ^f diabase.

Tlic scdiiuciitary series is divided litliojdgicallv into two divisions: a lower one,

called the (Joldenville formation, consisting of thick beds of quartzites with inter-
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culated layers of slate, estimated at 18,348 feet in thickness; and an upper division,

called the Halifax formation, composed essentially of slates and estimated at 11,700
feet. After being deposited conformably as sand and clay beds on a sea-bottom,
probably in late Pre-Cambrian time, these sediments were closely folded, mostly dur-
ing the early Devonian, in long east-west anticlines, then intruded at the close of the

Devonian by niany large batholiths of granite and by dykes of diabase.

In the process of folding, the sand and clay beds were much cleaved and indur-
ated, and later, during the granite intrusion, were more or less metamorphosed into

quartzites or gneisses and slates or schists, or sometimes even probably completely
absorbed into the granitic masses at the contacts. Extensive erosion, over a long
period of time, has truncated the crest of the folds and gradually planed down the

surface to its present level, exposing the up-tilted, once deeply-seated strata and the

low granite masses that intruded them.

The age of the series cannot be determined by palaeontology as it is practically

barren of fossils. From lithological analogy, they have been regarded until recently

as Lower Cambrian, but they are now believed to be late Pre-Cambrian in age.

DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTER OF THE FORMATIONS.

With the exception of a narrow zone of the Halifax formation occurring along
the deep trough of a sharp synclinal fold, all the sedimentary strata exposed in the

map-area are the quartzites and slates of the Goldenville formation, or their meta-
morphic equivalents the gneisses and schists.

In the southern part of the map-area, along the seaboard, the sedimentaries are

intruded by masses and dykes of granite and by dykes of diabase. The largest mass
of granite is a batholith intrusion spreading east and west along the seashore for a

distance of 13 miles between White point and Port Hebert and measuring 8 miles in

width from Port Mouton railway station to Joli point.

To the south of the Port Mouton batholith, gneisses and schists reappear again
on the peninsula between Port Joli and Port Hebert and at the southern extremity of

Joli point, where they are penetrated by numerous lenses and dykes of granite and
pegmatites, generally lying in the plane of schistosity which coincides with that of

bedding. The sedimentaries of that area are so coarsely crystalline as to suggest

their similarity to some varieties of the Laurentian complex, but they are undoubtedly
only an extrciuo mct-tniorphosed phase of the quartzites and slates of the (n.ld-bearing

series. An examination of these rocks farther west, beyond the western extremity of

the granite batholith where they join the main ana. will lU) doubt settle this point

conclusively.

On Liverpool bay, between Moose harbour and Scott point, a small mass of light

pearl-grey muscovite granite, tliree-qunrtors of a mile in length, extend-; between the

shore and the road ; and a short distance inland from Scott bay, a smaller mass of the

same granite is also exposed; wliile along the shore, from Scott bay to Western liead.

and farther west at Phick point, numerous dykes and reticulated veins of granite

penetrate the sedinicnhiry rocks and nxlanunphose them into ilitl'ert'ut varieties of
gneisses and schists.

The l;irg(! and persistent dyke of diabase, previously traced ahuig th(> coast in a
sontliwcst direction for 25 miles from West Ironbonnd islaiul to (\)wie brook, just

north of the town of Liverpool, was located across the Port Mouton majt-area, where
it crossc-; l'"ivc rive.i's at -liin hiuok nnd I'nmd r!vt>r nt Iliinhni.'Ui landing, tln-n follows
the north side of the railway to and beyond \N'ilUins station. This ilyke has thus l>een
liMiid I'lr ji length of -12 miles, mid its width varies from 2(H) to (100 frot with a few
slmrl -piirs In phiccs. Tiic idteralion dne \o the diahast* intrusion docs not •>.\tcntl more
than ii few I'eel I'l-oin thi' line of contact. The altered zone is generally imjiregiiateJ
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with mnpmetitc weathering to red hematite, which gives the soil a characteristic

colour indicating the presence of the dyke where it does not outcrop.

Another dyke of coarse greenish black diabase, 330 feet wide, outcrops conspicu-

ously at Black point, on Liverpool bay, but does not appear to extend any distance west

from the shore.

The sedimentary rocks show every gradation of metamorpTiism from slightly

altered quartzites and slates in the northwestern part of the map-area far remote from

granitic intrusion, to completely recrystallized coarse gneisses and schists along the

seaboard where they are intruded by granitic masses and dykes. The metaniorphism

is sometimes so intense as to blend the two rocks with no perceptible line of contact.

The gneisses are dark grey and consist chiefly of quartz more or less coarsely

crystalline, with some foliated mica. The schists are silvery light grey to dark grey,

and mostly composed of foliated mica with more or loss crystalline quartz. Near the

granite contacts some layers of the more coarsely crystalline varieties of schists contain

crystals of hornblende, staurolite, or garnet, as at Scott bay. Some hard siliceous

layers are heavily charged with well-developed stout grey crystals of feather amphibolite

showing in relief on weathered surface, as on the shore of Liverpool bay. At Iluphnum
landing on Broad river, immediately north of the diabase dyke, in biotite schists of the

Halifax formation, were observed lenticular aggregations of quartz, orthoclase, sillim-

anite, and damourite, the latter in plumose form. In Sandy cove on the west side of

Port Joli, and at other places in that vicinity, pegmatite dykes show coarsely crystal-

line associations of quartz, orthocli\se, micropline in plates, damourite in plumose
forms, and garnets in small crystals.

Along the seashore the rocks are generally well exposed and offer a good field for

the study of various kinds of granitic and diabase intrusions, igneous contacts, meta-

morphism, and mineral developments.

STRUCTURE OF THE SIJUIMEXTART SERIES.

Much economic importance is attached to the location and structure of the anti-

clinal folds and domes, because practically all the gold and tungsten-bearing veins are

found aggregated on domes of pitching anticlines.

In the eastern part of the province the folds have a general east and west direction,

but in the western part they take a southwesterly direction. In the Port l^fouton map-

area, the quartzites and slates of the Gold-bearing series are closely folded into long

parallel anticlines and synclines whose axes have a uniform nortlieast and southwest

direction. The strata on the limbs of the olds dip at angles varying from 45 degrees

to i)0 degrees from the horizontal. Most of the folds pitch easterly at low angles. Two
of the anticlines, however, pitch in opposite directions and form within the map-area

two long and narrow domes, on one of which gold-bearing quartz deposits have been

discovered, a short distance west of the map limits.

The structure of the folds is not aflfected by the igneous intrusions, the attitude

of the strata remaining generally undisturbed right up to the lines of contact. No
cross-country faults affect the region, but small local faults have been observed, and

one important dislocation at right angles to the folding in the vicinity of Five river,

has (listurbfd the strata for a few miles northward from the seashore.

The structure of the gneisses and schists of the small area lying south of the main

granitic batholith on the peninsula between Port Joli and Port Hebert, does not,

however, harmonize with that of the main area to the north, for the strata have a

general north and south strike and dip nearly vertical. This would indicate between

the two areas an important dislocation which might be established farther west at tlie

western extremity of the granitic batholith.

The greatest width of the Gold-bearing scries in the Port Mouton map-area,

measured at right angles to the folding, is 11 miles from Western head to Clancy
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meadow in the northwestern comer of the map-sheet. A transTerse section between

these two points shows that the strata have been folded into three major anticlines and

two intervening synclines, whose axes are nearly parallel and have a northeasterly

and southwesterly direction.

The following list of major anticlines and synclines gives the order in which they

occur from Western head to Clancy meadow, together with some notes on their

location and structure:

—

1° Anticline.—Begins 0-3 mile north of Black point on the western shore of

Liverpool bay, where it has a decided pitch to the east; runs in a southwesterly direc-

tion, crossing Gull Island road 0-1 mile north of the farthest north house, where it

pitches west at low angle; and ends at the mouth of Five river, where it is cut off

by the White Point granite. Between Liverpool bay and Gull I?land road the anticline

forms a much elongated and narrow dome, the centre of which is probably not far

distant from the latter road.

This dome may be mentioned as one of the most favourable places for tlie

occurrence of gold-bearing veins. Rock exposures are scarce, and no quartz veins were

observed on the dome; but west of the inlet of Five river and close to the granite

contact and to the seashore, some interbedded quartz veins were located.

On this dome are exposed the lowest yet known strata of the Gold-bearing series.

It is estimated that 18,348 feet of strata of the Gold-bearing formation are exposed in

a continuous sequence between the apex of the dome and the base of the Halifax slate

formation at Milton. This thickness is 2,348 feet greater than that previously

recorded at Moose river, Halifax county, and added to the 11,700 feet of slates of the

Halifax formation, as exposed in the eastern part of the field, will give a total known
thickness of 30,048 feet for the Gold-bearing series. We may further assume that

this enormous thickness of exposed strata forms only a part of the whole thickness of

the series. It shows also the immense amount of erosion which has taken place over

a very long period of time.

Several small subordinate folds were located on this major anticline. On the

north limb, three-quarter mile north of its axis, one syncline and one anticline are
developed, one-quarter mile apart, east of Five river, in the vicinity of the railway.

This fold appears to terminate eastward before reaching the shore of Liverpool b-.iy.

On the south limb, the strata are folded into five subordinate small synclines and as

many anticlines, within a distance of a little over 2 miles, between the major anticline

and Western head. The folds were located on the shores of Liverpool and Gull bays,
but could not be traced inland between the two bays, as the rocks are not expo^ed.

1° Syncline.—^Crosses Liverpool river at Milton, halfway between the two upper
bridges, and Five and Broad rivers, 2 miles north of the main shore road, and is cut
off by the granite batholith, 3 rniles west of Port ^Mouton station and 1 mile south of
the railway.

Thi.s is the deepest sj-nclinal trough of the district and the only one along wliieh

the Halifax slate formation lies, forming a zone 1* miles in width. On the north

limb, between Broad and Five rivers, a small subordinate fold was located, along whieh
fioveral large veins of quartz were observed crossing Bearhole brook and Five river

and at a few other i)laces. Above Iluphman landing on l^mad river and on the por-

tage road, the nlates are highly alteretl into coarse miea-sehists with intercalated

layers of staurolite .schists and lonsea of pegmatitic associations of orthoolase, quart/.,

Hillinumite, danioiirite, anil possibly other rare minerals.

2° Anticline.—The axis of the fold runs southwesterly across Trout \w\u\ on Five

river where it i)itehe8 westward; passes a short distance south of the dam at the foot

of (h'ookrtl Stillwater im Fast Braiu'li nf Hroad river; and i-ro-^es Mroad rivi-r hah" H

nilh) above ( 'ainphtll mill iiond, and tin- railway a iittli- east .-t" Mitelu-ll brook, wiiilo
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a short distance further west it is cut off by granite. On account of the scarcity of

the rock exposures, it is difficult to determine the structure of the fold.

r?" Si/m-line.—Pas~e> ar tlu' lie:ul of Slialnoes lake, whore the fold forms a broad
trough pitching east, and extending southwesterly it crosses the East Branch stream
a little below Long Stillwater, and Broad river at the inlet of Indian-log brook.

5° Anticline.—Crosses the East Branch 0-4 mile north of Clancy's meadow,
and Broad river at 0-15 mile north of the inlet of Little Lake brook, and runs south-

westerly along the south shore of Little lake. North of Clancy's meadow the bed-

rock is well exposed and shows the strata to curve broadly on the eastern pitch of

the fold, and dip from 45 d-egrees to 55 degrees on both limbs, while westward betwen the
river anil Little lake the few outcrops observed indicate a western pitch and the

strata to dip X. 45° and S. 55° to 60°. The fold forms undoubtedly a much elongated

dome between these two points, but on account of the scarcity of the rock exposures it

is difficult to determine its structure.

This anticline is of special economic importance on account of the very rich

float of gold quartz found on its axes, a short distance west of the western limit of

the map-sheet, on the western side of the river, just north of Little Lake brook and
east of the portage road. Loose blocks of white quartz also were observed along the

anticline at a place situated 1^ miles east of Broad river and one-quarter mile south

of Oak hill.

Economic Geology.

GOLD.

No gold deposits have been mined or prospected as yet within the map-area limits.

One prospect hole was opened for gold on an intorbedded "^ein. in ine Halifax

slate formation, at the head of Bearhole brook, 21 miles up Beach Ilill road; but it

is said that it did not show any values. Several other interbedded veins occur here

between Five and Broad rivers in the slate of the Halifax formation along a subor-

dinate fold on the north limb of the first major syncline. The width of some of the

veins runs up to 6 and 10 feet, but they do not appear to contain gold.

A considerable amount of prospecting for gold was done, however, 1 mile beyond

the western map limit, 7 miles up Broad river, on the western side of Long Point

Stillwater, on a swampy island formed by two channels of the Little Lake brook.

About the year 1888, Louis Labrador and Mitchell discovered here a larije boulder of

quartzite, from 3 to 4 tons in weight, split in two parts, and on one of the split faces

was adhering a sheet of quartz, one inch in thickness, peppered with coarse gold.

Since then several attempts have been made by James McGuire and others to find the

vein, but the swampy nature and thickness (5 to 7 feet) of the surface covering

hindered prospecting considerably. A few small veins are said to have been cut and

more gold float found in the prospecting trenches and pits opened. At the time cf

the visit the veins were covered over. One of the veins is reported by Mr. McGuire

to have a course bearing a little north of west and to intersect tlic strata obliquely,

and is believed to be that from which the rich float was derived, although it shows only

a little fine gold where it was cut. It is said to be irregular in width, swelling up to

4 inches in soft rock and tapering to nothing in hard rock. This gold discovery is

situated on the western pitch of the dome already described on the third major anti-

cline, (juite close to the axis, where tlio geological structure and conditions are gene-

rally fa''ourable to the development of gold-bearing quartz veins. The locality along

the western pitch of this dome is considered well worth the attention of the pros-

pector.
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Gold float was also found by Labrador and Mitchell three-quarters of a mile north-

west of James McGuire's prospect, on the road toward Payzant meadow; also IJ
miles north of the same prospect on the portage road to Flake woods. A few trenches

and pits were opened at both places searching for the source of the gold, but apparently
v.ithout success. In this locality the bedrock is wholly covered with drift, and
judging from the structure of the rock farther east, there is no indication of an anti-

clinal fold passing through these places. It is better, however, to reserve conclusion

on this point until the investigations have been carried farther west.

It is said also that Labrador and Mitchell brought to the settlement some rich

gold quartz from other parts of Broad river, the locations of which were never made
known.

IRON.

A reference has already been made to the occurrence of magnetite in the
sedimentary rocks along their contact with the large diabase dyke traversing the map-
area. The amount of iron, however, is probably nowhere abundant enough to be of
economic importance. A concentration of the decomposed magnetite in the form of
bog-iron deposits in low places along the line of contact was observed also, but in too
small quantities to receive attention.

Bog-iron deposits were" observed also at a few places along the narrow zone of
pyritous slate extending along the first syncline, and crossing Broad river at Iron
Eock and Five river 2 miles above the Liverpool-Shelburn road; but the deposits
appear to be of too little extent and depth to be of commercial value.

BUILDEN'G STONE.

Granite has been obtained mostly from large boulders at Wliite point and Hunt
point, but only for local use such as foundations, walls, and wharfs at Liverpool, and
for the abutments and piers of bridges on the Halifax and South Western railway.
The White Point granite is mostly fine grained and of a light grey colour, and is

taking a very durable, good polish and not subject to colour change.

ROAD METAL.

Diabase takes high rank among the natural road building materials because of its

hardness, toughness, fineness of grain, homogeneity, and good binding power. So far
not a single quarry has been opened in any of the diabase dykes which abound in the
western part of Nova Scotia. The materials crushed to macadamize streets and roads
in Nova Scotia are generally quartzite, slate, limestone, and granite, all of which are
very deficient in qualities required for good road metal.

In the Port Mouton map-area, two large dykes of diabase are well situated with
respect to roads and railway and shipping facilities. One of these crosses Liverpool
river at the railway bridge above the town of Liverpool and traverses the map-area
in a southwesterly direction toward Wilkin Siding. The other one outcrops at Black
point, on Liverpool bay, where vessels could be loaded directly off the ledge of roek.

SAND.

Attention has alrea<ly been drawn in last year's Siinunary Report, to a deposit of
" Koc-k flour" or glacial quartz till obnerved at the dam of the null pond on .Meadow
br..nk which niii> throiigli tho town ,<{' Uvorpool, at the n.irtlu-ru limit of tin- luap-
aroa. The material is composed of tin** crushed quartz, nearly frL>e from inipuritios,
and the particles are liighly angular and iinwcathered. The phy.-jieal qualities of tliia

/-and may render it particularly serviceable in the manufacture of wood tiller, scourinir
soapM, iiolisiiers, ami sand paper.
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An unlimited supply of dune and beach sand is available along the many beaches

fringing parts of the seashore. Most of the sand is fine grained, wind-and water-worn,

and siliceous, and may be suitable for many uses. The dune sand at Southwest Port

Mouton is white in colour, fine, and of uniform size, and highly siliceous, and it may
Lave the necessary qualities for the manufacture of good glass. Some deposits of the

coarser variety of sand and of gravel would be suitable for building purposes, although

it is much water worn. It is said that some years ago quite a lot of sand, mostly of the

coarse variety, was transported by vessels to Halifax for building.

OTHER DEPOSITS.

Dykes of pegmatite penetrating the granite, as well as the schists and gneisses

in the vicinity of the granite, are quite numerous along the sea coast. They appear

to be of the same nature and probably belong to the same phase of intrusion as that

of New Ross, and like these they may contain useful minerals, such as that of tin,

tungsten, molybdenum, bismuth, copper, lithium, thorium, etc. Orthoclase feldspar

occurs often in large crystals, but they are too intimately associated with the other

constituents to be worth considering as of commercial importance. No special exam-

ination has been made yet of the pegmatites and their associated minerals with the

view of determining the presence of rare minerals. They are certainly worth being

investigated.

The pegmatite dykes are best exposed along the seashore, and more especially

along the western shore of Port Joli, on Caddeii bay, Little Joli bay, and Western

head.
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GEOLOGY OF THE GOLD DISTRICT OF PLEASANT EIVEE BARRENS,
LUNENBURG COUNTY, N.S.

(E. R. Farihault.)

Location.

Pleasant River Barrens gold district is situated in the northwestern part of

Lunenburg county, on the road between Bridgewater and Pleasant River, 15 miles

north of tne town of Bridgewater, 6 miles southeast of Pleasant River station, ?ind 3

miles south of a siding on the Caledonia branch of the Halifax and South Western
railway. It lies on the height of land hetween Lahave and Pleasant rivers, halfway

between Rhyno and Lower Shingle lakes. It is drained by Bridge-meadow brook

flowing westward into Lower Shingle lake, and by a part of Dexter brook flowing

eastward into Rhyno lake.

The greater part of the district is quite level, and mostly covered by swamps and
meadows separated by long parallel outcrops of thick beds of quartzite standing out in

wave-like ridges. Toward the south and southeast the surface rises and forms Moose-
pit and Stony hills which do not attain more than 100 feet above the lowest level of

the area.

Geology.

The district lies on a dome of quartzite of the GoldenviUe formation of the

Gold-bearing series, formed by the plunging of an anticline to the east and west ; the
anticline being the eleventh one crossing Lahave river to the north of West Iron-

bound island on the Atlantic coast. The axis of the anticline runs eastward across

Hirtle, Kaulback, Mader, Grant, and Church lakes, beyond which it is cut by granite.

Westward, it passes at the outlet of Lower Shingle lake and crosses Pleasant river

a short distance below the bridge on New Elm road, beyond which the anticline ter-

minates by meeting a subordinate syncline that extends northeasterly for 3 miles, at

the end of which another anticline begins and runs southwesterly through Brookfleld

gold district, where it forms another dome. The two anticlines may be considered

as one and the same anticline effected by a transverse syncline, producing the two
domes which are 6 miles distant from one another.

This dome approaches more the circular form than any other known in the

Gold-bearing series. Thick massive beds of quartzite, dipping at low angles and over-

lapping one another, outcrop nearly everywhere and stand out prominently in long

curved and parallel ridges, 5 to 30 feet high. A few of these have been traced in tlie

field, more or less continuously around the dome, and are indicated on the plan, show-
ing well the general structure of one of the most boautiful elliptit'al-sliaped domes.

Folding and subsequent erosion have been sufBcient to expose the upper beds of

the Goldcnville formation in the form of an ellipse, 3 miles broad and ;"> miles long,

while more remote from the centre of the dome and overlying the quart^ites art' the

slates of the Halifax formation. The dome has its centre on area 32, block 2. Fn)n»
the centre, the axis runs S. 83° E. (magnetic), plunging to the cast nt an angle
iiii ivasiug gradually from a very low angle near tlie ciMitiv to :!() dogrtHs; and in the

oll'cr direction, its course is S. 8.')° W., pitching westerly at an angle inort^sing
riadnally to 20 degrees. Tbe dip of the strata to \ho north and south im-reasos also

gradually from tlic centre to 11 degrees on tlic north limb and 3r> dejrrcts on the south.

2fi 17i
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The horizon of the r^trata of the Goldeuville forination exposed by erosion at the

eeutre of the dome is 3,050 feet below the base of the Halifax formation.

Kadiating- from the centre of the dome toward the east, southeast, and northeast,

are several subordinate gentle xmdulations, or flexures of the strata, on which frac-

tures were formed favouring ore deposition. On the southwestern part of the dome

originates one br6ad undulation which develops toward the "southwest into an

important anticline and syncline. It is worthy of note, that on the western and

northwestern part of the dome, where the strata curve regularly in portions of perfect

ellipses, without undulations, no quartz veins have been found.

The dome has suffered also some dislocations, along lines generally radiating

from the centre of the dome toward the southeast and northeast. An important zone

of dislocation runs from the centre in a southeasterly direction following swampy

doprcssioup. On the northeastern part of the dome, faults have been found in ihe

western end of the workings on the Mill lead and in other explorations in that

vicinity. There is possibly also a small fault following the anticline toward the

west. The lines of faulting indicated on the plan are only approximativoly

located, and in most cases only inferred from structural evidence in the field.

The faults are local and confined to the dome, and, as has been proved in

several other districts, they probably do not extend to much depth. They are younger

than the folding and the veins, and are probably due to comparatively recent erogenic

movements brought about after the dome had been relieved by erosion of the greater

part of the superincumbent mass lying above the present surface.

Between Moose-pit hill and Stony hill the rock surface has been eroded by a local

glacier. The magnetic directions of the glacial striiP observed are: lot 448, block 4,

on the main road, 1,500 feet south of Await lead, S. 28° E. (magnetic) ; lot 407, block

5, on the road to Moose-pit hill, S. 48° E. (magnetic) ; lot 213, block 5, 375 feet south

of Moose-pit Hill road, S. 32° E. (magnetic).

Character of the Deposits.

All the veins found in the district are comprised within an area measuring 1*

miles east and west, by 1;\ miles north and so\ith. They are not numerous, and do not

occur in groups close to one another, as in some of the more important gold districts,

but they arc rather scattered around the broad dome, and extend as far as 5,000 feet

east, 3,000 feet west, 3,000 feet north, and 4,000 feet south from the centre. The

greater number, however, are found in a circular zone on the eastern portion of the

dome, where the strata, after curving over the dome, begin to assume a more constant

dip. All the most important are situated at but little distance on each side of the

Bridgcwater and Pleasant River roads.

The two types of auriferous quartz veins are represented, the interbedded and

the cross veins. The latter veins are "locally called "fissure" veins, to distinguish

them from the stringers that do not contain gold outside -of the main veins from whieli

they branch off and are called " angulars," or " feeders." -

The interbedded veins generally lie in layers of slate intercalated between thick

beds of quartzite. They necessarily strike and curve with the strata, and dip away

from the centre at the same angle. The qiaartz in these veins is generally banded and

sometimes lies in distinct layers which are different in character, indicating inter-

mittent Assuring and deposition.

The cross veins strike across the strata in more or less straight lines, dip at liigh

angles, and generally are very irregular in width. In these veins the quartz is more

coarsely crystalline and shows no banding as in the other type of veins. •

In most of the veins the ore occurs in shoots formed at the junction of angulars,

always crvtcring on the footwall side. Some of the ore-shoots were found very rich

at the outcrop, but they do not appear to have proved persistent in depth. On some of
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the veins, the ore bodies were lost, probably because the developments i^ere not con-
ducted in the right direction and with due regard to structural conditions. This is

especially the case with the early developments.

At the time the survey was made, no mining operation was in progress, and no
underground workings were opened for examination; and only a few of the veins

could be observed at their outcrops. The information obtained regarding the character

of the ore bodies and the extent of the developments was from the recollection of

local miners, and it was often incomplete and probably also more or less inaccurate.

The richest ore-shoot in the district was found on the Dunbrack lead at the
junction of an angular entering on the footwall side and" coming from the southwest.
The Dunbrack lead occurs also here on an undulation of the strata radiating from
the centre of the dome toward the east along the major anticline. The lead was thus
formed under two peculiar structural conditions, which are generally favourable to the
development of an ore-shoot. The ore-shoot pitches north 25 degrees, and was founl
to be very irregular in size and value.

Mr. W. H. Prest, who last worked the Dunbrack ore-shoot, gives the following

information :
" The vein causing the ore-shoot is a " fissure " vein striking southwest

and dipping northwest 85 degrees. It is irregular in structure, some parts showing
12 inches of quartz, while other portions are made up of many seams of quartz and
crushed slate mingling with and apparently passing into the vein matter of the
ore-shoot on the interbedded vein. The ore-shoot though varying in depth will average
about 20 feet in length, measured horizontally, the gold passing into the fissure. The
fissure, however, appears to be barren, except at or near its junction with the inter-

bedded vein. The latter vein is of very variable width, from 2 to 12 inches, and where
seen south of its junction with the fissure is very narrow and completely barren.

Its extension towards the north has not been found north of the ore-shoot, though an
interbedded vein has been reported in that direction. The evidence seems to bear out

the opinion that the Dunbrack lead was impregnated with gold only in the later stage

of its formation. The more regular- portions of the lead are barren, or almost so, and
cut through by the fissure; while the most irregular and twisted portions that are
closely connected with the fissure are the richest. Some portions of the barren parts

of the lead within the ore-shoot show an additional thin layer of quartz well filled with
gold and apparently connected with the fissure, while the rest of the lead was cut by
the fissure, and was barren."

A small ore-shoot was found on the Joe Thompson lead at the junction of a 12-inch

angular coming in from the northwest. The angular does not actually pass into the

lead, but terminates in the slate underlying the lead, where it ramifies into small
stringers impregnated with gold which constitute the ore-shoots. At the depth of 2i>

or 30 feet, however, the ore-shoot is said to pinch out.

No information could be obtained regarding the character of the ore-shoots on the

Pine Tree and the Mill leads, which were both worked to the depth of 75 feet.

The ore deposits developed on the S. Ernst and the Deal fissure veins, and possibly

also on the Brignell, occur apparently also in shoots at the intersection of inter-

bedded veins or the junction of angidars entering uu the fontuall si^h'. The ore is

generally low grade, and the value of the gold is less than that of the interbedded

veins. In some returns from the Brignell vein, the value of gold is said to have boini

as low as $10 per ounce, while in tlie interbedded veins it is nearer $20 an ounce.

Although irregular in size, the cross veins aro generally larger ami more persistent

than the bedded veins; tliey also dip at higher angles and can be worked at less cost

than some of the interbeddeil veins dipping at low angles. On this flat diune. it is

believed that the cross veins are more jininiising than the interbedded veins.

Float of rich gold-quartz has been found on both siiles of the road, and inueh

prospecting has been done searching for the veins. Unfortunately, owing to ignoi
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ance of the rock structure, much of the early trenching was in a direction parallel

with the leads, and probably some of the richest leads in the district are not yet

discovered.

Probably tlie richest float was found on areas 848 and 849, block 4. a short dis-

tance east of the road. An examination of the float shows that it comes from an

interbedded vein, 10 inches wide, enriched by quartz stringers. The ore body may
be found southwest of the Wilson shaft at the intersection of the Dunbrack angular

with an interbedded vein occurring on the undulation running eastward along the

major anticline. In tracing the float northward to its source, the direction of the

glaciation, which is here about S. 35° E. (magnetic), should be followed.

Rich float, from two or more interbedded veins, has been found one-half mile

farther south, on the eastern side of the road and the northern end of Stony hill. A
uieat deal of prospecting has been done searching for the leads, but without success.

The surface covering is deep and the float may have been carried some distance south

from its source. The leads probably occur on the undulation radiating southeasterly

tr(>m the centre of the dome and crossing the Mottled, Brignell. Blue, and Await

veins.

Still farther south, on the east side of the road, in line with S. Ernst vein, on

lot 145, block 4, loose pieces of 10-inch gold-quartz were found. Many prospecting

trenches were opened in the thick drift covering, but without success. The float is

believed by local miners to come from the eastern extension of S. Ernst vein.

We may conclude that the knowledge of the geological structure of the dome is

necessary to the discovery and successful development of the ore bodies, and that the

publication of the structural plan and sections of the district may lead to practical

results.

History and General Development.

Gold was first discovered in the eighties, at a short distance north of the Mill

lead, by a Cape Bretoner named McRay. Since then, a few veins have been developed,

but no important operations have been carried on yet. The greatest developments on

any veins do not attain more than 85 feet in depth and 180 feet in length. The
dcplh of the shafts indicated on the plan were from the recollection of miners and

are only approximate.

Proceeding from north to south along the road, the veins that have been worked

come in the following order:

—

The Pine Tree lead lies 450 feet north of the road in a slate layer intercalated

between beds of quartzite. strikes S. 85° K. (magnetic), and dips N. 42°. It was

traced at the surface some 400 feet in length. A shaft was sunk 75 feet, and a level

driven westward 75 feet, above which the k*ad was stoped to the surface. The lead

is C to 8 inches at the surface, and only 3 inches at the bottom of the shaft.

The Mill lead, also called McDonald lead, was worked on the Wade property,

immediately east of the road, where the old Thompson stamp-mill still stands. It is

about 8 inches, strikes S. 77° E. (mngnetic). and dips north 30 degrees. Three shafts

liave been sunk, the one farthest east to a depth of 75 feet, the next one 50 feet, and

tlu> west one 30 feet. The block of ore stoped extends from the bottom of the three

shafts to the surface and for a length of ISO feet.

The Duiibrack lead was worked on the Wilson pro])erty, 800 foot east of the road.

An inclined shaft was sunk 125 feet on the ore-shoot pitching north 25 degrees. At the

outcrop of the ore-shoot another shaft was sunk 63 feet on the dip of the lend at 32

degrees. Two levels were driven from the latter shaft, one at the depth of 30 feet for

20 feet southward, and the other at the depth of 50 feet for 70 feet northward. It is

stated that some of the ore at the junction of the two veins yielded $3,000 per ton,

and much gold was found in the gouge following the angular. Tlie discovery of this
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rich shoot led to a short-lived boom. The Field of Gold Mining Company was organ-

ized with an enormous capitalization, the Thompson big mill on the Wade property

was remodelled, and other buildings erected. Returns from the Dunbrack lead were
very encouraging, work was started on the Pine Tree lead and explorations on other

leads were stimulated for a while. Then the ore-shoot on the Dunbrack was lost and
mining ceased. This was in the spring of 1891, and the Dunbrack was not worked until

1895, when it was bonded from the Field of Gold Mining Company and opened by
J. W. Ferguson and Wm. McXeil. The ore-shoot was recovered and some good-
looking ore was got out, but an attempt to sell the mine led to litigation and a cessa-

tion of mining operations.

On the Brignell property, one-quarter mile west of the road, three veins have been
worked, the Brignell cross-vein and the Blue and Mottled leads. The Brignell vein
is believed to be the continuation of the Deal fissure vein opened nearly one-quarter
mile northeastward by two pits, each 15 feet deep. It strikes X. ZZ' K. (magnetic),
and dips south 85 degrees. A shaft was sunk 85 feet and levels driven 35 feet south-
westerly and 40 feet northeasterly, and some stoping was done on the former level.

The vein is very irregular in size, the largest portions varying from 6 to 48 inches,

with a gouge following the hanging wall. The Blue lead and the Mottled lead were
both sunk only 20 feet in depth on a dip of 25 degrees and 28 degrees respectivel^v. A
five-stamp mill was erected in connexion with the shaft engine on the Brignell vein
for testing the ore.

One-quarter of a mile southwest of the Brignell is the Joe Thompson lead, on
which two shafts were opened from the same point, one 25 feet following the junction
of the angular, and the other 48 feet on the dip of the lead. Some little ore was
crushed at the Brignell mill.

Three-quarters of a mile south of the Wilson mine, on the west side of the road,

is the Simeon Ernst mine on a fissure vein striking east and west (magnetic), and
dipping north 53 degrees. It was opened in 1903 and prospected by Simeon Ernst,
Aaron Grouse, and Baker for 1,200 feet along its outcrop. The explorations were
much hindered by the heavy surface covering. A shaft was sunk 65 feet at the

junction of a 6-inch angular entering the vein from the south and dipping westward
45 degrees. At the depth of 60 feet levels were driven eastward 40 feet and westward
30 feet, and above this 10 to 16 feet of stoping was done. The vein is 15 inches at the

surface and 12 inches at the bottom of the shaft. Fifty feet east of the shaft the

vein pinches to a * hulk,' but it is said to have been cut farther east on both sides of

the road b^ Baker and Crouse, where rich float has been found. Westward from the

shaft it was traced by shallow pits for a length of 630 feet, and found to vary from 23

inches down to nothing. It is reported that 53 tons of ore crushed have yielded 22

ounces of gold.

Two stamp-mills only have been erected in the district, the Thompson 10-stamp

mill situated on Wade property, and the Brignell 5-stamp mill on Brignell property.

They have not been used f(y some years, and are at present out of repairs.
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THE WINDSOR-PENNSYLVANIAN SECTION ON THE STRAIT OF CANSO,
NOVA SCOTIA.

(Jesse E. Hyde.)

Owing to time consumed in preparation for the Twelfth International Congress of

Geologists and to the writer's attendance on the meetings later in the summer, the

field season of 1913 was shorter than usual, interrupted and insufficient for the com-

pletion of the work planned. The results may be briefly stated.

The most of the season available for research was devoted to the study of a very

thick section of highly-inclined strata, the lower part of which is exposed along the

north shore of the Strait of Canso between Port Hastings and Port Hawkesbury, the

upper part very poorly sliown from Port Hawkesbiuy inland to the northward. The
section begins with a great thickness of indurated sandstones and shales referred

lieretofore to the Devonian. This is succeeded by tlie Windsor formation, with the

contact structurally conformable, and the Windsor in turn is overlain by a great

thickness of Pcnnsylvanian rocks.

Fletcher gave many detailed sections of these rocks from the shores around Port

Hastings and Port Hawkesbury. These he combined with estimates of thicknesses of

the yet higher rocks poorly exposed back from the shore and obtained a thickness of

21.!»G0 feet of "Carboniferous.'"

However, on the map of the region (sheet 22, published in 1SS4), the upper 10,200

feet of this is cut oflf as a duplication of the lower half of the section, the result of

faulting. In the sections and in the text accompanying them, no attempt is made to

subdivide the " Carboniferous," but on the map these rocks are subdivided into three

members: (1) Lower Carboniferous metamorphic (or Carboniferous conglomerate),

(2) Lower Carboniferous, and (3) Middle Carboniferous, the last including " Mill-

stone Grit and Coal Measures." In note 2 on the margin of the map it is stated that

the boundary between the Lower Carboniferous and the Middle Carboniferous "is

a somewhat arbitrary line drawn about 2,000 feet above the Leaia bed." Reference

is then made to the section on the shore between Emei'y pond and Plaster cove

(between Port Hastings and Port Hawkesbury) to a particular Leaia bed described

therein as 13 feet and 2 inches thick, and the only Leaia bed mentioned in the descrip-

tion of the section.

The writer finds that many hundreds of feet of the shales and sandstones following

next above the truly marine Windsor limestones of the section are rich witli the Leaia-

Anthracomya fauna, the same species to all appearances, found in the Riversdale and

Union series. If this fauna extends upward to Fletcher's bed (wliicli was not recog-

nized by the writer) as it very probably does, at least 1,500 or 1,G<)0 feet of sediments

carry this fauna. This is the minimum distance possible of Fletcher's Leaia bed above

the Windsor strata, by his measurements. The actual distance is. probably greater

as there is a large covered interval between the lowest observed Leaia beds and the

highest Windsor. Although the writer made no measurements, it appears certain the

beds in which the Leaia fauna is abundant are at least 1,500 feet thick. This fauna

appears to be confined to the lower part of the Pcnnsylvanian part of this section;

if present in the upper part it is far less abundant.

>Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Canada. Rept. Progress for 1879-80, p. 86 F.
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From this it is evident that at least 3,500 feet (by Fletcher's measurements)

of the beds which are mapped as Lower Carboniferous (sub-Carboniferous) in this

region are Pennsylvanian in age.

The season's work was insufficient to allow any determinations of thickness to be

made, but it was sufficient to show that a few thick members can be designated, each

• if which is the result of certain peculiar conditions of deposition, and none of which

can be recognized from Fletcher's very careful enumeration of individual beds of
'' sandstone," " sha'le," etc., with their measured thicknesses. Enough was done to

show that at least one of the members of the shore section with a pronounced and
apparently distinctive character in its abundant ripples changes considerably along

the strike and within 4 miles loses almost all of its ripples, although it retains suffi-

cient character to be recognizable.

Although the writer is inclined to regard the Leaia-rich beds of this section as

more or less the equivalent of the Riversdale-Union series about the Basin of ^linas,

he is not prepared, as yet, to defend this position. The beds consist of alternating

beds of indurated red and green shale, both abundantly mud-cracked, with occasional

i^andstone members, red, green, or grey in colour. The series suggests an interesting

problem as to the conditions of deposition under which it accumulated. The abundant
Leaia suggest a phase of marine deposition, accumulation must have been rapid, and

the surface of the sediments, from the ever-present mud-cracks, would appear to have

been constantly near the level of the body of water in which it accumulated; for the

abundant fauna suggests that almost the whole of the series must have accumulated
in water rather than subaerially.

The degree of oxidation of the iron in the successive beds is a part of this problem.

At present it is generally held that red, mud-cracked shales indicate terrestrial accu-

mulation, the red colour due to the fact that most of the iron is in the ferric state,

the result of oxidation under subaerial conditions of deposition. The green shivles

which are not infrequent in a formation where red shales are abundant, have much
of their iron in the ferrous state due to the deoxidizing conditions under which it

accumulated, and it is concluded that the green shales are, in general, th^ result of

subaquatic accumulation. There can be no doubt as to the value of the goneiiiliza-

tion, and it appears to be quite applicable to the formation under consilention. But

it will not always account for the conditions observed in particular beds, a very com-

mon and perhai'S nntural fa'lhig in nil generalization?. Analyses were made of the

iron content from four of the shale beds of this formation in the hope that +he7 mieht

throw light on the problem or suggest other lines of investigation. The results are as

follows, the figures indicating percentage of the whole content of the sh.i'e:

—

Ferric oxide. Ferrous Fe. Total Fe.

1. Green mud-cracked shale 1-57 4-37 5-94

2. (Jreen non-inud-cracl<ed shale 1-42 5-40 6-82

3. Red mud-cracltcd shale ^••''^ ^-^'^ ^-^'^

4. I{ed non-mud-cracked shale 3-40 3.3J 6-72

>i umbers 2 and \i are in agreement with the generalization, but number 1 and, to

a lesser extent, number 4, appear to be anomalous, although shale beds of the same

general type appear to be not infrequent in tiie formation. Thus number 1, from its

iiiii(l-crai'k>, would appear to have become subaerial some Uu\c after ai-eunuilation and

would presumably be subject to conditions favourable to oxiilation. Again, number 4

d(j('s not show evidence of such drying, from which it may be inferred that it was

buried under other si^dinients without beii\g dried. Yet the iron is in the ferric state,

whicli must iiulieato conditions I'avouraltle to oxidation. The last ease may bo

«'Xi)lained, however, by assuming that the iron was oxidi/.ed while in transit in streams

Ix'forc being depositeil. Thi- whole series is remarkably free, so far as observed, of

plant remain-^ the deeeniini-it imi of wbieh Woulil euuso n>duetion to \io on within *ucb
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a bed of buried oxidized sediment. Then, again, there is the possibility that mud-

cracks in a shale bed may not be preserved, a possibility which the writer believes has

been over-accented.

The structures, fauna, conditions of oxidation, etc., obtaining in the lower part

of the Pennsylvanian of this section, that is, in the portion in which the Lcaia-Anthra-

comj/a fauna occurs abundantly, sujrgcst that these beds arc the result of some phase

of deltal deposition very near the surface of the water body under fresh or modified

marine conditions. The interpretation of conditions is, however, open to considerable

modification and further qualifications as, for example, in order to account for the

afcumulation of so groat a thickness of fairly uniform sediments, all of them mud-
cracked. It is not yet known whether the Leaia fauna indicates fresh or brackish

water conditions, but the evidence favours the former view. Certainly it was not a

normal marine fauna.

Lest the writer should be prevented from continuing the work begun on thi?i

section, one fact discovered should be mentioned, the significance of which is not yet

determined but may be considerable. The Windsor beds in this section are poorly

exposed around Plaster cove at Port Hastings, and along the middle stream whicn

enters the head of the cove. There is a basal limestone bed which is unmistakable;

certainly one thick bed of gypsum, but at least two if there is no faulting; at least

one marine dolomite, probably more; and a considerable thickness of red. grey, and

green clay shales which are very much softer than those appearing higher in th^

section in what, for lack of a better name, have herein been called the Leaia beds of

the Pennsylvanian. As a result, the beds furnish very poor outcrops. The rocks

dip fairly uniformly to the southeast at a high angle. On the west side of Plaster

cove is a great mass of gypsum, the bed just mentioned. Overlying it are rather soft,

grej, slightly calcareous shales which weather into small fragments. In these shales

and not more than 75 feet above the gypsum bed, a species of Leaia was obtained;

apparently it is fairly abundant in certain layers. On the east side of Plaster cove

appears another gypsum bed, and on the hill above a rotten, yellow dolomite with a

meagre marine Windsor fauna. Unless there is a fault running down the cove the

Leaia occur below this dolomite and in the Windsor. Faulting is not uncomni- n in

the region, but a fairlj' close study of all available outcrops, and the finding of marine

Windsor at other nearby points suggest relationships that leave this explanation

unsatisfactory; from what has been seen it appears that Leaia probably occurs in the

Windsor, but more work must be done before this can be affirmed. Should it prove to

be thus, the supposed age of the Windsor may require reconsideration in the light of

this new faunal element.

A fauna with Leaia and Anthracomya characterizes the Riversdale-Union forma-

tions of the early Pennsylvanian at several points on the south side of the Cobequid

axis. Apparently the same species occur in the Point Edward formation which overlies

the Windsor formations in the Sydney Harbour section, as shown during the field

season of 1912, and again the sani6 fauna overlies the Windsor beds in the thick

section about Port Hastings and Port Ilawkesbury on the Strait of Canso, as just

noted. These occurrences of the Leaia-Anthracomya fauna all lie south or southeast

of the Cobequid axis of old metamorphics and intrusives or the lino of its projection

from Cape George nortlicastward into Northum])erland strait. In all cases the fauna

occurs hi the formation next succreding the Windsor series (excepting as noted above

the possible occurrence of Leaia in the Windsor at Port Hastings). From this it is

suggested that these Lpriia-bearing beds are ai)proximately contemporaneous, although

the writer is not as yet prepared to defend tliis iiosiiion. Certainly the rtere presence

of Ijcaia alone in abundance is not sufficient ground for correlation, as is shown by the

discovery during the past season in the Coal Measures at Sydney of a horizon with a

Leaia probably distinct from those lower down. This Leam-bcariug horizon, midway
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between the Emery and Phalen coal seams of the Glace Bay tract, is some 4,000 feel

above the top of the Point Edward formation, according to Fletcher's determination of

the thickness of the intervening ilillstone Grit at Sydney.
Although great caution must be observed in correlating those beds next younger

than the Windsor which carry a more or less rich Leaia fauna, yet it is suggested from
these occurrences that, succeeding the Windsor time, there was a more or less contin-

uous basin south and southeast of the Cobequid axis extending from Sydney south-

westward to the Basin of Minas at the head of the Bay of Fundy and thence down the
present Bay of Fundy at least as far as St. John, X.B. (to include the Little River
group). In this basin accumulated a thick series of detrital sediments under shallow
water and subaerial conditions (mud-cracks are everywhere abundant) and the condi-
tions were favourable for the continuous presence or repeated appearance of Leaia-
Anthracomya, and associated species.

Bell in his detailed study of the Joggins section which lies north of the Cobequid
axis has failed to find this fauna. This suggests that possibly different conditions

existed in the basin lying north of the Cobequid axis at this stage and accordingly

the Arisaig section was visited for several days with the search for the Leaia fauna
as one of the objects. The Arisaig section lies at the northeastern end of the exposed
part of this basin, whereas the Joggins section lies at the southwestern end.

M. Y. Williams has described the Arisaig-Antigonish section.^ -According to him
the Windsor is represented by the Ardness formation, 2,045 feet thick. In the shore

section there is only a single member that is certainly Windsor in age, the 20-foot bed
of limestone appointed by Fletcher and adopted by Williams as the base of the forma-
tion. The Arduess formation is succeeded by the Listmore formation or the Millstone

Grit of Fletcher, which is assigned to the Pennsylvanian with uncertainty, following

Fletcher's usage; of this, 982 feet are shown. Although 2,045 feet of sediments are

assigned to the Windsor, the single basal limestone is unique in the whole thickness,

and there is no evidence seen by the writer or cited by Williams as to the age relation-

ship of the remaining 2,025 feet. For several days this thickness of the Ardness and the

lower part of the Listmore were searched for a fauna, on the chance* tliat it might be
the equivalent of the Ri\4ersdale-Union, but without result. The shales are for the

most part red clay shales, which by their very appearance offer little inducement to

search. Mud-cracks are present but only raredy seen, probably owing to the nature of
the outcrop. Although the time devoted was too short for,a conclusive detailed search,

and the outcrops are not continuous, it is apparent that the conditions were somewhat
different from those obtaining at the time the Riversdale-Union and its suppo-ed
equivalents were formed on the south side of the Cobequids. In so far as the section

can be observed, it agrees with the Joggins section in that the Leaia fauna apparently
fails to be represerted. But whether the greater part of the Ardness is rennsylvauian
or ^lississippian is not known. Indeed, the Listmore may be ^ri<;s!ssippian so far as

any evidence yet brought forward is concerned, and so far as any lithologioal grounds
for separation from the Ardness is coneoniod. The Riversdale-Union horizon may
be higher than the exposed parts of tlie section. The evidence, if such it can be called,

is of negative value only. The facts so far obtained and the reason for socking them
are recorded that other workers may know that one has gone thus far by this path with
little result.

ADDEN'D.V.

Following is a bri<'f description of the Win. Nor and lower part of the Penn-
sylvanian of the section at the Strait of Canso, based on fJeld work carried out
during 15)14. The Windsor, best shown at Port Hastings, rests on n very thick series

'Sum. nep., f>ol. Surv. nrancli. Dpj)!. of Mliu>s. for I'.UO. aeo rspeolally i>i>, 244, 245. Also
Am. Jouin. StI., Itli «<•!•., vol. :m. pp. 2-IS-LM9.
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of sandstones and shales of unknown age, but mapped as Devonian. From there

down the northeast shore of the strait to the head of Ilawkesbury harbour, steeply

dipping, successively higher and higher beds are well shown. Inland from the latter

point yet higher beds are found up to the old Richmond coal mine which is near the

top of the series and beyond which, according to Fletcher's map, they are faulted

against the Windsor. To this section Fletcher assigned a thickness of 11,G84 feet.

He has described the lower portion, which is much the better exposed, in great detail

in six overlapping sections exposed along as many portions of the shore.'

But, although his successive beds are described and measured, his remarks do not

indicate what, if any, may be the chief subdivisions of the series above the Windsor.

The following summary of the beds shown between Port Hastings and the head of

Hawkesbury harbour, the same portion he has described, has been drawn up to

indicate these subdivisions, so far as they have been worked out. They are chiefly

lithological, but the fannal subdivisions appear to agree. The thicknesses have been

determined by calculation from dip and strike observations, often over long intervals.

Since there is considerable variation in both, any attempt to determine the thickness

from such averages is subject to error. For the upper portion to which a thickness

of 7,180 feet is here assigned, Fletcher records 6,5{53 feet, a discrepancy of 618 feet.

It is not apparent which is the more accurate.

Although from our present understanding of the faunas it appears that all of

the beds above the Windsor are best assigned to the Pennsylvanian, no trace of a coal

bed was observed in the described portion of the section, nor has any bed been

observed which appears promising for the collection of fossil plants. Only occasion-

ally were plant remains observed, stems that were probably floated to the place where

they were buried and of little or no value for purposes of age determination. It

further appears that Fletcher's use of the terms Millstone Grit and Coal Measures

on the maps of the region is quite without significance in correlating with other

Pennsylvanian basins in Nova Scotia.

The section is given in descending order.

9. Unrippled grey and red sandy shales and reddish, mud-cracked sandstones,

with thin, foetid, Anthrocomya- and Naiadites-hearius limestones in the lower part.

Not measured. The base of this member forms Fletcher's numbers 62-G6, page 85 F.

8. Finely laminated and abundantly ripple-marked, fine-grained, dark, slaty

shales, almost black, the lamina? separated by yet thinner lamina? of yellowish, finely

sandy shale. Current-marked sandstones of unimportant thickness are present. No
fossils have been observed. This member can be traced inland at least 4 miles to the

northward, within which distance it loses its ripples almost or quite entirely, but it

coiitinuo-; litbolo<rioally easily distinguishable. The top is shown on the shore at the

head of Ilawkesbury harbour between the railway and wagon bridge. . . 946 feet.

7. Massive grey sandstone, hard and resistant, current marked and with prostrate

Lrpi'Jodrndron trunks; best shown and nicnsiired in the deep cut of the Intercolonial

railway near Point Tupper station, but easily recognizable at other points. The

easily determinable presence of this member at the head of Knibroe (Emery of

Fletcher) pond makes possible the correlation of the Ilawkesbury Harbour section

and that shown from Embree pond to Port Hastings 95 feet.

G. Alternating shales and samlstones. The shales are red, grey or greenish, fine-

grained, but gritty, moderately hard, but not as hard and tough as in the underb'ing

member. Mnd-cracks have not certainly been recorded. The sandstones are grey,

' Rept. progress. Geol. Surv., Can., 1879-80. pp. 76 P—88 F.
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led or greeuish, curreut-marked; they may be resistant or shaly. No fossils have
been observed. Ked is the predominant colour throughout. Incipient slaty cleavage

can be detected occasionally and rarely quartz-filled veins are present. . 3,896 feet.

5. Covered on shore of strait 1 mile below Port Hastings. The beds on either

side of this interval are difierent in nature and the higher beds have a lower dip.

It is not apparent of what significance these differences in lithology, fauna, and struc-

ture may be. Thickness of sediments involved, at least 2'00 feet.

4. Alternating shales and sandstones. The shales ar red, gi'ey, or greenish,

abundantly mud-cracked, harder and tougher than in the overlying member. Some
are sandy, others are fine-grained. Beds of dark grey, sometimes almost black slaty

shales with thin beds of limestone apparently higher in iron carbonate are common.
These three types, the red shales, the greenish-grey shales, and the very dark grey

shales with limestones form distinct members, often 200 or 400 feet thick, but with

thin beds within them of the other types. The sandstones, grey or red, are of minor
importance and are scattered throughout. The series shows little evidence of pro-

nounced current action. Leaia and Estheria are abundant in certain beds but
Anthrocomya are rare. The fauna is, so far as observed, practically confined to the

greenish or light grey beds. It has not been observed in the dark grey limestone-

bearing beds.

Incipient secondary cleavage is developed in the sliales and the mud-cracks and
fossils are uniformly elongate parallel to this direction. Veins of calcite and quartz

are common. These featvires are much more marked than in the overlying member
above the covered interval, but this is believed to be due not to an essential difference

in age, but to proximity to the upfaulted mass of Cape Porcupine, of very old prob-

ably Pre-Cambrian rocks. This, for a small, upthrust block, seems to have altered the

surrounding rocks to an unusual degree.

Certain outcrops on a small tributary from the eastward at the head of Plaster

cove indicate that this member is at this point faulted against the underlying Windsor.

The general basin structure of the whole region leaves no doubt, however, as to the

stratigraphic superposition of this bed on the Windsor, although possibly some
member is missing at this point in the section 2,043 feet.

3. Covpred in shore outcrops, thickness of rocks involved not determined. This
is included in Fletcher's 754-foot covered interval, member No. 144, page 83 F.

2. Windsor series, consisting of gypsum, thin limestones, and dolomites, red and
grey shales. Structures and succession not satisfactorily worked out. Basal be<l

structurally conformable on underlying sediments. Thickness, by rough estimate
only, 650 feet.

1. Hard and resistant conglomerates, sandstones, and shales, niai>iied" as
Devoniiui. hut of undetermined age; fliirknosc very great.
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GEOLOGY OF CLYBFEN VALLEY. CAPE BRETON.

(W. J. Wright.)

Introduction

GENERAL STATEMENT AND ACKXOWI-F.Dr;MEXTS.

Upwards of $50,000 have been spent during the last four years prospecting in the

vicinity of the Clyburn valley, Cape Breton, but the work has been carried on in so

quiet a way that no accounts of the operations have occurred in print. Most of the

money has been spent on and around the Franey gold mine. In lOi:^), the owners of

this mine asked the assistance of the Geological Survey in interpreting the geology of

the deposit, and the following report is based on information obtained during the

month of November, checked by hasty microscopic examination of the more character-

istic rocks. The report deals chiefly with the classification and description of the so-

called Pre-Cambrian rocks in which the deposits are found, a description of the

Franey gold mine, and notes of economic interest about the country in general.

The writer wishes to thank the owners and employers of the Franey mine for their

hearty co-operation in the work, and especially ^fe^sr?. J. II. Brown, 0. Theriault,

and J. C. Pryor, for without their aid it would have been impossible to collect the

information in so short a time.

LOCATION AND CONNEXIONS.

Clyburn brook is in Victoria county, Cape Breton, and empties into the Atlantic

ocean about 40 miles north of Sydney. South Bay, the nearest post-office, has a daily

ni;-ii and telegraph connexions with North Sydney. Ingonish B<\u'h. 4 miles from

the Franey mine, is the nearest calling point of the north shore steamship boat carry-

ing passengers and freight from Sydney and North Sydney. This boat makes a bi-

weekly trip during open navigation, March to January, and affords the best connex-

ion with the nearest railway at North Sydney. When navigation is closed, the only

way to reach the mine is by a long drive over the mail route from North Sydney.

PREVIOUS WORK.

The geology of the district was mapped by the late TTugh Fletcher and described

in the Summary Reports of the Geological Survey for 1SS2-4. Fletcher divided the

rocks into three divisions:

—

Lower Carboniferous ConKlomemte, shale, limestone, and gj-psum.

Pre-Cambrian George Rivof Limestone Series.

Syenites gneissoid, and other feldspathic rocUs.

Flotrher's maps show that most of the area included in the sketch map accom-

panying this report is inidorlain by the lower group of the Pre-Cambrian, but a belt

of the George River limestone about one-half mile wide, crosses Clyburn brook at the

mouth of Dauphinee brook, extending to the north about 1 mile and to' the south

beyond the boundary of the area mapped. A narrow band of the Lower Carboniferous

extends nil along tho valley of Clyburn brook up to within 1 mile of the mouth of

Daupbince brook.
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Nothing has been published about the mineral deposits. However, in 1913,

private reports were made to the owners of the Franey mine by F. H. Sexton, principal

of the Xova Scotia Technical College, Halifax, and Prof. Chas. E. Locke, of the

Massacliu.celts Institute of Technology, Boston. These rep Drt 5 were made for the

jH-ivate information of the owners, but were open to the inspection of the writer, and

j'eferences to them will be made later.

Conclusions.

The major conclusions drawn in the report are as follows: (1) The metalliferous

deposits occur in rocks mapped as Pre-Cambrian. (2) The Pre-Cambrian rocks are

made up of a bedded series of volcanics which has been intruded by (a) a batholith

of quartz-diorite; (6) siUs and dykes of basic material; (c) a batholith of granite, and

the whole group deeply eroded before the deposition of the Lower Carboniferous.

(3) To drop the term Pre-Cambrian as applied to this group and adopt the term

Pre-Carboniferou3. (4) The metalliferous deposits are of two types and ages: (a)

auriferous pyrite associated in origin with the quartz-diorite; (&) argentiferous galena

associated with the granite. (5) The I'raney mine, on a lead of auriferous pyrite,

promises to be of economic value, and the whole locality merits careful prospecting.

General Character of the District.

TOPOGRAPHY.

General Statement.

The surface of northern Cape Breton falls naturally into two divisions—high-

lands and lowlands. The highlands cover the greater part of the interior at an eleva-

tion of 1,000 to 1,200 feet. The surface is such that it forms an even skyline, the

plane of which truncates all rock structure of the area. The lowlands form an
irregular fringe along the shore and extend up the lower valleys of the main rivers.

On comparing our knowledge of the surface of the countiy with the geological

map of Cape Breton, we see that the larger bays, the lowlands, and even many of the

lower valleys of the larger streams are underlain by Carboniferous rocks, while the

highland is floored by the harder pre-Carboniferous. Thus, in a general way, the

relief is dependent upon the lithology. Furthermore, it appears that the present

lowlands were lowlands during the early Carboniferous period, and that the present

physiograiihif* features are in part at least a revival of pre-Carboniferous topography.

R. A. Daly has pointed out the similarity between the land forms of Nova Scotia

and tliose of the New England States, and calls the highland a remnant of an

uplifted Cretaceous peneplain, and the lowlands partly developed Tertiary peneplains.

No detail study was made of the physiography for this report, but one cannot but

favour Daly's hypothesis, and think of the highland as a remnant of a base-levelled

surface which was at one time developed over the whole island but which has since

been elevated and preserved only over the hard rocks away from active streams, while

the areas of softer rocks and the stream vaUeys have been cut down to their present

level. But there is neitlier evidence to show the age of the base-levelling nor whether
it was iirndiiccd by marine or snhacrial dfuudatioii.

Ill tile v'icinity of the Clyburn valley, the two features, highlands and lowhinds.

arc sliarjdy defined, and the slope between them is steep and oft«n precipitous. As

a nsiilt. the country has a very rugged appearnufe wheji viewed from the lowlands,

whik- from the highhmds, the surface appears to have very little d«'tall relief. The
change from the liighlaiid surface to the valley of the Clybiirn is frecpuMitly so abrupt

tluit a view of the country 200 feet from the rim of the valley sliows nothing but tlio

« l.vlmrii l)t^icil< llowiiig in a valh'y l.'MM) fin-t dei'p and "_M luiliss from rim to rim. The

total relief U 1,31)2 feet.
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Detailed Statement.

Highlands.—West of Inguiiish the highland is unbroken. One may travel for

days over a surface which rises and falls in broad gentle slopes with a relief of 100 to

200 feet, and occasionallj* reach places where there is an unobstructed view of 20 miles

around half the horizon. Nearer the shore the valleys of the main rivers become
deeper and broader, and the surface of the highland is preserved as long ridges between
till' rivers, dropjiiiig over a series of foothills and ending more or less abruptly at the

sea.

LOWLANDS.

Lowlatnh.—A narrow fringe of lowlands extends along the shore and up the

valley of Clyburn brook. Along the shore, the lowland is developed on Carbonifer-

0VL3 rocks and shows the rolling surface accompanied by sink holes so commonly
developed over limestone and gypsum. The lowland along the Clyburn brook is

different from that along the shore.

The lower part of the Clyburn valley has a flat bottom, about one-quarter of a

mile in width, built up of alluvial material. In summer, the river meanders through

this flat, in places dividing to form two or more distributaries. In spring, the wator

rises and sometimes overflows the whole flat. The walls of the valley rise up as talus-

covered slopes of about 35 degrees, and end abruptly at the level of the highland. The
tributary streams tumble into the valley over a series of cataracts, in narrow gorges,

which in place^ are impassable. •

Above the mouth of Slate brook, the valley bottom is narrow, and in places the

river flows in narrow canyons which are impassable in times of floods.

CLIMATE.

The climate is much the same as that of all the seaboard of the Maritime Prov-

inces. Summer and autumn are delightful seasons and open weather continues until

Christmas. Winters are changeable and subject to extremes, but the snowfall is not

great. Early spring brings the drift ice and is the most disagreeable season of the

year. On the highlands of the interior the climate is cooler, and generally snow comes

in November and remains all winter.

AGRICULTURE.
•

Agricultural lands are confined to the lowlands. In general, the soil is rocky, but

there are excellent farm lands along the alluvial flats of the Clyburn brook. Agricul-

ture is in a backward state and is confined chiefly to domestic gardening and raising

hay for small herds of cattle and sheep. In view of the facts that there are areas of

good soil a good climate, and a ready market at Sydney with easy water transportation,

it would seem that market gardening should be a profitable industry in several of the

sheltered valleys along the coast.

FLORA AND lAUNA.

The type of vegetation varies with the condition of drainage. Large'areas of the

highlands called " barrens" are covered with moss and herbs, with fringes and patches

of stuntcil spruce, fir, and shrubs along the drainage linos. The better-drained areas

along the river valleys and the lowlands support a good mixed growth of hard and soft

woods.

In addition to the domestic animals, cattle, horses, sheep, we find the small game
usual in Nova Scotia. The moose has been exterminated from the island, and there

are no deer; hut the caribou roams in small herds over the highlands of the interior.
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LNHABITAKTS.

The inhabitants are chiefly the descendants of Seotcli and Iriih who came to the

country within the last 100 years and settled on laads abandone 1 by the Acadians in

1755. The chief occupation is fishing.

General Geology.

In the Clyburu valley there are numerous outcrops, showing that the pre-Car-

boniferous extends down the river to within 1 mile of the shore, where it is covered

by a thin deposit of the Lower Carboniferous. The pre-Carboniferous of the valley

is made up of at least four distinct varieties of rocks: (!') a bedded series of dark

slates and schists which have the structure of sedimentaiy rocks; (2) a batholith of

grey, gneissoid quartz-diorite, which has been intruded into the bedded series; (3)

dark basic dykes cutting the bedded series and the quartz-diorite; (4) a batholith and
dykes of pinkish, biotite muscovite granite intruded into all of the above-mentioned
rocks and overlain unconformably by the Lower Carboniferous. The Lower Carboni-
ferous consists of conglomerate, dolomitic limestone, gypsum, sandstones, and shales.

The metalliferous deposits are all associated with the igneous rocks of the pre-Car-
boniferous.

A sketch map, accompanying this report, was made of 5 square miles, showing the
general topography and areal geology in the vicinity of Franey mine. The southeast
corner of this area is 2-4 miles from the public road along the shore. The map is

based on the official surveys of the mining leases. The land forms are sketched from
rough barometric readings, checked with the elevation given for Franey Chimney, and
the geology located by pacing along the streams and claim lines.

The surveys for the plans of the workings at Franey mine were made with a
Brunton pocket transit and steel tape.

Table of Formations.

Recent Talus, stratified sand and gravel, boulder clay.
Lower Carboniferous Limestone, gypsum, sandstone, shale, and con-

glomerate.
Pre-Carboniferous Franey granite.. ..Reddish biotite, muscovite granite.

Ingonish gneiss. . . . Grey gnei.ssoid quartz diorite.
Clyburn formation. . Slates and schists with bedded structure; in

part, volcanics.

CLYBURN FOU.MATIOX.

The Clyburn formation lies in the upper part of Clyburn brook. Under this head
is grouped a series of slates and schists which have a bedded structure resembling
sedimentary rocks. The prevailing colour is black or dark green, with occasional grey
bands, and at least one band of sericitic quartz schist. The lithology and relation of

the various beds of thi^ group are unknown. A few sections examined under the micro-
scDpe show that much of the material in these rocks is of Vdlcanic origin.

The structure is readily interpreted. The beds, with few exceptions, have n geueJjil

Irciid Mdrthcast and southwest, dipping to the northwest at ahmit 75 dejfrees. (loner-

ally a schistose .structure is evident, but the only place it is market! is in the quurtt
schist on Soapstone brook. The planes of schistosity are about parallel with the

bedding. Jcjinting is very nuirked and so well developed that the rocks break reatlily

int(j small rectangular blocks. Some of the black beds show cubes of pyrite. Oci-a-

sionally there are irregular zones of pyritiferous white quartz in irregular lenst^s

<'iitting the structure.

20—18
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Dykes.—It is possible that some of the bands of this series are intruded sheets or

dykes, but the only dykes noticed cutting the formation are pinkish dykes of Franey

granite and dykes of a greenish basic rock. The dykes of Franey granite are common
in all the rocks older tlian the granite itself, but the basic material mentioned was only

observed cutting the Clyburn formation. ^Most of the basic material was seen on Blue
brook, where it occurs in dykes, and one small boss about 100 feet across, distinctly

cutting across the structure of the slates and cut by dykes of the Franey granite.

The rock has been considerably altered so tluit the section examined is made up
chietly of chlorite, cpidote, calcite, and small amounts of a pale fibrous hornblende,

probably actinolite. The rock is probably an altered diabase. It appears to be dif-

ferent from the basic dykes cutting the Ingonish gneiss, and it is probably older than

the gneiss. But the relative ages are not known.

Contact of Clyhurn Formation with Other Rods.

The contact of the Clyburn formation with the igneous rocks of the area was
seen at various places, but the detailed description will be more intelligible after read-

ing the descriptions of the other rocks. However, we shall see that the Clyburn forma-
tion is cut by dykes of Franey granite and basic material and that the aspect of all

the igneous rocks at the contact indicates that they have been intruded into the

Clyburn formation.

Age of Clyhurn Formation.

No information was obtained to show the geological age of the Clyburn forma-

tion. We know the rocks are the oldest in the locality, and thej' belong no doubt tc

the feldspathic group of Fletcher. So it is probable that they are Pre-Cambrian.

INGONISH GNEISS.

The Ingonish gneiss floors the Clyburn valley from Blue brook to within 1 mile

of the sea, and forms the ridge between Clyburn brook and Power brook to the south.

The general appearance varies. The most common type is a grey, medium-grained,

slightly gneissed quartz-diorite, made up of megascopic crystals of plagoclaae

(andesine-labradorite), brown biotite, green hornblende (hastingsite), and quarts. The

microscope reveals the presence of the accessory minerals, magnetite, titanite, and

apatite, and the sc.'ondary minerals chlorite, epidote, calcite. and sericite. The gneiss-

oid structure is not very noticeable in some parts, but in others it is very pronounced,

and grades into distinctly banded zones.

The banded structure is especially pronounced along the east side of Franey brook

at the mine. It occurs in zones varying in width up to one or more hundred feet,

which arc persistent along the dip and strike, and often resemble finely-bedded argil-

lites. The bands vary in width from a few inches down to microscopic lines and are

due to differences in texture and comiK)sition. They vary from a dark green felsite,

through fiiic-grainod granitic material showing tiny phonocrysts of pink feldspar elon-

gated parallel to the structure, into gneissic quartz-diorite.

The origin of the banded structure is not known. Tlie resemblance of these zones to

the Ingonish gneiss at the contact with the Clyburn formation, suggests that they may

be due to the presence of blocks of the Clyburn formation which have dropped in the

molten magma and been partly dissolved. But the micro.'-cope shows that the minerals

are the same as in the normal gneiss, and it is more probable that the bands are du«

t4) the segrepation of the darker minerals of the granite into zones before the solidi-

fication of the whole mass.
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LampropJiyrcs.—The Ingonish gneiss is characterized by a great many dyke-ahaped

masses of greenish, basic material which follow the general trend of the gneissic struc-

t!ire. Some have the appearance of basic segregations, others are distinctly dense at

the contact and coarser grained in the central part and are no doubt true dykes. Some
of the dykes so closely resemble the dense, dark felsites of the banded zones in the gneiss

that it is impossible to distinguish one from the other either in hand specimens

or under the microscope. And it is only on examination of their mode of occur-

rence that the dj'ke nature becomes evident. A good example of the fine-grained basic

dykes is the one cutting the ore body in Franey mine. This dyke, which is called

slate by the miners, is distinctly finer grained at the contact and the smaller stringers

cut across the quartz veins. The microscope shows thflt the original minerals were

principally plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, and quartz, but the rock has been altered,

so that the liornblende and biotite have largely changed to chlorite, epidote, and other

secondary minerals.

The resemblance of the minerals of the dykes to those of the gneiss, and the litho-

logical resemblance to some of the bands in the banded zones, suggest that they are

closely related in origin to the gneiss, and they are probably lamprophyric in nature

and derived from the same magma as the gneiss.

Banded Quartz Veins.—Quartz veins are numerous, but one distinctive variety

appears to be confined to the Ingonish gneiss. This is the banded quartz veins. All

of those seen follow the general trend of the Ingonish gneiss. They vary in width

up to 3 or 4 feet. Some from regular ledges split up into plates one or more feet across

and 2 or 3 inches thick, and often showing fine muscovite along the parting planes.

Others are much shattered. Some are associated with pyrite and others are not.

Faulting.—Slickensided faces are common in the Clyburn formation and the

Ingonish gneiss, but they are generally parallel to the structure and do not appear to

be extensive. Thus far the only place where the displacement is known to be of any
extent and importance is along Franey brook.

i"he Franey mine lead lying west of the brook ends abruptly at a brecciated zone

m Franey brook and has not been found on the east. The brecciated zone was traced

by intermittent exposures for 800 feet up the brook. Opposite the mine, the zone is

about 20 feet wide and the footwall dips east 45 degrees. A shaft was sunk on this

zone 42 feet, but so much water was encountered that the work had to be abandoned.
The dykes of basic material and of Franey granite along the west side of the brook,

end abruptly at the brecciated zone with slickensided faces, and are not in line east

of the zone. A strongly-banded zone of Ingonish gneiss 40 feet wide, on the east side

of the brook, at the lower tunnel, does not appear on the west side. The structure of

the granite is about parallel on each side of the brook. These facts all point to the

l)roponce of a fault along the lower part of Franey brook.

Along Franey brook the dykes of basic material and Franey granite are cut off

at tlie brecciated zone and one dyke of Franey granite sljows distinct slickensidt^

against the fault zone. Thus displacement has taken place after the mtrusion of the

dykes of Franey granite. At the same time, a small i)it on the fault /.one about 50

feet above the mine, shows a small stringer of pegmatite from Franey granite which
appears to have been intruded after the brecciation. Thus it would ai'om that the

faulting occurred during the intrusion of the Franey granite. To sui>port this evi-

dence, the area at the head of Franey brook should be examined to see if the boundary
between the Franey granite has been faulted. However, the basic dyke^ are older than
tlie l-'raney granite and are older than the fault, hut they are young*'r than tJu- uic

deposits. So the faulting occurnxl after the (lt>positinn of the vein material.

Ncitlier the direction of movejucnt nor the ext»>nt of the throw of the fault is

ktiiiwn. SlicKeii^i(h d faces on (he footwall of the zone just above tlie niiiu» are

liorizoiital, sliowiiig that tlif latf-^l movciiifnt was hori/ontal. In atti'uipting to

2(5- ts;
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determine the relative movement of the two segments, there are two well-marked

structural features which may be of assistance. These are: (1) the 40-foot dyke of

basic material on the east of the brook, 100 feet above the mine; (2) the stronprly-

banded zone of gneiss at the lower tunnel on the west of the brook. Detailed work

in the brecciated zone might show which way the breccia from these has moved.

Relation Between 'Ingonish Gneiss and the Clyhurn Formaiion.

The contact between the Ingfinish gneiss and Clyburn formation runs about

parallel to the general structure of the latter, and is exposed on the south side of

Clyburn brook, at the mouth of Blue brook. About 200 feet from the contact, the

medium-grained gneiss begins to grade into a dark, banded, porphyritic felsite, show-

ing tiny lenticular plieiiocrysts of pink feldspar, with the elongation of the phenocrysts,

and the banding parallel to the contact and to the bedded structure of the slates. The

banded porphyritic felsite, in turn, grades into a dark felsite which so closely resembles

the slates that at first sight the felsite appears to grade into slate. Closer examination,

however, shows a sharp contact between the two. The slates show no megascopic

evidence of contact metamorphism. But the phenomena all show that the Ingonish

gneiss was intruded as a molten magma into the Clyburn formation.

Relation of Ingonish Gneiss to Franey Granite.

The presence of dykes of Franey granite cutting the gneiss and the aspect of the

granite at the contact show that the Franey granite was intruded into the gneiss after

the latter had solidified and taken on its present gneissoid and banded structure.

Relation of Ingonish Gneiss to Lower Carboniferous Formation.

The contact between the Ingonish gneiss and the Lower Carboniferous is exposed

on the south side of ^liddle head. Here the basal CDiidoinerate of the Carboniferons

lies directly on the Ingonish gneiss, and is made up largely of subangular to rounded

boulders from the gneiss.

Age of Ingonisli Gneiss.

The nature of the contacts shows that the Ingonish gneiss is younger than the

Clyburn formation and older than the Franey granite, but there is no clue to the age.

The gneissoid structure and pronounced jointing show that the rock has suffered

considerable deformation, suggesting that the rock is older than the Devonian granites

in Nova Scotia. There are Pre-Cambrian granites in Cape Breton and it is probable

that the Ingonish gneiss is Pre-Cambrian as mapped by Fletcher.

FRANKY GRANITE.

Two areas of Franey granite were seen in the vicinity. One lies north of the

Clyburn brook with its southern boundary running roughly parallel to the rivBr from

Dauphinee brook almost to the sea. From local reports this area probably extends

several miles north. Another area occurs on Smoky mountain and forms the reddish

bluffs of Cape Smoky. A good place to study the rock is at Franey Chimney.

In general appearance the Franey granite is a coarse porphyritic granite, reddish

in colour, made up of phenocrysts of pink orthoclasc or microcline set in a groundinasa

of orthoclase, albite, quartz, biotite, and muscovite. Near the border the texture varies

more, becoming in some instances pegmatitic, and in others, aplitic. The joint planes

are straight and well spaced and the rock breaks into largo rectangular blocks often

8 to 10 feet in diameter.
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Dykes of Frauey granite are common, cutting all the other rocks of the locality

except the Lower Carboniferous. They have a pronounced pinkish tint and vary in

texture from dense felsites to macrocrystalline rocks resembling the fine-grained

mother rock in the contact zone. The dykes are very irregular in form and size and

commonly run zigzagging across the structure in all directions, often pinching to

thin persistent lines of pinkish, feldspathic material. The irregularities of form and

strike are sharijly contrasted with the basic dj'kes which generally follow the gneissic

structure of the gneiss and the bedding planes of the Clyburn formation.

Contact of Franey Granite and Clyhurn Formation.

The contact of the Franey granite and the Clyburn formation runs across the

structure of the Clyburn formation, and is well exposed in Blue brook and Slate

brook. In both instances the granite for a few hundred yards from the contact is

fine grained. At the contact, dykes cut across the slates in all directions, and blocks

of slate 20 feet or more in diameter are completely surrounded by granite. The
granite cutting the slate is aplitic and pegmatitic in texture and accompanied by
irregular masses of bluish white quartz often several feet in diameter and carrying

galena.

Contact of Franey Granite and Ingonish Gneiss.

The contact of Franey granite and Ingonish gneiss is well exposed in the bluff at

Franey Chimney. The contact is a sharp line cutting across the structure of the

gneiss. Large angular blocks of the gneiss are included in the granite and numerous
dykes of granite extend into the gneiss, and cut across the bands of lamprophyric

material. There is no megascopic evidence of contact metamorphism in the gneiss.

But the granite shows a contact zone varying in width up to hundreds of feet, which
shows all grades of aplitic, pegmatitic, and granite texture, sometimes within a few

feet.

Contact of Franey Granite cund Lower Garhoniferoiis.

The contact of typical Franey granite with the Lower Carboniferous was not

seen; but on the south side of Middle head, where the Carboniferous rests on the

Ingonish gneiss, the latter is cut by dykes of Franey granite, and boulders from the

dykes are common in the basal conglomerate of the Carboniferous.

Age of Franey Granite.

Thus we see that the Franey granite is older than the Lower Carboniferous and
younger than the other rocks of the pre-Carboniferous. Furthermore, it cuts across

the structure of the Ingonish gneiss and the Clyburn formation, and shows no internal

r(!8ults of great deformation. Thus it was probably intruded after the deformation
that folded the Clyburn formation and produced the gnoissoid structure of the

lii!-'oiiish gneiss. Fnuicy griinilc is called syenite by Kh^trhcr and mapped a-^ l*re-

(^anibrian, but in view of the above facts it is probable that the Franey granite is

younger than the Canil)iian and that it may be as late as Devonian.

CAHBONlFliKOl'S.

.\'(i| much ath'iitidU was given to th<' ( 'arhoiiireinus rocks lying along the shore.

<)ii the south .-iih' of Mi(Mle head, niiout hallway to thi> point, the CarhonifiTous lies

almost flat on the Ingonish giudss. 'IMie lowest ineiulu'r of the series is about 8 foot

of a dails, eoiirse eonglonu rale math' up nl' rounded houlders of Ingonish gneiss and
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dykes of Franey granite. The conglomerate grades upward into a greyish sandstone

followed by about 4 feet of gypsum, then more dark sandstone and shale. Near the

mainland there is a few feet of fossiliferous, brownish dolomitic limestone which
apparently overlies the sandstone and shales above the gypsum. On the south side

di South bay at ingonish beach, there are apparently thick deposits of red conglo-

merate and sandstone.

RKCENT.

The floor of the Clyburn valley is covered with an unknown depth of river allu-

vium, and there are the remains of a river terrace made up of poorly-stratified sands'

and gravels about 75 feet above the level of the river, and the tributaries have built

small alluvial fans at their m lUths. The walls of the valley are covered with heavy

talus. There is very little boulder clay in the valley iind no glacial stria^ were

observed. Throughout the country in general the bedrock is covered with debris,

moss, and soil, so that outside the areas of active stream erosion, rock outcrops are

seldom seen.

SUMMARY OF RELATIONS AND AGES OF ROCKS.

It would be unfair to make detailed deductions concerning the geological history

of the whole region from observations made in a small detached area, but the fol-

lowing facts are clearly indicated in the Clyburn valley. The Clyburn formation

was intruded by the Ingonish gneiss and the two were subjected to great deforma-

tional processes before the intrusion of the Franey granite. Furthermore, it is prob-

able that there has been no period of great folding since the intrusion of the Franey

granite. Thus, it would seem that the pre-Carboniferous group is made up of a series

of rocks varying greatly in age. Some of these rocks may be Pre-Cambrian, but the

Franey granite is more likely of Palaeozoic age. So it seems advisable for the present,

to drop the term Pre-Cambrian as applied to this group, and adopt the term pre-

Carl.'oniferous as used by Chas, Robb in the Report of Progress for 1874-75, in refer-

ring to the group of rocks underlying the Lower Carbaniferous.

Economic Geology.

Prospecting has been carried on locally for about four years and as yet only one

deposit has been developed to any extent. Enough work has been done, however, to

show that the metalliferous deposits belong to more than one group, and that some of

the non-metalliferous deposits are of economic importance.

The various deposits of the locality as far as known may be grouped as follows:

gold; lead and silver; iron; limestone; gypsum; buihling stone.

GOLD.

Gold occurs in auriferous pyrite associated with banded quartz in Ingonish gneiss.

Several prospects have been opened on ores of this type, showing that the metal is not

of local occurrence, but the most promising deposit and the-one which is being devel-

oped at the present time is the Franey gold mine.

Franey Mine.

The Franey mine is located on the north side of Clyburn brook about 4 miles from
the sea. The mine is opened on the outcrop of the lead on the steep west bank of

Franey l)ro()k, and the workings follow the lead westward. The lead has not been
found on the east bank of Franey brook.
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History.—Gold was discovered in a large boulder by J. H. Brown in May, 1910,

and in the following September he located the outcrop of the lead on the west bank

of Franey brook on which the mine is located. In the following October, J. H. Brown,

(). Thoriault, J. Gannon, and H. M. Eogers organized a company and have carried on

the development. In August, 1911, Theriault and J. C. C. Brodeur took an option on

the property on the east side of Franey brook, hoping to locate the lead there. They

finally took vip the option, but although they have spent about $40,000, they have failed

to locate the load.

Geology.—The lead follows the general structure of the Ingonish gneiss. The
gneiss of this locality varies greatly in texture and composition, showing all grada-

fions from a coarse gneiss to a dark green felslte. In addition to the felsite occurr-

ing as bands in the gneiss, there are dykes of similar material which follow the general

structure, but distinctly cut the "quartz veins and gneiss of the ore body.

The lead is made up of interbanded pyritiferous zones of bluish-white quartz veins

and Ingonish gneiss, and is divided into two parts by a dense lamprophyric dyke which

follows the general trend of the veins.

The quartz occurs in banded zones and in small stringers. The banded zones are

made up of niamerous veins separated by thin layers of greenish chloritic material and

gneiss. The veins have a general trend parallel to the lead and vary in width up to

5 inches, and show neither banding nor open cavities lined with crystals. Under favour-

able conditions the layers of greenish material are seen to be the continuation of thin

bands of the gneiss. The relative amount of gneiss increases toward the border of the

quartz zones and there is generally a gradation from zones of quartz to zones of gneiss

showing small veins of quartz.

The relation of the basic dyke to the lead is shown in the plan of the mine. The
central portions of the larger masses show distinct crystalline structure, but the

contact zone and the small stringers cutting across the structure are dense.

Pyrite is the only sulphide observed. It is confined chiefly to the quartz veins

and the gneiss in the vicinity of the quartz veins and seldom shows crystal faces.

Occasionally there are solid masses of pyrite 2 inches across and one or more feet long.

Pyrite is common in the dyke, especially in a 5-ineh contact zone, and here it often

shows crystal outline. In the quartz, it is segregated in pockets and irregular zones

roughly parallel to the vein and shows a marked tendency to follow the greenish lines

in the veins. In the granite the lines of segregation follow the gneissic structure.

No free gold has been seen, although assays of rich specimens have shown values

as high as $130 per ton.

It is impossible to trace the lead by natural outcrops. In the first place, the out-

crop as shown in Franey brook was inconspicuous and was only located by assays.

Then outside the gulch of Franey brook, the surface is so covered by talus that outcrops

are rare. However, two suggestions as to the extent of the vein are shown by the

surface: (1) the vein does not outcrop on the east side of Franey brook in the place

where we would expect it; (2) boulders of good ore similar to that in the lead have been
picked up in the talus for 2,000 feet west of Franey brook. Rut our actual knowledge
of I he (xlcnl of the vein is confined to the mine workings.

Ill ( r()s< section, the mineral zone is limited on the north by a well dctineil liangiiig

wall dipping north 75 degrees. The wall is marked by horiziMital slickeiisides. aiul

l;i(C(| l),v I or 2 inches of greenish gougi'. Tlie soutliern limit of the belt has not been
reached in the crosscuts. In tliis belt, assays show that there are zones of good ore

separated by lean zoru's. Thus far the best zone is the one betweeji the tlyke and the

hanging wall, rolh)\vecl by the two main drifts. Developnient has not gone far enough
to sliow liow much of the remaiiuler of the belt can be |»r(>fitably mined. IIowevt>r,

the. (I.vke never carries more than a trace of gold and i-an rt\ulily be se[»aratt'il from thu

remainder of the belt.
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Along the strike of the lead the zone of quartz is fairly regular in width, averaging

jil)iMir -2 feet. The value;; taken from the losr asr^ays of the laboratory show that the

values vary along the strike. There are two high grade zones in the last 60 feet of the

lower tunnel. No regular assay plan was kept of the upper tunnel, and the work has

not gone far enough yet to show whether the richer zones are in the form of oreshoots

continuous in depth or not.

We have seen that the lead lying on the west of Franey brook ends abruptly at

the brecciated zone in the creek bottom. A company took over the property on the

east of the brook hoping to locate the lead east of the breccia. But although the

$40,000 they spent was not put to the best advantage, they have proved that the vein

does not continue in line with its location on the west of the brook. The absence of

the vein is explained by the fault along Franey brook.

Two possibilities arise depending on the relative ages of the faulting and the

intrusion of the vein. If the faulting took place before the deposition of the vein

niMttor, the fault breccia may have formed an impervious layer tlirough which the

mineralizing solutions did not pass. In this case the vein may never have extended

cast of the fault. On the other hand, if the vein material was deposited before the

faulting, in all probability it extended to the east as well as the west. But we have

seen that there has been movement along the fault since the intrusion of the dykes

of basic material and Franey granite, and that these dykes were intruded after the

deposition of the ore. So in all probability the vein continues somewhere on the east

of the brook.

As far as is known there is no fault west of the Franey brook, and the presence of

auriferous quartz among the talus suggests that the lead continues to the west.

Hoping to prove the lead farther west and open it at a point favourable for a mill

site, the west tunnel was driven 1,400 feet west of Franey brook. A strong belt of

quartz was cut, but this was not carrying the values and it is probable this tunnel does

not cut the load. The question arises as to whether this tiuinel should have cut the

lead. In other words, does it rationally prove that the lead does not continue.

Reference to the map shows that if the lead continues along the direction of the

tunnels at Franey brook, it would cross south of the mouth of the tunnel and would

never be cut by the tunnel. On the other hand, all of the banded quartz zones of the

area lie parallel to the structure of the gneiss. The lead in the east tunnel follows

the structure of the gneiss, and it is reasonable to suppose that it will continue to do

so to the end. The map also shows a distinct bend in the structure 700 feet east of

the brook, and that the structure in the west tunnel is along a different line from that

in the east tunnels. The line showing the general trend of the structure shows that

if the lead does continue along the structure as far as the west tunnel it lies north of

the end of the tunnel, and thus the presence or absence has not been proved because

the tunnel has not cut the ground where we would expect to find the lend.

Locations of Values.—The results of numerous assaj's made of ore, gangue, and

various types of country ruck show the following: (1) pyrite is always present in

samples assaying for gold, and the gold is roughly proportional to the amount of

pyrite; (2) the pyrite is associated chiefly with quartz veins and the wall-rock of tlie

adjacent gneiss; (3) the lamprophyric dyke never carries more than a trace of gold.

Genesis.—The auriferous pyrite is found associated with quartz veins and with

the gneiss of the walls of the veins. The dykes which cut the lead show only minute

traces of gold, while the stringers of Franey granite are barren; moreover, the varia-

tions in value along the strike of the lead are independent of the presence or absence

of these dykes.

From these facts we conclude that the auriferous pyrite was deposited in the

quartz and grauitf before the intrusion of the dykes, and that the auriferous pyrite
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was probably brought iu by the quartz veins and deposited partly in the veins and
partly as replacement deposits in the granite along the walls.

Tlie origin of the quartz veins is unknown. In view of the presence of so much
Igneous activity it seems natural to expect that it had its origin in some of the igneous

activity that has taken place. As far as we know there were no intrusions between
ti;e intrusion of the Ingonish gneiss and the deposition of the gold. So it would
appear that the quartz probably had its origin from the Ingonish gneiss, and that it

was deposited in a cooled part of the batholith by solutions coming from an nncooled
part.

Mining.—The ore and country rock as a mass, are solid, so that no timbering has
been necesssary in the drifts and tunnels, and very little water has been encountered.
But in reality the rock is highly jointed, so that the ore blasted from the face is veiy
fine and rarely occurs in chunks more than 6 inches in diameter. At present mining
is carried on by hand drills. The ore is wheeled to the foot of the shaft in barrows,
hoisted and piled on the dump. A 5 horse-power boiler and small hoisting engine
furnish power for hoisting, pumping, and ventilation.

Metallurgy.—-Thus far no definite method of extracting the gold has been decided
upon, but experiments have been made by C. E. Locke, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and by J. C. Pryor. Another series of experiments is now under way
by Prof. Sexton at the Technical College of Xova Scotia, Halifax.

To give an idea of the nature of the ore, the results of Locke's experiments are
given below. The sample used was about 1 ton in weight, made up of pyritiferous
quartz, gneiss, and basic dykes.

Arialysis.

Per cent.

SiO.^ by fusion G60
Fe 55
S 2.8

Al.0 138
CaO '

4.4

MgO 1.2

Total 93.7
Insolub'.e 83-00

Summary of Various Methods of Treating the Ore.

(1) Small amalgamation test recovered, 12-5 per cent of gold.

(2) Cyanide test on amalgamation tailings recovered, 34-4 per cent of gold.

(3) Direct cyanide test. The best results were obtained from ore ground to pas^

through a 200,-mesh sieve with cyanide solution of 0-X)7> per cent. Time of agitation,

forty-five hours. The results were not aflFocted by increasing the strength of the solu-

tion and only slightly by increasing the time of agitation. Percentage of gold
recovered, 59-4 per cent.

(4) Concentration test. Figured to lOD-ton lots; 100 tons concentrated to 7-385
tons containing 75 08 per cent of total gold.

Pryor's experiments were carried on in the laboratory at the niim' with small
samples. He fo\nul minute traces of tellurium, arsenic, and cupper, hut zinc and
cobalt are absent. The best results of extraction of the gold were as follows:

—

The sample was crushed and panned. The tailings were cruslied to pass SO-mesh
sieve and treated with a 0-25 per cent cyanide solution l\>r 114 hours.

C^oncentrates, 22 per cent liy wciglit, containing S~.-i'> per cent of total vjilue.

Extraction from tailings by cyani<le, l-TA per cent of total vahic
Amount remaining in tbc tailings, JOS p^r cent of total vmIuc
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The consumption of cyanide was not abnormal, the solution giving 015 per cent

cyanide at the end of the treatment.

From these experiments we see that the ore is not the free-milling vari<'ty so

common elsewhere in Xova Scotia, and that the best method of treatment is by con-

centration.

Average Value of Ore.—Regarding the average value of the ore we must remember

that the mine is only in the prospecting stage and the basis for estimating average of

the ore is confined chiefly to laboratory assays. Numerous assays have been made show-

ing values from a trace to $130 per ton. The ton sample sent to Locke assayed $3.31

per ton, but this included considerable of the dyke, which has since been found to carry

only traces of ore and wliich can readily be sorted. Eliminating the high values, it

is safe to say that the ore of the two tunnels at FraTiey brook will average about $5

per ton.

The general results show that the average ore concentrates to approximately 10

per cent of the original, and the concentrates average approximately $50 per ton.

Development.—The object of the work thus far has been chiefly to prove the extent

of the ore body before erecting a mill. In all, about 900 feet of tunnel has been driven

and 60 feet of shaft. Of this, 270 feet of tunnel and 30 feet of shaft are on the lead at

Franoy brook. The remainder of the work was done in an attempt to locate the lead

in other places and in prospecting other veins which so far are not very promising.

On the surface a wagon road has been constructed to the sea and cement buildings

erected, among which is a well-equipped laboratory.

The present plans are to sink the shaft and open the vein at a new level. If the

result is as promising as the present prospect, a 50-ton mill will be erected on Franey

brook.

In the meantime experiments are being carried on by Prof. Sexton at Halifax to

supplement those of Prof. Locke, to determine the best way of extracting the values.

SILVER-I.KAD ORES.

Three prospects have been opened on silver-lead ores in this locality, one on Blue

brook, one on Slate brook, and the third on the ridge between the two brooks. The
last-mentioned locality was not visited. But on Blue brook and Slate brook, the ore

is argentiferous galena associated with quartz and Franey granite in a zone along the

contact between Franey granite and the Clyburn formation.

, The granite is the fine-grained phase of the Franey granite, considerably shattered

and impregnatc^d with pegmatitic material and quartz. The quartz is bluish-white and

occurs as small veins and irregular masses up to several feet across. Some of the

masses have well-defined l)i)undaries. wliile others grade into pegmatite and granite.

The galena occurs chiefly in small irregular "vugs" in the quartz and granite. The
only other sulphides observed are small amounts of sphalerite and pyrite.

An assay of the galena by Locke gave the following: gold, 0-0; silver, 9-37 ounces

per ton; lead, 9-6 per cent.

.Origin.—The galena was apparently deposited with the pegmatitic and aplitic

country rock in which it is found, and no doubt had its origin from the Franey
granite.

Future.—Very little work has been done on these ores, and it is perhaps too

early to draw conclusions as to the future importance. However, tlie sporadic nature

of the deposits and their association with pegmatite does not look very promising.
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IRON ORES.

A deposit of red ochre occurs on the east side of Dauphinee brook
about half a mile above Clyburn brook. The deposit is exposed in small springs and
rivulets, and appears to be quite extensive. The ochre is relatively pure in some
instances, but is generally mingled with soil and talus. A sample of the ochre was
examined by Mr. R. A. A. Johnston, mineralogist of the Geological Survey, who
reports as follows: "Material of this character is used at times for iron ore. Pre-

vious to its use in this waj', however, it is necessary to roast it in order to expel the

large amount of water which it contains, thus entailing a very considerable initial

expense. It also frequently contains a very high percentage of phosphorous which
is also objectionable. On the other hand, there is a very active demand for material

of this kind for the manufacture of pigments. The specimen under consideration is

eminently suited for this purpose as it is quite free from gritty matter and is readily

reduced to a nearly palpable powder. If there is any considerable body of this

material there is no question but that it could be worked with far greater profit for

the manufacture of paint than as iron ore."

LIMESTOXE.

There are no limestone deposits in the Clyburn valley proper, but a dolomitic

limestone forms one of the important members of the Lower Carboniferous along the

shore. At Xorth bay a limestone quarry has been opened and the product is shipped

to the steel works at Sydney where it is used as a flux.

GVPSUM.

Gypsum occurs in a thin bed on the south side of Middle head and in a bluff 20

or 30 feet on the southeast corner of the fresh-water lake at Ingonisb beach. A com-
pany has organized to work this deposit, but as yet no development work has been

done.

BUILDING STONE,

The Franey granite is made up of megascopic crystals of pink orthoclase, colour-

less quartz and plagioelase, biotite, and muscovite. The orthoclase occurs chietiy in

phenoerysts averaging about one-half an inch in length. The other minerals average

about one-quarter of an inch across. The rock is cut by three series of joint plano.>,

about equally developed; two are perpendicular and at right angles to each other, while

the third is horizontal. These planes are about equally spaced, varying from 2 feet

to 15 feet apart. The prevailing colour is dark pink, but closer view gives a mottled

appearance, due to the grey and black of the groundnui.^s. The pink colour appears

to deo;)en on weathering, but no rusty spots were seen. The jointing causes the rock

to fall away from the bluff in relatively large bh^-ks and it is not unusual to lind

blocks at the foot of the cliff 10 feet stjuare. Judging from these facts it would setnn

that the Franey granite would be a valuable buihliiiL; and ornamental stone.

FUBTHEIl I'KOSI'Kt'TlM!.

Tlie prevalent theory of the association of metalliferous (b'posifs wiilj igneous
intrusions and tlie evidence of so much igneous activity in this locality, at onoo
Hugge.'iit the po.-^sibility of nietallitVrous deposits. The activities at Kraiiey njino hnvo
started the usual rumours among ibe inhabitants and rep(U'ts of metalliferous deposits

are iirevalent, ranging from traditional Indian and French miiios to the observations

oi ni:-n of the pn-scnt day. Some uf the reported localities outside of the Clyburn
valley were visited; in no ease had there been any development, but the observations

coulinn the report that mincrali/ntion is eoniuion tbrnughout tbc locality and >liow

that the whole region merits careful prospecting.
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CLAYS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA AND ALBERTA.

(Heinrich Ries.)

Interest in the clay deposits of the western provinces continues strong, and each
season brings attention to or interest in deposits not hitherto opened iip or heard of.

Sonio time was. tJierefore, spent in the summer of 1913, examining certain localities

not seen before, and in visiting some others which had undergone additional develop-

ment since the previous year. In several cases these examinations were made at the

request of companies or individuals desirous of obtaining some reliable information

regarding them. The usual number of samples were also taken for testing.

The localities visited included Princeton, Creston, Blairmore, Coleman, Nanaimj,
Kilgard, Cranbrook, Wyclittr, and Blue Mountain. All of these are in British Col-

umbia, except the third and fourth, which are in Alberta. A summary of the informa-

tion obtained is given below.

PRINCETON, B.C.

In last year's report reference was made to some clays around Princeton, and
especially one from the Columbia Coal and Coke Company's mine near Coalmont,
which was uf interest becaso it was a low grade of fireclay. As the mine was cbiscd

down in 1913, it was impossible to get any more of the material or gather any further

data regarding it, but some additional clays or soft shales were found around Princeton,

that were extremely interesting, and one of which closely resembled the Coalmont clay.

As is already known, there are a number of shales associated with the coal-- in the

Princeton district, but they are of variable character, and in the light of our present

knowledge it is perhaps difficult to correlate individual beds in different parts of the

area. The shales vary in character, some being very sandy in their nature, while others

are quite smooth, and with but little grit. The latter also range from those which are

quite coaly, to others which appear to be quite free from carbonaceous material.

Good exposures are somewhat rare, but one fine outcrop is to be seen along the

east bank of the Similkameen river, just east of Princeton, the beds here dipping to

the southwest. At this point, the beds contain so much coaly matter as to be undesir-

able. Samples collected from the mine of the Princeton Coal and Coke Conqiany show

that the shales are very plastic and contain a large amount of colloidal matter, as a

result of which they show a high air shrinkage and crack badly in air drying; so much
60, in fact, as to render them worthless if used in this condition and moulded by any
plastic process. This property, however, does not cause so much trouble if the material

is dry pressed. The cracking and high air shrinkage can be corrected, if the clay or

fahale is first preheated to about 300° C.

Both shales tested from the mine of the Princeton Coal and C'oke Company
contain a high quantity of colloidal matter, but were improved by preheating. One
of these, from a bed lying about 14 feet above the lignite bed being worked, is very

eiimilar to the shale from Coalmont described in last year's report, and the tests thus

far made show that it remains unaffected at a temperature of 1430° C. (2()06'' F.).

uth<r shales arc fdund in the Empire mine. 2 mile's from Princeton, near the

cement plant, and in the railway cut between the mine and the cement plant.

The former is a soft clay shale which lies between the top of the lignite and the

arkose which overlies it. It is quite persistent and could be mined with the coal if
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needed, but is not in sufficient quantity to be mined alone. It is not refractory, cracks

somewhat in drying, and burns to a red colour.

The shale in the cut between the mine and the cement mill is rather deceptive,

for it does not have the greasy look of the other colloidal shales found in that vicinity.

However, when mixed with water, it shows a high air shrinkage and cracks badly.

This shale was selected for some experiments as follows: a sample was preheated to

dull redness, which had the effect of destroying the plasticity: It was then mixed with

one-third its weight of the raw clay. This gave a mixture that could be moulded
ivithout cracking, had a fair tensile strength, and burned to a red brick. A second

mixture was then tried consisting of 50 per cent preheated shale and 50 per cent raw
shale. This also worked well and gave no trouble.

The preheated material in this case is to be regarded as non-plastic material,

and from this it is reasonable to assume that instead of going to the expense of pre-

heating some of the shale, it could be mixed with some of the hard gritty shale that

outcrops farther down the track below the cement works.

CRESTOX^ B.C.

Along the Canadian Pacific railway between Creston and Goat canyon, but near
the latter, as well as boyond ilcXellie station, there are a number of clay cuts, which
have given considerable trouble by sliding. Similar .clays outcrop near Kitchener.

These deposits in every case consist of silty, laminated clays, which bake hard
in dry weather, and run when wet by the rains. All of these deposits are associated

with glacial drift, and in some cases probably form lenses in it. The clay is moder-
ately plastic and can be moulded. It is slightly calcareous, but not enough so to pro-

duce a cream-coloured brick. The deposit in the dee'5 cut at Goat canyon is probably

of considerable size, and burns to a reddish but not very dense brick.

Much better clay is to be found on the road from Creston to Goat canyon, near
the site of Lisk and Slater's old mill. This is tough and quite plastic, of fair tensile

strength, and burns to a red colour. It not only makes a good brick, but flows nicely

through the die of a tile machine. This same clay is exposed at several other points

between here and Creston, and represents one of the best brick clays found in this

region. Indeed, it is much better than some of those now being used.

If the project of lowering the level of Kootenay lake is carried out so as to

unwater the delta lands south of Kootenay Landing, this clay should form material

for drain tile, which will undoubtedly be needed for drainage purposes on that tract.

(X>LEMAN, ALBERTA.

In last year's report reference was made to the black Benton shales occurring

•weet of Coleman on southwest i, section 7, township S, range IV. west of 5th

meridian. Tests made on tlieni showctl that they could with care be made into dry-

pressed brick, but that the use of the material alone was not advisod.

Since the material is easily accessible, some additional trials have been made of

it, and some other clay found nearby. The first series is being made on the weathered

shale that has been lying on the dump for a year or more. This is not proving to bo

mucli better than the fresh shale, and in any case is not sutHeiently plastic to mould

wet. The second series is a mixture of the shale with more plastii* clay fnund in tho

vicinity, and gives much better results, so that it can be mouldeil in the phistio stat«.

BI.AJKMuKK, AIMKUTA.

CouHiderublu iuturcArt has been exprt-ssi-d in i-frtaiii di'\»'K>|inuMits which wero

being carried on along Juckflon creek, a braiu-h of ihc South I'ork. southeast of
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Blairmore. The structural conditions here appear to represent an overturned syn-

cline of Cretaceous volcanics enclosing a series of carbonaceous shales, interstratified

with which there are some grey clays. The strong folding has crushed and broken the

shales, and the grey clays included in this series, also partake of the disturbance,

resulting in one place at least in pinching of the bed, and at another in slight fault-

ing. These irregularities warrant tlie assumption that the white clays when followed

in from the surface, may show structural variation, and without doing considerable

more exploitation than had been done at the time of my visit, it would be unsafe to

make any estimate of the quantity present; nor would it be safe to erect a plant until

this has been done.

In July, 1913, three openings had been made on the east side of the creek, and

one on the west side farther up stream. Two of the first three may belong to the

same bed, but the continuation of none of the three has been traced across the stream

valley. The dip of the three on the east side is gentle and to the northwest, but that

of the fourth on the wcs^t side of the valley is quite steep. This shows a strike of

about N. 60° W., and dips steeply to east of north. Its maximum thickness is 7 foot,

and minimum 4 feet. An attempt was made to find its continuation on the opposite

side of the valley, but the heavy covering of gravel had interfered with its discovery

up to the time of my visit.

There are several economic problems to be considered in fonncxion with the

dovolopmont of this deposit, viz.: (1) the method of working must be by tunnels, and

stopes; (2) is there enough material here to supply a plant of any size? (3) the char-

acter of products (pressed brick) which could be mnde from this material would call

for a large tonnage of clay, and the narrow character of the beds would not cheapen

the extraction of the desired quantity.

PASSBURO, ALRKRTA.

Keference was made in a previous report^ to the shales, interbedded with sand-

stones, that outcrop along the railway between Lunbreck and neiniis. These shales show

a variable dip, owing to the abundant folding of the ridge> bordering the eastern edge

of the motintains. They do not always form extensive outcrops, and along the river

are often covered by heavy gravels of tlie stream terraces. During the year 1013,

prospecting was done at several points, among others on section 11. township 7, range

III, -west of 5th meridian, where the shale is found outcroppiug in the face of the

terrace escarpment on the south side of the Oldman river. The beds, of which there

arc several, appear to lie in a syncline, and vary in thickness from 4 to 12 feet.

Tests are being made on samples from several of these beds, and the results thus

far obtained indicate considerable uniformity in the character of the several beds.

All are of good plasticity, red burning, and work either wet moulded or dry-press.

If the deposit is utilized, it would probably be necessary to work the clay by under-

ground methods, as the gravelly overburden is somewhat heavy. The material is

better for brickmaking than the Benton shales near Coleman nnd Blairmore, but not

as easily worked.

CRAKBROOK AND VICJNITY, B.C.

The calcareous silts in the valley at Cranbrook have been utilized for several years

to make a somewhat porous cream-coloured brick, liut in ]ni3, another yard was

established about 2 miles north of Cranbrook. The deposit worked here lies not in the

main valley, but bi'hind a low ridge separating it from the valley proper. It seems to

be a separated basin of clay, unrelated to the calcareous silty material along the St.

» Memoir No. 24, Can. Geol. Surv.
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Mary river; and it is certainly more plastic and of better working quality, so that it

can be used for both brick and tile.

Examination was also made of the Pre-Cambrian metargillites at WycliflFe

Btation, which it is claimed have been utilized to make bricks for use at the smelter

at Marysville, B.C. The rock is hard schist, at times quite quartzose in its character,

and while it might develop a little plasticity if exposed to the weather for a long

period, I was unable to find any material that looked at all promising for brick

making. Even when finely ground it does not develop enough plasticity to mor.ld.

It can with care be moulded dry-press, but strong firing is required to give a hard
brick.

BLUE MOUXTAIN, B.C.

This mountain contains one of the thickest shale deposits seen in British

Columbia, and of the localities thus far observed, ranks next to Sumas mountain.

Blue mountain is about 4 miles north of Whonnock on the Canadian Pacific railway.

The slopes of the mountain are heavily wooded, and show practically no outcrops,

but at an elevation said to be 2,500 feet, there are several steep ravines, in which one

sees exposed a series of beds of shale, with some sandstones, sandy shale, and fine-

grained conglomerate. The section exposed more or less continuously in a ravine

tributary to one known locally as Gold Stream ravine, must be at least 150 feet thick,

which has clean shale of red and grey colour in the lower half of the section.

In Gold Stream ravine the shale does not reach as low a level, and the material

below the heavy red shale deposit is a conglomerate, consisting of boulders of igneous

rock from 1 to 2 feet in diameter, and resting in turn on granitic rock.

The tests on these shales are not completed, but those thus far made are very

encouraging. All of the shales are smooth, and burn either to a red or bu6F colour, and
one at least stands 2600° F. without showing any signs of fusing, v,-hile a second

aiM'cavs to be nearly as refractory. The objection to some is that they do not readily

develop plasticity by ordinary mixing, so that the clay would probably yield better

results on grinding and tempering in a wet pan.

It is a little too early to prophesy the various uses to which these shales can be
put, but they are being tried out for building brick, roofing tile, sewer pipe, etc.

The red shale makes a most acceptable slip for covering clay wares.

A question that cannot be overlooked in the discussion of these shales, is the
transportation method to be used for bringing the ware down to a factory located near
the railway. The deposits are about 7 miles distant from the river, and about 2.500

feet above it, but the clay could be brought down by aerial tram.

NANAIMO AND VICIXITV, B.C.

Development and promotion of the Northumberland sliales on the islands south

of Nanaimo goes on almost uninterruptedly. Sevei'al new deposits have been opened

up in the last year, preparatory to using them for brick, but the material excavated

does not diifer materially from that previously described from this region. A word
of caution was sounded in the reports of preceding years, and the writer feels that these

remarks were justified, for the shales are iu)t well adapted to stifT-uuul moulding, nor
do they repri'sent a satisfactory dry-press brick proposition, and belter material should

be souglit. It can be found on the mainland as sliown in earlier ri'ports.

SUM AS MOUNTAIN, U.O.

Since my lust report, tlie plant at Kilganl lias been conipK'toil Tor ni.iking pressed

briik, lire hrick, and sewer pipe, but at tiie time of my visit in Aujfust. lOlU, had not

y(!t Innuii permiiiiciit operations, 'i'lie plant at (Maylairn eonlinnes in operation, and
tho addition of a lireprooling plant was contemplated.
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REPORT ON PROGRESS OF IXYESTIGATION OF CLAY RESOURCES.

(Joseph Keele.)

Duriug the early part of the summer of 1013 the examination of the cky and

shale deposits of the province of Quebec, begun the previous year, was finished for the

time being.

Later in the season, at the close of the meetings of the International Geological

Congress, certain localities were visited in the western provinces.

QLEBKC.

No attempt has been made to search for materials outside of the settled areas (jf

this vast province, as clay and shale deposits, to be of economic value, must be situated

close to transportation facilities, and within reasonable distance of markets for the

finished wares produced from them.

Last season this work was confined to the region in the St. Lawrence valley lying

between the cities of Montreal and Quebec, while this season localities as far east as

the Atlantic seaboard at Gaspe were examined.

The relation of deposits of materials which are sought for by manufacturers of

clay products to the geology of the province was outlined in the Summary Report for

1912. These deposits appear to be confined principally to two formations, the Pleisto-

cene surface clays, and the shales of the Utica-Lorraine. A few small patches of tlia

reddish Medina shale in Nicolet county will furnish good brick or fireproofing

material, but these are situated rather far from the larger centres where clay wares

are chiefly sold.

The Pleistocene clays are the most widespread materials used in the clayworking

industry. Small plants making common brick are located on them, at intervals

between the Ontario boundary line and the town of Rimouski, the latter ])oint bi'ing

the farthest east in the province at which these clays are worked at present. These
are all easily fusible, red-burning clays, their range of usefulness being confined to

the manufacture of common building brick or field drain tile. They arc unsuitable

for dry-pressed brick or vitrified wares.

The necessity for underdrainage in a large portion of the agricultural districts in

this province is being gradually recognized, and inquiries are coming to this deiiart-

ment regarding deposits of raw material suitable for the manufacture of field drain

tile. The investigation of the clays of Quebec includes experimental work with refer-

ence to their use for this very essential product. No tile is produced in the province

at present, but many of the clays now being used for the manufacture of connnon
brick as well as several unused deposits, are suitable for making field tile.

The most important result of this season's investigation was the discovery of

paving brick and sewer pipe shales in part of the Levis and Sillery formations, in the

vicinity of the town of Levis and at St. Charles de Bellechasse. These materials are

not quite jjlastic enough for the manufacture of jnpe with smooth surfaces, but they

can be improved by the addition of a sm«ill amount of i)lastic surface clay and grind-
ing in wet pans. These shales stand (piite a high degree of heat without softening or
deforming, and take a uniform bright salt glaze at cone 3 (1.1!)0° C).

With the exception of the kaolin deposits at St. Remi d'Amherst, no other fire-

clays or high grade pottery clays have been found so far in this province.
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rile chief event in the clay industry of the province during the season of 1913,

was the erection of a huge phiut at Varennes, by the Blount Royal Brick Company, of

Montreal, for the manufacture of common brick. The plant is located on a terrace

of nwrine clay fronting the St. Lawrence river, on the line of the Quebec. Montreal,

and Southern railwa5% about 20 miles east of Montreal. It is designed for an output
of 350,000 end cut, stiff-mud brick iier day, and is supposed to be equipped with all the

latest devices in clay-working machinery, and continuous kilns, having removable
tops, to facilitate setting and unloading. This plant was not completed at the close of

the year.

The material at Varennes is a greyish, highly plastic Pleistocene clay, a fairly

typical variety of the low-level marine clays which occur so widespread in this region.

A sample of this clay collected at the plant was tested, but it failed to pass the drying
test. The clay cracks badly in slow drying even with the addition of 33 per cent sand.

JiCAXlTOBA.

An examination was made of the shale deposits which are interbedded with the
dolomitic limestones at the quarries in Stony ^fountain and Stonewall. Althougli
these shales are hard and gritty, they become fairly plastic when finely ground and
mixed with water, and are capable of being moulded in clay working machinery.
Their lime content, however, is so high that they burn to a porous chalky body at all

temperatures up to cone 3 (1,190° C). They could not compete with the surface
clays of the district, which require no grinding and burn to a dense body at lower
temperatures.

Samples of dark grey shales from Mafeking, sent to the laboratory for testing,

were probably taken from the Benton division of the Cretaceous, which outcrops in

this locality. These shales contained so much carbonaceous matter, as to be practi-

cally useless for the manufacture of clay wares. The carbon burns out of these shales

with a bright flame, when they become heated to about 500° C, behaving in this

respect like oil-slialcs.

A jjlant for the manufacture of clay products is under construction at Carmen,
this point being selected on account of the distributing facilities it offers for the

manufactured wares. It is proposed to use the Niobrara shales from the Pembiau
mountains near Leary, on the Carmeti-IIaftnoy branch of the Canadian Xorthern
railway. A carload of this shale was brought to Toronto during the winter and
tested on a commercial scale in a sewer pipe plant. The working and drying quali-

ties of this shale were good, and a fairly satisfactory product with a bright salt glaze

was turned out of the kiln. Owing to the Carbonaceous matter and gypsum which

this shale cojitains, the burning of wares made from it will be attended by somo
difficulties, until they are overcome by experience. A mixture of the Niobrara and
Pierre shales, both of which occur abundantly in the Pembina mountains, will bo

found to give better results for sewer i)ipe.'

A consignment of clay samples from Sprague was tested in the laboratory.

These on testing were found to be very similar to the surface clays at Winjiipeg.

They consist of an upper, buff burning, brick clay and a lower, red burning clay.

It is inipossil)le to use the lower clay on account of its defective wurking qualities,

but tiie upper clay nnikes an excellent conuuon building brick.

SARKATCUKWAN.

An cxainiiialioii was made of the clay deposits in the vicinity of the city of

Saskatoon, and several samples were eolloetod for testing. The results of the testa

> Clay uiut Blmle cleposltH or Uic woHleiii jn oviiu .s. pan il, \,. ;t3.

'2«—19
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were not encouraging, as the materials present certain difficulties for successful work-

ing, and when these are overcome only the common grades of clay wares can be made

from them.

Clay deposits at the town of Kamsack were investigated, the materials available

at this point being buff burning, surface day overlying Niobrara shales of the Cre-

taceous formation. The surface clays will make good building brick if burned suffi

ciently hard, but there is a tendency towards underburning aiul the consequent pro-

duction of sof* piirous wares. The Niobrara shale in this vicinity is ;:ii^workab:e by

wet moulded processes, owing to its excessive shrinkage, and cracking in drying.

This sbali' uiiiilit Ih' used fur rt'd dry-pre-sed bricks if the losses through tire-elieck-

ing did not run too high. There is an extensive shale deposit almost precisely similar

to this at Swift Current, an examination of which proved it to be subject to the same

objections.

The Laramie formation in southern Saskatchewan contains clays which are the

most valuable in the province. The most important materials of this formation are

the white or light grey, often sandy fireclays, and other dejiosits of a similar luiture,

but containing impurities which for want of a better name are called semi-refractory

clays. The fireclays of this region have fusing points between cone 27 (1,670° C.)

and cone -32 (1.750° C), while the semi-refractory fail in the fire test at cones 15

(1,430° C.) to cone 25 (1,630° C.)

Certain deposits of these types have already been described in published reports,^

but their occurrence at a number of add'tiou:'.! localities was recorded during the

season of 1913. by Mr. B. Rose of the Geological Survey, and tlie writer, brief notes

of which are as follows:

—

Fireclay occurs on section 14, township 11, range XXVIII, west of the 2nd

meridian. This deposit is situated near the north end of Lake of the Rivers, not far

from the Exp.inse branc-h of the Caiuidiau Pacific railway, and the Avoiden branch

of the Canadian Northern railway. Lignite also occurs in this vicinity.

Greyish white, soft clay, which is very gritty, was found in section 30. township

6, range XVIII, west of the 2nd meridian. This clay has good plasticity and drying

qualities. It burns white to grey, vitrifies about cone 10, and uses at cone 20. This

deposit is situated near Brooking, on the Canadian Northern railway line.

A deposit of greyish white clay with rusty lumps, which farmers in the vicinity

use as a plaster, occurs on section 31, township 3, range XXIV, west of the 2nd

meridian. Tliis clay is very plastic, stiff, and sticky. Its shrinkage is rather high,

and its drying (|ualities are unknown. It burns to a buff colour, vitrifies at cone 10.

witli numerous dark fused soots on surface of test pieces. It fuses at cone 20.

A bed of light-grey highly-plastic clay was found about 7 miles south of Mortlach,

on section 17, township 16, range I, we»st cf 3rd meridian. This clay is said to be

about 9 feet thick. It is overlain by a thin seam of lignite, and a bed of brown clay,

containing gypsum particles. It burns to a cream colour at lower temperatures, and

becomes grey at higli temperatures. It is vitrified at cone 9, and fuses at about cone

20. It resembles a stoneware clay, being very smooth and plastic, but the shrinkages

in air drying and burning are rather high.

Some samples of semi-refractory clay from southern Saskatchewan were sent to

the clay-testing laboratory for examination. The amounts of clay sent were small,

and no data were given regarding (jnantity or distribution of the deposits. One from

the hanks of the Frenchman river, near Eastend, resembles a stoneware clay, as it has

good plasticity, is rather smootli and burns to a grey vitrified body at cone 5. It fused

at cone 15.

> Preliminary report of the cl.iy anrl shalo depostt.s of the western provinces, chapter Hi.

Part 11. Clay and shale fleposiis of western provinces, chapter iii.
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A small sample of clay was received from one of the smaller areas of the Laramie
formation, north of the south branch of the Saskatchewan, section 17, township 21,

rangre X, west of the 3rd meridian. This is the first specimen to be recorded from thi.s

area. It is a greyish-white, rather sandy clay, with good plasticity and working
qualities. It burned to a grey vitrified body at cone 9, and fu.-.ed at cone 20. No
information was received regarding the extent of the deposit or its distance from the
nearest railway.

Several samples of easily-fusible, red-burning clays were also collected at various

localities from the Laramie formation in southern Saskatchewan. Most of-these are

open to objection on account of their poor drying qualities, and excessive shrinkages.

It is possible that some of them can be used wheft mixed with the grey-burning semi-

refractory clays to produce bodies suitable for sewer pipe, face brick, or fireproofing.

A sample of Pleistocene surface clay was received from Davidson, on the Regina
branch of the Canadian Xorthern railway. This clay cracked so badly in drying that

it cannot be used for brickmaking by any of the ordinary processes.

An effort will be made to use this clay by what is known as the ante-fired process,

which consists in first calcining the clay in heaps as it comes from the bank. The
calcined clay is' ground in dry pans, mixed with a small percentage of lime, and pressed

into brick shapes, which are hardened in cylinders under a pressure of 120 pounds of

steam. The method of procedure after the burned clay i.s ground is the same as in

making sand lime brick. This process is in the experimental stage at present, but it

may provide a way for using those clays which crack in drying.

Drying defects in clays are a serious difficulty in many of the Saskatchewan
localities, and is one of the reasons that there are no brick plants along the main lino

of the Canadian Pacific railway in this province. The probable cause of this defect,

and a method of treatment to overcome it, were given in one of the reports of the

Geological Survey.^

Our investigations up to the present time have not succeeded in recording the
occurrence of fireclays in this province. It is possible that fireclays, similar to th(,.se

in Saskatchewan, will be found in the small area of the Laramie formation which
extends into the southeastern portion of Alberta when the line of the Weyb\irn-Leth-
bridge branch of the Canadian Pacific railway now under construction, reaches that
locality. Only a few localities in Alberta were visited during the limited time at my
disposal this season; the.se will be referred to brietly.

The occurrence of white clay near Nevis on the Lacombe branch of the Canadian
Pacific railway was brought to my attention earlier in the season by Mr. J. O. Williams,
of Camrose. This deposit was visited and samples collected for testing. The material
is a hard white or light grey shale about 4 feet in thickness. It is overlain by impure
brown clay and underlain by grey shale impregnated with " bentonite." The white
shale is extremely plastic when ground and mixed with water, and cracks t)n ilrying.
It burns tp a white to grey body, vitrifies at cone 9, and fuses at cmu' ll5. It is not a
fireclay.

'i'lic margin of tlie Poniipiiu' hills nearest to tiie town of Mai-leod was also exam-
ined, and samples taken fr.im throe outcrops of sliale at ditlerent levels. .None of tho.-^o

proved to be refractory when tested.

A further examination was maiic of the siiali- dt-pusits at Di.ls'iury. Tlie samples
collected at this point were satisfactory with regard to their working and burning
properties. i)ut a complete section of tlie beds eouhi not lie obtaine*!. It is impossible
to state will iher there is a worlialile b..dy of shale or wln'thtr tbe sandstone bcnls were

'(May iukI wlinlt' ili-poHlts ol' tli.- w.-mI.mm pimirufH, pint il rluiptir vll

2(5— im
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in excess. These shales are iu the Paskapoo formation, which yields the best material

-o far fuuiKl in the province, for the manufacture of wire-cut brick, face brick, or fire-

^''^'^'^Four sample? from the clays and shales of the coal measures at Castor, sent to the

laboratory for examination, were found to be defective in their drymg qualities. Ihcse

were from the Edmonton formation.

Drying defects in the clays of both the Edmonton and Belly River members of

the CretactouB are quite common. A drying test should always be made in the pre-

liminary examination of these materials. A chemical analysis of a clay or shale is

useless; the physical tests are the only guide to their value.
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REPORT OF THE VERTEBRATE PAL.EO^'TOLOGIST.

(Lawrence M. Lamhe.)

In vertebrate pala'ontology the results attained during 1913 have been most

satisfactory. In aU branches of the work, in the laboratory, in the museum, and in

the field, very decided progress has been made; in the field especially unusual success

was achieved. The collections brought in include many forms new to science, of which

descriptions of some have either been already published or are in the hands of the

printers.

Field Work.

The prnuipal field work consisted of an expedition to Red Deer river, Albei-ta, to

collect dinosaurian and other vertebrate remains from the Belly River Cretaceous in

the neigl>bourhcod of, and below Berry creek (Steveville). The party was composed of

Mr. Charles H. Sternberg and three assistants, and its success is to be attributed not
only to the skill and experience of those forming the party, but also to the manner in

which it was equipped. The party was on Red Doer river from June 20 to October 3.

The beds of the Belly River formation in Alberta have become famous for their

richness in well-preserved dinosaurian and other reptilian remains. The collection

from these rocks, made by the expedition of 191.3, reveals in a striking manner the
wonderful variety of the dinosaurian life of the period. The forms represented are
aiK-estral to tho^^c described some years ago by Leidy, Marsh, and Cope from higher
horizons in the Cretaceous, and are, with few excentions, the oldest known Cretaceous
types on this continent. The differentiation already attained by the dinosaurs at the

time the Belly River beds were deposited is surprising, and no doubt further collect-

ing at this locality will augment the number of both plant- and flesh-eating species

of many genera already known from this varied fauna. The field collection of 1913
includes members of the Ceratopsida^ (horned dinosaurs, quadrupedal, jilant-eaters),

Trachodontida> (duck-billed dinosaurs, and their allies, bipedal, plant-eaters),

Ther(jpoda (bipedal, flesh-eaters), and Stegosaurida* (heavily armoured t|uadrui)edal,

plant-eaters). Plesiosaurs, crocodiles, turtles, amphibians, and fishes are abundantly
re[)resented, and some mammalian remains were also found.

The most notable specimens of the 3913 (H)llfction are:

—

(1.) A splendidly preserved skeleton about ;J0 feet long, including the head, of a
carniv(jrous dinosaur belonging to the new genus and species (ronjusaunis lihratus,

Lanil)e. In this si)eeimen the full series of abdominal ribs are preser^^'ed and one,

at least, of the fore limbs, completo and in place. As this is the first tin»e that the
front limb and the full number of ventral ribs of a Cretaceous carnivorous dinosaur
have been found, the discovery is of unusual interest; a desi-ription of tlie-io parts is

now being prepared. Tliis nuignifieent specimen is in the hands of the preparators

and will lie exhibited as it occurred in the rock.

(J.) A skull of a Iracliodout dinosaur nniaikalile for tlie elongation backward
:mi<I upward of the nasal bouts aiul the unusual development «if otlu>r »-ranial elements
whii-li add greatly to the depth of the head. The specimen belongs to the siHvies
described l)y the writer in i:t(L' under lln' name Trncluiilt.ii nmniituitiis and reveals
chariielers wiiieli iieet>>it;tle llie e.-lahlislimeiit ot" the new genus Stfphanosaiirtts for
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the reception of the species. Some of the principal bones of the skeleton were

obtained with the skull, the whole proving the correctness of the orif^inal speeitic

description. The scale pattern of this species, now known from natural moulds and

casts discovered last summer, consists of conspicuous, limpet-shaped tubercles placed

at intervals, with small pol.vgonal ones intervening:.

(3.) A splendidly preserved skull, over G feet long, of tiie new genus and species

of ccrati)j)sian which Ins been tlt'sc-ribivl under the name Siijuicosatinis aUn rioi.sis

(the spike-dinosaur of Alberta). This specimen lacks the lower jaw.

(4.) A skull of a trachodont dinosaur, over 3 feet long, with the lower jaw in

place, remarkable for its tlepth in advance of the eyes. This specimen is in a splendid

state of preservation, with all the bones in place. It represents an undescribed genus

and species now named Gri/posaurus notabilis. Some parts of the skeleton, with

distinctive skin impressions, were obtained with the skull.

(.">.) A shuli, nearly ."> feet in length, of th,- liorued-dinosaur Monoclonius bel'i,

Lambe, with the vertebral column, most of the axial and appendicular skeleton, and
with skin impressions. This specimen reveals structural characters which necessitate

the removal of the species to the new genus Chasmosauras. The very large neck frill

is in a ixn-fect state of pi'eservation and the rami of the lower jaw are present, but

the facial part in advance of the small, upright, supraorbital horn cores has suffered

from exposure. The skin impressions prove that the animal v.'as covered with small,

polygonal scales, not unlike those of some species of trachodonts, and did not possess

a dermal armour of bony scutes hitherto generally ascribed to the Ceratopsia as a

group.

(0.) A magnificent skull, 5^ feet loni--, of Centrosaitnis apTtus, Lambe,

described some years ago from the parietal frill only. Wherens in Chai'^mo-

saurus the crest appears disproportionately large for the abbreviated anterior part of

the skull, in Ceiitrosaurus the head is extremely massive and terminates behind in a

relatively small neck frill. The large nasal horn core curves forward, and there were

no horns over the eyes. The lower jaw of this specimen was not found.

(T.) A complete shell of the turtle Borcm.i/s pulrhra. Lambe. a species of which

the ])lastron and the anterior half only of the carapace were previously known. The
specimen of the 1913 collection gives the details of structure for the whole of the

carapace.

The eolleetion made last summer, by ]\Ir. ('. II. Sternberg and his assistants, from

the Belly River Cretaceous on Ked Deer river. Alberta, is a remarkable one. Our
knowledge of the dinosaurian and vertebrate fauna generally, of tins ptn-tion of the

Cretaceous, is greatly advanced by the results of their enthusiastic work, with the

application of modern methods, as collectors in the field, as well as by their skill as

l)rei)arat(jrs in the laboratory.

During the summer season of 1913, I took part oflieially in Kxcursion Al of the

International Geological C^mgress as one of the guides through eastern (Quebec and the

^Maritime Provinces from .luly 13 to August 1. I acted in a similar capacity

on Kxcursion C 1, which l(>ft Toronto on August 14 for Victoria, H.C.. by the

main line of the Canadian Pacific railway through Kicking Horse pass. Leaving the

excursion, on its return trip, at Revelstoke, I proceeded south via Kootenay landing

and Crowsnest pass to the south fork of Oldman river, wliere the occurrence of verte-

brate remains in rocks of Jurassic age had been re})orted by A(r. D. B. Dowling.

The rocks in which the remains were found are rather hard, slightly greenish, dark

grey shales, at the water's edge, on the Tiorth bank of the river a short distance east

of Web creek, in sp<'tion 7 of town'^hip (). range TIT. west of th(> 'itli meridian,

on the pro])erty of the (^)al Securities, Liniited, and about '2~) miles from I'lairmore

by the road past Lea lake.
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The fossil remains were found to consist of eight or nine vertebrae, ribs, what
appear to be abdominal ribs, and some limb bones and a tooth, of a reptile. The ver-

tebra) are disc-shaped, slightly biconcave, and about 2^ inches in dian eter. Thessc*

remains, which will probably prove to be plesiosaurian, were removed from the rock
and shipped east. In the same beds were large numbers of well preserved belemnites

and poorly preserved fossil wood. My thanks are due to Mr. James Farmer, of Blair-

more, manager of the Coal Securities, Limited, to whose house on the mine property

I went at hi.s invitation, and was hospitably received and aided in many ways by Mr.
M. G. Rhynas, in charge of the property. The rocks yielding the fossils are about 2

miles above the house, within easy walking distance by the trail.

The palaeontological evidence of the fossils obtained corroborates Dr. Bowling's
assignment of Jurassic age to these beds.

From Oldman river I| proceeded to Exshaw, Alberta, on the main line of the Cana-
dian Pacific railway, east of Banff, near which place Dr. J. A. Allan, of the University

of Alberta, Edmonton, had recently discovered, in the, Fairhobne range, a thick bed
of hard shale of supposed Jurassic age holding scattered vertebrate remains exposed
on the upper surface of the rock. These bones were examined, and although probably
reptilian, they are, on account of their unsatisfactory state of preservation, not deter-

minable with certainty. The results to be expected from their removal from the rock
were not considered to be commensurate with the expense of quarrying. The beds hold-

ing these fossils are about 4 miles northeast of Exshaw railway station and can be
reached by following up the second creek below Exshaw to near the head of the ravine
in which the creek runs.

Travelling east I stopped at Brooks, Alberta, and drove to our palaeontological

party's camp on Red Deer river, below Steveville. Here I found Mr. Sternberg and
the members of the party greatly encouraged by the success of the season's work. The
weather conditions had been good, and pre-arranged general plans, for the exploration
of the Belly River formation below Berry creek and the collection of its vertebrate

fauna, had proved most satisfactory both as regards the number and value of the sj^eci-

mens obtained and the time saved by adequate transportation facilities. Five days
were spent with the party before returning to Ottawa.

Laboratory.

This very necessary adjunct to a modern niiisouin was equipped during the early
piirt of the year with the following machinery and appliances: an overhead trolley

system consisting of steel railing bolted to the ceiling, a trolley, and hoisti)ig block, by
means of which heavy specimens up to two tons in weight can be moved with ease
from one part of the laboratory to another; a gas-blast furnace with rotary blower.

for forging, and an electric drill, both operated by means of a two horse-power electric

motor; an anvil, all necessary tools for working in metal and wood, as well as special

awls, chisles, knives, etc., for the removal of rock from specimens; a small dental
electric motor for operating circular brushes and emery wheels when it is necessary
to clean or remove matrix from delicate specimens without jarring them.

Tlicse. with otlicr mccssary and time-saving appliances, are now in use in the
laboialory for rapiil work, with the best results, in removing rock from specimens, in

nuiiiliiiu'. ri'sturiiiM, and r|. aiiii:'.; ihcni. in nuikiiig metal supports for fossil skeletons,

and finally in mounting them for exhibition in the inuse\im. It may be said tliat the
laboratory is now eqnipix'd in most |)articulars in the best possililc aucl \ip-to-(late

iiiaiiricr.

iMirln;; llic ciuly wIiiIit niontlis Mr. Slrrnlicrg, assisted by liis -.on, C. M. Stern-
licr,", liiilslicd ilir pr( par:il Ion nf, nml niounled in liigh relief, the very perfei't spoel-

nicii of :i TriirlMidon or diick billed dinosnnr t>i llie discovery of which in th»> Kdntonton
lornialion relcrenee was made in my snnnnary report I'or III I:.'. Other speiMineus
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PollecteJ in 1912 from the same fomiatiou in Alberta were also prepared for study or

exhibition. Since the return of the field party all efforts have been put forth in the

laboratory to prepare for study and later exhibition as much of the material of the

191?. collection from the Kod Deer river as possible. Good progress had been made at

the end of the year with the larjre carnivorous dinosaur Gorgosaurus (hitherto tenta-

tively referred to Deiuodon), with the skull of the trachodont dinosaur (JrnposaHnis

iiotahiti^. with that of Chasmosannis Jx-lli, anrl witli the lioad of Sinracosaiints aUicit-

ensis. Many hundreds of small specimens representative of the general fauna of the

Belly KiviT t'o;iii;Uicn li.ive been unpacked, cleaned, mended, and restored, and
rendered available for study.

Museum.

The most striking addition made to the exhibit in the liall of Fossil Vertebrates

during the year was the panel mount of the Tracliodon from the Edmonton formation

of \iv\ Deer river. Alberta (Upper Cretaceous collection of 1912). This splendid

specimen, 32 feet in length, was placed on exhibition in July, and has proved a source

of great interest to the general public.

The attractiveness of the exhibit has been much enhanced by a number of bromide

enlargeuicuts of photographs of mounted skeletons and restorations of fossil verte-

brates illustrating the more important groups of reptii^ • and mannnals of the later

geological i)eriods.

The magnificent skull of Siyracosmnns alhertensis which was not discovered in

the "bad lands'' of Red Deer river (Belly River formation of Alberta) until late in

iSeptember was placed on exhibition in December, on the completion of the removal of

the rock from its upper and side surfaces.

The following also were placed on view: plaster casts of specimens illustrating

foot structure in the primitive ungulates, in later hoofed mammals, and in an early

carnivore (creodont) ; unique specimens of Cretaceous and Oligoccne turtles; and a

series of fifty-five- easts of the crowns of upiMT molar teeth of ungulates illustrating

the lines of differentiation from the simple tritubercular tooth up to the more complex

forms.

The Hall of Fossil Vertebrates was first opened to visitors on January 20.

The public has not been slow to take advantage of the opening of the museum on

Sunday afternoons when the fossil vertebrates have received their full share of

attention, the hall being generally crowded up to the hour of closing.

Much of my time during the year has been given to the study of our vertebrate

colk'i'tions, and to the description of new material, particularly that of the Edmonton

Cretaceous collection of 1912, and of the Belly River Cretaceous collection of 1913,

which latter includes an unusual number of hitherto imperfectly known, or unde-

scribed generic forms.

Th»> i)r(iper equipment of the laboratory, the direction and superintendence of work

in ]jrogrcss in the same as well as of the installation of new exhibits in the museum
have also claimed a large share of my time.

The weekly Library Committee meetings, and those of the Museum Committee
have been attended as usual.

Early in the year a "Bibliography of Canadian Zoology for 1912 (exclusive of

Entomology)" was prepared, and later presented and accepted for publication at the

annual meeting of the Royal Society of Canada, in May.

Tlic following descriptive and illustrated papers were published dnring -the year:

—

" The nianus in a species of Tracliodon from the Edmonton i'onnation of Alberta."

" J)cscriptit)n of a new species of Testudo, ami of a remarkable specimen of

Stylemys nebrasceusis, from the Oliogocene of Wyoming, U.S.A."
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"A Canadian monster of three millions of years ago"; popular article witli

illustration.

" A new genus and species of Ceratopsia from the Belly Eiver formation."

Additions to the Vertebrate Palasontological Collections During 1913.

Collected by Officers of ihe Geological Survey.

Sternberg, Charles II., and party.—A large and valuable collection of vertebrate
remain.s, dinosaurian for the most part, from the Belly Eiver Cretaceous of

Red Deer river, Alberta. The collection includes the following :

—

H) Uorfjosaurus lihratus, Lambe; carnivorous dinosaur; nearly complete
skeleton including head with lower jaw. Found by C. M. Sternberg, 3J miles
below the mouth of Berry creek, on south side of river, near prairie level.

(2) StepJianosaurus marginatus, Lambe; head with lower jaw, footed-

i^chium, long bones of legs, etc.; found by Charles H. Sternberg, one-quarter

luile west of ISTo. 1.

(3) Trachodont dinosaur; right maxilla and dentary, with teeth; found
by Charles II. Sternberg, west of Xos. 1 and 2.

(4) Stephanosaurus marginatus, Lambe; large areas of skin impression

femur, footed-ischia, front feet, etc.; found by Charles H. Sternberg, one-half

mile north of Xo. 1 in bad lauds, south side of river, 3i miles below Steveville

C mouth of Berry creek). Photographs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 13.

(6) Grijpo.'iaurus notahilis, Lambe; skull 3 feet 3 inches long, with man-
dible, including 20 feet of the skeleton, in clay ironstone concretion; found by

C. M. Sternberg, on high piunt 100 feet above and near river, one-half mile

above camp.

(7) Boremyfi pulchra, Lambe; carapace (10 inches Ions and 8 inches

broad) and plastron; found by L. Sternberg, south of and 100 feet above river.

(8) Chasmosaurus belli, Lambe; most of the skeleton including head with

lower jaw, and skin impressions, found by Charles H, Sternberg, in coulee one

mile south of camp.

(9) Styracosaurus cdbertensis, Lambe; squamosal, jugal, postfrontal,

.showing orbital opening; found by Charles IT. Sternbt^rg. three-quarters of a mile

south of camp, at same level as and near Xo. 1.

(10) Turtle; 20 feet above and near No. 2; fuund by Charles H, Sternberg.

(11) Turtle; found by Charles H. Sternberg, with Xo. 10.

(12)
" " " "

(13)
'* " " " "

(14) Trachodont dinosaur; most of cervical and dorsal vertebne hind Ugs
and feet, rib.s, and ti feet (jf the tail, no skull; found b\ ('. M. Sternberg, in

coulee 2\ uiiles west of <'anip, near cro.s.sing of One Tree creek, on way to

li rooks.

(l.'j) Aspi(h'r)'li'.s suhtiuadratus, Lauibe; i-ariiinwo iu good eonditi.)n; found
li\ <!. !'. SliTiibc-rg, ^l Miibs Moutb of Stevt-villo, ;it liead of niviiie near i)rrtirie

l.\ol.

( ICt) Ornilliomiiniis ttllmt, Lnnilie: \i>i\\x boue> <»f leg;*, several bones of

feet, five laudiil vtrrtclirif ; found by (I. C Sternberg, in eoub'-e 13 niile^ >iu(l»

of SteveviUo.
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(IT) Oruithoinimus: three of the toes in place; found by C. H. Sternberg.

(18) Turtle: carapace; found by C. M. Sternberg, one-half mile east of

Ko. 14.

(19) Trachodont dinosaur: ramus of mandible; at head of coulee off One
Tree creek one-quarter mile south of Stcveville.

(20) Trnchodont dinosaur; dorsal vertebrae with most of the ribs, hind

leg:s with foot, pelvic arch, one-half length of tail with skin impression; total

length preserved 15 feet 9 inches; found by L. Sternberg, one-quarter mile

east of No. 14, at base of hill, on east bank of coulee which empties into One
Tree creek.

(21) Trnchodont dinosaur; ramus of mandible; found by C. II. Sternberg

near No. 20.

(22) Carnivorous diiuisaur; maxiUa; found by C. IT. Sternberg near

No. 20.

(2.3) Large footed-ischium; found by George F. Sternberg, north side of

river oi)posite camp.

(24) Trachodont dinosaur; large metatarsal; found by G. F. Sternberg

on north side of river.

(25) Trachodont dinosaur; maxilla and dentary bone; found by G. F.

Sternberg in ravine IV miles south of Steveville, near No. IG.

(20) Enoplocephclus iutns, Lamlx\ large plate of; same locality as No. 2."»,

found by G. F. Sternberg.

(27) Plesiosaur sp. ; several verterbrae, both femora, several tarsals and

phalanges; found by C. H. Sternberg, on south side of river, below "Happy

Jack " ferry.

(28) Centrosaurns apertus, Lanibe; fine skull about .")i feet long, large nasal

hor«, no lower jaw, found by C. H. Sternberg, at liigli point 500 yards south

of " Happy Jack " ferry.

(29) Sf}/rarosaurus alhertensis Lanibe. the "Spike dinosaur"; skull over

6 feet long, no lower jaw, found by C. H. Sternberg, near " Happy Jack " ferry.

(30) Large carnivorous dinosaur; parts of maxilla and dentary; found by

C. H. Sternberg, at head of first left lateral ravine that enters the large coulee

at " TTappy Jack " ferry. (Bones of the skeleton left in rock.)

Also many hundred of separate bones and teeth representative of the

varied fauna of Belly River times.

Lanibe, Lawrence M.—Large cycloid scales of ? Strepsodus, with shells of ostracods

and Anthracomya in abundance, on fragments of limestone from Joggins, N.S.

;

Coal Measures, Division IV of Joggins section.

Plesiosaurian reptile; a number of vertebra?, with ribs, abdominal ribs,

some lini') bones, and a tooth, from .Jurassic shall' on the south fork of Oldman
river. Alberta.

Fragments of lione sliowing structure, from reptiliau n>inains in shale of

supposed Jurassic age, on second creek east of Exsbaw. Allxuta.

Presented.

Topley, W. J., Ottawa. Out.
—

'I'wo clay inidiilrs. cncli containing a sjiecimen of Mnl-

lotiis t'iUosiis (Miilier), capelin. Pli-istocene. Fmni the Leda clay, at Besserer

grove, about 8 miles bi-low Ottawa, Out.
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liillinys, Walter, Ottawa, Ont.—Caudal vertebra? of Delphiiiapterus leiicas, and lower
end of femur of large ungulate, Bison? from Pleistocene gravel on lot 15, »in-
cession V, of the township of Nepean in the vicinity of Jock river, Ont.

.Mouckton, G. J., Duncan, B.C.—Part of left mandibular ramus with teeth, of " dog "

;

part of right ramus, with teeth, and part of leg bones of deer. From a low bank
between the Canadian Pacific Railway line and Thompson river, about half a
mile west of the bridge at Savona, B.C., with Unio shells; Pleistocene? (White
silt formation).

Johansen. Fritz—Naturalist to the Stefansson Expedition, through Walter H. John-
son, Acting Superintendent, Bureau of Education, Xome. Alaska.—One molar
tooth of mammoth. Teller, Alaska. Pleistocene.

ilcTaggart, W. E. D.—Superintendent of Buffalo Park, Wainwright, Alberta, througli
the courtesy of Mr. J, B. Harkin, Commissioner of Dominion Parks, Department
of the Interior, Ottawa.—Skeleton of bull bison (Bison bison, Linn), from
Wainwright. As the animal had broken one of his horns, a head of another
individual of similar size has been substituted in the mounted skeleton.

Purchased.

Kadiak bear (Ursus middendorffi, Merriam). skull with mandible of. from Alaska; for
comparison with skull of Arctotheriuni yuk-onense, Lambe, Pleistocene of Yukon,
and that of Ursus spelceus, Rosenmiiller, Pleistocene of Europe.

Bison crassicornis, Richardson. Cranium with nasal bones and horns sheathing horn
cores; no lower jaw. Head of 18th pup, Dominion creek, 2,000 feet above
Dominion creek, Klondyke district, Yukon, 10 feet from surface, in muck.
Pleistocene.

Bison crassicornis, Richardson. The back portion of two skul!> with horn cores, from
upper Dominion ei'eek, Yukon. Pleistocene.

Portion of socket of incisor (tusk) of mammoth?; from Ujiper Domiuiou crc^'k, Yukon.
Pleistocene.

Mastodon, molar tooth of; IMcQuestou creek, Stewart River district, Yukon. Pleisto-

cene.

In this tooth a hard substance occurs in the bottom of two of the valleys

between the transverse cusp-ridges. With regard to the composition of this

substance Mr. R. A. A. Johnston has supplied the following note: "The
material in the valleys of the crown of this tooth consists of strxivitp (a hydrous
])hospluite of ammonium iiinl magnesium) iutcvmi:;cd willi small tiuantities of

organic matter. This material is not identical in composition with ordinary

tartar of the teeth; this latter substance, which is a product of the serum of tlu'

blood having the power of instipating the saliva of the mouth and thereby

attaching itself more or less firmly to the teeth, consists of jdiosphate of calcium,

aninml organic matter, and some um-crtain organic salts."
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EEPORT OF THE IXVERTE13EATE PALAEONTOLOGIST.

(E. M. Kindle.)

Field Work.

The field cH'tivities of this section are directed with a view to close co-operation

with the work of the geologists of the Survey who are eiifrapred in economic and areal

geology. The reliability and permanence of the work of the field geologists rests in a

large degree upon the accuracy of the correlations made by the palivontologist. It is,

therefore, desirable whenever i>opsible that the pahvontolugist shoidd secure a detailed

personal knowledge of one or more sections of the formations for whose correlation

he is held responsible. The resulting collections of fossils are much larger than those

ordinarily supplied by the geologist whose time for this part of the work is limited,

and the determinations of horizons have a correspondingly broader basis of fauna]

evidence. For these general reasons the field work of this section has extended during

the last season over a wide area.

Mr. L. D. Burling has made large collections of Cambrian and other Palaeozoic

faunas in the Maritime Provinces, British Columbia, and the Yukon Territory along

the International Boundary. The western collections made by Mr. Burling have

added considerably to the limiteil data previously available for correlation in the

areas studied.

In southwest Xova Scotia, Mr. E. J. Whittaker .spent about six weeks in the latter

part of the sunnner collecting fossils from the Palaeozoic formations. These fossils

are expected when supplemented with additional field work, to throw light on the

relations of the early and later Paheozoic formations of that district.

In southwest New Brunswick, Mr. Olof Nylander was engaged for two months in

collecting fossils near the International Boundary, which will be available for corre-

lating the rocks of southern Quebec and New Brunswick with those of !Maine. The work

of Williams and Clarke on the Devonian fauna of the latter state makes the Maine

section the nearest standard for comparison in matters of correlation relating to

those parts of Quebec and New Brunswick adjacent to the St. John River valley.

My own field work began in Ontario and adjacent parts of New York state and

ended in Manitoba. This field work was divided into two periods separated by an

interval in midsummer devoted to the work of the International Congress of Geologists.

Participation in two of the longer excursions of the Congress in the capacity of guide

and attendance at the sessions of the meetings in Toronto occupied my time from

July 13 to August 17. The field work was begun in June with a study of the type

section of the C"linton formation at Clinton, N.Y., in company with ^fr. M. Y.

Williams. A few days were devoted to a study of other Silurian sections in western

New ^'ork. with which correlations of the Silurian formations of OntaHo are to be

made. A series of representative sections of the Silurian rocks of the Ontario

)(eninsula along the Niagara escarpment was next examined by Mr. Williams and
myself. The stratigraphic work thus begun in the Ontario peninsula was left in

charge of Mr. Williams while I proceeded to Quebec, (iaspc. and other points in the

^Maritime Provinces. The geologic features of the particular localities which were

visited by Excursi*»n Al were studied until July V^, when I joined the excursion at

Quebec. I reinaiiK-l with th*^' excursion until Julv 30. leaving it at Cabano, Que., to

review the work dom by Mr. Oldf XvLindcr in that vicinity. ^Ir. Xylander spent
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about two months in that region collecting fossils which are to be used in correlating

tlie formations of this part of Quebec with those of adjacent parts of Maine.

After the close of the sessions of the Congress at Toronto, I went west with

Excursion Cl, leaving it at "Winnipeg. Field work was resumed at Le Pas, which is the

present terminus of regular train service on the new Hudson Bay railway. It was

expected that the rock exposures made by the construction of the road beyond Le Pas
would aiford valuable information regarding the geology of this region. Through
the courtesy of the chief engineer of the road in placing transportation at my disposal,

1 was able in a brief period to examine a number of these exposures between Le Pas
and the end of steel. From Le Pas I proceeded down the Saskatchewan river

by canoe in order to study the stratigraphic relations of the rocks exposed along the

lower part of the river and the shores of Cedar lake. After reaching the mouth of

the river at Grand Papids I joined a party of the Waterpower Division in chartering

the only sailboat available there. From Grand Kapids we skirted the north shore of

Lake Winnipeg and fossils were collected from the best exposures of the Ordovi-
cian iimestojie on the north shore. On arriving at Warren Landing, I .sailed by the

steamef Wolverine for Selkirk.

Field work in Manitoba was concluded by a trip of Lake St. Martin and other

points in the Gj-psumville district. This work supplemented that of last season in

the same general region and enabled me to see the unique inliers of Pre-Cambrian
rock in the islands and on the shores of Lake St. Martin, as well as the whole of the

section exposed between Lakes Manitoba and St. Martin. The geologic results of the

Saskatelipwaii River work are recorded elsewhere in this volume.

Office Work.

The appointment early in the jear of Mr. L. D. Burling, formerly of the Smith-

sonian Institution, Washington, D.C., to the staff of the Geological Survey as a

pala?ontologist has very materially increased the ability of this division to furnish

reports promptly on the many collections of fossils referred to it after the close of

each field season. The determination of the Cambrian and some other faunas which

are referred to this division for determination has been assigned to Mr. Burling.

The urgent need of assistance in preparing fossils for study and exhibition pur-

poses has been met by the appointment of Mr. E. J. Whittaker. preparator in inver-

tebrate palaeontology. Mr. Whittaker has also furnished valuable aid in col-

lecting fossils in the field.

Miss A. E. Wilson has rendered very efficient assistance in the office and nuiseuni,

chicHy in connexion with the cataloguing and numbering of fossils, assisting in the

prei)aration of several hundred pahvontological photographs, and work on the cata-

logue of tyjtc fossils in the nuiseum.

In the Invertebrate Hall of the museum, five new cases of exhibits liave been

added to the exhibition series during the year. One of these illustrates the variou3

processes of fossilizatiim which are commonly met with. Anotlier case shows renrt^

sentative slabs uf fo.ssils from the several formations found near Ottawa. Tliis local

exhibit is suiipleniented by two geologic cross sections showing the stratigraphic

suc(es>inn ami some of the structural features of the Ottawa district. A spicial

exhibit which has been iirepareii from ripple-marked sandstone and coal measure tr.o

stumps from Nova Scotia shows these fossils in their assuineii original relations with

a background of restored Carboniferous vegetation. A representative series «.f

l'ahe(jzoic; «'orals is shown in one of the two new eases acquired' for invertebrato

paln'ontolo^iy. The other uew ci'se has been tilled with a serie>! of the n>in;trknl>le

('ninlirian ro>>ils from Fichl, li.C. For this i-olleelion tlie Survey is indi>bted to the

courlfsv of I)r.
(

'. |). Walcolt, -ecntarv of the Siiiithsonian Insf ituiii>n.
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Papers dealinir with problems on which the field work of the last pcason has

furnished data have been published in the seientific journals and under the titles

indicated below:

—

(1.) An inquiry into the Origin of " Batrachoides the Antiquor "
:
of the Lock-

port limestone of New York, Geol. Magazine, N.S., December fi. vol. I. pp. 158-1 rtl. pis.

VIII, IX, 1914.

(2.) A compari-oii of Cambrian and Ordovician ripple-uiarks found at Ottawa.

Canada: Jour, of Geol. In press.

(:5.) Columnar Structure in Limestone: Victoria Memorial Must-uni Bull. No. 2.

pp. .'}r.-44. pl.s. IL in, 1914. .

4. What does the Medina Sandstone of the Niagara section include? Science,

New Ser.. vol. XXXIX, pp. 915-918, 1914.

The accessions durinjr the .year to the collections of invertebrate fossils are

indicated below :

—

Additions to the Invertebrate Palseontological Collections During 1913.

PrPficnied.

Clarke, nl. M.. All)nn,v. N.Y.—A lars^e block of fossiliferous Devonian limestone from

Pi-rcr, Gaspe, (^:e. Access. No. 1H8.

Harris. (J. D.. Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.—A small collection of fossils from the

Tertiary of North Carolina, U.S.A. Access. No. 158.

Lambert, H. F. J., International Boundary Survey.—One Carboniferous fossil coral

from the 141st meridian, 96 miles north of the line crossinir Porcupine river,

Alaska. Access. No. 105.

Lenthall, R. E., Newport Centre, Gaspe, Que.—A fossil from I'Ause TKiifer near Port

Daniel. (JjiS'C. Qvo. Access. No. 145.

Mclsaac, !Mr., Ottawa, Out.—A small collection from tlie Collingwood formation near

Ottawa. Access. No. 157.

PadclitTc. J. B.—An I'miumite froui Aspen CJrove near (loldeu Sovcn-iiru inino. B.(^.

Access. No. 111.

Ileagan, Albert B., Nett Lake. Minn.—Several pieces of fossiliferous limestone from

Wood.son county, Kans.is. U.S.A. Access. No. 115.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.—A large collection of fossils from the

^liddle Cambrian Burgess shale near Field, B.C. Access. No. 112.

A collection of silictified crinoidal columns from Louisville. Ivy. Access.

No. 110.

A collection of silicitied fossils illustrating tlu' development of geodes.

Access No. 114.

Some fossils of lyower Cambrian age from Mnmiu peak, norfliwe-st of

Yellowhead pass. Alberta. Access. No. 182.

Several specimens of l^Iiddle Cambrian Medusin from Coosa valley. Alabama.
Access. No. 183.

Spreckley, J. Alfred, Ottawa, Out.—A specimen of trilol>itc from Ottawa, Out. Access.

No. 148.

Taylor, Chas. E.—A small collection of fossils from townsliip 15. range VIM,
Alberta. Access. No. L''>4.
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Wells, J. D., Kitselas, B.C.—Six fossils from 5 or 6 miles up Copper river, British
Columbia. Access. Xo. 119.

Collected hy Officers of (he Geological Survey.

Allan, J. A.—A small collection of Cambrian fossils from Castle mountain, B.C.
Access. 1^0. Ifil.

Some fossils from near Crowsnest pass, Beaverfoot range, British Columbia,
and Sawback range. Alberta. Access. No. 153.

A collection of Ordovician fossils from the Ice River district, British
Columbia. Access. Xo. 177.

Ami, H. M.—Pre-Cambrian fossil from Steeprock lake, Ontario. Access. Xo. 173.

Burling, L. D.—A collection of fossils from Riviere-du-Loup and Bic, Que. Access.

Xo. 162.

A large collection of fossils, Cambrian to Carboniferous, from the Yukon-
Alaska boundary. Access. Xo. 150.

Ordovician fossils from Ottawa and vicinity; a collection of Cambrian
fossils from several horizons in the Dogtooth mountains, west of Donald,
British Columbia. Access. Xo. 179.

Several collections of fossils from George River station. Cape Breton.
Access. Xo. 179.

Cambrian fossils from Cap Canon, near Perce, 2 miles south of Cap
Rosier, Quebec. Access. Xo. 179.

Silurian corals from Black cape, Quebec, xiccess. Xo. 180.

Many slabs of Lingula (Linnulepis) acnminati from the Potsdam sand-
stone east of South March, Carleton county, Ont. Access. Xo. 180.

A large collection of Cambrian fossils from Hanford brook and vicinity,

Xew Brunswick. Access. Xo. 180.

A large collection from the Middle Cambrian, Albertella zone, on Z^fount
Bosworth, British Columbia. Access. Xo. 180.

Ordovician graptolites from two horizons, Levis, Que. Access. Xo. 180.

Burling, L. D., and Hayes, A. O.—A large collection of Ordovician graptolites from
Navy island, St. John, X.B. Access. No. 181.

Collections from many places in the city of St. John, X.B. Access. Xo. 181.

Cambrian fossils from Long island, Kennebecasis bay, Xew Brunswick.
Access. Xo. 181.

Burling, L. D., and Schofield, S. J.—Cambrian fossils from four horizons in the
Burton shales near Elko, B.C.; Devonian fossils near Elko, B.C. Access.

Xo. 172.

Cook, C. 11.—A collection of material from Xanaimo series from Cowichan lake and
vicinity and from Malahat volcanics, Duncan sheet. Vancouver island, .\cces8

No. 181.

Daly, R. A.— Fossils from north bank of Thompson river, I>ritisli ("oluniliia. Ai'res3.

No. 150.

Fossils from the Uiii)er Cambrian from Canadian Pacitic Railway rut, 54-5
miles from Fifhl, and aiiout 2 niilcs wcvf of honaM ^^tation, B.C. .\«Tess.

No. i.^.t;.

llar'vi(>, K.—A small colhction of fossils from tlu* ut'iglihourhood of Knowlfon
Landing, Lake Mcniphrrnuigog, (}\n\ Access. No. 11,'?.

A rollfcLion from l.ikr .Mi'mplircniagou. Aci-fss. .\o. ir>l.
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Ifjiyc.^, A. O.—Two large coiigloiuerate limestone boulders from Courtenay bay, St.

John harbour, New Brunswick. Access. No. 12>).

A few fossils from Milkish head, New Brunswick. Access. No. 149.

Ingall, E. D.—Ordovician fossils from Ottawa and vicinity. Access. No. ITS.

Johnston, W. A.—A small collection of Pleisteoce»ie fossils from" Lake of the Woods
and Fort Frances, Ont. Access. No. 104.

Kindle, F. ^I.—A collection frum Selkirk, Manitoba. Acce^^s. No. 134.

Fossils from Lake St. Martin, Manitoba. Access. No. 139.

A small collection from Le Pas, Manitoba. Access. No. 130.

Some fossiliferous rock from the, Pre-Cambrian of Steeprock lake, Ontario.

Access. No. 155.

Soni." fossils from (Jaspe, Quebec, collecteil duriiiLr tlic (Icological C<tn-

gress Excursion Al. Access. Nos. 133, 135.

A collection of fossils from Middleton, N.S. Access. No. 13G.

A box of fossils from Clinton, N.Y., and Lockport, N.Y. Access. No. 144.

Lambe, L. M.—A collection of Middle Cambrian fossils from Mount Stephen, British

Columbia. Access. No. 142.

A collection from the South Fork of the Oldinaii river. Alberta. Access.

No. 147.

Lawson, A. C.—Fifteen specimens of fossils from Cambrian of Steeprock lake,

Ontario, transmitted by Mr. C. D. Walcott. Access. No. 111.

MacKenzie, J. I).—A large collection of Mesozoic fossils from the Queen Charlotte

islands, British Columbia. Access. No. 175.

Nylander, Olof. O.—A collection of fossils from Mount Wissick section, Lake Temis-

couata, Quebec. Access. Nos. 121, 122, 132, 140.

Fossils collected in New Brunswick at St. Basil, Green river, Ligas,

Siegas river, and along the International railway. Access. Nos. 125, 126, 129,

137.

Schotield, S. J.—Cambrian and Devonian fossils from Elko, B.C. Access. No. 118.

Sternberg, C. H.—A small collection of Laramie fossils from Wyoming, U.S.A.

Access. No. 143.

Stewart, J. S.—A collection of fossils from Livingstone range. Alberta. Access. No.

152.

Wallace, K. C. and McLean, A.—A collection of Silurian and Devonian fossils from
Manitoba. Access Nos. 140, 100.

Wallace, K. C.—A collection of Ordovician fossils from one of the city wells in

Winiii|ii'g, Man. Access No. 174.

Whittaker. K. .f.—Fossils from Nictaux area. Nova Scotia. Access. No. 128.

A collection of fossils from B<^ar Kiver ana and Kcntville. N.S. Access

No. 131.

Willi;iiii-. M. ^'.- .\ c.illection of Silurian fossils from New ^'ork. Xiagara peuinsida,

and the western peninsula of Ontario. Access. No. 10'.>.

Wilson, A. 1'].—Fossils from Cement (luarry at Hull, Quv. -\ccess. No! 138.

Wright. \V. .1.— A small collection of Carboniferous fossils from Moncton, N.B.
Access. No. 159.
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Purchased.

G rebel, Wendler & Co., Ciencva.—A collectiou of fotsils from the Devonian of Bohemia.
Access. Xo. 123.

Acquired l>y Exclianrje.

Hill, Thos. S.—A box of fossils from Oklahoma, U.S.A. Access. No. 124.

Reports on Fossils.

Reports on fossils have been furnished to a number oj members of the staff, as

well as to various persons sending fossils to the Sui-vey for determination. Such of

these reports as include data of palaontologic interest are appended to this report.

Mesozoic and Palo'ozoic Fossils from Franl; Alherta.—The following notes relate

to a report on a collection oi Palaeozoic and Mesozoic fossils made by Mr. W. W. Leach

in the vicinity of Frank, Alberta.

Lots 7 (1790, 9 (181)j and 10 (182), represent the older fauna. The same general

fauna is represented by these three lots and includes the following species Fenestella sp,.

CyathopliyUurn sp., DiphyphyUiim sp., Productus sp., Spirifer ci. cartieratus, Spirifer

cf. marcoui, Spirifer sp. This fauna is of Mississippian age. The beds holding it

probably represent the northern extension of the Madison limestone of the northern

Rocky Mountain states.

Lot Xo. 8 (180) includes a single specimen, a fragment of an inidetermined species

of Scaphites. A horizon of Cretaceous age is indicated by this fosiil.

Lot Xo. 6 (178). This lot comprises several fragmentary specimens of BeUm-
Jiites sp. undetermined. These are probably of Jurassic age, but do not alone afford

decisive evidence that the horizon represented is not Cretaceous. The occurrence of
this representative of a strictly marine order of invertebrates in the generally barren
shales of the Fernie is of interest in indicating that these beds are in part at least of

marine origin.

Coal Measure Fossils from St. John, N.B.—A small collection of fossils made by
Mr. A, 0. Hayes from the Milkish Head peninsula, near St. John, X.B., contains a

number of specimens all referable to a single species, Estheria cf. dausoni. This fossil

has been rei)orted from the Ilorton series of Xova Scotia and the Lower Carboniferous
of Soctlaiul. Its recorded range is confined to the Lower Carboniferous. Its occur-

reiK-e near St. John, therefore, appears to indicate a horizon below the limits of the

Coal Measures.

Devonian Fossils from IhitisJt Columbia.—SpeciuK-ns of dark dolomitic limestone

eoiitaiuing corals wore transmitted to me for oxaminMlinu by Prof. .]. A. Allan (No.

1407). These contain a branching coral which is one of the eoiunion fossils in the

Jefferson lin.estone of Montana. I have referred it to Farosites cf. limiiaris in collec-

tions which have jjreviously come to my notice. This specimen in all probability is of

Devonian age and doulitless represents the Jefferson limestone.

Dcioniun Fossils from Fossil Mountain, Alberta.— I have exaniliied with sonio

care the collection, transmitted to me by Prof. J. A. Allan for determination, which
was i7s:de at Fossil mountain. Alherta. 1 recognize in it the following sptvies: ("

porn >p., Hf/rinfioiiora el"., iirrelcijans Hillings, Philliiisatrda vtrrtUi Mi'ek. 7'.

NumbcrM In i.aientheses refer to the museum locality catalogue.

L'«~20 It 10
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phyllum cf., arundinaceum Billings, Produclella hallana Walcott, y^r. Stropheodonta

demijisa CConrad). Schuchnfella cf. chemuncjensis var. arcforstnafiis (Hall), Airypa

reticularis (Linn.), Schizoplioria strUitida (Schlotheim),.<p'n7er whUneyi (Hall).

The collection also includes numerous sponge spicules and two undetermined

braehiopods which are probably new species.

Tiii^ fauna ropn^ents a horizon of the upper Devonian. The presence in it of

such well known diagnostic upper Devonian fossils as Sp. whitneyi and a variety of

P. hallanus places its Devonian age beyond question.

Devonian Fossils from the Athahcusla River Valley.—A collection of Devonian

fos'sils left with me for determination by ^Nlr. J. E. Narraway. from a locality 50

miles east of Ft. Murray. Alberta (K. VI., T. 8J», W. 4th Meridian), includes the

following species:

—

Atrypn reticularis.

Atr)ipn .^jino.^a var.

Schizophoria striatiila.

Cyrtina hamiUonensis.

The fauna represents a horizon of late middle or early upper Devonian nge.

Fossils from Lake }femphremaiiO!j.—X collection of fo-^sils made by Mr. Robert

Harvie and Mr. L. D. Burling, comprises four lots.

The material from Knowltoii Landing, Lake Memphremagog (on shore of lake),

is represented by a single species.

Favosites cf. hasaltica.

The remainder of the collection comprises three lots numbered 2 (1651), 3

(1052), and 4 (1650), from west of Mountain House, Owl's Head mountain. Lake

Memphremagog. These include the following species:

—

Crinoid stems.

Favosites hasaltica.

Favosites, sp.

Zaphrentis sp.«

Spirifer cf. arrertus.

Actinopteria?

Panenca?

Proteus, .sp.

The three lots combined in this list of fossils from rather closely adjacent locali-

ties appear to belong to the same general fauna. The deformation and partial meta-

morphism of all of the material renders any determinations beyond generic highly

problematic except in the case of one of the two species of Favosites which is either

identical with or closely related to F. hasaltica. The very poor state of preser\'ation

of the fauna prevents close comparison with other faunas and the most that can be

said regarding its correlation is that it is highly probable but not entirely certain

that the fauna is of middle or lower Devonian age.

JJcroiiiaii nitd Silurian Fossils from Manitoba.—The following memoranda

relate to a collection of fossils from Manitoba submitted to me for study by Prof.

R. C. Wallace.

The si>ecics which have been recognized are given in the two faunal lists below,

grouped according to the horizons represented. The numbered specimens which do

not appear in the list are represented either by material too poor for dctormiuation

or by specimens having only lithologic or pctrogiMphic interest.
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Favosites fuvosus

Iso. 8, Fairford.

Favosites cf. favosus

No3. 1 and 4, Davis pt.

Favosites ef. niafjarensix

Nos. 9 and 10, Fairford.

Favosites sp.

No. 22, Fairford.

CyatJiopJiyllum sp.

ISTo. 3, Davis pt.

Halysites catenulatus var.

Xo. 20, between Fairford and Hilbre, Xo. IS, west of Arbourg, IS miles*

Stropheodonfa acanthoptera

Xos. 24. 25, and 27. Hilbre.

Loxonema sp.

ililbre.

Leperditia hisingevi

Xos. 14. 23, and 25, Hilbre.

The above listed species all belong to the in)per .Silurian fauna of ^Nfanitoba.

Streptelasma cf. proJifica

Xo. 67, Winnipegosis.

Amplexus or DiphyphyUum cf. Wliiteaves, PI. XXXV, fig. 2. Cont. to Can-
Pal., Vol. I, Pt. rv.

IS OS. 56 and 57, Road to Sandy bay.

Favosites cf. hamiltonae

No. 61, Limekiln, Sandy bay.

Atrypa reticularis

Xos. 69 and 84, Winnipegosis.

Atrypa cf. missouriensis

No. 71, northwest side bridge. Winnipegosis.

Cyrtina hamiltonensis

No. 82, Henderson.

Spirifer inutilis

No. 72, northwest side of bridge over !^^ossy river, Winnipegosis.

The Devonian fauna of the collet'tion is represented by the species listed above.

The several lots represented by the above list have apparently all bivn derived from
the Manitoba limestone with the exception of lots 56 and 57. road to Sanily bay.

These two lots are represented by poorly preserved corals wlii»-h probably represent tht»

Winnipegosan dolomite fauna.

The specimens from Ashern. 35 and 3t>, consist uf reildish-butF and bro\vnish-n.Hl

(lolomile, apparently without fussils. 'J'hest' speeinuMis are identical in |)hysical

featurcH witli the highest beds of tiie Silurian, which I observed Mintliwest of Fairford,
just oast of the eastern border of the Devonian limestone i^Klm I'oint limestone).
They doid>tleKH represent thisMiorizon in the vi'-in^ty of .\>hern.

26— 2l).i
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Pahvozoic FosslU From Klko, Biituh Columbia.—A collection of fossils froni

Klko. B.C., niado by Stuart J. Schofield, includes a number of small lots of fossils which

are discussed below.

T^>t 1 (S. T. S. Nop. 11-16). The specimens of this lot represent several specimens

of tube-like bodies lying apparently parallel and normal to the bedding. These

cylindrical impressions, which doubtless represent annelid borings, remind one of

Scolithus canadensis Billings of the Potsdam sandstone. Like other impressions of

their type, however, they afford no reliable criteria for inferring the ape of the beds

represented.

Lot 2 (S. J. S. Xos. 1, 2, 3, 9, 23, 24, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42. 44, OS). The

preceding numbers are represented only by fragments of corals in a black dolomite

too poorly preserved to permit determination. They ai)pear, however, to resemble

and are probably identical with one or two species whir-h characterize the Jefferson

limestone of ^Nfontana.

Lot 3 (S. J. S. Xo. 28) contains the following species:

—

Airypa rcficidaris.

A trypa cf. missouriensia.

Spirifer englemanni.

Strop]iostylus sp. undet.

Lot 4 (S. J. S. Nos. 30-31). Two species are represented in this lot, viz.:

Stropheodonta dcmism and Schizoplioria n. sp. near ti. slriatida.

Lots 3 and 4 arc of middle and upper Devonian age. The fauna of lot 3, though

a small one for purposes of close correlation, is believed to represent the fauna of the

Jefferson limestone of Montana. Lot 4 probably represents the same fauna.

Post-Camhrian Faunas from the Tukon-AIaskan Boundary.—'Uio faunas

collected by D. D. Cairnes during the survey of the 141st meridian show that each

of the tive great systems of the PaUtozoic rocks from the Cambrian to the Carbonifer-

ous is represent. d in the section surveyed between the Yukon and the Porcupine

rivers.

Ordovician.—Two small lots of fossils compose<l alnio.-t entirely of corals are

referred to the upper Ordovician. One of these (XI k 40) includes two species of

corals which arc identical with forms collected by the writer in the Seward peninsula,

Alaska,^ where the middle or upper Ordovician age of the fauna is fully established

by a long list of Ordovician bracliiopods and gasteropods. The two lots listed below are

believed to represent the same horizon as these western Alaskan collections which

occur in the upper part of the Port Clarence limestone and belong to the same Ordo-

vician fauna which was collected along the 141st meridian by Dr. Cairnes during the

season of 1911. This is a later horizon of the Ordovician than that represented by the

fauna of the graptolite beds on which Messrs. Burling and Kuedemann have reported.

Lot XI k 4(3 (185) contains Columnaria alveolata (ioldf. Vahpnuia canadensis

Bill. Furositefi aspera? d'Orhigny. IlalysiIeK cuieuula'us var. <ir.ici!i: llall. and

Endorrraa cf. proleiforme Hall.

The second lot, XII x 37 (207), contains a badly pn -crvcd slu-U whicli appears to

represent a Macluria. This lot should also be referr.-d to the Ordovician if this

provisional generic determination is correct.

iThe faunal .succession In the Port Clarence limestone. Alaska. Am. Jour, of ?> !., vol. xxxil.

1911, pp. r!14-3l6.
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Middle Silurian.—The lots which follow represent a fauna which is comparable
witli the middle Silurian faima found in the states adjacent to the Great Lake.*.

The presence in it of Spherexochus rorningeri, Spirifer niagarensis, and an Illaenus

closely related to if not identical with /. imperator, suggest that a larger collection

would show still other resemblances to the Silui-ian limestone fauna of Indiana and
Illinois. This fauna represents the same general horizon as the Silurian fauna which
vvas discovered in eastern Alaska on the Porcupine river.' The principal species in

the several lots which are considered to represent this general fauna will be listed

separately.

Lot XIn44 (187)

Conchidium Knighti (Sowerby).

Lot XIo45 (1.89)

Camaretoechia cf. iiidiancnsi'< (Hall).

Camaretoecli ia ? sp.

Lot XIXs28 (275)

Pholidops <-f. fioiiajniformis Hall.

Airypa sp.

Atrypa ef. marginalis Dalman.
Orthis fiahelliies Foerste.

Dalmanella cf. elegantula (Dalman).

Whitfieldclh cf. nUida Hall.

Anoplotheca sp.

Illaenus cf. imperator ILill.

Lot XlXfSl (258)

Stropheodonta sp.

IiJiipidomella n. sp.

Gypidula? sp.

Clorinda cf. fornicafa (Hall).

SphaerexocJius sp.

Illaenus cf. imperalor Hall.

Lot XlXhSl (2G0)

Stropheod'onta sp.

Orthis flahellites Foerste.

Dalmanella cf., elegantula (Dalman).
Mcristina sp.

Spirifer radiattis Sowcrby.

Spirifer sp.

Sphaerexoehits runtingiri Hall.

Illaenus cf. imperator ITall.

Brontiopsis sp.

L(.t XlXiiit; (270)

Clado/iora sp.

Fai'ositis sp.

Zaphrentis sp.

('(iiiiiiri)li>rrlii(i (?) cf. arlniis TT;ill.

Camarot(/ec]ii(i (0 cf. iiulltiiunsts (IlallV

A trypa sp.

Kindip, Bull. Qeol. Soo. Am., vol. 19, p. 325, 190S.
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A trypin a sp.

Niicleospira cf. pisiformis HalL
Trcmafospiia ef. camura Hall.

Steherella n. sp.

M.i/tilarca (?) cf. sif^i/Zo Hall.

Flah/ceras sp.

Orthoceras sp.

Dalmanites sp.

Lot XVIIhlO (233)

Camarotoechta cf. indianpnsis (Hall).

Stropheodonta sp.

Atiiipa reticularis (Linn.) var.

Spirifer radiatus Sowerby.

Reiicularia cf. proxima Kindle.

Ptcn'nca. small sp.

Proettts sp.

Lot XII130 (102)

Favosifes gothlandicus Lamark.

Ili'JioJifps interstinctus Linn.

Hah/sites catenidattts Linn. var.

Cyathophythina sp.

Prohahly Lote Silurian :
—

Lots XTTv30 (202), XITt32 (190), Xlln32, XTIv34 (204), XIIv3T (205). XIIv42

(206). Xllr45 (198).

The preceding small lots of fossils, each representing usually only two or three

species, apix-ar to represent the same geolojric horizon. They are referred provisionally

to a late Silnrian horizon, chiefly on the evidence of two or three large species of

Ostracodes which are believed to be of Siluriaji age. This reference, however, needs

the confirmation of additional evidence, since the Martinias. which in one case are

a.'i.^ociated with the ostracodes, suggest a Devonian horizon.

The fossils represented in these lots include the following:

—

Stropheodonta, small species.

MeristcUa sp.

Retzia? sp.

'Marlinia sp.

LepcrdHia sp.

Isochilina sp.

Three other lots and their included fofsils whifh probably represent a late Silurian

horizon follow :

—

Lot XIh43 (1S3)

Diphyphyllnni sp.

Lot XIri:'. noo)
Diphyphyllum sp.

Encrintirns sp.

r.ot XITv20 f2()n

Cyafhophyllum sp.

Alveolilfs? sp.

Lepeidilia sp.
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Devonian.—The Devonian fauna is represented by several small lots of fossils.

While these include rather a small number of species they represent a considerable

number of localities, and it is significant that none of the several lots include any

characteristic upper or lower Devonian forms. There is for example no trace of either

Sphifer disjunctus or Sp. Whitneyi, which have a very wide distribution in the upper

Devonian throughout North America. Xor are there any representatives present of

the strongly plicated Spirifers or other peculiar forms of the lower Devonian. The
greater part of the faunules suggest a middle Devonian horizon and are probably of

upper Onondaga or somewhat later age. There appears to be no doubt that this fauna

is identical with the Devonian fauna which was found by Kindle^ in the Salmontrout

limestone on the Porcupine river. The same fauna has been collected by Brooks and
Kindle on the Yukon opposite Woodchopper creek.- The presence of Afn/pa cf.

flabellata Goldf. and other peculiar undescribed species in both the Boundary collec-

tions and those from the Porcupine and Yukon rivers places this correlation on a

secure basis and indicates a wide distribution of the Salmontrout limestone within
tl'.e large triangular area bounded by the Porcupine, the l-tl<t meridian, and the

\ ukon river.

In the following list of the Devonian fauna the species are given in connexion
with the various lots in which they were collected during the progre.--s of the survey.

Lot XIm45 (186)

Lingida sp.

CamarotoecJiia sp.

Stropheodonta sp.

Gypidnla sp.

Lot XVI lp4 (24!>)

Favosites sp.

Camarotoechia sp.

Fugnax cf. pugmis (Martin).

Atrijpa relicnlaiis Linn. var.

Lept(vna rhomhoidalis (Wilck.).

Schizophoria sfriafuJa (Sehlot.).

Reticnlaria sp.

Anoplotheca cf. acutipUcala (Con.).

Platyceras sp.

Cytherella sp.

Cyphaspis cf. helluJa.

Lot XVlljlO (2-44). jlT (24G), il<l (iHt). ii.-. (2:}8)

Atrypa retindaris (Linn.).

Atrypa spinosa Hall.

Schizophoria stridhda (Schh)t.).

Eelicularia? cf. sidjundift m (.M. ;md W.).

Reticnlaria Sj).

Alhyris? n. sp.

Lot XVI Ij, k, IC. (2ir.)

Zaplncnlis sj).

Favusifcs sp.

> fJeoloKlf reeonn.alKBam-e of the Porcupine Ujver valley Alnslcn, Bull, Oeol. Soc, Am., vol. 19,

lltOS. pp. :{:i7-329.

» Piiliio/.ule ami iiH.socliitiil to. I;s cf t!i<« iippfr YuUon. .\lasK;». Hull, liool, Soo. .\in , vol l^

I'.KiS, p. UH3.
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Slroiihroiloiita sp.

Atrypa reticularis (Linn.).

Schizophoiia atriaiula (Sclilot.).

Gypidula sp.

Lot XVllhlOilO (241)?

Criiioid stems.

rroductella sp.

Ainjpa reticularis (Linu.).

Bcficularia cf., hcvis (Hall).

Ecticularia ef. siihundifcra (M. and W.).

Xuclcospira sp.

Fish bone.

Lot XVJliU, n;5 (2:57)

CiiathoplnjUumn sp.

Atrypa reticularis (Linn.).

Camarotocchia contracta Hall?

tStropheodonta arcuata Hall.

Reticularia sp.

i\ Hcleospira n. sp.

J'roi'fu^ sp.

Lot XVI Ih. i, IS, 19 (2;M)

Favosites ef. hasaltica Goldf.

Favosites ef. canadensis (Billin{:cs).

Alceolites sp.

t>'chizophoria stiiatuJa (Sehlot.). '

Clionetes sp.

Atrypa reticidaris (Linn.).

Martinia cf. maia (Billings).

X iicleospira sp.

Proetus sp.

Lot XlXhl!) (2.V.))

Zaphrentis sp.

Atrypa reticularis (Linn.).

Strophcodonta sp.

Camarotocchia sp.

Meristella? sj).

Mcristella ef. lacvis.

J'iigii'i.v puynus (Martin) Tar.

Gijpidula sp.

Lnt XIXi20 (262)

i<tropheodonta sp. (identical with Strophcodonta sp. in XlXhlO).
Froductella ef. spinulicosta Hall.

Atrypa reticularis (Linn.).

Scltizophoria stri^itula (Sehlothciin).

(liipidiila sp.

Lot XLYplO (l'72)

^
'//«//( o/)/( ylhmi ? sp.

Atri/pn reticularis.

Lcptania rhv)nboidali^ (Wil'k).

iSpirifcr sp.
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Lut XIX23q (274)

Fenestella sp.

Atiypa reticularis (Linn.).

Atri/pa ef. flahellata Goldf.

Stropheodonta cf. arcuata Hall.

Conocardium cf. cuneiis Conrad.

Lot XlXi, i, h, 23, 22 (263)

Atrypa reticularis (Linn.).

Stropheodonia sp.

Schizophoria striatula (Schlot.).

Cryphaeus? sp.

Lot XIXd22 (255)

Cyathophyllum cf. quadi'ujeniinum Goldf.

(^rinoid stems.

Atrypa reticularis (Liiin.).

Camarotoechia sp.

Gypidala sp.

Conocardium cf. cuneus Cunrad.

I'lniycliisma? sp.

The Devonian collection includes two lots whieli may represent a formation

distinct from the Salmontrout limestone. They api>ear to belong in a middle
Devonian horizon, but the absence from these lots of any species Tyintr them to the

others indicates the propriety of provisionally treating them as possibly distinct.

These lots include the following species:

—

Lot XVa, b, 35 (214)

Cladopora cf. dichotoma Hall.

I^hilUpsastraca verneuilH M. Edwards.
FroQtus cf. macrocephalus Hall.

Lot XVI1J15 (243)

I'roductella'i sp.

Atrypa sp. nov.

?

Martinia cf. mala Bill.

Stropheodonta sp.

Proc'tus cf. machocephalus Hall.

Lots Frovisiunally lieferred.—La a few Ciiscs the fragmontary i-haraeter of the

material or limited number of species present precludes a definite statement conceru-

iug the horizon represented. Those may be provisionally referred as follows:

—

Lot XlX27t (27G') represented by Whitfieldclla sp. ;iinl A/riip-i reticularis.

Prohahly Silurian:—Lots XVIIilS (240), XIX122 (2tiS). XIX123 u'C'O). XU)
44 (188), XI 1141 (193) arc represented by poorly preserved corals. Thtse are pro-

visionally referred to the Devonian.

r>ot X1V84 (211) is represented cWiclly by poorly presei'vcd bryo/oii aiul fniguu-uts

of 11 I'roductus-Viki' shell. The horizon is probably Carboniferous. Tlio following

lots iirc probably of Devonian ago:

—

^

Lot -XVllpG (2r.(i)

/''urositcs sp.

Cuinaroliccliid -^p.

Iferrinella? np.
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Lot XVITi.4. 5 (240)

CyatliopJiyUum cf. qvfifhif/i'minum Goldf.

Favosites sp.

Lot X 11141 (lie;)

Favosifps cf. hpmifiphrririiti Yandell and Shumard.

Cladopora cf. criptodfns Billings.

Lot XIlv:;:; (202},)

Atrypa rctirulan's (Linii.).

Lot Xllw8.*^ (20nA)

F^troplxcodonia sp.

Proetus sp.

Lots Xllp, q, 24. 2.-. (100)

Section of pastoropod slioll.

Dalmanitcs?

Lot XIIv3.']

Atrypa reticnlarts.

EEPORT BY L.WrASTKR D. Bl^RLTXO.

Field Work.

The writer was appointed to the Gcoloo-ical Survey of Canada on January 27,

3913. Prior to assuming this position he had spent four field seasons up(.)n the Pre-

Camhriaii. Canihrian, and Ordovician of British Columbia and Alberta. His experi-

ence in the eastern part of Canada had been fonfined to a brief reconnaissance in the

northern portion of the Lake Champlain region, however, and the preparation for and

participation in the Maritime excursion of the Twelfth Internatiojial Geological

Congress gave him a much-needed opjiortunity to familiarize liimsclf. in part at least,

with east Canadian stratigraphy.

The field work of the writer during the field season of 1013 covered approximately

five months -and comprised: (1) visiting field parties for the purpose of examining

.sections and collecting fossils as follows: with R. TIarvie near Lake Memphremagog.
Qnebec; with A. O. Hayes near St. John, X.B. ; and with S. J. Schofield near Elko,

B.C.; (2) work in type Cambrian and lower Ordovician localities of Quebec, New
Brunswick, and Xova Scotia, in preparation for the Maritime excursion of the

Twelfth International Geological Congress; (3) an intensive study of the lower

Palaozf)ic .'-tratigraphy and pajaontology along tlie Alaska- Yukon boundary in the

immediate vicinit.y of the Tatonduk river; and (4) the collection for .study and

correlation purposes of Cambrian fossils from the Dogtooth mountains and the main

range of the Rocky mountains in British Columbia.

QUEBEC.

The work in the province of Quebec was mainly preparatory to the Maritime

exriirsioii of llic Intfniatioual ficological Congress. The writer familiarized himself

with the i)rincipal outcrops and fossil localities at Quebec. Levis, !^^ontmorcncy Falls,

Riviere-du-Loup, and Bic, and was fortunate enough to secure additional information

as to the systemic i)o-ili()n of the different members of the stratigraphic section at

both of tho hitter localities.
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Lahe Memphretn-agog and Yicinitg.—Several days were spent witli E. Harvie and

party in the region immediately west of Lake Memphremagog. Additional collections

were made from the Silurian and Devonian localities already discovered, but an

attempt to secure palaeontological evidence for the " Cambrian '" age of the rocks

immediately overlying the '" Pre-Cambrian " was unsuccessful.

Riviere-du-Loup.—At Riviere-du-Loup fossils were secured from four limestone

bands and from the matri-x of three limestone conglomerate bands in the red, green,

and black shales outcropping in that portion of the town lying south and southeast

of the railway cut just northeast of the Intercolonial Railway station. Upper Cam-
brian fossils have been secured from the pebbles of these conglomerate bands and the

series has been referred to a position between the Upper Cambrian and the Beekman-
town. The recently secured palseontological material from the red, green, and blacii

shale series is fragmentary.

Bic.—At Bic, large collections were made from the interesting limestone con-

glomerates which are so typically exposed at that point, and fossils were secured from
the matrix of the conglomerates exposed just back of the home of Emile Berube about

a mile and a half west of the railway station.

The pebbles of these conglomerates have not been k.iuwn to contain fossils younger
than the Lower Cambrian and the previous complete absence of palaeontological

evidence for the age of the surrounding matrix has led to its assignment either to

the Cambrian or the Ordovician. The fossils found in the matrix consist of the

fragile tests of trilobites and can hardly be explained as the redeposition of fossils

weathered out of previously consolidated material.

Quebec Bridge.—Several days were spent in an examination of the drill cores

and records of the borings that had been made in connexion with the location of the

piers of the National Transcontinental Railway bridge across the St. Lawrence river

east of Cap Rouge. At this point the river flows through a narrow steep-walled post-

Glacial channel or gorge, the old bed of the river being the broad valley occupied in

part by the St. Charlc;. river. The Quebec bridge, as it has be^'u called, spans the St.

Lawrence at its narrowest point, but to do this is forced, in its approaches, to cross

both the ancient valley of the St. Lawrence immediately to the north and the gorge

of the Chaudiere river immediately to the south. Eighteen holes were put down in the

present channel of the St. Lawrence river and in each case che rockfloor was pene-

trated for a distance of 20 to 30 feet. The only rocks encountered either m the

banks of the river or in the borings were the sandstones and shales of the Sillery

formation.

Perce, Cap Canon.—The beds exposed in the clitf ui Cai> Canon soutlieast of the

court-huuse in the village of Perce, have been referred to the Ordovician or Ordo-

vician-Canibrian. Ordovician fossils have been referred to this outcrop, but their

presence has been explained by the transportation to the locality, for the purposes of

liniclturuing, of Ordovician limestones from Cap Hlanc, a mih> or so to tlie south.

An oolitic limestone, clearly in place in the central portiiui of the massif and at

about liigh-tide level, was found to contain numerous trilobite fragments, though

these are unidentifiable siiecifically or oven generically. .V hirge loose block of thiu-

be<hl('d limestone from the same locality contained liiu' specimens ri'presenting two

types nf inarticulate brachiopod.s, but the age relations ui this material have not yet

hecii deli'rmined.

Ctlt Hosier.—Southeast of Cap Rosier a sliah' and ihiu-bisliUHl linu>^toue .series

is exposed at frequent intervals along tbe sliore. Near tlie lif;lilliouse. Ordovii-ijui

graptulites have been discovered, but _' miles to the soutb, near the fjudt contact with

the overlhrust St. Alliau beds ot' the Devonian, no fos.sil> h.ive l>een se^urcil ami tho
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age of the shales has remained in doubt. About 200 feet north of the cliff marking

the fault contact, four interbedded limeptone bands were found to contain numerous

frapfuientary portions of tlie tests of trilobites similar to those obtained in the oolitic

limestone at Perce.

Xr.W UKUNSWICK.

St. John.—Several days were spent with A. O. Hayes in the vicinity of St. John.

Collections of Cambrian and Ordovician fossils were secured from outcrops near the

Suspension bridge, near the corner of Duke and Wentworth streets, on the site of the

new post-office on Prince William street, on the Carloton shore below the Suspension

bridge, and at the head of Seely street. A large collection of Ordovician graptolites

was secured from beds exposed at low tide on Xavy island in the harbour, and extensive

collections were made from the Cambrian sections exposed on Long island in Ken-

nebecasis bay.

Ilhnford Brook and Viciyiiti/.—A week or more was spent in the vicinity of Han-
ford brook, measuring and collecting from tlio Cambrian section exposed along that

.stream, and collecting from other Cambrian outcrops, notably that near Porter brook.

The relations here have not been much disturbed by folding or faulting and the study

was undertaken as an aid to tlie unravelling of the complicated structure in the city

of St. John.

CAPE BUETOX.

The section in the vicinity of George Kiver station was examined in an attempt

to secure information that would facilitate the guiding of the members of the Maritime

cNeursi'in of the International (ieologieal ('ougre.--s to the fossilifcrons horizons in

the vicinity. A considerable number of Cambrian fossils were secured and a short

trip was made to some of G. F. ^fatthew's tyjic localities in the valley of McLcod

brook (or Barachois river) in the vicinity of Eoisdale.

YUKON.

The geological investigation of the Yukon-Alaska boundary carried out by D. D.

Cairnes during the field seasons of 1911 and 1912, indicated the presence in an easily

accessible portion of the boundary just north and south of the Tatonduk river of

fossiliferous sections exposing strata ranging in age from the Cambrian to the

Carboniferous. It seemed advisable to make an intensive stratigraphic and pahron-

tologic study of a field so favourably located and so important for the delineation of

the geology of the extreme northwest, and the writer was detailed for the work. He
left Ottawa at noon July 29, and was in camp and iierfurnied liis first field work upon

this boundary section on August 14.

The collections secured were so extensive that it will be impossible here to

give more than a brief outline of the character of the material which was

brought back to Ottawa. The collections include material from nearly two

hundred localities, and represent a hundred or more horizons, ranging in age

from Middle Cambrian to Carboniferous. The Upper Cambrian beds appear to

grade insensibly into the lower Ordovician and both are exeeptidiially fossi-

liferous. Four sections, of which nearly every foot wa.s exposed, cross the bound-
ary between the Cambrian and Ordovician and of these all extend downward
into the ^liddle Cambrian (no Lower Cambrian fossils were secured), and
three pass upward into the Devonian or the Carboniferous. The thickness and
fossil content of the Upper Cambrian and lower Ordovician portion of these four

bectious may be summarized as follows: (1) rt 400 feet, twelve fossil luu-izons; (2)

rt 200 feet (lost interval six fossil horizons: (3) rt HOO feet, twenty-three fossil

horizons; (4) :±: .']00 feet, twenty-two fossil horizons. Of th'' Silurian, little material
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was secured. The Devouian, consisting of a lower limestone member and an upper
shale member, passes gradually into the Carboniferous which is all but absent from
the area studied. A few miles to the west, Calico bluff, and a short distance to the

east, as evidenced by abundant Carboniferous boulders in the westward-flowing streams,

the Carboniferous is extensively developed and remarkably fossiliferous. The relations

of the limestone and shale members of the Devonian were studied in some detail and
in two sections fossils were secured from several horizons immediately above and
below the contact. In a preliminaiy examination of the shale material Kindle has

recognized a Portage fauna.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Elko.—In company with S. J. Schofield, the writer spent several days in the

vicinity of EDco, B.C. The following section was measured in the slope just above

the Burton mine, about 2 miles northwest of Elko :

—

Section of Burton Formation Near Ello, British Colvmhia.

Section.
I
Feet. Fauna.

Elko hmestone (Pre-Devouian, exact age unknown)

Greenish black shales with interbedded lime-
stones, the li'nestone beinfc in the form of

lenses and stringers 1 Ui .3 inches in thick-

ness and more or less continuous, but
making up a very small pioiwrtiou of the

^ strata.

O
.

^ 4. Massive, dirt)- grey, sandy limestone

3. Green micaceous shale badly sheared.

2. Rubbjy weathering, calcareous grit, with
annelid like borings in top layer.

60

10

In interbedded limestones within 5 feet
of the base: Micromitra (Paterina), Mi-
croniiira (Iphidclla) pannula, Obolus sp.,

Acrothele sp., Acrotrcta sp., Agraulos
sp., Ptychoparia sp., Albertella sp.,

Olcnoides sp., Bathyuriscus sp., and
Crepicephalus two species.

1. Hematite conglomerate
-unconformity

Ne.^r top : Micrcmitra sp., Micromitra (Iphi-
della) pannula, Agraulos sp., Trilobite
fragments two species.

Ne;\r b?.se : Micromitra (Iphidella) pannuh,
Trilobite fr:'.gnients two species, one
suggesting Olenellus.

One trilobitic fragment.

Annelid borings, .Vicrowii/ra (Paterina) sp.,'

Aerotreia sp., Trilobite fragments one
species.

RoOKville siliceous nietargillite (Pre-Canibrian).

The inclusion of Albertella, Bath y arise ns, and Crepicephalus in the fauuii uf

No. 5 of the section, suggested its comparison with the AUtertella fauna of Montana
and British Columbia and the Pioclie formation ui I'tah and Nevada, horizons wliii-h

liave both been refcrn-d to the J.cjwtT Cambrian. An analysis of the>e faunas' yioKh>d

BO large a mass of evidence (»pp<jsed to their Lower Cambrian agi' and corroborating

not only their relV-rcncu to the Middle Cambrian but their «'orrelation with the Burton
formation that the latter is now refernd with some dtgrie of i-frtainly to the Middle
Camliriiiu.

The formation is readily divisible into a basal suud.stoiu' nuMnber 20 feet thiok

and ill! ii)ii)i-r nliale menjher about 40 feet ihifU, and wliilt« tlit< faunas whii'h have

I'l'cu M'cnrcd from iIh'sc lu'ds all appear to be lefi-rab'.e to tlie early Aiiddlo t^am-

Uurllnk', HU'I, Vi'turiu Moniorlal Muueum, Dull. No. 2. pp. ilO i:'3.
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I'iian. it i? liard to resist the impression that the clastic basal portion of the Burton

formation may represent tho Lower Cambrian. Beds 1 to 4 are so clearly distinct from

Xo. 5 as to sujrficst their different formational reference and tlie Burton formation is

interpreted to be a more or less heterogeneous formational unit apparently referable

as a whole to the early Middle Cambrian but easily separable into upper shale and

lower sandstone members if such a division should be warranted by future work iipon

the faunas of its basal portion.

Donald.—As early as 180'j' fossils were reported from the outcrops along the

Canadian Pacific railway 2 miles west of Donald, B.C.. but they were then referred to

the Lower Cambrian. Daily has recently- announced the discovery of Upper Cambrian

fossils at the same locality and the writer spent a few days in the vicinity in an

endeavour to correlate the section there exposed with the one near the continental

divide <">(• miles to the east and the one in the northern portion of the Galton range

near Klko. He measured the section and secured fossils from numerous horizons, all

of which a]ipear to he referable to the Upper Cambrian.

FiehL—The field season was so far advanced when the writer reached the main

range of the Rocky mountains near Field that work at high altitudes was impossible,

but several days were profitably spent in collecting Cambrian fossils from the Alher-

tella and related zones of the early ^Middle Cambrian.

Office Work.

During the past year the writer has transmitted written reports upon the col-

lections noted below. He also made a i)reliminary study of a large collection of Cre-

taceous fossils made by J. D. MacKenzie in the Queen Charlotte islands. The identi-

fications and study of material collected by the writer have been extensive, but the

results will appear over his signature and need not be listed here.

Camhrinn Fossils, CoUerfed hi/ D. D. Cainies in I'flJ. Along the Alaska-Yukon

Boundarij.—The faunas included in the collection from these localities bear no close

resemblance to any of the described faunas of the Upper Cambrian or lower Ordo-

vician. Minute preparatory work on the few pieces of rock available has more than

quadrupled the number of .species first observed from the different localities, and

has brought to light .some contradictory evidence. For example, tlie lower Ordovician

Illaenus? in XrXj32 is hardly at home with the Cambrian Mirromitra (IphidcUa)

panmila which was worked out of the fragments of rock associated with the former

genus. The entire Upper Cambrian and Ordovician section is here less than .'lOO feet

thick and it is hard to dispossess oneself of the belief that some of th-^ collections may
include specimens from both sides of the line separating the Cambrian from the

Ordovician. Transition faunas bearing c^)se resemblances tn both the over and under-

lying .systems are. however, common and the faunas under discussion may belong in

this category.

Locality XXi.'M is to be referred to the Canibriau and may even be upper ^liddle

Cambrian in age, a .statement which would also hold for XIXJ32. if it were not for

the inclusion of Tllaenus?. So £ar as our present information goes, however, all of

the localities, with the exception of XXi.34, are referred to the upper part of the

Upper Caml)rian (XTXjO, IT and 1^. and 31 being especially comparable), but it

will be necessary for us to await the measurement and careful collection of fossils

from one definite section along the boundary, or for further collections from the locali-

ties already represented before we can be certain of this correlation.

' Ann. Rept. Oeol. Surv.. Can., vol. v. 1893. p. 79AA.
'Ofol. Surv., Can., r.ulfle Book No. S, part li, 1913, p. 204.
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The Museum locality luiuiber is giveu first and is followed by Cairnes' field

number.

Locality 204 (XIXj^)

Oholxis sp.

Lingulella sp.

Acrothele cf. coriacea?

Acrotreta 2 sp.

Agnostus 2 sp.

Ptychoparia sp.

Anomocare sp.

Liostracus sp.

Levisia sp.

Locality 265 (XIXjlT, IS)

Obolus (Westonia) cf. stoneanus.

Lingulella sp.

Acrothele cf. coriacea?

ScJiizamhon cf. typicalis.

Undetermined trilobite.

Locality 260 (XIXjSl)

Obolus 2 sp.

Oholus (Westonia) cf. stoneanus.

Lingulella 2 sp.

Dicellomus? sp.

Curticia? sp.

Acrothele cf. coriacea?

Acrotreta sp.

Ostracod.

Agnostus sp.

Eurycare? sp.

Three unidentified trilobitea.

Locality 2G7 (XIXJ32)

Micromitra (Iphidella) pannula?

Oholus 2 sp,

Ohoh'Ua? sp.

Acrothele cf. coriacea?

Acrotreta 2 sp.

Ostracod.

Ulan us? sp.

Locality 27:'. (XIXp20)

OI)f)lus 2 Hp.

Lingula sp.

yl vrotrvta 2 sp.

Asaphus? ap.
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Locality 279 (XXl-2'J)

Ohohis sp.

Ac rot reta sp.

Agraulos sp.

Plychopuria -p.

Anomocarc >p.

Solcfwplcura >i>.

Locality 271) (,XXe?,9)

Curiicia? sp.

Aerotreta ?p.

4gi>o$tiis sp.

DicellocepJialus? sp.

Locality l'Sl' (XXi-'U)

Fo;a /«/>(//(' /ti.

JlynJifltrUiis? sp.

Strnoihcru 2 sp.

CoituJaria sp.

Micromitra (Iph'uldla) pannula?

Aerotreta 4 sp.

Ostracods 4 sj).

A g II OS t us 3 sp.

Agraulos 3 sp.

Pti/rhoparia 2-3 sp.

.l<io>/H>carc sp.

Dori/pyge? sp.

Neolenus? sj).

Solenopleura 3 sp.

Ordorician Fossils Collected hy D. D. Cairnes in 10 J2 Along the Alasl-a-Yiilon

Bouiulary.—Locality 195 (Cairnes' No. Xno44) : Referred to the Ordovieian

after considerable discussion among Messrs. Kindle, Ulrich, and the writer. It has

been found impossible from present information to make a closer co^relation, as no

identifiable s])ecics have been found. The following will give an indication of the

form< rrprcscntcd :

—

Ostracod.

Montirvliporoid coral.

Afrypa?
FnrhisAWii- trilcbite.

Locality 2(S(l (XXi2."i) : Tlif ii]ij)ari'iit corrclatiDU of these f()S>iU is wilh the Xtir-

manskill of the middle Ordnvieiau aiul a lu'ovisional idi'iitiiication uf the fossils is as

follows-.—

O-tri'.eod.

bolus sp.

Dicranogrupiuti'i

hotelusf

Ifarpcsf-Wki^ form.

That they arc iiiidille Ordovieian is rcasoiuibly eerlaiii. and Mr. ririeh. who
agrees with nic in this correlation, showed mc somewhat similar furnis from the

Athens shale.
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The graptolites were separated and forwarded to Doctor Euedemann, who identi-

fied Dicmnograptus cf. ramosus (Hall), Retiograptus geinitzianus Hall, Diplograptus

foliaceus iiicisus Lapworth, and stated that he would refer the horizon to the Nor-

manskill or a little younger.

Cretaceous Fossils Collected hy C. H. Clapp in Queen Charlotte Islands.—
Locality 16S1 (Clapp's Xo. 1071): Haslam formation, Nanaimo series, Upper Creta-

ceous. North shore of Departure bay, one-quarter mile east of biological station,

Contains the following:

—

Gyrodes excdvata (Miehelin) ? . ^
•

Inoceramus sp. ?

.0<strea sj).

Trigonia evansana (Meek).

Anomia?
Protocardiumf

Meretrix nitida (Gabb) ?

Linearia sp.

Ci/mhophora asJihurneri (Gabb)?

Locality 1682 (Clapp's No. 1072) : Haslam formation, Nanaimo series. Upper

Cretaceous. Horsewell bluffs, 1 mile east of biological station. Con-

tains the following:

—

Trigonia evansana (Meek).

Lima multiradiata (Gabb).

Tellina (inadrala (Gabb) i

Cymhophora aslihurneri (Gabb)?

Meretrix nitida (Gabb).

Locality 108;i (Clapp's No. lOHfJ) : Cedar District formation, Nanaimo series.

Upper Cretaceous. East branch of Nanaimo river, one-quarter mile

south of Stovely. Contains the following:

—

Pelecypod, may be Cytherea. Tube-like bodies resembling worm borings.

Unidentified plant remains, a part of a leaf resembling Popitlus

(according to Mr. W. J. Wilson).

Locality 293 (Clapp's No. 1214) : :NLaude island, British Columbia :—

Contains abundant flattened and mure or less comminuted specimens of a

species comparable with Astarte carlottensis Whiteaves, a species which

is known only in the form of uncompressed and thick shells from bods

on the east end of Maude island referred by Whiteaves to the Middle

Cretaceous. So far as the writer has been able to discover the species

has not hitherto been collected or described, and afl'ords no satisfactory

evidence either for referring the shales in which it oceiirs to the Cre-

taceous or against i)lacing them in the pre-Cretaceous, a reference

which is suggested by the field relations.

20—21
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PALEOBOTANY.

(W. J. Wilson.)

No field work was done by the writer during the year, the time being occupied

in the study of collections brought in by the field officers, and in examining collec-

tions made in former years but which had not been studied. Considerable time was

spent in arranging specimens which have been named, in drawers, so that they are

readily available for comparison. Among these collections is one from the Riversdale

and Harrington Iviver series identified and named by Dr. Robert Kidston, Scotland.

Another is a portion of one from the " Fern Ledges," St. John, N.B., in part named

by Dr. G. F. Matthew to whom the whole Survey collection from that locality and

Lepreau, N.B., was sent some years ago for study. Several small collections so

arranged are from the Kootenay series of British Columbia and Alberta and were

named by Dr. F. H. Knowltou and the writer. A table case of fossil plants showing

specimens from the Silurian to the Tertiary was prepared for the general exhibit to

illustrate the work of the Survey at the meeting of the International Geological

Congress. This case, together with Sigillarian stumps and other specimens, has since

been placed on exhibition in the Palaeontological Hall.

Some progress was made in the study of the large mass of material from the

north shore of the Bay of Fundy and Minto, N.B. It is believed when these plants

are all carefully named it will be possible to fix the age of the rocks from which they

were collected within reasonably close limits. Among the fossils identified from

Cape Enrage in the above district, are CaJamites siickowi Brongn. with Spirorbts car-

bonarius Dawson attached. C. undnlatus Sternberg, C. q,renaceous Brongn., C. cf.

sacl-sei Stur., Lepidodendron cf. L. aculeafum Sternberg, Aletlxoptcris dccurrens

(Artis), Cordaites cf. C. mansfieldi Lesqx., and a large specimen of Sphcnopferis

ohtii^Uoba Brongn.

During the summer of 1912, Mr. Chas. H. Sternberg brought in a few frag-

mentary specimens of dicotyledonous leaves and a conifer from 1 mile southwest of

Wigmore Ferry, Red Deer river. Alberta, Edmonton series, from which the following

were provisionally named: Populus speciosa Ward, Populus sp. Viburnum cf. V.

limpidiim Ward, and Sequoia sp.

Among the collections brought in during the year, mention may be made of the

Bi)lendid specimen of Dioonites horealis Dawson got by Air. D. B. Dowling from Coal

Creek mines, British Columbia. In size and completeness this fossil surpasses any

Cycad hitherto found in Canada. Four fronds are shown on one slab of rock, one

being r)3 cm. long and over 26 cm. broad, with twenty or more pairs of pinnules,

some of which are subopposite. The, pinnules vary in size according to their position

on the frond, tlie largest being 23 mm. broad with at least twenty-six parallel veins.

The angle formed by the pinnules and the rachis changes from broad near the base

to very acute at the summit. This species was foun<led by Sir Wm. Dawson^ on a

fragment with a rachis only 6-4 em. long, bearing three broken ijinnules on one side.

Later he figured^ another specimen from Martin creek 16 cm. long and 11 cm. broad.

' Trans. Roy. Soc, Can., vol. i, sec. iv, p. 24, pi. 3, flg. 37.

» Ibid, vol. Ill, sec. Iv, p. 6, pi. 1, flg. 2.
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Another important collection was made by Mr. S. J. Schofield from the inter-

glacial clays and silts of the Kootenay valley, British Columbia. This lot was sent

to Dr. Arthur Hollick of New York, who has made a special study of Pleistocene fossil

plants, for examination. Dr. Hollick reports that he has found new species of Hicoria,

Alnus, Fagus, Ficus, JJlnus, Cahatha, Cissampelos, Platanus, and Vitis (See Mr.
Schofield's report, page 130).

Dr. E. M. Kindle donated part of a trunk of Lepidodendron veltheimanum Stem-
berg, from Indiana, U.S.A., and was instrumental in obtaining a large specimen of

Pseudobornia inornata (Dawson), from the upper Devonian of the Huron river. Ohio,
U.S.A. Both specimens have been placed on exhibition and are valuable for study and
comparison. Dr. Kindle also brought in an excellent specimen of Psilophyton rohustius

Dawson, from Campbellton, N.B.
Mr. Chas. H. Sternberg collected a large number of valuable specimens from

Steveville and vicinity, Eed Deer river. Alberta. Three of the most common species

in this lot are Castalia stantoni, Cunninghamites pulclieUus ami Dammara aciculuri';.

These species were described and figured by Dr. F. H. Knowlton^ from material
obtained from one locality on Willow creek, Fergus county, Montana, U.S.A., and are
now reported for the first time in Canada.

After studying the different collections, a number of specimens and photographs
were sent to Dr. F. H. Knowlton, Washington, who kindly revised my determinations
and extended the list. The following are from his report:

—

Accession No. 44. Ked Deer river, 4 miles below Steveville, Alberta.

—

I am not able to distinguish this from Sequoia amhigua Heer, as figured

by Berry from the Lower Cretaceous of Maryland, but it is manifestly unsafe
to place too much dependence in a single specimen of a cone. The age is said

to be Belly River, but if so, the presence of this species is an addition to our
knowledge of this flora.

Accession No. 55. Red Deer river. 3i miles below Steveville, Alberta.

—

Geinitzia formosa? Heer. Age, Belly River.

Accession No. 60. Red Deer river, 4 miles below Steveville, Alberta.

—

Dicotyledonous leaf, but not determinable.

Accession No. 48. Red Deer river, Alberta, near Steveville.—

•

Dammara acicularis Knowlton.

Castalia stantoni Knowlton.
'Cunningha7nites pulchellus Knowlton.
Fern, apparently new.

This material from near Steveville is undoubtedly Belly River in age.

The dicotyledons all appear to represent a single species, namely Castalia

sianloni. I only had one specimen when I named and described the specie;^,

and these add very materially to our knowledge of it. They show a considerable

range in size and some details of the basal configuration as well as tlie fact that

tlie margin is certainly tootlied. The conifer identified as Cunningliamitts
pulchcUus I am not quite so certain of, tliough I believe it is this form. I

only had the branclilet figured and it was from a portion that did not show tha
tips of the branchlets. The leaves are not all so nearly at right angles as in

nunc, bnt otlicrwisc T see little difference. The scales of Dammara. although
wiiliiiul till' s|iinc, are with little doubt referahlf to my D. acicu'aris.

Accession No. 45. Coal ('reck mines, British (\)luml)ia, 4 niiltvs from Fernio.

—

Two splendid pliotiigraphs. This is undoubtedly the same as Dawson's
Dioonites borealis, but it is not a Dioonilcs as at prest'iit understood. It will Ix)

> U.S. Oeol. Surv., Bull. No. 257. pp. 134, 130. 147.

26—21i
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very hard to separate it from Clenopsis latifolia (Font.) Berry, Lower Creta-

ceous, Md., pi. Iv, figs. 1, 2. If it is Kootenay, as it appears to be, it is of

approximately the same age as Ctenopsis latifolia. It is related to certain

Jurassic forms as well.

Accession No. 56. Battle river, mouth of Gratton creek, Alberta.

This is a very peculiar spp'jimen, which appears to me to be a leaflet uf a

cycad, perhaps a Zamia. Although there are cycads in the Belly River, I know

none that is like this one. Alore material will be necessary before it can be

placed satisfactorily.

Accession (>, (i4. From 70 to 80 miles south of Regina, Sask.

(Gl) Stems, unknown to me.

(01) Stems, apparently of grasses or sedges, but of no diagnostic value.

(62) A very peculiar organism that I do not know at all. I have seen

it before in Upper Cretaceous rocks (.none in the Fort Union as I recall), but

I have never been able to place it.

(<>2) Branchlet, apparently of Sequoia amhijua Ileer. This is a Lower
Cretaceous species and I cannot believe that it came from the Fort Union or

Paskapoo. It is a very small branclilet, however, and is not suffcient for a

pusitive age determination.

(62) Cyperacites?

(62) Unknown to me. I have not much of an opinion to express

regarding the age of 62 except that it is Cretaceous rather than Tertiary.

(63) Bark, not determinable.

(64) Palm, apparently the same as Sabalites fructifer Lesqr., from the

Denver formation of Colorado (Tert. Fl., pi. xi, fig. 3). If this is correctly

identified the age may well be Fort Union or Paskapoo.

Additions to the Palseobotanical Collections During 1913.

Presented.

Shanks, John, per Dowling, D. B.—One large specimen of a fossil Cycad, Dioonites

hoii'iilis Dawson, from the roof of Xo. 4 seam. Coal Creek mine, British

Columbia (4 miles from Fernie). Ace. No. 45.

Also one fossil fern, Cladophlehis. Aec. No. 46.

Taylor, Chas. E., per Dowling, D. B.—One specimen from section 4, township 45,

range VIII, west of 4th principal meridian, mouth of Gratton creek, Battle

river. Alberta. Ace. No. 56.

Collected hy Officers of the Geological Survey.

Kindle, K M.—Part of trunk of Lepidodendron vcltheitnanum Sternberg, from

Braxton whetstone quarry, 2 miles west of French Lick Springs, Indiana,

U.S.A. Ace. No. 42.

One specimen of Psilophyton rohustius Dawson from west side of Camp-
bellton, N.B., on Chaleur bay. Ace. No. 50.

Two specimens of Sph(*iwpryllum cuneifoliinn (Sternberg) from tlie

Hardscrabble mine, Joggins, N.S. Ace. No. 5L
One specimen of Stigmnria ficoides Brongn. from Joggins, N.S. Ace.

No. 52.
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Schofield, S. J.—Sixty-eight specimens of fossil leaves (mostly dicotyledons) from
the interglacial clays and silts exposed in the Kootenay valley on the St.

Mary river in the vicinity of Eugene Mission. Ace. Xo. 43.

Sternberg, Chas. H.—One fossil cone from 4 miles below Steveville (mouth of Berry
creek) Red Deer river. Alberta. About 150 feet above water-level in river.

Ace. No. 44.

Thirty specimens of fossil plants, dicotyledonous and coniferous leaves and
cone scales from Steveville, Eed Deer river. Alberta (100 yards above the ferry,

at low water-level). Ace. No. 48.

Three good specimens of fossil wood from near Steveville, Red Deer river.

Alberta. Ace. No. 53.

Three specimens of silicified fossil wood and one fossil cone from the bad
lands 3i miles below Steveville, Red Deer river. Alberta. Ace. No. 55.

One large dicotyledonous leaf found with dinosaurian bones about 4 miles
below Steveville, Red Deer river, Alberta. Ace. Xo. 60.

Lambe, Lawrence M.—Eight small fragments of fossil wood from the south fork of
Oldman river, near mouth of Web creek, township 6, range TTT, west of 5th
meridian, section 7, on north bank, on property of Coal Securities Co., Blair-
more, Alberta. Ace. Xo. 47.

Cairnes, D. D.—Two small fragments of fossil wood from the White River district,

Yukon Territory. Ace. Xo. 54.

Wright, W. J.—Eight small pieces of shale with fragments of fossil plants, mostly
indeterminable, from the east bank of the Petitcodiac river, about 1 mile north
of Belliveau village, X.B. Ace. Xo. 57.

Two specimens of fossil plants (Indt. stems or rootlets) from south of
Round hill in dribblet flowing west. Quarry series, Albert county, X.B. Ace
Xo. 58.

Fourteen specimens of coarse-ribbed stems from Frederick brook, about 1
mile below Albert Mines, X.B. Quarry series underlying Quarry limestone.
Ace. Xo. 59.

Rose, B.—Four fragments of fossil plants from clay above coal at Coal Mine lake,

section 3, township 5, range XXIII, west of L>ud meridian, Saskatchewan \cc
No. 61.

Ten specimens of fossil plants from shale above coal and clay, section 5,

township 4, range XXI, west of 2nd meridian, Saskatchewan. Aec, Xo. 62.

One specimen \jl fossil plant from section 34, township 5, range XXIX,
west of 2nd meridian, near Mullrany, Sask. Aec. Xo. 63.

One specimen of fossil plant from section 27, township 7, range XXVI I,

west of 2nd meridian, near Verwood, Sask. Ace. Xo. 64.

Hayes, A. O.—About 34 specimens of fossil plants from the most northerly point of
Kcnnebecasis island, St. John county, New Brunswick. Ace." Xo. 65.

Seven fragments of fossil plants fmin a point on niainhiinl nortlieast

of mo.st northerly point of Kennebecnsis island. New Brunswick. Aoo.
No. 66.

Seven 6i)0cimens, Ainnuluiia, etc., from the '•Fern Ledges" at foot ot

stairway, St. John, X.B. Ace. No. 67.

Six specimens, (Virdaites, etc., from Duck cove, St. .lolm, N B. Aoc
No. 68.
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LeKoy, O.E.—One specimen of a plant impression from Jackson basin on divide

between the towns of Sandon and Whitewater, Slocan district, British

Columbia. Ace. No. 69.
j -d • •

i.

One specimen from Reco mountain, same divide, near Sandon, British

Columbia. Ace. No. 70.

By Purchase.

One specimen of P'setidohornia inornata (Dawson) from the bed of the Huron

river, near Milan, Erie county, Ohio, U.S.A. Ace. No. 49.
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MINERALOGY.

(Roht. A. A. Johnston.)

Owing to illness during the early part of the year I was obliged to vacate my
office for t^everal months, during which time Mr. Robt. Harvie took charge and dis-

charged the duties of mineralogist.

In the month of March, Mr. Eugene Poitevin, a graduate of L'Ecole Polytech-
nique, Montreal, was appointed assistant curator in succession to Mr. Stanley P.
Graham. Since entering upon the duties devolving upon him, Mr. Poitevin has
devoted himself assiduously to the work assigned to him and has shown excellent
aptitude and judgment throughout.

Mr. A. T. McKinnon has, as heretofore, rendered conscientious service. His time
has been fully occupied in collecting minerals for and assembling the collections of
minerals for schools and other institutions.

During the year nearly five hundred specimens have been received for identifica-

tion or an expression of opinion as to their possible value; the replies to such
inquiries have either been given verbally or by memorandum, as circumstances
demanded.

Amongst the specimens which have been under examination during the year,

special mention may be made of the following:

—

Eosphorite.—This mineral is now for the first time recorded as occurring in

Canada, and the credit of its identification belongs to Mr. Poitevin, who observed it

in a specimen sent to the department by Mr. Charles Keddy, New Ross, Nova Scotia.

The locality as given by Mr. Keddy is "30 rods north of the molybdenite mine on
Larder river, New Ross, Lunenburg county. Nova Scotia."

In the specimen under consideration the mineral occurs in the form of small

compact masses or patches distributed through a greenish, chloritic rock. These
patches are generally covered with a thin film of a greenish alteration product; on
this film being removed, the fine pink colour of the mineral is revealed; it possesses

the ordinary characters of and gives the usual reactions for eosphorite.

Slruvite.—Among the specimens collected by Mr. D. D. Cairues during the field

season of 1913, was a molar of a mastodon, obtained in the neighbourhood of
McQueston creek, Stewart river, Yukon. In the course of his examination of this

molar, Mr. L. M. Lambe's attention was attracted to a peculiar deposit formed in the

valleys between the cusps. This deposit has a dirty grey or groyish-white colour and
in some parts has a thickness of a quarter of an inch and is very firm and compact
in its texture. Examination of the substance by the writer proved its identity with
struvite. It may be of interest to note hero tliat this is the second occumMico of this

mineral recorded in Canada, the other having been roeorded by Pr. G. C. IIotTmanu
(deol. Survey of Canada, Ann. Rep., 1899, pages 13-14 K) ; in the latter instance the

mineral struvite constituted a portion of the material replacing parts of the tusk of

a mammoth found on Quartz creek, a tributary of Indian river. Yukon.

Ullmannite.—This mineral was identified by Mr. Pttitevin \\\ a sptvimon brought
to the d(!i)artm(^nt by Mr. II. N. Nelson. Ottawa, who stutotl that the nnitorial had
Ixcii iiol<(l ill siiinll liuiuititit's lit till- O'Hricii mine. Cobalt, Nipissing district,

Oiiliirio. It lurnis small irrogiilar iiatclics with an imlistiiu-t crystalline, granular
Htructuro and high nielallit- lustre in pink cr.vsLalline calcile.
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Apatite, Axinite, Garnet, and Vesuvianite from Black Lalce, Mcgantic County,

Quebec.—Some very interesting occurrences of these minerals have been noted in

some specimens collected by Mr. Harvie at the locality given. The e.xamination of

the specimens is not complete and only a few notes are inserted here.

The apatite occurs in white, translucent to transparent tabular crystals attaining

sometimes a diameter of three-quarters of an inch, nttucheil tu tlip walls of pockets

in a white, translucent quartz; while calcite and earthy brown oxide of iron are also

more or less abundant as associated minerals.

The axinite of Black Lake forms confused coarse crystalline aggregates; so far

as observed it is unusually pale in colour and at times is all but pure white.

In some of the specimens from this locality are to be observed small dodecahe-

drons of garnet; some of them are colourless and transparent; some are honey-yellow

and translucent-; some have a pinkish tinge; while still others are of a dark green

colour.

The vesuvianite occurs in groups and masses of small crystals; many of these

are of a beautiful bright pink colour, while still others have a fine green colour.

Quartz and Opal.—During the season of 1913, Mr. G. F. Sternberg, while excavat-

ing for fossil vertebrates near Steveville, Red Deer, Alberta, came across a very inter-

esting occurrence of these minerals. The deposition appears to have taken place

along narrow fissures in a clny-ironstoue. The quartz takes on various forms; at

times it occurs in radiating groups of colourless translucent crystals; generally though

it takes the form along with the opal of milk-white to grey, translucent, shell-like

aggregations of circular discs composed of overlapping concentrically arranged rings;

in a few instances the larger discs, which measure up to an inch across, are seeen to be

made up of groups of small discs ; the general appearance of these discs is suggestive

of some sort of hydro-thermal action having had something to do with occasioning

the peculiar structure which characterizes the specimens. Some of the fragments

show both the quartz and the opal in a series of small rhombohedral forms; these

are pseudomorphous probably after siderite.

Additions to the Mineral Collection During 1913.

The following additions have been made to the Canadian section of the mineral

collections :

—

Presctited.

Mr. Alex. Bush. Beyu'ddston, Out.—Hematite from lot 1, concession VIII, Hichin-

brooke; sphaliM-ito from lot 7. concession X, Hinchinbrooke, Frontenac county,

Ontario.

Mr. A. W. Dingniau, Calgary, .Mhcrta.—INtroleum from 13 inile> wost of Okotoks,

Alberta.

Dr. James Douglas, New York, N.Y.—Scries of seventy-seven specimens of rocks and
minerals from the region about the lower reaches of the Coppermine river,

Nortli West Territories.

Mr. Robert Elliott ,Toronto, Out.—Tale from lot 1, concession I, township of May,
Sudbury district, Ontario.

Mr. H. J. Fetler, Fort George, B.C., per Collingwood Schreiber, Esq., C.M.G., Ottawa,
<i>: day concretif»n« from Nechako river. Britisli (olmnhin.

Mr. Thomas Morrison, Bancroft, Ont Cube of Bancroft marble.
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Mr. II. X. Nelson, Ottawa, Out.—Ulbnauuite from the O'Brien mine. Cobalt, Ont.

Mr. R. W. Kacey, Rossland, B.C.. per O. E. LeRoy.—Large group of apaphylllte

crystals; six specimens of rocks and ores from the LeRoi mine; specimen of ore

from the War Eagle mine; seven samples of rock and one of ore from the

Centre Star mine; specimen of aetinolite from the Jumbo mine, Rossland,

Trail Creek Mining Division, British Columbia.

Mr. II. H. Shallinger, Spokane Falls, Washington, U.S.A., per O. E. LeRoy.—Brown
hematite and limestone from Boundaiy creek, near junction of Pend d'Oreille

river, British Columbia.

Mr. J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.—Quartz geode from mountains a few miles south

of Spences Bridge, Ashcroft Mining Division, British Columbia.

Prof. R. C. Wallace, Winnipeg. Man.—Seleuite from Elephant hiP.. Gypsumville.
'

anhydrite and fibrous gypsum from the Manitoba Gypsum Company's quarry.

Collected hy Officers and Employees of the Department of Mines.

Mr. Charles Camsell.—Epsomite from the west side of Osoyoos lake, Osoyoos Mining

Division, British Columbia.

Mr. C. H. Clapp.—Series of four samples of coals and lignite from Graham island.

Queen Charlotte Mining Division; coal from the Wellington seam, coal from

the Douglas seam, coal from the Suquash mine—Xanaimo Mining Division;

lignite from Jordan river over Kirby creek, Sooke area; basalt from Metchosin

volcanics, north of Sooke basin; amygdaloidal basalt from Metchosin voleanics,

south of Leech river; staurolite schist from Jordan river; magnetite-hematite

schist from Saltspring island; sandstone with honeycomb weathering from

Maple bay ; shale showing rectangular jointing from Pine island ; banded quartz

diorite gneiss from West Saanich road; polished specimen showing galena,

zinc blende, chalcopyrite, and pyrite from the Sterling mine—Victoria Mining

Division—aU in the province of British Columbia.

Mr I). B. Dowling.—Coal from 2-inch seam, township 76, range XXVI, west of 6th

meridian, on branch of South Pine river. Alberta ; drift lignite from Killarney,

Man.; coal from 8-inch seam, Loch Lomond, Richmond county, X.S.

Mr. B. Rose.—Hyalite from a point north of Ashcroft, B.C.

Mr. S. J. Schofield.—Cerussite and pyromorphito from the Society Girl claim, Fort

Steele Mining Division, British Columbia.

Mr. G. F. Sternberg.—Series of specimens of opal and i[iiartz from a point about 4

miles east of Steveville, Rod Deer, Alberta.

Puicltastd.

SpociuK'n of native platimiui from Tulanu'en river, SiniilkanKvu Mining l)ivi^ion,

British Coliimbiii, fruui Mr. Charli-s \V. Thompson, Tiilami'iu. li.C.

Collet-lion of fifty-six .^piH-inu-ns of silver ore representing l\\c principal producing

jiropL-rtics ol" tlii' ("obult ana, .\iiii>-iiig di^trirt. Ontario, t'roju .Major K. .1.

Holland, Ottawa, Ont.

Tlic I'olluwiiig udditionw have bttii ni:i<li' tn ilir I'ur. Irn «li\i«.inii of the mineral

collettiouB :

—
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Presented.

University of California.—Suite of specimens from localities in California, U.S.A.,

embracing kunzite, lepidolite with rubellite, black tourmaline and amblygonite

from Pala, San Diego county; dumortierite from Dehesa, San Diego county;

mariposite from Tuttle Town, Tuolumne county; axinite from Deer Park;

pectolite from Fort Point; benitoite and neptunite from San Benito county;

lawsonite from Reed Station, Marin couinty.

Messrs. Curran and Hudson, New York, N.Y.—Carnotite from Colorado.

Mr. Robert Harvie, Ottawa.—Suite of specimens from localities in Massachusetts,

U.S.A., embracing fayalite, cyrotlite, hedenbergite, fergusonite, and curved

feldspar with ilmenite from Rockport; margarite from Chester.

"Mr. A. O. Hayes, Ottawa.—Chrome iron ore from Salisbury, Rhodesia, South Africa.

Mr, Shimmatso Ichikana, Ritashingo Mura, Fukui-New, Japan.—Native arsenic from

Akatani; native arsenic from Shimoadimi-^lura ; native arsenic from Ono Gun
—all in the province of Echizen, Japan.

Mr. M. Inouye, Tokio, Japan Series of thirty-two rock specimens, five specimens of

copper ores, one of cobalt, and two of tungsten, together with seven specimens

of coal, making in all a very interesting series from various Japanese localities.

Messrs. S. and E. Triefus, London, England.—Two small diamonds from British

Guiana.

Educational collections of minerals have been distributed as follows:

—

Province.

Alberta
liritish Columbia
Manitoba
Nfw Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island.
Quebec
Toreign

Grade 1.

1

10
5

12

21'

Grade 2. Miscellaneous.

During the season, Mr. McKinnon has collected over nineteen and a half tons of

matori.ils for use in connexion with the various activities of the division.

The thanks of the department are specially due to the following gentlemen for

much kindly assistance in securing materials:

—

Mr. L. M. Adsit, Eustis, Que.; Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal, Que.; Mr. W. A.

Clerihue, Black Lake, Que.; Mr. Henry Elston, Magog, Que.; Messrs. Eraser and

Davis, New Rockland, Que.; Mr. E. P. Hall, Eustis, Que.; Mr. William Johnston,

Gooderham, Ont. ; Mr. John Leslie, Beebe Junction, Que.; Mr. Thomas Morrison,

Bancroft. Out.; Mr. C. J. Osmaii, Hillsborough. N.B. ; .Mr. .Moxander Parker. Egan-

ville. Out.; Mr, N. S. Parker, Eastman, Que.; Major James Phinney. Wilmot, N.S.;

.Mr. Janus Hobert'^on. Albert .Mines, N.B. ; Mr. F. M. Thumpson, Hillsborough, N.B.

;

Mr. P>u.-<h Winning, Ottawa, Ont.
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BOREHOLE RECORDS (WATER, OIL, ETC.).

(E. D. Ingall.)

Boring was active throughout Canada during the year, the chief interest being
connected with the operations prosecuted in continuing the explorations of the oil

and gas fields of Moncton, N.B., and adjacent districts; the borings in Ottawa made
by the city corporation in search of a pure water supply and the very active operations
throughout the northwest provinces in search for gas and oil.

From Nova Scotia the regular official report of the operations of the Government
core drills shows a total amount of 7,602 feet bored ; 5,782 by diamond drills, and 1,820

by calyx drills. " The cost of a foot for boring for minerals was $2.08. The greatest

cost per foot for boring by diamond drills was $4.60, the lowest cost was $0.25. The-

greatest cost per foot for calyx drills was $3.22f, the lowest cost was $1.24."

Thanks to the courtesy of the Maritime Oil Fields Co., sets of samples and logs

of their recent borings have been placed on file with the department.

For the Ottawa group of wells it was found possible to obtain complete sets of

samples which throw considerable light on the thickness of the various beds of the

Palaeozoic column overlying the Pre-Cambrian surface constituting the floor of the

old Palaeozoic sea. One well in particular—that at Dundonald park—was of great

importance in this respect, penetrating as it did all strata from the top of the Trenton
limestone and finishing' in the underlvina: aneissic series. The thickness of 1370 feet

of sediments thus proved casts new light upon the section and provides important cor-

rections of some of the accepted dimensions formerly built up from outcrops observed

in diiferent parts of the district. For their co-operation in this matter thanks are

due to Messrs. Storrie and Campbell, late of the city engineer's staff, and to the

following firms of driliiug contractors, viz.: Messrs. H. Friend, Aylmer, Que.; D. G.

Friend, East View, Ont. ; W. Beatty, of Beatty and Helmer. Ottawa. Ont. ; A. Campbell,

L'Orignal, On4. ; J. E. Feely & Son, St. Armand, Que.: and the Wallace Bell Co. of

Montreal. All the above used churn drilling plants. One hole was put down by the

Des Marais Machine and Well Drilling Co., of Ottawa, who preserved the cores for

the department. A number of boxes of cores obtained by Mr. James Kelly, drilling

contractor of Ottawa, in testing the rock formation under Ncpean bay. were also

hiiiu';' ! over to the department by Mr. A. W. Beer, the engineer in charge of t!»e

city waterworks.

In the old gas and oil districts of the peninsula of Ontario, boring operations are

being constantly pro.secuted in search for new pools, the most important of these being

the testing of the deeper strata in the Oil Springs district. Thanks to the offii-ials of

tlie Oil Sjjrings Oil and Gas Co., a full set of samples of the strata passed through

and a log of the deep bore made by them have been placed on file witli the department.

A very interesting set of drilling was received, through the courtesy of Mr. Leo

A. Wilson, from a dtM»p well in Caradoc township, Middh'sex county. Ontario.

Th(! set of sami)le8 from one of the wells bored at the eastern end of Manitoulin

island, supplied by Senator P. Poirier from the operations in Bidwell townsliip of iho

New Ontario Oil and Gas Co., are of great interest. These operations are a continua-

tion (}f efforts which have bet-n made from time to time for many yeai-s in following

up the belief in the probable existence of gas and oil pools on the island, bastxl on local

indi(!ations and on the existence of antielinals shown on the geological map^i of the

district.
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Boriug has been very active throughout the northwestern provinces in search of

gas and oil. Whilst it has been impossible to keep in touch with or obtain the

co-operation of all the numerous operators, sets of drillings have been sent in from
Bome of the important districts. In the Sheep River oil and gas district near Calgary,

samples and logs of a number of borings have been sent in through the agency of Mr.
S. E. Slipper, who was sent by the department to study that field.

Through the courtesy of the Wallace Bell Co. of Montreal, a very important set

of cuttings was obtained from the deep well at Moosejaw, Sask. Following the unfor-

tunate demise of !Mr. John Bell, the supervision of the boring was undertaken by ^Ir.

Chas. E. Ilildreth, through whose efforts valuable fossil evidence was obtained from
the strata pierced in the bottom of this well. The determination of these as of Jurassic

age by Mr. T. W. Stanton throws an entirely new light upon the sedimentary section

of the central part of the prairie provinces.

To Mr. 11. ^M. Sutherland, secretary-treasurer .of the town of Canora, Sask..

thanks are due for continuing to send sets of samples from borings done for that

corporation.

Borings for the purpose of testing the well-known " tar-sands " of the Athabaska
river have bien pru^^efutt'd actively for the past year or two, but no very definit<^ or

reliable particulars have been obtainable so far.

Whilst during 1913 considerable data of value were added to the records of the

boring operations which were prosecuted throughout Canada, there are, of course,

hundreds of shallow borings put down which can never come to the notice of the

department, and no complete review of the results of boring activities could be

presented except through the activity of a large staff and with considerable expendi-

tures.

The function of the branch involving the giving of geological information to

operators has been frequently called upon and, as in the past, research has been made
into the various sources of information and the result placed at the disposal of those

interested, either verbally or in the form of memoranda.

Whenever time has been available from the carrying out of the routine, studies

have been made of the samples sent in from the various borings throughout the

country with a view to preparing final and detailed logs for publication. Carried on

in this necessarily .spasmodic way, the attainment of final results in this important

part of the work is necessarily slow of accomplishment, and the logs of borings from

which samples have been recorded can only be worked out a step at a time.

In pursuance of suggestions made to the Director, and concnrrod in by him,

advantage has been taken of any excavations made in Ottawa to obtain any details

relating to the formations thus temporarily exposed.

Close personal touch has been kept with the numerous borings which have been

made during the past season in Ottawa, and sets of cores and samples have been

obtained. Every assistance possible has been rendered the engineers in charge in

the way of geological information and its application to the problems involved. The
more intimate understanding of boring methods thus gained will be of great value

in future co-operation with drillers in the work of the branch.

As in the case of other members of the Survey staff, a certain portion of time

was absorbed by duties connected with the convention of the Canadian Mining
Institute and the International Geological Congre^ss. in the latter case acting as

" secretary " on Excursion All, and in obtaining and i)lacing the boulder for the

Logan Memorial of Ottawa. Assistance was also asked and rendered the engineer in

charge of the surveys for the Ottawa water supply investigation.
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TOPOGRAPHICAL DIVISION.

(W. H. Boyd.)

Part I.

Introduction

The staff of the Topographical Divisiou now consists of a chief topographer, one

triangulator and computer, and seven junior topographers—three junior topographers

being appointed this year. Mr. Chipman, a junior topographer, was appointed geo-

grapher to the Southern party of the Canadian Arctic Expedition, and left for the

north with that expedition in the spring. He was accompanied by Mr. J. E. Cox, as

assistant geographer. Mr. Cox has been employed in former years with this division.

The regular field work of the division was allotted as follows:

—

Mr. W. E. Lawson, the White River map-area, Yukon Territory.

Mr. F. S. Falconer, the East Sooke map-area, Vancouver island, British Columbia,

and the Flathead coal basin map-area, British Columbia.

Mr. E. E. Freeland, the completion of the Bridge River map-area, British Col-

umbia.

Mr. A. G. Haultain, the completion of the Windermere map-area, British Col-
umbia.

Mr. A. C. T. Sheppard, the Crowsnest sheet, British Columbia and Alberta.

Mr. D. A. Nichols, the Thetford-Black Lake map-area, Quebec.

Mr. B. R. MacKay, the New Glasgow map-area, Nova Scotia.

Mr. S. C. McLean, the triangtilation for the control of the New Glasgow and
Thetford map-areas, respoctivolv, nud the triangulation in the Sunilkanu\>u
and Osoyoos districts, British Columbia, for use in controlling future topo-

graphical mapping.

The reports relating to the above work are submitted separately, also a report on
the primary levelling work in the New Glasgow area.

The writers visited some of these parties during the summer and found good
progress being made. Owing to the unfortunate illness of Mr. B. R. ;N[ac'Kay, it was
ijocessary to close tlio field work in the Xuw (Uasgow area early in August.

White River Map-Area, Yukon Territory.

(W. E. Lawson.)

The field seasvu oi" 11)13 was spent in mnpping a portit)u of that section of Vukou
Territory commoidy referred to as the White River district. The area uiapped lies

between hititiides 01° -Jli' N. and O'J" .'W N.. and h)iigitiuU's 140'^ \h' \V.. and 111" 00'

W. 'J"ho northern boundary of the map-area lii's just north of Snag and Heaver ereeks.

The southern buiiii(hiry lies to tlie south of thi' valley of the White river whore it

ero.ssi's Ihe I iiterrial ioiial iJoiiiularv line. The \\'hi(«' Iviver and the Alaska-Yukon
InlciiKil idiiiil lldiiiiiJiin line Imiii the eastern ami wesd-rn buiuularies. rospeotively.
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The district is rather difficult of access. The party left Whitehorse on May 14

and did not reach the AVhite river at the mouth of Koidem river (or Lake creek as it

i> locally called) until June 8. Field work was commenced on reaching tlie

White river and continued with some interruptions due to unfavourable weather,

until September 7.

The main control of the area was based on the triangulation station established

by the Alaska-Yukon International Boundary survey. From these stations graphic

triangulation was extended, by means of plane-table and telescopic alidade, eastward

to the White river, several stations being located on the wide bars of the White river.

Elevations were based on those determined by the boundary survey and were

reduced to mean sea-level. The detail over the area was obtained by the plane-table

intersection method. All trails and the larger portions of the White river, Beaver

creek, Snag creek, and Sanpete creek, were traversed, using the Boston sketching

table with double pacing for distance and the aneroid for elevations.

All field work was done on the scale of
i g .^o o O ' *^® scale of publication to be

Tj^-j-j-^. A contour interval of 500 feet was adopted.

The narrow strip of topography along the 141st meridian, mapped by the Inter-

national Boundary survey, was used for this portion of the map.

Mr. C. B. Bate was attached to the party as field assistant, and rendered efficient

service.

East Sooke and Flathead Coal Basin Map-Areas.

(F. S. Falconer.)

According to instructions, the field season was spent in mapping the East Sooke

peninsula, Vancouver island, and the Flathead coal basin, British Columbia. The
East Sooke map-area comprises about 12 square miles and lies approximately between

latitudes 48° IS' 45" N. atid 48° 22' 80" S., and longitudes 123° 37' 00" W. and
123° 43' and 00" W. The Flathead coal basin map-area comprises 47 square miles

and lies between latitudes 49° 01' 51" N. and 49° 08' 20" N., and longitudes 114°

29' 12" W. and 114° 37' 25" W.

Field work in the East Sooke map-area was started on June 4 and was completed

on July 16. Rainy weather delayed the progress of the work to some extent. The
primary control of this area consisted of the two U.S.C. and G.S. stations on

L''jnaldson island and near Beechy head. Tlie secondary control consisted of a

transit-stadia traverse carried around the peninsula and connected to the two stations

mentioned above. Owing to the heavy underbrush and to the scarcity of trails, the

mapping was almost entirely done by the plane-table-tape traverse method, using the

aneroid for determining the elevations. The datum for the elevations was obtained

by observations at low tide and the tide tables. The scale of the field work was

T^}^y^^ wiih a contour interval of 20 feet.

On the completion of the East Sooke work the party was transferred to the

Flathead coal basin map-area, where field work was commenced on July 23.

The primary control of this area consisted of the two stations established by the

triangulation of the ('ro%vsn<^>t sheet and a few locations esfablislicd by the three-

11 it method. Bench-mark No. A^ 256 on the International Boundary was used as a

datum for the elevations. The elevations were checked with those determined for the

two triangulation stations used as primary control.

The roads, trails, rivers, and larger creeks, and in many cases the boundary lines

of the coal claims where these were cleared, were traverser! by plane-table and stadia.

The remainder of the ninpjiing was done by the plane-table ajid tape trav<'rse method,

using the aneroid for elevations.
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For the field work a scale of
Yig-.^^-g-

was used with a contour interval of 50 feet,

publishing scale to be
-^^r.^^s-fj-

Field work was completed on September 21.

Efficient service was rendered by the following assistants: Messrs. M. M.
O'Brien; W. H. Miller; R. G. Scott; E. C. Evans.

Bridge River Map-Area, British Colnmbia.

*
(E. E. Freeland.)

Field work during the season of 1913, in connexion with the topographical map-
ping of the Bridge River map-area in the Lillooet district, British Columbia, com-
menced about the end of the third week of May and continued until the end of

September.

The mapping of this area was commenced in 1912 by Mr. W. E. Lawson and the

writer^'s instructions were to complete the work. The usual methods of photo-topo-

graphy were followed, twenty-seven camera stations being occupied. The main trails

in the district that had ^ot been traversed the previous summer were run by pace
and compass, using the aneroid to determine the elevation. Two triangulation

stations were occupied and the angles observed by repetitions, three direct clockwise

and three reverse counter-clockwise, using a Berger transit reading to one minute.

The weather, except during the last week of July and the first of August, was
very unfavourable, on account of a great deal of snow and rain. The spring was very
late, a great deal of snow remaining in the country until the end of July.

Messrs. L. Sewell, C. P. Ilsley, and E. M. Abendana were attached to the party
as student assistants and all performed their work in a very satisfactory manner.

Windermere Map-Area, B.C.

(.4. G. HauUaln.)

The summer of 1913 was spent in completing the topographic mapping of the

Windermere map-area, which was started in 1912 by Mr. K. G. Chipman.

Work was commenced about the middle of June and continued until the end of

October. Two months were spent on plane-table traverse in the Columbia valley;

the remainder of the season was devoted to occupying camera stations and traversing

the pack trails not surveyed the previous summer.

The main portion of the camera work this year controlled the area lying between
Toby and Dutch creeks, the head of Toby creek, and the eastern side of the Columbia
valley. A few stations were taken in the vicinity of Boulder and Law creeks;.

The following as.sistants were attached to the party for the field season: Messrs.
W. K. Thompson, N. K. I). Sheppard, V. M, Wood, K. K. Jones.

Crowsnest Sheet, British Columbia and Alberta.

(A. C. T. Shi-ppani)

Tlio Crowsnest shoot couipri.ses appro.xiuuitely 3,110 s»iuare niiirs, and is knmdiHi
on the iiorlli hy tlu? SOth purallel, on tho i^outh by the 49th purallt-l i)r Intt»ruatii«n;il
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Boundary, and on the east and west by the 114th and 115th meridians, respectively.

One-half of the area lies in British Columbia and the other half in Alberta. My
instructions were to map the above-mentioned area on a compilation scale of

TS^Wo' ^^^ publication on the scale of ^^i^Vrnr* ^^® contour interval adopted was

2U0' feet.

On June. 7, field work was commenced. Operations were started in the south-

west corner of the district and about 750 square miles in this locality wore completed.

This was mapped by the photographic method, supplenicuted by pace traversing of

all the trails and the most important creeks. Twenty camera and triangulatiou

stations were occupied and approximately 250 miles of traverses were run. Early in

the season, c 'uti-ol was established for the Flathead coal basin map-area. On June

26 a 8ubcan\p was located in the prairie country to the east, H. J. Ileinonen being

placed in oliargo of this party. Approximately 200 square miles were niaiiped by this

party, by the traverse method, in townships 5, 6, 7, and 8, ranges I and II, west of

the 5th meridian.

The horizontal control was obtained by triangulation. This was extended from"

the Flathead triangulation executed by Mr. S. C. McLean of the Topographical

Division, in 1912. Six additional stations were located. The entire scheme was

connected to the triangulation of the Boundary Survey by occupying the Boundsuy

Survey stations Kishineaa, Hefty, Canada, and Baldy. Verticil control was carried

forward from the alevations of the Flathead triangulation stations. These elevations

were based on the elevation of Blairmore station on the Crowsnest branch of the

Canadian Pacific railway.

The topography of the strip of country along the portion of the 49th parallel

included in the sheet, was taken from the maps of the International Boundary Survey.

The topography of a tract of country in the vicinity of the Dominion Government

coal reserve was taken from the map of " The Crowsnest Coal Area " by A. O.

Wheeler, D.L.S.

A considerable amount of time was lost during the season, due to the excessive

rainfall. Field work was completed on October 13.

The following men were attached to the party as student assistants: 11. J.

TTeinonou, W7 R. Fraser, and N. Bunker. These men performed their duties in a

satisfactory manner.

I wish to express my thanks to many residents of the district for much useful

local information.

Thetford and Black Lake Map-Area, Quebec.

(D. A. Nichols.)

According to instructions, the field work on the Thctford-Bhick Lake map-area

was commcncod on May 28. This area comprises about 245 square miles in Wolfe.

Megantic, and Bi'auco counties, in the province of Quebec. It contains a portion of

the serpentine belt which consists of a strip approximately 6 miles wide, on each side

of the Quebec Central railway and extending from about 1 mile south of DTsraeli

station to about 3 miles north of Thetford Alines station. The map-area includes the

asbestos mines of Black Lake and of Thetford Mines, and the asbestos and chrome

properties in the vicinity of Belmina, Breeches, and Little St. Francis lakes.

The compilation scale cf the map was ^f.^tht' ^'^^ * contour interval of 20 feet,

the publication scale is to be -ijjTjg-g^.
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The cjutrol of the sheeet was obtained by triangulation, by Mr. S. C. McLean of

the Topographical Division. This triangulation was connected to the geodetic station

established by the Geodetic Survey of Canada on Thetford mountain. The datum for

elevations was the elevation of the rail of the Quebec Central railway in front of the

station at Black Lake, as given in "White's " Altitudes of Canada." From this datum
the elevations of the nearest triangulation stations were obtained by a transit-stadia-

traverse with double checked vertical angles. The differences in elevation of these

triangulation stations, as determined by the transit and stadia traverse, were compared
and found to agree very closely with those determined by double zenith distances

during the triangulation, though it had been feared that the varying refraction over

this area would render these values unreliable. From the series of triangulation

stations numerous three-point stations were located and a system of transit-stadia

and plane-table-stadia traverses were run. In this manner, the area was divided into

blocks of convenient size for filling in the detail by means of the plane-table-stadia

and the plane-table-tape aneroid method. Great difficulty was experienced in using

the compass because of local attraction; on this account, the backsight method of

orienting the plane-table had to be adopted throughout. This lessened very considerably

the speed at which the work could be accomplished.

By the end of September, about 50 square miles were mapped, when the party was
reduced in numbers. After this date, with a smaller field party, a detailed map of the

area adjacent to the asbestos mines at Thetford Mines was made. The detailed map
comprises an area of approximately 1 square mile. It was mapped on a scale of 1,000

feet to 1 inch, with a contour interval of 10 feet. This was completed on November 0,

on which date the field work was closed for the season.

The student assistants were as follows: Messrs. L. A. Badgley, J. E. Forbes, A
Quenneville, and 'M. L. Dobbin. On August 9 the party was reinforced by the addi-

tion of ^lessrs. M. F. Fredea, M. J. McMillan, E. J. Sproule, A. M. James, J. A. !^[ac-

donald, and C. H. Freeman, the three latter remaining until the close of the season.

All rendered efiicient service.

New Glasgow Map-area, Nova Scotia.

(B. R. MacKay.)

Field work in connexion with the mapping of tlie New Glasgow map-area com-
menced on June 1 and continued until August 8, wlien the work had to be abandoned
on account of the illness of the writer.

The map-area embraces G5 square miles and is rectangular in shape, being 11 4

miles east and west and 5-7 miles north and south. It includes the towns of Now
Glasgow, StcUartoii, Westville, Thorburn, and the extensive coal fields of the Acadia

and Intercolonial Coal Companies.

The field scale used was 2,000 feet to 1 inch, with a cont(nir interval of 10 feet.

Th(! itriniary horizcjiital control was obtained by triangulation, by Mr. 8. C. ^[cLean

of the Topographical Division. The prinniry vertical control was obtaincil by linos

of levels carried in closed circuits from the bench marks cstablishod by the Public

Works Departtnent, and which are based on mean soa-lovoi. During the season, 24

miles of these i)rimary levels wore run. Pornnmont standard bench marks w»to

cKtablished at all the working mines of the .\cadia and Intercolonial Coal (\>nip:>nios,

and at intervals of .'5 miles along tlu' routes followed. The elevation to the noarost

loot was staiiipcil nn tlic licncli marks. The exact l.icatioii an«l elevation of these

licncli marks arc on n nl in the 'rtipo'^raphical IMvi-imi and arc available, should

they be rc<iuired in local cn;.Mnccrin^; work.
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The plane-table-traverse method was used altogether in filliiij? in the detail.

Between the triangulation points main-stadia-traverses were run along the roads,

shore-lines, and railways. Betwecen stations on the main traverses minor traverses

were carried, from which the remaining detail was obtained. Owing to the short

field season, the mapping was limited to 10 square miles in the neighbourhood of

New Glasgow.

Messrs. C. H. Freeman, A. 'SI. Jnnu's. E. J. Sproule, M. F. Fredea, J. A. Macdonald
and M. J. Mac^Iillan were attached to the party as student assistants and rendered
efficient service.

My thanks are due to the officials of the Acadia and Intercolonial Coal Com-
panies, the town engineer of New Glasgow, and the superintendent of the Inter-

colonial railway, New Glasgow, for information and kindly assistance.

Triangulation Work.

(S. C. McLean.)

The early part of the field season was spent in executing local tri angulations at

New Glasgow, N.S., and Thetford, Que., while the latter and greater part of the season

was devoted to a chain of secondary triangulation in the Similkameen district,

British Columbia. Mr. R. C. McDonald, student assistant, was an efficient aid

throughout the season.

New Glasgow Triangnlaiion.

This is a local triangulation required for the primary control of the New Glasgow
map-area; a detailed map on the scale of 2,000 feet to 1 inch.

Di'iaUs of Work.—A base line, 1,710- 15 feet long, was measured along Washing-

ton street. New Glasgow, and an expansion made therefrom to the necessary control

points. Fourteen main stations were signalled and observed. In addition to these,

about fifteen otbcr jjroni incut points, including cliurch steeples, mine chimneys, etc.,

were cut in. The necessary azimuth was obtained from an observation on Polaris.

No control for elevation by vertical angles was attempted, as the results obtainable

in this type of country are not sufficiently reliable on account of the refraction.

Instruments and Methods.—A G.l-inch Bcrger transit, with horizontal circle read-

ing to 10 seconds was used. All the angles of a triangle were observed, the method
being by (lircctions, one direct and one reverse constituti'd a set. One set under good

observing conditions was considered sufficient, but in most cases two, and sometimes

three, sets were made. Good figures were obtained, having fair angles and giving

frequent check distances. The signals were poles carrying a flag, or small tripods

on centre. The centres were nail heads in the top of stout wooden hubs. Of these

hubs, the ones that are convenient for the use v)f local engincocrs and surveyors or that

are necessary for connecting at some future date this triangulation to a correct

geographical jmsition are to be replaced with pernianent station marks.

CompiihiHons.—Computations of the distaucfs and azimuths between stations

and their relative positions were completed l)ef(ire leaving the field and. with other

information obtained, wer(> sent to ^Ir. B. U. MacKay, the officer in charge of the

topographical party. ~

Field work was begun on .\pril 2f, and finislicd May 24.
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Th etford Triangulation.

Tliis is a local triangulation required for the primary oontrol of the Thetford
map-area, Quehee; an area of 245 square miles, which is being mapped on the scale

of 1:48,000.

Details of Work.—A base line, 4,721-14 feet long, was established and measured
along the meadows, just north of Black Lake. The necessary geographical position is

that of " Thetford," a primary triangulation station of the Geodetic Survey of Canada.
This station was included in the local triangulation. Azimuth was derived from
observations on the sun at the sovith base. Si.xteen main stations, including the
expansion from the base, were signalled and observed, and about ten other points,

church steeples, flags, etc., were cut in. A vertical control by double zenith distances
gave satisfactory results.

Instruments and Methods.—A 6i-inch Berger transit, with horizontal circle read-

ing to 10 seconds and vertical circle to 30 seconds, was used. All the angles of a

triangle were observed, the methods being by repetitions—three repetitions direct

clockwise and three reverse counter-clockwise constituting a set. Good figures having
no material angle under 30 degrees and giving frequent check distances were obtained.
The signals were tripods with centre poles carrying a flag. The station marks are
temporary, such as chisel marks on solid rock, or a stout wooden hub firmly fixed in

a rock pile. Of those station marks, the ones that are required for the use of the local

engineers and surveyors, or for other reasons, are to be replaced with permanent
marks.

Compntations.—Computations of the distances and azimuths between stations,

and geographical positions and elevations, were completed and given to Mr. D. A.
Nichols, the offii-er in charge of the topographical party.

Field work began on May 14 and finished on July 14. About a week's delay was
caused by wet weather. Mr. Nichols and members of his party rendered considerable
assistance.

SimUkamecn Dislrii t.

This is a fliaiii of secondary trianguhition phinued txi extend from the luter-
iiatioiial HoLuulary to the British Columbia railway belt. It will coiuuH^t the Inter-
national licriidary triangulation with the trigoiionu'tric survey of the railway belt

by the Toi)ographical Surveys Branch of the Department of the Interior. The main
purjjose is to furnish the primary control for topographical work.

Priiiils of Worl.-. ' l.akcview." " Princeton," and " Frosty," stations of the Inter-
nut i(in;il i;<Miii(lMry triaugulatidii. wore selected as base and the scheme developed from
tlios(>. The base stations were Jirst visited, and, where necessary, re-sigiiiilK'd. Seven
ncnv stations were selootoil and signalled. Of the ten stations thus obtainod. seven were
ro-visifo(l and nbscrvod.

'i'iic area oinbiMood by this triangulation is an olovatoil platoau Ixtwocii north and
south nmniilain r;ingi s and is out into a sfrios of tl;il-t.i|i, tinibor ridtios by docp
V-shapcil valleys. Siiitahic statimi^ iicai' tii.' oriili'r o\' Ihc area woro, o.i-.isoqnently,

iiai'd Id nlilaln. At one elation \l-,las had lo he cnl .>ij|, ami at anothor an olwrrviiig
towor :'>.') iVi'l high had In l)o fonstriiolo(h 'I'lii-^. with I ho nooi-.'.an I'dundahout travel
belwoiii slalions, gn-atly dola.vod progri'sx.
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Instruments and Metltocts.—A 15- by 15-iucli plane-table was used for the recon-

naissance. A Gi-inch Berger transit with horizontal circle reading to 10 seconds, and

a vertical circle reading to 30 seconds was used for the angular measurements. All

the angles of a triangle were observed, the method being by repetitions; six direct

eluckwise and six reverse counter-clockwise constituting a set. For vertical control

double zenith distances were observed. The centre marks are G. G. S. standard bra^s

plate bench marks cemented in a drill hole in solid rock. The signals were either

rock cairns, or tripods, with centre poles and targets.

Computations.—Preliminary computations of distances, azimuths, and geographic

positions have been completed and are available for control of topographic mapping.

When all the stations have been observed the triangulation will be adjusted by the

method of least stiuares. Field work began on June 24, and continued until Novem-

ber (3. Weather conditions up to October 1 were favourable; after this date a con-

tinuous series of snowstorms delayed the work for two consecutive weeks and ham-

pered the progress of the party for the remainder of the season.
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Part II.

Spirit Levelling Near New Glasgow, N.S.

Levels were run in two short circuits in the Xew Glasgow map-area; the first

circuit was along the Intercolonial railway from Stellarton railway station to the Allan
shafts of the Acadia Coal Company, thence via the Albion ^Mines' railway to the

^IcGregor slopes of the same company, returning via wagon roads to the starting

point; the second continues along the Intercolonial railway from the Allan shafts

to Woodburn station, thence along the wagon road via Weirs Mills to Thorburn, and
the Vale Colliery railway back to the Intercolonial railway. The instrument work
was done by Mr. B. R. MacKay.

Instruments and Methods.—A 15-inch Y level and New York target rod were used.

The line was run only once. Both levelman and rodman read the rod independently

and kept separate notes. Temporary benchmarks were established about every mile,

and permanent standard bench marks, with the elevation stamped thereon to the

nearesit foot, were established about every 3 miles, and at points convenient for

local use. The standard bench marks are of two kinds, a plate for use in rock and
masonry, and a pipe for use in soil. The plate bench mark is a brass plate, 3f inches

in diameter, bearing the inscrii)tion " B. M. Geological Survey of Canada, Elevation

.... Feet " ; on the under side is a fluted holt 3 inches long, whereby the plate is

cemented into a drill-hole in rock or masonry. The pipe bench mirk is a heavy.

3-inch iron pipe 5 feet long, the lower end of which is split for about 9 inches and
spread out to form a T-bearing surface; on the upper end is riveted a brass cap bearing

the inscription " B. M. Geological Survey of Canada, Elevation above sea. . . Feet.''

This jjipe is buried to within 8 or 10 inches of the surface of the ground.

Datum.—The elevations are based on mean sea-level as carried to Stellarton,

N.S., by the precise levels of the Geodetic Survey of Canada. The datum used was
B. M. MCCC of the Department of Public Works. Two determinations of the eleva-

tion of this bench mark have been made, one by the Di'partment of Public Works and
one by the Geodetic Survey, with the following results; the values given are rod
readings without adjiislment :

—

JJ. M. MCCC of Dcpaitiiwnt of Puhlic Wuiks.

Feet.

Elevation as drli rniiiicd by tlie precise levels of tlie l)riiarl nuut o( Public

Works i\[\n

Elevation as (Iclcrniiiud l)y the itrccise levels of the (Jeiuletie Survey.. .. (M-tU

The adjusted el('\ati()ii not bciiin- vet availablr, ihr (Icodctic Sur\fy value, tltdl

feet, has bicn adoptiMJ.

Closinrs. The lirst ciicuil, I mile- hmg. closcil to (lllO."> I'l-ct ; tlie si'cciul. Id

miles long, to — (>• 1'23 feet. These closiirt's have lirt'cii ndju-lrd in ihe ditterenl circuits

pro|»ortionaLi'ly to the «listanee.
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Di^xcripfions and Elevations of Bench Marls.
Elevation

in feet.

Stellarton.—I.R.C. station, in the east corner of south wall, second course

above concrete i)latform. Copper bolt B.M. :NrCCC of Department of

Public Works: CJeodetic Survey of Canada determination". Datum. 64-61

Stellarton.—On Intercolonial railway, 3,900 feet nortli of station. Koad

crossing 20-9

Allan shafts of the Acadia Coal Company.—On top of a concrete founda-

tion pier of the bank head, north side, third pier from northwest

corner. Standard plate B.^f 44- (8

On same pier. Iron bolt B.^l. of Acadia Coal Company 44-88

Albion slopes of the Acadia Company.—On a concrete foundation pier of

trestle from mouth of slopes to bankhead; first pier on west side.

Standard plate B.M 183-14

McGregor slopes of the Acadia Coal Company.—On the concrete foundation

pier of trestle from mouth of slopes to bankhead; only pier on east side.

Standard plate B.M 189-55

Lourdes station.—Top of rail 20-7

New Glasgow.—Junction of I.R.C. and Vale Colliery railway, on east side

of wooden culvert under tracks. Top of large spike 28-72

New Glasgow.—I.R.C. station ; road crossing betweeen station and freight

shed 321

New (ilasgow.—On the east end of north abutment of Intercolonial Rail-

way elevated crossing over Dalhousie street, near the ornamental gate-

post of the Xew (ilasgow post-office. Standard plate B.^I 23-34

New Glasgow.—On Intercolonial railway, on base of switch at junction of

Pictou Harbour branch. Top of spike in northeast corner 34-2

New Glasgow.—Opposite the Dominion Bridge Works, on the electric

signal of the Intercolonial railwa.y. Top of iron base plate, south

corner 91-6

New (ilasgow.—On the base of the electric signal of the Intercolonial

railway at the Little Harbour road crossing. Top of south bolt. . . .132-8

New Glasgow.—2-8 miles east of; 75 feet east of a small stone culvert, on a

boidder 3i feet by 3 feet projecting from south side of a cut on

the Intercolonial railway between Mileposts 45 and 46 from Truro.

Standard plate B.M 204-86

Woodburn.—On south end of east abulinent of Intercolonial Kailwiiy cros-

>)wx over stream, t!(l() feet west of Woodburn station. St:iii<lard idate

B.M 137-85

Woodburn.—I.R.C. station; base of rail opposite 142-4

Weirs Mills.—On east corner of south abutment of wagon bridge over

stream, fnot of Weir's dam. Brass nail and washer, temporary

B.M .. 34-74

Thorburn.—At vale collier.y of Acadia Coal Com])aiiy, on the east side of

mouth of main slope near base of trestle. Standard pipe B.M 229-97

Ten feel northwest, at montli of niiin slope, between tracks of trestle.

Iron pipe B.M. of the Acadia Coal Company 228-97
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Elevation

Thoi-burn.-0.5 mile southwest of. in the east corner of south abutment"
^^^''

of overhead cros^ng of New Glasgow road over the Vale Colliery
railway. Brass nail and washer, temporary B.M 2->7-6

Thorburn.—1.5 miles west of, on the Vale Colliery railway. Mar.h road
crossing

^gg g
New Glasgow.—Two miles east of, on the Vale Colliery railway. Thorburn

road crossing 1?^
New 01a?jrow.—On the Vale Colliery railway. Ea.st River road ero^^-

"^^ 70.2
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BIOLOGICAL DIVISION.

BOTANY.

{Jolin Macoun.)

It having been arranged that I should reside on Vancouver inland and continue

my studios of the flora of the ishuul, tlie whole year was spent there, my botanical

investigations being confined to the vicinity of Victoria and Sidney, with short visits

to adjacent islands. Much botanical work of a general character had been done on

Vancouver island, but little critical work, except in phanerogams. The climate per-

mitted me to work out-of-doors in the winter and for the first time I had an oppor-

tunity to study cryptogams critically. The result was that very large collections of

cryptogams were made and many new species added to the known flora of the island.

These have nearly all been determined by specialists, the musci by Mrs. E. 0. Britton

and Prof. 0. E. Jennings, the lichens by Mr. G. K. Merrill, the hepaticie by Miss C. C
ILiynes, the sea-weeds by Mr. F. S. Collins, and the woody fungi by Mr. C. G. Lloyd.

One paper on the lichens has been published in The Ottaiva Naturalist by ^fr. Merrill

and another is being got ready for the press. Eight new species and sub-species were

described in the paper referred to above. Over 400 species of flowering plants were
collected, which have been named and mounted. These include twelve species not

before recorded from Vancouver island.

^The Ottawa Naturalist, vol. xxvii, p. 117-120.
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LOTAXY.

(J. M. Macoun.)

The most important work to be done in connexion witli the botanical branch at

the beginning of the year was the determination and arrangement of the collections

that had accumulated in the herbarium. These included parts of collections made as

long ago as 1905, and the greater part of the writer's time during the year wns

devoted to this work, the result being that before spring it will have been completed.

A much larger number of Canadian specimens were mounted than in any previous

year, and, with the assistance of specialists, these have all been named and sorted into

the herbarium, so that for the first time in thirty years it may be said that all the

botanical material in the herbarium has been put into the condition that it is readily

available for study and reference by anyone. During the early winter months the

writer, in conjunction with Dr. M. O. Malte, made keys for the Ottawa Flora originally

written by Prof. Macoun, and the collecting season was spent in the vicinity of

Ottawa revising these keys by studying the growing plants and collecting in new
localities. Several additions were made to the known flora of the region. Furtlier

study of critical species is needed, but it is expected that the Ottawa Flora will be

ready for publication during the coming year.

The herbarium of the Geological Survey being the only one in Canada that

contains anything like a complete collection of Canadian plants a large number of

specimens are each year sent here for comparison and determination. As the

specimens sent are frequently very poor, a great deal of time is consumed in this

work, but it is the best medium we have for keeping in touch with other collectors,

both professional and amateur. The most important collections named were: for

Mrs. Henshaw, Vancouver, B.C.; Miss Moodie, Calgary (for Alberta Government);
Dr. J. Dearness, London, Ont. ; Prof. J. E. Howitt, Guelph, Ont. (for Guelph Agri-

cultural College) ; Prof. B. J. Hales, Brandon, Man. (for Normal School) ; and Dr.

Carl Skottsberg, TJpsala, Sweden, the latter collection being a very large one made ijy

Dr. Skottsberg across the continent with the Geological Congress. Many specimens

were also named for Dr. E. Sapir of the Geological Survey staff, and for botanists

lonnected with other Government departments at Ottawa. The most important eol-

le(!tion that has come to the herbarium from those connected with the Geological

Survey staff was that made by D. D. Cairnes along tlie Alaskan boundary. Among
otlier important collections r(<-eived was one made by ^fr. Kadford between Lake
AtliabasUa and Chesterfield, and another made by ^fr. E. W. Nesham along the Alaskan
boundary. Lists of the collections made by Dr. Cairnes in previous years have already

beeu liublished, the following being a list of the species not collected iii IJUl-l:?:

—

Shlltiiia li)nijif)i's (ioldic. var. Edwanlsii . \Vat>.

L'luylonia X. sp. A beautiful little plant apparently unrelated to any known
siH'cies.

iSaxifraya ftuyellaiis Willd.

I'olenlilla biflora L-hui. .New tn CimuuIh.

(Jxi/tropin campestiis, IM"., var. mchiiiocri'liaUi Hook.

I'ohm on in III liiiinilr Willd.

Enlrii liiiiin relatcij tu A'. Iltiiniiilil aud tlie Siberian !:'. riii>tsfif, but neither

species. Aj>pui('n(ly uiidi-^crilied.
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Pyrola. A species collected before in Yukon but as yet undescribed.

A small collection of mosses and lichens made near Canyon City included the

following species :

—

MUSCL

Rhytidium rugosum (Elirh.) Kindb.

Dicranum lavidens R. and W.
Thuidium abietinum (L.), Bry. Eur.

Folytricliiutn juniperiiniin Willd.

LICHENS.

Cetraria nivalis Acli.

" juniperina (Linn.), var. terrestris Schser.

" furcnta (Huds.) Scbrad.

sjilvatica, var. siilvesirix Ord.

Thamnolia vermicularis (Sw.) Scha?r.

Stereocaulon tomentosum (Ft.) Th. Fr.

Contributions to the herbarium were received from :

—

The New York Botanical Garden.

The (iray Herbarium, Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. Carleton R. Ball, Department of Agriculture, Washington.

H. F. J. Lambart, International Boundary Surveys, Ottawa.

Prof. L. R. Hopkins, State Normal School. Ohio.

Dr. M. O. Malte, Experimental Farm. Ottawa.

Dr. Malte collected across the Dominion from Prince Edward Island to Van-
couver isli'.iid in li»11. ini2. and litl-j. and lias W(jrkod up his rollci-tions at the Ooolo-

gical Survey herbarium. As be did this he laid aside for our herbarium specimens

of all species that were not well represented from the districts in which he collected,

or which were additions to the Canadian flora. These specimens are a most valuable

addition to our herbarium as he collected at many localities that have not been visited

by ourselves. One hundred and eighty-four sheets of specimens were purchased dur-

ing the year, 3,789 sheets, chiefly Canadian phanerogams, were mounted; and 2,246

sheets of duplicates were distributed to large herbaria in the United States and

Europe; 450 official letters were received and answered.

The only herbarium assistance during the .year, except that voluntarily given by

Dr. Malte, has been from Miss Marie C. Stewart who, in addition to the usual clerical

work, lias rearranged the herbarium, sortod in mounted snccimens, and performed the.

other duties of an herbarium assistant. The Ottawa collection is now in her charge.
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ZOOLOGY.

(P. A. Tacerner.)

The progress during the past year, of the Zoological Division, has been most
gratifying. A great part of the cataloguing and arranging of the old collections has
been done; office routine has been well established; a preparatory department has
been organized, and while no permanent exhibits have been installed, a good start has
been made on such exhibits, and temporary ones have been set up as far as casing
facilities permitted.

During 1913 the zoological staff was augmented as the result of several appoint-

ments. Mr. R. M. Anderson was appointed mammalogist. Immediately after his

appointment, Mr. Anderson left on the Canadian Arctic expedition and as officer in

charge of the southern party will remain for several years in the north country.

Mr. Clyde L. Patch was appointed taxidermist; Mr. Patch has had a wide experience

in all branches of zoological preparatory work in some of the largest museums in

America. Miss Winnifred Bentley was transferred to this division and has since

occupied the position of general assistant and typist in a most satisfactory manner.
Fur a short time during the summer, Mr. Frank Hennessey w?.s temporarily attached

to the division and performed his work in his usual efficient manner.

The greatest need, at present, of this division is the appointment of additional

technical officers to take charge of the lower vertebrates and the invertebrates. An
entomologist is especially necessary. Our entomological collections are large and
important, and although Dr. Hewitt, of the Experimental Farm, has generously

assumed the advisory duties of Honorary Curator of Entomology, yet the work
demands all the time of a specialist, and more than Dr. Hewitt's other duties allow.

Owing to delays incidental to the choosing and procuring of satisfactory exhibi-

tion cases, it has been impossible to place permaiient exhibits in the ^fuseum halls.

^Meanwhile several experimental cases have been prepared and much work has been

done with material which it is planned to incori)orate in the permanent exhibits and
which, in the meantime, has been in part used to form tempt)rary exhibits.

As the city of Ottawa and vicinity was threatened in ini:5 with a plague i>f tent

caterpillars, it was deemed expedient that the .Museum should early call attention to

the dangiT and means of combating it. Couseiinently a spcL'ial exhibit of the tent

caterpillar was installed in the main cntiiiuci' h:ill of the building. This exliibit

showed the life history of the species, and the means of control, both by luitural and
artiiif'ial agencies. It was accomj)anied l\v plainly written labels aiming to be both

interesting and instructive, and attracted a considerabli' amount of attention. Th«»

daily papers took the matter up and, as a result of the advertising, a wide interest

was taken and serious eflFort nuule by the general pid)lie towanls ecmlmting the pest.

Though the early summer months were disagreeable to everyboily by the prevalence of

the disgusting caterpillars, it was evident that matters would have been much worse

bad it not been for educational movements inaugurated by the .Museum.

()nr collec'tions have bi'i-n usi'ti extensively by other>, ontsitle of our own statT,

Mild tiu! following have availed themselves of ionn or examination privileges: Pr. C.

lliirl Merriam, who is making an extensive study ol' the lu'iirs of North .\meriea;

II. C. Oherbolser. A. IF. Ilowells. and Wells W. Cook, of the I'nited States Miologieal

Survey; Dr. ii. A. \W-nn, of the I'liiled States National Mn eiini; Mr .1 II Flening.
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of Toronto, during the course of the preparatiou of his " ^lammals of the Toronto

Kegiou"' for the (Jeological Congress; Mr. Alhm Brooks, of Okanagan Landing; Mr.

I'" rank Hennessey, of Ottawa; and the Entomological Division of the Experimental

Farm, Ottawa.

The local schools have also taken advantage of our collections. Classes have been

brought to study the exhibits, students have come for special information, and mounted

specimens have been loaned to their instructors for class work. This is a branch of

Museum activity that it is hoped to see greatly enlarged in the future.

Our study and exhibition collections have considerably increased during the year

ihrougli the usual channels of donation, purchase, and museum expeditions. The more

notable of the accessions are mentioned in the following accounts.

In my summary report for 1012, I anticipated the presentation of an important

collection from Mr. J. H. Fleming, of Toronto. This material has been received, and

consists mainly of mounted birds, admirable specimens of taxidermic art, and contains

representatives of many species not already represented in our collections, and a

number of interesting Canadian records. With these were also some valuable

mannnal material, on loan, including large game heads, a line series of bison horns,

and the only two Ontario-killed panthers known to be extant. These latter are

especially valuable as they form the only basis of judgment now obtainable as to the

characters of the eastern representative of this species in the Dominion. Another

specimen of popular interest is a wolf, one of the original pack made famous by

Ernest Thompson-Seton in his animal classic, " Lobo, King of the Corrumpaw."

We have been the recipient of many favours from the Dominion Parks Branch

in the way of skins and skeletons of larger ruminants, that have died or have been

necessarily killed in their parks. I hereby desire to thank the various officers of the

Dominion Parks Branch and their director, Mr. J. B. Ilarkins, for their courtesies.

The great number of smaller donations received from various friends of the

Museum, have been most gratifying, and indicate an increasing amount of interest in

the institution amongst all classes. The gifts have come from various parts of the

Dominion from Nova Scotia to Vancouver island. The donors deserve the full thanks

of the Museum for their practically applied goodwill.

In exchange we have received, from the Department of Marine and Fisheries, the

birds and eggs collected by A. P. Low during his voyage of the S.S. Neptune in 1004.

A list, with annotations, of this material has been published, but not until now has the

material upon which it has been based been available for further reconsideration or

contirmati'jn in the light of our constantly increasing knowledge of Arctic faunas.

By purchase we have also largely added to our collections, both in numbers of

specimens and interest. Principal among these accessions is the Lewis collection of

birds and mammals from the Teslin Lake region, Yukon Territory. This consists of:

—

24 moose, 1 wolverine,

20 caribou, 1 otter,

;ir> mountain sheep, 27 marmots,
1<') boar. l)lack and grixzly, 14 porcupine,

T lynx. 44 muskrats,

beaver, 10 chipmunks.

54 hares, 56 mice and shrews,

24 gophers, 1 pika.

30 red squirrels,
'

T) wood rats.

10 weasels, 1 bat. et<'.

r> mink.

Totalling 3H0 mammals atul 211 birds.

The scientific value of sucli an extensive mammal coUcction from a limited area,

showing all conditions and pelages of sinnmer and autunni, can hardly |he over-

estimated. Tlie birds are of almost equal interest, and include most of the larger
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species, some of them in considerable series. Particularly may be mentioned amongr.-t

them the horned owls and dusky grouse, the latter being probably subspecifically new
to pcience, and forming the basis of a paper nearly ready for press.

The entomological collections have been increased by acquisition of a finely-pre-

pared collection of local lepidoptera numbering some 22,000 specimens collected by

^[r. C. H. Young, previous to his appointment to this department in 1907.

Much valuable material has also been secured by members of tMs division. On
May 16, a party composed of the writer, Messrs. C. H. Young, and C. L. Patch,

established themselves on Point Pelee, Essex county, Ontario, for the purpose of

studying the most southerly forms of life occurring in the Dominion, and to collect

material for a large landscape group, showing the character of the so-called Carolinian

or Upper Austral fauna, as it occurs in Canada. While the exhibitional pliase of our

work occupied the greater part of our time, the scientific collections were not neglected,

and advantage was taken to fill some of the gaps in our southern Ontario representation

of specimens. Some interesting records of specific occurrences were made and impor-

tant specimens collected in all branches of zoology possible under the circumstances.

To date, one accession has been received from Mr. R. M. Anderson and his

assistant naturalist, Mr. Fritz Johansen, both of whom accompanied the Canadian

Arctic expedition. The accession received from Mr. Johansen consists chiefly of

interesting invertebrates.

Mr. C. H. Young, of this division, while on a trip to England, late in the autumn,

took advantage of his opportunity to collect a few common English birds for the

Museum. Though it was too late in the season to secure all the species desired, the

results were highly satisfactory, and he brought back a very nice collection of well-

made skins suitable for mounting.

The staff of the other divisions of the Geological Survey has shown an increasing

interest in the Museum, and through the year brought in some lots of specimens.

Among these can be specially mentioned the lepidoptera secured through the influence

of D. D. Cairnes, from Mr. Nesham of the Alaska Boundary Survey; and the birds

brought in by M. Y. Williams from the Bruce peninsula, Ontario, a locality vt-ry

poorly represented in any collection.

With the routine ofiice work, much has been accomplished. A new system of

recording our mounted birds by means of cards and photographs has been evolved,

and the work in connexion with it has been largely completed. A new system of

pamphlet filing has also been installed. Several thousands of cards have been added

to tlie species bibliography of Canadian birds, and tliis bibliography is beginning to

assume helpfully workable proportions and to contain a large part of the information

that has appeared since tlie publication of ilacoun's Catalogue of Birds in li'OiK

As soon as it is complete back to this date, it is intended to include the earlier authors

ami dates, especially those unavailable at the time the above catalogue was written.

\Vliil(! ill New York, atteniling the meeting of the American Ornithologists Union,
:i<lv;iulage was taken of the opportunity to go over the private eolleotion of Dr.

Jonathan Dwiglit, and a list was made of all his Canadian rt.'c-..r»ls. This extends thei

available data on bird distribution in the Dominion and has bt-ea added to the ab.ivo

index. There arc a number of other private and public colltH'tions in the rniteil

States that will have to be I'Xainiiu'd in the same luauner before our reeonls are

eoiiiplete.

During the yeiir llieii- has been only very little time availabli' to spend on study

or oilgin:il work, but work has eonniuneed on the bin! collections and a eonsiderablo

l»ro|(oitiou lias been critically examined antl determined. In all eases of iloubtliil

identity we liave had the advice of the best specialists in the various families eon-

hideieil; and 1 have to thank Dr. Jonathan Dwi^ht, of New York; Dr. Lewis Bishop,
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of Xi-w Hiuen; and H. C. Oberholser, Gerrett U. Miller, and Dr. B. A. Bean, of the

Smithsonian Institution and the Biologieal Survey, Wa?hing:ton, D.C., for courtesies

in this direction.

Additions to the Zoological Collections During 1913.

Presented.

Accession
Nos.

13-1. By E. G. White-
One Hooded Mereranser, collected hy IT. D. Bates, at Rondeau, Ont.

Catalogue No. G427.

1.V2. By Abraham Knehtel Ottawa-
One Iluskie Dog, Norway House, H. B. Catalotrne ISOl.

13-3. By D. A. :McNaughton—
Fragment of ^loose skull, collected at Lake Timiskaniing, near provincial

boundary. Catalogue 1805.

13-4. By J. H. Fleming, Toronto

—

Various mounted birds, collected mostly at Toronto. Catalogue Nos. 6106-

(•42H, (;42'^, ('.429, 0464-6467.

1355. By :Mrs. R. Rosenthal, jun.—
•Mounted Loon, no data. Catalogue No. 64.^2.

13-10. By W. E. Hyndman—
One skeleton Black Fisli, coMccted at Traeadic l^Cinli. P.E.I. Catalogue No.

1S92.

13-12. By Dominion Parks-
One JMitf'ojie skin, collected at Waliiuright. AUxTta. l!tl.">. Catalogue No.

1S1.3.

13-14. By Dominion Parks

—

One Aiitc'idpe skeleton, collected at Waiuuright, Alberta. 1913. Catalogue
Xo. 1893.

13-15. By Frank Shumacker—
Thirty-five Tiger Beetles. coUc^ctcd in Nebraska. 190(i-1909.

13-17. P.y .M. C. Ives—
Seventy-live land shells, collcetcd at Miscouehe. P.E.I.

13-18. By Exi)erimental Farm, Ottawa—
Twenty-eight Tent Catcriiillars. collected at Ottawa b.v Arthur Gibson.

13-20. P.v C.. E. Sanders, Bridgetown. N.S.—
Two shells. ,-olleeted at Grosses Coquea, N.S.. 1013.

13-21. By C. II. Young, Ottawa—
Five nidunteil birds, collectt'd at Ilurdman. Ottawa. Ont., 1903.

Catalogue Nos. 7025-7028, 6679.

13 22. l>y Dominion Parks

—

One Buffalo skin and skeli-ton. Catalogue No. IS'.MJ.
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Accession
Nos.

13-27. By Dominion Parks-
One Elk skeleton collected. 1913. Catalogue ZSTo. 1895.

13-28. By Dominion Parks-
One Buffalo skin and skeleton. Catalogue Xo. 1396.

13-30. By Dr. Marcellus—

One head and skull of walrus, collected near Fort Churchill, H.B.

13-31. By Dominion Parks-
One Black Bear skull, collected at Summit Main Range near Waterton Mill,

Alberta. Catalogue No. 1899.

13-35. By Mrs. Gerard, Ottawa-
One mounted Cincereous Owl. no data. Catalogue Xo. 6779.

13-39. By H. Korton—
Birds and Mammal skins. Catalogue Xos. : Birds. 69S"3-7007; Mammals,

22S6.

13-41. By Dominion Parks

—

One Cow and Calf Yak, captive animals, Banff. Alberta. Catalogue Xo.
1912-1913.

13-45. By J. L. Rannie—
One Ruffed Grouse, two Chickadee, two Blue Jays, six Hairy Woodpeckers,

one Golden Eye. Red Squirrels. Catalogue Xos.; Birds, 7008-7019;

Mammals, 1914-1918.

13-47. By C. H. Young-
One Shrike nest and egg.s, collected at Hurdman. Ottawa, Ont.

13-49. By Frank Hennessey

—

One American Robin, one White Throated Sparrow, one Phcebe. Catalogue

7033-7035.

13-54. By H. Sampson, Vancouver, B.C.

—

One Salamander, one S<iuirrel, and Wood Rat. Catalogue Nos. : Reptiles.

566 ; Mammals, 2287-2288.

13-56. By G. F. Monckton—
Unio fragments collected on Vancouver island. 19l:>.

13-58. By Frederic Lambert, Ottawa, Ont.—
One Sharp-tailed (Jrouse, Ptannigiui eggs, colU'cti'il in the Yukon Territory.

Catalogue No. 7046.

13-61. By Frederic Lambert. Ottawa, Ont.—
One Pilt-ated Woodpecker, collected at Malta waki. Ont. Catalogue No. 704S.

13-61. One Woodcliuck skull, no data or name of collector. Coilectt'd mar Pembroke.

Catalogue Xo. 2-290.

13-07. liy E. W. Nesham—
jJirds, 15iitterHi«-s. and Kggs. Catalo^^nic .No-..: P.irds, isi;:.-isi;s, TOTO.

13-6H. Jiy Frederic F-anibert, Ottawa-

CuUections of eggs, about 1!> >.pcciiiu'iis, various ^plH'iuH.
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Accession
Xos.

Transferred.

13-34. From Etbnologieal Division

—

Three Fox skulls and Bear teeth, collected by Capt. Beruier at Melville

island, Frank, 1000. Catalogue Xos. 1007-1019.

13-46. From Chemical Laboratory, Museum

—

One Blackburnian Warbler. Catalogue Xo. 7020.

l.'j-.")l. Palavnitologieal Division

—

Various Invertebrates.

13-6G. From Ethnological Division

—

Fragment of Bison skull, collected at bottom of Felly river, Yukon Territory,

summer, 1913. Catalogue No. 2289.

Collected hy Officers of the Geological Survey.

13-25. By Chas. Camsell—
Twenty-one and one-half Freali-water Shells, collected at White lake, 10 miles

from Arnprior, Ont., !May 4, 1913.

13-57. By D. D. Cairnes—
Thirty-one Butterflies, collected in the Yukon Territory, 1913.

13-7. By E. M. Kindle—
Ten Fresh-water Shells, collected at west side of Dawson bay. Lake Winni-

pegosis, ^lanitoba, September 4, 1912. Catalogue Nos. 2.'>0S-2599.

13-24. By W. J. Wintemberg—
Ten Land Shells, collected at Miscouche, P.E.T., by C. Ives. 1013.

13-19. By P. A. Tavomer—
Three Photos, Tent Caterpillars, made at Britannia pju-k, near Ottawa,

Ont.

13-37. By ^Museum Expedition

—

P. A. Taverner, accompanied by C. II. Young and C. L. Patch, Birds, Mam-
mals, Reptiles, Fish, and Insects. Catalogues Nos.: Birds. n7SO-r)707;

Mammals, 2295-2336, 2341-2355; Reptiles and Amphibians, 501-565; Fish,

1001-1013; Crustaceans, 1176-1180.

13-33. By M. Y. Williams-
Various Birds and Mammals, collected in Ontario, summer 1013. Catalogue

Nos.: Birds, 6777-6778.

13-50. By M. V. Williams-
Various Birds, collected at Bruce peninsula, Ont. Catalogue Nos. 1007-1010.

13-59. By M. Y. Williams-
One Snow Bird and one Blue Jay. collected at Lake Deschenes, Ottawa,

November 1, 1013. Catalogue Nos. 7063-7064.

13-62. By M. Y. Williams-
One Grccn-witiged Teal, collected at Demorostville, Ojit. Catalogue No. 70(52.
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Accession
Nos.

13-63. By C. H. Young-
Five Mammals, Mice collected at Meach lake, near Ottawwa, summer 1913.

Catalogue Nos. 2282-22S3, 2292-2294.

lO-O'J. By C. H. Sternberg—
One Cat skull, collected at Steveville, Red Deer, Alberta.

13-52. By Canadian Arctic Expedition

—

Invertebrates, collected at Alaska, summer 1913.

Acquired l>y Exchange.

13-6. With G. Eifrig—
Bird skins, collected mostly from near Ottawa, Ont. Catalogue Nos. 6433-

6460.

13-26. With Department of Marine and Fisheries

—

Bird skins, being specimens collected on the S.S. Xeplune by Dr. A. P. Low.
1904. Catalogue Nos. 6680-6776.

Purchased.

13^8. From M. O. Mills, Geneva-
One mounted Passenger Pigeon. Catalogue No. 6461.

13-9. From H. H. Mitchell-
One mounted Passenger Pigeon, collected near Hamilton, Ont Catalo^-ue

No. 6462.

13-11. From Chas. McConnell—
One Clark's Nutcracker, collected at Robinson, Y.T. Catalogue No. CHJ:;.

13-13. From A. Hyatt Verrill—
Three hundred and forty-five Insect Photographs.

13-16. From Clement Lewis, Yukon Territory

—

Birds and Mammals. Catalogue Nos.: Birds. r;4()<-(;ii7<; ; r,4:,i\; ;\famniil^
1S26-1S70; 1921-19S1-2280.

13-23. From W. E. Saunders—
Five Berlepsch Bird boxes.

13-29. From Dr. Marcellus-
One Polar Bear skin and skeleton, collected at Fort Churchill, Hudson biiy

1910. Catalogue No. 1S9:.

13-32. From A. W. Puckett—
Three (Joats, two Brown Bears, collected at mountains off Lake Bennett. 10

miles from British Columbia liiu'. Catalogue Nos. 19(X\ 1903-1906.

13 3^i. From Canadian Arctic Expedition -

One Walrus skull with binlncst in-^ido. colli-ctod at .N'onic. Alaska Catnloiruo
No. 1!I11.

13-42, From A. Ji. Austin -

One Stone's Sheep, .•olbrtcl ;it CartToM-, l!>10. Catalogue N'n, 1S20.

26 -23 It H;
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Accession
Nos.

13-43. From W. A. Puckett—
One White Porcupiiie ?kin, collected at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory. Cata-

logue Xo. 1902.

13-48. From C. L. Patch-
Two Summer Tanager, collected by R. S. Moore, at Jefferson county, Indiana.

Catalogue No. 7021-7023.

13-60. From C. II. Young—
About 22,000 specimens of lepidoptera, collected near Ottawa.

l.'VT". From Omor Camerlc. Namur, Quebec

—

One Grey Squirrel. Catalogue No. 2337.

13-71. One Kadiac Bear skull, from Alaska. Catalogue No. 2339.

On Loan.

13-40. From J. H. Fleming, Toronto

—

Birds and Mammals. Catalogue Nos.: Birds, 6430-6431; Mammals. 1873-

1890.

13-65. From A. II. O'Brien, Ottawa, Out.—
Mounted Birds. Catalogue Nos. 7049-7061.
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL DIVISION.

(E. Sapir.)

Staff.

Three new appoiutments have been made in the course of the year to the perman-
ent staff of the Division of Anthropology. Mr. W. J. Wintemberg, who had previously

done temporary work in the laboratory, field, and office, received permanent appoint-

ment on April 1 as preparator in archaeology of the .Anthropological Division of the

Geological Survey, ilr. F. W. Waugh, who had previously been engaged in field

research among the Iroquois for the division, received a similar appointment a*

l)reparator in ethnology on July 1. Miss Ariel McConnell received an appointment as

stenographer on July 1.

The Division of Anthropology at present numbers a scientific staff of five and

a clerical staff of two. The organization of the division is as follows :

—

K. Sapir, head of Division of Anthropology, and ethnologist in charge of srrction

of ethnology and linguistics.

H. I. Smith, archaeologist in charge of section of archaeology.

G. M. Barbeau, assistant anthropologist.

W. J. Wintemberg, preparator in section of archaeology.

F. W. Waugh, preparator in section of ethnology.

Miss E. Bleakney, stenographer in section of ethnology and linguistics.

Miss A. McGonnell, stenographer in section of archaeology.

2t, 2;u
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PAPvT I.

ETHNOLOGY AND LINGUISTICS.

(E. Saplr.)

Museum.

Exhibits.—In the course of the year the Hall of Canadian Anthropology' has been

(hrown open to the public. A general statement in regard to the exhibition cases of

ilie hall has been already given in the Summary Report for 1912. During the year

1913, these cases have been provided with ethnological and archa?ological exhibits, in

accordance with the general plan already outlined. Eight of the table cases are

<levoted to Canadian archirology, and are described in part III of this report. The

remaining cases are divided into two main groups, those on the right of the hall as

one enters being devoted to exhibits illustrating the culture of the West Coast Indians,

while those on the left contain the exhibits of the Eskimo and Eastern Woodlands

tribes. As already stated in the Summary Eeport of the preceding year, the ethno-

logical material from the plains and from the Mackenzie valley and western plateaus

I'.as had to be stored for want of adequate exhibition room. This applies also to

certain of the tribes of the Eastern Woodlands area, namely the Cree, Algonquin, and

Ojibwa. The Division of Anthropology needs at least one other hall for the proper

exhibition of the material in its hands. The table and upright cases have been so

grouped as to bring ethnological exhibits of the same tribe that have been divided

I'etwccn the two types of case as close together as practicahle.

The exhibits for the various West Coast tribes are distributed as follows: three

halves of the upright cases deal with the culture of the Nootka Indians, of which one

deals with the fishing and hunting implements of those Indians, the second with the

hasketry and clothing, the third with ceremonial objects. Two halves of table cases

have also been assigned to the Nootka Indians, one of these taking up ornaments and

games, the other various implements used by men and women. The Coast Salish are

represented by a half and a quarter of an upright case, and by a half of a table case.

Our collections from these Indians are not as fully representative as might be wished.

A quarter of an upright case is devoted to the ceremonial objects of the Bella Coola

Indians, half a table case to similar objects of their neighbours, the Bella Bellas.

A fairly full collection of the Kwakiutl Indians is on exhibition, embracing two com-

plete and four halves of upright cases, besides two halves of table cases. In the

upright cases are exhibited basketry, weapons, implements of various kinds, and

ceremonial objects, while the table cases make provision for games, ornaments, carv-

ings of various sorts, and men's and women's implements. Two full upright cases

and two halves and one-quarter of the table cases have been employed to exhibit the

'I'sini-hiau material, wliich is gr()Ui)ed iut> baskets, boxes, grease di*1ies. and ladle-;

implements; masks and other ceremonial objects; spoons, charms, and ornaments;

smaller masks and musical instruments; and games. Four and one-half of the upright

( ases and three halves of the t'lhle cases taho up the TLiida material, tliis tribe being

the best represented of the West Coast Indians in the collections of the museum.

The material is grouped iiuo boxes; various men's and women's implements; matting

:ind basketry; fishing tackle; canoes and weapons; grease dishes and musical instru-

ments; masks; games and ornaments; carving'^ of various sorts; ceremonial objects
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other than those already enumerated; and spoons and other implements. Half an
upright case and one-quarter of a table ease provide for the exhibited material of the

Tlingit Indians of southern Alaska, which consists chiefly of decorated basketry.

The left side of the hall is taken np entirely with material from the Eskimo
and tribes of the Eastern Woodlands. Among the latter, chief stress is laid on the

Iroquoian tribes. The Iroquois proper are dealt with in five half and one-quarter

upright cases, and two halves of table cases. The Iroquois collection, which is

believed to be one of the fullest to be found in any American museum, consists of

masks, other ceremonial objects, and musical instruments; clothing; basketery; house-

hold utensils and articles of transportation; games and weapons; implements and
medicinal articles; and ornaments, wampum, and beadwork. Five further groups
of Iroquois specimens have been exhibited in temporaiy table cases. These exhibits

consist of samples of nati\e corn and beans; implements connected with fire-

making; war clubs, stirring paddles, spoons, and ladles; and models of various

types of traps. Two halves and one-quarter of the upright cases and half a

table case are taken up with exhibits of the Huron and Wyandot, also mem--
bers of the Iroquoian stock. The grouping of exhibits is into household utensils,

weapons, and musical instruments; clothing and basketry; articles of transporta-

tion; house models and food implements; ornaments, silver-work, bead-work and
moose-hair embroidery; and various implements connected with basket making- aiid

other industries. A series of Huron trap models is exhibited in one of the temporary
table cases. The remainder of the space allotted to the Eastern Woodlands tribe? is

taken up with Algonkin exhibits. A half and one-quarter of the upright cases and
one-quarter of a table case provide for the Micmac exhibits; the greater part of half

an upright case and one-eighth of a table case for their neighbours, the ^lalecite; th.^

remainder of the upright and table cases last referred to for the Abenaki, and one-

quarter of an upright case and a table case, respectively, for the Penobscot of Maine.
The Montagnais and ilistassini exhibit is distributed betweeen two halves of upright

cases and half a table case, the objects shown being grouped into clothing, various

oljjects of bark and wood, bead-work and games, and men's and women's implement?.

The other half of the left wing of the ethnological exhibits is taken up with oasos

devoted to the Eskimo of Canada and Greenland, and the Eskimo and Aleut of

Alaska. The Alaskan Eskimo material is placed in two halves of upright cases and

three halves of table cases. The material is divided into hunting implements and
articles of transportation; masks, basketry, and men's utensils; women's implements,

fire-making implements, and knives of various types; smaller objects connected with

liuuting niul fishing; and pipes, ornaments, and other decorated objects. The Aleut

material, consisting chiefly of basketry and matting, is exhibited in one-half of an

upright case. The collection from the Mackenzie Eskimo is small and miscellaneous

in character, and takes up part of an upright and part of a table i'a>e. The Copper
Eskimo pf the region of Coronation gulf and Coppermiiu' river are i-opresented by

exhibits of clothing and various utensils, which take up the greater part of an upright

case and a small part of a table case. The Central Eskimo of the region of Hudson
bay are representcid by a fairly large collection, which is distributed botwoon two

upright cases and a half aud two (imarters of the table cases. The material ombraoes

harj)oons and otlier implements connected with hunting; spear piiints of various typos,

snow-knives, snow-goggles, and various snuiller implements; men's aiul women's
knives, pipes, and orjuiments; clothing; lamps, pots, bows and arrows, and articles of

transportation. Half an upright casi" anil oue-(iuar(er of a fable ease provide for tlu-

Labrador Eskimo: the material on cxhiliitiou for this tribe is grouped into games.
ornamf>ii)s, arul other smaller objects of ivory and stone; i-lothing, articles of trans-

portation, and bows and arrows. A rather repn'sentative eolleetioii of the (Greenland

Eskimo is also on cxbihit ion, an<l tiikcs np somewhat more than two halves of (ho
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upright casea. Two half cases are devoted to a special exhibit of various types of

harpoon, spear, and lance, also canoe models and paddles, from various Eskimo tribes.

Besides the space available within the cases, the tops of the cases have, to some
extent, been utilized for the exhibition of larger objects, the chief of these being two

Eskimo kayaks, a Malecite canoe, an Iroquois fish trap, four models of Iroquois and

Wyandot bark houses, two Malecite house models, three fish spears of the Eastern

Algonkin tribes, and two Nootka shafts of whaling spears. A series of Indian busts,

which the museum owes to the courtesy of the American Museum of Natural History,

New York, have been put on top of the appropriate cases. They embrace busts of a Tlingit

woman, ITaida woman, Coast Salish man. Nootka man and woman, and Bella Bella

woman. The wall space of the museum has not yet been utilized to any considerable

extent. For the present, three Kwakiutl house posts, two larger models of Bella Coola

totem poles, a Nootka house post, and a cast of a rock carving from the ea?t coast of

Vancouver island have been placed against the walls. The Bella Coola and Haida

totem poles referred to in the Summary Report of the preceding year have been

provided with pedestals and now stand at the entrance to the museum. A large Haida
totem pole from Skidcgate still awaits installation.

A special feature of the anthropological hall is the exhibit of full-sized Indian

oanoes, all of which, except the Eskimo and Malecite canoes already referred to, are

suspended from the ceiling. They include a long Haida war canoe which forms the

• "^•iitral object of the hall, a smaller Haida dugout, a Kwakiutl dugout, a KootoiKiy

bark canoe, an Iroquois dugout and elm-bark canoe, and two Ojibwa, one Algonciuin.

two ^[ontngnais, and one !Nricmnc birch-bark canoes.

No attempt has been made to crowd all of the anthropological material owned by

the Survey into the limited exhibition space at its command. The Division of

Anthropology has contented itself with selecting such material as seemed most

calculated to give the public a general idea of the culture of the more important

tribes of Canada, and of the range of implements and other objects in use among the

natives. The balance of the material has been carefully stored in the cabinets and

alcoves of the hall. The latter, however, will be eventually needed for exhibition;

storage in these, as well as in the work-room in the basement, where the skeletal

material is now lioussod, must bo considered as only a temporary wny out of a real

difficulty, namely, that of providing in the building adequate provision for the acces-

sible storage, for research or other purposes, of such anthropological material as is

not put on exhibition.

The eask of labelling the various objects exhibited in the hall has been only begun.

A set of tribal labels has been installed, but explicit specimen labels, on which such

scientific knowledge is to be imparted as would seem to be of interest to both the

general public and the special student, have yet to be added. Such labels are already

in course of preparation for tlie Iroquois exhibits, and will be begun for the other

tribes at the earliest opportunity.

A special anthropological exhibit was arranged for the Seventh International

Geological Congress, which visited Ottawa in the early part of August, 1913. The
archscological part of this exhibit will be referred to in part III of this report; the

ethnological part of the exhibit consisted of a number of snowshoes from various tribes

of the Dominion, illustrating the great diversity of types in use among the natives,

a set of photographs selected from the photographic files of the Division, which were

intended to show how the Canadian Indians solved the problem of transportation, and

a map showing the progress that had been made by the Geological vSnr\-ey up to that

date in anthropological research.
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Additions to the Ethnological Collections During 1913.

Over one thousand three hundred (1,300) ethnological objects, obtained either

by gift, by purchase in the course of regular field work by the division, or by purchase

of material not directly obtained in connexion with field work, have been added in the

course of the year to the collections of the museum.

Presented.

Speck, F. G., Philadelphia, Pa.—4 Montagnais-Naskapi specimens.

3 Penobscot specimens from Oldtown, Me.

3 Malecite specimens from New Brunswick.

1 Micmac specimen from Eichibucto, N.B.

1 Huron specimen from Loretta, Que.

Weitlaner, R. J., Philadelphia, Pa.—6 Ojibwa drawings from wall of old Indian house

at Lac des Quinze.

Hawkes, E. W., Philadelphia, Pa.—1 Eskimo drawing by native of Diomede islands.

Reagan, A. B., Nett Lake, Minn.—1 Ojibwa specimen from Bois Fort, Minn.
I'olchess, A\'iUiam, Woodstock, X.B.—1 wooden chain.

Collected in Course of Regular Field Work.

Smith, H. L—3 Micmac specimens (including birch-bark canoe) from Bathurst, N.B.

Waugh, F. W.—1 Tutelo specimen from Six Nations Reserve, Ont. ; 39 Iroquois speci-

mens from Six Nations Reserve, Ont.

Mechling, W. H.—18 Malecite specimens from Burnt Church, N.B.
Mason, J. A.—3 Dog-rib specimens from Fort Rae, N.W.T.
Radin, P.—15 Winnebago specimens.

Qoldenweiser, A. A.—2 Iroquois masks from Six Nations Reserve, Ont.

Beuchat, Henri, Ethnologist on the Stefansson Expedition.—11 Alaskan Eskimo
sp'-ciracii-, aiul •'!!) Sibcriiin Eskimo specimens from Diomede islands, pur-

chased in Nome, Alaska.

The bulk of Dr. Mason's Athabaskan material, though obtained in the course of

1913, will not be received until the following year. This applies also to Dr. Sapir's

Nootka collection, the greater part of which was obtained in 1913.

Purchased.

49 Penobscot specimens from Oldtown, Me., purchased from F. G. Speck. Phihi-

delphia. Pa.

102 Montagnais specimens from Lake St. Jolm, Quo., purchased from F. G. Speck,

Philadelphia, Pa.

27 Algonquin specimens from Maniwaki, Que., purchased from F. G. Speck, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

95 Algonquin Hpocinicns from Lake 'I'iini^kaniiug, Out., purrliased frdui V d .Speck,

Philadelphia, Pa.

19 NipisHing Ojibwa specimens from North l^ay, Ont., purchased from F. G. Speck,

Philadelphia, Pa.

87 Objiwa fipocinicnfl fmni Lake TinlM^f•;uni, (^iit.. purclia^icHl t'loni F. G. Speck.

Philadelphia, Pa.

2 Iro<iuoiH vvnmpuin heltfi, (;riKinnlly belonging ti Oka, C^ue., i>nrchn><.«l from F 0.

Speck, Philudeli)hia, Pu
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3 Central K.-kiiiio >i)c(li!i; iis from west coast of Hudson bay, purchased from F. G.

Speck, Philadelphia, Pa.

257 Thompson River specimens, purchased from J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.

4 Tahltan specimens, purchased from J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.

1 Shuswap specimen, purchased from J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.

2 Lillooet specimens, purchased from J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.

1 Kootcnay specimen, purchased from J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.

GO Northwest Athabaskan specimens from Teslin lake, Y.T., purchased from Clement

Lewis, Whitehorse, Y.T.

25 Ojibwa specimens from Bois Fort, !Minn., purchased from A. B. Reagan, Nett

Lake, Minn.
47 Iroquois specimens from Six Nations Reserve, Ont., purchased from Simeon

Gibson, Six Nations Reserve, Ont,

2 Central Eskimo specimens (kayak and beaded fur coat) from west coast of Hudson
bay, purchased from Capt. G. Comer, East Haddam, Conn,

n Menomini spoi'iniens. purchased from A. B. Skinner, New York.

14 Alaskan Eskimo specimens from St. Michaels, Alaska, purchased from E. W.
Hawkes, Philadelphia, Pa.

275 West Greenland Eskimo specimens, purchased from Christian Leden, Norway.

3 Iroquois specimens, purchased from L. Thompson, Hull, Que.

1 Algonquin specimen from "Nfaniwaki, Que., purchased from Charles Logue, Mani-

waki, Que.
11 Xorlhwest Athaba>k;ni specimens from Ross river. Y.T., purchased from Poole

Field.

6 Huron specimens from Lorette, Que., purchased from Caroline Groslouis, Lorette,

Que.

2 Iroquois specimens from Six Nations Reserve, Ont., purchased from J. P. Atkins,

Six Nations Reserve, Ont.

28 Menomini specimens, purchased from American Museum of Natural History.

7 Winnebago specimens, purchased from American ^fuseum of Natural History.

Photogi-aphic Work.—The division has continued adding to its stock of photo-

graphs of anthropological interest. Tliese have proved useful as an aid to certain types

of research and as supplementary exhibition material. In several cases the Survey
has been of direct assistance to various individuals in providing them with prints of

ethnological photographs required for various purposes.

The photographic gifts of ethnological interest embrace :

—

From F. G. Speck, Philadelphia, Pa.—

12.S ^fontagnais films of photographs from Lake St. John, Seven islands, and
Moisie, Que. Prints of these had been received in 1912 as already noted.

2 Afalecitc .photographs.

13 Alg»onquin photographs from Lake Timiskaming.
08 Ojibwa photographs from Lake Timagami, Ontario.

From Peabody ^fuseum. Harvard University. 1 ^falecite photograph.

The ethnological photographs taken by members of the anthropological staff in

the field, and by the Photographic Department of the M\iseum embrace:

—

By H. I. Smith, 12 Micmac photographs from Bathiirst, N.B.
By F. W. Waugh, 12 Iroquois photographs.

By J. A. Teit.—
J^'A 'J'liumps.in River photrtgraplis.

31 Okanagan photographs.

3 Lillooet photographs.

2 Shuswap photographs.

31 Tahltan photographs.
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By W. H. Mechling.—

21 Malecite photographs.

40 Micmac photographs.

By J. A. Mason, 157 Athabaskan photographs from region of T. nat Sl-ve lake.

By Photographic Department.

—

1 Naskapi photograph.

17 Montagnais photographs.

32 Malecite photographs.

2 Penobscot photographs.

17 Micmac photographs.

6 Huron photographs.

6 Iroquois photographs.

13 Alaskan Eskimo photographs.

1 Sioux photograph.

There have been purchased :^

—

From F. G. Speck, Philadelphia, Pa., 24 Montagnais photographs from Lake St. John,
Quebec.

Fifty-four lantern slides made from negatives of ethnological photographs on die
at the Survey have been added to the division's stock for lecture purposes. These
embrace 22 Huron and 32 Iroquois slides.

Phonograph Records.—There have been purchased in the course of the year from
A. B. Reagan, ISTett Lake, Minn., 54 Bois Fort Ojibwa records of ^fidewiwin or Medi-
cine Lodge songs.

A large number of Xorthern Athabaskan and other songs were obtained by J. A.
Mason in the course of his field trip to the region of Great Slave lake. These, as well
PS a large number of Thompson liiver records collected for the Survey by J. A. Jo'v.

of Spences Bridge, E.G., and a set of Nootka songs collected by E. Sapir, have not yet
been received and will be reported on in the Summaiy Report for 1914.

Exchanges.—In exchange for 269 ethnological photographs received from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in 1912, the Geological Survey has forwarded to the Museum
of the University of Pennsylvania 200 Huron, Wyandot, and other photographs from
Lorette, Que., and Wyandotte Reservation, Okla.

Twenty-eight specimens collected by Captain J. A. Bernier during the cruise of
the Arctic in 18S9 have been forwarded to the Dominion Archives, the interest in these
br-ing rather of a historical than a strictly ethnological character.

Field Work and Research.

The ethnological field research undertaken by the permanent staff included a short

visit by Mr. F. W. Waugh to the Iroquois of Six Nations Reserve, Ontario, a report

of which is appended, and a trip of a little over five months to the Nootka Indians of
Vancouver island, undertaken by Dr. E. Sapir in continuation of work begun among
these Indians in 1910. As the latter trip included two months of 1914. the rop.^rt

on the results of the field research is reserved for the Summary Report for 1914.

Tn continuation of his researches on the social organization of the Iroquois.
Dr. A. A. Goldenweiser spent about two and a half montlis among the Iroquois of
Six Nations Reserve, Ontario. The work previously begun by Air. W. H. Mtvhliug
and Dr. Paul Radin among tbc Malecite and Micnuu- Indians of New Brunswick, and
the Ojibwa of southeastern Ontario respectively, was continued during the year;
Dr. Radin visited the Ojibwa of Minnesota and Wisconsin in order to tjiuu

a basis r)f (•r)mp:iris(iii with the results that were obtained in the previous yonr
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from the Canadian Ojibwa. As a counterpart to the Athabaskan researches begun

the previous year by Mr. J. A. Teit among the Tahltan Indians of British Columbia,

Dr. J. A. Mason undertook a preliminary reconnaissance, during the open summer

•piison, of pome of the easterly representatives of this stock, the Chipcwyan, Slavey,

Yellowknife, and Dogrib, of the upper Mackenzie valley. This trip met with gratify-

intr result?, particularly in linguistic respects and in the obtaining of valuable

collections of museum specimens and phonograph records. Summary reports of all

these trips are appended, as well as an account of the anthropological progress made

by the Canadian Arctic expedition under Mr. V. Stefansson's lead.

In the course of the year the permanent members of the staff were engaged in

various lines of research work based on material collected in the field. Dr. E. Sapir

made progress on the systematizing of linguistic and ethnological data collected

among the Nootka and Comox in 1910. A final report, intended to embrace the

Nootka mythological texts collected, was begun. Mr. C. M. Barbeau devoted special

attention to the analysis of Wyandot verb forms, particularly from the point of view

of comparison with corresponding forms in Mohawk and Oneida. The material on

the mythology and folklore of the Hurons and Wyandots was systematized and

considerable progress made on the preparation of the final report on these phases of the

culture of the Wyandots.

Manuscript.s Jleceived.—A considerable number of manuscripts of ethnological

interest were obtained during the year as gifts. These embrace:

—

From F. G. Speck, Philadelphia, Pa.—
" The Double-Curve Motive in Northeastern Algonkian Art," manuscript of

21 pages, with numerous plates and text figures, and distribution map.

(MS. No. 28.)

" The Decorative Art of the Mohegan, Scatticook, and Niantic Indians of

Connecticut," manuscript of 14 pages, with plates and text figures. (MS.

No. 34.)

"Family Hunting Territories and Myths of the Timi?kaniiiig Indians," manu-
.'^cript of '^>~ pages, with map. (^fS. No. 39.)

" Some Naskapi Myths from Little Whale River," manuscript of 16 pages.

(MS. No. 40.)

"Penobscot Mythology," manuscript of 210 pages. (^NfS. No. 41.)

From Poole Field, Ross river, Y.T.

—

" Information on the customs and history of the Athabascan Indians of Pelly

River," manuscript of 16 pages. (MS. No. 35.)

From Neil Ferguson, Bear island.

—

"Notes on Ojibwa Folklore from Bear island. Lake Timagami." manuscript

of 5 pages. (MS. No. 38.)

Several papers were turned in to the division by field men not on the permanent

staff. These were based on field work accomplished under the auspices of the Geological

Survey. They embrace:

—

By P. Radin.—
" Some Aspects of Puberty Fasting among the Ojibwa," manuscript of 7 pages.

(MS. No. 46.)
" Some Myths and Talcs of the Ojibwa of Southeastern Ontario," manuscript

of 158 pages. (MS. No. 29.)

By W. H. Mechling.—
•• Information on Malecite Games and Canoe-building." manuscript of 11

pages. (MS. No. 11.)

" Malecite Myths and Tales," manuscript of 308 pages. (MS. No. 83.)
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By V. Stefansson.

—

*' Ethnological Keport on the Eskimo of Coronation Gulf Region," manuscript

of 91 pages. (MS. No. 21.)

" Distributional and Seasonal Migrations of the Copper Eskimo," and " Journey
through the Territories of the Copper Eskimo, April 22. 1010—Tune 23.

1911," manuscript of 85 pages, with two maps. (MS. No. 24.)

" Prehistoric and Present Commerce among the Arctic Coast Eskimo," manu-
script of 20 pages, with map showing trade routes. (MS. No. 25.)

' The Girl who Broke the Taboo," Eskimo text from Upper Noatak River,

manuscript of 7 pages. (MS. No. 22.)

" The Blind Boy and his Grandmother," Killegaryumiut Eskimo text, manu-
script of 10 pages. (MS. No. 23.)

Ethnological manuscripts purchased in the course of the year embrace :

—

From E. W. Hawkes, Philadelphia, Pa.

—

" The Inviting-in Feast of the Alaskan Eskimo," manuscript of 20 pages, with

4 figures and 10 plates. (MS. No. 32.)

From A. B. Reagan, Nett Lake, Minn.

—

' ^laterial on Quileute Myths, Shamanism, and Other Matters," manuscript
of 25 pages, and 55 Quileute drawings of ethnological interest. (MS.
No. 37.)

" Indian Myths of the Bois Fort Chippeway Indians," manuscript of 20 pages.

(M.S. No. 31.)

25 Ojibwa songs, manuscript of 62 pages. (MS. No. 36.)

Papers Stihmitted for Publication.—-In the course of the year the Division of

Anthropology has submitted to the Director of the Survey nine papers dealing with
various subjects of ethnological and linguistic interest. All of these, except the

Alaskan Eskimo paper by E. W. Hawkes, were based entirely or primarily on field

research undertaken by the Geological Survey. The papers include:

—

v.. S;ipir.—
" Abnormal Types of Speech in Nootka."
" Noun Reduplication in Comox, a Salish Language of Vancouver Island."

< . M. Barbeaii.

—

' Classification of Troquoian Radicals with Subjective Pronominal Prefixes."

I-. (J. Speck.—
" The Double-Curve l^lotive in Northeastern Algonkian Art."

I'. Ka.lin.—
' vSome Myths and Talcs of the Ojibwa of Southeastern Ontario."

i:. W. Hawkes.^
" Tlie Inviting-Tn Feast of tlio Alaskan Eskimo."

W. n. Mechling.—
" Malecito Mvtli^ .mikI Tales."

\'. Stciansson.

—

' Prehistoric iiinl l*resent Coiiuncrcc MiUdUg tlic .\rrtic Coast E.*ikinii»."

I '. Iwitlin.

" SnuK' .\si)ccts (,r I'ulicily l-'iistiiiL; iiiiiong the Ojiliwa,"

The lust two papers nro intonded tn he iiiiMished in the funii ot" Museum Hul-

lehiirt, the rent as Memoirs.
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ON IROQUOIS WORK, 1913.

(F. W. Waugh.)

Two weeks, dating from June 24 to -July 8, were spent in supplementary tield-

work at Grand River Reserve, Ontario. The time was spent very largely in con-

nexion with foods and food preparation, although quite a number of items on other

material culture subjects were recorded incidentally. The principal informants

employed on this occasion were Peter John (Onon.) and wife (Ca.), and John
Jamieson, Jr. (Ca.).

Some of the time was expended in looking up specimens, and a number of these

were purchased. Specimens of some kinds, probably quite common a generation or

two ago, are absolutely unobtainable at present. In a number of instances, however,

old men and women, who were familiar with the articles referred to, were employed

to reconstruct them. In this way some very valuable specimens were obtained.

The photosraphing of technological processes or working methods in various

handicrafts and employments was continued and several interesting additions made
to our collection in this line.
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OX IROQUOIS WORK, 1913-10 N.

(^4. A. Goldenweiser.)

General Remarks.

This season's work—from July 15 to October 1, 1913—again consisted in investi-

gations among the Canadian Iroquois, Grand River Reservation, Ontario. The task

of finding an informant to take the place of the late John Gibson proved a difficult

one. In fact, no one man at Grand River can compare with the late chief in thorough-

ness and versatility. On the other hand, several informants proved of great service,

especially ex-Chief George Gibson (younger brother of John Gibson), Seneca, and
Chief David Skye, Onondaga, for general ethnology; Chief Josiah HiU, Tuscarora,

secretary Six Nations Council, and Chief John W. Elliott, Mohawk, for linguistics;

Chief David Jamieson, Chief Jacob General, Chief Robert Davy, and Chief Joseph

Henry, all Cayugas, for social and ceremonial organization of the Cayuga ; and Chief

John Dauford, Oneida, for Oneida social organization and general ethnology.

The data on the Tuscarora have been considerably amplified. With the assistance

of Mrs. Beaver, a Tuscarora woman of great age (about ninety-six), but still preserv-

ing all her faculties, a number (about fifty) of Tuscarora individual names were
secured, also a list of terms of relationship, and some scanty ethnological data. The
latter subsequently gained in volume and definiteness, owing to the co-operation of

Chief Josiah Hill, who also furnished a Tuscarora vocabulary (about two hundred
and fifty words), and, together with his wife, helped greatly in extending the list

of Tuscarora individual names, which now approximates four hundred. Nevertheless

the Tuscarora data must still be regarded as relatively unsatisfactory until amplified

by additional information, which it seems possible to secure among the Tuscarora at

Lewiston, N.Y., where conditions are more favourable for the study of the language
:i)id social system of the Tuscarora.

Considerable time was devoted to the study of relationship systems and terms.

The original list in five dialects secured from John Gibson was verified and amplified

with the assistance of informnnts belonging to the diflFerent tribes. Good progress

w;is made in the linguistic analysis of the terms and the study of the relationship

systems in their relation to the social organization of the tribes.

Work on the individual names was pushed with the utmost energy and with grati-

fying results. A list of about five hundred ^fohawk names, and another of about four
iinndred Tu.scarora names, wore added to the sets previ.iuslj' secured, and nearly two-
tliirds of all the names are now carefully translated. In this work. Chief John W.
Elliott, ]^!ohawk, proved of great service. After some initial difficulties, he also

developed into a good linguistic informant; and, with his assistance, the study of
dialectic forms and conjugations in the five dialects i)roeeeded with considerable
success. A comparative voeabidary (of about three hundred words') in the five dialects

fin part also Tuscarora) was secured, the informants being John W. Elliott ( Mohawk\
.lohn Danford (Oneida). George Gibson (Seneca), David Jamieson ((^lyuga). David
Skye and .lohn Jamieson (Onondaga). The Tuscarora equivalents were supplied by
Secretary Hill.

The list of the present chiefs and tluir i-rcdeeessors. seeureil from .lc»hn Gibson.
was carefully verified with several chiefs, ami linally the entire revisi'd list was sub-
mitted to the Council (twenty chiefs j)re>ent), and was corrected and amplili.il in the
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course of lengthy discussions. Thus a n«mber of modern " irregularities " in the eh-c

tion and deposition of chiefs were brought to light, which will prove of some interc-t.

Additional data on ceremonies and ceremonial officials were contributed by Chiefs

Robert Davy and Jacob General, while Chief John Danford furnisl ed a brief but

interesting account of the custom of blood revenge in ancient conditions. The record-

ing of songs was continued, the total number of records taken to date being abou' two

hundred, of which some hundred and twenty refer to the Death Feast Society, and

about eighty to the Onondaga Medicine Society. The record of songs belonging to

these two societies may now be regarded as complete. The translation of the songs,

on the other hand—a slow and laborious process—hnd to be deferred until the next

trip.

The remaining pages of this summary statement I propose to devote to a brief

discussion of three aspects of Iroquois culture, with reference to which my investiga-

tions have brought fairly conclusive results: (1) individual names; (2) the maternal

family and the clan ; and (3) the Iroquois totemic complex.

Individual Names.

Each clan in an Iroquois tribe has its own set of individual names. Not only are

the WoK Seneca names different from the Bear Seneca names, but they are also dif-

ferent from the Wolf Onondaga names, and so on. In modem conditions, when many

names have been forgotten, a name belonging to another clan of the tribe, or to the

homonymous clan of another tribe, will sometimes be given to a child; but such

instances are rare, and invariably lead to disputes. The existence of such clan sets of

individual names made it possible to furnish a fairly conclusive solution of the problem

whether such clans as the Great and Little Turtle, the Great and Little Snipe, etc.,

had originally constituted one clan, or had been genetically distinct, and subsequently

became associated through some historical accident. We find that in all such instances

the two clans use one set of individual names, which fact may be regarded as sufficient

evidence of the former unity of the clans. It may be of interest to note here that no

direct use could be made, in this connexion, of the sets of names belonging to indi-

viduals now living, and representing the two clans in question. As no two living

individuals of a clan may bear the same name, these sets would be diflferent, whether

the clnns constituted sections of one clan or were distinct. Hence reliance had to be

placed on the attitude taken by the Indians themselves; on the statement, namely,

that one and the same set of individual names may be used by both clans. This asser-

tion could, however, be verified bj' an inspection of the names used in bith clans by

the preceding generations; for then it appeared that some names formerly used, for

example, by the Great Turtle people, now belonged to individuals of the Little Turtle

clan, and vice versa.

The name is usually decided upon at birth, or even before, by the mother of the

child, or its maternal grandmother, or one of those " keepers " of names (male or

female) who may be found in most clans, and whose business it is to keep a mental

record of the names of their clan. Now that a large number of names have been for-

gotten, it is to these "keepers" that the young couples turn in their search of suitable

names for their babies. The " keeper " is usually ready with a name that is " free "

;

or, if the remembered names of the clan are actually all being used, he or she may
suggest a name of another clan or even tribe. Chief John Gibson was a "keeper" for

the Seneca (in this case not only for the ^Fud-Turtle clan, to which he belonged), and
was able in 1911 to dictate to me a list of forty-two Seneca names which at the time
were " free," out of a total of over three hundred Seneca names.

While the child is thus provided with a name from its birth, the public bestowing

of the name occurs on two ceremonial occasions, the second day of the Green Ooru

Festival or the second and third days of the !NFidwinter Festival. The ceremony and

prayer attending the bestowing of the name were recorded in Onondaga text.
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Later in life an individual, man or woman, may take another name out of the
same clan set. The second names are bestowed on the same ceremonial occasions.

When the second name has been assumed, the childhood name becomes '"
free,'' and

may be used again. The custom of taking second names seems to have been wide-
spread in early times; but now, barring individual instances, it has fallen into disuse.

It will be seen from the preceding account that no name of the clan set may at any
given time be used by more than one individual.

While it is not uncommon to bestow upon the child a name previously used in the
same maternal family (see section on " Maternal Family and Clan "), the genealogies

do not indicate that this practice has been followed to any great extent, and the

opinion of the people themselves is to the same effect. When, however, the practice

is followed, the second ascending generation (that is, the generation of the child's

grandparents) is often the favoured one. In other such cases a name belonging to a

generation much farther removed may be suggested and bestowed, " so that a good
name should not be forgotten."

The individual name is never used in either direct address or indirect reference

to relatives, the relationship term doing service in all such cases. Even when
addressing a non-relative, the individual name is very seldom used, the form of address
consisting in a relationship term, according to the relative age of the speaker and the

person addressed. Only when non-relatives are referred to in conversation is it cus-

tomary to use the individual name, which even then will not be used if the context
plainly indicates the person referred to. Clearly, the individual name of the Iroquois
it only to a very limited extent comparable to our personal name. It must rather be

conceived of as a sort of ceremonial designation, and also as a more intimate expres-

sion of one's membership in a clan than is involved in his association with the clan

name.

In form the individual name usually consists of a verb with an incorporated

noun, but names consisting of a noun followed by an adjective are also common.
Of the content of names, the following may serve as examples: In-the-Centre-of-

the-Sky, He-raises-the-Sky, Beyond-the-Sky, He-scratches-the-Sky, or Hanging-
Flower, Ijcautiful-Flower, Beyond-the-Flowers, or He-carrics-Xews, Glad-Tidings.
He-announces-Defeat (or Victory), or He-carries-the-Voice, Mighty-Speaker, He-
silences-the-Voice, or She-works-in-the-House, She-has-Carrying-Strap-on-her-Back.

She-has-Two-Husbands, or The-Place-where-Two-Rivers-meet, The-Crossing-of-the-

Eoads, etc. Some of the names may be used by men only, others, only by women,
still others, by either sex. It will be seen from the above examples that the individual

names have no reference whatsoever to the clan eponym: they refer to occupations in

peace and in war, to work in the house and in the field, to features of nature, to celes-

tial bodies, and so on. Such is the content of the names, to whatever clan and tribe

they may belong. Thus the frequent statements in Iroquoian literature to the effect

that an individual's clan may be gathered from his or her individual name, must be

regarded as incorrect if interpreted to mean that the clan sets of names have specific

clan characteristics. These statements are correct only in the sense that one familiar

with Iroquois namas may recognize a given name as belonging to a certain clan

simply on account of his knowledge of the clan sets of names. This fact may b«

expressed somewhat differently by saying that the individual names have bei-ome

socialized in so far as they are segregated in clan sets; but the content of the name*
has not become socialized, it does rot rellect the identity of the clan. In content th«

names have remained a general trait of the culture of this group of the Iroqwoi*

without undergoing any modification through their asstx-iation with clans.

Among tli(! Mohawk at (iiaiul Uiver the dan-set ruli- has broken down. 1 securotl

a lint of over five; luindrcd Alolinwk names, any one of which may be used by any
Mohawk raliowinu-c, in the case of some iiiuues, being made for sexV Now, curious^
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enough, new names are constantly being invented among the Mohawk; while the

Seneca, Onondaga, and Cayuga create practically no new names. On those rare

occasions when a new name appears among these tribes, it becomes "free" to all

clans after the death of the individual who received it, or may not be used again. It

certainly is not included in the clan set of names. The cause of this lies in the fixity

of the clan sets. Among the Mohawk, on the other hand, where the check exerted by

the traditional sets has been removed, the tendency to create new names has come

to life again. It seems that this degenerate condition among the Mohawk may help

to solve, in part at least, the problem of the origin of Iroquois names—a subject on

which no direct information can be gained from the modern Indians. For the present

Mohawk situation reproduces the condition which must have prevailed in all Iroquois

tribes before the formation of clan sets. In its incipient stages, the tendency to form

clan sets must have consisted in the preference shown by clansmen to use names that

were known to have been used in that clan before, and to avoid names that were

known to have been used or to be used in another clan. Thus, in the course of time,

clan sets developed whieli, in the case of each clan, may be characterized as a set of

individual names remembered to have been used in the clan before, and for that reason

used again. Now, the present condition among the Mohawk resembles the ancient

condition preceding the clan sets in several respects. There were no clan sets then,

nor are there any among the Mohawk; new names were being created then, and they

are created now among the Mohawk; moreover, the modern Mohawk names are

identical in form and character of content with the old names, from which they cannot

be distinguished. Thus it may be plausibly assumed that the processes involved in

the creation of names now are like the processes through which the old names came

to be. To give one illustration. The name is suggested by some circumstance

attending the birth of the child. A boy was born in spring, when the ice was breaking

on the river. He was called Ice-floating-down-the-River. Another boy appeared to be

dead when born, but revived. He was called He-comes-to-Life-again. Still another

boy was born while his mother was very poor, and was called She-is-in-\Vant. I think

we are justified in saying that whereas the names are new, the way is old; and there

are other ways to which the same consideration will apply.

The Clan and the Maternal Family.

The characteristics of the Iroquois clan (cf. Summary Report for 1912) were as

follows : there existed between the members of a clan a strong but not clearly definable

feeling of relationship, of " brotherhood." The clans, in ancient times, were associated

with localities and with long-houses, not in the sense of a clan claiming exclusive

n.-cnpation of a village or a Inng-house—which, with a system of exogamy, would

indeed liave been impossible—but in the sense of a clan being regarded as pre-eminently

associated, as being " in control," in a village and a long-house. A clan owned its

burial-ground; it claimed a set of individual names; the members of a clan could not

intermarry; the clan also had certain political functions, in so far as every chief or

Lord of the League referred to a certain clan and tribe (although not every clan was

represented by a chief in the League Council) ; the women of a clan participated in

the election of a new chief and of ceremonial officials. With reference to the last

two functions, however, the maternal family was the unit of greatest concern.

A maternal family embraces all the male and female descendants of a woman,

the descendants of her female descendants, and so on. In ancient times the maternal

families claimed various religious and ceremonial prerogatives, of which little trace

remains among the Grand River Iroquois. The "Real Life" medicine of the Little-

Water Medicine Company still tends to be passed on in a maternal family. The

present keeper of the medicine, a woman, obtained it in an irregular way, after the
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death of her father; and this fact is greatly resented by many Pagan Iroquois. But
the moral influence exerted by a maternal family over its members continues to be

very great. The family may, in fact, be said to constitute a sort of " public opinion,"

towards which its members display great sensitiveness. The cause for this becomes

clear when one considers that the Lords of the League and the ceremonial officials

of clans are elective within the limits of maternal families. That the succession of

cliiefs (barring a relatively small number of irregularities) still follows the lines of

maternal families, is concretely demonsti'ated by the record of successions for several

generations. In a total of sixtj'-eight cases, a chief was followed by a brother in

twenty-one cases, by a maternal nephew in thirty-two cases, by a grandson in five cases,

by a great-grandson in three cases, and seven successions were irregular. Of the
twenty-one successions by a brother, the successor was an " own " brother (younger)
in eleven cases, a first-cousi)i (mother's sister's son) in seven cases, a third-cousin

(motlier's mother's sister's daughter's son) in two cases, and an '' own " brother (elder)

in one case. Of the thirty-two successions by a nephew, the successor was an " own "

nephew in twenty-three cases, and a mother's sister's daughter's son in nine cases.

Of the five successions by a grandson, the successor was a sister's daughter's son in

four cases, and a mother's sister's daughter's daughter's son in one case. The three

great-grandchildren who became successors to chieftanships were sister's daughter's

daughter's sons. Similarly with assistant or deputy chiefs in their relation to tlw
chiefs. In a total of forty-three cases, twenty-six deputy chiefs were brothers to their

chiefs, nine were nephews, one was a grandson, one a maternal uncle, and six were
irregular. Of the twenty-six deputy chiefs who were chiefs' brothers, twelve were
own brothers (younger), eight were first-cousins (mother's lister's sons), four were
third-cousins (mother's mother's sister's daughter's sons), one was an "own" brother
(elder), and one was a seventh-cousin (mother's mother's mother's mother's sister's

daughter's daughter's daughter's son). Of the nine deputy chiefs who were chiefs
nephews, six were his " own " nephews, and three were mother's sister's daughter's
pons.^

The relation between the hereditary and elective elements in the succession of

chiefs is illustrated by two genealogies representing partial maternal families, which
will be analysed in my report on the social organization. What is true of chiefs and
deputy chiefs applies also to ceremonial officials, the facts being similarly substantiated
by concrete genealogical data.

Here a curious fact must be noted. The clan and the maternal family, notwith-

standing the existence of separate terms for the twu kinds i)f social units, are con-

stantly being confounded by even the most competent informants. Several reasons

may be assigned for this fact. Notwithstanding their objective and functional diflFi>r-

ences, the clan and the family are clearly based on the same principle—both social

units comprise a group of peoi)le united by maternal descent. In the maternal family
the relationship correlated with the descent is that of blood, and its (legre«> is doHuiti w
known for all individuals of tbe family. In the clan the degree of relationship betwtHMi

clan mates cannot be defined; but the sense of such relationsliip is ever there, and, as

in the family, it is associated with the maternal line. Si)caking analytically, tbe clan

is nothing but an overgrown family, cinhraring individuals of indefinite relationship.

In recent times numy clans have become tlcpleted in numbers, owing to migrations or
otiicr causes. Thus it haj)pei)s in individual i.istanees tb'it n elan eoineidea with .1

maternal family, in wiiieli case tlie two units can no ' )nger b'> di>tini>ui>htd. Tbe
election of cliiefs and ceremonial ()Hl<*ials, moreie-ev, while intimately assise ij'.teil with

'Tlu! r>iefeienoe shown, In tho Buei-esBion of chloffi, to brotliers over flrst cousins, to first

coiiHliiH over tlilnl iouhIus, and bo on, Incldi'MtiiUy ImlitatiH tluu tlu-Be Kruupa of liullviiluala

( liidttitMH, fliHt lOUHlnB, i'tc. ), uUI>ouk1i (U-slKnati'il by one n-latlonslUp Wvn\ wero lu-voriliclrss

(llstinKiiiHlK-il not uiily in point uf relationsliip iiisolMil but also in point of their t<ocial aditus.

'JG—'24
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the clan, is the particuUir fuuctiou of a maternal family -within tho clan, thus consti-

tuting? another bond between the two social bodies.

There can be no doubt, however, that the clan and the maternal family are really

distinct. It has been shown that the chieftainships regularly descend in maternal

families; but outside of these families there are, individual instances excepted, other

f:!niilics, otluT lines of descent, in the clans to which the chieftainships belunc. It

the chief's family becomes extinct, or has no males available for chieftainship, the

title may be transferred, temporarily or permanently, to another family of the same

clan, or even to some family of annther clan. In the case of the Mohawk and Oneida,

with their three clans and nine chieftainships, each clan must obviously embrace at

least three families. The mechanism by which a family is iJerpetuated from genera-

tion to generation differs radically from that operating in the clan. The family has

no outward symbol of its unity, and its continuance is duo to the memory of the con-

crete relationships involved. The clan, on the other hand, owing maiidy to the pre-

sence of a clan name, is handed down from mother to children automatically, so to

say. and the clan name suffices to keep all its members identified from generation to

generation. As a corollary of this difference appears the fluctuating character of the

family and the permanence of the clan. Whereas the clan sustains no loss of members
except through actual depletion or some artificial process, such as adoption of its

members by another clan, the family of individuals whose relationship is definitely

known always carries a fringe of individuals who are known to be related to the family

hy blood, but the precise degree of whose relationship to individuals within the family

has been forgotten. And beyond these there are still other individuals who, in an

objective test, would prove to be related to the family by blood, but the fact itself of

whose relationship is no longer recognized. Thus the family constantly tends to break

up, some lines of descent multiplying, others becoming extinct, and so on.

In view of the importance of the subject, the attempt may not be amiss to demon-
strate numerically that the Iroquois clans, say, of the seventeenth century, could not

have been identical with maternal families. To secure a maternal family of indi-

viduals all living, the calculation must be based on not more than five generations.

The average number of children of a woman may be taken as si.x—three boys and
three girls. If, then, every woman in the direct line of descent for five generations

has six children, the total number of individuals in the maternal family will be:

—

1

18

54

162

241

This figure, however, represents the highest possible number with the above

birth-rate, and is entirely too large; for some women will die in infancy, others will

not marry, etc. Some men will also die. The more probable figures will fall between

100 and 150. Now, the approximate number of individuals in the five Iroquois tribes

in the seventeenth century may be taken as 15,000 (which is a low estimate), and

the number of clans as forty (which is high), giving, on the average. 375 individii.ils

for each clan. Thus a clan at that time must have embractMl from 250 to 500 indi-

viduals. Each clan then, must have consisted of from two to five families.

The Totemic Complex.

Let us recall that wherever there is a totemic complex we tiiul a group differen-

tiatecl into definite social units, elans, within the limits of which are svicialized certain
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" totcmic '' features. The specific content of these features differs from clan to clan,

but the form they assume is identical for all the clans. In old and new literature on
the Iroquois they are always represented as a totemic people, in fact, as a typically

toteraic people. But we may well ask the question: what are the traits of Iroquois

culture which would justify the designation of these people as totemic?

As stated before, the Iroquois tribes are differentiated into clans with animal

and bird names. These names are not commonly used in daily intercourse, their

place being taken by descriptive terms referring to some trait or habit of the epony-

mous animal or bird. Thus the people of the Bear clan are known as Those-of-Dark-

Coinplexion, the Snipe clan people are Those-of-the-Pure-Sand, the Deer people,

Those-of-the-Small-Hoofs, etc. At the present time the clans are exogamous, and
have been so for considerably over one hundred years. It must be noted, however,

that satisfactory evidence can be adduced to establish the phratry as the former

exogamous unit. The motivation of clan exogamy among the Iroquois is non-

totemic. Clan-mates shrink from intermarrying, not because they are Wolves or

related to the Wolf, but because thej- are '' brothers " and '' sisters." The horror of

incest does not enter into Iroquois exogamy. Transgressors of the exogamous rule

are open to ridicule, and the belief is entertained that intermarriages of clan-mates

will lead to physical and mental deterioration of the stock. There is no taboo on the

clan animal, the idea of such a taboo itself appearing ridiculous to the Iroquois.

They do not regard themselves as descended from the eponymous animals or birds,

nor can trace be found of any other beliefs in physical or spiritual relationship of

clan-matos with these creatures. There are no elan-origin legends apart from the

Deganawida myth, which may be characterized as emphatically nou-totemic, being

in fact, a distinctly human epic. We have seen before that the content ol the indi-

vidual names segregated into clan sets has no relation whatsoever to the clan eponym.

It may be assumed of sufficient evidence that a carving of the clan animal or bird

used to be placed over the doors of the long-houses in which the clan predominated

On the other hand, no indications are available to the effect that the right to carve

a clan animal, or to utilize such a carving, was restricted to the clan-mates. One
Indian (on the whole, the least reliable of my informants) furnished some data on

old hunting-customs, which, although exceedingly suggestive, must be discounted by

the character of the informant. He stated that the Bear clan was believed to have

particular luck in luinting bear, the Deer clan in hunting deer, and so on. When the

Bear people wanted to hunt deer, they would visit the Deer people, then, at a niuht

meeting, tobacco would be burned, and the deer (animals) were asked in a prayer

(short text recorded) to be good to the Deer people, and to permit themselves to be

killed. One Deer man would join the hunting-party, and he was entitled to a share

in the kill. As stated before, these data must be accepted with a grain of salt, although

they are evidently founded on a basis of fact.

Now that the Irocjuois data bearing on our problem have been briefly reviewed,

two questions present themselves. One is partly terminological. Are we justified in

designating a tribe as '' totemic " merely because it comprises exogamous elans with

animal or binl names ^ The other (piestion is more fundamental. Does the social

system of tlic Iroquois constitute a totcmic comidex?

To (leal with the terminological question first. Animal and bird i.nmes given

to iriili\ idiiaN, societies, social groups, objects, are so eonuMoii a featiin* in jirimitivo

society, that out may not, without special rea.sons. ascribe tlu' pn-sem-e oi" animal and

bird clan iianu's to some "special relation" betwi-en the clan-matos and their < ponvm.

Fn otber words, these mimes may be givi'u or assniiu'd. just as nickname-*, local names,

honorific luimes, are given or assumed, and no sju'cial signiticMiiei' need he aseribi-d to

tiiem. Similarly, the exogamy of lbe>e elans may not have any more to do. either

historically or psychologically, with either the names or the e|>ttnymous ;^poeie-« them-
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selves, than it has with the local names or nicknames of the Ilaida or Crow clans.

In the absence of any special processes, it would not seem justifiable to apply a separate

term, the term "' toteraic," to exogamous clans of animal names, while refusing this

appellation to exogamous clans with nicknames, or local names, or names derived from

a human ancestor. On the other hand, tbe animal name may involve a psychological

association with the animal in the minds of the givers or the receivers of the name,

or .if b )th. Tbe exoj,'amv of tbe clan may abo. from its very inception, be traceable

to this association with the animal, cither directly or through tbe medium of the clan

name. Here a "special" process could be discerned, and tbe term "totemic" would

be in place as indicating an incipient totemic complex. But tbis '' toteraic " source of

the name and of the exogamy may become obliterated. It would tlien be often impos-

sible to decide whether the " totemic '' association had taken place or not. In view

of the plausibility of the origin of animal names without any special association with

the animal, and of the origin of exogamy in animal-named clans^ without involving

any relation either to the animal or the animal name, it seems, on tbe wliole, advisable

not to apply tbe term "' totemic " to tribes which, without exhibiting any active totemic

processes, comprise exogamous clans with animal, bird (or plant) names, unless it (mu

be shown that in their origin these traits involved an association with the animal.

In cases of this latter type, which at best represent but a very small number of

instances, one might justifiably use the teftn '' totemic " in view of the origin of the

traits, or—with equal justice—abstain from using the term, in view of the actual

absence of any totemic processes.

To turn to the more fundamental question. Does tbe social system of the Iroquois

constitute a totemic complex? To this question a negative answer must be given.

The processes of specific socialization of " totemic " traits within the limits of social

units (clans)—processes characteristic of totemic complexes—are not observable

among these Iroquois tribes; nor have they, in the light of the evidence, ever occurred

in the past. Even if the data on the carving of clan animals and on hunting-customs

are admitted as relevant, the most that can be said is that incipient totemic associations

have here and there made their appearance among the Iroquois; without, however,

ever assuming a central position, witliout forming a nucleus around wbich fnrtber

totemic processes would cluster, or otherwise constituting an important factor in the

social system of the Iroquois.

' The chronological order of development of the two traits could be reversed withut changing

the argument.
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ON MALECITE AND MICMAC WORK, 1913.

(W. H. Meckling.)

DuriDJ? the months of August and September, I continued my researches among
the Malecite and Micmac Indians of New Brunswick. After leaving Ottawa I went
to the ^Malecite village of St. ^lary, across the St. John river from Frederieton.

I secured the services of James Paul, who had been my informant on my former trips.

I devoted my whole time to the study of ethnology, investigating those points on which
I had failed to obtain data on my previous trips, in order to obtain as complete a

picture of the life of the tribe as possible at this late date. However, the greatest

emphasis was placed on hunting, fishing, and trapping.- Several specimens were secured

for the museum.
After leaving St. Mary, I proceeded to Burnt Church, a Micmac village un

the Miramiehi bay. There I remained during the rest of the trip. The work done
was chiefly linguistic. Barney Somerville was employed as interpreter and a series of

myths was collected from Ex-Chief Peter Joe, sen., as well as a few myths from other

individuals. Grammatical notes to the texts were also obtained.

Data were also secured on the ethnology, particularly on the material culture,

which proved to be strikingly similar to that of the Malecites. Several specimens were
secured for the museum.

The collections in the Victoria Memorial Museum, in the Peabody Museum, and
the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania were also studied in order to obtain
such data on the material culture as could not be obtained in the field.
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ON O.TIBWA WORK. 1913.

(P. liadin.)

T proeecfled to tho Ojihwa liviiifr near La Pointe and Oilanah. Wis., and stayed

there for three weeks. Excur^^ious were also niadn durinj? this time to the I3ois Fort

and Fhaniheaii reserves in Minnesota and Wisconsin resptn-tivoly. After k^avin^

Aslihiii'l. Wis., only one otln^r rt'servo was visitel. tluit of lied Lake in Minnesota.

The results of the field-work can he epitomized briefly:

—

Ilahitai.—The Ojihwa of Wiscinisin and Minnesota probably represent two

separate invasions. Those Ojibua who entered Wisconsin did so either by way of

^lackinaw or by the more circuitous route of tbe entire i)eninsiila of Miehicran. The
Minnesota Ojibwa probably entered in two wa.vs, either l\v way of ^lackinaw and the

northern shore of Lake Superior or In- way of the Rainy IJivtT reiiion.

Language.—The lancruai>e differs from that spoken in southeastern Ontari.) in

few details. Initial vowels never di<app:\ir. Tbe slurrinji of voaels so common in

Sarnia is very rare, and as a consequence many of the secondary consonantal clusters

found at Sarnia arc not met with here.

M !liliolo<iii.—Very little mvtboloj^y was collected owiuiic to tbe lariic number of

collections in existence, most of which, however, arc in nnuniscripl.

Religion.—There seems to be no difference in reliiriou-: belief-; between this and

the Ontario division of the tribe, except, of cour.se, the beliefs and their systematic

l)resentntion connected with tlic midewiwin. This matter was, however, not touclie I

upon this year.

Sorial Organization.—No new details were added to the information obtained last

year. A few clan names were added and about one hundred personal names obtained.

No clan oriprin myths were obtaiiied. and it seems doubtful if they really exist.
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ON WORK AMONG NORTHERN ATHABASKAN TRIBES, 1913.

(/. A. Ma.9on.)

My researches during the past summer among the Athabaskan peoples of the
Great Slave Lake region were largely in the nature of a reconnaissance. Few, if any,
ethnologists had ever investigated north of Lake Athabaska, and it was with an eye
to finding problems rather than to settling them that I went thither.

Leaving Athabaska Landing May 26, I reached Fort Resolution, on Great Slave
lake, July 1. Although a very slow trip, few opportunities for anthropological inves-

tigation presented themselves en route. At Fort Resolution I remained until July
22, working with members of several Athabaskan tribes, until work began to drag,
due to the departure of informants. Consequently I proceeded by sail-boat to Fort
Rae, on the northern arm of Great Slave lake, remaining there from July 2S until

September 7. At Fort Rae I found conditions for ethnological research better than
at Fort Resolution, though I was everywhere handicapped by a scarcity of good inter-

preters and willing informants. Here my investigations were concerned exclusively

with members of the Dogrib and Slavey tribes. The return trip by canoe required
fiom September 7 to October 2'^, when the railway was reached at Athabaska Land-
ing.

Four distinct Athabaskan tribes are met in the region traversed. The Chipe-

wyans and Caribou-eaters occupy the country from Fort McMurray, on the -\tha-

baska. to Fort Re^oluticn on (ireat Slave lake, and eastward to Hudson bay.

The Yellowknives are found at the eastern end of Great Slave lake and the barren-

grounds adjacent, but the.y come periodically to Fort Resolution to trade. The Dog-
ribs occupy the great territory north of Great Slave lake to Great Bear lake and to

the edge of the barren-grounds. The Slaveys are found from Hay river at the western

end of Great Slave lake throughout the entire valley of the Mackenzie river to Fort

Norman at the mouth of Great Bear river.

Although including such an immense stretch of territory, the population is

incredibly small. The posts are small and far apart, yet it is rarely that natives are

encountered en route between posts. Even at the forts the natives are few. At each

post are found some "fort" Indians, who have adopted a semi-sedentary life and live

principally on fish, supplemented by game secured on short hunts. The greater part

of the population, however, still lead a nomadic life in the " bush " and on the edge of

the barren-grounds, subsisting almost entirely on caribou and moose. This is ]>ar-

ticularly true of tho Dogribs. They geiici-;ill,v ti-avcl in hands of several t'umilies, and
the camp is moved frequently.

The greater part of my liiuc was spent In linguistic work on the four uk'ntioned

languages. These are found to be very closely related and are saiil to be nuitually

intelligible on short acquaintance. Most of tho ditTereiu-i's between them n>ay be
explained by the workings of a fc^w rules of pht)netic i-hange. Tlu> majority of tho
verbal and noun stems and gramnnitical eli-njents are identical in all of tlu' languagt>s.

Thii Cliipewyan language! is well known tlimugli tlic existence o( several granunars.
Te.xts in (!hii»ewyan were taken at Fts. Me.Mnrra.v, Smith, and Resolution. .\o

(»l)vions dilVenuices are noticed in I lie language as spoken at these places. Phonotieally.
Cliiix'ywan is charact<'ri7.e<| by dental spir.ints f), S. and ().'. and by the tolerance of
consonantal combinations and certain eoiix.nnnlal endings, snch as 0. 8, /, /. \. c. It

is claimed that ^'ell()wlulil'e wa.s formerly a language nuicli dilfer.'nl from Cliipewyan,
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but to-day the difference is only dialectic. Texts were taken in Yellowknife at Fort

Resolution, but no difference from Chipewyan is obvious. The Yellowknives, in

fact, seem to be losing their tribal identity and becoming amalgamated with the

Chipewyans.

Slavey and Dogrib are closely related lexically, forming a sub-group as opposed

to Chipewyan and probably Yellowknife. Phonetically they arc alike in not permitting

consonantal combinations, nor may any consonant except the glottal stop or aspiration

stand final in a word. The two languages differ, however, in that Slavey retains the

dental spirants of Chipewyan while Dogrib replaces them by labials and labialized

palatals. Texts in Slavey and Dogrib were taken from several different informants

both at Fort Resolution and Fort Rae. They form the larger body of the material

secured. The morphological ditTcrences between the four languages are probably very

slight.

The social and religious life seem to be quite as bare as heretofore supposed.

No evidences appear of any ceremonies or ritualism, totemism, clan organization,

civil organization of any kind, theology, or even demonology. The social organization

appears to be very weak with little or no recognized authority.

The religious concepts may be summed up in the one word " medicine,'' which may

be interpreted as " supernatural power." Every individual has " medicine," more or

less powerful. This " medicine " seems to be generally in the nature of an animal

spirit helper, protector, and guardian, but sometimes is a disembodied spirit. "With the

lielp of his " medicine," one can command the aid of natural phenomena, such as the

wind and the water, cause and cure sickness, prophesy, and perform magical deeds.

Before the introduction of Christian ideas, there appear to have been no concepts of

theologj', and possibly no demonology. To sum up in a single phrase, the impression

received is that the culture of these peoples is on a strictly individual basis.

One hundred and thirty-three specimens were secured for the museum, many

of them duplicates. These represent the Slavey, Dogrib, Chipewyan, and Yellowknife

tribes in respective order of quantitative representation in the collection. Articles

of present-day wear, such as moccasins and gloves, articles of household and other use,

as birch-bark boxes, canoes and paddles, drums, baskets, bags, awls, knives, bows and

arrows, snowshoes, etc., were secured. Models of objects no longer in use were obtained

whenever possible.

Not the least important of the tangible results secured was a collection of phono-

graph records. Fiftj'-seven records were made, comprising about one hundred and

fifty different airs. Most of these are without words. The borrowing of songs in this

region seems to be very extensive, as the Cree, Chipewyan, Yellowknife, Beaver, Slavey,

Trout Lake, Sikani, Dogrib, Loucheux, and Eskimo types of song are represented

in tbe collection, tho\igh obtained from relatively few informants. Dance songs,

gambling songs, medicine and prophet songs, love songs, boat songs, battle songs,

mourning songs, and myth songs are inchuled.

A considerable number of photographs were taken and much misi-fllaneous infor-

mation secured.
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AXTIIROPOLOGY IX THE CAXADIAX ARCTIC EXPEDITION.

(E. Sapir.)

The Canadian Arctic expedition, which has been put under the head of Mr. V.
Stefausson, is described elsewhere in the general Summary Report for 1^13 of tli^

Geological Survey of Canada. Here it will suffice to state that the scientific staff of
the expedition includes two anthropologists, Mr. D. Jenness, of Wellington, Xew Zea-
land, who has had considerable anthropological experience in Papua under the auspices
of Exeter College, Oxford, Eng., and M. Henri Beuchat. of Paris, well known for l;is

researches on various phases of American ethnology, archaeology, and linguistics. Mr.
Jenness and M. Beuchat are to undertake between them the thorough scientific study
of the Eskimo of Victorialand and the mainland opposite. The study of the languaye,
religion, social organization, and other phases of the non-material life of the natives
is to be the special task of M. Beuchat, while Mr. Jenness is to devote particular

attention to physical anthropology and technology.

Xo full reports of progress have as yet been received from either Mr. Jenness or
^r. Beuchat. Since leaving Port Clarence, Alaska, M. Beuchat has addressed a com-
uuniication to the Division from on board the Karluh near Point Barrow, date I

August 3, 1913. Among other things he states, " Jenness and I have made excava-
tions in an ancient cemetery near Teller's Reindeer Mission (not far from Port
Clarence), and have found there about ten skulls, two skeletons all but complete, and
a certain number of scattered bones. We are sending this to the Division from Point
Barrow, along with 200 ethnographic objects bought by Mr. Stefanssou at Yigeray, an
Eskimo camp at Point Hope."

Letters have also been received from Mr. Jenness. The first of these since leaving
Port Clarence is from Cape Smythe, Alaska, near Point Barrow, and is dated August
6, 1913. In this he speaks of the archaeological digging referred to by ]\I. Beuchat,
a^' follows: "We remained at Port Clarence a week, waiting for Mr. Stefanssou to

join us. During the last two days we found an old burial ground, which from tlie

rotten condition of the timber must date from something like half a century back.
Clearing away the timber and turf we recovered several skulls and portions of the
skeletons, b>it very little in the way of objects buried with them; probably the graves
liad liccn rifled already. We tried to keep separate the contents of each grave, but
were (inly partly successful."

A lotlcr received from ^^v. Jenness from Cape Smythe. Alaska, dated October
2(5, 1913, H])eaks of the iiiilurtnnate fatality by wliich ^fr. Stefanssou. Mr. Jenness. and
two otiiers of the start" l»eeanie disconnected with the rest of the party on theA'd/Vu/.-.

The following is (pioted from this letter: "The Karluk passed here about A\igust 5
in lier way eastward, hut was jannned in the ice ahtuit ten miles northeast i>f Flax-

n an island. I''(ir a nidiith slie drifted westward until slie was in longitude l-tM^Mf/ or
thereabouts. On<'e wlicn iidt far from Flaxnu^n island, .Mr. Stefanssou stmt Beuchat
and myself awny nn ;ni iillcinpt to reach the shore and travel to llerschel islauil, but
the ice Wits t dllcii li. liear the weight of the sleds and 2 miles from the ship we
b.id to turn hack. Alioiil Septendicr 12 she reache«l the above longitude and there
rcitinined foi- a week without any iliange in her position. Tlie ice which carried her
had grounded in ten fathoms of water, (iradnally every lead closed «>ver and it

seemed that we were destined to remain tlierc for the winter. On Septeinlu>r 2<\ Mr.
Stcfaie-soii, .Mrl'onncll, W'ilkins, niwelf, and two hl^kinio, witli two skvls and small
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tents left the ship for a week's caribou huuting on the mainland, to obtain fresh meat
for the Karlul-. The first night we slept on the ice, the second on a low sandy islet,

the westernmost of the Jones or Tlictis group. The third day we tried to cross to the

mainland, but the ice was too thin, su we had to camp on another island. A strong

east wind which arose that niyht opened up the ice and kept us imprisoned on the

island for a week. In the meantime the KarluJc either steamed away in some lead

which opened up, or was carried away by the ice; in either case she disappeared.

September 28 we were able to cross to the mainland, and spent the next three days

in a vain search for caribou. Our provisions were running low, despite the fact that

we had shot a large seal on the island, so we had to move either enst or west. We
came eastward and reached Cape Smythe Octftber 12, where we have remained as ^Ir.

Thrower's guests ever since.

" We came away very ill-provided for a long sled trip, and of course without winter

clothing of any kind. However, we have been outfitting here. The Alaska and }fary

Sachs got as far as Collinson point, we learned here, and it was proposed to draw

them up for the winter. We leave to join them, Wilkins, myself, and two Eskimo,

to-morrow. Mr. Stefansson and McConnell come later; we wait for them at Cape

ITalkett. With them a half-caste boy from here, Alfred ITobson, is coming, and he

and I are to spend the winter with the Eskimo at Cape ITalkett, while the others go

on to join the Alasl-a. The boy is about fifteen and speaks both Eskimo and English,

po he is to be my interpreter, but spend most of liis time fox-trapping.
" There are left on the KarluJc, Malloch, Mamen, Mackay, Murray, McKinlay. and

TJeuchat. All were well. Beuchat was working at Eskimo grammar with the aid of

Pet i tot's and Thalbitzer's works. He had also compiled a short vocabulary from the

Eskimo on board. The Karhtk tied up to a cake of ice one day off Ooss island -mu]

we went ashore. In some Eskimo ruins there we found one or two interesting articles

which we took on board. Beuchat has a brief report written out. I myself have

collected a number of cat-cradle figures, and am working at the lancruagc. besides

making notes of everything of interest.

"The skulls, etc., which were sent from Point Barrow througli Mr. Brower were

placed on the schooner Transit, which was driven ashore 5 miles south of here. Mr.

Brower recovered the cases and they will be sent down next summer."

The last heard from Mr. Jcnness was from Cape Halkett, in northern Alaska,

under date of December 2, 1913. He writes in part: "I am living with two Eskimo

families here about 80 miles east of Point Barrow. When I wrote last I was on the

point of leaving with the cinematographer, Wilkins, for a small fishing lake, four

hours' journey from here. It was October 27 when we left Barrow, and we did not

reach the lake until November 8, being caught in a blizzard in the middle of Smith

bay, and, after one night in a tent on the ice, being conipolled to shelter in an Eskimo

house for three days. Mr. Stefansson had told us that he would leave very soon after

us and i)rohably reach the lake about November 7. Two Eskimo families were living

at the lake when we arrived, but one left the following morning, and the other a few

days later. We waited at the lake until November 21, when Mr. Stefansson arrived

just before midnight with McConnell and Alfred Hobson, the half-caste boy of fifteen

from Point Barrow, whom we had engaged as my interpreter. Mr. Stefansson, with

McConnell, Wilkins, and two Eskimo, left this place on November 24 to go east to

the Alaska and Mary Sa<-hs. Since then I have heard nothing, for there are no

Eskimo along their route—at least not until th«y reach Flaxmaii island.

" The two families with whom I am staying are inland Kskimo from the Colvillc

Kiver region, and have come less into contact with the whites than most of the

Ivskimo here. One of them, Aluk, was reputed to be well acquainted with the old

songs and traditions, but is said likewise to be unwilling to talk about them. He is

certainly an expert at cats'-cradles and has already taught me a number, with three

or four songs that accompany them.
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'* Our lionie is a one-roomed house made of driftwood, about 12 feet by 15 feet,

with a slightly gabled roof and a passage of snow blocks laid over a frame-work of

sticks. There are two Eskimo with their wives and five children, besides Aseeaq,

A. ITobson, and myself. In- consequence there is not much spare room. They are very

kind io me and I am feeling very comfortable. Mr. Stefansson left me a sled and
six dogs, and some three hundred pounds of food. Most of this is cached at a place

a day's journey away, where our nearest neighbours live, and a stranded v/hale will

furnis]] dog-meat. A sled is to come from the AlasJi'a and bring me a further supply
of food and some other things as soon as possible. I expect it some time in January.
If all goes well I shall stay among the Eskimo until June or the early part of July,

and then join the ships in time to go eastward to Coronation gulf.

"While writing this, it has been arranged that we go to-morrow to bring in my
stores with some belongings to my hosts. The place is about 20 miles away and it is

said that a woman living there is to go to Point Barrow at Christmas. I am taking
this letter to send by her

" ]S^othing has been heard of the Karl ah as yet."
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PART ir.

ARCHAEOLOGY.

(Harlan I. Smith.)

Tlie arcluvolngieal work of the Goolog:ieal Survey during 1913 was carried on in

continuation of the general plans outlined at the beginning of arehivological work by
the division.

Erhihifs.—Eight of tlie new permanent casi-s in the Museum of the Geological

Survey in the Victoria Memorial ^Museum building, have been assigned for the

archaeological exhibit. These cases, which are inisurpassed in quality at present in

any museum, afTord about 25 square feet of exhibition space each, and exhibits have
been installed in them. The tentative archivological exhibits, nuide up of representative

selections from our entire national collection, have been increased and improved, as a
result of the field work and accessions of the year. They completely fill the new cases

and a number of temporary cases. One .series has been started to show the types of

archaeological objects found throughout Canada. The other series contains similar
specimens, but is arranged to show the different types of culture or haiuliwork of the
different parts of Caiuula. The exhibition from the southern coast of British Columbia
is good and fairly representative; that from the nortliern coast of the same area
consists of most of our collection from that region, and is less representative. The
interior of British Columbia is well represented from our fairly large collection and
a handbook of the archa?ology of the region, interpreting the scientific publications
on the subject and illustrating about half of the specimens exhibited, for the use of
visitors in connexion with this exhibit, is now in press. The space assigned for the
material from the Great Plains is filled with specimens from that region, but the
collection nuist be increased before a satisfactorily rt>prcsontative exhibit may be made.
The exhibit from Ontario is large, and that resulting from our exploration at the
]ioebuck site is rei)resentative. Most of the material from Quebec is exhibited, but a
larger collection nmst be made before a representative series can be .selected. The
exhibit from the Arctic is composed almost entirely of material received this year
from the Stefansson Expedition of 1908-12. The exhibition from the Maritime
Provinces has been enlarged as a result of the intensive work and reconmiissanee
carried on in that region during this season, and is in one of the temporary cases.
The cnllections from the Plains, the Arctic, and the Maritime Provinces, will probably
be greatly improved as a result of exploration. Satisfactory material from Quebec
may bo more ditHcult to obtain until the field is better known.

A sjA'cial and timely exhibit of the results of intensive exploration at the Roebuck
site, Ontario, was prepared for the visit of the Geological Congress to Ottawa, and
has since been transferred to the permanent cases. A similar exhibit was made from
the results of intensive exjdoration in a shell-heap at ilahone bay, Xova Scotia,
which was carried on this year. This has been installed in ojie of the temjiorary cases.
A nunilier of labels have been typewritten, and a few liave been jiriiited by !Mr.
Winteuiberg.

Our stock of lantern slides has been increased by the addition of slides showing
the methods and results of exploration in the village site at Roebuck, Out., and in the
shell-heap at Mahonc bay. Nova Scotia. Slides of all the specimens illustrated in the
handbook, The Archaeological Collection from the Southern Interior of British
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Columbia, have also been prepared. At this rate, iu a few years we shall have a series

of lantern slides showing the character of the archaeological types, and of the handi-

work of each archseologieal culture area in the Dominion. Lectures on the archaeology

of Canada, illustrated with lantern views, have beeen given at Halifax and Ottawa.

Research.

Research work has been carried steadily forward. Additions have been made to

the card catalogue of the literature of Canadian Archaeology, and to the files, which

now fill two large drawers. One file is arranged by provinces and counties; the other

contains the same information arranged by subject matter. Mr". Wintemberg made
drawings for these files of the more important archieological specimens in the Pro-

vincial Museum and Dalhousie University, Halifax, and Mr. Smith made photogi'aphs

of the important specimens from New Brunswick, in the Museum of the Xatural

History Society of New Brunswick at St. John. This collection is probably the

largest in existence from New Brunswick. Some single files now contain nearly

enough material for a monograph. The cataloguing of specimens has gone forward and
it will take some time before the cataloguing of the immense collection from the

Roebuck site, Ontario, and of the collections from the field-work carried on in Manitoba
and the Maritime Provinces during this season can be completed. All the material

has been unpacked; nearly all of it has been cleaned and repaired. Some time w;'.s

given to the study of the human remains from the Roebuck site, Ontario. The
monograph on the site has been nearly completed by Mr. W. J. Wintemberg, and one
reconstructing the material culture has been begun by Mr. Smith. Mr. Wintemberg's
paper un the archa>ology of Blandford township, Ontario, has been published as

article 17, in Bulletin No. 1 of the Victoria Memorial Museum. Mr. W. B. Waterbury
of St. Thomas has volunteered to provide us with information about the archa?ology of

Elgin county, Ontario. Mr. George E. Laidlaw supplied us with a bibliograpliy of

the archaeology of Victoria county, Ontario.

Field Work.

Early in the season Mr. Smith inspected and reported on earthworks iu the

vicinity of St. Thomas, Ont., at the request of the Commissioner of Dominion Parks.

In July, he carried on an archaeological reconnaissance in New Brunswick and
Nova Scotia, visiting every museum in the Maritime Provinces in search of archivo-

logical information, and inspecting the work of the field party then in New Bruns-

wick. In August, he examined the museum in Winnipeg for arclv.vological spoeiniens,

inspected the field-work in and about the mounds of .southwestern ^lanitoba, examined

the museum at Calgary for archieolt)gical evideut-e, and made a reconnaissance in the

vicinity of Banff, Alberta. Near Banff a survey was made of a series of semi-sub-

t(.-rranean house ruins, which so far as is known at present, mark the general eastern

limit of this style of house. These suggest that the Interior Salish nuiy have ranged

as far eastward as Banff, Alta. Following this, he made a reconnaissance of the nv^ro

northerly portion of the Rocky Mountain region through Yellow Head pass to Fort

(Jeorgc. Tiiis was done to extend eastward and northward his former arclueologicnl

explorations in British Columbia. The rc^gion. e>|M'iialIy in the vicinity of HnntT.

Mduiontou, and .lasper to Fort (leorge, is apparently one where it will be ditlicult to

find rii'h archa-ological sites. The material culture fnnn 1-ai* l-ii llacho southward to

Ashcroft is apiiarently similar to that of the Kandoops-Lytton region.

Mr. W. J. Wintemberg spent .luly and August in a re«'onnaissanee iw New Ur\n»s-

wick, N<iva Scotia, mid I'riiicc I'Mvvard Isliind, c<pcciallv along the (lulf oi St. l.aw-

ici , friiMi lHillmr--l, Nil.. In MeiigMUiisb, .\.S. Sbell bi'ap-, the r»'mtiin> .'f ancient
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villages, are ]e-;s numerous aiul of smaller extent in this regfion than on the coast of

British Columbia. Larger shell-heaps are found near St. Anilrews, N.B. lu Sep-

tember he carried on an intensive exploration of a shell-heap at Mahone bay, Nova

Scotia. The material found in this shell-heap was of a crude character. Later he made

studies and illustrations of specimens in the museums at Halifax aiid St. John.

The field work in the Maritime Provinces and the gifts obtained there, added

to the previous small and very incomplete collections, give us a fairly complete type

collection from that region. The intensive work provided material for a short mono-

graph by Mr. W. J. Wintemberg, and yielded enough specimens for a small exhibit,

as well as surplus material which may be sent to other museums. Although the

material results of work on this coast will probab'.y never be as large or as striking

as those from southern Ontario, ^lanitoba. and British Columbia, yet there are evi-

dently several important scientific problems to be solved only by exploration around

the C.ulf of St. Lawrence. The vicinity of Merigomish is apparently one of the

strategic points.

Mr. W. B. Xickerson spent about two months in intensive exploration of mounds

and other arcluvological remains in the vicinity of Sourisford, southwestern Manitoba.

The few specimens received from the Great Plains practically double our collection

from that region. The information consists of a large amount of detail. Such results

may not be uncommon in return for small ai)propriations. The region is probably

one in which digging may be done for a long time without finding much, until a rich

deposit is struck, not one in which small results will be obtained continuously. In

other words, it is i)r()bably a region where extremes of success will be met.

A report was made to the Commissioner of Dominion Parks on the desirability

of establishing a park for the preservation of an earthwork near St. Thomas, Ont.,

which, so far as is at present known, is the most perfect earthwork remaining in

Canada, east of the Rocky mountains. Remains of ancient semi-subterranean house

sites near the town of Banff,.Alberta, in the Rocky ^fountains Park, came to the atten-

tion of the subdivision through Mr. T>. B. Do'wling of the Survey. The Parks Branch

of the Dominion Government was notified and innnediately issued orders for the

preservation of these sites, so that they have been labelled, and signs have been put

up giving warning of the penalty to which anyone injuring them is liable. These are

perhaps the first archaeological remains to be protected in a Dominion Park. These

two incidents establish the beginning of co-operation with the Parks Branch, similar

to that which the Division is endeavouring to establish with all of the Government

Branches, having facilities for archieological work. The Royal Xorthwest ^lountod

Police continued to co-operate, and sent in one accession.

Additions to the Archseological Collections During 1913.

Collected in Course of Regular Field Worlr.

The chief additions to the archicological collections arc as follows:

—

Stefansson, V.—Specimens from Eskimo sites at Point Barrow. Birnirk. Point Hope,
Isatook, Cape Smythe, and Franklin bay. Accession 71.

Wintemberg, W. J.—Five boxes from intensive exploration of a shell hcaj) onMahone
bay, N.S. Accession 88.

Nickerson, W. B.—Five boxes from intensive exploration in the Souris valley, Mani-
toba. Accession 98.
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Minor additions from expeditions are as follows:

—

Smith, H. I.—A small collection from near the Southwold earthwork, and from within

the earthwork on lot 2, range I, west of Mill road, both in Southwold township,

Elg-in county, Ontario. Accession 72.

Wintemberg, W. J.—Box of specimens from Dalhousie, New Brunswick. Accession 76.

Winternberg, W. J., and Smith, Harlan I.—Material from a small workshop and

vicinity at west side of Bathurst harbour, New Brunswick. Accession 77.

Wintemberg, W. J.—Specimens from New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince

Edward Island. Accessions 83, 84, 85,- 86, and 87.

Wintemberg, W. •!., and Smith, Harlan I.—Specimens from shell heap on Mahone
bay. Nova Scotia. Accessions 81 and 88.

Smith, Harlan I.—Specimens from workshop on Lake Minnewanka, Alberta, and

interior of British Columbia. Accession 91, 92, and 9-3.

Collected hy Officers of the Geological Survey.

Other accessions received in 191.3 include those sent in by officers of the ethnolo-

gical subdivision and other divisions of the Geological Survey as follows:

—

Speck, Frank G.—Four gouges and other objects made of stone from near Oldtown,

Maine. Accession 68.

Teit, James A.—Collection from Lower Thompson valley, British Columbia. Acces-

sion 73.

Fragment of stone object, from Bellakula, British Columbia. Ac-

cession 80.

Freeland, E. E.—Chipped point from British Columbia. Accession 90.

Johnston, R. A. A.—Large cylindrical stone from Skeena river, British Columbia,

gift of F. Nevins through Collingwood Schreiber. Accession 95.

Faribault, E. R.—Chipped point, from Bachman beach. Nova Scotia. Accession 99.

Presented.

Nicker.son, W. B.—Ek'ven stoue mauls, two grooved stone axes, one hanuner-stoi>e

and two pieces of a stone hand-mill, found bv David Elliott at Soxirisford,

Man., and presented by him throui^h W. B. Nickerson on Survey F.xpeilition.

Accession <»7.

T-aidlaw, George E.—Right to copy ten maps of sites in Victoria and Ontario coun-

ties, Ontario. Accession 09. Two boxes of spccimms fmni Victoria county,

Ontario. Accession 70.

Spi'c, I'rnnk (1. .\ fiaKiiiciit of ([uartzite from Maniwaki, (Jue. Accossiou 74. Two
Htone hammers, a club licml and thnc <liii>pc(l points t*i'>ni North Tiniiskaming.

Accessions 75 ami 79.

SiillurlamI, (icornf D. (ioiigc nuule of stone from vicinity of Kalliurst. \ H.

Accession 7H.
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Boa, Matthew.—Chipped point of chalcedony from Rapid City, Man. Accession 82.

Ross, Alexander.—Adze made of stone and a fhipped blade made of quartz, from

Nova Scotia. Accession 83.

Mackenzie, Findlay.—Celt made of stone from Nova Scotia.

Mackenzie, "Wm.—Chipped point, from Nova Scotia.

Robinson, M. M.—Celt made of stone and a point chijipcd from stone, from New
Brunswick.

Ried, Alexander.—Celt made of stone and iiuim diipixd from ftouo, from Nova
Scotia. Accession 84.

Smith, Charles.—Two celts from Nova Scotia. Accession 85.

^lillar. Peter.—Harpoon of bone and potsherd. Accession 85.

McGregor, George.—Chipped point. Accession 85.

^IcDonald, Donald.—Celt of stone, chipped point and point of bone. Accession 85.

Manderson, Edward.—Celt made of stone from Prince Edward Island. Accession 86.

Nelson, Samuel.—Two stone celts from Prince Edward Island. Accession 87.

McMillan, John.—Stone celt from Prince Edward Island. Accession 87.

McAllan, Wm. J.—Colt and five chipped points. Aocossion 04.

Woodcock, Thomas.—Stone hammers from North Antler valley, Manitoba. Acces-

sion 98.

Woodcock, William 11.—Stone hammer from Souris valley, Manitoba. Accession 98.

Thompson, A.D.—Stone hammer from Manitoba. Accession 98.
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OX ARCHAEOLOGICAL WORK OX THE ATLANTIC COAST, 1913.

(W. J. Wintemherg.)

Commencing July 2, 1913, I made a reconnaissance of the north coast of Xew
Brunswick, beginning at Campbellton and visiting Dalhousie, Bathurst, Chatham,
Loggieville, Burnt Church, Rexton, Richibucto, Buctouche, and Shediae. Information
regarding finds and the location of sites was obtained at all these places. Small shell-

heaps were found near Dalhousie and on Shediae island. Archgeologieal specimens
were secured by collecting and by gift. At Bathurst Mr. Harlan I. Smith and I found
several small workshops, where quartzite pebbles had been chipped, and collected a
number of specimens. A point for an arrow chipped from quartz was found near
Buctouche.

Continuing along the north coast of Nova Scotia, I visited Pugwash, Tataraa-
gouche, Pictou, and Merigomish. Nothing was found at Pugwash. At Tatamagouche
a few specimens were secured by gift, and information was obtained about other finds

and the location of sites in the vicinity. The country around Pictou and Merigomish
Avas explored, because here the late Rev. George Patterson had found the bulk of the

interesting material in his collection, now in Dalhousie University, Halifax. Some of

these objects are very much like those in use among the Eskimo. Three shell-heaps

were found near Pictou; one being on the south shore of Caribou island, and the others

on and near Black point, near Little Harbour. There are six shell-heaps in the
vicinity of Merigomish; one being on the mainland, one on Finlayson island, one on
Big island, and three on Point Betty island. Some specimens were found, and others

were presented by their finders.

On Prince Edward Island, I visited North Rustico and vicinity on the north

shore, Brackley beach and Covehead on the same shore but farther east, the country
in the vicinity of Georgetown and Lower Montague, on the southeast coast, the

vicinity of Summerside on the southwest shore, and tlie Malpeque region on the north
shore, but west of North Rustico. Information regarding finds was obtained at all

the places on Prince Edward Island, and I found a number of adzes, celts, an
unfinished stone pipe, and other specimens; others were presented. Shell-heaps on
Robinson island, Newson point. Oyster Bed bridge, and McMillan point, were
examined. All these are within 1 to 15 miles of North Rustico. Indian island and
the shore cast and west of Sunnnerside, the islands near the east sliore of Malpoque
bay, and tlie east and west shore of Darnley basin were visited.

Returning to Nova Scotia, on tin- south shore, I visited shi-11-heaps in Lunenburg
county, about 70 miles west of 1 fall fax, of which the department had loarnod through
Dr. Charles A. llamillon, of Mahoiie Bay, and these were found to be the deepest I

had seen in the Maritime Provinces. They comprised two large and several smaller
shell-heaps on Mahono bay. I .spent nine days, some days with as many as four
assistants, excavating one of the largest, the Eisenhauer sliell-heap. ami secun-d five

largo boxes of specimi-ns, all of wlii<-h were aboriginal, and showed no signs of
European influeucc. 'I'liis slicll-heap is on tlie north side of the road between the
villages of Malioiie Hay aud ludiau Point, ahout \S miles west of the hitter
place, and is on huid own<'d l»y .lames EisenhauiM-, to whom we are iuiK-hted for

f)erniissioii to excavate ou his pro|ieily. There is a v»-ry small deposit of sh«>lls in

Williiiiii Hyson's wooils, several linndretl yanls \vt>st of this one aud at oonsiilerable
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distauL-e from the shore. The deepest ai.J best shell-heap is in the sh^jre of Weihuacht

cove, about half a mile east of the Eisenhauer shell-heap, where the owner of the land

would not permit excavations to be made. Another small one is on the bank of a

creek west of this and about a mile from the seashore. I visited the shell-heap near

Martin river and a habitation site on Martin point, about 3 miles from the Eisenhauer

shell-heap.
•

i i i r>

A study was made at Halifax of the arclueological colleetuins ni both the Pro-

vincial Museum and Dalhousie I'niversity. and photographs and line drawings of the

more important specimens. The catalogue of the Patterson collection in Dalhousie

University was copied for our iiles. The archa^dogical material in the Museum of the

Natural History Society of Xew Brunswick, in St. Jolm, was also studied.
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OX ARCHAEOLOGICAL EESEARCH IX THE VALLEY OF THE SOUEIS

RIVER, SOUTHWESTERX' ]\LAXITOBA, 1913.

( W. B. JS^icJrerson.)

My archirological work for the Geological Survey, in 1913, covering a period of

over nine weeks from August 8 to October 12, was confined to the Souris valley at

the confluence of the Xorth and South Antler creeks, in township 2 north, 27 west,

southwestern Manitoba.

Photographs were taken illustrative of the topography of the district, its plains,

its forested valleys, and its streams. Primarily the district is a level plain through
which the Souris river flows in a valley a little more than a mile in width. The
Antler valleys are only proportionately smaller and break the plain by wide gulches

80 feet deep. The creek bottoms, more especially the South Antler, bear a growth
of oak, elm, poplar, and ash, gnarled and stunted a? they approach the upper level of

the wind-swept plain.

The vegetation of the plain, where not yet under cultivation, or where it has been

I)ermitted to relapse to its original condition, is a bunchy buffalo grass and a low
growing silver-green sage, dusty green wolf willows, and clumps of poplars called
" bluffs."

On the North Antler plain a large horseshoe-shaped earthwork was surveyed and
examined by trenching; two rectangular house-sites, one in connexion with a hut-

ring; hutrings, pits, and three mounds were also examined.

On the South Antler plain a camp site, one pit. and two mounds were explored

and the knob-like expansions at the termination of three long mounds were examined
The South Antler bottoms were tested, by making excavations in twenty-five

places, for a village site. Broken bones were found in nearly every excavation, but

no potsherds or chips of stone were found.

A village site discovered on the east side of the Souris river opposite the Nort'^

Antler plain was trenched and material partly illustrating the culture of the site

was found.

On the plain above this village two mounds were examined. One of them was
circular and contained a burial pit covered in with poles, but the mound had already

been dug into and most of the contents of the pit taken.

Another village site on the west side of the Souris between the two crooks was

found to I'xtond fruni the plain down on to the lovol along the l):uik of tbo South

.\ntlor.

TIk^ nialcrial gathered from the village sites comprises groat qMantitios of

broken bones, chips of stone, potsherds of a variety of wares and of diverse designs*,

grooved stone hamnu-rs, and a few finished artifacts.

On the plain Ijotween the creeks two mounds wore exaniinod.

Tn all I explored eight niomuls and dug tronohos in four more. The mounds

arc sitiiati'il on the i)lain lovol autl for the most part arc small and inconspicuous.

Some, liowcvor, are of groat IcMigtli. Four of the mounds had boon previously open«Ml

and in those only parts of skolotons wore found. Of the undisturbed inonnds, luie

contained tlio Hkoloton of an lolnlt mid of a cliiM, both oxti-ndcd at Icni^tli; n soooml

2(i—'25i
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tLat of an adult in a flexed position; a third, two similarly huddled skeletons; two

were f?r.;vel mounds without interments; one contained only three bone whistles and

the sharpened poles of the frame of a small wigwam; in two others nothing was

found.

A very nifo cullectiou of grooved hannners and mauls was probonted by .Mr.

Thomas Woodcock of Elva, Man. These are from the North Antler and supphm nt

those given u.s la.<t year from the South Antler.

I recounnond further exploration of village sites and to find others in both tliu

North aiul the South Antler valleys, and exploration of the long mounds of s'^-Soa?.

10 and 15.
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PAKT III.

PHYSICAL ANTHEOPOLOGY.

(E. SapirJ

Owing to the illness of Mr. F. II. S. Knowles, who began -work in this branch

of the anthropological activities of the Survey last year, field research in physical

anthropology could not be continued in 1913. There is reason, however, to believe that

the work thus interrui^ted will be continued during next year.

The accessions in ijhysical anthroijology that were received as gifts during the

year embrace :

—

Prom J. A. Teit, Spences Bridge, B.C.—One skull and bones from the north side

of Thompson river, British Columbia.

Fragments of skull and other bones from Thompson River valley.

From M. A. Joyce, Sergeant in charge of Moosomin district, R.N.W.M.P., skeleton

(except some of the smaller bones) from near "Welwyn, Sask.

There were received from D. Jenness, one of the two ethnologists on the Stefans-

eon expedition, thirteen anthropometric schedules from Point Hope, Alaska.
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DRAUGHTING DIVISION.

(C.-Omer Seni'cal.)

Tlif nmiiorio;il strciiiitli nf the staff of draiiglitsinea lias renialucd stationary

diirinj; the past year, nanifly, one chief ofhcer, twelve dranprhtsnien, and one clerk.

As the work passing through this office is constantly on the increase, the chief in

charge was informed by the Director that steps will be taken at an early date for the

appointment of one or more assistants in order to cope with the demands made on

this division.

With the increase of work assigned to this division there was cofresponding

increase in the official correspondence on subjects related to map work. There were

about 2.000 letters, memoranda, specification sheets, reports, etc., sent and received.

For ready refereni-e to map documents and records which have been accumulating

for years, an adequate system of filing has been undertaken. Cabinets and accessories

have been installed and the inventory and cataloguing will be proceeded with as soon

as assistance is afforded by the appointment of a keeper of records.

Attention Avas, as usual, given by the chief of this division to the work of the

Map Committee and that of \\\o Geographic Board of Canada, of which he was this

year re-elected a committee member.

Besides the usual routine of compilation and draughting work for the Geological

Division, much time was devoted to drawings for the Anthropological Division, the

services of one special draughtsman being now reserved for artistic drawing in con-

nexion with the latter.

As outlined in last year's report, the maps and line-cut drawings accompanying

the Excursion Guide Books of the Twelfth International Geological Congress (see

accompanying list) were completed and printed in due time for use at the opening

of the ('ougress. There were also several Geological Survey maps reprinted for that

o<-casiou.

Besides the- above Congress maps, twenty-tliree maps, diagrams, etc., were pre-

pared and drawn to accompany Geological Congress papers, contrihuted by represen-

tatives of foreign countries.

The maps listed below were, at the end of tlie calendar year, in the hands of the

King's Printer:

—

Maps ill Hands of King's Printer, December 31, 1913.

Series
Publi-

A.
cation

number.

33 1179

39 1185

41 1191

43 1193

49 1199

58 1226

98 1299

99 129S

101 1301

102 1302

Nanairao Sheet, British CoUuubia. Topography.
Province of Nova Scotia

Duncan Sheet, British Columbia. Topography..
Sooke " "

Orillia " Ontario.

Nelson and Churchill Rivers, Manitoba and Sas

katchewan
Rainy Lake, Ontario

South Portion of Cr.anbrook Area, I5ritish Co
luniltia

St. llihiireand Kougeinont Mountains, Oi'Pbcc.

Eskimo Trade Routes, Arctic Coa.st . .

Sent to

King's Printer.

11 July, 1912.

31 Aug, 1911.

11 July, 1912.

11 .lulv. 1912.

17 Oct.. 1911.

14 April, 1913.

25 Oct., 1913.

19 Aug., 1913.

31 Oct., 1913.

20 Dec, litn.
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The following maps have been drawn and engraved by the office copper engraver,

viz. :

—

Dominion of Canada.—Scale, 250 miles to 1 inch. Additions and cor-

rections.

•Victoria Sheet, British Columbia.—Areal Geology.

Victoria Sheet. British Columbia.—Superficial Geology.

Saanich Sheet, British Columbia.—Areal Geology.

Saanich Sheet, British Columbia.—Superficial Geology.

These four sheets are very nearly completed and are expected to be sent to the

King's Printer in a few weeks.

During tlie year, about 220 sketch maps, diagrams, text figures, indexes, and other

drawings were prepared to illustrate memoirs in course of publication, for the

different divisions of the Geological Survey.

A special geological map of the province of Ontario and a series of diagrams and
illustrations intended to accompany a manuscript report on metalled roads, were also

prepared and delivered to the Director.

List of Geological Survey maps, and of Geological Congress guide maps,
received from the King's Printer, during the calendar year, are appended herewitli.
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List of Guide Maps for the Twelfth International Geological Congress, Published

During the Calendar Year 1913.

Excursions in Ea--<fprn Quebec and Marilinie i'loiiiues:—
Sc-ale.

Itiu^raires des Kxcursions ~o miles to 1

Quebec and A'icinity 4 " 1

Lfvis, Quebec l.'iOO feet to 1

Montmorency Falls, Quebec SOO " 1

Rivi&re-du-Loup, Quebec '>00 " 1

Bic. Quebec 1.200 " 1

Eastern part of Gaspe. Quebec ."> miles to 1

Perc6 and Vicinity, Quebec 5,000 feet to 1

The Forillon, Gaspe, Quebec 1 !'> miles to 1

Head of Cha'.eur Bay. Quebec 49 •' 1

Scaumtnac Bay. Quebec 1 "fi " 1

Dalhousie, New Brunswick 1 'T.^ " 1

Bathurst Iron M n^s, New Brunswick !><)0 feet to 1

Dorchester. New Brunswick IT", miles to 1

Windsor-Horton Bluff, Nova Scotia
*

4 '• 1

Oldham Cold District and ^!^.inity. Nova
Scotia 2 '• 1

Oldham Gold Distrin. Structural Plan .'DO feet to 1

Generalized Section St. Lawrence Valley . .

Panoramic Sketch of the Sea Front at Pero4
Union-Riversdale, Nova Scotia . . . miles to 1

New Glasgow, Nova Scotia ?..'iMri feet to 1

Sydney Coal Held, Nova Scotia " miles to 1

Sydney, Nova Scotia - " 1

George River Station, Nova Scotia l.s.'.ii feet to 1

Ari-saig-Anligonish District. Nova Scotia 1 miles to 1

Arisaig, Nova Scotia -TT. " 1

Logans .'^ection of the Carboniferous at

Joggins Mines, Nova Scotia ... 1 *) " 1

Moncton-Albert Mines, New Brunswick 3-6 " 1

St. John and Vicinity. New Brunswick ?. " 1

I'art of St. John City, New Brunswick 1,2.'.0 feet to 1

Suspension bridge, St. John. New Brunswick SCO " 1

Fern Ledges, New Brunswick S*00 " 1

Grand Falls, New Brunswick l,200z " 1

inch.

Excursions in tin' J'jO^hrn ToirnsJiips of Quebec and (lie Eastern Part of Ontario:—
Scale.

Route Map. Montreal. Ottawa. Kingston.

Toioiito
C'enlial Ontario, Corundum-bearing Rocks. .

Haliburtnn-Bancroft Areas in relation to

the Laurentian Highlands
K'niic Mai;. I.asliiifrs Ivoad, Ontario
Bancroft and Vicinity, Ontario
Gooderham and Vicinity, Ontario
Craiginont Coiuiidum licit, Ontario
Craig Mine. Raglan Township, Ontario. . . .

The Asbestos District of Quebec
Route Map, Thetford and Coleraine, Quebec
Route AMai), Sydtidiam anrl ' ;lendower . . ..

L'.s miles to
IS

Jt.'.

SOO feet to

;50 miles to

1 -3

Excursions in XeiijIiJiourliood of Montreal and Ottawa :-

inch.

Scale.

Monteregian Hills, Quebec 4 miles to 1 inch.

Montreal, Quebec l.'t-o feet to 1 '•

Mount Johnson. Quebec l.soo " 1

Ront.' Ma]), liucUingham and I^mera'd Mine,

Quebec ^>.""f' " 1
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Excursions in the NeighbourJ>ood of Montreal and Ottaua:—Continued.

—

Scale.

Emerald Mine, Buckingham Township, Quft-

bec
Route Man. Papineauville and Cote St.

Pierre, Quebec
Cote St. Pierre, Quebec ,

VVallcer Mine, Buckingham Township, Que-
bec

Dominion Mine. Buckingham lownship,
Qutber-

Route Map, Cant4ey, Quebec
Nellis Mine, Cantley, Quebec..*
South Shoreline, Ancient Champlain Sea.. ,

Part of Mount Royal showing upper marine
beaches

Section through Mount Royal along line of

C.N.Ry. tunnel

100 feet to 1 inch.

500
400

500

200 " 1

2,000 " 1

200 " 1

4 6 miles to 1

200 feet to 1

0-66 miles to 1

Excursions in Southern Ontario:—

Itineraires des Excursions
Niagara, Ontario
Niagara Gorge, Ontario
Hamilton and Vicinity.
Hagersville and Vicinity
Route Map, Thtdford and Arkona .

" Guolph and Gait
" Hamilton and Grimsby

Scale.

7-5 miles to 1

1.000 feet to 1

3,300 "
1

1 '> miles to 1

3-3 '•
1

1-6 "
1

2-4 "
1

1 -5 "
1

inch.

Excursions in the Western Peninsula of Ontario and Manitoulin Island:—

Route Map, Toronto and Manitoulin Island.
" Streetsville and Credit Forks.

Port Colborne
Eastern portion of Manitoulin Island, On-

tario
Parry Sound and Vicinity
Route Map, Collingwood and Craigleith . .

Scale.

28 miles to 1 inch.
2-5 "

1

5-5

Transcontinental Excursions.

Iliii6ruiiL'S des Excursions
Itineraires des Excursions (Trongons da

rOuesl)
Loon Lake, Ontario
Steeprock Lake, Rainy River District,

Ontario
GoUU'ii Star Mine, Rainy River District,

Ontario
Bears Passage, Rainy Lake, Ontario . . . .

Routi; .Map, Calgary and BaiilT, Albcita ..

.Sketch Map, .Subdivisions in Southern part
of (Canadian Coidillera, British Columbia.

Banff. Alberta
l.aur.in I'i.'ld, Allx'rta, Mritish Columbia..
Route Map, Banff and Golden, British
Columbia

Route Map, (ioldcn and Revelstoke, British
(,"ohimbia

Pralrli' Hills and Dogtoolli Mountains.
Hiilisli ( 'o!und)la

Glacier, liiltiHli Columbia
Albert ("anxoM, Hrilish Columbia
Map Hliowlng approximate dlHlrlbullon of

liio Sluiswap Ti'i-rano Rorks In Central
Urltlsh Columbia

Scale.

ii> miles to 1 inch.

1 -25

1 •2:>

12

-T.')

15

17(»

1
•.'.

1 ;•

1 it

I I
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10 miles to

10

10

10

1. ,, Scale,
ivoute .Map, lievelstoke and Ducks, British

Columbia
Diioks ami Lytton, Britisli

Columbia
Lytton and Agassiz, British

Columbia
Agassiz and Vancouver, Bri-

tish Columbia
Structure Section across Kocky Mountains

near the main line of the Canadian
raciflc Raihvay. between Cascade Trough
and Columbia Valley. .•

.,

Structure Section of the Selkirk and Pur-
ctll IMountains, fiom Moberly Peak to
I'-'nelstoke

o ..

Victoria and Vicinity, British "coium'bia .'." '.'.
'.[ " "

i „,iil .„Koute Map, Victoria and Xanaimo 7 .7 i

^ ?Red Deer Valley in Vicinity of Drumheller'. ^ ""'''^ ^°

Alberta
Old Beaches, Ethe'lbert to

'

Pine Rivor,
"

Manitoba
Snake Island and South Shore of Lake
Winnipegosis, Manitoba 7 ..

j:)awson Bay. Man ' '

„ .1

Route Map, Lake of the Woods! Ontario . .

...'.*'"
•> .4

Medicine Hat and Lethbridgc
Alberta

Location of Mines in Lethbridge District
Alberta

2 -oMap and Section, Crowsnest Mountain
Alberta

'

.

Route Map, I.ethbridge and Elko. Alberta.. .. .'

."

."

.'

.'

."

j
^'

Elko and Proctor, British Col-
umbia

J J,

Proctor and Midway. British
Columbia , „

Arrow and Slocan Lakes,
British Columbia jn

Midway and Princeton, Bri-
tish Columbia

^ ,^

Princeton and Speiices Bridge,
British Columbia

j „

II
Edmonton to Edson. Alberta . . . . . . . .

.'

^
-

Malachi and Winnipeg, Mani-
toba ^,. ,.

Edson and Tete-Jaune, Al-
berta

"^ Richan and Malachi, Ontario. .,.....[ ]^" Bucke and Richan, Ontario.. ......'
] ,;

II

Nipigon and Bucke. Ontario .'.
ic.

(^rant and Xipigon. Ontario j^
Kabinakagami and Grant, O.i-

tario 1 c ..
>< .

,

, 1 •>

Alexandra and Kaliinakagami,
Ontario

j^;
Lake Abitibi and Alexandra,

f )ntario , g ,,

Section in BclUviie Mine, Alberta.. -Jio fo , ,

Phoenix Structural Sections, British Col-
"mb:a

gpjjSection across Ore-body, Knobhill-Ironsides
Mine. British Columbia o^o

Natural Section, Nickel Plate Mountain,
British Columbia ^r.^

Section through Nickel Plate Miiie. Briti.sh
Columbia j^^ ..

Section through Olivine Mountain. British
Columbia

5 ,.

Diagram showing geological relationships
in the region between Lake Nii)igon and
Winnipeg

incli.
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Excursions in Northern British Columhia and Yukon Territory, Along the Pacific
Coast:—

Bcale.

Route ilap, Vancouver and Calvert Island,
British Columbia 28 miles to 1 inch." Calvert Island and Prince
Rupert, British Columbia 2^} " 1 "

" i'rince Rupert and Telk^a,
British Columbia 12 " l "

" Prince Rupert and Frederick
Sound, British Columbia 24 " l "

" Frederick Sound and Skag-
way, British Columbia 24 " 1 "

Physiographic Provinces of Yukon 195 " 1
Submarine Topography of Russell Fiord,

British Columbia 3 75 " 1 <•

Turner, Hubbard, and Variegated Glaciers 1 mile to 1 "
Nunatak Glacier, British Columbia 0-75 "

l "
Hidden Glacier, British Columbia " 'TS " l "
General Section along Buckley River from
Hazelton 10 Telkwa, BritJuh Columbia 2-65 "

1
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LIBRARY.

(M. Callioim, Ailing Lihravian.)

Purina tho calemlar year. l!»l.'i, l,-'>28 volumes and paniplilots woro received as

gifts or exchanges. i«cludinK—besides periodicals—maps, reports, and publications of

foreign Geoli>gical Surveys, together with Memoirs. Transactions, and Pror-eedings of

the scientific societies of Canada and other countries.

One thousand and eighty-eight volumes were added l)y purcluiso, costing $1. !<!:'>. '-'1.

One luindred and twenty periodicals were subscribed f.ir.

Two hundred and ninety-fi»ur volumes were bound during tlie year.

The above figures, if compared witli tho-e in last year's report, will show to some

extent, the growth of the library.

The re-cataloguing of the old books, according to the Cutter system of classifica-

tion, is progressing steadily.
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PUBLICATIONS.

The following Reports have been published since January 1. 1913.

No.

1160. Memoir Xo. 17-E : Geology and Economic Resources of the Larder Lake
District, Ontario, and Adjoining Portion of Pontiac County, Quebec. By M.
E. Wilson. Published May 30, 1913.

1165. Memoir No. 18-E: Batluirst District, N.B. By G. A. Young. Published

February 6, 1913.

1186. Memoir No. 35: Reconnaissance along the National Transcontinental Railway
in Southern Quebec. By J. A. Dresser. Published May 2, 1913.

1203. Memoir No. 38: Geology of the North American Cordillera at the Forty-
Ninth Parallel, Parts I and II. By R. A. Daly. Published December 2,

1913.

1206. Memoir No. 26: Tulameen Mining District. By (harks Camsell. Published
November 28, 1913.

1220. Memoir No. 29 : Oil and Gas Pro.spects of the Northwest Provinces of Canada.
By W. Malcolm. Published September 5, 1913.

1228. Memoir No. 31: Report on Wheaton District, Yukon Territory. By D. D.
Cairnes. Published February 25, 1913.

1240. Museum Bulletin No. 1. Published October 21, 1913.

Separates

—

I.—The Trenton Crinoid, Ottawacrinus, W. R. Billings.

II.—Note on Merocrinus Walcott. By F. A. Bather.

III.—The Occurrence of Helodont Teeth at Roche Miette and Vicinity.

Alberta. By Lawrence M. Lambe.

IV.—Notes on Cyclocystoides. By P. E. Raymond.

V.—Notes on Some New and Old Trilobitcs in the Victoria ^lemorial

Museum. By P. E. Rayn.'md.

VI.—Description of Some New Asaphida'. By P. E. Raymond.
VII.—Two New Species of Tetradium. By P. E. Raymond.
VIII.—A Revision of the Species Which llr '^ Been Referred to tlie Genus

Bnthyiirus. By P. E. Raymoml.
IX.—A New Brachiopod from the Base of tlio I'tica. By .Vliiv E. Wilson.

X.—A New Genus of DicotyledMuous IMant from the Tertiary of KcttK>

River, Briti.sh Cohmibia. By W. .1. Wilson.

XI.—A New Species of Lepidostrobus. I>y W. J. Wilson.

XII.—Prehnite from Adams Sound, Admiralty Inlot, l>aflin Island

Franklin. By R. A. A. Johnston.

XTII.—The Marine Algte of Vancouver Lslaml. IV Frank S. Collins.

XIV.—New Sjiecies of Mullnsks from the Atlantic ami Paeitie Coasts of

Canachi. By Win. U. Dall and Paul Barls.-h.

XV.—IFydroids from Vancouver Island.

XVr.— Ilydroids from Nova Scotin. By ('. McLoan Kraser.

XV'li. .The Aicliii'olofrv ot" Blandford Town-sliip. O.xl'ord County, (hitario.

By W. .1 . WiulfinlxTi'.
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All of the above separates were published simultaneously on December IS, 1913.

1242. Memoir Xo. 3-3: The Geology of Gowganda Mining Division. By W. II.

Collins. Published August 20, 1913.

1255. Memoir Xo. 37: Atlin Mining District. By D. D. Cairnes. Published

November 17, 1913.

Fhench Trakslations.

(M. Sauvdlle.)

No.

905. Report on the Cruise of the Neptune (Edition do luxe), by A. P. Luw. Pub-

lished January 9, 1913.

1116. Memoir No. 8E, on The Edmonton Coal Fields, Alberta, by I). H. Duwling.

Published 1913.

1131. Memoir No. 9-E, on Bighorn Coal Basin, Alberta, by G. S. Mnlloch. Published

January 9, 1913.

1152. Memoir No. 10, on The Clay and Shale Deposits of Nova Scotia and Portions

of New liruuswick, by Ileinrich Pies, assisted by Joseph Kocle. Published

April 18, 1913.

1212. Memoir No. 27, on the Report of the Commission Appointed to Investigate the

Condition of Turtle Mountain, Frank, Alberta. Published November 17,

1913.

1215. Report on Upper Stewart River Region, by J. Keele. Published April 18, 1913.

1216. Report 'ju Peel River and Tributaries, Yukon and Mackenzie, by C. Camsell.

Published April 18, 1913.

1257. Carboniferous System of New Brunswick, by L. W. Bnilcy and Uonry S.

Poole. Published, 1913.
^

.

1259. Report on the Coal Fields of Souris River, Ilastcru Asr^^iuiboia, by D. B,

Dowling. Published April 24, 1913.
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ACCOUXTAXT'S STATEMENT.

(John Marshall.)

The funds available for the work and the expenditure of the Geological Survey
for the fiscal year ending March 31, 1913, were:

—

Grant. Expenditure

Details:—
Amounts voted by Parliameut
Civi] list salaries

Explorations in British Columbia and Yukon
Toix)gTaphical surveys in British (Columbia
Explorations in North West Territories
Topographical surveys in North West Territories.
Explorations in Ontario
Toix.graphical surveys in Ontario
Explorations in Queljec
Topographical surveys in Quebec
Explorations in New Brunswick
Topographical surveys in New Brunswick
Explorations in No<. a Scotia .

.

Toixjgraphical surveys in Nova Scotia
Explorations in general
Ethnological in estigations
Publics tion of reports
Publication of maps
Instruments and repairs
Photographic supplies
Wages, temporary employees
Printing, stationery, books, etc
Miscellaneous
Specimens for Museum
Travelling ex[jeDses
Ad\ertising
Clothing for firemen
Balance unexj)ended and lapsed

$ cts.

440,377 89

440,377 89

$ cts.

128,878 05
41,284 31
24,935 85
8.724 SI
10,809 93
14,740 04
2,722 53
9,871 13
290 50
948 35

7,033 5S
6,205 47
538 13

5,581 8G
8,1*52 8:s

17,392 06
6,936 71

15,251 57
4,503 29
4,828 10

13,2:)3 30
8,487 10

11,101 45
2,030 20
560 00
328 00

84.189 24

440,377 89

All of ivliich is respectfully submitted.

I liave the honour to be. sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) K. W. BKOCK.

20—26
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Museum

—

Division of anthropology 356
" invertebrate palaeontology,

specimens received.. .. 301
vertebrate palaeontology,

specimens received.. .. 296
Progress of 10, 11

N
Xanaimo and vicinity, B.C., clay and

shale deposits l'S7

series, British Columbia, Queen
Charlotte islands, fos-
sils 321

(Cretaceous), B.C.. ..85. 96
Xational Geographic Society 9
Natural gas. See gas.
Nelson, H. N., presented specimens. . . . 329

" S. " .... 384
Nesham, E. W. " .... 351
Nevis, Alberta, white clay 291
New Brunswick

—

Clay and shale deposits, St. John map-
area 242

Fossil plants from 3:^2
Graphite. St. John map-area 242
Infusorial larth. St. John map-area.. 242
lamestonc, St. John map-area 238
Oil-shale in 224
Report on archaeological woik 3.s5

Malecite and Micmac In-
dians 373

Moncton map-aroa 223
" St. John map-area 22S

Road metal. St. John map-area .... 241
Sand and gravel. St. John map-area.. 242

New (ilasgow inap-aria, N S.. report on,
topographical 337

N.a., spirit U'velllnK near. 341
" trIanKulatlon 3SS

Niagara ••scaritmont—
t 'liai Mi-tei- (if area JSO
(Mliitoii furniatlon iS5
l-'i>i ncitionii ilescrlbt'd 1S3
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Page
Niagara escari)nient

—

Con.
General geology 181
Guelph formation ISS
Location and extent of ai-ea 178
Medina formation 1S2
Report on 178
Table of formations 180

Niagara formation, Silurian, Ontario. . 185
Nichols, D. A., field work 7

" junior topographer, ap-
pointment 1

" report on field work. . . . 336
Nickerson, W. B.. field work 8

" presented specimens. . 383
report by 387

Nickle Plate group. Quadra island, B.C., 68, 69
Niobrara-Benton shales,' Alberta 147
North Saskatchewan coal areas. Alberta,

rei)ort on 150
Norton, S. B., granite quarry of, Quebec. 218
Nova Scotia

—

Agriculture, Clyburn valley 272
" Port Mouton map-area. . 2.t2

Building stone, Clyburn valley 283
" Port Mouton map-

area 2.57

Di.spersal of the drift 246
Drumlins 248
Fishing, Port Mouton map-area.. .. 252
Glacial strife 245
Glaciation of the Magdalen islands . . 250
Gold, Clyburn valley 278

" Port Mouton map-area 256
Gypsum, Clyburn valley 283
Iron ore, Clyburn valley 283

" Port Mouton map-area.. .. 257
I.,imfstone, Clyburn valley 283
Moraines 249
Post-glacial submergence and eleva-

tion 24 9

Report on archreological work 385
" Clyburn valley, geological. 270
" New Glasgow map-area,

topographical 337
" physioerraphy and surflcial

geology of 24 4
" Pleas-ant River Barrens gold

district 259
" Port Mouton map-area . . . 251
" Windsor-Pennsylvanian sec-

tion of the Strait of
Can.so 264

Road metal. Port Mouton map-area. . 257
Sand. I'oit Mouton map-area 257
Silver-leati ores. Clyburn valley . . . . 2S2

Nylandnr. O., field work 300

O
Oberholser, H. C, acknowledgments . . . 350
Observatory inlet, B.C 55
O'Brien, M. M., field assistant 335
Oil, Alberta

—

SlK^ep river 142
" British Columbia

—

Duncan map-area 103
Graham island 37, 54
Reported discovery at Kelowna . . 127

" shale, Albert mines. New Brunswick. 224
" Springs Oil and Gas Co., acknow-

mcnts 331
OJibwa work, report on 374
Olipocene (?) Vancouver island 100
O'Neill, J. J.. Junior geologist, appoint-

ment 1

Pagb
ONeill, J. J., with Arctic expedition .

.

9
Ontario

—

Agriculture, Rain> River district.. .. 170
Building stone 179
Government 2
Lime 179
Report on Iroquois Indians 365

" Niagara escarpment 178
" Sudbury map-area 189

superficial deposits of Rainy
River district. .' 170

Road metal 179
Ordovician

—

British Columbia, East Kootenay. . .. 131
Manitoba 165
Ontario, Rainy River district i72
Quebec, serpentine belt ; .. .. 213
Yukon, fossils 308, 320

from 316
Orford map-area, Quebec

—

Asbestos 212
Cambrian 213
Copper ore 215
Devonian 214
Formations described 213
(Jencral geology 212
Location 212
Pre-Cambrian 213
R-.port on 212
Serpentine belt 215
Silurian 213
Table of formations 212
Trenton 213

Organization of department 1, 2

Osman, C. J., acknowledgments 330

P
Pala?obotanical collections, additions dur-

ing 1913 324
PaUeobotaiiy, report on 322
Palffiontological laboratoiy 295
I'alaontology

—

Invertebrate, report on 300, 314
" specimens received.. .. 302

Vertebrate collections of 1913 297
" report on 293

I'altpozoic

—

Alberta 144, 149
lUitish Columbia 89
.Manitoba 165
Of Rocky mountains 130
Quebec, Buckingham map-area . . . . 205
Sec Cambrian, Ordovician, etc.

Parker, A., acknowledgments 330
" N. S. acknowledpfinents 330

Parker-Cromwell coiiper mine, Quebec. 215
Parmcnter's granite (luarry, Quebec. . . . 218
Paskapoo series, Alberta 144
Passburg, Alberta, clays 286
I'atch, C, Held work 8

" preparator and collector, zo-
ology, appointment 1, 347

Pennsylvanian

—

New Brunswick, fossils 305
Nova Scotia, Strait of Can.so 264
Yukon, Ui)per White river 20

Pentanierus beds, Niagara formation,
Ontario .' ISS

Perc6, Que., fossils from 315
Personnel, changes in 1

Petroleimi. Sec oil.

Pharoh asbestos prospect, Quebec. . . . 215
Thinney. Jas., acknowledgments 330
Photographic division, appointments ... 1
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I'hotographic division, organisation.
" " progress of . . .

.

Physical anthropology, report on
Physiography of Nova Scotia
Pine Tree lead, N.S 261,

I'leasant River Barrens gold district,

N.S.—
Character of the deposits'

Geology of
History and general development.. ..

Location
Report on

Pleistocene

—

British Columbia, East Kootenay. . . .

" Graham island. . . .

" Quadra island.. ..61
New Brunswick, St. John map-area..
Ontario, Rainy River district

" Sudbury
Quebec, Buckingham map-area

" Montreal' island
Yukon

Pleistocene i.c,'ji;..s. ki'^e superficial,

glacial, interglacial.

Pliocene, Graham island, B.C
Polchess, Wm., presented specimens . .

Poirier, Senator, acknowledgments. . . .

Poitevin, K., assistant mineralogist, ap-
pointment 1,

Port Mouton map-area, N.S.

—

Agriculture
Building stone
Economic geology
Fishing
Formations described
<;eology
(Jold

Iron
Ijocation and physical features . . . .

Report on
Road metal
Hand
Structure of sedimentary series. . . .

Portland group, St. John, New Bruns-
wick

I'otash salts in brine, Manitoba.. ..168,
" possible source of, on Kyu-

quot sound, Vancouver is-

land 110,
Potsdam, Quebec, Buckingham map-area.
Pre-C;:ambrian

—

l^ritish Columbia, East Kootenay.. ..

Manitoba
New Kruiisvick, St. Jolin map-area, 231,

Nova Scotia, Clyburn valley 270,
" I'leasant River Barrens

gold field
" I'ort Mouton map-area..

Strait of f'anso
Ontario, Uainy River dl.strict

" Sudliury
(Quebec, RucklMgham siries

" serpentine belt

'les't, W. H
•I'inco Edwai'd i«laiid, I'epoit on arch-
a'obtf?!cal worlc

'rinceton, R.(?., clay and nlialc deposits.
'ryor, J. C. nckiU)wlodK"»<'nts
'iiblii'atlon dlviHJon, pronrens of
'iircell HcrlcH, lOawt Kooti-nay, B.C.. 130,
uidv and (Jrecn (|uarry. ,St. .lobii, N.H.

'.\ roiib.Nllite, I'or fb-ecbiy and " Iuiii.hc-

bold ctean.scr "

" A'liiicmiviT lM!and, report
on 100.

Page
2

10

3.S9

244

262

260
259
262
259
259

132
47
63

237
172
194
205
20S

331

327

256
252
253

256
257
251
251
257
257
254

231
169

1 22
205

130
167
233
276

25!)

253
269
172
190
200
213
261

3S5
284
270
10

13fi

239

124

Q
Page

Quadra island, B.C.

—

Assay values of ores 66
Coast Range intrusives 59, 62, 63
Copper ore 59, 64
De.scription of formations 62
Economic geology 63
General character of the district.. ..60, 61

geology 61
Gold ore 59, 64

tellurides 60, 64
Location and accessibility 58
Marble Bay ? formation 59, 62
Mineralogy 65
Ore deposits 64
Properties described 68
Report on lime belt of 58
Superficial deposits 63
Table of formations 61
Valdes formation 59, 62

Quaternary

—

British Columbia, Duncan man-area,
100, 101

" East Kootenay. . .. 132
" Graham island.. .. 47

Nova Scotia, Clyburn valley.. .. .. 278
Ontario, Rainy River district 172
Quebec, Buckingham map-area . . . . 205
See also Pleistocene.

Quebec

—

Apatite in 2O6
Asbestos in 212, 215
Brick, materials for 210, 2S8
Building stone 217
Cement material 21O
Clay and shale deposits, report on ... 2SS

" on Montreal island 210
Copper ore, Bolton mine 215

" Orford map-area 215
Granite for building stone 217
Graphite 2O6
Mica 2u6
Paving brick clays 2SS
Report on Buckingham map-area.. .. 196

" clay and shale deposits . . 288
Eastern Townships, gran-

ites 217
marine submergence at

Montreal, Covey hill, and
Rigaud mountain 211

Montreal island, drift .... 20S
Orford map-area and ".Ser-

pentine Belt," Potton
township 212

Thotford and Black Lake
map-area, topogrupldeal. 336

the succession of fainias at
Lfvis 219

Sand on Montreal Island 21 n

Serpentine in 215
Sower pipe clays 2SS

Qm^en Charlotte series, Graham island,
B.C 36, 42, 44

QuennevlUe, A., field assistant 537

R
Racoy. U. W.. presented specimens.. ., 329
Radillfff, J. n, presinted fossils S02
Ra.lln, P.. fiel.l work 8

pres.nl<'d speclnioMS 359
report by 374

Kalny Hollow miiural area. RO.-—
Copper ore SO
l<:<-unomic KcoIoKy SO
tioology 29, 30
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Page
Ftainy Hollow mineral area, B.C.

—

Con.
Lead ore 30
Mining propertie.s 30
Report on 29

Silver ore 31

Situation 29

Topography 29

Rainy River district, Ont.

—

Accessibility 1~1

Anrriculture 170
Calcareous drift 172
Fossil shore-line 173
General geology 172
Lacustrine and fluviatile depo.sits. . . . 173
Location and area 170
Physiographic features 171

Pleistocene and recent 17i

Recent earth warping 176
Records of Lake Agassiz 175
Red drift 176
Report on 170

Randolph and Baker quarries, St. Jolin,

N.B 238

Rannie, J. L., presented .specimens .... 351

Raymond, P. E., field work 6
" report on field work.. 219

Reagan, A. B., presented specimens. .302, 350

Recent deposits

—

British Columbia, Graham island.. .. 47
" Quadra island .... C3

Nova Scotia, Clyburn valley 27

S

Ontario, Rainy River district 172
Saskatchewan, Willowbunch area. . . . 157

Red Deer River expedition, Alberta, re-

port on 293
" Alberta, fossil plants

from 322

Picd drift. Rainy River district, Ont. .. 176
Red Head series, St. John map-area.
N.B 233, 237

Reinecke. L., field work 6

Rhynas. M. G., acknowledgments . . . . 295

Richardson, J., geologist SI

Ried, A., presented specimens 3S 1

Ries, Heinrich, report on field work. ... 2.S 1

Riversdale series, N.S. (Carboniferous) . 26 I

Kivi^re-du-Loup, Que., fossils from.. .. 315

Road-metal, N.B 241
N.S., Port Mouton map-area. 257
Ontario 179

Roberts, Milnor, acknowledgments.. .. 34

Robertson Camn, coal, Graham island,

B.C 50
" Fleet, acknowledgments. ... 34
" G L., stenographer, appoint-

.Ticnt 1

J., Albert Mines 225, 330
Robinson, C. W., field ii.ssi.stant 189

M. M., presented specimens. . 384
Rochester, member of Niagara, Ontario. 186
Roosville formation, ICast Kootenay,
BC 130

Rose, B., field assistant 129
" " work 5
" report on field work 153

Ro.'fpnthal, R.. pi'osented specimens.. .. 350
Rosier, Cap, Que., fossils from 315
Rn?s. A., presented specimens 384
Ro.'-'sland Mining Camp, B.C.

—

Copper ore ] 29
(5old ore 12:'

Report on 121i

Silver ore 12.i

Royal Society of Canada 2

S

St. Eugene silts. East Kootenay, B.C . .

St. John Citizen's Committee, acknow-
ments •

St. John group, N.B 231.
St. John map-area, N.B.

—

Analyses of limestone and dolomite..
Bloomsbury and I^ittle River series . .

Cambrian
Carboniferous
Clay and sh.ale deposits
Coldbrook series
Description of series
Economic geology
ICtcheminian series
Extent of
Gabbro
General geology
Gneiss
Granite
C^Vaphite
Infusorial earth
Limestone
1/mestone-quartzite series
Mispeck series
I'hysiogr.ipby
Pleistocene
i're-Cambrian
Previous work
Red Head series
Report on
Read m^tiil-

Sand and gravel
St. John groui)
Structural geology
Toi^ogi-ajihy

Volcanic and pyroclastic rocks
't. John, N.B., fossils from
Saanich granotliorite 85

Salt in Manitoba, report on 165,

•'alt, Lillian A., assistant, photographic
division, appointment

.Sampson, H., presented specimens ....

-an Juan Mining and Manufacturing
Co 110,

Pace
130

J29

:36

241
236
233
233
242
235
234
238
236
229
235
231
234
235
242
242
2.'?S

234
236
230
237
233
229
237
228
241
242
236
233
230
235
316
95

167

•And and gravel B.C.

—

Duncan map-area
Now Brunswick, St. John
Nova Scotia, Port Mouton map-area..
Quebec

-Zanders, G. E., presented speciinens. . ..

Sandilands, E. M.. acknowledgments . .

>apir, E., field work
" report by 355,

'askatchewan, agriculture, Willowbunch
map-area

'askatchcwan clay and sliale deposits

—

Davidson
Kamsaciv. .

Lake of the Rivers
Report on
Saskatoon
Willowbunch area J53.

.Saskatchewan, coal

—

Avonlea
Brooking
Ceylon .

Grace
Willowbunch map-area 153.

.-^.iskatchcwan

—

I'-jreclay in 153,
Materials for sewer pipe
IN'port on c)r\y and shale deposits. . . .

Willowbunch coal area . .

.

1

351

121

101
242
257
210
350
34
H

389

155

291
290
2-JU

289
289
161

161
160
160
161
157

290
153
289
153
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Saskatoon, clay
Sauvalle, Marc
Schofield, S. J., field work

" report on field work . . .

Scott, R. G., field assistant
Selkirk series, East Kootenay, B.C. .130,

Senecal, C. O., report by
"Serpentine Belt," Potton township, Que-

bec, report on
" Quebec

Sewell, L., field assistant
Sewer pipe clays

—

British Columbia
Quebec
Saskatchewan

Shales. See clays and shales.

Shallinger, H. H., presented specimens. .

Shanks, Jno., presented specimens.. ..

Sharp Point hot springs, Vancouver is-

land, B.C
Robt., acknowledgments

Sheep River gas and oil fields. Alberta

—

Cretaceous
Geology
Jurassic
Occurrence of gas and oil in general

region
Report on
Table of formations
Tertiary

Sheppard, A. C. T., fip^'l work
" " report on field work.
" N. E. D., held assistant. . . .

Shumacker, F., presented specimens.. ..

Shunda Creek coal area. Alberta . . . .

Shuswap series. East Kootenay, B.C. . .

Sicker gabbro-diorite porphyrites, Brit-
ish Columbia

" series, B.C 8G
" volcanics, B.C

Silurian

—

British Columbia, East Kootenay. . . .

Manitoba 10'),
" fossils

Ontario 179, 183,
Quebec, serpentine belt
Ser also Modin.i, t, .iiuon, etc.

Yukon fossils 309,
Silver Hill mine, F'ast Kootenay

" -lead oi-e, British Columbia, East
Kootenay

'• '• Nov;i Scotia, Clyburn
valle>'

Sliver Oft', British Columbia

—

East Kootenay
Howi' sound
Kyuquot f-ound
R.-xiny Hollow
Iio!'.Mland

S'monn I'lrnsl claim, N.S 2Cil,

Similkameen district, British Columbia

—

Coal
Cojippr ore
<iold ore
Roport on
TrlaiiKulation

.SUidcgale sandstone, etc.. Cretaceous,
Gr;ih:im is'.:ind. I«.C

Sl.iKgiird, .). I'., prospector ^^t\

S!at(! Cliucli creelc, coal, Graham Island,
B.C IS

Sllpiicr, S. E., flehl nHHistani
Snillli, Ch;is., prcscnlod 8piH-lnu<nH. . ..

Smith, H. I., flold work
" prrHoiilod NpKcinions , , , ,

" report by

Page
289
400

4

130
335
135
390

212
215
335

124
2SS
153

329
324

80
58

145
143
148

149
142
144
144

7

335
335
350
150
136

96

, 91

92

131
16 'J

but)

1S4
213

316
137

130

137
7S

U'l
31

12;i

26:;

12S
12S
12S
127
339

I I

4:i

34

as4

3r.'>

3SU

Page
.Smithsonian Institution presented fossils. 302
Snowstorm claim, B.C 121
Sodus, member of Clinton, Ontario. . . . 185
Somerville, G., granite quarry of, Que-

bec 218
Sooke formation, Vancouver island.. .. 107

gabbro, B.C 106, 107
" map-area, B.C

—

Character of district 106
Copper ore lOS
Economic geology 107
General " 107
Iron ore lOS
Report on 106
Sulphur ore (pyrite) 108

Speck, F. G., presented specimens ...359, 383
Spreckley, J. A., presented fossils. . . . 302
Sproule, E. J., field assistant 337, 338
Stansfield, Jno., field work 6

" report on field work. . 208
Stanstead Granite Co., Quebec 21S
Stanton, T. W., determination of fossils,

21, 41, 332
Stefansson, V., with Arctic expedition .. 9, 377
Stenographers appointed -

. . . . 1

Sternberg, C. H., field work 5
" laboratory work. . . . 295

field work 293
" C. M., laboratory work.. .. 295
" G. F., prcparator and collec-

tor vertebrate pala-ont-
ology, appointment 1

Stetson and Cutler quarry, St. John.
N.B 239

Stewart, M. C, botanical work 346
J. S., field work 5

Stone. See building stone.
Stonewall series, Manitoba 165
.>tony Mountain group, Manitoba . . . . 165
Storrie and Campbell, Messrs., acknow-

ledgments 331
Stramberg, Wm., acknowledgments.. .. .'iS

Struvite. Stewart river, Yukon 327
Sudbury map-area

—

Batholithic intrusives 191
Cobalt series i;">3

Keewatin 190
Kewecnawan iy4
Outline of field work 1S9
Pleistocene 194
Report on 189
Sudbury series 190
Table of formations 190
Whitewater series 194

Sudbury series, Pre-Cambrian. Ontaria 190
Sulphur ore (pyrite), British Columbia

—

Hidden Creek mine 55
Rainy Hollow 30
Sookc map-area lOS

Sumas mountain, B.C., clay and shala
deposits 287

.Sunrise tlainus, Qiuidra Island, BC. ..72. 73
Superfli-ial deposits

—

British Columbia, Ouncnn map-area.
S6, 100. 101

" Quadra Island.. . . 63
Manitoba 16S
(»rilariii. Rainy Uiver di.strlot 170
.^askati'hfwan, WillowbiMU'h areia . . .. 167
Nci' Ktaclal, lntp>ri;laclal, Plolstocetie.
Yukon. I'pp.M- Whlto l{lvt»r district ..86. 3«

Surflclal KPolopy of Nova SciMla 244
Suth<»rlan(l I'l. !">., presented speclincns. , SfiS

" aeknowlrdr.inents SS2
Sutton r<>rm:>lii>ii Il<* 8f>. 9(»

" W. J.. K'eolOKl.sl S4. 109
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Page

Table of formations

—

Alberta, Sheep river 144
British Columbia, Duncan map-area.. 89

" East Kootenay. ... 131
" Graham island. ... 40
" Kyuquot sound ... 112
" Quadra island.. .. 61

New Brunswick, St. John map-area.. 232
Ontario, Niagara escarpment ISO

" Sudbury map-area 190
Quebec, Buckingham map-area . . . . 199

" Orford map-area 212
Yukon. Upper White River district.. 19

Tanton, T. L.., field assistant 130
Tapley, R. A. " 251
Taverner, 1'. A., field work S

" report by 34 7

Taylor, C. E., presented specimens. .302, 324

Teit, J. A., presented specimens.. ..329, 389
Tellurides, British Columbia, Quadra is-

land GO, 64

Tertiary

—

Alberta, Sheep river 144

British Columbia, Graham island ...36, 47
" Sooke map-area .

.

107
Saskatchewan, Fort Union 156
See Eocene, Miocene, etc.

Yukon. Upper White River district, 23, 24, 25

Therlault, O., acknowledgments 27(i

Thetford and Black Lake map-area, Que-
bec, report on, topographical. 336

" triangulation 339
Thompson, A. D., presented specimens.

.

384
" F. M., acknowledgments. . . . 330

W. K., field a.ssistant 335
Thorold, member of Medina, Ontario . . 184
Tiles, Quebec, materials for 210
Topley, W. J., presented fossils 298
Topographical division

—

Appointments 1

Field work 7

Organization 2

Progress of 10

Report of 333

Toronto University 2

Trenton, Ontario, Ottawa, thickness of. 331

Trianffulation work, report on 33S
Triassic

—

British Columbia, Duncan map-area.. 90
" Graham island.. .. 36
" Kyufiuot sound, 110, 112
" Quadra island.. ..59, 61

Trlefus, S. and E., presented specimens. 330

Turner, M. L., analyses by 118
Tycc quartz-feldspar porphyrite, B.C. . . 95

U
Uglow, W. Ij.. field work 5

Ullmannite, O'Brien mine, Ont 327

Union .series, N.S. (CarboniferouK) . . .. 264

University of California, presented spe-

cimens 330

Upper White River district, Yukon

—

Climate 1 ^>

Copper 22

ore 27

Cretaceous 21

Di.scovery copper grant 26

Fauna 16. 17

Flora ir.. 16

Granite Intmsives 23

lx>catlon and area 13

Mcsozolc 21

Pagb
Upper White River district, Yukon

—

Con.
Mineral resources 26, 27, 28
Newer volcanics post-lCocene 24
Older volcanics ". 21
Pennsylvanian 20
Pleistocene 25
Report on 12
Rliyolite-latite volcanics 25
Routes 14
Superficial deposits 25, 26
Table of formations 19
Tertiary 23,24,25
Topography 17, 18

V
Valdes formation. Quadra island, Brit-

ish Columbia 59, 62
Vancouver group, Jurassic-Triassic

—

British Columbia 85, 90
Graham island, British Columbia. . .36, 40

" " fos-
sils from 41, 4 2

Volcanics, H.C 85, 90, 110, 112
Vegetation. See flora.

Victoria claim. Rainy Hollow district,

li.C 31

Wakott, C. D., acknowledgments . . . . 301
Wallace Bell Co., acknowledgments. .331, 332

R. C, field work 5
" presented specimens.. .. 3 29
" report on field work. ... 165

Wallingford, E., acknowledgments. . . . 196
Wally, Mr., chemist 109
Wardner formation. East Kootenay,
B.C 132

Wark gabbo-diorite gneiss 85, 94
\\'ater, mineral. Sharp point, Vancouver

island 80
W.ucrbury, W. B., acknowledgments. . 381
Waugh, F. W., field work S

prei)arator and collector, eth-
nology, appointment 1, 355

presented specimens 359
report by 364

'\^'<-itlaneI•. U. J., jiresented specimens . . 359
Wi/lls. J. D.. presented fossils 303
Whirlpool, member of Medina, Ontario. . 183
White, E. G., presented specimens . . . . 350
White River district, Yukon. See Upper

White river.
" map-area, Yukon, report

on, topographical 333
Whitewater series, Pre-Cambrian, Sud-

bury, Ontario 194
Whittaker, E. J., field work 300

proparator and collec-
tor invertebrate pa-
l.Tontology, appoint-
ment i

WiUiam.s. M. Y., field work B
"

. report on field work. . 178
Williamson, member of Clinton. Ontario. 185
Willowbimch area, Saskatchewan

—

Agriculture 155
Character of district 154
Clay and shale deposits 153, 161
Climate ]55
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LIST OF RECENT REPORTS OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

Since 1910, reports issued by the Geological Survey have beeu called memoirs
and have been numbered Memoir 1, Memoir 2, etc. Owing to delays incidental to

the publishing- of reports and their accompanying- maps, not all of the reports have
been called memoirs, and the memoirs have not been issued in the order of their

assigned numbers, and, therefore, the following list has been prepared to prevent
any misconceptionfj arising on this account. The titles of all other important publi-

cations of the Geological Survey are incorporated in this list.



Memoirs and Reports Published During 1910.

REPORTS.

Report on a geological reconnals.sance of the region traversed by the National Transcon-

tinental railway between I>ake Niplgon and Clay lake. Ont.—by W. H. Collins. No. 1059.

Report on the geological position and characteristics of the oil-shale deposits of Canada—
by R. W. Ells. No. 1107.

A reconnaissance across the Mackenzie mountains on the Pelly, Ross, and Gravel rivers,

Yukon and Northwest Territories—by Joseph Keele, No. 1097.

Summary Report for the calendar year 1909. No. 1120.

MEMOIRS—GEX)LOGICAI. SERIES.

MBMOIR 1. Ko. 1,

MEMOIR 2. No. t,

Memoir 3. No. s,

MEMOIR 5. No. i.

MEMOIR 6. No. rr

MEMOIR 7. No. 6,

Geological Series. Geology of the NIpigon basin. Ontario—by Alfred W. G.

Wilson. "

Geological Series. Geology and ore deposits of Hedley mining district, Bii-

tish Columbia—by Charles Camsell.

Geological Series. Palaeonlscid fishes from the Albert shales of New
Brunswick—by Lawrence M. Lambe.

Geological Series. Preliminary memoir on the Lewes and Nordenskiold

Rivers coal district. Yukon Territory—by D. D. Cairnes.

Geological Scries. Geologj' of the Haliburton and Bancroft areas. Province

of Ontario—by Frank D. Adams and Alfred E. Barlow.

Geological Scries. Geology of St. Bruno mountain, Province of Quebec—by
John A. Dresser.

MEMOIRS—TOPOGRAPHICAL SERIES.

MEMOIR 11. No. 1, Topographical Series. Triangulation and spirit levelling of Vancouver
island, B.C.. 1909—by R. H. Chapman.

Memoirs and Reports Published During 1911,

REPORTS.

Report on a traverse through the southern part of the North West Territories, from I..ac

Seul to Cat lake. In 1902—by Alfred W. G. Wilson. No. 1006.

Report on a part of the North West Territories drained by the Winisk and Upper Atta-

wapiskat rivers—by W. Mclnnes. No. 1080.

Report on the geology of an area adioining the east side of Lake Tiniiskaming—by Morley

E. Wilson. No. 1064.

Summary Report for the calendar year 1910. No. 1170.

MEMOIR 4. No. 7,

MEMOIR 8. No. 8,

MEMOIR 9. No. 9

MEMOIR 10. No. 10.

Memoir 12. No. 11,

MEMOIR 15. No. It

memoir 16. No. 13,

MEMOIRS—GEOLOGICAL SERIES.

Geological Series. Geological reconnaissance along the line of the Nation.il

Transcontinental railway in western Quebec—by W. J. Wilson

Geological Series. The Edmonton coal field. Alberta—by D. B. Bowling.

Geological Scries. Bighorn coal basin. Alberta—by G. S. Malloch.

Geological Series. An instrumental survey of the shore-linea of the

extinct lakes Algonquin and Nipissing in southwestern Ontario—by J. W.
Goldthwalt.

Gcolot/iral Series. Insects from the Tertiary lake deposits of the southern

Interior of British Columbia, collected by Mr. Lawrence M. Lambe. In

igOfi—by Anton Handlirsch.

Gcologii al Series. On a Trenton Echinoderm fauna at Kirkfleld, Ontario

—

by Frank Springer.

Geological Series. The clay and shale deposits of Nova Scotia and por-

tions of New Brunswick—by Helnrirh Rios, assisted by Jo.«eph Koele.

ii
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MEMOIRS—BIOLOGICAL SERIES.

MEMOIR 14. No. 1. Biological Series. New species of shells collected by Mr. John Macoun at
Barkley sound, Vancouver island, British Columbia —by William H. Dall
and Paul Bartsch.

Memoirs and Reports Published During 1912.

REPORTS.

Summary Report for the calendar year 1911. No. 1218.

MEMOIRS—GEOLOGICAL SERIES.

ME.MOiR 13. No. Ul, Geological Series. Southern Vancouver island—by Charles H. Clapp.
MEMOIR 21. No. 1.5. Geolog cal Series. The geolo&y and ore deposits of Phoenix, Boundary dis-

trict, British Columbia—by O. E. LeRoy.
MEMOIR 24. No. 16, Geological Series. Preliminary report on the clay and shale deposits of the

western provinces—by Heinrich Ries and Joseph Keele.
MKMOiR 27. No. 11, Geological Series. Report of the Commission appointed to investigate

Turtle mountain, Frank, Alberta, 1911.

MEMOIR 28. No. IS, Geological Series. The geology- of Steeprock lake, Ontario—by Andrew C.
Lawson. Notes on fossils from limestone of Steeprock lake, Ontario—br
Charles D. Walcott.

Memoirs and Reports Published During 1913.

REPORTS, ETC.

Mu.seum Bulletin No. 1: contains articles Nos. 1 to 12 of the Geological Series of Museum
Bulletins, articles Nos. 1 to 3 of the Biological Series of Museum Bulletins, and article No. 1 of
the Anthropological Series of Museum Bulletins.

Guide Book No. 1. Excursions in eastern Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, parts 1 and 2.

Guide Book No. 2. Excursions in the Eastern Townships of Quebec and the eastern part of
Ontario.

Guide Book No. 3. Excursions in the neighbourhood of Montreal and Ottawa.
Guide Book No. 4. Excursions in southwestern Ontario.

Guide Book No. 5. Excursions in the western peninsula of Ontario and Manitoulin island.

Guide Book No. 8. Toronto to Victoria and return via Canadian Pacific and Canadian
Northern railways: parts 1, 2, and 3.

Guide B ok No. 9. Toronto to Victoria and return via Canadian Pacific Grand Trunk
Pacific, and National Tianscontinental railways.

Guide Book No. 10. Excursions in Northern British Columbia and Yukon Territory and
along the nor^h Pacific coast.

MEMOIRS—GEOLOGICAL SERIES.

MKMOin 17. No. t8. Geological Series. Geology and economic resources of the Larder I.Ake
distr ct, Ont., and adjoining port ons of Pontiac countv. Que.—by Morlev
E. Wilson.

Mbtmoiu is. No. li>. Geological Serie.i. Bathurst district. New Brunswick—by G. A. Youmk
Memoik 2C. No. Sh Geological Series. Geology and mineral deposits of the Tuhime«-n distriit

B.C.—by C. Camsell.

Memoir :;9. No. St, Geological Series. Oil and gas prospects of the northwest provlnceis of
Canada—by W. Malcolm.

MEMOIR 31. No. SO, OeologUal Scries. Wluuton district, Yukon Territory—by D. D. Calrnes
Memoir 33. No. SO, Geological Series. The geology of i^owganda Mining Divialon—by W H.

Collins.

memoir :i.'.. No. t'J. Geological Scries. Rucomiaissance along the National Tninsi-ontin«-i»t«l
railway In Houtlieni yufbet- -by John A. DreMer.

MEMOIR 37. No. tt. Geological Series. PortloiiM of Atllii district, H.C.—by V. D. Calrnes.
MKMOIR 88. No. .11. Geological Scries. Geologv of the North Anu-rlcnn Cordillera at the fOrty-

iiiiith |iarall«l. PartH I and II by It.-ndmld .\Mworih Ualy.



Memoirs and Reports Published During 1914.

REPOKTS, ETC.

Musfum Bulletn Xo. 2: contains articles Nos. 13 to 18 of the Geological Series of Museum
BuUetins, and a tiole No. 2 of the Anthropological Series of Museum Bulletins.

Prospe tor's Handbook No. 1: Notes on radium-bearing minerals—by Wyatt Malcolm.

Summary Report for the calendar year 1912. No. 1305.

MUSEUM GUIDE BOOKS.

1 he archfFologii al i ol'ection from the southern interior of British Columbia—by Harlan I.

Smith. No. 1290.

MEMOIRS—GEOLOGICAL SERIBS.

ME.Muin 23. No. s.».

MEMOIR 25. No. SI.

MEMOIR 30. No. ',0.

Mkmoir 20. No. 'it.

MEMOIR .?6. No. S3,

MEMOIR -
2 No. hi.

MBMdlR 43. No. J6,

MEMOIR 41. No. .n.

MEMOIR 22. No. 27,

Mbmoir 32. No. So,

Mi;moir 47. No. .rf*.

ME.MOIH 19. No. 26,

Mkmoir 4 0. No. 2-i,

Memoir 39. No. <5,

memoir 51. No. .}•<,

Memoir 61. No. »5,

Memoih 41. No. 38,

OeoJogical Series. Geologj' of the coast and islands between the Strait of

(Jeorgia and Queen Charlotte sound, B.C.—by J. Austen Bancioft.

Geological Series. Report on the clay and shale deposits of the western^
provinces (Part III)—by Heinrich Ries and Joseph Keele.

Grological Scries. The basins of Nelson and Churchill rivers—by William
M Innes.

Geolog cal Series. Gold fields of Nova Scotia—by \V. Malcolm.

Geological Series. Geoogy of the Victoria and Saanich map-areas, Van-
couvei- Island, B.C.—by C. H. Clapp.

Geolog cal Series. Geological notes to accompany map of Sheep River gas
and oil field, Alberta—by D. B. Dowling.

Geological Series. St. Hilaire (Beloeil) and Rougemont mountains, Quebec
—by J. Jt. O'Neil.

Geological Series. Clay and shale deposits of New Brunswick—by J. Keele.

Geological Series. Preliminary report on the serpentines and associated
rocks, in southern Quebec—by J. A. Dresser.

Geological Series. Portions of Portland Canal and Skeena mining divi-

sions, Skeena district, B.C.—by R. G. McConnell.

Geological Scries. Clay and shale deposits of the western provinces, Part
III—by Heinrich Ries.

Geological Series. Geologry of Mother Lode and Sunset mines, Boundary
dislr ct, B.C.—by O. E. LeRoy.

Geological Series. The Archaean geology of Rainy lake—by Andrew C.

Lawson.
Geological Scries

Geological Series.

Geological Series

Kewagama Lake map-area, Quebec—by M. E. Wilson.

Geology of the Nanaimo map-area—by C. H. Clapp.

Moose Mountain district, southern Alberta (second edi-

tion)—by D. D. Calrnes.

Geological Scries. The "Fern Ledges "

New Brunswick—by Marie C. Stopes.

Carboniferous flora of St. John,

MEMOIR.S—ANTHROPOLOGICAL SERIES.

MK.MOIR 4S. No.

MK.M(iIR 45. No.

.\;k.M()III 49. No.

MKMl> U 42. No.

Z, Anthropological Series. Some myths and tales of the Ojibwa of south-
eastern Ontario—collected by l*aul Radin.

.^, Anthropological Series. The inviting-in feast of the Alaska Eskimo—by E.

W. Hawkes.

.}, Anlhropolooicnl Scries. Malecite tales—by W. H. Me<hling.

/, Anthropological Scries. Tlie double-curve motive in northeastern Algonklan
art—by Frank G. Speck.

MKMOTRS—BI01X)GICAL SERIES.

MEMOIR 51. No. 2. Riolog'ctil Scries. Annotated list of flowering plant." and ferns of Point
I'elee, Ont., and neighbouring districts—by C. K. Dodge.



Memoirs and Reports in Press November 10» 1914.

Memoir 53. No. U,

MEMOIR 55. No. 46.

MEMOIR 58. No. i8.

MEM OIK CO. No. ht.

Memoir 50. No.
,

Memoir 56. No. •

Memoir 59. No. .

Memoir 67. No. -}!),

Memoir 57. No. 5Q,

Memoir 64. No. .

Memoir 65. No.
.

Memoir 66. No. .

Memoir 62. No. 5,

Memoir 63. No. 6,

Memoir 46. No. 7,

memoir No. 8,

Memoir No. p.

Geological Series. Coal fields of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and
eastern British Columbia (revised edition)—by D. B. Dowling.
Geological Series. Geology of Field map-area. British Columbia and
Alberta—by John A. Allan.

Geological Sei-ies. Texada island—by R. G. McConnell.

Arisaig-Ant gonish district—by M. T. Williams.

Upper White River district, Yukon—by D. D. Cairnes.

Geology of Franklin Mining camp, B.C.—by Chas. W.

Geological Series.

Geological Series.

Geological Series.

Drysdale.

Geological Series.

Dowling.

Geological Series.

Yukon rivers—by D. D. Cairnes.

Geological Series. Corundum, its

and uses—by A. E. Barlow.

Geological Series. Preliminary report on the clay and shale deposits of
the province of Quebec—by J. Keele.

Geological Scries. Clafy and shale depo.sits of
Part IV—by H. Ries.

Geological Series. Clay and shale deposits of the Western Provinces
Part V—by J. Keele.

Anthropological Series. Abnormal types of speech in Nootka—by E. Sapir.
Anthropological Series. Noun reduplication in Comox, a Salish language
of Vancouver island—by E. Sapir.

Anthropological Series. Classification of Iro<iuoian radicals with subjective
pronominal prefixes^by C. M. Barbeau.

Anthropological Series. Family hunting territories and social life of the
various Algonkian bands of the Ottawa valley—by F. G. Speck.

Anthropological Series. Myths and folk lore of the Timiskaming Algon-
quin and Timagami Ojibwa—by F. G. Speck.

Coal fields and coal rosourcca of Canada—by D. B.

The^ Yukon-Alaska boundary between Porcupine and

occurrence, distribution, exploitation,

; deposits of

the Western Provinces.

Summary Report for the calendar year 1913.
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To His Royal Highness the Duke of Connaught and Strathearn, K.G., etc., Governor
General of Canada.

May it Please Your Royal Highness:

The undersigned has the honour to lay before Your Royal Highness, in com-
pliance with 6-7 Edward VH, Chapter 29, Section 18, the Summary Report of

the work of the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines during the calendar
year ending December 31, 1913.

(Signed) LOUIS CODERRE,
Minister of Mines.
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Hon. Louis Coderre,
Minister of Mines,

Ottawa.

Sir,— I have the honour to submit herewith, the Director's Summary Report
of the work of the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines during the calendar
year ending December 31, 1913.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

(Signed) R. G. McCONNELL,
Acting Deputy Minister.
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SUMMARY REPORT

OF THE

MINES BRANCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MINES

FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1913.

R. G. McCoNNELL, Esq., B.Sc,

Acting Deputy Minister,

Department of Mines.

Sir,— I have the honour to submit herewith, the Summary- Report of the

Mines Branch for the calendar year ending December 31, 1913.

CHANGES IN STAFF.

F. Ransom, B.Sc, Assistant Engineer, Ore Dressing and Metallurgical Division,

resigned April 30, 1913.

H. V. Anderson, Mechanical Draughtsman, was transferred on August 9, 1913,

to the Department of Marine and Fisheries.

The following additions were made to the staff of the Mines Branch during

1913:—

Mrs. 0. P. R. Ogilvie, appointed June 26, 1913, as Librarian.

Frederick E. Carter, B.Sc, Dr. /«g., appointed July 1, 1913, as Assistant Engineer-

ing Chemist, Division of Fuels and Fuel Testing.

W. B. Timni, B.Sc, appointed July 21, 1913, as Assistant Engineer, Ore Dressing

and Metallurgical Division.

Eugene Juneau, appointed July 28, 1913, as Draughtsman.

M. M. Farnham, B.A., appointed August 18, 1913, as Secretary, Mines Branch,

Department of Mines.

Wm. Campion, appointed December 11, 1913, as Mechanical Draughtsman.

ORGANIZATION: ( I.ASSIl II D LISP OV STAFF.

The following is a (omplule list ol ilu- it-chnical olticors and other employees

at |)resent on the staff of the Mines Hraiuh:—

Administration stajf:
—

M. M. Farnham, B.A., secretary to the Mints Branch.

Miss J. Ornu', pri\ate secretary.

W. X'incent, filing ckrU.
(1. Simpson, mailing and ilislribulion clerk.
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Miss I. McLeish, typewriter.

Miss W. Westman, typewriter.

Miss M. E. Young, typewriter.

A. F. Purcell, messenger.

L. J. MacMartin, messenger.

John H. Fortune, caretaker.

Division oj Mineral Resources and Statistics:—
J. McLeish, B.A., chief of the division.

C. T. Cartwright, B.Sc, assistant engineer.

J. Casey, clerk.

Mrs. W. Sparks, clerk.

Miss G. C. MacGregor, B.A., clerk.

Miss B. Davidson, typewriter.

Division of Fuels and Fuel Testing:—
B. F. Haanel, B.Sc, chief of the division.

J. Blizard, B.Sc, technical engineer.

E. Stansfield, M.Sc, engineering chemist.

F. E. Carter, B.Sc, I^r. Ing., assistant engineering chemist.

A. von Anrep, peat expert.

Division of Chemistry:—
F. G. Wait, M.A., chemist, chief of the division.

M. F. Connor, B.A. Sc, assistant chemist.

H. A. Leverin, Ch. E., assistant chemist.

N. L. Turner, M.A., assistant chemist.

Ore Dressing and Metallurgical Division:—
G. C. Mackenzie, B.Sc, chief of the division.

W. B. Timm, B.Sc, assistant engineer.

Division of Metalliferous Deposits:—
A. W. G. Wilson, M.A., Ph.D., chief of the division.

E. Lindeman, M.E., assistant engineer.

A. H. A. Robinson, B.Ap.Sc, assistant engineer.

Division of Non-metalliferous Deposits:—
H. Frechette, M.Sc, chief of the division.

H. S. de Sell mid, M.E., assistant engineer.

L. H. Cole, B.Sc, assistant engineer.

S. C. Ells, B.A., B.Sc, assistant engineer.

Division of Explosives:—
J. G. S. Hudson.
Note: This Division will be fully organized on the passage of the proposed

Explosives Bill.

Draughting Division

:

—
H. E. Baine, chief draughtsman.
L. H. S. Pereira, assistant draughtsman.
A. Pereira, draughtsman.
E. Juneau, draughtsman.
W'm. Campion, mechanical draughtsman.
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OUTSIDE SERVICE.

Dominion of Canada Assay Office, Vancouver, B.C.:—
G. Middleton, manager.

J. B. Farquhar, chief assayer.

H. Freeman, assistant assayer.

A. Kaye, assistant assayer.

D. Robinson, chief melter.

G. X. Ford, computer and bookkeeper.
T. B. Younger, clerk.

R. AlUson, assistant melter and janitor. ^

INTRODUCTORY.

While work along the lines of the three leading activities of the Mines
Branch:

(a) Investigation of the metallic and non-metallic deposits of Canada;
(b) Experimental tests of ores, metals, and fuels;

(c) Gathering and tabulating statistics of the industrial resources of the
country, etc.,

has—up to the limits of staff, equipment, and opportunity^been carried on as
usual during this year, several investigations of outstanding importance may be
specifically mentioned: (1) examination of the Tar Sand Deposits of Alberta;

(2) examination of the Petroleum and Natural Gas Resources of Canada; (3)

exploration of the Deposits of Low-grade Titaniferous Iron Ores and Magnetic
Iron Sands of Natashkwan, Que., and (4) an attempt to demonstrate that the
large quantities of Cobalt Residues resulting from the smelting of the silver-

cobalt ores of Ontario can be utilized to advantage in the arts and industries.

Preliminary reports, dealing with these special investigations, will be issued

at an early date; and when complete data are available, final reports, for general
distribution, will be issued.

ORE-DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES.

The enlargement of the Ore-dressing and Metallurgical Laboratories has
been completed. It is now proposed to install, in conjunction therewith, an
experimental roasting and sintering plant —with all the necessary equipment.
This complete, mf)'lern e(|ui|)nu'nt will enable the Mines Branch to conduct
dressing tests on \arious Canadian ores and minerals, on cither a large or small
scale.

TKSTING Ol- COAL, LIGNITE, AND PE.\T FUELS.

In order that the country may possess definite and accurate information
relative to the cjualities of the different coals supplied for consumption, either

from domestic or foreign sources, an experinienlal iiuestigation -having in \iew
the (lelermiiKition ot the values of thesi' ct)als, lor the production of iH>wer and
industrial gas- was begun at the l'\iel 'i\'sting I'Kmt of the Mini's Bninch; and
arraiigi-nients were made with a number of produci-rs \vherel)\- several M) ton
shipments of coal and sevi-ral similar >lii|)iiu'Mts of lignite were received at the
laboratory for experimental jnirposes. In aeldition, a number of samples of mine
coal— averaging about three i)er month— have been received for examination.

The testing of foreign and ilomesiic coals, analysing of samples of natural
giis lioin the west, ;in(l investigation of several |kmI bogs in Ontario, have kept
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the Fuel Testing Division working at high pressure, and the work of the Division
has been seriously hampered by the lack of a sufficient staff to handle the work
which has accumulated. When the final reports of these varied activities are
published, the essentially practical character of the work will be seen.

ZINC INVESTIGATION.

In 1910, an investigation was commenced of processes for the profitable

reduction of the refractory zinc ores of Canada. This investigation is still being
continued by the Mines Branch, under the supervision of Mr. W. R. Ingalls of

New York.
In the Annual Summary for 1912, a progress report by Mr. Ingalls showed

that elaborate preliminary experiments in the electrothermic smelting of zincif-

erous ores were being conducted at McGill University, Montreal. After experi-

mentation with some thirty-two modifications of the McGill electric furnace—having
as the main objective the solution of the "condensation problem"—an approved
form of electric furnace was at last agreed upon, as being suitable for trial on
a commercial scale; and the basis of operations was transferred from Montreal,
Que., to Nelson, B.C., where facilities for conducting trials on a commercial
scale were available. A necessarily brief statement, by Mr. Ingalls, of the results

of the trials at Nelson in 1913, will be found in a subsequent chapter of this report.

ELECTROTHERMIC PRODUCTION OF IRON AND STEEL.

With a view to preserving Canada's historic continuity in the development
of the electrothermic process for the reduction of refractory iron ores—which
began, practically, with the experiments at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., in 1907

—

Dr. Kalmus of Queens University, carried on, during 1913, further investiga-

tions and researches into the electrothermic production of iron and steel. Data
gathered from all parts of the world, and the results of experiments, made in

the Research and Metallurgical laboratories of the School of Mining, Kingston,
Ont., are given in outline on pages 18-20 ; and this preliminary statement is

to be followed, later on, by a comprehensive, detailed report.

SPECIAL METALLURGICAL INVESTIGATIONS:
COBALT.

Early in 1914, was published Part I of the special scries of studies conducted
for the Mines Branch, at the Research and Metallurgical laboratories of the School
of Mining, Kingston, Ont., under the supervision of Dr. H. T. Kalmus: namely,
"Preparation of Metallic Cobalt by the Reduction of the 0.\ide". It is ex-

pected that Part II, on "The Physical Properties of the Metal Cobalt", will be
published during the succeeding summer.

These technical papers give, in detail, the results of original research work,
and of the application of new methods of metallurgically treating one of Canada's
chief industrial assets—the silver-cobalt ores of Ontario. Hitherto the operators
of smelters have paid for the silver content of the ores only, hence the miner
has received nothing for the valuable cobalt constituent. The metal cobalt
has, however, long been suspectetl of possessing—like nickel—physical properties

that render it of considerable economic value when alloyed with certain other
metals. The objective, therefore, of the research work being conducted at
Queen's University is, to determine, scientifically, the properties of cobalt; to

test, experimentally, its adaptability for alloying economically with other metals;
and to discover new commercial uses for the product, in the interests of the
mining industry of Canada.
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The following is a list of the series of papers to be published :—
I The preparation of metallic cobalt by reduction of the oxide.

(Printed).

II A study of the physical properties of the metal cobalt. (In the

press).

III Electro-plating with cobalt and its alloys.

IV Cobalt alloys of extieme hardness.

V Cobalt alloys of non-corrosive properties.

VI Cobalt steels.

On page 99 is a short outline report, by Dr. Kalmus, of the progress of

the investigations made during the season 1913.

NATIONAL PROTECTION AGAINST THE UNSKILFUL USE AND HANDLING OF
DANGEROUS EXPLOSIVES.

During 1913, many accidents—attributed to unskilful use, or careless

handling of high explosives—occurred in Canada. The evidence gathered by
the Explosives Division of the Mines Branch, clearly shows that a large number
of these accidents would not have taken place had there been in existence a

proper code of laws regulating the manufacture, importation, and testing of

explosives in the Dominion.
It was expected tlmt the Explosives Bill originally prepared in 1910, by the

Mines Branch—in conjunction with the Department of Justice—would be passed

by Parliament in 1913; but its enactment was delayed until 1914, in order that

every precaution could be taken to see that the principles of the Bill did not

conflict with Provincial rights and laws; and that its provisions were equitably

formulated to meet the conditions of manufacture and use.

Immediately the Explosives Bill receives the sanction of Parliament, and

as soon thereafter as Parliament provides the necessary funds, the suitable

buildings already planned will be erected, the necessary appliances and machinery

will be installed, and an efficient staff will be duly appointed and organized.

When the Explosives Division, with its staff of chemists and inspectors,

is thoroughly organized, and the testing plant completed and in operation, the

laws regulating the manufacture, importation, and testing of explosives can be

put into force. Then, it is confidently hoped that tiie deplorable accidents so

often occurring in all parts of the Dominion, will be rctlucetl to a minimum.

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES: ENLAR(;ED SCOPE OF WORK.

The chemical analysis of metalliferous ores, and of non-metallic minerals,

together with the physical examination of mineral specimens, has alwa>s been

an important part of the work of the Mines Branch; but, hitherto, there have

been no modern facilities for carrying out another important phase of work,

namely, analysis of spring and mineral waters. Steps are being taken, however,

to provide complete api)aratus and appliances for water analysis in connexion

with the heatUjuarters chemical laboratories at Ottawa.

The illustrations, pages 180, 182, show, in detail, our recentK' established

general chemical laboratories <jn the third lloor of the Miius Hramh HuiKling,

Sussex St., Ottawa. This laboratory is cquippid with tlir latest appliaitces.

and apparatus; but it is overcrowiled with work, and is quitr unable \o meet

the increasing deniantls of the country, owing to the lack ol an aiUiiuate stal^

of assistant cluMnists.
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DOMINION ASSAY OFFICE, VANCOUVER, B.C.

In the Summary Reports for 1911 and 1912, attention was drawn to the fact

that the usefulness of the Assay Ofhce was very much impaired yearly, owing
to the imposition of a charge of one-eighlh of one per cent, plus royalty or export
tax, on the gross value of the Yukon gold bullion deposited, thus causing the
diversion of gold bullion from Vancou\er to Seattle or San Francisco, with con-

sequent loss of much local business and trade.

On January 16, 1913, this much needed reform was made by Order in Council
and the remarkable increase of business detailed in the general report of the
Assay Office (p. 145) shows that this radical change was well-ad\iscd.

During the year, 783 deposits of gold were made, requiring 926 melts, and
926 assays, including the assembling and remelting of the individual deposits

after purchase into bars weighing 1,000 troy ounces each, and assaying of same.
The net value of the gold and silver contained in the deposits was SI,448,625. 37.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

The programme of field work carried out by the Mines Branch during the
year 1913 has been largely a continuation of work commenced in previous years.

This continuation work is chiefly due to the wide extent of the fields needing
investigation.

It is impossible to make a systematic study of many mining industries and
the natural deposits upon which they are dependent, without an extensive
examination of fields embracing large areas: all of which requires much time;
in some instances, many years of patient labour. But when the series of reports

on the iron ores, copper ores, building stones, and fuel resources, etc., of Canada,
now in course of preparation, are published, the country will possess a basic

body of technical literature which should prove of inestimable value in the

development of much needed industries.

The matiy letters received from mining men, manufacturers, and prospectors
during 1913, expressing approval of investigation work done along certain lines,

and expressing appreciation for technical advice freely given, are evidence
that the essentially practical work outlined in this Annual Summary Report
is meeting a pressing public want. It cannot be too widely known that the
services of the various divisions of the Mines Branch are always available for

aiding any legitimate enterprise which has for its aim the development of some
phase of the mining and metallurgical industries of Canada.

FIELD WORK.
COPPER, PYRITES, PLATINUM.

Dr. Alfred W. G. Wilson spent about eight and a half months of the year
at Ottawa engaged in office duties. During this period his report on the Copper
Smelting Industries of Canada was completed and handed to the editor, and
some progress was made on the companion volume dealing with the Copper
Mining Industries of Canada. During this season only three and one half

months were spent in field work. From July 26 to September 22, except for one
week's inter\al in August, Dr. Wilson was attendant on the International Geo-'
logical Congress and its excursions; having been appointed one of the ofhcial

delegates to the Congress from the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines.
The interval from September 22 imtil November 4, was spent on field work in

British Columljia on several problems requiring attention. During this period

Dr. Wilson obtained some additional information,for the report on Copper Mining.
On October 4, I telegraphed instructions to Dr. A. W. G. Wilson to visit

the localities near Nelson at which it was alleged that platinum had been dis-

covered, and to obtain samples for assay.
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On the receipt of my instructions, Dr. Wilson put himself in communica-
tion with the interested parties, and obtained, in all, 18 samples from the exact
localities pointed out by these parties as the places from which they had pre-
viously obtained platinum assays. Eleven of these samples were assayed in

the Mines Branch laboratory, and proved to be devoid of either platinum or
metals of the platinum group. Dr. Wilson concludes his report, pp. 26-27, with
the statement that he can see no reason for believing that metals of the platinum
group occur in the localities selected by the most interested parties as represent-
ative, and also that he has not seen any evidence to show that platinum occurs
commercially in the Nelson district.

In December, 1912, a number of samples were obtained from this district

by Mr. Wm. Fleet Robertson, Provincial Mineralogist of British Columbia.^
One set of these samples was submitted to our ofifice for assay, and no platinum
was found in any of them. Similar sets of samples were sent to a number of the
best recognized experts in this line of work in the world.

Assays were made by the following:

—

Johnson, Matthey & Co., London, England, Assayers to the Royal Mint.
Dr. Frederick P. Dewey, Washington, D.C., Chief Assayer to the United

States Mint.
Ledoux and Company, New York.
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, Trail, B.C.
British Columbia Government Laboratory.
The S. S. White Dental Manufacturing Company.
With the single exception of the S. S. White Dental Manufacturing Com-

pany, these assayers all report that they could not find any platinum in the
samples sent.

In the face of this testimony, it is clear that platinum, in commercial
quantities, cannot occur in these localities, in the places where certain interested
parties claim that it has been found.

None of the interested parties who have been claiming that platinum occurs
in this district have, so far as I am aware, ever submitted to this office any samples
containing platinum. No one has ever shown a qualified expert any platinum
alleged to have been obtained from the district.

With reference to the list of assays sent to this office, by interested parties,

no assay certificates or certified copies of certificates of assay are submitted,
and no connexion between these alleged assays and the Nelson localities is

established. Among the assays, eleven on one sheet, and six on another, are
credited to Mr. W. E. Newton, Assayer of the Van Roi Mine, Silverton, B.C.
In each of these platinum is stated to occur, the amounts varying from 015
ounces per ton to 21-52 ounces. In a personal letter to Dr. Wilson of my staff,

under date of December 5. 1913, Mr. Newton writes as follows:

—

"As there have been so many false and misleading statements made witii

regard to my connexion with this matter, I wish in justice to m>'self, to explain
the facts in regard to it.

"Soon after A. G. French claimed to have tlisco\eretl platinum in the ilikes

in question, I was asked by several interestetl parties to make assa\s for tiiem.

I informed them that I had no experience with platiiuim aiid that I had m-ither

the time nor the means at my disposal to determine the amounts of platinum
metals in these rocks. I agreed to make some fire assays and see if I couKi get
any metal from the samples by fire assay. Further than this I was not prepared
to go. They consenteil to this and I made a considerable number of fire assays,

getting beads in a gn;il many cases, and 1 tlureupiui informed the owners that

' Aniitiul Ki-poit. Miiiirtti-i of Miiiea. Uritiali Culuiiiln.i, l'>l.', i>i> tSo |m».
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I had obtained some metal by fire assay, but that I did not know what it was.

Some of these beads I subsequently tested for gold and silver with negative

results. I have never given a certificate to anyone showing platinum or plati-

num metals. In some cases I have given certificates showing 'Total precious

metals', and in such cases I informed the owners that the assay included all

gold and silver, and the platinum, if such were present.

"After I had been doing this work for some time, Dr.W. H.\Villson,of Nelson,

gave me some material which he stated was the slag obtained from retorting the

amalgam from the mill run made at the Granite-Poorman. He asked me to

see if there was any metal in it, and if so, to try and determine the quantities

of each metal. For a long time I declined to test it but finally consented to do
the best I could with it. I made him thoroughly understand that I did not

consider myself capable of doing such expert work and that I wouUl under no
circumstances guarantee the results. I only consented to try the material at

all, after he agreed to treat the matter as strictly confidential, and not to be made
public. This he promised to do, so I parted some of the metal obtained and
determined the gold and silver. From my nitric acid solutions I obtained a
black precipitate on boiling with formic acid and I informed Dr. Willson that

this possibly was platinum or palladium. On trying to test this material

chemically, I was unable to make it answer such tests as I was able to apply,

so I told Willson that this made me think that the metal was not platinum at all.

In the course of such further work as I had time for jjcforc leaving the Van Roi
mine I did not succeed in finding out what the metal was, and since then I have
been unable to touch the matter at all.

"Since then I understand that you have been furnished with the results of

a lot of these tests, so I wish you to understand thoroughly my position in the

matter.

"My own experience makes me feel sure that precious metal of some kind
exists in some of the rocks in question, but I do not claim and never have claimed
that it is platinum."

It will be noted that no direct connexion is established between the original

localities and Mr. Newton, who made these assays—the material having been
given to him by interested parties, including Dr. Wm. H. Willson of Nelson.

You will also note that Mr. Newton specifically states: "I do not claim and never
have claimed that it is platinum." It is hardly necessary to add that the alleged

assay returns credited to Mr. Newton are valueless. The effect of this is also to

discredit completely all the assays submitted.
With regard to a copy of a report on the Rover Creek locality, submitted to

this office, and addressed to Messrs. McQuarrie and Robertson, and signed by
R. J. P211iot, numerous statements in the report are sufficient to discredit it.

In a section headed "Geology" several well known scientific terms are incorrectly

used. In a paragraph headed ''Permanency' the statement is made that "There
is simply millions of tons of ore in sight anfl carrying good values (in platinum
and associatc'fl minerals)," a statement that does not agree with the opinion of

competent engineers and geologists of our own staff, nor with the opinions of

several independent engineers who have visited the locality. If this ore were
known to exist, the interested parties would have no difficulty in realizing on it.

With reference to a further examination of the locality, there does not appear
to be anything to examine. The exact localities where the alleged discoveries

were made have been sampled by the most competent men available, and no
platinum has been found. The engineers of several private corporations in-

terested in mining have examined the localities, and found nothing. The entire

district was explored in detail by a party from the Geologic.d Survey Branch
of the Department of Mines (Mr. (). IC. LeRoy and party), and I presume his
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report is now in the press. His summary report was published in 1911. Mr.
LeRoy has also made a special examination of the Granite-Poorman mine since

the alleged discoveries of platinum. I have no information as to the report
which he made. A further examination would be only to duplicate the work
of Mr. LeRoy, and would serv^e no useful purpose.

IRON ORES.

Mr. E. Lindeman spent the field season in Cape Breton, gathering data necessary
for completing his report on the Iron Ore Resources of the Maritime Provinces.

Occurrences of iron ore have now and then been reported in various localities

of Cape Breton. The most common type is hematite, which is generally found
associated with the Lower Carboniferous series, occupying irregular fissures

and cavities in these rocks. It is also found in the Pre-Cambrian series, near
its contact with the Lower Carboniferous formation. The deposits are, however,
of little economic importance, owing to the irregular and pockety character of

the hematite.

In Cape Breton occurrences of magnetite are not common, and, where
found, the extent of the ore bodies is very limited.

Last year a discovery of magnetite at Upper Glencoe, Inverness county,
attracted considerable attention, and large land areas were taken up in search
for iron ore. The heavy drift covering of these areas renders prospecting dif-

ficult, and, so far, no discovery has been made but that on the farms of Hugh
and John McEachern, where magnetite occurs in several lenses along the con-
tact of Pre-Cambrian limestone and granite. Judging from the magnetometric
surv^ey made by Mr. Lindeman, these ore deposits are, however, of very small
extent, and are not likely to be of economic importance.

In the latter part of July, Mr. Lindeman took part in excursions A 1 and
A 3 of the International Geological Congress, acting as guide at Bathurst,
X.B., and at Moose Mountain, Ont.

INVESTIGATION AND EXAMINATION OF MAGNETIC IRON SANDS AT
NATA5HKWAN, QUE.

During the field season, the examination and exploration of the magnetic
iron sands near the mouth of the Natashkwan ri\er, on the lower St. Lawrence,
were continued.

In previous summers, the ground lying between the river and the gulf

was examined for 3| miles below the mouth of the river. Further in-

vestigation showed that the iron bearing sand continued for 2 miles farther

down the gulf. By the use of a 4" Empire Drill and equipment, this ground,
representing an area of 340 acres, was examined during the summer.

The work consisted of laying off the ground into squares, 500 feet to the side;

a drill hole being put down on each of the four corners and one in the centre of

the square. In this manner the area was systematically sampled. The sand
from the bore holes was l)agged, numbered, and shipped to the Testing Labo-
ratory of the Mines Branch for analysis and concentration. Levels were run
to ascertain the top(jgraj)h>- of the ground for plotting, aiul to tlelermine the ton-

nage of magnetic sand.

The party consisted of 15 men, under the charge of Mr. C. S. Parsons and
two assistants. The supervision of the work was umler Mr. George C Mac-
kenzie, chief of the Division of Ore Dressing and Metallurgy.

LODE MININC. IN THE YUKON.
During the field .season ol 1*>13, Mr. T. A. MacLean was retained by the

Mines Branch to continue the investigation ol loiie deposits in the \ukon,
Ixgun Ity him in the year 1912.
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The previous examinations verified the fact that throughout the whole
district traversed, quartz was abundantly found. Certain preliminary values

were established in connexion with all the known deposits of Dawson and
Duncan Creek mining districts, and also in connexion with a few deposits in

southern Yukon. Some of the prospects proved sufficiently good to suggest

that a more detailed sampling, following further development, might demonstrate
that there was reasonable hope of these prospects becoming mines. A report

to this effect would, it was thought, be of considerable assistance to prospectors

in enabling them to interest, in legitimate mining prospects, individuals or cor-

porations with money to invest.

Many of the prospectors had reached a point beyond which, through lack

of funds, they could not proceed with development work, hence in the interests

of these prospectors and of the district as a whole, the work was undertaken. A
summary of Mr. MacLean's work appears on page 37 of this report.

In addition to this, Mr. MacLean's report will be found to embrace a number
of prospects not previously examined by him, with special reference to certain areas

in the White River district, where it was supposed extensive copper deposits existed.

NON-METALLIC MINERALS USED IN CANADIAN INDUSTRIES.

During the year Mr. Frechette completed the collection of data for his report

on the uses of the non-metallic minerals in the Canadian manufacturing industries.

Much of his time has been devoted to the compilation, in the form of tables,

of the data gathered during the past three years, and to the preparation of his

report. This will be published early in 1914.

Mr. Frechette attended the Toronto meetings of the International Geolog-

ical Congress and accompanied four of the excursions of the Congress to the

mining districts; namely, A 2, to the marble, sodalite, and corundum deposits

of central Ontario; A 5, to the asbestos and chromite deposits of Quebec;
B 10, to the talc and pyrite deposits of Hastings county; and C 2, to the

mining districts of British Columbia, Cobalt and Porcupine, on the second
and fourth of which he acted as secretary, and assistant secretary, respectively.

PHOSPHATE AND FELDSPAR.

Mr. Hugh S. de Schmid continued his work upon phosphate and feldspar,

during the early part of the summer, and is preparing reports upon both these

subjects which will be issued during the current year. During August, and part

of September, he took part in certain excursions organized in connexion with

the 12th Session of the International Geological Congress, accompanying
excursion A 8 as guide, and transcontinental excursion C 1, in the capacity of

assistant secretary. In addition, he attended the session in Toronto, of the

above Congress, as a delegate of the Mines Branch.
Subsequently, Mr. de Schmid proceeded to the Yellowhead Pass tlistrict,

British Columbia, in order to examine and report on the white mica deposits

of that area. A description of the occurrences will be found on page 42 of

this report.

Mr. de Schmid's conclusions are, that while mica of high quality exists in

the \'ellowhead and Big Bend districts of British Columbia, the occurrences

are too remote, in the majority of cases, to allow of profitable mining at the

present time, and for some years to come.

GYPSUM AND SALT.

Mr. L. Heber Cole was, during the first six months of the year, engaged in

completing a revised edition of the Mines Branch monograph on gypsum.
During the months of July and August, he attended the meetings of the Inter-

national Geological Congress in Toronto, and accompanied the following ex-
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cursions: A 1, the Maritime Province excursion, visiting the gypsum deposits of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick; A 10, an excursion to the south of Montreal,
covering the Pleistocene geology of that district—on which excursion he acted
as secretary; and C 1, one of the western transcontinental excursions after the
meetings.

The month of September was spent examining the salt springs in Manitoba,
obtaining necessary data for completing a bulletin on salt, to be issued early in 1914.

INVESTIGATIONS OF BITUMINOUS SANDS OF NORTHERN ALBERTA.

Mr. S. C. Ells spent a part of the field season of 1913 in making a preliminary
examination of the bituminous sands of northern Alberta. The existence of

these deposits has long been recognized, yet, up to the present time, our knowl-
edge of their actual extent and real economic value has been largely speculative.

In the past, absence of transportation facilities has effectually prohibited any
serious attempt to prospect, or to develop these deposits. It is anticipated,

however, that with the completion of the Alberta and Great Waterways railway,

in the near future, the present handicap will be removed.
During the past season, upwards of 250 outcrops of bituminous sand were

noted, and many samples collected. Results of physical and chemical determi-
nations of these samples will be available early in 1914. Meanwhile, no definite

expression of opinion regarding the quality of the material can be made. It

is, however, apparent that, owing to thickness of overburden, variation in quality

of material, and considerations affecting transportation, a majority of the ex-

posures in the McMurray district may, at the present time, be eliminated from
further consideration.

During the past twenty years numerous attempts have been made in the
United States to extract the bitumen from bituminous sands and sandstones. Up
to the present time, these attempts have not met with commercial success.

But bituminous sands have been utilized to a considerable extent in the con-
struction of various classes of roads and pavements. Certain of these pavements,
subjected to varying traffic conditions, have proved decidedly successful. On
the other hand, many of the earlier pavements laid with bituminous sand have
proved unsatisfactory.

From a careful consideration of available data, it appears that lack of ap-
preciation of the true nature of the material used, together with absence of proper
manipulation, have been responsible for many of these failures. It is evident,
therefore, that the most careful study should be given to the chemical, and more
especially to the physical, character of our Alberta bituminous sands, as a pre-

linn'nary step to actual attempts at paving with this material. Failure to properly
api)reciate the importance of these features can only end in unsatisfactory results,

and in financial loss.

BUILDING AND ORNAMENTAL STONES OF CANADA.

The examination oi the building and ornamental stones of Canada has boon
continued by l*rofessor W. A. Parks of Toronto Universit>'.

The field work for 1913 was confined to the Province of Quebec, and con-
sisted in the continuance of investigations begun the previous season.

The results of these two seasons' work, when issued, will alYortl information
not only regartling the various localities in which tiu- different \ariotios of stones*

may be obtained, but will als<> contain refi'romx's lo tlu' transportation facilities

and other conditions that aliect prodiu-tiitn. There are, in tlu> Pro\ ince of Quebec,
a consi(U>rabl(' nunibor of (|iiariiis which were at one time large protlucers, but
owing l(» \arious causes, are at presiMit 1\ lag idle. rrnlissor Parks has, coiise-
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quently, given special attention to the study of the circumstances that have
adversely affected the stone-working industry.

After completing the work in the Province of Quebec Dr. Parks spent some
time visiting certain quarry lands in the township of Nepean, county of Carleton,

Ontario, and also a belt of sandstone deposit along the eastern shore of Lake
Timiskaming.

Up to the piesent time these investigations have been confined to the Prov-

ince of Ontario, the Maritime Provinces, and the Province of Quebec, but it is

the intention of the Department to further continue the investigations,so as

to include all the Provinces of the Dominion, the data thus collected to con-

stitute a monograph on the Building and Ornamental Stones of Canada.
It is, moreover, anticipated that the work will prove cf special value to build-

ers, contractors, and others, by indicating the localities in which each particular

variety of stone may be mcst readily obtained.

Two volumes of this report have already been issued. Volume I, consisting

of parts 1 and 2, contains a systematic investigation of the building and orna-

mental stones of Ontario, and Volume II co\'ers a discussion of the building and
ornamental stones of the Maritime Provinces. Volume III, describing the

building and ornamental stones of Quebec, is at present in the press. Copies

of this volume should be ready for public distribution not later than November,
1914.

PETROLEUM AND NATUR.VL GAS RESOURCES OF CANADA.

Mr. F. G. Clapp and his assistant, Mr. L. G. Huntley, continued their field

and office work on the inonograph dealing with the petroleum and natural gas

resources of Canada. The completed report was received in December, 1913,

and has been sent to press.

This report will outline the history of developments, status of production,

stratigraphy, drilling methods, markets, methods of transportation, quality,

utilization, and such other technical details as are necessary in exploiting these

resources to the best advantage. Such a report is necessary for an operator

in one field, who may wish to be informed regarding conditions or methods
existing in some other field; and will be \'aluable to the layman who may intend

entering the petroleum or natural gas business, or associated enterprises.

SURVEYS OF PEAT BOGS.

During the field season, Mr. A. Anrep, peat expert of the Mines Branch,

examined a number of bog areas in difterent sections of the Province of Ontario,

and made detailed surveys of several. Some small bogs in Prince Edward
Island were also examined and surveyed.

OFFICE WORK OF CERTAIN DIVISIONS.

DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

The Division of Chemistry is now located in the new laboratories, which

occupy about one-half of the floor space on the third floor of the Mines Branch
building. These laboratories have been equipped with the latest appliances

and aie able to undertake almost any type of investigation in inorganic chemistry.

Tl^e chief chemist and his assistants have been fully occupieil thnmghout the

year. A description of these laboratories is given in a later chapter in this rejwrt.

\ DIVISION OF FUELS AND FUEL TESTING.

The work of tiiis Disision, during the fiscal year, consisted in the preparation

of the monograph entitled "Peat, Lignite, and Coal; their value as fuels for

utilization in the By-Product Recovery Producer"; the testing of commercial

samples of lignite from five representative mines in the Province of Alberta
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for the purpose of determining their value as steam coals, and fcr the production
of a power or industrial gas when burned in the gas producer; and in the prep-
aration of the final bulletin setting forth the results of these tests.

In addition to the above work, complete analysis of many mine and other
samples of coal, natural gas, and petroleum, have been made in the chemical
laboratory of the Fuel Testing Station.

The completion of the alterations to, and enlargement of, the Fuel Testing
Station and its laboratory, begun in 1911, enables this Division to earn.- out
complete tests and in\'estigation of the various fuels met with in Canada.

The work of investigating and surveying the peat bogs of Canada was
continued during the past season, some of the more important bogs of Quebec
and Ontario being carefully examined and mapped.

ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICA.!, DIVISION.

The new ore dressing laboratories for the testing of commercial samples
of Canadian ores were almost completed during the present (1913-14) fiscal

year.

The installation of machinery in the new testing laboratory has been practically
completed. To the present equipment will be added a Flotation Process. The
laboratory will then be equipped with the necessary apparatus and machinery-
for experimental ere dressing and concentration of ores, either en a large or small
scale. A bulletin is being prepared, to be placed before the public, which will

give a detailed description of the plant and the work to be carried on by this

Division. Information regarding the testing of ores can be obtained on applica-
tion to the Director of the Mines Branch.

Du/ing the first part of the year, the attention of the Chief of the Division
and his assistant was devoted iUmost entirely to preparing plans and supervising
the installation of machinery. The testing of ores was discontinued, pending
the completion of this work, but, on various applications being made to the
department for ores to be tested, it was found necessary to commence experi-
mental work on such portions of the plant as were completed, and continue
with the equipment at the same time.

During the latter part of the > ear, laboratory tests were made on molyb-
denum oies froni Renfrew county, (Mtario; a copper ore from the Madoc Mining
Company, Goudreau, Ontario; a magnetic iron ore from Lavant township, near
F'lov\'er station, on the Kingston and Pembroke railway, and a zinc ore from the
Hudson Bay mine, Salmo, B.C. A large scalp test is at present being conducted
on a lianded magnetite and hematite ore from Groundhog, Ontario.

Mr. George C. Mackenzie, Chief of the Division, devotwl a pari of the field

season to the investigation being cariied on by this Di\'ision of the deposits of
magnetic iron sands, near the mouth of the Natashkwan ri\'er, on the lower St.

Lawrence. On the first of October, he was sent b>' the Department to Nelson.
B.C., to superintend the construction and eciuipment of an experimental testing
plant {or the reduction of refractor^' zinc ores of British Columbia. During his

absence, Mr. W. B. Timm, Assistant Engineei, had charge of the Ore Testing
and Concentration Lalioratories.

The equipment of the new Testing Laboratory with the latest improve<1
ore dressing and concentrating machinery and apparatus, has mot with the
approval of the nuning public to such an extent, and the work of this Division
has increased so rapidU', that it has bi'tonu* necessary to ask for an immediate
increase to the presi-nt stall, b\' the appointment of an ass;iyer ami chemist,
two in<»r(' Ifchiiic.d assist. uits, .ind a mill m.iu.
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In connexion with the Ore Dressing and Concentrating Laboratory, the

installation of an experimental roasting and sintering plant will be undertaken
some time during the coming yeai. When completed, this Laboratory will

probably be the finest equipped testing laboratory of its kind on the continent.

The reasons for its establishment were set forth in a memorandum to the then

Minister of Mines, written in July, 1912. The following is an excerpt from
this memorandum:

—

"During the summer and fall of 1910, the Mines Branch of the Department of Mines in-

stalled a testing plant for the concentration of low grade magnetic iron ores. This installation

consists of a Grondal concentrating unit, comprising an ore crusher, a ball mill and two Cirondal

separators. The machines are of standard commercial size, the capacity of the unit being any-
where from 50 to 100 tons of crude ore per 24 hours. The installation of this machinery was made
with the view of proving the amenability of Canadian low grade magnetic iron ores to methods
of concentration carried out successfully in the United States, England, Sweden and Norway.
The process is both simple and effective, having for its purpose the concentration or enrichment
of the iron values, together with the elimination of various obnoxious minerals usually associated

with these low grade ores.

The process of magnetic concentration as applied to a certain inferior class of iron ores has
to-day a firmly established and well recognized value in the above mentioned countries. The
product is not only high grade, being eminently suitable for the production of the finer grades

of iron and steel, but constitutes also a valuable auxiliary to the main supply of natural ores.

The United States leads all other countries in its resources of high grade natural iron ores, but,

notwithstanding this fact, several of the larger iron corporations in that country have found it

exceedingly profitable to employ this method of concentration in the utilization of low grade

ores. This is the more worthy of note when it is considered that iron and steel manufactured
from those concentrated ores are competing successfully with iron and steel made from the natural

and apparently cheaper ores.

About 17 per cent of the iron ores smelted in Canadian furnaces during 1909 was of domestic

origin. This small proportion is due to the fact that we have not as yet discovered merchantable
deposits of sufficient magnitude to meet requirements. The iron and steel companies of the

Maritime Provinces, it is true, secure the major portion of their ore supply from Newfoundland;
but the Ontario furnace man is almost entirely dependent for his ores upon the American ranges

of Minnesota and Michigan, and in 1909 he found it necessary to import from the United States

over 71 per cent of the amount required.

While our supply of merchantable ore in Canada is limited, we possess large quantities of

low grade material, not so regarded, which have been, so to speak, in reserve and which have
hardly been touched.

To render these impure ores in fit condition for the manufacture of iron and steel necessitates

the application of a concentration process, and the fact that the vast majority of our low grade

iron ores are of the magnetic variety suggests the adoption of magnetic concentration as the means
whereby these ores may be utilized with profit.

As an indication of the extent to which this process would apply to Canadian ores, it will

be illustrative to mention a few of the localities in which they are found. The sulphurous magne-
tites occurring on the coast of British Columbia have hitherto been regarded as a doubtful asset

on account of their impurity. Many of these British Columbia magnetites contain copper in

appreciable amounts, which might constitute a valuable by-product. The siliceous jaspilyte

ores of northern Ontario, and the more crystalline and sulphurous ores of the western and mid-

eastern portions of the province present concentrating problems of the utmost importance. The
high sulphur ores of Quebec occurring along the Ottawa and Gatineau rivers, and the large titanif-

erous deposits found on both sides of the St. Lawrence river are worthy of exploitation as regards

their profitable use in iron manufacturing. The magnetic iron sands of the lower St. Lawrence
river require more accurate investigation as regards their extent and amenability to concentration.

The recent discoveries of large bodies of intermi.xed siliceous magnetite and hematite in New
Brunswick offer additional problems, as also the semi-magnetites of the Nicteaux range in Nova
Scotia.

After the completion of the testing plant the Department issued a circular letter calling

attention to the installation, describing its purpose, and inviting those interested to send in large

samples for testing purposes. The replies to this circular letter received up to date have been

most gratifying and the Department has made arrangements for the testing of some 80 tons of

ores, coming in five and ten ton lots, from different localities.

That the installation of this plant has met with the warm approval of practical men engaged

in the iron industry, and the Department congratulated on its effort to denionstrate the prac-

ticability of utilizing our low grade ores, is evidenced by the many appreciative letters received

from representative iron operators, and others.

The Mines Branch is constantly receiving samples of ore with requests for advice as regards

methods of treatment or concentration. Many of these samples are representative of the problems
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confronting the miner when he attempts to place his ore on the market, and under existing cir-

cumstances the officials of the Mines Branch can offer but meagre advice upon these divers and
very often complex problems in ore dressing.

The present installation will treat only a certain class of iron ores and by one method only.

Additional machinery is required, if we are to undertake the testing of iron and other ores on a
broad scale.

There is no testing laboratory in Canada sufficiently equipped to carry on experimental
work of this character, and investigators are forced to go to the United States or elsewhere if

they wish to make experiments of a practical nature. When the Zinc Commission was investiga-

ting methods of metallurgical treatment for the lead-zinc ores of British Columbia, they were
obliged to carry on their experiments at Denver, Colorado, because there was no Canadian labor-

atory available. Our Universities, it is true, possess well equipped and experimental laboratories,

but they are used solely for educational purposes, and the experts or professors in charge have not
the time, nor do they advertise their willingness to undertake work of public nature.

It is apparent that if we are to enlarge the present installation in the direction of a National
Testing Laboratory more room is required. This may be secured in a comparatively inexpensive
manner by building an addition to the Fuel Testing Station, so that it forms a continuation, one
story high, at the back of the present structure."

DIVISION OF MINERAL RESOURCES AND STATISTICS.

This Division is charged with the collection and compilation of statistics

of the mining and metallurgical production in Canada, and the gathering and
recording of information regarding the country's mineral resources.

The annual statistical reports published, include a Preliminary Report
(statistics subject to revision) usually completed and issued during the first

week in March, and a final and complete report, the issue of which has for several

years been preceded by the separate publication of portions—five parts in 1913

—

as advance chapters. Thus, seven statistical reports were published during
the past year.

In addition to the statistical reports, a short but comprehensive report on
the Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada was, with the co-

operation of other members of the Mines Branch staff, prepared and published.

This was given special distribution at the Canadian section of the International

Exhibition at Ghent, Belgium, and at the International Geological Congress
meeting in Toronto.

Mr. J. McLeish, the Chief of this Division, attended the International

Geological Congress, as one of the delegates of the Mines Branch, and had charge,

at the headquarters of the Congress, of a Bureau for the furnishing of informa-

tion, departmental reports and maps, etc.—on the mineral resources of the

country, and on geological investigations and studies. Mr. McLeish subse-

quently accompanied Excursion C 1 of the Congress in the capacity of Secretary.

Mr. Cosmo T. Cartwright also attended the Geological Congress, assisting

in the conduct of the above mentioned Bureau, and afterwards spent two months
in British Columbia, visiting various mining camps and tlistricts on behalf of

the Division.

The Report of the Chief of the Division inchules a Prelimlnar\' Report on
the Mineral Production of Canada during 1913, which shows the total value

of the mineral i)roduction during tiie past year to have been (subject to final

revision), Sl-1-1,031,047, which, coniiiarcd with the previous year's proiluction.

shows an increase of $8,982,751, or over per cent.

DIVISION OF EXPLOSIVES.

On the fifteenth day of January, 1913, there occurred a most disastrous

explosion on board the stoamshii) "Oscar", in Nanaimo harlK)ur, B.C. This

ship was loatlcd with 1911) lascs of dynamiti' and 50 kegs of black powder, ami
tlu; damage to i)roperly ilur (o tlic i'Xi)losioii was ««stin»atrtl .it vSlOD.ODl). l'\)r-
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tunately there was no loss of life reported, although a number of persons were
seriously injured. As the circumstances of this explosion were related to the

general question of the regulation and transportation of explosives by water in

Canada, it was deemed advisable for the Department to obtain a direct report

on the matter through one of its own officials, hence Mr. Joseph G. S. Hudson
was despatched to Nanaimo to report on the circumstances of the accident.

His report is to be published as a separate bulletin.

During the summer, Mr. Hudson was sent to the western provinces to in-

terview the Chief Inspectors of Mines, and the Attorney-Generals, to obtain

their views on the various clauses of the proposed Bill to regulate the manu-
facture, storage, transportation and uses of explosives in Canada. The informa-

tion and critiques thus obtained, have been of great assistance in preparing

the Explosives Bill for presentation to Parliament.

DOMINION OF CANADA ASSAY OFFICE VANCOUVER, B.C.

It was stated in the Summary Report of the Mines Branch for 1912, that

certain conditions affected adversely the amount of bullion forwarded to the

Dominion of Canada Assay Office at Vancouver, and that suggested changes

were being considered by this Department.

In view of these considerations, an Order-in-Council dated January 16,

1913, authorized the abolition of the assaying and stamping charge of one-eighth

of one per cent on the gross \'alue of the gold and silver contained in deposits;

the result being a considerable increase of business, 111,479-95 troy ounces of

gold having been deposited with the Assay Office during the year just closed,

as compared with 59,068-83 troy ounces during the calendar year 1912—an

increase of 52,411 12 troy ounces.

Owing to the increase of business at the Assay Office during the year, neces-

sitating additions being made to the membership of the staff, the following

appointments were made:

—

H. Freeman, appointed Assayer, March 1, 1913.

T. B. Younger, appointed Clerk, July 3, 1913.

During the year 1913, 783 deposits of gold were made, requiring 926 melts

and 926 assays, including the assembling and remelting of the individual deposits,

after purchase, into bars weighing about 1000 troy ounces each, and the assaying

of the same. The net value of the gold and silver contained in deposits was
$1,448,625.37.

The above deposits received came from the following sources:

—

No. of

Deposits.

Weight.

Source.
Before melting. After melting

Net value.

British Columbia
Yukon Territory
Alaska

655
117

11

ozs.

95,871-51
15,324-65

283-79

ozs.

94,411 08
15,236-50

272-91

$1,196,775.34
247,188.95
4,661.08

783 111,479-95 109,920-49 $1,448,625.37
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Weight before melting 111,479-95 troy ounces.

Weight after melting 109,920-49 " "

Loss by melting 1,559-46 " "

Loss percentage by melting 1-3989%

MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS.

ELECTRIC IRON ORE SMELTING IN SWEDEN.

^

The electric iron ore smelting furnaces in operation in Sweden, 1913, were:—
1 furnace, 3,000 H.P., Stromsna's Co., TroUhattan.
3 furnaces, 3,000 H.P., Uddeholm Co., Hagfors.
1 furnace, 12,000 H.P., Kopparberg Co., Domnarfvet.
1 furnace, 4, 000 H. P., Kopparberg Co., Domnarfvet.

Under construction are:

—

2 furnaces, 3.000 H.P., Uddeholm Co., Hagfors.
1 furnace, 3,000 H.P., Stromsna's Co., TroUhattan.

Due to litigation between the Government and the owners of water power,
the development of water power has suffered a severe setback, and thus little

power has been available for new electric projects, but as the majority of these

cases have been disposed of, it is expected that the construction of the projected
plants will soon be resumed.

The Kopparberg Company are developing their waterfalls at Bullerforsen

and Forschufvud for electric smelting. The plant, when completed, will be over
40,000 H.P. They intend to install the Helfenstein furnace, which has proved
very satisfactory.

Professor Mittag-Leffler is the head of a Swedish-French companv, with
a capital of 30,000,000 kronor ($8,000,000), which has been formed with the

object of constructing a large water power plant, and an electric pig iron works
at Sundsvall.

Mr. A. Gronwall has filed application for power and concessions from the
Government for erecting two electric furnaces, 3,000 H.P. each, at Kiruna,
near the Government power station at Por>'us, in the extreme north.

The power plant for the two Hagfors furnaces, now under construction,
is completed (6,000 H.P.), and the furnaces may be in operation this year. A
4,500 H.P. power plant for electric smelting furnaces is being built by the same
company at Malta.

COPPER NICKEL STEEL.

The success attending the experiments in electrical smelting, under the
direction of the Mines Branch at Sault Ste. Marie in 1906, suggested to me the
prol)abiIity that although the pig iron contained some percentage of copper in

addition to nickel, it could be refined in an open hearth furnace, or in an electrical

steel furnace to produce a first class steel.

Since then several tons of the nickcliferous pig irt)n made whik- conducting
the above experiments, have been shipped to Syracuse, and ha\e been converted
into a first-class steel at the Holcomb Steel Works. This steel has been e.\ten-

sively tested and found to be e(|ual in everv wa\' to the same grade of nickel

steel.

The results of these tests on this new all(>\ \\a\c attr.uted ihe .iitenti»)n oi

the steel makers, and it was somewhat of a surprise to them to learn that the
presence of copper in a steel which had heretofore been consiilered harmful,
and was particularly guarded against by purchasers, was now found to bo bene-

' Wrilti-ii |jy II. A. l.i-VL-rin.
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ficial. Furthermore, recent experiments both in Europe and in the United States

have proven beyond doubt that copper combined with nickel in certain pro-

portions replaces the nickel, and is not only not injurious, but imparts valuable
properties to the product. Burgess has demonstrated that copper is capable of

replacing nickel in steel, and therefore increases the tensile strength of the alloy.

It is interesting to note that as a result of these experiments some steel

makers purchased Monel metal, a combination consisting approximately of 70 per

cent Ni, 28 per cent Cu, and 2 per cent Fe, and used it in place of nickel for alloying

the steel. The nickel-copper-steel thus made is to-day used with great success in the

United States and Germany, and would have a much wider use if Monel metal
could be more easily obtained and at a lower cost. The production of this alloy

which has met with such an approval of the steel makers, is accomplished by
adding Monel metal to iron obtained from an outside source. It is believed

that a more economical treatment could be found, and a more homogeneous
alloy would be formed if a procedure were followed in accordance with what was
suggested in my address before the Commission of Conservation,^ when it was
recommended that the iron content of the nickeliferous pyrrhotite of the Sud-
bury' ore be not fluxed out as is done at present, but that the roasted nickelif-

erous pyrrhotite be smelted in the electric furnace to a ferro-nickcl pig to be
after^vards converted into steel.

The possibilities in this direction, as suggested in this address, have led some
metallurgists in the United States to investigate the subject, and efforts are

being made by them to acquire properties in the Sudbury region to supply ores

for the production of nickel and copper steel alloys by direct process.

The foregoing statements in regard to the character of nickel-copper-steel

alloys are supported by certain tests which I have made on three different bars

of this alloy, containing different proportions of the three metals mentioned.

These bars were supplied to the Mines Branch through the courtesy of Mr. J. N.
Colvocoresses, and the tests were made by Dr. H. T. Kalmus at the Research

Laboratories of Electro-Chemistry and Metallurgy, School of Mining, Queens
University, Kingston, Ontario. The results of Dr. Kalmus's investigation are

as follows:

—

Report on Copper-Nickel-Steels.

Samples received from Dr. Eugene Haanel, Oct. 1st, 1913.

Analyses and tests made at the Research Laboratories of Electro-chemistry

and Metallurgy, Queens University, Kingston, Ontario.

Nickel . .

Copper.
Sulphur.
Carbon.
Iron. . . .

Analyses.^

Sample I. Sample II. Sample III

.

2-52%
I 01%
0-042%
0-453%o

95-95%,

1-69%
0-66%
0- 041 %o
0-43%
97-13%

100%
0-43%
0-045%,
0-45%,
98-10%,

99-97% 99-95%, 100-02%

' First Annual Report, Commission of Conservation, 1910, p. 63 and p. 68.

• These analyses arc, in each case, the result of duplicate check determinations.
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Hardness Tests.

One face of each of these bars, which were approximately 1 inch square in

section and 4 inches in length, was smoothed off, and hardness tests made with a
Standard Olsen Hardness Testing Machine.

Hardness was computed in the Brinell system. For comparison, the fol-

lowing table of hardness in the same system is given, as measured at this labora-

tory, under conditions identical with those for the measurements on the copper-
nickel-steel.

Reference Table of Brinell Hardness.

Copper, rolled sheet 65-6
Swedish iron 90-7

Wrought iron 92-0
Cast iron 97-8
Mild steel 109-9

Tool steel 153-8
Spring steel 160-3

Self hardening tool steel 180 -

Brinell Hardness of Copper-Nickel-Steel Samples.

Sample No. I. Brinell Hardness: 166.

This is the mean of 13 independent observations, with an average deviation

from the mean of about 3 per cent.

Sample No. II. Brinell Hardness: 149.

This is the mean of 9 independent observations, with an average deviation

from the mean of about 3 per cent.

Sample No. HI. Brinell Hardness: 139.

This is the mean of 9 independent observations, with an average deviation
from the mean of about 2 per cent.

Turning Properties.

Sample No. I.

This alloy machines freely with a medium long curling chip, having the
general turning characteristics of a good quality of machinery steel.

Sample No. II.

This alloy machines freely with a medium long curling chip, and is slightly

softer and slightly tougher than sample No. I.

Sample No. III.

This alloy machines freely with a very long curling chip, and is distinctly

tougher than either sample Nos. 1 and 11.

Tensile Strength Tests.

Standard 2" test bars were turned, of about 4" o\it all U-ngtli. The heads
were threaded, and the elfective diameter was 4".

Tensile strength measurements were made on .i Iniversiil Standard Riehle

Testing Machine.
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Sample
Maximum
Tensile
Stress

Elastic Limit
Contrac- Elongation
tion of

1
on 2"

Area ; specimen
Fracture

No. I

No. II

No. Ill

110,000 lbs./in.«

91,800 " "

85,700 " "

76,500 lbs./in.»

61,200 " «

61,000 " "

33-2%
47 0%
42-4%

20%
28%
25%

Crystalline.

Finely granular.
Very finely granular.

Forging Qualities.

Sufficient material was not supplied to make a careful study of the relative

forging qualities of these three samples, but a single experiment with the pieces
resulting from the tensile strength measurements showed that all three samples
forged with the greatest facility.

(Signed) H. T. Kalmus.
October 15, 1913.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A CERAMIC LABORATORY.

The completion of the new chemical laboratories of the Mines Branch
has made it possible to arrange for an expansion of the work of the Department
along lines for which there has been an active demand for some years. It is

proposed to establish a Division of Ceramics in connexion with the Mines Branch,
and to equip laboratories for testing clays, shales, and other materials used in

our various ceramic industries. The following letter, addressed to the Honour-
able the Minister of Mines, on October 2, 1913, explains the reasons for providing
the facilities for this work:

—

Ottawa, October 2nd, 1913.

Honourable Louis Coderre, M.P.,
Minister of Mines,

Ottawa.
Sir,—

In the great expansion and development of commercial activities, now so
apparent in the Dominion of Canada, the subject of "Ceramics" is necessarily

of great importance.
The commercial value of clay products in Canada may be estimated from

the following figures, collected through the Statistical Division of the Mines
Branch :

—

Clay Products Manufactured -in Canada during the year 1912.

Brick, Common $ 7 ,010,375
Pressed 1 ,609 ,854

Paving 85,989
Ornamental 8,595
Fire-clay and fire-clay products ' 125,585
Fire-proofing 448 , 853
Pottery 43 ,955

Sewer pipe 884,641
Tiles 357,862
Kaolin 160

Total value $10,575,869
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During the calendar year 1905, the importation of clay products into Canada
amounted in value to $2,501,206, and has increased to 86,592,540, for the year

1912, equal to 163-5 per cent.

For the year 1912, we utilized 817,168,409 of clay products, yet the returns

show that we imported 68 per cent of these products.

This simple statement proves that last year we sent out 6,500,000 dollars

from Canada.

If this had been held in our own country, it would have meant the invest-

ment of a large amount of capital, and would have given employment to a large

number of men.

As early as the year 1904, I gave the subject of "Ceramics", in Canada,

special study and consideration, and instructed Mr. J. Walter Wells, B.Sc, of

Toronto, to make an exploratory examination of the values of the clays and
shales in the province of Manitoba, suitable for industrial purposes.

The object of this special investigation, as set forth in the instructions

given to Mr. Wells, was:

—

(1) To give an idea of the distribution, character, and chemical composition

of the clays and shales of Manitoba.

(2) To give a short account of the brick-making industry' in Manitoba,

with some suggestions for reducing the cost, and improving the product.

(3) To show further practical uses for the clays and shales in Manitoba.

It was my intention to establish a Ceramic Division, but, owing to lack of

facilities for making practical tests and chemical analyses of the clays, etc., the

economic side of this subject had to be delayed until we had a proper laboratory',

etc.

Four years ago, the Director of the Geological Survey commissioned Profes-

sor Heinrich Ries, of Cornell University, Ithaca, U.S.A., assisted by Mr. Joseph

Keele of the Geological staff, to make a report on the clay-shale resources of

the Dominion.

Reports covering the eastern and western parts of the country have already

been issued.

These two volumes have drawn public attention to the ceramic resources

of Canada.

While these reports are extremely valuable in locating clay-shale areas,

and describing the geological strata where these resources occur, a further in-

vestigation of the economic and commercial values of the clays must be deter-

mined by duly qualified ceramic engineers, in properly equipped chemical and

physical laboratories.

I have had this subject under consideration for some years, and when de-

signing the laboratories for the Mines Branch pro\'ision was niade for ceramic

examinations.

I understand that this subject has been brought to your attention through

the application of Prin(ii)al Falconer of Toronto Uniwrsity. for a grant of money
to assist the University in the demonstrative work being carried on in their

college laboratories.

I am strongly of opinion iIklI (his grant, if given, would not materially

help the development of the clay product industry of Canada.
The subject is allogellu-r too important to remain in tlu- hands ol an\ educa-

tional institution the essential functions of which are ethuMtioiial. rather than

commercial. The (-(^onoinic dctrrmin;ition of the i-onunercial wilues i>t ilay-

sluik- products for iudiislri.il |)nrposi-s is the spcci.il work drsii;nrd lor the Mines
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Branch, and shoiikl form an important division of its present laboratories and
testing stations, which ha\c already been established in Ottawa.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A TECHNICAL LIBRARY.

Previous to 1913, the Mines Branch had no organized library. In 1908,

the stafT on the inside service numbered only 7, but in 1912, this number had
increased to 34: with corresponding increase in the range and scope of the
practical work being undertaken.

And since the methods of science as applied in commerce and industry are

constantly changing, owing to new discoveries and inventions, it was deemed
necessary, in order that the operations of the technical ofificers should be up-to-

date in every respect, that technical books, magazines, and journals, embodying
the latest thought and achievement in applied science, should be at their

disposal.

Hence it was deemed advisable to establish a properly equipped reference

library of technical books, etc., bearing on the economic work being done by the

Mines Branch.
Accordingly, a Technical Librarian was appointed by ordcr-in-council on

July 26, 1913.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) Eugene Haanel,
Director of Mines.
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METALLIFEROUS DIVISION.

I.

PROGRESS REPORT ON THE MONOGRAPH ON COPPER MINES
AND COPPER MINING IN CANADA.

Alfred W. G. Wilson.

Chief of Division.

During this year about eight and one-half months have been spent in Ottawa.
In addition to work on the report relating to the copper industries of Canada, a
large amount of miscellaneous routine work has occupied a considerable portion

of the writer's time. The manuscript of the report on the Copper Smelting
Industries of Canada was sent to the editor on July 15, and delivered to the

King's Printer July 18, 1913. At the close of the year the publication had been
advanced as far as page proof; it is therefore probable that the report will be
published in March, 1914—an interval of nine months between the date of com-
pletion of the manuscript and the publication of the report. Some progress has
already been made on the companion report dealing with the Copper Mines and
Copper Mining Industry; and it is hoped that this manuscript will be ready for

publication before midsummer, 1914.

The writer was absent from the office on field duty for a period of about
three and one-half months. This being the year of the meeting of the Interna-

tional Geological Congress in Canada, the v^Titer was in attendance at the session

in Toronto as one of the official delegates from the Mines Branch of the Depart-
ment of Mines. He was a member of the excursion which visited the Sudbury-
Cobalt-Porcupine region, before the Toronto meeting. After the general
session of the Congress he accompanied one of the transcontinental parties

through southern British Columbia; and afterwards went to Dawson with the
Yukon party, returning to Vancouver on September 22.

While on these excursions the writer had the opportunity of re-visiting all

the important copper mines in British Columbia, and of bringing his notes
up to date. On the Yukon excursion a visit was paid to the Pueblo copper
mine, which had not previously been visited. The writer has now, in the course
of his field investigations, visited every producing copper mine in Canada.

The month of September was spent in re-visiting sev'cral important localities

along the coast to complete the fiekl notes on Canadian Copper Alines.

Following the completion of this work, the writei, on October 21, in accord-
ance with his instructions, proceeded to Nelson antl \'icinit\' for the purpose of

obtaining some special information for the Directulkof Mines, in regard lo the

need for a Royal Commission to enquire into the conditions of the lead and
zinc mining industries. While in Nelson, instructions were received by wire
to collect for assay, samples fiom the principal localities in which it was alleged

that platinum, or metals of the i)latinum group, had been discowrod. The
report on these samples is ai)pended hereto.

After completing the work in the Nelson district the writer relurneil to

Ashcroft, B.C., where he joined the Pro\incial Cieol.'gisl (Mr. W. V . Roberison),

on a journey north, as far as Hydraulic and Bullion. '\\\v writei 's prinuir>'

purpose was to see for himself soiut' of tht- t)ix'nrriMiies of nali\i> ix)ppi'r in aniyg-

daloidal traps which bad been reportt'd from (his district .

At Ashcroft we were joined by Mr. Howard W . l)uBois. ("it>neral Manaiier
of the Ouesnelle Hydraulic Gold Mining Compan> , who was kiml enough to

return with us to Hydraulit^ and through whose couitr^\ \\i' were aivonuniKlateil

at the mine camp for si'veral da>'s. Through tlu> courtesy of Mr. Robeitson
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and Mr. DuBois, each of whom personally guided the writer to places known to

them, he was enabled to visit several of the localities in which native copper
had been found. Several pounds of native coppei, recovered in sluice boxes,

were also collected.

Native copper has also been found in the gravels at several points when
washing for placer gold. Nearly all the localities are on the Quesnelle or on
streams tributary to this river. It has also been found in places in amygda-
joidal traps near Hydraulic and near Moffat creek al)out 4^ miles from
Horsert>'. Some Chinese miners are said to ha\'e worked one of these prospects

for a shoit time, by somewhat primitive methods, and to have obtained some
copper which was shipped directly to China. During the past summer an ex-

ploratory tunnel, said to be about 100 feet in length, was driven into the scarp

along the north side of the Quesnelle river, at a point a little over one mile east of

Hydraulic. No ore in quantity is reported. Further details will be given in

the complete report. It should be added, however, that concentrations of native

copper in quantities sufficient to constitute commercial ores, have not yet been
discovered in the district. The quantity reco\ered in the placer washings is

insignificant.

In company with Mr. Robertson, the wiiter also visited se\'eral of the old

placer gold localities in the vicinity of Hydraulic and Horsefly. A heavy fall

of snow made the trails almost impassable, and rendered it necessary for us to

return without proceeding to Barkerville—where most of the placer work is

now being done. The writer reached Ottawa on the 3rd of November.

II.

INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGED PLATINUM DISCOVERIES
IN THE VICINITY OF NELSON, B.C.

Alfred W. G. Wilson.

In accordance with instructions received at Nelson, B.C., on October 5,

1913, ai^rangements were made to personally obtain samples from the exact

localities at which these alleged discoveries of platinum had been made.
After inter\'icwing several interested parties, it was decided that it would be

best for me to visit the following places : Rover Creek, Granite-Poorman mine,

and Five Mile, the latter locality being 5 miles cast of Nelson, on the south side

of the western arm of Kootenay lake. I was accompanied to Rover creek,

and the Granite-Poorman mine, by Mr. Thomas Gough, manager of the Granite-

Poorman, and by Mr. George Douglas, representing the owners of the Rover Creek
location. The visit to Five Mile was made by launch, with Mr. M. R. McQuarrie,
Mr. H. W. Robertson, and Dr. Wm. H. Willson,all of Nelson. Dr. Willson acted

as guide, and pointed out exact localities from which he stated that the samples
containing platinum or metals of the platinum group had been obtained.

Samples were collected by me personally at each of the localities visited,

from the places pointed out by my guides as the exact localities from which
previous samples, containing the metals of the platinum group, IkuI been securi'd.

It will be noted that in every instance I had a guide to the locality personally

interested, and personally familiar with it, and, therefore, it is to be assumed that

my samples were all obtained from localities best likely to show the results de-

sired by all the interested parties whom they represented.

In all, 17 samples were collected, with the usual precautions. Ten of these

samples have been sent for assay, as follows: three from Ro\er Creek, five from
two places in the Granite-Poorman mine, and two from Five Mile. One of these

latter was from the So-called Pateiiaude dike, the other from the Devlin dike.

In addition, a sample of a special lot of concentrates from the Granite-Poorman
mine was obtained through the courtesy of Mr. Thomas Gough.
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Rover Creek. The rocks seen at all the points visited in the valley of this

creek are mica schists. They carry a good deal of iron pyrites, and are often

stained with iron rust as a consequence. The rock probably owes its metamor-
phic character to the presence of the Nelson batholith, which outcrops on the

east side of Rover Creek. No dikes occur in the immediate vicinity of the

localities pointed out, as those from which samples containing platinum had been
obtained.

Granite-Poorman Mine. Two localities in this mine were visited under
the guidance of Mr. Gough, and samples were taken from both places. One
of these was the so-called granite dike in the Beelzebub drift on the fifth level

—

the original locality of the alleged discovery of the occurrence of metals of the

platinum group. Two samples were obtained from this point by me. Some
time previously a lot of 65 tons of material was taken from this same place,

and treated in the concentrating mill, yielding three tons of concentrates

—

according to a personal letter received from Mr. Gough—the manager. A
sample of these concentrates was furnished me by Mr. Gough, for assay. No
dike occurs in this locality. The cross-cut from which the material was obtained

is driven along a fault zone, which cuts one of the veins on Granite-Poorman
property. The drag material from this vein can be found among the more or

less decomposed materials of the fault zone. The larger portion of the materials

in this fault zone consists of crushed country rock, the feldspar constituents

of which have become kaolinized.

The second locality from which the samples were taken is on the sixth level,

about 450 feet from the entrance. Here a slip occurs and a short drift has been
driven along it. At this point also the material is crushed country rock, contain-

ing a small amount of drag from the vein on which the drift was driven. No
evidence of the occurrence of any dikes in the immediate vicinity of the slip

was seen.

It will be noted that neither in the original locality, nor in the other places

visited in this mine, did the writer see dikes of any kind. Both localities are

shear zones.

Five Mile. Under the guidance of Dr. Wm. H. Willson, two dikes, known
respectively as the Patenaude dike and the Devlin dike, were visited. These
dikes appear to be ordinary diabase dikes, and show very characteristic spheroidal

weathering. The Patenaude dike has a width of about 2>?> feet, and the Devlin
dike, which occurs some 500 feet farther east, is about 15 feet in width. Samples
of the partially decomposed rock, and of undecomposed cores were obtained
from each.

The assay report received from the lalioratory of the Mines Branch shows
that none of the samples collected by myself containetl any of the precious

metals. The sample of concentrates, each pound of which represented 21-67

pounds of original material in a single lot of 65 tons, showed onK' 0-87 ounces
of gold to the ton of 2,000 pounds, and no platinum or metals of the platimnn group.

It is almost needless to state that, under the circumstances, taking into con-

sideration the fact that every opportunity was given to the inlen-sted parties to

point out the exact localities from which the best samj^les had pre\iousl\' been
obtained, I can see no reason for believing that metals of the platinum group
occur in the localities visited. Also, I have seen no t^ idence to shi>\v ihai ihe\-

occur elsewhere in the district.

III.

HAM, PROCESS FOR OKSULlMll Kl/1 \( . ORES.
.Mjn-il II'. C. Wiboti.

One ol tlir interesting <level<jpments of the \vav has bei-n ihr II. ill pnvoss
for (ksulpluui/iug ores and lor the utosciA ot ihe sulphur. Il llir priKVss
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should prove commercially practicable its discovery will be of considerable

importance not only to smelting industries which have to reduce to a minimum
the amount of sulphur dioxide discharged into the air, but also to consumers

of sulphur because of possible lower costs. The laboratory demonstrations

and tests appear to have proven satisfactory, and arrangements have been made
to test the process on a commercial scale at the plant of the Balaklala Copper

Company in Shasta county, California. The patent rights for all countries

have been acquired by the Sulphur Syndicate, Limited, an English company.

The American patents are to be controlled by the Federal Sulphur Company,
New York, and all other patents by the British Sulphur Company. The patents

for the United States were issued at Washington on December 30, 1913, and

bear the serial numbers 1,083,246—1,083,253, there being eight patents in all,

covering not only the process for desulphurizing the ore and producing free

sulphur, but also several other related processes and appliances. Mr. Hall

has also patented some improvements to be added to mechanically operated

multiple hearth furnaces for the purpose of treating sulphur bearing ores by his

process (U. S. patent 1,076,763). The Canadian patent corresponding to U. S.

patent 1,083,246 has been issued.

Apart from the patent specifications the best account of the process that has

yet appeared was published in the Engineering and Mining Journal of July 5,

1913, pp. 35-36, the article having been written by the inventor, William A.

Hall.' The following description is based upon the patent specifications, supple-

mented in part by extracts from this article.

The process is designed to distil the sulphur contained in the sulphide ores

—both the so-called fixed atom as well as the so-called feeble atom—in the form

of elemental sulphur with the production of a minimum amount of sulphuretted

hydrogen and sulphur dioxide. When the furnace operation is properly adjusted

there is substantially no combined sulphur discharged in any compound, such

as sulphur dioxide, sulphur trioxide, sulphuretted hydrogen, or carbonyl sulphide.

According to Mr. Hall the distillation of both the fixed and the free sulphur as

such constitutes the advantage of this process over other sulphur recovery

processes. The elimination of sulphur as an oxide, with subsequent reduction,

means that a large amount of free oxygen must be disposed of before the sulphur

reduction begins. This entails additional expense for reducing agents, and in

addition, the heat required in dissociating oxygen combined with sulphur is

more than that required for direct distillation.

The direct distillation is accomplished by subjecting the crushed ore to the

direct action of a non-oxidizing flame and steam, the ore being agitated. The
temperature of the ore should be between 700°C. and 925° C.—the former being the

approximate temperature at which the sulphur content of the sulphides is distilled,

and the latter the approximate temperature at which the sulphides fuse. To
maintain a reducing flame of the desired temperature in the presence of steam,

the air is introduced with the fuel under pressure to produce a blow pipe flame,

and an excess of steam should be avoided. Preferably the flame is caused to

impinge directly on the ore.

If, with suf^cient steam present, considerably lower temperatures than those

given above—say between 500° and 650° C.—are used, substantially all the sul-

phur will be converted into sulphuretted hydrogen. If the lower temperature

given above (700° C.) be employed, substantial quantities of elemental sulphur

as well as sulphuretted hydrogen may be produced. In practice the temperature

will be regulated so as to avoid the production of any substantial or detrimental

amount of sulphuretted hydrogen. If any is formed it can be decomposed and

the sulphur liberated by admi tting regulated quantities of air to form sulphur

•Chemists Club Building, .SO E. 41st St., New York.
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dioxide, the latter then reacting on the sulphuretted hydrogen to form sulphur

and water.

The process of manufacturing sulphuretted hydrogen by admitting a con-

siderable amount of steam so that practically all the sulphur is driven out in the

form of sulphuretted hydrogen forms the subject of one of the Hall patents.

In this case the temperature is maintained at a point somewhat below the point

at which sulphur distils from pyrites, that is below a temperature of about 700°C.

The method of recovering free sulphur from sulphuretted hydrogen by admitting

the theoretically equivalent amount of sulphur dioxide in accordance with the

equation 2 H2S+S02 = 3 S+ 2 HoO is also covered by patent. In this case the

reaction is promoted by the presence of sulphur vapor and a small amount of

steam.
With reference to the process for recovering elemental sulphur, Mr. Hall

states that the rate of decomposition in the Hall process, when conducted in

multiple-hearth furnaces, appears to be from 100 to 125 pounds of ore per square

foot of hearth area, per 24 hours. The action is more rapid if the desulphurizing

is not carried down to so sweet a roast. The cinder discharged is in excellent

condition, comparing favourably with the best obtained by ordinary roasting

processes.

Tests have also been made abroad to determine how complete a desulphuriz-

ing could be produced by this process and many analyses show less than 1 per

cent of total sulphur remaining in the cinder.

Experiments have been made with a large variety of ores, including pyrites,

various pyrrhotites, copper concentrates, crude zinc blende, zinc concentrates,

and even chemically pure iron sulphide. The action appears to be the same on
each, the only difference being in the amount of sulphur discharged, which depends
upon the amount contained in the product treated. In order to prove that the

"fixed" atom of sulphur is removed by distillation the experimental furnace

has been operated on chemically pure iron sulphide. Neither sulphur dioxide

nor sulphuretted hydrogen were discernible in the discharge, only yellow ele-

mental sulphur vapor.
The analyses of the cinder show it to be a mixture of the two oxides of iron,

FezOa and Fe304.
If producer gas is used as a fuel, a larger amount of extraneous water is found

necessary than when a gas is used that is high in hydrogen, such as water gas,

and particularly oil gas. Gasified oil appears to be an ideal fuel, containing
substantially no nitrogen, and having extremely high thermal values (B. T. U.
over 1,500 per cubic foot).

When high grade fuel oil is used there is a much smaller volume of fumes to

be handled in the subsequent sulphur extraction. Where a gas is used that is high

in carbon monoxide, a certain amount of carbonyl sulphide is formed, as carbon
monoxide has a greater affinity for sulphur at elevated temperatures, but it has
been found that when carbonyl sulphide and water vapor pass to a lower temper-
ature (say less than 400°C.) there is a mutual decomposition with tlie formation
of sulphuretted hydrogen and carbon dioxide.

Although the reaction is sonu'what exothermic, no allow auce has Ikvu nuule
for the sanu; in the fuel calculations, (he fuel ri'(iiiiri'(l bi-ing i-alculate«.l as if the
reaction were entirely endothermic. On this basis, allowing simpK for railialion

and for the largest factors of safety, the amount of coal fuel lequin-d (.^asilied) is

calculated at less than 10 per cent of the weight of the ore.

The funu's coming from tlu- furnace are o{ a heav>' \i'llow appearance with
no appreciable odour, other tliaii that of hot elemental sulphur wipor. The sul-

phiu' is extracted from thr tuuu-s by simply washing, it bi'ing found that this

finely divided elemental sul|)hur has great pli>sical allinilN' for wain, lUu-, p
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sumably, to surface tension. When the fumes are agitated with water, the gases

are almost instantly clarified, the sulphur settling to the bottom of the apparatus.

Any of the well known gas-washing apparatus, such as the Thiesen or the Feld

system, is considered as well adapted for the purpose and tests have been made
with them. The fumes have also been run through the Cottrell electrical dust

collector, which completely precipitated the sulphur therefrom.

The solids precipitated from the fumes by washing have been analyzed

several times and found to run from 98 to 99-5 per cent sulphur; the impurities

were sulphides of lead and zinc. The refined sulphur has been found to be o\er

99-5 per cent soluble in carbon bisulphide.

Mr. Hall also states that some eminent American engineers have calculated

the cost of producing sulphur by this method in American smelting works, and
have placed it at from S3 to $5 per ton.
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IV.

IRON ORE OCCURRENCES IN CAPE BRETON.

By E. Lindeman.

The summer of 1913 was devoted to an examination of a number of reported

iron ore occurrences in Cape Breton. Twelve localities were visited, and topo-

graphical and magnetometric surveys were made of the following properties:

—

Glencoe mine, Inverness county.

McPherson mine. Cape Breton county.

Ingraham mine (topography only), Cape Breton county.

Grand Mira property. Cape Breton county.

In this work the writer was ably assisted by Mr. A. H. A. Robinson of the

Mines Branch. The last month of the field-season was spent in mapping the

iron ore deposits at Arisaig, in Antigonish county.

Numerous occurrences of iron ore have been found in various localities

throughout Cape Breton. They consist of hematite and magnetite. Hematite
is the most common type, and is generally found associated with the lower Car-
boniferous series, occupying irregular fissures and cavities in these rocks. It

also occurs in the older series, near their contact with the Carboniferous formation.

Thus, on the Curry property, a few miles southeast of Boisdale, a small de-

posit of hematite, of excellent quality, lies in crystalline limestone of Pre-

Cambrian age, while on the Ingraham property, near Barachois, specular hema-
tite and limonite occur along the contact of limestone and slate of Cambrian age,

occupying irregular fissures and cavities in these rocks. In both cases Car-
boniferous conglomerate is found to overlie the iron-bearing series in the immediate
vicinity of the ore bodies, and there is good reason to belie\'e that the deposits

have been formed by deposition, of iron oxides, carried downward by surface

waters from above lying Carboniferous rocks, which are generally found stained

reddish by the presence of a small percentage of hematite.

Owing to their irregular and pockety character, most of the hematite occur-

rences visited are not considered to be of economic importance. From the In-

graham property a few hundred tons of ore ha\'e alread\- been extracted, and a
limited amount of ore may yet l)c taken from this area, fa\'orabl\' situated as it is

in regard to shipi)ing facilities; but that the pr(>i)i'rt\' should e\er become a pro-

ducer of importance does not seem likel>'.

In Cape Breton, occurrences of magnetite are not common, ami where found,

as at Upper Glencoe, Barachois, and Grand Mira, their extent has been proxwi,

by magnetometric survey, to be very limited. At I'pper Glencoe, the mag-
netite occurs in small detached masses or lenses along the contact of Pre-Cambrian
limeslone, and a basic granite. The same conditions I'xist at Barachois. on the

McPherson |)ro|)ert>\ Both these di'positsare t\pical contact tleposils. At (.'irand

Mira, on the tether hand, (he magnetite is founil in narrow bamls, assi»ciaie<.l

with slates antl cjuartzites of pr()l)al)l>' Cambrian age. Here it grades imper-
ceptibly into hematite, and is undonbtedK' of (he same origin as the latter, that

is, vein lillings or incompU-d- rt-placemenl of (hi* s(ra(iru'd n>cks l)\- iron i»xitles.

In non<' of (he abosi' mi-ndoncd l«»cali(ies has (he mai;ni'(i(e luiii lnuiul in

such a (|uan(i(\ as (o nndiT i( of rcononiii' importanci".
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Upper Glencoe. *

In 1912, occurrences of magnetite were discovered on the farms of Hugh and

John McEacheni, situated about one mile southwest of Upper Glencoe post

office, Inverness county. They lie up in the Craignish hills, at an elevation of

about 500 feet above sea level, and can be reached by wagon road from River

Denys or Orangedale stations, on the Intercolonial railway, the distance being

12 and 14 miles, respectively.

During the last two years, considerable trenching and test-pitting has been

done on these properties, and at the time of the writer's visit in May, 1913, an

inclined shaft was being sunk by the Dominion Iron and Steel Co., in order to

test one of the ore bodies. The shaft had a depth of about 60 feet along the in-

cline, and was reported to have been started in ore, but passed into granite at a

depth of 28 feet.

The area beifig heavily drift covered, natural exposures are entirely wanting,

and the onh'. opportunity of studying the rock formation is in a few trenches,

where it has been exposed, and shown to consist of Pre-Cambrian limestone, in

contact with granite.

The magnetite occurs along this contact in several steeply dipping lenses,

lying one after the other, in a north and southerly diiection; but judging from

the magnetometric survey^ the ore bodies are very small and irregular, and are

not considered likely to be of economic importance.

The following analysis represents a sample taken by the writer from the stock

pile near the main shaft:

—

Fe 49-40 per cent

Sid." 12-18
" "

AI2O, 1-66
" "

CaO 7.55 " "

MgO 1-88
" "

S M68 " "

p 0-003 " "

The exploration work carried on by the Dominion Iron and Steel Co., on

these properties, has attracted considerable attention, and practically all the

surrounding lancl has now been taken up by various parties in search for iron ore.

So far, however, no discovery has been made on these newly acquired land areas.

Skye Mountain.

At the head of St. Patrick channel, an ofTshot of Great Bras d'Or lake, to the

west, Skye mountain forms the east end of the Craignish hills. Occurrences of

iron ores have been found in various places on the slopes of this mountain, l)ut

exploration work carried on here by various parties has failed to rewal any ore

body of economic importance. At Iron Brook an irregular tilling or impreg-

nation of magnetite and hematite in quartzite has been exploited by means of

three tunnels. The two upper tunnels cut a very small irregular body of ore,

while in the lower tunnel no ore was met with.

The ore is, as a rule, of low grade, being associated with a considerable

amount of quartzite, and contains a large amount of iron pyrites.

Whycocomagh.

The village of Whycocomagh is situated at the head of St. Patrick channel,

about 8 miles by road from Orangedale station on the Intercolonial railway .

'Magnetometric map can be obtained by applying to the Director of Mines Branch.
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about 1-5 miles north of Whycocomagh. Occurrences of iron ore have been
reported at Campbells brook, but they are of no economic importance, being

merely Pre-Cambrian limestone, which here and there is impregnated with grains

of magnetite or ferruginous silicates, chiefly hornblende.

Logan Glen.

At Logan Glen, 5 miles east of Whycocomagh, specular hematite occurs,

occupying irregular fissures in Lower Carboniferous conglomerate, none of which
exceeds 4 inches in thickness. This area is of no economic value as an iron

ore producer.

McPherson Mine.

The McPherson mine is situated about one mile east of Barachois siding>

on the Intercolonial railway. The distance by rail from Barachois to Sidney
is 21-7 miles.

The workings lie on the Boisdale hills, at an elevation of about 470 feet

above the sea level, and immediately north of the road leading from Boisdale to

Leitch creek. They consist of three shafts and a number of excavations which
expose cr>'stalline limestone and schists of Pre-Cambrian age, with intrusions

of granite and greenstones. The only place where the ore is exposed is in the

open cut near the road where a few small stringers and patches of magnetite can
be seen in the limestone. The principal mining operations have taken place at

shafts No. 1 and No. 2. Shaft No. 1 is sunk on an incline into the hillside, while

No. 2 is vertical and has a depth of 20 feet. Both these shafts were filled with
water at the time of the writer's visit. Shaft No. 3 has a depth of 32 feet and has
been sunk on the contact of cr>-stalline limestone and greenstone. No ore is

visible in this shaft. The magnetic attraction^ is confined to a very small area
around shafts Nos. 1 and 2, and gives no encouragement for finding any ore body
of economic importance.

A sample taken from a small stockpile near shaft No. 1 gave the following

analysis:

—

Fe 58-10 per cent
CaO 0-35 " "

MgO 6-

Al,03 1 •

SiOa. .
6-

P 0-

S 0-

90
92
82

004
500

The Ingraham Mine.

The Ingraham mine is situated about 2 miles southwest of Barachois,

at an elevaticjii of about 300 feet above sea le\cl. I'lie Inti-rcolonial railway
passes the workings, within a distance of about 2,000 feet.

In 1900, some 500 tons of ore are reported to ha\e been sliip|KHl ironx this

property to the l^ominion Iron and Steel Coinpan\', Syilney. Work was resumoii
ill 1*^06 by the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal C^)lnpa^^, which operated the mine
undt r lease for a short time.

Mavnetomelrlc in^p can be obtained by applying to the Director of Mine* Drench.
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The ore consists of hematite which occurs along the contact of Cambrian
slate and limestone, occupying irregular fissures and cavities in these rocks.

Small masses of compact rich hematite are often found embedded in the country
rock; but the greater portion of the ore is a mixture of hematite, ochreous material

and slate. The average iron content of the ore is, therefore, rather low, and the

shipment made to Sydney in 1900 is reported to have averaged about 44-4 per

cent; while 33-2 per cent is given as an av'erage of the ore from one of the pits

operated by the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co.
A sample taken from an ore dump near the main shaft gave the following

analysis:

—

Fe 48-70 per cent

SiOo 4-62 " "

AI2O3 1-90 " "

CaO 9-25 " "

MgO 0-68 " "

P 0-065 " "

S 0087 " "

There are several shafts, excavations, and pits on the property, but shafts

Nos. 1 and 2 are the only workings which have produced any ore; the other

shafts, pits, and trenches exposing limestone and slate, with an insignificant

amount of hematite in one or two places. Shaft No. 1 is vertical, and has a depth
of 56 feet. It was started in ore, the ore body dipping at a high angle towards
the west. South of the shaft the ore body has been stoped out for a distance

of 60 feet when it pinched to about one foot. The width of the stope ranges

from 5 to 8 feet. The bottom of the shaft is in slate.

Shaft No. 2 is 25 feet deep. It is reported to be connected at the bottom
by a drift 160 feet long, with four pits immediately to the north. At the time of

the writer's visit, the shaft was filled with water, and the four pits had caved in.

Boisdale Mines.

On the Curry farm, about one mile south of the crossing of the French Vale
and Boisdale-East Bay roads, a small deposit of hematite was opened in the

seventies, by the late Mr. Morley of Sydney. Tlie distance from the property

to Boisdale railway station, on the Intercolonial railway, is about 6 miles.

The ore body lies in crystalline limestone of Pre-Cambrian age, the general

strike of which is N. 70°E, dipping vertically, or at a high angle, towards the

south. In several places near the ore body a pegmatitic granite is seen to intrude

into the limestone, while farther to the south Carboniferous conglomerates
overlie the older rocks.

^ The principal working consists of an open pit, 110 : 14 feet, from which several

hundred tons of good ore have been taken and piled up nearby. The ore body
is reported to have had a width at the surface of from 5 to 9 feet, but pinched out
at a depth of 12 feet. Later attempts to find tiie ore at greater depth by diamond
drilling have also failed. About 75 feet northeast of the main working, a small

pit and a trench expose limestone, but no ore, and all that can be seen of the ore

"in situ," are a few narrow veins of hematite in limestone at the west end of the

main pit, ranging in width from 2 to 8 inches.

The ore is a massive hematite of good character, as shown by the following

analysis, representing an average sample of the stockpile:

—

Fe 56-79 per cent

Insol 12-75 " "

P 0-008 " "

S 0-022 " "
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On the farm of P. Campbell, about 3 miles northeast of the Curr\' farm, and
a few hundred feet east of the French Vale road, some prospecting for iron ore

has, in the past, been done, but no workable ore body discovered.

Coxheath Hills.

On the southeast flank of the Coxheath hills between Sydney and East
Bay, several small pockets of hematite occur at the contact of Carboniferous
conglomerate with the Pre-Cambrian rocks. Intermittent attempts to explore

some of these occurrences have, in the past, been made at Smiths brook and other
localities, but they have so far failed to locate any ore body of economic
importance.

Loran.

At Loran harbour, about 3 miles east of Louisburg, occurrences of hematite
have been reported by the late Mr. H. Fletcher.^ "On the farm of L. McLean,
on the south side of the harbour, coarse red Carboniferous conglomerate, mixed
with red marl, overlie the older rocks. The matrix of this conglomerate sometimes
consists of hematite which also discolours the underlying felsites. On the op-
posite shore at Tulley's large fragments of specular iron ore, brown and red hema-
tite occur in the fields associated with the conglomerate. A considerable amount
of trenching and test pitting has proved that the ore does not occur in workable
quantity on these properties."

Grand Mira, South.

Some prospecting for iron ore has, in the past, been done by the Xova
Scotia Steel and Coal Company, on the farms of Archie and John Gillis, situated

about one-fourth of a mile north of the South Grand Mira P.O.
The iron bearing mineral found here is a red hematite, grading, in places, into

magnetite.- It occurs in narrow bands interstratified with slates of Cambrian
age, which have been closely folded. The general strike of the formation is north-

east-southwest, with a steep dip towards the northwest or southeast.
The workings consist of a number of shallow shafts and test pits, showing

the width of the various bands of ore to be from 2 to 12 inches.

The following analysis represents a sample taken from one of the ore piles:

—

Fe 62-08 per cent
Insol 6-60 "

P 0-368 «

S trace
Similar deposits occur on the adjoining farms of L. Gillis and C^harlos McKin-

non. They are, however, all of too small extent to be of economic importance.

Marion Bridge.

On the farm of Donald MacKeigan about 2 miles south of the Marion
Bridge P.O., some trenching and diamond drilling have been ilone in search for

iron ore, but evidently with negative result. All tluit can be seen here are a few
narnnv bands of hematite, iiiterstratilii-d with slates, anil ha\ing a width of

from 2 U) 5 inches.

•Referencee: Geological Survey of Canada. 75-77. pp. 449 and 450.
Geological Survey of Canada, 77-7K, p. 28K.

'MaKiifliJiuetric niaii can be obtained by applying to the Dititlor ol Mim-a Kiauili.
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The lakes of Loch Lomond He in the southwestern part of Cape Breton
county and extend into Richmond county. They occupy a lowland of Carbon-
iferous rocks which themselves lie between Devonian rocks to the west and Pre-

Cambrian to the east. On the farm of John McVicar, about 1-5 miles south of

Enon post office exploration work, carried on by the Dominion Iron and Steel

Company, has exposed some hematite associated with Carboniferous rocks near
their contact with syenite of Pre-Cambrian age. Judging from the material taken
from the workings, the ore occupies irregular fissures and cavities in the Carbon-
iferous conglomerate.

A picked sample from one of the ore piles gave the following analysis:

—

Fe 62-1 per cent
Insol 9-7

P 0-007 "

S 0-030 "

On the farm of D. Mclntyre, about one mile south of the McVicar farm,
similar occurrences of hematite have been e.xposed by a number of test pits.

They occur in Carboniferous conglomerate and sandstone. Where exposed,
their width is found to range from 2 to 18 inches.
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V.

LODE MINING IN YUKON.

T. A. MacLean.

Introductory.

I left Ottawa for Yukon on June 13, 1913, to continue the work begun in

1912, upon which I had already reported in part.^ I returned on January 19,

1914.

My instructions were, specifically, to examine and sample with greater

detail, a number of deposits which^when examined in a preliminary manner
in 1912—showed promise, if developed, of proving of commercial value; also,

in a general way, to overlook new developments, if such existed, in the vicinity

of my work.
The properties specially mentioned were: (1) the Humper group of Dail

and Fleming, and (2) the Venus mine, both on Windy Arm; (3) the Whirlwind

group, and (4) Tally-Ho group, both on Wheaton river; (5) Stewart and Catto;

(6) Olive, and (7) Eagle groups—all three on Dublin gulch; (8) Lone Star

mine, and (9) Mitchell group, in the Dawson district; and (10) the Big Thing
mine,^ near Carcross.

Arriving in the field on June 30, I was joined by Mr. Archibald MacLean,*

of Carcross, who acted as my assistant throughout the season. Others, who
assisted me for upwards of six weeks at a time, were: David Stevenson, of Car-

cross, and Henry Detraz, of Coffee creek, both of them old time prospectors

or miners, whose services were unstinted.

All the samples taken during the season were assayed for gold and silver

or for copper by Mr. Wm. C. Sine, Territorial Government assayer at Whitehorse.

Samples from the Windy Arm properties were assayed, for lead, by Mr. H. A.

Leverin, under the direction of Mr. F. G. Wait, Chief of the Division of

Chemistry of the Mines Branch, Ottawa, to all of whom I wish to acknowledge my
indebtedness.

Itinerary.

Six weeks were spent on the Windy Arm properties; the work, in that portion

of the field, including a reconnaissance survey of a portion of the ground—measure-

ments being taken chiefly by stadia; and a somewhat extensive sampling of the

veins and workings.

On August 14, we proceeded by steamer from Whitehorse to Dawson; and,

during the last week in August, carried on work at the Lone Star mine.

It was intended to finish work both in the Dawson and Dublin gulch districts

before the freeze up, and then to return to the south eiul, in orilor to o\ertake

the work on the properties mentioned, in Wheaton, and in the \ icinit\' of

Carcross.

The above itinerary was, ho\ve\er, changed as a result of representations

made by Dr. Alfred Thoniijson, \L1*., to the Department of Mines, Ottawa,

on behalf (A ( laim owneis and others interested in the White Ri\er district. l'i>r

a number (jf years past, hearsay reports of copper deposits al the head ot While

' Simiinary Report Minen Branch. Dept. of Miiies. Canadu. l'A2, pp. 121-13V. .Mao l.ode Mininu in Yultoa, by
T. A. Macl,<-iiii, Mines liruncli, Caiiutia, 1913.

' Tliia proi)erty had not previously been exuniinetl, but, on account ol extensive ilevelopnient it was iev.»MninenJcd

aa beinii wortti winle.
'On Murdi I. l'JI4, appointed Mniinti Recorder ut Carcri)48. V. T.

\
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river had been brought in by prospectors, who were, generally, working under
grub-stake agreements with parties in Dawson and elsewhere. Considerable
money, amounting in the aggregate to many thousands of dollars, was, from time
to time, supplied for the prosecution of this work. In 1905 Mr. R. G. McConnell
examined the district, and made a report. In 1908^ Messrs. Moffit and Knopf
of the United States Geological Survey, reported on the Nabesna White river

district, Alaska; a portion of their report, dealing with the occurrence of copper
on the Canadian side, being quoted in the Summary Report of the Geological

Survey of Canada for 1909.^

Glowing accounts of new finds of both copper and gold continued to be cir-

culated each year,^ until finally, in 1913, it was suggested, by parties interested,

that the Dominion Government should be asked for assistance in the construction

of a railway to open up that country.

In order, therefore, that the Government be placed in possession of more
definite information as to the probable economic value of the ore bodies which
were reported to have undergone some development, I was instructed to proceed
to the head of the White river, and make the necessary examinations.''

This trip was commenced from Dawson on September 6 and occupied two
months. The route adopted was via Coffee Creek trail,* by means of a pack
train^ comprising four horses.

The properties visited in White River district are located, chiefly, in the

vicinity of Canyon City; also in the area lying between White river and Beaver
creek, for a distance of 15 or 16 miles, in a northerly direction from Canyon City.

The latter is situated on the left limit of White river, between 125 and 150

miles from its entry into Yukon river. The trail overland from Coffee creek

was, at the time, very bad, entailing much hardship) on the horses. They were
required either to wade knee-deep through miles of swampy ground or stretches

of muskeg and niggerheads, or again to ford, or swim, swift running rivers filled

with ice; and this at a time when feed was difficult to procure because of the frozen

condition of the soil.

Before completing the above trip, winter had settled down on the Territory,

and, though some work was afterwards undertaken at Dublin gulch, it was
found necessary to curtail it, and to omit entirely that in Wheaton river district.

Galena creek, a tributary of McQuesten river, 11 miles off the road to

Dublin gulch, was, however, visited as a result of the reported find of a rich

argentiferous galena vein. This was of much interest, as indicating a variety

of deposit not hitherto exhibited on any of the areas previously examined in

this district.^ Reports were, to some extent, confirmed b>' assays of samples
sent by the owners to the Territorial Government assay ofitice in Whitehorse.

Representatives of the owner were found acti\'el>' at work on the property' and
such data as development permitted, was secured.

Sampling.

During the season, 529 samples, in the aggregate, were secured from the var-

ious properties visited, the greater number coming from the Windy Arm district.

' Summary Report Geol. Survey, Canada, 1905, pp. 19-26.

'Summary Report Geol. Survey. Canada, 1909, pp. 23-26.
' See also MacI.ean, T. A., I^ode Mining in Yukon, Appendix 1. Mines Branch, Canada, 1913.
• Cairnes, D. D., of the Geol. Survey, Canada, was enKaf;e<l during the seasons of 1912 and 1913 mappiuR geologi-

cally a portion of this district, and is now preparing his report which will doubtless touch upon thtse same deposits.
• See also Chisiina Goldfields, by D. D. Cairnes. Bulletin 24, No. 14, pp. 43-4S, Can, Min. Inst.
• In this connexion I wish to aclcnowledge indebtedness to Mr. H. F. J. Lambert, of the InternaUonal Boundary

Survey, for kindness in allowing me the use of a horse, and other necessary outfit.
' See Lode Mining in Yukon: T. A. MacLean, Mines Branch. Canada. 1913, pp,[130-134.
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In calculating money values of the assays, the following prices were adopted :

—

Fine gold $20.00 per ounce.
Silver 0.60 "

Lead . 02 1 per pound.
During the year 1913 New York prices fluctuated as follows:

—

Silver between 56| and 63f—the average being 59- 791c. per oz.

Lead " 3-95 and 4-75—" " " 4-37c. " lb.

The price 2 • Ic. ($0-021) per lb. for lead, used in calculating assay values, is

the approximate net value when duty and smelter deductions of 2-25 off" New
York average price is allowed for.

Suminary and Conclusions.
Windy Arm.

Results of more detailed sampling on the Windy Arm properties are not as
good as the preliminary sampling in 1912 led me to anticipate.

In the case of the Humper properties, with, however, very limited develop-
ment, where the mine run averages in gold and silver from 85.29 up to $13.84, the
ore may be sorted, and the selected ore raised to $50.00 or more per ton and this

would admit of being shipped outside for treatment. Water freight from Windy
Arm, 16 miles to Carcross, on any considerable tonnage of ore, should not exceed
$1.50 per ton. From Carcross to Skag^-ay, by White Pass and Yukon route, the
freight on sacked ore is $3.50 per ton, carload lots. An additional $1.50 would
land ore at one of the coast smelters, i.e. $6.50 per ton as a total freight charge,
and this amount would probably admit of reduction by special arrangement with
the White Pass and Yukon route for through transportation from mine to
smelter.

With regard to the Venus property it is apparent that the average value of
ore over the greater portion of the deposit sampled is of too low a grade to be
mined with profit under present conditions because of the high cost of labour and
transportation. There is, however, a limited tonnage of pay ore in certain of the
stopes which may be won at a profit by economical mining.

Conditions as to sorting and transporting ore are similar to those for the
Humper group above referred to. It is claimed that, while the Venus mill was
operating, a considerable proportion of the silver was lost in the slimes. An
objection to the mill-site is its proximity to the water, which does not permit of
room for tailing dump; the latter would necessarily become submerged.

Tlie following is the wage schedule which maintained during operation of
this property':

—

M!iXinfmen }
^^

" ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ '''''^ ^''''^

Blacksmith 4.00 " " "

Carpenter 4.00 " " " "

Foreman 5.00 " "

The estimated allowance for board is $1.50 per day.

Lone Star Mine.

In case of the Lone Star mine lu'ar Dawstni, (hiruig the past (wo seasons,
1912 ;iii(l 1913, siiiuphug and assaying have iiulicated the axera^e \ .ihie of ore
to be niKJcr $1.00 per ton. The mill lias, notwilhstaiiding, handled OOSO tons, and
won $1»),HU.'?.86.''^

' Mkiii'm mipi>lle<l by Mr. Archibald Macl.«an of Carcross.
~~'

' riii.s iN voikIk-.I lor l)y tlic Company's annutil statements for lUti iiixl 1013.
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The histor>' of operations on this property during the past two years, indi-

cates that more extensive de\'elopment is warranted.

Onh' l)y operating on a large tonnage basis is it possiljlc to work such low
grade ore at a profit. The estimated possible margin of profit^ is so small for the

portion of the deposit which the mill may be considered to have proven, that be-

fore the company endeavours to greatly increase its mill capacity, the present mill

should be used to test material over a greater extent of the deposit. If the aver-

age results obtained are then as good as those for the past two years, expenditure
on plant sufficient to handle several hundred tons of ore per day would be justified.

Dublin Gulch and Galena Creek.

In case of the few Dublin gulch properties, from which additional samples
were secured, namely, Stewart and Catto, Olive, and Shamrock i^roperties, some
good values are found in each case.

The average tenor secured from the more developed parts of workings, how-
ever, is still below requirements for mining on any commercial scale. Develop-
ment is, as yet, too limited to warrant any very definite conclusions other than
that continued work is advisable.

For the small amount of development on Galena creek the property appears
to be one of promise.

White River District.

The discovery of a large copper nugget, together with smaller slabs and
bunches or stringers throughout the amygdaloid country rock, was a strong
incenti\'e to the prospectors to continue work in the hope of locating a great body
or mother lode. So far as the properties which were heralded as of first impor-
tance are concerned, the discovery appears to be limited to a few tons of cuprif-

erous material from stringers, besides a low grade copper—from traces up to

0-85 per cent, throughout portions of the country rock, in addition to the first

noted find.

In connexion with the development of a copper mining industry in this

district, it is essential that a deposit, or group of deposits in the aggregate, be
sufficiently large to warrant the building of a railway and smelter. Amygdaloid
ores of this character are reported to ha\'e >'ielded, in certain years, the larger

proportion of the copper production of Michigan,^ the average value being 0-88
per cent.

Notwithstanding the many reported rich finds over a very large territory, and
the superficial evidence that, in places, for miles of country along the upper stretch

of the White river, the country rock gives the impression of being copper stained,

no definite vein or lode system of commercial value has yet been deN'clopcd.

No de\elopment of any consequence was noted in connexion with the few
gold or silver prospects it was possible to visit in this district.

The White River district is of wide extent, and though it may be said with
truth that the more recent current reports of the richness of the copper deposits

have been misleading, and that an exaggerated conception of the prospects has
been harboured by a majority rf residents in Yukon, >et it would be unwise to

make a sweeping condemnation rf the district.

The recent discovery of gold in Chisana, Alaska, has revived interest in the

White Rivei country, which is assured a pietty thorough inxestigalion during the

coming season, and though interest centres chiefly in pla(xr gold jM'ospects, the

possibility of locating lode deposits is not being entirely overlooked.

' Cost of winninjj the Rold for 1913 is $3.52. whicti includ'.-a interest and all charges. See Annual Statement.
' Mineral Deposits Lindgren. pp. 402-403.
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NON-METALLIFEROUS DIVISION

INVESTIGATION OF THE CANADIAN MARKET FOR VARIOUS
MINERAL PRODUCTS IN A CRUDE, OR PARTIALLY

PREPARED STATE.

Howells Frechette.

Chief of Division.

The greater part of the year was devoted to the gathering of final data,

and the compilation of the material for the report on non-metaUic minerals
used in the manufacturing industries of Canada. The report will contain a
series of tables showing the quantities of minerals, both domestic and imported,
used in each industry, as reported by the consumers, the quantities used in the
various sections of the country, Canadian production, and imports. It will

include, also, brief descriptions of the economic minerals, the uses to which they
are put and notes on the trade requirements of each mineral for its different

uses.

It may be pointed out, here, that, as a result of information gained in the
above investigation, it has been decided to make a thorough examination of the
sands suitable for industrial purposes, cmd of the limestones in the Province
of Quebec. This w(jrk will be taken up during the field season of 1914.

Throughout the latter part of July, August, and the early part of September,
the writer officially attended the Twelfth International Geological Congress.
He was in attendance at the meetings in Toronto, and accompanied four of the
excursions.
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WHITE MICA OCCURRENCES IN THE T£TE JAUNE CACHE
AND BIG BEND DISTRICTS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Hugh S. de Schmid.

A considerable portion of the summer was taken up with business connected

with the International Geological Congress, the Session of which I attended as

one of the delegates of the Mines Branch. I accompanied, also, various of the

excursions organized in connexion with the Congress; both as guide and as

assistant secretary. I accompanied transcontinental excursion C 1, in the latter

capacity, and on the return journey eastward, left the party at Winnipeg; from

which point I proceeded to Edmonton and Tete Jaune Cache, later going south

to Calgary and to Revelstoke, in order to secure from the owners particulars

regarding the Big Bend mica deposits.

MICA OCCURRENCES NEAR T^TE JAUNE CACHE.

Notes 071 the Region.

Tete Jaune Cache (commonly abbreviated to " T. John," and known
locally as "Mile 52") lies on the Eraser river, 300 miles west of Edmonton,
52 miles west of the interprovincial , boundary, and over 1,300 feet lower

on the Pacific slope than the Continental Divide, where crossed by the Grand
Trunk Pacific railway at Yellowhead. For the past two years a place of some
size and importance on account of being the headquarters of railway construction

and the end of steel, the camp is now rapidly dwindling in size and significance.

The population has mostly drifted farther west to Fort George, the present

rail-head, and within a short while the name Tete Jaune Cache will probably
signify merely a station and water tank on the new railway. A regular nightly

train service from Edmonton to this point is in operation, the journey occupying
about fourteen hours.

The existence of white mica in sheets of commercial size has been known
in this district for upwards of twenty years. J. McEvoy, of the Geological

Survey, who made a reconnaissance of the region in 1898, records having found a

party of miners at work upon claims on Mica mountain wiiile a number of other

claims had been staked in the more or less immediate vicinity.'

These first miners and prospectors came in by way of Kamloops, a distance

of over 200 miles, entailing a journey of some three weeks, while about the

the same time was taken to get in from Edmonton, 350 miles to the east.

The work commenced at this time has never been prosecuted at all vigour-

ously since, and no serious exploitation of the mica-bearing dikes has ever taken
place. The actual operations of the first miners can hardly be termed develop-

ment work, as the main object seems to have been to collect all the mica in sight,

the crystals being contained largely in loose boulders, with which the upper
portions of the northwest slope of the mountain are littered. Over a thousand
pounds of cut sheets of marketable mica are said to have been secured in this

manner, but the then inaccessible location of the deposit was sufiicient to dis-

courage any further attempt at systematic mining. Now that the line of the

> GeoL Surv. Can.. Ann. Rep., 1898, Vol. XI. pp. 80A. 38D.
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Main street, Tete Jaime Cache, B.C., September, 1913.
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Grand Trunk Pacific railway passes within a few miles of the claims, fresh interest

has been aroused in the possibility of profitably mining mica in this region,

and several parties are considering undertaking active development work in

the near future. All of the claims are situated in the Cariboo Mining Division,

Cariboo District.

Although, as just stated, the railway passes within a short distance of the
claims, this must not be understood to mean that the deposits are by any means
particularly accessible. The entire series of claims lie either just below the
summits, or on the upper slopes of mountains rising to a height of over 5,000 feet

Mica Mt

Trail to Tite Jaune Cachm

Fig 2. Dikes, claims, trails, etc., in vicinity of Mica mountain, Tete Jaune Cache, B.C. Sc*le
about 2 inclies to 1 mile horizontal and about 1 inch to 1600 feet vertical.

above the railway, and at an elevation above sea level of over 7,000 feel. The
claims so lar locat(;tl in tin; imnu'iliale neiglibourluuKl of Tete Jaune Cache are
situated upon two main mountain masses lyiii^ about 5 miles south of the tracks
of the Grand Trunk I'acilic railway, and api)roximately eciual in height. The
more westerly of these two mountains, and that known locally as Mica mountain,
consists of a ridge several miles long and separated into several peaks by narrow
gullies. Tlu' only claims taken up on this mountain are owneil by Mr. \\. Keller,

now (Se|)teinber, 1912)of Mile 142, l'Vasi:r ri\ir, Gianil rnink l*acilK- railway.
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The claims are two in number and were located in 1910; no active work has
ever been carried out upon them, and little information concerning them could
be obtained locally.

Directly to the east of this ridge, and separated from it by a deep and narrow
gulch, through which runs Sand creek, rises a peak shown on the map as Mica
mountain, but known locally as "Nigger's Knob."^ It is on this mountain that
the claims which so far have attracted most notice are located, and from which
were taken the already mentioned quantity of sheet mica.

The claims are reached by way of Sand creek, a pack trail existing for part
of the distance. South of the railway track the ground rises gently for a distance
of about 2 miles, the slope carrying a scattered growth of small poplars and
cottonwoods. From here on, the west bank of Sand Creek gulch is followed

for about 4 miles, until a log jam is reached, where a crossing can be effected.

Sand creek itself is a mountain torrent, about thirty feet wide at this point and
containing a considerable volume of water. It is said that the flow is fairly

constant during the summer months, and the creek might be used as a source
of power in the event of any development of the claims taking place.

South of the crossing point the mountains rise abruptly from the water's

edge on both sides of the creek. There is no trail to the claims, and the steep

slope is covered wdth a dense undergrowth of alders, mingled with scattered

spruce. The elevation at the foot of this slope is about 1 ,000 feet above the level

of the Eraser river at Tete Jaune Cache, and some 4,000 feet below the claims.

These 4,000 feet are ascended in almost a direct line, following the course of a

small gully.

The first claims met with by this approach are the Sand Creek claims, owned
by Messrs. Thomas VVillson and Andrew Swanson. These are four in number,
and lie to the southwest of the summit of Mica mountain, just below timber line;

they were taken up in 1910.

The other claims located on Mica mountain lie east of the above, and at

a higher elevation, being partly above timber line and extending up to the base
of a steep wall of rock forming the summit of the mountain. These claims, also,

are four in number, and were taken up in 1898 by Messrs. F. Winter and J. F.

Smith, of Kamloops, who mined for a short time in this year, and about five

years ago, it is understood, transferred their interests to a French company.
This concern is understood to be controlled by Messrs. de Witt and Winter, and
to have its office at 82 Wall St., New York. In September of 1913, while the

writer was in the district, it was rumoured that this Company was about to take
steps to construct a road to their claims, with a \iew to undertaking serious mining
next season. This road would lead in from Mile 49, 3 miles east of Tete
Jaune Cache, and follow the east bank of Sand creek, this route allowing of a

grade suitable to transport by motor wagon. While necessitating a considerable

initial outlay, the construction of a good road to the claims is a sine (jua non
if any systematic development is to be attempted. At present there is no trail

at all for more than half the; distance from Tete Jaune Cache, and supplies,

equipment, etc., have had to be taken up in packs by the miners themselves,

the ground l)cing too rough and steep for horses. The construction of a good road

is a perfectly leasible, though somewhat costly undertaking; the distance would
be about 7 miles. Timber in abundance, and water, can be had in the im-

mediate neighbourhood of all the claims, and, as already stated. Sand creek

could furnish an adequate supply of power to operate a compressor and other

machinery.
Messrs. de Witt and Winter have three claims, also, on Canoe river which

rises to tlie south of Mica mountain and Hows southeast to join the Columbia
> So called from the tirat claims being taken up by a negro.
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Name of Claim

1 Keller
2 Willson and Swansen
3 de Witt and Winter
4 Big Bend Mica Co.
5 McCarter
6 Briggs
7 Peterson and Riddick

Fig. 3, Map of Mica-bearing district, British Columbia, showing approximate
locations of claims and probable area of the pegmatite dike zone
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river at Big Bend; these claims were taken up in 1898, but have never been
developed.

On McLennan river, which rises in Cranberry lake and flows north to meet
the Fraser river near Tete Jaune Cache, Messrs. Willson and Swanson located
four claims in 1910; here, also, no mining has been undertaken.

The above claims comprise the most important mica discoveries made in

the Tete Jaune Cache district to date.

It would seem that the occurrence of mica-bearing pegmatite dikes in this

section of British Columbia is confined to a zone of rather limited easterly and
westerly extent. The mica belt appears to consist of a series of pegmatites in-

truded in close proximity to one another, and occurrent over a width of not more
than a few miles. This series has a northwest and southeast direction, and is

probably the same as that encountered in the Big Bend region and, still farther
south, in the vicinity of Beavermouth, on the main line of the Canadian Pacific

railway. The northerly limit of the series is quite undetermined, and there is

no reason to suppose that the dikes terminate in the immediate vicinity of Tete
Jaune Cache; it is equally probable that they continue farther to the north-
west, and discoveries of mica are quite liable to be made in that section. The
country along the route of the Grand Trunk Pacific railway through this section
is still virtually unprospected, and the construction of the railway, while render-
ing possible the development of mineral discoveries, is unlikely, for a considerable
time, to promote any extensive prospecting of even that country directly adjacent
to its course. The highly indented surface, often thickly covered with scrub,
and the short season during which prospecting is at all possible, render opera-
tions exceedingly difficult, and are likely to long discourage any thorough ex-
ploration of the region.

Geology of the Mica-bearing Area.

While only the claims on Mica mountain were visited, the general occurrence
of the mica throughout the entire district (and the deposits in the Big Bend sec-

tion may be here included also) would appear, from the particulars furnished
the writer by the owners and others, to be very similar.

The mica crystals occur in white pegmatite dikes of varying widths, all

having an approximately parallel direction and a general trend of N.W.-S.E.
The tlikes, where exposed on Mica mountain ("Nigger's Knob") probably at no
point exceed 100 feet in thickness, though only approximate measurements can
be given, owing to many of the exposures being in the faces of precipices. For
the same reason, the dip is difiicult to determine, but is probablv about .v^'^-.SO"

S.W. The pegmatite is a moderately fine to medium-grained rock consisting
of white microcline feldspar, quartz, and muscovite mica. Accessory constituent
minerals noticed are red garnet (probably the \ariety spessartite), and, near
the contact with the enclosing mica-schist, biotite mica and prisms of bright
blue cyanite. McEvoy^ notes, also, the presence of beryl, tourmaline, and apatite.

Much of the muscovite present is in the form of small, thin crystals, averag-
ing up to 1"X 1", and only \" thick. Small crystals of this type are abuuilant,
and are fairly evenly distributed through the dike mass. The largest crystals
seen on the westerly, or Swanson and Willson, claiinsdiil not exceed b" .4"; but
sheets 12" x 8" across were louiid in loose bou-lcU-rs im the French company's
ground. Although weathered and rusty, as surface mica always is, all of the
sheets touiul were cU-ar and fret: from iron stains and inclusions; in colour theN'

are a browiiish-grci n, and llic mica may l»i' said lo n-pri-si-nt a \ im\ fair grade ol

mineral.

' (iiiil. Surv. Can., Ami. I<ii>.. Vol. \l. IN'iH, p. HO .\.
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The rock enclosing the dikes is a series of rusty, highly garnetiferous mica-
schists of rather coarse grain, and containing numerous small quartz lenses.

These schists have suffered a high degree of crushing and folding, and weather
readily to a rusty, friable mass. Local zones are highly charged with staurolite

and cyanite, and large crystals of yellowish apatite, up to 4 inches across, were
found at one point. The whole system of these schists bespeaks a high degree

of dynamic, and, possibly to a lesser degree also, contact metamorphism. The
pegmatite dikes were probably intruded prior to, or contemporaneously with,

this deformation.

No attempt at mining has been made on any of the claims in the Tete
Jaune Cache region, consequently no exposures of fresh unweathered rock could

be examined. Some of the freshest sections seen were in the bed and bank of

Sand creek. At one such point a band of what appears to be white paragonite

schist was noticed intercalated in the normal, darker-coloured series. This
system of schists probably forms a narrow belt a few miles wide, having a N.W.
and S.E. trend and a dip of some 50° S.W. The series possibly consists of a num-
ber of somewhat contorted and elongated lenses, pursuing a course approximately

as indicated on the accompanying map, the northerly limit being as yet

undetermined.
The mica samples taken at the claims on Mica mountain are of fair quality.

Being surface mica, broken out of loose boulders fallen from the dikes, the sheets

are necessarily weathered and rusty; this is a condition, however, which affects

only those crystals near the immediate surface, and crystals yielding fresh, clean

sheets may be expected at a depth of a few feet.

The largest sheets so far encountered come from the de Witt and Winter
claims, just below the summit of Mica mountain. A quantity of surface mica
could probably be secured here simply by breaking up the large boulders fallen

from the dike above. The dike itself could be worked without much difficulty

either by a system of adits or by simply blasting out the face. As there is un-

limited space for the disposal of waste no means would need to be taken to keep
the ground clear.

The first essential, if any attempt at mining is contemplated, is the con-

struction of a road to the claims. Owing to the configuration of the ground at

the pegmatite exposures, only the simplest and cheapest mining methods would
need to be employed, at any rate for some time. The dike face would, in effect,

be blasted out, and the mica crystals broken out of the blocks where they come
to rest on the slope. No machines other than power drills would be necessary,

as neither hoisting nor pumping would be recjuired.

At this point, as at practically all mica prospects, the only test of the value

of the deposits and the amount of mica present is actual development work.

The occurrences, from surface indications, would appear to warrant such develop-

ment, though it cannot be said that indications point to the deposits being other

than of average richness. The initial expense connected with their exploitation,

and the short season during which transport and work above ground can be car-

ried on, are factors which cannot afforcl to be lost sight of. The open season,

during which approach can be made to the claims and supplies, etc., taken in and
mineral brought out, is of about four months' duration, from June to the end of

September.

Mica in the Big Bend District.

A number of claims have been staked for mica in the area directly south

of the Big Bend of the Columl)ia river, principally upon the ridges separating

Mica, End, and Yellow creeks. This district lies about 70 miles southeast of



Plate III.

Fliuio-raijli by F. Hazard

Near head of End creek. Shows the loose and friable nature of the schists, due

to crushing and weathering.
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Mica mountain, and it is most probable that the claims here are located upon
southerly extensions of the same series of pegmatite dikes as are met with around
Tete Jaune Cache. Similar occurrences have been met with still farther south

on the Columbia, and a line joining all three of these locations has very much
the same direction as the observed strike of the pegmatite dikes at Mica moun-
tain. Although mica-bearing pegmatites may possibly be found to exist to the

west or east of this zone, it is probable that no considerable development of the

dikes has taken place at any great lateral distance from the main course as in-

dicated on the accompanying map.
The occurrences of mica in the Big Bend region were not visited, but from

information furnished the wTiter by the owners of claims and by parties acquainted
with the district, the deposits are in ever>' way similar to those already described

near Tete Jaune Cache.
All the claims are situated in the Golden and Revelstoke divisions, Kootenay

district.

Big Bend Mica Company's Claims.

The above mentioned is a syndicate with headquarters at Calgary, Alberta.
The number of claims owTied is five, the official recording descriptions being
as follows:

—

Ptarmigan claim: Situated at head of End creek, about 5 mile east of

Croup claim and about 7 miles from Columbia river.

Diamond claim: Situated at head of End creek, and I5 miles northwest
of Ptarmigan claim.

Snowshoe claim: Situated at head of End creek, and about 7 miles from
Columbia river.

Croup claim: Situated at head of End creek and \ mile northeast of

Snowshoe claim.

President claim: At head of Mica creek, on the north slope of ridge.

The above claims weie taken up in 1909, and a certain amount of develop-
ment work was carried out during the summer of 1910. Over a thousand pounds
of untrimmed mica slabs are reported to ha\'e beer taken out and shipped to
Calgary.

The claims can be reached either from Beavermouth—by boat down the
Columbia river—or from Rev^elstoke, from which point a legular weekly steamer
service connects with Downie creek, about half way to Big Bend and some 45
miles north of Revelstoke. The former route is seldom used owing to the danger-
ous charactei of the river, and the rapids encountered north of Kinbasket lake.

From Downie creek a trail exists up the east bank of the Columbia, and ingress
with pack train is not difficult during the summer months. The season during
which access can be had to the clainis, and which repiesents, also, the period
during which mining operations can be tarried on, is from Jul>' to the entl of
September. The pegmatite outcrops in this section, as in the Tete Jaune Cache
district, are found on the upper slopes or summits of loft\' ridges separateil by
narrow valleys, through which How, among others, the creeks mentioned alH>\e.

These ridges attain heights of as much as 7,000 feet, and the claims are ilifficuU

to get to. The peaks and ridges at this point form the northerly extremity of

the Selkirk range, around which the Coluinbia Hows in a nu>re than right-augUxl
turn.

The miea froni the elaiius in this section is ol the same qualit)' ami oi>lour

as that found farther north, being liear and free from inelu^ioiis ami stains.

Sheets up to U)"XlO" iia\c been taken out and represent high grade luiner.il.
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Claims of Mr. W. I. Briggs and Company.

These claims, owned by the above-mentioned syndicate with headquarters
at Revelstoke, B.C., He in the same region as those of the Big Bend Mica Com-
pany. They comprise three groups of two claims each, and are as follows:

Porcupine claim: Situated near the head of End creek, on the east side of,

and about 6 miles from the Columbia river.

Fisher claim: Adjoins the Porcupine claim to the northwest.

Bear Pa-u.' claim: Situated at the head of a smull creek entering the east

fork of Mica creek and adjoins the Eagle Bluff claim.

Eagle Bluff claim: Situated at the head of the east fork of Mica creek and
on the north side, about 2| miles from the forks.

Rainbow claim: Lies on the north side of the northeast fork of Mica creek,

2 miles from the forks and about 9 miles from the Columbia river.

River View claim: Situated at the head of a small creek on the north side

of Mica creek, and about 7 miles from the Columbia.
No mining has been carried out on these claims, but sheets of mica up to

15"X10" have been found at the surface.

McCarter Claim.

Mr. G. S. McCartei, of Revelstoke, has one claim in this region, namely.
Mica Queen, situated 12 miles from the Columbia river, and opposite

the mouths of Canoe and Wood rivers, near the divide between East and West
Kootenay.

Here, also, only a small amount of prospecting has been done, but ovei a
thousand pounds of untrimmed mica are said to have been secured in 1901 from
surface float, the sheets attaining dimensions of 4"X9". The claim is reached

by way of Yellow creek.

Systematic development cf any of these claims is out of the question until

access is rendered less difficult and expensive. At present, horses, supplies, etc.,

have to be taken by steamer to Downie creek, a distance of some 40 miles, and
from heic about 30 miles cf trail have to be negotiated befoie the creek valleys

are reached. Since the claims are, in most cases, located at a distance of some
10 miles up these valleys, the construction of roads from the Columbia to the

claims would be necessary if any heav^y supplies are to be taken in, or any great

quantity of mica brought out. There is considerable agitation to have a Govern-
ment road built along the line of present trail up the river; this would facilitate

and cheapen transport to some extent, but no small expense would still have to

be met in order to establish ready communication with claims situated at a dis-

tance of some 10 miles from such a road and at an altitude of 7,000 feet. The
present market price of S2.00—S2.50 per pound for the larger sizes of clear sheet

mica hardly seems sufficient inducement fo. such expenditure unless an unusual

quantity of large -sized mica is present in the dikes. The general experience in

other regions where mica is found is that little more than from 3 to 5 per cent of

the total production of a mine is of dimensions exceeding 4">(6"; the greater

part of the output consists of the smaller gtades 1"X 1" to 2"X3", which do not

fetch more than 25 to 45 cents per pound.

^

Claims of Messrs. Peterson, Richardson, Calder, and Reddick.

The above parties, of Calgary, own three claims on the Columbia river, 25

miles north of Beavermouth, on the Canadian Pacific railway. The claims lie

about one mile east of the river, at an elevation of about 800 feet alxjve the valley.

' For more definite particulars regarding the development of mica deix>sits sec Report No. 118, "Mica: Ita Occur-
rence, Exploitation and Uses," issued by the Mines Branch. Department of Mines. Ottawa.
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The original discovery of mica at this point dates from the early nineties, but no
serious mining has ever been undertaken. The owners report a small amount of

development work during 1912, but no mica has been shipped. The locality is

reached by boat from Beavermouth, and trail to the claims, the round trip oc-

cupying about three days.

The occurrence is reported to consist of three narrow vertical pegmatite
dikes about 3 feet wide and carrying mica crystals up to 12" across. The mica
is clear and unstained and of a greenish-white colour. The strike of the dikes

is N.W.-S.E., and the enclosing rock is a soft mica-schist. The leads are close

together, being respectively 4 feet and 9 feet apart. A drift 50 feet long by
5^ feet high has been run in on the main lead.

It may be mentioned that boulders of mica-bearing pegmatite have been
found south of the Canadian Pacific railway, and east of Beavermouth, which may
be taken to indicate tl^it the dikes extend still farther to the south than has, as

yet, actually been determined. Xear Mitikan siding, 21 miles west of Revel-

stoke, a number of pegmatite dikes and stringers are to be seen cutting cr^-stalline

schists, and these may possibly be connected with the main intrusive system
farther to the east. They carry small plates of muscovite mica, up to 3" across,

and are similar in appearance and character to the pegmatite of Mica mountain,
near Tete Jaune Cache.

Economic Possibilities of the Deposits.

Mica of good quality and in large-sized sheets has been shown to exist in the

above-described section of British Columbia. It must be stated, however, that

the remote location of almost all the claims so far taken up is a factoi which ren-

ders mining an expensi\'e and risk\' undertaking. Mica is not a mineral that

habitually occurs in aggregations of large-sized crystals. The proportion of

large crystals yielding sheets of 5"X 8" and over, in the run-of-mine of any prop-

erty, is small, not averaging over 5 per cent. A mica mine depends essentially

on a uniform output of medium sized sheets, say 2"X3" grade, averaging a price

of around 35 cents per pound; some mines run on a production of even smaller

sizes than this. Large sheets are usually the exception rather than the rule, and
there is no reason to suppose that the deposits in British Columbia are different

in this respect to the majority of mica occurrences in other parts of the world.

Thus, too much value should not be assigned to the samples of large-sized mica
which this region yields; these sheets probal)ly represent the best mineral which
the dikes carry and are not a fair basis upon which to determine the value of the

deposits. It should be remembered, however, that the high degree of erosion,

which the upper portions of the mountains upon the dikes outcrop have been
subjected to, has resulted, in some instances, in the accumulation of large quan-
tities of pegmatite material upon the upper slopes. Thus, at some points, a

considerable quantit>' of mica could jKJSsibly be secured with a mininuim ot ex-

pense, it being necessar\' mereh' to break up the boulders. Such meiluKls woukl,

of course, (jnly hold for a limited tin\e, and the pegmatite Ht)at would soon be

exhausted. In addition, a considerable projxjrtion of the mica recoxered in lhi^

way would probaljly be impaiied by weathering stains, ami woukl be ol inferior

quality.

From experience of development work u|)on nxica ileposits in the east ol

Canada, and taking into consideration the necessary heaxy exf>ense entailetl in

exploiting such remote occurrences and the e\ieedingl>' shcrt seast>ji during which
work is possible, the writer is of the opinion th.it s\slematic mica minin^i in the

I^ig Hc\u\ district is not prailicabli,'. l".\-en the deposits in the T^te jaune C.iihe

district, which are relati\'el\' close to a railw.u , are hanlh likel\ to pn)Ve cap.iblc

of prolilalili- e\|)|(»it.it ion.
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III.

SALINE SPRINGS OF MANITOBA.

L. H. Cole.

The time between July 10 and September 1 was spent by the writer par-

ticipating in three of the excursions of the International Geological Congress,
and also attending the Congress meetings in Toronto. On September 1 he
left the western excursion at Winnipegosis to continue his investigation of

the occurrence of salt in the Province of Manitoba.
In order to make a thorough examination of the brine springs of the Province,

the writer, during the month of September, gathered samples and the data
required to prepare a final report for publication.

To facilitate easy reference to these springs—many of which are in unsur-
veyed territory—each locality has been indicated by a letter (see accompanying
table), and its approximate location determined. The following notes briefly

summarize the results of the investigation.

Salt in Manitoba.

It has been known for some time past, and in a few cases advantage has been
taken, locally, of the fact that brine springs occur in many parts of northern
Manitoba; but no extensive examination has been made of the localities in which
they arc found since Mr. J. B. Tyrrell made a brief reference to them in his

report of the geology of northern Manitoba^

Winnipegosis District.

The springs included in this district lie along the west shore of Lake Winni-
pegosis and the shores of Dawson bay and the rivers tributary to it.

As all the brine spring localities are very similar in appearance, a general

description will suffice. They may be described as barren areas, varying from
a few acres to over a hundred acres in extent, surrounded by a few acres of meadow
land, the whole being enclosed by timber, consisting of pine, spruce, and poplar.

These barren areas, or salt flats as they arc known locally, are very level, and are

devoid of any vegetation, with the exception of occasional scattered patches
of the red salt plant (Salicornia herbacea).

Here and there in the salt flat, brine springs bubble through the till, forming,
in some cases, small truncated conical mounds of reddish scinter, in the centres

of which lie clear pools of brine. In some of the springs bubbles of gas are

constantly rising. The brine flowing from these pools spreads over the whole
flats, and cither e\ aporates, leaving a thin deposit of salt, or, if the flow is strong

enough, forms a small stream of brine.

In some cases the brine is found in lakes or pools some 20 or 30 feet diameter,

in which the surface is constantly moving, owing to the bubbling up of brine

from below. These are surrounded by mud flats covered by a sod of coarse

bunch grass. The ground in the vicinity of such springs is generally marshy.
The special data for each spring are given in the following tabulated form:

> Gcol. Survey Canada. Annual Report, Vol. V, Pt. E.
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Westbourne District.

In the district lying to the south of Lake Manitoba, between Portage la

Prairie and the western boundary of the Province, a number of brine springs

and wells, in which salt brine occurs, are known. A few of these were visited

and sampled.

Tom Smith's Farm. Salt Well, K.

On this farm, situated one mile to the north of the town of Gladstone, a well

has been sunk to the depth of 160 feet, and has been abandoned on account
of salt water being encountered. The water from this well is quite saline to

the taste, and the cattle on the farm will not use it at all.

James McBride's Farm. Salt Well, L.

This farm, on the east side of the road, \\ miles to the north of the town of

Gladstone, has an abandoned well, the water in which is saline.

Westbourne Brine Spring, M. (Section 10, Township 10, Range 14, west of

Principal Meridian).

About 7 miles west of Westbourne, on the north bank of the Whitemud
river, a brine spring occurs. For several square miles to the north of this spring,

the prairie is only sparsely covered with grass. Many patches are altogether

bare, and the red salt -plant and the characteristic surface deposit of alkali are
found. Locally, this district is known as the Salt Flats. The spring consists

of a pool of about 25 feet long by 10 feet wide, in which the brine is constantly
bubbling up. A small channel, about 100 feet in length, carries the overflow

—

amounting to 36j gallons per minute—into the river.

At the water tank of the C.P.R., at Westbourne station, a well, sunk to a
depth of 90 feet, was abandoned on account of alkaline water being encountered.

Government Well, Neepawa, Man.

On section 33, township 15, range 14, west of the Principal Meridian, the
Manitoba government, in drilling a well for gas, encountered two flows of strong
brine at depths of 1,225 feet and 1,455 feet. When it was visited on September
27, 1913, the depth of the well was 1,525 feet, and the brine from the second
flow was still obtainable.

Winnipeg District.

A syndicate of Winnipeg men have drilled 7 wells in the district around
the city of Winnipeg, and in 5 of them they encountered water of a more or less

degree of salinity. The water from one of these wells, situated in Flmwood,
Winnipeg, is being used by the Winnipeg Mineral Sjjrings Sanitarium for mineral
water baths, as a cure for numerous muscular (hseases. The water, when charge*.!

with CO2 and bottled, is being sold as a table mineral water.
The [Kjssibility of employing the brine from an>' of these springs commercially

for the manufacture of salt cannot be delinitely determineil until all the analyses
of the samples are made; l)ut it is highly improbable that an\- of them will be
of sufficient strength to warrant the erection of a plant on a large enough scale

to proiluce salt to compete with the chea|)l\' produci'd proihut of eastern (.\inaila.

A couple of days were spi-nt in tiie Ontario salt district, obtaining notes of

any new develo|)inenl of tlu' industrN' in this locality.

26u s
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IV.

SUMMARY REPORT ON BITUMINOUS SANDS OF NORTHERN
ALBERTA.

5. C. Ells.

Exploration of northern Alberta commenced with the advent of fur traders,

in 1778. Subsequently, other explorers, either as private individuals, or in

official capacities, have mapped out various portions of the area. Nevertheless,

it may be said that, at the present time, but little information, official or other-

wise, is available regarding the extent and actual value of the mineral resources

of this area.

In spite of lack of detailed exploration and prospecting— discouraged in

the past through absence of adequate transportation facilities—the occurrence

of deposits of bituminous sands has been known for many years. It is now
anticipated that the completion of the proposed Alberta and Great Waterways
railway will, in the near future, remove the present handicap to the development
of the mineral and other natural resources.

From time to time in the past, various opinions have been expressed regard-

ing the probable economic value of the bituminous sands of the McMurray
district.^ In the absence of adequate accurate data, however, such expressions

of opinion have been, of necessity, chiefly in the nature of surmises.

Owing to the large areal extent of the deposits, and to the limited time

available, the work undertaken by the writer during the past field season can be
considered as little more than a reconnaissance. It is thus possible that further

and more detailed investigation may, to some extent, modify certain views
here expressed. It is, however, hoped that the season's work may prove of some
value, not only as a means for establishing certain conclusions, but also as a

possible basis for further investigation.

At the present time, the commercial value of bituminous sands and sand-

stones, depends nearly altogether upon their use in a more or less modified form,

in the construction and surfacing of certain classes of roads and pavements. In

addition, however, to such applications, other possible uses for the extracted

bitumen itself will at once suggest themselves. Among these, a few may be
mentioned, as: floorings for many classes of buildings, such as mills, hospitals,

schools and skating rinks; foundations that will absorb vibration and jar, as in

electric power plants, or where heavy gravity or steam hammers are used; flooring,

lining and damp courses for cellars, reservoirs, etc.; for fireproofing roofs; for

insulation or preservation of various kinds of pipes; for hca^'^' and waterproofing

paints; and as a source of asphaltic oils for road preser\-ation by sprinkling or

"penetration" methods. These, and many other possible uses presuppose, in

the case of the Alberta deposits, an efficient commercial extraction of bitumen
from the siliceous mineral aggregate.

At various localities in the United States, during the past 20 years, the com-
mercial extraction of bitumen from bituminous sands and sandstones has been
attempted. In the carrying out of this work, a large financial outlay has been
involved.

Generally speaking, commercial extraction in the past has been attempted
by the use of solvents—principally carbon disulphide and lighter petroleum

• The area here, for convenience, referred to as the McMurray district, may be arbitrarily defined as lying between
W. long. 110° and 113° and between N. lat. 56° 30' and 58°. Practically all exposures of bituminous sand in thU
area lie within a radius of 60 miles of McMurray. McMurray is situated some 230 miles to the north of the city of

Edmonton.
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distillates—and by the use of hot water and steam. Of the first tvvo solvents,

carbon disulphide is more expensive and more volatile, while escaping fumes are

a menace to the health of operators. In actual commercial practice, it appears
that neither the use of naphtha nor of carbon disulphide has been successful.

The results when hot water and steam have been used have been more en-

couraging. A fairly rapid and comparatively inexpensive separation h^s been
possible,^ but in actual commercial practice the extraction has not been suffi-

ciently complete. Summarizing all evidence at present available to the wTiter,

it appears that the use of hot water will not give a commercial extraction of more
than 60 per cent of the bitumen contained in average bituminous rock. In attempt-
ing to secure a higher percentage extraction, a disproportionate increase in cost

will probably result. So far as the writer is aware, no commercial plants for

the extraction of bitumen from bituminous sand-rock have been in operation in

the United States for some years.

It is thus safe to say that, even apart from the actual merits of any of the

processes that have been used, the extraction of bitumen from bituminous sand-
rock has not met with commercial success. Nevertheless, in view of the various

factors that must be taken into account in considering past attempts, it is diffi-

cult to say whether, under favourable conditions, commercial extraction may or

may not be feasible. Meanwhile, those who may care to attempt extraction on
a commercial scale and under conditions prevailing in northern Alberta will have
available the results of many years' serious and often costly, experimentation,

on which to base further effort.

The bituminous sands of Alberta, heretofore commonly referred to as "tar

sands," outcrop at a large number of points along the Athabaska river and its

tributaries for many miles to the north and south of McMurray.^ Certain of

these outcrops represent portions of the deposit that should prove to be com-
mercially valuable, but it is also equally true that a ver>' large portion of the area
underlaid by bituminous sands, cannot be considered as of any economic value.

In many instances it has been possible to definitely eliminate certain outcrops
from further consideration, but, for reasons noted elsewhere, it is not, at the
present time, an easy matter to definitely assert that certain other deposits will

prove of commercial value. Opinions here expressed relative to outcrops, as

well as estimated thickness of strata and overburden, are necessarily based
solely on present surface indications, for, as stated elsewhere, only extensive
stripping and other systematic exploration can render accurate data available.

Up to the present time no development work has been undertaken, nor has
any effort been made to prove up any of the outcrops of bituminous sands in the
McMurray district. Consequently in the present preliminary report, it would be
unwise to venture a final opinion regarding the relati\'e value represented by
various outcrops. Mere measurements of imperfect vertical sections, arbit-

rarily taken at right angles to the face of the outcrop, unless supplemented by
accompanying toi)ographical maps, cannot convey much information. It is,

however, believed that, from information already secured, an opinion ma\' be
formed of the relative value of the various separate areas referred to. Although

' After carefully Koing over the more or lesa incomplete records of a number of extraction companies, and having
diacuMed the matter with men who have had wide experience in the operation of extraction plant:), the writer l>elievei
that in ('alifornia refined bitumen can be derived from bituminous sand, at a cost of $12-$13 iier ton. In the same
tate petroleum residuum sells at $7 per ton.

' liesides ileposiis of bituminoiiH sand in the McMurray district, occurrences in the Province of Alberta have be«n
recoRnized near Honnie Glen (N.W. ).^-S«-c. 14-tp. -JT-R. 27-W. of 4th Meridian), Nakamun (N.H. »i-Sec. .'S-tp. 5ft-R.
2-W. of Sth Meridian), Lewal (Sec. >H and 32-tp. 57-R. 25-W. of 4tli Meridian), UVstliK-k (S.K. ii-Sev-. S-tp. ftO R. .'6-W.
of 4th Meridian), and elsewhere. At none of these localities has bitiimlnDUS ».ind been Uuind in loitimeicial tpiantity,
althoUKh it is but fair to say that as yet no systematic prospe> tin^ has been seriously undert.ikeu. Ihe dei>>>»t(s are,
however, so situated that no great outlay would be reiiuired to finally determine llieir coninieicuil value.

At present they are here referreil to merely as easily accessible ami typical ex.iiiiples of a tyi»e of deixksit that
appears to have a fairly wide distribution. In the opinion of the writer they aie not "m place" and are therefore piub-
ably llmite<l in extent. This conclusion has been arrived at after carefully examininu such im|ierfrct evidem-e as is at
present available at the various lixalities mentioned.
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the total area represented by actual outcrops has not been accurately determined,

it is probably not less than 750 square miles. Extensions of the deposit under
heavy cover, particularly toward the south, will greatly increase this esti-

mated area.

At different points, wide variations occur in the quality of the material, the
thickness and character of deposits, and in those topographical and geo-

graphical conditions which must, to a large extent, control possible future develop-

ment. These features will be more fully referred to elsewhere, in discussing

subdivisions of the main area.

It is not the writer's present intention to discuss the probable conditions that

have resulted in the formation of the existing deposits, nor the origin of the

bituminous content. Geologically, however, the bituminous sands represent the

Dakota sandstones, and directly, but uncomformably, overlie limestones of

Devonian age. Originally in the form of soft sandstones and uncompacted
sands, subsequent and more or less complete impregnation by hea\'>' asphaltic

hydrocarbons, has resulted in the present coherent material. 0\'erlying the bitu-

minous sands, and for the most part with a general dip to the south, are various

soft Cretaceous sediments.

Assuming that the residual bitumen has been derived from an asphaltic pet-

roleum, possibly originating in underlying Devonian strata\ it seems probable
that the inflow has been a horizontal one rather than an upwelling at many points

over a large area. The very general absence of faulting appears to bear out this

supposition. If such is the case, the enrichment of the deposit will vary from
the main inlet or inlets, toward the outer margins of the basin, an assumption
which appears to be borne out by actual conditions. It also seems probable that

the folding of the Devonian strata was developed prior to the impregnation of the

Dakota sands. Variation in the physical character and chemical composition
of the contained bitumen, is, of course, to be expected, since the original pet-

roleums would themselves, probably vary somewhat from point to point over
so extensive an area.

General Character of Deposits.

A bituminous sand that will comply with standard paving specifications,

should, generally speaking, primarily possess a certain grading of mineral aggre-

gate and a certain percentage of a suitable bitumen. Within well defined limits,

each of these constituents may be modified to conform with specified requirements.

Accurate and complete information regarding the various outcrops must
be based on careful and systematic prospecting with proper appliances, and intel-

ligent development of any deposit should be preceded by such preliminary work.
The lower limit of the bituminous sand is well defined by its contact with the

Devonian limestone. There is not, however, any such well defined upper limit.

Nevertheless, there is, in many instances, a more or less well defined line between
what may be termed the high grade material of commercial value, and what must
be classed as low grade material of little or no value. In the majority of well

exposed sections, the richer material occurs in the lower part, shading ofl' into the

leaner grades in passing upward. In no instance was high grade sand found to

directly underlie the superimposed shales, sandstones and drift.

It is also noticeable that the lower part of nearly all exposed sections con-
sists of unstratified sands, and, prior to impregnation by the bitumen, these sands
were apparently uncompacted. Consequently, the lower portion of the resulting

'In other parts of Canada and the United States, Devonian strata are known to be petroliferous and in the absence
of evidence to the contrary it is quite possible that, in the present instance, the overlylnR Dakota sands have con-
stituted reservoirs for petroleum derived from this source. One cannot but be impressed by the great period of time, and
the extent of the original petroleum pools that have been required in the formation of the present deposits.
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Plate V

Typical quarry of bituminous sand rock, Asphalt, Ky.
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Plate \"I.

Quarry operated by A. Sattler, near Carpenleria, Cal., showing method ot cutting
down the asphalt in steps. The material is loaded into carts or rail\\a\' cars,

depending on where it is to be used.
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bituminous sands is generally of a more or less homogeneous character. In passing
upward, however, narrow bands of sandstones and occasional quartzites are
found interbedded with the originally uncompacted sands. These strata gradu-
ally increase until by their preponderance they entirely replace the bituminous
sand. It will thus be seen that, in estimating the probable economic importance
of any of the various outcrops, there are certain factors which demand careful

consi 'eration. Of these the following may be mentioned:
Thickness and character of overburden.—During the limited time available for

such work, sections of a number of the more important outcrops were measured.
In so doing, an attempt was made to determine thickness of bituminous sand of

commercial grade; thickness of what may be referred to as low grade material,

and of which probably the greater part must be classed as overburden, and, finally,

the probable thickness of surface drift and other overburden to be removed by
stripping. In many instances, earth slides, the encroachment of the timber line

along the upper part of an exposure, and the presence of a more or less extensive
talus pile along its foot, had partially obscured the outcrop. In such cases, the
securing of accurate measurements would have necessitated extensive excavation
work, and approximations were, therefore, made. For similar reasons it was
found somewhat difficult to accurately indicate the length of many of the out-
crops. Such data, even if available, would, however, frequently have little

significance, since the occasional outcrops apparently merely represent small
portions of one continuous deposit. Indeed it is quite possible that certain parts
of the deposit, although at present partially or wholly obscured by timber or
drift, may, on examination, prove to be more advantageously situated for de-

velopment purposes than are many of the sections at present well exposed. For
exposures naturally occur at bends of the stream where the current, impinging
against the outer shore, has caused the formation of cut banks. So uniformly
does this rule apply that, given an accurate map of any of the streams flowing
through the area underlaid by bituminous sands, it is possible to indicate ver\'

closely those points at which outcrops of bituminous sand will be found.
In the case of each deposit, it is, of course, assumed that any development

must take the form of open cut mining or quarrying, thus presupposing a prelim-

inary stripping of all overburden. In order to form some relative idea of the prob-
able extent of such an undertaking, contour maps of ele\'en of the more promising
areas were prepared. A study of these maps has shown tliat, viewed from the

standpoint of overburden alone, a very considerable percentage of the total

area underlaid by bituminous sands may at once be eliminated from further

consideration. In attempting to estimate the thickness and extent of oxer-

burden at any particular point, it is of value to remember that the upper horizon
of the bituminous sand lies, for the most part, in an approximately horizontal

position.

No discussion of geological sections along the Athabaska river is here re-

quired. Between Athabaska and the Cascade rapids, La Biche shales, Pelican

sandstones and shales. Grand Rapids sandstones and Clearwater shales, are,

at various jKjints, well exposed; but northward and eastward from tiie Cascades
rapids, the Clearwater series and surface drift apjK'ar to a^nstitute the entire

overburden above the bituminous sand. Thus, in undertaking strij>piui: opera-

tions, the character of the material to be excavated should present no serious

difficulty since shales and sandstones, with occasional thin biHldinl qu.irt/ites,

represent the strata to be removed. The surface drift consists chiefly of boulder
clays and sand. Only accurate topographical maps, suppleinenteil h\ s> stematic
boring, will furnish definite information reganling the quantity of overburden
to be stripped. Meanwhile, i)ossible stripping methods ami the im[>i>rtant

prol)lein presented by the disposal of waste material need not be ilisousstxi.
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Obviously, however, other things being equal, areas situated at the junction

of two streams present material advantages from the standpoint of removal

of overburden.
As already noted, the lower part of the exposures usually consists of higher

grade, and of more or less homogeneous, bituminous sand. But even here, certain

variable features must be carefully considered.

Variation in mineral aggregate. Too much prominence cannot be attached

to the importance of securing a product of uniform grade. Indeed, it would
seem that this feature probably more than any other has, in the past, discouraged

the development of man>' deposits of bituminous sand in the United States.

In a body of siliceous sand of such wide arcal extent as that under consideration,

wide variations in the grading and purity of the mineral aggregate must be
expected. Even within comparatively narrow limits, however, is this true in

the McMurray district. In a number of cases where the grading of the mineral

aggregate is not satisfactory, it appears probable, that, b>- combining the product

from two or even three separate outcrops, a satisfactory grading will be obtained.

Variation in bituminous content. To some extent the degree of impreg-

nation has depended on the grading of the sand. The medium grained and mod-
erately compact deposit is usually the richest, whereas the finer grained aggregate

has. retarded a free penetration. Variation in the percentage of contained

bitumen has already been referred to, and varies widel>' in all exposed sections

examined. At some point in the majority of outcrops, however, a bed of bitu-

minous sand of commercial dimensions, with a sufficiently uniform impregnation

of bitumen, was found. Indeed it is probable that lack of uniformity, in the

percentage of bitumen present in any one particular bed selected, will be one

of the least serious difficulties to be considered.

Impure partings. Throughout a large number of the exposed sections

examined, impure partings occur to a greater or less extent. In the majority

of instances these partings, being impervious, act as sills, along which the bitumen
from overlying sands concentrates. Seepages of semi-liquid bitumen, dra^^^l

to the surface by the action of the sun, are thus seen to follow roughly horizontal

planes. In certain cases thin partings are so insignificant as to be practically

negligible, but in other instances are so numerous, and of such dimensions, as to

render the whole deposit worthless. The continuity or persistence of any band
varies with its thickness. An interstratified band, 3 inches thick, may at times

be traced hundreds of feet, while the length of a band, one quarter inch thick,

rarely exceeds a few feet. Materials of which such partings are composed
vary, but the more important may be briefly enumerated:

1. Clay.—This is usually a tough, sticky, impervious clay, showing little

or no trace of bituminous impregiiation. Although the thickness may var>' from
that of a knife blade to 12 inches, it rarely exceeds 3 inches.

2. Sandy clay.—The proportion in which the sand and clay are combined
is, of course, variable. When the sand predominates, the content in bitumen
may be as high as four per cent. When the clay predominates, the percentage

of bitumen is practically nil.

3. Roughly stratified partings of lignitic particles are frequent, and at times

attain a thickness of 6 inches. The fragments of lignite are usually not larger

than a bean.
4. Roughly stratified partings of fine gravel.

5. Narrow sandy partings having a high percentage of fine micaceous
particles. It will probably be possil)le to incorporate in paving mixes a certain

percentage of material from these impure partings. To what extent this may be

true can only be determined by laboratory tests and experimental mixes.



Plate \'II.

West side of Athabaska river at foot of Crooked rapid.
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Plate \"III.

East side of Athabaska river at Crooked rapid.
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Plate IX.

West side of Athabaska river just above Crooked rapid.
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Having in view considerations such as the above, the desirability' of securing

accurate samples by the systematic boring of any selected area becomes obvious.

To some extent the percentage of contained bitumen, and the prevalence

of impure partings, may be recognized in the appearance of an exposed section.

Beds of high grade homogeneous bituminous sand are usually marked by a ty^pical

uneven cleavage roughly parallel to the face. Such a cleavage or flaking off

is especially noticeable where heavy overburden has set up transverse pressure.

Where the percentage of contained bitumen is low, the clea\'age becomes more
angular, and follows more and more the line of bedding planes.

When one considers the period of time during which the outcropping bitu-

minous sand has been exposed to weathering agencies, and to alteration resulting

from mo\'ement in the river banks, the difficulty of correctly interpreting surface

indications is at once apparent. Only actual exploration of indi\'idual deposits

will render available, data regarding the extent to which such alteration has taken
place. Meanwhile analyses of samples taken at the surface and at a depth of

4 feet show practically identical results, and it is probable that alteration

will generally not extend beyond such a depth. On steeply inclined cut banks
lying above high water level, this absence of alteration is due, in part, to the

flaking off of bituminous sand at frequent intervals. In other instances, however,
where low lying deposits, less steeply inclined, are exposed to action of water,

the zone of alteration will doubtless extend to greater depth.
Along the Athabaska river, outcrops of bituminous sands com^mence at a

point near the Boiler rapid, and recur throughout a distance of 105 miles. On
the various tributary streams outcroppings of bituminous sand may be traced

for a total distance of some 70 miles.

Along both sides of these streams, it is probable that bituminous sands
occur as a more or less continuous deposit. The actual outcrop is, however,
frequently obscured immediately along the shores by timber, drift, and also as a
result of heavy slides, and of changes that have, at various times, taken place
in the stream channels.

As might be expected in a country covered by a heaw mantle of clay,

and through which stream.s are deeply entrenched, slips in the banks constitute
a notable feature. Individual slides at times bring down many hundreds of tons
of clay and soil.

Slides of this type are especially prevalent, and their effects most marked
where the retaining influence of forest growth has been removed by fire. This
is particularly noticeable on the Christina river. ^ Along the lower part of this

stream the forest growth has, to a considerable extent, prevented serious slips

in the banks. A few miles from the mouth, however, where the countr>' has
been burned over, the greater frequency of slides is at once seen. The removal
of the forest growth, as a preliminary to development work on deposits of bitumin-
ous sand, would thus necessarily intensify the efl'ect of such slides; while subse-
quent stripping operations, undertaken on a large scale, would tend to still

further destroy the ec|uilil>rium of the adjacent ground. The importance
of this feature is further em[)hasixed by the presence of nimierous fissures in the
clay and other surface deposits. These fissures, often of ctnisiderable length
and extent, lie parallel with the top of the bank, and, in places, the stri|> of country'

thus affected, and rendered unstable, extends for upwards of 1,000 feet from
the shore line. This fissured zone decreases in width as the owrburden lie-

creases in thickness.

Beyond the occurrences indicated on the accompanying map, other ex-

posures of bituminous sand are reporteil at points, n\an\' miles to the east ami
west. These, however, require no consideration at the present time. If, among

> Formerly known ati I'enibina rivrr.
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the deposits already recognized in the McMurray district, none are commercially
valuable, it is very doubtful if outlying areas of economic importance will be
found north of Athabaska.

In considering possible development of any of these deposits, depth of over-

burden, freedom from impure partings, uniformity of material, and accessibility

to transportation facilities, should be considered as chief controlling factors.

In descending the Athabaska river from AthabaskaS the first outcrop of

bituminous sand was observed just above the Boiler rapid, on the west side, al-

though bituminous sand float was found some 4 miles farther south. At the

former point the valley of the Athabaska is over 400 feet deep, the sides, for the

most part, rising steeply from the water's edge. As such conditions implied a
thickness of overburden altogether prohibitive, no actual measurements were
taken between this point and the Cascade rapid. Throughout this distance of

upwards of 18 miles, bituminous sands are probably more or less continuous

along both sides of the valley, though the actual outcrop is frequently obscured.

Such exposures as do occur are usually much banded, and much of the bituminous
sand itself is of a low grade.

Between the foot of the Cascades and the forks at McMurray, a number of

exposed sections were examined. Here, as elsewhere, owing to talus piles, clay

slides and drift, difficulty was experienced in determining the lower limit of the

bituminous sand, as well as the upper limit at which the material ceases to be of

commercial grade. It appears, however, that in many of these sections beds
of bituminous sand, of workable size, and of commercial grade, will be found.

A very serious difficulty is presented by the heavy overburden, which will, at

most points where sections are exposed, probably prohibit actual development.
It should, however, be remembered that these exposures are usually found at the

outer edge of river bends, where the stream has cut back into the higher gound,
and has thus exposed high sections that necessarily show a heavy overburden.
It is possible that a careful study of the less abrupt topography of the ground
lying between such sections may, if accompanied by systematic borings, result

in the discovery of workable deposits. Considering the forest growth and surface

drift that will be met with, such work would be difficult and expensive.

Along the Athabaska river, north of McMurray, nineteen separate out-

crops of bituminous sand were noted. Of these, thirteen of the more promising

were examined in some detail.

Although all are outcrops of what is apparently one continuous deposit, there

is, as elsewhere, considerable variation in the quality of material and in the mode
of occurrence. Owing, in part, to the heavy overburden, and, in part, to the qual-

ity of the bituminous sand itself, quite 50 per cent of the thirteen outcrops

examined may, for the present, be eliminated from further consideration.

Apart from exposures of bituminous sands along the Athabaska itself, fre-

quent outcrops occur on a number of tributary streams. Of these. Horse creek,

Hangingstone creek, Steepbank, Muskeg, Moose, McKay^, and Christina rivers

may be mentioned. Each of these has eroded a deep, notch-like valley, along

the bottom of which winds a shallow, and often tortuous water course.

Outcrops of bituminous sand on these tributary streams may be grouped
in two classes. A brief reference to the topography of Horse Creek valley will

indicate the basis of classification. Less pronounced forms of these two types of

deposit will be found along most of the other tributary streams of the Mc-
Murray district.

Horse creek flows through a deep, trough-like depression, older, apparently,

than the relatively small water course that, at present, winds along its bottom.

> Formerly known as Athabaska Landing*
•Formerly known as Red river.



Plate X.

East side of Athabaska river, three miles below McMurrav.
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Plate XI.

North side of Steepbank creek, two miles from mouth.
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Plate XII.

A

West side of Athabaska river, two miles north of Calumet river.
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The effective erosive power in this valley was, however, probably never equal to

that of the Athabaska. Consequently, in the case of the Athabaska, we have
to-day a river channel cut completely through the bituminous sands and well

into the underlying Devonian limestone. The stream that eroded the Horse
Creek valley did not, however, cut down to the base of the bituminous sand, and,

as a consequence, the floor of the present valley is, for the most part, made up
of bituminous sand. Into this floor, a diminishing flow of water has cut its way,
and, in receding to its present insignificant channel, has left a series of well defined

terraces of bituminous sand.

Horse creek flows through one of the older valleys of the McMurray dis-

trict, and, except for the Clearwater river, its bottom lands are more extensive

than those of any of the other tributary streams. Consequently, within the
loops of its tortuous channel, areas of a few acres are sometimes found. Along
the margins of certain of these bottom lands, erosion has exposed low faces of

residual bituminous sand, overlaid by light gravel and other river wash. In
other cases, the bituminous sand appears to have been eroded almost to present

water level, and to have been replaced by sand and gravel.

Thus, on Horse creek—and to a lesser extent on certain other streams of

this area—there are twotypes of deposits of bituminous sand:

—

(a) Low lying deposits, outcropping to a height of 10 to 30 feet, immediately
along the present stream channel. These exposures represent such small residual

deposits of bituminous sand as still remain in the original valley bottom, and
have a relatively light overburden.

(b) Exposures at points where the stream has impinged against the sides

of the main valley. Such exposures, in general, resemble those already re-

ferred to along the Athabaska and exhibit a thick section of bituminous sand,
and also a heavy overburden.

In the McMurray district there is thus a very large body of bituminous sand,
the prospecting and developing of which will be confined to the stream valleys.

The following constitutes a summary of the outcrops noted :

—

Name of Stream. Distance Through Which
Exposures Occur.

Number of Outcrops.

Athabaska river 105
6
6
1

9
10
5

3

6

10
16

55
Horse creek 32
Hangingstone creek 11
Clearwater river 1

Pembina " 31
Steepbank " 35
Muskeg " 4
Calumet " 8
Tar « 7

Moose " 25
McKay " 38

Only after careful exploration, by means of adequate e(iuipment, can the
true value of any dei)osit be affirmed. Nevertheless, owing to heavy overburden
and lack of uniformity in the quality of the bituminous sand, it is probable that
quite 80 per cent of the exposures may be regardetl as of no present com-
mercial importance. Considerations alTecling transportation will still further

reduce the remaining number. Certain of the outcrops should, lu>\ve\er, lend
themselves to (level()i)miiit on a commercial scale.

Bituminous sands ha\t', for a luimber t)f \'oars, been used in the construction
of various classes of pavements in the United States, the principal sources of
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supply at the present time being in Kentucky, Oklahoma, and California. The
extent to which this material has been used appears to have been determined, to

a considerable degree, by the fixing of freight charges. Apart from this consider-

ation, political interests and the somewhat questionable methods peculiar to the

asphalt industry itself should also be borne in mind.

From personal observation in various cities and towns in the United States,

the writer believes that satisfactory pavements have been constructed, largely

from bituminous sands. Certain of these pavements have been subjected to the

comparatively light traffic of residential streets, while others have been tested

under severe traffic conditions. On the other hand, many pavements laid with
bituminous sand have proved unsatisfactory.

From a consideration of the successes and failures tliat have resulted from
the use of bituminous sand rock, the writer would, in the strongest possible

manner, emphasize one conclusion. It is, that the most careful study should be
given to its chemical, but more especially to its physical character, as a pre-

liminary step to actual attempts at paving. To handle our Canadian bituminous
sand in a haphazard manner, either through failure to intelligently appreciate

its true nature, or through lack of proper manipulation, will simply be to court

failure and financial loss. The writer considers that the construction of one or

more types of experimental pavement will prove to be the most satisfactory

method of actually determining the real value that should attach to bituminous
sand from the Alberta deposits.
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BUILDING AND ORNAMENTAL STONES OF QUEBEC.

Dr. W. A. Parks.

In accordance with instructions received from the Director of the Mines
Branch I spent the three weeks from August 24, to September 14, in completing
the investigations necessary for a report on the Building and Ornamental Stones
of the Province of Quebec.

Three days were spent in the vicinity of Montreal, in order to bring up to

date the information previously obtained there. The Villeray Quarry Company
and O. Martineau et Fils are the only firms now producing building stone within
the limits of the city, but new quarries in the "banc rouge" have been opened by
the Lortie Quarry Co. and other operators on Masson street. The old quarries at
Pointe Claire have been reopened for the production of crushed stone which is

being used in connexion with the construction of the pumping station at Pointe
St. Charles.

On leaving Montreal I spent a short time in visiting the abandoned quarries

in the Trenton limestone at St. Cuthbert, St. Barthelemi, and other points along
the north shore of the St. Lawrence. These quarries do not seem to promise a
production except for local use although the quality of the stone is equal to that
of the Montreal or St. Marc areas.

La Compagnie de Marbre du Canada has engaged in quarrying operations
at Ste. Thecle in Champlain county. A mill has been erected and a small quarry
about 50 feet square has been sunk to a limited depth on a band of crystalline

limestone. The marble is normally of coarse grain and white, but, in places, it

has been clouded with red and green by ferruginous matter from eruptive rocks.

The possibilities of the quarry are reduced by the occurrence of lenticular masses
and smaller blebs of this eruptive throughout the crystalline limestone. Operations
had been suspended at the time of my visit.

At St. Joseph on the Chaudiere river a deposit of red marble is included
between the slates of the region. The belt is of limited width, and is exposed
at intervals for a distance of about 1,000 feet. The stone is of a bright red colour,

and is cut by numerous white calcite stringers forming a very handsome marble.
Test pits have been sunk at intervals, but no regular quarry has been opened.
The limited width of the marble belt, and the presence of included slates, make
it very doubtful if quarrying could be conducted on a commercial scale. The
marble is very similar to that of deposits on the St. Francis river—below Rich-
mond, and, in Orford mountain.

The large pit of the Asbestos Corporation of Canatla, at Thetford Minos,
was visited in order to determine if the excessive shattering obser\ed at the sur-

face of the serpentine belts showed any iniprovenient at depth. The serpentine
of the asbestos region is very dark and not of much promise as a decorative
material. It was found that scarcely any improNoniont in the soliility of the
formation occurs with increasing depth.

A few days were spent in an attempt to re-locate some of the reported
occurrences of decorative serpentine, but it was found that without an excessive

expenditure of time little could be learned be>c)nd the Information alreatly

published.

A second visit was made (o thi' Ni'W Kocklaiul slate quariA. Tlu- i>ld

workings in the big pit have been abaiuloiii-d. and the coinpaiu' is now eni;.ii;e«.l

in opening a new (juarry on a bi-lt <.)f slate King to the southeast oi the deposit
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originally worked. The marble quarry of the Dominion Marble Company,
at South Stukely, was visited a second time also. The company has installed

a new steel derrick, and has made other improvements since my former visit.

With increasing depth the solidity of the formation is improving, and practically

the whole of the material raised from the present floor of the quarry is capable

of being sent to the mill. The company is also opening a new quarry in the yellow

marble, and is obtaining mill blocks from the surface.

The eruptive masses of Brome and Shefford mountains have been quarried

to a limited extent for building purposes. As this locality had not been visited

previously, a short time was spent in examining the old quarries, none of which
are now in operation. The stone is a coarse grained eruptive rock of a greyish-

brown colour, which rapidly loses its brilliancy, and darkens under the action

of the weather. I was impressed by the facility with which large blocks of stone

could be quarried at different points on the northern side of Brome mountain.
The old quarries in red and in greenish slate, west of Granby, were visited.

I am of the opinion that this region does not give much promise of production.

On the other hand, the unworked slate belt at Garthby impressed me as worthy
of serious prospecting.

Having completed the work which had been planned foi the Eastern Town-
ships, I proceeded to Ottawa, and by the instructions of the Director made an
examination of certain quarry lands in the Potsdam sandstone of the township
of Nepean, in Ontario.

From Ottawa a second visit was made to the quarry of the Pontiac Marble
and Lime Company, at Portage du Fort. It was found that the company had
made considerable advances in developing the quarry in the white crystalline

limestone at this point. I understand that operations are being delayed pending
the completion of the new Canadian Northern line to North Bay, which passes

close to the property.

My last inspection was made on the east shore of Lake Timiskaming, where
Routly and Summers of Haileybury have opened a small quarry in the belt

of sandstone lying along the shore northward of Pich6 point. This stone is

of light buff colour, and is coarse in grain, with a large amount of crystalline

dolomite as the cementing material. The stone is soft when freshly quarried,

but it hardens considerably on exposure; it has been used in the construction

of the Presbyterian church in Haileybury. A somewhat similar, but much
finer grained stone with a still higher dolomitic content, is quarried from time

to time on the northeast side of Burnt island, in Lake Timiskaming, and is used

in structural work in Haileybury and New Liskeard. This stone is a dolomite

rather than a sandstone, and represents a higher level in the same series of beds,

to which the deposits at Pich6 point belong.
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I.

ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL DIVISION.

G. C. Mackenzie,

Chief of Division.

The first five months of the year were devoted entirely to the installation

of machinery and equipment for the new and enlarged metallurgical testing

laboratory. Much difficulty was experienced in securing prompt delivery^ of

some of the machinery, and as original plans and flowsheets required modifica-
tions to meet unforeseen conditions during the progress of installation, the labor-

atory was not completed as early as had been expected.

The assistant engineer, Mr. Fred Ransom, resigned his position in May,
and this position remained vacant for two or three months.

In May, the writer organized a field party to prosecute further exploration
of the magnetic iron sands of Natashkwan, Quebec. The party—consisting
of G. C. Mackenzie; C. S. Parsons, assistant engineer; A. Fournier, transitman;
and J. C. Bonham, sampler—left Ottawa on May 28, and arrived at Natashlavan,
on June 6.

After making a permanent camp, and laying out the field work, the writer
handed over control of the party to IMr. Parsons and returned to Ottawa. Mr.
Parsons' report on the field work will be found under section III, p. 90.

During the summer months, installation of machinery- for the metallurgical
laboratory was continued. Mr. \V. B. Timm was appointed assistant engineer,
and placed in charge of the metallurgical laboratory during the absence of the
wTiter from headquarters. Mr. Timm's report will be found under section II,

p. 66.

In July, the writer acted as secretary for excursion A-2 of the Geological
Congress, in Central Ontario. Official duties prevented the acceptance of posi-

tion as guide on two other Ontario excursions.
In August, a short trip was made to Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, for purposes

of consultation with the city authorities regarding a Government test of the
Michaelson crushing and concentrating machinery.

The Michaelson Company, having asked the city of Sault Ste. Marie for

certain concessions to enable them to manufacture their machiner\- in that city,

agreed to submit sample machines for testing under approved conditions. The
test, however, was not carried through, as the Michaelson Company did not have,
at that time, any machines completed to their satisfaction.

In October, the writer was instructed to proceed to Nelson, B.C., to take
charge of the experiments in electric smelting of zinc ores for the Mines Branch,
under the direction of Mr. W. R. Ingalls, Consulting Engineer to the Dominion
Government.
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II.

THE WORK OF THE ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL
DIVISION FOR 1913.

W. B. Timm.

Although the installation of machinery in the new testing laboratories was
not completed, it was found necessary to commence operations with such portions

of the plant as were in shape. During the last four months of the year, tests

were conducted on the ores tabulated below;

LIST OF ORES TESTED.

No.
of

Test.
Ore. Locality. Shipper.

Weight
of

Shipment.

Tons. Pounds.

15 Molybdenum .

.

Lot 16, Con. XI, township of C. G. Ross, Esq., Cus-
Brougham, county of Renfrew, toms Dept., Ottawa.
Ontario.

200

16 Molybdenum .

.

Lot 8, Con. XI, township of [Renfrew Molybdenum
Brougham, county of Renfrew,' Mines, Mount St.

Ontario. Patrick, Ontario. 350

17 Copper Four miles N.W. of Mileage 40, Superior Copper Co.,

Algoma Central Ry. Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario. 200

18 Iron Lot 22, Con. IV, township of T. B. Caldwell, Esq.,

Levant, county of Lanark, Ont. Lanark, Ontario. 280

19 Zinc Hudson Bay Mine, Deer Creek, P. F. Horton, Esq.,

West Kootenay district, B.C. Salmo, B.C. 200

20 Iron Groundhog, Ont., Algoma dis- John A. Dresser. Esq..

15
trict. Sault Ste. Marie,

Ontario.

Test No. 1.

Molybdenum Ore.

A small shipment of 200 pounds of the ore was received from Mr. C. G.
Ross. It was taken from the surface workings on lot 16, con. XI, township of

Brougham, Renfrew county, Ontario.

The ore consists of molybdenite associated with pyrrhotite and pyrite in a
pyroxenite and actinolite gangue. A small amount of mica, quartz, and calcite

are also present. Between the laminae of the molybdenite are found embedded
small crystals of pyrrhotite and pyrite.

The crude ore was crushed in the jaw crusher set at \" opening. After

a rough hand-cobbing, it was passed through rolls set at \" opening. The prod-
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uct from this crushing was screened on a 3-mesh Sturtevant screen. The over-

size was passed through the rolls, and screened on the 3-mesh screen. This

operation was repeated three times, resulting in a high grade molybdenite con-

centrate remaining on the screen.

The physical character of the ore permits the crushing of the gangue material

to pass through the screens, while a large percentage of the molybdenite particles

are flattened out, and remain on the screen.

The material through 3-mesh was screened on a 4-mesh Sturtevant screen,

and the above operation repeated. These successive screening and rolling oper-

ations were conducted on the material on the 6, 8 ,10, 12, and 20-mesh screens.

The following high grade concentrate was obtained:

Hand cobbed 1 pound, 9 ounces.

Caught on 3-mesh screen " 11 "
« 4 "

" 8 "
" 6 "

" 13 "
« 8

"
" 7^ "

« 10 "
" 4 "

« 12 "
" 5| "

« 20 "
" 11 "

A total of 5 pounds, 5 ounces.

The tailing resulting from the above concentration was sized on 30, 40, 50,

60, 80, and 100-mesh screens, and the sized products were passed through the

Huff electrostatic separator, to obtain a separation of the molybdenite remaining

in the tailing from the gangue by this process.

A good separation was not effected. The other sulphides were drawn over

by the electrode to a considerable extent. In order to clean these concentrates,

rolling and screening was found necessary.

Huff' Electrostatic Separation of Molybdenite Tailing.

Sized product— 20+30; Weight 53^ pounds.
Voltage on electrode, 20,000; Passes, 12.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on 30, 40 and 50 mesh
screens.

Concentrate caught on 30-mesh screen, 11 ounces.
" « « 40-mesh « 3 "
" " « 50-mesh « 2 "

The tailing through 50-mesh was screened and added to the sized pro-

ducts+60+80-f 100 and- 100.

Sized product— 30+40; Weight 49 pounds.
Voltage, 15,000; Passes, 6.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on a 40-mesh screen;

7 ouncesof high grade concentrate were caught on the screen. The tailing through
40-mesh was screened and added to the sized prodiicts+50+60+80+100
and— 100. From the final screening on 40-mosh some concentrate was obtained
on 50-mesh which was addcfl to the Huff concentrate— 40+50.

Sized product — 40+50; Weight 28 potmds.
Voltage 15,000; Passes, 6.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on a 50-nu'sh screen;

6 ounces of high grade concentrate were caught on the screen. The tailing

through 5()-niesh was screened and added to the sized products+60+80+ 100
and— 100. l-iom the final screening on 50-nu'sh, sonic ct)ncentato was
obtained on ()()-niesh which was adtled to the llulT concentrate- 50+60.
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Sized product— 50+60; Weight, 19^ pounds.
Voltage, 20,000; Passes, 6.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on a 60-mesh screen;

3 ounces of high grade concentrate were caught on the screen. The tailing through
60-mesh was screened and added to the sized products+80-j- 100 and— 100.

Sized product— 60+80; Weight, 21 pounds.
Voltage, 20,000; Passes, 8.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on 80-mesh screen;

4 ounces of high grade concentrate were caught on the screen.

The tailing through 80-mesh was screened and added to the sized pro-
ducts+lOOand-lOO.

Sized product— 80+100; Weight 19 pounds.
Voltage, 20,000; Passes 6.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on a 100-mesh screen;

2 ounces of high grade concentrate were caught on the screen.

The tailing through 100-mesh was added to the product — 100.

Sized product— 100; Weight, 56 pounds.
Voltage 20,000; Passes, 8.

The concentrate obtained was rolled and screened on 120-mesh screen;

1 ounce of high grade concentrate was caught on the screen.

The tailing from the Huff electrostatic separator was weighed and samples
taken of the various sizes for analysis.

Weight Analysis
Tailing

Pounds. Ounces. % MoSs %Mo

-20 + 30 28 8 1-18 0-71
-30 + 40 36 8 2-32 1-39
-40 + 50 23 1-40 0-84
-50 + 60 IS 2-32 1-39
-60 + 80 15 8 • 1-93 1-16
-80 +100 15 1-93 M6
-100 54 2-13 1-28

Totals and Averages. 187 8 1-93 I-IS

The high grade concentrate obtained from the above tests, was sized, weighed,
and samples taken of the various sizes for analysis.

Weight Analysis
Concentrate

Pounds. Ounces. %MoS, %Mo

On 2-niesh 1 U 94-55 56-72
u 4 «

1 11 90-18 54-10
a 8 a

1 5 92-19 55-29
u 16 « 13 84-16 50-49
« 30 " 1 4J 74-51 44-70
" 50 « 12 62-14 36-68
" 80 " 5 52-94 31-76
" 100 «

2 65-51 39-30
Through 100 "

li 72-36 43-41

Totals and Averages 7 7i 82-73 49-63
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From the above table we derive the following:

—

69

Weight. ! Analysis. Contents
M0S2
pounds.

Contents
Mo

pounds.

Percentage
Material

lbs. ozs. %MoS, %Mo
crude

contents.

Tailing
Concentrate

187
7

8

7i

1-93
82-73

1-15
49-63

3-62
6-18

2-17
3-71

36-93
63-06

Crude 194 15i 5-02
1

3-01 9-80 5-88 99-99

Crude ore treated, 195 pounds.
Concentrate obtained, 7 pounds 7^ ounces.

Analysis of concentrate, 82-73% M0S2, or 49-63% Mo.
Recovery

,

63 • 06%
Loss in tailing, 36-93%
Analysis of crude ore. 5-02% M0S2, or 3-01% Mo.

Test No. 2.

Molyhdenum Ore.

Two shipments cf ore: one of 100 pounds and the other of 250 pounds, were
received from the Renfrew Molybdenum Mines, Mount St. Patrick, Ont. The
ore was obtained from the mine workings, situated on lot 8, con. XI, to-v\Tiship

of Brougham, county of Renfrew, in the Province of Ontario.
The ore is similar to that descnibed in Test No. 1 . The molybdenite was

found to be associated with pyrrhotite and pyrite, in a pyroxenite and actinolite

gangue. Small amounts of quartz, calcite, and mica were also visible in the
gangue material.

The crude ore was crushed in a jaw crusher set at \" opening, screened on
a 2-mesh Sturtevant screen, the oversize crushed in rolls set at f" opening. The
following screening products were obtained:

2-mesh 7 pounds, 12 ounces.
- 2+ 4 " 108 " 12 «

- 4+ 8 " 44 " 9 "

- 8+ 16 " 32 « 10 "

-16+ 30 " 30 " 8 "

-30 " 24 " "

A total of 248 « 3 "

The sized products were rolled and screened on their respective mesh five

consecutive times, the rolls being adjusted ft)r cacii crushinji. The material
passing through the screens was sizetl and added tt) the abo\e si/t^l prinJucts.

From this operation a high grade concentrate of 9 jx^unds 3J ounces was ob-
tained.

26a 6
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Weight. Mesh
screened

on.

Weight of concentrate.
Sized product. 1

Pounds. 1 Ounces. Pounds. Ounces.

+ 2-mesh
- 2 + 4 "

- 4 + 8 «

- 8 +16 "

-16 +30 "

-30

7 : 12

108 12

108 6
111 1 10
128 8
19 1 8

4
4
8
16
30
60

1

2

2

2

5i
4

6
8
12

Total concentrate, 9 lbs., 3i ozs.

Only the richer portion of the material through 30-mesh representing 19

pounds, 8 ounces, was rolled and screened on 60-mesh. The screenings through
30-mesh were kept separate and samples taken^for analysis.

Screening. Weight.

First 45 lbs. 4 ozs.

Second, 63 "
8 "

Third 56 "
8 "

Fourth 26 "
8 "

Fifth, 21 "
«

Through 60 mesh, 17
"

"

^ Analysis.

1 • 16% Mo.
0-40% «

0-58% «

0-53% "

0-92% "

5-61% «

Analysis of the concentrate showed it to contain S5% MoSa. A recovery
of 77% of the molybdenite values was obtained. The loss in tailing was 23%
of the molybdenite values. An analysis of the crude ore was not made, but from
the analysis of the concentrate and tailing it was found to contain 4 • 3% M0S2.

Concentration by Preliminary Crushing and Screening Followed by Magnetic j
and Electrostatic Separation.

A portion of the ore was taken, crushed in the jaw crusher, passed over a
10-mesh screen, the oversize crushed in rolls and screened until what remained
on the 10-mesh screen was a high grade molybdenite concentrate, representing

30% of the molybdenite values in the crude ore.

The material through 10-mesh was sized on 20 and 40-mesh. It was found
that the greater proportion of the molybdenite values was in the coarser size,

the fine sized product through 40-mesh containing such small amounts that it

might not l)e advisable to treat it further.

The sized products- 10+ 20; -20+ 40, and-40 were fed dry to the

Ullrich magnetic separator. The pyrrhotite, representing 60% by weight, was
separated from the molybdenite, pyrite, pyroxenite and other non-magnetic
gangue material. An analysis made of the magnetic product showed it to contain

iron 50%, sulphur 32%, insoluble 17%, with traces of molybdenite.

The non-magnetic product from the magnetic separator was given an
oxidizing roast and passed through the magnetic separator. The pyrites made
slightly magnetic was separated from the molybdenite and gangue.

The non-magnetic {jroduct from the second separation was experimented
with on the Huff electrostatic separator, but it was found that the physical pro-

perties of the contained minerals were so changed that a good separation could

not be made.
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First. The concentration made by successive rolling and screening would
necessitate the installation of such an extensive plant of rolls and screening
devices, that would exempt it from being a commercial process.

Second. A separation could be attained on the Huff electrostatic separator
of the molybdenite, pyrrhotite and pyrite from the other gangue material, but
a good separation could not be made of the molybdenite from the pyrrhotite

and pyrite by this process.

Third. The pyrrhotite could be separated from the molybdenite, pyrite

and gangue by magnetic separation on the Ullrich separator.

Fourth. After separating the pyrrhotite from the molybdenite, pyrite and
gangue, a separation of the molybdenite and pyrite from the gangue could prob-
ably be attained by the Huff electrostatic separator.

Fifth. A separation of the molybdenite from the pyrite could be made by
giving the material an oxidizing roast and passing it through a magnetic separator.

A high grade molybdenite concentrate should be obtained which would probably
require screening to free it from dust and other fine particles adhering to it

in the operation.

Sixth. After the separation of the pyrrhotite and pyrite from the molybden-
ite and gangue, the latter product should be adaptable to flotation. It would
be free from the sulphides which have a tendency to float with the molybdenite
particles.

Test No. 3.

Copper Ore.

A 200-pound shipment of ore was received from the Superior Copper Co.,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. The ore consists of chalcopyrite ; associated with it is a

dark coloured material, probably altered diorite, finely disseminated through a
quartz gangue.

The ore was crushed in the jaw crusher set at |" opening, passed over a
3-mesh screen, the oversize being returned to the crusher set at ^" opening
and passed over the 3-mesh screen. The oversize from the latter screening
was crushed in rolls set at j" opening, and passed over the 3-mesh screen.

The crushed ore was sized on 4, 6 and 8-mesh screens, but it was found by
experimenting with these sizes on the laboratory jig that the sulphides were not
freed from the gangue sufficiently to obtain a clean concentrate. They were
recrushed in rolls until the total product passed through an 8-mesh Sturte\'ant

screen.

The crushed ore through 8-mesh was closely sized. The sizotl products
up to 30-mesh were jigged on the lal)oratory type single compartment Richard's
pulsating jig. The sized products above 30 mesh were concentrated on the labor-

atory type Willley table.

The concentration obtained and the results of this test are contained in the

following table:

—
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Weight of crude ore sized 177 pounds, 11 ounces.

Analysis of crude ore 3 • 59% Cu.
Weight of concentrate obtained 23 pounds, 15 ounces, or 13 -5% of crude

ore.

Analysis of concentrate 15 • 87% Cu.
Recovery in concentrate 59 • 6%
Weight of tailing 138 pounds, 13 ounces, or 78-1% of

crude ore

Analysis of tailing 1 -45% Cu.
Loss in tailing 40-4%

Omitting the coarser sizes up to 20-mesh,on which a poor concentration was
obtained, due to the sulphide particles not being freed from the gangue, and the

tailings of which would be recrushed in actual practice, the finer sizes above 20
mesh show the following concentration :

—

Analysis of concentrate 14-59% Cu.
Recovery in concentrate 77-0 %
Analysis of tailing 1-07% Cu.
Loss in tailing 23-0 %

In concentrating the finer sizes of the sized products on the Wilfle>' table,

a concentrate, tailing, and a float concentrate were obtained. The float Oi slime

concentrate was caught in a compartment box and added to the hea\'y concen-
trate. This could be provided for in practice along similar lines, and the results

obtained would correspond to the latter figures.

Dry Concentration by Electrostatic Separation.

The sized products, —24+ 30, representing the coarser sizes and —200
representing the finer sizes, were experimented with, to obtain a concentration

by the use of the Huff electrostatic separator. The following results were
obtained:

—

Sized Product. Huff
Concentrate.

Huff
Tailing.

Voltage on
Electrode.

No. of

Passes.

-24 +30
-200

15-42% Cu.
9-26% Cu.

0-65% Cu.
l-99%>Cu.

20,000
18,000

8
12

The results from the finer size could possibh" be improved on by more care-

ful adjustment of the niachine. The results are so satisfactory that further

experiment.' will be conducted on this ore.

Tkst No. 4.

Iron Ore.

A small shipment of 280 pounds was received from Mr. T. B. Caldwell,

Lanark, Ont. The ore was taken from the stock pile, and was supposed to be
an average sample. The deposit is located on lot 22, con. IV, townsliiji <»f Lavant,

county of Lanark, Ontario, near Flower station, on the Kingston and Pembroke
railway.
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The ore consists of a fine grained magnetite, massive, through which is

disseminated fine pyrites, hornblende and calcite gangue.
The ore was crushed to pass through a 100-mesh Sturtevant screen. A

head sample was obtained by passing it through a Jones riffled sampler. The
remaining material was emptied into a push feeder, and fed automatically to
the Ullrich four-pole magnetic separator. Wet separation was employed.
The current strength on the machine was 4-5 amperes. Six products were
obtained; four of concentrate (one from each ring of the machine), and two of

tailing. The various products were dried, and samples taken for analysis.

From the results obtained, the table given below was compiled.

Head Sample Analysis.

Insoluble 15-35%
Iron 58-6 %
Phosphorus -048%
Sulphur -248%
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The units of crude required per unit of concentrate:

—

64-2 -9-2
=M6

58-45-9-2
The percentage of iron in the crude saved in the concentrate:

—

100X64-2
=94-69%

58-45XM6
Units of tailing made per unit of concentrate, - 16.

The percentage of iron in the crude lost in the tailing:

—

100X9-2X0-16
=2-17%

58-45XM6
Tons of concentrate made per ton of crude =0-895.

Calculations of iron saved from actual weights and analyses:

—

235-2X64-2X100
=98-3% of the iron in the crude

262-8X58-45 saved in the concentrate.

27-6X9-2X100 = 1-7% of the iron in the crude lost

in the tailing.

262-8X58-45
From the above table, it will be noticed that the concentrate from ring No.

4 shows an analysis of insoluble, 28-91%; Fe, 48-1%; P, -042%; S, -369%o-
By raising this ring, a concentrate could be obtained similar to that from the
first three rings. Four important adjustments of the separator on which the
results of the test largely depend are the amount of feed water used; the rate of

feed; the distance of the rings from the feed and the strength of current on the
fields. There was not sufficient ore to make accurate adjustments and obtain
the best results. A run of this ore using the Grondal wet magnetic separator

would give a comparative test of the efficiency of the two machines.

Test No. 5.

Zinc Ore.

A shipment of 200 pounds of the ore was received from Mr. P. F. Horton,
of the Hudson Bay mine, Salmo, B.C. The ore was taken from the mine workings
166 feet below the surface.

The ore is a zinc silicate; associated with it are small amounts of, possibly

lead silicate and considerable limonite. Analysis of the ore shows it to contain

silver and gold in small quantities. The minerals are very closely disseminated,

making it very difficult to obtain a separation.

Experiments were conducted to effect a wet concentration by the use of

hydraulic classifiers, jigs, and Wilfley tables. A small amount of the fine limonite

was washed away, raising the zinc content five per cent, and decreasing the iron

content by a similar amount. With this one exception, no concentration was
obtainable, due to the closely disseminated character of the mineral constituents

of the ore and to no marked difference in their specific gravity.

Experiments were also conducted to elTcct a dry separation on tlie HutT

electrostatic separator. The results ubtaiiied were not s;xtislactory.

Electrostatic Separation after Flash Roasting.

Seventy pounds of the ore were taken, and crusheil in tlie laboratory jaw
crusher, set at i" opening. The material from the crusher was passeii over a 10-mosh

Sturtevant screen, the oversize fed to rolls, set at J' oix;ning, and passed over
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the 10-mesli screen. The oversize from this second screening was returned

to the rolls, set at 1 /16" opening, and passed over the 10-mesh screen. The crush-

ed ore through 10-mesh was sampled by passing it through a Jones riffled sampler.

During this operation, it was noticed that a concentration had taken place,

the oversize on the 10-mesh screen appearing to be a high zinc product, low in

iron. This point is of importance in the dressing of the ore.

The crushed ore through 10-mesh was divided into halves. One portion

was given a flash roast, and sized on Sturtevant 16, 20, 30 and 50-mesh screens.

The sized products were treated separately on the HutT electrostatic single roll

separator.

Head Analysis before Roasting.

Zn, 34-16%; Fe, 10-7%; Ag, l-2ozs.; insoluble, 24-56%.

Head.

Sized Weight. Percentage
of roasted

ore.

Analysis. Contents.
Products.

lbs. ozs. %Zn. %Fe. lbs. Zn. 1 lbs. Fe.
1

-10+16
-16+20
-20+30
-30+50
-50

9
3

4
3

10

12

5

14
10

28-51
11-88
13-66
12-28
33-66

43-30 8-0
40-44 9-2
39-00 10-0
36-41 12-5
29-97 16-2

3-897
1-516
1-683
1-411
3-184

0-720
0-318
0-432
0-484
1-721

Totals and
Averages 31 9 99-99 37-04 11-64 11-691 3-675

Loss in weight by roasting is, approximately, 3 pounds.
Analysis of roasted ore shows an increase of: Zn, 3%; Fe, 1%.

Zinc Product.

Sized Weight. Percentage
of roasted

ore.

Analysis. Contents.
Products.

lbs. ozs. %Zn. %Fe. lbs. Zn. lbs. Fe.

-10+ 16
-16+20
-20+30
-30+50
-50

8
3

2

2

8

6

10
14

88-89
80-00
55-07
67-74
83-53

44-06
43 06
44-26
40-44
29-58

6-7
7-3
5-7
8-3
15-8

3-525 0-536
1-292 0-219
1-051 0-135
1134 0-218
2-625 1-402

Totals and
Averages .... 24 14 78-81 38-70 101 9-627

,
2-510

Average analysis of zinc product : Zinc 38 • 70%
Iron 10-1 %

Recovery of zinc values in crude ore 82-3 %
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Iron Product.

Sized Weight. Percentage
of roasted

ore.

Analysis. Contents
Products.

lbs. ozs. %Zn. %Fe. lbs. Zn. lbs. Fe.

-10+ 16
-16+20
-20+30
-30+50
-50

1

1

1

1

12

15

4
12

11-11
20-00
44-93
32-26
16-47

32-18
29-78
32-18
25-96
24-96

16-8
19-0
16-2
22-7
22-3

0-322 0-168
0-233 0-143
0-623 0-314
0-325 0-284
0-437 0-390

Totals and
Averages .... 6 11 21-19 29-01 19-4 1-940 1-299

Average analysis of iron product : Zinc 29-01%
Iron 19-4 %

Zinc values of crude ore in iron product 16- 6%

Magnetic Separation after Roasting in Reducing Atmosphere.

A portion of the ore through 10-mesh was given a reducing roast, and sized

on a Sturtevant 40-mesh screen. The sized products were treated separately

on the Ullrich magnetic separator.

Head Analysis before Roasting.

Zn., SA' 16%] Fe., 10-7%; Ag., 1-2 ozs.; Insoluble, 24-56%.

Head.

Sized Weight. Percentage
ore.

Analysis. Contents.
Products.

lbs. ozs. %Zn. %Fe. lbs. Zn. lbs. Fe.

+ 40
- 40

11

5

8

12

66-67
33-33

39-84
32-55

9-4
15-2

4-582
1-872

1081
0-874

Totals and
Averages .... 17 4 100 GO 37-42 11-3 6-454 1-955

Zinc Froduct.

Sized
Products.

Weight. Percentage
of roasted

ore.

Analysis. Contents.

lbs. ozs. %Zn. %Fe. lbs. Zn. lbs. Fe.

+ 40
- 40

8

3

69-57
52-18

42-45
36-20

5-4
7-0

3-396
1080

0-432
0-210

1 Totals and
Averages 11 63-77 40-75

1

5-8 1 4-482 0-642
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Average analysis of zinc product : Zinc 40-75%
Iron 5-8 %

Recovery in zinc values in crude ore 69-4 %
Iron content of crude ore in zinc product 32 '8 %

Iron Product.

Sized Weight. Percentage
of roasted

ore.

Analysis. Contents.

Products.
lbs. ozs. %Zn. %Fe. lbs. Zn. lbs. Fe.

+ 40
- 40

3

2

8
12

30-43
47-82

33-80 15-8
26-16 12-4

1-183
0-719

0-553
0-341

Totals and
Averages .... 6 4 36-23 30-43 14-3 1-902 0-894

Average analysis of iron product: Zinc 30-43%
Iron 14-3 %

Zinc content of crude ore in iron product 29-5 %
From the tests conducted on this ore the following conclusions have been

arrived at:

—

First. The mineral constituents of the ore being so intimately mixed and the

slight difference in their specific gravity make it dificult to obtain a wet
concentration by jigging and table concentration.

Second. A concentration is obtained by sizing. It would probably not be
advisable to make a further separation of the sized products under 30-mesh.

Third. By roasting, the water is driven off; the limonite is converted into

hematite in one case, and into magnetite in the other, hence the head
samples of the roasted ores show an increase of approximately 3% in zinc

and 1% in iron.

Fourth. The greater proportion of the iron content is contained in the material

through 30-mesh. This proportion could probably be increased by roasting

the lump ore, and crushing afterwards. The particles of iron would not
have the tendency to attach themselves to the zinc particles, which takes

place in roasting the crushed material.

Fifth. By careful manipulation and adjustment of the electrostatic separator,

the separation of the material through 30-mesh could be improved upon.
There was no marked difference in the appearance of the two products,

and we were unable to have analyses made, as the tests were conducted to
determine the grade of the products and adjust the separator accordingly.

Sixth. Dry separation on the portion given the reducing roast was not adapted
to this ore. A better separation could be obtained by wet magnetic separa-

tion. The fine zinc particles were drawn over with the iron. This would
not occur to such an extent by wet separation, as was demonstrated by tak-

ing a portion of the iron product, submerging it in water and pulling out
the iron with a horse-shoe magnet. A fine zinc product remained, repre-

senting approximately 50% of the original portion experimented with in

this manner.
Seventh. A portion of the sized products was taken, submerged in water, and

subjected to a violent agitation by a propeller. It was found that the iron

content could be reduced to 10%, with a considerable loss of zinc values,

in washing off the iron.
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Eighth. A portion of the original shipment remains, on which a test will be
made along the following lines, namely, the ore will be calcined to convert
the iron into the ferric state, crushed to pass through 10-mesh, violently

washed to free the iron from the zinc particles, and the entire product run
through the wet magnetic separator.

The following flow sheet shows the method of procedure of the tests con-

ducted on the HufiF electrostatic separator and the dry magnetic separator,

the results of which are given above.

Zinc Ore

Jaw Crusher /^ opening

I

Sturhevant -10 mesh screen

+ 10 mesh, high Zinc Product

Rolls. A opening

I

S+urtevant 10 mesh screen

I

^ ^
*1G mesh, high grade Zinc FVoduct -10 mesh, hi^h Iron Product

Roll's -/i6 opening

Sturtevant 10 mesh screw

-10 mesh

-10 mesh, high Iron Product

Jones Sampler

-10 mesh

Flash Roasted
I

Sturtevant Screens

I
\

i \ !

-10+16 16+20 -20+30 -30+50 SO
I i !

. i

I

Huff Electrostatic Separator

ZaProFeP ZnP FeP ZnP FeP ZnP FeP ZnP FeP

Head Sample "10 mesh
j

Reducing Roast

Sturtevant Scneens

+40
1

-40

Magnetic Separator Magnetic Separator

Zn Pro Fe Pro Zn Pro

Fig. 4. Flow sheet. Test No. 5

Fe Pro

Test No. 6.

Iron Ore.

A 15 ton shipment of the ore was received from Mr. John A. Dresser, Sault

Stc. Marie, Ont. The ore was taken from the surface ot the deposit, situated

at Groundhog, Ontario. It consists of bands of mai;netite, hematite and jasper.

A run'of the ore was made over tlie Cirondal dry separator, after sizing on Ferraris

screens.
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A portion of the ore was taken, crushed in jaw breaker set at 1" opening,
run through rolls set at \" opening, through a Vezin sampler, and over the
Ferraris screen. The oversize, +1", was recrushed in rolls, and run over the
screen until it all passed through the 1" screen.

The following sized products were obtained:

—

Weight. Percentage Analysis.
Sized Product. Pounds. by

Weight.
,0 r^-

- 1" + r 570 19-8 35-05
- i" + h" 772 26-8 33-75
- h" + \" 579 20-1 34-40
- \" + i" 404 140 35-00
- \" + iV," 272 9-4 34-28

1

"

1
•" 284 9-9 34 10

Totals 2881 100.0

Analysis of head sample from Vezin sampler: 35-10% Fe.

The sized products were run over the Grondal dry separator, with varying
strengths of current on the drum. The middlings from the coarser sizes, — l"-}-
3//. _^tf _|_i"^ and — ^"+4", were recrushed, sized on \" and ,V,"screens, and passed
over the separator for reconcentration. The middlings from the recrushed
middlings were added to the middlings from — i"+ |" and —\" +,V," of the
first screening, and concentrated on a Richard's pulsating jig. The tailing from

Jaw Crusher
I

Rolls
I

Ferraris Screen

-\+%' -Ya^Yz

—:i—

:

y/-^Ys Ya'-^Xe -Ys

Grondal Cobber Grondal Cobber Grondal Cobber Grondal Cobber Grondal Cobber

, 1 1 I 1 1 I i 1 I 1 1 I
I

IGMT M T M T M T C M T

Rolls

Ferraris Screen

Rolls

Ferraris Screen

r
- 'A+'A -Ys^Xe -y« -X^Yb -Yb+Ys -Ye

Grondal Cobber

C M T M T

Richards Ji|

Con Tail Con

Richards Jij^

(

'

1

Tai

Richards Jig Richards Jig
1

° 1 T
I

•
I

Cone. Tail Cone Tai

Fig. 5. Flow sheet, Test No. 6.

the coarser sizes was recrushed, screened, and added to the tailing of the finer

sizes of the first screening and concentrated on the Richard's pulsating jig.

The above flow sheet shows the method of procedure in conducting this

test.
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follows'—
^^"^^^ obtained from the dry magnetic separation are tabulated as

Tables Nos 1, 2, 3, and 4 give the results obtained by varying the strength
of current on the separator drum; table No. 5, the concentration of the re-
crushed middlmg; table No. 6, the jig concentration of the middling, and tableNo. 7, the Jig concentration of the tailing. •
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From the above tables it will be noticed that Table No. 1 shows the better

recovery of the iron contents, and, by endeavouring to increase the grade of the
concentrate, this recovery is decreased to such an extent, as is sho^^^l in Tables
Nos. 2, 3, and 4, that the figures of Table No. 1 were used as a basis on which
the actual recovery was calculated.

Heads from Table No. 1.

Weight 2,245 pounds.
Analysis 34-40% Fe.

Contents 772 -37 pounds metallic iron.

Concentrates from Table No. 1.

Weight 682 pounds, or 30-4% of crude ore.

Analysis 49-02% Fe.

Contents 334-33 pounds metallic iron.

Recovery 43-3% of the iron content in crude ore.

From Table No. 1, the middlings concentrated on the separator should
be the sum of the combined weights of the middlings from the three coarser
sizes, less the fines from recrushing.

Middlings from coarser sizes =1040 pounds.
Proportion of middlings concentrated to fine discarded is as 642 : 206, or

75-7%.

75-7%o of 1040 pounds =787 pounds.
From Table No. 5, 1 1 • 5% of this weight was concentrate.
11-5% of 787 pounds =81 pounds.
The concentrates obtained from the treatment of the middlings should be:

—

Weight 81 pounds, or 3 - 6%, of the crude ore.

Analysis 51-8% Fe.

Contents 41-96 pounds metallic iron.

Recovery 5-4% of the iron content in crude ore.

From Table No. 5: 57-1% of the middlings run over the separator for re-

concentration were middlings.
S1-\% of 787 pounds =449 pounds.
There were 254 pounds of middling from the finer sizes, making a total

of 703 pounds to be jigged.

From table No. 6, we find that a concentration of 25% of the original jig

was obtained.

25% of 703 pounds =176 pounds.
The concentrates obtained from the treatment of the middling in the

Richard's jig should be:

—

Weight 176 pounds, or 7-8% of the crude ore.

Analysis 51 -7% Fe.

Contents 90-99 pounds metallic iron.

Recovery 11 S' , of the iron i-onti-nt in cruile ore.

From Table No. 7 it is shown that a treatment of the tailing is not practical.

By dry concentration of the sized products on the magnetic separator, re-

concentraling the recrnshed middlings from the coarser sizes, and ji^j^ini; the
sized niiddliiK's fiuin tlic st'])arator, the follow ini; loncrnlralion is oblaim-d:
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Concentrate Percentage Anal vsis Contents Per cent
Weight. of crude

ore.
% Fe. PoundsFe. Recovery.

682 30-4 49 •02
1

334 33 43-3
81 3-6 51 -80

1 41 96 5-4
176 7-8 51 -70 90 99 11-8

939 41-8 49 •8 467 28 60-5

Concentrate obtained =939 pounds =41-8% of the crude ore
Analysis of concentrate = 49 • 8% Fe.
Recover>^ of iron content = 60 - 5%.
Omitting the retreatment of the middlings on the Grondal dr\- separator,

but by adding these products to the two finer sizes of middhngs and jigging this

product, the results obtained would be approximately as follows:

—

784 pounds -f 254 pounds = 1,041 pounds to be jigged.

From Table No. 6, we find that a concentration of 25% of the original

jig head was obtained. This would probably be increased in treating the higher
grade middling.

25% of 1,041 pounds =260 pounds.
Weight of concentrate = 260 pounds, or 11-6% of the

Analysis of concentrate = 51'

Contents of concentrate = 134
Recovery of iron content in crude ore . . . . = 17'

By dry concentration of the sized products on the magnetic separator, re-

crushing the middlings from the coarser sizes, and jigging the sized middlings
from the separator, the following concentration should be obtained :

—

crude ore.

• 74% Fe.
•52 pounds metallic iron.
, T,C7
«J /C-

Concentrate.
Weight.

Percentage
of crude

ore.

Analysis

% Fe.
Contents
Pounds Fe.

Per cent.

Recovery.

682
260

30-4
11-6

49-02
51-74

334-33
134-52

43-3
17-3

942 1 42-0 1 49-8 468-85 60-7

Concentrate 942 pounds = 42-0% of crude ore treated.

Analyses of concentrate r = 49 • 8% Fe.
Recovery of iron content '....= 60 - 7%.

Considering the concentration products of the fines— 1 /1 6" as being
too fine for the blast furnace, the percentage of concentration and recovery would
be lower than the figures given above.

To the sized products from table No. 1 must be added the proportion of

fines, 9-9% of the crude ore crushed.

Products. Weight. Analysis. Contents.

+ 1/16"
- 1/16"

2,245
219

34-40
34-10

772-37
74-68

Totals 2,464 34-38 847-05
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By dry concenti:ation of the sized products on the magnetic separator,
reconcentrating the recrushed middhngs from the coarser sizes, and jigging
the sized middhngs from the separator, the following concentration is obtained :

—

Concentrate obtained. .939 pounds = 38-11% of the crude ore.

Analysis of concentrate = 49-87% Fe.
Contents—metallic iron =467-28 pounds.
Recovery of iron content = 55 • 16%.
By dry concentration of the sized products on the magnetic separator, re-

crushing the middlings from the coarser sizes, and jigging the sized middlings
from the separator, the following concentration should be obtained:

—

Concentrate 942 pounds = 38-23% of the crude ore.

Analysis of concentrate = 49 • 8% Fe.

Contents—metallic iron =468-85 pounds.
Recovery of iron content = 55 - 23%.
A jig test of the sized products is being conducted on a portion of the ship-

ment. A magnetic wet separation test will be made, and a magnetic dry separa-
tion test, followed by jigging, a flow sheet of which is given on page 82.
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m.

INVESTIGATION OF THE MAGNETIC IRON SANDS
AT NATASHKWAN, QUE.

C. S. Parsons.

During the summer of 1912, what appeared to be a large and rich deposit of

black magnetic sand was discovered. Time did not permit the examining of this

deposit, so it was thought advisable to continue the investigation during the

summer of 1913. About four months' work was accomphshed on this new
deposit, which Hes 4| miles east along the coast from the mouth of the Na-
tashkwan river. An old river channel is plainly marked at this point, and the

deposit forms the east bank of its bed.

The whole deposit was sampled, with the use of the Empire drill and outfit.

This drill is operated by hand power, and consists, briefly, of a 4" steel pipe casing,

made in 5 feet sections. The end of the pipe is fitted with a cutting shoe, and is

slowly rotated and sunk by the combined weight of a platform, and of the men
who stand on it. Water is supplied to the interior of the pipe, and the core which

accumulates is pumped out with a churn drill pump by the men who stand on the

platform.
An area of 340 acres was blocked ofT into squares of 500 feet to aside, and five

holes were drilled on each square; one in the centre, and one at each corner.

Levels were run to ascertain the contour of the ground for the correct calculation

of the tonnage. A log of each bore hole was kept, and a sample of every 5 feet

taken. This sample was analysed in the field, by means of a hand magnet. The
entire core from each drill hole was bagged, numbered, and collected for shipment

to Ottawa, where a large scale test on the concentration of the sand will be made.

By referring to the accompanying map, and to the tabulated analysis of

each bore hole, it will be observed that the distribution of the black sand is very

irregular; and by examining the logs of a few typical holes which are shoNXTi,

it may be seen that the black sand lies in layers or bands of variable thickness.

The laveis aie very irregular in thickness and in lateral extent. In a distance

of 50 feet, laterally, they may grade from two or more feet in thickness, down
to a few inches, or disappear entirely. No black sand was discovered below

a certain level. In this deposit it was found to be, approximately, between 8

to 10 feet above high water; while in the deposit drilled during the preceding sum-
mer, it was at a point somewhere between high and low water. The a\erage depth

at which the bore holes lost the black sand was 25 feet; although in a few holes

which were drilled on high ground, black sand was found 40 feet from the surface.

The black sand is concentrate<l from the ordinary red granite sand on the

slope of the beach by the wave action. The waves rush up the beach, and in

their return action, drag the lighter grains of sand down the slope, leaving behind

the heavy grains of black sand, in a more concentrated state. By this action,

layers of pure black sand are formed on the beach, anywhere from one inch to

2 feet thick. The ebl) tide leaves this layer of sand exposed to the wind and

sun. As the sand dries, it is carried inland by the wind, and again subjected

to a concentrating acti(m during the formation of sand dunes.

The deposit drilled this season bears evidence that it has risen about 8

feet since it was formed, for coarse, water-woni sand may be observed 8 feet

above the present high water mark. The banks of the deposit arc now. however,

being washed away, and the sand seems to be carried westward towartls the pres-

ent river mouth by a strong current setting along the shore. This current is met
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by the current from the ri\-cr, and the sand is thrown back on the beach on the
east side of the river, and concentrated there. The ri\'er has worked its wa\- con-
tinuously westward from the old river bed mentioned before, and has gradually
built up behind the first, a second deposit of concentrated black sand similar
to that which forms the east bank of the old river channel. This newly formed
deposit at the present mouth of the river—which was drilled during the previous
summer (1912), seems to have been formed under the same conditions as the
older deposit. The one is practically the duplicate of the other. The trend of
the sand dunes is the same in each deposit. The ground near the present mouth
of the river is very poor, and will not average over three per cent of black sand

;

but becomes much richer as the eastern end of the deposit is approached. This
is also true of the older deposit, situated east of the old river bed.

It is probable that the constant shifting of the river channel westward
accounts for the fact that the deposit at Natashkwan is much larger than any
of the deposits found at the mouth of the other rivers entering the gulf.

Regarding the likelihood of other deposits existing in this locality, this

much may be said: that there is a possibility of other deposits being found,
occurring as raised beaches between the Natashkwan and the Kegashka river,

which is 17 miles east. The country lying between these two rivers is low and
flat, and made up of a loose sand containing about one per cent in black magnetic
sand. Over the surface of this plain, which is partly wooded and partly peat bogs,
are a few chain-like systems of sand hills, which rise abruptly from the plain.

Numbers of these pinnacle-shaped hills, which are often 90 feet high, were
drilled with a sand auger, but only a trace of black sand was disco\'ered. A few
miles inland the Laurentian granite is found, and this, without doubt, formed the
old shore line. As raised beaches which are over 200 feet above sea level are
known to occur farther down the gulf, and the country about Natashkwan
harbour, 4 miles west of the river mouth, also shows evidence of having been
recently submerged, it is reasonable to expect that similar beaches of black
sand may exist along the border of the granite between the two rivers.

Following is a list of the bore holes drilled during the summer of 1913,
also four logs of different holes, illustrative of black sand distribution, and rate
of drilling.

A full and complete report on these sands, containing the tonnage estimates
and the results of the experiments carried on in connexion n\ ith their concentra-
tion, is being prepared, and will be published at a later date.
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Percentages oj Magnetic Concentrate obtained in the Field with a Hand Magnet.

Bore hole. Depth of hole. Concentrate.
Number. Feet. Average % Remarks.

per foot.

CD. 10-11 35 5-00 First 10' through peat not calculated.

C. 10 30 4-56 « u u u u u

C. 11 30 2-48 u « U u i'

CD. 11-12 25 3-12 u u U U I
' "

C 12 25 1-96 u u U it 1 I u

CD. 12-13 25 4.53 " 8
U U ( ' "

C 13 25 1-45 " 10 U U 11 u

CD. 13-14 25 2-48 " 5
U mU cI «

C 14 25 3-39 " 10
U U Ii «

CD. 14-15 25 2-28 " 5
U U I' "

C 15 25 2-04 " 10 « u u u

CD. 15-16 25 2-66
C 16 25 2-88 " 5

U U II II

CD. 16-17 25 3-13 " 5
U U I1 11

D. 17 25 2-17 " 10 U u I1 11

D. 16 25 1-66 " 10 a u 11 11

D.E. 15-16 25 13-61
D. 15 25 2-21

D. E. 14-15 20 12-11

E. 15 25 10-90
E. 14 25 9-87
E. 13 25 15-66
E.F. 13-14 20 10-30
D.E. 13-14 25 11-51

D. 14 25 3-51
D. 13 20 3-46
D.E. 12-13 25 9-72
D. 12 30 11-78
D.E. 11-12 25 6-04

Bore hole No. D.E.

Log.

15-16. In bush.

Started to drill hole 2.15 p.m.

June 28, 1913.

Black sand.

Feet. Sand. Black sand. %
Hard pan (cemented sand)"!

Very good black sand J

100 grams. 22-89 22-84

5 Very good black sand 100 " 27-02 27-02
10 Not so very good ]

13 Fair black sand 100 " 13-02 13-02

15 Not so good as at 13 ft.

18 Very little black sand |

19 Fair black sand > 100 " 2-53 2-53

20 Much better black sand
J

22
25

Not so goodl
Red sand J J

100 " 1-23 1-23

Average per foot 13-61 B.S.

Remarks—
Pulled casing of drill 8.40 a.m.

3 2 hags of sand.

Moved drill to O 15 and set up 9.15 a.m.
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Log.

Bore hole No. D. 11 In bush.

Started to drill hole 2^ p.m.
July 5, 1913.

Feet. Sand. Black sand.
Black sand.

%
Good black sand "1

100

100
100

17-17

14-28
15-20

22-67

28-17

13-92

5-66

0-93

17-17
5

10
Good black sand /
Very good black sand

.

Extra good black sand.
Extra good b'ack sand
Extra good black sand
Not so good
Extra good black sand

u u u u

u a u u

u u u u

Getting poorer
Good black sand

14-28

15 15-20

19
20

25
27
28

[••::

100

100

100

100

100

22-67

28-17

13-92

30 u u u

Fair black sand
Not much black sand
Not much black sand

^

Not much black sand
a u u u

Coarse red sand
u u u

5-66
35

0-93

40

Average black sand, per foot . .

.

14-75

Remarks—
Finished hole 3.40 p.m.
set up 4.35 p.m.

5J bags of sand.

Bore hole No. E.F. 11-12.

Pulled casing and moved to D.E. 10-11 and

Log.
Bush. July 17, 1913.

Started to drill at 2.10 p.m.

Feet. Raw sand. Black sand.
Black sand.

5

10

15

Fair black sand
Very good black sand

.

(1 U U tl

it » (( u

U It u u ^

U (1 (1 (1

U U it tt

Better black sand 1

tt u "
i

U It "

Not quite so good ]

I"'air black siind I

100

100

100

100

100

26-46

21-82

34-38

11-49

2-23

26-46

21-82

34-38

11-49

20
Very little black sand

J

C(;urse red siind 1

No black sand 2-23

25 (1 (1 II

Average black sand, per foot 19-28

Remarks—
Finishetl hole 3.45 p.m.

3 bags of sand.
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Log.
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Sept. 5, 1913.

Feet. Raw sand. Black sand.
Black sand.

5

10

Frozen peat
Peat

,

Fair black sand

\
100

100

100

100

100

000

0-00

409

13-69

8-90

000

0-00

15 Fair black sand

« (1 « ^

4-09

20

25

« u «

Coarse red sand

1
13-69

8-90

Average black sand, per foot

.

5-34

Remarks—
Finished hole 8.35 a.m.
Moved to Z.A. 18-19. Set up.

2 bags of sand.

Bore hole. Depth of hole. Concentrate.
Number. Feet. Average %

per foot.

Remarks.

D. 11 40 14-75
D.E. 10-11 20 6 56
D. 10 30 14 76
D.E. 9-10 25 6 43
D. 9 25 9 14

CD. 8-9 30 9 05
D. 8 30 / 95
D. 7 15 1 3Z In old river bed.
D.E. 6-7 15 51 (1 u a (1

E. 7 15 11 87 32-63% in first 5 feet.

D.E. 7-8 40 10 82
E.F. 7-8 20 17 36
E. 8 25 6 36
D.E. 8-9 25 8 75
E.F. 8-9 20 6 59
E. 9 30 4 75

E.F. 9- 10 20 11 75

E. 10 25 5 11

E.F. 11-12 25 19 28
E. 12 30 13 99
E.F. 12-13 20 24 99
F. 13 20 12 63
F. 12 20 10 39
F.G. 13-14 20 6 48
F.G. 12-13 20 6 97
G. 12 20 4 01
G.H. 11-12 30 3 56
F.G. 11-12 20 7 63
F. 12 25 4 44
F. 11 25 11 76
F.G. 10-11 20 5 25
G. 11 20 4 53
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Bore hole.

Number.
Depth of hole.

Feet.
Concentrate.
Average %
per foot.

Remarks.

G.H. 10-11

H. 10
G.H. 9-10

G.IO
F.G. 9-10
F. 10
F. 9
F.G. 8-9

G. 9

G.H. 8-9

H. 9

H.I
I. 9

I. 8

I.J. 7-8

H.I. 7-8

H. 8

G.H,
G. 8
F.G.
F. 8

F. 7

E.F.
F. 6
F.G.
G. 7

G. 6

F.G.
G. 5

G.H
H. 5

G.H
H.4
H.I

9-10

7-8

6-7

6-7

5-6

, 5-6

4-5

4-5

3-4

1-2

2-3

3-4

1,4
H.I.
1.3
I. 2

I.J.

J. 2

I.J.

J. 3

I.J.

J. 4
I.J. 4-5

I. 5

H.I. 5-6

H. 6
G.H. 6-7

H. 7

H.I. 6-7

I. 7

I. 6

I.J. 6-7

J. 7

J. 6

l.J. 5-6

J.K. 5-6

J. 5

Mv. 4-5

k

3 •37

9 •38

3 •10

2 •68

6 •35

12 •50

8 •58

4 •77

3 •26

2 35
4 28
7 18

2 06
2 32
1 51
4 16
1 93
1 48
3 54
2 21

11 13

9 46
8 78

11 10
3 87
4 46
4 55
5 97
2 73
1 92
1 78
2 76
4 30
1 89
2 75
5 30
9 24

65 In"oldIriver bed.
35 u a u u

1 66
3 06
1 69
3 75
1 90
4 53

"

9 07
2 27
2 24
1 56
1 88
2 97
6 11

9 89
1 10
4 48

70
1- 64
2 39
1 06
2 11

2 86
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Bore hole.

Number.
Depth of hole.

Feet.

Concentrate*
Average %
per foot.

Remarks.

J.K. 3-4

K. 3

J.K. 2-3

K.L. 2-3

C. 17

C. 18

B. 18

B.C. 18-19

B. 19
A.B. 19-20

A. 20
A.B. 20-21

A. 21

2A. 20-21

2A. 19-20

A. 19

Z..^. 18-19

A.B. 18-19

A. 18
2A. 17-18

2A. 16-17

Z. 17

Y.Z. 16-17

Z. 16
Y.Z. 15-16

Y. 15

X.Y. 14-15

Y.Z. 14-15

Z.A. 14-15

A. 14
A. 15

Z.A. 15-16

A. 16
A. 17

A.B. 17-18

B.C. 17-18

B. 17

A.B. 16-17

B.C. 16-17

B. 16
B.C. 15-16

A.B. 15-16

B. 15

B.C. 14-15

A.B. 14-15

B. 14
A.B. 13-14
A.B. 12-13

B. 13

B.C. 13-14

B.C. 12-13

B.C. 11-12

B.C. 10-11

30
30
22
20
20
15

25
25
20
25
32
25
25
25
25
25
30
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
30
20
20
20
20
20
25
20
25
25
15

20
25
15

15
25
25
25
20
25
25
25
20
20
20
25
20
20
20

1 66
3 •74

1 •17

3 •12

3 •88

7 •42

8 53
11 22

6 75
5 •41

6 •89

5 05
5 57

42
•15

5 •34

6 •35

9 02
2 19
4 11

1 66
8 14

28
2 67

21

19

15

1 12

1 16
9 76
7 90
2 23
7 28
2 35
2 75

11 72
6 43
2 75

10 11

6 93
2 06
1 60
9 36
1 78
9 64
7 66
1 97
2 20
6 62
7 88
1 55
1 89
4 42

First 5 feet through peat not calculated.

10
10
10

10
8

5

5

5

5

7

5

5

5

5

First 9 feet through peat not calculated.

5

10
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INVESTIGATION OF PROCESSES FOR SMELTING ZINC ORES.

(Mr. W. R. Ingalls, of New York, has submitted the following Report of progress).

Early in 1913, we succeeded in developing at McGill University an electric

zinc smelting furnace which gave encouraging results, operating at the rate of

200 to 250 lbs. of charge per 24 hours. A series of runs was made with substantially

confirmatory results. With so small a furnace it is impossible to obtain reliable

quantitative figures, nor is that possible within the time limits of any run that

can be performed in the ordinary laboratory. After the tests to which I refer,

it appeared that it was advisable to graduate from the laboratory' stage and tr>'

things on a larger scale, and so I recommended. Steps were then taken to begin

experimental work in the plant built by the Canada Zinc Company at Nelson,

B. C, and the right to make use of that plant was obtained from the British

Columbia government, which was in possession of it.

About this time overtures were made to the Department of Mines by an
American Company which had been for several years engaged in experimental

work in electric zinc smelting in the United States. This company expressed a
desire to acquire the Nelson plant and continue its experimentation there, ^^ith

a view to developing it into a commercial plant. This being the ultimate pur-

pose in view by the Department of Mines, the overtures were favourably en-

tertained. Upon instructions I visited the experimental plant in the United
States and saw an electric furnace in operation there, and reported to you favourably

as to the status of the experimental work there and the advisability of relinquish-

ing the Nelson plant under conditions adequately safeguarding Canadian in-

terests. Negotiations were subsequently inaugurated, but finally failed because
of impossibility of giving an option to purchase the Nelson plant, which was made
an essential condition by the American company.

A good deal of time was lost by these negotiations. Having failed, the

Department of Mines took steps to begin work at Nelson, and drawings for a

furnace of estimated capacity of about 2,000 lbs. of charge daily were prepared.

About this time. Dr. Alfred Stansfield retired from the investigation. Mr.
E. Dedolph was sent to Nelson to report respecting the condition of the plant

there, and to take initial steps to put it in working condition. Mr. D. C. Paleo-

logue was engaged as electro-metallurgist, and was occupied at first in Ottawa in

preparing detailed drawings. Soon afterward, Mr. George C. Mackenzie,
Chief of the Metallurgical Division of the Department of Mines, was detailed

to take full charge of the execution of work at Nelson. He arrived at Nelson
on October 9, and immediately began furnace construction.

The plans that have been carried out comprised the construction of a pre-

heating furnace, of an electric smelting furnace, and of a little plant to make
zinc oxide. Construction was retarded by the delay in obtaining necessary

material and parts of apparatus in so remote a place as Nelson, many of these

parts having to be made especially. However, at the end of 1913 the oxide plant

had been completed and was ready to go in operation within a few days, while

the electric smelting plant was but little behind the oxiile plant in pi)iiit of time.

Electric zinc smelting has become a commercially practical metallurgic art

in Sweden and Norway, where tin; production of spelter in this wav amounted
to 17,000 long tons in 1913, ronii)ared with 8,000 long tons in 1912. While I

have not definite inlonnation, I am under the impression that the larger part of

this output has been derived frcjm the resmelting of dross and other metallic h\'-

products or waste i)roducts. However, I believe that some ore is smelte<l. Un-
fortunately, Canatlian conditions do not permit a transplanting of Scandinax ian

practice with any ri'asonable promise of success.
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I believe that there remains no doubt respecting the ability to run an elec-

tric zinc smelting furnace, yielding spelter with a satisfactory condensation,

matte and lead bullion from the same operation. Difficulties will undoubtedly
be experienced in operating the furnace at Nelson, which will necessitate alter-

ations to conform to conditions that will develop in work upon a larger scale than

we have yet tried, I am hopeful, however, that such difficulties may be over-

come by relatively quick steps.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) W. R. Ingalls,

Consulting Engineer.
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RESEARCHES ON COBALT AND COBALT ALLOYS AT THE RE-
SEARCH LABORATORY OF APPLIED ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY
AND METALLURGY, SCHOOL OF MINING, QUEENS UNI-
VERSITY, KINGSTON, ONT., FOR THE MINES BRANCH,

DEPARTMENT OF MINES, CANADA,
JANUARY, 1914.

Herbert T. Kalmiis.

The investigations of cobalt and its alloys, for the purpose of extending the

industrial uses of this metal, have been continued at these laboratories without
interruption, during the year 1913. The arrangement between the Mines Branch
and the School of Mining, Queens University, Kingston, Ont., according to the
terms of which these researches have been conducted, was abundantly set forth

in the Summary Report on the Mines Branch, 1911, pp. 27-30.

A preliminary report of the work up to January, 1913, was published in the
Summary Report of the Mines Branch, 1912, pp. 94-120.

During the year 1913, the investigations have been greatly extended, and
have attracted a large amount of attention among the metallurgical industries

that are likely to be consumers of the metal.

The staff of the laboratory, during the past year, has consisted of from one
to three research associates and assistants, an analyst, and a mechanic.

The general investigation of the metal cobalt and its alloys, has been and is

being conducted along these general lines:

—

I. The Preparation of Metallic Cobalt by Reduction of the Oxide.
II. A Study of the Physical Properties of the Metal Cobalt.

III. Electro-plating with Cobalt and its Alloys.

IV. Cobalt Alloys of Extreme Hardness.
V. Cobalt Alloys with Non-Corrosive Properties.

VI. Cobalt Steels.

During the past years, Parts I and II of the above have been completed, and
experimental work on each of the other parts extended, so that the experimental
work for them all should be finished by the end of the present year, 1914.

THE PREPARATION OF METALLIC COBALT BY REDUCTION OF THK OXIDE.

The report. Part I, "The Preparation of Metallic Cobalt by Reduction of

the Oxide," was completed in August, 1913, and is now in press; it is expected
that it will be issued about February 1st, 1914.

The i)urposes of the investigations under Part 1 were to determine the metal-
lurgical and chemical conditions for the commercial preparation of the metal
cobalt from commercial cobalt oxide; that is, to study the speed anil the economy
of the reactions at various temperatures for:

—

I. i\i(hu tion of C03O4 with c.uhoii.

IL Reduction of CojO^ with hydrt)gen gas.

III. Reduction of Co;iOj with carbon monoxide gas.

IV. l\((Uicti()ii (il ("oal)^ witli .iluiiiiiiiiiMi.
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Incidental to this, a study was made of the properties of some of the oxides

of cobalt.

The conclusions from this investigation, "Preparation of Metallic Cobalt
by Reduction of the Oxide," are:

—

REDUCTION WITH CARBON.

I. Reduction of C03O4 with powdered anthracite coal does not take place
rapidly so as to make it commercially interesting, either in the oil fired crucible

type or furnace or in the electric crucible type of furnace, until a temperature in

the neighbourhood of 1,200°C is reached.

II. In either the oil fired crucible type of furnace or in the electric crucible

type of furnace, substantially complete yields of metallic cobalt may be obtained
by reduction of C03O4 with powdered anthracite coal, in the neighbourhood of

1,200°C., for not more than one hour, with subsequent rapid melting and pouring.

III. With the oil fired crucible furnace, using unlined graphite crucibles,

complete yields are only obtained with powdered anthracite coal when there is

an excess of approximately 10 per cent of this latter.

IV. With the electric crucible type of furnace, used by us, complete re-

duction may be obtained using only the theoretical quantity of powdered anthra-
cite coal. In this furnace there is a considerable reduction due to the carbon
monoxide atmosphere caused by the carbon resister plates.

V. Both in the oil fired and in the electric crucible type of furnace, greater

reductions of C03O4 are obtained, using powdered charcoal, than with powdered
anthracite at the corresponding temperature.

VI. With the oil fired or electric crucible type of furnace, complete reduction
may be obtained with powdered charcoal at 900°C. or higher. For this re-

duction a considerable excess of charcoal was required, under our conditions

from 20-30 per cent.

VII. Powdered lampblack shows results in accordance with those for pow-
dered charcoal.

VIII. Briquetting the charges with an organic binder, tends to increase the

rate of reduction at all temperatures. A minimum of about 800°C. may be
employed for the reduction of C03O4 with charcoal in the form of briquettes,

as against 900°C. for the same charge in bulk.

IX. With sufficient carbon to get a complete yield of metal, the final pro-

duct need only contain about 0-20 per cent of carbon.
X. At this laboratory, in electric furnaces not especially designed for this

work, we reduce enough oxide to make 56 lbs. of the metal in an eight hour day,
with the furnace absorbing 12 KW. Thus, on a commercial basis, the power
charge for this reduction would be small.

REDUCTION WITH HYDROGEN.

XI. The reduction of C03O4 to metallic cobalt by hydrogen gas takes place

very rapidly at all temperatures above 500°C.
XII. At temperatures between 500°C. and 700°C., over 90 per cent of the re-

duction of C03O4 to Co takes j)lacc in a few minutes, but a further retluction

takes place very slowly, if at all.

XIII. Between 700°C. and 1,100°C., the amount of reduction of C03O4 to

Co which takes place during the first few minutes increases very rapidly, and at

the higher temperatures it is complete.
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XIV. The hydrogen reduction method is to be especially recommended for

the production of moderate quantities of very pure carbon-free cobalt for special

purposes, just as it has been used for the production of metallic tungsten.

XV. For the production of cobalt from C03O4 by hydrogen, the charge

must be completely cooled in an atmosphere of hydrogen.

REDUCTION WITH CARBON MONOXIDE.

XVI. The reduction of C03O4 to metallic cobalt by carbon monoxide gas

takes place very rapidly at all temperatures above 600°C.
XVII. Between 350°C. and 450°C., carbon monoxide at first reduces C03O4

to cobalt, buf after a time the finely divided cobalt decomposes the CO gas,

depositing carbon.

XVIII. At temperatures between 500 °C. and 750°C., over 90 per cent of

the reduction of C03O4 to Co, takes place in a few minutes, but a further reduc-

tion to completion takes place very slowly.

XIX. Between 750°C. and 900°C., the amount of reduction of C03O4 to Co
which takes place during the first few minutes increases very rapidly, and at the

higher temperatures it is complete.
XX. Where producer gas is available, it should offer a cheap and efficient

means of producing large quantities of pure metallic cobalt from the oxide.

XXI. For the production of cobalt from C03O4 by CO, the charge must be
completely cooled in an atmosphere of CO.

REDUCTION WITH ALUMINIUM.

XXII. The aluminium reduction method can obviously be used with con-

siderable satisfaction where absolutely carbon free metal is required, and where
a consideral^le cost is not prohibitive. Moreover, it affords a method of pre-

paring cobalt-aluminium affoys at once by adding an excess of metallic aluminium.
XXIII. The price of crude aluminium, such as might be used for this pur-

pose, is in the neighbourhood of 14 cents per pound. One pound of aluminium
will reduce and melt in this way a little over two pounds of metallic cobalt.

Therefore, there is a charge of 14 cents in the form of one pound of metallic alum-
inium for the power for reducing and melting two pounds of metallic cobalt.

There might, of course, be some return for the fused aluminium oxide which
resulted from the process, but even allowing liberally for this, the costs are very
high as comj)ared with the carbon and CO method of reduction.

THE PHYSICAL PROPICRTIES^OF THE M1:TAL COBALT.

The experimenlal work for I*art II, "The Physical Properties of Metallic

Cobalt," has been completed during the year 1913, and the manuscript is ready
for press. The physical properties of both "commercial cobalt" anil pure
cobalt have bectn studied. By "commercial cobalt" we moan metal of the grade
that could be obtained by the process as described under Part I, without special

precautions and under commercial conditions. By pure cobalt in this reiiort,

we mean a metal in (he neighbourhood of 99 S per cent-- 100 pi-r cent Co.

Careful measurements and studies ha\e \)vcn made for llu-se metals, as well

as a review ol the; literature, of llu' lollowiiiv; |)ropiTlies :—

1. Colour.

2. Specific Ciravity-I )ensit>'.

3. Hardness.
4. Specific Heat.
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5. Melting Point.

6. Magnetic Permeability.

7. Tensile Strength.

8. Compressive Strength.

9. Electrical Conductivity.
10. Optical Reflecting Power.

As a result of these studies of the physical properties of cobalt, it has become
apparent that it is not nearly so closely identical with nickel in its properties

as has been commonly considered.

Colour.

Pure cobalt very much resembles nickel in colour, although when plated and
polished it usually has a more silvery appearance. Metallic cobalt which has
been reduced from the oxide at a sufficiently low temperature is a grey powder.

Specific: Gravity-Density.

The density of cast cobalt we have found to be 8-7889 at 20°C., which is

very close to that of nickel.

Hardness.

Cobalt is very much harder than nickel, the cast metal having a hardness
of about 125 on the Brinell scale of hardness, whereas nickel is correspondingly
about 65 on the same scale.

Melting Point.

The melting point of pure cobalt we found to be 1467 °C., whicli is probably
accurate to within 5°C., whereas that of nickel is 1435 °C. Therefore, so far as

its melting point at a high temperature is concerned, cobalt is not very much
more difficult to alloy than is nickel.

Magnetic Permeability and Magnetic Alloys.

Cobalt is magnetic at all temperatures up to about 1,100°C. We have found
an alloy of cobalt and iron, approximately Fe2Co, which has a magnetic per-

meability in strong magnetic fields about 10 per cent higher than the best

Swedish soft iron. This has been independently discovered at this laboratory,

and by P. Weiss, Zurich, Switzerland.

Tensile and Compressive Strengths of Cobalt.

Tlie tensile and compressive strengths of cobalt are greater than that for

any metal with which the writer is familiar; the effect of cobalt on the tensile

and compressive strengths of certain alloys and of steel is being studied.

Cobalt Chromium Alloys for Heating Elements.

Cobalt alloys with chromium, and the resulting cochrome may be swaged
to form cochrome wires. These are in some respects superior to nichrome wires

as heating elements; they are less readily oxidized at high temperatures, and
have a higher melting point. They have an electrical resistance not very dif-
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ferent from that of nichrome. Further work is being done along these lines,

and as well the thermo-electric properties of cochrome are being studied.

The details of the study of all these properties, and as well of others, are
given in detail in the report itself.

Electro Plating of Cobalt and its Alloys.

Cobalt when electro-plated on iron, steel or brass, gives a more adhesive
plate with a more silvery appearance than nickel. It seems to be less readily

corroded than nickel under ordinary atmospheric conditions and upon handling.

Cobalt will probably find extended use in the plating industries for special

purposes, even at a price several times that of nickel, for it may be plated from a
considerably more concentrated solution than nickel, and at a much higher
current density. We find it possible to deposit cobalt approximately five times
as fast as nickel.

We are confirming our plating experiments in co-operation with a commercial
plating plant, and a complete report will be published during the coming year
as Part III of the above.

COBALT ALLOYS OF EXTREME HARDNESS

Cobalt up to about 15 per cent, alloyed with low carbon steel containing
small percentages of chromium and tungsten, yields alloys of extreme hardness and
of very superior cutting qualities when used as high speed tool steels. Nickel

substituted for cobalt in these alloys does not in any case give the same results.

An extended series of observations is being made on numerous alloys of

cobalt with mild steel in the presence of chromium and tungsten or molybdenum,
and the resulting products are being tested under practical service conditions.

Since the experiments at this laboratory were started, work along these

lines has attracted a large amount of attention both on this continent and abroad.

There is at present a very spirited controversy^ among German steel manufacturers
as to the value of cobalt for the preparation of high speed tool steels. Professor

G. Schlesinger in Charlottenberg, has made elaborate tests of some of the Becker
steels, and has reported upon them with extreme favour. These steels contain

about 5 per cent of cobalt. The favourable report upon them was made as

the result of competitive tests upon about 25 of the best high speed tool steels.

The conclusions of Professor Schlesinger have been bitterly contested by
the manufacturers of the non-cobalt steels, and it is very difficult to decide,

from reading the reports of the controversy, which of the contestants is correct.

We discovered the value of cobalt in making alloys for high speed tool

steels independently, and we are making the alloys and testing the tools quite

independent of the work of the German authorities.

The work in this field leaves little or no doubtjbut that alloys of approxi-

mately the composition:

—

Fe 67— 75%
Co 5— 8%
Cr 4— 6%
W 15— 18%
C l)-7a-0-90%

.Malil uiid Eisen. June. 1V13. i)|>. V30-yJ9.
" July. iyi3. pp. 11<>6-I204.
" Auk. Vtli, lyl3. pp. 1317-1325.
" Auk. nth. l'>13. pp. 1363-1306.
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yield tool steels of great superiority. We have found that molybdenum may be

substituted entirely for tungsten, a fact apparently not noticed by the German
investigator.

This tool alloy can be made commercially at a price to compare with that

of the best high grade tool steels. It is not to be confused with the alloys of

cobalt and chromium of the nature:

—

Co 60%
Cr 20%
MoorW 20%

which also make very superior tool steels, but which can only be made at a very
high price. These latter have also been carefully investigated. The entire

subject of our investigations on "Cobalt Alloys of Extreme Hardness" will be
reported upon during the coming year as Part IV of the series of researches.

COBALT ALLOYS WITH NON-CORROSIVE PROPERTIES.

Small percentages of cobalt added to pure iron give alloys which are extremely
non-corrosive and which will probably find extended use as sheet roofing materials.

These have been abundantly tested by us on a laboratory scale, and are at

present being tested on a commercial scale.

In co-operation with one of the large rolling mills, we have made three

four-ton heats of cobalt-containing alloys, and two four-ton heats of standard
materials for comparison. These analysed as follows:

—

NON-CORROSIVE COBALT ALLOYS FOR SHEET ROOFING MATERIALS.

Heat No. Sulphur. Phos. Carbon. Manganese Copper. Nickel. Cobalt.

34,175 .026 .009 .010 .022 .016

34,185 .034 .006 .015 .017 .028 1.18

34,196 .040 .008 .010 .020 .024 .60

34,204 .022 .009 .010 .020 .020 .35

44,009 .025 .008 .01 .015 .24 .75

One bar of each of these alloys is at present in transit, as well as two sheets

of each rolled into corrugated roofing material, 26" X 36" X 96" in size, box an-

nealed , for the purpose of making corrosion tests at this laboratory. Arrangements
are made for accelerated corrosion tests on small samples from the bars, and the

large sheets will be exposed to atmospheric conditions over a period of months,
to check the results with similar tests being made at the plant. The sample
from Heat No. 34175 is a standard pure iron sheet roofing material, now very

extensively used. It, together with the nickel alloy. Heat No. 44009, will serve

as standards of comparison for these corrosion tests.

In addition to the above we are receiving ladle tests, taken when the heat

was tapped, so that we may check the analyses made at the rolling mill with

our own.
A complete report of the work on non-corrosive cobalt alloys will be made

during the coming year as Part V of the above.

NOTES ON COBALT INDUSTRY.

The cobalt-oxide industry' is a very old one. It probably started, on what
might be considered a commercial scale, at Schneeberg, (icrmany, in 1520;

about this time "blue cobalt," cobalt smalt, from Schneeberg, was being sold at
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Venice. The smalt contained about 6 per cent of cobalt. The smalt industry has a
very interesting history in Sa.xony and Bohemia during the sixteenth to eighteenth
centuries, during which time it grew very rapidly. F. KapfT, Finance Minister
of Prussia, made a report of the industry in 1792, in which he estimated that
30 smalt works were at that time putting out 3,000 tons of smalt per year.

At the present time these German and Austrian mines are important for

bismuth and radio-active materials, the silver and cobalt having become quite
insignificant. The historical development of this German silver-cobalt district

is interesting because it probably forecasts the history of the present Ontario
silver-cobalt camp, in that the production of cobalt continued over a long period
after the camp had been depleted of its silver values.

During later years, up to 1904-05, New Caledonia, New South Wales, Chili,

Spain, Norway, and Prussia, supplied the world with cobalt. The output of

New Caledonia at the time the Ontario deposits were discovered was probably
85-90 per cent of the world's supply. In 1904, Mr. A. Glasser, "Report in 1904, to

the Minister of the Colonies, on the Mineral Wealth of New Caledonia," stated
that New Caledonia had practically the monopoly for the production of cobalt
for the whole world. The ores were not smelted or refined in New Caledonia,
but were shipped to Europe to be treated.

The silver-cobalt mines of Ontario began to produce in 1904, and since

that time they have wrested the monopoly in the production of cobalt from New
Caledonia. The price offered for the CoO content of New Caledonia ores,

running 8 per cent in CoO, had fallen from about 85 cents per pound in 1904, to
approximately 20 cts. per pound in 1908.

Until the last year about one-half the ore from the Cobalt camp found its

way to United States smelters. The ore is siliceous and mixes well with United
States basic ores. So far as the writer is aware, the cobalt content of the ore
shipped to the United States has never been recovered to any extent. The pres-

ent United States practice leaves it in the form of residues, containing Pb, Cu,
As, Sb, S, Ni, Fe, Ag, and Au, that is, in rather bad shape to be treated for cobalt.

Until the last year or so, practically the only way which cobalt found its

way into the industries was as cobalt oxide, C03O4, for use as blue colouring sub-
stance. During the last few years the production of cobalt from the Ontario
mines much exceeded the consumption of cobalt as cobalt oxide. The writer
reported^ January, 1913, that the cobalt oxide industry consumed about one-
third of the present output of the camp. During the last year the demand
for cobalt oxide has considerably increased so that, although the cobalt output
(A the Ontario mines is still very much in excess of the consumption of the metal
cobalt, it is no longer true to the degree stated above. A considerable amount
of statistical work would be required to make an accurate estimate of the present
((jbalt content of the output of the Canadian mines, but the writer considers

1,000 tons of cobalt metal per year to be a fair rough working figure.

It is to be noted that since the experiments commenced at this laborator>',

cobalt has begun to find its way into the industries as metal reduceil from the

oxide, largely for use in making alloys.

It can never be known to just what extent the etforts of this laboratory

have been responsible, directly or indirectly, for the increasing ecoiu)mic im}X)rt-

ance of metallic cobalt. In this connexion we ha\e been pariicularK' active
in encouraging others to interest themselves to find imlustrial uses lor cobalt,

and to this end we have answered a very large number of incjuiries concerning
the metal, and have prepared and distributed a consiilerable number of s^imples.

In addition, we have emphasized the possibilities of the metal, by presenting
( t^rtain features of the work at the meetings of various engineering and scientific

> Suiiiiiiury Kfiturt uf tlir Minr» Hranch, uf the CuiutUian Uriuiliiicul u( Minn, lui the yrui I'm. p. U4.
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societies Inasmuch as at the present time practically the sole source for cobalt

is from the Canadian mines, we have felt that we were justified m encouragmg

a study of any possible use of the metal wherever an mterest was demonstrated

The fact that such a large range of work, with an enormous amount of

detailed investigation and observation, has been accomplished dunng the two

years of operation of this laboratory, is largely due to the untinng enthusiasm

and splendid spirit of the staff of assistants at the laboratory, and in particular

to the efforts of Mr. Chas. Harper, in the capacity of research associate.
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FUEL TESTING DIVISION.

I.

WORK AT FUEL TESTING STATION.

B. F. Haanel.

Chief of Division.

The work of the Fuel Testing Division, during the year 1913, consisted in

the investigation of the five commercial samples of lignite obtained from the
following producing mines: CardifT Collieries, Ltd; Gainford Coal Co., Ltd.; Twin
City Coal Co., Ltd.; Tofield Coal Co., Ltd.; and the Rosedale Coal and Clay
Products, Ltd. In addition to the actual work of conducting this investigation,

which involved the complete chemical analyses of general samples of the various
coals, the determination of their heating values and the analyses at regular
intervals of the gas produced, and determination of the tar and ammonia con-
tained in the final gas ; many samples of various fuels were examined in the chemi-
cal laboratory. Owing to the very limited staff at the disposal of this division,

the working up of the various results of the tests for publication has taken a
much longer time than is desirable. The value of reports of this character, to
those who are interested, is dependent, to a large extent, on the promptness with
which they are got out. In order, therefore, to carry out with the desired degree of
promptness the work of this division which entails routine work, the answering of
correspondence, and the necessary travelling at times of the chief of the division
as well as others of the staff, additional chemists and technical engineers are ur-
gently required. Moreover, on account of the alterations to the Fuel Testing
Station, and the building of the Ore Dressing and Concentration laboratory,
which were not completed until towards the middle of the year 1913, the work
of investigating the coals in question was unavoidedly delayed until the summer
of the same year. The experimental steam boiler, in fact, was not installed until
late in December of 1913, so that the results of the tests of these coals when burned
under a boiler cannot be included in this report, since the>' were not completed
until the beginning of the new fiscal year 1914.

The producer tests conducted with these coals, the results of which are con-
tained in this report, proved satisfactory in almost every respect. All the coals
tested were fed in the producer without undergoing any preliminary treatment,
e.g., as crushing or screening, and although certain of the coals had deteriorated
considerably during their long period of storage this in no manner alYected their
behaviour in the producer. As far as producer work is concerned, the disinteg-
ration of the lignites utilized is of little consequence, and, even though not ex-
posed to the weather or stored under cover for a long period, such tlisiutegration,

as a general rule, is effected as soon as this fuel is eKi)osetl to high temperature.
The tendency of a lignite fuel to dishitegrate into lineK' divided particles is

almost directly dependent on its moisture ctnitent when mined but this does
not strictly hold in all cases. The sample of coal obtained from the Kosiiiale
Coal and ('lay rroducts, Ltd., was somewhat remarkable, in that it exhibiteil
scarcely any tendency to disintegrate either on exposure to the weather or when
subjected to the temperatures prevailing in the pn)ducer. On the other hand,
this particular coal exhibited a marked tendenc)' to clinkir. As f.ir as the calorific

value and moisture contents of the various fuels, as lired. are concerniHl, {\\c\

may Ik; said to b(! eminently suitable for i)rotlucer work. The c«)niplete record
of analyses of the coals as lirt-d, the c.iloritic value of the g.is produced, .md
all other data will be found in I lie aniu'xed report.
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The duties of the wTiter during the past year consisted, in addition to the

general office duties, correspondence, etc., and the directing of the hiboratories

of the Fuel Testing Station, in the writing of the Report entitled "Peat, Lignite,

and Coal, their Value as Fuels for the Production of a Power Gas in the By-

product Reco\'ery Producer," which is based on the results obtained during the

investigation of the various by-products recover\- producer gas plants in oper-

ation in Europe.
As a result of this inNCstigatlon, the writer was able to show that, under

certain favourable conditions, peat fuel for the production of a power or fuel gas,

when accompanied by the recovery of its nitrogen content, can be economically

utilized. The conditions on which the successful utilization of peat for this

purpose depends are: 1st., a cost of the peat fuel containing not more than 40 per

cent, but preferably' not more than 30 per cent of moisture, of not more than

SI. 50 per ton delivered at the producers—this cost of course is variable to a certain

extent and depends on the cost at \\'hich coal containing a suitable percentage

of nitrogen can be obtained, and 2nd., a mininium nitrogen content of not less than

I5 per cent on the absolutely dry sample. For the utilization of coal containing

1 per cent and above, of nitrogen, this process has proven very successful, and

plants of very large capacity are and ha\'e been for se\'eral >ears in successful

operation. In the case of ihe South Stalifordshire Mond Gas Co., the gas pro-

duced is delivered through gas mains laid by the company over a large area to

industrial works of all kinds and the scope of utility for such a gas would be very

greatly increased were its use for domestic purposes not prohibited by a par-

liamentary Act regulating the distribution through pipes of town or retort gas.

In certain of the more populated portions of the western provinces, the utili-

zation of lignite for the production of a fuel gas for domestic or other jnirposes,

might prove an entirely feasible proposition. There is no reason why the Cana-

dian lignites should not prove as suitable a fuel for this type of producer as either

coal or peat. Indeed, if such a scheme were successfully put into effect, the

problem of supplying a satisfactory and cheap domestic fuel to many of the

cities of our prairie provinces would be etlectively solved, and the imports of

foreign coal would be materially reduced. This report is in the press and will

shortly be ready for distribution.

In acc<irdancc with the plan of work outlined for the Division of Fuels and

Fuel Testing, about twelve commercial samples of ligiiite from various portions

of the western provinces will be sent to Ottawa for complete investigation

during the next year. Of these samples three ha\-e already been recei\-ed while

three more are en route. The scope of this investigation, it is confidently hoped,

will be extended to include the briquetting of lignites, and their fractional distilla-

tion for the recovery of oils and other by-products.

The report of Mr. A. von Anrep, peat expert, is subjoined herewith, as is

also that of Mr. Edgar Stansfield, the Chief Chemist of the Di\'ision of Fuels

and Fuel Testing.

During the year the personnel of this division has been increased by the

pernmnent appointment of Dr. F. E. Carter, Engineering Chemist.

New Apparatus. A Babcock and Wilcox marine boiler of about 200 H.P.

capacity has been installed for the purpose of conducting steam tests with the

various samples of coal received. This boiler is equipped with a sirocco induced

draft system, and is replete with the necessary feed water pumps, weighing

tanks, etc.

Machine shop. The machine shop, which is under the direct supervision of

this division, is now equipjied with aMirown and Sharjie milling machine, Pratt

and Whitney lathe. Brown and Sharpo grinding machine, one jiress drill and one

precision drill. All of the above niachines are oi)erate(l by individual motors. It
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is hoped during the coming year to install a shaper which is almost indispensable
where much repair work is to be done. A large part of the plant for the Ore
Dressing and Concentrating laboratory, as well as certain pieces or parts of machi-
nery for the Fuel Testing laboratories, have been made in this shop—for which a
special machinist has been engaged. A machine shop is an absolutely indis-

pensable adjunct to experimental laboratories of this character where it is neces-
sary to have constructed from time to time new pieces of apparatus or to alter or
repair existing machines or apparatus.

The report containing the results of the tests of the five commercial samples
of lignitic coals received from the operating mines, previously mentioned, is here-

with subjoined. This report has been prepared b}' Mr. Blizard and the writer,

and will be published in bulletin form as soon as the results of the boiler tests

are worked out.

II.

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION OF FIVE LIGNITE SAMPLES
OBTAINED FROM THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA.

B. F. Haanel and John Blizard.

TYPES OF PRODUCERS EMPLOYED IN THE TESTS.

The two producers employed in these tests were evolved from the simple
up-draft type or from a combination of this with the simple down-draft type.

hill. 6- Siiiipli- liitiii i>l U|i ili.iK K'l* |>nHliUfr.

V{>-dr(ijt Producers. A siini)K' form of this t\pi' of pnuUiciT is shown in
Pig. ii, vvliicli cUMily illustrates the priniiph- of opi-ration. The furl is ihari^i-d
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Fig. 7. Simple form ot down-draft gas producer.
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through B and the air and steam required for combustion are admitted through
A below the fire bars. The gas offtake is situated near the top of the producer
at G which is placed at a considerable distance above the fuel level. The air

and steam in passing upwards through the reaction zone interact with the hot
carbon and a combustible gas is thus formed which leaves by the exit G. It

will be seen that the tarr>' matter which is distilled from the fuel, passes off with
the gas without coming into contact with the carbon in the combustion zone,

consequently, it takes no part whatever in the formation of the final gas. If,

therefore, a large proportion of the total heating value of the fuel is contained
in such tarry matter, the thermal efficiency of the process will be vers- low,

since this matter, as pointed out, leaves the producer undecomposed. In addi-
tion to the inefficient manner in which such a producer converts the heat of a
fuel into a useful gas the fact that the gas is heavily laden with tarn,- matter,
which must be removed by tar extractors before it can be utilized in a gas en-

gine, must not be overlooked. In most cases where a fuel, is gasified for the pri-

mary purpose of generating power, the formation of tar constitutes a nuisance,

and, in order to remove this objection, the down-draft type of producer was devised.

Down-draft Producer. In this type of producer the air, and steam if re-

quired, are admitted at the top, and in passing do\^Tiwards through the reaction

zone of the producer, form, by interaction, with carbon, a gas which leaves by
an exit situated below the combustion zone. Fig. 7 shows an -illustration of a
producer of this type which was used for the coal tests carried out at McGill
University. The fuel, with this type of producer, is also charged through the
top, but since the draft is in a downward direction no gases escape from the
charging door. Such an arrangement permits, also, the fuel bed to be poked
through this charging door, and the observation of the fire. By referring to Fig.

7, it will be plainly seen that all the volatile matter which is distilled from the
fuel must pass down through the hot fuel bed before lea\ing at the exit situated

at or just below the combustion zone; hence it comes into intimate contact with
the incandescent carbon of the reaction zone and is either decomposed into per-

manent gases or is partially burned and partially decomposed. The result,

however, as the reaction proceeds, is a gas practically free from tar and a
higher thermal efficiency for the process of gasification. With this type of

producer an appreciable quantity of combustible matter passes below the gas
outlet without being completely burned, and since this cannot, in a practical

manner, be recovered, it is lost as far as the process is concerned, and decreases
the thermal efficiency of the system. This constitutes the principal ob-
jection to this type, though in many other ways such a producer is quite
satisfactory.

Combined Up-draft and Down-draft Producer. This t\pe of producer was
evolved for the purpose of combining all the advantages of the up ani.1 do%\Ti-

draft types and at the same time eradicating their objectionable features. It

will readily be seen from the following description that with such a producer
it is theoretically an easy matter to decompose all the moist ure aiul volatile

matter distilled from a fuel and insure the complete combustion i>f all the com-
bustible matter passing into the lower zone. In such a pr<.>ducer fuel is chargetl

at the top, where air and steam inlets are situated, while acklitional supplies

of air and steam are admitted to the l)()ttom of the lower zone. The gas fonuetl

is drawn off at the middle of the producer, hence the final |)ruducer gas is a mix-
ture of the gas formed in the upper and lower zones. Although the gas formed
ill the upper zoni' is more or k-ss uneven in its composition owing to the charging
of green fuel from time to lime, thi' composition of thi" gas formed in the lower
zone can be kepi approximately constant, since this /one is i>peraliug ix)ntinu-
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ously on the hot coke or carbon of uniform composition, resulting from the

coking process going on in the upper zone. From this it follows that by employ-
ing two zones in the manner abo\'e described, theoretically' a gas will be pro-

duced, which will be less sensitive as regards its chemical composition, to changes

Air

<

Fig. 8. Combined up-draft and down-draft producer.

taking place in the charging zones. This may be said to constitute still another
advantage over the other types of producer previously discussed. A producer
constructed upon this principle is shown in Fig. 8.*

Illustration takrr. from the ProcecdinKs of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 191 1.
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The Westinghouse producer employed at the Fuel Testing Station for most
of the tests to be described, operates upon precisely the same principle though
the construction and method of operation employed in this producer are some-
what different. In short the functions of the two zones of this producer may be
described as follows : the upper zone serves the purpose of distilling the moisture

and volatile matter from the fuel and thus supplying coke or tar free combustible
matter to the lower zone. In this zone gas is also formed from the volatile matter,

moisture, and hot carbon interacting in their downward path. In the lower
zone the tar free combustible matter or coke, depending on the fuel employed,
interacts with the air and steam^ admitted through the tuyere situated at the

bottom of the producer.

Double Zone Producer, both zones operating with tip-draft. For the gasifi-

cation of fuels high in volatile matter and moisture, a producer designed on this

principle is very efificient. The Korting double zone peat gas producer, see Fig.

9, is constructed according to this principle. The fuel is charged into hoppers
A, A from which it falls on to two sloping grates C, C. Theoretically the com-
bustion in this portion of the producer should be just sufficient to distil the

volatile matter and moisture from the green fuel. In practice, however, the fuel

consumed here exceeds that theoretically required. The tar free fuel passes

through a restricted canal to a second zone situated directly beneath and here

combustion is carried to completion. The upper zone gas charged with moisture

and tarry matter is caused to pass through the opening D and downcomer
E to the chamber F, situated directly beneath the grate bars R of the lower
zone. From this point the gases pass upward through the bed of incandescent
carbon to the two offtakes J, J, situated on either side of the producer. The
formation of producer gas is accomplished almost entirely in the lower zone.

Here the gases resulting from the combustion of fuel in the upper zone together
with air admitted through openings I, I pass upwards through the hot carbon.

As a consequence, reaction takes place between the air, moisture and, to a
certain extent, the tarry matter, and the carbon. The moisture is decomposed,
forming free hydrogen carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, while the carbon
dioxide contained in the upper zone gases is partially reduced to carbon
monoxide. The tarry matter is partly decomposed into permanent combustible
gases and is also to a certain extent burned. Theoretically such a process

should result in a tar free gas but in actual practice this is never the case, and a
tar extractor of some description must be interposed in the system for the
purpose of purifying the gas sufficiently for use in the gas engine.

DISCUSSION OF THE COMBINED UP-D£L\FT AND DOWN-DRAFT TYPE OF PRODUCER.

This type of producer has been evohed to supph' the requirement for a gas
generator capable of producing a gas from bituminous coals sufficiently clean
for utilization in a gas engine without first passing through the usual train of

purifying apparatus. The simple form of down-draft producer, described else-

where, was a partial solution to the difficulties produced by the presence of tar

in the gas—but this type on the other hand possessed certain disiulvantages
which offset to a certain degree the advantage otherwise gained. Fairly gt>od

results were obtained with the down-draft producer used tluring the trials a)n-
ducted at Mcdill ruivcrsity for the Department of Mines. A rotary tar ex-

tractor was cmploN'ed which gave satisfactor\' results for st>me of the trials but
in others considcrabli' troubk- was experii-nceil with tar, which necessitated clean-

ing »)f the extractor while the trial was in progress. In the case of lignites, very
little or no tar was removed and, in certain instances, the trials were run satis-

factorily without using either the tar extractor or a sawilust scrubber- the onlv
cleaning ugent being a wet coke scrubber. The efficiency i>f thi? produin wIumi
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Fuel

Fig. 9. Double rone up-draft producer.
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gasifying lignitic coals varied between 49 • 5 and 65 • 7 per cent, whereas in the trials

with the Westinghouse double zone producer at Ottawa on similar fuels, the
efficiencies ranged between 62 -0 and 71-8 per cent. The better results obtained
with this producer may be attributed, partly, to its larger capacit\^ but more
particularly to the fact that the combustible matter passing into the lower zone
is more completely burned. The refuse drawn from this simple down-draft
producer contained from 44-4 to 53-4 per cent of combustible.

The advantages of the double zone producer over either the simple up-
draft or down-draft types may be summarized as follows:

—

First.—The practically complete combustion of all the fuel charged.

Second.—The formation of a tar free gas.

Third.—Absence of auxiliary tar extractors or other gas purifying devices.

Fourth.—A final gas composed of a mixture of the gases generated in the two
zones of the producer, hence less variation in composition due to charging
green fuel, since the gas formed in the lower zone is practically constant
as regards its composition.

When a coking bituminous coal is burned in this type of producer, instead

of the formation of tar, lamp black is produced, to a greater or less degree, depend-
ing on the method of manipulation adopted. This lamp black is readily separated
from the gas in its passage through the water scrubber.

Destruction- of the Tarry Vapours. The heavier hydrocarbon vapours are

either split up into fixed combustible gases, or are burned within the producer
itself. Though both of these agencies may be effective to a certain degree,

it is quite probable that the major portion of the tarr>' matter is burned. Where
the heavy hydrocarbon vapours are oxidized the products of combustion are

carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and steam in proportions depending on the
temperature. These may again be reduced in their passage through the hot
carbon to the offtake. If carbon dioxide, CO2, is formed then its reaction with
carbon according to the reversible reaction:

€02+0^200
will result in the formation of carbon monoxide, but while this reaction may
proceed to a certain degree it is quite likely that a further and reverse reaction

takes place and that the carbon monoxide is again decomposed, during its passage
through the cooler portion of the fuel bed, into carbon dioxide and free carbon.
The observance of this latter reaction is confirmed since free carbon in the form
of lamp black is contained in the final gas. Methane also occurs as a component
of the gas in more or less variable proportions—but always in comparatively
small quantities. It must be borne in mind when considering the reactions

which are likely to obtain in any producer that while theoretically the column
of fuel can be divided into distinct zones where certain reactions will take place,

that in practice no such division can be accurately made owing to the impossi-
bility of maintaining uniform combustion throughout the whole area of the fuel

bed. This is due in part to the heterogeneous forms and sizes of the indi\'idual

pieces of fuel which permit the passage of more air through some portions of

the bed tlian others. Consequently isolated zones of high temperature may
exist where least expected and these will to some extent alter the expectei.1 re-

actions.

The combustion of the hydrocarbons as a means of removing the tarry

matter will now be considered in more detail. The process of burning the
hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide, carbon monoxitle ami steam renders tlio process
of gasification more simple and makes it an easier matter to approach the iiloal

condition for a (Unible zone producer, viz., that of delixeriiig onl\' tixetl carbon
to the lower (jr up-draft portion. In order that the products lormed by the com-
bustion of the tarry matter may be decomposed into combustible gases, it is
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necessary that sufficient fixed carbon be present to effect the required reactions.

Before passing on to a description of analyses of the tests, it will be of interest

to examine the chemical analyses of the lignites tested as to their suitability for

operation under the ideal conditions outlined above. For these conditions it

will be assumed that the reactions take place according to two of the following

three equations, %'iz., "A" for the reaction between CO2 and C, and either "B"
or "C" for the reaction between steam and carbon. The chemical reactions

are:— A. CO2+C =2C0
B. H20+C=H2+CO
C. 2H2O+C =C02+2H,

It will further be assumed that "fixed carbon," an empirical term employed
by chemists in reporting their analyses of coal, represents pure carbon.

According then to the assumption that carbon dioxide and steam are reduced
according to the above, it is evident from A, that 1 lb. of carbon in the volatile

matter requires 1 lb. of carbon in the fixed carbon for its subsequent reduction

after its combustion to carbon dioxide, and from B, that 1 lb. of hydrogen in

the volatile matter requires six pounds of fixed carbon, and from C that one pound
of hydrogen requires 3 pounds of fixed carbon.

Table I.

Per 100 lbs. of Fuel as Charged.

Name of
Fixed
carbon
per cent
in coal

as
charged.

Carbon
in

volatile

matter.

Hydro-
gen.

Fixed Fixed
carbon carbon
required required
to reduce to reduce
carbon and i carbon and
steam A+ B. steam A+C.

Surplus
fixed carbon.

A+B A+C
re-

;
re-

action, action.

Tofield

Rosedale
Gainford
Cardiff

colliery

Twin City. .

.

1

36-7 13-7
43-4 13-9
43-8 100

40-4 11-7
41-3 12-8

6-6
5-8
50

6-4
5-9

53-3
48-7
400

50-1
48-2

33-5
31-3
250

30-9
30-5

-16-6
- 5-3

+ 3-8

- 9-7
- 6-9

3.2
121
18-8

9-5
10-8

From the above table it will be seen that in one case only, that of the Gainford
coal, is there a surplus of fixed carbon after the reactions A and B have been
effected. As the reversible reaction C024-H2 'CO+ H2O is constantly
taking place, neither B nor C could take place exclusively, in an ordinary pro-

ducer, but the right hand side of the reversible reaction will predominate as the
temperature rises. A further inference from the above table is, that with the
exception of the reaction A and B calculated for the Gainford coal, there will

be an excess of steam present supplied by the coal itself, after the reactions have
been completed. For such fuels, therefore, as those considered it would seem
inadvisable to admit steam to the down-draft zone except in those cases where
it is desired, for the purposes of operation, to decrease the temperature. Of
the eight trials of lignites carried out at McGill University with the simple
down-draft producer, steam was introducetl in only three cases. The moisture
contents of the lignites in these three cases were 16-1; 12-6, and 7-8 percent
respectively. In all the trials described herein, no steam was admitted to the

upper zone of the producer.
In the actual operation of a double zone producer it is impossible to com-

pletely burn and subsequently reduce the tarry vapours by the methods described.

Instead of this perfection being attained, either the products of combustion
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of the tarry vapours are not completely reduced or the tarry vapours leave

the producer partly unburned. The successful operation of such a producer
will, therefore, lie between the burning and reduction of the volatile matter
without permitting an undue proportion of gases to escape in the form of carbon
dioxide and steam. By such a method of operation, a practically tar free gas
can be obtained.

OBJECT OF TESTS.

The tests were carried out for the purpose of determining; 1st, the efficiency

of the conversion of the fuel into gas; 2nd, the quality of the gas produced;
3rd, the amounts of tar present in the gas, and its suitability for use in a gas
engine; and 4th, the difficulties encountered in the operation of the producer.

Other information was obtained such as the quantity of ammonia in the

gas, and the quantity of water used for cooling and cleaning the gas, the variation

in the efficiency of the producer for the different tests is also accounted for as

far as possible. Further, comparison is made possible between the utilization

of the fuel in two types of producers.

METHOD OF CARRYING OUT TESTS AND OBSERVATIONS THEREON.

Fuel, Quality, and Composition. The accurate sampling of the fuel charged
is an important item in tests of this character, and should be carried out for fuels

which change so rapidly as lignite, immediately before a test. The consumption
of fuel is determined by accurately weighing all the coal charged and by judging
the conditions of the fuel bed at the beginning and end of the test.

Determination of the Quality of the Fuel. Immediately before each trial the

fuel to be tested was carefully sampled. For sampling so large a quantity of fuel

it was found convenient to employ the 3rd shovel method, i.e. the entire quantity
of coal was shovelled over and every third shovelful of coal was thrown into a
heap by itself, this was then again reduced in the same manner after crushing,

and finally quartered down to a comparatively small sample from which a labora-

tory sample was taken and put in a sealed jar for further examination . The
fuel was in every case charged into the producer without being subjected to any
preliminary treatment, e.g., as crushing or screening.

Fuel Charged. The fuel before charging was weighed on a standard scale,

and a record was kept of the fuel level during the entire test.

Starting and Stopping the Tests. The producers were started from a small
fire, which was gradually built up with an up-draft.

Before starting the trial, gas was drawn off for several hours until conditions
became normal. At the beginning of the trial the fuel levels were observed;
all ash was removed from the ash pit of the Korting [jroducer, and the ash level

adjusted in the Westinghouse producer so that the incandescent fuel was just

visible through the lower poke-holes.

Before stopping the tests the conditions in the producer wore made to

approximate, as far as possible, the conditions obtaining at the beginning. In

the case of the Westinghouse producer the judging of its interior comlition is

almost an impossii)le mattc^r, and is likely to gi\e rise to serious errors in tlie

estimation of the fuel consumption unless the trial is conducted for a [hmIihI

of sullicient duration to reduce any such errors to a negligihK' small jiercentage

of the total fuel charged.
Possible. J'lrrors due to change in Fuel Contents at the beginning and end of a

test in the Westinghouse Producer. If the average fuel contents of the producer
are assumed to weigh 45 lbs. piT cubic foot, the total weight of thefuel with this

assum|)tiou—will be 6500 lbs., .lud since (he total fiu'l chaiKi'd durinv; the trials

varied from 6,215 to 10, SSI lbs., it will bi- si-eu that the ratio of the fuel in the
producer to that charged is very high. In estimating, therefore, the condition
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of the fuel in the producer at the beginning and end of a test, a large error may be
introduced exceeding sometimes 1000 lbs.—the duration of the test should,

therefore, be long enough to reduce the above ratio to such an extent that such
an estimate will not introduce an appreciable error.

With a view to checking any serious error in the estimation of the fuel bed two
consecutive lines on the summary sheet show the quantities of carbon charged
and of that leaving with the gas per hour. In every trial except No. 46 the
carbon charged exceeds that leaving with the gas.

In trial No. 46, the fuel contents of the producer have been depleted during
the trial to the extent of 340 lbs. of carbon, which seems to point to the fact that

there is probably a still greater depletion than this, owing to the carbon being
associated with other combustible matter.

The following table calculated for the Westinghouse producer trials shows
the efficiency calculated to allow for the difference in the carbon charged and
carbon removed as permanent gas.

For purposes of comparison the efficiency representing the ratio of the heat
in the gas produced during the trial to that of the coal charged is included in the

table.

Table II.

Trial Fuel. Efficiency.

A.
Efficiency.

B.

38 Tofield 67-5
62-6
660
66-2
714
60-9

66-9
39 Tofield 62

40 Rosedale 65-2

45 Gainford 65-6
46 Cardiff colliery 71-8
47 Twin City 60-9

Gas Produced.
Quantity. The quantity of gas used was measured by means of a "Rotary

Meter." This meter is showm in Fig. 10, and operates on the principle of the

anemometer. The working parts consist, principally, of a turbine wheel with

vanes set at an angle of about 45 degrees. This wheel is carried by a central

shaft, which is pivoted at the top and bottom in jewelled bearings, in order to

reduce friction. This shaft actuates the recording mechanism by means of a

worm wheel. A series of guides are placed just below the turbine wheel for the

purpose of directing the flow of the gases before they impinge on the moving
vanes. A light non-return valve at the bottom of the meter prevents a return

flow of gas. A small quantity of the gas is by-passed through the tubes, shown
to the right and left of the non-return valve, in order to ensure rotation of the

turbine at small rates of gas flow.

Calibration of Gas Meter. At the conclusioti of the gas producer tests the

meter was calibrated. The method employed consisted in comparing the meter
readings with calculated volumes based on data obtained from the resistance

to flow of air through sharp orifices in thin plates. For this purpose air

boxes> were employed. The rate of flow was calculated from the formula

y/ [p
Q = • 0137 Cd^ -Tp where Q = flow of air in lbs. per second.

C = a coefficient (about • 6) found from the above mentioned experiments,

d = diameter of orifice in inches.

' Which were of similar construction to those used by Professor R. J. Durley at McGill University, and described
by him in a paper (No. 081) read before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in December, 190S.
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i = difference of pressure on the two sides of the plates measured in inches

of water.

P = mean pressure of air in pounds per square foot.

T = absolute temperature of the air in degrees Fahrenheit.

The difference in pressure between the two sides of the orifice plate was
measured by means of an inclined gauge, reading to one hundredth of an inch

of water.

The results of the calibration tests showed that, between the range of flow

of 11,000 and 2,000 cubic feet of gas per hour, the meter reading was 13 per cent

too high. The meter readings taken during the trial have been corrected by that

amount in the final results.

Anti-pidsator . Between the meter and engine an anti-pulsator was inter-

posed. This apparatus takes the place of a gas bag, and is used to correct the

periodic change in the rate of flow, which is otherwise inevitable when the gas

is being used by a gas engine.

Readings of Gas Meter. Readings of the gas meter and observations of the

temperature and pressure of the gas passing through were made every half

hour during the test.

Quality of the Gas. The gas was analysed every hour, and its calorific value

determined every half hour for short period tests and every two hours for the

trials of longer duration.

The gas samples for analyses were taken over a short space of time and
analysed.

A continuous graphical record of the calorific power of the gas was kept by
means of the Smith Recording Gas Calorimeter. This instrument is fully des-

cribed in the Report on the Utilization of Peat Fuel.'

Determination of Tar and Ammonia in the Offtake Gas.

Immediately after the gas left the producer, a sample was continuously

withdrawn through a pipe introduced into the offtake with its open end turned

to face the flow of the gas ; the tar was extracted from the gas sample by means
of a Brady tar filter, which consisted of a thimble of strong filter paper, through
which the gas had to pass. This thimble was fixed tightly around a metal collar,

through which the gas entered, and was surrounded by a metal jacket; this

jacket was maintained at a temperature high enough to prevent condensation

of water, by means of an electrically heated sleeve. After passing the filter, the

gas was drawn through two wash bottles containing dilute sulphuric acid (one

part acid to four parts water) to remove the ammonia, and finally passed through

an ordinary gas meter. The measured volume of gas was then returned to the

main stream from the producer by connecting up the meter to a tap at a point

in the pipe near the Root's blower. At this point the suction is so much greater

than at the offtake that tive gas can be readily drawn through the filter, bottles,

etc. The filter thimble was weighed, and the reading of the meter taken before

and after each experiment, so that the amount of tar in tiie gas could bo (.leter-

mined. The results obtained were calculated to give the weight of tar jht 1,000

cubic feet of gas.

From time to time, as the volume of the liquid in the bottles j^tow too great,

the wash bottles were rinsed out and the an\monia in the solutii>u tletermined.

Fresh acid was then put into the bottles for the next experiment. The increase

in weight of the two wash bottles gave (he (iuantit\' of watiT, plus ammonia,
in the gas.

* Mines Branch Report No. ISi.
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The ammonia was determined as follows: The liquid from the bottles was
made up to a definite volume; an aliquot part of this volume taken, and caustic

soda added until the solution was strongly alkaline. The solution was distilled

and the ammonia set free absorbed by a measured volume of decinormal sul-

phuric acid; the acid remaining unneutralized by ammonia was then titrated

back with decinormal caustic soda. From this can be calculated the amount of

ammonia in the aliquot part distilled, and so the total quantity of ammonia in

the gas.

Determination of Tar in the Purified Gas.

This was carried out by means of a Sargent tar filter. The apparatus con-

sisted of a metal case, containing a wire gauze, which served to support in a hori-

zontal position a filter paper of 11 cm. diameter; underneath the gauze was an
electric lamp to heat the filter paper so that condensation of water could be
prevented. The gas entered from above, passed through the filter paper, being
thereby cleaned of tar, and left at the bottom of the apparatus. The gas was
then measured by a meter, and burned. The filter paper was weighed before and
after each experiment and, from the increase in weight and the volume of gas
passed through, the amount of impurities per thousand cubic feet of the gas
could be calculated.

The time of each experiment was not kept constant, but the filter papers
were left until the tar collected in quantities, large enough to be weighed, this

being readily shown by a slackening off in the rate of flow of gas through the
meter.

Temperatures and Pressures. For the trials on the Korting producer the
following readings were taken, at half-hourly intervals: The temperatures of the
gas leax'ing the upper zone, and of the final gas leaving the producer, as shown
by a Thwing electrical pyrometer; the pressures of the gas, as sho\sni by water
manometers at the base of the stand-pipe on the producer which conducts the
gas from the upper to the lower zone, and at the exits of the producer, the coke
scrubber, the tar filter, and the dry scrubber.

For trials on the Westinghouse producer readings were taken at half-hourly
intervals, as follows:

—

The temperature of the gas leaving the producer, as shown by a Bristol

electrical pyrometer ; the pressures of air entering the producer, and of the gas
formed, shown by means of water manometers placed at the top and bottom air

entrances to the producer, at the producer exit, scrubber exit, and blower exit.

The temperature of the saturated air blast was observed in the pipe leading
from the vaporizer to the entrance to the lower zone.

Water supplied for cleaning and cooling the gas. All the water supplied for

these purposes passed through a meter, and records of its readings were kept.

General record. A general record of events during the trial was kept. On
this sheet the behaviour of the fuel, time of poking the producer, etc., were]
recorded.

Description of the Westinghouse Double Zone Bituminous Suction Gas Producer.}

A Westinghouse gas producer plant, similar to that installed in the Fuelj
Testing Station, is showm in ideal section and perspective, in Figs. 11 and 12,

[

respectively. The general path of the gas, after it leaves the producer, can bel
readily traced by referring to Fig. 1 1 . The plant, in general, consists of a producer,!
gas washer, gas exhauster, pressure regulating gasometer, and gas mi-\ing header.!
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The gas formed in the two zones leaves the producer at its middle portion, and
is conducted away through a large vertical pipe to the gas washer, etc.

The lower end of this pipe is submerged in a water seal, into which the waste
water from the scrubber passes off with any impurity it may remove.

From the vertical pipe the gas is conducted to the bottom of the scrubber,

through which it passes upwards. From the gas washer the gas passes into a
large horizontal receiver, and then passes to a rotary positive exhauster, driven

by an electric motor. The blower maintains a suction on its producer side

and a pressure on its opposite side.

For purposes of regulation, a by-pass connects the pressure and suction side

of the system. In this by-pass are placed two valves, the one operated by hand,

and the other operated by a small gas holder.

This pressure regulating gasometer is shown in Fig. 11, to the right of the

blower. As the pressure in the gasometer rises, the bell rises, and through a system
of levers opens the by-pass valve, thereby reducing the pressure. The pressure

at which it is intended to operate the plant may be regulated by moving a slid-

ing weight along the lever over the bell, thereby increasing or decreasing the

force against which it has to move. A position of equilibrium will then be main-
tained by the bell rising until the gas pressure is balanced by the force on the

bell. It will be observed that, as the bell rises, less of its height will be immersed
in the water, thereby increasing the weight of the bell to be supported by the gas
pressure, and so rendering a condition of stable equilibrium possible. If the

demand for gas increases, the pressure in the gasometer will fall, which causes

it to close the by-pass valve and thus deliver more gas to the source required,

and reduce the quantity returning to the suction side of the exhauster.

This combination of a gas receiver and by-pass assures the thorough mixing
of the gas, which consequently decreases the variation in quality of gas, due to

the charging of fuel and the poking of the producer.

The gas, after leaving the exhauster, proceeds to the gas engine or other place,

where it is desired to use it.

The Producer. By referring to Figures 11 and 13, which show vertical

sections through the Westinghouse double zone producer, it will be seen that the

producer consists of two zones, the upper one operating on the down-draft
principle, while the lower operates on that of the up-draft.

There are three distinct air entrances. The air entrance on the right hand
side of the cover of the producer admits air to the chamber formed b>- this

cover. After being preheated in this chamber, the air passes do\vn a vertical

pipe to a hollow annular casting, which forms the vaporizer. The water, which
is kept at a constant level in the vaporizer at about 2 inches from its top, is heated
by the escaping gases from the fuel bed, which in their passage to the exit are

compelled to come into contact with the walls of the vaporizer.

The air, aftei passing over the water of the \'aix)rizer and becoming saturated

with moisture, may proceed to either the ui)per or lower fuel bed, according to

whether tlie valves in the two vertical pipes, leading to the air entrances of the

ui)per and lower zones, are open or closed. In the event of the temperature
in the vaporizer exceeding that due to the boiling point of water at atnu>spheric

pressure, this air inlet cannot be employed since steani will pass to the atmos-
phere by tiie air inlet pipe, consequently, instead of saturated air proceeiling to

the combustion zone, steam ah^ne will leave the \'aporizer. No provision for

preheating the air in this maiuiei is made on the i)roilucer ii\st ailed at the l^iel

Testing Station, since the toj) cover is water, instead of air, cookxl. The two
other air entrances referred to ari' sitnated at the ti>p antl bottom li>ft haiul siile

of the prodncer. The air from thcst" passes directh' to the fnel bed, and the (jnan-

tity desired is controlled by valves placed at the respectixe inlets. V>\ re^nlating
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I' iR. 14. VWstinghouse producer : vertical section.
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the ratio of the air received directly from the atmosphere to that passing over

the vaporizer the quantity of steam entering the producer may be adjusted as

required. The air admitted to the upper zone has free access to the full area

of the up{)er fuel level ; the air admitted to the lower zone passes through a central

tuyere.

It is often found convenient to leave the fuel door, at the top of the producer,

open for the admission of air when no steam is being used in the upper zone.

The producer is brick-lined round its sides, except for that portion occupied

by the cast iron vaporizer. The upper zone is composed of a steel shell, between
which and the brick lining is a space filled with sand. The lower zone of the

producer consists of a steel shell lined up to the vaporizer with firebrick. The
lower portion of this zone consists of a cast iron truncated cone, on which the

producer proper rests. This portion is water sealed, as shown, and is supported

by three cast iron columns, which rest on the concrete floor of the basin forming
the water seal. The ashes are removed from the water seal through the space

between the bottom of the producer shell and the floor of the water basin.

Pokeholes are provided at the top of the producer and above the vaporizer.

The outside diameter of the upper section is less than the inside diameter of the

lower section; this construction makes the lower half of the producer entirely

accessible from the pokeholes in the vaporizer. Poking may also be carried on
through the fuel entrance, and through two rows of staggered pokeholes, situated

at about the ash level of the lower zone.

Design of the combustion zones. The form of the interior of the producer
proper may be examined by reference to Figs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14 shows a section

through the producer itself, and Fig. 15 shows diagrammatically the area of the

fuel bed for viirying depths of fuel. From a perusal of these figures it is ap-

parent that the sectional area of the fuel space increases as the fuel descends

through the upper zone, and decreases through the lower zone. The producer
volume above the gas outlet is 40 cubic feet, while the volume, measured from
midway between the lower pokeholes to the level of the centre line of the gas

outlet, is 100 cubic feet.

The mean area of the upper fuel bed is about 8i square feet, while that of

the lower is 20 square feet. The sectional area of the main upper fuel bed is in-

creased by nearly 40 per cent for a change of 56 inches in depth, while the lower

fuel bed decreases by nearly 40 per cent for a change in depth of 4 feet. The
increasing section in the upper zone is to allow for the swelling of a coking coal,

thereby causing a more uniform flow through the producer.

In the lower zone the fuel is being continually reduced in volume, owing to

its combustion, and the reduction in diameter preserves a uniform flow on the

same principle. Observation of the bumhig of the lignites tested showed that

this fuel shrinks during its passage through the upper zone, leaving an air space

between the fuel bed and producer walls. It would appear, therefore, that a

decreasing sectional area in the upper zone rather than an increasing one would
prove more suitable for fuels such as lignite or peat

The total depth of incandescent fuel in the producer is alTected by two in-

dependent varial)les, namely, the total rate of gasification and the ratio of the

gasification in the upper zone to that taking place in the lower zone. If, e.g.,

the ratio of gasification in the two zones remains constant, then, as the total

rate of gasification is increased, a greater depth of burning fuel will result, since

a definite time is required for the reactions to take place. As the ratio of the
gasification in the upper zone to that of the lower increases, for the same total

rate of gasification, similar reasoning shows that the depth of the combustion
zone in the upper bed will increase to a greater extent than the lower combustion
zone depth decreases.
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In the operation of a double zone producer, it is difficult to ascertain the

exapt ratios of gasification in the two zones and the depths of incandescent fuel there-

in. The resistance to the passage of gas through the two zones is easily measured

by means of water gauges; these differences of pressure however are affected by
the condition of the fuel bed as well as by the velocity of flow of the gas, so that

they only give an approximate idea of the relative operation of the two zones.

In trial No. 39, the air supply to the lower zone was measured by observing the

passage of air through an orifice in a plate, which showed that 53 lbs. of air passed

to the lower zone per hour, the total air supply computed from the gas analyses

and meter readings amounted to 317 lbs. per hour, which would show that about
five sixths of the total air supply was taken by the upper zone : while the resis-

tance of the upper fuel bed to the passage of gas was three times that of the lower.

In the future, provision will be made for determining, directly, the air supply

to both zones.

The position of the combustion zones in the fuel bed is likewise difficult

to determine, the level of the top of the combustion zone in the top zone may of

course be observed directly ; but in the case of the lower zone an effort was made
to maintain the position of the combustion zone at a level midway betw een the

two lower rows of poke holes. How far these zones extend from these points

is a matter for conjecture.

The high volatile and moisture contents of the lignites used in these tests

rendered it necessary to gasify the greater portion of the fuel in the upper zone,

using the lower zone to reduce such fuel as must inevitably be entrained with

the ash leaving the upper zone.

While the area of the lower fuel bed is greater than is actually necessary

from theoretical considerations for lignite fuels, a practical ad\'antage of its

increased diameter is that poking round the annulus is rendered easier, as has

already been pointed out.

Purification of the Gas.

A baffle plate is placed in the gas offtake (see Fig. 1 1) which serves the purpose

oi removing the heavier particles of tar, dust, etc., which may be carried over by
the gas from the producers.

The Washer.

This piece of apparatus is shown in Fig. 16. It is constructed of cast iron,

and is divided by horizontal diaphragms into three compartments. Before

entering this washer, the gas is cooled and cleaned to some extent by means of a

series of water spra>s, admitted at several points along the vertical pipe. After

leaving the vertical pipe, the gas enters the washer beneath a cast iron bell, the

lower edge of which is submerged in water. Extending outwards from the bell

and beneath the water level in the compartment is a finely perforated metal

plate. The gas forces its way under the edge of the bell and passes up through

the perforated plate ; by so doing the gas forms a series of small bul^bles. These

bubbles pass up through al)Out one inch of water. The same operation is re-

peated for the two other sections of the washer. Water is introduced by means
of spray nozzles as shown, and the o\'erflow from the top compartment passes

into the middle compartment through tiie connexion shown at the right just

below the gas outlet. From the middle compartment the water overflows into

the lower compartment through a similar connexion shown on the left. From
the bottom compartment it passes out through the water sealed waste pipe

shown at the right.



In.. 16. Sc-riion iliroujili washer.
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Any desired depth of water may be maintained over the perforated plates,

by means of adjustable weirs.

After leaving the washer, the gas enters a simple form of water separator

which is not shown in the figure.

Tofield Trials Nos. 38, 39 and 44.

Three trials were carried out on this fuel, viz. ; trials No. 38 and 39 in the West-
inghouse, and trial No. 44 in the Korting producer. Trial No. 38 was of 51^
hours duration only, owing to the blocking of the gas outlet with dust; this

was the only trouble which necessitated the shortening of any of the trials. Trial

39 was of 72 hours duration, the producer was operated at a slightly greater rate

of gasification than No. 38. The efficiency of the latter trial was about five

per cent greater than for 39, which is due to the greater quantity of hydrogen
and hydro-carbons present in the gas as is shown by the gas analyses. Since

the ratio of the resistance of the upper to the lower fuel bed during this trial was
greater than in trial 39, it is likely that a greater portion of the total gas produced
was formed in this zone than for trial 39.

The fuel clinkered to some extent in both tests, but this offered no real

difficulty to the operation of the producer.

In both trials the resistance to the flow of gas through the upper zone was
high while the temperatures of the final gas, as determined at the gas offtake,

was approximately the same. The high resistance observed in the upper zone
is due to the finely divided condition the fuel assumed after being subjected
to heat.

Trial 44. An examination of the results of this test which was conducted
in the Korting producer shows a marked difference to those of the two trials

carried out with the same fuel in the Westinghouse producer. A comparison
of the analyses of the gases produced in trial 44 with those of trials 38 and 39
will show that for the former the carbon monoxide has increased while the hydro-
gen and carbondioxide have decreased. This has effected an increase in the
heating value of the gas. The increase in the carbon monoxide indicates that a
higher temperature existed in the reaction zone; this is further borne out by
the higher temperature of the escaping gases. No steam from an external
source was admitted to the lower zone.

The ciuantity of tar per cubic foot of the final gas was much higher for this

trial than for the two former trials (38 and 39), which shows that the
Westinghouse producer delivers the cleaner gas. The lower efficiency

may be principally accounted for, when the relative quantities of carbon
charged and carbon in the gas are compared in the summary of results.

These tables show that the former is much in excess of the latter, which indicates

that the low efficiency is due to unconsumed fuel, i.e., carbon is contained in

both the tar and the ash, which of course will not be accounted for in the
purified gas.

Rosedale Coal— Trials Nos. 40 and 43.

Two trials were carried out on this fuel, trial No. 40 in thi- Wfsiinghouse
producer and No. 43 in the Korting.

Trial No. 40. During this trial the fuel gave very litilo trouble and pro-
duced a gas of high calorific value. This is due to the higher percentages ol hydro-
gen and carbon monoxide containt'd in the gas. These, in fact, were higher
during this trial than for any of the other trials carrieil out in the Westinghouse
producer. The liiglur heating value was, however, aeconipanieil by a greater
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quantity of tar in the gas than in the other trials. The suction on the producer

was lower than for any other trial with the Westinghouse producer in spite

of the fact that the rate of gasification was high. This was due principally to

the fact that the fuel did not pack so densely as the others, since its physical

character was the least affected by heat; consequently it did not disintegrate

into finely divided particles.

The fuel was very easily manipulated in the producer and the only unsatis-

factory characteristic of the trial was the high percentage of tar in the gas.

However, this in no way rendered the operation of the engine difiicult.

Trial No. 43. During this trial Rosedale coal was gasified in the Korting

producer. As in the previous trials conducted with this producer, the carbon
monoxide content of the gas was higher than that of the gas produced from the

same fuel when burned in the Westinghouse producer. The calorific value

of the gas, however, is less for this trial than for trial No. 44, in which the

Korting producer was used and the thermal efficiency of the producer is nearly

twenty per cent lower than for trial No. 40. The total combustible charged
amounted to 750 lbs., of which 140 lbs. was removed with the ash from the

grates; this means that only four-fifths of the fuel was consumed, which
accounts for the low producer efficiency. No difficulties whatever were encoun-

tered in the operation of the producer, and the engincran well on the gas produced.

Gainford Coal—Trials Nos. 42 and 45.

Trial No. 45 was conducted with the Westinghouse producer, while for

trial No. 42, the Korting producer was employed.

For trial No. 45, the efficiency and quantity of gas produced were very

similar to that obtained with Rosedale coal. A comparison of the proximate

analyses of the two fuels also shows great similarity, so analogous results might

well be expected. There is, however, a marked difference in the cleanliness

of the gas produced from the two fuels; the Gainford coal produced only 9-1

grams of tar per 1,000 cu. ft. of uncleaned gas, while for that of the Rosedale coal

the tar content was 23-4 grams per 1,000 cu. ft. The resistance of the fuel beds

to the passage of gas was low; but the ratio of the resistance of the upper zone

to that of the lower zone was very high. This indicates that either the rate of

gasification in the upper zone was high or that the resistance of the fuel in that

zone was greater. It is probable that the incandescent fuel zone was deeper

during this trial than in trial No. 40, on Rosedale coal, which would account

for the lower tar content of the gas with this coal.

Trial No. 42, conducted with the Korting producer again showed that the

gas produced contained a higher percentage of carbon monoxide and lower

percentage of carbon dioxide and hydrogen than in that obtained from the same
fuel when gasified in the Westinghouse producer. The calorific value of the gas

for both trials was, however, the same. The tar present in the gas was very

high, and although after cleaning it still contained 12-6 grams per 1,000 cubic

feet, this did not interfere with the successful operation of the gas engine.

The quantity of refuse removed amounted to 514 lbs. (dry) of which 161 lbs.

were ash and 353 lbs. combustible matter; the fuel charged contained 165 lbs.

of ash and 1,469 lbs. combustible. The ratio of combustible consumed to com-
bustible charged, or (1,469 — 353) to 1,469, is therefore 0-76, and the efficiency

of the producer based on combustible consumed is 45 per cent, which is very low.

The fuel clinkered badly during this trial, and therefore is not suitable for

this type of producer without an arrangement being provided for admitting steam
to the lower zone.
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Cardiff Colliery—Trial No. 46.

In trial No. 46, coal from the Cardiflf colliery was gasified in the Westing-
house producer. This fuel required considerable attention, owing to its tendency
to clinker and adhere to the lining of the producer. For this reason, it is doubtful
whether the trial could have been prolonged 20 or 30 hours longer. In spite

of its high moisture content (20 per cent) it is probable that the admission of

steam to the upper fuel zone would have improved the behaviour of the coal,

at least in so far as regards clinkering. The resistance of the upper fuel bed
was high and the exit temperature of the gas was higher than in any of the
other trials carried out with the Westinghouse producer except that of trial 47
(Twin City Coal). The analysis of the gas showed a fairly low percentage of

carbon monoxide and high percentage of hydrogen. In fact the percentage of

hydrogen was higher in only one other trial, viz.: trial 40. The content of tar

per cubic foot was, however, exceptionally low.

The high efficiency of this fuel based on the coal as charged is discounted
by the figures showing that the carbon leaving as gas, per hour, is greater than
that charged. The ratio of carbon in gas to carbon charged is 1-07, and if the
efficiency quoted (71-8 per cent) be reduced proportionately to this amount,
an efficiency of about 67 per cent will result.

Tivin City Coal—Trial No. 47.

Only one trial (No. 47) was run with this fuel. As with the Cardiff coal,

considerable trouble was experienced with clinkering. These clinkers formed rings

near the top and round the vaporizer, which proved ver>' difficult to break up.
The gas analysis of this fuel differs considerably from those of the other

trials on the Westinghouse producer. The hydrogen and carbon dioxide are
both low, as is also the ammonia carried in the gas. An examination of the fuel

bed resistances indicates that the proportion of fuel burnt in the lower zone
during this trial was greater than in any of the other trials in this type of pro-
ducer. From a comparison of this trial with the other trials carried out with
the Westinghouse producer it will be seen that the ammonia, carbon dioxide and
hydrogen contents of the gas were the lowest, while the temperature of the gas
leaving at the offtake was the highest. From this it is obvious that too high
a temperature prevailed in the producer and that better gas would have been
obtained by admitting more steam. It will be observ'ed that the gasification

of the fuel was carried on at a greater rate than in the other tests, to which
may be partly attributed the high temperature. The gas during this test

was clean.

The thermal efficiency of the producer was low, which may be attributed
to the insufficient supply of steam to the lower zone, or to too small a gasifica-

tion in the upper zone.

Practical Value oj the Gas Produced.

The gas produced from the several lignites tested was useil in the gas engine
in order to ascertain its suitability for the production of power. The gas engine
employed for this purpose was of only 60 B.H.P., while the capacity of the pro-
ducer was considerably greater. Only a portion of the gas generated ccnild,

therefore, be used in this manner.
In every case the engine ()f)erated satisfactoriK', although in certain cases

the calorific value of the gas was rather low. Tlu' i)rincipal fact to be ci>nsiilered

is the cleanliness of the gas. 'i'lie ([iiantity of tar and soliil matter alter lea\ing
the wet scrubber was of so small amount that no trouble was exiH-rienctHl from
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the deposition of tar on the valves, piston rings and cyHnder. As a matter of

fact, the engine could be run for an indefinite period before the necessity for

cleaning the various moving parts, exposed to the flow of gas, would arise. For
power purposes, therefore, the gas generated in this type of producer from those

lignites tested, is eminently suitable.

The value of the gas for steam raising or for the generation of heat for

industrial purposes was not investigated. It is, however, quite probable that

no difficulties would arise were the gas to be utilized for such purposes.

It will be noted that, in the summary of results, values have been given

showing the consumption of fuel per B.H.P. hour. These values are all based
on the performance of an engine, the overall efficiency of which is 25-45 per

cent, i.e. which has a heat consumption of 10,000 B.T.U. per hour per B.H.P.
developed. This heat consumption is representative of the average perform-

ance of a well designed gas engine, when it is operated in the vicinity of its rated

load.

Conclusions.

The results of the trials show that all the lignites tested were eminently
suited for the production of gas when burned in the gas producer. The operation

of the producer in no case presented serious difficulties although some trouble,

in certain of the trials, was experienced from clinkering. The majority of the

lignites, however, were remarkably free from components giving rise to the for-

mation of clinkers. Steam admitted into the upper zone would very likely re-

duce the tendency to clinker, but when no provision for the introduction of

steam is provided, careful poking will have to be resorted to when the lignites

utilized produce bad clinkers. Throughout the trials which were of long duration,

the gas was remarkably uniform in chemical composition and free from tar or

solid matter such as dust.

No trouble whatever was experienced from the burning of the gas in a gas

engine, and lignites may therefore be said to be eminently suited for the produc-
tion of power in this manner.

The labour required for the operation of a producer and gas engine of the

capacity employed during the tests is very small. One operator when properly

trained would prove sufficient to handle such a plant per shift.

The quantity of cooling water required to clean and cool the gas is not

excessive, and on account of the small amount of the by-products carried away
with the water leaving the scrubber, no trouble should be experienced in suffi-

ciently cleaning the water for use over and over, in case the supply of water is a

serious matter.
In certain of the lignites, the nitrogen content is sufficiently high to make

its recovery as ammonia or ammonium sulphate, under favourable circumstances,

profitable.

It has been shown that a slacked lignite behaves exceedingly well when
burned in the gas producer and that the cheaper grades can therefore be utilized

for the production of gas and power.
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III.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY OF THE FUEL TESTING STATION.

Edgar Stansfield.

The year 1913 has marked a great advance in the provision of facilities for

laboratory work, and the amount of work done. Six rooms were set aside for

new chemical laboratories in the extensions made to the Fuel Testing Station;

these rooms have been equipped to serve respectively as:—balance room and office,

gas analysis and calorimetry laboratory, general laboratory, furnace room,

sample preparation room, and store room. The general equipment of benches,

tables, etc., was practically completed by the end of March, and regular work was
commenced in April, although the ventilating system was not completed until

November.
The new" rooms have given great satisfaction, and allow a higher standard

of work to be maintained than in the past. The increased space available allows

the special pieces of apparatus, most in use, to be permanently set up in a con-

venient location. Producer gas is now piped up to the laborator\% and, by means
of a small sampling pump, distributed to the gas calorimeter, tar filter, sampling
bottles, etc. This is a great convenience as it obviates the necessity of the

chemist leaving the laboratory to obtain his samples, or to carr>' out tests in the

producer room.
Apart from smaller apparatus and general supplies, the equipment of the

laboratory has been augmented during the past year as follows: Braun Chipmunk
crusher; Four-jar, Abbe ball mill; heavy load precision balance; Sartorius bal-

ance; Keller button balance; pulp balance; Case gas muffle furnace; Pfungts
autoclave; mercury still; experimental gas meter; three coal calorimeters;

together with the following oil testing appliances; refractometer; chromometer;
three viscosimeters; and three flash point apparatus. Some twenty volumes
have been added to the laboratory library, and arrangements were made whereby
three German, one French, five English, and four American journals bearing

on applied chemistry are regularly received.

The laboratory staff was permanently increased during the year by the ap-

pointment of Dr. F. E. Carter, on July 1, 1914. Mr. W. B. Meldrum acted as

special temporary assistant, from June to September; and Messrs. M. F. Connor,
and H. A. Leverin, of the Chemical Division of the Mines Branch have rendered
assistance on several special occasions.

The work of the laboratory may be roughly classified into four sections:—
(I) Chemical work required during the producer or boiler trials carried out

from time to time in the plant.

(II) Analyses of fuel, gas, and of oil samples taken in connexion with the

above tests; or from samples taken in the field by officers of the 1 depart-

ment of Mines, or submitted by outside parties.

(III) Special investigations, such as the standardization of methods of air drying
fuels for analysis, coking of lignites, distillation of tars, etc., etc.

(IV) Aiuil>'ses of ores etc., in connexion with the work of the Ore Concen-
trating Division carried out in tho same luiikliiig.

ICvery eMdL'av(Jur has been made to maintain a high staiulard in the work
of the lahorat(jry. Determinations, with very few exceptions, are made in ilupli-

( ale when this is p(jssible; and a system has been introiluced whereby all cal-

culations are checked by a second member of the stall, l)efi>ro a report is issued.

2f.u 1(1
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The regular work of the laboratory got into arrears during the months the

laboratory was closed for alterations to the building; and this leeway has not yet

been entirely made up. The samples submitted for analysis, during the year,

have been far greater than in any previous year; and there is every indication

that the increase will continue. The present stafT is no longer large enough to

cope with the chemical tests demanded in even the first two sections of the above
classification of work; and many special investigations, which are lioth important
and urgent, are necessarily being held up. One extra chemist is urgently needed
for the fuel testing work; but two men could be kept fully employed to great

advantage. In addition to the above, a chemist is required to give his attention

to the samples from the Ore Concentrating Division.

The chemical determinations made in the laboratory during the year include

the following: (1) in connexion with the ten producer trials carried out on a
large scale during the months of June to September; (2) 9 full analyses of lignite

coal were made; (3) 28 ash samples were analysed; (4) 276 complete gas analyses

made; (5) 306 determinations of the calorific value of gas; (6) 64 determinations

of tar in gas; and (7) 22 determinations of ammonia in gas. Other samples
submitted for analysis include 26 mine lignite samples; 8 samples of peat taken
in connexion with a peat drying process investigated by Mr. B. F. Haanel in

New York; and 26 samples of peat from Mr. Anrep's field investigations in Quebec.
Ten samples of coal from Graham island, B.C., have been analysed for the Geo-
logical Survey; 9 samples of anthracite coal for the Department of Militia

and Defence; and 2 samples of coal, and one sample of a fire box deposit

have been examined for the Board of Railway Commissioners. Other parties

have submitted 2 coal samples, 3 lignite samples, 17 peat samples, 2 oil

samples, 1 sample of briquetted sawdust, and 5 samples of natural gas. Eight
determinations of the calorific value of city gas have been made, and 70 iron ore

samples have been analysed for the Ore Concentrating Division.
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IV.

INVESTIGATION OF PEAT BOGS.

Aleph von Anrep.

A survey of the peat bogs in the Provinces of Ontario and Prince Edward
Island was carried on during the season of 1913, in order to investigate and
determine the extent, depth, and different qualities of the peat contained in the

various bogs.

Early in June the writer left Ottawa, with Mr. E. P. Sawyer as a temporary
assistant, to perform the field work.

The following statement briefly summarizes the results of the season's

investigation.

Ontario Peat Bogs.

The peat bogs examined in Ontario during June, part of August, September,
October, November, and part of December, 1913, were:

—

(1) Richmond peat bog situated 2^ miles south of Richmond village in

Goulburn and Marlborough townships, Carleton county. The total

area covered by this bog is approximately 5,500 acres, with a depth var\-

ing from 3 to 7 feet. The Canadian Northern railway traverses the

western end of the bog.

(2) Luther peat bog, situated 7 miles west of Grand Valley station on the

Canadian Pacific railway, in West and East Luther townships, Dufferin

and Wellington counties. The total area covered by this bog is

approximately 4,900 acres. The depth of the bog varies from 3 to 16

feet. The peat is well humified, and possesses considerable cohesive

properties.

(3) Amaranth peat bog, situated about 4 miles west from Crombie station

on the Canadian Pacific railway, in Amaranth township, Dufferin count>'.

The total area covered by this bog is approximately 500 acres. The
depth of the bog varies from 4 to 7 feet.

(4) Durham peat bog, situated 5 miles northeast from Durham in the township
of Glenelg, county of Grey. The total area co\'cred by this bog is ap-

proximately 40 acres with an average depth of about 4 to 7 feet.

(5) Eastnor peat bog, situated about 20 miles north of Wiarton in the town-
ship of Eastnor, county of Bruce. This bog is comparatively large, but
being situated a considerable distance from shipping facilities and market,
I considered it practically valueless, hence no investigation was matle.

(6) Cargill peat bog is situated 6 miles west of Cargill station, Grand Trunk
railway, in Greenock township, Bruce county. The total area cox'orixl by
this bog is approximately 6,600 acres with a ilepth \'ar>iug from 2 to 4 feet.

(7) Wcstover peat iM)g situated about 4 miles south of Schaw station, on the

Canadian Pacific railway in Beverly township, Weutwoith ct»unty. I'he

arcii of the bog which is investigated, is approximately 1400 acres. The
depth of the bog varies from 3 to 5 feet.

The bogs near Dundas, Dunnville, and Port Colborne are nothing else than
flooded areas and land with insulliciiMit drainage.

During the early part of September, preliniinar>' iiwestigations were made
of th(? bogs situated in the southern part of tlu^ l\aiu\' l\i\'er district, north of

the kainy River, Pine Wood, and I'.iuo stations, on tlu- Canadian Noiilieiii lail-

way.
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(8) Sunderland peat bog situated about 1 mile north of Sunderland, in the

township of Brock, county of Ontario. The total area covered by this bog
is approximately 580 acres, with a depth varying from 3 to 7 feet. The
peat is very well humified.

(9) Marsh Hill peat bog, situated about 1 mile east of Uxbridge, immediately
east of Blackwater junction and Sunderland, and 1^ miles south from
Cannington on the Grand Trunk railway, in Uxbridge, Reach, and Brock
townships, Ontario county. The total area covered by this bog is ap-

proximately 5,100 acres, with a depth varying from 4 to 27 feet. The
peat in this bog is \'ery well humified, and possesses considerable co-

hesive properties.

(10) Manilla peat bog, situated 2 miles west of Manilla station on the Grand
Trunk railway, in Mariposa township, Victoria county. The total area
covered by this bog is approximately 745 acres, with a depth varying from
4 to 10 feet.

(11) Stoco peat bog, situated I5 miles south of Stoco station, on the Bay of

Quinte railway, in Hungerford township, Hastings county. The total

area covered by this bog is approximately 1,027 acres, with a depth
varying from 3 to 16 feet. The peat is well humified, and possesses consider-

able high cohesive properties.

(12) Tweed peat bog, situated about 1 mile south of Tweed, on the Bay of

Quinte railway, in the Hungerford township, Hastings county. The
total area of this bog is approximately 50 acres, with a depth varying
from 2 to 8 feet.

(13) Buller peat bog, situated 1 mile south of BuUer station on the Canadian
Pacific railway, in Hungerford and Huntingdon townships, in Hastings
county. The total area covered by this bog is approximately 100 acres,

with a depth varying from 2 to 7 feet.

(14) Clareview peat bog. This bog is situated about 2^ miles northwest from
Erinsville station, on the Bay of Quinte railway. The total area covered
by this bog is approximately 328 acres, with a depth varying from 1

foot to 4 feet.

The approximate total area investigated in the Province of Ontario, during
the season of 1913, was 26,870 acres. Some of the bogs are well situated as re-

gards shipping facilities and markets, being adjacent to railways, and near to
large towns.

Prince Edward Island.

During the progress of the above mentioned investigations, I also investi-

gated, during the month of July, a small peat fuel bog near Charlottetown, and
a peat litter bog near Conway, Prince Edward Island.

(15) Mermaid peat fuel bog, situated 5 miles northeast from Charlottetown,
and alxnit 2 miles from Mount Herbert station, on the Intercolonial

railway, in the township of Bedford, Queens county. The total area
covered by this bog is approximately 186 acres, varying in depth from
3 to 10 feet.

(16) The Black Banks peat litter bog is situated about 7 miles north of Conway
station, on the Intercolonial railway, and about 5 miles south of Albcrton,
by water, across the Cascumpcque bay. The total area covered by this

bog is approximately 884 acres, with a depth varying from 3 to 20 feet.

The bog contains a very fine peat litter, which is fairly free from humus,
from the surface to the bottom.

The approximate area investigated in the Province of Prince Edward Island
during the month of July, 1913, was 1,070 acres.
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During the earlier part of August, I attended the Convention of the Inter-
national Geological Congress, in Toronto; and later in the month attended the
American Peat Society's meeting in Montreal; in connexion with which I
had an opportunity of visiting the peat plants at Alfred, Ontario, and at Famham,
Quebec, where I witnessed these plants in operation.

Detailed descriptions, determinations, and maps, will be published in a
separate report.
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REPORT OF THE MINERAL RESOURCES AND STATISTICS
DIVISION.

John McLeish.

Chief of Division.

The annueil collection of statistics of mining and metallurgical production,

and the compilation and publication of reports thereon, as in previous years,

chiefly engaged the attention of this Division, during 1913. The usual number
of statistical reports, listed below, were prepared, and numerous enquiries

answered and memoranda written regarding the mining industries and mineral

resources of the country.

In addition to the regular work of the Division, considerable time was spent

—in co-operation with other members of the Mines Branch staff—in the prepara-

tion of a special report on the "Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of

Canada." This report received a wide distribution at the Canadian Section

of the International Exhibition, at Ghent, Belgium, and at the International

Geological Congress, held at Toronto in August. At the request of the Secretary

of the International Geological Congress, the writer undertook the organization

and conduct of a "Mining and Geological Information Bureau" at the Congress

headquarters in Toronto University, Toronto; in which he had the co-operation

of several members of the staff of both branches of the Department of Mines.
Following the session of the Congress in Toronto he accompanied Excursion

C-1 to Victoria and return, undertaking the duties of Secretary for the excursion.

Mr. Cartwright assisted in the work undertaken in connexion with the Congress,

subsequently accompanying Excursion C-2 through a portion of its itinerary,

and then visited several mining districts in British Columbia in the interests

of the Division.

The collection of statistics of mineral production for 1912, begun at the first

of the year, was sufficiently far advanced in the latter part of February, to enable

me to prepare the usual preliminary report entitled "Preliminary Report on the

Mineral Production of Canada, during the Calendar Year 1912," which was pub-
ished and distributed on March 4, 1913, and was included as an appendix to the

Summary Report of the Mines Branch, for 1912.

In comjaliance with a request from Mr. J. L. Hutchison, Canadian Exhibition
Commissioner, the preparation of a descriiiti\'e pamphlet on Canada's Mining
Industries and Resources for distribution at the International I*-\hibition in

Ghent, Belgiimi, was undertaken. A somewhat similar publicati(»u luul boon
published by tiie Department for use at the Paris Exposition, in P)l)0, anil hail

been several times revised for distribution at subsequent World's Fairs. With
the assistance of Messrs. C. T. Cartwright, L? H. Cole, H. Frechette, H. S. de
Schmid, and Dr. A. W. G. Wilson, a short, comprehensi\'o report on the EoiMU>mic
Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada was completed and published i>n June
4. Practically every mineral of economic iinportanc(\ antl all known important
occurrences were briefly referred to. In addition, the report ooutainod statistics

of mineral i)rofluction for 1912, and short separate' ro\'io\vs of the ininoral occur-
rences in eat:h proxince, with roferi>nci's to th<.> mining laws in force, anil the
names and addresses of the several Pro\'incial and Dominion Departments
from whom fmtlier informatioii respecting mineral resources or mining regula-

tions might be obtained. The report was imineiliateK' translated into I'^reneli.

for distribution at the Canadian Section of the Internation.il l\Iiibition .ii
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Ghent, and a large number were distributed amongst the members of tlie Inter-

national Geological Congress, at the Toronto meeting.

The publication, as advance chapters, of separate parts of the final report

on mineral production was again continued, and in pursuance of the plan, five

separate chapters were completed on the dates shown in the following list.

In addition to the reports published, a number of lists of mine and quarry
operators were prepared, or revised, and published during the year. These lists

were printed primarily to assist the Division in keeping its office lists corrected

and complete, but a limited number are available for distribution to those who
may desire them. Lists of operators not separately published will be found
in the Annual Report on the Mineral Production during 1912.

.> The following reports and lists were published during the year being sent

to press on the dates indicated :

—

Reports.

Preliminary Report on the Mineral Production of Canada during the calen-

dar year 1912—February 27.

Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada, 1913—June 4.

A General Summary of the Mineral Production of Canada, during the
calendar year 1912—July 9.

The Production of Iron and Steel in Canada, during the calendar year

1912—July 25.

The Production of Copper, Gold, Lead, Nickel, Silver, Zinc and other
Metals in Canada during the calendar year 1912—August 21.

The Production of Cement, Lime, Clay Products, Stone and other Structural
Materials in Canada during the Calendar year 1912—September 20.

The Production of Coal and Coke in Canada during the calendar year 1912
—September 29.

Annual Report on the Mineral Production of Canada, during the calendar
year 1912—October 16.

Lists of Mine and Quarry Operators.

List of Manufacturers of Clay Products in Canada, including a list of the
manufacturers of sand lime brick—October

List of Lime Burners in Canada—October.
List of Stone Quarry Operators in Canada—October.
List of Coal Mine Operators in Canada—March.
List of Metal Mines and Smelter Operators in Canada—December, 1913.

The correspondence of the Division during the year comprised about 8,693

letters and circulars sent out, and 3,317 received. Seven statistical reports

prepared by the Division were distributed during the year, comprising about

17,000 copies. The amount of work involved in the compilation of statistics

of production, imports and exports, the preparation and revision of lists of oper-

ators, the writing and checking of reports, and other routine work of the Division,

has increased very rapidly tluring the past three years, and additional clerical

assistance is now imperative.

Much time is taken up in the preparation of information for correspondents

and others respecting the mining industries and mineral resources of the country,

an endeavour being made in all cases, so far as the records and reports of the

Department will jiennit, to furnish enquirers with the information asked, or

advise them where it may be obtained.
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Mr. C. T. Cartwright, as in the previous year, undertook the compilation
of the statistics of metalliferous production, and prepared the special parts of
the Annual Report dealing with the production of copper, gold, lead, nickel,
zinc, and miscellaneous metals. During August, September, and October,
he visited various mining camps in British Columbia and reports as follows:

—

"On August 4, the writer left for Toronto, and was, until the 14th, engaged
under your direction, in the temporary ofhce opened by the Department at the
International Geological Congress sessions.

At the close of the meeting he accompanied Excursion C-2 as far as Nelson,
taking advantage of the opportunity given to visit several of the coal mines of
the Crowsnest Pass district. After leaving the party on August 20, a rapid
study of the condition of mining in the Province. was made for the information
of the Division of Mineral Resources and Statistics, some six weeks being so
occupied before returning to Ottawa. Among the localities studied were Ains-
worth, Kaslo, Trout Lake, Sandon, New Denver, Silverton and Slocan City;
Nelson, Trail and Rossland in West Kootenay; Phoenix, Greenwood, Princeton,
and Kamloops in Yale; Vancouver, Victoria, and Prince Rupert on the coast;
and Hazelton in the Omineca.

While most of the information so gathered will appear in the reports of the
Division, or be used in connexion with the work of compilation, the following
points of specific interest may be noted. At Ainsworth the development of the
previous year had been continued, placing the Number One, Highland, Maestro,
and Silver Hoard mines on a shipping basis, and some other properties were
being re-opened.

Near Sandon the new deep level tunnel at the Slocan Star mine had reached
the vein, and the Payne and Noble Five mines were also cross-cutting at depth.
In the Similkameen the British Columbia Copper Company were doing a con-
siderable amount of development work at their Princess camp properties. Despite
the financial depression, a number of mining companies on the coast had started
work during the year, a few reaching the shipping stage. The new 2000 ton
copper smelter of the Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting, and Power Co.,
at Anyox on Observatory inlet, was nearing completion and expected to start
operations early in the New Year; while near Hazelton the neighbouring silver-

lead and copper camps were developing, the former already having two mines—
the American Bay, and the Silver Standard—making fair sized shipments.

The salt deposits at Kwinitsa, near Prince Rupert, were attracting some
attention.

The continuance of the strike at the coal mines near Nanaimo had a marked
efTecron the coal trade of the coast, and was especially noticeable in hastening
the installation on so many of the coastwise operating steamships, of oil Inirning
apparatus. For the past few years the use of oil has been growing rapidly owing
to the cheapness and cHicicncy of the fuel, and now, not only the locomotives
on the Pacific Division of the Canadian Pacific railway, but also that Company's
coastal steamships and those of the Grand Trunk Pacific railway are using oil.

The writer desires to express his appreciation of the courtesy slu)wn lum
by the Provincial officials, and all with whom hi' caiuv in contact."

INTERNATIONAL GEOLOGICAL CONGRESS.

At the re(iuest of the Secretary of the 'I'wilflh Intern. itii>n.il Cieological

Congress, an oliice was opened at head{|uarters in i'oronto I ni\ersil\', Toronto,
(hning tin; session of the Congress, from Aii^;iist 7 to 14, lor the purpose o( fur-

nishing information to members of the Congn-ss ri'latin^ to (he inii\ing industry
and mineral resources, and the geological in\estig.itions ami stuilics that have
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been made in Canada, and for the distribution of reports and maps relating

thereto. Representatives of both the Mines Branch and Geological Survey, as

well as several of the Provincial Bureaus of Mines, were in attendance. Com-
plete sets of the publications of the Mines Branch, and the Geological Survey,

were available for reference, and a large number of economic reports and maps
of the Department were distributed. A comprehensive set of maps of Canada
and of the several Provinces, typical geological maps, and maps of mining dis-

tricts were mounted and hung for reference. Other Departments of the Do-
minion Government, including several branches of the Department of the Interior,

and the Commission of Conservation, supplied reports, maps, and copies of mining
regulations.

The co-operation of each of the Provincial Bureaus of Mines was also ob-

tained, and copies of their reports, maps, and mining laws were furnished for

reference and distribution. The current issues of the more important technical,

mining, and geological journals were solicited, and cheerfully furnished; while

a number of the larger mining companies kindly supplied copies of their annual
reports.

The opportunity offered to study and obtain official records of the natural

resources of Canada, was highly appreciated, and taken full advantage of by
members of the Congress.

Mineral Production during 1913.

A Preliminary Report on the Mineral Production of Canada during 1913

is now being prepared, and will, as usual, be published on or about March 4,

1914. It will be found included as an appendix to this Annual Summary report.
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DRAUGHTING DIVISION.

H. E. Baine.

Chief of Division.

The Staff of this division consists of a chief officer, two map compilers,

two assistant draughtsmen, and one mechanical draughtsman.
The work assigned to this division consists, principally, in the preparation

of magnetometric maps, and the drawing of various diagrams, sketches, etc., to

illustrate reports, and in the preparing of drawings in connexion with the work
of the Fuel Testing Station and the Ore Dressing Laboratory.

During the year a very much needed modern blue print machine has been
installed, and has given every satisfaction.

The following is a list of maps, diagrams, and miscellaneous drawings pre-
pared during the year—the name of the officer for whom they were prepared
appears in the margin.
E. Lindeman.

205. Magnetometric map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,— Deposits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Scale
200 feet to 1 inch.

205A. Geological map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,— Deposits Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Scale
400 feet to 1 inch.

206. Magnetometric map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,—Northern part of Deposit No. 2. Scale 200 feet

to 1 inch.

207. Magnetometric map—^Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,—Deposits Nos. 8, 9, and 9A. Scale 200 feet to
1 inch.

208. Magnetometric map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,—Deposit No. 10. Scale 200 feet to 1 inch.

208A. Magnetometric map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,—Eastern portion of Deposit No. 11. Scale, 200
feet to 1 inch.

208B. Magnetometric map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district, Sud-
bury district, Ontario,—Eastern portion of Deposit No. 11. Scale, 200
feet to 1 inch.

208C. General Geological map—Moose Mountain iron-bearing district,

Sudbury district, Ontario. Scale, 800 feet to 1 inch.

249. Magnetometric map—Caldwell and Campbell mines, Calabogio ilis-

trict, Renfrew county, Ontario. Scale, 200 feet to 1 inch.

250. Magnetometric map—Black Bay or Williams mine, Calabogie dis-

trict, Renfrew county, Ontario. Scale, 200 feet to 1 inch.

251. Magnetometric map—Bluff Point iron mine, Calabogio ilistrict. Ren-
frew ccHuity, Ontario. Scale, 200 feet to 1 inch.

252. Magnetometric map—Culhane mine, Calabogie district, Krulrow
county, Ontario. Scale, 200 feet to 1 inch.

253. Magnetometric map Marti-l or Wilson iniiu-, (.".liabo^le ili;>trict,

Renfrew county, Ontario. Scale, 200 fei-t to I ineli.

261. Magnetonutric map- Northeast Arn> iron range, Lot 33*), IC.T.W.,

Lake I'imagami, Nipissing district, Ontario. Scale, JOO feet to 1 ineli.
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A.Anrep.
Map showing peat bogs investigated in Province of Quebec.
Cacouna Peat Bog, Quebec.
La Pare Peat Bog, Quebec.
St. Denis Peat Bog, Quebec.
Riviere du Loup Peat Bog, Quebec.
Small Tea Field, « «

Large Tea Field " "
"

Riviere Quelle, " "
"

St. Hyacinthe « « «

Lanorie " "
"

Moose Mountain " "
"

Profile of Riviere du Loup Peat Bog, Quebec.
Profile of Riviere Quelle Peat Bog, Quebec.
Plan of Peat Shed and Tracks.
Plan and Sections of Excavating Machine.

B. F. Haanel.
3 large drawings of gas plants.

22 drawings, charts, etc.

T. A. MacLean.
Map—Dawson mining district.

Map—Mining districts in Yukon.
4 diagrams and 35 drawings.

/. G. S. Hudson.
Map—Sydney coal field, Nova Scotia.

16 coloured plates of sections of coal seams.

John McLeish.
Mineral map of Canada: to accompany report on Economic Minerals and
Mining Industries of Canada.

A.W.G. Wilson.

Map—Eastern Cape Breton as a possible smelting centre.

Eastern Townships as a possible smelting centre.

Relative position of Copper Smelters in British Columbia.
Location of Copper Smelters in Canada.
39 large drawings for plates and cuts.
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REPORT COVERING THE OPERATIONS OF THE DOMINION OF
CANADA ASSAY OFFICE, VANCOUVER, B.C., DURING THE

YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1913.

Sir,

I have the honour to submit herewith report covering the operations of the

Dominion of Canada Assay Office, Vancouver, B.C., for the calendar year ending
December 31, 1913, accompanied by statements showing Assayers' and Melters'

suppHes on hand.

Changes in Staff.

H. Freeman appointed assayer, March 1, 1913.

F. W. Taylor appointed clerk, May 1, 1913, transferred to Immigration
Department, June 3, 1913.

T. B. Younger appointed clerk, July 3, 1913, vice F. W. Taylor.

The abolition of the assaying and stamping charge of | of one per cent on
the gross value of the gold and silver contained in deposits, authorized by Order-
in-Council dated January 16, 1913, has resulted in a considerable increase of

business, 111,479-95 troy ounces gold bullion having been deposited at this office

during the year just ended, as compared with 59,068-83 troy ounces during the

calendar year 1912, an increase of 52,411-12 troy ounces.

Detailed Statement.

There were 783 deposits of gold bullion, requiring 926 melts and 926 assays

(quadruplicate check assays being made in each instance) including the assem-
bling and remelting of the individual deposits after purchase into bags weighing
about 1,000 troy ounces and the assaying of same. The aggregate weight of the'

deposits before melting was 11 1,479-95 troy ounces and after melting 109,920-49
troy ounces, showing a loss in melting of 1 -3989 per cent. The loss in weight by
assaying was 12-75 troy ounces (base and parted silver), the average fineness of

the resulting bullion, viz., 109,907-74 troy ounces, being -633 gold and -241

silver. The net value of the gold and silver contained in deposits was $1,448,-
625-37.

The gold bullion received came from the following sources, viz:

—

Number
of

deposits.

Weight.
Source.

Before
melting.

After
melting.

Net value.

British Columbia 655
117
11

ozs.

95,871-51
ozs. i

94 411-n.S SI t9fi 775 34
Yukon lerritory 15,324-65 15,236 50 247, ISS 95
Alaska 283-79 272-91 , 4,661 OS

783 111,479-95 109,920-49
j

$1,448,625-37

Weight before melting 111,479-95 trov ounces.
Weight after melting 109,920-49 «'

Loss by melting 1,55*) 4ti '

Loss percentage by meliiii^ 1 -3980%
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Credits and Disbursements for the Purchase of Gold Bullion During the Year Ending
December 31, 1913.

Unexpended balance, "Letter of Credit," January 1, 1913. .

.

$ 100,116.60
Credits established during year ending December 31, 1913 ... 1,500.000.00
"Letter of Credit" balance written off at close of fiscal year,

March, 31, 1913 $ 34,004.90
Disbursements for purchase of bullion 1 , 448 , 625 . 37

Unexpended balance, "Letter of Credit," December 31, 1913 117,486.33

$1,600,116.60 $1,600,116.60

Disbursements for the Purchase of Gold Bullion and Receipts from Sale of Same
During the Year Ending December 31, 1913.

Disbursements for the purchase of bullion on hand January 1,

1913, bars Nos. 461 to 472 inclusive $ 33,897.13
Disbursements for the purchase of bullion during year ending

December 31, 1913, per cheques Nos. 473 to 569 in-

clusive (omitting No. 500, cancelled) and Nos. 1 to 498
inclusive (omitting Nos. 3, 141 and 154, cancelled) 1,448,625.37

Proceeds from sale of bullion during year ending December
31, 1913 $1,454,953.21

Value of bullion on hand December 31, 1913, bars Nos. 656,

678 to 687 inclusive.. 28,425.48
Difference in favour of this office 856 . 19

$1,483,378.69 $1,483,378.69

Contingent Account for Year Ending December 31, 1913.

Unexpended balance, January 1, 1913 .40
Funds provided per official cheques Nos. 1185, 1336, 1532,

4, 119, 294, 538, 724, 884, 1042, 1204, 1328, and 1397. .

.

$3,175.00
Amount remitted Receiver General, per draft No. 324, at

close of fiscal year, March 31, 1913 $ 60.05
Expenditure during year ending December 31, 1913 3,114.72
Unexpended balance, December 31, 1913 .63

$3,175.40 $3,175.40

Contingent Expenditure During Year Ending December 31, 1913.

Fuel (gas) $ 395 . 80
Power 193 . 58
Express charges on bullion 1 , 168. 19
Express charges, etc., on stationery from Ottawa 17 . 59
Electric vault protection service 300 . 00
Postage 25.00
Telephones 78.00
Duty, freight, etc., on supplies and new equipment 232 . 60
Expenses re alterations and additions to equipment 36.15
Assayers' and meltcrs' supplies (purchased locally) 415.60
Silver (for assaying purposes) 85 . 60
Sundries 166.61

$3,114.72

Proceeds from Residues Sold.

32 empty acid bottIcs.sold to B.C. Assay & Chemical Supply Co., Ltd., March, 1913. $ 3.34
24 ""«««««« « ««« August, 1913. 2.88

$ 6.22

Note:—2H.75 ouncci Rold bullion, value $408.79 (recovered from slaR, sweepings, old furnaces, old crucibles, etc
reported as residue on hand December 31, 1912. were turned over to the Chief Assayer on March 3, 1913. to be
made Into proof gold and proof silver for assaying purposes.
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Residues on Hand, December 31, 1913.

Recovered from slag, sweepings, old furnaces, old crucibles, etc.—53.95 ounces gold
bullion, value $613 . 83

100 lbs. slag.

16 empty acid bottles.

Miscellaneous Receipts.

Draft No. 317, in favour of Deputy Minister of Mines— (a payment for melting 5-43
ozs. jeweller's sweepings $1 . 50

Draft No. 317, in favour of Deputy Minister of Mines— (a payment for melting 2-94
ozs. jeweller's sweepings $1 . 50 $ 3 . 00

Draft No. 3, in favour of Deputy Minister of Mines— (a payment for melting
28 72 ozs. silver bullion) 1 . 50

Draft No. 29, in favour of Deputy Minister of Mines— Ca payment for treating
26-38 Ibs.slag) 13.10

$ 17.60

The following shows the business done by the Assay Office during the past

five years, viz. :

—

Calendar year. Number of deposits. Weight (troy ounces) Net value.

1909
1910
1911
1912
1913

573 48,478-60 $ 789,267.94
490 46,064-31 746.101.92
442 39,784-70 647,416.38
527 59,068-83 974,077.14
783 111,479-95 1,448.625.37

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) G. MIDDLETOX,
Manager.
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December 31st, 1913

G. MiDDLETON, Esq.,

Manager, Dominion of Canada Assay Office,

Vancouver, B.C.

Sir,

I beg to inform you that we have the following Assayers' supplies on hand,

viz.:

—

Silver nitrate crystals 1 oz.

Calcic chloride J lb.

Lead foil, C.P 116 lbs.

" granulated, C.P 2i "

Zinc, mossy, C.P 1 lb.

Litharge 5 lbs.

Copper wire 1 spool.

Argols 4 lbs.

Nitric acid, C.P 13 Winchesters.
Hydrochloric acid, C.P 1 Winchester
Sulphuric acid, C.P i "

Ammonia 1 i Winchesters.
Small clay crucibles 36 only.

Scorifiers, 4" 2

2i" 90
Spare muffles 2

" doors 8
" " supports 21
" " back stops 16
" " plugs 12

Bone ash 1 lb.

Fireclay 20 lbs.

Cupels , 11,300
Gold cornets 11-67 ozs.

" proof 23-25 "

Silver 213-50 "

Your obedient servant

(Signed) J. B. FARQUHAR,
Chief Assayer.

December 31, 1913.

G. MiDDLETON. Esq.,

Manager, Dominion of Canada Assay Office,

Vancouver, B.C.
Sir,

I beg to inform you that we have the following supplies on hand in the
Melting Department, viz:

—

3 sets of inings, with supports and covers complete, for No 2 furnace.
^ u u u u u u u u u a Al '<

^ u u u u u a u 11 u a
J

u

2 graphite crucibles. No. 6.

46 " « « iQ
4 " « « 30
4 " « « 40

40 « « marked o°o
o

4 crucible covers. No. 14.

8 "
" "30.

3 graphite stirrers.

11 lbs. pot. nitrate.

90 lbs. carb. soda.
25 lbs. borax glass.

Your obedient scr\ant,

(Signed) D. ROBINSON,
Chief Meller.
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ACCOUNTANT'S STATEMENT, 1912-13.

The following is a statement of the difference in value of assays between
Seattle Assav Office and Dominion of Canada Assay Office between April 1,

1912, and I\iarch31, 1913.

Paid for bullion at Dominion of Canada Assay Office, Vancouver $1 ,065 .995 . 10
Received for bars from United States Assay Office, Seattle 1,066,626.53

Difference in favour of Dominion of Canada Assay Office 63 1 . 43

Statement of Deposits of Gold and Earnings.

Deposits of Gold $1,066,626.53

Earnings:

—

Melting 119-55 ozs. silver for Jacoby Bros 5 . 00
Special Assay for J. E. Wilkinson 2 . 50
Melting -25 ozs. bullion for J. E. Wilkinson 1 . CO
Treating 27 lbs. slag for John Hopp 12 . 00
Melting 8-37 ozs. jeweller's sweepings for Shortt, Duncan and Hill 3.00

23.50
Difference between amounts paid and received for bullion 631-43

$654.93

The following is a statement of appropriation, receipts and expenditure
of the Dominion of Canada Assay Office for the year ending March 31, 1913,
and shows the unexpended balance to be 82,716.79.

Appropriation. Expenditure.
Appropriation, 1912-13 817,000.00
Receipts per the foregoing statement 23 .50
Difference between amounts paid and received for bullion 631 .43
Fuel 350 . 60
Power and Light 184 . 89
Postage and Telegrams 105 . 28
Telephone 78. 00
Express Charges 866 . 52
Assayer's Supplies 1 ,329. 13
Printing and Stationery 228.76
Premium on Bonds 575 .02
Contingencies 239 . 65
Electric burglar alarm service 300 . 00
Wages:

—

G. Middleton 2,650.00
J. B. Farquhar 1 .328 84
H. Freeman 856 . 69
D. Robinson 1.575.00
A. Kaye 1 . 8lX) . 00
G. N. Ford 1 , 500 00
G. B. Palmer 81 . 25
R. Allison 888.51

lialance unexpended and lapsed 2,71679

$17,654.93 $17,654.93
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ACCOUNTANT'S STATEMENT, 1913-14.

The following is a statement of the difTcrcnce in value of assays between
Seattle Assay Office and Dominion of Canada Assay Office between April 1,

1913, and March 31, 1914.

Paid for bullion at Dominion of Canada Assay Office, Vancouver $1,456,468.70
Received fur bars from United States Assay Office, Seattle 1,457,653. 11

Difference in favour of Dominion of Canada Assay Office 1 , 184.41

Statement of Deposits of Gold and Earnings.

Deposits of gold 81,457,653.11
Elarnings:

—

Melting 28-72 ozs. bullion for J. Greer % 1 .50
Treating 26-38 lbs. slag for John Hopp 13.10
Value of 24 empty jars sold B.C. Assay and Chemical Supply Co 2 .88
Value of residue sold United States Assay Office 872.51

889.99
Difference between amounts paid and received for bullion 1, 184.41

$2,074.40

The following is a statement of the appropriation, receipts and expenditure
of the Dominion of Canada Assay Office for the year ending March 31, 1914,

and shows the unexpended balance to be $12,131.17.

Appropriation. Expenditure.
Appropriation. 1913-1914 $27,000.00
Receipts per the foregoing statement 889 .99

Difference between amounts paid and received for bullion 1 , 184.41
Fuel 403 . 30
Power and light 197. 12

Postage and telegrams 93 . 19
Telephone 78.00
Express charges 1 , 203 . 1

1

Assayer's supplies 747.33
Printing and stationery 190 . 47
Premium on bonds 600.00
Contingencies 137 . 16
Electric burglar alarm service 300 . 00
Wages :

—

G. Middleton 2.650.00

J. B. Farquhar 1,900 00
II. Freeman 1,500.00
D. Robinson 1,575 00
A. Kave 1 , 800 . 00
G. N. Ford 1 , 500 00
R. Allison 975 . 00
F. W. Tavlor 200.00
T. B. Younger 893.55

Balance unexpended and lapsed 12 , 131 . 17

$29,074.40 $29,074 40
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LIST OF REPORTS, BULLETINS, ETC., PUBLISHED DURING
1913.

S. Groves.

Editor Department of Mines.

83. An investigation of the Coals of Canada with reference to their economic qualities: as con-
ducted at McGill University, Montreal, under the authority of the Dominion Govern-
ment. Report on—by J. B. Porter, E.M., D.Sc, R.J. Durley, Ma.E., and others.

Vol. IV.—Appendix II: Boiler tests and diagrams, by R. J. Durley. Published
February 20, 1913.

Vol. V.—Appendix III: Producer tests and diagrams, by R. J. Durley. Pub-
lished May 15, 1913.

Vol. VI.—Appendix IV: Coking tests, by Edgar Stansfield, M.Sc. and J. B,
Porter.

Appendix V: Chemical tests, by Edgar Stansfield. Published
April 3, 1913.

145. Magnetic Iron Sands of Natashkwan, Saguenay county. Que., by G. C. Mackenzie, B,Sc.
Published June 6, 1913.

151. Bulletin No. 8: Investigation of the Peat Bogs and Peat Industry of Canada, 1910-11,
by A. V. Anrep. Published March 31, 1913.

167. Pyrites in Canada: Its Occurrence, Exploitation, Dressing, and Uses, by A. W. G. Wilson,
Ph.D. Published March 3, 1913.

170. The Nickel Industry: with Special Reference to the Sudbury region, by A. P. Coleman, Ph.D.
Published July 29, 1913.

184. Magnetite Occurrences along Central Ontario railway, by E. Lindeman, M.E. Published
Oct. 7, 1913.

199. The Production of Copper, Gold, Lead, Nickel, Silver, Zinc, and other Metals of Canada,
during the calendar year 1911, by C. T. Cartwright, B.Sc. Published Januar>'23, 1913.

201. Annual Report of the Mineral Production of Canada during the calendar year 1911, by
J. McLeish. Published June 4, 1913_.

216. Preliminary Report on the Mineral Production of Canada, during the calendar year 1912,

by J. McLeish. Published March 4, 1913.

224. Annual Summary Report of the Mines Branch, 1912. Published November 11, 1913.

227. Sections of the Sydney Coal Fields, Cape Breton, by J. G. S. Hudson. Published July
14, 1913.

229. Reprint of Summary Report on Petroleum and Natural Gas Resources of Canada, by
F. G. Clapp. Published October 4, 1913.

230. Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada, by Mines Branch staff. Published
July 22, 1913.

238. General Summary of the Mineral Production in Canada during the calendar year 1912,
by J. McLeish. Published October 16, 1913.

247. Production of Iron and Steel in Canada during the calendar year 1912, by J. McLeish.
Published December 5, 1913.

256. Production of Copper, Gold, Lead, Nickel, Silver, Zinc, and other Metals in Canada during
the calendar year 1912, by C. T. Cartwright. Published Nov. 6, 1913.

258. Production of Coal and Coke in Canada during the calendar year 1912, by John McLeish.
Published December 27, 1913.

FRENCH TRANSLATIONS.

Af. Sattvalle.

155. French translation: The Utilization of Peat Fuel for the Production of Power, b«ing a
record of experiments conducted at the Fuel Testing Station, Ottawa, 1910-11, by
H. F. Ha.ind, B.Sc. Published November 24. 1013.

156. French translation: The Tungsten Ores of Canada, by V. L. Walker. Publisheil June 26,

1013.

196. French iransi.ition: Bulletin No. 4: Investigation of the Peat Bogs, and the Peat Industry
of Can. id. I, (luring the season 1909-1910 (Second Edition), by .'\. v. Anrep. Publiahetl

June 25, 1913.
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197 French translation: Molybdenum Ores of Canada, by T. L. Walker, M.A., Ph.D. Pub-

lished April 18, 1913.
. u . ,, r A xr -c u

198 French translation: Peat and Lignite, their Manufacture and Uses in Europe, by

E. Nystrom, M.E. Published May 19, 1913.

202 French translation: Graphite: Its Properties, Occurrence, Refining, and Uses, by

F. Cirkel, M.E. Published April 16, 1913.
, . w .

226 French translation: Chrome Iron Ore Deposits of the Eastern Townships: Monograph on,

by Fritz Cirkel. M.E. Published October 17, 1913.
, ^ ^ u »-•

231 French translation: Economic Minerals and Mining Industries of Canada, by Mines

Branch staff. Published August 5, 1913.
u tir r- t • »* i?

23^ French translation: Gypsum deposits of the Maritime Provinces, by W. F. Jennison, M.t.

Published December 30, 1913.
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ACCOUNTANT'S STATEMENT MINES BRANCH.

Statement of Appropriations and Expenditures 1912-13.^

Grant not
Grant. Expenditure. used.

Investigation of ore deposits, economic minerals, peat
bogs, determination of fuel values, coals and peat
of Canada, including wages of mechanics and
labourers, additional machinery; investigation of ore
dressing, including machinery and equipment of lab-

oratory; collection of information regarding minerals
and metallurgical industries and operations 75,000.00 73,345.53 1,654.47

Printing, books, stationery, chemical laboratories' ex-

penses and apparatus, office contingencies, addi-
tional assistance 55,000.00 42,113.76 12,886.24

Investigation of metallurgical problems of economic
importance 9,300.00 9,297.37 2.63

Investigation of quartz and copper deposits in the Yukon 9,200.00 8,430.59 769.41
For apparatus and equipment, salaries of inspectors,

chemist, machinist, clerical assistance, and travel-

ling expenses in connexion with the investigations

of the manufacture and storage of explosives in

Canada 5,000.00 284.85 4,715.15
Zinc investigations per Bill No. 182 41,937.94 7,671.17 34,266.77
Compassionate allowance to Mrs. E. A. Sjostedt, whose

husband was employed by the Mines Branch to
report on concentrating and electric smelting pro-
cesses in Norway and Sweden, and who met his

death by the foundering of the Titanic 500 . 00 500 . 00

195,937.94 141,643.27 54,294.67

Dominion of Canada Assay Office, Vancouver,
B.C.

Maintenance of Assay Office, Vancouver, B.C 17,000.00 14,283.21 2,716.79

(Signed) J NO. MARSHALL.
Accountant.

12 May, 1913.

>The fiscal year ends March 31.
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION AND EXPENDITURE BY MINES
BRANCH FOR YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1913.

Appropriation. Expenditure.

Amounts voted by Parliament $257 , 987 . 94

Receipts for assays and analyses 570. 15

Civil List Salaries $60, 184.08
Concentrating Laboratory 35, 987 . 19

Publication of Reports 31,319.05
Fuel Testing Plant, Ottawa 11,974.94
Investigation of Iron Ore Deposits 9,344.54
Metallurgical Investigations 9,297.37
Quartz Investigations 8,430.59
Zinc Investigations 7,671 . 17

Printing, stationery, books, mapping material 4,927.72
Investigation of Peat and Coal 4,374.53
Monograph on Petroleum and Natural Gas 4,000.00
Mining and Metallurgical Investigations 2, 146.09
Miscellaneous 2, 142.86
Investigation re Gas Producers 1,469.51
Laboratory 1 ,349 . 03

Wages, outside service 1,348.89
Monograph on Building Stones '

1 ,061 .35

Investigation of Copper Deposits 891 .40

Investigation re Manufacturer's Raw Materials 844.07
Investigation of Ore Deposits 830.88
Instruments 710.06
Travelling Expenses 698 . 06
Investigation re Oil Shales 672.36
Publication of Maps 376.84
Investigation of Explosives 284.85
Mineral Statistics 166. 18

Balance unexpended 56 , 054 . 48

$258,558.09 $258,558.09

Summary Vote. Expenditure. Unexpended
Balance.

Civil Government Salaries. $62,050.00 $60,184.08 $ 1,865.92
Investigation of ore deposits, economic minerals,

etc 75,000.00 73,345.53 1,654.47
Printing, books, stationery, apparatus, chemical

laboratories expenses, miscellaneous 55,000.00 42,219.87 12,780.13
Investigation of metallurgical problems of economic

importance 9,300.00 9,297.37 2.63
Investigation of manufacture and storage of ex-

plosives in Canada 5,000.00 284.85 4,715.15
Investigation re quartz and copper deposits in

Yukon 9.200.00 8,430.59 769.41
Compassionate allowance to Mrs. Sjostedt, per

Bill 193 500.00 500.00
Zinc Investigation, per Bill 182 41,937.94 7,671.17 34,266.77

$257,987.94 $201,933.46 $56 054.48
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ACCOUNTANT'S STATEMENT MINES BRANCH.

Statement oj Appropriations and Expenditure 1913-14.^

Mines Branch. Grant. Expenditure. Grant not
used.

Investigation of ore deposits, economic minerals,

[)eat bogs, determination of fuel values of coals,

ignite and peat of Canada, including wages of

machinist and labourers, and additional machin-
ery; investigation of ore dressing, including

wages of labourers, machinery and equipment
of laboratory; collection of information re-

garding minerals, and metallurgical industries

and operations $77,000.00 $54,799.29 $22,200.71
Publication of reports, translation of reports into

French, purchase of books, stationery, chemical
laboratories' expenses, apparatus, instruments,
ofifice contingencies, additional assistance.... 69,500.00 69,030.90 469,10

Investigation of metallurgical problems of economic
importance 10,000.00 9,999.86 .14

For apparatus and equipment, salaries of inspectors,

chemists, machinist, clerical assistance, and
travelling expenses in connexion with the
investigations of the manufiicture and storage
of explosives in Canada 55,000.00 480.24 54,519.76

Zinc investigations per Bill No. 182 34,266.77 30,948.99 3,317.78
Investigation of quartz and copper deposits in the

Yukon 9,000.00 8,620.36 379.64

$254,766.77 $173,879.64 $80,887.13

Dominion of Canada Assay Office, Vancouver,
B.C.

Maintenance of Assay Ofiiice, Vancouver, B.C 27,000.00 14,868.83 12,131.17

(Signed) JNO. MARSHALL.
Accountant.

May 22, 1914.

'This financial statement covers nine months of the calendar year which is also the period of greatest activity.
ThcrL-fore it has been deemed advisable to include the financial report most closely associated with the work described
In this summary report. As the statement for the previous financial year was not included in the last suiiimaiy report
1912, it is also published herewith.
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION AND EXPENDITURE BY MINES
BRANCH FOR YEAR ENDING MARCH 31, 1914.

Appropriation. Expenditure.
Amounts voted by Parliament $329,341.77
Receipts for Assays and Analyses 377 .85
Civil List Salaries $68,199.86
Publication of Reports 46,564. 75
Zinc Investigations 28,613.58
Fuel Testing Plant, Ottawa 15,782.82
Concentrating Laboratory 15,775.53
Metallurgical Investigations 9,999.86
Quartz Investigations 8,620.36
Printing, stationery, books, mapping material 8,242.66
Investigation of Iron Ore deposits 7,876.67
Wages, outside service 5,916.41
Laboratory 3,358.99
Investigation of Peat and Coal 3,213.71
International Geological Congress 2 ,627 . 89
Investigation of Tar Sands 2,610.57
Monograph on Petroleum and Natural Gas 2,002.85
Miscellaneous 1 , 985 . 04
Investigation of Copper deposits 1 .828.51
Publication of Maps 1 , 663 . 36
Monograph on Building Stones 1 ,428.89
Instruments 668 . 18
Travelling E.xpcnses 655 . 08
Investigation of Explosives 480. 24
Monograph on Mica 450 . 60
Mineral Statistics 404,90
Investigation of Salt Deposits 351 . 23
Coal Tests. 239.24
Legal Fees 215.00
Investigation of Oil Shales 155 . 16
Investigation of ore deposits 135,80
Investigations of Manufacturer's Raw Materials 54. 20

Balance unexpended 89 , 597 . 68

$329,719.62 $329,719.62

Summary. Vote. Expenditure. Unexpended
Balance.

Civil Government Salaries $74,575.00 $68,199.86 $6,375.14
Inye8tigationof ore deposits, economic minerals, etc. 77,000.00 54,799.29 22,200.71
Printing, books, stationery, apparatus, chemical

laboratories exjjcnses, miscellaneous 69,500.00 69,030.90 469. 10
Investigation of metallurgical problems of economic

importance 10,000.00 9,999.86 .14
Investigation of manufacture and storage of ex-

plosives in Canada 55,000.00 480.24 54,519.76
Investigation re quartz and copper deposits in

Yukon 9,000.00 8,620.36 379.64
Zinc investigation, per Bill 182 34,266.77 28,613.58 5,653.19

$329,341.77 $239,744.09 $89,597.68
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APPENDIX I.

Preliminary Report on the Mineral Production of Canada,

during the Calendar Year 1913.

Eugene Haanel, Ph.D.,
Director of Mines.

Sir,—I beg to submit herewith, the annual preHminary report on the mineral

production of Canada in 1913.

The figures for production in 1913, while subject to revision, are based upon
direct returns from mine and smelter operators and are fairly complete.

Special acknowledgments are due to those operators who have promptly
furnished reports of their operations during the year.

When complete returns shall have been received the usual annual report

will be prepared containing in greater detail the final statistics as well as infor-

mation relating to exploration, development, prices, markets, imports, and
exports, etc.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

John McLeish.

Division of Mineral Resources and Statistics,

February 26, 1914.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF
CANADA, 1913.

STATISTICS SUBJECT TO REVISION.

The preliminary report on mineral production in Canada in 1913 presented
herein shows a total value of production in the year just closed of 8144,031,047.
Although estimates have been made in some cases where complete returns were
not available it is probable that the final record will be a revision upward. The
total value of the production in 1912 was 8135,048,296 compared with which
the 1913 output shows an increase of 88,982,751 or 6-65 per cent. In view of

the large increase over all previous years made in mineral production in 1912
and the general trade depression and industrial restriction experienced during
the latter part of 1913, the industry would appear to have made in the aggregate
very satisfactory progress. The average production per capita in 1913 was
$18.57 as against sS18.27 in 1912, and 814.93 in 1910.

The record of annual mineral production in Canada since 1886 shows the
rapid growth of the industry, not only has the total output increased from a
little over $10,000,000 in 1886 to its present output but the average production
per capita has increased from 82.23 per capita to 818.57, or eight times the rate

shown by the first record.

Annual Mineral Production in Canada since 1886.

Year. Value of

production.
Value per
capita.

Year. Value of

production.
Value per
capita.

1886 10,221,255
1887

1 10,321,331
1888

i

12,518,894
1889 14,013,113
1890 16,763,353
1891 1 18,976,616
1892 1 16,623,415
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898

20,035,082
19,931,158
20,505,917
22,474,256
28,485,023

I 38,412,431
1899

1 49,234,005

$cts.

5 49

1900
1901

: 1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912

I
1913

$ cts.

64,420,877 12 04
65,797,911 12 16

63.231,836 11 36
61,740,513 10 S5
60.082,771 10 27

69,078,999 11 49
79,286,697 12 81

86,865,202 13 75
85,557.101 13 16
91,831,441 13 70
106,823.623 14 93
103,220,994 14 42
135,IUS.296 IS 27

144,031.047 18 75

Piio continuance during 1913 of the labour strike at the mines of the Cana-
dian Collieries (Dunsmuir) Ltd.,and its extension to the other collieries on \'an-
couver Island, seriously restricted the coal output from this district. The
total value of the metals was also somewhat smaller than it luii^ht otherwise
have been because (^f the slighth- lowi-r axerage i)riii's obtained l\>r ii>p|K'r and
silver. A restricted (leniaiid was also n-jxtrted iluriu^ tlu- l.itttr part of the
year for brick and other clay products and structural material;-. \\ hile these
are some of the iiillueiues that ha\'e teiuled to curtail tin- mineral output tlurinn
the ycuxr, there lia\e on the otluT hand been important increases in the produc-
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tion of gold, nickel, and lead, among the metals, in asbestos, natural gas and
many of the other less valuable non-metal products and in cement, resulting

in the net increases already shown.
The production of the more important metals and minerals is shown in the

following tabulated statement in which the figures are given for the two years

1912 and 1913 in comparative form, and the increase or decrease in value shown.
Tabulated statements in greater detail will be found on subsequent pages of

this pamphlet.

1912.

Quantity. Value.

1913.

Quantity. Value.

Increase

(+) or
decrease
(-)in
value.

$

Copper Lbs. 77,832,127 12,718,548
Gold Ozs. 611,885 12,648,794
Pig iron "Tons. 1,014,587 14,550,999
Lead Lbs. 35,763,476 1,597,554
Nickel " 44,841,542 13,452,463
Silver Ozs. 31,955,560 19,440,165
Other metallic products 864,343

76,975,832
784,525

1,128,967
37,662,703
49,676,772
31,750,618

Total..
Less pig iron credited to

imported ores Tons.

Total metallic

978,232

75,272,866

14,100,113j 1,055,459

11,753,4401-
16,216,131 +
16,540,0121 +
1,754,705 +

14,903,032 +
18,984,012!-
1,520,072 +

965,108
3,567,337
1,989,013

157,151
1,450,569
456,153
655,729

61,172,753

81,671,4041+ 6,398,538

15,543,583 + 1,443,470

66,127,821

Asbestos and Asbestic. .Tons.
Coal "

Gypsum "

Natural gas M. ft.

Petroleum Brls.

Salt Tons.
Cement Brls.

Clay products
Lime Bush.
Stone
Miscellaneous non-metallic. .

.

136,301
14,512,829

578,458
15,286,803

243,336
95,053

7,132,732

8,475,839

Total non-metallic.

Grand total

3,137,279
36,019,044
1,324,620
2,362,700
345,050
459,582

9,106,556
10,575,869
1,844,849
4,726,171
3,973,823

161,086
15,115,089

639,698
20,345,763

228,080
100,791

8,658,922

73,875,543

135,048,296

7,671,381

3,849,
36,250,
1,477,
3,338,

406,
491,

11,227,
9,673,
1,605,
5,199,
4,384,

925
311
589
314
439
280
284
067
812
204

+ 4,955,068

001 +

77,903,226

144,031.047

+

712,646
231,267
152,969
975,614
61,389
31,698

2,120,728
902,802
239,037
473,033
410,178

+ 4,027,683

+ 8.982.751

^Short tons throughout.

Of the total production in 1913 a value of $66,127,821 or 45-9 per cent is

credited to the metals and $77,903,226 or 54-1 per cent to the non-metallic
products. The increase over the value for 1912 in metallic products was S4,-

955,068 or 8- 1 per cent and in non-metallic products $4,027,683 or 5-45 per cent.

There was an increased production of each of the metals except copper and
silver, the most important increase being in gold with 28 per cent. Pig iron

increased 11-3 per cent in tonnage, lead 5-3 per cent, and nickel 10-8 per cent.

The falling ofT in copper was only 1-1 per cent in quantity although 7-6 per

cent in total value, and for silver 0-6 per cent only in number of ounces and 2-3

per cent in value, slightly lower average prices having been obtained for these

metals.
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Among non-metallic products increases are shown in all the important
products except clays and lime. The largest increase was in natural gas with
41 per cent in value. The cement output was greater by 21 per cent in quan-
tity, asbestos 18 per cent, coal 4 per cent, gypsum 10-5 per cent, salt 6-04 per

cent. In the case of petroleum there was a falling off of 6 per cent in quantity

but on account of higher prices an increase of nearly 18 per cent in total value.

The decreases in clay products and lime were respectively 8 • 5 per cent

and 12-9 per cent.

MINERAL PRODUCTION BY PROVINCES, 1912 and 1913.

1912. 1913.

Value of
! Per cent Value o£

Production. of total. Production.
Per cent
of total.

iNova Scotia ....:..: 18 ,922 , 236!

New Brunswick 771 ,004!

Quebec 11 ,656,998;
Ontario 51 ,985,876
Manitoba '

2,463,074;
Saskatchewan 1 , 1 65 , 642
Alberta

_
12,073,589

British Columbia 30,076,635
Yukon

t

5,933,242i

%
14-01
0-57
8-63

38-50
1-83
0-86
8-94
22-27
4-39

19,305,545
1,049,932

13,303,649
58,697,602
2,211,159

899,233
13,844,622
28,529,081
6,190,224

13-40
0-73
9-24

40-75
1-54
0-62
9-61
19-81
4-30

Dominion 135,048,296; 100-00 144,031,047 10000

^Includes a small production of lime from Prince Edward Island.

The record of production by provinces given in the preceding table shows
the relative importance of the several provinces in practically the same order

as last year with the exception that Saskatchewan replaces New Brunswick
in last position due to a falling off in the coal and structural material production
in the former Province and an increase in the coal, g>-psum and natural gas
production in the latter. Ontario has the largest output with a value of S5S,697,-

602, or 40-75 per cent of the total, a slightly higher proportion than in 1912.

British Columbia is second with a value of $28,529,081 or 19-81 per cent of

the total, a relative falling off; Nova Scotia takes third place with a total pro-

duction of $19,305,545 or 13-4 per cent; Alberta fourth, with $13,844,622 or
9-6 per cent; Quebec fifth, with $13,303,649 or 9-24 per cent.

Increases are shown in each of the provinces with tlie exception of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and British ColumJMa. Tlic largest increase—36 per cent,—is

e.xliibited by New Brunswick. The increases in the other |)ro\intvs were res-

pectively: Alberta 14-7 per cent; Quebec 14- 1 |)er cent; Ontario 12-*) jht cent;

Yukon 4-3 percent; Nova Scotia 2 percent. The decreases were Saskatcliewan
nearly 23 i)er cent, Manitoba 10 per cent, aiul British Columbia 5 iht cent.

It should be remembered in dealing with these comparisons that Nova
Scotia in the above record is given no cretht on account of the large inm smelting
and steel m;iking industries at Sy<lney, New (ilasgow, vie. The pig iron nuide
here is tnitirely from ini])()rte(l ore and naturalK' is not creilited as a Canadian
mine outjjut. The same remark ajjplies (o a large perci-ntam' uf the piij iron

pn>(iu( lion in Ontario as well as to the prtMluction of iiluininium in Quelnu-.
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THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF CANADA IN 1913.

Subject to Revision.

Product. Quantity. Value.

Met.\llic.
Copper, value at 15 -269 cents per pound Lbs.
Gold Ozs.
Pig iron from Canadian ore Tons
Iron ore sold for export "

Lead, value at 4 • 659 cents per pound Lbs.
Nickel, value at 30 cents per pound "

Silver, value at 59-791 cents per oz Ozs.
Cobalt and nickel oxides
Zinc ore Tons,

Total

76,975
784
73

216
37,662
49,676
31,750

,832
,525
,508
,614
,703

,772
,618

7,535i

,753,440
,216,131
996,429
430,561
.754,705
,903,032
,984.012
689,511
400,000

.; 66,127,821

Non-Metallic.
Actinolite Tons
Arsenic, white "

Asbestos "

Asbestic "

Coal "

Corundum "

Feldspar "

Graphite "

Grindstones "

Gypsum "

Magnesite "

Mica "

Mineral pigments

—

Barvtes "

Ochres «

Mineral water
Natural gas M. cu. ft.

Peat Tons,
Petroleum, value at $1-782 per barrel Brls.
Phosphate (returns not complete) Tons.
Pyrites «

Quartz «

Salt «

Talc «

Tripolite "

66
l,692l

136,951
24,135

15,115,089|
1,177

15,935
2,162
4,284,

639,698,
770

641
5,987

20,345,763
2,600

228,080
25

228,811
78,261

100,791
12,250

620

Total.

Structural Materials and Clay Products.
Cement, Portland Brls.
Clay products

—

Brick, common, pressed, paving
Scwerpipe
Fireclay, drain tile, pottery, etc
Kaolin Tons.

Lime

8,658,922

Sand and gravel.
Sand-lime brick.

Slate

Bush
500

7,671,381

720
101,463

3,830,909
19,016

36,250,311
137,036
56.841
90,282
43,900

1,477,589
4,620

170,112

6,410
41,774
173,677

3,338,314
10,100

406,409
237

638,115
169,848
491,282
45,980
12,138

47,517,155

11,227,284

7,

1

Stone

—

Granite. .

.

Limestone.
Marble. . . .

Sandstone.

.Sq. 1,432

Total structural materials and clay products.
All oilier non-metallic
Total value, metallic

Grand total, 1913.

709,224
920,973
.037,870

5,000
,605,812
,712,256
962,004

6,444

,644,183
,087,991
250,373
216,657

30.386.071
47,517,155
66,127,821

144,031,047
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The average monthly prices of the metals in cents per pound for several

years past are shown herewith, and reference is made elsewhere to the changes

in prices here shown in 1913 as compared with 1912. A peculiar feature of the

changes is the fact that there was a falling off in the average price of lead on the

New York market but an increase in the average price in London.

1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913

Copper, New York
Lead " "

Cts.

13-208
4-200
2-935
3-364

43-000
52-864
4-720
29-465

Cts.

12-982
4-273
2-839
3 - 268

40-000
51-503
5-503

29-725

Cts.

12-738
4-446
2-807
3-246

40-000
53-486
5-520

34-123

Cts.

12-376
4-420
3-035
3-480

40-000
53-304
5-758

42-281

Cts.

16-341
4-471
3-895
4-467
40-000
60-835
6-943

46-096

Cts.

15-269
4-370

" London
" Montreal '

Nickel, New York
Silver "

Spelter • «

Tin "

4-072.
4-659
40-000
59-791
t 5-648
44-252

'Quotation? furnished by Messrs. Thomas Robertson and Company, Montreal, Que.

SMELTER PRODUCTION.

General statistics showing the quantities of ores treated at smelters and the

quantities of refined metals or smelter products obtained have been collected

by this Branch since 1908. It should be explained that the accompanying stat-

istics include the treatment of a small quantity of imported ores chiefly in the

British Columbia smelters.

The total quantity of ore, concentrates, etc., treated in 1913 was)^3,027,085

tons as compared with 3,005,410 tons in 1912.

The ores treated may be conveniently classified as follows:

—

1911 ' 1912 1913

Tons. Tons. Tons.
Nickel-copper ores 610,834 725,065 823.403
Silver-cobah -nickel-arsenic ores Q,330 8,097 5,818
Lead and other ores treated in lead furnaces 55 ,408 59,932 78, 110
Copper-Kold-silver ores 1,5!7,<)81 2.212,316 2.119.754

Total J,193,5.S3 3,005.410 3.027.085

The prcjducts obtained in Canatla from the treatment ot these ores include

refined lead produced at Trail, B.C., and fine gold, fine silver, copper sulphate

and anliinoiiy produced from the resitlues of the lead refiners' ther«.>; sih'er

bullion, white ar.senic, nickel oxide and cobalt oxide produceil in Ontario from
the Cobalt District ores. In addition to these refined proilucts blister copper,

copl^er matter nickel-copper matte, cobalt material or mixed cobalt and nickel

().\i(|(!s an- produced and exported for refining outside of Canaila.

Tlu! aggri;gate nisults of smelling and refining operations ina>' be siimmari/ed
as in the next tabli^ Uiiforl iinaU'l\ the figures lannot be taken to represent the

lolal production from smelting ort>s mined in Canad.i since ciinsiiierable t]uantities

<il (•<)|)pt!r and silver ores are still shipped to oilier smelters outsiile ot Canada
tor smelting.

.'6a- 1-'
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Refined products produced and metals

contained in refined smelter products
exported.

1912

Refined
products.

Metals
contained in

matte
blister, base

bullion

and speiss.

1913

Refined
products.

Metals
contained in

matte
blister, base

bullion

and speiss.

Gold
Silver

Lead (including secondary lead)

Copper
Copper Sulphate
Nickel
'Nickel and Cobalt oxides, etc.

White arsenic

.Ozs.
u

'.Lbs.

12,118
17,572,217
35,893,190

184,815
686,171

87,110

349,054
4,090.768

58,405,910

44^841^542

11,977
13,789,709
39,468,729

130,533

1,644,185
3,384.249

213,279
934,601

59^245^722

'49^676^772'

•Nickel oxide, cobalt oxide and cobalt material, speiss, etc., not all completely refined.

Smelter products shipped out of Canada for refining were: blister copper

carrying gold and silver values, 15,270 tons in 1913, as compared with 17,063

tons in 1912; copper matte carrying gold and silver values, 5,159 tons in 1913 as

against 6,727 tons in 1912, and bessemer nickel-copper matte carrying small

gold and silver values as well as metals of the platinum group 47,150 tons in

1913, as compared with 41,925 tons in 1912.

Gold.

The gold production of 1913 is estimated at $16,216,131, which compared
with the production of the previous year shows an increase of $3,567,337.

The Yukon placer production in 1913 is estimated at $5,835,554 as against

$5,576,493 in 1912, the total amount on which royalty was paid during the calendar

year according to the records of the Department of Interior being 352,90004
ounces in 1913, and 335,015.67 ounces in 1912.

The British Columbia production in 1913 was $6,136,900, of which the placer

production, as estimated by the Provincial Mineralogist, was $540,000, smelter

recoveries and bullion from milling ores being estimated as $5,596,900.

The main feature of the year was the large increase from the Porcupine
district of Ontario.

British Columl)ia and the Yukon also show substantial increases, while

the estimates for Nova Scotia and Quebec show decreases.

The ex{)ort of gold-bearing dust, nuggets, gold in ore, etc., in 1913 were
valued at $12,770,838.

Gold in bars, blocks, ingots, etc., were imported in 1913 to the value of

$840,435.

Silver.

The estimated production of siKer in 1913 was 31,750,618 fine ounces
valued at $18,984,012, a decrease of 204,942 ounces, and $456, 153 from 31,955,560
ounces valued at $19,440,165 in 1912.

Of the 1913 production 28,452,737 ounces were from Ontario, and 3,208,122
from British Columbia.

For Firitish Columbia the figures represent the reco\'ery in mill bullion or as

ailver contained in smelter products, while for Ontario the figures represent
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the silver contained in gold ores milled or smelted and in bullion shipments
from Cobalt to which is added the silver contents of the Cobalt ore and concen-
trate shipped, less fi\'e per cent, allowed for smelter losses.

The total shipments of ore and concentrates from the mines of Cobalt
and the adjacent districts were about 44,106 tons, containing approximately
22,031,564 fine ounces, in addition to which 7,482,833 fine ounces were shipped
as bullion. Of this tonnage about half was treated in the camp itself in customs
reduction works.

In Quebec the silver was deri\ed from the pxritic ores of the Eastern Town-
ships.

The exports of silver in ore, etc., as reported by the Customs Department,
were 37,371,569 ounces valued at 821,441,220. There was also an importation
of silver in bars, blocks, sheets, etc., valued at 8840,245.

The price of silver in New York varied between a maximum of 63| cents

in January and a minimum of 56| cents per ounce in March, the average monthly
price being 59-791 cents per ounce compared with an average of 60-835 cents

in 1912.

Copper.

The Canadian production of copper is represented by the copper contents
of smelter products, matte, blister copper, etc., together with the amount of

copper contained in ores exported, estimated as recoverable.

The total production on this basis in 1913 was 76,975,832 pounds valued
at vSll,753,440 as compared with 77,832,127 pounds valued at $12,718,548
in 1912, a decrease in quantity of 856,295 pounds and in value of 8965,108.

Quebec province is credited with a production of 3,455,887 pounds as against

3,282,210 pounds in 1912, the increase being due to the increased production
from the pyritic ores of the Eastern Townships.

Ontario's production in 1913 was 25,884,836 pounds as compared with
22,250,601 pounds in 1912 being mainly derixed from the nickel-copper ores

of the Sudbury district.

British Columbia had an output of 45,791,579 pounds.
From the Yukon the Pueblo mine was the heaviest shipper.

The New York price of electrolytic copper varied during the \car between
17-45 cents per pound in January and 14-05 cents in December, the average
for the year being 15-269 cents as against an average monthh- price of 16-341

cents in 1912.

The total imports cjf c(^p[)er in 1913 were \aluetl at 87,415.008, dividetl

into crude and manufactured 41,011,961 pounds \alued at 86,935,822. other

manufactures \ahied at 8371,226, c(^pper sulphate 2,037.714 pountls valued

at $107,960.
The exports oi copper were: fine in ore, matte, etc., 81, 87*),080 pounils

valued at $9,479,480, black in pigs 771,280 poun<ls valued at 8123.431.

Lead.

The total smelter production ol lead in 1913 was 39,46S,72'> pounds, luit

tills includes lead from American ores and lead contained in sirap. etc., re-

sineltcd, the recovery from Canadian ores bein^ 37,(>()2,703 pounds valued

at $1,754,705, an average of 4 65*> cents per pound, tlu- axeraj^i- wholesale or

producer's i)rice of i)ig li-ad in Montri'al for ilu' \'ear.

In 1912 the production was 35,7<)3.47() pounds \alued at SI. 5*>7, 554.

The shipments were practicalK' all from British Columbia mines in l'M3,

tliough .1 small [iroduction is rr|)ortc(l from ()ntario an<l the N'ukon.
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The mines of British Columbia were very active during the year and the

total lead contents in ores shipped is estimated as slightly in excess of 54,000,000

pounds. Allowing for "lag" and the losses due to smelting, the increased dif-

ference between ore contents and smelter recovery would indicate that a con-

siderable amount of lead ore was in stock at the close of the year.

Theexportsof lead ore, etc., are given as 329,960 pounds valued at $9,136.

The total value of the imports of lead and lead products in 1913 was $1,-

215,434 including old scrap and pig 11,199,500 pounds valued at $464,117,

manufactured lead 9,865,980 pounds valued at $320,797, manufactures N.O.P.
3155,179, and litharge and lead pigments $275,341.

The average monthly price of lead in Montreal during 1913 was 4-659

cents. This is the producer's price for lead in car lots as per quotations kindly

furnished by Messrs. Thos. Robertson and Co.

The average monthly price of lead in New York during the year was 4-370

cents and in London £18-743 per long ton equivalent to4072 cents per pound.
The amount of bounty paid during the twelve months ending December

31, 1913, on account of lead production was $57,956.70 as compared with $118,-

425.74 in 1912.

Nickel.

There was a greatly increased output in 1913 from the mining and smelting

of the nickel-copper ores of Sudbury district, Ontario, the companies operat-

ing being the Canadian Copper Company and the Mond Nickel Company,
operating mines and smelters, and the British America Nickel Corporation
developing its ore bodies. In addition shipments were made from the Alexo
mine at Kelso Mines to the Mond smelter at Coniston.

During the year tht Mond Nickel Company completed their new smelter

at Coniston.

The ore is smelted to a Bessemer matte containing 77 to 82 per cent of the

combined metals and shipped in that form to Great Britain and the United
States for refining. A portion of the matte produced by the Canadian Copper
Company is used for the direct production of monel metal, an alloy 'of nickel

and copper without the intermediate refining of either metal.

There is also a small recovery of nickel in the form of nickel oxide from
the Cobalt District ores.

The total production of matte in 1913 was 47,150 tons valued by the pro-

ducers at the smelters at $7,076,945, an increase of 5,255 tons or more than
12^ per cent, over the production of 1912. The metallic contents were copper,

25,875,546 pounds and nickel 49,676,772 pounds. The amount of ore smelted
was 823,403 tons, which included shipments from the Alexo mentioned above.

The aggregate results of the operations on the nickel ores during the past
four years were as follows, in tons of 2,000 pounds.

1910 ' 1911 1912 1 1913

Tons of Tons of Tons of Tons of

2,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs.
,

2,000 lbs.

Ore mined 652,392 612 511 737,584 784,697
Ore smelted 628,947 610 834 725 065 823,403
Bessemer matte produced 35,033 32,607 41,925 47,150
Copper content of matte 9,630 8,966 11,116 12.938
Nickel « " 18,636 17,049 22,421

|

24,838

Spot value of matte $5,380,064 1 S4, 945, 592 t $6,303,102 i $7,076,945
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Lbs. I Lbs.
!

Lbs.

Nickel contained in matte, etc.

Exported to Great Britain 5,335,331 5,023,393 5,072,867
United States 30,679,451 27,596,578 39,148,993
Other Countries.

36,014,782 32,619,971

Lbs.

5,164,512
44,224,119

70,386

44,221,860 ! 49,459,017

The price of refined nickel in New York remained constant throughout the
year, quotations in the "Engineering and Mining Journal," being for large lots,

contract business 40 to 45 cents per pound. Retail spot from 50 cents for 500
pound lots up to 55 cents for 200 pound lots. The price for electrolytic is 5

cents higher.

Iron.

Iron Ore. — The iron ore shipments from Canadian mines during 1913
amounted to 307,634 short tons valued at $629,843. These shipments included
92,386 tons of hematite and roasted siderite, 209,886 tons of magnetite and con-
centrates and 5,362 tons of titaniferous ore.

The total ore shipments in 1912 were 215,883 short tons valued at $523,315
and included 128,912 tons classed as magnetite and 86,971 as hematite.

Exports of iron ore from Canada during 1913 were recorded b}- the Customs
Department as 126,124 tons valued at $426,681. These were from Ontario,
New Brunswick, Xova Scotia and Quebec.

Imports of iron ore, according to Customs records, in 1913 were 1,942,325
tons valued at $3,877,824.

Shipments from the Wabana mines, Newfoundland, in 1913 by the two
Canadian mines operating there were 1,605,920 short tons, of which 1,048,432
tons were shipped to Sydney, and 557,488 tons to the United States and Europe.

Pig Iron.—The total production of pig iron in Canadian blast furnaces in

1913 was 1,128,967 tons of 2,000 pounds, valued at approximately $16,540,012,
as compared with 1,014,587 tons valued at $14,550,990 in 1912.

Of the total production of 1913, 23,696 tons were made with charcoal as

fuel and 1,105,271 tons with coke.

The classification of the production according to the purposes for which
it was intended was as follows: Bessemer 265,685 tons, basic 614,845 tons,

foundry and miscellaneous 248,437 tons. The amount of Canadian ore used
during 1913 was 139,436 tons, imported ore 2,110,828 tons, mill cinder, etc.,

33,583 tons.

The amount of coke used during the year was 1,417,148 tons, comprising
710,260 tons from Canadian coal and 706,888 tons of imported coke or coke
made from imported coal. There were also used 2,206,191 bushels of charcoal.

Limestone flux used amounted to 630,119 tons.

In connexion with blast furnace operations tliere wereenipKi\iHl 1,58^) men,
and $1,149,345 were paid in wages.
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The production of pig iron by provinces in 1912 and 1913 was as follows:

Nova^Scotia.
Ontario

424,994
589,593

1,014,587

6,374,910
8,176,089

15 00 I 480,068 7,201,020,
13 87 648,899 9,338,992

15 00
14 39

14,550,999 14 34 1,128,967 16,540,012 14 65

There was also a production in 1913 in electric furnaces of 8,075 tons of

fcrro alloys valued at vS493,018, compared with 7,834 tons valued at S465,225

in 1912.
'

The exports of pig iron during the year are reported as 6,326 tons valued at

$351,646, an average of S55.58 per ton. Probably the greater part of this is

ferro-phosphorus produced at Buckingham and ferro-silicon and ferro-manganese

produced at Welland.
There were imported during the year 235,843 tons of pig iron valued at

$3,234,877, charcoal pig iron 926 tons valued at $12,528, and ferro-manganese,

ferro-silicon. etc., 30,355 tons valued at s$940,443.

Asbestos.

ActivitN' in the production of asbestos in 1913 was confined to the districts

of Black Lake, Thetford, Robertsonville, and Danville in Quebec. None of the

quarries formerly operated at East Broughton were worked, although small

shipments were made by one firm from stock.

The output and shipments in 1913 exceeded those of all previous years, the

increase in sales over 1912 being 22 • 75 per cent.

The total output in 1913 was 132,564 tons as against 102,759 tons in 1912.

an increase of 29,805 tons or 29 j:)er cent. The sales and sliipments of asbestos

fibre in 1913 were 136,951 tons valued at $3,830,909 or an average 6{ $27-97 per

ton as against sales in 1912 of 111,561 tons valued at $3,117,572 or an average

of $27 .95. Stock on hand at 1 )ecember 31, 1913, was reported as 20,786 tons, as

compared with stocks of 23,288 tons at the beginning of the year.

The number of men employed in mines and mills was 2,951, and amount
paid in wages $1,687,957.

The total quantity of asbestos rock sent to mills is reported as 2,110,990

tons which with a mill production of 127,539 tons shows an average estimated

content of about 6 04 per cent of fibre in the rock.

A new mill is in course of construction at Danville.

The output and sales of crude and mill stock separately is shown for 1912

and 1913 in tabulated statements following. The classification is based on val-

uation, crude No. 1, comprising material valued at $200 per ton and upwards,

and crude No. 2, under $200; mill stock No. 1 includes mill fibre valued at

from $30 upwards, No. 2, from $15 to $30, and No. 3, under $15.

The total sales of crude in 1913 were 5,660-3 tons valued at $989,162 or an

average of S174 75 as against sales in 1912 of 5,662-9 tons valued at $890,351 or

an average of $157,22, practically the same (|uaii(il\ but at a higlu-r a\eragc

price.
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The total sales of mill stock in 1913 were 131,291 tons valued at 82,841,747
or an a\erage of 821.64 per ton as against 105,898 tons in 1912 valued at

$2,227,221, or an average of $21 .03 per ton, a large increase in quantity but at

substantially the same average price.

There was a falling off in the amount of both crude and mill fibre, in stock at

the end of the vear.

Output, Sales, and Stocks in 1913.

Output. Sales. Stock on hand
Dec. 31.

Tons. Tons. Value. Per ton. Tons. \'alue. Per ton

Crude No. 1

2

Mill stock No. 1

2.

3.

2,015-
3,010
23,444
.S8

, 592
45 , 503

1,853-
3,807

26,198
60,164
44,929

S $ cts.

531,200'286 62
457,962120 29

1,229,908 46 95
1,201,215 19 97
410,624 9 14

$ cts.

880-

1,522
6,755
4,809
6,820

247,877 281 52
178,789 117 47
350,165
108,285
54,604

Total asbestos 132,564-4 136,951-3 3,830,909 27 97 20,786-5 939,720

Asbestic i

|
24,135 19,016

I

79

51 84
21 52
8 01

45 21

Output, Sales, and Stocks in 1912.

Output. Sales. Stock on hand
Dec. 31.

Tons. Tons. Value. Per ton. Tons. \'alue. Per ton.

Crude No. 1 .

2

Mill stock No.l
2.

3

,

1,458-8
3,290
21,522
36,872
39,616

1,937-9
3,725
21,679
44.819
39,400

S

510,154
380,197
945,994
895,322
385,905

$

263 25
102 07
43 64
19 79
9 79

$ %

866-8 221,289 255 29
2,789 303.063 108 66
8.059 379.1)01 47 14

0.301 132.970 21 10
5.272 45,976 8 72

Asbestos.

.

102,758-8 111,560-9 3,117,572 27 95 23.287.81,083,202; 46 51

Asbestic . 24,740 19.707 80

Exports of asbestos during llu; IwcKc lUDiUhs nuliiig Drienibi-r S\, l'>13,

were 103.812 tons valued at $2,848,047 as against 88.008 tons vaUu-d at $2,340,353

(!.K|)orte(l in 1912. iln-ri- was also .in ex|)ort of inanul.uturis of asbestos in 1^13

valued at $73.ll<..
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Coal and Coke.

The coal mining industry in Canada in 1913 was marked by an increased

production in the Maritime Provinces of No\ a Scotia and New Brunswick, and

in the Province of Alberta, and a falling oti in the Provinces of Saskatchewan

and British Columbia. In the latter Province the decrease was entirely due

to the continuance throughout the year of the labour strike in the mines on

Vancouver Island. The lessened production in these two provinces was, however,

more than offset by the increased output in Alberta and Nova Scotia so that the

net result for the year was an increase of about 602,260 tons or 4-15 per cent.

The total production of marketable coal for the year comprising sales and

shipments, colliery consumption and coal [used in making coke, etc., was

15,115,089 short tons, valued at $36,250,311 as against 14,512,829 tons valued

at $36,019,044 in 1912. Nova Scotia shows an increase of 188,839 tons or 2-4

per cent, Alberta an increase of 903,800 tons or 27-9 per cent, Saskatchewan

a decrease of 16,167 tons or 7 • 1 per cent, and British Columbia a decrease of

494,548 tons or 15-4 per cent. The figures for the Yukon represent for 1913

the production from the Tantalus field only, no record having as yet been received

of the output below Dawson.

The production by provinces during the past three years is given below:

—

Production of Coal by Provinces.

Province. 1911

Tons.

Nova Scotia 7,004,420
British Columbia. ..

.

2,542,532
Alberta 1,511,036
Saskatcheuau 206,779
New Brunswick 55,781
Yukon Territory 2 , 840

Total 111,323,388

Value.
$

14,071,379
7,945,413
3,979,264

347,248
111,562
12,780

$26,467,646

Tons.

7,783,888
3,208,997
3,240,577

225,342
44,780
9,245

Value.

S
17,374,750
10,028,116
8,113,525

368,135
89,560
44,958

1913

Tons.

7,972,727
2,714,449
4,144,377

209,175
70,311
4,050

14, 512, 829 $36, 019, 044115, 115, 089 $36, 250, 311

Value.

$
17,796,265
8,482,653
9,462,836

347,685
140,622
20,250

The exports of coal in 1913 were 1,562,020 tons valued at 83,961,351, as

compared with exports of 2,127,133 tons valued at $5,821,593 in 1912, a falling

off of 565,113 tons or over 26 per cent.

Imports of coal during the year included bituminous, round, and run of

mine 10,743,473 tons, valued at $21,756,658; bituminous slack 2,816,423 tons

valued at $4,157,622; and anthracite 4,642,057 tons valued at $22,034,839; or

a total of 18,201,953 tons valued at $47,949,119.

The imports in 1912 were bituminous, run of mine, 8,491,840 tons valued

at $16,846,727; bituminous slack 1,915,993 tons valued at $2,550,992, and
anthracite 4,184,017 tons valued at $20,080,388 or a total of 14,595,810 tons

valued at $39,478,037.

Thus the increase of imports of coal in 1913 amounted to a total of 3,606,143

tons or nearly 25 per cent. The increase in the imports of bituminous run of

mine being 2,251,633 tons or 26-5 per cent, increased imports of slack 900,430

tons or 47 per cent, increased imports of anthracite 458,040 tons or 11 per cent.

The apparent consumption of coal during the year was 31,685,456 tons as

against a consumption of 26,934,800 tons in 1912. Of the consumption in 1913

about 42-8 per cent was from Canadian mines and 57-2 per cent imported.
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Coke.—The total output of oven coke during 1913 was 1,517,133 tons of

2,000 lbs. made from 2,147,913 tons of coal of which 1,598,912 tons were mined
in Canada and 549,001 tons imported. The total quantity of coke sold or used
by the producers during the year was 1,530,499 tons valued at 85,547,694.

In 1912 the total output was 1,406,028 tons and the quantity sold or used
by the producers 1,411,229 tons valued at $5,164,331.

The output by provinces in 1913 was: Nova Scotia 720,526 tons, Ontario
411,643 tons. Alberta 65,104 tons and British Columbia 319,860 tons. That
of Ontario was entirely from imported coal.

By-products from coke ovens recovered during the year included 10,608
tons ammonia sulphate; 8,371,600 gallons of tar, and 3,353,731 thousand feet

of gas, and the total value would approximate $866,150.

The ovens of the Acadia Coal Co. and Londonderry Iron and Mining Co. in

Nova Scotia, the Atikokan Iron Co. in Ontario, the West Canadian Collieries

and Leitch Collieries in Alberta and the Canadian Collieries, Ltd., in British

Columbia, were idle throughout the year. At the end of the year there were
1,720 ovens in operation and 1,375 idle as follows: Nova Scotia 572 active, 376
idle; Ontario 110 active, 100 idle; Alberta 134 active, 233 idle; British Columbia
904 active, 666 idle.

The exports of coke during 1913 were 68,235 tons valued at $308,410 and the
imports 723,906 tons valued at $2,180,830. In 1912 the exports were 57,744
tons valued at $252,763 and the imports 628,174 tons valued at $1,702,856.

Petroleum and Natural Gas.

The production of crude petroleum in Canada was still confined during
1913 to the old established fields in Ontario with a few barrels pumped from gas
wells in New Brunswick.

The annual output has been steadily declining during the past six years
and shows a further falling off in quantity produced in 1913 although owing to

the higher price obtained for oil a larger total value is shown than for 1912.

A bounty of one and a half cents per imperial gallon is paid upon the pro-

duction of crude petroleum, the Bounty Act being administered and payments
made by the Department of Trade and Commerce. According to the records

of this Department the total output of petroleum in 1913 was 228,080 barrels

or 7,982,798 gallons on which a bounty of $119,741.97 was paid. The total

value of the production at the average price for the year $1-782 per barrel was
$406,439.

The production in 1912 was 243,336 barrels or 8,516,762 gallons valued at

$345,050, or an average value of $1 -418 per barrel.

The average price per barrel at Petrolia during 1913 increased from a mini-

mum on January 1 of $1.65, to $1.75 on April 16, $1.84 on November 6, and
$1.89 on December 22.

The production in Ontario by districts as furnished by the super\isor of

petroleum bounties was in 1913 as follows, in barrels: Lambton 155,747; Tilbur\'

26,824; Bothwell 34,349; Dutton 4,610; Onondaga 4,172 and Belle River 464,

or a total of 226,166 barrels. In 1912 the production by districts was: Lambton
150,272; Tilbury 44,727; Bothwell 34,486; Dutton 4,335, and Onondaga 7,115,

or a total of 240,935 barrels.

The production in New Brunswick in 1913 was 2,111 barrels as against

2,679 barrels in 1912 and 2,461 barrels in 1911.

Exf)orts entered as crude mineral oil in 1*)13 were 3,650 gallons valued at

$379 and reftned oil 24,273 gallons valued at $3,188. There was also an expx)rt

of naphtha and gasolene of 17,875 gallons valuetl at $4,284.
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The total value of the imports of petroleum and petroleum products in 1913

was $13,339,326 as against a value of $11,978,053 in 1912. The imports have
been increasing rapidly during the past few years.

Crude oil is being extensively used as a fuel on the Pacific Coast in both

steamships and locomotives and the wide use of the gasolene motor has created

a big demand for gasolene. The total imports of petroleum oils, crude and refined,

in 1913 were 222,779,293 gallons valued at $13,230,429, in addition to 1,628.837

pounds of wax and candles valued at $108,897. The oil imports included crude

oil 162,062,201 gallons, valued at $5,250,835; refined and illuminating oils 19,-

393,627 gallons valued at $1,386,440; gasolene 29,525,170 gallons valued at

$4,822,941; lubricating oils 6,789,451 gallons valued at $1,172,986 and other

petroleum products 5,008,844 gallons valued at $597,227.

The total imports in 1912 were 186,787,484 gallons of petroleum oils crude

and refined, valued at $11,858,533, in addition to 2,144,006 pounds of paraffin

wax and candles valued at $119,520. The oil imports included: crude oil 120,-

082,405 gallons valued at $3,996,842; refined and illuminating oils 14,748,218

gallons valued at $1,012,735; gasolene 40,904,598 gallons valued at 85,347,767;

lubricating oils 6,763,800 gallons valued at $1,077,712, and other petroleum

products 4,288,463 gallons valued at $423,477.

There was an increased importation in 1913 of all classes of oil with the

exception of gasolene, the increases being most pronounced in crude oil and
refined illuminating oil.

Natural Gas.—There was comparatively little change in the production of

natural gas in Ontario but a large increase in the production in New Brunswick
and in Alberta. The total production in 1913 was approximately 20,345 million

feet valued at $3,338,314 of which 828 million feet valued at $174,006 was from

New Brunswick; 12,487 million feet valued at $2,092,400 from Ontario, and
7,030 million feet valued at $1,071,908 from Alberta.

The production in 1912 was reported as 15,287 million feet valued at $2,-

362,700 and included 174 million feet from New Brunswick \'alued at $36,549;

12,529 million feet from Ontario valued at $2,036,245, and 2,584 million feet from
Alberta valued at $289,906.

These values represent as closely as can be ascertained the value received

by the owners or operators of the wells for gas produced and soltl or used. The
values do not represent what consumers have to pay since in cases where trans-

mission is by separately operated pipe line companies such cost is not included.

Cement.

The financial stringency during 1913 had an immediate effect in the restric-

tion of building operations of all kinds and its results are shown in the statistics

of production and consumption of structural materials. In the case of cement,
while a very substantial increase in production is shown, this has seemed chiefiy

to displace imported material, the increase in consumption being only 4 percent
as against an increased production of 24 per cent. Canadian mills supplied

over 97 per cent of the consumption in 1913 as against 83 per cent in 1912. The
industry has been marked by the extension of old and the comjiletion of new
plants, the latter west of the great lakes. The total capacity of comjileted plants

at the end of the year being about 50,000 barrels per day as compan-d with 36,500

barrels at the end of 1912. New plants were placed in operation at Winnipeg,
Marlboro west of Edmonton, Princeton, B.C., and at Tod InUt, X'ancouver

island, B.C. The plants of the Imperial Portland Ccnunt Co. at Owen Sound
and of the Crown Portland Cement Co. were not operated during the year.
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The total quantity of Portland cement, including slag cement and natural
Portland, made in 1913 was 8,880,983 barrels, an increase of 1,739,979 barrels
or 24 per cent over 1912. The quantity of Canadian cement sold or used was
8,658,922 barrels valued at $11,227,284 or $1.29f per barrel, an increase of

1,526, 190 barrels or 22 per cent and $2,120,728 or 23 percent in total value. The
total imports of cement were 889,324 cwt. equivalent to 254,092 barrels of 350
pounds each and valued at $409,303 or an average of $1.61 per barrel, as com-
pared with imports of 1,434,413 barrels valued at $1,969,529 or an average of

$1.37 in 1912. The total consumption of Portland cement, therefore, neglect-
ing a small export, was 8,913,014 barrels as compared with a consumption of

8,567,145 barrels in 1912, an increase of 345,869 barrels or only 4 per cent.

Detailed statistics of production during each of the four past years are
shown as follows:

—

1910. 1911 1912 1913

Portland Cement sold..
" manufaclurec

Stock on hand Jan. 1

Dec. 31

Brls.

4,753,975
4,396,282
1,189,731
832,038

Brls.

5,962,915
5,677,539

918,965
903,589

Brls.

7,132,732
7,141,004

894,822
'

903,094

Brls.

8,658,922
8,880,983

866,138
1,088,199

Value of cement sold

.

Wages paid
Men employed

.

56,412,215
1,409,715

2,220

$7,644,537 $9,106,556 '$11,227,284
2,103,838 2,623,902

3,010
:

3,461

The average price j)er l)arrel at the works in 1913 was S1.29| as compared
with $1.28 in 1912 and $1.34 in 1911 and 1910.

The imports of cement in 1913 included 77,356 barrels from Great Britain,

172,298 barrels from the United States, 3,443 barrels from Hong Kong, and 995
barrels from other countries. The average price per barrel was $1.61 as against
an average of $1.37 on imports in 1912.

The consumption of Portland cement during each of the past five \ears was
as follows:

—

Annual Consumption of Portland Cement.

Calendar Year. Canadian. Imported. Total.

1909
1910
1911

1912
1913

Hrls.

4,067,709
4,753,975
5,692,915
7,132,732
8,658.922

%
97
93
90
83 • 3

97 1

Brls.

142,194
349.310
661.916

1.434.413
254,092

%
3

7

10
16-7
2-9

Brls.

4 . 209 . 903
5.103.2S5
6,354.831
S. 507.145
S. 913, 014
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Exports of Products of the Mines and Manufactures of Mine Products,

Calendar Year, 1913.

Arsenic Lhs.

Asbestos Tons.
" sand

Coal ;

Feldspar
Gold
Gypsum Tons.

Copper, fine, in ore, eic 1-bs.

" black, in pigs, etc

Lead, metallic, in ore, etc

Nickel, in ore, etc

Platinum Ozs.

Silver

Mica Lbs,

Mineral pigments Cwt,

Mineral water Gals.

Oil, mineral, crude
" refined

Ores

—

Corundum Tons,

Iron
Manganese
Other Ores

Plumbago Cwt,

Pyrites Tons,

Salt Cwt.
Sand and gravel Tons.

Stone, ornamental "

" building
" crushed

Other articles

Total value products of mine.

Manufactures

—

Agricultural Implements

—

Mowing machines No.
Cultivators "

Reapers "

Drills "

Harvesters and binders "

Ploughs
I

Harrows
Hay rakes "

Threshing machines "

All other
Parts of

Asbestos, manufactures of

Bricks M
Cement ^ . .

Clay, manufactures of

Coke Tons
Acetate of lime Lbs.
Acid sulphuric "

Calcium carbide "

Phosphorus "

Earthenware, manufactures of

Fertilizers

Grindstones, manufactured
Gypsum or plaster, ground

Quantity. Value.

,606.

,812
,766

,020
.966

24,044
7 , 795
5,604
10,364:
23,1941
15,450
7,300
9.846
1,928

977!

68,235
14,902,990
2,494,740
5,163,577'

534.340

$
107,094

2,848,047
138,737

3.961,351
62,767

12,770,838
504,383

9,479,480
123,431
9,136

5,195,560
7,929

21,441,220
240.775
18.931

525
371

3,186

121,741
426,681

303
658,808
85,368
211,640

3,047
440,956

687
82,646
3,126

124,392

59,073,167

847
201
317
634

2,439
465
127
247
712
503
915
73

8

1

27

308
322
15

153
7.^

16

2,439
54
S

253
758
716
121

319
505
482
445
270
235
142
446
579
739
201
410
06Q
295
702
395
553
023
867
795
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Exports of Products of the Mines and Manufactures of Mine Products, Calendar
Year, 1913

—

Concluded.

Quantity. Value.

Iron and steel, manufactures of

—

Stoves
Gas buoys and parts of

Castings, N.O.P
Pig iron

Machinery

—

Linotype machines
Machinery, N.O.P
Sewing machines
Washing machines
Typewriters
Scrap iron and steel

Hardware, viz. tools, etc

N.O.P
Another, N.O.P

Lime
Metals

—

Aluminium, in bars
" manufactures of

Brass, old and scrap
Copper "

Metallic shingles, etc

N.O.P

No. 1,371

Tons. 6,326

No. 8,122

No.
Cwt.

3,048
911,111

Mineral and aerated waters, in bottles.

Naphtha and gasolene
Oil, N.O.P
Plumbago, manufactures of

Stone, ornamental
Tar
Tin, manufactures of.

Vehicles

—

Automobiles
Automobile parts.

.

Bicycles
" parts of . .

.

Cwt.

Cwt.
a

Gals.

No.

No.

Total value of manufactures. .

.

" products of the mine.

Total exports

130,150

32,144
24,972

17,8751
634,861!

5,997i

90'

23
35
61

351

9

435
114
15

201
483
101
70

1,051
29

1,762
8

293
324
119
399

4
171

24
7

30
53

3,395
210

8

16

20,730
58.073

858
462
362
646

631

438
872
763
813
990
767
004
234

214
203
572
903
673
792
970
284
663
284
381
628
783

382
623
058
901

78,803.874
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APPENDIX II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MINES BR.\NCH LABORATORIES.

THE CHEMIC.\L LABORATORY, SUSSEX STREET.

F. G. Wait.

On May 1, 1913, the chemical laboratory was transferred from its temporary
quarters in the Thistle Chambers to that portion of the Miries Branch building

—corner of Sussex and George streets—which has been set aside and remodelled
for its accommodation.

In the alteration of what had long been known as the Geological Museum,
the upper fiat of the George St. wing of the building was set apart for re-arrange-

ment, as a chemical laboratory, which would serve not only our present require-

ments, but would permit of considerable augmentation in the numbers of the

chemical staff as might be required in the future.

A brief description of the plan and equipment may appropriately be given

here.

The floor area—exclusive of corridor—of the space allotted to the laboratory
is 2,961 square feet, divided into 11 rooms as follows:

Main laboratory

Assay laboratory

Water analysis laboratory
Special research laboratory

Spectroscopy laboratory

Balance room
Chemist's office

.

Assistants' room
Chemical library 120 "

Room for storage of specimens awaiting
analysis 102 "

Su[)plies room 265 "

2,961

The arrangement of the se\'eral rooms is shown in the accompan\ ini; plan.

(Figure 17.)

The Main Laboratory.

This has been i)lanned with the object of pro\i(ling a luaximuni ol both
light and ventilation. Three windows on eitiu-r siile, and fmir sk\lii:lits the

latter (uiuijjixid with the necessary sluuU's -admit an al)UMilan(.e ot ila\lii;ht.

Electric lighting is provided over each working space, on tlie tabli-s.

Ventilation is securetl by two electrically driven fans —one of six feet aiul

another of Iwu feet diameter. The larger is connected with the ilraught cup-
boards and the assay furnace hoods, antl very elfectively removes .Ul evidence
of vitiated air, while the smaller withdraws from the up|X'r |)ortit)n of the main
laboratory over the work tables, and from the water analysis room antl draught

1,133 square feet

402 u

130 u

146 u

109 u

242 u

142 u

170 u
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cupboard. Fresh air is forced into this room, as well as all others in the building,

from the ventilating system established in the basement.

The work tables, or benches (Plates XIII and XIV) are each sufficiently large

to accommodate four men—two on either side. The four tubes, shown over

the middle of each table, provide respectively, gas, exhaiist, compressed air,

and water. Each of these is tapped once in every three feet. An earthen

drain pipe in the centre of each table and just below the surface makes pro-

vision for the waste from any piece of water cooled apparatus.

Electric current has been led to three plugs at either end of both centre

tables.

The table tops are of teak wood.
The draught cupboards (Plate XV). This very important feature of any well-

equipped laboratory is 24 feet in length by 2 feet 6 inches deep, and is sub-divided

into six separate compartments,—four of 4 feet 6 inches and two of 3 feet each.

By means of sliding sashes, these may be connected by twos to form a single

compartment, designed to accommodate a longer train of apparatus than a single

unit would permit. Each compartment is supplied with taps for water, gas,

compressed air and exhaust, and with plugs for electric connexion for heaters

and other forms of apparatus.
Each compartment is ventilated separately and distinctly from each other.

Direct connexion, by means of leaden conduits, with the larger exhaust fan,

is made both from the top and the bottom of each sub-division. These openings,

either top or bottom, may be regulated at the will of the operator. Each com-
partment is provided with a separate lighting, and with a waste water pipe.

The floor and back wall are of white glazed tiles, the front, top and sides of plate

glass.

Distilled water apparatus (Plate XVI). A Barnstead still, capable of furnish-

ing from 8 to 10 gallons per hour, supplies distilled water for laboratory use, and the

surplus is stored in a block tin-lined reservoir from which it is conveyed to a

cooler in the basement, and thence to drinking fountains on the three floors

of the office building, to supply the needs of the members of the staff in this

respect.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.

Switchboard. (Plate XVII).
The laboratory is supplied with two switchboards, one for alternating,

and one for direct current distribution.

The alternating current switchboard is equipped with the necessary switches

for distributing the current to the different work tables and fume cupboards for

hot plates, drying ovens, electric furnaces, small motors and lights. One volt-

meter and two ammeters furnish readings of the current being used.

The direct current switchlioard is used to distribute current to the work
table devoted to electro chemical analysis.

The current is supplied by ten Edison storage cells, type B-6. The normal
ampere hour output of these cells is 120 ampere hours, which is ample for the work
they have to do.

F^or the purpose of charging the storage battery, a one K.W. motor-generator
is used. The generator has a fifty per cent voltage regulation, 15 to 30 volts,

which allows a charging current of almost any desired amperage to be used. An
automatic cutout between the dynamo and the storage battery prevents a back
discharge through the generator, should the alternating current i)e cut off at

any time during a charge of the cells.

A 40 volt voltmeter and a 40-0-80 ampere ammeter give readings during
charge or discharge of the battery.
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On the switchboard are four 11-point, semi-circular switches, one for each

of the four outlets on the work table. Each switch is connected independently

to the cells in such a manner as to allow the chemist to draw off current from one,

two or any number of cells up to ten, at any one of the four outlets on the work

table. The arrangement allows four different determinations, each one using

a different voltage if necessary, to be made at the same time, or it v.-ill allow four

chemists to use the battery independently at the same time.

The work table (also shown on Plate XIV) has a small distributing board for

taking readings with portable laboratory voltmeters and ammeters, which are

used in preference to switchboard instruments.

The Assay Room. (Plate XVIII).

In this room are placed the following appliances:

—

a. Melting and cupelling furnaces.

b. Large muffle furnace, with a capacity of 10 fireclay crucibles.

c. Oilshale distillation furnace.

d. Exhaust.
e. Air compressor.
f. Agate mortar grinder.

g. Anvils, mixing table and assay supplies cupboard,

h. The larger ventilating fan.

Withdrawal of fumes from the several furnaces has been provided, by means
of adjustable hoods, connected directly with the large ventilating fan, above

referred to.

The main laboratory and the assay room have been made as nearly fireproof

as the construction of a remodelled building would permit.

Water analysis laboratory. (Plate XIX).

This small laboratory has been designed, as its name indicates, to permit

of this special type of analysis being carried on in a room free from the interference

of ammoniacal or other deleterious vapours which are present in some measure

in a general laboratory.

This room is supplied with water, gas and electricity, and a well-ventilated

draught cupboard connected with the smaller of the two exhaust fans.

Special research laboratory. (Plates XIXA and XIXB).

This is a room, provided with work tables, gas, electricity, water, and draught

cupboard, which has been set aside for the carrying on of any special line of re-

search which is not likely to be of a permanent character. The figures in Plates

Nos. XIXA and XIXB show this room as fitted up for experimental work on
the bituminous sands of Alberta.

The balance room.

Plates XX and XXI show tlie general arrangement m\(\ t!u> equipment of

this room. Ten balances of wirious typi-s an- iii^talli'd.

The spectroscope room. (IMate XXII).

When c(Mn[jletely e(|uipped, this room will Ik- dixoiivl i-ntireU lo -i'(.\tro-

scopy as applied to the analysis of minerals anil rocks.
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Thus far, it has been supplied with:

a. Konig's spectrophotometer.

b. Browning's double prism reflecting spectroscope, and accessories.

c. A direct vision spectroscope.

The electrical attachments have yet to be installed.

Such is a brief description of the present equipment of the laboratory. It

is intended primarily to give the necessary attention to the samples collected

by the field officers of the Geological Survey and Mines Branches; but, as has

been the custom prevailing for many years, examinations, analyses or assays are

made upon specimens sent to us by persons not members of our own stafif.

For this latter class of work a nominal fee is charged, and certain conditions

are imposed. The schedule of charges so made and the governing regulations

are as follows:

—

SCHEDULE OF CHARGES
(Revised, Dec. 1, 1911.)

Free chemical analyses and assays of metallic and non-metallic minerals

have been discontinued, and the charges indicated in the following schedule

were duly authorized on June 29, 1909.

Specimens will be dealt with in the order of their arrival: at such times as

do not interfere with regular departmental research work.
Terms:—Money in payment of fees—sent in by registered letter. Post

Office Order, Postal Note, or Express Order, etc., and made payable to the

Director of Mines—must invariably accompany the samples, as no examination
will be commenced until the regulation fee is paid.

Specimens should be addressed as follows:

—

To—
Director of Mines Branch,

Department of Mines,

Ottawa.
TARIFF OF FEES FOR ANALYSES AND ASSAYS.

1. Assays:—
Gold S 2 00
Silver 2 00

Platinum 4 00
Gold and silver in one sample 2 50

Gold and platinum in one sample 5 00
Gold, silver, and platinum in one sample 6 00

Iridium, palladium, and osmium—each 5 00

2. Iron ores—
Determination of:

—

i. Iron—metallic 2 00

ii. Iron, and insoluble residue 2 50

iii. Ferrous oxide 3 00

iv. Sulphur 2 00

V. Phosphorus 3 00

vi. Titanium 3 00

vii. Iron, sulphur, phosphorus, and insoluble matter 5 00

viii. Manganese 2 00

ix. Complete analysis—determination of ferrous oxide,

ferric oxide, total metallic iron, silica, manganese,
alumina, lime, magnesia, sulphur, phosphorus,

titanium, water 20 00
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3. Limestones, dolomites, and marls—
Determination of:

—

i. Insoluble matter, oxide of iron and alumina together,

lime, and magnesia 5 00
ii. Insoluble residue and magnesia (qualitative test only) 1 50

iii. Insoluble residue and magnesia (quantitative deter-

mination) 3 50
iv. Phosphoric anhydride. 3 00
V. Carbonic anhydride (carbonic acid gas) 3 00

4. Clay, clay shale, and cement stone:—
i. Qualitative examination of clay as to its adaptability

for manufacture of porcelain, bricks, and refrac-

tory ware 2 00
ii. Examination of clay, shale, or cement stone, for

cement manufacture—determination of silica,

iron oxide, alumina, lime, magnesia, and volatile

matter 10 00
iii. Complete analysis of clay, shale, etc., including deter-

mination of:—silica, free and combined, ferric

oxide, ferrous oxide, alumina, lime, magnesia,
titanic oxide, carbonic anhydride, carbon, sul-

phur, and combined water 25 00

5. Coals, lignites, and coke—
Determination of:

—

i. Water, volatile matter, fixed carbon, and ash 5 00
ii. Sulphur 2 00

iii. Phosphorus 3 00
iv. Calorific value 5 00
V. Ultimate analysis—determination of carbon, hydro-

gen, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur 25 00

6. Mineral waters:—
i. Qualitative examination—giving amount of saline

matter per gallon, and a general idea of the
chemical nature of its constituents S 3 00

ii. Quantitative analysis 25 00 and
according to number of constituents upwards
determined.

7. Ores and minerals—
Determination of:

—

i. Alumina S3 00
ii. Antimony 3 00

iii. Bismuth 3 00
iv. Carbonic anyhdride 3 00
V. Chromium 3 00

vi. Cobalt 4 00
vii. Copper 2 00
viii. Ferrous oxide 3 00
ix. Ferric oxide 2 00
x. Lead 3 00
xi. 1 .ime • 2 00
xii. Magnesia 3 00
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xiii. Manganese 3 00
xiv. Nickel 4 00
XV. Silica 3 00
xvi. Water—combined 3 00
xvii. Zinc 3 00

Non-metallic minerals: asbestos, gypsum, etc.,

complete analysis of Prices on application.

8. Rocks—complete analysis Prices on application.

9. Metals and alloys—
Determination of:

—

i. Aluminium $ 3 00
ii. Antimony 3 00

iii. Arsenic 3 00
iv. Bismuth 3 00
V. Cadmium 3 00
vi. Chromium : 3 00
vii. Cobalt 4 00
viii. Copper 3 00
ix. Gold 2 00
x. Iridium 5 00
xi. Iron 2 00
xii. Lead 3 00
xiii. Manganese 3 00
xiv. Mercury 5 00
XV. Molybdenum 5 00
xvi. Nickel 4 00
xvii. Osmium 5 00
xviii. Palladium 5 00
xix. Phosphorus 3 00
XX. Platinum 4 OQ
xxi. Silicon 3 00
xxii. Silver 2 00
xxiii. Sulphur 2 00
xxiv. Tellurium 5 00
XXV. Tin 4 00
xxvi. Titanium 3 00
xxvii. Tungsten 3 00
xxviii. Vanadium 5 00
xxix. Zinc 2 00

10. Iron and stlel—
Determination of:

—

i. Total carbon 5 00
ii. Graphite 3 00

iii. Combined carbon 2 00
iv. Sulphur 2 00
V. Phosphorus 3 00
vi. Silicon 2 00
vii. Manganese 1 00

11. Ferro-alloys.
Ferro-silicon, Ferro-chromiuni, Fern >-manganese, and

Fcrro-titanium

—

Determination of:

—

i. Silicon, sulphur, phosphorus, manganese, chromium,
titanium, each 3 00
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12. Slags and Fire-sands—
Determination of :

—

i. Silica, iron oxide, alumina, lime, magnesia, and loss

on ignition 10 00
ii. Complete analysis 15 00

13. Gas analysis Prices on application.

14. Oil-Shales—
Determination of:

—

i. Crude oil content 4 00
ii. Ammonium sulphate 6 00

15. Identification of minerals and rocks not requiring chemical

analysis Free.

DIRECTIONS.
ORES.

For analysis it is necessary that the sample sent in should weigh from 2 to

5 pounds; and consist of a number of small fragments rather than one large

piece.

MINERAL WATERS.

Sample waters should be sent in clean, stoppered, glass bottles, containing,

at least, one-half gallon for qualitative, and two gallons for quantitative exami-

nation. The bottle must be well rinsed with the same water as the sample itself,

and have a label attached stating whether the respective samples are from a

boring, spring, or stream.
LOCALITY.

In every instance, specimens and samples should be accompanied by a

statement specifying the precise locality from whence they were taken.

RECORD OF WORK DONE.

With the exception of about four weeks—which time was occupied in re-

moving from the Thistle Building and in getting settled in the new premises

—

the laboratory has been in operation throughout the year. Messrs. M.F. Connor,
B.A. Sc, Mr. H. A. Leverin, Ch.E., and Mr. N. L. Turner, M.A., have applied

themselves with commendable diligence to the tasks in hand and much good
work has been accomplished.

During the year 610 specimens have been examined and reportetl upon.
The work has been of the usual varied character, and for purposes of this Sum-
mary Report, may be classified, alphabetically, as follows:

Assays.

During the year 178 samples have been subjected to furnace assay, to

ascertain the extent of their richness in gold and silver, and, in a few instances,

the metals of the platinum group.
By Provinces these may be classified as follows:

—

New Brunswick 5

Quebec 17

Ontario 35

Manitoba 5

Alberta 1

British Columbia 3S

Yukon Territory (>5

and in addil'on 13—the locality of occurrence of whiih was not di\uli;iHl l»\ the

sender.

None of these are dt'scrx'iiig of special mention in {\u> Sninin.u\ Report.
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Alunite-bearing rock.

None of these are deserving of special mention in this Summary Report.
One sample of partially altered felspathic rock— in which it was thought

that alunite might be present— from the shores of Kyoquot sound, Vancouver
island, has been examined during the year.

Alunite is a hydrous sulphate of aluminium and potassium with the fol-

lowing composition: sulphur trioxide, 38-6, alumina, 37-0, potash, 11-4 and
water 13-0, = 100.

Dana says of it—'Forms seams in trachyte and allied rocks, where it has
been formed as a result of the alteration of the rock by means of sulphurous
vapours.'

It might be regarded as a source of potassium.
It is slowly soluble in hot water, and readily so in hot acidulated water.

The sample examined was found to contain but a trace of the mineral in question.

Building Stones.

Fourteen samples, from as many different localities in Quebec, collected

by Dr. W. A. Parks, in connexion with his investigation of building stones,

have been submitted to examination, as desired by him. Of these, eight were
limestones, and were fully analysed. Of those remaining, five were sandstones,

and were examined with a view to determining (1) the percentage of ferrous

and ferric oxides present as an index of their behaviour on weathering, and (2)

the nature of their cementing material.

Clays.

Some twenty-two samples of clay have been sent in for examination during
1913.

Many of these were thought by the parties sending them to be suitable

for use as fireclays, whilst others were intended for use in cement manufacture,
and others in brick and tile making. So far as our limited appliances would
permit, these have been qualitatively examined, and the results communicated
to the proper persons. Of those examined, four samples were from Alberta,
three from Saskatchewan, four from Quebec and three from New Brunswick,
five from the property of the Peerless Brick Co., on north half of lot 20 in Junc-
tion Gore, Rideau Front, Nepean township, Carleton county, Ont. The seven
remaining were not accompanied by any particulars of locality of occurrence.

Clay Iron Stone.

Two samples of this iron 'ore' have been sent from Alberta. As this material
is situated within reasonable distance of the extensive coal deposits of the western
provinces, it is worthy of investigation. Samples from several localities have
been sent in from time to time in years past, and it would appear that its distri-

bution is somewhat widespread.

Copper Ores.

Eighty-seven samples of copper ores, or of copper ore concentrates, have been
analyzed during the year. Of these 67 were from the ore concentration plant
of this Branch, and particulars regarding them will no doubt be dealt with in the
report of the officer in charge of that division.
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Of the remaining samples, fourteen were from Valdez island, B.C., one from

lot 5, con. V of Baldwin township, Algoma district, Ont.; the remaining five

samples were not accompanied by any information as to their precise locality

of occurrence.

Coals and Lignites.

Two samples of lignite from the Peace River district—exact location not

specified—and five of coal and one of anthracite coal from Queen Charlotte

islands—these latter collected by Mr. J. D. Mackenzie of the Geological Survey

—

have been submitted to proximate analysis.

Cobalt Ore.

Two samples from Miller lake, Nicol township, Nipissing district, Ontario,

have been sent for analysis. One was found to contain approximately 9 per

cent of this metal, while the second was barren.

Iron Ores and Iron Ore Concentrates,—in all 57 samples.

There has been an increase in the number of specimens under the heading

examined during 1913.

The following list shows the character ot the ore or concentrate, and, so

far as known, the locality of their occurrence.

Magnetite

:

—
(a) Nova Scotia—one sample from McPherson's mine at or near Barrachois,

Cape Breton county.

(b) Quebec—one sample from unsurveyed territory in the northern part of

Pontiac county.
(c) Ontario—Moose Mountain ore—3 samples from as many different points

on lots 11 and 12, concessions IV and V, of the to^\'nship of Hutton, Nipis-

sing district.

"Flower station ores"—18 samples of concentrates, prepared at the

ore concentrating plant, from ores at Flower station, K. and P. Ry., in Lavant
township, Lanark county.
Two samples from lot 29, con. VI, of Bagot, Renfrew county.

(d) British Columbia—6 samples from the undermentioned points on Texada
island: Iron Range (2), Prescott mine (2), Paxton mine (1), Lake mine (1).

Hematite:—A single sample from Upper Glencoe, Inverness county, N. S.

In addition to the foregoing there were 21 samples of concentrates from the

Hudson Bay mine, at Salmo, B.C., consisting of an admixture of Hmonite with
calamine (zinc silicate) which were partially analyzed to ascertain their content
of zinc and iron.

The remaining four samples were not accompanied with sufficient partic-

ulars of locality to be specially mentioned here.

Limestones.

During the year eight samples of limestone have been analyzetl, but none
are worthy of s|)ecial or extended notice here. One sample was taken at l\>ca-

hontas, three from Banff, all in Alberta, and four from British Columbia. The
information acc(Mni)an>'ing those from British Columbia showetl them to have
been taken from Blubber bay (2) amlStuart bay (1)—Texatla islanil.aml a single

sami)!c from the Lynthroi)e quarries at Kainloops.

I'.ight limestones, examined to ascertain their fitness for ust> in building

operations, an- referred to under Building Stones.
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Lead Ores.

Three samples of galena concentrates, prepared from the mixed sulphite

ores of Calumet island, Quebec, ha\'e been received and reported upon, as well

as a single sample from an 18-foot lead on Adams' claim at Rainy Hollow, B.C.

Marl, under "Miscellaneous."

Molyhdevite.

Two samples of molybdenite bearing rock, from lots 1 and 2, range III of

Aldfield township, Pontiac county, Quebec, one from lot 16, con. XI of Broug-

ham, Renfrew count>% and 22 samples of concentrates prepared from material

taken on lot 8 of con. XI of the same township, in Renfrew county, Ontario,

have been reported upon.

Miscellaneous Materials.

In this group is placed a wide variety of materials which have been sent in

during the year. Of the 170 samples so disposed of, 145 were sent for purposes

of identification only, whilst the remaining 25 were submitted to a partial

analysis.

Nickel Ores.

Of the five supposedly nickeliferous ores which were examined during the

year, four originated in Ontario and one in British Columbia. None were found

to contain nickel in paying quantities.

Oil Shales.

Fifteen samples from Albert Mines, Albert county, N.B., and one from

Duck Mountain, Man., have been examined.

Rocks and Mineral.

The analyses of eleven rocks and one mineral have been completed and re-

ported, and the analytical work upon several others has been entered upon.

Tin and Tungsten.

Six samples of country rock, which it was thought might carry appreciable

quantities of these metals, have been examined, but with negative results in all

cases. All were from the New Ross area in Lunenburg county, Nova Scotia.

Waters.

Two samples of supposed mineral waters have been analyzed. One was
from a spring on the property of Mr. Louis Daoust, situated on lot ( ?), con. I,

of Alfred township, Frcscott county. The second saniple was from a boring,

said to be 1000 feet deep, at Webster's Comers, township 12, New Westminster,

B.C. The quantity of the latter sample which was submitted to me was alto-

gether inadequate for a satisfactory examination to be made upon it.
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DESCRIPTION OF FUEL TESTING STATION AND LABORATORIES.

B. F. Haanel.

With a view to classifying the \'arious coals of Canada, and to ascertain

the most efficient methods for their preparation for the market, and their utili-

zation for the various purposes of the arts and industries, an investigation was
undertaken about eight years ago, by the engineering stafT of the University

of McGill, under the auspices of the Mines Branch, Department of Mines. The
published reports, embodying the results of this special work, are entitled

—"An
investigation of the Coals of Canada." Prior to the completion of this work,
begun at McGill University, the Mines Branch established at Ottawa, in 1909,

an experimental station primarily intended for the examination and testing of

low grade fuels; but the scope of the work of this experimental station was sub-
sequently extended to include all fuels—solid, liquid, and gaseous—met with in

Canada. This extension of the field of investigation necessitated the recon-
struction and enlargement of the Fuel Testing Station, and the addition of com-
plete chemical laboratories. The work of modifying the existing plant to meet
the new conditions was begun about three years ago, and completed within the
last twelve months.

The Fuel Testing Station is at present equipped for the complete investi-

gation of the fuels of Canada, along the following lines: (1) their chemical ex-

amination, including the determination of heating value; (2) the distillation of

petroleum and bituminous coals, such as lignites, for the purpose of ascertaining
their value for the recovery of various oils, and (3) the investigation, on a com-
mercial scale, of the value of the various coals for the generation of gas when
burned in a producer, and for the generation of steam. Inasmuch as many of the
lignites of the western Provinces cannot be advantageously utilized for the produc-
tion of power through the media of steam boilers and steam engines, but are
particularly well adapted for the production of power through the media of a gas
producer and gas engine, the latter phase of the investigation will prove of direct

and immediate value to those Provinces.

Chemical Laboratories.

These laboratories are well equipped to carry out all kinds of fuel analyses,

and also for research work on fuels. Equipment has also been pro\'ided for

the making of all the analyses required by the Ore Concentrating and Metal-
lurgical Division.

There are at present six rooms in the laboratories, antl a se\'onth riK>ni is

now being etiuippccl to accommodate the bomb calorimeters.

The Balance Room and Office is shown in Plate N\>. XXIIl. In this room there
are desks for the principal chemists, bookcases for works of referi'uce, racks fi>r

current chemii.al literature, and a number of different t\pes of balances. The
balances are on a slate slab siii)p()rted on iron girders ami |)illars, rising from a
large concrete pier which stands on a rock foundation, anil isolatinl from the walls
of the building.

In the general laboratories, determinations of moist me, sulphur, volatile

matter, and nitrogi'u are carried out. Extractit>n and distillation tests t»f ii»als.

(jil sands, oils, etc., and other miscellaneous tests, are also made here. Tin- bench
shown in Plate XXIV is reser\'i'd lor the work of the Ore t'onciMitratiii^ and
Metallurgical I )i\'ision.
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PlateXXV is a photograph of one end of the furnace room, shows an electrical

combustion furnace and gas furnace, with all accessories necessary for the deter-

mination of the carbon and hydrogen in fuels ; also an electric muffle furnace for

the determination of ash, etc. The furnace room also contains an electrically

heated tar still, an autoclave, an optical pyrometer, a gas muffle furnace, and
fire assay equipment.

Plates Nos. XXVI and XXVII show interior views of the gas analysis and
calorimetry room. Plate XXVIII shows the bomb calorimeter bench, with calori-

meters for determining the heating value of fuels, and an electrical resistance

thermometer capable of reading 0-001°C.

Plate XXVII shows the gas analysis bench. Three complete gas analysis

apparatus are here set up, also an apparatus for directly determining nitrogen

in gas, an electric signal clock, and a standard barometer.

Plate XXVIII shows the gas calorimeter bench where determinations of the

heating value and of tar content of gas are made. Two calorimeters, and one
of tar determination apparatus are shown, together with the necessary pressure

regulators and meters. Producer gas from the producer room and flue gas from

the boiler room are brought to this bench in suitable pipes. A sampling pump
and motor are shown on the right, and a mercury gas sampling device on the left,

by means of which gas is supplied to the calorimeters, etc., and average samples

of gas automatically taken over definite periods for analysis. A mercury still

is also shown in the photograph.

Plate XXIX shows several forms of standard apparatus for the determination

of the colour, flash point, viscosity, and refractive index of oils. The laboratory

is also equipped with apparatus for determining the lubricating value, sulphur

content, and specific gravity of oils, and with a standard apparatus for distil-

Jation tests, but these are not shown in the photograph.

The sampling room is equipped with crushing and grinding machinery for

the preparation of samples of coal and ashes, etc., and samples arc stored here for a

year or more after analysis, in case any question concerning them should arise.

The storeroom is provided with suitable cupboards and drawers for stores

of chemicals and apparatus.

Machine Shop.
'"

In order to facilitate the work of the Fuel Testing and Ore Dressing and
Metallurgical Division—which from time to time involves considerable original

and research work, a machine shop has been provided. The equipment includes

a Brown and Sharpe universal milling machine; Pratt and Whitney engine lathe;

Stockbridgc shaper ; Brown and Sharpe universal grinding machine ; one precision

drill, and one drill press. All of the machines are operated by individual motors

attached to the machines.

The complete equipment of this machine shop enables these divisions to

rapidly construct special pieces of apparatus or to repair those already in

existence.

Power Plant.

The power plant consists of a 60 B.H.P. Korting, 4 cycle, gas engine, direct

connected to a Westinghousc 50 K.W., D.C. generator. The current generated is

led to a switchboard from which it is delivered to the desired points. From this

switchboard the alternating current, led into the building from the street lines, is

also distributed to the various parts of the Fuel Testing Station and Concentrating

Laboratory.
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Testing Laboratory.

The Testing Laboratory is equipped with a Westinghouse double zone bitu-
minous suction gas producer of 125 horse power capacity, including an exhauster,
gas washer, gas receiver and gas regulator. This producer is used for determining
the value of bituminous coals and lignites for the production of gas for power or
other industrial purposes. A Korting, double zone suction gas producer of 60
B.H.P. capacity, is installed for determining the value of the various peats for the
production of a gas. The latter producer is exhausted by means of the gas engine.

For the purpose of measuring the quantities of gas produced, a rotar>- meter
is employed. Between this meter and the gas engine an anti-pulsator is inter-
posed, in order that the volume of gas produced can be accurately measured
when the engine is in operation.

The temperatures in various portions of the producers are measured by
means of pyrometers, the recording and indicating mechanisms of which are
fixed on a suitable wall board. On this board are also attached a Smith recording
gas calorimeter, and the various water manometers for recording the suctions
or pressures in various portions of the producers and cleaning systems.

A Bahcock and Wilcox Marine Water Tube Boiler is used for determining
the value of the various fuels for steam raising. This boiler is encased in steel,

thus reducing air leakage to a minimum. A plate fan built by the Canadian
Sirocco Company is used for exhausting the products of combustion. The
boiler room is equipped with the necessary feed water pumps and weighing tanks.

The equipment described serves the purpose of determining the relative
values of fuels for the production of power when burned in a gas producer, or
under a steam boiler.

The accompanying plates and figures illustrate the several laboratories,
apparatus, testing plant, and the manner in which they are placed in the
building.

During the last two years, the Mines Branch has been collecting both mine
and commercial samples of coal for purposes of testing and chemical examination
at the fuel testing station. These samples are supplied to the Department,
by the producers, free of charge; the Department paying the freight charges
only. Such commercial samples as are obtained by the officials of the Mines
Branch are carried by the railways, from the mines to Ottawa, at a special
tariff.

Any mine operator desiring to have his coal tested on a commercial scale

—

independently of the investigations now being conducted—with a view to deter-
mining its value for power or other purposes, can do so by sending to Ottawa
a commercial sample of not less than 15 tons, all charges prepaid; providing
arrangements have been made, previously, for the accommodation of such
sample. Independent work of this character will be undertaken only at such
times when the laboratories are not engaged on the routine work of the
Department.
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THE ORE DRESSING AND METALLURGICAL LABORATORIES.

W. B. Timm.

General approval of the work carried on by this Division has been expressed

by the mining public. The tests conducted on magnetic iron ores have met
with favour and appreciation by men engaged in the iron and steel industry.

The scarcity in the domestic supply of high grade iron ore, and the extensive,

undeveloped deposits of low grade ore are becoming important factors in the
iron industry. By concentration of our lower grade ores and by the elimination

of impurities such as sulphur, phosphorus, and titanium, to small percentages,

it is hoped that the poorer iron ore deposits will become profitable sources of

supply.

In the last few years the mining industry of Canada has become an important
one. New fields have been discovered and opened up, which have placed it

the second industry of importance in the Dominion. In order to promote the

industry, the need of a testing laboratory, equipped with modern machinery
and apparatus, possessing sufficient latitude and elasticity to cope with the'

more general demands of the mineral industry, was apparent. In such a labor-

atory test work and research investigation should be carried on in connexion
with the dressing and metallurgical treatment of the various Canadian ores.

The old laboratory consisted of a small room at the Fuel Testing Station,

in which the machinery installed was so crowded that the addition of more
apparatus was impossible. It was, therefore, decided to make a substantial

addition to the Fuel Testing Station, to provide for the equipment of the new
laborator>\

The new addition has a floor area of 57x75 feet, and is one storey and one-

half high. The Testing Laboratory has a floor space of 57X57 feet. The
remaining portion of the addition is used for machine shop, warehouse, and
chemical laboratories.

In June, 1912, work was commenced on the construction of the new atkliHon.

Building operations continued until the latter end of No\ember, hence it was
not until Decemljcr that the installation of machinery couKl bo started.

Design of the Platit.

In designing the plant, care has been taken to place the macliinos so that

ore dressing comljinations can easily be made, with as little hamlling of the ore

as possil>le. Actual mill conditions are, therefore, duplicatetl to a large extent.

What the proper combination should be and the best nKKJe of treatment
is predetermined by preliminary tt-sts made on laboratiKN' t\|>e machines. After

having arrived at the most suitable flow sheet, the large inaehinerN- is adjiisttN.1

for this combination.
The large scale mailiineiy and apparatus are plaie«l on the grouiul tUH>r.

which is of concrete, and through wliiih channels run to iarr\' the oNertlow

water to three large concrete sumps, below the lloor, connecti'd with the ilrain

from the building. The feeders to llu- niaihim-s a\u\ ilie laliorator\ t\ pe appar-
atus are placed on (he second llt)or.
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Equipment of the Plant.

The plant is equipped with laboratory size apparatus, and the ordinary

size machinery and apparatus used in actual practice. With the laboratory

t>'pe apparatus small scale and preliminary tests are conducted; with the large

scale apparatus and machinery the large scale tests are made; after first deter-

mining the best mode of procedure by preliminary tests with the laboratory

machines.

LABORATORY TYPE APPARATUS.

Crushing and Grinding.

The crushing machinery is placed on a table covered with l^" steel plate

firmly bolted to the table. The crushed material is caught in drawers in the

table. The machinery consists of:

One 2"X6" Sturtevant laboratory jaw crusher.

One 8"X5" Sturtevant laboratory rolls.

Small shipments up to 600 pounds are crushed in these machines, which
are also used in preparing the samples for analysis.

The grinding apparatus consists of:

—

One Braun planetary pulverizer.

One six-jar Abbe pebble mill.

The pulverizer is placed on the crushing table and the pebble mill on the wall

behind the pulverizer. They are used for grinding down the samples and pre-

paring them for analysis.

Sizing and Screening.

The sizing and screening apparatus is as follows:

—

One gyratory screen frame of the Hoover type.

One Sturtevant box screen.

One complete set of I.M.M. standard screens.

One complete set of Tyler standard screens, after Rittinger scale.

One complete set of Sturtevant screens.

The gyratory screen frame of the Hoover type is for the purpose of making
sizing tests on the crushed ore and for screen analysis. The nested screens

are placed in the frame. A sample of the crushed material is taken and put
in;the top screen. By the gyratory motion of the frame, the material is sized

on the various screens. The screens are removed from the frame, the various
sized products weighed, percentages calculated and samples taken for analysis.

The Tyler standard or the I.M.M. standard screens are used in this machine.
The Sturtevant box screen is used in connexion with the small scale or

preliminary tests for obtaining sized products. It consists of a box in which
the screen is placed at a small angle with the horizontal. The screen is given
shaking motion by a bumping arrangement driven from the main line shaft,

the crushed ore is fed to a hopper, the feed being adjusted by an eccentric on
the feeder arm. The oversize passes over the screen and the fines are caught in

a drawer in the box below the screen. The product through the screen is removed
from the drawer and run over the next size screen. Sturtevant screens are used
in this machine.

Sampling.

The sampling is done in two sets of Jones riffled samplers. The coarser
set is used for the coarser and larger cuts of the sample, the finer set for the
finer and last cuts made of the sample.



Plate XXXIX.

Ore dressing laboratory: sizing apparatus, second floor.
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Classification and Concentration.

The classifiers consist of:

—

One tube classifier.

One Richards laboratory classifier.

The tube classifier is simply a 1" glass tube, drawn out at one end, first to

Y and to f " at the end. The 1" portion is 18" long, graduating into the ^
portion to which is a l" intake at right angles with the tube. A galvanized

iron cone is connected with the tube by rubber hose at the top, to which the ma-
terial to be classified is fed to the tube. In one side of the cone is an opening to

carry off the overflow water and sHmes. The bottom of the tube is connected

with a glass flask by a rubber hose and the water intake is connected by a rubber

hose to a pulsating valve operated by hand which in turn is connected with the

water line. The classifier is set at a convenient location on the wall and is used

to determine whether an '^re is adaptable to classification and concentration.

The Richards laboratory classifier has a single compartment three-inch

square sorting column, and is equipped with a glass side for viewing the classifi-

cation that is taking place, and a pulsating valve dri\'en by a friction drive for

changing the speed of the valve. Two spigots in the sorting column permit a

classification of four products. The heavier product is drawn ofT by a spigot

at the bottom of the column, the lighter product with the overflow, and two
intermediate products if desired from the two spigots in the sorting column.

The water for classification is supplied from two tanks placed at elevations

above the classifier to give the desired head. Attached to the water line is an

air chamber, set over the pulsator valve, for the purpose of intensifying the pul-

sations as well as preventing water hammer in the supply pipe. The classifier

is set on a table, covered with j" steel plate. The ore to be classified is fed

automatically from a small feeder. The feed is adjusted by lowering or raising

the slide on the feeder and by speed cones on the feeder and counter shaft.

The concentrating apparatus consists of:

—

One laboratory Richards jig.

One 24" laboratory Wilfley table.

The laboratory Richards jig is a three-inch, single-compartment, pulsating

jig, equipped with tube discharge, glass side for viewing the jigging action and
friction drive for changing the speed of the pulsator vah'e. The sorting column
of the classifier and the jigging column of the jig are interchangeable. Both
classifier anjl jig are set on the same frame, the same feeding device and pulsating

action are used in both. The material fed to the jig is subjected to the jigging

action of the upward pulsating current, the heavier particles of mineral settling

to the screen and accumulating there pass under the seal and out the concentrates

discharge gate. The seal allows only the heavier material downt on the screen

to pass to the discharge gate because the lighter material which must nocoss;\rily

ride on the top of the heavy material, cannot get down to the lK)ttom of the seal

to pass under it. The seal is a semi-circular piece of light iron attacheil to the

concentrate discharge side of the compartment and can be raiseil or lowered

to suit the material to be jigged. The concentrate ilischarge gate is also adjust-

able and can be raised and lowered to suit the jigging actit>n which is \isible

through the glass side of the jig.
*

The laboratory 24" Wiljley tabic is placed on a table cu\'i>red with \' sttH^l

plate. The luatcTial to be concentrated is fed to the table by an automatic

feeder drix'cu from the counter shaft. The feed is regulatrd !)> the fetnler gate

and by cone pulleys on the feeder eccentric shaft and on the cininter sh.ilt. I'he

table is adjusted to suit the material to be concentrated h\ raising i>r lowering

the slope of the table, b>' changing the stroke, ami b\' increasing or tlocreasing
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the speed by the cone pulleys on the eccentric shaft and counter shaft. Four
products can be obtained if desired. The overflow from the product boxes

run into a tank under the table top in which any overflow slime from the product

boxes is collected. The overflow from the tank is carried by a hose into the sump
tanks below the lower floor. The tank can readily be pulled out and cleaned.

Magnetic Separation.

The magnetic separators consist of:

—

One laboratory Grondal dry separator.

One 'alwratory Grondal wet separator.

The upper and pole portion of these two machines is interchangeable. It

consists of two sets of four magnets each, suspended in a frame between two
pulleys around which an endless belt travels. In the dry separator, the first

set of magnets is used as rectifying magnets, the separation being made by the

other set nearer the discharge end. The lower portion of the machine consists of a

frame in which are set two pulleys, around which an endless belt travels. The ore

is fed unto the lower belt from an automatic feeder. The feed is regulated by the

feeder gate and by speed cones on the feeder eccentric shaft, and on the line

shaft. Both belts travel in the same direction and are spaced about 5" apart.

The material fed on the lower belt travels along with it until it reaches the first set

of magnets; the magnetic particles are here rectified and made more susceptible

to the influence of the second set of magnets. Travelling with the belt, the feed

comes under the influence of the latter set, the magiietic particles are drawn
up and clinging to the upper belt are dropptxl as soon as they are passed out

of the magnetic field, into a chute to a pail or tub placed under the table. The
non-magnetic particles travel with the lower belt and are dropped through a

chute to a pail or tub under the table. The separation depends on the strength

of the magnetic field which is regulated by a rheostat on the switch board, the

feed adjusted by the feeder gate and speed cones, the rate of travel of the feed,

which call be increased or decreased by moving the belt on the cone pulleys,

the distance of the feed tra\'elling along the lower belt from the magnets which

can be raised or lowered and the position of a hinged Nane separating the magnetic

from the non-magnetic discharge. The separator is placed on a table covered

with \" steel plate.

The lower portion of the wet separator consists of a brass box, di\'ided

into compartments, and is equipped with glass sides for viewing the separation

being made. The upper portion described above, is placed on the box. The
ore is fed to the machine by an automatic feeder into the first compartment.

A head of water entering this compartment from below keeps the ore in suspen-

sion. In flowing over a weir, it comes under the influence of the first set of mag-

nets, the magnetic particles are carried to the take off belt, by the magnets,

while the non-magnetic particles are deposited in a second compartment. In

their c:ourse towards the discharge end the magnetic particles are carried over to

a third compartment which has a slightly raised weir, preventing the weakly

magnetic particles held in suspension from passing o\'er the weir. They settle

in the third compartnient. The stronger magnetic particles are carried on until

they pass from the influence of the magnets and are dropped into a fourth com-

partment against a head of hydraulic water and are reconcentrated by the next

set of magnets in a similar manner. Clean concentrates are discharged from

the box. Concentrates dinging to the l)elt are washed ofl" by a spray of water

into the discharge compartment. The various products are (Irawn ()fl into pails

set in a tray below the table on which the separator is placed. The oxtrflow

wati-r from the tray runs through a hose into the sump tank below the ground



Plate XL

Ore dressing laburator\ : W'illley table.





Plate XLI.

Ore drt'ssing l.il)ur.iii)r\ : Kic liards piilsator, jig, ami tiassitier.





Plate XLII.

Oil- (lrf>siiig lcil)<)ratur\ : crushing roll?





Plate XLIII.

Ore dressing laboratory: roar of stanii) battery,
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floor. The separation depends on the strength of the magnets, regulated by
the rheostat on the switch-board ; the rate of travel of the belt, regulated by mov-
ing a belt on the cone pulleys; the feed adjusted by the feeder gate and speed

cones, and the amount of hydraulic water used regulated by \'alves on the water

lines.

Cyanide Plant.

The cyanide plant consists of :

—

Two storage solution tanks,

One Parral tank for agitation.

One air pump and receiver,

One slime press,

One clarifying box,

One gold solution tank.

Six precipitation boxes,

One sump tank.

One rotary pump.
One filter press for precipitates.

In addition to the above, there will be installed: one set of cyanide jars,

fitted with agitators, for making small preliminary tests.

The two storage solution tanks are placed on a platform at the top of the

building. The tanks are of steel, 3 feet diameter by 3 feet high, and are connected

together so that they can be used for one strength of solution, or separately where
two strengths of solution are required. From the bottom of the tanks a pipe

line runs to the Parral agitator.

The Parral agitator is a steel tank, 3 feet diameter X 4 feet high, set on an
intermediate floor below the solution tanks. It has a 2|" discharge, opening

at the centre of the bottom, and a 1^" opening one foot from the top of the tank

through which the solution after agitation is decanted from the tank through a

pipe line into the clarifying box. Inside the tank are four 2^" stand pipes,

spaced equidistant from one another, and 12" from the centre of the tank. The
bottom of the stand pipes are 3" from the bottom of the tank, held in place by
supports to the bottom. The upper end is held in jjlace by supports to the side

of the tank. On the top of the stand pipes are 2Y tees, the centres of which

are 6" from the top of the timk. The tees point in the same direction, tangential

from the circumference of a 12" radius circle. On the top of the tees is a cap"),

through which a j" pipe runs down the centre of the stand pipe. On the bottom
of the Y' pipe is a tee, the centre of which is 3" from the bottom of the stand

pipe and 6" from the bottom of the tank. The j" pipes are connected at the

top with the air line from the receiver of the air pump.
The charge to be agitated is dumped into the tank. Solution is added

from the storage tanks. The charge is N'iolently agitated by the air through
tiie stand pipes and given a swirling motion b\ the force of tlu' ilischarge. Alter

agitation, it is allowetl to settle, the cli'ar solution is deeantetl otY anil Iresh

solution added for a second agitation. This operation is rejuateil until the de-

canted solution shows a low percentage of values extrac-ted. The charge is

then drawn olT lliroii^'li (he 2^" discharge opening, and pumped into the slime

])ress.

An air pump is used for supplying air for agitation. This has a single

jjlunger, 6" in diaineliT with an 8" stroke, V)S cu. ft. of free air ilisplaceinent

at l.SO k.r.M. Hie ( AJiiidri is provided witii radiating air looling rings, ami a

continuous pri-ssure of 30 pounds can Ik- maintained without ilauger ot o\er-

healing. A 2^' I>ipe intake runs from ilie outsidi- of the Imildini; lo the Ij'

J()a—

N
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intake of the pump. A \Y discharge connects the pump with the receiver.

The receiver is 15" in diameter and 6 feet long, equipped with pressure gauge

and unloading valve.

The Perriv filter press has 12" diameter frames. It is connected with the

Parral agitator and used as a slime press, for recovering the solution from the

slimes. After the values have been extracted by agitation in the Parral tank,

and the clear solution decanted off, the slimes are pumped through the press,

caked, washed and discharged. The solution from the press is carried by a pipe

line to the clarifying box.

The clarifying box is 12" square inside, by 18" high, equipped with a filter

bottom of wood slats, diverging towards the centre, on top of which two layers

of cocoanut matting are laid, and the box filled with excelsior. The solution is

clarified in the box before entering the gold tank, from which it Hows to the

precipitation boxes.

The gold tank is of tank steel, 3 feet in diameterX 3 feet high. The solution

enters through a pipe line from the clarifying box. If necessary, the tank can

be equipped with a filter bottom, and used for leaching purposes.

The precipitation boxes are 1 ft. square, and are set on a stand, one slightly

raised above the other, so that they can all be used if necessary. On tlie solu-

tion line to the boxes is placed a |" drip cock for collecting a head sample of the

solution before entering the boxes, and on the line from the boxes to the sump
tank another drip cock for collecting a tail sample from the boxes.

The stinip tank is of tank steel, 3 feet diameter X 3 feet high, set on a frame

•on the ground floor, beneath the precipitation boxes. From the bottom of the

tank a 1^" pipe line connects it with the suction of the rotary pump. The
solution can be brought up to strength by the addition of cyanide in the sump
tank, gold tank, or the two storage tanks at the top of the building.

The rotary force pump has a capacity of about 15 gallons per minute, a Ij"

suction and |" discharge. It is used for pumping the solution from the sump
tank to the storage tanks at the top of the building.

A small Perrin filter press, 6" diameter filter frames, is used for pressing

the solution from the precipitates. The solution from the press is emptied into

the sump tank, the precipitates being caked in the press.

LARGE SCALE MACHINERY AND APPAR.VTUS.

Crushing and Grinding.

The crushing and grinding machinery consists of:

—

One Hadfield and Jacks 12"X8", Blake crusher,

One Allis-Chalmers 24"X14", style "C" crushing rolls,

One Hardinge 4'-6", conical mill,

One Allis-Chalmers 5-stamp battery.

The Blake crusher is placed on one side of a platform, at the rear entrance to the

building. The ore is dumped on the platform, in which is set a he.ivy flat casting.

on which lumps too large for the crusher are broken. From the jilatform the ore is

shovelled into the crusher. The pulley on the line shaft from which the crusher

is driven is provided with a friction clutch, so that the crusher can be thrown off

or on without interfering with the operation of the other machinery.

The crushing rolls are placed on the second fioor and are fed autornatically by
a push feeder below the storage bin. A push feeder delivers the ore to a chute,

lined with iron, in which are placed triangular cast iron lilocks for distril)uting

the ore evenly across the width of the rolls. Tiie rolls are thrown in and out of

operation by a friction clutcli on the driving pulley on the main line shaft.
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The Hardinge conical mill is placed on a concrete foundation on the lower

floor. It is used for fine crushing. Dry or wet crushing may be accomplished
in the mill. The ore is delivered to the mill from a Vezin sampler above the second

floor through a chute lined with flat iron. The mill is thrown in and out of

operation by a pulley equipment with a friction clutch on the main line shaft.

The five-stamp battery is set on a concrete block in the centre of the plant.

The battery is supported by an "A" frame, set in cast iron shoes bolted to the

block. The weight of each stamp is 1,250 pounds. A Challenge suspended
feeder feeds the ore automatically into the mortar. The feedei is supplied with

ore from the Vezin sampler above the second floor through a chute lined with

flat iron. The battery is thrown in and out of operation by a pulley equipped
with a friction clutch on the main line shaft.

Conveying.

The ore is conveyed to and from the various machines by elevators, spiral

conveyers, chutes, pumps, launders and pipe lines.

From the jaw crusher it is lifted by a bucket elevator to the top of the build-

ing, discharged into spiral conveyers, which convey it to two ore bins. From
one of the bins it is fed, by a push feeder, through a chute to the rolls, or through
another chute to the Keedy sizer. From the other bin it is fed by a push feeder

to a bucket elevator, which discharges into a Vezin sampler. From the sampler
the ore runs by gravity in chutes lined with flat iron to the stamp battery, to the

Grondal dry separator, to the Hardinge mill, or on to the feed platform at the

back entrance of the building. The chutes are so arranged that they can be re-

moved when the machinery is not in operation.

Three 2" centrifugal pumps are placed on the ground floor to force the pulp

from the stamp battery, the tailings from the Deister and Overstrom tables, and
the tailings from the Grondal wet separator to the cone classifiers and settling

tanks. A 1" centrifugal pump lifts the concentrates from the Grondal wet
separator into a cone settling tank.

Launders are used to convey the overflow slimes from the cone classifier to

the settling tank, the coarse and fine sands from the Callow screens to the launder

and cone classifiers, and the overflow water from the cones to the sump tanks

below the floor level.

Pipe lines are used in a number of cases for conveying the finely crushed

material to and from the various machines.

Sampling.

Sampling of the coarser material is accomplished by passing the ore through

Vezin samplers. One sampler is placed beneath the rolls, the discharge from the

rolls passing through the sampler to a Ferraris screen. The feed to the Grondal

dry separator, stamp battery and Hardinge mill passes through the other \'ezin

sampler. The samplers are adjusted at present so that the sample is one-tenth

of the feed to the machines.
For cutting down the sample, two sets of Jones riftled samplers are useil.

Sampling of the fine material is accomplished by a system of eight Flood

automatic samplers, placed throughout the mill, and operated by a master clock

on the switchboard. A sample is cut out of any feed, or discharge, every fifteen

minutes.

Drying.

Ore tiiat requires drying before treatment is dried in a i;>»'^ drier, pl.uvil on

the lower lloor on one sidi; (»l the platloiin at the re.u" enlrame. llie drier is also

26a - 1 ij
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used for determining moisture in the ores, and for drying the samples. A sand
drier is also used where it is necessary to dry large amounts of sand, etc.

Sizitifi and Screen i?ig.

The sizing and screening machinery consists of:

—

One Ferraris screen,

One Keedy sizcr. No. 3,

One duplex Callow screen.

The Ferraris screen is placed on the ground floor. The ore is fed to the

screen from a Vezin sampler, through a chute lined with flat iron, in which are

placed triangular pieces of cast iron for distributing the feed over the screen. The
screen is given a vibratory motion endwise by means of an eccentric which is

adjusted to give it the required throw. The speed is regulated by stcpcones.

The screen is used for coarse sizing. The screens used are 1" round, f" round,

Y' round, j" straight slot, |" straight slot, and
,',t

" diagonal slot. The
machine is thrown in and out of operation by a friction clutch on the line shaft

pulley.

The Keedy sizer is used for fine sizing, and consists of a network of screens

enclosed in a box. The ore is fed into the sizer at the top, passes over the screens,

the ^•arious sized products drawn oft' by gravity, and the motion of the sizer, into

compartments below the machine. The feed is screened into sizes ranging from
from ten to two hundred mesh. The sizer is thrown in and out of operation by
shifting the driving belt onto the fast or loose pulley.

The duplex Callow travelling belt screen is placed on an intermediate floor

above the second floor. The feed to this machine is from a cone classifier above the

screen. The desired classification is made by the mesh number of the belt

screen i|sed. The machine is constructed so that one side can be used at a time
or both sides together, if necessary. The travel of the belt screen is regulated by
step cones to suit the screening desired. Two products are made, a fine and a
coarse sand product. The coarse sand product flows into a cone settler beneath
the screen, and the fine sand product to a launder classifier for hydraulic clas-

sification.

Classification, Settling and Dewatering.

Classification, settling and dewatering are carried out in:

—

Six—8' callow tanks.

Two Richards launder classifiers.

Three sump tanks.

The Callow tanks are of tank steel, 8' diameter X 8' high, set in wood frames.

One cone is placed near the top of the building and supplies a dcslined feed to the

Callow screen. Five cones are placed on the second floor and receive the prod-
ucts from the pumps, the slime overflow from the upper Callow tank, and the

coarse sand from the Callow screen. They are used for setting and dewatering
purposes, the overflow being carried into the two cement sump tanks before the

ground flo.or level.

The Launder classifier consists of a launder 10" wide by 10" deep. It has
two settling pockets, to which are attached sorting colunms and pulsator valves.

The first classifier has a 2^" sorting column, pulsator valve and air chamber,
with a No. 1 cast iron settling pocket. The second classifier has a 4" sorting

column, i)ulsator valve, and air chamber, with a No. 3 cast iron settling pocket.

The material to be classified is fed to the launder from the Callow screen, the

coarser material is drawn from the spigot of the first classifier and is sent to an
Overstroni table. A fine sand product is drawn from the spigot of the second classi-

fier to the Deister table. The finer sands flow into a cone settling tank, below
the discharge of the launder.



Plate XL IV.

Ore dressing laboralory: Ferraris screen lur coarse sizing in turegrouncl; Keedv
screen for fine sizing in background. •
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Amalgamation.

In amalgamating gold and silver ores, the experiments may be carried out :

—

Firstly: In the battery mortar.

Secondly: On the amalgamating table.

Thirdly: In a Pierce amalgamator.
If desired, the mortar of the five-stamp battery can be arranged for inside

amalgamation. The battery is equipped with a ten-foot tilting table, which
can be raised or lowered by means of two jacks under the frame, to give it any
desired slope. The crushed ore passing through the mortar screen falls in suc-

cession on the lip plate, the upper table plate, the second table plate and the

lower table plate, into the Pierce amalgamator. From the Pierce amalgamator
it is carried to a two-inch centrifugal pump, which forces it to the upper cone
classifier.

Concentration.

The concentrating machinery consists of:

—

One two compartment Richards jig,

One sand Overstrom table.

One Deister slime and fine sand concentrator.

The Richards, 6", two compartment, pulsator jig is placed on a concrete

block on the ground floor, at sufficient elevation so that the products from the
jig can be drawn off into tanks or tubs placed on the floor. The jig will treat

sized products up to 1". The feed is delivered to the jig by a launder from a

push feeder on the second floor. Hydraulic water at constant head is supplied

from a tank on the second floor. The pulsations are regulated by step cones
on the driving counter to suit the material to be jigged. The operation is similar

to that of the laboratory jig described above. Three products are obtained:
a concentrate from the first compartment, a middling from the second compart-
ment, which can be crushed and retreated, and a tailing passing over the discharge

spout.
The Overstrom table is placed on the lower floor. The feed is supplied to

the table either from the launder classifier, or from a push feeder on the second
floor. The table is adjusted to suit the feed and the concentration required,

by raising or lowering the table, by giving it a longer or shorter throw, and by
regulating the speed by step cones. Two products are made, a concentrate
and a tailing. The tailing box is connected with a 2" centrifugal pimip,
which elevates the tailing into one of the cone classifiers.

The Ucister concentrator is placed on the ground floor, near the Overstrom
table, and is fed from the launder classifier or from a push feeder on the second
floor. The adjustments are similar to those of the Overstrom table. Three
products are made, a concentrate, middling and tailing. The tailing box is

connected with a 2" centrifugal pump, which elevates the tailing into one of the

cone classifiers.

Magnetic Separatio7i.

The magnetic stiparating machinery consists of:

—

One Ullrich wet and dry separator,
One (inindal dry separator.

On(i ( inindal wet separator.

Th(^ llllricli four-pole, wet and dry separator is |>laied on a concrete Mock
on the lower lloor. The separator recei\es its feetl from a push feotler i»n the
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second floor. The feed is equally distributed to four shaking feeders, which
carry the ore under four circular secondary polar rings. The magnetic particles

are picked up by the rings, carried out of the field and dropped into separate
compartments; the non-magnetic particles are carried on by the feeders and
discharged at the centre of the machine. The separator is designed for the separa-

tion of either strongly magnetic or weakly magnetic minerals from one another,

or from their gangues. The separation depends on the following adjustments:

(1) Strength of the current, regulated by a rheostat on the switchboard.

(2) The distance of the polar rings from the feed. The rings may be
adjusted by raising or lowering them so that strongly magnetic minerals
are drawn out by the outer rings, and the weakly magnetic minerals by
the inner rings.

(3) The rate of feed. The feed should be regulated so that only one layer

deep of particles lie on the feeders, thus preventing entanglement of the
particles in the magnetic field.

(4) The amount of feed water used.

The GrSndal dry separator is placed on the second floor. It receives its

feed through a chute from a Vezin sampler. The feed is e\'enly distributed on
an endless belt, travelling around two drums. The feed first comes under the

influence of rectifying magnets under the belt. Travelling onward with the
belt, it passes through the field of the drum magnets, the non-magnetic particles

are thrown forward from the belt as it passes around the drum, the weakly
magnetic particles drop into a middling compartment; while strongly magnetic
particles cling to the belt, and are carried until they pass out of the field and are

dropped into a third compartment. Any dust in the ore is drawn to a dust
collector by a suction fan. The separation depends on the follow^ing adjust-
ments:

—

(1) The current strength, regulated by rheostats on the switchboard. The
rectifying or belt magnets have a separate rheostat, ammeter and switch from
the drum magnets, so that any strength of current desired can be carried

on either set of magnets.
(2) The rate of travel of the belt regulated by step cones on the driving

counter.

(3) The rate of feed. Particles must be evenly distributed on the belt,

and only one particle in depth.

(4) The position of the drum magnets, adjusted by a lever from the centre
of the drum.

(5) The adjustment of hinged and. sliding vanes separating the discharge
compartments.
The Grondal double drum wet separator is placed on the lower floor. It

receives its feed through a launder from the tube mill discharge. The feed,

held in suspension in the feed compartment by a head of hydraulic water, passes
over a weir and comes under the influence of the magnets inside the brass drum;
the magnetic particles cling to the drum, the non-magnetic particles flow over
the weir into the tailing compartment. The magnetic particles are washed oft

the drum by a spray of water into a concentrate compartment, and flow out
into the feed box of a second machine, to be recOncentrated in a similar manner.
The separation depends on the following adjustments:
(1) The strength of the current, regulated by rheostats on the switchboard.

Each set of drum magnets has a separate rheostat, ammeter and switch,

so that the field of each drum can be varied at will.

(2) The distance of the feed from the drums, regulated by raising or lower-
ing the compartment boxes below the drums.

(3) The amount of hydraulic water used.



Plate XLVII.
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Electrostatic Separation.

The electrostatic apparatus consists of:

—

One Hufif single roll separator,

One Huff toboggan separator for fine material,

One Huff generator set.

The electrostatic separator is utilized to effect separations of the minerals
in ores, with respect to their relative electrical conductivity: every mineral,

if subjected to a sufficiently high voltage, conducts electricity to some extent.

As minerals differ in their readiness to conduct, it follows that when a mixture
of minerals is subjected to a charging influence, there will be a difference in the
time required for the various minerals to become electrically charged; and,
conversely, if all the minerals of a mixture become charged in some manner,
there will be a difference in the time required to discharge, when in contact
with a discharging surface.

Minerals may be divided into two general classes of good and poor con-
ductors. Minerals of one class can usually be separated electrostatically from
minerals of the other class. Some minerals, however, belonging to one class

in their pure state may come under the other class by the impurities which they
may contain. The conductivity of the minerals may be altered by heat, chemical
or electro-chemical action, thus making them susceptible to electrostatic

separation.

Electrostatic separation is employed for :

—

The concentration of copper sulphide minerals,

The separation of zinc minerals.

The concentration of sulphide ores,

The concentration of graphite, molybdenite, hematite, copper oxides, car-

bonates and silicates, and other rare minerals from their associated

gangue.

The Huff apparatus is placed on the second floor. The single roll separator
is^used on the coarser sizes. The number of passes necessary to make the sep-

aration on this machine is carried out in practice by one machine with the required
number of rolls. The separator for the finer sizes is a six stage toboggan machine.
The stages are built up of cast iron pieces, highly polished on the sides in contact
with the ore, so that the ore glides easily from one stage to the next over the
polished surface.

Static electricity is generated by a generator set, enclosed to keep it free

from dust. The current is generated at a low amperage and high voltage,

and is stepped up by a transformer in ratios of one to one hunilreil. The voltage
used at the electrodes of the machine varies from 10,000 to 35,000, and is regu-

lated by two field rheostats on a panel switchboard.

Concentration by Oil Flotation.

Provision has been made for the installation of an oil llotaiiou unit, whii-h

will be undertaken during the coming suiniucr.

Roasting and Sintering.

A roasting and sinti^ing plant will be iiist.iih-d in the roaster building,

to be erected in the spring.
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Power and Transmission.

The power and transmission machinery consists of:

—

One 40 H.P., D.C. motor,

Two 25 H.P., A.C. motors,

One 5 H.P., A.C. motor.

One 5 • 5 KAV. generator set,

One -5 K.W. generator set.

Two main line shafts for large scale machinery.

One main line shaft for laboratory machinery.
Intermediate shafts, pulleys, step-cones, belt and cone shifters, leather and

balata belting, friction clutches, belt tighteners, etc.

The 40 H.P., D.C. motor receives its power from a 50 K.W. direct current

generator, direct connected to the gas engine of the Fuel Testing Division. It

is placed on the ground floor, in one corner of the building, and drives the main
line shaft of the laboratory. It is used as an auxiliary to the 25 H.P., A.C.
motor.

The 25 H.P., A.C. motor receives its power from two 25 K.W., A.C. trans-

formers." It is placed on a platform under the second floor, in a corner of the build-

ing, supported by the walls.

The 5 H.P., A.C. motor is placed above the second floor, and drives the line

shaft of the laboratory machinery independent of the large scale machinery.
The 5-5 K.W. generator set is placed in the corner of the building above

the 40 H.P., D.C. motor. It supplies direct current for the fields of the magnetic
separators.

The HutT electrostatic generator set consists of:

—

One 2 K.W., 4 ampere, 110 volt, D.C. generator.

One 3 H.P., single phase, 33 ampere, 110 volt, induction motor, direct

connected with :

—

One 1-5 KV-A-5 ampere, 300 volt, A.C. generator.

One Wood system transformer, capacity 5 KV-A, volts 350—35,000.

The voltage is controlled by two field rheostats on the panel.

Two main line shafts drive the large scale machinery. Most of the machin-
ery on the ground floor is driven direct from the line shafts, thrown in and out of

operation by friction clutches on the pulleys. Intermediate shafts from the line

shafts drive the balance of the machinery on the ground and second floors. The
proper speed is given the shafts and machines by various sized pulleys. Step
cones are used in a number of cases where several speeds are required. The
machines are thrown in and out of operation by friction clutches on? the pulleys,

and by belt shifters, which move the belt onto the fast or loose pulley. Tighten-
ers are used with the cone pulleys and larger belts to take up the slack.

Switch Boards.

Besides the main switchboard in the engine room, a sub-board of two panels

is placed in the laboratory. On these panels are placed the switches for the

motors, generator set, and the switches for the fields of the magnetic separators.

The voltmeters and ammeters are placed above their corresponding switches.

A rheostat board for the magnetic separators is placed to one side of the
sub-board, from which the current strength of the magnets is regulated.

A small board is placed on the second floor, on which are the rheostats,

meters and switches for the laboratory wet and dry separators.

On the Huff^ electrostatic panel are placed the two rheostats for raising or

lowering the voltage on the electrodes, the voltmeter, switches and starting

compensator.
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Water Supply.

The machines are supplied with water through pipe Hnes and launders.

Water meters are placed on the lines to measure the amount each machine is

using while in operation. In the case of the jigs, where a definite head of hy-
draulic water is required, the water is supplied from tanks set at the proper
elevation.

CHEMICAL AND ASSAY LABORATORIES.

The chemical and assay laboratories are equipped for making all analyses
and assays required by the ore testing plant. They are part of the new building

and comprise six rooms between the Fuel Testing and Ore Testing Plants.

MACHINE SHOP.

The machine shop is equipped with the following machines:

—

One Pratt and Whitney 16"X 10 ft. lathe,

One Brown and Sharpe milling machine,
One Brown and Sharpe grinding machine.
One Henry and Wright drilling machine,
One McDougal drilling machine,
To the present equipment will be added a grinding machine and a shaper

for dressing and shaping the rougher castings.

The shop was used in equipping the plant, and will be used for general
repair work, and the making of new apparatus for the Fuel and Ore Testing
Laboratories.

STOREHOUSE.

A stock of supplies is kept in a room at one side of the machine shop. Re-
cords are kept of all material and supplies received and issued to the Fuel Testing
Station and Ore Dressing Laboratories.

EXTENSIONS AND NEW EQUIPMENT.

An extension to the fuel shed, for the purposes of an ore shed, will be built.

Shipments of ore and test products from the plant will be stored in this shed.
A roaster building, 30 feet wideX 58 feet long, will be built, to contain an

experimental roasting and sintering plant.

Provision has been made, and space left in the laboratory for the installation

of a flotation process for the concentration of ores.

To the present cyanide plant equipment will be added a set of cyanide jars,

with agitating propellers for making laboratory cyanide tests.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF TESTS.

Two kinds of tests are conducted: (1) PreliniinarN', and snuill scale trsts,

(2) Mill, or large scale tests.

Preliminary and small scale tests are made on shipiiu'iits up to ()00 pouuils,
by the use of the laboratory apparatus. lCver\' lilaK loiubiiKitiou is trievi,

and all data and facts recordetl and tabulated.
Mill or lar^e scale tests are made on shipments over 5 tons. The best nuHle

of procedure, and the proper How sheet having been determined by small scale
tests, the large machinery is adjusted to conform with the retiuireinents, ami the
shipment run luuKr actual niili ((tiiditioiis.
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For preliminary and small scale tests, not less than 200 'pounds will be re-

ceived.

For mill or large scale tests, shipments should not be less than 5 tons.

SHIPMENTS.

All shipments must come bagged, and be consigned, prepaid, to the Mines
Branch, Department of Mines, Ore Testing Laboratory, corner of Plymouth
avenue and Division street, Ottawa.

ASSAYING.

Assays, and analyses of the necessary samples are made by the Mines Branch

officials, in the laboratories at the plant.

CHARGES.

Tests of Canadian ores—including assays and analyses necessary for test

purposes—are conducted free of all charges; but all testing products become
the property of the Mines Branch, unnless otherwise arranged before commence-
ment of tests.

TESTS CONDUCTED.

Tests are conducted by the officials of the Mines Branch; but arrangements

may be made, whereby engineers and other competent persons may supervise

their own experiments, except where tests are made on machines and by processes

on which it has been necessary to guarantee the protection of patents.

REPORTS.

Reports of tests will be incorporated in the publications of the Mines Branch,

but separate copies of particular tests will be given to owners of samples when
their tests are completed.

APPLICATIONS.

Applications for the testing of ores, and all communications regarding the

arrangement of tests should be addressed to the Director, Mines Branch, De-
partment of Mines, Ottawa.
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